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The

Menace

of

Marathon

Movies
Ten-thousand-feet Talkies Becoming Common — 7s It
sary ?— Two Newcomers Fail to Impress — 1935 Predictions
for the Stars — Margaret Sullavans " Double " — A " No "
Man Scores — Screens Smallest Actress — Rise of Raymond
Milland — Welsh Actor Makes Good — Marlene Learns a
New Trick
' pj|p~'HE long winter evenings seem likely
to be longer if filmland's present fad
for inordinate footage is maintained.
If talkies continue to increase in
length, von Stroheim, who has been
known to turn in a mere 50,000 feet or so,
will come into his own and filmgoing wiU
become an endurance test.
Already, after some previews, I find myself
feeling the Phillips chin for signs of a venerable
grey beard.
These melancholy thoughts on marathon
movies are prompted by the fact that this
week I witnessed the unwinding of Imitation
0/ Life — all 10,000 feet of it.
The Universal adaptation of the Fannie
Hurst best-seller, however, does not hold the
record. That goes to the Continental film.
Dr. M abuse.
Get Along Little Talkie . . .
An alarming number of the big, literally and
metaphorically, films of recent months run
well over 100 minutes.
Little Women, for instance, kept us in the kinema
for 113 minutes, and The Wandering Jew in
minutes.
Viva Villa was a close runner-up with no,
followed by Jew Siiss, with 107 minutes of running
time.
Red Wagon and Gay Divorce share honours at
105 minutes, beating The Barretts of Wimpole
Street by sixty seconds.
M.-G.-M., incidentally, appears to believe in
quanti^. Treasure Island could not be completed
under 9,300 feet.
Other pictures which are over or just under the
loo-minutes mark include Chu Chin Chow, Queen
Christina, Caravan, The Cat's Paw, Great Expectations, Cleopatra, Little Man, What Now? Twentieth Century, While New York Sleeps, Man of
Two Worlds, Only Yesterday, Blossom Time, The
Merry Widow and Footlight Parade.

Waste of Footage
It about
is impossible
to beanddogmatic
film footage,
I think
most filmgoers would prefer
reasonable elasticity.
Nevertheless, generally a pictiu-e that takes more than eighty
minutes to tell a story is a bad
piece of crjiftsmanship.
It is not the actuaJ length of the
current epics that is the dangerous
feature. It is the fact that most of
them owe their length to unnecessary dialogue and wasteful stage
forms of story-telling.
Spectacle, moreover, is too
frequently
order
to
show offover-prolonged
an elaborate setin or
an
ensemble that is the pride of the
dance department.
Certainly most of the films I
have mentioned would have been
improved by the application of the
scissors.
Two Newcomers

A charming new study of Fay Wray, the latest and one of the
most distinguished of Britain's stellar importations from
HoUytoood. Fay co-stars with Jack Hulhert in " Alias Bulldog

This
week'stwopicture
previews
introduce
new film
personalities who are expected to help keep the
Hollywood movie moguls in the luxury to which
they are accustomed.
In the previously mentioned Imitation of Life,
Baby Jane, who is hailed as a likely rival to
Shirley Temple, makes her bow.
Baby has a few scenes early in the film and
she struck me as being just another ingratilines. ating three-year-old with the ability to repeat
College Rhythm serves as a debut vehicle for
Joe Penner, described as radio's gift to the
Screen. So far as I am concerned, America's
radio public can keep him.
Penner, on the screen, looks like an effeminate
Frank McHugh and his comedy style I found
singularly suggestive, unpleasant — and unfuimy.

Drummond."
What 1935
Has In Store for Stars
Dareos, the favourite fortune-teller of the film
stars, has, I see, been making his predictions
for 1935. Last year, among other things, he
predicted that death would come to three famous
The past twelve months will be remembered
for the tragic passing of Marie Dressier, Lilyan
players.
Tashman and Lew Cody.
This year he prophecies that three more wellbeloved screen p)ersonalities will die.
Dareos adds that M>Tna Loy will be the outstanding screen sensation of 1935, and that Joan
Crawford, Janet Gaj^nor, Carole Lombard and
William Powell[Continued
will marryon before
page 4.)the year is out.
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The appearance of the two girls was so similar
that when they arrived in Hollywood and Edna
spent most of the day on the set with her cousin,
she was persuaded to act as stand-in.
In that capacity she frequently appeared in the
picture
in thosenever
off-stage
which screen.
executives
see but which
reach shots
the theatre
Universal officials observed that she had an
excellent
personality
and she
in was
Binnie's
second
film.screen
One Exciting
Adventure,
cast
in one of the prominent roles.
Then the mix-ups began. WTien Binnie had a
scene, Edna acted as stand-in for her, and when
Edna was to appear before the lens, Binnie, the
star of the picture, would act as stand-in for her
own stand-in.
Frequently Ernst L. Frank, the director, would
become confused and suggest that the two girls
play a beSiamese-twin
so time.
that both of them
would
on the screen part
all the
In One Exciting Adventure Mr. Frank is siure
that he has the right actress in the right scene,
but there were days when he wondered.
Both Binnie and Edna are returning to the
.^imerican film capital next month, and the latter
is promised a bright future.
" Musical Chairs " for Movie Moguls
The musical boom continues to provide problems
for ofproducers.
One
the greatest is the fact that there is not
enough giand of>era material to go round.
Only about a dozen or so are suflSciently well
known and attractive to be rendered in pictures,
and Grace Moore used up about a third of these
in One Night of Love, and Elissa Landi an almost
equal number in Enter Madame, in which, I
understand, Madame Nina Koshetz sang her songs.
The old-fashioned Donizetti and Verdi
operas are not regarded as very suitable
for the screen.
Puccini works are considered the best,
but Miss Moore did the "Entrance Song"
and "One Fine Day" from Madame Butterfly in One Night of Love, and wiU probably
sing Musetta's "Waltz from La Boheme in
her next film, while "Vissi d'arte, Vissi
D'amore," from Tosca, was the outstanding
selection in Enter Madame.
That just about cleans up the good and
suitable Puccini offerings.
" Yes " Men Wane

Gloria Swanson, it is predicted, will make a
sensational come-back in 1935. Here she is seen
with Reginald Owen and John Boles in " Music
in the Air."
{Continued from page 3) .
Joan, he says, will not marry Franchot
/
Tone, but a dark-haired, foreign star.
The career of Mae West as a screen star,
according to the prophet, will be ended,
but she will gain new fame as a writer and
producer.
Is George Raft " Through " ?
Another interesting prediction is that
Pola Negri will make a sensational
come-back and so will Gloria Swanson.
For Jean Harlow 1935 will be the happiest year
of her career, professionally. Dareos hints,
however, of storms in her private life.
George Raft, the seer declares, has passed the
peak of his popularity and 1935 will see a definite
decline in his box-ofl&ce value.
Scandal hangs over the heads of both Claudette
Colbert and Clark Gable, while Ruby Keeler is
also in danger of an attack on her reputation by
enemies.
Dareos further predicts that Charles Farrell
will become a director, that Norma Shearer will be
unhappy, that Katharine Hepburn will marry and,
probably most omniscient of all, that Charlie
Chaplin will really complete that new picture
before the end of 1935.

Ginger Rogers greets her new husband. Lew
Ayres,
on bridegroom
the set in is" playing
Lottery opposite
Lovers," Patin
which the
Paterson, another recent newly-wed.

Interviewers Fooled
On several occasions visitors at the studios
approached Miss Godwin and asked for her
autograph, confident that they were addressing
the star.
But the latter, as soon as a scene was completed, made a practice of dodging into her little
private dressing-room on the stage, where she
Margaret's Double
was safe from prying eyes. To be stared at has
A remarkable story of how that remarkable always
reduced her to utter confusion.
young lady, Margaret Sullavan, has fooled
Once a magazine interviewer who had previously
the film world has just come to light
met Miss Sullavan approached her stand-in and
It appears that Margaret has as her stand-in a began
to ask her questions under the same old
double who not only looks like her but can be misapprehension.
And all the while the chuckling
depended upon to do the right thing at the right Margaret, having caught
sight of the writer as she
time.
During the production of The Good Fairy Miss came on the stage, was hiding in her little canvas
dressing-room .
Sullavan hcis her double with her all the time.
The matter of interviews is being worked out
She not only does the tiresome business of
by a most practical solution. There are no longer
"autographs,
standing-in answers
" for lighting
purposes,
writes
questions,
and but
evenshegave
an any unoccupied waits between scenes since talking
began.
interview Margaret Sullavan highly approved. pictures
Everyone has to study lines and when not on
This double's name is Leila Godwin.
the set every player in talking pictures is either
"The takes
"stand-in,"
before
the filming
of each rehearsing or studying. The result of this is that
scene,
the position
or positions
to be occupied
is no time to interview players except after
by the star in the scene while electricitins and athere
picture has been completed.
cameramen jjerform the tedious work of arranging
lights to the best advantage, so that the player
may
"lighted"
the Binnie's Cousin Makes Good
action, be
and properly
usually spends
several throughout
hours each day
Another
romance is revealed by
Binnie "stand-in"
Barnes.
in this tiring work.
Then, when all is ready for actual photographOn her last visit to Hollywood Binnie took her
ing to begin, the star, cool and fresh, takes her actress cousin, Edna Searl, along to keep her
company.
place before the cameras.
4

Hollywood's
last week
to allow a"yes"
"no" men
man stepped
to take aside
the spotlight.
Ed i^ Saint, a character actor, was paid £2^
to
"No" Vanishes.
in WalterHe Wagner's
The say
President
received production.
his pay for
four seconds' work and went home congratulating
himself on his luck.
An hour later the studio discovered that in
another sequence he was due to say another
"No," so Le Saint was called back and received
another £1^ for his second effort.
He thus captures the title of Hollywood's only
successful "no" man.
The Smallest Actress
discovered the smallest actress
have— barring
Nowin they
pictures
infants and midgets.
She is Tiny Jones, an English girl who has just
Colbert'sLily.next
in Claudette
a part picture
been given starring
Paramount
— The Guilded
Miss Jones, who is 4 feet i inch in height, was
the first comedienne to have her voice recorded
by
the film microphone — when she made a series of
"shorts."
She started her career in Gilbert and Sullivan
opera in England and recently celebrated her
thirtieth year in sho%vdom.
Anna Sten on Clothes
The modern woman pays entirely too much
attention to clothes," according to Anna
Sten.
"Fussiness and excessive femininity are earned
too far during a woman's working hours, whether
she spends them presiding over a household, in
or onbethethestage."
in courtshould
office or shop,
an Comfort,
key-note for
she added,

dress. of dressing should be
"I thinkwoman's
the problem
a working
and above all,
of grace and neatness,
simply one woman
is better able to work when she
comfort. A
woman.
does not wish to attract attention to herself as. a
"But," concluded the beauteous Anna, with

January 5, 1935
an assurance of tone which indicated that she
puts heris own
ideas into
practice.
her daily
work
finished,
a woman
may" When
expand.
Her
charm and her alhire come up with the moon.
She may wear clins;inK, soft frowns for a feline
mood and bright, electric colours to dazzle."
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In the case of Theofel v. Sheridan, reported in Kinema CoupletS
Volume 15 1 of the Miscellaneous Reports, on
week's to first
prize Hardy,
of half za Watcrville
guinea is
page 714, Supreme Court Justice Tionynge pays This
awarded
Wilfred
his respects to Mickey in the following mellifluous Place, North Shields, for : —
Borrowed Clothes
lines
"No:— chancellor has yet fashioned a decree to
Bring Em Back Alive
solace the humiliation of an elo(|uent divine whose
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to
parishioners have forsaken him for the golf
Miss Dorothy Spittle, 104 Tower Road, Astf>n
Heading for Stardom
courses, or of a once popular actor who plays to
a Holiday
for :— Takes
•
Raymond Milland, the Welsh actor, who has empty stalls while the inspiring plaudits of a Birmingham,Death
been knocking at the door for some time, happier day are showered upon Mickey Mouse at
The Quitter
may be the next leading man to achieve major a neighbouring silver screen."
Mary
Timms, 88 Medina Road. Tysele\
screen honours. As soon as he arrived in Hollywood
Birmingham,Love
for :—Past Thirty
from Kngland a company signed him for a series Hats Go Crazy
Call It Luck
of small parts, but the good breaks failed to
materiali.se and his name remained out of the On top of the revolution caused in feminine
J. Strachan, 67 Fvleanor Street, CuUercoats,
headgear by the "Marina" vogue, disturbing
bright lights.
reports
arrive
from
Hollywood
that
"hats
have
.\ second studio gave him an opportunity in a
20,000 Years in Sing Sing
small role and again he was forgotten.
Travis
Banton,
the famous Hollywood stylist, N.4, for : — No More Women
gone
slightly
insane."
Then Paramount signeii liim on. He appeared who has just finished models for Marlene Dietrich
N. Tebney. 129 Selsey Road, Edgbaston.
to wear in her new picture, surprised his friends Birmingham,Man's
in
Bolero,
We're.
Not
Dressing,
Many
Happy
for :— Castle
Returns and Menace, and in each did exceptionally the other day with a foretaste of what is still to
well.
Wonder Bar
come.
One day Director Wesley Ruggles, who was
Kinema couplets should be submitted on a
"Millinery- — why, you can wear anything this
looking for a new leading man for Claudette
Colbert, saw him in Menace ami at once settled on season," he said. "Take the inkwell, the telephone, postcard addressed to me, c/o Picturegoer,
Envelopes cannot be
him for the part. Ruggles is confident that the the ashtray — almost anything — to a clever 93 lx)ng Acre. W.C.2.
designer
of
hats
and
you'll
be
sure
to
get
a
wearWinners
need
not
submit
claims. Prize money
Welsh youth will be one of the greatest "finds"
able headgear
from the
adaptation this
!" by saying opened.
will be forwarded in due course.
for.Milland
>-ears. was at one time a member of the
Banton,
however,
supplemented
that although these hats certainly will become
Household Cavalry and is a crack pistol shot. A
it will onlv be as a sudden — and very Marlene s New Trick
short time ago he attentled a non-professional popular,
short — craze.
rodeo show and won first prize for shooting a
Marlene Dietrich has conquered one of the
most difficult of all arts — she is rolling her
Short Shots
cigarette out of a man's mouth.
own cigarettes. And not only that, but the
Alan Hale is to play the minstrel Blondel in Paramount star, when on top of her form, can run
Cecil B. de Mille's version of The Crusades — • up the staggering figure of 150 an hour !
Public
to
Co-operate
on
"
Laddie
"
It all comes about because Miss Dietrich takes
About to film Laddie, the most popular of Gene Bradley Page, who has played heavies in thirtynine
the last two years, becomes a comedian the part of a cigarette girl in a Seville factory in
Stratton Porter's famous novels, Radio in Nutin Farm
—
Merle
Oberon
has
rented
a
house
in
Carnival in Spain.
Pictures asks the co-operation of the picturegomg public in choosing the proper .screen treat- Beverjy Hills — Hollywood describes Nova Pilbeam
Her director, Josef von Sternberg, decided that
ment of this noted stor\'.
as a younger edition of Katharine Hepburn — she would have to learn to do the thing properly,
This unique request has been forced by the More rumours this week of a Gaynor-Farrell
Paramount called in an ex-army man who was
mass of mail which has poured into the studio screen reunion — Mae West recently visited an so
in the art.
since the forthcoming productiori of Laddie was Indian Institute in search of a young Indian to a genius
For
an hour a day for four weeks Miss Dietrich
first announced.
play a role in her new picture, Now I'm a Lady;
The vast amount of correspondence indicates she commented : "Seems funny, me having to go learned, and now she won't buy cigarettes in
the tremendous hold the story, first published in out hunting for a man" — Mickey Rooney is being packets — she prefers to roll her own
191 3, still has on the reading public.
paid ;^30 a week at the start of his new M.-G.-M.
The interest shown by the writers in production contract and winds up at £200 a week- — John " Dictator " Calendar
details is amazing and Radio, following the plan Beal has been cast in the title role in Laddie —
adopted when they decided to film Little Women, Warner Oland has been signed by Fox for six An extraordinarily good calendar of twelve
of portraits,
asks fans to help decide whether Laddie shall be more "Charlie Chan" stories — TuUio Carminati is scenesphotographic
and some ofreproductions
the most beautiful
sets in love
The
modernised, or be made as a costume picture, to co-star with Lilian Harvey in Once a Gentleman Dictator is being issued by Messrs. Bemrose & Sons,
— Joan Bennett is to star opposite Bing Crosby Ltd., Africa House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
literally faithful to the Stratton-Porter text.
So far the correspondents are about equally in Mississipi.
It was prepared
on the
occasion of Clive Brook's
divided on the matter and the company now
come-back
to British
pictures.
asks for further expression
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
of opinion. Gene StrattonPorter's sales have reached
the staggering total of
40,000,000 copies, and Laddie is her most piopular
work.
Radio announces that
letters on Laddie's screen
treatment will be analysed
and tabulated, and urges
that they be sent to the
Hollywood studios at the
earliest possible moment, in
order that production may
get under way.
New Honour for
" Mickey "
Mouse, who has
Mickey
a long list of honours,
medals, awards, diplomas
and prizes to his credit, has
just received a tribute from
an unexpected quarter.
The Courts of New York
have at last taken " jiidicial
notice" of the great popuof Walt
famous larity
brain
child. Disney's
For the
benefit of the laymen in the
audience, we hasten to
explain that by "judicial
notice" is meant a fact of
such common knowledge
that the Courts require no
proof to substantiate it ; for
example, that Franklin D
Roosevelt is President of
the United States or that
July 4 is Independence Day.

Warner Baxter and Herbert Mundin as they appear in " Hell in the Heavens:
5

CZECH'S

Appeal

Jarmila Berankova, Czechoslovakia's gift to movies.
This fifteen-year-old actress went from the schoolroom
to stardom on the Continental screen in one picture,
" Young Love" (see story on opposite page). Will British
fans acclaim her ?
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The

SCREEN'S
Cinderella

STRANGEST
STORY

JpETER WITT introduces you to Jarmila Berankova — a few
months ago a student at a poor school and to-day the rage of the
Continent.

Jarmila' s first picture will he seen in England soon.
Reiter decided, therefore, that he must
'ERY few miracles happen in the
film world. The story of the beautiful have young people, unsophisticated, natural,
girl who is accidently discovered in and pleasing for his picture.
He began his search for a boy and a girl whose
the street by a Lubitsch, a Rene Clair,
love would symbolise on the screen the
or a Sam Goldwyn is a good story simple
all feel for nature.
in its way. The publicity men rise to heights loveHe wevisited
the schools in Prague and its
of genius in that particular branch of suburbs. He all
travelled all over the country,
fiction.
walking through the streets searching always for
The attainment of film fame usually means the two who were to take the leading parts.
an amount of hard work that few survive,
One day he went to a school, a free school,
much sacrifice and more than a little luck.
where the children of poor people were able to
But extraordinary things do occasionally get an elementarj' education, and there, at last,
happen in the film business. Sometimes that he found the heroine for his picture. Her name
appeared on the school register as Jarmila
Cinderella tale comes true.
Something very like a miracle occurred Berankova, and her age, fifteen.
The first glimpse Jarmila, who was of humble
only a very short time ago a long way from parentage,
had of acting, was when a travelling
England, but the people of this country are theatrical troupe came to the village. She was,
now going to see the result, when a film of course, not able to buy a ticket, but she
called Reka (Young Love) will be shown in obtained permission to sell programmes and so
London
see
world.what was, to her, the eighth wonder of the
In Czecho-Slovakia a promising and independent young film director, Jan Reiter, has
moment the ambition to be an actress
been battling against convention for a number Fromgavethather
no rest. Her opportunities of
of 3'ears. He has his own ideas about films, training for a stage career were few. She had the
and those ideas do not always coincide with poems she had learnt at school — she recited them
those of the financiers.
to herself, made
greaton"lines"
out of were
their simple
Some months ago he set out to make a film sentiments.
Books
the theatre
avidly
read
and
studied.
that would bring his beautiful homeland —
Then the miracle of that schoolroom discovery !
the meadows and woods, and the people who
Scarcely less romantir is the story of the success
lived there — to the screen.
of the film. The wiseacres of the trade had laughed
It didn't take him long to find a suitable at Reiter. A picture with no stars, made without
background — in the lovely Bohemian moun- much money, and with only nature for its scenerj-,
tains where age-old woods and tiny hamlets they told him, was an impossibility.
whose history goes back centuries, seem yet
But it was possible. Reka has been acclaimed
to have been invested with the fresh charm for its beauty, simplicity, charm as one of the
Continental films of the year.
and beauty of everlasting youth.

Weekly

The director, in the opinion of many of the critics,
succeeded in getting away from the usual technique of talkies — a technique which is already
indicated by the word. Dialogue has been cut
down to a minimum. Only a few sentences are
necessary to aid the true pictorial narrative.
Great attention and care have also been
devoted to the musical score, which took over
six months to arrange.
As yet, only a few countries have seen the
picture, but there they are hailing the fifteenyear-old Jarmila Berankova as a star.
At the recent World Film Festi^•al in Venice
the picture was acclaimed as one of the two
outstanding contributions to the exhibit. Mussolini
requested to see it at a private showing.
The critics
praisedall the
of its
technique,
but above
the "difference"
technique, montage,
cutting, and all the detail important to the
intelligentsia,
they which
found made
in this them
Czecho-Slovakian
film
one factor
forget even
girl. task — a little, charming, unsophistictheir ated
special
Once more one of the Cinderella tales which
happen so seldom in real life has come true.
Without publicity, without money, and without
influence, a new film star has been born — a
fifteen-year-old girl who, only yesterday, studied
poetry in the class-room of a "poor school."
MAKE

A

NOTE

the date, January 19, and order
your copy of Picturegoer early
as there is sure to be a big demand.
We are giving away free with that
issue a sixteen-page, fully photogravure
inset of Lubitsch's musical masterpiece.
The Merry Widow," which once again
unites the famous team of Jeanette
MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier.
It has been acclaimed the greatest
musical to date, and the director with his
fine pictorial sense and happy combination
of music and action has certainly caught
the spirit of the stage musical comedy,
its
day.created a sensation and a vogue in
which
/
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a differente matter if you're ywoo
sold d.
on the
It's
beforwant
you toever
there, as
most
go togetHoll
DIDN'T
1 idea
Tolebeare;
perfectly
I was scared.
t.
peop
I wasn'frank,
I'm willing to try anything once, as much as
anyone else, but to try it for three years is
carrying the joke too far.

My original
contract just
said " threeforyears,"
without
any mention
of remission
good
conduct or week-ends home. Can you
imagine one hundred and fifty-six weeks
stretching out ahead of you, in a place you've
never seen that's been described to you as a
cross between the Ritz-Carlton and a mental
ward ?
I did get as far as New York, but 1 hated
it at sight, and I thought to mj^self, "If
Hollywood's even a little like this, I shan't
be able to bear it." So I got on a boat and
came home.
And then — last May — I tried again; this
time my contract said "three years with the
option ..." of coming home every now
an(;l again to see how the window-boxes were
coming along and whether the pup had grown ;
and only two pictures a year, anyway, which
does give you a chance to stretch between
whiles.
And 1 only stayed a few minutes in New York
— not long enough to get discouraged; and I flew
to Hollywood; and am I glad 1 did? Oh, boy !
(I've reached
part now, so I'm
allowed
a little the
local Hollywood
colour).

A delightfully informal snap of
Bimtie Barnes at
home in Hollywood.

Top : The star and
Frank Morgan in
• " There's Altoays
To-morrow," and,
right, Edward Sloman directing the
former in
ture.that pic8

To begin with, the studio people were extremely
kind. Over here they're generally quite friendly,
but they don't go out of their way to make you
feel on top of the world ; or perhaps they save that
up for American stars.
Anyway, Universal City made me feel like a
star as soon as I arrived, which, as you may
imagine, prejudiced me in Hollywood's favour
right
the steadily,
word " Go."
Andfrom
then,
Hollywood got me. You
know the sensation of being attracted to a person
almost against your will?
Well, Hollywood is very nearly a i)erson —
with an erotic, erratic, exotic, exacting personality at that.
For a minute or two, or a week or two, you
don't know whether to hate it or love it. In my
case the scales tipped promptly and heaxnly in
its favour.
There are so many things in the scale. The
climate, the architecture, the people, the situation, the shops, the life, the irresjxinsibility
with a sense of responsibility running through
it like light in a dawn sky or the lean in streaky
bacon.
there
you are —anyyouother
couldn't
use earth
those !
twoWhy,
similes
to describe
place on
They
fits. wouldn't fit. In Hollywood everything
My apartment was in a tall building called
Sunset iTowers; not a skyscraper as skyscrapers
go- -only eighteen storeys — but that's fairly high
for California,
than
there is inwhere
New there's
York. more room to expand
I was half-way up — and even at that height
the air was so crisp and clear you could almost
hear it crackling.
Each floor is divided into four apartments
(seventy-two altogether, which is pretty good
arithmetic for Binnie Barnes, let me tell you), so
each apartment has a corner of the building, and
each corner is made of glass. So is thcU something
to wake up to in the morning !
Sunset Towers is quite near the famous Athletic
Club on Sunset Boulevard, the great wide road
that
runs east
parallel
with Hollj-^vood
Boulevard
and and
Santawest,
Monica
Boulevard,
between
these two.
It's quieter than either of them, though, for
there are few shops and no street cars, yet
you're only a few minutes' walk from the heart of
the shopping centre.
You've heard about the shops, of course; they're
swell; but I was more attracted by the markets —
great open places, roofed over, mostly run by
Chinese, where you can buy every imaginable
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fruit and vegetable for absurdly little money;
and some of them you can drive right into and
shop without leaving the wheel.
I had a housekeeper, but I insisted on doing
my own shopping because it was fascinating.
And the "cash-and-carry" stores, where you
roam round picking your groceries from shelves
and take them to a counter to pay for them as you
go out; and the Viennese bakeries, and the Italian
restaurants, and the German bier-und-pretzelgartens, and the English chop-houses, and the
Turkish coffee-houses, and the Swiss clock-shops,
and the Indian bazaars, and the Chinese chop-suey
joints . . . each nation doing the thing it knows
about, and each one fitting like an old Ford
radiator on a junk-pile.
Yes, shopping in Hollywood is an adventure,
if only for the people you see. There are no
ordinary-looking people; of course, they're not
all
beauty
competition
winners,
they'veof
all got
something
striking about
them,but
for most
them have come from the ends of the earth to
make a million in motion pictures — and you have
to be a tiny bit different even to get as far as
Hollywood.
I had three homes, actually, for besides my
apartment in town I had a bungalow at Universal
City, consisting of a lounging and make-up room,
I kitchen, and a bathroom with hot and cold
jhowers, and I also had a darling little beachhouse at Topanga, which is between Santa Monica
and Malibu — about eight miles south of the latter;
and here I owned a strip of the beach all to myself.
You can't do that in England; it belongs to the
Crown.
In California the only crown is the one the
movie-stars wear.
Now for the sense of responsibility. Everyone
puts work first. They're there to make pictures,
and they concentrate on that absolutely. There's
no stage-work
to distract
them with
; andhere,
we shouldn't
have
that difficulty
to contend
if Elstree
were three thousand miles from the West End,
as Hollywood is from Broadway.
Those who are in work, work like fury; those
who are out of work, work at getting work.
Everyone thinks, talks, eats, sleeps, dreams, and
lives motion-pictures, and motion-pictures aren't
any the worse for that.
But then there is also a complete and delightful sense of responsibility during play-time.
You don't have to take a 'bus-man's holiday if
you don't want to.
It's fashionable to watch polo matches; but if
you
don't want
watch
the worse
of you;to in
fact, polo,
unlessno itonewerethinks
just any
for
the
sake
of
being
"seen
around
"
(which
isn't
really
necessary) you would be considered a sap for doing
what you don't want to just because other
people are doing it.
I didn't bother to ask whether roller-skating
was "the thing to do " or not; I wanted to go to
the Rollodrome, and I went — ^with Cary Grant
and Virginia Cherrill; but also I went to the all-in
wrestling every Wednesday and the fights every
Friday, not because everyone else was going, but
because it was fun.
In fact,
don't have to kow-tow to public
opinion
overyouanything.

A striking shot of the author of this article in "To-'day We Live " in which she and Frank
Morgan head a strong cast.

So long as you observe certain wide bounds of
Some of the lesser-known ones just stand about
decorum, and don't tread too hard on other
people's toes, you can do more or less as you on the kerb for the sake of being recognised
by the occupants of the rubber-wagons — the
please.
You don't even have to go to parties. I went sight-seeing buses that bring people from Los
to a few — one of them was a swell fancy-dress Angeles City to " see the stars for 50 cents."
afiair given by Junior Laemmle, with practically
They don't see many stars, let me tell you —
everyone in the film colony present; but parties but they can always be sure of seeing eight or
are a form of amusement that have a way of ten girls on Hollywood Boulevard, between
slopping over into next morning, so are not Highland and Western, who look more like Garbo
than Garbo does; and any one of these will do
favoured by people who are actuallj- working.
One of the greatest attractions about Holly- when you've paid 50 cents for one.
wood is its power to surprise you. For instance,
how could I have imagined that one of my biggest And there are pretty sure to be a few gaudily
dressed cowboys in high-heeled boots
thrills would be listening to a symphony orchestra
conducted by an Englishman ! Yet so it was — squatting on the kerb, to give a spot of local
colour.
Sir Henry Wood was at the Hollywood
Bowl, with two million gnats trying hard to
say? there
There'sare colour
drown the music, and failing even to distract our In Colour,
front ofdid
the Ihouses
g^een everywhere.
lawns, with
attention.
no fences — and then the white pavement — and
Of course, the regular Hollywood thrill is fun, then a strip of green in which the palm trees
too — bumping into well-kno\vn character actors grow — and then the kerb.
on street corners, recognising featured players
But in two days, in early summer, suddenly
whom you've seen acting dozens of times on the that strip of green is covered with wild marigolds,
screen.
so that the streets are literally bordered with

gold; why, even the dust-carts are golden — ^they
are so full of orange peel. And imagine all that
colour, and a riot of flowers of every description,
all drenched with the Califomian sunshine . . .
It takes your breath away even to remember it.
And you can get in a car and in an hour you
can be in parched tropical desert with cactus and
tumbleweed, or among snow-clad mountains.
And all the time you're paid for being there . . .
Of ■ course, Holljrwood got me; the surprise
would have been if it hadn't.
r-

THE

MERRY

WIDOW-

,

COMING
shortly — a sixteen
page j
fully photogravure
supplement
I which deals exhaustively v^ith Ernst
j Lubitsch's latest and greatest musical.
It will be presented free with the
January 19 issue of " Picturegoer."
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An unusual " back-stage " shot of Lotoell Sherman
at work as director of " The Night Life of the
Gods." The girl is Florine McKirmey. Below :
Believe it or not, the bearded gentleman is Herbert
Marshall — in character for " The Good Fairy."
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''PHIS week the Lens
cameraman ■ takes
you on a tour of Universal City and shows you
the stars at work and
play.

Henry Armetta slipped on a banana the
skin wheel
on thechair.
set — and he did not do it for fun. Hence
10

Left : Two British stars meet far from home — Heather Angel and
Carol Coombe. Below : Gloria Stuart takes time off for a little
golf instruction from Olin Dutra, the American champion.
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The

MOON

GODDESS

by

Clarence

A.

LOCAN

QRETA GARBO seen through Chinese
eyes — the most unique view of the
Swedish star ever published.

austere garments of
in the
BENst, pries
LIMa Taoi
t, watched curiously as
fantastically garbed dancers, with
weird painted faces moved across
the great sound stage.
He regarded the great gilded dragon
through er half-closed, oblique eyes.
A flick
of interest crossed his
impassive countenance as, in the
blazing disc in the centre of the
great sound stage, Stowitts, the
dancer, was disclosed in the gleaming
garments of the sun god Yi.
Apparently it carried him back to
his youth, in China, where once he
saw this ceremonial done in actual
life. For Lim Ben is very old.
For many years he has lived in Los
Angeles'
of the oldtimers whoChinatown,
remained inonesemi-seclusion
and regarded with alarm the younger
generation growing up in the modem
manner.
It was there that he was found,
and brought, with several hundred
others, to appear in the great Chinese festival
scene in The Painted Veil, Garbo's new
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film.
Lim Ben speaks little English, though a student
in his own language, versed in the Five Classics,
The musicians were idly tuning their
the Five Books, and the analects of K'ung-Foo- spectacle.
Tszee. His grand-nephew, Lim Fonk Kwuck, odd lutes, and fingering their great reed horns.
who was with the old man, and who had graduated The old man spoke, rapidly, in Chinese.
from an American high school, interpreted for
" He says that what is within her heart makes
him.
possible her understanding of this thing," interIt was this nephew, who has often played
preted Lim Fonk Kwuck.
extra roles in pictures, who had induced the old
"He says that these younger Chinese, reared
man to come to the studio, mainly that he might far away from home, have never seen this ceremonial, but that their hearts respond to it because
see the colourful ceremonial which, many times,
he had described as he saw it performed in China. of the spirit of their ancestors.
There was the muffled sound of a gong. The
dancers crossed and re-crossed to the strains of the " T5ut this woman, from a land of eternal cold,
MJ whose ancestors never knew the beliefs and the
weird Chinese orchestra. And then — about three
flaps of a slipper later — Garbo, on the arm of thoughts of our people or of this ceremony — she
G<«rge Brent, passed across the parapet before has caught the same spirit that these dancing
the eddying, whirling dancers and the great youngsters have. This is because within her is the
dragon, its nose sp>outing flame, as, borne by tranquil knowledge — the gift of seeing and undertwenty stalwart athletes, the huge gilded monster
standing within herself — that is personified in the
passed across the flaming pot of fire.
Moon
Goddess."
"Perhaps," it was suggested, "she has deeply
Lim Ben regaoded Garbo curiously. He studied this matter, read many books, and thus
narrowly scrutinised the star. Then he learned all these things."
Lim Ben spread his hands in a gesture of
whispered to his nephew.
derision.
"What does he say?" inquired an onlooker.
"Why use an ox-knife to kill a fowl?" he
says,"theanswered
the younger
man,Po "that
she"Heis like
Moon Goddess
of Wen
— she countered.
"With the soul of the Moon Goddess
within
her, why should she waste hours learning
whom they worship in the river lands as the goddess of tranquility and serene knowledge. There the things that her heart already knows? No,
is something of the mystery of our own land in she did not learn these things from study, because
her — he cannot exactly say what it is, but looking mere books could not teach her. It is what she
feels, rather than what she knows, that I saw
at her, he feels it."
"ItAsk
him
further,"
the
youngster
was
requested.
when
I looked
into her passed
eyes." among the groups
was during a lull in the dress rehearsal of the
Richard
Boleslawski

Above : "The Dance of the Sun God" recreated
in Herbert
" The Painted
Marshall Veil."
in a sceneLeft
from: Garbo
the film.and
of "extras," deftly placing a man here and
there, and rearranging his spectacle. Passing
Lim Ben, he stoppied and smiled at the ancient
Chinese. Lim Ben sjwke again.
" He likes that man," interpreted the g^andnephew.
says that he and
knowsthatwhat
in theis
hearts of "He
his fellow-men,
his isliver
large with benevolence. He has seen much of
life — danger, suffering, and joy. He thinks that
he must have been a warrior."
With uncanny instinct — or perhaps shrewd
judgment bom of the years. Lim Ben had exactly
described the director, who emerged from the
conflict of the World War to write the amazing
experiences of the Polish lancers in his boofa
"Way of a Lancer" and "Lances Down."
The onlooker remarked upon this. The grandnephew interpreted and again Lim Ben answered,
with a flicker of tolerant amusement in his eyes.
" T Te has kno\vn many men," interpreted Lim
he isPo,
old.third
He
wasAA bomFongon Kwuck.
the banks"As ofyouthesay,River
year of Hwang Lung, second month, tenth day.
"That would make him, I think, about ninety
years old as you reckon men's ages.
"Every on
day the
he words
reads ofin the
the Master,
classics.whose
He
meditates
words cause one to look quite through men and
their motives. I myself have gone to school here
— I am American as you are — and I suppose I
never will gain the introspective insight that he
has." Again he sjKjke in Chinese to the old man.
"This woman, Garbo, he says, has this inward
knowledge
he quoted.
is this
that enablesofherpeople,"
to portray
them on "It
the screen.
She is many women in one — as many women as
there are in the world, he thinks, because of this
inward knowledge. WTiere she gained it he cannot
The sj)ectacle was over. With a few words of
leave-taking, Garbo started from the set.
As she passed the old man, their eyes met.II
imagine."
In each gleamed a brief flicker of interest — as
though they understood one another.
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An Americanhensible in tactics
footballas match
incomprefar as —I quite
am concerned
—
is the mainspring of this mechanically made
comedy, with music which has the distinction of
completely having smothered

HELEN

HAYES

p>ersonality
jj, P
of Jack
Oakie,
I imagine
for
humour
CollcSB
jxhythm
the
first
time
inand
his
long
career.
He is cast as a self-confident
swollen-headed college football ace, Finnegan,
who falls on evil days and eventually gets a job
to run a football team for a big
store as a form of advertisement.
He so hypnotises the boss of
the
by hisgeneral
self-assurance,
that store
he is made
manager
in
place
of
the
latter's
whose efforts at providing son,
an
exclusive modernistic touch to
the establishment have driven
the customers away.

Goes

Scottish

IR
BARRIE'S
WhatJAMES
Every Woman
Knows, play.
has
been brought up to date lor
screen purposes and its cast,
where necessary, coached in a
Scottish accent. The resulting picture is
not so bad, but it strikes a rather outmoded note and cannot divorce itself
successfully from an artificial atmosphere.
In spite of this, I have rarely seen
Helen Hayes to better advantage than
as Maggie, the plucky, rather pathetic
Scottish woman whose father and brothers
bribe a man to marry her.
She gives the part a lot of character and
brings out the homely and yet innate quickwitted qualities associated with the "mother
woman."
As her husband, a railway porter who is
given money to complete his studies on
condition that he marries Maggie after five
years, Brian Aheme is also good.
The character is one that suggests a man
without any sense of humour and a large size
in superiority complexes, and Aheme brings
out these traits convincingly.
He also shows the gradual development of
the ex-railway porter to M.P. with well-graded
phases.
You will remember in the story that he finished
his studies and comes to marry Maggie, who
persuades him to stand for Parliament, since he
has been invited, and never fear about her father.
He is successful and becomes fascinated by a
society girl, Sybil, who takes an interest in him
as a man whilst pretending to be more interested
in his CMcer and activities.
He believes that she is helping him, when all
the
while it is
Maggie's
handling
her husband
which
guidesunobtrusive
his course of
action. of
When the break actually comes, Maggie takes
control of the situation and proves to him that it
is she that he really relies on — wakes him up to
himself, in fact.
It is chiefly a conversation piece, which, however, has not lost much of that whimsical Barrie
charm which appeals so strongly to most audiences.
Madge Evans is effective as Sybil, and I was
particularly glad to see David Torrence given a
break as Maggie's father, a role into which he
puts a lot of convincing characterisation; his
accent, of course, is impeccable.
Lucille Watson puts in a sound performance
as a sophisticated French countess who helps
Maggie in her plan to bring her husband back to
the paths of domesticity and Henry Stephenson
is effective as a p>olitical leader.
The politics, by the way, seemed rather vague
and much insistence was made of the fact that
Labour refused to go off the gold standard — none
of which added much to the conviction of the
picture.
Maggie's
two brothers
Dudley
Digges
and Donald
Crisp; arft
the played
latter isbygood,
but
the former's efforts at supplying comedy were
12

negligible, probably because he never made the
partTechnically,
'anything but
intrinsically
the anpicture
is veryartificial
well setone.and
the direction, allowing for the necessarily conversational nature of a photographed stage play,
very
good.
What will be thought of the accents in Scotland
I am not Gaelic enough to hazard a guess. — L. C.

proprietor's
sonIncidentally,
had been the
at college
with
the football star and had always
suffered from
his room-mate's
vmbounded
popularity.
Manhood is inspired in this
somewhat spineless being by his
secretary, who eventually wins
his love after he had faced up to
Fiimegan's campaign to win his
girl, whom in the end he is
quite
have. well pleased to let him
Lanny Ross croons his way through this role
and Helen Mack does her best with the part of
his secretary, while Mary Brian is attractive as
hisHumour
fiancee. of a febrile kind is supplied by Lyda
Roberti and Joe Penner; the latter is quite one
of the most unfunny comedians I have seen on
theGeorge
screen. Barbier is very good as the store
proprietor and Franklyn Pangboume amusing as
a head
shop-walker.
Football
marches and spectacular dance numbers in the shop form the main footage and give

Below, Helen Mack,
LMtny Ross, Mary
Brian, Jack Oakie,
Lyda Roberti and
Joe Pentter are the
principals of " College Rhythm."

One of the quaint figures in the Laurel
and Hardy screen pantomime, " Babes
in Toyland."
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the background to a very ingenuous and thin
plot.
Chorus dancing is quite ingeniously staged and
some of the numbers are quite tuneful; but, as a
whole, the picture is not a good example of
screen musical comedy. — L. C.
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i Let our Film Critics !
i who really see the i
i Pictures Guide You i

Frank Capra certainly knows how to extract
the utmost out of conventional material—
for it is purely conventional romantic drama with tear-jerker with a quota of really
a race-track background that he has had to handle great moments.
The difference.
here.
^® avoids the obvious by
StTXCtlv
r , .,
gest,migprobably
• I clever human detail touches
r J
^
ht sugImitation
LiOnjldentxal and makes something wholly
Oj L,Xje
lies
in the picture's
dramatic out of the conflict
inordinate
length
— very little short of 10,000 feet. The
horse
a
for
love
man's
a
between
supremacy
for
and a woman.
development is obviously thoughtful, but
In short, he has made an excellent example of far too leisurely even for a story that sets
to deal with problems as complex as
a racing drama which is and always has been one out
those of Imitation of Life.
of the most popular forms of entertainment.
There is al.so some multiplicity of issues,
The story runs as follows : Dan Brooks, a
restless young man, tires of being one of the many only one of which is expounded with
clarity and effectiveness.
puppets of J. L. Higgins, his wealthy father-in- complete
Having made tl^ese points, however, I
law, and renounces industrial life to return to the have
all
but
exhausted my criticisms of a
racecourse. His actions are censured by his wife, film that contains
much of interest and
Margaret, but applauded by Alice, his young sincerity and at times rises to the heights.
unmarried sister-in-law. She follows him, and
I am not, in the ordinary way, a devout
secretly finds the money to enter his horse, Broad- admirer of the literary product of Miss
way Bill, for a big race, when he is faced with Hurst, but in this story of the lives of two
adversity.
mothers, one white and the other coloured,
Many more difficulties come his way before she has in the main penetrated the specBroadway Bill is delivered safely at the startingtacular superficialities and reached the
gate, illness overtakes the animal, and racecourse riches of genuine human drama.
crooks get to work, but Broadway Bill, in spite
The white woman is Bea Pullman, a young
widow, struggling to keep up a home for her baby
of
his
jockey's
attempts
to
pull
him,
wins.
The
strain kills the horse, but the shock does not girl Jenie. One day, Delilah, a coloured woman,
shake Dan's
determination
stick ato discreet
racing. comes to her house seeking work and is delighted
Margaret
divorces
him, andto after
to take over her domestic problems in return for
interval, .-Mice takes her place with the full a home for herself and her little daughter, Peola.
sanction of J. L. Higgins, who has. meanwhile,
Delilah, it is discovered, makes the most delectable pancakes. They decide to open a restaurant
learned
to life.
appreciate Dan's carefree, optimistic
outlook on
to sell them and eventually own a moderately
Not only in story treatment, but in the handling profitable business.
In the meanwhile their association has develof>ed
of his artistes, Capra has ensured the entertainment
into a loyal friendship. The two children are
value of this picture.
Warner Baxter and Myma Ley make a good growing up together. Peola, though of negro
team as Dan and Alice, and handle the love parentage, is white of skin, and early develops
a keen sensitiveness about her breeding. The
interest very well.
As Higgins, Walter Connolly is effective, and great tragedies in her childhood are when her
Helen Vinson is an adequate Margaret.
companion calls her "nigger" in a childish
As two racecourse crooks, Lynne Overmann and quarrel and when her black mother thoughtlessly
goes to fetch her from school and thus betrays
Raymond Walburn are excellent.
The dialogue is polished and the race-track her origin to her classmates.
One day arealises
smart the
"out-of-work"
to the
sequences realistic. — L. C.
restaurant,
commercial comes
possibilities
This painstaking adaptation of one of Fannie flour
of Delilah's
them distribution.
to sell the
in boxes pancake,
and buildspersuades
up a national
Hurst's
most
successful
novels
might
easily
We
see
the
mothers
next
as
the
wealthy
partners
have been a really great film instead of an elaborate
in a huge business. Bea runs the concern, and
Delilah, still humble and unchanged, is content
to take charge of the household duties in the
mansion to which they have moved — she occupies
the basement.

Above : Warren William, Rochelle Hudson and
Claudette Colbert in " Imitation of Life."

Peola's sensitiveness has grown with her.
Miserable and unable either to adjust herself to
the lot of her own race or to take her place among
the whites, she finally publicly renounces her
mother and runs away to lead her own life.
The painful shock is too much for the worn-out
Delilah. Very soon after, she is dead.
Meantime Bea has fallen in love with a young
scientist, Stephen Archer. The affair is complicated by the fact that her daughter, now eighteen,
also falls in love with him, and the film ends with
the suggestion that when the girl has got over her ,
childish
united. infatuation Bea and her lover will be ^
The grim tragedy of Delilah and Peola (poor
Peola beating impotent fists against the fate
that gave her negro blood and a white skin)
completely overshadpws the picture and gives
us some of the most moving moments yet fashioned
by the talkie screen.
The film rises to its greatest heights of poignancy in the superb performance of Louise Beavers
in the role of Delilah. Miss Beavers, whose
coloured character maids must be familiar to
most filmgoers, here joins the great actresses of
the contemporary screen. She ranges the entire
scalefalse
from step.
comedy to supreme tragedy without
one
The unusual dramatic strength imparted to the
film by this brilliantly human presentation of a
profound problem is inclined to overbalance the
rest
it, Stephen
and the and
silly its
adolescent
Jessieof for
somewhat"pash"
illogicalof
effect on her mother's romance seem rather
trivial afterwards, thus creating an anti-climatic
ending,
out of one that is already vague and
unsatisfactory.
The idea was, one supposes, to stress the conventional "success story" moral by showing that
in the cases of both women riches did not bring
happiness.
I have not read the book, but in view of the
dominating note struck in the film by the colour
tragedy theme, I cannot help thinking that more
effective dramatic contrast would have been provided had John M. Stahl. the director, stressed
instead a happy ending for the white woman and her
daughter. I should like to have seen him build
up his climax from the point of one symbolic
shot in the Pullman mansion which shows Bea
walking
and Delilah walking down, the stairs
— to her up,
basement.
Claudette Colbert is excellent as Bea, a role
which gives her more opportunities than some of
her recent screen contributions. Warren William
has little to do as Stephen, but does it
gracefully. Rochelle Hudson adequately represents Jessie, while Ned Sparks characteristically
supplies what comedy relief the drama needs.
Fredi Washington contributes an effectively
tense portrayal of Peola — M. D. P.
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This unusual picture should please the
Margaret Sullavan fans who never see
enough of their favourite ! The cameraman ■
got this shot with the aid of mirrors on
" The Good Fairy " set.
The Vanishing Star
Hollywood received a scare when it was learned
that Alice Brady had disappeared from her
home and could not be located. Warner Brothers,
for whom she is working, also worried, because
Alice is appearing in a current picture. It was
feared that kidnappers had captured the stage and
film star.
Alice disappeared on a Sunday and returned on
aI Tuesday,
she declcired
"circumstances
refuse to and
explain
caused my
absence fromwhich
the
Hollywood is quite used to these actresses who
depart without notice. Margaret Sullavan caused
grey hair to appear upon the heads of the Universal
executives, so Miss Brady's disappearance is
nothing new to the film capital.

Lonergan
Sends
From

it Hot

Hollywood

Victor

McLaglen

Sued

■ICTOR McLAGLEN made a fine
gesture when
he organised the
California Light Horse, a cavaby
unit which drills near the Breakfast
Club, on Riverside Drive, near
Hollywood.
Many of the members secure
profitable employment at the studios through
association with the organisation.
There was an unfortunate sequel, however,
when Sergeant Richard Charles Mann, a
member of Victor's army, sued his colonel —
otherwise Victor McLaglen, film star — for
$15,000 damages, claiming that his commanding officer threw him out of the regimental
headquarters at the Breakfast Club, and also
that Victor was assisted by his brother, Cyril,
who appeared for a number of years in British
films.
Victor and Cyril denied the sergeant's
allegations, and the magistrate dismissed the
case.
Katharine, Take a Bow !
Katharine Hepburn is an exceedingly popular
person with those with whom she works,
particularly the people in lowly p>ositions. And
there is no one who adores her more than Mary
Gordon, a character actress, who spent many
years as an extra.
La Hepburn heard Miss Gordon talking on the
set, and was so impressed with her Scottish accent
that she insisted that a test be made of Miss
Gordon. The test was a great success, so the
character actress has the fine role of Nannie in
The Little Minister, and is due to play as equally
fine roles in the future.
Producers
rarely look for ability in the extra
14

Alleged Incident at Breakfast
Club — Star Acquitted —
Margaret's Elopement — A
"Jinx" Picture — Bette Davies
Likes the Simple Life.
ranks, except for youthful players; but Miss
Hepburn, with her rare discernment, discovered
what the studio officials had passed by for several

city."Neighbours Protested
The
Ann Dvorak has a baseball team called the
Ann Dvorak All-stars, of which her recently
found father, Edward McKim, is manager.
• Mr. McKim decided to lease a field near the
Hollywood Bowl, where many celebrated concerts
are held. It is a neighbourhood where many
wealthy people reside.
Then the fun began. The residents filed petitions to city officials, declaring that the loud cheering of baseball fans would not be conducive to
p)eace, and asking that permission for a baseball
field in that locality be prohibited.
Up to present writing, permission for the ball
field has not been granted.
Another Surprise
Margaret Sullavan fooled everybody when she
eloped to Yuma, Arizona, with William
Wyler, who directed her in The Good Fairy at the
Universal studios.
For several weeks after the picture started
production, Margaret quarreled with Wyler almost
constantly, walking off the set from time to time,
so that everyone thought she hated the megaphone
wielder. Then suddenly peace descended.
Margaret was most docile, which should have
warned everyone that romance was in the offing.
But, so far as I can learn, no one divined that a
wedding would soon take place.
Wyler is a relative of Carl Laemmle, president of
the Universal Compainy.
A Star's Daughter
Carol
Ann, Beery,
adopted
daughter
of the
Wallace
is playing
in West
Pointfamous
of the
Air, in which her father is the star.
The child is only four years old.
In the picture Beery plays a flight sergeant, and
Carol Ann is his daughter.

They Like Simplicity
Bette Davis and her husband, Harmon Nelson,
a young musician, prefer the simple life, so
much so that they have abandoned their large
years.
He Was All Wet
home not
in Beverly
Hills and havehouse
secured
" homey,"
but
at all ostentatious
in aHollywood.
Clark Gable is well aware that the life of a It is old fashioned, but Bette and Mr. Nelson
movie star is not a bed of roses; but, never- regard it as more suited to their ideas of what a
theles , he got a surprise while he was working in home should be.
Copy Cat with Constance Bennett.
The star's husband won the admiration and
The actor, according to the script, was required amazement
of Hollywood when, after his marriage
to make a leap into a rowboat. He obeyed to the wealthy star, he continued his musical
instructions, but, alas, he landed so hard that his career, used an old car, and refused to be Mr.
weight caused him to crash through the bottom of Bette Davis.
the boat, and there he was entangled until he was
rescued.
— Claudette Says
ColbertThat
is —
an amateur photohad attempted the "stunt " when he was Hollywood
If Gable
he undoubtedly would have been drowned.
alone,
grapher and develops
her
own
♦
♦
♦negatives.
— Jack Oakie, before he got his "break" in
x" Lancer, which was pictures,
Fam
The
Bengal
pounded
Hollywood's
pavements
of a"Jin
Livesous
rheannounc
extensively
that he wore
holes through
his shoes.so
several
for
usly
ed almost continuo
♦
♦
♦
years, and finally started production recently,
— Myrna Loy was a dancing teacher.
film.
♦
♦
♦
appears to be an ill-fated in
the picture were Sir
Among those injured
— Kent Taylor sold awnings.
by a spider;
Guy Standing, who was bitten
♦
♦
♦
Franchot Tone, who fell from a horse and also
— Mae West receives between fifteen and
from an eight-foot platform; and Gary Cooper,
twenty presents weekly
from her
♦
♦
♦ admirers.
sprained his back. Three "stunt" men were
who injured.
also
—
Edward
G.
Robinson
has
one of the finest
The actors and actresses appearing in The Lancer
collections of paintings in Hollywood.
are crossing their fingers.

George

Brent

After graduating from college this
good looking Freshiiian joined the
famous Abbey Players in Dublin.
His long stage experience has stood
him in good stead on the screen,
where he is becoming increasingly
popular. He will be seen m " The
Painted Veil" with Greta Garbo.

To Wallace Beery has fallen the honour of
impersonating the great P. T. Barnum,
and as Beer/ started in the shew business
himself as an elephant trainer, we may
expect him to infuse the typical circus
colour into the character of the man who
invented the phrase "There's one born
every
other principal
membersminute."
of the The
cast include
Adolphe
Menjou, Virginia Bruce, Rochelle Hudson,
Janet Beecher, and " a Gigantic Array
of Attractions " by P. T. Barnum.
These include representations of General
Tom Thumb, The Cardiff Giant, .The
Bearded Lady, The Wild Man of Borneo, The
Fiji Mermaid, Jumbo, The World's Largest
Elephant and Barnum's 1001 Wonders.

T. A. Modson on a freak pony, represeruing one of Barman's
stunts. most sensational

Virginia Bruce- as Jenny Lind, " the SzceJish
Nightingale," Kith ichom Barmim falls in love.

Adolphe B.
Menjou
us Barnum's
partner.,
Walsh
also felt
tenderly toiuards Jimmy Lind.

Here is horo they manufacture a
storm in the studio. This tvill
not do for William Woolfe of
Science Fihns — he wants a real
erne. Inset, Anthony Asquith with
whom Mr. Woolfe worked on the
director's early successes.

Two

"The only thing that is holding up part of this
picture is our need for a suitable storm," said
Mr. Woolfe. "The one we had Icist week was not
quite right for what we wanted. Of course, we
are in constant touch with the Air Ministry and
the Meteorological Office and they will always
warn us of an approaching storm. Then we shall
pack up all our instruments and follow the storm
into the country, somewhere away from all the

Men

in Search

of a

Thunderstorm
\ >|ARy Benedetta takes you behind the
scenes of Science Films, a new enterprise with the promise of a big future.
"HEN I heard about a new enterprise called Science Films, I
pictured an elaborate chemical
laboratory, with perhaps a kinema
camera pushed between the
shelves of test tubes.
Instead, I found a very simple little film
studio, containing nothing like chemical
apparatus. The studio was one of a row of
what
I imagined
specially
built artists'
studios,
hidden into abeleafy
side street
in the
We.st End of London.
In these surroundings two men, with a special
£2,000 camera, very little money, and twelve
years' experience,
making todiscoveries
for films
which
are already are
beginning
mean something.
William Woolfe is the elder of the two. He has
greying hair and an expansive smile. His task is
to look after the business side. Before this he was
working as studio manager to British Instructional Films. He has travelled about a great deal
with Anthony Asquith, when the young producer
was making his early successes. Shooting Stars and
Underground. All along his work has been that of
a business manager, and he knows how to battle
with all the ups and downs of filming.
Yet he firmly refuses to take any of the credit
due to him and places all the laurels on the head
of his partner.
Frank Goodliffe is both technical expert and
camera man. He is dark, slightly built, and has
a very thoughtfid expression. His age is barely
18

thirty. The two of
them seem to be very
good friendsviouslyand
obunderstand
each
others'
ways.
You must have seen

a good deal of Mr. Goodliffe's work already, as he filmed two dozen of the
Fitzpatrick
Travelogues.
clever he could be with a They
camera,showed
but it howwas
mostly scenic work that he did for those. His
new task calls for a much more advanced talent
than they did. It also gives his mathematical
powers a very stern test.
Botanical films and nature films have been
adequately covered in all their possibilities by
Percy Smith. Frank Goodliffe and William
Woolfe have turned their attention to the skies.
They obtain all their most thrilling epics from the
atmosphere.
.^nd they are making new discoveries every day.
This sounds a very ethereal and unpromising
sort of ground to explore. But that is where the
science comes in. Already these men have
reduced the vague incomprehensible actions of the
atmosphere to something concrete and visible,
that anyone can go and watch from a comfortable
seat in the cinema. What is more, they have
made it very simple and easy to understand. They
take you up in the clouds and show you things
actually
a wayeye,thatevenyoufromcould
never see "happening"
them with yourin naked
an
aeroplane. If you have a normal amount of
curiosity in your make-up you will revel in it.
For instance, they are shortly completing an
atmospheric romance on the weather. You will
be up in the clouds nearly all the time you are
watching it. And you will have a fascinating time
seeing behind the scenes in the offices of the Clerk
of the Weather.

Anotherpots."
invisible thing that Science Films will
chimney
introduce you to in a reality is the mysterious
cathode ray, which plays such a vital part in
wireless. By multiplying the spwed of the kinema
camera to equal the sjjeed of passage of the ray so
can the ray be brought into being as a visible
object on the screen. This film was made at the
Radio Research Station at Slough. It will be
another useful step towards bringing science " into
the ken" of the general public.
You can imagine what a work of patience and
perseverance it must have been to work out
mathematically all the timing of the photography.
Most of the motors used on their cameras for this
super-animated photography had to be made by
these men themselves. It was amusing to see how
deftly they had made use of Meccano for the
framework of all of them.
In between their more advanced technical
excursions, the Science Film partners carry out
orders for more ordinary types of instructional
films. They did one the other day for the
R.S.P.C.A. which was all about cats. It began by
showing the part cats are known to have played
in history. Cardinal Wolsey was very fond of cats,
and then there was a scene with Isaac Newton.
The latter had a cat as a j>et, but he used to get
very tired at being interrupted constantly in his
work by having to get up and oi>en the door to
let her in. At last he cut a little hole in the door,
so that the cat could come in by herself. And
when she appeared one day with a family of
kittens, he cut another much .smaller aperture for
the kittens. But the kittens still preferred to
follow their mother through the larger one.
From historical anecdotes like this the film
merges into a chapter showing what happens to
stray cats and how the Society will always look
after them or try and trace a lost pet for you.
But films like this are only a diversion from the
real life work of these men, which is to discover
new mediums for making fresh branches of science
a succes-sion of thrilling realities on the screen.
Their future plans are naturally very secret, but
they are certainly exciting.
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Concluding The Story
of the Film hy
Marjory

Williams

"But didn't
the doctors ?"
Wimpole
Street."
"Doctors
may prop>ose, but
decision
' ' Your rests
fatherelsewhere."
vetoed the plan ? ' '
"Not exactly. All the same, it
will be impossible for me to go.
You see, Papa is very devoted to me.
He hasn't many points of contact
with
and sisters.
I'm
afraid myit brothers
doesn't sound
convincing,
butFrom
I can't
myselfof clearer."
the make
standpoint
a three
months' friendship, Elizabeth had
imagined — even hoped — that her
companion might be indignant, but
no poem that she had read of his
came within comparison of the
invective he let fly when she gave
him leave to speak plainly. According to him, Edward Barrett was a
monstrous bully, a colossal egotist
who used so-called devotion as a
tool to acquire his own ends.

H ROUGH eyes dimmed
with sudden tears of
alarm, Elizabeth studied
her father's face as he
turned from the door to answer
her question.
"What's that, Ba? Dr. Ford
Waterlow, if I may say so, talked
a great deal of nonsense."
" Didn't he tell you I should
avoid spending next winter in
"
England
"Well !"?
"Surely he said I should be fit to
travel to Italy in October if you "
out atplotlast!
long
has"So
this it's
precious
been How
hatching,
mav I ask? "
' It must be some weeks since
Dr. Chambers first mentioned Ital^^
as a possibility."
"And you spoke of it to no one;
not even your brothers and sisters."
"I believe I told Mr. Kenyon."
"Yes, and the Hedleys, and that
charlatan BrowTiing — everybody, in
short, except your father. I suppose
you
thought
didn't
matter
that
I should
be shutit out
of my
favourite

It's hard
whenallevery
year
feels tolikeremember,
a dozen and
that
time only death to look forward to.
Then, as you say, a miracle happened.
Every day I've been able to do
more — meet my friends — breathe in
the opentalked
— see ofthemysun.
the
doctors
going'WTien
to Italy,
naturally, I thought about it and
discussed it. You know I've always
wanted to go there."
— self — self for
! No
thought,
no" Self
consideration
anyone
else.
Did it never occur to you, during
all those dark months, you were
going to enjoy yourself abroad, your
father would be left utterly
alone? "
"But how?"
"Understand me. Your brothers
and sisters might be shadows for all
the companionship they give me.
Don't think I haven't noticed a
change in you, my child. All these
months you've been drawing away
from your father. New life — new

Freely based on the film " The
Barretts of Wimpole Street," by
permission of Metro-GoldwynMayer Pictures, Ltd., 19-21 Tower
London.St.W.C.2.
Street, Upper
Martin's Lane,

" You'll need more than an umbrella when you call, I'm afraid,
— the seven league boots, at leaist."
"What
do you Imean?"
"Next winter
shall be at 50

CJ\ tyrant over his family
C/i. of three daughters and
six sons, Edward Moulton
Barrett, of 50 Wimpole Street,
is discussing with his favourite
and eldest daughter, Elizabeth
— regarded, until the advent of
Robert Browning's visits to her,
as an invalid — the question of
her wintering abroad

daughter's confidence, treated like a
cypher."
" "Dapa, I didn't mean that. The
A one reason I didn't mention
the Italian project was "
"The fear that I should nip it in
the bud.
excusebusiness
yourself.is
The
whole Don't
miserable
abundantly clear. I am cut to the
heart by such underhand conduct
If returning health must bring in
so sad a change of character, I shall
be driven to wish you were once
more lying a hopeless invalid."
"Papa ! You can't leave me like
that. I mustno belonger
allowedafraid,
to speak."
Elizabeth,
was
furiously
angry.
"
How
many
years
have I been tied here ? Six — seven.
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" TC'ven though your life stands in
■C' his way," Browning persisted.
"What does he care for you if he
can risk that. Devotion ! Give me
good,
honest hate;
soonerlifehave
it. Elizabeth,
it isI'd your
at
stake. I forbid you to play with it.
I have
rightsayto forbid
you "
"No —thedon't
any more."
"I must, and you won't deny me.
k You're too utterly candid and true.
^ At our first meeting you forbade me
to speak of love. I obeyed you.
But I knew — we both knew —
that friendship was out of the
question. Before our eyes met,
I loved you, and I've gone on
loving you. I love and shall
love you to the end — and
beyond.
You know that.
You've
"Yes; always
but known."
please leave
me.
We must never see
each other. How is it all to
end?
What have we to
"I love you. I want
look forward to?"
" Robert, I've told
you "Perhaps
for my wife."
not for
you. I can't marry."
"Never."
Sunshine shed a light cn the lovely face of the bride under her
hat with its caressing ostrich plumes, and on the ardent face
of her groom.
interests — new friends. Little by seeing you were engaged," hardly
little I am being pushed in the lessened
agitation.
background. I who used to be your
"Would you like to see Mr.
whole world, I who loved you, who
Browning,
" CertainlyPapanot? "! I never inflict
you."
myself
on my children's friends,
love
"But,
"There'sPapa
nothing " more to be said. even though some do seem to
You want my consent to this consider it their second home.
Italian jaunt. I shall neither give Show Mr. Browning up, Wilson."
it nor refuse it. You are your own
mistress. You have ample means
Impossible
not to
feel a tide for
of hfeElizabeth
surging through
if you wish to pay expenses. But
if you go, I hope you will sometimes
her
veins the
as, handsomest
to use Cousin pKjet
Bella'sin
phrase,
spare a thought for your father.
Think of him at night stealing into London came in, clasping both small
this room which once held all he hands in his impulsive way with a
loved, imploring the Good Shepherd
" Splendid — splendid ! This is the
fourth
you've
me
standing.timeHave
you received
decided yet
A merciful interruption, caused
by Wilson's
knock, saved Elizabeth
where you are staying in Florence ? "
from
to an" intense desire to scream.
"Not yet."
"I know of two good hotels,
Yet the announcement, "If you
please,
called. I've within a stone's throw of each other;
shown Mr.
him Browning's
in the drawing-room.
most convenient when wet."

"What then? If you remain to
somemy time."
the last, beyond
reach, I shall
be proud to have spent a lifetime
fighting to gain the richest prize a
man" Butweishave
everyouoffered."
ever thought what
your
position
would
be like
went on seeing me every
day.if you
We
should have to keep our love secret,
and"I weloathe
both hate
secrecy."
it, but
let me have
something to cause discomfort.
The immortal garland was never
won without dust and heat."
The poet, the man, both were incorrigible. Alone with the seal of his
kisses on her lips, Elizabeth could
see no practical solution of her
problem.
father'.s for
sudden
and
unexpected Herdeparture
Surrey,
where he was to stay a fortnight,
could do no more than remove
present obstacles to daily meetings
with Robert. Availing herself of
summer sunshine to drive in the
park with Wilson, drives with the
(Continued on page 20)
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Stars

shown
in

Charnni
New

{Marthe Eggerth)
Any new postcard added to the
"must
Picturegoer
" Salon
gallery
of stars
pass a strict
test.
It must
be
supremely artistic, show the star in a
charming new light and be a conthe cameraman's
art. The summate
34 example
new ofcards
lately added
to our lists passed the test with flying
colours. No matter which ones you
choose, you will be delighted. Should
you have no album, or if your present
one is full, you can obtain an album
to hold 300 cards, free, by joining
"The Picturegoer" Postcard Club.
Especially will you admire the cover
resembling snake-skin, embellished
with pretty blue oval panel embossed
in gold. To join, send an order for
not less than one dozen of the new
postcards at the regular price of 2/6
dozen.

ng

Light

ChooM your urds from list below.
"Sepia Glossy" " Colonrgraph " or "Partners " (sepia, glossy and coloured glossy),
3d. each, 2s. 6d. doz., available to members and non-members alike. Full lists
of all postcards on request.
" Sepia Glossy"
Lewis Ayres
Miriam Hopkins
Joyce
Bland Klissa
Carl Brisson
Francis Landi
Lederer
Colin Clive Fredrii March
Gary Cooper Lewis Stone
Bing
ShirleyWing
Temple
MarleneCrosby
Dietrich Toby
Marthe Eggerth Anna May Wong
Clark Gable Elizabeth Young
" Colourgraph
Claudette Colbert
Ann "Todd
Cary
Grant
Mae
Ida
Anna West
May Wong
.AnnaLupino
N eagle
" Partners "
(Sepia Glossy, also Glossy Coloured)
(State style required.)
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford
RichardGable
ArlenandandMynia
JudithLoyAllen
Clark
Douglass Montgomery and Dorothy Wilson
James Dunn and Janet Gaynor
Fredric March and Miriam Hopkins
John Boles and Gloria Stuart
Charles Boyer and Jean Parker
Cary Grant and Elissa Landi

PICTUREGOER" SALON.
85, Long Acre, London, W.C.2
PleaseCard
enrolandme full
as aparticulars
member ofofthediscount*,
" Picturegoer"
me
Membership
e.c. onPostcard
future Club,
orders,and Isend
enclose
order for not less than one dozen of the new Postcards, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your new 5s. Free Postcard Album, I enclose* Is. extra to cover
cost of postage and packing on my gift.
NAME
ADDRESS..
Amount...
P.O. No. .
•Overseas readers should enclose 38. extra lo cover parking and postage.
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and make payable to " THE PICTUREGOER. ' '
N.B.
—
Applicants from Irish Fret Statt tuill br rnjuirrd to pay any duty pit.
that may
rtquirtd.
blljjb.be
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inevitable concomitant of Robert's
escort to some secluded spot of
beauty, on foot, Elizabeth tried
very successfully to forget the
future.
Home, though she dared not
mention it, was a different place in
Papa's absence. The pianoforte,
long disused, for Papa tolerated no
music but hymns, was opened, and
Elizabeth persuaded by the family
to lead the singing with accompaniment of the adaptation of one of her
poems,
Hand of inharmony
Mine."
She was "Lay
lost inThy
a world
when Wilson, bringing in the afternoon's post, proved an unpleasant
reminder
of the
handwriting,
like present.
that of Papa's
some
precise
spider,
commanded
Elizacry. beth's attention. Opening his letter
she studied it, unable to repress a
"Ba dear ! What is it? You've
gone
white it's
as a ghost."
"Oh,
nothing terrible,
Henrietta ! And yet it is. Papa
writes
Dorking
say he's
taken a from
furnished
house atto Bookham,
six miles from Leatherhead and the
nearest station. We're to move in
in a fortnight. He talks of my
restless life here, which he is sure,
if continued, will harm me physically
and morally. WTiat have I done to
deserve that? A few drives — a few
visitors — and the whole household
is With
condemned
to move."
unwonted
passion, Elizabeth
tossed the crumpled letter in the
grate. The gathering round the
pianoforte broke up. Henrietta,
who even more than Elizabeth, had
stormed at the news, invaded her
sister's room mysteriously excited.
" Ba, you simply must see Sur —
Captain Cook. He's in full regimentals.
He's
to St. orJames's
receivejust
his been
adjutancy,
whateverto
it is, from Queen Victoria herself.
He's wonderful — gorgeous ! May I
"It's
bring
him nearly
up?" time for Mr.
Browning's visit, dear. Can't you
keep
him fordispleasing
a little ? " toThere
could
be nothing
Henrietta
in the suggestion; meanwhile,
Elizabeth longed, as never before,
for the arrival of her lover. No
need for her to confess to something
wrong. Robert had not been at her
side two minutes before he was
asking: "What's the matter, Ba?
Your eyes give you hopelessly
She was dwelling on the injustice
of Edward Barrett's letter, on
its implied loss of everything she
away." when he broke out. "This
valued,
precious letter means much more
^ha<n you realise. It means you'll
be in Italy before the month's out.
We're
marrynotat only
once." Papa
"No —going
no !to It's
standing between us, Robert, when
it comes to marriage. It's me. I
with
saddle yourself
you thousant
can't
a sickletwife,
l times dear
to do."
to want she
you realised
it is of she
though
Afterwards,
had
spoken for some time in this vein,
going even to the length of holding
out her hand to insist on saying
good-bye.
When Robert answered, he did
so
unemotionally.
I think
this is best."OnYou thesaywhole,
your
father leaves here on the twentysecond with the family. That leaves
you a fortnight to settle everything.
Didn't you say your sisters were
going for a picnic on Saturday?
Most convenient. We'll slip out and
be married at St. Mary-le-Bone
Church. I'll see about a licence
then we catch a five-o'clock express
to Completely
Southampton."
overcome, Elizabeth

Concluding THE

BARRETTS

burst into tears. " I always thought
Papa was the most overbearing man
in the world," she sobbed.
"I-isten, darling; one other thing.
You can't travel without a maid.
Wilson must have a pretty sound
idea
of our Will
relations.
say she's
devoted.
she come You
abroad
with
"She might. Don't, dearest, take
me too much for granted. Have
you ever thought my strength might
give way on the journey? Suppose
I were to with
die onheryour
" her
He
reasoned
fears,hands?
leaving
on the extraction of her promise to
write to him in the evening. No
one, certainly not Captain Cook,
whom Henrietta brought into the
room, disappearing almost immediately so that her sister might have
a tete-d-iele, could have guessed
aElizabeth's
visitor.us? "unwillingness to receive
Henrietta's admirer — tall, frank,
fair, a typical soldier — succumbed
like everyone to the charm of
Elizabeth on the sofa, having
clicked his heels and bowed over
her hand with the conventional
greeting: "Your servant. Miss
Under her gentle sympathy, his
shyness vanished. He spoke of
marriage with Henrietta as a possibility which, liking him as she did,
Barrett."
Elizabeth
found difficult to discourage. She was glad when
Henrietta re-appeared anxious to
buckle on Surtees' sword as the final
touch to the guardsman's regalia.
Swords hang from the left hip,
I say, the
you've
wrong.
y'know,"
captaingot
was it
protesting
when Flush, without warning,
retreated from the sofa to his
basket. Footsteps sounded, the
door handle turned. With his
accustomed slow gait, Edward
Barrett advanced into the room.
"Papa,
you're than
home her
already!"
Less
appalled
sister,
Henrietta added with a faint note
of challenge: "Captain Cook, may
I introduce my father? Papa —
" I was Surtees
passing Cook."
the house, sir, and
Captain
just"Henrietta
looked in," and
the captain
amended.
I thought
we
should like to see Captain Cook in
regimentals. He's just come from
St. James's,"
Elizabeth's
contribution
to the was
situation.
Taking
out his watch. Papa merely remarked
the time was nineteen and a half
minutes past five. The hint proved
effectual. With a muttered excuse
about being late for mess. Captain
Cook departed.
"Since when has it been your
custom
to buckle on
your friend's
accoutrements?"
Edward
Barrett
inquired
door consequence.
closed. " How-It
ever, it isas ofthelittle
is improbable you will see the young
man again in uniform or mufti.
I am fully confirmed in the wisdom
of an arrangement to remove you
"Papa!
Captain
twenty
miles Isfrom
town."Cook to be
forbidden your house because I
buckled
on hiscome
swordhere.
? " Look at
" Henrietta,
me. What is Captain Cook to you ? "
" A friend."
"Nothing more? Answer me!"
""Papa
Do I —hold
your !"wrist sufficiently
I can't
hard. You'd like me to g^p it
tighter ? Answer ! What is this
— I ?love
man"Papa
to you
" him."
"
Let
her
go,
won'tinhave
it." Amazed please.
at her Ipart
the
scene so ominously and swiftly
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kindled, Elizabeth could hardly
believe the livid face, writhed with
passion, turned upon her was that
of her father, as he gasped : "You
— you knew of this filthiness."
"I've known for some time that
Henrietta loved Captain Cook and
that she was beloved by him. I've
given them every sympathy."
"Elizabeth, I'll deal with you
later. Henrietta, leave go my
knees I Pleading
avail been
you
anything.
Where won't
have you
meeting your lover ? "
"He's not my lover. I'm not a
bad girl. Truly, I'm not.'"
"But you've been alone with
Captain Cook — out of doors — in this
house."
" Yes."
"Positive unchastity under my
own roof. Unless I have your
solemn word that you will neither
see nor communicate with this man,
you will leave my house with nothing
but the clothes you have on. Once
outside my door, you will never be readmitted. You will go to perdition
any way you choose. I never go back
on my word, as you know. You have
your choice. Take it."
"What can I do? I have no
choice."
"Give me your Bible, Elizabeth.
Henrietta shall speak on oath."
" Papa, I can't. Mine was Mamma's
Bible. I can't have it used for
such a purpose."
"Then take the one on the table.
Henrietta, hold it and repeat after
me : 'I give you my solemn word
I will neither see nor have any
communication with Captain Cook
"
again.'
Utterly without expression, Henrietta echoed the words. Elizabeth,
shaking like a leaf, heard her father
order her sister to her room on pain
of leaving it till he had given
permission. The door closed. They
were quite alone. "Have you anyto say to asked
me, coldly.
Elizabeth?"
Edwardthing Barrett
"No, Papa."
"Then I must leave you under
my extreme displeasure. I shall
have nothing to do with you until
God has softened , your heart and
you
repent
of your
He took
the Bible
and wickedness."
went out.
For some minutes Elizabeth sat
numb, then summoned Wilson.
The good creature was splendidly
easy to tackle. Within five minutes
she had promised to join Elizabeth
on the proposed Italian journey and
to take a note, to express her
readiness to leave in a fortnight, to
Mr. Browning's rooms.
Ten days later, in the midst of
packing, Elizabeth was obliged to
hurry boxes out of sight when
Henrietta appeared announcing her
intention of going out to meet
Surtees and tricking Papa on every
occasion possible. With an anxious
embrace and the counsel never to
lose courage, Elizabeth let her go.
Not only overshadowed
anxiety on Henrietta's
account
Elizabeth
with a heavy cloud.
Ten days had gone since that
dreadful interview with Papa, and
he had kept his word. To leave the
house without seeing him, and under
his direst hatred and censure,
seemed almost more than her forgiving spirit could bear.
The clock struck three. Flush's
ears pricked. It was Papa at this
hour. From the moment of entry
Elizabeth knew that her father
was not himself. The agitation
under which he evidently laboured
had brought sweat beads to his
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brow. "Do you know why I'm so
early?" he asked. Then in a low
voice : " Because I couldn't bear it
longer.
It's oftenyour
daysbeing
sinceparty
I sawto
you because
your sister's shameless conduct,
but I can't stand it. Though I
hate and despise myself for coming,
the want of your face and voice had
become a torment. My darling,
don't
slip away
Your love
is all away
I havefromin me.
the
He had come close to her. Fright
ened
of she knew not what, she tried
toworld."
move. His arms went round hei
His voice, thick with entreaty, wa^
in
ear. this
"Myhouse.
darling,
we
shallherleave
In soon
our new
home we shall draw close to each
other again. You must share your
thoughts with me, your hopes, and
prayers. I want all your heart and
all Atyoura stifled
soul." cry from her, he let
her go. "Forgive me, dear. I've
said
too much.
I wasthecarried
away."
A moment
later and
father,whom
imtil now Elizabeth had scarcely
understood, was gone.
Trembling, she fetched cloak and
hat from the wardrobe. Now, at
this moment, she must leave the
house at all costs.
It was Anabel who found and was
discovered in hysterics by Henrietta and her brothers, after reading
the letter which Elizabeth left at
50 Wimpole Street, when, accompanied by faithful Wilson, she went
to marry Robert Browning. •
The terrible question as to who
should approach father with the
missive was in eight young minds
as he entered the room. Henrietta
spoke. "Let me give it him — I
should love to." None the less,
righteous triumph faded in alarm
at sight of Papa when he had read.
So still he stood, so frighteningly
still until the full lips parted and
the single word issued forth :
"Elizabeth." He walked to the
window and his children saw him
stagger.
Suddenly he turned, possessed of
demoniacal rage.
"Her dog," he said hoarsely.
"It must be killed. Octavius !
Alfred ! Find Flush immediately
and take him to the vet."
"H— heavens! Why — what has
the
pKx>r little brute done ?" Octavius
stammered.
It was left to Henrietta to see
what Elizabeth had been too terrorstricken to realise, that the stricken
figure of a dethroned tyrant,
struggling at this eleventh hour to
assert itself, was deserving of a
gentler sentiment than anger.
"Forgive her. Papa," she entreated. "Not for her sake, but
for yours. I thought I hated you,
but I don't. I pity you. If you
have pity for yourself, forgive her."
He threw her aside. "The dog,
Octavius ! Fetch it !"
He was not obeyed. Even at that
moment. Flush waited outside the
door of St. Mary-le-Bone Parish
Church, wherein Elizabeth Barrett,
spinster, and Robert Browning,
bachelor, were taking each other
for better for worse, for richer for
poorer . . . until death do them
part. Sunshine crossed the chancel
and shed a light on the lovely
face of the bride under her hat,
with its caressing ostrich plumes,
and on the ardent, courageous face
of her groom, his very soul absorbed
in prayer.
Meanwhile, Flush wagged a tail
stump, knowing that the door in
front would soon be opened. He
was a highly intelligent dog.
{Copyright by M.-G.-M.)
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The PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
♦♦♦HIDE OUT index to fiims just released
♦•KISS AND MAKE UP

♦♦♦THE PARTY'S OVER
♦♦AFFAIRS OF A
GENTLEMAN
♦♦Dr. MONICA
♦♦MURDER ON THE
BLACKBOARD
♦♦JEW SUSS
Jean Muir plays the role of " the
other girl " in " Doctor Monica."
•••HIDE OUT
M.-G.-M.
American.
" U " 80cerlificaU.
Romantic comtdy
drama. Runs
minuUi.
RoBEMT Montgomery Lucky Wilson
Maukeen
Pauline
Edward O'Svllivan
Arnold
Maccarthy
C. Henry Gordon Tony Rerrelli
Elizabeth Patterson Ma Miller
Whitford Kane
Pa Miller
Mickey Rooney
Willie
Muriel Evans
Babe
Edward Brofby
Britt
Henry Arhetta ...Loois Shnman
Herhan Bing
Jake Lillie
Louise Henry
Millie
Harold Huber
Dr. Anderson
DirecUd by W. S. Vim Dyke.
Reformed-crook stories usually
leave me quite unconvinced
about the sincerity of the reformation. In this case, however, I
found Robert Montgomery as an
ex -crook, who is led into the
straight and narrow way by his love
for an unsophisticated country schoolmistress, quite natural and credible.
Incidentally, Maureen O'Sullivan
is quite at her best as the schoolmistress in question; a charming
character study, played with real
sentiment and understanding.
The story is a simple one, planned
on conventional lines, but the
treatment is exceptionally good and
pictorially satisfying.
Sentiment is introduced in a
restrained manner, and all the
characters are interesting and human.
The picture op»ens with racketeering scenes, and then changes to the
country, when the crook hides out
after he has been too hotly pursued
by the police. The rural surroundings are delightfully pictured and
the little school-mistress's family is
exceptionally well drawn.
There is Mickey Rooney, for
instance, giving an excellent juvenile
study of her kid brother, and her
parents are finely characterised by
Whitfcrd Kane and Elizabeth
Patterson.
Edward Arnold is very good as
a friendly detective, who finally
gives Montgomery a chance to run
straight, and the star himself is
excellently cast and thoroughly
convincing. C. Henry Gordon, as
usual, maJces a most effective gang
leader.
The picture is replete with gentle
humour, and the dialogue is natural
and excellently delivered.
The sheer, unsophisticated nature
of the plot and the characters make
it a most refreshing change to the
usual run of sex dramas, and I can
thoroughly recommend it.
•••THE PARTY'S OVER
Columbia.
cerlificaU.
Domestic American.
comedy. Runs" A87 "minutes.
Stuart Erwin
Brace
Arune
Jt'DCE
Phyllis
Ann Sothern
Ruth
Chick
'.....Martin
Patsy Chandler
Kelly
Mabel
22

♦CRAZY PEOPLE
♦LONE COWBOY
<*BLUE STEEL
FATHER AND SON
THE GIRL IN THE CASE

What the asterisks mean —
An outstanding feature. ••• Very good.
*» Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
Catharine Doucrr
Sarah
Marjorie
Lytell Theodore
Betty
Henry Travehs
William Bakewell
Clay
Esther Mvir
Tillie
Directed by Walter Lang from the stage play by
Daniel Kusell, adapted by S. K. Lauren.
and
well-ac
nglydomesti
exceedi
c ted
erised
An charact
comedy,
with Stuart Erwin on top of his form
as the eldest son of a family, all of
which presume on his good nature,
until his eyes are at last optened to
their parasitical nature by a girl
who loves him.
It is a simple enough story, and
gains its effects more by detail and
incisive characterisation than by any
actual strength of story value.
The role of the easy-going son,
whose hard-earned money is squandered by his family cis if it were
their right, fits Stuart Erwin admirably. As the girl who loves him,
and eveqtually persuades him to
assert his rights, Ann Sothern acts
fairly well.
Henry Travers as the father, a
bibulous old gentleman, is excellent
and Catherine Doucet as the mother,
who resorts to tears whenever her
will is crossed, gives an amusing and
human study.
The daughter, Phyllis, who is
engaged to a conceited and
impecunious would-be crooner, is
well acted by Arline Judge, as is the
younger son, who brings home an
undesirable wife, by William
Bakewell.
Chick Chandler is excellently in
character as the crooner and Marjorie

Lytell effective as the younger
brother's wife.
An amusing piece of acting comes
from Patsy Kelly as a maid with
whom the father attempts to take
liberties, and Esther Muir is good as
an ex-maid who attempts to blackmail him.
Situations are extremely well
handled and comedy is gained
naturally without exaggerating the
characters.
••AFFAIRS OF A GENTLEMAN
Universal.
certificate.
Mystery American.
drama. Rura " 67A "minutes.
Paul Lukas
Gresham
Leila Hvams
Gladys Durland
Patricia Ellis
Jean Sinclair
Onslow Stevens
Lyn Durland
Phillip Reed
Carter Vaughn
Dorothy Burgess Nan Fitagerald
Lillian Bond
Carlotta
Joyce CoMnoN
FoEey
Murray Kinnell
Fletcher
Dorothy Le Bairk Gail Melville
Richard Carle
Bindar
Wilfred Hari
Sato
Sara Haden
Gresham's Secretary
Charles
Wilson
Inspector
Gregory Gaye
Bela
Directed by Edwin L. Marin from the ptav,
" Women in His Life" by Edith and Edward
EUis.
filmg which will keep
mystery
A you
the end
guessinly tosophisti
catedandin
which is amusing
a completely amoral manner.
Theber 22 story
ap])eared
in the Decemissue of
PlCTUR£COER,
SO I do
not intend to go into its ramifications
again here. Briefly, it concerns the
murder of a novelist with a penchant
for the fair sex told in retrospect.
Paul Lukas is very good indeed

Benita Httme is extremely beautiful in "Jew Siiss."
as the philandering
writer whom
Nemesis at last overtakes. It is
a completely unsympathetic part,
but Lukas makes it interesting and
human.
As his valet Fletcher, Murray
Kinnell is very good, and the
several women who play a part in
the author's life are all well drawn.
Dorothy Burgess is particularly
good as Nan, one of his old flames,
who has taken,
in desftair and disil usionment, todrink.
The story is well told and
directed, and has a sound psychological••Dr.
basis. MONICA
Warner.Marital drama.
American. Runs 63" A minutes.
" certificate.
Kay Francis
Dr. Monica
Verree Teasdale
Anna
Jean Muir
Mary
Warren William
John
Virginia Pine
Louise
Herbert Bunsoh Mr. Pettinghill
Ann Shoeharer
Mrs. Hazlett
Phillip Reed
Burton
Virginia Hammond Hn. Chandor
Hale Hamilton
Dr. Brent
Emma Dunn
Mrs. Marahan
Difttied by WiUiam Keighley.

out of
to be left
not medical
heroines,
vogue for
Kay theFrancis,
is cast here as a gynaecologist whose
irresponsible husband engages in a
clandestine afiai/ with one of her
friends.
Because of the demands of her
profession
on hisandwife,turns
he feels
himself neglected,
to Mary,
aUnknown
young girl,
for
companionship.
to him she has a child
shortly after their idyll ends; his
childless wife attends her and is
furiously
about
the jealous
affair. when she learns
She determines to leave her husband, but Mary, knowing that he
loves his wife, takes her own life.
Husband and wife, realising the
greatness of the sacrifice, are
reunited.
Kay Francis gives a convincing
characterisation in a not very
edifying and none too convincing
story. Her performance is equalled
by the fine treatment Jean Muir
affords the unfortunate Mary.
Warren William is also very good ;
indeed, the acting as a whole helps
to cloak the shortcomings of the

Helen Mack is good as a secretary and Gary Grant rather heavy as a doctor
in " Kiss and Make Up."

William Keighley direction is
competent, but there is a tendency
to allow detail to obscure the m&in
threads of the plot at times.
Good staging and the acting make
this
plot. sound entertainment with a
strong emotional appeal.
••MURDER ON THE
BLACKBOARD
Radio. American. " A " certificate. Crime
comedy-drama. Runs 70 minutes.
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Edha May Ouvkk
Hildenrde
James
Gleason
Inipector
Piper
Brvce Cabot
Ad Stevens
Gertrude Michabl
Miss Davis
Regis Toomev
Smiley
Edgar Kennedv
Donahue
TuLLV Marshall
HacFarland
Jackie Searl
Leiand
Frederik Vogedinc
Olaf
Barbara Fritchie
Louise
Dirtded by George Archainbaud.
A picturen on the linesy, of the
Pengui Pool Myster which
presents us again with the team it
created — Edna May Oliver and
James Gleason. It is a very worthy
successor of that amusing picture,
and its well-devised murder mystery
is enlivened by natural comedy and
unforced thrills.
Once again Edna May Oliver is
the school-mistress turned amateur
detective, and her performance is
extremely good. As her foil, the
slow-witted, ponderous, but nevertheless wisecracking Inspector Piper,
Russell Gleason is also excellent.
Other good characterisations are
given by Regis Toomey and Gertrude
Michael.
The plot is developed on unconventional lines, and the settings are
original and well devised.
There is a good deal of subtlety
about Ednaterisation,May
Oliver's
characwhich brings
out the
full
flavour of the humorous situations.
••JEW SUSS
GMUHOHt
ceriificaU.
PeriodBritisk.
drama. Brilisk.
Runs 107"A"minutes.
Conrad Veidt Joseph SViss Oppenheimer
BsNiTA Huue
Marie Auguste
Frank Vospeb
Karl Alexander
Cedric Harowicke Rabbi Gabriel
Gerald du Mauriek Weissensee
Pauera Ostrer
Naomi
Joan
Maude
MagdaleneLandauer
Sibylle
Paul Graetz
Haidee Wright. ...Michaele (Mother of Siiss)
Percy Raglan
Parson'sLord Suffolk
Pflug
James
Sam Livesev
Harprecht
Dennis Heev
Dieterle
Campbell Gullan Thum and Taxis
Eva Moore
Jantje
Hay Plumb
PfaeGBe
Gibb McLaughlin
Pancorgo
Directed by Lotkar Mendes, from the novel by
Lion Feuchtvanger,Farnum.
adapted by Dorothy

This picture merits careful
analysis and, consequently, more
space than I have at my
disposal here. I would, therefore,
refer readers who require more
detailed criticism to the Picturegoer
of October 20, 1934, where it was
very fully pre-viewed.
A lot of money has been spent on
the tragic story of a Jew who, to
become powerful and so benefit the
condition of his race in the
Wurtemberg of the middle eighteenth
century, does not scruple in the
methods he uses to attain his
position.
Unfortunately, while the settings
and technical work are admirable.
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the story of
lacksfeeling:
real "heart"
intensity
one is and
not
wildly sympathetic nor desperately
interested in these characters.
Conrad Veidt does not give to
the role of the Jew, who in the last
phase discovers that he is really a
Christian and can save himself from
death if he admits it, but refuses to
do so because it would injure the
race to which he had so long believed
he belonged, that sensitivity of
feeling that one would have expected.
He is good, but not brilliant.
Neither does Sir Cedric Hardwicke
come up to expectations as a Rabbi,
while Frank Vosper as the Duke of
Wurtemberg, whom Suss uses as a
cat's
weak. paw for his designs, is decidedly
Pamela Ostrer hasn't the necessary
experience to do full justice to
Naomi, while
Siiss'sescaping
daughter,
death,
fromwhose
the
clutches of the Duke, turns the
Jew's
thoughts
possessionit ofis
power to
thoughts from
of vengeance;
a very difllicult role which would tax
the power of the most talented artiste.
The handling of the crowd scenes
and the period atmosphere and
costuming are alike excellent, but
they do not atone for the noticeable
lack of real feeling.
••KISS AND MAKE UP
Paramount.
"A" 69 certificate.
Satirical comedyAmerican.
drama. Runs
minutes.
Cary Grant
Dr. Maurice Lamar
Genevieve Tobin
Eve Caron
Helen Mack
Annie
Edward Everett Horton Marcel Caron
LuciEN Littlefield Max Pascal
MoNA Maris
Countess Rita
Rafael Storm
Rolando
Dorothy Christy
Greta
Directed by Harlan Thompson.
Lavishly staged story, with
piquant situations dealing with
a successful beauty specialist who so
beautifies a married woman that she
becomes a menace to her husband's
happiness.
He divorces her and the doctor
marries her, only to experience the
same unhappiness. He finds a
harbour of refuge later in the arms
of his secretary, to whom he turns
when
track. his wife jumps the matrimonial
The satirical plot, which finds its
target in the beauty parlour racket,
is neatly planned and its provocative
situations are very well handled.
Edward Everett Horton is the
mainstay of the acting department,
giving a brilliantly humorous characterisation ofthe husband of the
beautiful woman, a role played in a
most alluring and provocative manner by Genevieve Tobin.
In contrast to her, Helen Mack is
good
as the homely but attractive
secretary.

Chick Chandler, as the crooner brother-in-law, Stuart Erwin as the
indulgent support of the family, and Ann Sothem as Stu's secretarysweetheart in " The Party's Over."

Robert Montgomery and Maureen O' Sullivan are both at their best in " Hide Out."
Cary Grant is rather heavy as the
doctor, who eventually decides that
scientific research is safer than
beauty culture.
He is allowed to sing on occasion.
It is not necessary nor politic.
•CRAZY PEOPLE
M.-G.-M. British "U" certificate. Romantic
comedy. Runs 67 minutes.
Henry Kendall
Hippo Rayne
Nancy
O'Neil
Nanda
Kenneth Kove
Birdie
Helen Hayk
Aont Caroline
Vera Boccetti Angela Sinclair
Hugh E. Wright
The Vicar
Wally Patch
A Plumber
Herschel Henlerb
A Pianist
Alexander Field
A Bailiff
Dorothy Vernon
A Charwoman
Hal Walters
Collins
and The Three Stooges and Al Okesc
Directed by Leslie Hiscotl.
Unpretentious
which
finds its humourcomedy,
in its dialogue
and characterisations rather than in
its action, which is inclined to drag
at times.
Henry Kendall is good as an
impecunious happy-go-lucky young
man who wins a-country mansion at
gambling and, in order to raise
money, later tells his wealthy aunt
that he is going to turn it into a
sanatorium.
When she announces her intention
of coming to see it, he gets his
friends to pose as lunatics and is
helped out of the impasse by his
aunt's
in
love. secretary, with whom he falls
Nancy O'Neil is fair as the
secretary and Kenneth Kove is
amusingly vacuous as the man from
whom the hero wins the mansion.
The cast is an experienced one
and works together well as a team
to
make quite fairly bright entertainment.
•LONE COWBOY
Paramount.
American,Runs "A"
certificate.
Ouldoor'drama.
67 minutes.
Jackie
Cooper
Scooter
LiLA Lee
Eleanor O'Neal
Jones
Addison Richards Dobe Jones
John
Bill Weston
O'Neal
Gavin Wray
Gordon
Jim
Barton McLane
J. J. Baiter
J. M. Kerrigan
Mr. Curran
William Le Maire
Buck
George Pearce
The Doctor
Chas B. Middleton The Marshal
Directed fry Paul Sloane. Story sug'^esled by
Will James' book of the same title,
Conventional melodrama, with
Jackie Cooper giving a very
good performance^ as an orphan who
stops his guardian from taking
revenge on his wife, who has
deserted him, although he nearly
loses his life in the process.
The story is set in the West with
good scenic qualities, and it is told

in quite a sincere, straightforward
manner, which, however, does not
at any time avoid the obvious.
Addison Richards is good as the
boy's guardian, and the supporting
roles are capably handled by Lila
Lee, Gavin Gordon, and John Wray.
•BLUE STEEL
Pathe. American.
" U" 52certi/icaU.
drama. Runs
mtnutes. Western
John Wayne
John Beaumont
Eleanor Hunt
Betty Mason
George Hayes
Sheriff
Ed. Peil
Melgrove
Yakima Canutt
Danti
George Cleveland Inn Keeper
George Nash
Bridegroom
Directed by R. N. Bradbury.
Conventional
Western,
with
plenty of action
gun play,
equestrijin skill, and spectacular
thrills, which include a runaway
wagon and a spectacular rescue.
John Wayne makes a vigorous
hero.
FATHER AND SON
Warner. British.
A " 40certificaU.
drama. "Runs
minutes. Emotional
Edmund Gwenn
John Bolton
Esmond Knight
Michael Bolton
Charles Carson
Colin Bolton
Daphne Courtney Emily Vates
O. B. Clarence
Tom Yates
James Finlaysoh
Bildad
Margaret Yarde
Victoria
Roland Culver
Vincent
Directed by Monty Banks.
Edmund
Gwennof struggles
something
the roleto ofmake
an
ex-convict whose past blackens him
in the eyes of his son, who eventually
learns to respect and love him, but
does not succeed in making it
life-like.
Esmond Knight is weak as the
snobbish son who is saved from' a
charge of theft by his father taking
the blame, while Daphne Courtney
is colourless as the heroine.
It is a very mechanical affair, too
blatantly obvious to hold any real
interest.
THE GIRL IN THE CASE
Universal. Comedy.
American.
Runs 49 "U"
minutes, certificate.
Eddie
Jimhie Lambert
Savo
Dorothy Darling
Arthur Loft
m.
ivanoff
Si Jenks
Asthur Thallassoff
SCHULTZby Dr. Eugene Frenke.
Written and directed

, based
ment inon America
Russiann
exj>eri
An comedy
treatment, from which the comedian
Jimmy Savo emerges none too
happily.
Since he is to be featured by Ben
Hecht and MacArthur, the less said
about this effort the better.

Albert Burden and
Edmond Willard in a scene

The

Case

Henry

from their neto film, " The

of

Producers' Logic
has
ed he been
as I know,
not, ashefarreturn
work in the studios, which,
atSince
E. G. COUSINS
considering our appalling
-Fatuous
Code." men, was
.shortage of leading
suflSciently remarkable to
warrant my doing a bit of
nosey-parkerage to discover the reason.
-Bergner's
Accordingly, I asked three well-know producers,
who
casting films, and took careful note of
their were
replies.
just going back to the stage for a
The fattest said: "Kendall? He's out on

Kendall

Why Is He Neglected By Movie Moguls ?Policies — Calthrop
on
the ContinentClosed Set.
"ILM production often reminds me of
"the
stor>'missed
of the the
unskilful
who,
having
ball golfer
altogether,
turned to his caddy and remarked :
" Funny game, golf ! " to which the
caddy gloomily replied : " 'Tain't meant ter
Film production is funniest when it "ain't
be."
meant ter be." Take, for example, the attitude
of the studios towards stage-players.
Sometimes (in fact usually) it seems that
the producers won't look at a player unless
he or she is, or has just been, in a play.
Consequently, the neglected film-players
rush off to obtain parts on the stage, and
then one of two things happens. Either the
studios want them immediately and find that
they are unavailable (for only the less wise
undertake both stage and film work at once),
or else forget all about them.

were
"who
breather.

.•\ileen Marson was going into The Wind and
the Rain, Rene Ray was to play in The Dominant
Sex (in which she has received very favourable
attention from the critics), and Clifford Mollison
wasn't going to blow the gaff about his plans to
me or anybody else just yet, thank you.
Three out of three ! And there were probably
plenty more at the other tables with the same
fell intention — especially as there is now a considerable revival in the West End theatre.

Kendall Sidetracked
I wish these clever and charming people all
sorts of luck. But let them beware, and
reflect upon what has happened to Henry Kendall.
"By Jo^•e!" you are now saying. "That
reminds mc — where is Henry Kendall?"
Exactly.
And now
I'll know,
tell you.is a consistently
Henry Kendall,
as you
good actor who has been just as consistently
ignored by producers — at any rate lately.
Not so very long ago he was in a long succession
The Gods Call
of successful films, and always in the lead — The
Of course, neglect is not necessarily the reason Flying Fool, French Leave, The House Opposite,
for film actors and actresses returning to the Innocents of Chicago, Mr. Bill the Conqueror, Rich
stage. They are nearly all theatre people, and and Strange, and Timbuclu.
the call of the theatre is a thing that gets right in
Thenwhich
he fell
one seems
of thoseto "air
pockets"
into
everyintoactor
get now
and
under the skin and itches intolerably.
again,
and
played
in
a
few
unimportant
films,
Kipling wrote :-—
such as Watch Beverley and The Man from
Blankleys.
" The red gods call me out ana I must go."
but there's another kind of gods, sitting in the
.\nd, naturally, he became a trifle fed-up and
ninepenny gallery, whose call is just as strong.
decided to go back to the stage for a spell. So he
Lately
at
the
Imperial
Film
Club's
dance
(a
most successful and enjoyable affair, by the way) took a play out on a seven weeks' tour, which was
I happened to be sharing a table with three people uniformly succe.s.'.ful.

The tallest said : " Kendall ? He plays silly-ass
The stupidest (I hope he reads this !) said
"Kendall? Oh, he wouldn't do! You see, he
hasn't !been
seen in any good films lately."
tour "
WTiat sublime logic ! Because a fellow hasn't
had good parts lately, don't give him any ! Can
you wonder I began tins ramble by saying filmproduction
funnier
it's friend
meant to
be ? to
Of course,waswhat
my than
fatuous
meant
-say parts."
was that Kenjdall had not been .sufficiently
in the public eye in the last few months to warrant
his being given an important part — the absurdity
of which will be apparent to anyone who knew
the histumultuous
receptions he had encountered
on
tour.
The public hasn't nearly as short a memory as
producers.
Phlegmatic English

betokens
silly-ass parts,
playing thinking
to hismuddled
As the
es
characteris
that this
much of our film production.
There are two main and distinct types of
Englishman represented on our screens and stage
and in our literature — one kind is scatter-brained
and
"muddles
reach irresponsible,
a happy endingand(Jack
Hulbcrt through"
is the doyento
of
this
type)
;
and
the
other
is
an
adventurous
and self-reliant kind of fellow who hides these
exterior.
qualities under an insouciant and irresponsible
It's this second type that is the despair and
admiration of our neighbours across the I'nglish
Channel, who have coine<l a phrase " roici
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He is in the cast of the English version of
I' Anglais avec son sangfroid habituel" — jjvhich a Casta
Diva, the first of twelve films to be made in
schoolboy misinterpreted as "Here comes the
the
Italian
and I-lnglish languages in the new
Knghshman
usualwhich
sanguinary
cold Henry
!"
studios at Tirrenia, near Rome.
And this iswiththe histype
our friend
The
cast
also
includes .Maria Eggerth, Phillips
Kendall can portray admirably, never allowing
the insouciance to trespass on the more sterling Holmes, Edmund Breon, Edward Chapman,
({ualities.
Hugh Miller, Arthur Margctson, I'clix Aylmer,
I first saw him doing it in the stage production Poter Ciawthornc, and Henry Oscar. A fine cast,
undoubtedly;
but what a pity a part could not be
of Havoc, in which he gave a memorable performance. Ceftainly the producer who only visualises found for l3onald in his own country !
him as a "silly-ass" can never have seen that.
Say It With Clubs
Fighting For Donat
While I think of it — -a few paragraphs back I
mentioned the Imperial Film Club, which
The character of Sir Percy Blakeney in The
Scarlet Pimpernel is absolutely typical of the does exci'Hent work in popularising British films
kind of thing I mean; and when that part was all over the world.
Now, I have to report that a new body has
being cast, 1 must admit 1 had a sneaking hope
that Kendall would be chosen for it. Hut no, been formed, styled The Association of British
Movie Fan Clubs, under the presidency of Miss
"a
has still
littleless
honour
his own
and prophet
an actor
. . . inunless
he country,"
has been Margaret Fairs, with a view to co-ordinating the
various fan clubs, arranging central conventions,
to Hollywood.
That was the case with Robert Donat. A year and furthering in every possible way the interests
ago he was seldom seen in films. His sum total of the clubs and the stars to whom they owe
in fact, was one picture called Men of To-morrow allegiance.
and a smallish part in The Private Life of Henry
I am informed that there is no fee for registration of clubs, and that club secretaries who are
VIIJ. Then he goes to Hollywood, makes a hit
interested should get in touch with the Hon.
in
T/ie
Count
of
Alonle
Cristo
.
.
.
and
now
they're
Sec., Mr. Paul F. Wills, 15 Goldsmith Avenue,
falling over each other to get hold of him.
He is supposed to play the scientist in the N.W.o.
H. G. Wells film, which they may or may not be
Certainly many of our native players owe a
calling The Shape of Things to Come — and person- great deal to the influence and encouragement of
fan
clubs, and I warmly approve any step
see how
get awayto calculated
with allya Idon't
title like
that.they
Andcanhe expect
is also toexpected
to strengthen them.
play done
opposite
Marywithal
Read, heas has
he
has
in theI-'lora
stageRobson
version;in and
to go to the Warner studios at Burbank in the
spring to play the title role in Captain Blood.
When Stewart Roamed
I have always regarded the silent version of
Captain Blood, with Warren Kerrigan in the
name-part, as one of the best films I ever saw.
I hope they make as good a job of the talkie.
Perhaps Henry Kendall will have to go to
Hollywood before he is really appreciated over
here. After all, he has only played leads in
twenty-eight British pictures. You can't really
expect
away forourtenproducers
minutes. to remember him if he's
Of course, Hollywood is not always the solution.
I remember when Stewart Rome went there (a
good many years ago now) and was never offered
a part; and when he arrived back home he saw
in a Hollywood paper a very favourable criticism
of his performance in a British picture, with the
remark : "We ought to have this actor over here."
Wouldn't it break your heart ?
All Abroad
Another actor whom a great many people are
continually asking about is Donald Calthrop.
Well, it happens that I can tell you where Donald is.

'A clever sketch of
prances Day, who star:
'joith Leslie Henson in " Oh,
Daddy."

Sprinkling
Years
whenin aI double
was an line
Editor
people
used ago
to bow
whenandI entered
the office, a certain German wrote to me once
a week, or oftener if he remembered, offering to
supply articles and short stories and snappy
paragraphs at so much per thousand words, adding
always the luscious line "With jests, half a crown
It often occurred to me that he ought to have
been paid more for leaving the jests out, for I find
itextra."
much easier to write if I am allowed a sprinkling
of them here and there.
Howe\'er, we are now in a New Year (if my
slight hangover from last Monday night does not
deceive me) and I have taken a Pledge.
Not a voluntarily,
of course.
I've beenshall
forced.
.And
Dover reader
(whose identity
be
cloaked under the pseudonym of Dover Soul) has
done the forcing.
Imagine it ! He threatened to report me to
the Headmaster and have me expelled if I didn't
curb what he describes as my "feeble apologies
forPersonally,
humour." I can't remember having apologised,
but I do now.
Oh, humbly. It would be a
dreadful thing to be expelled, and perhaps have
the old school tie publicly ripped off.
So I have taken a vow of perpetual seriousness
— and if I don't break it before T reach the end
of
this page, I don't know anything about Good
Resolutions,
Revolvers
Marriages here and there. One at Cricklewood,
in The Navvy — Diana Beaumont gets herself
wedded to Leslie Hatton, And the other one is
at the B, & D, studios at Elstree, where Escape
Me Never, the Bergner film, is in production.
no admittance"
is still
up The
on "positively
this last studio,
indicating, innotice
as delicate
a manner as possible, that Fraulein Bergner
doesn't want us vulgar writer-fellows prowling
about while she is serving her art. But she has
forgotten something. The revolvers.
At the Universal Studios in Holl^'wood, a
syndicate of scribes is writing a conclusion to the
unfinished Charles Dickens story The Mystery of
Edwin Drood, and to ensure that nobody shall
have an inkling of what the ending is to be,
police with revolvers in their holsters are posted
at the studio doors to discourage visitors.
Apparently, no one has told Fraulein Bergner
about this. I think she ought to know. The
firemen on duty would love to stand about with
holsters on.
Oh, I timidity
know, ofand
cour.se,
it's all due
the star's
natural
nervousness
and toshyness
and
all that. I wonder how she would feel with a
thousand people staring at her across the footAnyway,
I can't help thinking they do it better
lights:'
in
Hollv^v'ood.
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NEW

FACE

POWDER

FASHION
TAKES
PARIS BY STORM
The

Season's

Sensation
Paris
The latest fashion adopted by smart
French women is a face powder which gives
a perfect 'matt' complexion, free from
shine all day long, even when out in wind
and rain.

This latest development in face powders
is due to a new ingredient called ' Mousse
of Cream.' Now Tokalon has patented
the Mousse of Cream process. Thus Poudre
Tokalon now offers you the advantages
hitherto
enjoyed
onlyhowbymuch
the they
fortunate
few who do
not care
pay
for their powder.
Poudre Tokalon now not only gives an
exquisitely beautiful complexion, but one
that stays fresh and lovely all day long
whatever you are doing. Not even perspiration from the most vigorous outdoor
sports
or
a longpetal
evening's
dancing
can
spoil the rose
loveliness
it gives.
Because Poudre Tokalon is the only
powder with the ' Mousse of Cream ' secret .
Only 6d. and i/- a box, in spite of the cost
of the ' Mousse of Cream ' process.
Avoid that worried /00k /
Whenever you have an attack of
HEADACHE

or

NEURALGIA
the pain is instantly reflected in the face, causing
a strained or worried look. Avoid it by taking a
ZOX powder the moment you feel the pain.
Keep a supply hand}'.

ZOX
Over
years' reputation.
Zox powders 2d. each or i/o and 3/per box. 5>end i{d. stamp (cost of
FREE
postage) or 2 free powders now.
The Zox Mfg. Co, (Dept. 6)
1 1 Hatton Garden, London, E.C. i
HEAD WON'T ACHE

IF ZOX YOU TAKE

TicklingThroats
Quickly and
pleasantly
relieved with
DELIGHTFUL TO THE TASTE
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Do You Think?

Are

Film

Stars
Too

;
edo-by
ir.i
LUCKY GIRL-^'he is,„ad,pn^le
A
N
Blus^
;;hASA
a.. K
Her secret '^^^^a Lipsfck
^
beauty
Crea- and KHA
wo-o"
,He modern B
ASANArouge.
^ ,r
KHnary
ordi
Icing a .o-'y.
d-e'oP^;
exactly suited to
r
ski".
-^rin^e
same
way
O"Y°"
„eway
their "^^"^''

,nd beautyano

"s her appear-

^
Sitcke 6d.
Li3,psti
Blush Cream.r6I «> ^^(
l Size 9d.
HOW Tria WELL-KNOWN
AIRMAN
CURED
DIGESTIVE
TROUBLE.

Remarkable letter from producer of LondonMelbourne Air Race Film
Everybody knows of Mr. Roy Tuckett, the
aerial film pioneer whose film London-Melbourne
is attracting such large audiences at cinemas all
over the country, but few know that he was very
nearly compelled to give up his career as an
airman through acute digestive trouble. In his
own words :
A year
ago II feared
carrya on.
not" eat
a meal,
could Inotcoiikl
evennotdrink
cup I ofcould
tea
without suffering agony from indigestion. Nothing
I tried seemed to bring me any relief. I had two
X-rays and my app>endix was removed — all to no
avail. I was on the point of abandoning my flight
over the Australian Air Race Route when, as a last
resource, I tried Maclean Brand Stomach Powder.
To my amazement the first dose brought instant
relief, so I continued the treatment, carried the powder
on my flight and am now completely cured."
.\nd you, too, can obtain just as great and
speedy relief as this famous airman. But be
sure to get the original Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder. Do not accept an inferior substitute for
the sake of a few pence, but ask your chemist for
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder and be sure to
see
"AI.EX
MACLEAN"
on
bottletheandsignature
carton before
you C.
buy.
It is not sold
loose, but only in bottles in cartons of Powder
or Tablets at 1/3, 2/- and 5/-.
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Letters from our Readers

Much

Over-worked?
Myrna

Loy

The pity of it ! And why — why?
Then I thought hopefully, there may be a
chance
yet. for The
not have
"will."been
Charlie,
the print
sake read
of all"may,"
that you
and still are, stav Charlie Chaplin, wise, and silent.
— Cecil F. S. Hill, 163 Malefant Street. Cardiff.
[Chaplin — at the moment — will talk.]
British Film for Britain
During
1935.likeif to
it isseenot
too much
I should
various
parts to
of expect,
Britain
pictured in films made by some of our British
companies.
Canvey Island, off the Essex coast, was at one
time inhabited by pirates, whose remains and
curios are still preser\-ed. Here's the opportunity
for a realistic pirate picture, with ship scenes in
"okay"waters,
everything.
home
and with seafaring men who don't
M anhatian Melodrama.felt
I I wanted
Not so ver>' many years ago there was an
to laugh as I recalled
actual
"rush"again,
in Ireland.
could begold
enacted
a suitableThis
plot"rush"
being
her in incidents in
written
around
those
former
exciting
— and
The Thin Man. Had
pathetic — scenes. Gordon Harker would be fine
I seen these two
as the amateur prospector.
dramas first I would
Cornwall,its noted
its artists'
not have enjoyed The
colonies,
storiesforofitstheshipwrecks,
supernatural,
could
Thin Man.
easily be made to provide material for picture
If instead of making
after picture. So how about it, you versatile
a number of pictures Myrna Loy
film executives? — Wilfred Davis, 37 De Crespigny
Park, London. S.E.5, who is awarded the second
in a year, they made
one only, the popularity of film stars would last
prize of 10/6.
much longer.
But to give us a dozen films one after another Too Gentlemanly Critics
and to find the same star featured in four or five
Brook's
referred
to in Picturekinemas in one town week after week is sickening Clive
goer,
mustbroadcast,
have given
his many
listening
fans
food
for
thought.
If
he
has
such a low
to
the
kinema
patron
and
will
soon
mean
a
"flop"
for the star. — R. D. While, 62 Hillfields Avenue, opinion of critics, it can only be because they
Hillfields Park, Bristol, who is awarded the first have annoyed him in some way — obviously by
criticising him.
pri:e of £1 is.
The actor who objects to criticism is rarely a
A Brickbat for Capra
good actor. A man who understands his art
welcomes criticism for its constructive value. The
With all the critics standing on their heads poor actor, on the contrary, sees in adverse
and cutting capers on the subject of //
criticism only personal spleen on the part of the
Happened One Night, maybe the opinion of a mere critic.
Gable fan might be of interest.
The fact is that reviewers are rarely frank
In the first place, I wouldn't give Mr. Frank enough when discussing a bad film or a poor
Capra anything for it, except maybe the booby performance. What would be interesting to hear
It is like far too many films nowadays — a is not Mr. Brook's private opinion of film critics,
but the critics' honest opinion of Mr. Brook and a
splendid idea, clumsily conceived.
prize.
It is miles too long in the parts that do not few more of our leading Thespians.
Unfortunately, both Mr. Brook and the critics
matter, and the parts that do, jerk badly.
are too gentlemanly to make these illuminating
Some
of
Clark's
painful
attempts
at
comedy
made me wince. I frankly shut my eyes and revelations. — -Geo. Ball, 18 Vardon Avemu, Beeston,
Notts.
squirmed.
His own bits of humour, done in his own way, Those Western Heroines
are grand, but as a ri\'al to Eddie Cantor he would
make a good skating instructor.
The most insipid individuals in films to-day are
In reply to Miss Jill Fish, I think his good
the "Western" heroines. The producers who
looks have altered rather than diminished. He is foist these drooping flowers of the wide-open
attractive in a different way. — Louise Merrill, spaces upon us should realise that we have .some
6 Third Road, Tyler Street, Brightside, Sheffield.
pretensions to intelligence.
It is high time these fragile, blush-at-a-glance
Should Charlie Talk ?
ladies of the place where men are men and women
are different to their kinematic prototypes were
" /~^haplin
is busy
a newI immediately
picture." \Mien
read the
glad onnews,
beganI extinct. Let us have some semblance of realism
in this detail. — .4lherl Race, 46 Southev Crescent,
hunting
the date
of the allfilm's
Charlieforagain
! After
thiscompletion.
time ! Those Sheffield 5.
funny, happy feet; those baggy trousers; that
bowler hat and that %valking-stick — all those
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
thoroughly comic little gestures and actions that
needed no words to explain them.
What you think about the stars and films?
Lovable, pathetic,
the true
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
comedian.
What a silent
treat, little
that Charlie
silent,— eloquent
humour, after all the wisecracking of the others !
£1 IS. and ICS. 6d. will be
I told my friends.
paid for the two most interesting, and 5s. for every
but he's going to talk this time," they
said"Yes,
doubtfully.
other letter published each
week.
Letters should be
Then I read it : "Chaplin May Talk."
written on one side of the
It wouldn't be Charlie, then, after all. Not the
old Charlie, but a new, modern Charlie — a stranger,
paper only and should not
spoiling all that rich fund of silent, matchless
exceed 150 words. Address to
humour with useless words.
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
I almost .saw the headlines, "Chaplin's Fatal
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
Mistake." and I felt sorry, terribly sorry.

ILM STARS
comecome,
and but
go. II know
don't
know
how they
that they go because they become
monotonous.
At the moment we are getting a
number of M\Tna Loy pictures. The effect
of this is boredom for the kinema fan.
Certainly, we cannot take all her films
seriously. The first M^nrna Loy picture I saw
this season I thoroughly enjoyed; it was
The Thin Man.
But, after seeing
her play a comedy
role, I could not
appreciate
dramaor
of Men in theWhite
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DOSE

IN

TIME

"Three days coming . . . three days here . . .
three daysof going."
duration
a cold. That's
But notthe iftraditional
you take
Galloway's Cough Syrup. Then, a dose in
time saves nine days' misery! The first
spoonful of this famous old London remedy
puts a stop to the progress of any winter
ailment, and a few more doses cure it
completely.
Galloway's
Syrup .supremely
is the winter
safeguard for allCough
the family,
effective
for young and old alike. Children love it !
Keep a bottle handy for use throughout the
winter.

COUGH

SYRUP

lor <^o^^.^^^.BRONCH/T/s
* Sold by all Chemists and Stores
Price 1/3 &, 2/6 per bottle
p. B. OALLOWAT, LTD., Qnaliflel dMmifti, London, S.E.17
SAFE

and

CERTAIN

eui (tandh
NEED

NOT IBEAR

HOUSEWORKS

SCARS

Protect your hands wdth
Snowfire Glycerine Jelly.
Fragrant and non-greasy,
quickly absorbed, it keeps
your hands smooth and
white . . . wards off all
roughness and redness.
AFTER WORK. USE

NAMES
safeguard

your

children's

linen.

Leading schools
insist
on
all
garments
marked

bein^
with

harm

Cash's
Names
It
5^, ALL- DRAPERS
3/9, II 2/9
FROM
STORES

Entrancing

waves

Owing to the increased demand
during school holidays, orders
should be placed early to avoid
disappointment.
List of styles
sent FREE on application to
J. ft <l. CMh, Ud. CDapt. N.K.>) CovMtiy

more

reflected

.

.

. . . a soft

.

.

and curls

silky texture,
tones

loveliness

EVAN
WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO

UaniskLn^
BRTTISH MADE.

Of all Chemists, Hairdressers, etc.

alone can give.
•ORDINARY" for Dark Hair AP
m Of
"CAMOMILE"
Hair ^.
all Qiemists for
andFair
Hairdressers.

that
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"George" and "Anne" are your
erujuiry
departments.
will be happy
to answer Theanyformer
query
regarding films, the latter anything connected with household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both clo The Picturegoer
Weekly. When a reply by post
: I'j desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.
]
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S. U- (Brixton).
ReleaseThedate
of Theof
ShadoTv—
Aug. 2S.— 1933.
Mystery
Mr. X made in America. (2) Elizabeth
.Mian, b. Ap. 9, 1910. Kenrv Kendall, b.
May 28, 1897.
Colbert Admirer. — (1) Cast : So This is
Alexander Leader
— Robertof Woolsey;
Wilbur
—Africa,
Bert Wheeler;
.Amazon Women
—Esther
RaquelMuir;
Torres;PresidentMrs. Johnson-Martini
-Berton Church;—
Street Cleaner — Henry Armetta; Doctor —
Spencer Charters. (2) Claudette Colbert, b.
Paris,
Sept. 13,
Cauchoin.
Black1905.
hair, Real
brownname,
eyes, Claudette
5 ft. 5 in.
weighs
103
lb.
Latest
tilms
Life and The Gilded Lady. : Imitaticni of
L. JANNEY Fan. — ^Will this fan whose
query was answered in our Nov. 24 issue
send his address.
Brisson Admirer. — Carl Brisson, b.
Dec. 24, 1895, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Real name, Carl Pederson; 6 ft. 1 in., brown
hair, grey eyes, married. Hobbies : Dogs,
motoring, riding, and boxing. Films include :
The Ring, The Manxman, The American
Prisoner, Song of Soho. Knoiving Men, Prince
of Arcadia, Two Hearts in Waltz Time,
Murder mount
at Studios.
the Vanities, .\ddress r'o Para-

THE

MAGIC

GATEWAY

TO

FILMLAND
Here'sshould
the book
every1935film—
Privileice
Otter atot theonlyremarklover
have for
aifly
low price
6d.
A great 250,000 word
deapatched
to yon at 2i.once,
the
sumptuous
"
Picturegoer's
CABsIAOE
FBKE.
Who's
Who
and
Rncyclopael.uxuricniHly produced in
guide to the alluring
'JiA
a wonderful
'/'orrf" —voliune
of over 250,
600 (tOOfaslieavySilk-grained
stiff covers.\rt.ofleather
t'rini.
.son
^-inatine
paf;esand
— teeming
with
land of Film Studios
facts, stories
information
and lieautlfully embossed In
about
til
inland,
and
Its
great
gold,
this
volume
weighs
personalities, and «I1 the
and the Stars.
'2 lb.by and
measures
■iecrets, gaiety and magic of
Hinearly
in. deep
There
is also0 in.a wide.
I)e Luxe
the
screen.
It
is
a
b<mk
pax-ked
with
knowledge
that
will
cnahle
you
quickly
to
become
Edition,
as
illustrated
atiove,
Isiund
in
magnificent
a film authority among your friends.
Oreen antique-finished Art. Leather, richly decorated,
Here are all the Stars, I>irectors, Producers, Artists,
emtionsed in gold, with (Ireen burnished dust-proof t^ip
Authors,
ranieramen,
and
Studios,
gathered
together
edges
headpapers.
and tallNewbands,
and reinforced
in one vclume. You will see the starv at work and off
Jointed— end
Year Privilege
Price 3s.clothfid..
Carriage
Free.
theTills
'• set."
niaelc gateway to filmland contains nearly 100
Don'tthatmisswillthisgreatly
remarkable
Ut secure ofa
futt-paffe
phoUtgraphs
, . . oner
4,000al)out
Wobook
add opportunity
to your enJoymeDt
araphir, warthic hjilate
tell you
all you want
to know
films.
your
fai+.urite
stars
.
.
.
special
features
tell
you
all
aliout
..,
Indicate
whichwithEdition
intriguingfllni-inaking
peeps licliio<l. .the. dressing
scenes . . the
. and stars
lots more
yonSnppliea
preler are
and itrictly
pctt thelimited.
term below*
together
your
wonderful
remittance.
AT inoyct.
This offer
appliesIreland
only andto
get
to know.thing., which you would never otherwise
persons
residing
(Ireat
Britain,
Northern
the
Irish
Free
Slate.
Residents
in
the
Irish
Free
fltaU
Think ! Here is i book which yon could not bny in
the
orlinary
undernnder
fl li.thii TetSpecial
it can New
be yrnn,
will l>e required to pay any duty which may be
chargeable.
it yon
act atwayonce,
Year
Ci; 1 HKRK
^NEW
YEAR
PRIVILEGE ORDER
FORM
g
" The Picturegoer's Who's Who and Encyclopaedia."
*. To the Teople's Home Library, Dept.' G.W.2, 5 Castle Street, London, W.C.2.
tin- Pri\. ileue Price shown I'le " Pii turegoer Who's Who anil Kncyolopaedla " In the F.diUon
gfS II'icase
have send
ind,. nieatedi.l l.cl,.«
ft ORDINARY

EDITION

-2 IQ Ini'lading all comIii of curriape, packinKi liiMiram'e, tic.

^ DE LUXE EDITION
- 3/6
^
CROSS OUT EDITION NOT BEQUIBED.
I en(:lo.se P.O. No
Value.
Cross cheque or PoaUl Order / di Co./
niiikc payableIII BLOCK
t4i OdhaioN
Pre»» Ltd.
WRITEand CLEARLT
LBTTER8.
KIJI.I,
POSTAL
AODRKSS
I l>*rK
" Plctureitoer. " January 5. 19.15.
This l^vilvKe Order Fonn and the appropriate
remittance MtJ8T
three-halfpenny
stamp. be enclosed in a sealed envelcpe liearinft a
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P. R. L.in (S.W.7).—
Storyissue.
of We're Not
Dressing
1934,
can
be
obtainedNov.
from17, the
PublishingCopyDept.,
8 Endell Street, W.C.2. (2) Fritz Kortner,
Nils Asther, Adrienne .\mes. Raymond
Massey, Henry Victor, Paul Graetz, Annie
Esmond, Esme Percy in .4bdul Hamid.
JoH.v Crazy (Notts). — (1) John Garrick
b. Aug. 31, 1902, Brighton; 5 ft. II in.,
brown hair, blue eyes, married Harriet
Bennett. Latest films : The Broken Melody
and His Majesty & Co. (2) Leslie Petri ns,
5 ft. 10 in., dark hair and eyes. Latest films :
Womanhood and Open .411 Night.
Crazyweekly.
(London). — .Addresses given
on Film
this page
H. H. (Nelson). — .\ddresses : Ruoy
Keeler.
DickMargaret
Powell,Sullavan,
c'o Warner
Bros.;
Sally
Eilers,
c/o Universal
Studios; Gracie Fields, c/o A.T.P. Studios;
Janet CJaynor, John Boles, c/o Fox Studios.
Desiree. — Write to gramophone companies
for your record queries.
Collector (Bristol). — .Addresses : Gracie
Fields, c'o A.T.P. Studios; George Arliss,
CO 20th Century; Henry Hall, c/o B.B.C.
Write tofor"-Sporting
Acre,
W.C.2,
Len HarveyLife,"
and 93JackLong
Peterson.
George-Clark Admirer. — • Write to
CJeorge Raft, c o Paramount Studios and
Clark
Gable, c/o
can
be obtained
fromM.-G.-M.
Picture Photographs
Postcard Salon,
85 I^ng Acre, W.C.2.
— (1)(2)Carl.Addresses
Brisson's :
realGracie
name LyODER
is Carl(Lanes).
Pederson.
Jan Kiepura, c o Paramount Studios; Beryl
Mercer, c/o RKO-Radio; Jullio Carminati,
c/o 20th Century; Marion Davies, do
Warner Bros. (3) Centre-spreads : Z.t((/r
Women. Jan. 13, 1934; Evergreen, June 23,
1934; back numbers, 3d. each. (4) Sir
i Cedric Hardwicke,
b. Feb.
19, 1893,
Stourbridge, Worcestershire;
hobby,
reading.
(5)
Esme Percy played Samuel Pcpys in Nell
Gtvyn. obtain
(6) Letter
to America costs
You
should
an International
MoneyI Jd.Order
for the return postage. .Ask at your local
P.O. for your other queries.
S. E. (Anfield).— Address Larry Crabbe
' c/o Paramount, and Jennie Weissmuller,
c/oTwo
M.-G.-M.
C;rass Widows. — Cast : Viennese
Nights, Elsa — Vivienne Segal; Otto — .Alexander f>ray; Hofner — Jean Hersholt; Franz
— Walter Pidgeon; Gretel — Louise Fazenda;
Gus — Bert Roach; Barbara — Alice Day;
! Baron — Ix)thar Mayring; Mary — June
I Pursell; Bill Jones — Milton Douglas.
,\ Reauer. — Cast : Lazy River, Sarah —
Jean Parker; Bill — Robert Young; Ciabby —
Ted
Tiny — NatRuby--RuthChannin^;
Pendleton; Sam Kee
— jC. Healy;
HenryGordon;
Miss Minnie — Maude Eburne; Captam
Orkney^ — Raymond Hatton; Suzanne — Irene
Franklin; Ambrose — Joseph Cawthorn;
Sheriff — Erville .Alderson; Armand — George
Lewis.
The NightlUmon
is Young,Novarro's
with Evelynlatest
Laye. film:

Let

George

Reading (CardifT).— (1) The title of film
Happiness Ahead which was referred to in
Dec. 15 issue changed to Gentlemen Are Born.
(2)
GaryRichard
Cooper,Cromwell,
FranchotSirTone,
Kathleen
Burke,
Guy Standing,
C. Aubrey Smith, Colin Tapley, and Monte
Blue are in Lives of a Bengal Lancer.
B. F. (Southampton). — Casts ; Born to
Love, Doris Kendall — Constance Bennett;
Barrv Graig — Joel McCrea; Sir Wilfred
Drake — Paul Cavanagh; Lord Durrant —
Frederick Kerr; Leslie Darrow — .Anthony
Bushell ; Lady .Agatha — Louise Closser Hale; .
Major General
Marv'
Forbes;— Claude
Evelyn King;
Kent —Duchiii
Elisabeth—
Forrester; Tom Kent — Edmund Breon;
Foppish — Gentleman
— ReginaldButler
Sh-irland;
Tibbetts
Diisv Bclmore;
— Fred
Esmelton; Head Nurse — Martha Mattox.
The Count of Monte Crista, Edmond Dantes
— Robert Donat; Mercedes — Elissa Landi;
de Villefort, jun. — Louis Calhem; Mondego
—Walbum;
Sidney Abbe
Blackmer;
— Raymond
Faria— Danglars
O. P. Heggie;
Mme.
de Rosas — Georgia Caine; Morrel — Walter
Walker; de Villefort. sen. — Lawrence Grant;
— Irene
ValentineClothilde
Luis —Albemi;
Jacopa — .Albert
Hervey;
Douglas Walton;
—Wilson;
JulietteHavdee
Compton;
Fouquet
—
Clarence
— Eleanor Phelps; Louis
XVn— Ferdinand Munier; Judge— Holmes
Herbert;
Napoleon
Irving;
Mitchell Lewis; Ali —— Paul
Clarence
Muse;Vampa
Prison—
—
Detectis'e
Belmore;
Lionel
—
Governor
Wilfred Lucas; Cockey— Tom Ricketts;
.Ali
Pasha
—
Sydney
Jarvis;
Bertrand
—
Edward Keane; Blacas — Desmond Roberts;
— .Alphon— John Marsdon;
Pellarin
so
Martell;
Manouse —Batistino
Russell Powell;
.Albert, age 8 — Wallace Albright; Capt. Le
Claire
Donat — C William
O U..A. Famum. .Address Robert
M. L. (Barmouth).— Cast : The Lost
Patrol,
Sergeant
— Victor
McLaglan;
ders— Boris
Karloff;
Morelli—
Wallace SaunFord;
Brown — Reginald Denny; Quincannon —
Cook
Bevan;Pearson ——
— BillyHurst;
Kerrigan;
J..AlanM. Hale;
Brandon
Bell — Hale
Stein;
—
Abelson
Walton;
Douglas Howard Wilson; Sammy
Hanson.
.Aviator—
Mackay— Paul
T. O. M. — -Aileen Marson's films :Passing
Merry
Men of Shertvood, Lucky Loser,
Pack,
Green
The
You,
for
Song
Mv
Shndtnns,
The Way of Youth, Ten-Minute Altbi.
Studio Addresses
i
Hhitish STunio,s •
Wembley ■!
Film Ind.,x.
Soundlese
Associ.ited
Midd
ijPark.
■; (Jreen,
.\ssoci Ixjndon
ated Picture
Studios,
VV.5. Ealing !•
1i Iioi'cham
British and
Studios, |j
Wood.Dominion
Elstiee, Imperial
Herts.
i British International Studios, Borehain j
•
; Wood. Elstree, Herts.
i British Instructional Studios, Welwyn j
I Garden City, Herts.
•
London, Studios,
N.
i• Isliugron.
Gainsborough
Poole Street, \j
I Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove, |
i•Shepherd'^
lx>ndon. Hurst
W,12.
Nettlefold Bush,Studios.
Grove, jj
■ Walton-on- Thames. Middlesex. ■
:; Street.
London
FilmS.W.I.
Co., 22. Grosvenor ij
London.
i• Shepperion.
Sound CityMidJIesex.
Studio, Littleton Park, ji
i\
Studios. St. Margaret's, [)i
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
iTwickenham.
i
.American Studios •
I Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street, |
I Hollywood, Califoinia. j
Santa Monica j■
Studios,California.
Educational
i•iCalifornia.
Houlev.ird,
HollywooJ.
!
i First National Studios, Burbank. •
• I'"ox Studios. Movietone City, Weat- i
I wood, California.
!
: Samuel (;oldwyn Studio. 7210. Santa j
: fornia.
, ,. , ^ Call-;
, '
i .Monica Boulevard. Hollywood
dwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver 1;
i City,Metro-Gol
t alilornia.
'•iCalifornia.
I'aramouni-Publix Studios. Hollywood, jI
780, Gower Street. |!
Kadio Studios,
;:Hollywood,
California.
i■ California.
Hal Uoich Studios, Culver City, j|
• Mack Scnnett Studios, Studio C ity, ;
i .North Hollywood. California. j
.
. Ij
•: California.
Warner Biothers Studio, Burbank,
• I'nited .\rtistes Studios. 1041. North j
•
California.
HollywooJ.
Avenue.
Formosa
Ii: California.
Universal
Studio.i.
U:iiver»al
City, !j
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A I.OVEH OF Films (Bristol). — Release
dates as follows: — DoubleDoor, Nov. 26, 1934.
Bellf of the Ninetits, Ian. 21 1935. Cmnt of
Monte Crista, March 4, 1935. Menace,
April 1, 1935. The Crime Doctor, Dec. 10,
1934. Richest Girl in the World, April 15,
1935. Whom the Gods Destroy, Feb. 4. 1935.
lath
-Dec.II,3, 1935.
1934. The
Worldof
MotesCentury,
On, Feb.
Pursuit
Happiness, April 29, 1935.
America— (1) Randolph Scott, bom Jan.
23, 1903, Orange, Va, 6 ft. 2 in., 185 lb.,
light blown hair, hazel eyes, hobbies, football
and travel, unmarried. (2) John Wayne,
born May 26, 1907, Wimerset, Iowa.
6ft. 2 in., weighs 200 lb., dark brown hair
and blue eyes, married to Josephine Saenz.
(3) Cast The Face on the Bar-Room Floor.
Sam Turner — Walter Miller; Mary Bronson
— Dulcie Cooper; Mr. Grove — Phillips
Amalley; Bill Bronson — Bramwell Fletcher;
Slick- — Eddie Fetherstone; Mrs. Grove —
Alice Ward; Vanzetti — Maurice Black.
An born
Ardent
Admirer.
— (1) Robert
Frazer,
Worcester,
Massachusetts,
5 ft.
11 in., dark hair and eyes, married. (2)
Lionel Atwill, bom Croydon, March 1,
1885, 5 ft. 10} in., weighs 172 lb., dark brown
hair, grey eyes, married, has grown-up son.
(3) Cast : Ten Nights in a Bar Room : Joe
Morgan — William Farnum; his daughter —
Patty Lore Lynd; Doctor — Thomas Santschi.
F. L. (Salisbury). — Casts : Payment
Deferred : William Marble — Charles Laughton;
— Maureen
O'Sullivan;
AnnieWinnie
MaibleMarble
— Dorothy
Peterson;
Mme.
Collins^ — Veree Teasdale; James Madland —
Ray Milland; Hammond^ — Billy Bevan; A
Prospective
Tenant
— Halliwell
Doctor — William
Suck.
The SilentHobbes;
Voice :
Royale — George Arliss; Grace — Bette Davis;
Mildred — Violet Hemming; Battle — Ivan
Simpson; Florence — Louise Closser Hale;
The King — Andie Luguet; Harold — Donald
Cook; The Doctor — Chirles Evans; The
Lip Reader — Oscar Apfel; Concert Manager
— Paul Porcasi; First Boy — William Janney;
Fii St Girl — Grace Durkin; Eddie — Raymond
Milland; Jennie Eddie's Sweetheart —
Dorothy LeBaiie; Mrs. Chitterdon — Hedda
Hopper.Happy
(2) Ray
MillandCharlie
's recentChan
films;in
Many
Returns,
London, The Gilded Lady. Address Nova
Pilbeam, c/o Gaumont-British Studios.
D. G. (Sunderland). — Jimmy Hanley
played Len in Liltle Friend, he was bom
1919, lives Sutton, Surrey, hobbies Riding
and Aviation, address c/o Gaumont British
Studios. Latest him For Ever England.
M. D. (Rotherham). — Nat Pendleton took
the part of Shakespeare in Lady for a Day
and gangster chief in Sing and Like It. He
was bom Aug. 9, 1899, Davenport, U.S.A.
S ft. 11 in., brown hair, hazel eyes. Latest
films .Straight is the Way and Death on the
Dian.ond. Addiess c/o M.-G.-M.
Schoolboy Fan (Staveley). — Cast: Stage
Mother : Kitty l^rraine — Alice Brady;
Shirley
Maureen Tone;
O'Sullivan:
Wan
en Loriaine
Foster — —Franchot
Lord
Aylesworth — Phillips Holmes; Ralph Martin
— Ted Healy; Fred Lorraine— Russell
Hardie; Ricco — C. Henry Gordon; Dexter —
Alan Edwards; Francis Nolan — Ben Alexander. (2) Mauieen
17,
1911, Boyle,
Ireland,O'Sullivan,
5 ft. 4 in.,bom
brownMayhair,
blue eyes, 114 lb., hobbies tennis and riding,
engaged to Johnnie Farrow. Latest film
Bac^eld.
G. A. (Northampton). — Cast : Les
Miserables : Jean Valjean; M. Madeleine —
Champmathier — Harry Baur; Javert —
Charles Vanel; Mgr. Myriel — Henry Krauss;
President of the Assizes — Georges Dullin;
Thenardier — Florelle; Mile Baptistine —
Marthe Mellot; Cosette — Gaby Triquet;
Thenardier's
Wife — Marquerite
Bamatabois
— Pierade.
(2) Addresses Moreno;
Richard
.Arlen, c/o
Warner
Bros.Paramount, Ann Dvorak, c/o
Blue Danube (London).— Cast : The
Forbidden Territory : Alexei Leshkin —
Gregory RatofT; Sir Chailes Farringdon —
Ronald Squire; Valeria Petrovna — Binnie
Barnes; Marie Louise — Tamara Desni;
Michael Farringdon — Barry Mackay; Rex
Fariingdon — Anthony Bushell; Jack Straw —
Anton Dolin; Fenya — Maiquetite Allan;
Runov — Boris Ranevski. Address Barry
Mackay and Anthony Bushell, c/o GaumontBiitish Studios. Anthony Bushell, bom
May 19,1904, Westerham, Kent, 6 ft., blue
eyes, light
brown age
hair,married
Zelma O'.Neal.
Bariy
Mackay,
twenties, Scottish.
6 ft.,
hobby, golf.
FoxNorfolk.
Studios.— Address Janet Gaynor, c/o
JohnParade:
Boles Fan.
Pre\-iew
of Thein
White
Dec. —15,(1)1934.
(2) Songs
Music in the Air : J Told Every Little Star,
I'm So tager. We Both Together, One More
Dance,
There's companies
a Hill Beyond
a Hill. queries.
(3) Try
Gramophone
for record
^ our request has been passed on to the Editor.
Fan is(Tottenham).
youCrosby
have heard
incorrect. — The rumour
J.
W.
J.
(,N.W.6).—
George
Gracie Allen are married.
Write Bums
to them and
co
Paiamount Studios. Latest film. Many
Happy Returns.

Ooh!

it's

so

Nice!

An
bath
is a 'OXYGEN'
complete beautjr
treatment — soap and
dirt are held in solution
so that they cannot
wash back into the pores.

Try
it to-night
a Reudel
Bath ! Crumble
Cube in
the water. Your bath
will be made fragrant as

REUI^L
BATH

CUBES

OXYGENATE

YOUR

Nova Pilbeam, bom November 6,
I9I9j Wimbledon, daughter of
Arnold Pilbeam, Nigel Playfair's
manager.
LittleKnew
FriendToo"
and " The Films,
Man "Who
Much." Address,
do GaumontBritish Studios.
Schoolgirl. — Addresses : George Arliss,
20th Century; George Raft, Paramount;
Norma Shearer, M.-G.-M.; Marion Davies,
Wamer Bros.; Jack Buchanan, c/o British
and Dominions; Nova Pilbeam, Jack Hulbert,
Cicely
Veidt,costs
GaumontBritish.Courtneidge,
A letter toConrad
America
lid-;
you
must
'
obtain
an
International
Money
Order
for
the
return
postage
from
your
local
Post Office.
Diana's b.Admirer'
(London).
— (1)Jan.Diana
Wynyard,
Sydenham,
London,
16,
1909; real name, Dorothy; educated at
private schools in London; stage debut at
seventeen; address c/o M.-G.-M. Studios;
latest film. Over the River. (2) Story of
Reunionin Vienna published in Dec. 30, 1933,
issue of this magazine.
Reader.from
— (1)herDorothy
Dickson
is Regular
not divorced
husband,
Carl
Hyson. Dorothy Hyson, b. 1915, 5 ft. 5 in.,
fair hair, blue eyes, unmarried. (2) Release
dates : That's a Good Girl— Feb. 12, 1934;
The Ghoul— Oct. 16, 1933.
Karloff-Carrilo Fan. — Casts : The
Mummy, Im Ho Tep — Boris KarloflT;
Helen Grosvenor — Zita Johann; Frank
Whemple
— David
Manners;
Professor
Muller — Edward
Van Sloan;
Sir Joseph
Whemple
— Arthur Byron; Norton — Bramwell Fletcher; Nubian — Noble Johnson; Professor
Pearson — Lewonard Mudie; Frau Muller —
Kalheryn Byron; Doctor — Eddie Kane;
Inspector — Tony Marlow; Pharaoh — Maes
Crane;
Knight —Melody
Arnold ofGrey;
Marion(the
—
Henry Victor.
Life, Felix
boy)-— Lester Lee; Felix (the man) — Ricardo
Cortez;
Jessica — Irene
Noel Madison;
HannahDunne;
— AnnaMagnus
Appel;—
Meyer — Gregory Ratoff ; Birdie — Liu Chevret;
Spencer
Helen6, Freeman.
(2)
Leo Miss
Carrillo,
b. —Aug.
Los Angeles,
5 ft. 9 in., brown hair, blue eyes, married;
hobbies, reading and riding; address, c/o
M.-G.-M. (3) Boris Karloflf, b. London,
Nov. 23, 1887; real name, William Henry
Pratt; 6 ft., brown hair and eyes; addiess,
c/o Universal. Latest films : House of Doom
and The Raven. (4) Address Jack Hulbert
c/o Gaumont-British.

BEFORE

a flower
— luxuriously softgarden
and caressing.
The oxygenated water
holds soap and dirt in
solution so they cannot
wash back into the pores
— that is why a Reudel
bath is so beautifying,
soothing and refreshing.

BATH

BREAKFAST.

Bathrooo.^

at bed,-

V It*-*---

on

Use

time

6^ BEFORE16 BED
price
For Colds. Influenza, CatarrK

Headache,

etc.

Send coupon to-day for beautifully illustrated
fashion guide, containinu full details of the latest
corot models, and how they may be paid for by
instalments
corot

ltd.

33 old bond
street, london, w.l
(dept. p.g. 548)
regent 0234
..ui».~»_«............post this coupon to corot to-<lay<"— ~
corot ltd., }3 old bond street, london, w.l
free

address.

please send, without obll(acion, corot fashion (uide and full particulars.
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Anne
"W/HATEVER your query,
whether it belongs to the
beauty or the domestic category,
I am delighted to answer it. Please
enclose astamped addressedetwelope
for a postal reply. I can give you
more space in a letter than can be ■
spared on this page.
OUR health and your
beauty depend to a large
extent on what you eat.
This
you
shoulddoesn't
becomemeana diet
crank, and consult a table of
calories and vitamins before you
order your daily lunch.
But it does mean that it is
foolish to consider lunches well
lost, if they are given up in the
cause of more and smarter clothes.
Further, it means that food should
be chosen with some relation to
the kind of life you lead, £ind
with a view to balance.

Vivid , , . up - to - the - second
. . . alive . . . the publishing
sensation of the century . . .
"WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED,"
the picture paper that has taken
Britain by storm. Every brilliant
photogravure page a revelation
. . . every photograph, interest
feature and action story, a new
kind of thrill. There's a wonderful issue just out. Buy it
. . . see how the greatest personalities and world-changing
events spring to life in its
unforgettable pages. A unique
paper . . . incredible value
for 2d
"WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED ". . . every Friday.

Start the Day Well
Lots of girls go without breakfast.
This is all very well if you are
living at home. But, generally
speaking the girl who goes to office,
factory, or shop, needs a good meal
on which to start the day. Lunch
can then be a light one — but not
coffee and cakes — -and no harm will
ensue. Then should follow a good
dinner isordone.
supperIf after
work
it canthebe,day's
the
mid-day dinner should be avoided.
It makes the office worker sleepy
and sluggish, and gives her a muddy
complexion.
The average woman needs meat
no more than four times a week.
If internal arrangements do not
work as well as they might, three
times a week is sufficient. When
meat is omitted from the menu,
cheese dishes, eggs or fish should
take its place.
If there is a tendency to put on
weight, or the skin is open pored
and greasy, puddings and pastry
should be taboo— and, of course,
fried foods.
It is the simple foods that make
for bodily health and physical
beauty. Plain vegetable soups and
broths, meat simply cooked in its
own juice (grilled meat, by the way,
is best if you are trying to slim).
Steamed or casseroled vegetables,
fruit cooked in the oven or eaten
raw, salads, milk, and last and most
important, an adequate supply of
drinking water — these will give you
bright eyes and a clear complexion.
Make it a golden rule to sip a
glass of water about an hour before
every raeal, and another glass of
water about an hour after meals.
Then a glass of hot water first thing
on rising and last thing at night,
will counteract any tendency to
acid indigestion.
Rough red patches on the skin
are often caused by this last trouble.
The blemish can best be avoided by
cutting down the sugary and starchy
foods, and avoiding altogether acid
fruits and condiments.
Proper Balance
Herebalance.
is a specimen
meal ofofcorrect
It consists
meat,
potatoes, green vegetable, green
salad, wholemeal bread, or crisp-

bread, butter, and fresh or dried
fruits.
It is in the second course that it
differs from the average meal, and
it has the addition of a salad as well
as a green vegetable. The moral is
that a suet pudding or a rich tart
should not follow roast beef — not if
you want to keep your figure and
your complexion.
plan meals
the day'sshould
food correctly,
theIf you
three
contain
between them one protein dish, one
starchy dish, one dish of raw vegetables, one of raw fruit, one pint of
milk, cream, bread and butter.
Bread must be wholemeal, or better
still, crispbread.
Proteins
cheese,
eggs.are as follows : meat, fish,
Starches : Potatoes, bread, cereals,
macaroni, spaghetti, etc.
Raw Vegetables : all the salads.
The rest of the diet needs no
explanation. If the daily meals are
planned thus, there need be no worry
about vitamins and the other
essentials of daily diet. We need
not bother about carbohydrates and
fats. They are all there.
Too Slim

of women
many to hundreds
the write
All who
are too
tell me they
fat, will be incredulous that I have
correspondents who complain they
are too slim. Can any one be too
slim, they will query.
It certainly is a drawback to be
underweight; it is easy to reach the
point where slimness degenerates
into scragginess, and, unfortunately,

the woman who is underweight is
invariably nervy and highly strung.
Diet for increasing the weight
should be balanced ais suggested
above, but should be rather more
lavish in the richer things. Though,
it is a frightful mistake to launch
out on a diet of extreme richness all
at once.
Strange though it may seem, a
day's fast with nothing but orange
or grapefruit juice, is a good prelude
to feeding up for increasing weight.
Milk and cream are the main
additions to the diet. Milk is not
so difficult of digestion as many
folks think, provided it is sipped
and not gulp>ed, and also taken
between main meals. If it is more
convenient or palatable to take the
milk with meals, then have it in the
form
sauces.of puddings, soups, and milk
Extratablesfat
may bein taken
are cooked
butter.if vegeThey
may be done this way in the
casserole, and once a taste for these
dishes is acquired, the dieter will
not willingly go back to the old
tasteless methods of boiling.
Then, of course, all modem diets
for putting on weight contain
glucose. This is taken with fruit
juice, otherwise it is too sickly.
\Vhite of egg, 2 teaspoons of glucose,
and the juice of an orange should
be taken each morning about half
an hour before breakfast.
Please wTite to me, with an
accompanying stamped addressed
envelope. I am sure I can solve
your little problem.

Ramon
NOVARRO
A recent and striking
portrait of the star
whose popularity never
seems to wane. He is
appearing with Evelyn
Laye in a new musical,
"The Night is Young."
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IN
TIME
"Three days coming . . . three days here . . .
three
daysof going."
duration
a cold. That's
But nottheiftraditional
you take
Galloway's Cough S5mip. Then, a dose in
time saves nine days' misery! The first
spoonful of this famous old London remedy
puts a stop to the progress of any winter
ailment, and a few more doses cure it
completely.
Galloway's
Syrup supremely
is the winter
safeguard for allCough
the family,
effective
for young and old alike. Children love it I
Keep a bottle handy for use throughout tk*
winUr.

COUGH

SYRUP

ior (^0^<^.^^^j.6R0NCHir/S
Sold by all Chemist* and Stores
Price 1/3 & 2/6 per bottle
COUCH
-^^WOO
p.CO^
H. OALLOWAT,
LTD.. Qnaliflet
Cbamiiti,
PIN
G Lob«ob. (.LIT
SAFE

A ROUGE THAT
CAPTURES

THE

OF YOUTH!
To-day, let your complexion be young again !
Let it wear an enchanting new radiance that
you never dreamed existed ! Only Olive Oil
can do it.
Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Rouge will put back
into your skin the warm, natural colour tints
that awaken romance and win admiration. No
flat,
painty
" look
" when
use
Outdoor
Girl.artificial
The bloom
in your
cheeksyouseems
your very own.
This unique skin-nourishing OUve Oil base is
the secret of all the Outdoor Girl Beauty
Products — try the Powder and Lipstick, too.
Amazingly inexpensive. \ few years ago only
the wcodthy could afford them, but now the
identical quality is obtainable in handbag sizes
as low as 6d., other sizes up to 3/6. Buy a small
size when next you are out shopping and be
convinced. Unless you agree it is the best you
have ever used, send it back and we will refund
its cost plus postage.
FREE SAMPLE sent post free.
Send a card for a generous free sample (one
week's
Outdoor Girlnew
OliveEverglades
Oil tace
Powder,supply)
in theof fashionable
shade which blends with every complexion, to
Crystal Products Co., Ltd. (Dept. 133), 32 Cit/
Road London, E.C.i.
OUTDCDR
GIRL
OLIVE OIL DRY ROUGE
4

A

New

FOR

and

CERTAIN

You

THfNEW

YEAR

New Year ! A happy New Year ! A time when
the bells are busy ringing out the Old, ringing, in
the New. True, New Year for the average woman
can be a heart-breaking time. She realises too
well that time is passing, that Youth and Beauty
are fading, that Romance (which seems to lurk
just round the corner) may pass her by. Yet
Beauty may be hers for the asking. She may be
old, she may be grey, she may have acquired a
middle-aged spread — but if she p>ossesses a
perfect skin she has the secret of eternal youth.
Beg^n right away to cultivate this essential of
beauty — it does not matter whether you are
sixteen or sixty. You can shed your unlovely
complexion and give yourself a new youthful skin
— pink and white, lovely. A New YOU for the
New Year.
All you need is an ounce or two of Mercolized
Wax, obtainable from any chemist's. Apply this
wax nightly instead of your usual face creams.
While you sleep, it will work its magic, gently
and imperceptibly absorbing the faded outer
skin with all its blemishes. A brief ten-day trial
will suffice to put you on the right road to beauty.

Husky
Throats
Quickly and
pleasantly
relieved with
DELIGHTFUL

TO THE TASTE

VANISHING

CREAM

Arc you satisfied that your Vanishing
Cream gives you a really smooth complexion ?If so, don't change. But if you're
not, change to D. & R. — and you'll never
change again !
Daggett & Ramsdell's Perfect Vanishing
Cream assures you of a flawless complexion. Your skin is left unbelievably
smooth — an ideal foundation for your
powder and make-up.
D. fir R. Perfect Beauty Creams, in tubes, i>d. and i/-,
md in jars, 1/3 and 2/6.
Skirt Tonit i/- and 1/6.
SAMPLE OFFER
Send ijd. in stamps with your name and address
in scaled envelope for sample tubes of D. & R.
Beauty Creams, to Stcmco Ltd., Dept. O.,,
128, Albert Street, Camden Town, N.W.i.
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Blow

i

/or

Film

Walter Wanger

Weekly

Freedom

on the War

Path. — Victory Over Will

Hays — Hollywood Scribes and Merle Oheron — This
Love-life Publicity — A New Contract for
Constance Bennett — Secrets of a News-reel
man — Celebrities Who Wont Be Shot.
ALTER WANGER, who is the First Shot
latest of the important film
incident is not without significance.
executives to join the ranks of TheWanger,
any rate, regards the issue as the
the independent producers, has first shot in aatdetermined
fight for screen liberty.
struck an important blow for the
"The
motion
picture
business,"
"is of
in
freedom of the films.
the hands of reactionaries. They hearesays,
afraid
Mr. Wanger is one of the few movie moguls ideas, are deathly afraid of new ideas and that
who are politically-minded. He produced, fear is magnified a thousand times at the mere
among other talkies, Gabriel Over the White notion of offending any elements of an audience.
"And how can there be reform, education,
House and Washington Merry-go-round.
A week or two ago he completed The improvement or even reality without offence to
those who merit being offended?" he demands.
President Vattishes, described as "dynamite in
celluloid form. It deals with the impossibility
of America being faced with another war and
Why Not ?
attacks the munitions manufacturers.
Wanger does not see any reason why the film
industry should not receive the same
Joe Breen, the Hays Hollywood representative, gave it his blessing. Mr. Will Hays, freedom that is enjoyed by the radio (he is
himself, however, overruled his lieutenant and referring, of course, to America), the newspapers,
would have none of it.
authors and the stage.
It is time, he adds, for the industry to declrje
Wanger retorted that the objections were
"not bealsokicked
all over theto place."
prompted by the fact that Mr. Hays is a itself
The and
producer
has something
say on the
member of the Republican Party.
subject
of
censorship.
He
no objection to the
When the smoke of battle cleared the ban blue pencilling of filth andhas vulgarity.
But too
had been withdrawn and Mr. Wanger stood often, he points out (quite rightly), even that
triumphant on the field.
form of censorshin loses sight of a picture as a

i

Jean Parker in pensive mood. Probably thinking
about her role in " Umehouse Blues."
whole and picks it to bits, piece by piece. The
purpose and intent of the film should be considered
— not merely its separate scenes.
May Come to London
Wcinger
was New
for many
years and
headtheofMarx
the
Paramount
York studio
Brothers, Maurice Chevalier, Helen Hayes, Ginger
Rogers, Edward G. Robinson, Eddie Cantor, and
Kay Francis owe their chance at film fame to his
astute judgment.
Miss Francis was down to her last few shillings
when she applied to him for a role in Gentlemen of
the Press. He gave her the job.
It is, I understand, possible that he will come
to London shortly to make two pictures for
Paramount. He declares that British production
" is almost on a par with that of HoUj'wood."
Hollywood Boosts Merle
Merle Oberon is. I see, getting her first dose of
Hollywood publicity.
She has, at any rate, won the approval of the
all
Parsons, queen of fiimdom's
sob powerful
sisters. Louella
(Continued on page 6)
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Weekly
must have compensated him for a lot
when the well-known
Mendelssohn march
music subsequently
failed to materialise.
Adventures of a
News-reel Man

he feels that if America hadn't entered the war
Germany would have won."
Connie's New Contract
A year
was
known orto two
the ago
wholeConstance
world as Beimett
the ;£6,ooo-aweek film star.
How many
fans have any idea what her salary
is to-day
?

I have been wondering because Cormie has just
signed a new three-year contract with M.-G.-M.
The document guarantees her a forty-weeks'
engagement for the first year and two one-year
options on the same terms.
No mention is made in the announcements
what recompense the star will receive for her time
and golden beauty.
The days when spectacular salary legends were
Jack Coimolly,
for in-is considered good publicity have passed with the
stance. Connolly
head of the Pathe coming of the depression.
company
He
was for somenow.
time with
Max Boer Goes Musical
Fox and his feats include the first news- Max Baer seems to be one up on Jack Doyle.
reel shots of George
Apart from the fact that the American boxer
Bernard Shaw.
fights occasionally, act&. and dances, he now,
G. B. S. ostensibly apparently, numbers singing among his accomwas not keen to have
his image and voice plishments.
What he himself describes as his "barrel
preserved for posterity baritone" will, it is announced, be heard when he
on celluloid.
starts work on the long-delayed Kids on the Cuff.
Cast as a Westerner, Baer is called upon to
"Young man," he
of)ened sternly and
sing, Last
at frequent
inter\-als,
'U'lieels,"
"The
Round-up,"
"I'm a"Wagon
Roving Cowboy,"
unpromisingly, "are and other yearning ditties.
replied
Con-"
you"Yes,"
a success
in life?
"Fortunately," says Max, "I'm suppK>sed to
nolly promptly.
"How do you know sing off key, which will be perfectly natural to
you are a success in
life?"
glared Shaw.
"Because,"
Connolly Now the Split Screen
retorted, "here I am We have had quite a long and much-needed
talking to George Berrest from technical "stunting." The Strange
That took Shaw off Interval spoken-thoughts experiment is all but
nard Shaw ! "
forgotten
and "narratage"
is heard
no more wein
the
Fox publicity
bulletins.
Now, ofhowever,
his guard. He couldn't are to have what is enthusiastically described as
help grinning at Con- " an entirely new method of revealing the thoughts
{Continued from page 5)
nolly's audacity. He got the shots.
They
still
corresjjond.
"She's a likeable girl," Miss Parsons writes in
of Itcharacters
a film storj'."
has been ininvented
by the sponsors of Private
The New York American, "not at all like most of
Worlds, which features Joan Bennett and Charles
us pictured her. We imagined that she was a
ruthless vamp and a girl who made the North-west Ex-Kaiser's Objections
Mounted Police look like amateurs when it came Of all the g^reat and near g^eat figures that have Boyer.
"The device exploits the split-screen idea. The
fallen prey to Connolly's camera, he likes upper part of the screen will reveal the truth and
to The
getting
her man."
writer
decides further that Merle is not Mussolini best.
the lower part the progress of the main story,
"He's an ex-newspap>erman and a regular guy the contrast showing the real condition of the
beautiful but has charm and proceeds solemnly
minds of the characters.
to assess her powers of attraction for men in the altogether,"
he explains.
He encountered
failure, however, in the cases
following
well-chosen
words
:
"
She
can,
if
she
of
Stalin,
the
ex-Kaiser
and
Rudyard
Kipling.
chooses, be the most dangerous vamp who ever
The ex-Kaiser, he reveals, will not let any
came to Holljnvood."
American news-reel man come within a mile of Von Sternberg's Invention
the Doom estate. "He hates Americans because Then the versatile Mr. Josef Von Sternberg has
Passion and Publicity
been busy
inventing " camera
tone. as" directing
"Von"
is photographing
as well
I wonder, incidentally, how much publicity value
Carnival
in
Spain,
and
he
has
insisted
that all the
will be gained for The Painted Veil by the
sets shall be in black, white or grey and shades
NEXT WEEK
heavily
"played
up"andrumours
of a romance
between.
between Greta
Garbo
George Brent.
BEAUTIFUL " MERRY WIDOW "
The advantages of "cameratone," he declares,
And is it a coincidence that the unveiling of
"are that it permits a finer control of camera
FREE SUPPLEMENT
Queen Christina was accompanied by reports of a
effects, rules out guesswork and on the whole
romance between Greta and Reuben Mamoulian,
seems a lot more sensible than splattering a set
Love scenes,
lovers'
quarrels,
reconthe film's director?
with colour which most eventually be reduced to
c
i
l
i
a
t
i
o
n
s
,
a
trial
for
treason,
prison,
The cleaner-uppers have apparently not got
black and white and intermediate tints."
and a wedding in a prison cell are all
round to love-life publicity yet. In announcing
that Jean Harlow was to be substituted for Joan
deftly interv/oven in the magnificent
Crawford, opjjosite William Powell, in Reckless, the
The Stars Are Not High-hat
M.-G.-M. studio quite frankly let it be known that
Lubitsch presentation of "The Merry
the change of choice was the result of the recent
Widow": a superb 16-page Art SouIt is a popular tradition that the movie great
linking in the press of the names of Miss Harlow
strive to forget the people who "knew them
venir Supplement of which will be
when." A recent survey of filmland's friendships,
and Mr. Powell, who have been seen about together
serves to shatter another legend.
however,
frequently of late.
inside every copy of next week's
Strange ties bind people in the studios.
" Picturegoer."
Many of these friendships, it was discovered,
picturesr from the film —
WonderfulChevalie
An Old Racket
date back to earlier days, when the going was not
and Jeanette
Maurice
so good; others are made on the sets.
If motive
the studio's
bland new,
acknowledgment
Marlene Dietrich may be an inaccessible person to
is something
the idea is not.of the
MacDonald dancing to the tune of " The
The aforementioned Mr. Brent has had considermany near-g^eat in filmdom, but when Dorothy
Merry Widow " waltz — the fascinating
Ponedel, Paramount make-up expert, has a
able previous experience of the process. After his
Widow" —
Merry
"The on
story
marriage to Ruth Chatterton he was, I recall,
gathering of friends at her home. Miss Dietrich
about the prointimateof informati
co-starred with her in a whole series of films.
is a guest, because Miss Ponedel was one of the
ducer and players — these and many
And it goes back a lot further into Hollywood
first persons she met when she came to America.
splendid
this
make
features
other
When her first tests were being made. Miss
history than that.
Ponedel worked on her hair. Since then the
Supplement a Souvenir you simply must
In Clara Bow's hectic heydey more than one
actress has insisted on having only her on eveiy
bright young aspiring star climbed to notoriety
not miss. Make sure of next week's
by having his name associated in romance reports
with that of the much discussed It Girl.
" Picturegoer " by asking your newsMadeline Fields is Carole Lombard's secretary,
your copy — tell your
to supply
besides that, they are friends. They worked
agentabout
but,
Harry Richman's engagement to the so-called
picture.
it, too.
friends
Brooklyn Bonfire at any rate provided an invalutogether in Mack Sennett comedies in the old
able big drum overture to his film debut that
days.
6
into
get men
seldom -ree
news. l Most
the
Thefilmnews
regular filmgoers could
not tell you the names
of three of them.
They are interesting
' ' copy , ' ' nevertheless .
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Together they used to plan what they would do
if they ever got dramatic roles in feature pictures.
Miss I-ombard got the chance — but they are still
together.

Weekly

Gary's " Extra " Pal
a Hollywood
Coojjer's
Gary
extra,
Harry good
Mayo.friend
They iswent to school
together in Helena, Montana. Eight or nine years
ago they drove buses for the same company in
Yosemite National Park.
On days off they went fishing, and compared
their ambitions while camping under the stars.
Cooper wanted to be an actor; Mayo wanted to
be a newspajjer artist. Not long ago. Mayo turned
up in Hollywood, looking for his friend.
Coop>er got him work as an extra, which has
been his job ever since.
They are now working at the same studio.
Mae West and her coloured maid, I^ibby Taylor,
form one of Hollywood's oddest combinations.
Libby was quite an accomplished actress with a
negro troupe.
Then came the depression, and Libby found
long and hungry waits between jobs.
Having admired her work on the stage, Miss
West made Libby her personal maid, major domo
of the West household and her companion.
She took to this job with avidity, but Miss
West won't let her drop her acting. In every
picture which Miss West makes, she writes in a
part for Libby.
Fields and Baby LeRoy
Afar different friendship has sprung up between W. C. Fields and Baby LeRoy The
former, a bachelor, conceived much admiration
for the infant who steals scenes from him without
even trying. On the other hand, Baby LeRoy had
clutched at all sorts of noses in his short career,
but the one possessed by Fields has an absolute
fascination for him. There is never a dull moment
for either of them as they appear together in
scenes of their current picture. It's a Gift.
In every picture which Henry Hathaway
directs, one is bound to find Oscar Lau as a prop
man. Seven years ago Hathaway came to Paramount and got a job in the prop department.
Lau showed him the ropes and helped him over
the hurdles. Hathaway graduated by degrees to
a directorial position, but he and Lau remained
close friends.

Tom Walls is busy again — this time in front of the camera. The film is
" Fighting Stock " and the girl is Veronica Rose.

Kinema Couplets
This week's first prize of los. 6d. is awarded
Miss A. Seymour, 35a Albany ViUas, Hove, for :
Nine TiU Six
to :— Shopworn Angel
Prizes of 2s. 6d. each are awarded to :—
Miss H. Briggs, 9 Mcinygates Lane, Sandal,
Wakefield, for :—
Money Means Nothing
Gentlemen Are Bom
Miss M. Watson, 5 Belle Vue Terrace, Gateshead, for :— The Case of the Howling Dog
The Dickens
The Cat's Paw
Recently the Universal studios announced that
E. Avel, Double
374 Coldharbour
Event Lane, S.W.g, for :—
parts in the Charles Dickens picture. Mystery
Call
It
Luck
of Edwin Drood, would be given to accredited
relatives of Dickens now living in Southern
Mrs. Jessop, 23 Manor Road, Great Crosby,
California.
Liverpool, 23,
Giftforof:—the Gab
Within twenty-four hours the telephone of
Such Women are Dangerous
Associate Producer Edmund Grainger started
ringing and for a time it seemed as though the
Kinema couplets should be submitted on a
entire Dickens family had moved to Southern postcard addressed to me, c/o Picturegoer, 93
Cadifomia.
Long Acre, W.C.2. Envelopes carmot be of)ened.
Studio officials are now checking up the creden- Winners need not send in claims ; prize money will
tials of the claimants to relationship to the great be despatched in due course.
English writer. Those who really are related and
wish it, will be employed in the picture.
" Nell Gwyn " Contest
Close to story
one have
hundred
to Dickens's
unfinished
been endings
printed.
Universal Anna Neagle sends me woid of an interesting
writers have created their own climax, but it will
new Nell Gwyn competition.
be kept a secret until the film drama is released.
Filmgoers are invited to turn critic and submit
a fifty-word review of the picture. There is a first
prize of £s and other prizes.
Write your criticism on a postcard and send it
to the British and Dominions film company.
You will find full particulars of the contest on
^^^^^
^^^^^^
■^^^^^
^^^^^^L
^» ^
^^^^

^^^^^^^

title role and Sir Cedric is to portray David
Garrick.
Spectacular Figure
The film will be directed by Herbert Wilcox.
The character of Peg WoflBng^on has a great
many of the qualities of vitality and glamour that
make Nell Gwyn such a spectacular figure.
A child acting prodigy, she came from her
Dublin home to London when a beautiful girl in
her
rapidlyof became
acknowledged
the 'teens
greatestandactress
the eighteenth
centuryas
theatre.
She moved in the theatrical and literary circles
of her time and mixed with such famous figures
as Dr. Johnson, Joshua Reynolds and Oliver
Goldsmith, as well as Garrick.
Following the policy initiated in Nell Gwyn. it
will be based entirely on recorded fact. Scenes
in Ireland, fashionable eighteenth century London
and a complete reconstruction of the Cheshire
Cheese will, I understand, figure prominently in
the picture.
Two Veterans
Two men who should know something about
films are, I notice, playing minor roles in
Behold, My Wife ! which stars Syhda Sidney.
One is Mortimer Johnson, who played a big
part in the writing of film history and directed the
first serial ever made — The Adventures of Jacques.
And the other is Henry Barrow, who -was a
popular
leading
back in 1905-1906
one-reel
stories for
the man
old Biograph,
Kalom, inImp
and
Victor companies.

Short Shots
Paul Lukas has signed on the dotted line for
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio — Bette
Davis is to be starred in The Green Cat — Randolph
Scott, the Western star, has been promoted to
romantic lead in Roberta — Helen Twelvetrees was
a model for magazine covers — -Mary Pickford is
going on the legitimate stage for a year — Maurice
Chevalier's next will be a story suggested by Her
Cardboard Lover — Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres had
a film record made of their wedding — Mary Ellis
is to co-star with Carl Brisson in All the King's
Horses — Jeanette MacDonald will have a new
partner.
Eddy,
— Fox
enters theNelson
musical
listsinbyNanghiy
signing Marietta
Nino Martini,
Judith the famous Metropolitan Opera tenor — where, by
and honours
Allen, who
Dunnshare
James
with Shirley Temple in
Donat's
is Lawrence
the
next way,
Hollywood
talkie isTibbett?
likely to— beRobert
Peter Ibbetson.
" Bright Eyes."
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS

Miss25. Neagle and Sir
page
Cedric Hardwicke are, by
the way, to co-star in
another historical drama- —
a film based on the life of
Peg Woffington. Anna
will, of course, be in the
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Ida

Lupino's

for
Xjir
k«|
Km
JJL

SPEND quite a lot of time knitting. It
is a useful means of passing away the
time during the long waits on the set
between scenes.
And I'm rather proud of this latest
effort, so I would like to pass the pattern on
to you.
Materials Required : 4 oz. Lister's Lavenda 3-ply
Shade No. 223 (Blue Peter) ; 2 oz. Lister's Lavenda
3-ply, Shade No. 21 (Powder Blue); i oz. Lister's
Lavenda 3-ply, Shade No. 23 (Mimosa), i puir
needles (No. 10), i pair needles (No. 12).
Abbreviations : K., knit; p., purl; tog., together;
sts., stitches.
Measurements : Length, 18 inches. Width all
round underarm, 34 inches.
Tension : ij stitches to 2 inches and 10 rows
to one inch.
The Back. — Beginning at lower edge, cast on
100 stitches on No. 12 needles with dark wool and
knit in k. i, p. i rib for 4 inches. Change to
No. 10 needles and pattern which is worked thus: —
1st row — K. I, p. I to end of row. (Care must
be taken to begin on a purl row when changing
colours for strii)es.) 2nd row — Purl.
Repeat these 2 rows throughout
jumper
Continue knitting in this pattern with
dark wool, increasing each end of
needle every 6th row until 120 stitches
are on needle. Then continue knitting
without shaping until work measures
II inches, finishing with the first row
of pattern. Break off dark wool. Join
medium wool. Shape for raglan shoulders
by casting off 3 at beginning of the next
Ida posed for our cameraman
who photographed these hack
emd front views of the attractive jumper

1935

Pattern

Jumper

One of the screens youngest and
most smartly dressed stars
lets you into the secret of how to
make
this
delightful winter
wardrobe accessory.

Next row — With medium, decrease once each
end of needle. Next row — ^With medium, knit
without decreasing. Next row — ^With medium,
decrease once each end of needle.
Next row — ^With medium, decrease once each
end of needle. Next row — -With dark, knit without
decreasing. Next row — With dark, decrease once
4 rows (still knitting in medium wool) then decrease each end of needle. Next row — With dark,
once each end of needle on the next 8 rows. Now decrease once each end of needle.
decrease once each end of needle each alternate
Next row — With dark, knit without decreasing.
Next row — ^With medium, decrease once each
row for 4 more rows. Then join light wool and
still decreasing each end of needle each alternate end of needle. Next row — With medium, decrecise
once each end of needle. Next row — With
r medium, knit without decreasing.
Next row — ^With medium, decrease once each
I end of needle. Next row — With light, decrease
once each end of needle. Next row — With light,
knit without decreasing. Next row — With light,
decrease once each end of needle.
Next row — With light, decrease once each end
of needle. Next row (now break off light and dark
wool and knit with medium) — K. 30, turn. Knit
with medium on these 30 stitches in following
1st row:—— K. 2 tog. each end of needle.
manner
2nd row — K. 2 tog., knit to end.
^rd row — K. 2 tog., knit to end.
^th row — K. 2 tog., knit to end.
5th row — K. 2 tog. each end of needle.
6th row — Knit without decreasing.
Repeat these 6 rows until all stitches are worked
off. Return to other 30 stitches and beginning at
k
centre front, knit in same
^
manner as previous 30 stitches.
The Sleeves. — Cast on 90
stitches on No. 12 needles with
dark wool and knit in k. i, p. I
rib for 18 rows.
Break off
\
dark wool and join medium,
k
*
Change to No. 10 needles and
1st row — K. 8, k. 2 into
pattern.
^
IL
\
next
into pattern) , stitch
repeat (forming
to end of row.
(100
■m^^
^KB^

stitches.)
Continue knitting in pattern,
decreasing once each end of
needle each alternate row on
the next 15 rows with medium
wool. Now knit in following
order of strif)es, still decreasing : 4 rows light, 4 rows
medium, 4 rows dark, 4 rows
medium, 4 rows light, 30 rows
medium. Cast off remaining
stitches.
The Collar (striped) . — Cast on
130 stitches on No. 10 needles
with light wool and knit in pattern for 4 rows, decreasing at
one end of needle each alternate row. Then knit 4 rows
medium, 4 rows dark, 4 rows
medium.
Still decreasing, knit 4 rows light in k. i, p. I
rib. Cast off neatly in rib.
Knit another piece as above but decreasing at
opposite end of needle.
The Ribbing for V-Neck. — With medium wool
cast on 38 stitches and pick up the stitches from
spare needle of back, ca,sting on another 38 stitches
at end of needle. Knit in k. i, p. i rib for 12 rows,
increasing 2 stitches each end of needle every
row.Cast off neatly in rib.

row, knit in the following order of strii)es : 4 rows
light, 4 rows medium, 4 rows dark, 4 rows medium,
4 rows light, 16 rows medium, 4 rows light, 4 rows
medium, 4 rows dark, 4 rows medium, 4 rows light.
Place stitches on spare needle.
The Front. — Knit as for back until yoke is
reached. Now join medium.
Next row — Cast off 3, knit to end. Kepeat this
row three more times. On the next 8 rows
decrease once each end of needle.
Next row — Decrease once each end of needle.
Next row — -Decrease once each end of needle.
Next row — Knit without deTo Make Up. — Press lightly on wrong side with
creasing. Now join light wool.
Next row — Decrease once each a damp cloth. Sew up raglan .shoulders, sewing
in
the mitred end of striped collar to meet stripes
end of needle. Next row —
Decrease once each end of on back of yoke. Sew up side seams. Sew plain
around neck, joining points at centre
needle. Next row — Knit with- ribbing
front.
out decreasing.
Next row — Decrease once each
Form loose striped ends into knot at centre
end of needle.
of jumper.
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England in America.
A setting for " The
Mystery of Edwin
Drood." Claude Rains,
who plays the lead, is in
the foreground by the
railing and Heather
Angel by the camera.

Weekly

There is a definitely Russian
note in this clever ensemble
worn by Virginia Bruce.
The tunic is of black taffeta
quilted in stitching over wool
cripe. A Cossack hat of
outfit.
Persian lamb
completes the

Helen Hayes mapped at
home with her little
daughter, Mary.

7 /

m

Our cameraman
catches Charles
Bickford {extreme
left), who is feain " aI
Murdertureded
Man," at lunch
in the famous
Indian room at
the Universal
studio cafe.

Not a domestic tragedy, but just Mary Astor and Baby Jane indulging
in some off-set fun whilst making " Straight from the Heart."
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THRILLEC

old, golden curls, the spoilt baby of the company,
and a lisp — ugh !
"The lisp, however, disappeared with proper
elocution lessons, and after a while I went permanently into C.B.'s company, touring for one
year, and - then coming back to I>ondon to the
Palace, the Alhambra, the Hippodrome, and the
Ambassadors.
"But school
I shallas always
look back
dancing
the foundation
of allatmyCechetti's
dancing
training. His exercises must have been marvellous, for I can still feel their influence to-day.
"He
made I my
so supple
and "elastic,"
that though
stoplimbs
working
for a j>eriod,
a few
exercises soon brings all the power of elasticity
back again.
" T remember that one show I was in had a wonderX ful cast — ^Yvonne Amaud, Alice Delysia,
Max Dearly, Arthur Playfair, St. Bonnet, and Lily
St. John. They were all marvellously kind to me,
being inthefor 'baby'
and andI'mpetting.
afraid I
came
a good ofdealtheof cast,
spoiling
"I knew just who to go to for what I
wanted, too ! A bit of cake from this
dressing-room,
a special
lates from another,
and brand
so on of! chocoAnd
Hale

"OW do I feel to be back as
'Squibs'?" asked Betty Balfour,
wriggling into a blue satin
negligee in her dressing-room off
the set. "Well, it's what I have
been
of ever
to thedreaming
screen — and
for since
monthsI 'came
before back'
that,
too !
" It brings me back again to one of the
loveliest periods in my career — when I was a
plain little cockney flower-girl, being directed
by George Pearson, in the silent days.
"I feel as if I've 'found myself again, if
you understand what I mean ? " she said
enthusiastically,
thena virtue
went on
know, a film careerandis not
but : a"You
vice,
like drink or drugs — once you begin it gets
into your system, and life seems empty
without it, and then. . . ." she broke off and
laughed.

one of the men — I forget which — even
used to keep account of all my press
cuttings for me, and stick them into
a book.
"At sixteen I was teemendously
serious, and determined on a career either
of Shakespeare, or to be a second Sarah Bernhardt I
As it hapi)ened neither of these ambitions materialised, because one day a man called to see me,
and offered me a part in a film.
'" I stared at him in astonishment, for in those
days pictures were more or less Greek to me. and
I scarcely knew what he was talking about — as
far as I can remember I think I rather rudehasked him 'what these things called films

were' !
' V-/
/^f course,
stagearesalaries
days say
werethatnot1
what they
to-day, inandthose
I must
was tempted by the film offer, which represented
positive wealth to me then. Anyway I accepted,
but refused to sign a contract to the effect that I
must give up stage work, and so was engaged by
the Welsh -Pearson Company at the Islington
studios.
"I found I had plunged into a completely new
life, and at first I missed the footlights and the
audiences terribly.
"The chief difference socially, I found, was
the "family" atmosphere of the films as compared with the stage.
"'Working with a film company is rather like
being in a circus in a \^•ay — -there is the same
intimate "homey" feeling, and also you are living
in a world where everyone thinks, talks, and eats,
' shop ' !
" l\.
A ^y^^V'
never 'took
bottle'
'" I know about the circus, because for several
it was I thrust
under tomythe nose
by naturally,
a serpwnt
called C. B. Cochran. As a matter of fact, I never months I lived with one in France, when \ve
dreamt I should go on the stage, or the films either, were filming circus scenes.
" I had a glorious time, and my greatest friends
it Ialllooked
began a with
ankles." "As a small child were
four elephants.
little my
bewHldered.
I had weak ankles." she explained, "and they
"'One of them was supposed to be \-ery badsent me to Cechetti's dancing school, thinking it tempered, but I never^ found him so, in fact he
would
"Of strengthen
course his them."
school being very famous, all VTBS always extremely polite to me. and on several
me 'out
of a with
scrape.'
rememberof
kinds of important people used to come and occasions
once whengotI was
playing
them 1 instead
visit us, and I suppose 'C.B.' must have been rehearsing my part on time. I heard an irate
one of them — though I was too young to remember director coming along the passage.
seeing him at that time.
"At a signal fiom me. Jumbo lifted me clean
he had noticed
also"Apparently,
that I couldhowever,
sp>eak French,
and oneme,dayand-I up and over into his stall, where I hid until
was sent for, and asked to take a small part where danger was past ! I was broken-hearted when
they all four left to fulfil an engagement in the
a little girl was wanted to talk French.
"My
parents
consented,
and
from
that
day
onwards I never looked back from the footlights. provinces.
"The most thrilling momentof my life happened
I remember just what I was like then — ten years in that circus. One day when I wa.s being filmed
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days I used personally to supervise the choosing
of my wardrobe, for in.stance, and discuss my
different dres.ses with the director.
"I have always been, by the way, a very
determined
supporter
of thebe rule
that one's
clothes on the
screen should
absolutely
subservient to one's personality, and on no account,
I think,to should
one draw
attention
dres-ses
the detriment
of the
acting.toButone's
to
return to the point — here you simply sit still and
the wardrobe is brought to you — the right dress
at the right moment, they just appear as if by
magic. And even your screen jewellery has its
niche and is locked up in a safe each night. Most
of it is imitation, of course, though good enough
to be put under lock and key, but the tiara I
wore in Evergreen was real, and worth many
thousands of pounds !

says

Betty

"As far as studio work goes, though, I find
•tl very little difference in my routine. We had
just
as much
in the
because
there dialogue
is nothingto learn
so silly
as an" silent
actressdays,"
with
nothing to say. And also there were other
jjeople depending on your cues. But, of course it
is true that we had to express a great deal more
by gesture and play far more to the camera.
"But I rather believe, personally, that the
trend of modem screen acting is leading towards
a re-assertion of the silent technique, and that
dialogue will be gradually cut down in future.
"And I hope there is no one left who still
thinks
that film stars
have time
whoopee.'
The telephone
exchange
call tomemakeat '5.30
each
morning (and very surprised they were when I
asked them !) and on Sundays when I am actually
free, I just crawl into bed and sleep.
" I work on Christmas day and New Year's day,
and I don't even have time to go to the staff
dances at the studio, which are supposed to be
for us !
"What are my future ambitions? Well, there
is one ambition I have always hoped to realise
one day — to do a biography of Marie Lloyd.
And of course I would like a dancing part — someBallerina.thing, perhaps, like Francis Doble had in

BALFO

UR

'THE little star who sprang into
^ prominence again with her
performance
in " My Oldher
Dutchmost"
is now re-creating
popular silent role and tells you
all about herself and the character
in an interxneto with
Beatrix
Moore.

hanging upside down from a trapeze forty feet
from tixe ground, there was no rostrum high
enough to photograph me from that height. So
an arrangement was made whereby another man
hung me from the ankles over the trapeze.
"I wore silk stockings over my cashmere
tights I remember, and in the middle of the
shooting I experienced the blood-curdling sensation that the silk stockings were gradually slipping
away from the others. There was no safety-net
below.
"My mouth w;ent dry, and no sound would
come. Inch by inch they slipped ... I kicked
feebly, and someone shouted from the wings
. . . my partner suddenly clutched me, and with
one swift movement hauled me up and back to
safety. Near thing !
"Sometimes I wonder if my film career hasn't
all been too easy — I don't seem to have had any
of the heart-breaking struggles that others have
been through, apart, of course, from the fact
that one is always depressed when one sees the
picture finished.
"I consider i>ersonally that the best pictures I
ever made were Love, Life and Laughter and Squibs.
Actually Squibs is my favourite, and I am glad to
be making a talking version of it.

Weekly

Betty Balfour scored one of her greatest silent
successes in " The Brat."

usual few weeks holiday snatched precariously
and irregularly, is no use at all.
"I've had marvellous times during my 'break,'
and we travelled half-way over the world. But
during all that time we only visited Hollywood
for about a week — a most eventful week too !
"First there was. a party which began during
the evening and was such a success that it went
on for two daj's ! Then there was the earthquake.
the strange part is that I had a presentiment
" T X Thy did I give up film-making for a time? And
» V For two reasons. One of them," laughed of the earthquake.
"We drove out to one of the beaches one day,
Miss
"is opposite
this room
now typewriter
— listen !' '
and Balfour,
sure enough
the clicking
of the
and
I remember remarking that 'some of those
indicated where her husband, the famous com- houses would look sick if there was an earthquake,' and immediately afterwards, I knew it
poser of "Goodnight Sweetheart" and "Show
happen. When it did happen I found
Me the Way to Go Home," was busy at work. would
myself
thrown
suddenly on the floor, and a
" Xn occasional collision in the corridor is about the
hysterical woman beside me was shrieking
only time we meet in the day," she laughed.
"The other reason," she continued, "is because 'help, help.'
I seriously believe that every film actress should
" A nd then we found ourselves mixed up in the
have a long 'break' like I had.
■i\ first Wall Street crash. It was a strange life,
are actually
working
it "You
means —see,
or atwhen
leastyou
I consider
it should
do- with all the banks shut — everyone living on credit,
that everything else in your life must be sub- and no one minding if you paid your bills or not !
servient to your work, you must literally be I remember having my hair waved, and the hairprepared to sacrifice all your private life; that
dresser had to give me the forty dollars she had
is if you mean to take films seriously and achieve saved for her rent, to give me change for my bill !
something.
"When I hear people talking in a hushed voice
" I feel a hundred times fresher because I went about 'those silent days,' as if they were museum
I am rather amused, because from
right away from the film world atmosphere, and eccentricities,
I came back to Evergreeft and My Old Dutch with the screen actress's point of view there is really
a new outlook, new ambitions, and new ideas. very little difference.
Now I am feeling thoroughly warmed up to the
"The main difference as far as I am concerned,
business again, and enjoying every minute of is the 'super' superbness of modem film producSquibs.
tion and organisation, and in a sense it is no more
"It
is
impossible
not
to
become
'stalemate'
so
much
a 'family' life.
unless you do something drastic like this, and the
"Here it is like living in a palace. In the old

Another
of theunique
star whoin has
made history.
a "come
back " study
almost
screen

Heather

Angel

Heather Angel, who fitlfilled all
one's expectations by her performance in" Berkeley Square,"
is still on the up grade. This is
how she appears in " The Mystery ofClaude
Edwin Rains.
Drood" with
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Hollywood
Fred and Ginger
'tying Down to Rio finished, Ciinger had visions
of more smart role.s in more straight comedies.
But it was not to be ! No sooner had the girl
put away her dancing shoes than she was told to
take them out again.
Radio was producing the Broadway stage
sensation. The Gay Divorce, for the screen. Again
Astaire was to play the leading man role, as he
did in the theatre for months on end.
And again came another thrilling dance number
for Fred and Ginger !
This time it is the Continental, written by Con
Conrad, one of Tin Pan Alley's most successful
composers.

Norma

s

shearer'

"Bles

sed

"

EVENT

Film

Work

Back to Comedy
nd so once more the Actress Rogers is swept
aside for the Dancing Ginger !
But it won't be for long.
Already
has made
a new
romanticGinger
comedy
for Radio,
Romance of Manhattan, in which
she is co-starred with Francis
Lederer.
Ginger Rogers is acting again.
But she never knows when some
comfK)ser will come down with a
red-hot dance tune, and away she
will
once
more gotheagain,
victimtheof actress
the dancer.

•

Sacrificed — Ginger

Rogers' Versatility — Madge Kenan
nedy s Come-back — Getting
English Atmosphere
tORMA shearer is steadily but surely establishing
her claim to be considered
Ruth Chatterton's successor as "The First Lady of
the Screen."
Her polished screen portrayals have
made her the idol and the pattern of
the fans and her personal charm and the
dignity of her private life have given her a
unique position in the industry itself.
It is significant that whereas when a few
years ago she temporarily retired from the
screen in order to have a baby everybody
thought it meant writing finis to her career,
the confirmation of the news that another
"blessed event" is expected in the Irving
Thalberg household has been received in the
film colony with approval as well as interest.
The fact that she is saciificing her film
work, for the time being, for
the noble duties of motherhood is regarded as a reply to
the recent Purity League
attacks on Norma's screen
characterisations. Miss Shearer
will return to the screen in the
summer in Marie Antoinette.
Helen Hayes, Too ?
It is also being rumoured that
Helen Hayes, who is in private
life the wife of Charles MacArthur, the authordirector, anticipates a visit from the stork.
If Helen applies for leave of absence for the
purpose of receiving that mythical bird it is not
anticipated that her employers will place any
difliculties in the way.
Helen's
baby, legal
some years
ago, was
sible
for afirstfamous
decision.
The resptonevent
occurred while she was engaged in a stage contract. The holders of the contract sued her, but
the judge held that a baby came under the "Act
of Gkxl" clause in the document.

But Ginger
loves
the wholedoesn't
businesscare! ! She
Her Come-back
M adge Kennedy has arrived in
admitsHollywood
that she wouldandnotfrankly
be averse
to another fling at the movies. Up to present
writing, she has not been signed by any of the
studios, which is rather surprising, as she is an
accomplished stage and screen actress and looks
about as young as she did a few years ago when
she was starring in the silents.
But don't feel sorry for
Madge, as her husband, who
died recently, left her a fortune
estimated at $500,000.
I predict that, if Madge gets
another chance in the movies,
she will win back her former
position in Hollywood.
\

Madge Evans displays this garden gown of pale
green mousseline.
Tucks and hand-inserted
lattice-work form the trimming.
from Lederer and demolish it with gusto.
Which just shows you what some people will
suffer for art's sake ! !

No Mistakes, Please
>ecause Lionel K. Tregellas
is an Englishman he draws
a weekly pay packet at the
Paramount studios in Hollywood. All he does is to sit back
in a canvas chair when a film
with an English atmosphere is
being made and tell the director,
among a thousand other things,
that motor-cars — not automoside of I-ondon streets. biles— drive along the left-hand
Tregellas actually earns his salary by staving
off indignant letters from Englishmen who might
find glaring anachronisms in such films as Limehotise Blttes and Father Brown — Detective.
Ensuring Accuracy
On the Father Brown — Detective set, all the
players, from Walter Connolly to Gertrude
Michael, had to pass in review before him so that
he could check their clothes carefully. He had to
see last
that button
the "bobby"
— notsurecopthat
— wasthe correct
the
and make
propertyto

Dance, Little Lady
After a colourful career as a Broadway musicalA Gastronomic Note
comedy favourite, little Ginger Rogers was
For years the pet aversion of J. Farrell Mac- well on her way to fame as a screen comedienne.
donald, the noted character actor, has been
A brisk personality and a smart sense of
had provided the right type of showcarrots.
comedy rather than her twinkling toes were going department
cases and sweets in a sweet-shop set.
He eschewed them enthusiastically at every to make the red-head's fortune.
The art department had to be told how to
Then, without warning, Vincent Youmans, the design
possible opportunity. He declined many a dinner
the doors for an English telephone booth,
invitation because of the fear that he might be composer, conceived a new rhythm. It w£is the the policemen had to be stopped from saluting in
offered some.
Carioca, and it became the dance sensation of the American manner, and the waiters had to be
But in Romance in Manhattan, in which he plays Flying Down to Rio.
coached how to talk to customers.
The studio told Ginger Rogers to toss away her
Officer Murphy in support of Francis I^erer,
It meant being on the set every minute, and
Macdonald has to eat carrots and like them.
script and dance the Carioca with nimble Fred although Tregellas left England only a short time
The script calls for him to accept a raw carrot Astaire.
ago, he has put in a tremendous amount of work.
Tell YOUR FRIENDS about NEXT WEEK'S FREE " MERRY WIDOW " Supplement
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Garbo appiears as Katrin, an Austrian girl who
marries Fane, a young English scientist (Mr.
Pre-Vieivs of the Latest Films
Marshall) and goes to China with him, although she
is not really in love with him. The inevitable
happens in the person of To\\Tisend, a British
official. The husband discovers the affair. Embittered and vindictive, he gives his wife two
Leslie
alternatives — either to persuade her lover to
divorce his own wife and marry her, or to accomHOWARD'S
pany him (the husband) to the interior, where a
cholera epidemic is raging.
as
doubts
my
had
I
that
confess
MUST
i"to
the wisdom of casting Leslie Howard
Townsend's hesitancy about risking his career
Triumph
through a divorce scandal disapp)oints her and
everas Sir Percy e in Baroness Orczy'snel.
she
is forced to accompany her husband to the
I
. green romanc The Scarlet Pimper
plague-infested
have a great admiration for that actor and I
Sanity returns hinterland.
to Fane, he abandons his dreadful
would put his performance in Berkeley Square including the costuming by John Armstrong. plan of vengeance, and the proximity of death
as one of the finest the screen has given us,
You will not be disappointed -with the way this and danger bring Katrin to a realisation of her love
but as Sir Percy — no.
popular romance has been brought to the screen. for him.
In the hackneyed atmosphere in which they
Well, I need not have had any misgivings. It is first-class entertainment. — L. C.
are conceived neither the characters nor the
Leslie Howard is brilliant. He makes the
character of the resourceful adventurer who The latest Gzirbo film is, I am afraid, mainly for drama are allowed to get a real grip on the emothe addicts. Those filmgoers who dislike the tions.
rescued the victims of the French Revolution
Swedish glamour queen, and even those who can
Garbo's pwrtrayal is in the usual Garbo vein,
and hid his identity under the mask of aristo- take
their Garbo or leave her alone, may find it although the harshness of voice and the accent are
cratic fopper^^ come to life.
rather dull.
less in evidence. Herbert Marshall has nowTo hear him repeat the piece of doggerel he
played suffering lovers in tliree consecutive
wrote, in the character of Sir Percy, to amuse the
pictures.
It is beginning to show in his acting;
tion
.,
to.
the
screen,
Somerset
process of adapta
The Painted
loungers of clubland and the ladies of the court —
he is in danger of becoming mannerised. Brent
Veil
Maugham's
story
has
boiled
down to a familiar triangle gives a smooth performance as the other man. —
"They
seek him here,
they everywhere.
seek him there.
Those Frenchies
seek him
drama with a familiar, if colourful, background. M. D.P.
Is he in Heaven, or is he in Hell,
For the first third of its length Herbert Marshall
makes love to Greta Garbo. For the second third
The demned elusive Pimpernel ! "
have not seen such a glorious piece of fooling
— is to obtain a fuU measure of enjoyment from George Brent makes love to Greta Garbo, and for I as this hilarious domestic farce for a long time,
the intriguingly devised, romantic character.
the final third Herbert Marshall and Greta Garbo nor have I before seen a comedian successfully carry
His change of poise, too, is cleverly marked make love to each other.
reels almost entirely on
both in expression and manner. He convinces you
It is tricked out with much elaborate Oriental an entertainment ofhiss'xown
shoulders as W. C.
as the man of action and as swiftly assures you — ceremony which though at times beautifully
or rather his enemies — that he is a fop pure and photographed, fails to impart movement to a
It's
a
Fields
doesoutin this
picture;
simple.
yjtjt
range.
f^.fis
never
of the
camerahe
"conversation piece" that is badly in need of it
Alexander Korda has made a very good picture or
to cloak the obvious nature of the story.
It would be useless to tr\but Howard dominates it by his performance.
Some
bid is made for thrills, too, in the hero's and give a comprehensive sjTiopsis of the ston,-,
As Sir Percy's wife who unwittingly betrays her battle against
a cholera plague, but we have seen which deals with a hen-pecked grocer w-ho buys
husband's identity and then tries to undo the
situation so often before that real susp)ense
wrong she has done. Merle Oberon is good, if the
an orange
farm, tofinds
has been
values are lost.
manages
get ahe good
price "done,"
for what but
he
rather nebulous, but Raymond Massey is excellent
hadIt thought
wason w^orthless
land.
as Sir sador,
Percy's
mortal
enemy
—
the
French
ambasrelies
not
plot
value,
but
on
detail
Chauvelin.
work and by-play for its entertainment — The brief glimpse Ernest Milton gives us of
and largely on the extremely human as
Robespierre during scenes of the Terror in Paris is
well as amusing character created so
noteworthy, and Nigel Bruce is convincing as
carefully and subtly by the comedian.
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.
I had doubts about his ability to play
As an aristocrat, the Comte de Toumay, whose
Micawber, the role he is cast for in his next
family the Pimpernel rescues from the guillotine,
picture, but after seeing this film I
O. B. Clarence is exceedingly good, and all the
believe he will be
supporting cast fits admirably into the realistic
excellent.
and colourful background.
He reveals himself
not only
If anything, Alexander Korda's direction errs
"comic,"
but as
as ana
on the slow side. He is apt to over-prolong scenes,
but since they are so extremely well devised this
actor who realises
fault does no more than cause a little action lag
he IS creating and
which can be forgiven.
Korda's
settings
are remarkably
presenting
a character.
TheVincent
picture
strikes
an authentic
note good.
right
As
the
grocer
who
through, whether it is dealing with the mob in
dreams of owning an
Paris, the court in England, the hairbreadth
orange
farm and
who is continually
escapes of the Pimf)emel or the matching of wits
between that gentleman and his arch-enemy
Chauvelin.
hectored
his loudvoiced andbydominant
There is a definite p>olish about the whole thing.
wife, he is both
humanous; noranddoeshumourhe fail
to enlist your sym-

Wallace Beery — the
morning after the
night before — as he
appears
title
role of" in
The the
Mighty
Bamum."

asset inpathy,
.successful
always an
farce.
To sec him trj'ing
serveshop,
customers
into his
attend
to his wife, manage
his dumb assistant, who has been saddled with the
care of a customer's baby, is an education in the
art of cle\'er clowning.
For ingenuity of idea and execution, too, his
efforts to gain a little sleep on his verandah when
his loud tongued wife's voice has driven him from
his bedroom and the neighbours, milkman and
passers-by
hard to beat.all conspire to disturb him, is ver\Then the drive to California in a car loaded with
household utensils supplies a full quota of laughs.
It is not just slapstick, although it verges on it;
it is humour arising from the exaggeration of
perfectly normal incidents.
-Vnd that, I think, is the secret of the success of
this picture. It deals with incidents that happen
continually in everyday life and colours them
with
effect. the necessary exaggeration to gain their full

I
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Let our Film Critics who really j
see the Pictures Guide You j
While W. C. Fields holds the stage, he is very
ably supported by Kathleen Howad as his wife, by
Tom Bupp as his irrepressible little son, and by
Jean Rouvergol as his attractive daughter.
Baby LeRoy appears briefly in two scenes, but
has little to do, and the supporting characters are
all well drawn and acted.
If the new year festivities have left you a trifle
jaded, this is the very tonic you need. — L. C.
A could
life story
greatest and
showman"
not offail"theto world's
be interesting,
Walter
Lang, the director, has seen to it that we are
intrigued by the exploits, successes and failures of
a man whose name has become
a household word in the circus
The Mighty world.
Barnum
But he has not given it life.
It is an ambitious production,
technically excellent, but it Icicks that vital
something which should have made us sympathetic
with the man in his misfortunes.
The characters tend to be puppets rather than
human beings, they are vague and shadowy. It is
purely as a documentary film that the picture
entertains.
I do not think that Wallace Beery is well cast
as Bamum. He makes the man too much of a
child and lacking in . that astuteness which the
original must have possessed to have won the
fame he did.
Neither is Adolphe Menjou too happy in the
role of the drunkard whom Bamum reclaimed
and who eventually became his partner under his
Christian name of Bailey.
His love aSair with Bamum's very young ward,
played attractively by Rochelle Hudson, is not
very pretty nor convincing.
Janet Beecher
fair as Bruce
the showman's
suffering
wife, and isVirginia
both sings longand
acts well as Jenny Lind, whom Bamum exploited
in America and who tumed his
head and caused his temporary
eclipse.
TTiere is some very good dialogue and the famous freaks
which Bamum introduced to the
world, such as the bearded lady
and General Tom Thumb, are very
well presented.
There is both comedy and
drama in the way Bamum is
exposed by his enemies, in the first
place for fooling the public with a
woman supposed to be George
Washingfton's
nurse,
and sixty years
old, one
andhundred
in the
second place with the bearded
lady. Actually she was bearded,
but a rival caused a male to be
substituted and Bamum discredited.■!
But on the whole the drama is
not sufl&ciently intense nor the
comedy sufficiently humorous to
make the picture as notable as it
might have been. — L. C.
The kiddies will like this one all
right, with its elaborately set
Toy Town and the introduction of
all the familiar characters of
childhood, such as Bo-Peep
and the Woman Who Lived
Babes in
in a Shoe, but one must confess
to disappointment on the
Toyland
whole.
The screen has given us very little in the way
of definite entertainment for children, and here
was an opportunity to exploit the possibilities
of the camera in the realms of pantomime.
But while it is spectacular in setting, it is not
ingenious in presentation. One incident there is
which stands out — a troop of toy soldiers attack
the Bogeymen who have invaded Toy Town —
but with that exception it is singularly lacking in
inspiration.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, in the leads, are
starved of material and fall back on very conventional slapstick.
As little Bo-Peep, whose romantic attachment
to Tom, the Piper's Son, is depicted, Charlotte

The proximity of death and danger
brings Katrin {Greta Garho) to a
realisation of her love for her
husband {Herbert Marshall).

with whom Raft falls in love.
He has her stepfather neatly
bumped off
"adopts"
himself.
Jean,andhowever,
falls her
in
love with a nice young Canadian,
who promptly qualifies, as a
result, forsquad.
Mr. Raft's private
execution
In the meanwhile Anna May
Henry is effective but Felix Knight is weak as Tom.
the gangster's jealous mistress, "tips off"
Florence Roberts is good as Widow Peep, who Wong,police
to one of George's smuggling jobs.
lives in the famous Shoe, and Henry Kleinbach the
The latter, mainly as a result of relenting conmakes a sound pantomime villain as Silas Bamaby,
cerning the murder of Jean's lover, runs into the
who designs to matrry Bo-Peep.
police trap and is fatally shot.
I have hopes one day that some enterprising
Miss Parker is one of our most charming
concem will make a pantomime which will show
but I am surprised that with all the
what the screen can do in that form of entertainment ingenues,
English talent available she should have been
pictorially ; one that would be worthy of re-issue in chosen for the role. Her accent strikes a jarring
the holiday season for some time to come. — L. C. note throughout the proceedings.
Raft contributes his usual smoothly sinister
George Raft as a half-caste Chinese gangster in portrayal, as well as adequately suggesting the
a Hollywoodian Limehouse. If the atmos- character, and Anna May Wong is excellent in
phere is far from convincing and the story soon
unsympathetic role.
resolves itself into the routine trjigedy of inter- a somewhat
The picture is in the main entertaining, but as
racial love, it carries a fair a contribution
to mbvie history is not sufficiently
important for us to regard seriously even its
otheris
and
thrills,
of efficiently done.
I'^otaquite
LitnehoUSe
stressed arg[ument that British jwlice
jjj
wise
DlUeS
Jean Pjirker
is the white girl openly
should carry guns — and use them. — M. D. P.
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ALFRED

HITCHCOCK, whose " Blackmail " was one of the outstanding examples of the early talkies, has " come back " with
an excellent film in the best traditions of the thriller-melodrama.
It IS notable for its exciting " siege " scenes and for its pictorial expressivenes . Afine performance comes from Peter Lorre.

Abbott, with Laurence in his power now,
as well as his little daughter, is pleased to
taunt his prisoner.

The final phase. Abbott and his gang
defend themselves against the troops and
police called to arrest them. This siege
is the big moment in the picture and pro-
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" Will you drink champagne with me"
said Jack " a fine vintage, more mature
than the one of ten years ago?""
robbed the garden. If you can
manage to forget something I want,
"Haven't I my patients to think
you
do." expect ? "
of "Nothing
? always
What d'you
from you. That's the
trouble. It's no fun going out with
"Go by yourself, then. See how
you
youThenowadays."
likemoment
the party
Jackalone."
was well on his
way upstairs with the dogged look
she knew to be immutable. Alice
regretted her outburst. Too late to
climb do^vn. Bravado carried her
across to the club, but the effort was
not a success. She had the feeling
that Paul, if not already booked,
would have danced with her more
often, but it was not enough to
prevent her from leaving early. She
half hofied Jack would be up; but
no, he was in bed, asleep apparently,
though the electric bulb, had she
touched it, of the night lamp, could
have told a tale of wakefulness.
' Jack I ■ Jack !
" I was. Have
i.-Vre you asleep?"
"Not very. I'm
sorry
You those
aflowers.
goodabout
time
? had
"

THE

STORY

OF

THE

FILM

by MARJORY
WILLIAMS
couldn't expect to look like a intimate that Doctor Overton had
Freely based on the film "The i debutante. Yet it was surprising,
notDance
yet returned.
music from the club, not
when she had finished with lipstick
Marriage
Symphony
" byLtd.,permisslon
of Radio
Pictures
Dean :■ and pyowdered the dimpled shoulders
two
hundred yards away from the
Street, London, W.I.
above the tight corsage, how few house, came over faintly tantalising.
See " On the Screens Now " i flaws the mirror returned to her.
Jack's
the there
hall.
feature, page 22, for thefull cast and ; From the dressing-room table, with
She
went step
out tosounded
meet him.in Was
Lionel Collier's criticism of the film, i its twin lights, she could hear Paul, a faint look of guilt on his ever so
who had evidently arrived, greeting slightly bored face? The thought
ran through her mind, leaving no
Marge in the living-room. WonderE careful, dear. Really,
ful to be welcomed by a lover ! trace. Else she might have glanced
you must watch your
at the patent Oxfords, completing
Well, jjerhaps to-night Jack would
step in this frock.
his
evening kit, and seen on their
forget he was Alice Overton's
You'll have to kiss husband and see in his wife the divine mirrored surface the damp clay of
creature who had swept him off his the garden.
standing."
Alice Overton,
mouth full of feet.
A knock at the door heralded the
pins, scrambled to her feet, entrance of Marge, anxious to help Keeping
bothherhands
behind
him,
he kissed
lightly,
admired
pleased with her handiwork.
her dress, discussed the fit of his
with fastenings. Another halfjacket all the time doing nothing to
minute brought Paul to the threshDressmaking for her niece wasn't
hold with anxious inquiries about
altogether
easy.
Marge's
figure,
erase
impression
social the
function
was likethat
any to-night's
other.
like her temperament, boasted an cocktails.
"Come in!" Alice invited. "I'm
awkward corner or two. To-night
" Jack, dear, you don't really wsint
she looked really lovely, worthy
almost ready." Paul came in, to go to this dance, do you?" she
of such a fiance as Paul Newton,
shaker in hand. " I say. Marge, I do pleaded with a rash effort to be
who, for all the adorable kink in hope I haven't ruined this. The wistful.
" Nonsense I I'm proud of my
his fair hair, took life more
bottle tilted "
seriously than the average young
i e broke off. Was it surprise,
"I was so afraid you'd forget to
man.
pleasure, pain, Alice wondered,
come
to-night."
"Dohome
I make
a habit of .staying
" Isn't it time you stopped fussing causing him to stare at her and
over me and went and dressed?"
become— amazing attribute of an
Marge inquired by way of thanks.
ex-sophomore — embarrassed.
"Quite
"I
didn'toften."
think you noticed. You
"What are you wearing. Aunty
"How d'you like it?" she asked,
wife."
dropping
a
slight
curtsey.
"
Alice?
never
seem
to
"Don't let'snowadays."
quarrel. What are
"The frock's marvellous! It — it
away."
" Not so much of the aunt, please !
I'm in a romantic mood. I'm makes me feel sort of funny — as if you holding so carefully? Ah, my
going to wear a ten years' old I shouldn't be in your room. I guess
flowers
So you
didn't forget
them."
Her !eyes
brightened.
Definitely
it
isn't only the frock," the lad Alice
frock."
mumbled.
threw
off
the
cloak
of
gloom
"Period?"
H' for saying that willy-nilly would try to
"Should I dare otherwise at a
Alice
laughed.
"Thanks
costume party? Jack will like it. that, Paul." She turned the conenshroud her. Then tears of genuine
There we are, straight from the
versation, glad that Marge had been
occupied with unruly hairpins to vexation welled up. "Oh! Jack,
lavender-scented hanger. D'you
the exclusion of her fiance.
how
could
? You
haven't
brought
the you
orchids
I specially
?"
All the same, it was nice to feel ordered. I did 'phone asking you to
approve
"Charming! The Victorian style
suitslovely
you. net
Why,flounces.
you've Let
torn meone runof not too old to call forth a boy's pick them up. My costume's
the
admiration. " Have your cocktails
nothing without them. I'd rather
and get over to the club, you two,"
up."
it "No,
wear itI'm
at all."
sorry, but I had the
Alice advised. " I'll wait for Jack. not"Alice,
darling.
This
frock
has
memories. I tore it when I eloped
devil of an afternoon and getting
He's sure to be late."
She hustled them off, resigned to a fitted for this coat on the top. I
with Jack, ten years ago. I was just
thought these rather attractive,
husband's unpunctual habits. Twice
eighteen."
Adjusting ringlets about her semishe
thought
she
heard
Jack's
voice
surely?"
shinglc, Alice wondered if she had
and footstep in the hall, only to myself.
"BorderA posy's
flowers correct,
are all very
well,
have Phillips, trusted elderly butler. but they won't last. Besides, you've
been foolish. At twenty-eight one
i8
LIVELIEST AND LOVELIEST Supplement of all— FREE NEXT WEEK

arranged them
beautifully.
You
know what makes
always do. I don't
matter."
He rolled over,
me " Doesn't
lose my
temper."
turning
he hadn't
forgiven his
her.back.
More Then
depressed
than
i downstairs
ever, she slipped
away
Y
N
into the moonlit garden. She might
have been on the rustic bench under
the elm for hours when a footstep
made her start.
" Paul ! Have you and Marge just
got back? I thought I heard your
car.Romance,
Isn't it beauty,
a heavenly
night?" of
the fragfrance
first love overcame Alice as she
recognised
expression
Paul's
eyes.
At firsttheglance,
she had inthought
he had stayed overlong at the club
bar; now it was neces.sar>' for her to
create a frothy impression.
youentreaty.
leave so early?"
His"Why
voice did
was an
"I wasn't enjoying myself. It
was foolish of me. A full-fledged
woman
a girlish
"Don'tin say
that, gown,
Alice. you
I'veknow."
never
seen anything really lovely till this
minute. This evening, in your room,
you were a revelation. Now you're
" Paul, don't be absurd ! "
divinity itself."
There
was her
a shirring
sound wildly
as he
caught
in his arms,
kissing
her
neck.
.Mice felt like a diver coming to
the surface after the fear that he
may for ever be submerged. Yet
she couldn't have told why the
youth's sweet flattery frightened her.
Before Paul had apf)eared she had
been longing for any nice man's
love.
"Paul! Paul! Let go ! I've torn
"A kiss tore that, last time.
" Yes, and Marge is going to matter
terribly
to-morrow.
Jack, too. Take
me."
told
Marge
memy infrock."
before
the moon makes idiots
.Mice might congratulate herself
on- ustheboth."
handling of a difficult situaof
tion, but it only threatened to
recrudesce
as following
Jack's indifference
increased. The
afternoon,
having promised to drive his wife to
Pound Ridge, he developed an urge
{Continued on page lo)
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Specialists
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Say

:

"Wear

IODINE

skin"
your
ar
ne
And you
are kept immune
from Tlu, Colds and Rheumatism !

What is
doing?
Pladng an Iodine Locket in hia vest pocket.

What is she doing
Wearing an Iodine Locket round her neck.

A

Personal

By J. W, SIMPSON,

Talk

to

What is mother doing ?
Sewing an Iodine Locket to her Undergarment.

Picturegoer

Readers

M.P.S. (Chemist), Inventor of the lodolok Iodine Locket

I do not wish to make any exaggerated claims
for the efficacy of this locket. I am going to
content myself with reproducing on this page
a few of the colossal number of heartfelt
of thanks 1 have received from wearers,
Mr. J. W. Simpson. M. P. S., Chemist. soletters
that they may speak for themselves.
This Locket is about the size of a half-crown,
neatly enamelled, with a small loop. It does
profession and all com- not scent or stain the clothes, and can be
THE medical
petent authorities unanimously safely worn by the youngest child because it is
agree that Iodine is one of the entirely harmless. Women and children can
greatest of Nature's health-givers.
To get the full benefit from Iodine, there
axe two things you can do.
(One.) Spend a perpetual holiday by the
seashore where there is always plenty of
hot sunshine and plenty of seaweed.
(Iodine is given off from seaweed under
the
sun's rays
and iscures
that rheumatic
vital element
in seaside
air which
and
lung invalids and makes people healthv
and vigorous.)
(Two.) To most of us the above is
impossible, for physical and economic
This is the genuine Iodine Locket
reasons ; but this method (No. 2) I am
invented by Mr. Simpson (the
now going to explain gives even better
Iodine specialist) . Each one bears
results, without much outlay and with
no inconvenience.
the registered name lODOLOK , to
guard against vmitations. If, by
This method is simply the wearing near
mistake, you have bought an
the skin of a locket containing pure
imitation, you should change
Iodine. The Iodine is drawn from the
it at once,in your own interests
locket as a gentle imperceptible vapour
by the heat of the body, and is absorbed wear the locket round the neck or attached to
directly into the system through the skin
undergarment. Men can carry it in the vest
pores. There is sufficient lodir^e in the anpocket,
lit does not need to he actually next
locket to last for 12 months in constant the skin.)
are already worn by
use — after which the locket becomes members of the2(M),0l)0
public and many distitiguished
' dead," tained.
andSo that
a fresh
be obtitled people (Seymour Hicks wrote me a
for one
12 must
months
the and
letter of thanks the other day). I am so
wearers have a constant supph of health- convinced by the evidence before me of the
giving Iodine in the blood, aiid are kept efficacy of this locket that with each one
entiroly free from
suppli<x] 1 undertake, to refund the purchase
price
in full any
if theof wearer
incurs onementioned.
doctor's
bill through
the complaints
•FLU, COLDS, RHEUMATISM, The pure Iodine I use in the locket is expensive
LUMBAGO,
SCIATICA, to produce. (It takes a whole cart-load of
seaweed to yield a few ounces. It is the pure
ASTHMA, CATARRH, and element itself from which tincture of Iodine
and other Iodine preparations are made). But
ihechildrenFREE FROM SCHOOL to bring this Iodine Locket within the reach of
everyone, the price has been kept as low as
EPIDEMICS.
possible.

And one from Mrs. L. G. Watt,
Newbum-on-Tyne, Northumberland.
"Please send me three more Lockets. I want
these
for
friends.
and had
I havea cold;
been
wearing one
each, Myand husband
have never
from (iO."
other letters :
weExtracts
are turned
"After wearing the Locket for five days, my
rheumatics were eased, and now I can move the
joints
quitea freely,
without
pain."
bought
keepastonished
free
from colds
I"I have
done),Locket
but Itowas
to find{which
that
my lumbago
of fourMyyevs'
had practically disappeared.
healthstanding
is now marvellous.
I am spreading the good news about these
The Iodine used in this locket is made
Locketswife
as far as I can. Many
thinks."
a Locket,
I confess
from special seaweed tops collected from
I"My
laughed attoldthemeidea.to tryEventually
Ibutcarried
one,
selected areas.
and from that day to this, I have been free
from
Asthrrut
and
Catarrh.
Nruer
felt
so
fit
in
The price, post free, is 1/9 for one, 4/6 for
three, tities7/6
for
six.
(Special
prices
for
quan" My two your
children
aged during
eight andthefive
haveofbeen
for schools and factories on application). wearing
Lockets
height
the
(Note. — Each locket is freshly prepared for measles
epidemic
at
School,
and
although
"Picturegoer" readers by J. W. Simpson, than half the school were away, yet they more
both
M.P.S., Chemist, the Iodine Specialist, AldAs they are generally
wych House, London, W.C.2, and supplied by came throughto unscathed.
infections, I am quite suee the
post. To secure delivery by return of post, susceptible
life."
my
send coupon in the comer below).
Lockets have saved them "
Note by MR. J.W. SIMPSON, M.P.S.
I've
were
paid often
for. Ithought
do not some
know."testimonials"
Maybe they were.
But of all the thousands of letters I have
received — a few of which are here — I must say
that 1seendothenot
*>ioii'
havea
Opposite The Plough,
never
writers
and the
have writers
never —paid
White Notley, Nr. Witham,
Essex.12, 1933. penny piece for their spontaneous and sincere
November
testimony to the benefits they have received
"/ have
uith I the
from my Locket. I feel it would be an insult to
hatl
at the been
early most
part ofpleased
last year.
haveLocket
worn itI do
so. . . . These letters, and all the others,
ever since, and can truly say I have never caught
cold. I am enclosing motuy for six, as my friemls can be seen bv anvone at any time.
MISS C. LEWSEY.
Post to : -COUPONwant them."
Faceby, Stokesley, Yorks.
J. W. SIMPSON, M.P.S.,
" Will Iyouenclose
please3/6 send
which
? me two more Lockets for
Chemist, *' Picturegoer " Dept.,
Aldwych House, London, W.C.2.
"/
should
like
to
say
what
great
benefit
I
have
derived during the few weeks I have worn the
Dear Sir,- -1 enclose postal order (or
Locket. For the past five years I have been a
cheque) for (state value)
martyr to a peculiar kind of chill which has kept
Please send bv return of post (state
me
in bed very
for frequently.
two or three days at a ttme an<t
occurring
quantity)
lODOLOK
Iodine Lockets, under the terms
of the
wearing
I"Since
have been
able tothekeeplodolok
going Locket,
and my however.
life has
money-refunded
guarantee.
(MR.)
been transformed.
"It seems
incredible
such a simple
thing
could almost
have made
such that
a difference
and I
Address
(MRS.)
shall certainly continue MISS
to wear F.it."JENKINS.
SOME OF THE LETTERS
REFERRED TO IN THIS
ARTICLE
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to play golf and instructed Paul,
who had looked in, knowing Marge
didn't exjject him, to act as escort.
Faced with the unexpected tete-dtite,
Alicewhile
ordered
Phillips'
manner
servingcoffee.
reminded
her
of a mother obliged to remain a
passive observ'er of an accident to a
favourite child. Dear Phillips had
created a record as the household
prop
ten years.
She hated but
to
offendduring
his sense
of correctitude,
Paul soon seasoned her mood with
rashness.
" Listen, Alice ! I'm not going to
"Nonsense!
marry
Marge." Just because of a
moment in the moonlight? "
may beher.rotten,
I can't
live
a "It
lie with
Alice,butyou
do care
"Shall I confess? When I heard
little? " I had powdered my
you
just acoming
nose. Well, I powdered it all over
again. I haven't felt like that for
to walkJackout !
and"And
leaveyonyouexpect
? Oh me
! Hullo,

Did

you

your

MACLEAN

teeth

to-day?

Forgotten
Had Jacksomething?
on his entry" through the
French windows seen how near his
wife stood to Paul ?
years."
"Forgotten
— no," Jack said
cheerily.
"Told Iyou
didn't to
I, Paul?
— to tell Alice
was— called
town
when, as a matter of fact, I was
going to play golf. Don't know why
I lied about it. I just didn't want to
go to Pound Ridge — that was all.
Alice, my dear, why aren't you on
" I — Kion't think I wanted to go
either.
Paul is booked later
the way Besides,
?"
to "drive
Margealltoright
the club."
Oh, that's
! Paul doesn't
want
my
company."
Marge was speaking, a tightlipped Marge, who had come on the
already congested scene. " I know you
don't love me, Paul," she went on.
" I saw you through the spare-room
window last night, kissing Alice
under the elm tree. Funny, isn't
She ran off sobbing.
"Paul, do go and look after her.
I want to sj)eak to Jack." Instinctivelytheless
sorrywasfor
Marge, onAliceherneverpanicky
own
account. For the past two years she
had dreaded the disillusion that,
creeping over her husband, was
patent in every feature. He spoke,
staring it?"
at the carpet.
" nPen
-l doneyears.
{or us,That's
Alice. what
I come they've
home,
find you in love with another man,
and don't even care. We haven't
anything left but a habit of living
together.
boredom
is
what lifeQuarrels
means. — What
do —wethat
do
about
it
?
Divorce
?
Why
not
?
"
"It never entered my mind. All
the .same, a little freedom might be

Ah

!

I see

you

did

HACLEANS
PEROXIDE
TOOTH

PASTE

Obtainable everywhere 6" and 1/If you use a solid dentifrice, try the new
Macleans Solid Peroxide Dentifrice— 6d. per tin.
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"Youfor think
so, too? I thought
good
a change."
you would. We'll see about it and
have
no tears
no contrary,
sentiment,we ehmight
?"
"None.
On the
even
He celebrate."
rounded on her. "Celebrate
nothing
Losing
doesn't
pare with! the
fact you
of losing
my comlove
for you. A funeral would be better ! "
Notwithstanding
Jack's
vehemence, .Mice let him leave
the house
unhindered. Attraction of some
kind evidently existed there, for he
took to coming to see her at odd
times. .\t such meetings Alice took
care to be bright and cheerful,
managing extra well, perhaps, beof thebackground.
warm comfort of Paul's
love incausethe
No definite rupture with Marge
had taken place, and for the moment
Alice was content to reali.se the
young man's devotion existed with-

THE

MARRIAGE

out demanding ceaseless proof. She
was feeling in a gay mood, about to
embark on the serious business of
make-up and expecting Paul any
minute, when Jack appeared at the
bedroom door. Something had
shaken his normal self-satisfaction.
He was plainly excited.
"I thought you weren't coming
here to-day. Where's Paul? Didn't
I hear
your voices
the drive?"
""Gone?"
Probably.
He'sin gone,
anyway."
" I told him I'd blow out ' his
brains if he didn't. I can't explain.
It's no use, Alice, but when I saw
him drive up in his infernal car and
knew he was comingjtor you I never
felt so jealous in my life, I thought
my "You
love for
you you
was don't
dead. want
It isn't."
mean
our
" It's not
divorce
to gogoing
on ? "to go on."
" Jack — you can't — you can't talk
like this. As if I'd live with you
again when I'm in love with ano'Uier

the
the fullsheflavour
with what
Paul's
said. of
Shelove,meant
n sweet
seemed at that
forbidde
fruition.
moment
" You'relife's
never
to see him again,
"\STiat's to prevent me? " Abanman."
doning her!lipstick,
Alice took up the
I tell
you
"
telephone . The receiver was wrenched
from her.
"Give me that. You haven't the
right to see him. Please, don't ring —
"I never thought I'd see the day
for my you'd
sake."be a beggar. I admired
when
you the day you stood up and said
you didn't care any more, but to have
you
whenelseI've
toldI just
you
I carebeg
for me
someone
— well,
feel" Socontempt
for Let
you.me Contempt!"
that's all.
tell you the
truth. I don't want you back. Get
that. Y'ou're the last woman on
earth I want. I've got my luggage
right now in the car, waiting to go
with me to someone I do want.
I did see Paul in the drive ten
minutes
but I Hedidn't
him
I'd
break ago,
his neck.
told tell
me that
Marge needed him more than you,
needed him so much that he was in
honour bound to marry her. He
toldReeling
me to under
tell you."
the double blow,
Alice fell back on pride. Pride rose
to the occasion.
"Myme hero
"You'd
have
back !"outsheof scoffed.
pity. I thought
you pretty contemptible as a beggar,
but astiona it.sacrifice
Bettermynot room,
menCan I ! have
please?"
>
"Certainly. Don't blame me f
you find getting along alone pretty
when
he She
had peeped
gone. from
Therethewaswindow
no luggage
in the car. Phillips must have taken
it indoors; dear sentimental Phillips,
savage." no doubt, ma.ster was
hoping,
coming home. It struck Alice then
as odd that Jack should have been
coming to see her on the way to
take up residence with another
woman. Thoughts of who the other
woman might be tormented. Who
attractive was there among Jack's
patients?
Witha dancer,
an effort very
of memory
Alice recalled
young,
Nan Blake by name, whose ethereal,
child-like face had met her in more
than one illustrated paper. Was she
look?
responsible for Jack's changed out.\lice curiously felt no rancour
against her or any other woman. Her
whole being, at the moment, was
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concentrated on carrying on. Jack
should be made to eat his words
about her inability to live alone.
She finished making-up, put on a
favourite dinner gown, black with
ruffles, which admirably became her
slightly classic and inevitably refined
beauty, and went downstairs.
In the hall she met Phillips,
perspiring
underthrum
the weight
Jack's
kit bag. The
of a carof engine
outside appeared to denote her
husband's departure, doubtless for
good and all. What on earth had
he been doing while she was dressing?
" Hasn't Doctor Overton gone yet,
Phillips?"
"Why, no, ma'am. I was hoping
he wouldn't leave. I brought in his
luggage a little while ago, thinking
he was staying. Now he tells me to
take it out again."
"What about dinner, then?"
"I don't know, madam; I'm so
confused."
The poor old man had set down the
kit bag and was looking as near
crying as a well-trained servant
could look.
" Better serve it as usual, Phillips."
"Very good,
madam."
Whereat
Phillips,
hoisting the kit
bag, made for the dining-room and
had gently to be called to order.
Perhaps his over-plus of sentiment
saturated the atmosphere, for Alice
came within an ace of breakdown
over her lonely meal. Even the
champagne she had ordered, with a
view to pulling her together, went
away untasted. At l«ist she could no
longer
attempts bear
to makePhillips'
her eat. solicitous
She was
on her way upstairs when he was
called to answer the front-door bell.
A woman, young and pretty, with
chiced hat
matching scarf, appearon theandthreshold.
"Is Doctor Overton in?"
"No, miss. He's left."
"But he might come back,
he ? "
mightn't
Retracing steps, Alice put Phillips
aside. "Could I do anything? I'm
Mrs. Overton."
" Oh ! Perhaps you'd see me alone
for a minute. "
"Certainly."
Something supple in the figure of
the girl, who betook herself with
unhurried grace into the drawingroom, gave Alice the key to the
situation before her visitor had time
to say : " I'm Nan Blake, the dancer,
I dare say you've heard of me.
"The dancer — oh, of course ! I've
seen you at the Arts Theatre, but
notThough
recently."clearly aware of the
ultimate topic of their conversation,
Alice was thinking not so much of
Jack's
probable
Miss
Blake as
of heraffinity
charm with
at close
quarters, offstage.
" You can't have seen me at work
just lately," she was saying. " You
see, I've been very ill for over a
year."
"Ah! band,Then
you Has
know he
my been
husI expect.
attending you ? "
" I've known Doctor Overton for
eighteen months. He's terribly keen
on his work, isn't he?"
"Oh, yes. You live alone?"
"With my father. Of course, he
knew what was the matter with me."
" Indeed ! Is he a doctor? "
"Oh, I'm
thinking
of physical
illness.
Dadnotknew
I was
in love
with your husband. In fact, he
warned Jack not to come to the
house any more. So Victorian.

Weekly

I don't believe in the nineteenth
century when one lives in the
twentieth. I told Jack right away
that I adored him. Even then he
was terribly strait-laced, refused
even to kiss me. I just had to let
him go. Then one evening it all
came right. Am I boring you ? "
" Please go on. You see, I love
my husband enough not to want him
hurt. When was it . . . the night
my husband made things, as you
say,"Inall June.
right ? "Two days after the
ClubNandance."
continued to speak unemotionally, but a worried line
apf)eared between her delicately
arched brows. She seemed to be
reliving a difficulty that at the time
had deeply troubled her.
"You probably know what it's
like loving a man though you'd be —
forgive me for saying it — too oldfashioned to tell him so. I suppose
I had to pay the price of being
candid.
"And now you really think he's
in "love
with heyouis.? " Because, now I'm
I know
fit and
have a contract abroad, he
wants to come. He's come every
night to see me for the last three
weeks. I was expecting him to-night.
"Don't worry, my dear. You
ought to know, by this time, my
husband's about the most unpunctual man who ever existed.
He's sure to appear some time."
"Thanks, Mrs. Overton. You've
made me feel much better."
A pang for
girl's transparent
selfishness
ranthethrough
Alice as
Phillips showed the dancer to the
door. She was like a Tarragra
figurine and about as cold. Tears
welled
up in tire
Alice's
eyes. Apparently
How soon
would Jack
of her?
fatigue of some sort was already
setting in. The next five minutes
brought Jack, plus the car and
luggage, which Alice overheard him
order Phillips to leave where it was
on account of not knowing future
She met him at the door.
plans.
"Jack, whatever'3 the matter?
You"I look
am. done
I've in."
been driving about
trying not to behave like a lunatic.
Is there any champagne ? I think
I'd like some."
She tried not to look self-conscious
when Jack said : " Have you got any
champagne, old girl; I think I'd like
No need
her to reply.
face
as hefor uncorked
thePhillips'
Veuve
some." which he produced in an
Cliquot,
incredibly short moment, was a
study in relief.
" I thought you had someone
waiting
for fingering
you elsewhere.
Alice said,
the stem Jack?"
of her
untasted glass.
"I did. But the lady's thrown me
over, for a career apparently. I
rang her home, but she wasn't there.
D'you know what this champagne
reminds me of? Love, Alice — the
kind that ought to exist between
husbands and wives — effervescing,
sparkling, vital to the dregs. Alice
we've
been making a mistake."
"How?"
"By asexpecting
to drink
same
wine
we did when
we the
married,
by behaving like boy and girl when
we're men and women. Alice, I love
you. I want you as much as ever.
Will you drink champagne with me
— a finer vintage, more mature than
the one of ten years ago ? Will you
help me build up a new love instead
of The
worshipping
the wakened
old ? " out of
voice of at
Alice
make-believe came back triumphant.
"Take me to the club this evening
and I'll try."

Mays
The

Counles^i

of >^orthe8k

Flattery — isn't that what even' woman wants
from her powder ? The Countess of Northesk,
like many morf lovely Society women, has found
Pond's Face Powder flattering to complexion,
colouring and personality. ^ hy so ? Because
Pond's is perfect in those all-important powder
qualities — texture, colour, perfume.
" I am delighted with the texture of Pond's
Powder," quisitely
says
Northesk.
" It'sother
exfine, andlovely
staysLady
on longer
than any
" U'hat fascinating shades it's made in I
powder soI know."
They're
perfectly blended — so warm and becoming to the skin. The Peach shade is most
fUttering
my scent
complexion."
" As forto the
of Pond's Powder, I find it
deliciously fresh, yet somehow glamorous and
' expensive.' .\ltogether, enchanting ! "
Try Pond's Face Powder for yourself today.
It's well within your means, though chosen by
some of the richest women in the land. In jadegreen boxes, it costs but 6d. and 1 -. The crystal
jars are 2 6. Natural, Peach, Dark Brunette,
Rachel 1 and Rachel 2 are the five subtle shades.

FREE!
Write name and ailiircj
here. Aiucb Id. STAMP lo
corDer. Post in 1 |d. sealed envelope
toPeritxUe,
Dept. $65,Middlesex,
Pond^g Extract
. Ltd. ^ou
and weCompany
will send
samples of all five shades of Puntl'** Fare Powder.
A rt me .
Address
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Screens

Now

1
by Lionel
The
♦♦♦♦ONE

Collier

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
NIGHT OF LOVE
**THANK YOUR STARS

♦*THE '^^'^'^'^^^i^p^oi^Y *VIRGINIA'S HUSBAND
♦♦MADAME DU BARRY
THE PRIMROSE PATH
What the asterisks mean — ♦•** An otttstanding feature. ••• Very good.
c Also suitable for children.
• Average entertainment.
** Good.
Dolores del Rio is glamorous and
fascinating in the title role of
" Madame Dubarry."
- ;j
ijrOAN
CRAWFORD'S
release,
Chained, is latest
dealt
rn :j with
fully
in
the
supplement which was given away
with last week's issue, so
I do not propose to say anything
further about it here except that
Joan's admirers will find that she
gives a very good performance
up"
betterin "made
and
than isshemuch
has been
the past.
It is early to pick out a picture
as one of the best of the year, but
I am ready to take odds that few
releases will top the charm and
entertainment of One Night of
Love, which re-introduces you to a
sterling actress and accomplished
singer, Grace Moore.
Musicals have proved very popular recently and are coming into
their own again after the inevitable
reaction that followed the flood of
them in the early days of the
talkies.
And they are coming back in a
much more acceptable form. Songs
axe introduced naturally instead of
being dragged in by their heels and
plugged to death, and there is
story value and due attengenuine
tion to characterisation.
Such a one is One Night of Love
which is worthy of emulation and
one would not mind very muc)i if
it started a cycle — although admittedly type cycles are pernicious
things as a rule and not to be
encouraged.
I have referred in my criticism of
Moore's
to Grace
this picture
appearance
in fenny
Lind. Whether
this picture was before its time or
not I do not know, but I feel that
it would be a good thing to re-issue
it. It would certainly give pleasure
to those who have leamt to appreciate that excellent actress at her
true worth.
I do not like photographed stage
plays as such, but, although that is
what The Marriage Symphony is in
essence, one caimot help being
intrigued by the excellence of its
dialogue and by the delightful acting
of Diana Wynyard who, up to now,
has escaped being typed.
There is a wealth of colourful
spectacle in Madame Du Barry, and
Dolores del Rio makes a glamorous
figure in the title role, but it is
very synthetic history.
••••ONE NIGHT OF LOVE
Columbia. American.
Runs 82 "A."
minutes.Musical romanci.
Grace Moore
Mary
TuLLio Carhinati Guilio Monteverdi
22
NEXT WEEK

Lyle Talbot
Bill
MONA Barrie
Lally
Jessie
Ralph
.Ajigela
Luis Alberni
Giovanni
From Ihe story by Dorothy Speare and Charles
Beahan. Screen play by S. K. Lauren. Directed
by Victor Scherttinger. Pre-viewed October 13,
1934.
this is the
excep
out graceful tion
Withmost
and entertaining
musical to date. Its simple story is
quite familid ar but it is so well
characterise and so skilfully and
naturally developed by Victor
Schertzinger that it appears novel
and is certainly wholly entertaining.
Mary Allan, an American girl,
goes to study music in Italy, but
soon finds her funds are exhausted.
Rather than accept money from her
ardent suitor, Bill, she takes a
position as a singer in a cafe.
There a famous singing master,
Guilio Monteverdi, hears her and,
recognising her talent, promises to
sfHjnsor her on condition she does
not fall in love with him.
All goes well for a time, but finally
Mary falls for him. She becomes
of Guilio's
jealous
wildly and
Lally,
leaves
him to ex-mistress
take up a
contract with the Metropolitan
Opera House, New York.
Without his assistance her voice
fails her, but he turns up unexpectedly on the opening night and makes
her debut a triumphant success.
Grace Moore, who for some unaccountable reason did not score the
popular success she deserved in her
earlier talkies, fune Moon and,
more particularly, fenny Lind, is
exceptionally good.
Not only has she a really good
voice, but also her acting is notable

for its subtlety and understanding of
character.
She uses her voice, too, to give
conviction to the idea that her
training under Guilio brings it to
perfection; it is only at the end,
therefore, in a finely staged and
beautifully rendered aria from
Madame Butterfly, that she uses it
to its full.
Tullio Carminati, who was once
Duse's
leading
mem, is also excellent
as her
temperamental
singing
maestro.
The scenes between the pair when
both ment
give
tempera-as
are asexhibitions
delightfully ofamusing
they are human and convincing.
Mona Barrie gives a clever character study as Lally, while Lyle
Talbot
is very good as Mary's
ardent suitor.
At times provocative, at times
sentiniental, the picture plays on all
the emotions and incidentally
charms the ear as well.
The Italian settings form a colourful background and altogether one
would have to look far to find such
completely satisfying entertainment.
••THE MARRL\.GE
SYMPHONY
Radio.

.American. "A." Marital drama.
Runs 67 minutes.
Diana Wynyard
.Mice Overton
Clive Brook
Dr. Jack Overton
Helen Vinson
Nan Duval
Henry Kolker
M. Duval
Irene Hervev
Marge
Theodore Newton
Haul
Arthi'R Hoyt
Phillips
Frank
Darien
A
Tailor
• William Stravss.... Dr. Divinofi

Virginia Field plays an important
role in the British film " Tht
Primrose Path."
Taken from theDirected
play " Sour
Grapes," by Vincent
Laurence.
by Worthington
Miner.
Pre vieved August 18, 1934.
For story freely
based see
on page
the film
WiUiams,
18. by Marjory

ation
convers
ly awhich
While
piece definite
and one
seldom
gets away from the shackles of its
stage origin,
is a deal
entered of
tainment tothere
be extract
from
its
cleverly written dialogue and its
touch of whimsicality, which lifts it
out of the rut of the ordinary
marital drama.
The story opens with Dr. Jack
Overton and his wife Alice being
thoroughly bored with each other
after ten years of married life and
this opens the way for romantic
intrigues by the pair of them, and,
naturally, a happy reconciliation
after they had been disillusioned.
Diana Wynyard gives an intelligent
and vital performance as Alice. She
brings to it that womanliness which
to my mind is one of her greatest
assets — -together with her normality
andClive
freedom
being good
"typed."
Brookfrom
is very
as her
husband and, as in Cavalcade, teams
extremely well with her.
Arthur Hoyt gives a clever little
character study as a butler and the
supporting cast is good throughout.
The pitfalls of married life are
depicted in a light vein, but they
none the less point a moral and
adorn a tale most amusingly.
Action is rather cramped, but the
atmosphere is convincing and one
certainly believes in the characters
to whom one is introduced.
••MADAME DU BARRY
First National.
"A." Costume
drama. American.
Runs 77 minutes.
Dolores del Rio
Mme. Du Barry
Reginald Owen
Louis XV
Osgood Perkins
Richelieu
Ferdinand Gottschalk Lebcl
Verree Teasdale Duchess de Graminont
Victor
MaynardJory
Holmes
Thed".\iguillou
Dauphin
Dorothy Tree
Adelaide
Helen Lowell Countess de Berne
HoBART CAVANAUOH...Prof. de la Vauguyon
Anita Louise
Marie Antoinette
Henry
Duethede Bedroom
Choiseul
Arthi'R O'Neill
Treacher. ..Master of
Cauille Rovelli
.Victoria
Jessie
Scott
Zamore
Halliwell
Hobbes English Ambassador
Leo White
Court Hairdresser
Virginia Sale
Sophie
Nella Walker
Madame Noallics
Joan
Wheeler
Florelte
Doris Lloyd
Madame at Deerpark
Mary Kornman Pupil at Deerpark
Story and screen play by Edward Chodortni.
Directed by William DieUrle.
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It shows Louis growing tired of
the flattery of the women at court
and seeking a woman who could
love him as a man rather than a
king.
Richelieu satisfies this longing
with the volatile Madame Du Barry,
who becomes his mistress and ultimately the power behind the throne.
The Duchess of Grammont, feeling
that her brother, the Prime Minister,
is losing his power, schemes to get
rid of Du Barry, but that lady
proves one too many for her and
gets rid of the Prime Minister
instead. Thereafter Du Barry's
power increases, but she finds a
worthy adversary in Marie Antoinette, who marries the Dauphin,
Louis' son.
When the king dies Marie Antoinette acts quickly and Du Barry,
stripped of her j>ower, is sent to
prison.
Dolores del Rio is glamorous and
fascinating as Du Barry, but is
hardly suggestive of the woman who
practically ran a kingdom. She
lacks the necessary depth and
subtlety.
Reginald Owen is apt to make a
caricature of Louis XV, but it is a
good performance of its type.
The entertainment relies, then,
more on the colourful atmosphere
and somewhat theatrical court
intrigues than on any intrinsic
dramatic value.
Taken in a iighthearted and not
too critical mood, the picture provides good entertainment.
•♦THANK YOUR STARS
Paramount. American. "A." Romantic
comedy-drama. Runs SO minutes.
Jack Oakie
Nicky Nelson
Ben Ber.nie
Joe Davis
Dorothy Dell
Lillie Raquel
.Abline
JiDGE
Jackie
Donovan
Alison Skipworth The Countess
RoscoE Karns
Sailor Barke
William Frawlev
Larry Hale
Lew Cody
Axel Hanratty
Pai'l Cavakagh
Alvin Ritchie
Jill Dennett
Wanda
Directed by Wesley Ruggles. From the story by
Howard J. Green, screen play by Ben Hecht and
Gene Fowler. Pre-viev>ed September 8, 1934
Jack Oakie, who, to my mind is
one of the freshest and most personable comedians on the screen, is
well served in this neatly contrived
comedy which, while slight in story,
is rich in amusing by-play.
He is cast as Nicky, a minor fairground king, whose heart is as
strong as his will is weak.
With the help of Lillie Raquel, a
vaudeville artiste, he writes a
successful song number, but gambles
away the rights.
Lillie, despairing of making an
act with him, leaves to join one of
his friends, who has made good with
a dance band
She becomes a cabaret star and
accepts the advances of Bill Ritchie,
a society man, but on the eve of
their engagement Nicky turns up as
broke but as smiling as ever and
recaptures her affections by saving
her from the gibes of a scandalmongering columnist.
Jack Oakie presents the bombastic, good-hearted Nicky in an
engaging manner. Not only does he
get the most out of the comedy
moments, but also he makes the
sentimental moments sincere and
human.
As Lillie, Dorothy Dell is attractive and wholly competent, while
first-rate performances come from
Roscoe Kams, who is always to the
fore when given an opportunity,
Alison Skipworth, the late Lew Cody,
and Arline Judge.
The cast includes Ben Bemie and
his band, and they certainly put
their stuff over with efiEect.
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Tuneful songs are skilfully wedded
to the story and help to provide an
entertaining picture which will well
repay a visit.
•VIRGINIA'S HUSBAND
Fox. British. "71U."minutes.
Farcical Comedy. Runs
Reginald Gardiner John Craddock
Dorothy Boyd
Virginia Trevor
EsA
ElizabethJune
'herHaslett
maid)
Enid Grossuith
Stamp Taylor
Annie Esmond
Mrs. Elkins
Sebastian .Smith
Mr. Ritchie
Wally Patch
Police Sergeant
Tom Helmore Barney Hammond
Vl Kaley
John's Landlady
May Hallatt
Virginia's
.Andrea
Melandrinos
HeadSecretary'
Waiter
Hal Walters
Mechanic
Directed by P. Maclean Rogers.
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Unpretentious farce which is
quite well put together and,
while rather over-burdened with
dialogue, is not lacking in capably
handled situations.
Dorothy Boyd is good as
Virginia, leader of " The Women's
Leaguewho
of Liberty,"
her
aunt,
does not who
like tells
bachelor
girls, that she is married.
Auntie comes to stay with her
and to save her allowance she
advertises for a temporary husband.
The answer to her ad. is John
Craddock, an improvident young
man-about-town. Complications
arise when the aunt starts to investigate their unconventional martial
state but end with real marriage
bells.
Reginald Gardiner is sound as
John and Anne Esmond gives a good
character study as the aunt.
The supporting cast is good and
works well as a tejim.
The picture's humour and artifice
are quite simple, but nevertheless
provide
their fair share of amusement.
THE PRIMROSE PATH
Paramount. British.
Runs 70 "A."
minutes.Triangle drama.
IsOBEL Elsom
Brenda Dorland
Wbtthore Humphries David Marlow
Max .Adrian
Julian Leigh
Virginia Field
lanthe Dorland
Gordon McLeod
Dr. Dorland
Helen Ferrers
Mrs. Hassee
Ethel Sti'art
Fortuna
Molly Connolly Marcelle Hassee
Directed by Reginald Denham from the story by
Joan TempU. Scenario by Basil Mason.
Slow-moving triangle drama with
an artificial atmosphere of sophistication and a conventional plot unredeemed by anything remarkable
in the way of acting or characterisation.
Brenda, the middle-aged wife of
Harrj' Dorland, a country practitioner, meets David Marlow, a
trip.
young author, whilst op. a pleasure
Believing he is in love with her,
she leaves her husband to live %vith
him in Italy, but David's young,
sophisticated friend, Julian, knowing
that they were both victims of a
foolish infatuation, deliberately tried
to keep them apart.
lanthe, Brenda's grown-up daughter, determines to bring her mother
back and she and her father successfully conspire to convince Brenda of
her folly.
Brenda returns but lanthe remains to marry Julian.
Isobel Elsom is fair as Brenda.
The acting on the whole is not bad,
but thereto isbetendency
for "refaned"
accents
too prominent
either
for comfort or conviction.
Italian sequences are contrasted
with village interiors and technical
qualities are adequate. There is,
however, very little to recommend
the picture as more than mediocre
entertainment.
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Weekly

Absurdities

the

Star

of

System

Lor^- suffering Audiences — Three Directors in One Film — Memories
of Squibs — Meet Elaine.

patchy this
DRODUCTION is very
week — some studios as busy as a
bargain basement, others as deserted
as a Belisha crossing.
Among the latter, is Teddington.
Went sailing gaily down there this week,
You Won't Talk in full
find So
expecting
swing,
and tofound
it had been postponed for
three weeks.
tactbe so
you !g Don't
Fie upon
Why?
less. Obviously
somethin
has Gone
Wrong,
and when something has Gone Wrong, we
don't ask questions. It isn't Done.
Besides, you wouldn't get an answer that
meant anything, so what's the use ?
I must admit it's a blow to me, because I
was getting all ready to reminisce about the
time when Monty Banks first came over here
and directed himself in a film called Adam's
Apple, and Tim \Vhelan was his assistant
director, and Redd Davis (now a full-fledged
director himself) was second assistant, and I
was somewhere down near the bottom of the
cast-list.
Now there's no excuse, because the longexpected reunion between Tim Whelan and
Monty Banks is not to take place.
Monty's Comeback
official
you tomay
This,
return
the rememb
screener,afteris aMonty'
longs spell
of
directing; and Whelan, whose last directorial
assignment (is that a more classy word than
"job"
I'll him.
say!) was The Camels Are Coming,
was to ?direct
Now, Monty is still to make his official returnis
to the screen after etc., etc. But Tim Whelan
no longer to direct him.
Instead, William Beaudine, whose latest
directorial assignment (he, too, is American) was
Dandy Dick for B.I.P. at Elstree, will be director.
A swell guy, Beaudine ; and I've met his ivife,
and she's swell, too. We're pretty lucky, really,
in the Hollywoodsmen who come over here —
they're a great deal pleasanter than some I've
met over there who don't come over, let me tell
you.
Beaudine's a level-headed kind of guy, too,
who will be able to cope with (a) Monty, (b) a
situation in which there are three directors in one
film — one behind the cameras and two in front.
I told you that Ralph Ince had an important
I ? That is to
as wellI asdidMonty,
in it,
part
Well,
whether
or Hot, didn't
he has.
something
this
read
you
say, unless by the time
else has Gone Wrong. . . .
A New Squibs
Meanwhile, the studios are noisy and bustling
with preparation, but for my purposes
a Sahara. yielded better results. The
they're
Twickenham
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes has come to an
exciting end, and Squibs has taken its place as
the most important film of the moment on the
Twickenham floors.
But lookit, boys and girls, if any of you are
sufficiently into your dotage to have seen the
original Squibs (I am) and sufficiently intelligent
it, prepare for considerable differto haveences in loved
this talkie version.
Scenarists, song-writers, gag-merchants, and
other wild animals have been loosened on to the
story, until it has become . . . well, just not the
Squibs we knew.
Have picturegoers' tastes changed? We demand
better settings, more conbetter photography,
vincing acting . . . but we are reading the same
type of short stories as we read ten years ago,

24

and I'm not so sure that we aren't
enjojring the same type of screen
stories — when we can get
Which isn't often.
Squibs, I beg to report, has
developed into a musical phantasy.
For instance, in the very lifelike
reproduction
of Piccadilly Circus,
which fills the larger stage at Twickenham, and which includes, of course, Eros, and even
Swan and Edgar's.
Betty Balfour sings a new
song called "Have You Ever Had a Feeling
You're Flying?" and all the crowds and the
policemen and the shop-window models join in.

Lupe
CrazyinVelez
Hunter
a sceneand
from Ian
the
recently completed "Morab
of Marcus."
and relations — Elaine
ng kenh
Om Craty
is graci
Squir
am —
Week.
of Twic
king
Speaes

Elaine. And, come You don't know about
don't
know
about One Crazy Week.to that,
Well, you
you are
probably
stiU thinking of the latter as either Spendlove
Hall or The Cat's Whiskers, under which names
it has been staggering for the past few weeks;
but, true to the Twickenham tradition, it has
had its name changed at the eleventh hour,
It Was Simple
and now is One Craey Week.
And how !
When I think of Squibs, I grow reminiscent
about something that is permanent, deepHere's the whole crazy gang of them — Morton
rooted, part of ourselves — a simple story of a Selten
(a very accomplished actor of about 73,
flower-girl and a copper.
who
first dawned upon the consciousness of
But when I see this new version it seems
British filmgoers in Service for Ladies, for he had
reminiscent of something Gallic, something been
spending most of his time before that on
foreign that had a great vogue . . . which is past. the American
stage), Jane Carr (you know how I
Do I make myself Clair?
feel about that Jane), Eva Moore (our loveliest
Two new flowergirls have joined the cast screen
mother), Davina Craig (who usually plays
— Gladys Hamer and Vivien Chatterton. The daft maid-servants), our one and only Richard
latter (whom you dial-twisters may have heard on Cooper, Jane Welsh, Ben Weldon, Edward
the air) is a cousin of Ruth Chatterton.
Underdown,
Netta WestcottElaine
(don't Squires,
know Netta),
It doesn't seem to be a bad thing to be related and
the aforementioned
who
to somebody. A chorus-girl in a recently com- happens to be the daughter of the Prime Minister
pleted film was given quite a valuable few feet of of Newfoundland.
close-up for no apparent reason, and I was told
she was a sister of a well-known star; and Edna
Searl, who went to Hollywood with her cousin, Songs and Satire
Binnie Barnes, as a companion and acted as her The next thing that is likely to happen at
Twickenham is a film called Street Song,
stand-in, is to go there with her again and play
which will be directed by Bernard (Crime on the
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Hill) Vorhaus, and of which he is part author.
John Garrick will sing the songs. Wally Patch
(who is really coming into his own as a film
player) will be in the cast.
By the way, I forgot to mention about One
Crazy Week that it's a satire on the methods and
mentality of film-makers. Well, they ought to
know all about that at Twickenham — films have
been made longer there than almost anywhere
else in Britain.
But the Twickenham people have slipped up
in claiming that no such satire has ever been
done successfully in Britain. Did they, I wonder,
happen only
to see
is Orders'?
Or do they
perhaps
see Orders
their own
films?
Reverting for a moment to Teddington (come
on, it's only a step back, don't be lazy) what do
you supfHJse they are going to make of Claude
Hulbert in his next picture there ?
An all-in
Claude
? wrestler — no less ! Can't you imagine
He is under contract to make six pictures
altogether at Teddington, and this will be the
second.
Claude, of course, is busy helping big brother
Jack in Alias Bulldog Drummond at Shepherds
Bush at the moment. It won't astonish you to
death to hear he is playing the silly ass.

PICTUREGOER
There
isn't B.
a g^eat
going (where
on downthey
at their
part
of the
& D.deal
studios
rent
floor-space until their own huge new studios are
built) at the moment; but plenty on the tapis.
For instance, one of their forthcoming films will
consist almost entirely of trick shots, fake, models,
back-projection, and so forth, and that is quietly
going on, although there are no actors in the
dressing-rooms and no names on the call-.sheet.
This is the H. G. Wells film, which started life
as The Shape of Things to Come, and may or on the
other hand may not be finally known as Whither
Mankind ?
.\lready I hear that in the studio this last
title
being shortened
to Where's
>
Theis director
is William
CameronGeorge
Menzies.
I
don't know how he pronounces that name, but in
Scotland : it's Ming-is or Meen-yees. Hence the
limerick
There was a young lady named Menzies
Who said
"Do with
you aknow
Said
her aunt
gasp what
: this themies ?"
"But my dear, it's a wasp,
And
end where
slenzies will
!"
Harryyou're
Zech,holding
who isthehandy
with the
a camera,
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do the photography.
photographed
Angels.
That is all weHe need
to know Hell's
about
Harry Zech and a camera.

Help I
A Substantial Spook
The headache for persistent filmgoers is going If Claude Hulbert is difficult to visualise as an
to arise from the fact that Ralph Richardson,
all-in wTestler, laugh this one off. Charles
who played Drummond in B.I.P's Bulldog Laughton is to be a ghost !
Drummond, is now playing " Z," the villain of this
don't know whether he's going into training for
particular piece. The situation really is growing it Iyet,
but he'll have to if the rumour is true,
grotesque.
because few more substantial people have ever
If something is not done before long to check cavorted among the shadows on the sitver screen.
the more arrant absurdities of the star system,
.\nyway, we have been told definitely that he
a film-goer sooner or later is going to throw a will play the title-role in Sir Tristram Goes West,
tomato at the screen. I can see it coming. . . . and Sir Tristram was equally definitely a family
and what a lovely splodge it will make !
spook, who was unwittingly bought by an
If audiences were not so notoriously meek and American millionaire with a mediaeval mansion
long-suffering, they might be moved to even more for shipment to America. I remember the story
effective measures of protest, such as forming in Punch.
The film, which deals with the adventures of
filmgoers' associations, for instance. But I'm
this ghost on arrival in America, has glorious
afraid
that's
too
good
to
be
true
.
.
.
yet.
Curiously enough, one of the greatest adherents possibilities; but if the ghost is merely Charles
of the star system, George Arliss, has given it the Laughton, it will miss half its point, for Laughton
greatest and gravest black eye of its experience, has arrived in America several times already.
by appearing so regularly as George Arliss in so
But wait
a moment.
Here's
something
even
harder
to swallow.
London
Films
are to make
manj- different coats.
It's
no
use,
you
Arliss
fans.
I
employ
a
fooda
life
of
Nijinsky
the
ballet-dancer,
and
the
taster.
ballet-master will be played by . . . Charles
Laughton. Can you imag
A Model Film
Come, come, play the game, you cads. Let
Now for a glance at London Films, which is the fellow up ! It's not his fault if he's blacking
eye of the star-system that Arliss left
always fun, for if they do make a lot of the
unblacked.
mistakes, they make them in the grand manner,
And to save you Laughton fans trouble, I may
and they generally correct them just in time
as well tell you I wear a bullet-proof waistcoat.
— usually with another mistake.
Advice and Buns
Two more London Films are announced —
E. W. of Mason's
famous
storyin The
Broken
Road,A. much
which will
be shot
India,
and
Young Mr. Disraeli, much of which will be shot
in the last century.
More costume films ! Every time I see another
one announced, my mind goes back to the
memorable scene at a bun-fight in a famous West
End hotel some years ago, when Eleanor Glyn
appealed to a gathering of film journalists to
advise her on the kind of films the British public
wanted (having, of course, already made up her
mind what kind she was going to make), and most
of her honorary board of advisers said : "Well,
anyway,
costumethen;
pictures
It was no
nonsense
but it!"is getting a much
more serious matter now. Every second film
you see (or avoid seeing) is located either in some
other century or some other country. Occasionally
both.

Have you seen
''Nell Gxiyn?"
Are you going to
see'NellGwyn?"
British & Dominions announce this
week an easy competition for all
who have seen the picture or will
see it i'n the next few weeks.
All you have to do is write on
a postcard an opinion of the
film not exceeding fifty words.
Then send your postcard to :
" Globe,"
British & Dominions Studios,
Boreham Wood,
Hertfordshire.
The criticism judged the best by
British & Dominions will win the
First Prize of FIVE GUINEAS.
There will be Two Other Prizes of
ONE GUINEA each and twentyfive consolation f)rizes of Large
signed portraits of Anna Neagle.
See the picture and send in your
card. Post early !

"NeH

A clever sketch of Ralph Lynn, whose latest
film is "Dirty Work."

Weekly

Purity Corner
I hear that behind the ring of bayonets surrounding the British & Dominion studios (to protect
Elizabeth Bergner from the prying eyes of the
vulgar horde of film-journalists — and ugh, what
carrion we are !) there is a good deal of anxiet\about Escape Me Never and its probable reception
by the Purity Gang in those United States.
Nell Guyn, as you know, has been barred as an
undesirable alien, not fit to associate with Mae
West. Will Gemma Jones share the fate of
Pretty Witty Nell, or will the magic name of
Bergner smooth the way ?

Gwyn^

and

is a British

Dominions

Production
Distributed by

/UNITElK
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Letters from our Readers

jEKYLL-and-HYDE
A

Fan

Discovers

There

^^HY can't we see more of Janet
I Gaynor No. 2?- — the Janet who
M 1/ y is sweet, but not clo^nng; simple,
^
but Avith a credible and attractive simplicity ; displa\nng intelligence, a sense of comedy and even a streak
of " toughness " ?
In State Fair, Janet was a real person, a
flesh and blood type of country girl, eager,
pleasure-loving, matter-of-fact, yet dreaming
of romance. There was none of the sloppy'
sentimentality which is spread, treacle-hke,
over the usual Gaymor vehicle.
In The House of

■

am

Connelly,
too, Joanna
Janet's
study of
Tate was quiet, restrained, graceful,
yet powerful and
tremendously sincere.
If Janet could get
more parts such as
these two pictures
directed by Henry
King afforded her,
pai^:s
somethem,
real
"meat"withabout
we should acquire a
star who looks and acts
Janet Gaynor
like a real girl, a star
of universal appycal and infinite jxjssibilities. —
(Mr.) J. Willis, 128 Monega Road, Forest Gate,
E. 7., who is awarded the first prize of £1. i. o.

a

GOLD

FLAKE

-cool

and

mellow

PLAIN

OR

CORK

TIPPED

Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Company
(of Great Britain and Ireland), Limited.
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A Bouquet for Jean
In lovely Jean Muir who recently starred in that
delightful film As the Earth Turns, filmland has
a real " unsophisticated " actress at last !
The last case of non-sophistication was Barbara
Stanw\-ck in So Big, but since then her calm
womanly beauty has faded out and instead we
see her as a hard-boiled glamour queen.
As a type, Jean Muir stands out of the rut a
mile, and in her maidenly sweetness we have a
real-life girl who works towards and dreams about
happiness in an hopest and old-fashioned way.
If parts to suit people with success can be found
for Wallace Beery, George Arlin and Greta Garbo,
then characterisations as successful can also be
made for Jean Muir !— Frederick Sanders, 377
High Street, Chatham, Kent.

'

are Two

jANET
Screen

Gaynors

seldom manage to get an inch of either left, or
right arm; if the left is being used by my left-hand
neighbour, so that I am unable to find even a
resting edge, and I lean to my right, optimistically
thinking I can use part of that arm, I find somebody in complete occupation and I am forced into
an " arm-restless " upright, uncomfortable
position for the rest of the film.
What is a reasonable, peace loving picturegoer
to do — argue with the right, or the left trespasser,
or both, or fold my arms and pretend to like it? — ■
Capt.
St. John's
Penge, S.E.20,
who isHeathcote,
awarded the12 second
prize Road,
of 10/6.
Dramatic Roles for Grade
Whatdramatic
about giving
a chance
as a
actress Gracie
? Her Fields
producers,
I think,
are just a bit over anxious to display her versatility as a singer. If they are not careful, she will
become "typed" and all her artisti^' will be losi
I think a picture where she is a mother would
suit her admirably, and if she must be singing,
she could be heard singing a lullaby to her child.
I do believe she possesses real dramatic talent,
so give her a chance before she becomes " fed
up." — J. Hamilton, 27 Kestrel Road. Glasgow, W.^.
Too "Familiar" Fans
I should like, through your pages, to express my
disgust at the unseemly behaviour of so-called
filmTheandother
actress
"fans."
evening
I went to see a certain star.
With se\'eral others I waited at the stage door
after, to see her come out.
No star minds her admirers waiting at the stage
door for her, but the sweetest tempered person
could not have endured the behaviour of one
f)erson there on that particular night.
As the taxi commenced to go off, a certain
I>erson jumped on to the running board of the
car, and proceeded to bawl out to the star in a
disgustingly familiar manner.
Are we "fans" losing all our sense of decency
and politeness?
I hope the person in question sees this letter
and if she cannot beha\-e in a rational manner it
would be advisable for her to stay away from
stage doors. — " Disgusted," 16 Chantrey Road,

Stockwell. S. H-'.<).
Misleading Publicity
I wonder if other filmgoers got the same reaction
as I got when I saw the film Stand Up and
Cheer.
I do think the star of the film was without a
doubt Warner Baxter, with Little Shirley Temple.
An Exhibitor on Sunday Programmes But our papers and advertisements were full of
As a kinema manager I should like to reply to John Boles in Stand Up and Cheer.
your correspyondent, Major T. .\. Ix)we,
"Hear
him us.
sing again
Up and
Cheer"I
thev
invited
Being inanStand
admirer
of Boles.
Dover.
In
his
letter
"
Saying
It
On
Sundays
"
he refers to the desire of the public for Wild went, but came away sadly disappointed. He
West films.
appears once, sings one song, and that is the
It has been my experience to find Sunday last we see of him.
audiences most critical particularly in the matter
The same thing hapf>ened to the same star in
King of Jazz. Who is responsible for this, I
of " hissing what they don't like " and their greatest wonder'
I for one would like to see the end of
dislike appears to be Wild West films. This is
evidenced by the very few produced each year and such misleading advertisements. — Laura Brown,
of these, the majority are reserved for children's 35 Avondale Road, Wolverhampton.
performances.
Major Ix)we states that the manager of his
kinema
to gothushome
after room
the first"
house onexpects
Sundayhimnight
making
for \ YOUR VIEWS WANTED
What you think about the stars and films?
others.
But fie to this manager if he only expects it on i Let us have your opinion, briefly,
Sunday night — and to the Major if he would sit i jCi IS. and los. 6d. will be
through
two shows during the week !— Kenneth
Sheet, Eastbourne.
i paid for the two most intcresti ing, and 5s. for every
i other letter published each
i week. Letters should be
A Kinema Problem
i written on one side of the
of Picturegoer enlighten me • paper only and should not
reader
Canas any
to which arm of my chair in the kinema I i exceed 150 words. Address to
am entitled to use, or am I expected to fight for i "Thinker," The "Picturegoer
a half of each side ?
I may have been unlucky in this matter, but I i Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2
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SMOKING
When your throat becomes dry and parched through
constantis smoking,
it with an
There
no simplerrefresh
or pleasanter
wayAllenbury's
of avoiding Pastille.
throatirritation or of ensuring the fullest possible enjoyment
from your cigarettes or pipe, however much you smoke.
Try a tin to-day.
Take

For weeks on my way to work I had
noticed him and hoped he would look at
me. But he never gave me more than a
passing glance. My prettiest frocks failed
to interest him. Finally, I realised that
my complexion was marred with enlarged
pores, blackheads, and other defects which
might repel a man.
A friend recommended Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood. Its daily application soon
did away with all those horrible skin
imperfections, cleared and softened my
complexion to a smooth dull-finish beauty.
Now I receive frank looks of admiration,
not only from the man I wanted to attract,
but from many others. Any woman who
wants to win and hold the love of a man
must keep her complexion beautiful. I am
sure that the easiest way to do it is by the
regular application of Tokalon Vanishing
Skinfood. Successful results are guaranteed, or money refunded.
L'|»L"L'«
By arrangement
manufacturers
ra deXVCJLi*
any
reader
this with
paperthe
obtain
luxe Beauty
Outfit ofcontaining
themaynewnowTokalon
skinfood creams (rose for the evening, white for the
day). It contains also trial packets of Tokalon
"Moussecostof ofCream"
in stamps
cover
postage,Powder.
packing,Send
and 3d.other
expenses.to
Address : Tokalon Ltd. (Dept. 529 P), Chase Road,
London, N.W.IO.
STOMACH

SUFFERERS

!

care of your

throat— take

Ss
y
rE
LL
Iu
T
b
n
AS
Pe
il
l
Ie
(t
From all chemists \
%d. & il3d.
inioz. & 4 oz. tins]

Miss LILl

DAIVIITA
(Famous Film Sur)
asks you to accept
her book
"THE SECRET of

which
to
BEAUTIintroduces
FUL EYES"
the
and

hair has

got dark.

What a pity to hearbe
this from
friinds.
so oldfair.''
to
used
It
Had
you
used
Sta'blond,
that
wonderful
new
shampoo for natural fair hair only, it would never
have
got
mouse
coloured,
but
Sta'blond
also bring back to the most faded blonde hair will
the
golden beauty of childhood. It also corrects
depigmentation (colour pigment elimination) due
to coal gas, dust, and lack of milk diet. Even
with one shampoo your hair is lighter, silkier, and
more beautiful. It makes the permanent wave
last
longer.
Wonderful
for children.
contains
no henna,
camomile,
dyes, or Sta'blond
injurious
bleaches. Money back if not delighted.
Obtainable evervwherc.
STA
BLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO
A BOON KIO;
TO
BUSINESS GIRLS
T)0
you feel
of a remedy which
can beatconveni^times?ently
takenthe
toneedrelieve
pains
Most
women
do! headache
If so, let and
CEPHOS
helpcertain
you.

. ^_
THE
REMEDY
✓
^ PHYSICIAN'S
FREE SAMPLE
senl on receipt of p.c. giving name and address to
the Lady Supervisor
Cephos Ltd., Dept. 10 P.W., Blackburn

SO

EASY

-

most wonderful Eyelash
Eyebrow
tinting outfit
you—
eiLOREAL

PRICE

Obtainable from
Boots, Timothy
Whites, all leadini Chemists andor
Hairdressers
post free from
C. NESTLE & CO. LTD., I Ciloreai House
48 South Moiton Street, London, W.I
so EASY TO
SHAPE YOUR NOSE
Tridoi Model Ho. 25 (Britiih F*tent)
corrects all ill-ghaped nonett quickly.
palnle!>8lj.
and pemiAneDtly.
Over
lOO.OOO
ntlsfled
UKerR. ForA sample
years
recommended
bv Lotion
PhyBlcUni».
ofBlackheads.
M.T. s A.Bjk.
lor
Bed
Noses.
Enlarged Nose Pores and
other 8kln Eruptions will be sent for 6d.
WrUe
for
frte
BooUtt
andBei Tetlimimialt.
M. Hatton
TRILETT.Garden.
Plg2.London.
HooM.
B.C.i. 46

DON'T TAKE SODA BICARB !
Doctors have known for a long time that bicarbonate
of
sodait by
isn't temporary
a good thing
True,
oftenitself
brings
relief,forbutindigestion.
it never
cures, and it is bound quite soon to irritate the delicate
lining of the stomach.
What the doctors advise everyone who suffers in
the least from indigestion or any sort of stomach
pains is to take Maclean Brand Stomach Powder,
whose formula is used by Hospitals all over the
country', even for serious gastric and duodenal ulcers.
It is amazing how quickly Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder brings you rebef. With the very first dose
the pain goes away and quite a short course will bring
a lasting cure and a permanent end to your pain, no
matter how long you have suffered or what else you
have tried.
Only one thing you must watch. Be careful to get MARK YOUR GARMENTS THE SAFE WAY
'th'Brand Stomach
not genuine
risk an Maclean
inferior substitute
for thePowder.
sake ofDoa
few ponce. Ask your chemist for Maclean Brand
With Cash's Names
Stomach Powder, but be sure to see the signature most
Fadeless
and easy
delicate
fabric.to attach. Cash's ^Names cannot harm the
"ALEX C. MACLEAN " on bottle and carton before
you buy. It is not sold loose, but only in bottles List of styles sent FREE on application to :— ■
J. & J. CASH, LTD. (Dept. N.K.9), COVENTRY.
md bottle.
cartons of Powder or Tablets at 1/3, 2/- and 5/per

'FULL INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN ON

EVERY CARD.
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NEW

Bring

You

HAIR

BEAUTY

Choose your and3 Free
" Hartene
Preparations
send the
Coupon."

FREE
Marvellous

By return the Postman will bring
them to your door wherever youUve,

Enjoy the delight oj a Cremex
Shampoo — it cleanses, refreshes,
and brightens !

Practise
the Scientific
Hair
Health
Exercise — 2-Minules'
" HarleneHair-Drill."

What a glorious transformationthanks to "Harlene-Hair-Drill."

Results of

HARLENE-HAIR-DRILL
Choose
Your THREE
And Get Them
FREE
If YOUR hair is Thin, Lifeless, Lustreless,
if YOU are going Bald or notice loose hairs
clinging to your brush or comb, you are
invited to send the coupon for special
FREE test supplies of ANY THREE of
the world-famous Harlene Hair Improving
Preparations described below.
CUC'HAIR
I lC
ICUAD
nHnLCI
AND GROWE
TONIC R

"George" and "Arme" are your
enquiry
departments.
will be happy
to answer Theartyformer
query
regarding
films, with
the latter
a«ything connected
household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both cjo The Picturegoer
Weekly. When a reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.
P. M. (Plymouth).
— Lynn Overman, b.
Maryville,
Missouri,
c/o Paramount
Studios.Sept. 19, 1887; address
D. B. C. — (1) Casts : Divorce in the Family,
Terry Parker — Jackie Cooper; Dr. Shumaker
— Conrad Nage : John Parker — Lewis Stone;
Mrs. Shumakei — Lois Wilson; Lucille —
Jean Parker; .^1 Parker — Maurice Murphy;
Kenny — Lawrence Grant; Snoop — Richard
Wallace; Interne — David Newell; Spike —
Oscar Rudolph; Rosetta — Louise Beaver.
Storm at Daybreak, Dushan — Walter Huston ;
Irina — Kay Francis; Geza — Nils Asther;
Csaholyi — Phillips Holmes; Janos — Eugene
Pallette; Panto — C. Henry Gordon; Malitza
— Louise Closser Hale; Danitza — Jean
Parker. (2) Lazy River reviewed in Aug. 10,
1934; Rome Express, Feb. 4, 1933; LittU
Women, May 12, 1934 issues of this magazine.

Schoolboy Fan (1). — Cast : As the Earth
Turns, Schoolteacher
Jen — Jean Muir;
— Donald
Woods;
— -Emily Stan
Lowry;
Ollie
— William Janney; Mark Shaw — David
Landau; Mil Shaw — Dorothy Peterson;
Doris — Dorothy Appleby; Mrs. Janowski —
Sarah Padden; Cora Shaw — Clara Blandick;
Mr. Jano\vski — Egon Brecher; John Shaw —
Wally Albright; Junior Shaw — George
Billings; Esther- — Marilyn Knowlden; Louise
— Gloria Fisher; Biinny Shaw — Dorothy
Gray; Maria- — Cora Sue Collins; Bett/Gibbons; Sister — ^Joyce Kay; George
HARLENE is the true liquid FOOD for the Javir
Shaw
— Arthur Hohl ; Manue! — David
hair. Its nourishing, stimulating, and revitalis- Durand;
Ed — Russel Hardie. (2) Release
ing influence extends to every tiny hair root and dates: Have
a Heart — March. 4, 1935;
shaft. In an amazingly short time
Blossom Time—Dec. 24, 1934; The Barretts
— Falling hair stops falling.
ofWhoWimpole
Street—
Dec. Feb.
31, 1934;
Knevi Too ATucA—
4, 1935.The Man
— Lank hair takes on a new lustre.
— Bald patches disappear and the head is
crowned with a thick, abundant, lustrous
New Reader. — (1) Pat Paterson. born
.■\pril
7, 1913, swimming
Bradford, and
fairtennis,
hair and
blue
glory of healthy hair.
eyes,
hobbies,
recently
" HARLENE-HAIR-DRII.I. " is the most married
Charles
Boyer.
Latest
films
scientific and effective method of restoring Love Time and Lottery Lover. Address ::
growth, lustre, and luxuriance to impcverished c/o Fox Studios. (2) .-Vnita Louise, bom
1916, New York, fair hair, blue eyes. Latest
hair.
film
Judge
Take
care
of
your
Children's
hair
!
"
Harlcne"
Bros.
Studios.Priest. .\ddress, c/o Warner
preserves, strengthens, and invigorates it. All
Chemists, i/ii, 2/9, and 4/0.
Kiepl'RA's.
— JanfairKiepura,
born blue
Sosnowiec,
Poland,
1902,
hair and
eyes,
1 «CREMEX'
SHAMPOO
recently
engaged
to
Marthe
Provides a wealth of super-cleansing, super- Address: co Paramount Studios. Eggerth.
beneficial creamy lather, restoring the silken
sheen and lustre so much desired. Complete with
ClNEMA(X)ER Min REDHEAD (16) and
FREE Burnishing Rinse. All chemists. 1/6 per
E. W. — Nova Pilbeam, born November 6,
Box of 7 Shampoos (single Sachets, 3d. each). J.1919,
Wimbledon; daughter of .\rnold
Pilbeam.Friend
NigelandPlayfair's
The Manmanager.
Who KnewFilmsToo :
3 'UZON' BRILLIANTINE Little
.'\ddress co Gaumont British
Should be used by all who wish to add that Much.
.Studios.
final polish and finish. Keeps the hair in position aU day. All Chemists. In Liquid or SolidiD. F. (Sheffield). — Your request has been
fied Form, i/ii and 2/9 per bottle or 1/3 per tin. passed
on to the Editor. You can obtain
photographs
of Johnnie
Weissmuller
from
the
Picture
Postcard
Salon,
85 I^ng .Acre,
4 'HARLENE' Wave Setting Lotion I.o.ia^-1, W.C.2.
A veritable " economy " boon for ladies
Keeps waves in place for long periods and makes
Ci'Rious Jean(above).
and An (2)
A-mirer.
See
them deep and cntrancingly beautiful. Saves Cinemagorr
Cast —: (1)Little
£££'s on Hair-waving Bills. 7jd. and i''3 per FrieruJ : John Hughes — i>'..h^-.u(i l<ang;
bottle.
Helen Hughes — Lydia Shei..ood; Felicity
Hughes — .Nova Pilbeam; Milliard — Arthur
5 'HARLENE'
Camomile Margttson ; Colonel .\mberley — Allan Aynesworth; Miss Drew — Jean Cadell; Leonard
Golden Hair Wash
Parry — Jimmy Hanley; Mrs. Parry — Clare
A dainty preparation for the Blonde. Imparts a (ireet; Masorv — Cecil Parker; Grove —
glorious "light-gold" sunshine touch to fair hair that Finlay Currie; Judge — Lewis Casson;
— Gibb
McLaughlin;
Maud- (3)
—
has become dull and lost its tone. IJ'i, 3/-, and ■'>/- 'ITiompson
Diana Cotton;
Jefferies
— Jack Raine.
per bottle.
Jimmy
Hanley,
born
1919.
Father
speciality
ASTOL' Hair Colour salesman, mother cinema pianist, hobbies
Restorer
riding and aviation, .\ddress c o Gaumont
Restores colour to Grey, Discoloured, British Studios.
and Faded .\Hair
of many years'
Anne and Eve. — Casts : Horn to Love,
standing.
real— even
colourif resloralive.
1/0, Doris
Kendall— Constance Bennett: Barry
3/-, and 5/- per bottle.
Craig — Joel McCrea; .Sir Wilfred Drake —
Paul Cavanagh; Ix>rd Durrant — Frederick
Kerr; Leslie Dariow — Anthony Bushell;
SAMPLE COUPON
Lady Agatha- — Louise Closser Hale; Major
On receipt of this Coupon and fourGeneral
— Claude Kii|g; Evelyn Kent —
pence in stamps to cover the cost of
ElisabethFoppish
Forrester;
'lom — Kent
— Edmund
postage and packing, a set of any 3
Breon;
Gentleman
Reginald
Shar"Harlene-Hair-Drill
and toa
land; Tibbetts — Daisy Belmorc; Butler- —
Manual
of Instructions samples
will be sent
Fred Esmelton; Head Nurs*. — Martha
any address
United
Mattox. Play Girl, Buster — Loretta Young;
Attach
Coupon into the
a plant
sheetKingdom.
of paper
CJeorgine — Winnie Lightner; Wallie — Norbearing
your
Name
and
Address
and
man Foster; Finkenwald — CJuy Kibbec. ;
state which numbers are required.
Ruth — Dorothy Burgess; Elmer — James
EDWARDS HARLENE LTD.
Ellison; Moffat — Edward Van Sloan.
(H. 921), 30-26
Lamb'sW.C.Conduit St.
LONDON,
Adventurous Ptrcv. — Cast : letting in
Stamp your envelopeStale.
with 1 Jid. stamp.
the Suruhine. Nobby — Albert Buraon;
This offer does not apply to Irish Free
Anne — Molly Lamont ; Jane — Kcnee Gadd ;
Duvine — Henry Mollison; Housekeeper —
Ethel Warwick; Lady Warminster — 'Ponie

Let

George

Bruce; Foreman — Herbert Langley. Bill —
Eric Le Fre; Manager — Henry Longhurst.
Bobby Howes is appearing at the London
Hippodrome,
chance
meeting.write to him there re your
Crooner. — Pronunciations as follows :
Barthelmess, silent h. ; Birrell, Kibbee, and
Kiepura, soft i's. ; Aherne and Twelvetrees
exactly muller,
as spelt;
Bush—Courtnidge;
U; WeissVysmuller;Bushell,
Courtneidge,
Ricardo, soft i.; Cortez, Courtai; Carole,
short a and o, silent e; Lombard, as spelt;
Adolphe, silent e; Menjou, monjoo; Merle,
pronounce as pearl with m in place of the p. :
Oberon, as spelt; Genevieve, soft g, second
and third e's soft, silent final e; Tobin,
o asItalian
in "go,"
and "in." F.\n. — (1) Following
Picturegoer
films were allotted four stars by Lionel
Collier during June, July, August, Sptember,
and October, 1934. June 16, Design for a
Living. August 25, Catherine the Great.
September 1, Queen Christina. September
8, The Scarlet Empress. September 22, Viva
Villa. September 29, It Happened One
Night. October 20, The House of Rothschild.
(2)
Maurice
Englishduring
with
a slight
accent,Chevalier
he learnt speaks
the language
the war from an English soldier.
G. H. S. — Release dates : Biography of a
Bachelor Girl, February 25, 1935; Ready for
Love, March 18, 1935.; Limehouse Blues,
April 8, 1935; We Live Again, March 11,
1935;
Cat'j Too
Paw, Much,
JanuaryFebruary
28, 1935;
Man
Who Kneto
4, 1935;
Count of Monte Crista, March 4, 1935;
Evelyn Prentice, March 25, 1935; Cclleg':
Rhythm, March 4, 1935; Here is My Heart,
May 20, 1935. (2) Lanny Ross, bom
Seattle, Washington, immarried.
D. W. (Hendon).— (1) Cast : No Greater
Glory, Nemecsek — George Breakston; Boka
— Jimmy Butler; Gereb — Jackie Searl:
Feri Ats —Ferdie
FrankiePasztor
Darro— ;Rolf
Csonakos
— Donala
Haines;
Ernest;
Henry
Pasztor — Julius Molnar; Kolnay — Wesley
Giraud; Ssele — Beaudine Anderson; Richter
—Hinds;
BruceWatchinan
Line; Gereb's
— ChristianFather—
Rub; Samuel
Father
— Ralph Morgan; Mother — Lois Wilson;
Racz- — Egon Brecher; Doctor- — Frank Riecher;
Janitor
— Tom with
Ricketts.
Frankiein
Darrow
appeared
James (2)
Cagney
Mayor of Hell.
Studio Addresses
Drii isii Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Paik, Middlesex.
.'\ssociated Picture Studios, Ealing
Grren, lx>ndon, W.5.
British and Dominion Imperial Studios,
Boreham Wood , Elstree, Herts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood,
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
BritishElstree,
Instructional
Garden City. Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
Bucks.
British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
( iainsborough
I'oole Street,
Islington,
London, Studios,
N.
Ciaumont British Studios. Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
London, Hurst
W.12. Grove,
NettlefoldBush,Studios,
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
Ixjndon Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street, lx)ndon, S.W.I.
Sound City Studio, Littleton Park,
Shepperton. Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios. St. ManpiKt's,
Twickenham,
Studios
Columbia American
Studios, 1438,
Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Educational Studios, Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
First National Studios, Burbank,
California.
l-ox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City,
California.
Paramount-Publix
Studios, Hollywood,
California.
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City,
California.
.Mack Sennctt Studios, Studio City,
North Hollywood. California.
Wamer Brothers Studio, Burbank,
Califomia.
United Artistes Studios, 1041. North
I'omiosa
Avenue,
Hollywood.
California.
Universal
Studios,
Universal
City,
Califomia.
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NAimCAI, (Aberdeen).— Alice Terry and
Antonio Moreno appeared in Mare Nottrum
Fredric March Admirer. — Clark Gable
has
taken
Fredric
in Call onof Les
the
Wild,
as Mr.
MarchMarch's
will bepartworking
MiserabUt.
ASTHER FOR EvER. — Address Nils Asther
whilst in England c/o B.I.P. Studios, and in
America c/o RKO Radio Studios.
W. A. (Yorkshire).— Casts : (I) Horseplay.
Slim Perkins — Slim Summerville; Andy —
Andy Devine; Angelica Wayne — Leila
Hyams ; The Duchess — May Beatty ; dementia— Una O'Connor; Uncle Percy — David
Torrence; Philip Marley — Cornelius Kcefe;
Oswald — Ferdinand Gottschalk; Emily —
Ethel Griffes; Iris — Lucille Lund; (2)
Shanghaied Love, John — Richard Cromwell;
Angus Swope — Noah Beery; Mary — Sally
Blane; Newman — Willars Robertson- The
Rat — Sidney Bracy; Fitzgibboru — Edwin
J. Brady: Deaken — Erville Alderson; Lynch
— Jack Cheatham; Snowflake — Fred Toomes ;
Knitting Swede — Lionel Belmore; Eric —
Dick
(3) Nat Lovers,
Pendleton's
CrooksAlexander.
in Clover, Fugitive
Lady films;
for a
Dav, I'm No Angel, Football Coach, Sing
ami Like It, Lazy River, Manhattan Melodrama, The Thin Man, One Hundred Per
Cent. Straight
Pure, Theis Defence
Paa,
the Way,ResU,
DeathThe onCat's
the
Diamond.Code
(4) and
Dick Cleopatra.
Alexander's films. The
Fighting
Flora Robson Fan. — Flora Robson,
bom Scotland, 5 ft. 7 in., brown hair and
eyes. Films : One Precious Year, Catherine
the Great, Sanders of the River.
Ariane — Victoria Hopper is 22, blue
eyes, fair hair, married to Basil Dean. (2)
Release dates, Ix>rn<i Doone, April 8, 1935;
Transatlantic Merry gorcurtd, April 29, 1935.
Cricket Fans. — Ages, C. Aubrey Smith,
b. July 21, 1863; Boris Karloff, Nov. 23, 1887,
Reginald Owen, Aug. 8, 1887. Address
these three stars and Alan Mowbray, c/o
Universal Studios.
T. A. (N.W.I).— Address Buck Jones and
Tom Mix c/o Universal. Latest films.
Buck Jones, Red Rider and Rocky Rhodes.
Tom Mix, Texas Ranger, a serial.
Interested. — Write to John Boles c/o
Fox, b. Oct. 27, 1900, Greenville, Texas,
6 ft. 1 in., weighs 185 lb., dark brown hair
and blue-grey eyes, married, 2 children.
T. B.— Write to Gncie Fields c/o A. T. P.
Studios.
Curiosity (W.C.2). — Ginger Rogers, b.
July 16, 1911, Independence, U.S.A.,
5 ft. 4 in., brown hair and eyes, married to
Jack Pepper (nur. dis.) recently married
Lew Ayres.
Wondering. — Bing Crosby, b. May 2r
1904, Tacoma, Washington, light blue eyes
and light brown hair, married Dixie Lee,
has three sons, Gary Evan b. June 27, 1933,
and twins, Philip Lang and Dennis Michael,
b. last July. Address c/o Paramount
Studios. Latest films. Here is My Heart
and Mississippi. The rumour you have
heard is absolutely ifK»rrect.
J. P. (S.E.24).— Cast, No Greater Glory:
Nemecsek — George Breakston; Boka — Jimmy Butler; Gereb — Jackie S^rl; Feri Ats
— Frankie Darro ; Csonakos — Donald Haines;
Ferdie Pasztor — ^Julius Molnar; Kolnay —
Wesley Giraud; Csele — Beaudine Anderson;
Richter
Bruce Watchman
Line; Gereb's
Father
Samuel —Hinds;
— Christian
Rub;—
Father
(Nemecsek's)
—
John
Qualen.
Address
Jimmy Butler c/o Paramount Studios, b.
Akion, Ohio, Feb. 20, 1921.
B. H. c/o(Kingsbury).
— Addresses
Jane
Baxter,
United Artists.
Evelyn: Laye,
Jackie Cooper, c/o M.-G.-M. Janet Gaynor,
James Dunn, c/o Fox. Henry Wilcoxon,
c/o Paramount Studios. (2) Cast, Stand
Up and Cheer : Lawrence Cromwell —
Warner Baxter; Mary Adams — Madge
Evans; Jimmy Dugan — James Dunn;
Sylvia Froos — herself; John Boles — Himself;
John Harley — Arthur Byron; Shirley Dugan
— Shirley Temple; Secretary to President —
Ralph Morgan; Boy Scout — Jimmy Dallas;
Aunt Jemima — ^Herself; Senators Danforth
and Short — Mitchell and Durant; Nick
Foran — Himself; Dinwiddie — Nigel Bruce;
Stepin Fetchit — Himself. The Lost Jungle :
Clyde Beatty — Himself; Ruth Robinson —
Cecilia Parker; Larry Henderson- — Syd
Saylor; Sharkey — Warner Richmond; Kirby
— Wheeler Oakman; Thompson — Maston
Williams; Explorer — J. Crauford Kent;
Howard— Lloyd Whitlock; Bannister — Lloyd
In^raham;
Edward
Saint;
FlynnCaptain
— Lou Robinson
Meehan; — Slade
— MaxLe
Wagner; Jackman — Wes Warner; The
Cook — Jack Carlyle; Steve — ^Jim Corey;
Sandy— Wally Wales; Pete— Ernie Adams;
Maitland — Harry Holman ; Mickey — Mickey

MURDER!

Myma Lay, bom Aug. z, 1905,
Helena, Montana, 5 ft. 6 in., red
hair, green eyes, lOO 0)., edttcated
Westlake School, Los Angeles.
Latest films : " Stamboul Q^st"
" Broadtoay BiU," " Evelyn
Prentice " and " Wife Versus
Secretary." Addr
ess cjo M.-G.-M.
studios.

" You killed her, Sanford. If you had stood
still she'd have been alive now! " Sanford
seemed fated to be either a corpse or the
woman's unwitting murderer.
This is the gripping theme of " The Crime of
Captain Sanford," by Charles Johnson, one of
the twenty brilhant stories in the " 20 Story
Magazine" for February — just out. No serials.
Every story complete.
Every one a winner.
Go to your newsagent and get this marvellous shillingsworth at once.

Rooney.
Take Ellison
a Bam :—Shirley
Temple; B<Jl>y
Eddie
^James— Shirley
Dunn;
Kay Ellison — CUire Trevor; Welch — AUn
Dinehart; Larry Scott — Ray Walker; Jane —
Dorothy Libaire; Trigger Stone — Ralf
Harolde; Flannigan — James Flavin; Mr.
Carson
— Richard
Tucker;
Mrs.Gables
Carsonwith
—
Olive Tell.
(3) Anne
of Green
Anne Shirley as star is finished but has not
yet come over here.

20

STORIES
'The Rood to Tyburn," by
Van Harrison: " While on
Remand," by Valentine
Gregory; " Petition for
Reprieve,"
by Roland
Wild;£.
" Zero Hour,"
by W.
Johns; and stories by Sharon
Wallace, Stephen Phillips,
Robert Clough, B. L. Jacot,
Michael Joslin, Arthur
Savage, and many others.

L. M. (Fulham). — Cast, On the Stroke
of Nine : Lillian Voyne — Shirley Grey;
Bill Bartlett — Charles Surrett; Captain
Kyne — J. Farrell Macdonald; Ann Michaels
— Ruth Hall; Sergeant Lorrimer. — Dewey
Robinson; Blackie Atwater — Maurice Black;
C. Edson Hawley — Edward Van Sloan;
Hildaard Catlett.
Lund— Jane Keckley; Wilson— RichInquisitive (Durham).— (1) Casts, The
Song You Gave Me : Mitzi Hansen — Bebe
Daniels; Karl Linden — Victor Varconi;
Caron 'Bobo — Frederick Lloyd; Tony
Brandt — Claude Hulbert; Max Winter —
Lester Matthews; Emmy — Iris Ashley;
Grandmother- — Eva Moore. Heads We Go :
Betty Smith and Dorothy Kay — Constance
Cimvnings; Toby Tyrrell — Frank Lawton:
Lil Pickering — Pinnie Barnes; Reginald
Coke — Claude Hulbert ; Fancourt — Peter
Godfrey; Madame — Ellen Pollock; Anderson— Fred Duprez ; Otis Dove — Gus
McNaughton ; Lady Abercomby — Toni
Bruce; Hotel Clerk— Dino Galvani. (2)
Frankie Darro b. Chicago, Illinois, Dec. 22,
1918, dark hair and eyes. Latest films No
Greater
GloryStudios.
and Little Men. Address c/o
Paramount
Fan Club Notices
Admirers of Miss Jessie Matthews should
write to George E. Meadows, 32 Glenwood
Road, Hounslow, for particulars of her Fan
Club. Miss Matthews personally recognises
the
and it offers many original facilities
for Club,
members.
Readers interested in Mymr. Loy should
write for full particulars of her Fan Club
to Mr. W. W. Davis. 2 H. Peabody Esute,
Glasshouse Street, London, W.l.
New Members for the Clark Gable and
Anna Sten Fan Clubs should write to Maurice
V. Ovemell, 42 College Road, Isleworth.
Admirers of Bing Crosby are invited to
join
the Intem-ational
his support,
the club
is recognised Club
by thein star
himself,
and also offers many facilities for outdoor
sports. All narticulars may be obtained
from G. E. Marshall, 32 Glenwood Road,
Hounslow.
Those fans wishing to join the Francis
Lederer Club please communicate with Miss
J. P. Lederer. 67 Hadfotd Road, Golders
Green. N.W.I 1.
A Lyle Talbot fan club is being formed.
Suggestions and inquiries should be sent
with a stamped addressed envelope to
Leonard G. Berry, 24 .Mleyn Park. Southall,
Middlesex.

BRILLIANT

.X,:
MAGAZINE
FEBRUARY
ONE

WHY
WOMEN

ISSUE

SHILLING

LOVELY
WELCOME

MAR!$AI¥TA
THE PeWDEC DECDCI^ANT
MARSANTA is a most dainty, yet most eCficient aid to
under-arm hygiene. Indeed, used as a powder, in
place of talcum, it will keep you fresh and sweet
through
is UNIQUE
because ittheis longest
the ONLYdance
knownor party.
deodorantIt which
checks
all theing with
unpleasantness
of
perspiration
without
the normal healthy action of theinterferskin
MARSANTA
will
not
injure
or
discolour
"
dainty underwear — it has a tonic effect on
the skin — and it instantly absorbs and
deodorises perspiration as it exudes from the
skin, (Supplied rose scented or unscented.)
Obtaiiuible from Boot«, all Chemiats and Larfie Stores,
or direct from * :—OO., ToUe« Chrauato. 7»A »aii«i>nn
MA»niai.r.
KtMt, Loate. KCt.

FOR 35 YEARS
FAMED

AS SAFEST

MOSTEFFICIENTBECAUSE
IT IS
BOX WILL
LAST MONTHS
Laifcr tisa 2lt aod 4/B.
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IT

must beThis
of
applied.
the non-greasy
type,
there ofon
arewhich
several
the
market.

postcards

on your friends!
"Have
you seento your
my mw
cards?"
Say this
quite casually
friends,
show them
the
new postcards of, say, Clark Gable, Marlene
Dietrich, Elissa Landi, or other favourites,
and note the effect ! Everyone is astonished
at the beauty, grace aBd elegance portrayed
in the new series of Picturkcoer Postcards.
You may obtain a magnificent album free
to hold 300 cards by becoming a member
of the PiCTUREC.OER Postcard Club. The
cover resembles snake-skin and the blue oval
panel embossed in gold gives a delightful
touch.oneTo dozen
join, send
order cards
for not
than
of thean new
at less
the
regular price of 2s. 6d. a dozen. Liberal
discounts on subsequent orders and other
^
privileges. ^

CbooM Tont ctrdior trom
Ibt below. "Itpiatkmj
Otenr,"
"Coknirsiiph"
eofcnmd
(lowr). 3d. "Ptrtnen"
wdi. 2s. ti.(Mpia
tot. »4iUkl« u4to
■itmWn tad noa-mtmlwn alik*. rsU Uiti o( aO
poateudi on muMt.
•• Sepia Glossy"
Lewis Ayres .Miriam Hopkins
Joyce
Bland
Carl Brisson Elissa
FrancisLandi
Lederer
Colin Clive Fredric March
Gary Cooper Lewis Stone
Bing Crosby Shirley Temple
Marlene Dietrich
Toby Wing
Marthe Eggerth Anna May Wong
Clark Gable Elizabeth Young
" Colour graph "
Claudette Colbert
Ann Todd
Cary Grant Mae West
Ida Lupino Anna May Wong
Anna Neagle
" Partners"
(Sepia Glossy also Glossy Coloured)
(State style required).
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford
Richard Arlen and Judith Allen
Clark Gable and Myma Loy
Douglass Montgomery and Dorothy Wilson
James Dunn and Janet Gaynor
Fredric March and Miriam Hopkins
John Boles and Gloria Stuart
Charles Boycr and Jean Parker
Cary Grant and Elissa Landi
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
To " PICTUREGOER
SALON. W.C.2
85 Long Acre,*' London,
PIcAse enrol me aa a member of " The Picturegotr" andPostcard
Chib, and ufmnddiwrouuts,
ine Membervhip
Card
full particolarB
fature orders.
I enclose order
for not leMetc.,thanon
one douin of tbe new Potitcards. price 2i. 8d.
doaeo. PleaM include with my order your new
Free Postcard
Album.andI packbig
enclose* onIs.my extrn
to6t. cover
cost ol postage
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
'Overseas readers should caclose 2i. extra to
cover
pack'DK
and
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and makepostage.
payable to
"TRB PICTUREGOER."
N.B.—ApplUanlt
from
IrUk
Frtt
teiU *«
rtfuirtd to pap any dtUw (Aol mapPic.Stat*
heia/l/3A.
remind.

ANNE

CEIZE your pen without further delay, pass that
^ puzzling point on to me.
I shall be delighted to
help yoUy but etKlose a stamped addressed envelope if
you voish for a reply by post.
In the morning,
after washing
and drying a
hand lotion
should be

of these new

to

Gvyneth Lloyd uses oily polish
remover — a new product which
will make for fewer complaints
regarding broken and split nails

willus mak
f-cdsonscio
han
you feel
ande
EPTsel
^-LL
erior.
inf-K
You simply cannot
_ hide them, for their blemishes are displayed whatever you are doing.
Some hands are more sensitive
to cold weather and winter grime
than others. The more sensitive
the more they need care. All
hands need some attention, and
it should be the rule to massage
with cream eveiy night befoie
going to bed. You may use cold
cream, or one of the many
excellent hand creams advertised
in our pages.
After washing with soap and
water, rub the hands all over
with an oatmeal bag. A square
of butter muslin and some ordinary fine oatmeal make the bag.
Used regularly it helps to keep
the skin soft and smooth. Of
course, the bag must be renewed
from time to time.
After drying give them a few
minutes with Snowfire Jelly.
Pay special attention to the
fingers, massaging each one separately from tip to back. In this
way the knuckles may be kept
smooth and small.
Then perform a few exercises
to keep the hands supple. Relaxing the hands from the wrists,
they
should
then be Then
"wrung"
for a few minutes.
the
hands
be looselyFinally
" flickedthe"
from should
the wrists.
fingers should be extended and
drawn back ten times, and then
a little cuticle cream run around
the base of the nails.
So much for nightly treatment.

Enlarged
assaging
willJoints
keep
M
the knuckles of
a healthy j)erson
in good shape.
But many stifi
and enlarged
knuckles are due
to rheumatism.
In such cases
the cure is not in
outward
ment, but intreatthe
treatment of the ill that causes the
enlargement. While it will not cure
the enlargement, massage with olive
oil will often reduce the swelling
and lessen the stifiness.
Lemon is an excellent bleach for
grimy hands, and a wise housewife
will keep half a lemon above the
kitchen sink. Rubbed over the
lingers while they are still damp, it
will take off much of the household
grime that has stuck to them. Each
finger tip should be thrust into the
pulp in turn and an orange stick
run around the nails to remove
accumulated dirt. Any ingrained
dirt can be removed by sprinkling
some pumice powder on the lemon
before use.
Whenever lemon is used as a
cleanser, it should be followed by a
generous creaming to counteract its
drying properties.
Finger Nails
There
shouldandbe brittle
fewer finger
complaints
of broken
nails,
now that oily polish remover has
been introduced. There is no doubt
that before this introduction acetone
played havoc with our nails. Typists
in particular found their varnished
nails alarmingly prone to split.
Cuticle oil, or if you happen to be
out of it, olive oil should be applied
to the nails every night. In \-ery
bad cases the remedy should be
applied lavishly and the finger tips
encased in glove tops.
But brittle nails are not only
produced by acetone. They are
often the outward sign of acidity
and anaemia. Though the oil or
cream treatment is beneficial, obviously the con.stitutional cause must
be cleared up before a cure can be
expected.
Nails may be hardened by using
a r per cent, solution of formalin in
bay rum. It .should be applied to
the nails with cotton wool, taking
care not to spread it over the
surrounding skin. In any case the
cuticles should afterwards be treated

with oil or cream to counteract the
hardening tendency.
Lastly, finish your nails with
Glaze Nail Polish.
Ansivers to Correspondents
Madam Butterfly. Make-up should
be as follows : Powder — Naturelle.Rouge — Orange or capucine. Lipstick— orange. Eye shadow — grey
or green. Eyelash cosmetic and
pencil lashes
according
colourupofbread
eyeand brows.to Give
and take crispbread instead. Take
sugar very sparingly. Apart from
this I do not advise dieting at this
time of year. Wear darkish colours,
unpatterned materials, and plainly
cut clothes.
Gracie Loder (Barrow in Furness).
Make-up shotild be as follows :
Powder — Naturelle with a peach
tone. Rouge — ^blonde. Lipstick —
tangerine. Place the rouge close
towards the nose to minimise the
broadness of your face. I am afraid
you cannot alter the coarseness of
your hair, and you can only cure
your bad habit of biting your nails
by an effort of will. Wear a chin
strap at night to help your double
chin, and massage with cream before
retiring. Clench the fists loosely and
knead the line of the jaw.
Dollyof {Stolworthy)
Girls
fourteen .areDon't
very worry.
often
overweight. Yoii probably will lose
it in a year or two. Continue to
exercise. Give up bread and eat
crispbread in its place. Do not eat
sweets nor take much sugar.
Fat Legs. Sorry, have never
of the stockings you mention.
baths cannot be taken at
Use a reducing soap or
also help.with a reducing cream
Massage

heard
Foam
home.
lotion.
would

Hoping. Impossible to set a time
for reducing the hips. Lie on the
floor and roll the body as far to the
right and then as far to the left as
p>ossible Practise for five minutes.
Worried (Walford).— Cold. fog
and rain .spell ills and chills — colds,
'flu, feverishness and sore throats
for the bulk of humanity at this
time of the year. How to prevent
these complaints or banish them
quickly if present is a problem mosi
people have to face. Have you
tried Aspro.'♦
♦
Result of the ♦Symington
Soup
CompKJtition
:
l-'irst
Prize
(£i,ooo^,
Mrs. Maud Burrage, Spronston,
Norwich; Second Prize (;^40o). Miss
Barbara Allen.
—
NEXT WEEK
'J'HEflE has never been a musical
comedy stage success as big as
"The Mrrry Widow" and its screen
counterpart looks like emulating it.
Pictureg02r presents its readers next
week with a sixteen page supplertunt
dealing
withr oLubitsch's
mas terp exhaustively
iece . Place you
rder ea rly
if you would avoid disappointment.
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Jove! — she's Lovely now**
By see
You
what a world of charm a perfect complexion
a girl ! and
Diana
—
except in hercan give
complexion,
yet hasn't
everyonealtered
envies
her now 1 Oatine Cream has cleared and cleansed
her complexion already I The sallow, blotchy
skin has already gained that rose-p)etal bloom
that is the very secret of loveliness. You can
prove the wonderful effect of Oatine Cream for
yourself.
Use it daily
and Cream
within arestores
week you'll
see the difference.
Oatine
the
natural and lovable complexion you had when
you were a baby — and keeps it safe from the
harshness of Winter and the grime of the Town.

CARRIAGE
FREE

THE

OATINE
CREikM
In 6d. tubes, or white jars 1 6 everywhere
SPECIAL OFFER—Samples of Oatine Cream,
Oatine Powder Base, Face Powder and 3d.
Soapless Shampoo will be sent to alt sending
4d. in stamps to The OATINE CO., 31S Oatine
Buildings. London, S.E.I.
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LANGUID
THE

AND

UNHAPPY

LIFELESS

AN/EMIC

GIRL.

Languid, lifeless, miserable, and unhappy —
that is the story of many girls to-day. They
shun their friends and are often on the verge of
tears. These are sure signs of anaemia, and if
unchecked, other miseries soon follow — headbouts. aches, palpitation, poor appetite, and fainting
There is only one way to brighter, better health
for pale, anaemic girls; that is to furnish the system
with new blood— the rich, healthy blood that
imparts strength and restores womanly charm.
Dr. Williams Pink Pills create this rich, red blood
of health and restore strength more surely than
any other medicine yet discovered.
Miss G. D. Taylor, of 63 Felixstowe Road,
London, N.9, says : " I suffered badly from
anaemia; I grew pale and depressed, lost my
appetite, and seemed to have no life in me at
all. Faintness and palpitation added to my
distress. At last I tried Dr. Williams pink pills
and soon began to feel better. My appetite
improved, the giddiness and depression left
me, and now I feel as well as ever I have done."
Get well yourself by taking Dr. Williams brand
Pink Pills. Of all chemists. Is. 3d. a box (triple
size, 3$.). If you do not derive benefit, the
proprietors will refund your money.

SMALL

FOR GREY HAIR

SHADEINE
I«nothing
mie, mJarloDs
w» and ; simple
to UKand : washable
oat llijtiid:
permanent
; 40
years'colour.
repotation
; «old inCertlftcaU
all naturalrticIoKd.
tint«; itate
8« Medical
AT ALL CHEMISTS,
Snail botUcSd .put lOd ;
1/4 tiie, fott 1/8 : a/«, port ' Shaddna Co., Dtp:
58, WMtbooiac Orore.
Loa4eD,A.. W.{.
a/y; fctt 4/3.

This offer
applies
Vreat Britain,lo
the
Sorthemland andIreIrish Frte
Slaie.
Appti'
eantt in Irish
State v-ilito
teFreerequired
pap atiy
duttf
that entry
mav
be eharffeable.

FILM

FAVOURITES

BIRTHDAY
AUTOGRAPH
ALBUM
the most fascinating film lovers autograph album ever conceived and it
is nouihere else available. Under the Special Privilege Offer made this
week to " Picturegoer
this 6d.wonderful
and unique
despatched
to you at once" readers,
for only 2s.
carriage free.
Would Album
you like will
a peepbe
within
its
luxurious
covers.'
Look
...
a
page
for
every
day
of
the
year
...
366 large pages of pure, opaque, coloured autograph paper of the finest quality,
in six different tints, and on their respective Birthcfay pages great stars of the
screen have penned their own personal autographs . . . 1,000 autographs in
all . . . thehavegreatest
collection
of stars'
signatures
in the a world,
many filmof
favourites
included
with their
signature
a phrase,
verse orandwitticism
unusual originality and character.
HUNDREDS OF AMAZING AUTOGRAPH ILLUSTRATIONS
Among this vast array of illustrious autographs will also be found hundreds
of amazing illustrations — -photographs, pen portraits, sketches, designs and
diagrams all by the stars themselves, thus giving the Album a final personal
touch that makes it the closest link between film stars and film lovers yet devised.
In addition, every page of this superb Album contains a Birthday proverb or
quotation,
of amazing and intriguing Birthday Revelations, and the
Birthstone afornumber
the month.
YOUR OWN AUTOGRAPHS, TOO
Ample space has been provided in this superb Album for the inclusion of
many other autographs so that for the film lover, here is not only a book of
famous graphs
names
and throughout
clever wit, but
magnificent permanent shrine for the autoyou obtain
your a life.
SUMPTUOUSLY BOUND FOR A LIFETIME SERVICE
There are two wonderful Editions of this .Album, the Ordinary Edition —
Bound in Maroon antique-finished Art. Leather embossed in gold leaf. Special
Privilege Price, 2s. 6d., carriage free. The De Luxe Edition — Bound in Green
and Gold Art. Leather, embossed in real gold leaf, decorative end-papers.
Special Privilege Price, 3s. 6d., carriage free. Actual size of the volume is
7^ in. deep by 10 in. wide and it weighs 2 lb. When filling up the Privilege
Order form below be sure to indicate which Edition you require . . . Ordinary
or De Luxe . . . this is important.
ACT AT ONCE
Don't miss t' is wonderful opportunity to secure at an amazingly special
Pri\-ilege
Pricetogether
this great
of rare beauty
and happy memories. Post the
forms below
withAlbum
your remittance
at once.
POST
FORMS
~ CUT ACROSS DOTTED RULE

BELOW

TO-DAY

PRIVILEGE ORDER
FORM
FILM FAVOURITES BIRTHDAY AUTOGRAPH ALBUM
^^■1
You must fill in your name and full postal address very
on the• left.clearly in Block Letters on the "Books with Care" Label
To : The Peoples Home Library Dept. G..\.,
5 Castle Street, London, W.C.2.
I accept your Special Offer. Please send me the Film Favourites
Autograph
Album in the Edition specified below. I enclose
aBirthday
remittance
as indicated.
ORDINARY
g)f^U Carriage
DE-LUXE
EDITION
^1
Free EDITION
3/6
You MUST cross out Edition SOT required.
Postal Order No
Amount
Date
Cross
Press Cheque
Ltd. or Postal Order /& Co./ and make payable to Odhams
WRITE CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS.
Name .
FuUAddress..
Postal
IMPORTANT.— This Privilege Form, together with the label on
the left and the appropriate remittance, MUST be posted in a sealed
envelope bearing a three-halfpenny stamp. "Picturegoer." 12/1/35.
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DE

RESZKE

IMPROVED

introduces

FILTER

the

TIP

and
hou;
No

much

interference

improvedil
with

the cigarette — and how

the taste of
much

better

it feels!
A filter tip, to do its cleansing and
cooling work

thoroughly, should be

made

of the purest, fleeciest wool.

Now

for the first time you can have

a De Reszke filter tip of this material,
cased in pure cork, on cigarettes of
De Reszke quality.
Try a packet of the new De
Reszke with the improved filter tip,
and

you

smoking

will find that cigarette
holds a new

joy for you.

Blissfully cool, delightfully smooth,
with nothing to irritate the most
sensitive throat — to smoke these
cigarettes is to realise even
fully the fine character
Reszke

Ask

for

DE

RESZKE

'CORK'with
Issued by Godfrey Phillips Ltd.

the

more

of the De

leaf.

Filter

T//> —

20

for

ll-

Otto
Kruger
One of the last of
Broadway's
front rankto '
actors
to capitulate
the kinema, and rapidly becoming one of the
screen's most popular
leadir^ men. Was a
ranger and telephone
linesman before going
on the stage. Hobbies
include athletics and
music.
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amami

night
©Klnlll

POWDER

Cive

YOUR

hair

AMAMI

Health

&

Beauty

D LEY

Every girl's hair can be beautiful. Why
should jyoM put up with Thinness, Falling,
Fading, Excessive Oil or Dryness, when
all
need is (theie
AMAMI'S
ingredientsnext?
TryyouAMAMI
are 1247 varittits)
time you shampoo. Notice how its 21 Health
Ingredients banish your hair ttoubles. See
how its 26 Beautifying Ingredients restore
rich colour, gleaming tints, vibrant beautv.
Ciet your shampoo to - day 3d. or 6d
TRY AMAMI WAVE
SET
After your shampoo— set deep, lasting waves
tight curls, with AMAMI WAVE-SET.
I' rem allchcmistsand hairdressers, 6d. and 1 .1.
6 WAVE-SETS
for 6d.

AMAMI

SHAMPOOS
and
4

Wave-Set

OLD

BONO

3 3

S T R
HOT

FOR

^1

Bumper
Value!
A sparkling book of fun
for kiddies. All about the
most lovable little creature
in the world. Get a copy
to-day. From all Of A
Booksellers.
Price X'D
MICKEY MOUSE
ANNUAL
Published by DEANS

E E 7

LONDON

WATER
BACKACHE

In nine cases out of ten, the dragging, wearying
pain of backache could have been avoided by
drinking a glass of hot water before breakfast
every morning. This will always keep healthy
kidneys functioning normally and ensure the
elimination of the acids and impurities which are
the main cause of this distressing condition.
When suffering from backache — whether occasional or periodic — you can render your morning
glass of hot water still more active as a kidney
stimulant
teaspoonful
of 'Limestone'
Phosphate, byof adding
which aa good
supply can
be obtained
from any chemist for two shillings.
This natural compound has an immediate
effect on weakened and disordered kidneys and
renders them so healthy and active that all paincausing acids and impurities are cleared right out
of the system. Distressing pains in the back are
thus banished with the impurities which cause
them.
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Men of the NigM, Morals for Women, Nana (Lady
of the Boulevards, at the request of our own Mr.
Shortt), One More River, Of Human Bondage,
Registered Nurse, Sadie McKee, The Scarlet
Empress, She Had To Choose, Side Streets, Springtime For Henry, Wild Gold, Woman In His Life,
and Youth of Russia.
Strange Proscriptions
Among
there such
are, as
one Dr.
readily
admits,
one orthetwofallen
talkies,
Monica
and
Bom To Be Bad, whose disappearance would inflict
no irreparable loss on the kinema, considered
either as an art or a moral force.
But if films like Catherine the Great, Of Human
Bortdage, One More River and Little Man, What
Now ? are to be ruled off the screens film producers might just as well put up the shutters of
their studios and invest the money in the pin
table racket, and filmgoers return to the public
house for their evening recreation.

The

Busybody

Black

List

Reward for Virtue
Anyone
go into and
almostsecure
any bookshop
axid
most can
libraries
an autiientic
chronicle
of thea spectacular
famous queen,
lady, who, iflifewe ofmayRussia's
quote most
that
eminent authority on feminine frailty. Miss Mae
West,
the would
courage have
of her been
convictions
and of
in
modem"had
times
convicted

almost
sin in the
It is every
apparently
not calendar."
enough that the movies
meekly diluted the character and her history to
the point of dullness, in order to please the puritans, and that its good taste was never even
questioned in Britain. No, it had to be oflScially
Fields — Shirley Temple joins the immortals
stigmatised in the League's "C" classification as
"indecent,ment."immoral
and !unfit for public entertainWhat nonsense
laughed
oat
of
the
court
of
public
opinion.
ish t,prortannettheBritGrea
impo
least oneduction
. Catheri
is
AT
Thirty-six pictures are condemned out of
Of Human Bondage, though not exactly "smihng
105 considered by the League censors. They Maugham," is an inteUigent talkie which in its
banned by the League of Decency's include
:
biting description of the terrible results of a
, latest film "black list." The
Affairs of a Gentleman, Affairs of Cellini, All of physical passion is more valuable and effective as
ner-uppers' new catalogue ing
a
is
clea
Me, Ariane, Born to Be Bad, the aforementioned a social preachment than all the dull sermons
disturbing and, at the same time, encourag
the Great, Dr. Monica, Enligkttn Thy months.
spouted fnnn the official poljMts in the last tweh-e
document — disturbing because its severity Catherine
Daughter, Fighting Lady. Fir^nrd, Fog Over
must inevitably afiect, temporarily, at any Frisco,
One More River presumably came under the ban
Girl
From
Missouri
(100
Per
Cent.
Pure
to
rate, studio production plans; onconraging you). Kiss and Make Up, Hat, Coat and Glove, He because it deals with a woman's desire for a
l
because the fanatica fatuity with which it Was Her Man, I Have Lived, The Life of Vergie divorce. Does this mean that the entire subject
taboo as a screen theme in future ?
has been conceived suggests that this s<df- WinUrs, Limehouse Blues, Little Man, What Now? of di\'orce is to be
(Continued on page 6)
appointed band of busybodies will quickly be Du Barry, Manhattan Melodrama, A Modem Hero,
5
" Catherine the Great " barred— " Indecent and immoral " stigmaFatuous censorship — Noel Coward in screen role — The romance of
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{Continued from page 5)
Pernicious " Purity " Pictures
LitlU Man, What Now? I found, a delicately
handled and frequently poignant, though
inoffensive pictare, over-sentimentalised, perhaps,
but without any of the cheap vulgarity of the
original book.
It dealt sincerely and as honestly as the censorship restrictions would permit with the problems of the depression in Europe and strenuous
triumph over.misfortune through faith and courage.
A great deal more pernicious is the sickly
sauxhiuine screen, as typi&ed by the outmoded
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch, inflicted on us by
the Purity Drive, in which we are invited to
applaud and admire a mercifully supterseded
social system under which the sole hope of the
poor lay in the deg^rading patronage and smug
charity of the rich.
The Real Trouble
The League of Decency purports to control the
filmgoing of 22,000,000 people in America
alone. The film industry, however, is not worried
so much concerning its black lists as the increasing
restrictions imposed at the production end.
Studio leaders are satisfied that good pictures,
whether condemned by the League or not, will
continue to fill the theatres. The real trouble
(and this is borne out by the falling standard of
Hollywood product since the clean-up campaign) isthat producers are so hedged about with
stupid thou-shall-nots that it is almost impossible
to make g^ood pictures.
Those that are Blessed
Thenominates
League those
also has
"Class
B" list,
filmsa fit
for adults
but which
unfit
for children. It includes, I notice, BelU of the
Nineties, Cleopatra, Dames, The Merry Widow,
and We Live Again.
The "Class A" list carries the talkies which
have
givenof the
League's
As been
a matter
interest,
here blessing.
they are :
Age of Innocence, Anne of Green Gables, Baby
Take a Bow, Babes in Toyland, Bachelor of Arts,
Bulldog
Drutnmond
Cat's
Paw,of
Charlie Chan
in London,Strikes
CollegeBack,
Rhythm,
Count
Monte Cristo, Father Brown — Detective, Five Bad
Men, Flirtation Walk, Gridiron Flash, Happiness
Ahead, Housewife, The Human Side, Have a Heart,
I'll Fix It, Judge Priest, Kentucky Kernels, Marie
Galante, Mrs. Wiggs, My People's Dream, One
Night
Love, Race,
Prescott
Kid, Tour,
Servants'
Entrance,in
Six Dayof Bike
Student
365 Nights
Hollywood, Tonto Kid, Tombstone Terror, White
Parade. Treasure Island, Wake Up and Dream, and
What Every Woman Knows.
Coward as Screen Actor
Although, through Cavalcade and his wide stage
fame, Noel Coward is better known to
filmgoers as a writer than any of the regular

Aviator among the stars — Hollywood brand.
6

screen scribes, we have yet to see that gifted young piglds for FuTl
man as an actor.
The irrepressible Ben Hecht and Charles In earlier prophecies regarding scre^ players
who are likely to occupy the larger thrones
MacArthur are out to remedy the matter.
They have. I understand, signed him to appear of talkiedom in the coming year most of us have
been guilty of an important omission. I can plead,
however, that I did write many months ago that
if he was not very careful W. C. Fields would be
the next funny man to be invested with complexes
To-morrow
and adopted by the very clever people who
found an immense significance which (Ud not exist
in the slapstick of Chaplin and inhibitions in the
antics of Alickey MouseNiGHPS
Talkies
to 1935
Aided by Chaplin's long and doubtless masterly
Guide
activity. Lloyd's infrequent appearances, the
eclipse of Keaton, the apparent lack of versatility of Jimmy Durante, and his own conPicturegoer's "
siderable talents. Fields has quietly, but steadily,
been helping himself to one of the major comedy
crowns.
egoer
Picturin
r newof record
film
anotheissue
sets up
week's
NEXT
journalism — an 80-page, all-photogravure pap)er for twopence.
Penniless Two Years Ago
This special number of Picturegoer is,
The recent rise of Fields to screen eminence is
moreover, not just an 80-page paper. It is
almost as romantic a story as the old-age
a guide to the films and the film world of 1935
that no film fan can afford to be witiiout.
triumph of the late Marie Dressier. Two years
ago he was practically penniless. His sayings had
Its features include reviews and particulars
been swallowed in a bsmk crash and he coiUd get
of all films due for release during the year, a
no work.
unique and invaluable service that will
As a matter of fact, he went to Lou Brock, thai
simplify "picture shoj^Hng" in the coming
producing shorts for the Radio studio, and offered
months, and the secrets of the studios'
to write, direct and play in a two-reeler for
production schedules.
The wider film field is comprehensively
nothing — just in order to get back on the screen.
Mr. Brock rejected the idea — ^rather abruptly,
surveyed
by theexperts.
industry's most authoritative
and influential
it is stated — and not for the first time a producer
lost
a fortune through lack of judgment.
Mr. Sam Eckman. jun., head of the
Finally Mack Sennett gave hini a chance to
M.-G.-M. company in Britain and one of the
come back and after four films for the slapstick
shrewdest executives in the business, among
other things, outlines the programme for
king Paramount experimented with him in
International House.
Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow,
Clark Gable, and the other glamorous personalities handled by his studio.
He Wants a Rise
Victor
Saville.
one
of
Britain's
greatest
directors, writes provocatively on progress in
Since then his popularity has grown amazingly.
To-day the box-office returns reveal that hie is
1935, the star system and likely new trends.
the
studio'syielding
second place
best only
important
"I believe," be says, "we are near a point
attraction,
to Bingmasculine
Crosby,
at which realism has reaiched its logical Umit,
and ranking higher than such eminent idols of
and imagination, impressionism, suggestion
the feminine fans as Gary Cooper and George Raft.
must
to a large
extent supplement
A few weeks ago he received a cheque for
Another
distinguished
contributor it."
is Alfred
Hitchcock, who deals intriguingly with the
50,000 dollars for ten days' work in Metro's David
ever-fascinating subject : " If I Were Head of
Mr. Fields himself has been studying those box
Copperfield.
a Production
Company."
retiims. He thinks something ought to be done
These are but
a few of the outstanding
about it. And at the moment he is busy trying
features of Picturbgoer's Guide to 1935.
The size of this special number has been
to persuade the controllers of the Paramount
increased to 80 pages, but the price remains
purse-strings to do it.
the same — twopence !
There is certain to be a heavy demand for
Shirley in the Hall of Fame
it ; make sure o^ your copy by ordering early.
Shirley Temple has joined the immortals. The
Infant It Girl has, >\-ith due solemnity and
in their next production which will be made in ceremony, added her footprints to those perNew York.
petuated in the cement of the famous forecourt
The combination of so much talent should pro- of Grauman's Chinese Theatre — Hollywood's
hall
of
fame.
duce something unusual. It was Hecht, inciThe custom started informally, and accidentally,
dentally, who rewrote Coward's Design for
Living for screen purposes, and did a first-rate back in 1927 when Sid Grauman was showing
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks over the
job of it.

Sir Charles Kingsford Smith meets Hal Wallis, Jimmy Cagney, Jack Warner, George Brent, and Pax O'Brien.
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Icinema, which was then Hearing completion. The
idea of getting them to leave a permanent record
of their visit — and fame — was the inspiration of
the moment.
Since then all the front-raak stars have "made
their marks." I have said all. That is not quite
correct. Garbo has been approached frequently,
but to date visitors to the Grauman forecourt
have yettootsies.
to see the imprint of the world's most
famous

Weekly

To Star in Pickford Stories ?
The future of Shirley, incidentally, is giving the
Fox executives food for thought at the
moment. Wisely anticipating that the novelty
will wear ofi in time, the studio is concentrating on
finding stories with wide entertainment appeal that
will not be entirely dependent on the personality
of the youngster.
In her next. The Little Colonel, for instance, she
is surrounded by a strong cast headed by Lionel
Barrymore and Evelyn Venable, while the novel
from which
the film is being adapted has readymade
credentials.
There is some possibility, I understand, that
Shirley
successes.will remake some of Mary Pickford's silent
Chaplin to Direct
Charlie Chaplin contrives to keep in the
news now that "Production Number
Five" is under weigh.
The latest report to reach us from the
little man's studio is that he is going
ahead with plans to produce and
direct a feature, under the title of
Personal Reasons, starring Panlette
Goddard.
The new film, it is understood,
will go into production soon as
Charlie has finished his longddayed comedy.
He now has a writer developing
a treatment of his original story.
The announcement comes as
good news to those of ns who
have long held the opinion that
Chaplin should find an outlet
for his
more "arty"
tions in direction
rather aspirathan
in his clown characterisation.

Ramon Novarro vrill soon be hack on our screens in
" The Night is Edward
Young." Everett
Here Hortan.
he is in a sctiu with

Donat-conscious
If one may r venture on
yet anothe prc^ihecy
for 1935 at this comparatively late date it is that
Robert Donat will shortly
join Leslie Howard,
s Langhton, HerCharle
and Konald
bert &IarshaII
an
among the
Colm
English actors to be
Holfytoood reunion. Carol Coombe, the British star, greets her mother.
elected international
Lady
Coombe, between sequences of her neto film, " Straight from the
s
n
ritie
by
scree celeb
wood.
HoUjr
The Warner Studio, which has been quietly but
Hollywood still has some difficulty with his
steadily raiding the ranks of our male players, name, He
art."
has signed him up and is embarking on an Studio which
workersis onactually
his lastpronounced
visit called "Doan-at."
him everyambitious programme to build him up as a firstthing
from
"Do-nat"
to
"Do-not,"
finally
simmagnitude star.
plifying ittooften
" Doughnut."
llie star
overheard himself referred to by
His first film for the studio will be Captain
Blood, the spectacular Sabatini sUyry that was that name, but never let on that he did. At the
last seen on the screen in 1924. He is also scheduled end of the picture the working crew was surprised
to star in Peter Ibbetson, and after that may do to receive a huge box filled with freshly baked
British Agent, which has previously been widely doughnuts. A note said : " To my friends — I hope
mentioned as a vehicle for Leslie Howard, to
whom Donat is already being hailed as a dan- I'm as good at acting as these are eating."
gerous rival.
Kinema Couplets
How to Pronounce It
ThisJ.J.week's
prize of
los. 6d.Mtmk
is awarded
Smith.firstChurch
Cottage.
Hesleden.to
Few British actors have started their Hollywood
careers with less ballyhoo than Robert Donat. West Hartlepool. Co. Durham, for :
If I Were Free
When, after he had returned to England, The
Vfonuaa
Count of Monte Crista was previewed half the fibn Prizes of NohalfMore
a crown each are awarded to the
colony had never heard of him and were unaware
that he had been working in the film capital.
following :—
Donat came to London from Manchester five 01
Mrs. Hepworth. 6 Eldon Grove, Granville Street,
six years ago to earn a living on the stage. He Hnll. for:
Radio Parade of 1«35
was nineteen and he had £^ in his pocket.
By the time it had dwindled to two diillings he
Great Expectations
Mrs. A. Barber, 15 Temperance Street. Swinton.
managed to get a job with Sir Frank Benson,
eventually rising from assistant manager to Mexboro, Yorks, for :
The Secret of the Loch
leading parts.
Seeing Is Believing
Thereafter he learnt his job thoroughly in
repertory and stock.
A. Moran. 1 1 NcMth Street, Paisley, Scotland, for :

I'U Fix
It Melody
The
Broken
for:Betty P. Turner, 243 Malpas Road, Brockley,
Marrying Widows
Such Women are Dangerous
recently showing at a Sydenham theatre.
Kinema couplets should be submitted on a
post card and addressed to me c/o Picturegobr,
93 L<Hig Acre, W^.C.2. Envelopes cannot be
There is no need for winners to send in claims;
opened.
prize money will be forwarded in due course.
Poor Marlene !
Poor Marlene always seems to be in trouble.
Through the work of an imaginative script
writer, a special attendant had to be called in to
protect the Dietrich in opening scenes of her new
starring film. Carnival in Spain.
A particularly obnoxious duck Wcts made
Marlene's leading man for the first day, because of
its charming penchant for biting buttons off coats
snapping
at any
Aandmost
cMnicable
birdarms
. . . and legs within reach.
In half an hour it had chewed off most of
Marlene Dietrich's elaborate Andalusian costume;
nipped Lionel Atwill in most unexpected places
at most unexpected times; ruined 40 ft. of film
by quacking in the wrong place, and knocked over
a lamp costing about £50.
Production was held up for over a day while the
studio searched for someone who knew something
about duck-controlling !
SHort SlwtS
Charles
is to co-starversion
with Fredric
March Laughton
in the Hollywood
of Les
Miserables. — Joan Crawford has signed a new
ctmtract with M.-G.-M.; the news recalls the fact
that in seven years she has never made a picture
for any other studio. — Same company is negotiating with Wynne Gibscm with a view of building
her up into a stellar personality. — ^Darryl Zanuck
has signed Lawrence Tibbett. — Fox is to re-make
Ramona. — Gladys Swarthout, mezzo-st^ranoof the
Metr<^M>litan Opera Company, is the latest opera
star to "do a Grace Moore "; she is booked for
Paramount. — William POwell is being mentiooed for the role of Sidney Carton in A Tale of
Two Cities. — Katharine Hepburn is to star in
Quality Street, last filmed in 1928 with Marion
Davies in the lead. — Jack Oakie w<He the same
tramp costume in College Rhythm that he wore
in Close Harmony five years ago; it has been in
the studio wardrobe all that time. — Kasha Le
Snenr. sister-in-law of Joan Crawford, is trying
her hand at acting. MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
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Weekly

Singing

as

a

Career

Star of " The Merry Widow" which
is the subject of this week's Famous
Films Supplement.

tions by overdevelopment ofthe
outlet of the power
and supply of
breath.
After all, the
voice is not tanIt is simply
breath in varied
vibrations. It is
gible.
compau^ble to a
very fine
ment, like a instruviolin,
and we must learn
to handle it as an
instrument before
it can be played
well.
The secret of the
ability of some persons to sing in their
maturity and sing
well while others cannot is that those who cannot
ambitious began to sing too early.
asked g by
^-HAVE
girls whooften
aspirebeen
to singin
careers :
Also, we cannot instil too much technique in
p
How can I develo a singing voice?
singing. We always have technique, though we
How can I improve my voice ?
be unconscious of it.
What should I do to become a singer ? mayPrimarily,
to develop a singing voice, it is
Two words answer these and almost every necessary
to
have
an excellent teacher. I have
other similar question concerning singing. had the same teacher for seven years, and I still
have
a
lot
to
learn.
They are simple Uttle words — but relentless
As an example of the stupidity of some singers
taskmasters. They are — Time and Patience.
The career of a snccessfnl vocalist is a long, in selecting teachers, I recall the story of a friend
hard road. And it takes unlimited time and of mine who told me she had decided to become
patience to cover it. Perhaps I can best explain a vocalist and that she had two teachers — one for
the difl&culties of becoming a singer, a good singer, her "high voice" and another for her "low voice."
This is utterly ridiculous, for there is only one
by discussing myself.
In our family I was one of three gfirls, and our voice — -no high voice or no low voice.
Also, a certain amount of common sense should
parents wanted each of us to have a musical
career. Elsie, one of my two older sisters, ran be employed by the person who wants to sing.
away from boarding school to be married, and If one teacher cannot give you all you need, then
sacrificed her chances. The other. Blossom, dismiss that teacher and get a better one.
journeyed from dancing school to the Broadway
stage . . . and so determined was I to follow in The teachers, too, should employ common sense.
I have in mind the utterly foolish things that
her footsteps that I began the study of music and
some teachers did with children when I was
dancing when I was six years old.
a
little
g^rl.
When I was fourteen, father took me to New
There were the teachers who placed a glass of
York on one of his business trips. Blossom was
in a Ned Waybum revue at the Capitol Theatre, water on the pupils' heads. If the pupil could
Broadway, and she introduced me to Waybum. sing through her lesson without spilling a drop of
He coaxed my family to let me have a two-weeks' water, that was called voice control. I know of
try-out in his revue, and soon after I left school other teachers who would instruct the pupil to
I seriously started out after the stage career that run up a flight of stairs, opening an umbrella as
I wanted.
the pupil ran, and to sing a note at the top of
That 'vas really the beginning. But before the landing — also called voice control.
Such eccentricities do not make singers. Chiefly,
that I was preparing myself, and it was not long
before I discovered that the careers of many singers must always be in excellent physical
singers are wrecked because they began to sing condition. They must have ambition. They
when they were too young.
must be willing to make many sacrifices. They
To try to develop vocalists by starting them in must have patience.
their early childhood is a grave mistake. Children
As for myself, I always breathe fresh air. In
should not begin singing when they are so my concert work, I inhale several deep draughts of
young. It will prove very bad for them iu later clean, fresh air outdoors before I sing. I practise
my vocal lessons in rooms with all windows opien.
years.
Singing in childhood enlarges the muscles of the I do not sing in smoke-filled places. Neither do
throat and obstructs the flow of breath. If I smoke. Not that I am opposed to it, but
anything, the requisite of a singing voice is to cigarette smoking upsets my stomach, and upset
eliminate interference instead of creating obstruc- stomachs are very harmful to the voice.
8

There is no harm in smoking for other singers.
Three or four cigarettes a day will injure no one,
and this brings up the subject of dissipation.
Good vocalists cannot and must not dissipate.
Sleep is very essential. I am happiest when
I can sleep nine hours nightly, though I seldom
find time for more than seven hours' sleep.
Diet is very important for vocalists. That does
not mean that you cannot eat this and you must
not eat that. Eat what you think is best for you,
but use your own good judgment about it.
Most of the singers I know are hearty eaters,
for you cannot sing or give a strong, healthy
performance if you are continually dieting.
Clothing is not important to singers. Wear the
clothing you like best, but it is advisable not to
have any garments choking the body. Freedom
of movement is the only watchword concerning
wearing apparel — which, after all, covers the whole
subject
Freedom. of preparation for a singing career —
And one must never cease studying. So many
people believe they can become singers within two
or
three months. This is impossible. I have been
studying.
studying singing for seven years and I am still
I have my private lessons from my English
vocal teacher every day, the lessons lasting an
hour or more. I have my lessons from my French
vocal teacher three times weekly — for no matter
how hard I have studied in the past, I still have
a lot to learn about singing.

NEXT

WEEK

PICTUREGOER greets its readers
in the New Year with an eightypage issue which will give in general and
detail what films you will see in 1935,
what the producers' plans are and articles
by many people famous in the picture
industry as well as the usual features.
The keynote of " Picturegoer' s " policy
has always been service to its readers and
in this issue their interests concerning
what is new and what is planned have
been fully served.
The price is the same as usual — 2d. —
and it is advisable for all those who do
not tvish to be disappointed to place their
orders early as this novel and greatly
enlarged number in full photogravure
will be in great demand.
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Right : Perhaps it was fitting, or
something or other, that Frances
Drake should have represented the
film colony in toelcoming the battleship
" Neto Mexicowaters.
" to Calif omian

This week's human story.
Mrs. Vivian Betcmcourt,
out of work for months,
secured an extra job in
" Carnival in Spain." Producer Josef von Sternberg
played good Samaritan by
allowing her to attend her
baby whenever the need was
urgent.

Randolph Scott
and Mrs. Leslie
Caster, the famous
stage stars, snapped
while waiting for
their " call "for a
scene. They appear
in " The Vanishing Pioneer."

Tens

New standard of beauty for legs.
Muriel Evans' elegant underpinnings have been chosen by three
famous sculptors to be used as a
model for statues.

4

Left : Harry Albiez is proud of
this " prop " box which he is
showing to Billie Burke, W. S.
Van Dyke and Clark Gable. On
it are inscribed the locations,
ranging the world, it has seen.
9
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Neglect

of

QLYN
Roberts appeals to
the British studios to stop
wasting one of the finest actors on the screen to^y before

Edmund

GwENN

HEN Henry Ainley suddenly himself effortlessly to the very difficult new technique of the camera and microphone.
fell ill duiing the production of
His Jess Oakroyd was shrewd, humorous, pliable
The Good Companions, in which
he was taking the fruity role of and very British, and yet he avoided insularity or
his fellow- Yorkshirenicin Jess sloppiness.
He irritated no one and delighted millions all
Oakroyd, they called upon an actor who has o\er the British Empire. Scores of f)eople who
never yet taken anything like so prominent a had been slightly repelled by the heartiness of the
part in a film.
novel and by the "bluffness" of Oakroyd in cold
It was Edmund Gwenn, one of the most print,
found inGwenn's
and onthreea way creation
very few human
characters
the
reputable and likeable and versatile actors of dimensional
screen contrive to be.
the West End stage, whose outstanding film
roles had been as Homblower in silent and
To this day, I regard a "still" of Gwenn as
sound
Game. versions of Galsworthy's The Skin ever Oakroyd
one of We
the all
"reaUest"
portraits
I've
seen. Heas lived.
know men
like that.
The chain of circumstances which led to this
Big hits on the screen are never accidents.
A great actor may appear in scores of films success of the firm of Gwenn, Priestley & Co. may
without catching the eye — because he had yet prove a big event.
J. B. Priestley is one of the shrewdest observers
unsuitable parts.
the passing show, as well as one of the most
Great parts may pass unnoticed, unrealised of
adaptable writers in the contemporary world.
by the audience — because the actors chosen \^^lat is as imp>ortant, he is young and energet;c
lacked either physical quality or the intelli- and has no inhibitions about novelists not being
gence or the technical resources to exploit able to write directly
them fully.
for the stage or
screen.
When the fine actor and the suitable role
He sat down just
synchronise, you get the big hit. It is sur- over a year ago and,
with Edmund Gwenn
this was
happens.
ance as prising
Jesshow rarely
Oakroyd
a very Gwenn's
marked f>erforminstance in his mind's eye,
of it. In that picture — it already had the enormous wrote a play around
ready-made public of those who read and "heard the character he had
about" the most famous English best-seller of envisaged for the
recent times — he immediately took his place actor.
Like everything
among the imjwrtant character actors of the
kinema, and one automatically thought of him that Priestley does,
as one of those men for whom "vehicles" are the play was about
sought rather than as a man who adapts himself life as it is lived in
to subordinate character- roles in conventional Great Britain as we
fJms in which the youtnful hero and heroine know it, and its characters breathed our air,
dominate the screen.
tasted our p>ains and pleasures — and ate bananas
Whether
this but
was it asurely
good was
thingso. or not I don't like you and me.
claim
to know,
And it had been "built around" Gwenn, intelliThis is the Golden Age of the character actor on
gently and sympathetically by a man who had
the screen. For the moment, matinee idols, taken the liberty of stepping back a few paces,
though they still enjoy huge fan-mails and fat standing, and staring, and thinking.
salaries, do not arouse a fraction of the interest
stirred up, in Europe, by Veidt, Jannings, That play ran for over a year. It was grand
Laughton, Hardwicke, and Arliss, and by such
stuff. Now it is going to New York, and
brilliant Americans as William Powell, Wallace Edmund Gwenn, at a salary larger even than he
Beery, the two Tracys, Muni and Cagney.
has ever had before, is going with it.
All this is very good, of course, it is a real
has already gone. A few hours before
intellectual and emotional treat to see one of the he Priestley
sailed, I asked him his opinion of Gwenn as an
more ambitious pictures of any of these men.
actor.
They are stars, in the real sense of the word, and,
"Excellent," he said. "One of the half-dozen
in my opinion, their work goes far to justify the
best in England. He's equally effective on stage
much-abused star system.
and
screen because his technique is so seemingThe essence of this system, I take it, is that an simple,
so clear
cut. toOh,write
yes —more
a fineforartiste.
I want
him in You
the
individual actor is treated, from the very begin- can be sure
ning, as being of more significance than the story future — that is, if he wants me to and his engagein which he acts.
ments make itofpossible."
Hollywood,
course, is after Gwenn. Eternally
The jargon "vehicle," and the placing of the
actor's
in larger letters than the picture, on the look-out for men who will push out and
confirms name
this view.
replace simultaneously the stars of to-day, Califomian
talent-scouts
Edmund
Gwenn. have recognised "the goods"
The actor, so to speak, sits around while the in
authorities root about looking for roles which
He is in just about the same position as were
are made to measure for him; he does not offer Marie Dressier and George Arliss before a belated
his services for any odd character roles they may world-boom raised them from being merely wellhave available in films already under way.
artistes to international celeEdmund Gwenn, by general consent, showed in established stage
"household names" in the most literal
his work as Jess Oakroyd that the English screen sense of brities,
the phrase.
has in him a man who wais clearly of this calibre.
I have heard reports of salary — offers of £70,000
Let it pass that his splendid stage record and his a year, if Gwenn will make Hollywood his home
flawless acting technique should have convinced for a few years.
the film-authorities of this without any further
It is the same old story, you see. Others may
evidence; in his first really worth-while screen disagree with me, but it is more than I can do to
|>art, he showed incontestably that, unlike so name two really appropriate roles which have
many brilliant London stage luminaries who tried
given to Gwenn in the dozen or so pictures
their hand at talkies when the new invention been
he has made since The Good Companions.
When he has been starred, it was in honest and
made good voices indispensable, he could adapt
10
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not-quite-successful
His character
have
been trifling or"hooey."
else flagrantly
unworthyrolesof
his enormous talents.
The part of the Burgomaster in that highly
competent film / Was a Spy really suited him,
. with the result that he turned in a beautifully
rounded and genuinely moving performance.
In his most recent pictures, Java Head - from
fine Gwenn
novel — acts
iVallzes
from
Vienna Hergsheimer's
and Warn London,
flawlessly,
though in only the third of these is he really the
star.
In the first and second he is fitted into the pattern of the picture, and his skill makes him all
the more unobtrusive.
Java Head is good dramatic stuff. Waltzes from
Vienna is an extremely efl&cient transcript of the
international stage musical success, and Warn
London is a praiseworthy lowbrow thriller which
anfortunately, to my mind, does not quite come
off, though this is due more to shortcomings in
the story than any failures on the part of the
cast.
Because his technique is so assured and his personality so engaging,
admirers
Gwenn's
should certainly
not miss
any ofof these
films,acting
but
whether any of them has really explored his possibilities tothe full is, I think, very much open to
dispute.
Gwenn, to my mind, is a character actor in the
truest sense of the phrase. I should never apply
the label to Veidt or to Laughton, whose personalities are so strong that I can never identify them
with the characters they are supposed to be jwrtraying (I except Veidt's Rasputin — a great
performance.)
It is always a case of the tail, proving the
stronger, wagging the dog. Because those personalities are engaging and gripping, Veidt and
Laughton films are always stimulating and fascinating; but for me both men completely fail
to sink themselves into the different characters
they enact; this is heresy, I suppose, but it is
the honest testimony of one who describes what
he sees.
As for Arliss, has he ever budged an inch from
George Arliss Who wants him to? I have seen
Benjamin Disraeli, Rothschild, Voltaire and
Alexander Haniilton all give brilliant performances
as Arliss.
Gwenn is not like that. Really and truly this
man does sink himself into the character. This
is not to say that his
personality is vague
or colourless; it simply is not that kind
of personality.

Edrjtutul Gtvemi
as he appeared in
"Java Head."

He is the complete actor, conscious, careful,
fastidious, sure of himself. He conserves his
energy cunningly, so that his bursts of
his tears (he is a magnificent weeper) passion,
and his
krage, are really disturbing.
f He makes you take notice ; vou have to identify
yourself with him in his joys and his problems.
He can be intense, careless, suspicious, gay, all
in a moment. His broad, flexible face is the perfect instrument for reflecting the pretended workings of his brain and the emotions he is underNearly forty years of acting have gone to progoing.
duce this facile, effortless acting technique,
unexcelled in Britain to-day. He has played
Ibsen, Shaw, Shakespeare, Barrie, Galsworthy,
revue, farce, comedy, tragedy. He knows his

Left
: Gwetm's
royd"
really "Jess
lived;Oakthe
actor on the set with Mrs.
Florence Gregson. Above :
the star as he really is.

It simply is not good enough to waste Edmund
Gwenn. "Waste" may be a strong word, but is it
not substantially true?
To suggest that the roles he has been given have
been good enough is to underestimate this great
actor's
appallingly.
job.Gwennpotentialities
himself is much too easygoing to say
job to
is not
anything
scenarios.
playsanandactor's
writeit —hisitown
unearth andabout
The intelligent exploitation of the — as yet —
incalculable quantity which is Edmund Gwenn
is the concern of the British studio executives and
writers. It is in their interest to get down to it.
If they don't, Hollywood will, and einother
great
abroad.artiste will have found real understanding
II
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Those

Continental

HE talkies have curtailed the international aspect of the kinema to a
large
extent
and I'm
even those foreign
filmsafraid
which that
do
get specialised showings in the West
End of London and in certain provincial
centres are rarely accorded general releases.
I cannot believe that this is due wholly to
public apathy in the variety of their entertainment; alittle more enterprise on the part
of some of the big circuits and the courage
occasionally to experiment would perhaps
remedy this state of affairs.
As things are, it is a pity because some of
the best films of the year can be numbered
amongst the small percentage of Continental
films which we are privileged to see, and I am
of the considered opinion that, at the moment,
French pictures are leading the way both in
talkie technique and in the matter of screen
acting.
I am perfectly sure, too, that a picture like
Les Miserables, which has been showing at the
Academy, even though it is in French, would
be welcomed by the majority of the film-going
public. Those of you who are old kinema-goers
will remember the triumphant success of the
silent version.
These considerations are aroused by two pictures
I have just seen, Reka, the first Czecho-Slovakian
talkie to be shown in this country to the best of
my knowledge, and Remous, a French production.
Reka is a very simple little rural romanc*
telling in an ingenuous yet whoUj' delightlul
manner of the schoolboy love of a young countryman for a little neighbour.
It also dwells on the fears of the boy's father for
his son's
of the
woodsfuture.
and theThewildlad— isan passionately
obsession offond
his
father's before he married — and he dreads that
he may turn poacher.
A fear that is made apparent by a poacher who
lives near them and who has served five years in
prison for his exploits ; he is a friend of the boy.
The picture unfolds in a leisurely manner —
Josefdeliberate
Rovensky's
is apt, ofindeed,
to be
too
and direction
has something
the Russian
technique about it — and paints the characteristics
and psychology of these simple folks.
Action is only introduced in an accepted film
manner when the boy has a titanic struggle to
hook a huge pike ; a reward has been offered for its
capture and he wants the money to buy shoes for
his love.
His struggles involve him undressing and
plunging in the river, and the finding of his watersodden garments make the girl and his parents
believe he is drowned.
That is all there is to it, but one is gently
fascinated all the time by the soothing charm of
the quiet atmosphere and by the naturalistic
acting of the cast. Rovensky, by the way,
frequently uses appropriate poses to express
emotion and these are highly effective.
As the little girl, Jarmila Berankova is most
captivating in an ingenuous and simple manner.
She shows signs of being directed here, but her
potentiality as an actress is equally clear.
As the boy, Vasa Jalovec is excellent. He has an
attractive personality and a complete absence of
mannerism.
Excellent characteri,sations come from Jar
Vojta as the father, Vojtova Mayerova as the
mother and J. Svitak as a poacher.
Photography is especially noteworthy in its
artistry and the way it expresses the spirit of the
rural surroundings. — L. C.

PRE- VIEWS
LATEST

Films
The director is Edward T. Greville, once Rene
Clair's assistant, but he certainly has not caught
the spirit that underlies that director's work even
if he has accepted some of his methods of production.
The story is very thin. Henry Saint Clair is
injured in a motor-car accident immediately after
his honeymoon and paralysed from the waist
down. His wife tries to be faithful to him, but
eventually succumbs to the advances of a handsome young man engaged to her best friend,
although she still loves her husband.
Saint Clair discovers the laision and in spite of
the fact that his wife tells him she loves only him
in the deeper meaning of the word, he commits
suicide.
The picture is untidily edited although excel-
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Binttie Barnes and Frattk Morgan in " There's
Always To-morrow," a story of love and marital
,

duty.

lently photographed with intelligent use of
camera angles. It is scrappy and fails to present
either worth while or deeply interesting
characters.
It should have been an incisive essay in sex
psychology, but its actual effort is entirely
novelettish.
As Saint Clair's wife, Jeanne Boitel is exceedingly good, although the conception of the role
she has to play fails to enlist the sympathy it
should have done.
As in most French pictures, the acting in this
Jean Galland is effective as the husband and
domestic drama is exceedingly good, and it Maurice Maillot is a strikingly handsome and
uses pictorial expression to avoid sui>erfluous convincing lover.
dialogue.
The fact, however, that he is engaged to Mme.
Its theme, however, is weak, Saint Clair's best friend rather spoils any romantic
its psychology immature effect his conquest might have had.
Remous
and there is a tremendous
Diana Sari is attractive as his fiancee and
amount of pretentious sym- minor roles are all filled with distinction by
bolism and pictorial suggestion which, when artistes who know how to present definite and
human characters.
analysed, amounts solely to so much padding.
12

One feels
that if Edmond
T. Greville were
to soft pedal a little
on historialpassion
pic- rate
detail, or for
at any
the more banal and obvious aspects
of it, and procure a more dramatic plot, he might
make a really excellent picture, for there is at
least idea and exf>eriment in his work. — L. C.
For sheer ingenuity of concerted spectacular
dance numbers this picture takes a lot of
beating. They are fascinating in their variety and
clever camera work, and Busby Berkeley, who
created and directed them,
The fact that congratulathey are
deserveson asincere
DcLVieS
meant
to be jjerformed
theatre stage — an
imptossible feat — does not detract from their
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Iu are
the given
opening
of this and
domestic
we
an reels
interesting
humandrama
glimpse
of a normal American middle-class family.
There is the father. Joeeph White, whose
presence is taken for granted
_
are affectionate enough, but
th^jra
en; as
1 0-mOTTOW
he y^
is looked^ on childr
merely
sAliua
There
source of convenience in the
matter of producing money, lending his car and
doing
His household
wife lives"chores."
solely for the children and is
ready
forego any little pleasure of life in order
to .serveto them.
The children — ^five of them — include a grown-up
son. two
little
girt. youths, a debutante daughter and a
Theysciousaremanner.wholeheartedly selfish in an unconWhen the story opens the mother is preparing
a party for her children and when the father
returos home with tickets for a theatre and
suj^gesits they go out he is met with a rebuff and
eventually, to seek quiet and rest, he has to
retire to theinside.
porch whilst the youngsters make
"whoopee"
As he sits reading there a woman caQs and he
recognises her as his late secretary, and after
some conversation he takes her to the theatre.
It transpires that she is in k>ve with him, without
his knowing it, and had left his service in order
not to ruin his life. Up to this pcnnt the characterisation isexceedingly good and the by-play
and the incident natural.
Later the plot becomes more artificial and
unconvincing.
Joseph, making Ihe excuse that he is going to
his lodge, visits Alice every Thursday and spends
the evening with her. Everything is, of course,
strictly honourable.
Then the children discover the affair and are
highly indignant. They hold a council of war as
to how to deal with their presumably immoral
parent but everything is put straight by Alice,
who indicates to them the selfishness of their own
behaviour and makes it clear that their iaihet
does not love her, but only seeks her company
because in it he feels that he is somebody and not
a mere cypher.
The sermonising in these sequences does not
convince and the children's attitude and actions
are frankly artificial and forced.
Actually, it is the little domestic incidents and
occurrences which keep you entertained rather
than the theme, which dallies with immorality
and
essays to cover it with a cloak of moral
rectitude.
Frank Morgan is good as the father and Binnie
Barnes effective as Alice; she is, however, unable
to make her long explanatioos of her condoct.
which, at one period are accompanied by soft
music, natural.
Lots Wilson is well in ''^'tw*^*^ as the mother
whose love for her husband is temporarily wJipwed
by her scdicitude for her children. AO the children
are wdl characterised. — L. C.

Archie Pitt in the title roU of "Barnacle.
BilU" Butcher's laust British offeritig.

Vasa Jalovec
Jarmila Berankova
'individual successes in a
Czecho-Slovakian rural
idylly " Reka."
entertaining qualities, although it does not, oi
coune, help to convince one in the story -which,
however, is a secondary consideration.
Nevertheless, the plot has got its points and the
opening sequences of the film are taken up in
explaining the situation of Horace, who is expecting a big endowment from his eccentric cousin
Eara, is a strict moralist.
Things are comphcated by the fact that Horace
is compromised on a train by an actress and is
farced to back a show by her and also by the fact
that his daughter is in love with a young actor,
another of the eccentric millionaire's cousins
whose name is taboo in the fomily.

Thesomeother
at the Cnrzon.
oi day,
the cleverest
cartoon London,
work I Ihave
seen on the screen, not even excepting Walt

It is an entirely new caaDisney's.
ception of the use of line and
black and white to g^in artistic
Vivre
effects in movement; the
artists concerned have made
Joie De
use, in fact, of the idioms of cootenqtorary
painting.
Hector Hoppin and Anthony Gross comp>osed
and executed this exquisite little fantasy which
deals with the adventures of two girls in a ballet of
contrasted factory and countryside settings.
The flowing movements are particularly noteworthy and the subtle use of black and white
seems almost to bring colour to the fantastic
incidents.
The flight of birds and butterflies, the swimming
of a brood of ducks, the girls bathing in a pool are
all graced with this ..same rhythmic excellence
Dick Powell sings some tuneful numbers and which is a sheer delight to the eye.
puts a good deal of vivacity into his prartrayal of
I understand
picture's
to
cartoons for the
London
Fihns producers
and if so I are
advise
the di^raced cousin, while Joan Bl<mdeU is very make
good
as
the
hard-boiled
actress
who
causes
Horace
my
readers
to
watch
out
for
a
real
novelty
as
wdl
such anxiety.
as an artistic triumph.
If they concentrate on creating a cartoon
RubytapKeeler,
clever
dancing.as Horace's daughter, does some character there seems to me every prospect of at
The production goes with a swing and repre- last seeing a Briti^ rival to what hsLS become
sents excellent entertainment of its type. — L. C.
almost an American screen monopoly. — L. C.

How Ezra founds a society for the elevation of
American morals and tries to stop the show,
which, unknown to him. Horace has backed — he
gets so drunk on a hiccon§^ cure which consists
mostly of alcohol that he ends up the night in a
police cell with the chorus and cast of the show —
provides quite good hilarious situations.
Moreover, there are several good wisecracks to
enliven the acting of a thmoughly capable cast.
As Ezra. Hugh Herbert is in great form — ^just
for a change he does not get drunk till the last
reel.
Guy Kibbee is very good as the unfortunate
Hmace who is so badly compromised and Zasn
Pitts gives an amusing study of his apprehensive
wife.
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Hm* it m ttimcti illm liraHim
cf Ou cover af next wetlfs

goer"
achieves
a fiirther
triumph
in
PicUire
"Thegreat
week
]^EXT
film joumalism

by the publication, on

Thursday, January 24th, at the usual
price of Tw<q)ence only, of a wonderfiil 80-page Double Number and Film
Guide for 1935.
This magnificent issue is the finest
feast of film entertainment and information ever produced for Twopence. Look at this list of the chief
features in its 80 brilliant pages.
VALUABLE
FILM GUIDE
Excbutve articles tptctaUy
" What I ShouU Like to See
in 1*35,"
by VICTOR SAVILLE.
BritUH.Director of Gaumont" The ECKMAN
Best is Good
SAM
fun.Enough."
Manaf
ing
Director
of
M.-C.-M.
reveals many wonderful surprises for IMS.
" Intemattonatisation
of the
Screen/'byD. E. GtUPFITHS.
Managing
Director,
tirst
Natlonai.
•• If I Were Head of a Production Company " the
by ALFRED
HITCHCOCK
famous
British Director.
" Making British Pictures in
Hollywood."
by FRANK
DITCHAM. Managing
Director, Universal Films.

8-PAGE
FOR 1935
written for this number.
"Walt IHtney In IMS," by
MVRRAY SULVERSTONE,
Mmnaglng Director, United
Artiste.
" British Pictures for the
CON. Production
World."
by MICHAELChief
BAL-of
Gautnont-Brltish.
Other tiesfamotu
personaliwho arefilmcontributing
special
articles Director
Include: — of
H. WILCOX.
Productions, British and
Dominion Films.
ALEXANDER KORDA.
Joint
Director,
London Managing
Films.
FRANK TILLEY, Publicity
Director, Radio Picturet.
ARTHUR DENT, Matiaglng
Director. Wardaur Fllsns.

OTHER FEATURES DKUJDE—
Etclusive Inurtiew with EDDIE CANTOR.
■■Movietone.
MAKING NEWS REELS." by an ace photographer of British
•• PERSONALITIES OF THE CINEMA INDUSTRY."
•■ THE CINEMA AS A T*>MC," by a Docttnr.
There are hottt of other thrilling features in this (ractf issue
and scores artd scores of new glamorttus pictures.
It wiO on^MibtcAf be ■■ tr«uitii4— ■ ttmwmt, wmii ywn
are ctroogly aJviaeA la iMke abMlnlcly eotani at yamt
ropy ky asking yoor aewMgcat lo-Jay tm mpply it to y«a.
Rrmrnikcs', it ia Mt next TlMn4ay, Jaaaary 24tk — twapfce
only as anuiL
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Hollywood

Fightir^ for Recognition
The
action
of the
Central
Casting
Bureau
in decreeing
that the best-dressed men and girls would b«
accorded first choice for the coveted I25 a day
paid film extras caused many sacrifices.
Automobiles were sold, jewels were pavmed,
and money borrowed from friends so that the
extras would be handsomely clothed.
The pathetic side of the affair is that "many
areones
called,
few are
will but
lament
thechosen."
difficultiesThein unsuccessful
which they
find themselves, and will be forced to content
themselves with minor extra roles, paying
from {5 to I7.50 a week.
A Boy's Ambition
to beboya
now wants The
Cooper
Jackie
le policeman.
motor-cyc
star has been in the Elast, accompanied by his mother, making
es, sort
interbeing
appearanc
personal viewed,
and all that
of thing.
What interested him most, he told
me, was the police escort that often
accompanied his car.
"I'm gonna be one of those guys !"
lly if unJack declared
ical ly . emphatica
grammat
The annual salary of a policeman just
about approache
earnings.s the young Mr. Cooper's
weekly

— And Jean Harlow
Divorced Him — Will
Clara Bow Come Back ?
— Janet's Romance ?—
Rudolph Valentino's
Home — Stars'
thropy Philan-

A Kindly Mistress
Jean
" good
Hollywood
likesHarlow
to termis aher,
evenscout,"
if she as
could
not get
on with her husband, Hal Rosson.
The star's cook recently broke her leg, and was
sent to a hospital. The domestic, however, was so
lonely that Jean brought her home, installed
nurses, and gave her most solicitous care. The
cook is now on the road to recovery, and far
happier than when she was surrounded by cheerless hospital walls.
notfilmland.
so dumb, after all, for a good cook'
is aJean
rarityis in

•— ra —
rfl
El
wM

"HE matrimonial ship is often
wrecked for trivial reasons, so
it is not surprising that Jean
Harlow, who recently divorced
Hal Rosson, the noted cameraman, should give her husband's habit
of reading in bed as one of the reasons
why she desired her freedom. The
platinum star also claimed that her
husband was sullen and irritable.
Certainly it was not suflSciently
surprising for the court to ask why
Jean did not adjourn to another room,
leaving Mr. Rosson to read in peace.

Valentino's Home
Pola Negri has purchased Falcon Lair, long the
home of Rudolph Valentino, with whom
Pola was in love and to whom she was engaged
at the time of his death.
Miss Negri will arrive shortly from Europe,
prepared to win back fame in the movies, and
will reside in the home of her late beloved.

Stars at a Fire
Iwas reading a very interesting book,
with the radio turned on, when the
police announcing the Warner stndio fire
roused me, and I was at Burbank soon after
the start of the outbreak. The flames
seemed to light up the whole, sky.
Later, stars and other players were very
much in evidence. The police would admit
only empIo}rees to the studio, but finally
I discovered a way to "crash the gates,"
and learned the extent of the damage —
several property buildings, including a
storage house which contained much fimiiture which had arrived a few hours
previously, and several expensive street
sets. No sound stages were injured. The
chief of the studio fire department died,
and many wmkers were injured.
Clara's New Role
Clara Bow recently became the proud mother
of a baby boy, and everyone in Hollywood
is wondering whether she will return to the films.
The famous red-haired star is still very popular,
despite her long absence from the screen; so I feel
certain that ^e will soon reappear before the
camera.
Only screen mothers who are not in demand
at the studios elect to retire !
Janet's Rumoured Romance
Janet Gaynor is quite ready to admit that she
likes Dr. Devien, a New York dentist, but die
denies that there will be an engagement.
Dr. Devien, a very good-looking man, showed
his devotion to Janet by arriving in Hollywood
for a short visit. He accompanied the little star
to many social affairs, and made a great impression ui>on Janet's friends.

A Generation Too Soon
TheDartmouth
enthusiastic
who (Dartmouth
edit the
College youths
newspaper
is located at Hanover, New Hampshire)
wired Ginger Rogers, recently married
to Lew Ayres, asking her to send
her son to their college.
Ginger, a bride of a
few weeks, was rather
embarrassed. She did

Jean Harlotv mars an ultra-sophisticated polkadot formal frock in navy and ahitc, mom with
the large black has and luxurious sUver fox cape
and
An Expensive Exodus
Marion Davies has left the Metro-GoldwjmMayer studio for the Warner lot in Hcdlywood, and I have it on very good authwity that
it cost 127,000 to cut her expensive bungalow into
six pieces and install it upon foundations at the
Warner lot.
The star's bungalow, built in Spanish style,
is a most expensive affair, containing many
rooms and an expensive kitchen. It had even
been rumoured that the decoration scheme at the
stndio is to match the bungalow.

net promise
mouth boysthe
thatDartshe
would send a ptossible
son to their school,
■ feeling that Lew and
she must decide that
important step when
the son, if he arrives,
has reached the age when he is eligible for collegiate training.
Chivalry
Christmas wasemployed
a happy
many but
unmembers ofoccasion
the filmforcolony,
it would not have been so if the Motion Picture
Relief Fund had not existed. This fine organisation is supf)orted by the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors' Association of America,
familiarly known as the Hays organisation.
The Motion Picture Relief Fund sent complete
Christmas dinners, including turkeys, cranberry
sauce and various vegetables and pies to hundreds of actors and other studio workers who
have been unable to secure employment.
The Fund maintains its philanthropic relief
work throughout the year, giving amounts
ranging from $3 to $10 a week to needy families.
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LJOLLYWOOD'
S busiest actress
— she has made
sixteen films ,"
^ ^ in twelve months — won recognition by "screaming" in a
thriller. She tells you all about herself in this frank interview.
entirely different red from ber frock and hat; she
was the essence of charm and greeted me with
complete Icick of affectedness.
There is, indeed, about this woman a sense of
repose, a sense of stability and frankness, and a
complete lack of studio-made glamour.
She laughed when I told her I had expected to
have
meeting toherdo and
that different
I didn't
see howdifficulty
she everinmanaged
so many
things at once and yet make a record number of
films.
For Fay Wray is renowned for being a perfect
hostess (she is the wife of John Monk Saunders,
novelist and scenario writer); she runs her
English-styled home in Hollywood perfectly; she
sketches in charcoal; she writes poems (which she
gets published, too) ; she rides, she swims, and she
can beat! anyone at ping pong — except her
husband

drama without the fear of having her clothes
torn to tatters in a struggle for life with some
hideous monster !
Not that
the rung
"horror"
placed
her onFaythe scorns
topmost
of the films
ladderthatof
film fame, but "even a 'screaming success'
becomes slightly hoarse aiter a while," Fay
smiled. "Still, I haven't screamed in my recent
pictures and Alias Bulldog Drummond has more

You inwould
never
think, talking to this calm,
laughs
it than
'creeps.'"
lovely girl, that emotion (apart, of course, from
her performances before the camera) originally
gave her her chance of screen stardom. Yet, rf
Fay Wray had not burst into tears at a critical
comedy.
moment, she might still be in "slap-stick"
Erich von Stroheim was looking for a leading
lady in The Wedding March. Fay applied for the
role, was intervieweid and tested among hundreds
She shrugged — in the gracious way .\merican of other applicants — so many hundreds that, at
hopelessness of it all, she suddenly burst into
women can. " Oh, it's not so hectic as it sounds, ' ' the
tears.
she told
me.
"
Maybe
it
seems
a
little
too
businessEmotion ! That was what von Stroheim
like for an artiste, but I always attend strictly
to one thing at a time. At home I attend entirely wanted. Fay won the role and began her climb
to the running of my home, to entertaining, and to stardom. A star to-day, she still gives a
to details of my social life. I throw off the cares
glance back at her "slap-stick" days.
of the studio and try and live a happy, normal grateful
"They were a very valuable training g^mmd,"
married existence.
she says. "A custard pie in your face, or an ice
" At the studio, however, I am entirely engrossed cream down your back all help you to become
in my work and in all the technicalities that go to 'camera comfortable.' You lose all self-conmake it up. My career and my private life are
never
mix."did I. It all sounded so
She allowed
smiled.to So
sciousness."
Bebe Daniels, Carole Lombard, and Gloria
simple.
Swanson are but three other stars of to-day
I asked her how she liked England — this is her who can testify to the excellency of that training.
first visit here.
Having contract
stepped with
out ofParamount
the "extra"
ranks,anda
followed,
" I love it," she said, slowly. " Maybe I should, long-term
Fay
was
learning
a
lot
about
Hollywood.
So
anyway;
see, born
it is inmya little
grandfather's
country. you
He was
town — a own
sea- much, indeed, just as talkies beg^ to sweep the
Cheating
port, Ibelieve — ^by the name of Hull. You have film world, she took' a very decisive step and
Fay Wray as she appeared in
became a free lance.
heard
of it?" assheI asked
me deliciously.
she laughed,
hastened
to assure her "And,"
that I
Cheaters."
This was a step that might have been dangerous
had heard of Hull, "what do you think was the for any other type of woman to take. But Fay
thing I did upon arriving in London? / Wray had studied the situation keenly; she had
REALISED my conception of Fay first
refused to scream at my British admirers over the learned a g;reat deal, and she was brave enough to
Wray wa s pretty inaccurate the moment
take the chance of free-lsmce work, which, she
I met her.
This suggested broadcast wasn't so crazy as it avowed, allied to common sense and average
She is even loveUer off screen than
sounds,
! " for, in those "horror" films Fay earned luck, should suit her better than contract work.
radiotitle
on, for her skin is pale and smooth, her the
of "A Screaming Success." And a
frank eyes vivid blue-grey, her hair a glowing success she undoubtedly is, tiiiough upon meeting
red-brown.
her you can't imagine her screaming or giving
to nerves of any description.
She is calm, too; self-possessed, and com- wayComposure.
dignity,
pletely unhurried.
hnmoiir,
and
charm,
inDifferent from what I had expected from
stead of the temperament,
this girl, who screamed her way into the hearts the nerves that you might
of audiences duripg the "horror" cycle of expect from a haunted
films that swept the screens of all countries woman.
little more than a year ago.
For
Fay isWray
is haunted ! She
haunted
\yy
I had expected, too, to have some trouble
the
ghosts
of
King
Kong,
in meeting this girl who has earned, and I The Hounds of Zaroff,
mean earned , the title of "Hollywood's and The Mystery of the
busiest within
actress,"twelve
and who
has — made
films
months
whichsijftee^
is a Wax Museum, three of the
nlahy films she made durrecord.
ing that "horror" cycle.
I visualised a hurried meeting, sandwiched
A goodly collection of
in between the shooting of a scene for her ghosts, indeed ! And Fay
first British film. Alias Bulldog Drummond (in Wray is not allowed to
which Jack and Claude Hulbert play, by the forget them, although she
way), auKl possibly a dress fitting, a visit to has now emerged from
the hairdresser, or attendance to her mail. the clutches of antediluvian monsters and age-old
My meeting with "Hollywood's busiest mummies suddenly infested with life and can act an
actress" was entirely different from this.
"Why, sure," came her voice, softly American, entirely sophisticated
over the 'phone when I rang her, "let's make it
a lunch." Visions of a hastily snatched meal
floated before my eyes.
I met Fay at a famous hotel in the West End
of London. She was on time — to the second.
Tall, very slender, with a swagger coat of beaver One of the star's first talkies
swinging from her shoulders, a mulberry red
"Behind
rhe Make-Up,"
she played
opposite Hal'
tricorne hat to match her crepe de Chine frock, tehich
Skelly.
and a lipstick that toned perfectly, yet was an
i6
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"Oh, no!" Her nose wrinkled delightfully at
the thought. "Most folk, upon becoming stars,
immediately possess a fur coat and a swimmmg
pool,
I know.
seemfurto coat
be —thebut'badge'
oi
stardom.
Well, These
I've the
no p<x)l.
" It would mean digging up some of my eucalyptus trees
and some
my yes,
iiowerthatbedsis—one
and thing
I've
lovely
flowers.
And,bl oh,
that strikes me so at)out London- -the variety
and the profusion of your flowers, even in the
winter time. Still, America beats you where

Request

In

an

Fay

Wray

Interview

with

It has ! Those sixteen films in twelve months
testify to the saneness of her reasoning. They
speak well, too, for her foresight and her sense of
business matters. To-day she is one of the mostsought-after young actresses in Hollywood — especially now that she has proved herself in
other than "horror" roles.
"And
I justsympathetically
had to give thoseandup,"
told me.
I nodded
sheshelaughed.
"Oh, not because I had to resort to aspirins
after playing
in thosemyfilms,"
"Those
roles
never affected
nervesshein said.
the slightest.
They were just fun ! No, it was because I was
afraid of becoming ' typed ' that I realised I must
strike out in another direction."
This, again, shows the calm courage that this
young actress possesses. To renounce the roles
in which filmgoers have come to know you, to
begin building up a fresh reputation for yourself,
is a big step for any actress to take, especially
when she has already achieved not a little success
in a certain type of part.
But Fay Wray never faltered. She knew what
she wanted. She had made up her mind— and
that was that f

Lynne

Weekly

Myddleton

So she began to appear in such films as One
Saturday
which
she was
a " became
bad lot"a
and very Afternoon
unkind to (in
Gary
Cooper
!) ; she
raven-haired Senorita in Viva Villa opposite
Wallace Beery; went sixteenth century for The
A/fairs of Cellini; and now she is completely
sophisticated in The Richest Girl in the World.
And she has proved her worth as an actress in
each of these widely differing roles.
Courage, calmness, and undoubted ability have
brought Fay Wray not over-night fame that is
startling while it lasts and then dies as quickly as
it came, but steady, ever-increasing popularity
built up on consecutively good performances.
That she is always displeased with her performances is butalone
a sign
of inferior
the truework.
artiste. Selfsatisfaction
breeds
Fay is amused at this stardom, and she doesn't
"feel so different from 'extra' days." When I
asked if she had a swimming pool, she shook her
head decisivelv.

fruit
concerned."
We isfinished
our cocktails and ordered luncheon.
Fay chose melon, an asparagus omelette, with
which she drank hot chocolate, and fresh fruit
salad
— andBulldog
was ready
for a hard afternoon's work
on Alias
Drummond.
She loves her work. Her large blue-grey eyes
gleam with enthusiasm for the co-operation of
the men who work in the Hollywood studios.
" It is this co-operation of technicians, cameramen
and 'props' that helps you to make a success of a
picture; it is their enthusiasm that helps you on
over difficult patches. They are the kindest,
friendliest creatures in the world, and grand to
work with; they will tell you if they like a thing
or dislike it.
"They will even applaud if some scene appeals
especially to them. It is their enthusiasm that
helps to carry a picture through, and every
artiste is grateful to this bunch of men."
Here Fay was called away to answer a "call
from the studio," the only interruption to our
entirely placid luncheon. She was smiling when
she returned.
"Jack Hulbert has just completed some more
'gags' for this afternoon's scenes," she told me.
"He is the funniest man ! Walks about with a
secretary at his heels, pencil poised over writing
pad ready for his next 'bright thought!'" She
laughed. "Our Hollywood comedians don't work
that way. But then, isn't Jack Hulbert the most
original person, anyway?"
Yes, completely without "ballyhoo" is Fay
Wray.
"gone
— she
has
neverShehad has
to.never
She has
risenHollywood
to fame through
sheer ability and without bizarre actions to bring
her to the notice of Those Who Matter.
She has always been sincere with herself and
with everyone around her. Straightforward,
clear
thinking,
decisive
— -you She
can'tis successful
imagine herin
indecisive
over any
matter.
yet another direction — that of her marriage.
When I met Fay she was expecting John Monk
Saunders over here at the end of the week. She
said very little about this, but I could see by the
smile about her vivid lips that she was pleased.
And one remark of hers made me realise fully
what his coming meant to her. I had asked her
if she had seen many shows in town.
"Oh, no," she answered. "I haven't been
around very much yet. I am waiting to do it all
with John."

Evelyn feeling herself neglected by her
foolishly Kennard
accepts the
attentions
of .
{Harvey
Stephens)

Myma Lay as the attractive Mrs. Evelyn
Prentice and Una Merkel toho ably dispenses comedy relief.
John Prentice (William Powell), the brilliant
criminal lawyer, comforts his wife after he
has successfully proved her innocence in a
murder charge.

John Prentice uses scientific means to prepare
his defence
Kermard's
{Isahell
Jewell)
who isofat first
suspectedmistress
of his murder,

UrM Merkel has plenty of
opportunities
wisecracks and hereforshe hef
discomses

^
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William Powell gives
another of his polperformances
and is ished
particularly
brilliant in the welldevised court sequences.

jSvely

..

,

PRENHa
yUlLLlAM POWELL and Myrna Loy, whose
teaming in The Thin Man made that picture
such a notable success, are together again here in
a marital drama with a crime background. It is
directed by William K. Howard, and its strong
supporting cast includes Isabell Jewell and Una
Merkel.

^4.

As
child,
CoraEvelyn's
Sue Collins
gives a delightful
juvertile performance.
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i Fredy insed on the Rim " Nell
ji Gwyn
" by permission
of British
and Dommlon
Pictures
Ltd.,
Elstree, Herts,
See " Onpage the
Nowand"
Ij feature,
24, forScreens
thefull cast
: Lionel Collier's criticism of thefilm.
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REAT news, ladies !
The King is in the
Thusbox."
Mr. Samuel
royal
Pepys, his round face
under the curled wig, full of
archness for Mistress Knipp, in
the act of fastening her garter,
yet maintaining somehow an air
of portent due to the occasion,
delivered himself at the door of
the
dressing-room at Drury
Laneladies'
Theatre.
"The King. God save him !"
came the cry of Mistress Nell
Gwyn from her mirror by the
pierced bucket, topped with glowing coke for the reception of the
actress's
irons. Whocurling
said
the leading lady
and youngest
member of the
stage company,
awaiting the rise
of the first curtain of The Vestal
Virgin,towasn't
about
make
the most of her
chances ? Under
the reddishbrown
halo of
curls, Nell's chief
claim to beauty at eighteen was
an intrepid spirit, a mischievous
daring that didn't know the
meaning of nerves.
While in front of the lighted
candles the musicians scraped their
fiddles, while among the audience
even the orange-sellers went about
their business a flutter, Nell laid her
plans.
She hadn't
risen from fame
orange-in
seller herself
to histrionic
John
Drj'den's
playswhofor had
nothing.
.Actresses
died poor
only
their salaries to keep them. Nell
believed in the additional support
of fine gentlemen; and what finer
gentleman could be chosen for a
a prop than His Majesty King
Charles II ?
To-night's
poor
one.
Nell hadplay
littlewas
hopebutof ascoring
a personal triumph till the epilogue
was reached. Grasping opportunity
with both hands under Britannia's
cloak which, with gilded helmet,
sustaining sable plumes, completed
her costume, Nell broke into song.
She had chosen no soulful aria
either, but a rollicking ballad, set to
Restoration music with a catchy
chorus. " High wack giUywack,
gillywack
alow,"nodding
sang Nell,
bright, plumes
above eyes
the
footlights for one person only.
The King stood up in his box,
bowing and smihng back. His
Majesty, by the grace of God, ruler
of Great Britain and Ireland, was
in middle life. No shadow of bodily
excesses which darkened his later
years, of the burden of governing a
kingdom torn and broken by civil
war, hovered over the handsome
face, the brilliant careless figurf of
the man royally coated in satin,
crowned with plumed hat.
"And a kiss in the dark for a
maid that is fair," sang the King,

fifll lifted her petticoats and
shotoed the astonished French
Ambassador such a show of flounces
as he had never seen before.
THE

STORY
hy Marjory

and joined with Britannia in leading
the
The epUog^e
-was finished
the chorus.
last curtain
taken.
In the
ladies' dressing-room, redolent of
humanity, powder and paint, Nell,
enthusiasm temporarily pricked, sat
gown half on, half ofE.
" Dreaming you're in Louise de
Kerouaille,
Duchess of Portsmouth's
Knipp.
place already," jeered Mistress
"Maybe,"
laughed
"I'll
teach
His Majesty
to snapNelL
his fingers
at the haughty French dame and
Roman Catholic to boot."
The words were hardly out of lips
restored to pristine sauciness, when
enter Thomas KilligreW, manager of
the King's players.
"Clear the room!" he ordered.
" Ladies, make away ! All except
Nell; she has a visitor."
" Not I, Mr. Killigrew. None but
the King for me."
The manager's eyes grew round.
"Sh chance
! Nell. had
This'come.
is the Subdued,
King."
The
but without a tremor, in spite of the
fact she had no time even to retire
behind the screen, used by any
member of the ladies' cast who
desired privacy, Nell prepared to
receive His Majesty. With bent head
she sank into a curtsey. .\ hand
— long, white, and thin, emerging
from Mechlin lace — ^raised her. Eyes,
flashing under a flowing wig, softened
as their owner spoke hjilf banteringly.
"None
of that.
Gwyn.supper
I'm
off duty.
WillMistress
you take
with me?"

OF

THE

FILM

Williams

"Yes, Your Majesty."
"Off with the other half of that

"I suppose I can't go on eating
for ever," she sighed. "\Miat do
we " do
Your Majesty?"
I wasnext.
counting
on you're making
an end some time. What if you
".\sto iftryI should
knowme?"
how. You
were
to please

Obediently she disappeared behind
the
then." Two minutes later,
go\rn,screen.
cloaked and hooded over a flowing
day gown with laced bodice, she was
running the gamut of craning necks
and goggling eyes of the cast with
their respective dressers, who crowded
the draughty staircase. In the
street Charles offered her his arm.
Nell hadn't reckoned on their
rendezvous being a hard-by tavern.
"The King's Arms," Lewknor Lane,
was well known to her. Robin,
ex-soldier, with a wooden leg, and
Ben, minus an eye, lost in battle
with the Dutch on the high seas, had
drunk beer with her there often
enough.

wear
crown.
Sire."The rest of me is
"On a my
head.

Now that she came to think of it,
they had promised to join her
thisevening. Soitwas "Good evening,
Ben" the
and tip
"Goodof evening,
with
a saucy Robin,"
tongue
pushed through her lips while the
King talked with mine host.
Supi>er by a glowing log fire in a
room apart was a tare experience. It
was novel to eat one's fill of roast
pheasant and sweetmeats, to drink
wine out of long-stemmed glasses,
and
refrain
one's
mouthto with
the from
back wiping
of the hand,
seeing that His Majesty used a napkin.
Something besides hunger made
Nell dally with the final dishes,
licking her fingers while crunching
each sticky comfit.

Nell
yearned
of do
Chcirles'
private
life. for
\Miatdetails
did he
with
himself
in
St.
James's
Palace
when
conferences and cabinet meetings
were over? How often did Louise
de Kerouaille, Duchess of Portsmouth, acknowledged royal favourite,
visit His Majesty in her famous
dresses of Lyons silk and plumed
hats for which she had set the fashion?

the" Oh,
same Your
as other
men."! "
Majesty
"Call me anything but that, Nell,
with your lips close — so — then we
stiufi those candles." Charles, the
man, and Nell, the woman, had
come into their own.
Life with a royal lover was not
so simple as Nell found. It might
have been if she had not fallen bead
over heels for Charles. To her he
was no monarch, but a man she
wanted to have and to hold, to
work for, to console, to make happy.
No kiss in the dark and an abrupt
disappearance of the kisser into
\\Tutehall and the cares of government could satisfy her. Ardently,

, andd Chiffin
al
maid
dresser
personch,
devote
ughandMeg,
Thro
old,
master
of
the
King's
househ
Nell
discovered the royal weakness for
clocks. Armed with the news and
her shopping basket, Nell tracked
Charles (Conti
to a nued
timepi
on ece
pagevendor
22) 's in
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Richard Tauber

tJene

Baxter In tVOSSCM

TIME"

WILL BE CHARMED
BY THESE
POPULAR
STARS

{dmtinued from page 21)
Piccadilly, walked boldly in, and
touched his sleeve.
"Hollo. NeUI" remarked His
Majesty, thrilling her by his obvions
pleasure in removing Im <gaze from
a monster Buhl under a glass case.
"What brings you here?"
"I mily came to ask tiie time.
"I'm not interested in time; <Mily
clocks. Whose carriage is that?
Why, if it isn't Her Grace ? Louise,
so you've come to choose my gift to
you, after aU. Allow me to intro*
duce Mistress Gwyn. Nell, this is
Sire."
theNfsU
Duchess
of Portsmou
th."portraits
had seen
too many
of Her Grace not already to have
recognised her. It was equally
plain no artist had recmded the
expression on the lady's features as,
ignoring
Nell's hand
greeting,
she indicatedof
with gloved
a timepiece
Florentine design on the waU behind
the counter. "Oh, by the by,
Charles. Since yon have asked my
<q>inion, I find this one quite too
vulgar. I'd rather have another, if
Triumph
number one ior the
yon
don't Determined
mind."
Duchess.
with Cockney
vigour on a counter-thrust, NeU
delivered it from surroundings likely
to give her every advantage. The
ft^Iowing night Louise accompanied
her ro^ lover to the theatre.
Making
featheredusecapof inpage's
whichcostume
^e madewitha
deli^tfnUy impish boy, Nell flung
her head-gear, at the conclusi<Mi of
a song,
full inwith
Her the
Grace's
Not
content
roarslace.
of
laughter that greeted her effort, Nell
conveyed her wants with pantomime.
She never thought Louise would
comply, but she did. Only heightened colour showed the lady's confusion as she clapped the page's
cap on her elabcxate curls.
"You shouldn't have done it,"
His Majesty chided NeU later.
" She was humiliated in frwt of the
whole theatre.
"Obviously, you don't like the
lady,
Nell;petty
but jealousy.
you're tooWhy
big do
to
entertain
"Sire, she loves yon for what you
hate her?"
you do
can
for France."
"And you
for myself — eh, Nell?"
"Yes—
Sire."
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She meant it, and would have
gone through fire and water for
Charles,
she more
couldn't
Louise. but
It was
of ansttMnach
ordeal
than ever to attend her first banquet
at St. James's
would
be there,knowing
sitting the
nextDuchess
to the
King at supper.
Never in her life had Nell been
nervous; yet she came the nearest
approach to it when she arrived in
the brilliant reception-room. A host
of courtiers, noble lords, and ladies,
backed by a sprinkling of the Church,
including the Archbishop of Canterbury, conversed pending the arrival
of His Majesty, while the usher took
Nell's
card. " Mistress ESlen Gwyn,"
he announced.
In dead silence Nell, carrying her
flowered and panniered gown with
theatrical ease, entered the apartment. Not a soul spoke to her.
bhe thought she detected whispers
going round : "Mother no better
than she should be." " Father died
in She
gaolbit
— ^ifherhelip,wasenduring
her father."
agony
until the King was announced. She
half raised a mittened hand. He
was
gorgeously
pearlembroidered
satin.arrayed
She couldin hardly
exj)ect he would notice her. He
was talking to a figure in burnous,
the Moroccan Ambassador. That
wretch Louise, magnificent with
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diamonds <m her vdiite. plump neck,
was
already
the between
King's left.
Suddenly
he on
moved
the
bowing
ranks missed
to the hall's
Nell's heart
a beatfarasend.
he
took her hand, raising her from the
broad flagstones. "Ladies and
gentlemen," His Majesty announced.
" I desire that yon all meet Mistress
SbK was too overcome to hear
Mr. Pepys remark in an audible
whi^>er to Chiffinch : "Now they'll
flock
like geese,
see."full
Sureback
enough,
Nell you'll
had her
mead of attention from erstwhile
Gwyn." lords and ladies. At supper
sneering
she sat on the King's right, Louise
being on his left. Many were the
verbal wounds inflicted by the
Duchess, as her elegant fingers toyed
with gra^>es or minced pies, cm her
rival. His Majesty thought to save
the situation when it threatened
to become too bellicose, by inviting
Nell to dance. His tact was rewarded,
but in the seclusion of the house near
St. James's
with which
provided the ex-orange
wench,he hehadthought
to press home the victory.
"T don't care about hurting aid
X friends. Nell." he chided, winding a lock of red-gold hair about his
filler. "Several things you said to
Louise at the banquet went a bit
" I know, but she started it. Did
you
my dance,
chose like
it because
it wasCharles?
the mostI
far."no idea you could be
too"I'd
so
ladylike
I could think of."
graceful, Nell. You were like figures
on a Greek vase with your gown
swirling about your white arms.
I want yon to wear such a gown,
look your best, and visit the
Duchess. Bdiave and try to make
"You've
no will
ideayou?"
what you're
with her,
peace
Perlu^M
unfortunate that
asking,
but itI'llwastry."
Nell, wearing not the lace with satin
overskirt of Charles' directicMi, but
a velvet gown of severe cut, curls
chastened into submission under a
modish hat, should have arrived at
Lousie's rewlence on the afternoon
the French Ambassador had elected
to call. Nell at once saw a furtive
look in the eye of the overdressed
man with monstrously curled wig in
tiUa UU with the Duchess.
"Mistress Ellen Gwyn, one of the
King's players," her ladyship
announced, disdain increasing the
haughtiness
curled upper of
lip.her long nose and
His Excellency rose, bowed, and
annoyed Nell with an affected
welcome. "His Majesty's player,
indeed. I am honoured. I cannot
recollect
one before."
" Peoplehaving
in my met
country,"
observed
Her Grace, "define quality by
refusing
to mix
with players."
"Mighty
convenient
for the
players,"
reposted.
cameit
here on a Nell
mission
of peace,"I but
looks like war to me. I was finding
what I'd come to say rather difficult,
but" You
you flatter
haven'tme, made
it easier."
mistress.
I should
have thought you could have said
The flag
of truce,
by Her
Grace's
thrust,
having
thus been
thoroughly
anything."
ripped to pieces, Nell plunged into
battle.
Hands on: hips, she addressed
His Excellency
"So, in your country, people of
quality never mix with players.
Why,
one can't
tell 'em onapart.
I playhere
a lady
of quality
the
sta^e and Her Grace a lady of
pleasure
off it. I" lashed Her Grace,
"Impudence
lifting satin skirts to display a fine
instep as she made for the door.
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Louise mcMtified beyond endurance,
left the box. It was the last
time she tried to outwit Nell in
public. In private, she determined
to aim harder blows at her rival.
next with
visit tothe
Nell arrival
happenedof
toCharles'
coincide
friends Robin and Ben, who she
received with as much jollity and
fellowship as if her elaborate
drawing-room had been "The King's
Arms."
His Majesty was announced.
"Don't go," Nell entreated and,
drawing Robin forward, brought
him
Charles'seeing
notice
loyal
Englishto soldier,
to itasthata when
His Majesty had spoken a few
encouraging words that Ben had his
share of royal recognition.
"They're good fellows and deserving, Charles,"
on when
her cronies
had Nell
taken went
themselves
off
with tap of stick and a respectful
glance from a single eye. "After
all, one lost a leg, the other his sight,
fighting your battles. Now they're
old, no one wants them. Have you
ever thought of giving them a home? "
"Can't say I have, Nell; but we'll
think about it."
"There's a plot of ground at

Chelsea, Sire, going begging," Nell
urged. " Didn't I hear you say you
would be glad toorder Mr. Christopher
Wren to design you a building?"
" We'll see, Nelly — we'll see. What
I've come to you about is much
more serious. Those veterans represent wars which are over. Are you
wanting to land me into one by
plotting and scheming with the
"
Ambassad
French
The word
had not left Charles'
lips, though his serious eyes had
fully warned Nell of danger in the
impending accusation, before the
door opened. Meg, slightly flustered
came into the room without preamble
and said awkwairdly :
"Something for you, Nell. I was
to give
it atsurely
once."— a necklace —
■ Not you
for me,
real diamonds, too. Who sent it?"
"The French Ambassador."
"'TPhen it's true, Nell. I thought
A I couldto trust
I've been
declaring
my you.
courtiers
from
Chitfinch upwards that their talk
about yoar scheming with France
was hes.
"So it is. I swear it. Meg, who
brought
this? 'Twas
Not HistheExcellency?"
"Not he.
Duchess of
Portsmouth's maid. Out of breath,
sheLike
was, afrom
running."
rising
storm, the first
thunder
of
Nell's
anger
heralded
an
even greater outburst. Tears
choked
her description of the Duchess.
Waiting till the rain had subsided,
Charles attempted pacification. Nell
threw him off, retiring to her bedroom to which he followed her.
Charles in truth had never been
more perplexed.
Amidthethecares
artifi-of
cialities of the court,

"T

"Milady showing her best petticoat"1 scoffed Nell. " I'll dare
show flounces,
a finer one."
Up went
a swirlof
of
revealing
yards
nainsook and fine lack. "And
better than that," came the climax
of her Cockney cresc««</o. Executing
a high kick, involving display of
calf and ankle quite as well turned
as those of the Duchess, Nell
covered the unfortune representative
of Louise with such a cloud of finery
as sent him reeling backward, and
left the house like a whirlwind.
All Covent Garden and numberless
people of quality besides knew and
gossiped about the occasion on
which Protestant Nell outwitted the
cunning of her Romish rival.
Meg, no Puritan, despite her
starched cap and collars, proved
herself for the nonce as valuable a
secret service agent as ever Chiffinch
did to royal Charles.
"Her Grace's servant, that French
Hortense, showed me the gown the
Dachess is to wear on the opening
nig^t
the new play,"
came before
M^'s
ready ofinformation
two days
Nell was billed to star in a Dryden
comedy.
"Satin
with blue
stripe
over a lace
underskirt.
Hortense
thinks it smart. Can't say as I
think much of it."
Nell, lying with bare toes extended
<m the day bed — she had the child
of the streets' distaste for shoes
when she wanted to relax — drank
in satorial details. Waiting behind
the curtains bellying with the
draught at the theatre on opening
night, she could hear the cheers
greeting the arrival of Her Grace,
coupled with murmured approval of
the Frenchwoman's "chic."
Her Grace settled in the royal
box while every eye was unwillingly
diverted from her gown and the
enormous black-velvet plumed hat,
so large as almost to threaten
danger
to His
Majesty'sbeauty
wig, with
which her
imperious
was
crowned. The curtain went up.
Every eye was fixed on the object
comi^etely vast, round and black,
that slowly moved from backcloth
across the stage to the quivering
footlights.
The object raised itself. A face
and
appeared
beneath,
face, body
rogriish,
small as
a pea Nell's
under
the brim of a hat four times as large
as that of Her Grace. For a second
the andience hesitated; then cheers
and laughter threatened to raise the
roof.
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statesmanship,
affection
stoodof
out
a diamondNell's
among
a host
spangles. He was in no mind to
lose so precious a gem, but he could
not afford a break with Louise.
BETTY
BALFOUR
Fortunately, Nell settled the
question. The arrival of Her Grace
on the scene, the light of triumph in
(famous British ^ilm Star
her eye, was but a signal for Nell to
loose off a final canonade of abuse,
jL use a great deal of physical energy during my
culminating in an order to Louise to
get out before she was kicked out.
work
in the studios in connection with my filmCharles refused to be present, but
making activities. Without abundant energy and
a tacit acceptance of Nell's tactics
did more than anything to accomvitality, it would be simply impossible to carry
the Frenchwoman's
decline.
on and, realising this, I eat bread in one form or
From plishthat
interview Nell
had
another with every meal. Incidentally, I must
nothing to fear. For twelve years
she held undisputed sway over
not risk turning a trim figure into a dumpy one.
Charles' heart. For twelve years ;
then that royal heart, strained
That is another point in favour of bread."
be3rond hnman endurance, snapped.
Word was brought to Nell in the
middle of the night that Charles was
dying. Slipping a wrap over her
shift, she ran through the streets to
St. James's.
Royal Standard
fluttered
from The
the masthead
above
the tower as the guards made way
Follow
her advice — she knows*
for her.
She couldwhere
not enter
King's
bedroom,
the the
Court,
the Bread
definitely does not fatten.
Archbishop, and James Stuart
watched by the wasted features,
bereft of surmounting wig, on the
piUow. A servant touched her
shoulder as she stood weeping at
the end of the royal apartments.
"Mistress Gwyn, His Majesty
wishes me to convey to you his love,
the only part of him that is still
The Standard stood at half-mast
inalive."
the early morning as Nell recrossed the Palace Courtyard.
To-day and for many days England
would mourn for a king. To-day
BREAD
and every day Nell, the dancer,
would mourn a lover. Yet there
ENERGY
AND
VITALITY
would be solace in those last words FOR
of one approaching nearer the
Beatific Vision : " Love — the only
part — ^that lives."
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•PURSUED
♦♦♦NELL GWYN

Mary Ellis is quite good as the
woman who falls under the spell of
an Egyptian, Mahnotut Baroudi,
in *^ Bella Donna. ^'
•••NELI. <3WYN
U.A. comedy-drama.
British. "A" Rnns
certificate.
Historical
85 minutes.
Anna
Neacle
Nell
GwynII
SiK Cedsic HAmowiCKE Charles
Jeanne de Casaus... Duchess of Portsmoath
MvKiEL
Mag
Helena George
Pickakd.. Mis. Pepys
DoKOTHY Robinson .Mrs. Kmpp
EsME
Prpys
Miles Pexcy
Malleson SamnalChaffinch
MoOKE Marriott
Robia
Craighall Sherry.
Ben
Lawrence Anderson. ..James, Duke of York
Dirttled by Heriert Wilcox, from m story hy
Mites MaUeson. Pre-viewed Uclober 13, 1934.
For story, freely based on the fibm, by Marjory
WHUams, see page 21.
A good deal of criticism has been
directed ofagainst
Herbertbecause
Wilcox's
conception
Nell Gwyn
he
has made her speak with a Cockney
accent. Actually, I think this
brings the character more vividly
and correctly to modern ears than
would any attempt at archaic speech.
In fact, Wilcox has made a very
good picture so far as atmosphere
and characterisation go. It is
vital, lively, and, while it may be
a little skrw at times, there are
definitely poignant moments and a
liberal supply of witticisms which are
right in penod.
Anna Neagle gives the performance
of her career as Nell. She still
tends to be a little artificial at
times, but the conception of the
character as a whole is well balanced,
intelligent, and sympathetic.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke is excellent
as King Charles. He has been
accused of making the role too
gloomy, but to my mind he makes
it live and convincing.
Jeanne de Casalis is not too well
suited to the part of the Duchess of
Portsmouth, whose battle of wits
with Nell provides the main theme
of the picture, but Lawrence
Anderson is good as James, the
King's brother, as is Esme Percy as
Samuel Pepys and Muriel GetM^e as
Nell's servant.
There is only one note of artificiality when
:
we are shown a shot
of the Roycil Hospital which Nell
had begged the King to build.
One of the finest sequences is the
King's deathbed scene. It is
restrained, moving, and impressive.
Settings all through are excellent,
and the costuming picturesque and
correct. A very good and very
enjoyable picture.
•••A WOMAN IN HER
THIRTIES
F.X. American.
"A" 63certificate.
drama. Kvns
minates. DomesHe
Aline MacMamon
Bertha
Vavl Kelly
Tim
4
Ann 2Dvorak
Marguerite
Helen Low-ell
Tillie

♦MriHON DOLLAR RANSOM
♦♦♦A WOMAN IN HER THIRTIES
♦THE HELL-CAT
♦♦BELLE OF THE NINETIES
c*MYSTERY RANCH
♦♦STRAIGHT IS THE WAY
•EMBARRASSING
**GNE HER A RING
MOMENTS
♦*THE DRAGON MURDER
c*RGHTlNG
HERO
CASE
ROMANCE IN RHTTHM
♦BELLA DONNA
THE UFE OF THE PARTY
♦STRICTLY DYNAMFTE
What the asterishs mean — •♦*• Am omtslanding feature. ••• Very good.
•• Good.
• jj^rertige tmtertmmment.
c A ho suitable for chiUren.
Dorothy Tree
Ilka
Henry Methot
O'Neill
George
Mayo
Mazie
Renee Whitney
Mabel
Lynn Browning
Madeline
DomxKA Layson
Helen
DoROTBV Petebsox ..Mfs- Richards
Clay Clement
Jack
Paul Kai-e
Ray
Directed hv Alfred E. Green, from the story by
Ann Garrick and Ethel Hill.

a hearty, colourful manner, but it
lacks the real West touch.
Wisecracks are up to standard
and skate over thin ice without
getting a ducking or apparently
offending the Purity League.
Mae West puts over her emasculated material well, poses as the
Statue of Liberty, and sii^;s a song
about her sins being washed away
in the morning. And she marries
the hero in the end.
That gentleman is Roger Pryor,
who
is not
of a
romantic
lover,everyone's
b«t is soundideal
enough.
John Mack Brown appears as
a wealthy, if somewhat inexplicable,
lover, and good performances come
from John Miljan as Ace Lamont.
Duke Ellington's
orchestra adds
tunefulness
to the proceedings
and
there is a thrilling big fight scene.

remark-as
on gives
AKne MacMah
perforamance
ably sensitive
a middle-class business woman •mho
is so intent on building up her fur
store that she is in the thirties
before she finds romance.
It is a human picture, sound in
its sex psvchology, and introducing
Toa to flesh-and-blood characters
who are interesting and natural.
The plot is simple enoa^ and
deals with the woman's efforts to
bold her man in spite of the handicap
of a lost youth.
Paul Kelly's role as the husband
is not a sympathetic one, but he
plarfs itviction,
with
restraint
while Ann
Dvorak,andas conhis
wife's neice with whom he is tempted
to elope, and Dorothy Tree, as
a girl who has a child by him. are
both very good.
A fine supTH)rting characterisation
comes firom Helen Lorwell.
The sincerity of the treatment
and the general high level of the
acting
tainment.make this very good enter-

••STRAICmT
IS THE WAY
M.-G.-M. drama.
American.Rums"A"60 certificate.
minutes. Ganger
Francmot Tora
Benny
May RoasoM
_„„.„Jtn> Huiuwilji
Karen Morley
Hi i Ifci
Gladys George
.ShMey
Nat Pkndletok
■ ■ ^''TPT
Jack
La RrE
i^m,^
C. Henry
Gordon
.SulIiYan
Raymond Hatton „
Mendel
William Bakewell Dr. Wilkes
Directed by Paul Sloan*.
An "never
up^to-date
version
tiie
too late
to of
mend"
theme, adapted from the stage play
Four Walls.
It is a rather obvious plot of an
ex-convict who tries to go straight
and is tempted by his former
associates and by his girl, who had
transferred her affections to a gang
leader.
How he wins through after a
murder charge, and returns to his
mother and a nice girl, forms
conventional drama, but is quite
well put over.
Karen Morley is appealing as the
"nice" g^rl, and Gladys George good
as the voluptuous and revengeful
vamp who nearly succeeds in getting
him electrocuted for murder.
Jack La Rue is well in type as the
Tlieleader.
usual gangster episodes are
gang
put over robustly and with quite
a thrill, while there are several
amusing touches and a fair sprinkling
of maternal sentimentality.
••GIVE HER A RING

••BELLE OF THE 'NINETIES
Paramount.
American. Runs"A"70 minutes.
certificate.
Romantic melodrama.
Mas West
Ruby Carter
Roger Pryor
Tiger Kid
John Mack Browm Brooks Clayboume
JOBN
MiLjAK
Ace
Katherine De Mills
MoHyI^amont
Brant
James Donaln
..Kirby
Sti-art Holmes
Dirk
Harrt Woods
Slade
Edward Gargan
.Stogie
Libbv Tavxob
Jasmine
Warren Hymer
St. Louis Fighter
Benny Baker
Blackie
MoRRiE Cohan
Butch
Tyler Brook
Comedian
Directed by WiUiam Le Baron from the orifinal
story bv Mae West.1D94.Pre-vicfred Decemher 8,
Mae West whitewashed to make
a Purity League holiday is
only a shadow of her former robust
and ebullient self.
The melodrama of a woman who
avoids
temptingexpensive
other women's
men
and returns
iewellcry,
only to have a very rough passage
in her tempestuous love affair with
a boxer whom she believes has
robbed her, is quite well done in

Patke. romance.
British. Runs
"('" 70certifieaU.
minutes. Musical
Clifpord MoLLisoN Paul Hendrick
Wendy Barrie
Karan
Zblma O'NEAL
Trade
4
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Ericr Rhodes
OttoBrane
OuvE Blakeney
Mis. Bmne
Bertha Belhore
Supervisor
Directed fry Arthur
Woods,
from
a story by
Clifford Grey
Musicblended
and comedy
are light
quite well
in this
and
quickly mo\'ing farce, which is
lavishly tinentset
and somewhat Conal inatmosphere.
While familiar in plot, it avoids
aU stage traditions and expresses
itself pictorially.
Wendy Barrie is attractive as
Karen, a telephone operator, who
makes an appointment with a
strangediscovers
man over
theher'phone
later
he is
boss and
that she loves him.
As her friend, Trude, who also
makes an assignment and meets
a tight-fisted crooner who has
quarrelled with his wife, Zefana
O'Neal gives a very sound comedj'
characterisation.
Clifford MolUson is excellent as
Karen's Iwer.
There are also in the cast the
Three Diamond Brothers, and their
slapstick act is very amusing.
Direction and settings are polished
and the tnnefnl music helps the
bright little farce to go with a swii^.
••THE DRAGON MURDER
CASE
Warner, .imerican. " A" certificate. Murder
Mystery. Runs 67 minutes.
Warren Wiluam
Philo Vance
BIasgaret Likdsav
.Bemice
LvLE Talbot
Lelatmi
Eugene Pallettk Sergt. Heath
Robert McWade
Maikham
Helen Lowell
Btrs. Stamm
Dorothy Tree
Ruby
RoBnr Bjuulat
Stamm
George E. Stone
.Tatum
George Meeker
Montague
Robert Warwick
J>r. HaBtday
Wiu-iAM Davidson
Greeff
.\RTHI R .^TIESW«m[
TiaiBor
Cbasles Wilson
ntiiBtase.*
Etienne Gulardot
Doremus
Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone, adapted
from a story by S. S. I'an Dine.
Another
tale ofWarren
Philo Vance;
time with
William this
in
the role instead of its creator,
William Powell.
It is a wdl-devised mystery, with
two mirrders to keep you guessing
and a neat deduction of the identity
of the culprit.
Warren William is coolly confident
and well in character as Vance,
while Eugene Pallette supplies amosingThere
b^it isrelief
as a supporting
police sergeant.
a strong
cast,
and lovers of murder mysteries will
find the picture qtiite intriguing.
•BELLA DONNA
G.B.D. British.
"A" 89certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Triangle
BIarv ELUS....Mona Chepstow (Bella Donna)
Jeanne
Stuart Native
Lady Harwich
"Eve"
Dancer
Sir Ckdric Hardwicke Dr. Isaacson
JoMN
Sti'art
Nigel
.\rmine
Rodney Milunstob
Ibrahim
Michael Shepley
Dr. Hartley
Conrad Veidt
Mahntoiid Barnndi
Dirtcttd by Robert Milton, adapted from Robert
Hitken's novel.

a woman
of ion
lover,at
of herwho,
instigat
the story
This
proceeds slowly to poison her
husband, strikes an artificial and
ont-moded note.
It is well enough done, bat has
not a very strong dramatic grip,
probably due to the fact that there
is a redundancy of detail which
tends to obscure the main threads
of the plot.
Mary Ellis is quite good as the
woman who falls under the spell of
an Egyptian, Mahmoud Baroudi,
and is ready to commit murder for
his sake, but she does not succeed
in bringiitg out the full emotional
value of the character.
As Baroudi, Conrad Veidt is well
typed,
but isHardwicke
not at his assumes
best, whilea
Sir Ccdric
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bedside a manner
as the
husband's
friend,
doctor, who
is able
to foil
the wife's nefarious scheme.
•STRICTLY DYNAMITE
Radio. Atmrican.
certificate. Broad
farce. Runs"A"70 minuUs.
James
Durante
LuPE Velei Moxie Slaight
Vera
Norman Foster
Nick
William Gargan
George
Marian Nixon
Sylvia
Four Mills Brothers Radio Number
Eugene Pallette Sourwood Sam
Minna Gombell
Miss LeSeur
Sterling Hollowav
Fleming
Directed by Elliott Sugent.
ing radio enterThin plot, burlesqu
tainment, in which Jimmy
Durante puts over a characteristic
performance as a low comedian who
gets high hat, and Norman Foster
plays a gag \vTiter who falls for his
girl friend, compromises himself,
loses his job, but learns the folly of
his ways and is taken back by his
wife, after impressing everyone with
a book of poems, supposedly straight,
which are full of unconscious humour.
Lupe Velez is as volatile as ever
as the girl friend and Marion Nixon
appealing as his wife.
Norman Foster is sound as the
gag writer.
There is very little subtlety or
ingenuity in the construction of the
plot, which relies on robust fooling
for its effect.
•PURSUED
Fox. American.Runs" A"69 certificate.
minutes. Melodrama.
Rosemary Ames
Mona
Victor Jorv
Beauregard
Pert Kelton
Gilda
Russell Ir\tng
Hardie ,.. ..DavidDr. Landeen
George
Steiner
ToRBEN Meyer
Hansen
Directed by Louis King
Evans.from a story by Larry
Mechanical but vigorously produced tale of villainy, romance
and redemption, which is thoroughly
familiar in design and plot.
direction is straightforward and
the settings are more colourful than
-ealistic, but add to the f)opular
romantic atmosphere.
•MILLION DOLLAR RANSOM
Universal.
certificate.
Gangster American.
drama. Runs "A"
68 mintues.
Phillips
Holmes
Stan
Edward Arnold Vincent Casserly
Shelton
Mary Carlisle
Francesca
WiNi SuAw
Babe
Robert Gleckler
Doc
Marjorie Gateson
Elita
Edgar Norton
Meigs
Bradley
Page
Easy
HuGBEY White
Innocence
Andy Devine
Careful
Charles Coleman
Towers
Henry Kolker
Dr. Davis
Directed by Murray Roth.
Paternal love plays a big part in
this cut-to-pattem redemption
drama, dealing with a gangster who
sacrifices himself in order to ensure
hisItdaughter's
happiness.
is develop>ed
conventionally,
but smoothly, and has its fair quota
of action and punch.
Edward Arnold gives a vital
performance as the ex-convict, and
Phillips Holmes and Mary Carlisle
look aiter the love interest effectively.
•THE HELL-CAT
Columbia.
American.
" certificate.
NeTcspaper comedy
drama. " V Runs
68 minutes.
Robert .\rmstrong Dan Collins
Ann Sothern
Geraldine
Benny Baker
Snapper Dugan
Minna
PuRNELLGombell
PrattPauline McCoy
Bullet
Charles Wilson
Graham
J. Carrol Naish
Joe Morgan
lR\aNG Bacon
Regan
Henry
Kolker
Cloane
Guy Susher
Gillette
Joseph
Bamett
HuGHEY Creran
WmTE„ .Capt.
Steve
Gill
Nick Copeland
Ace
Richard Heming
Ramsey
A. R. Haysel
Captain Manning
Directed by Albert Rogell from a storv by Adele
Buffington, adapted by Fred Siblo jun.
A hectic love interest and a thrill
or two makes this familiar
story of news hounds fairly entertaining.
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Robert Armstrong gives a breezy
p)erformance as a dynamic repwrter,
and Ann Sothern is versatile and
attractive as a wild society girl who
tries to get her own back on him
because he has made her look
ridiculous.
c^MYSTERY RANCH
Universal.
American.
"V"53 minutes.
certificate.
Western come^iy
drama. Runs
Tom Tyler
Robert Morris
Roberta Gale
Mary Henderson
Louise Cabo
Mrs. Henderson
Jack Gable
Gecrge Andrews
Frank Hall Crane Percy Jenkins
Charles King
Sam
Tom London
Blake
George Chesebro
Kern
Directed fcv R. Ray.
Practical joking on a ranch
develops into a genuine robbery
and hold-up in this quite fairly
amusing Western, in which Tom
Tyler acquits himself well both as
an tic tor and an equestrian.
Roberta Gale makes a much more
sensible heroine than usual.
•EMBARRASSING MOMENTS
Universal. Comedy.American.
"A" certificate.
Runs 66 minutes.
Chester Morris
Jerry
Marian Nixon
Jane
Walter Woolf
Paul
HuNTLY Gordon
Run\on
Alan Mowbray
Ahearn
John Wray
Slug
Henry Armetta
Morgan2,a
Gay Seabrook
Miss Dudd
George Stone
Louie
Herman Binc
Bartender
Evelyn
Mrs. Stockleburger
Charles Beresford
E. Coleman
Saundero
Jane Darwell
Mother
EDW.4RD Earle
District .\ttomey
Christina Frank
Jose
Cael Miller
House Guest
Wallis Clark
.\ttomey
Directed by Edward Laemmle, from the screen
play by Gladys Unger and Charles Lcgue.
Chester Morris shows to advantage
as a genial joker whose best
friend, to pay him out, feigns
suicide and leaves him suspected
of murder.
How he gets out of the quandary,
and rounds up some crooks into
whose hands he falls, provides quite
lively if slight entertainment.
Marian Nixon makes a charming
heroine and Walter Woolf acts with
effective mock seriousness as the
friend.
c^FIGHTING HERO
Universal. Western.
American.
Runs 56 "U"
minutes.certificate.
Tom Tyler
Tom Hall
Renee Borden Conchita .\lveraz
Poor story, with a fight in the
between
a sheriff's
posseopen
and road
bullion
thieves
as the
highlight.
Usual Western attributes of fast
action and good horsemanship.
ROMANCE IN RHYTHM
M.-G.-M.
certificate.
Romantic
drama British.
with music." A" Runs
73 minutes.
Phyllis Clare
Ruth
David Hutcheson
Bob
Dave Burns
Sara
QuEENiE
Leonard
Mamiie
Paul Tillett
MoUari
Geoffrey Goodhart
Garrett
Philip Strange
Peter Lloyd
Julian Vedey
Perugia
Directed by L. Huntingdon.
Crude depiction of life behind the
scenes of London's cabarets.
Plot is of no account, acting is
weak,
and the song number unremarkable.
THE LIFE OF THE PARTY
F.N. British.
comedy. "A"
Runs certificate.
53 minutes. Domestic
Jerry Verno
.Arthur Bleeby
Betty Astell
Blanche Hopkins
Eric Fawcett
Harry Hopkins
Vera Bogcetti Caroline Bleeby
Kenneth Kove
Andrew Larkiii.
Hermoine Hannen
Dora Ree\es
Phyllis Morris
Clarice
Directed by Ralph Dawson.
There is very little life in this
party, which relies mainly on
a prolonged drunk sequence by
Jerrv' Verno for its entertainment.
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WE found Lady Mar>' Pakenham tremendously
enthusiastic about Pond's Face Powder when
we interviewed her the other day. " I think it's
quiu perfect," she said. " It has the three things
I look for in powder, perfect TEXTURE and
COLOUR and PERFUME."
^
Lady Mary Pakenham's skin is so delicate that
a heavy powder would ruin her charm. That's why
she uses Pond's — " Its texture is so miraculously
fine said.
it looks more like ' bloom ' than powder,"
she
" And what clever skin-tones it has," she exclaimed. I" found the Peach shade blends with
my skin exactly."
^
" How do you like the perfume ? " we asked
Lady Mary. " Delicious," she said, " and I'm ver>
fastidious about perfume. But Pond's is exquisite
— dehcate and quite delicious."
Why don't you try Pond's Powder — the choice
of Society's loveUest women ? Though a ' luxury '
powder in every way, it costs as Uttle as Pond's
famous Creams. The chic jade-green boxes are
only 6d. and 1/-. A crystal jar, for your
dressing-table, is 2/6. Five subtle shades —
Natural, Peach, Dark Brunette, Rachel 1
and Rachel 2.
SPECIAL OFFER: Write your name
and addreaa on this coupon, atuch a Id STAMP to
one comer, and post in \\A sealed enrelope to
Dept. Hi; Pond't
Ltd., ofPerivale.
Middlesex,
and we Extract
will sendCompany
yon samples
all five
shades
of
Pond's
Face
Powder,
Natunl,
Peach,
Dark BruneUe, Rachel I and Rachel 2.
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A striking study of Fritz Kortner as
Abdul Hamid the Second in the B.I.P.
film " Abdul Hamid" based on true
incidents from the life of Turkey's
ir^amous Sultan, once known as " Abdul
the Damned " and " The Red Sultan."
It seemed to me a case of a mountain in labour
producing a mouse. Two years of work and all
the vast resources of the mighty Gaumont-British
organisation behind it . . . Bob Flaherty was
capable of doing better than that. WTien the
shock of having no star names has passed and the
ballyhoo has died down, it becomes just a first-rate
travelogue with badly-dubbed voices and moments
of great beauty.
But (here is the point of my mentioning it)
for all that it was hailed as a masterpiece up and
down the civilised world, there have been few
attempts to employ the same principles . . .
unless, of course, we are to see the results of the
new attempts after the lapse of another two years.

Aspirin

in

Time

Talkieland

Anj'way,
we shallnew,
see wesomething
and, to
if ita
is chemically
may looknew,
forward
pretty agonising time until it is perfected.
I Jim old enough to remember films when they
were a novelty; and the producers' headache today is nothing
to the— -the
audience's
headache
then.
Then
came talkies
De Forest
Phonofilms
were shown publicly at Wembley Exhibition in
1923, and was that hard to bear !
Lately
has ofcome
colour has
— and
new terror
eyestrain
beena
added to the perils of film-going.
And nitely
nowthreatened
in 1935
are defiwith westereoscopy,
wide screen, and television. It
would surely be cheajjer to concentrate on providing a few stories
to interest filmgoers in what is
going
on the has
screen.
the
obviouson remedy
littleBut
appeal
to the studios or to Wardour
Street.
So all I can tell you is that
a man is now toiling in obscurity,
etc., etc. (see above); and you are
welcome to any comfort you can
derive from that.

Fairly Fair
Meanwhile, there are some pretty average
fair-to-middling good promising productions
Thinking Out Film Cycles — A Prophecy — Frank Vosper
on the floor here and there.
as " Marhorough " ? — A Chance for Cicely —
Shepherd's Bush, for example, is going strong
with its "historical-tragical-comical Thingummy"
Henry Edwards and Edgar Wallace
(to quote its publicity department) Me and
Marlborough.
— Film
Studio Story
At the moment, when I am thumping hell out
of this poor old typewriter, Marlborough has not
British pictures that are a bad carbon copy of yet been cast. I fancy Frank Vosper for the part,
-EDICINALLY speaking, the great Hollywood,
(c) mixing with film pieople, who are or Allan Jeayes; it's not an easy part to cast.
Pill Season has now definitely
imitative by nature and cynical because all the The
role of Me, however (by name Kit Ross) is in
passed, and the great Aspirin others
are.
Season has set in.
the about
experienced
hands who
of Cicely
Courtneidge.
But
if
you
want
a
spot
of
prophecy,
here
it
all
a woman
married
a man in It's
the
This is the season of headaches
days
of
Good
Queen
Anne,
only
to
have
him
comes
—
a.nd
I
shan't
complain
at
the
end
of
the
in the Film Industry, when executives, year if you dig out this copy of the Picturegoer hauled off to the wars by a pressgang on his
directors, writers, musicians, cameramen, Weekly and show me where I was wrong . . . wedding night; whereupon Kit, the wife, swore to
and lesser fry sit for hours with wet towels because if these things don't happen I still contend find him . . . and I'm afraid I haven't the vaguest
idea whether she ever did.
swathed round their heads, wondering which that they ought to.
toiling in comparative obscurity,
way the cat will jump — or, in other words, is Somewhere,
a man (or maybe a woman, but I hardly think A Spot of History
what kind of films will be popular in 1935.
No, Johnny Jones, it does not occur to so) who will conjure out of nothing, or next to
nothing, a film which will exploit sor-e new But she did go to the wars as a man, and she
any of these reverend gentlemen to stir their principle,
and which, if it ever sees the light of
did save the Duke of Meirlborough's life,
stumps and make any particular kind of film day (for it will have the Big Brick Wall of dis- and she
did earn a military funeral. And with her
popular ; what they are going to do is to keep
help
the great Duke of Marlborough won the
t
r
i
b
u
t
i
o
n
t
o
contend
with)
will
be
a
nine
days'
the towels round their heads (just to convince wonder, and, still more important, will start all battles of Blenheim, Ramillies, Oudenarde, and
the carbon-copjrists in a mad race to be fifty-fifth Malplaquet, and was awarded the royal manor
the
worldor that
really ofthinking)
chance
the they're
intervention
Fate oruntil
the in the field.
of Woodstock, with a quarter of a million jimmy-ogoblins towards building a hideous palace; and
natural operation of the law of supply and
his missus and the Queen were buddies, and drank
demand decrees the film fashion for 1935 • • • The Best ?
tea at sixteen shillings a pound, which enabled
and then they will spring gaily up, fluig off
Sir Thomas Lipton to be beaten by America at
But
the
mad
race
is
by
no
means
inevitable.
their bandages, and start making that kind
Last year we were presented with Man of yacht-racing — eventually.
of film for all they are worth.
And now would you like to hear what I know
Aran which exploited no new principle, but
They will make it to death, a month or two rather followed with success a principle already about the Inland Waterways of South America?
after it has been made in Hollywood.
established — with such success, indeed, that No? All right. But I must say you are difficult
before the year was out it was hailed in America to educate. No wonder the B.B.C. has such a
job with you.
as the World's Best for 1934.
I Prophesy
Seriousness apart, however, I am all for this
I
certainly
don't
agree
with
that
verdict,
but
First, it will give Cicely CourtNo, I'm notmistic,being
I'm being
pessi-is then I am not so completely hypnotised by a new Thingummy.
which isprophetic;
unusual with
me, and
neidge a rest from clowning, and afford her a
or newish principle as the majority of film critics
merely due to (a) Christmas, (6) seeing too many appear to be.
{Continued on page 28)
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How many women realise that beauty is more than superficial?
A perfect, flawless skin beneath the cream and powder is an
absolute necessity if you would be as lovely as you possibly can
be. That is why D.D.D. Brand Prescription is so popular as a
remedy for eradicating spots, pimples and enlarged pores. In
cases of disfiguring Eczema, Rashes, Chilblains and other skin
diseases, D.D.D. Brand Prescription provides speedy relief.
Just a few drops will work wonders with your skin. Try some
to-day. 1/3 a bottle, from any chemist. D.D.D. Soap 1/- per Tablet.
SPECIAL
FREE OFFER
Send aday postcard
tofor a liberal
sample bottle to
DJ5.D.Labora tones,
P.19, Fleet Lane,
London, E.C.4

REMOVES

teeth

THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH.
1. Meats and other proteins. 4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.

for dry, husky,
tickling throats.
DELIGHTFUL

dis colour

There's a lot more to cleaning teeth than, most people
realize. Do you know that everything you eat and drink
and smoke leaves a stain on your teeth ? Unless all these
stains are removed daily, they gradually build up, spoiling
the appearance of even the loveliest teeth — making them
dull and dingy — unattractive.
No toothpaste with a single cleansing action can remove
all stains. Some stains yield to polishing action — others
only to emulsivz action. Both actions are needed to
give teeth spotless lustre. And Colgate's has both actions.
First, Colgate's emulsii'c foam loosens many of the stains,
dissolves them, washes them away. Then, Colgate's
polishing action gently rubs away the more stubborn
stains. Thus your teeth are left thoroughly clean — far
whiter, more brilliant.
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LOVELY
HAIR— 3 Preparations FREE!
If your hair is dull, thin, lifeless, or falling out, test the marvellous " HarleneHair-Drill
" FREE.
tions described
below. Send coupon for samples of any three of the prepara1. "growth
HARLENE
" HAIR
GROWER
ANDand TONIC.
Supreme in restoring
and health
to hair,
i/ii, 2/9,
4/9.
2. " CREMEX " SHAMPOO, complete with Free Burnishing Rinse. 1/6
box of 7. Single sachets, 3d. each.
3. " UZON " BRILUANTINE. Keeps
SAMPLE COUPON
hair in position. Solid or Liquid,
i/ij and 2/9 per bottle, or 1/3
On receipt
of this
Coupontheandcostfour-of
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in stamps
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postage
and
packing,
a set of and
any 3a
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WAVE-SETTING
per tin.
" Harlene-Hair-DriU" samples
Manual of Instructions will be sent to
LOTION.
on bottle.
hairwaving
bills.Saves
7id. andHi's
1/3 per
any address in the United Kingdom.
Attach Coupon to a plain sheet of paper
5. "HARLENE" CAMOMILE
GOLDEN HAIR WASH. Imparts
bearing your Name and Address and
a glorious gold sheen to blonde hair. state which numbers are required.
EDWARDS HARLENE LTD.
1/3, 3/-, and 5/-HAIR
per bottle.
6. "AStOL"
COLOUR
H. 921), 20-36
Lamb'sW.C.Conduit St.,
RESTORER. For grey, discoloured,
LONDON,
and faded hair. A real colourStamp your envelope with 1 '/id. stamp.
restorative.
1/9, 3/-, and 5/- per This offer does not apply to Irish Free
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chance to act — which I think she has not had since
Soldiers of the Queen.
This time she has Victor Saville, and Victor
knows a good deal about the difficult art of
directing a film. Incidentally, I should say he
W£is one of the four best directors in this country.

'nk

you

!

When will that boy learn to say * thank you '
properly . . . ! But what time is there for
manners when you're choosing a Rowntree's
fruit flavour ? It's like letting a boy loose in
an orchard in August.

^ou
the

con

taste

fruit

in

ROWNTREES
CLEAR
GUMS
{Hard)
JUICY- FRUITS
iSoft)
FRUIT

PASTILLES
( Medium )

Sold loose 6d. a quarter, and in packets to suit all pockets.
ASSORTED PACKETS 3d. & 6d. Rowmrees offer
these special packets to introduce all three consistencies in a
wide range of real-fruit flavours. Buy one to-day.
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A Trying Time
I am glad to see him with something he can
really get his teeth into.
Now he has a real, roaring, roistering, swaggering
war film to do all by himself. Queen Anne
may have been the stupidest monarch of her day
and a martyr to hiccups, but her reign certainly
was filled with colour.
As a matter of fact, it was just about the end
of the colourful period, for just about the time
that Queen Anne died men went into trousers —
and that was just about fatal to romance.
Marlborough's men went to war in tricorne
hats and spatterdashes, which must have made
an excellent target but look fine on the screen.
Barry Mackay plays the young hero in this,
Mickey Brantford (who has come back to the
screen with flying colours with My Old Dutch) is
Ensign Coke, and we have Alfred Drayton,
Peter Gawthome, George Merritt, Cyril Smith
(who is also on the next set in Alias Bulldog
Drummond), Gibb McLaughlin, Billy Watts,
Alice
F. Maltby,
Frank O'Day,
Atkinson,Randall
and a Ayrton.
few othersH. whose
names
I may have overlooked.
All the Hulberts
Shepherd's Bush is full of Hulberts at the
moment, for in addition to Jack's wife.
Cicely, in Me and Marlborough, Jack himself is
playing the decoy, or catspaw, or what have you,
in Alias Bulldog Drummond, aided and abetted
by brother Claude.
I saw Walter Forde directing an exciting
sequence in the British Museum (which has come
to Shepherd's Bush for the purpose) in which
Jack and Claude were making a getaway from a
gang
of crooks. it was so reminiscent of the chase
Incidentally,
through
the towaxworks
Jack's the Boy that
time seemed
have stoodin still.
I was glad to see the old Museum ag^n, though.
I hadn't seen it roosting in a studio since Michael
and Mary — and before that not since Blackmail.
But notitsonly
has with
the Museum
up — now
it's
brought
station
it. The rolled
old (and
disused) British Museum Station on the Central
London Railway figures prominently in the film,
and this has been reproduced in full size in the
studios.

January 19, 1935
In the latter we find John Garrick (and voice)
as a young man who has to sing in the streets for
a living, and Wally I'atch as a big-hearted crook
wot goes to quod 'stead of 'im, see, for suffink
wot 'e never done. I am glad to be able to inform
you
that Rene
Ray is well in the picture, and also
Lawrence
Hanray.
Bernard Vorhaus is directing this one; he also
collaborated in the wTiting of the story.
Squibs, as I hinted a week or two ago, hjis taken
an entirely different turn from the original silent
version from which it derives. For example, at
the end when Squibs wins the Irish Sweep (I seem
to remember her winning the Calcutta Sweep in
another silent picture in the dear dead days), she
promises to transform the slum in which she lives
into a Paradise. So you see her doing just that,
and finally she descends on the transformation
scene in a g^oplane together with father Gordon
Harker and boy-friend Stan HoUoway.
Edgar Again
And Henry Edwards, directing it, \vill hardly
have time to turn round and say " Well, hullo,
good-bye
dears " to Edwards
Chrissie (his
Whitedaughter)
(his wife)before
and
Chrissie Henryetta
starting on another masterpiece.
not and
quitetherefore
a masterpiece.
But and
it's
by Well,
Edgarmaybe
Wallace,
interesting,
among the players will be Jane Carr (ahhh !) and
Michael
Shepley,
members of the Twickenham Studios
stock both
company.
This is called The Lad. A day or two after
that starts, Leslie Hiscott will begin work on
Death on the Set, fnost of the action of which takes
place inside a film studio.
recently)
Henry . Kendall will play the lead. Sometimes
a spot of agitation does no harm (see these columns

Home"features of the Escape
One
of the
distinctive
"At
Bergn
MeerNever cast is that most of the principals
have acted with Elisabeth Bergner before, either
on the stage or in films.
This is no accident. It has been found that
Bergner, the shyest and most nervous of actresses,
only gives of her best when she is surrounded
by people she knows and understands. Indeed,
one paradox of the genius that is Bergner is that
she is capable of dominating any scene when
acting. facing the camera and shut off from the
actually
rest of the world by the conviction of her own
So the casting of this new British and Dominions
film has been designed deliberately to make her
feel "at home."

Ber-ludd
Fighting Stock is living up to its title at Islington,
for a bloody battle has been waged with
brass candlesticks between Herbert Lomas and
Hubert Harben — the blood being supplied by
Director Tom Walls with a fountain-pen filler.
If you inspected the candlesticks very closely
you would probably find they were comfK>sed of
papier-machd and rubber; but then the blood
isn't real blood, so all's fair.
Down at B.I. P. they have had a huge throneroom scene constructed for Abdul Hamid, in which
Fritz Kortner (as the villainous Sultan) meets
the representatives of the Young Turks, pretends
to agree to their demands, and plots behind their
backs.
Unless this film misses fire most unexpectedly,
it looks very much like being one of the most
interesting
1935 line-up.
It's and
a picturesque
jjeriod and ofa the
picturesque
country,
certainly
the plot is chockful of incident.
I missed the scene where a couple of hundred
of the Young Turks, finding that the Sultan has
tricked them, break into the palace and attempt
to assassinate him; but I'm told that it's one of
the most effective they've had at Elstree for some
time.
More Song
The Twickenham front has been pretty active
lately, with Squibs (now practically completed,
in spite of the temporary indisp>osition of Betty
Balfour, who tuk a bronchial corf, pore lamb), and
Street Song well under way.

A sketch by Peter Eton of Glenms Lorimer, tlu
G.B. junior star vaho appeared in the role of
Valerie in " My Old Dutch."
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Wollywood
Beauty

Secrets

Little tricks that make
the

stars

beautiful

tricks
use manyForlittle
starsbeauty.
screen
Famo
n their
example,
heijjhte
tous
the eyes can be made much more
enticini; if vou take a small brush,
dip it in j)etroleum jelly,
and carefully stroke the
ws away from y
eyebro
the face. y\
the centre of
The eveiashes, too.
may longer
be ma<leby darker
ami
daily
brushing outwards
with the jelly. And
of course the nose
must never have the
least suggestion of shine. That is why
screen stars now insist upon non-absorlK'nt
face jKiwcler. Ordinary
_
_ 3wdcr only prevents
X^^J^fe^^k sliinf for a few minutes
the natural moisture
of tlie skin and forms
1^ aTheglistening
~' '-J. 1^-^
[xjwder paste.
itself
\\^^^ Jl shines.
But chemists ha\'e
iound that by blending the
powder with a little Mousse of Cream it
is made non-absorbent.
This process is
^1
now
patentedPou<lre
by -/^^^
^ — ».._
Tokalon.
Tokalon cannot sosk
V)
up the skin's moisture ^j '^^
That is
why smooth
it gives C./^
you
a soft,
^Jtj^^ ^
finish hke the bloom
on a fresh peach.
It stays on hve i
times longer than \
other inpowders
even
spite —of
wind, rain or perspiration. Poadre Tokalon is the one face
powder that prevents ugly shine all day
long — and itselj never shines, fid. & ij.
a box.
NEW
NAILS
NEXT
WEEK I
Free booklet *ent under ptaiii
•eaied covert »nil»in« bow you can oasily,
(ccretly and permancatly cure yourMlf
of thii obiectiooable, health-eadingeriac
habit. No aloe*, no auto-snnestion. New
discovery. Send Ud stamp (or posts rs
FaTEX LTD. (Dept.?.), 31. The Broadway.
Croacb Ejod. Londsn, N.8.

Now say "ah** and open wide . . .
Protect your throat— keep warm inside
'Go-suck
a ZUBE'
That is my advice to all who have to go out
(as I do) on cold and foggy days. The
tried and homely remedies in Zubes safeguard the throat and chest in germ-laden
atmospheres. They are also very soothing
in cases of throat-tickling and huskiness.

^2 . Per ounce
• * «». tinj
ZUBES ARE BEST FOR THROAT AND CHEST
3D . ZC
THE

SECRET

OF

CHARM

No woman can be the same every day. It is
part
that she come
isn't. and
Daysgo.of But
serious
work ofat her
homecharm
and business
no
woman need depend for her charm upon a smile.
The secret of charm is something even mgre
efinement . . . is Wear an lodolok Iodine locket near your skin, personal. It is a problem of her p>ersonal life
which once solved will be worth years of happiness
born of a discriminating and keep free from 'Flu, Colds, and Rheuma- to her and great pleasure to others.
tism.
If the nerves are well balanced, if the breathing
price of the lodolok Locket (post free) is is regular and effortless, if she is not easily wearied
mind . . . nothing but the The
1/9 for one, 4/6 for three, 7/6 for six- Each then it is almost a certainty that her complexion
best in life suffices . , . and locket is freshly prepared for "Picture- will be good, and her voice and eyes as fresh and
goer" readers by J. W. Simpson, M.P.S., vital as a child's. This enviable condition depends
Chemist, the Iodine Specialist, Aldwych House, ujKjn one thing in her. It depends up>on the
London, W.C.2, and supplied by post. To regularity of her p)ersonal habits. Constipation
this quest leads unfailingly to secure delivery by return of post send coupon
isthousand
the greatest
evil both
in a w^oman's
It creates
below— NOW.
problems
within andlife.
outside
herself.a
that most perfectly blended
No one can keep a daily watch on your happiness
COUPON
like yourself. This must concern you. A simple
J. Post
W. SIMPSON,
M.P.S.,
to :—
question every morning and the matter is settled.
Chemist, " Picturegoer " Dept.,
of all shampoos
Aldwych House, London, W.C.3.
The remed\' for irregularity, or even for delayed
Dear Sir, — I enclose postal order (or
movement, is Beecham's Pills. There should be
cheque) for (state value)
an urgency rather than a delay. Delay is a fonn
EVAN
Please send by return of post (state
of constipation, dangerous because it is liable to
quantity)
lODOLOK
go unnoticed, unless there be this simple daily
Iodine Lockets, under the terras of the
WILLIAMS
money-refunded guarantee.
attention. Beecham's Pills are of vegetable
(MR.)
(MRS.)
composition and are used by women all over the
Name..
SHAMPOO
world who have learned this secret of charm and
satisfaction.
Address
ORDINARY" for Dark Hair AO
■4\ .Of
"CAMOMILE"
for
Fair
Hair
*
.
all Chemists and Hairdicners.
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Do You Think?

Stars

Letters from our Readers

Who

Advantages

Get
of a

Into

Change

A

Rut

of Studios

This means that about every sixth American
O stars get in a rut by working too
\ long in the same studio?
film is either "outstanding" or "very good,"
/
When Claudette Colbert and Clark while only one in eleven British pictures is better
^
Gable were loaned from Paramoimt
this really
" good."the case? — O. P. Conway. West
and M.-G.-M. respectively to Colum- thanIs plain
bia for li Happened One Night, they gave two View, Gainford S.O., Co. Durham.
performances they had never previously We Are Forgiven
equalled, and the result, coupled, of cotn^,
vdth. Frank Cajffa's inspired direction, proved Ionce used to like Bing Crosby, or rather his
to be one of the outstanding productions of
crooning, and felt like pulling Malcolm D.
Phillips and Lionel Collier to pieces. Then I saw
the year.
Jan Kiepura in My Song for You, and now I am
Gable, essentially a portrayer of he-men wondering
how on earth I managed to sit right
through
a picture in which Bing Crosby appeared,
types, lieved
seemed
reby his temand enjoy bus crooning. Perhaps that will explain it.
porary escape from
Hearing Bing Crosby croon now gives me a pain in
the grooming and
the neck, and whether we would be in for a good
Oolourful enough to be alluring
polishing processes
time
or not,
I wish
that was
the "smellies
werevillain
here,
and that
while
Crosby
crooning " the
. . . never repulsive with paint that M.-G.-M. have
would
chloroform
him.
recently been misCOFT, natural tips. Never coated with the
guided enough to
You will see from my letter that I am a "Jan
Kiepora fan." Here's wishing him plenty of
paint that hardens a woman's fece. Never inflict upon him —
success
in the future. — [Miss) N. Miller, 52
and us — and consepale or faded, either.
Caroline Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 4.
quently revelled in
Instead, these lips are allxiring with naturallooking colour . . . colour that you, too, can ttie role of the roughSanity in Advertisij^
ly masculine, birt
have by using the lipstick which istft paint. chivalrous
newsThis Upstick is called Tangee.
Superlatives,
Superlatives,
Superlatives
man, and gave
fools the film
publicity moguls
think !weWhat
are,
Tangee contains the colour-change prin- of his paper
very best.
that they go on trying to delude us that every film
ciple which makes it intensify natural
Miss Colbert likeis a heaven-sent gift to the fans.
Claudetu Colbert
wise responded as
colouring in your hps ... so much so, that
Week after week, pictures than can barely gamer
men think Tangee colour is your own I It never before — no, not
a
solitary
critical star from the scribes are hyseven in Three-Comered Moon — to the in fluenceof
terically lauded to the skies in the adjoining
gives your lips all the colour you could want her new director.
advertisement columns.
. . . yet never causes a painted look, no
Yes ! A change is good for everyone, and if
policy that has done, and will continue
other stars could follow the example set by to Itdo,is aendless
matter how much you use 1
harm to the industry, and only
those I have mentioned, pictnregoers might look succeeds in producing a growing army of cynical
LOOKS ORANGE— ACTS ROSE forward with reasonable assurance to many more and box-office-shy people.
In the stick Tangee looks orange. But put it good times in store. — (Mr.) G. P. Wheeler, lo
expect a super film every time, nor
Fallow Court Mansions, North Finchley, N.i-z., who do Wewe don't
want
"greatest
ever "in every
six daj-s.
is
awarded
the
first
prize
of
£i
is.
on. You'll see it change to rose on your
A little more asanity
and truth
film advertising
lips 1 Not plain rose. Not jarring red. But
please. We'll soon tell you when you have
the one shade of blush-rose most natural for Neglect of Talent
produced a " super." — R. Haden Blutch, 183a Archway Road, Highgate, N.6.
your type I
I was
interested
to read
Mr. Mott's
complaint
that
there
is
a
lack
of
male
talent:
Is
it
not
Moreover, Tangee's special cream base
keeps your lips soft, smooth, youthful- rather a matter of neglect of talent already brought Avoidir^ Poor Films
looking. It becomes a very part, of your hps, to light?
Charles Boyer and TuUio Carminati, both vital How can we avoid the second-rate feature
not a coating. No drying, peeling, or personalities
pictures and shorts that are found in 80 per
and fine actors, have, during the
chapping. Stays on all day. Never smears. past year, been handicapped by nondescript roles. cent, of the kinema shows?
The daily press and the radio, through their
Get Tangee to-day — 6d., 2s. 6d., and 4s. 6d.
Boyer's part in Caravan was completely beneath
sizes. Also in Theatrical, a deeper shade for him, and Carminati was poorly served with the film critics, and, more especially, the film press
role of the Count in Gallant Lady.
itself, have frequently stressed the point that we
evening use.
The producers have now, however, made shall only get better films by supporting good
amends in his case by casting him in One Night of films and leaving the others alone.
UNTOUCHED— Ups left unYet how can this be done when these shorts
Love, and what a compelling performance he gives I
touched are apt to have a faded tlook . . . make the face seem older.
Perhafts the trouble is that producers think are part of the programme containing the good
there is too large a majority of filmgoers who picture? We cannot boycott them, except by
PAINTED— Don't risk that painted
prefer a broth of a boy as presented by Dick leaving the cinema and thereby partially paying
Powell and James Ehinn to the culture and money for nothing; and, even so, the manager
look.it. It's coanening and men don't
like
subtlety of Carminati and Boyer. — R. Deere, 234 continues to sliow the shorts.
Munster Road, Fulham, S.W.6., who is awarded
If only a manager would consider the pracTANGEE-^ntensifies natural colthe
second prize of 10s. 6d.
ticability of three shows a night of i hours
our, restores youthful appeal, ends
each, showing at 6, 7.30 and 9, each show made up
that painted look.
of ten minutes "news," the main picture 60-80
Underrating British ?
minutes (when only 60 minutes there is just
We hear a lot about the error of hailing nice time to include a cartoon). Prices 7d., 9d.,
all British pictures as masterpieces simply
Cheeks mustn't look painted, either. So use Tangee because they are British, but surely it is just as and IS. — H. A. Whatley, Bimrii^ham.
Rouge. Changes to natural great a mistake to underrate our own productions.
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
colouring! Permanent too! This, I suggest, is what your critic. Mr. Collier,
j
Colour stays natural ail does.
What you think about the stars and films ? |
Take, for instance, Man of Aran, which has just
day k>ng I
l.et us have your opinion, briefly
been voted the best picture of the year by the
LUFT-TANGEE LTD. American National Board of Review. Mr. Collier
£1 IS. and los. 6d. will be
Johnson's Place. Pimlioo gave this film a rather grudging two stars on
paid
for the two most interestLondon. S.W.I
"its camera efficiency." He found it "definitely
ing, and 5s. for every
other letter published each
disappointing " and failed to see that " Flaherty
week. Letters should be
hasDuring
done anything
remarkable
" ! 401 American
1934 Mr. Collier
reviewed
written on one side of the
lipstkk
us
mo
fa
st
Mo
and
157
British
pictures.
He
judged
twelve
of
's
Tl WsrM
paper only
and should
the American productions as "outstanding,"
exceed
1 50 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," Th: "Pictivegoer
and fifty-seven of them as "very good." while
only two British films were "outstanding," and
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.z.
twelve were "very good."
SAY^ioAy^^P*

0
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THAT
EXPENSIVE

Look

at^ur

Skin

WAVE
Is it worth a penny to save it ?

Skin Specialists declare that
80 out of every 100 women
suffer from skin outbreaks,
spots, pimples, blotches, and
*muddy' complexions
UNNECESSARILY/
Ugly complexion faults are
woman's most common enemy.
Few escape. Some resort to
heavy powdering in an effort to
hide them. Whilst others, due
to consistent wrong treatment,
cause the skin to become highly
sensitive, coarse and blemished.

' DANDERINE

' insures your hair for a
penny a day.
When you pay good money for a wave
' Dandcrinc ' will help you to retain it. Unlike
sticky dressings and oily tonics, it is delightful to
use. Its delicate fragrance is appealing and it
creates a marvellous effect of freshness and
cleanliness !
When you've had your hair shampooed, a little
* Danderine ' will keep it from getting out of place.
Use ' Danderine ' every time you comb your
hair — to be sure of your hair all day long ! To have
the satis£Ktion of loiowing that it is not only clean,
but that it really looks dean. To know it will stay
as you arranged it. And to know no dandruff
will appear.
With all the care you give to your hair, it's a
pity to omit this last toudi that means so much.
It's no trouble ! Yet you can hardly believe anything so mild
and pleasant
as ' Danderine
' could
bring sucii
a change
in the condition
and appearance
of your hair and scalp. Just try it.
You can btiy ' Dandoine ' at all Chemists and
Stores, 1/3, 2/6 and 4/6.

To make your skin clear and
healthy, your complexion fresh
and smooth, use Cuticura.
Cleanse the skin with
Cuticura Soap twice a day. Its
luxuriant and mildly antiseptic
lather is soothing and softening;
washes away pore-deep dirt
which causes blackheads,
enlarged pores and ugly complexion defects. And to rid the

ura
ic
ut
V>3br
Cle^r
HeSilthy Skin
C
Cuticura Soap and Ointment of all
Sample of Soap. Ointment and
Talcum sent on receipt <rf Id. stamp
chemists and stories. For powder use
Cuticura Talcum — exceptionally fine
for postage. Address: Cuticura
and pure, exquisitMy perfumed. Ideal
(Dept.49 D), Newbery ft Phillips, Ltd.,
after washing and bathing.
31. Banner Street, London, E.C.L

'DanFOR THE HAIR ^^^m
deri
ne
AGONY AND DISTRESS

FROM

INDIGESTION

Man of 85 completely cured by Macleans
Fancy a man of 85 sufiering agonies from
indigestion which refused to yield to any remedy.
After 34 years in the unhealthy climates of India
and Burmah he returned to England broken in
health. To-day his health is restored and he is
completely free from stomach trouble. Could there
be more striking evidence than the following let:" Permit mee&cacy
to offer ofmyyour
personal
testimony
the terwonderful
Stomach
Powder.to
After 34 years in India and Burmah, I finally
returned to England broken in health. I could not
get rid of Indigestion, which stubbornly resisted
all palliatives ; the agony and distress were devastating. About two years ago, with the approval
of my doctor, I commenced taking Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder; relief was immediate and the
result marvellous — and now, in my 85th year I
am quite free from stomach trouble. The only
time I take the powder now is on retiring at night
which ensures regulajity as a gentle laxative,
rendering
unnecessary." — J. S.
. . . Capt. other
(Ret.), laxatives
Dovercourt.
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder will do the
same for you. But be sure to ask your chemist for
the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder, with
the signature "ALEX C. MACLEAN." It is not
sold loose but only in 1/3, 2/- and 5/- bottles in
cartons, of Powder or Tablets.

skin of pimples, skin outbreaks,
rashes or irritations use Cuticura
Ointment direct on the affected
part before washing with the
soap. Its antiseptic action kills
germs, soothes and heals and
quickly clears the skin.
Try Cuticura to-day. See how
soon your skin improves, yoyr
complexion becomes smoother,
more attractive than ever before.

OATINE
CRElkM
restores the natural beauty to your
complexion and keeps it safe from
winter weather.
Test its wonderful
effect yourself !
SFECIAL OFFER— Samples of Oatine
Cream,
PowderShampoo
Base, FacewillPow-be
der and Oatine
3d. Soapless
sent to alt sending 4d. in stamps to The
OATINE CO., 315 Oatine Buildings,
London, S.E.I.
In 6d. tubes, or white jars 1/6 everyvdxere
SLIM
BEAUTY
ABSOLUTELY no need to grow Fat, Flabby
and
Unattractive.
" LEX " Cream.
Guaranteed
Pure andTry
Harmless,
Just nib
in. DelighUul results in short ONLY
2/6
time, cine month's treatment.
Sent privately, post free. Obfrom •«iy
:—
MRS.tainable onlyEDWARDS
(BOX GJ.).
2S. HOGHTON
ST.. SOUTHPORT

A

Boon

Business

to
Girls

" One dose
of Ctphos
me to frantie
work comfortably
during
M period
wken Ienables
was usually
with pain.
I teisk every woman who suffers as I did could Know Doabout
you,Cephas."
too, feel the need ol a remedy which can be
conveniently taken to relieve Headache and pains at
certain times ? Most women do ! It very often happens
that yoo are indisposed when yon want to look and fed
your best. Let Cephos help you ! A dose or two of
Cephos will relieve all pain, tone up the system, and
soothe the nerves. It's worth while keeping Cephos in
your handbag
a habit-forming
drug,thecannot
affect
the heart,: itandis isnotquite
harmless to even
most
delicate person. Made after the prescription of an
eminent
certain. Harley Street Physician. Cephos is safe and
Supplied emd
by Boats,
Whites.of Taylors,
and and
aU
Chimisis
Stores,Timtathy
in powders
tablets, 1/3
9!-. Single powders at 2d. each.

NOSES.■ i«dBMea,«/l,|Matlne.
Fanl(n.
RED M08E8.—
JSa*^
UGLY lit,
EARS.-Ji^
ittc
fo* tra*.
Tmttn,CEITBUOa
Uff «xtn.
r. mn,
LKS KAT,
liiiiiilW.
amoao. hocaoolt
cnicns,
Loaooa,
I.W.I.

pDETF y<yaT
Samplename
sent and
on receipt
'l\lZtCt
addressof toa P.C.
the giving
Lady
Sapervisor,
CEPHOS LTD. (Dept. lOPW) BUCKBURN
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"George" and "Anne" are your
enquiry departments. The former
will be happy to answer any query
regarding films, the latter anything connected with household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both do The Picture goer
Weekly. When a reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
ertvelope must be enclosed.

TIRED

AND FED-UP

this luxuriously soft, fragrant bath, supercharged with active oxygen by a Reudel
Cube, has exhilarated me." There's quick
rest for the weary in Reudel oxygenated
water, and marvellous skin beauty, too !
Reudel

oxygenates

your

Bath

bath

Cube

2^GdCh.

Beauty now costs pence not S,s
The art of make-up is reall.y very simple indeed. Study .your
personalit^y and apply the Elfrida aids to beauty that create
loveh'ness and charm . . . and distinction.
There can be no excuse for neglect. Elfrida Beauty series form
a complete beauty treatment at the cost of a few pence.
You can purchase any of the Elfrida Beauty Aids at your Chemist,
Hairdresser or Woolworths everywhere. Send for a free copy
of ' Elfrida for Beauty/ a wonderful book of Beauty Hints by a
well-known Beauty Specialist.
ELFRIDA PERFUMERY CO., r>ept.P.,Rawdon. LEEDS

\
\
\
\
j
\
\
j

Regular Reader (Barking). — Cast, To-day
We Live : Diana — ^Joan Crawford ; Boeard —
Gary Cooper; Claude — Robert Young;
Ronnie — Franchot Tone; McGinnis — Roscoe
Kams; Applegate — Louise Closser Hale;
M^r
Vaughn.— Rollo Lloyd; Eleanor — Hilda
Italian Reader. — Bradley Page took the
part of Toledo in This Day and Age. Your
criticisms have been passed on to the
Editor.
B. B. (Llandrindod). — (1) Casts, Disraeli :
Disraeli — George Arliss; Clarissa — Joan
Bennett;
Lady Beaconsfield
Florence Arliss;
Lord Probert— David —Torrence;
Mrs.
Travers — Doris Lloyd; Charles, Lord Deerforth — Anthony Bushell; Hugh Meyers —
Ivan Simpson; Queen Victoria- — Marearet
Mann; Duchess of Glastonbury — Gwen(folen
Logan; Duke of GJastonbury — Henry
Garbill ; Foljambe — Northan Cannon ; Count
Bosrinov — Michael VisarofF; Potter — Charles
E. Evans. Java Head : Taou Yuen — Anna
May Wong; Nettie Vollar — Elizabeth Allan;
Jeremy Ammidon — Edmund Gwenn; Gerrit
Ammidon — ^John Loder; William Ammidon
— ^Ralph Richardson; Bazil Dunsack —
Herbert Lomas; Edward Dunsack — George
Curzon; John Stone — John Marriner;
Roger Brevard — Gray Blake; Broadrick —
Roy Emerton; Rhoda — Amy Brandon
Thomas;
— Frances
Carson.
Lornaas
Doone : LomaKateDoone
— Victoria
Hopper;
a child — Ruth Hdden; John Ridd— John
Loder; as a chilt* — Peter Penrose; Mistress
Ridd — Mary Clare; Annie Ridd — Dorothy
Hyson; Eliza Ridd— Peggy Blythe; Betty
Mux worthy — Amy Veness; John Fry —
Eliot Makehara; Carver Doone — Roy Emerton; Charlesworth Doone — -John Marriner;
Sir Ensor Doone — Herbert Lomas ; Counsellor Doone — D. A. Clarke Smith; Gwenny —
Merle Tottenham; Tom Faggus — Roger
Livesey; Reuben Huckaback — ^Edward Rigby;
Ruth Huckaback — Margaret Lockwood;
Jeremy Stickles — Frank Cellier; Sergeant
Bloxham — Arthur Hambling; Farmer Snowe
— Charles Wreford; Parson Bowden —
Lawrence Bill
Hanray;
Slocombe
— Norman
Walker;
DaddsJem— Grey
BUke;
Parish
Clerk — Charles Penrose. The Queen's Affair:
Nadiru — Anna Neagle ; Carl — Femand Graavey; General — Gibb McLaughlin; Chancel or— Miles Malleson; Marie — Muriel
Akcd. (2) John Loder b. March 1, 1898,
London, 6 ft., fair hair and blue eyes.
Address c/o A. T. P. Studios. (3) Victoria
HopperDean.
is 22, (4)
blueYoueyes,can fair
hair,photographs
married to
Basil
obtain
of John Loder and Victoria Hopper from the
Picture Postcard Salon for 3d. each.
Important. — Cast : Seven Keys to Baldpate, William Magee- — Richard Dix; Mary
Norton — Miriam Scegar; Hal Bentley —
Crauford Kent; Myra Thornhill — Margaret
Livingstone;
PetersLittlcfield;
— Joseph Allen;
Hayden
— Lucien
Mayor Thomas
Cargan
— De Witt Jennings; Kennedy — Carleton
Macy;Herbert;
Mrs. Rhodes—
Joe
Bland —Nella
Alan Walker;
Roscoe;MaxLija
Quimby
— Harvey Clark; Mrs. Quimby —
Edith Yorks.
H. D. H. — Release dates : One Night of
Love—]*t\. 14, 1 935; Midnight Alibi—
II, 1935;
Defence
Peb.regard
18. 1935.
IFeb.
am sorry
i cannot
helpRests—
you with
to a
touring
company.
H. G. (Blackley).— (1) Cast : Daneing Lady,
Janie — Joan Crawford; Patch Gallegher —
Clark Gable; Tod Newton — Franchot Tone;
Mrs. Newton — May Robson; Rosette —
Winnie Lightner; Fred Astaire — Himself:
Ward King— Robert Benchley; Steve— Ted
Healy; Vivian Warner— Gloria Foy; Art —
Art jarrett; Bradley, sen. — CJrant Mitchell;
Bradley, jun. — Maynard Holmes; Nelson
Eddy — -Himself; Stage Hands — Moe Howard
and Jerry Howard; Author — Sterling Holk>way.
(2) Joan Crawford,
b. Mar.
1906,
San Antonio,
Texas; 5 ft.
4 in.,23,weighs
110 lb., reddish hair and dark brown eyes,
real name Hilly Cassin, changed to Lucille
Le Sueur before finally adopting the name of
Joan
.\ddress
c/o AllM. Others.
G.-M.
Studios.Crawford,
Latest film.
Forsaking
(Surrey).
'ITw
RedJ. G.
Shadow
— John— Cast
Boles;: Desert
Margoi Song.
— Carlotta
King; Susan — l.ouise Fazenda; Benny Kidd
—Edward
lommy Martindel;
Arthur; General
Birabeau
Pasha— Jack
Pratt;—
Hassi — Otto Hoffman; Sid El Kar— Robert
E. Guzman; Clementina — Marie Wells;
Capt. Fontaine
Del
Elliott;
Azuri —— ^John
MymaMiljan;
Loy. Rebel
(2) —Birth
dates : Paul Cavanagh— Dec. 8, 1895; Buddy
Rogcn>— Aug. 13, 1904; Nil* Aathet^Jan.
17. 1901. scpamcd from Virian Duncan;

Let

George

Eric Linden — 1911; Gene Raymond — Aug.
13, 1908; Donald Cook— Sept. 26. 1902.
Film Fan (Leeds). — (1) Cast: Tkatk
Your Stars, Nicky Nelson- — Jack Oakie; Joe
Davis — Ben Bernie; Lilie Raquel — Dorothy
Dell; Jackie Donovan — .\rline Judge; The
Countess — Alison Skipworth; Sailor Burke
— Roscoe Kams; Larry Hale — William
Frawley; Axel Hanratty — Lew Cody; Ahrin
Ritchie nett.
— (2)Paul
Cavanagh;
^Jill 191S;
DenDorothy
Dell, Wanda
b. Jan.— 30,
blonde hair and grey eyes, 5 ft. 5J in.; was
accidentally killed in a motor accident in
July, 1934. Her films included : Wharf
Angel,
Stars. Little Miss Marker, and Thank Your
Dorothy Wilson Admirer. — Cast : Eight
Girls in a Boat, Christa Storm — Dorodiy
Wilson; David Perrin — Douglass MontHaiuiah — KayMr.
Johnson;
Barbara gomery;
Barondess;
Storm Pickles
— Walter—
Connolly; Kreuger — Ferike Boros; Paul —
James
Smallhas Man
Colinpublished.
CampbelL
Story ofBush;
this film
not —been
Schoolgirl Admirer (London). — (1)
Birth dates : Nova Pilbeam — Nov. 15, 1919;
Shirley
1930; 6,Ida1912;
LupinoDorothy
— 1917
Loretta Temple,
Young — ^Jan.
Hyson— 1915. (2) Release dates : She Made
Her
; Tht Man Who Knetc
Too Bed—
Much—Ap.FA.15, 4,19351935.
A PlCRtREGOER. — Release dates : Gay
Diivrce—Ap. 8, 1935; The Fountain — May 6,
1935; Aug.
Radio5, Paradt^May
1935;1, It's
Bet—
1935; Menace—6, Ap.
1935;a
Roadhouse — Ap. 15, 1935; Notorious Sopkie
Lang—
Mar. MuT.
11, 1935;
My Song Goes Round
the World—
18, 1935.
CUBIOUS. — (1) You can obtain photographs
of WallacePostcard
Beery Salon,
and Jackie
Cooper
the
Picture
85 Long
Acre,from
W.C.2,
at 3d. each. (2) Releases : The Lone Coaboy
—Jan. 7, 1935; Wild Cargo— Dec. 31, 1934.
Carl Brisson's Admirer. — Carl Brisaon,
b. Dec 24, 1895, Copenhagen, Denmark;
real name Carl Pederson, 6 ft. 1 in., brown
hair andat grey
eyes, married.
Latest films
Murder
the Vanities
and Be Careful,
Young :
Lady. Address c/o Paramount Studios.
Studio Addresses
:
nRinsii Srunioi
• Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Middlesex.Picture Studios, Ealing
I Park.
Associated
VV.5. Imperial Studios,
II Green.
BritishIxjndon
and Dominion
I; Horeham
Wood,
Elstiec.Studios,
Herts. Boreham
Dritkih International
I• Wood,
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
BritishEUtree.
Instructional
I•Garden
City,
Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
: British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
Gainsborough
Poole Street,
•i Islington.
London. Studios,
N.
j; Bucks.
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove.
• Shepherd'.* Bush. I^ndon, W.12.
i Nettlefold Studios, Hurst Giove,
ii Walton-on-'I'lumes,
Middlesex.
l^ndon Film Co.,
22. Giosvenor
:: Street,
Soundl^ndon,
City S.W.I.
Studio. Liltldcm Park.
; Shepperton. Middlesex.
: Twickenham Studios, St. M.-irgaret's,
; Twickenham, Middlesex.
Studios. 1438,
Gowrr Street,
jColumbia American
Studios
: Hollywood, California.
: Educational Studio-i, SanU Monica
■:: California.
First National
Boulevard,
Hollywood..Studios,
Calit'ornia.Buibank,
i Fox Studios, Movietone City, WcstCalifornia.
:1 wood,
Samuel
Goldwyn Studio, 7210. Santa
: Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, Cali: Meiio-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver
fornia.California.
I City,
I Parantount-I'ublix Studioi, Hollywood,
i: California.
Radio Studios.
: Hollywood,
Califomia.78O, Gowcr Street.
Hal Roach Sludini, Culver City.
:1 Califomia.
i Mack Sennelt Studios. Studio City,
i: North
WarnerHollywood.
BrothersCalifornia.
Studio. Rurbank.
:ICalifomix.
United
Artistes
Studios,
North
I Formosa Avenue, Hollywood.1041.
California,
i• Califamin,
Univrrsal Studio.*. Unrreraal Cit».
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Franchot Tone, b. Feb. 27, 1906 at
Niagara Falls; brown hair and bliu
eyes, ft ft. tall. Films include :
Straight is the Way," " Gentlemen
are Born, ' ' and " Lives of a Bengal
Lancer. ' '

Constance
Oct.Bennett
22, 1905,Fan.
New— York;
eldest Bennett,
daughter b.of
Richard Bennett, fair hair and blue eyes,
S ft. 4 in., weighs 99 1b., married to the
Marquis de la Falaise, has adopted a baby
boy. Films include : Into the Net, Code of
the West, The Goose Hangs High, My Song,
My Wife and I, The Goose Woman, Marriage,
This Thing Called Love, Rich People, Son
of the Gods, Three Faces East, Common Clay,
Sin Takes a Holiday, Born to Love, Bought,
The Common Law, Reputation, What Price
HollvwoodT Two Against the World, Rockabye,
The Sun- Also Rises, Our Betters, Bed of
Roses, Sealed Lips, Moulin Rouge, The
Affairs of Cellini, A Woman of the World,
and Copy Cats. Address c/o 20th CentMry.
FilmGlasgow;
Fan. — (1)6 ft.Jack2 in.,
Buchanan,
b. Ap.hair2.
1891,
brown curly
and light brown eyes, weighs 160 lb. Films
include : The Happy Ending, Bulldog
Drummond's
Third Round,
Toni, Man
Paris,of
The Show of Shows,
Monte Carlo,
Mayfair, Good-night Vienna, Yes Mr. Brown,
That's 18,
a Good
(2) Ralph5 ft.
Lynn,
Mar.
1882,Girl.
Manchester;
10 in.,b.
light hair and eyes. Films include : Rookery
Nook, Plunder, Tons cf Money, Mischief
Chance of a Night-time, Thark, A Night
Like This, Just My Luck, Up to the Neck,
Turkey Time, Cuckoo in the Nest, A Cup of
Kindness, Dirty Work. (3) Gordon Marker,
b. Aug. 7, 1885, London; 5 ft. 8 in., brown
hair
include : The
Wife,andTheeyes.
Ring,Films
Champagne,
The Farmer's
Crooked
Billet, Taxi for Ttoo, Elstree Calling, Cockney
War Stories, The Squeaker, The Stronger Sex,
The W. Plan, Third Time Lucky, The Sport
of Kings, The Ringer, Michael and Mary,
The
The Arms,
Man They
Couldn'tto
Arrest,Calendar,
Two White
Condemned
Death, Whiteface, The Case of the Frightened
Lady, Love on Wheels, Rome Express, The
Lucky Number, Brittania of Billingsgate,
This is the Life, Friday the \3th, Roadfumse,
My Old Dutch, Dirty Work. (4) Yes, you
can obtain photographs of these three stars
from the Picture Postcard Salon, at 3d. each.
H. G.daughter
(Liverpool).
— Dorothy
b. L.1915,
of Dorothy
DicksonHyson,
and
Carl Hyson; 5 ft. 5 in., fair hair and blue
eyes, engaged to Robert Douglas. Films
Soldiers of the King, The Ghoul, Hippy,
Turkey
A CupDoone.
of Kituiness, Sing
As
We Go,Time,
and Lorna
Constant Re.\der. — Dorothy Dell was
1 19 years old and was bom in Hattiesbury, on
Jan. 30; 5 ft. 5 J in., blonde hair and grey
eyes. Films were Wharf Angel, Little Miss
' Marker, Thank Your Stars.
M.J. (Suffolk).— Katharine Hepburn, b.
May 12, 1908; 5 ft. 3 in., weighs 105 1b.,
brunette. Address c/o RKO-Radio. Latest
film : The Little Minister. I^etter to America
costs 1 Jd. You must obtain an International

Money Order for the rtturn postage from
your local post office.
Marie (Leeds). — Addresses : Richard
Cromwell, c/o Coltmibia; Dorothy Wilson,
Bing Crosby, c/o Paramount; Tom Brown,
c/o RKO-Radio Studios. Your request has
been passed on to the Editor.
Shelagh (Sussex). — Addresses : Ginger
Rogers, c/o RKO-Radio; Jane Wyatt, c/o
Universal; Fay Wray, c/o Gaumont-British
Studios. Do not send your album to
America, but ask for autographs and then
paste them into your book.
Anxious Schoolboy (St. Pancras). — (1)
Addresses : Boris Karloflf, c/o Universal
Studios; Gracie Fields, c/o A.T.P.; Nils
Asther, c/o B.I.P. Studios. (2) Release
dates : Belle of the Nineties — Jan. 21, 1935;
The Iron Duke—MsLT. 18, 1935; The Man
Who Knew Too Much— Feb. 4, 1935.
Fan of George Raft. — (1) Cast : Bolero,
Raoul — George Raft; Helen- — Carole Lombard; Annette — Sally Rand; Leona — Frances
Drake; Mike — William Frawley; Lady
D'Argon
Gertrude Lucy
Michael;
I>ordShea.
Coray- (2)
—
Raymond — Milland;
— Gloria
"SORaftero
"
music
from
Chappell
&
Co.,
New Bond Street. (3) Release dates
Grarut Canary — Dec. 31, 1934; Limehouse
Blues -Ap. 8, 1935; You Belong to Me—
Ap.
1935; Drop
Now and
Mar.193S;
25,
1935;15,Lemon
Kid—Forever—
May 27,
College Rhythm— Mar. 4, 1935. (4) George
Raft appears as a Chinaman in Limehouse
Blues, with Anna May Wong, Jean Parlier,
Kent Taylor, Montagu Love. (5) George
Raft's
latest film : Rhumba, with Carole
Lombard.
Studios. Address him c/o Paramount
Pandora (1) Release dates : Ready for
Love— Mat. 18, \ <iiS ; Enlighten Thy Daughter
— no fixed date, booked as soon after Aug.
1934 as possible. (2) Ralph Morgan took the
part of Charlie Marsden in Strange Interval.
(3) Ray Walker took the part of Larry Scott
in Baby Take a Bow. (4) Your request has
been passed on to the Editor.
Co.NRAD Veidt Fan. — (1) Conrad Veidt,
b. Jan. 22, 1893, Berlin; 6 ft. 2 in., dark hair
and eyes, married. (2) Casi : Jetti Siiss
Joseph Siiss Oppenheimer — Conrad Veidt;
Marie August — Benita Hume .' Karl Alexander— Frank Vosper; Rabbi Gabriel —
Cedric Hardwicke; Veissensee — Gerald du
Maurier; Naemi — Pamela Ostrer; Magdalene
Sibylle— Joan Maude; Landauer — Paul
Graetz; Michele (Mother of Siiss) — Haidee
Wright; Pflug — Percy Parsons; Lord Suffolk
— James Raglan; Harprecht — Sam Livesey;
Dieterle — Dennis Hoey; Turn and Taxis- —
Campbell GuUan; jantje — Eva Moore;
Pfaeffle—
Hay Plumb; Pancorgo — Gibb
McLaughlin.
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ANNE

SEIZE your pen without further delay, pass that
puzzling point on to me. I shall be delighted to
help you, but enclose a stamped-addressed envelope
if you wish for a reply by post.

After your Amami Shampixi
— do this. Damp the hair with
Amami Wave-Set. press in the
waves, pin the little curls and
slip a cap over the hair. For
5 iTunutes' rare you will have
a setting to be proud of —
entrancing waves, crisp little
curls that last for days . . . each
setting costs just one penny.

p>^UTTING
on weight is for
J some women and girls
just asing.diflficult
reducAnd it isasperhaps
more important for the
thin girl to increase her weight
than for the fat one to reduce it.
The girl who is underweight is
invariably nervy and often shorttempered, and, besides, flat chests
and non-existent hips are no
longer really fashionable.
In arranging a fattening diet,
the main meal of the day should
be timed so that it may be taken
in the maximum of unhurried
comfort, and with opportunity
to rest afterwards. Women at
home will probably find this
easiest in the middle day. Those
who work outside the home will
choose the evening meal. But
whatever the time, banish worries
and eat in pleasant company if
AMAMI
^AYE-SET

IN BOTTLES 6°*'"'1'3
"FILM
PARTNERS"
POSTCARDS

{Bruin Aherne and Victoria Hopper)
ARE
SIMPLY ADORABLE
"Love's
soft
sympathy ofimparts
Thai lender transport
delight
That beats in undivided hearts.*'
How charmingly
transport"
which
the poet that
sings "tender
is portrayed
in theof
"Film
Partners"
scries
of
picture
postcards
These cards, in both sepia glossy and coloured !
glossy, will add variety and charm to your
coUectioii.
By joining obtain
"The aPicturegoer"
Postcard
magnilicent
5s.
Album Club,
free.youThecancover
resembles
snake
skin and the oval panel embossed in gold
givesto itsend
"class."
To join,
all you
is
an order
for not
less need
thanto onedo
dozen
"Film
Partners"
or
other
postcards
the regular price of 2s. Od. dozen. Liberalat
discounts on all subsequent orders and Club
privileges.
Put some in this
FREE

5/-

ALBUM

ChooseSepia
your Glossy
" Film or
Partners
" fromGlossy,
this
list.
Coloured
3d* each, 2/6 doxeru Available to members
and non-members alike. Complete list
o/ these and other postcards on request,
BlchATd Barter
Arlen and
Waruer
and Matj
Janet BrlAn
Gaynor
CharleB
Blckford
and
Brent
Monte Bloe and EleanorKvelyn
Boardm&n
Walter Byron and Dorothy Mackalll
Paul Cavanagh and Kay Francis
Qary
and Lili Damita
Kent Cooper
Douglaaa
Clarke
James
Dunn andandSallyMae Rllers
Doofclas Palrbankn, ]un., and Mary Brian
CharlesOable
FarrellandandJoanMaureen
Clark
CrawfordO'SulliTaa
Clark Oable and Oreta Garbo
ELalpb Onves and Pay Wray
William Haines and Dorothy Jordan
Leslie
EdmundHoward
Lowe and
ud Mary
Mjma Dancan
Loy
Paal McCre*
Lukas and
Chatterton
Joel
and Rnth
Constance
Bennett
Adolphe
MenJOQ and and
LeilaNorma
HyamnHheaicr
Robert
Montfcomery
CSiestcr Morris and Leila Hyams
Ramon Norarro
and Osrole
DorotliyLombard
Jordan
WtUlam
Powell and
Charles
Rogers
and
Najocy
Carroll
Richard Arlen and Prmnds Dee
Predrlc March and Jnllett« Compton
Phillips Holmes and Bfirlam Hopkins
James Brook
CarneyandandClaudette
Joan Blondell
Cltve
Colbert
Ivor
NoT-ello
and
Klizabeth
AlUn Toliia
Maurice Cbenller and Genevieve
Philips Holmea and Helen Twelvetrees
Robert
Montgomery
and
Joan
Warner Baxter and Joan BennettCrawford
Robert
and Ekirothy Jordan
Ramon Tuung
Novarro
KvansMaoDoMld
Maurice
ChevalierandandMftdge
Jeaaette
Predric March and Sylvia Sidney
Robert Montgomery and Constance Bennett
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
To "PICTURBOOBR" SALON
83 Long Acre. London W.C.9
PleasePostcard
enrol meClub,
as a and
number
ofme** The
Plctoregoer"
Membership
Card
andorders.
full particulju^
ofsenddiscounts,
etc.,thanon
future
I
enclose
order
for
not
less
one dozen Film Partners Poiitcarda, Septa Glossy
or Coloured
Glossy
(state
priceyour2s. new
ftd.
dozen.
Include
withwhich),
order
5s.
Pree PleaM
Postcard
Album.
Imyenclose
Is. extn
to cover cost of postage and packing on my gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
'Overseas cover
readersfr'Mi^g
shouldudenclose
postage.3s. extra to
CYoas P.O. /and Go./ and make payable to
"THB PICTUREOOKR."
S.B.—ApplUmmU
JrUh Julir
Fn4 lAel
Sit* mag
wOl h*frs
required
le pey onirfromKntrp
cAerfee»ff.
Pic. 19/1/30.
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you can. Remember, " Better
a dinner of herbs." It is literally
true that a one-course meal
taken with someone you like
proves far more nourishing than
a more elaborate menu gulped
down in silence or in the midst
of family squabbles.
The Day Begins

some fruit
waking,
be
It mayjuice
be taken.
On should
orange juice, grap)efruit or lemon
juice according to taste. Or as a
flesh-maker there is nothing like
Glucose D. You may have your
orange
s of mixed
the
plus teaD, two
Glucosewith
spoonfuljuice
beaten white of a new laid egg.
If, however, you do not care for
this mixture first thing in the
morning, switch it over to
"elevenses," at which time add a
few raisins, dates or figs.
Take a good breakfast of the usual
English variety. Finish with an
apple, some nuts, or some raisins.
The raisins may be left to soak oversprinkled Many
with people
grated
nuts in night,
theand morning.
who cannot digest whole nuts find
not the slightest difficulty in dealing
with grated nuts.
There are many health food stores
through the country that .specialise
in selling freshly grated nuts, or
a nut mill may be purchased which
will grind all varieties.
If the Glucose D has been taken
first thing in the morning, at ii a.m.
drink a cupful of milk. Pour off
the top of a half-pint bottle of milk
so that all the cream is taken. Sip
it slowly so that it is easily digested.
Lunch
If the main meal is to be taken
in the evening, lunch should be
simple. This provides the opportunity to get in some of the salads,
fruit, cheese, cream, etc., necessary
for maintaining good health. Take
the green foods and salads plentifully, and take them in the French
way, cooked in oil or butter, and
the salads with plenty of oil plus a

little lemon juice, or a freshly
made mayonnaise. Let the meal
end with some glucose barley sugar,
or other boiled sweets in which
glucose is an ingredient.
Avoid pastries, highly seasoned
foods, and rehsished meat and fish.
Tea-time
Tea-time
providesof butter.
the opportunity
to eat plenty
Toast,
oatcakes, or wholemeal scones are
all the better for lashing of butter.
A fair amount of English honey
should be taken as well. English
honey is preferable to the imported
variety since it contains no cane
sugar.
The tea should be on the weak
side with lots of milk.
Dinner or Supper
This
mealit of
day.
Be
sure istothestart
withtheone
of the
thick creamy soups. If you do
not bother with soup-making at
home, in these days excellent soup>s
come out of tins. With added milk
or cream
they contain the^maximum of noiuishment.
The next course may be chosen
from great variety. On the days
when you do not take meat, it may
be of cheese, eggs, or steamed or
casseroled fish. I do not advise
fried fish, for with all the added
richness of the fattening diet, the
fried food may prove too much for
theBedigestion.
sure to have some liver at
least once a week. For a sweet
you
fatter assisters
green majj
with make
envy your
inasmuch
you
may eat all the puddings made
with suet. (It is better if made
with wholemeal flour.) Vary the
sweet course with egg custards,
baked and boiled, fruit salads,
dried fruits, and cream. The meal
may be finished with fresh fruit,
finally a little more barley sugar.
The Night Cap
Now anddodash
not ofiriseafter
fromamusement.
this meal
Sit down and take your ease. On
the other hand, do not go off to
bed too soon, or digestion being
incomplete, a restless night is sure
to Say
follow.
at 10.30 a nightcap may be
taken. It may be a cupful of one
of the many excellent beverages
sold for this special purpose. Vary
them from night to night.
Finally a word about water. Few
people drink sufficient water. It is
most important to take enough
when living on a special diet such
as is outlined here. A glass of water
should be taken last thing at night —
just before settling to sleep. And
further, half a pint of water should
be taken an hour after each meal.
Next week I propose to deal with
some re-curving exercises. A last
word.
Havea fortnight
patience.of Don't
to
me after
dietingwrite
and
say you see no difference. Keep up
the treatment for several months
and watch your weight on the scale
weekly. Unless
some constitutional reason,there
I am iscertain
you
will gain the required pounds.
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MUST

PERSONAL

NOT

DISFIGURt
YOUR

Weekly

EMBROIDERIES

HANI^^

t

je

Snowfire Glycerine Jelly
soon banishes every trace
of housework blemishes
. . . keeps redness and
roughness 'away . . .
makes your hands soft,
white and smooth. Nongreasy. Quickly absorbed.

AFTER WORK. USE^^
...add

an

to all

BRITISH MADE.

If OUT

note

tkimis

FASHION says no ensemble can be tru/y commotifs !
gay "signature
these makes
plete without
even the" plainest
heraldry
Their happy
things intimate and exciting. To give you ideas
for embroidering on your clothes and linen, we
have produced five booklets of designs in full
colors — each containing six transfers of six different designs. Each booklet costs 2d at your
needlework shop or fill in the coupon below.
An Initial Transfer booklet is also available at Id.
This *'i(ob\n'' motif is in Booklet No. 5.

Of aU Chemists, Hairdressers, etc

Casily disposed

intimate

of

CLARKS

ANCHOR

Send in sealed envelope
with necessary stamps.
COUPON
To CLARK & CO. LTD. (Dept. P.E. 19 ),
Paisley, Scotland.
Please send me PERSONAL EMBROIDERIES
Booklets
Nos. i,I 2,enclose
3, 4 and 5 ' atin2!dstamps;
each, post
free, for which
also
Initials Booklet for which I enclose i id in stamps
NAME.

S.C29/8S
AND

MILWARD'S

NEEDLES

uDie
A

FLAWLESS

SKIN

Doet your Vaniahing Cream
give you a really amooth akin ?

The name

you can trust

" CELTEX" - soluble easily disposed of.

"THE

ORIGINAL
very popular.

**K" — all wool with very
soft cover.

Daggett & Ratnsdell's Perfect Vanishing
Cream is an ideal foundation for your
powder and make-up.
It leaves the
skin unbelievably smooth.
D. &■ R. Perfect Beauty Creams, in tubes, 6d. and i /-,
and in jars, 1/3 and 2/6. Skin Tonic i/- and 2/6
SAMPLE OFFER.
Send lid. in stamps with your name and address
in sealed envelope for sample tubes of D. &. R.
Beauty Creams to Stemco Ltd., Dept. O.
128 Albert Street, Camden Town, N.W.I. '

(In block Utters)
ADDRESS
"Strike out numbers not required.
Avoid that worried look!
Whenever you have an attack of

HEADACHE

or

NEURALGIA
the pain is instantly reflected in the face, causing
a strained or worried look. Avoid it by taking a
ZOX powder the moment you feel the pain.
Keep a supply handy.

Over 30 years' reputation.
Zox powders 2d. each or 1/6 and 3/per box. Send ijd. stamp (cost of
FREE
postage) or 2 free powders now.
The Zox Mfg. Co. (Dept. 6)
II Hatton Garden. London, E.C.i
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See this Delightful
new FROCK on
Approval
K.373. —winter
A valuable
to% every
wardrobe,assetin
fancy wool afgalaine. Smartly
yoked atedandwith effectively
imitacion decorbreast
pockets and piquant cravat.
The collar contrasts in sand
crepe and is caught down with
neat tabs finished with twotone buttons.
Sizes: S.W. 44, 46, 48; W. 46,
48; WX. 48; O.S. 48 ins.
In Lido Blue, Wine, Olive
Green, Nigger Drown, Navy,
Black.
Special Bargain Price, il/6.
WX. I/- extra. O S. 2/- extra.
1/6 DEPOSIT ONLY
(Pott 6d.)
Balancefer ed 2/6
monthly
at no extra
cost. if pre-

A DAINTY SATIN
SPOT FROCK
9cotton
K.370—
silk and
crepeDainty
fabric art.
intriguingly
patterned
with
a
self
satin
spot.
The latest neckline fastens
with bow of spot material lined
contrast, which is also seen to
effect in the small plait on the
belt.
bodice. Yoke effect on hip and
Sizes:
WX. 47S.W.
ins. 44, 46; W. 46, 48;
Colours: Cedar, Brown/Primrore. Navy/White, Lido/White.
Special Bargain Price, 13/11.
1/6 DEPOSIT ONLY
(Poit 6d.)
Balance fer ed2/6
monthly
at no extra
cost. if pre-

A LOVELY DRESS IN
NEW MATERIAL
0latestK.376.
A new style
the
fancy— woollen
knop incloth,
finished with a charming beige
sand crepe collar edged with
dainty frills. The tie belt at the
back ensures good fitting for
every
figure.
See, too,
chromium
ornament
at the
the
neck and graceful long sleeves.
On approval for inspection in
your own home for just I/deposlt.
Sizes: S.W. 46, 48; W. 46, 48,
50;
WX. 48,Nut50 ins.
Colours:
Brown, Light
Navy,
Black. Sage Green, Strawberry,
Special Bargain Price, 8/11
WX. 1/6 extra.
I/- DEPOSIT ONLY
(Pott 6d.)
Balancefer ed 2/monthly
at no extra
cost. if pre-

Please send me on approval
Garment requested at present
Special

Bai^ain
Coupon

mm

WONDERFUL

BARGAINS

NO

EASY

EXTRA

FOR

THE AMBRON
BELTED GORSELETTE
Prove for yourself the amazing
THE AMBRON
value of this new model
Ambron Corselecte.
Its value will thrill you — its
'EASI-FIT'
wondering.
luxurious quality will leave you This latest
Ambron Easi-Fit
Corset is specially designed for
medium
and
full
It fits
Its
delightfuland" uphold
" 7-in. snugly well down figures.
underbelt
soft brassiere
over the hips
top
ensure
ease
and
comfort.
to
give
grace
oF
line,
and
the
Made in the finest Ambron unique cross-over straps give
woven striped coutille, in pink essential abdominal support of
or white (state which pre- delightful ease. Sixteen Flexo
ferred). Fitted with six sus- unbreakable and rustless supports and six adjustable silk
adjustablehipshoulder
straps, andpenders,
elastic
insets. suspenders.
Trimmed with
lace and fancy bow.
Sizes
range
from
30
to
46-in.
only.
bust. State bust and hip Tea-rose
Sizes:
24
to
42-in.
waist. In
measurements.
Special Bargain Price, 8/11 Sizes and Prices: 24 to 30 in.,
9/11 I/- with order (post 6d.),
I/- DEPOSIT
(Pott 4^.)ONLY
2/- monthly. 31 to 36 in., 11/6;
37 to 42 in , 12/9. 1/6 with
Balancefer ed 2/monthly
if
preat no extra cost.
order (post M.), l/i monthly.
HOW
★

TO

ORDER

_

TERMS

Q

THE AMBRON
'ROLLON '
Slip intomentthisand lithe
little gar-a
experience
marvellous sense of wellbeing. Skilfully formed
Lastex " Miracle
" yarngently
with
two-way
stretch,
moulds the figure, but never
distorts
nature.
material is of very
silky This
appearance.
No steels, so cannot cause the
slightest discomfort. Ideal
(or all occasions, but especiwear.
ally for dancing or sports
Depth, 14 in., washable, and
Tea-rose
guaranteed
40 in.) only.long wear. In
Sizes: 22 to 30-in. waist.
(No hip meosurement over
Special Bargain Price, 8/11
I/- DEPOSIT ONLY
(Pott 4d.) if preBalance 2/fer ed at nomonthly
extra cost.

Just fill in the Coupon for the Bargain you want
and enclose, with FULL NAME (Mrs. or Miss)
AND
ADDRESS
and postal order for the amount
of deposit
and postage.
Overseas and Irish Free State full cash only.
Please cross P.O. thus // in ink. Write very
plainly and post without delay.
_ ,

Colour
G»'-n'ent
1Bargain
enclose the
above.
stated deposit
Pricenecessary
together with postage and will p^^^^ g,^^
Length
"
price either in
pay balance
one
sum orof by the stated
(f outsize state O.S.)
monthly instalments. If 1 return the articles unworn at once
Corset (Bust)
(Waist)
(Hips)
you will refund my deposit.
,«,,,„ ...
'
t
r
P/cturegoer, 19/1/35. No. 273.

oMBRon

HOUSE

innnniicm

BRIDGE RD LUllUUMSUli
L"> e.
lUXHQLL
UJILSON
nMBROSE
and
Weekly
by thefor Proprietors,
Press,
, Long Registered
Acre, London,
W.C.2. Registered
it the G. P.O.
as a Newspaper.
Post
J^rinted
GrcatfBritain
a 13s.Published
per annum,
6s. 6J.
six months, OOHAMS
3s. 3d. for
threeX^to.months.
for transmission
by Canadian
Magazine
Post. Agencies
oreeAustralia
all inover
th| world
for
and
New Zealand
Z:
: Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co., Lta., also
Canadian Whole lie Newsdealers' Association, Ltd. Also on sale at W. H. Smith & Sons, Ltd.'s bookshops at 248 Rue de Rivoli, Paris, and 7S Boulevard
Adolphe Max, Bruxelles, and Messageriet Dawton, 13 Rue Albouy, Parit.
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Still

another

reason

why

'Mine

's

a

There's a most attractive new
flat box

—

containing

Minor

'

6d.

15 cigarettes

plain, cork or 'ivory' tipped.

In taste, quality and
equal of much

but

not

enough

packing

dearer

quite

so

however,

the

cigarettes,

large —

big

to last a full

10 minutes.
6d

FOR

15

Plain, Cork or 'Ivory' tipped
BeaulifuHy produced series oi 50 Film Favourites
now enclosed in all packings.

DeReszke

FOR

MINORS
Issued by Godfrey Phillips Lid.
FOR

ly-'ri
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Using

GRITTY
FACE

POWDER

When huskiness and hoarseness vex you
To arrest them she directs you . . .

a ZUBEGo-suck
What's all this ? Lost your voice ! Shp
one of these Zubes in your mouth.
When you're out in the cold and fog,
Zubes are the ideal things to suck.
Warm you up, too, don't they? Goon,
have another, they cost little enough.

Try

Flat "^^
3D • *Q-g^D Inti
n* ^^ X- 1 Per ounce
ZUBES KEEP YOU WARM AND IN 6000 FORM

^legance - - reflects the
grace of culture and good
taste
and
3

in

dress,

more

coiffure

cosmetics

important
upon

still —

th/s

jLadye

Amazing

''Bite Test"
Blackheads, enlarged pores, and all sorts
of ugly skin blemishes are often caused by
gritty face powder. Many a powder that
looks and feels smooth and Ane actually
contains tiny, sharp gritty particles. You
cannot see them, but you can easily feel
them with your teeth. Make this test to-day :
Take a pinch of your powder and grind
it firmly between your front teeth. If
there is any trace of grit in it, you feel it
as instantly as sand in your food. Thousands of women have been astounded by
this test.
There is one face powder you can be
certain contains no grit — Poudre Tokalon,
because it is air-floated. Exquisitely fine
and light with no tiny particles of grit to
injure and clog the pores. Put Poudre
Tokalon
the ' bite istestthe' to-day
Poudreto Tokalon
only . powder in
which Mousse of Cream is blended (patent
process). This makes it stay on all day.
It will give you a lasting loveliness, so
natural looking that the powder itself is
never even noticed. Say good-bye to ugly
shine; farewell to that chalky, heavy overpowdered look. Above all, beware of the
harm a gritty powder can do. With
Poudre Tokalon you are absolutely safe.
purr , facturers,
By spet ial any
arrangement
•TlVCiJL.
woman with
readerthe ofmanuthis
papf r may obtain a de luxe Beauty Outlit containing
shades of Tokalon "Mousse of Cr«am" Powder so
tliat she may te<:t them for herself. The outfit also
contains Creme Tokalon Skinfoods for both day and
night use. .Send 3d. in stamps to cover cost of postage,
packing, etc., to Tokalon Ltd. (Dept. 33»V>, Chase
Koad, London, N.W.IO.

Jayne

WAVE
CLIH
AMD
•FULL INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN ON EVERY CARD
WAVE
this
over

wand
your

old
shoes
With this little mop and a bottle
of RADIUM Dye, you can, in a
few minutes, transform your
oldest shoes into dazzling newness. RADIUM will cut your
annual shoe bill in half by
doubling the effective Life of
shoes. You can get RADIUM
in all the latest colours, from
shoe shops, repairers and leather
stores. Simple to use and lasting in effect.
Vadium
LEATHER
DYES
Jiwiiutn Sufilf Chiiiii r is itleal
ahiies.iiiiUmj the hesl finish tosmtle
/or
KADIUM LTD.,
Br.>adhealh, MANCHESTER.

which —
JOIN

SHAMPOO
has laid its magic spell of
refinement.
•ORDINARY" for Dark Hair 4D
■ CAMOMILE
Fair Hair ~
Of.ll
CHEMISTS •■&forHAIRDRESSERS
THIS

"THE

PICTUREGOER"
POSTCARD
CLUB
.loin
•
Thr
I'icturetioiT
"
Piistt-aril
Club,
|>urticiilar$
of
which
are
given
on
page
73, together
with coupon. Choose your cards from list below or write first for complete list
showing
hundniN. Price 3d. each. 2s. 6d. dozen (substantial discounts after you have joined the
Club). Available to members and non-members aliXe.
Lewis .\yres
"PART^fERS"
Miriam 'KopkiiLs
SEPIA GLOSSY
'
tSepik GloRMj,
alMi (ilovsy Coloured)
Klissa I.,andi
.loycc
Kland
(9Ut» iityle required.)
Carl Brl.sspn
Francis Ledcrer
Clark <laMe and Joan Cnwtord
Freilric March
RichardOable\rlenandandMyrua
JudithLay.Olen
Colin
("live
(iiir>' CiiopiT
Clarli
Lewis
Stone
Hina Crosby
Shirley
Temple
Doujilasa
MontKnnieFy
and DoruthT WlUott
Marlenc Dietrich
James D»mn and Janet flaynor
Toby Wing
Marthe Ki:irerth
Fradri,'
March
and
Mlriani
Hopkliu
Anna May Wong
Clark Oable
John B^^Ie** and Glurla dtuart
Klizabeth Young
Anna Neagl
Charles Bnyer and Jean Parker
Cary Grant and Elian Laadi
5/- ALBUM
FREE, SEE PAGE 73 FOR COUPON
3
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HAVE

YOU

FRIDAY

^

AM

BEAUiyr

woman's

It iseverq
PACK
OUT YOUR
WRINKLES AND
SMILE THROUGH
A BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION

NIGHT

IS

AM
I
NIGHT/

Ki'^ht

^DEBUTANTE

BEAUTY

PACK

MASK

Enables you to do so . . .
A remarkable advance, not a mere improvement, but something
really NEW. This unique Beauty Pack-Mask (masque de beaute)
which recently created such a stir amongst the CHIC women of
Paris and screen beauties, has now been brought to London.
Constant experiments in cosmetics have taught us that powders,
rouge, and pore-clogging creams can at the best be only substitutes for real natural beauty.
True loveliness of the face lies in Youthfulness, Clearness, and the Softness of a translucent complexion. All these can be obtained by the weekly use of this New Beauty
Pack-Mask, which is harmless.
The neatness and cleanliness of this wonder-working product is
at last the final answer to EVERY woman's need.

WRITE

FOR

IT

AM

NOW

Send 9id. in stamps to Debutante Beauty Products, 71 New Bond Street,
London, W.I, and our trial size will be sent to you by return, post free.

CONTAINS

WANT
TO

YOU
HAVE
Woman's

Best

FRIEND
for

A youthful skin, seductive, wrinkle free;
lips
are cheeks.
warm and
roses that
in your
.\11 kissable;
this can benature's
yours
with the Outdoor Girl 5-minute way to
beauty.
For Outdoor Girl Face Powdci alone
among all others brings you the secret base
of olive oil to nourish your skin, to tone it
and feed it, to give it once again the satin
texture of youth.
Try Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Face Powder
to-day. You will be amazed at what a
difference this fluffy-dry, caressing powder
makes to your attractiveness and cliarm.
Try Outdoor Girl Rouge and Lipstick, too.
Outdoor Girl Beauty Products are amazingly inexpensive. Generous handbag sizes
as low as 6d. 6d. to 3s. 6d. sizes in the
newest smart shades at all chemists.
FREE SAMPLE sent post free.
Send a card for a generous free sample (one
week's
Outdoor Girlnew
OliveEverglades
Oil Face
Powder supply)
in the of fashionable
shade which blends with every complexion, to
Crystal Products Co,, Ltd, (Dept, 134^
32 City Road, London, E.Ci,
OUTDCDR
OLIVE OIL FACE
4

GIRL
POWDER

3

I

47 INGREDIENTS

world's
the old
Amami Age
has made
Science
most
successful
shampoo.
prescriptions have been consulted. New
discoveries taken into account. That's
— Amamithe— conshampoo
why the
s to burnish
tains 26perfect
ingredient
hair
into lasting loveliness and 21 to energise
thcscalp and tone the hair.

ii
MEN

AM

generations

Why is it that a woman has a way of p assing
on the truth about nearly all the good things of
life ? If she is in good health she will always wish
to share the secret of it with others. This natural
generosity is part of her charm and she cannot
escape expressing it if she is well and in good
spirits. The generosity of good health is so
natural and spontaneous that a woman may even
be unaware of the pleasure it gives to others.
The result of this enviable characteristic is that
some of the simplest personal habits in the life
of the healthy woman have been acquired from
her grandmother through her mother or through
the experience of friends. The most important
item in the daily attention which every wise
woman gives to herself concerns the regularity of
her personal habits. She realises that constipation
can upset her life to the very tiniest detail. She
knows that there should be an urgency in the daily
movement rather than delayed action, and what is
most important of all she knows that no one else
can keep a watch on her happiness, to protect it.
One simple question every morning and the
matter is settled. Women have known this for
90 years : for three generations they have taken
Beecham's Pills whenever the inner need was
present. The use of this famous vegetable remedy
has taught them how to make certain of those
regular conditions of life which lie beneath all
vital charm and happiness.

^/t4
BLENDS

AMAMI
A SHAMPOO

SPECIALLY FOR YOU!
If you are a Blonde or Brunette . If your
hair is thin and falling or too brittle or too
greasy • — there is an Amami Shampoo for
you. 12 varieties in 3d. and 6d. sachets.
AMAMI

COMPLETELY BANISHESDryness,
Greasiness,
ting and Dull
Hair. Falling Hair, SplitCOMPLETELY RESTORESSparkle, Natural Wave, Life, Lustre,
Charm, Silkiness, Health and Beauty.
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Thousands
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Another
star

famous

praises

JtiHECLVDE
Co-star

with

Henson

in

Leslie
"Lucky

Break^'
finds
invaluable

READ
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SHE SAYS:

"With so many calls on my time and
energy I easily become " run-down " and
" nervy." I have found that ' Ovalline '
is invaluable for soothing and restoring
overwrought nerves and tired body. It
makes me sleep soimdly at nights and
wake up fresh and ready for another day.
Without my " night-cap " of ' Ovaltine '
I frequently don't know what I should do.
This restful influence, of course, has also
been of great assistance in keeping my
complexion good."

r

THE favourites of the Stage and Screen as well
as thousands of persons in other walks of life
have testified to the unique value of ' Ovaltine.'
For giving sound, restful sleep all night and for
maintaining health and energy all day, delicious
' Ovaltine ' is definitely without equal.
Although
are made differences.
to look like Remember
' Ovaltine,'
there
are imitations
very important
that " there is more in ' Ovaltine '." It gives more
health-building nourishment — more in quality and
more in quantity. ' It is therefore most economical in use.
Quality

Prices in Gt. Britain and N. Ireland
1/1. 1/10 and 3/3

O

always

tells — insist on
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E
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bii The
O the average picturegoer the stars and directors are
familiar names, but the men who make possible
their work, the producers, are somewhat mysterious
beings.
They get more kicks than halfpence because it is the way
of the world to pick on and criticise the faults in its entertainment and accept what pleases it without much
acknowledgment.
It is the object of this special issue to bring our readers in
more personal contact with the aims and aspirations of the
producers, both British and American, and give them the
opportunity of explaining to their public what they are trying
to do in the way of providing it with new and original
en tertaijiment .
We are, I think, far too prone to take the kinema for granted
and groan because the type of picture we see is not always
what we ourselves could wish.
It takes a lot of different tastes to make a screen audience
and the producer who can please all the people aU the time
has not yet been bom.
That he does try to please the majority is made manifestly
clear in the articles by. and interviews witii, the often muchmaligned " movie moguls" which appear in this issue.
They have, we think, a due regard to the responsibility that
rests on them in supplying the needs of the world's most
popular form of entertainment — the screen — quite apart from
the fact that they are obviously in the business to make money
and not only for the sake of their health.
s a matter of fact, if they did not have to try
and make their several concerns profit-making
the entertainment they provided would not be
acceptable to as many people as it is to-day.
The very fact of their being commercial in the
first place argues that they must try and satisfy the
tastes of the majority if they are to be successful.
If this issue succeeds in giving you some idea of the
aims and aspirations of the producers and of their
difficulties, it will have amply
fulfilled its
purpose.
Some idea of the variety of screen entertainment
offered for your approval in 1935 is outlined in the
film guide section, of, what we consider to be, a
somewhat remarkable contribution to fan
publications.
As far as possible we have given brief criticisms of the
per
pictures you will see this year. In a compilation of pathis
description there are bound to be errors of omission, for which
we crave your indulgence.
In addition films which are ready but have not been trade
shown are included, as well as a large number which are in

The Best is Good Enough, says Sam Eckman, jun.
The Five Year Plan, by Alexander Korda
We Can Develop Stars in Britain, says Herbert Wilcox
British Pictures for the World, by Michael Balcon
Secrets of the Studios, by S. F. Ditcham
British and Proud of It, by Arthur Dent
Intemationalisation of the Screen, by D. E. Griffiths . .
What I Should Like to See in 1935, by Victor Saville . .
If I Were Head of a Production Company, by Alfred Hitchcock
Twinkling Stars of 1935
Pity the Poor Cameraman . .
Film Guide for 1935

IN

935

Editor
production or contemplated. In these cases all the details
available are appended and we hope this will prove a useful
pointer to our readers in the matter of programme
selection.
It has always been our aim to give Picturegoer readers as
full a service as possible in this respect as well as in every
department of screen activities.
This seems a fitting issue in which to tender our thanks to
the numbers of readers who have encouraged us and helped
us in our endeavours to make Picturegoer of real service by
their criticisms, suggestions, and appreciation.
In the forthcoming year we propose to continue the series
of Famous Films Supplements, which have prcAed so widely
popular and which mark a milestone in screen joumahsm.
We shall shortly be presenting our readers with a supplement on The Painted Veil, Garbo's latest picture, which has
broken all records at the Empire, London, and this will be
followed from time to time by further additions to a series
which, we feel sure, will form worth-while souvenirs of noteworthy films.
We

should like to thank the several producing and renting
concerns who have co-operated in making the film
guide for 1935 as comprehensive as it is.
We would once again reiterate the need for our readers to
appreciate the difficulties they have to face and realise that
every endeavour is being made to give them pictures they
will like.
No other form of entertainment has such a vast public to
serve and no other entertainment has to be so prodigal in its
dissemination of ideas.
There are fifty-two weeks in the year and most kinemas have
a change of programme twice weekly; some idea of the number
of pictures required to fill the demand can be gained from the
fact that in this country alone there are 4,897 kinemas.
Considering this point, it is surely rather remarkable that
the general standard of entertainment is as high as it is.
Judging by the projected pictures for the present
^ year, picturegoers are likely to be regaled with some
^ t outstanding
We hopeproductions,
that our readers will find in this issue
an earnest of the service we always try to render
them in presenting them with the best in current
thought and news in the film world and we
would assure them that the standard we
havetained.
set ourselves will be rigidly main-
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BEAUTY,

FASCINATION

THE

IRRESISTIBLE
GAIEIY

WAY

Romance and happiness depend upon your appearance. Take no chances.
Give yourself a fascinating, more vivid and attractive self with the aid of
Gaiety, the quality beauty preparations that suffuse you with bewitching,
irresistible loveliness. . . . And so, transforming you, speed your way to
"the happy ending."
GAIETY EYE COSMETIC
Just a hint
this cosmetic
and yourAnd
eyes double
are entrancing
"poolstheir
of wonder."
With
new ofsparkle.
New — charm.
and treble
beauty.
Absolutely harmless. Obtainable in solid or liquid form. Solid : BLACK,
BROWN or BLUE. Liquid : BLACK oi BROWN. Both complete with brush.
GAIETY NAIL POLISH
Treat your nails to Gaiety, the Nail Polish with the smarter tints and
smoother fmish. Gaiety will never crack or peel, and one application lasts
an amazing time. Supplied in 5 entrancing colours — Natural, Transparent,
Rose, Coral and Paris Red. Other 6d. Gaiety Preparations include Cye
Shadow, Eyebrow Pencils and Brushes, Rouge, Lipstick, and Manicure
Allurements.
Stocked by: Boots, Woolworths, Chemists and Hairdressers.
In case of difficulty, send 6d. to address below.
GAIETY (Dept. 8a), I Hardwicic Street. London, E.C.I.

RE YOU

A BLONDE!

COSMETIC
Blue eyes, blue.
Brown eyes, black.

— OR

A BRUNETTE!

—

OR

A TITIAN!

COSMETIC
Blue eyes, blue.
Brown eyes, black.

COSMETIC
Black only.

NAIL POLISH
There are 5 captivating tones of Gaiety Nail Polish, a shade to match each gown.
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A Second Revolution
Because
the prejudice of
roused
by theof completeness
the
failure of paat cxjjeriments, recent
developments in colour liave not
received the attention they deserve. On lx)th sides of the
Atlantic new processes are being
perfected. Colour, it is now being
whispered
the studios of
to
stay. and in
Britain
Hollywood, has come
l'"or the same reason it has not
been generally appreciated that
the adoption
the new medium
will
cause a ofrevolution
almost
approaching that of 1927 when
the coming
sound sent the
stellar
thrones oftoppling.
Colour will be as hard on imperfect features as the early microphones were on imperfect voices.
Stars are already asking themselves apprehensively : " How will

SCMtN
NfWS

I photograph?
"
Who
Will Survive
?
hey have rea.son to. We have
on the authority of Robert
Edmund Jones, the expert who
produced La Cucaracha, the first
motion toons,
picture,
apart from
to be produced
by carthe
Technicolour process, that
bleached heads will have to go
and tha't there will be no njore
artificial blondes and no more
heavy
" Youmake-up.
can't fool the colour
camera, ' he declares. "It catches
the slightest artificiality, magnifying it, making
it ridiculous.
Bleached
hair which
may be
beautiful on the black-and-white
screen, in Technicolour looks like

How
many
present-day
a straw
wig."
will
survive
the test
imposed bystars
the
de luxe
MAGAZINtnew beauty standard ?
The first all-colour full-lengtli talkie is in
It is Becky Sharp, and to Miriam
production.
Hopkins has fallen the honour of being the
mother" of the new medium. Miriam is a natural
blonde. Her hair. I am told, photographs beautifully— golden, soft and silky.
Mae West Surprise

Charming June Knight — one of
the stars you inwill1935.
be hearing from
(OLOU

CtVO

TION

Probable in 1935 — How Many Stars Will Survive ^ — Mae West's
Rumba — And Plan to End Depression — Falling Divorce Rate —
New Comedy Kings

""HE opening of 1935 is clouded by the tendencies of the talkies are dealt with comprehensively ia this issue by authorities more
rm so-called Decency Drive, and the
llffl marked evidence of the costume cycle distinguished and more expert than I. There
JLiIl obsession in most of the studio are, however, a number of general possibilities
schedules robs them of some of their that cannot be ignored.
usual colour and interest.
The issue of censorship, brought to a head
Few years, in fact, have made their bow so by the meddlesome activities of the purity
quietly or with less promise of sensations.
leagues, will be fought out and finally settled
Nevertheless, there are not lacking signs before 1935 is over. Television is just around
that 1935 will be one of the most important the comer . . . and colour is hable to arrive
and eventful in the history of films. The any minute now.
'

The big surprise
Noiv I'm
a Lady
stand, to be a ofrumba
dance
by is,
MaeI underWest,
who, incidentally, has always claimed to be the
inventor
the practising
"Shimmy."for weeks and according
Mae hasofbeen
to Hollywood accounts "has the hip-weaving at
A Red Indian has an important part in the
her mercy."
picture.
The irrepressible W. C. Fields comments
that "when that lad goes back to his tribe they'll
probably change his name to Big-Chief- Went -UpAnd-Saw-Her-3ometime
. ' ' to her weakness for
Mae, incidentally, reverts
British leading men by choosing Paul Cavanaugh
to play opposite her.

" Team
Rooney
Beery and
Other
interesting
new as
stellar
teams we" shall he
seeing shortly will be Greta Garbo and
Fredric March, which seems a promising combination, Jean Harlow and William Powell, Douglas
Fairbanks, jun., and Gertrude Lawrence, and
Gordon Htirker and Ralph Lynn.
Not the least interesting is the announcement
that Wallace Beery and Mickey Rooney will be
launched as a new team for a group of pictures in
1935The first will be Hero's Son. Mickey was recently
signed on long-term contract by the studio and,
ahnost alone among Hollywood's current infant
prodigies, is a genuine actor — certainly a much
better actor than that mannerised young gentleman Master Jack Coopier, whom he now replaces
as Beery 's partner.
Settling the Depression
now has a plan to endg
it appears,
Mae theWest,
n, based
depressio
on the interestin
and
unique
economic
theory
that love
(Continued on page 10)

PICTUREGOER Weekly
(Continued from page 9)
makes the world — and the dollars — ^go round.
" Love has done more for the human race and
for the advancement of civilisation than anything
else," she declares. "More lands have been
conquered, more machines invented, more cities
built and more grain has been planted, because
men have loved women and women have loved
men.
"It's a chemical and psycholog[ical proposition,"
Mae goes on to explain. " Love does things to you.
You can't over-estimate what being in love does
to a human. Let me give you a modern example
and see if you think I'm crazy when I say make
the nation love-conscious and end the depression.
Moving Mountains
" npake a young man, single and out of work"
J. He isn't doing much worrying.
"The government is giving him unemployment
relief, he's eating, sleeping and has plenty of
cigarettes.
"Then he Why
falls worry?"
for some little dame. He is in
love. He gets that feeling, that stimulus that
people
always a get.
longer toin belovewithout
job. He isn't content any
"He wants money so he can marry that little
dame and he comes out of his stupor and starts
out to get it.
" He finds himself a job. Nothing can keep him
from getting
one. For
and dame
love will
move
mountains.
He he's
and inthelovelittle
get
married. They go out and buy furniture on the
instalment plan, and that means another order
for the furniture factory.
Make the World " Love-conscious "
" T Te wants to keep himself looking nice for the
X J. girl he loves and he invests in a new suit.
"Mark up one for the wool clippers and the
tailors. Perhaps his wife was a little down in the
mouth, too, but now she's in love and she wants
to keep looking sweet for him, so she buys some
new things. The wheels of industry are moving.
before you
it, there's
family to
feed" Then,
and clothe.
Shoesknow
to buy
for the ababy.
"Love has wound that boy up arid he's going
to town. You think that's all hooey. Well,
multiply that situation by several million and
watch it pull this country out of the depression."
This off -set shot arrived
from Hollywood toith Francis L. Sullivan, who appears
with Valerie Hobson in
" The Mystery of Edwin
Drood."
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THRILL

FOR

FILMGOERS
Our Hollywood Guest Number
MANY
delightful
are induring
store
for readers
of surprises
Picturegoer
1935. In addition to all the usual features
of Britain's
greatest
arrangements have been
madefilmto magazine,
include practically
every week something unique and of outstanding interest to all picturegoers.
For instance, next week's Picturegoer
willIn bethisa sjjecial
Guest Number."
issue will" Hollywood
appear exclusiveinterviews
with Britain's famous stellar visitors.
These are just a few : June Clyde will tell
you how she came to be playing the heroine
opposite Leslie Henson in Lucky Break at the
Strand Theatre.
June also reveals her opinion of English
audiences, talks frankly of her film work in
England and other interesting things that
film enthusiasts will find very intriguing.
Next you
comes
Eddie Cantor. Of course, he'll
make
laugh.

A Thousand or Else . . .
They did the rounds of the studios for weeks.
Executives thought Pinkie "had something,"
but they didn't know quite what or how to use it.
A Radio higher-up finally sent them along to
the Biltmore Bowl and Pinkie, hired
at £15
week, became a local sensation. His fame wasa
spread far and wide. It spread as far as the
M.-G.-M. studio, which had previously tested him.
They offered him £40 a week.
Pinkie, or rather his agent, replied that trains
left for New York frequently and they could not
Wciste time discussing small offers.
They held out for a thousand dollars a week —
and they got it. Now they have leased a house,
enga-jed a butler and a valet, and are in the market for a Rolls to replace the battered wreck that
took them to the film city.

Where Your Money Goes
The recent findings of the committee of actors
who were appointed to investigate the question
reveals what Picturegoer has been saying for a
long time — that the really big movie money goes into
commentsabout
on Englishmen's
clothes
andReadhis hisremarks
England. Does
he
the pockets, not of the stars, but of the executives.
want to come to this country' again ? Eddie
Their repiort observes that :—
will tell you himself.
Only one and three-fifths cents in every
Then there is charming Greta Nissen, who
dollar paid by theatre-goers finds its way
admires Englishmen and English girls and
into the purses of the actors.
tells you why. Greta tells you a lot of other
Eighty per cent of the actors and actresses
things, too — how she was originally trained
of Hollywood make only a bare existence.
to be a dancer, what she thinks of her vamp
The earnings of 1,367 players, none of them
roles and how she is frightened of seeing her
extras, are cited as follows for 1933 :—
own films.
1,112 made from £200 (or less) to £1,000.
Laura La Plante, not least of this distin192 made from £1,000 to £2,000.
63
made more than £10,000.
guished gathering of HolH'wood guests, talks
of her marriage and of how she and her
With
these earnings are contrasted those of ten
husband came to have their honeymoon six
leading producers and executives, which range
months later. Her description of novel
from £27,100 in the case of Mr. Irving Thalberg, to
Hollywood
amusing. parties she has attended is most
;^50,ooo in the case of Mr. Winfield Sheehan ; £74,000
each for Mr. Adolph Zukor and Mr. Jesse Lasky;
^lake sure now of getting this wonderful
and to ;^i04,2oo in the case of \fr. Davis Loew.
Holh'wood Guest Issue by asking your newsagent to reserve your copy. .\nd tell your
Virtue Rewarded Dept.
friends about it.
Virtue and patience have their reward, even in
the studios, the Paramount publicity boys —
hands on hearts — would have you know.
"Yes. sir," adds Mae. "let us give
they inform you, is the story of a pretty
them pictures that will make the world girlThis,
who came to the studio nearly two years ago
.\merica, however, is still managing with a contract and brilliant prospects, and who
love-conscious."
stuck pluckily to her job in the face of all disto get along with Roosevelt.
appointment until she finally won through.
The girl is .\nn Sheridan. Because she showed
Fewer Divorces
her willingness to take any part that came along
Ido not know whether it is the she has at last arrived — and four directors are
Mae West influence, but Holly- fighting for her services.*
wood is going off the divorce standShe has been given a part in Mae West's new
ard ! Or is it merely that as a result picture
to follow Belle of the 'Nineties; a part in
of the depression stars are making Code of the
; a featured role in Sylvia Sidney's
their present partners do till next Behold My West
in One Hour Wife;
Late. and a part opposite Joe Morrison
season ?
At any rate, there were only sixty
divorces in the film colony in 1934 Watching and Waiting
which is practically a record.
Sheridan's past year's record — a proof of
In 1 93 1 ninety people " told it to the Misspatience
and watchful waiting — ^is as
judge," in 1932 eighty-one, and in
A "bit" part in Search for Beauty.
In eighty-four.
most ca-ses the charges were follows
1933
Extra :—in Bolero.
" Bit" in Come on. Marines.
nothing more serious than incompatibility of temperament, although
Small part in Murder at the Vanities, which was
Janet Gay nor based her claim on cut out.
the allegation that being married to
Extra in The
Mae Notorious
West's Belle
of the
'Nineties.
Sophie
Lang.
Lydell Peck was hindering her career.
A
secretary
in
Thank
Your
Stars
—
New Comedy Kings
A crowd role in Lime house Blues. a flash.
With
work again,
W. Chaplin
C. Fieldsatemerging
into
prominence and one or two promising
new discoveries announced, 1935
should be a vintage year for comedy.
Great things are expected of Jimmy
Savo. who will be seen in the new
Ben Hecht-Charles MacArthur opus
Once in a Blue Moon, while over
at Metro they are devoting more
publicity to a newcomer with the
intriguing name of Pinkie Tomiin
than to any comedian since Jimmy
Durante first poked the famous
"schnozzle" over the Hollywood
horizon.

10

A few months ago Tomiin was a truck driver
m Oklahoma City. An agent saw him perform at
an amateur afifair and promptly mortgaged all his
possessions and set off for Hollywood with him
in
a broken-down car.

A flash in It's a Gift.
Beauty of>erator in Kiss and Make Up, a flash.
Extra in Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.
Extra in Wagon Wheels.
Loaned her hands for an insert. Loaned her
ankles for an in.sert. leaned the back of her head
for an insert.
part three
in Maeroles
West's
picture she
is small
theHerother
are new
the biggest
has but
yet
tackled.
Mary's Dilemma
A note from the Coast film capital reveals that
MaryportantEllis,
America's
and mildly
not least
imimpwrt arrived
fromlatest
Britain
baffled
by Hollywood.
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The over-exploitation of stellar acts has
made things very difficult lor newcomers.
Miss Ellis, it seems, possesses a certain
reluctance to have any part of her private life
exploited for publicity purposes and is equally
reluctant to be labelled one of the industry's
"mystery start.."
Can anyone suggest a solution to the- problem ?

Weekly

In Praise of Hepburn
Whatever else may be said about Katharine
Hepburn, she appears to have a genius for
impressing the literary great.
Sir James Barrie, in a letter to Robert Watson,
the Scottish novelist who acted as technical
advisor on the production of The Little Minister,
congratulated him on having "such a fine actress
as And
Katharine
Hepburn
to play
role ofoutBabbie."
now Mr.
Sinclair
Lewisthecomes
in the
open
chooses Miss Hepburn as the screen's
finest and
artiste.
"She has rhythm, she moves, there is a mobility
about her as constant as the flow of a river," he
declare*, in nominating her for the honour. " She is
never, as so many of the screen stars are.'static."
Those Sunday Programmes
If one might suggest a New Year resolution for
exhibitors, in whose hands our fate as filmgoers
largely rests,
be : " entertainment
I owe it to my seven
customers to giveit would
them good
nights
a week." is prompted by the complaint of a
The thought
journali.stic colleague, whose only opportunity to
visit the-kinema is on Sundays.
other evening
in The
the suburb
in which hehe visited
lives. a good-class hall
The programme consisted of tvvo full-length
pictures — both British and both of which got the
bird. He had no objection to the origm of the films,
neither had the audience. But subsequent
investigation revealed that the first was generally
released in K131 and the second in 1931. They
weren't even good pictures then.
Sunday programmes must be reformed.
Repairs to Reputations
I wonder if Columbia will succeed in restoring
the prestige that Lilian Harvey enjoyed when
she first went to Hollywood. The studio has
something of a name for effecting repairs to
stellar reputations.
Barbara
some of its
magic
when Stanwyck's
Harry Cohnname
cast had
her lost
in Forbidden.
• While the attempt to revive John Gilbert in
The Captain Hates the Sea was not an unqualified
success, the studio takes credit for boosting the
standing of Clark Gable in It Happened One Night,
of Warner Baxter in Broadtnay Bill, of May Robson
— who had been ignored by Metro, her own lot —
in Lady for a Day, smd of Grace Moore in One
Night of Love.
Hell Builders
Building Hell is no one-man job. That assignment was given out some months ago by
Sol
M.
Wurtzel,
who is producing Dante's Inferno
for Fox.
He put more than one hundred artists and
technicians to work and they are still at it.
Wurtzel insists that his movie Hell- must be
convincing, and as Director Lachman puts it,
" Rome wasn't built in a day and Hell must have
taken much longer, it's so permanent."
The Big Heads
Have you got a big head ? No ? Well, you
will have to give up those dreams of private
swimming pools and public adoration.
Elmer Fryer, the portrait photographer at the
First National Studios, who has photographed
hundreds of stars and featured players during the
past ten years, it seems, has made the worldshattering
discovery that good actresses ' must
have big heads.
A big head, he says, is almost essential to screen
success.
He means "big " literally. "Big," he explains,
"not bloated."
A small head and a small face form a definite
handicap
career,
in Fryer's
He points toto athescreen
gallery
of beautiful
and opinion.
famous
screen stars, whose likenesses he has preserved
for posterity, to prove his contention.
"Nearly all of them have larger head sizes
than the average," he declares. ".\ll of them

have generous features. If they haven't they
look ' prissy ' in a photograph."
Beauty and Size
Dolores
Delwomen,
Rio, one
most
beautiful
has aofbigthe
head.world's
Fryer says.
So have Kay Francis, Ruby Keeler, Constance
Bennett,Fryer
and has
Gloria
Swanson, atall one
"subjects"
whom
photographed
time or
another.
"If youstarcompare
head on
of the
average
motion
picture
with thetheheads
famous
sculptured
statues," he says, " you will see that the average
screen star's face is of generous size in comparison, to say the least.
"LookDavis,
at Joan
Blondell
or Barbara
Bette
Verree
Teasdale,
and Stanwyck,
Genevieve
Toljin. They are all beautiful — and they all have
big heads. A woman almost has to be big-headed
to get along in pictures."
Kinema Couplets
This
week'sE. prize
guinea Gravesend,
is awarded
to Miss
James,of 45halfThea Grove,
Kent, for :—Breach of Promise
A Successful Calamity
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to the
following :—
T. G. Alexander, 80 Hugh Road, Smithwick,
Staffs., for :—
Two Wives for Henry
Double Door
L. Wade, 46 Haunsler Road, East Dulwich,
Frankenstein
for:—
Imitation of Life

Miss N. Armstrong, 19 Spencer Terrace, Blucher,
Newbum-on-Tyne, for :—
Let Us Be Gay
Sing As We Go
Miss W. Reducing
Brooking, 43 Foundry Lane, Freemantle, Southampton, for :—
Passing Shadows
Entries in the kinema couplet competition
should be submitted on a postcard addressed to
me, c/o PicTUREGOER, 93 Long Acre, W.e.2.
Envelopes cannot be opened.
Short Shots
Irene Dunne wears a gown in Siveet Adaline
that is valued at over £^00 — -Mae West has
taken to using lorgnettes — -Wendy Barrie is being
launched on her Hollywood career by Paramount
— J. B. Priestley is writing an original for George
Arliss' next British picture — Shirley Temple has
learned to read her first primer and, according to
rumour, has qualified for a job as supervisor —
Dick Powell rewarded with a rise — Jean Hersholt
is planning to write his reminiscences; his present
picture, incidentally, is his 426th, probably a
record — Paul Lukas is to be "Philo Vance" in
The Casino Murder Case — Clara Bow announces ,
that she is going to return to the screen — -Frank
Capra is convalescing after an apf)endicitis
operation — Frances Dee returns to pictures in
Becky Sharp — The Chaplin boys call Miss
Goddard ".A.unt Paulette" — Max Baer plays
II
ping-pong.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.

A scene from
the new Crawford - Gable
'l
saking"ForAll
k picture,
Others"which
you
seeing will
shortly.be

up and down the
f-->).ICT
ry areOERS
countUREG
not likely to be familiar
with the name of S. Eckman, jun.
But you mention it in Wardour
Street or Culver City and watch what
happens ! S. Eckman jun., good American
as he is, is one of the men without whom a
film trade in this country would be unthinkable. To the trade he's the Metro-Goldwyn
lion.
.
friend To the stars he's just Sam, their
Almost all the stars, and most of the films
that you want to know about, pass through
Sam Eckman's office in Tower Street sooner
or later. It's Sam who gives those midnight
shows of T r easure Island and The Merry Widow
which bring the elite flocking to the doors of
the Empire and keep London's social register
celebrating until the hour of bacon and eggs
(or whatever they eat in the social register)
urges them irresistibly towards their limousines
and home.

IS
Best
N an interview with C. A. Lejeune. the Managing Director of
1
M.-G.-M. in Great Britain outlines his company's policy and plans
for the year.

you are certain to encounter a smiling mouth and
a pair of familiar and highly salaried eyes, sissuring
you warmly that they are always yours.
You can have no idea how nervous it makes
you to sit in an armchair with Clark Gable
pressed closely against your left ear, and Jean
Harlow promising endless friendship into the
right.
Then there's Garbo. Her eyes follow you
wherever you go. Her greeting is simple and
dignified. She doesn't joke, like Jean and Clark
It's Sam, too, who holds those intimate and some of the other youngsters. But, somehow,
Wednesday afternoon shows for the press she pervades the room.
The friendly, rather slow-spoken American, to
in his comfortable little preview theatre, just
a step from the street, behind Cambridge whom these messages of goodwill are addressed,
quietly at his big desk and waits for your
Circus, where every \.eek we newspaper scribes sits
questions.
He never uses lavish superlatives
gather to watch the first English unspooling about the quality
of his pictures; never makes
of the newest Shearer, or Garbo, Gable or rash forecasts of their
success.
Crawford picture in a room about 40 ft. by
20, on a miniature scr.-en.
back Heas M.-G.-M.'s
wouldyear.
he new
him what
flipped an
for the
big winner
Sometimes Sam Eckman puts in a brief I asked
appearance at these shows, wiien the occasion imaginary coin into the air, and smiled.
warrants. But I like best, myself, to visit
"It's just like that," he said slowly. "In the
him in his office. It makes me feel as if I picture business you never know what will turn
up heads — or tails. You make plans for a big
had walked by mistake into one of Metro- picture, spend time and money on it, buy a big
subject, and then in the end some unexpected
Goldwyn 's own films.
little production, that looked nothing on paper,
The European chief of Metro-Goldwyn sits at a walks oS with all the honours of the year."
vast desk, smoking a vast cigar, looking exact"Like The Thin Man," I suggested.
ly like the Big Executive in the first reel of a Big
"Just like The Thin Man. We made that in
Business Drama. Beside him is one of these sixteen
days. It was a lark on the set just as it
mysterious one-way speaking cabinets that mark was a lark on the screen. Everybody in the
out the big executives from the smaller fry.
picture enjoyed himself, from the director to the
In front of him are telephones, bells, buzzers, sound crew. Couldn't you feel on the screen how
smokes, papers, huge bronze chrysanthemums and easily
it moved ? That was because all the
ash trays in marble or ormolu or something, as
large as dinner plates, and so shining and strains and stresses were just right. It couldn't
portentous that you feel they have never received
"And you think the best films always turn up
anything less worthy than the ash from a Corona
that way?" I asked.
Corona.
" Theinmasterpieces
do," he answered.
" It's the
All around the panelled walls are framed photo- same
all arts — writing,
painting, sculpture.
graphs of the stars and executives of Metro- Nomiss."
one has ever yet sat down and said, with any
Goldwyn, smiling down on you ; in sports costume certainty : ' This is going to be my masterand street suits, in ravishing negligde and immaculate hostess gowns; each signed across the corner
"If he risks a forecast of that kind, the work is
— "Clark," "Jean," anyone you can think of — certain to be stiff — stilted and laboured. You
with a friendly and characteristic message to the know yourself what happens when you write an
article. One week it will come like a bird.
man behind the big desk.
It is an exciting, but at the same time an Another
piece.' week, when you fancy you've got someembarrassing room to be in. Wherever you look,
thing urgent to say, the words stick — the style's
12

laboured
give No,
your the
soulgreatest
if it didn't
to appear— you'd
in print.
workshaveof
art are always accidents."
"Well,
you a won't
give meWhat
a tip,"
said,most
"at
least
give if me
selection.
are I the
attractive things you've got to offer us in the
"Copperfield?
coming
? " " "I'm tired of Dickens. Some"No," year
1 said.
" You're wrong," he said. "Copperfield has got
original." than any other Dickens story.
more thing
drama
Still — there's a musical comedy. Naughty Marietta,
with Jeanette MacDonald and a new leading man
named Nelson Eddy- — a concert singer with
a most beautiful voice, whom I think you'll
like.
"Then there's Mutiny on the Bounty — that's
the Beery-Gable-Montgomery picture, you know.
It's a g^rand
of adventure
waters,
based story
on historical
record, in
and Australian
made by
two young Americans, with considerable assistance
from the Admiralty here."
WhatPresence
about gazing
Garbo?"
with the
down Ion asked,
me compellingly
from the opposite wall.
"Garbo will make Anna Karenina, with Fredric
March,
and Charles
of course Laughton,
there's the you
Shearer
Marieis
Antoinette.
know,
going to make Rhodes for us this year, another
Thalberg production. Jean Harlow has an
original called Reckless, in which she's teamed
with William Powell. And there's the Crawford Gable-Montgomery picture, Forsa^in^ All Others.
which you should see early in the new year."
"How about my own little favourite, Maureen
O'Sullivan?" I asked.
"O'Sullivan is going to be given much greater
"There's not another Tartan, is there?" 1
interrupted, horrified.
He smiled.
s ''
portunitiethere's
op"Certainly
another Tarzan. But apart
from that, Maureen made a good impression as
an actress in The Barretts and Hide-Out and The
Thin Man. Dashiel Hamnett, by the way, is
writing a sequel to Thin Man, for the same cast
and director.
"Then there's a little film of which nothing
much has been heard, called Sequoia, originally
Malihu. We've been playing with the idea of it

" originall
Sequoia,
g y titled"inMalii,"
is stories
somethin
animal
— thedifferent
f riendship wild
of a
tiger and a deer is depicted.

says

Sam

ECKMAN

for amade
long again.
time, and it's been made and shelved
and
"It's a wild animal story — the love story of a
deer and a tiger — but different from any other
wild animal story you ever saw."
He got out a big index book and ruffled through
the pages.
"Let me see, what else have we got? Good
Earth,enedthe
Buck with
storythe
— yes,
we'veauthorities
straightout thePearl
troubles
Chinese
and all the location work's done.
".Marx Brothers — are you interested in the
Marx Brothers .' Not particularly ? What about
Robert .Montgomery in the Wodehouse story,
Piccadilly Jim ? Then here's Montgomery again
— with Beery, in West Point of the Air. And
there's
Loy-opposite
Powell number,
team again,
-withVersus
Jean
Harlow the
as the
in Wife
Secretary.
"Then there's Vanessa, with Helen Hayes, and
Good-bye Mr. Chips — no cast yet, I wonder what
ve shall do with that? — and "
"Oh stop !" I cried. "That's good enough for
me ! If there's not a picture or two among that
lot, we'll be unlucky."
I broke my cigarette into the marble (ormolu)
ashtray designed for the reception of Corona
Coronas. The searching eyes of M\Tna Loy,
Ramon Novarro and Norma Shearer looked down
on me.
"Of course," I added hastily, "your stars are
your great asset. I suppose there's no other
company in the world that has quite such a list
of box-office names under contract." After that
I felt better. I could return the level gaze of
Norma Shearer, and even meet the eyes of Garbo,
without trepidation.
But Mr. Eckman, who lives all day in the shadow
of that galaxy, was not to be overawed.
"That's so," he agreed. "But one star can't
carry a bad picture, even though he may give
just that extra plus quantity to a good one.
Dear Marie Dressier, popular as she was, couldn't
build up the difference in receipts between a
success like Tugboat Annie and a comparative
failure like Christopher Bean.
"Wallace
fight Wally
picture.himself
Flesh,is was
almost
a totalBeery's
flop, though
one
of the biggest draws the box-office knows. Then

Jun.

again,
all theof stars
cast orcouldn't
make ora
real success
Dinnerin attheEight
\ight Flight,
even Grand Hotel."
"Why not?" I asked. "I've often wondered
about Grand Hotel. The story was good enough.
Why didn't it catch on with the public ? "
"Why?" he answered. "To me it's perfectly
clear. The public don't want their steirs all in
a hash. Two stars — possibly three — are all they
want at one time.
"They
thereThey
are
more,
thereknow
will perfectly
only be a well
bit of that
each ifone.
won't get their money's worth from the stars
they like, and they'll have to put up with the
ones they don't like at the same time, .\fter all,
it's perfectly reasonable.

Maureen O'Sullivcm, who scored a big success
in "Hide-Out,"
Eckman at hisphotographed
Tower Street with
office. Sam

films (though we've got a real full-blooded thriller
in production now for Lionel Fiarryniore, called
The Vampire of Prague)."
"How do you manage to be so successful in so
"TTTe are concentrating more and more," he
VV went on, "on the two-star and three-star many different types of picture? " I asked, mentally
picture, like Chained. Now you may have your running through a list which began with Queen
own private opinions of Chained, but I assure you Christina and ended with Treasure Island and
that pictures of that kind — synthetic pictures if The Thin Man.
you like — are endlessly popular.
"That, I am sure, is due to our unit system of
"There you have your two outstanding stars,
built up in every kind of emotional crisis. They production," he answered. "Each of our prohave the opportunity to change their clothes and
ducers— Thalbeig, Selznick, Stromlierg, whoever
their moods, and their surroundings with every it may be — goes his own way without interference,
scene, .\udiences feel they are really getting choosing his subjects and his staff, making just
their money's worth, both from the stars and the eus many pictures as he can carry in the year and
no more. You'll find no monotony in their work,
"But what a story !" I objected.
because they are always fresh and interested, and
story."
Maybe, but what an escaf)e from the monotony have time to look round for the right material.
of everyday life ! .\ film like Chained is like a
luxury cruise to the audience. It has glamour, No man living can produce sixteen or twenty
romance, an outlet for their emotions, nice clothes, pictures a year and do it decenth-."
I made a silent obeisance to Messrs. Thalberg,
rich apartments, comfortable travel to lovely
Selznick,
and Stromberg on the opposite wall, and
places
they'll the
neverkitchen
see. Insink.
fact, And
it's got
thing except
why everj'not? rose to go.
Isn't it the kitchen sink that so many people
"Just one more question," I said, "and then
want to escape from to-day ? "
"And so you'll always make s)rnthetic films I'll have done. WTiat should you say is your
like Chained? " I asked.
ideal as a company?"
"I exp>ect we shall always include them in our
"Consistently to make a better type of
programme. Our idea is to give the public a bit
of everything, but to make the best picture we production over the years. "
"Not to make the best? "
Ccin always
of each catholic.
type. You'll find that our schedules
"Oh, well, naturally," he said quite simply, as
are
"We don't sj)ecialise in any single type of though it were a recognised commonplace, "the
production — musicals, or comedies, or horror public expects the best from Metro-Gold wyn."
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at your
or,
if you own
havechildren
none —of
your
own,
at
those
your
friends and relatives.of Have
you
evertakeknown
who
did not
everyoneoppor"?
In your tunity
ownof " dressing-up
life, have you
not always envied the
other fellow and wished
that you could only be in
his shoes?
Again, modest though
you may be of your own
|5 capabilities,
have nice
you little
not
always had some
conceit hidden away in
your heart
that you
gives fancy
you a
thrill
when
yourself filling the heroic
^1 part in some situation
created in your own
imagination
? the secret
Herein lies

! I've
dear day
"
Tffl
rjjj
had aS**
perfectly flicks.'
poisonous
at
wM
business and I just want to get
I'lll
away from everjrthing. I'm fed
up ! " This commonplace ' remark
was made in my presence only a few days
ago, when I was staying with some friends of
mine.
The avidity with which the invitation was
agreed to by my friend's wife left me in no
doubt that she, too, had had a "perfectly
poisonous day" in the house and was no less
eager to find some solace for her frayed
nerves.
After a hurried meal, we were soon on our
way through the pouring rain to the kinema.
The weather did little to relieve the disgruntled mood to which my friend had
referred and we walked in an ominous silence,
our boots squelching miserably on the sodden
pavements.
Suddenly, around a bend in the road, we
caught a glimpse of the red glow, cast by the
neon lights of the Picture Palace, mirrored in
the wet road. The effect was instantaneous.
My friend spoke for the first time and there
wais an unmistakable excitement in his voice.

^
as
a
A
"
I
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N
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by a

Doctor

Vy/HO asserts that m some cases the
^
meutal stimulus of the movies
is more effective than medicine.

lights were dimmed and the organ ceased playing
did our chatter stop.
The programme that followed was of a high
order and held our attention throughout. But,
as a doctor, my chief interest centred around the
profound psychological effect of this form of
entertainment upon the ordinary man and womein.
In this particular theatre, two jwrformances
'n|~^hat
bright
glow
was
the
first
cheerful
1 impulse to rouse him from his depression. a day were being given to almost full houses.
I noticed that he slipped his axm through that People, weary with the anxieties and worries of
of his wife and by the time he reached the everyday life, flocked to this place ais a means of
vestibule he was garrulous beyond his wont. escape from their troubles and, as was abundantly
"Those who look on see most of the game" — evident, found it.
especially if one happens to be a doctor accustomed
Similarly, up and down the country, hundreds
to observe the changes in human moods and who of other picture houses were attracting their
is interested in psychology. From this point of millions of souls per week. There must be some
vantage, I took note of my surroundings and irresistible urge in this form of entertainment
watched the arrival of the patrons of this kinema. beyond the mere fact of its cheapness.
Every face revealed pleasure and there was an
urgency to pa-s through those doors that led to Why do people make it a habit to go twice or
more times a week ? Everyone wants value
the foyer as though within lay some prize that
awaited them. There was much good-natured for money and the audiences do not comprise those
jostling as they surged through th'i doors. Quickly, who can afford to throw it away I The explanation
we joined this merry throng and. to the strains of was being enacted before my eyes by my friends.
the organ playing invigorating music, were shown It was the tonic effect. What a magic word
to our seats.
that is !
.\ hum of conversation filled the theatre and
We doctors know so well the dramatic results
an "atmosphere" of comradeship impressed itself of our nauiieating mixtures — but they could
upon my consciousness. Never do I enter a scarcely be more effective than the mental tonic
kinema without this feeling being strong upon me. my friends were experiencing.
By this time, my friend and his wife seemed to
The film owes its success primarily to th** lact
have14 forgotten all their troubles and not until the that all human beings are actors at heart. Look

of
kinema's tonic
success
as the
the modern
for
its hard-pressed clients.
, No emotion known to man
lies outside its scope. Love,
hate, humour, all lie within
its
wovenprovince
into theand
form when
of a
story, make an irresistible
The art of story-telling is the earliest form of
entertainment known to man, but never before
has the scope been soappeal.
wide or the means of
appealing to all the senses
so exhaustive. But,
like all story-telling, there is a glamour cast upon
life that is lacking in our daily round.
Every event, good or bad, which falls to our
lot in real life, has its repercussions and consequences, so many of which are painful. The vivid
story of the film, though true to life, is exempt
from these disadvantages — the experience is
yours for a small cash payment whereby your
debt is finally settled !
Lastly,
the kinema
is an education.
It offers
to all classes
of the community,
to all races
and
nationalities, all the drama of history and the
literature of the world, the mysteries of science
and a thousand and one other things, while,
through its news reels, it keeps the public informed
upon the important events of their time.
The programme
which
I and varying
my friends
witnessed
showed films
of widely
type.
Humour, travel and a " big picture " of a passionate
love story. An atmosphere of make-believe
sufficiently vivid to deceive the entire audience,
held their attention fixed upon the screen. Worry
and mental agitation vanished.
For two and a half hours the thoughts of all
were concentrated \xpon. that screen. New
emotions crowded the mind to the exclusion of
all other impulses.
A shadow-world where life, love and laughter
pursues its way without fear of hurt or harm,
replaces the stark realities of life and creates a
detached tonic
but effect.
pleasurable outlook with the
resultant
That night, over the fire, my friend, his wife
and I sat till the early hours and discussed the
"show." Differences of opinion, of course, we
had. but we all recaptured the hilarity of the
funny film and laughed again at the absurd
situations.
We argued on the merits of the various actors.
We criticised the characters as though they were
actually living, and we recalled the brilliance of
theAtphotography
artistry ofwe the
"sets."
long laist andandregretfully
retired
for the
night. All traces of the anxieties, which had
obsessed my friend and which had prompted the
visit to the kinema, had vanished. Mentally, we
were all at peace with the world.
My friend's last words to me were : "That show
was the best tonic I've ever know. I shall take
another dose soon. Why don't you doctors
recommend it instead of giving your rotten stuff? "
My answer was : " I do ! "
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In the herd's
" Alps
" at Banks,
ShepBush. Lerlie
Pierre Fresnay, and Cicely
Oates onWho
the setKnew
for " Too
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Man

ad

IflwtreHe

Much."

Alfred
Hitchcock

THE famous director of "The
Man Who Knew Too Much"
tells you what his plans woidd
be if he were runnir^ a production
unit.
"nff"T'S easy and pleasant to theorise; but
Km unsupported tiieory has explosive proI'ffl
whento exposed
the remarks
air, so
I il Parties
I propose
confine to
these
strictly to a basis of experience.
Remember, I am speaking of the ideal
conditions ; true, they are realisable — ^but they
might cost a lot of money.
Still, as I can't imagine myself becoming
head of a production company that hadn't a
lot of money at its disposal, that's quite
Intimate.
Starting with the actual studio, I 'want
plenty of space. There will be derisive grins
here from readers who know my corpulence;
but I want rnore space even than that
demands.
I want space to build permanent sets — and
I mean permanent. When I was working on
my very first picture in Munich — The Pleasure
Garden — there was an exterior set on the
"lot,"been
representing
village,forwhich
had
standing anin Algerian
all weathers
five
years and did not even require painting !
The initial outlay in a case like this is very
large — but it's amply justified by results, for
such a set can be used over and over again.
Hollywood has proved the value of this
beyond possibility of doubt; in fact, some of
the streets in the studio administrative blocks
have been built in various types of architecture
to form a ready-made background for almost
any kind of street-scene.
In British studios it too often happens that
immense labour and a great deal of money are
expanded on runnin-j up a quite convincing set
made of plywood and scantling — which hardly
even retains its conviction to the end of the
picture, and would certainly be useless after
another month's exposure to wind and rain; but
by this time it has had to be scrapped to make
room for something else — and Heaven help the
poor director who wants any "retakes" !
With the cycle system in vogue, a set (such ais,
for instance, the Tendon square built at Fox
Hills for Cavalcade) is bound to "come in handy"
again and can be let out to other companies; this
has been done with the semi-permanent street
sets at Welwyn and Sound City.
Inside the studio, too, it pays handsomely to
have elbow-room.
When I was directing at the B.I. P. studios at
Elstree, I had an elaborate staircase constructed
with rooms opening off it; it seemed a big undertaking just for a few scenes in one film; but its
cost was distributed over at least half a dozen
subsequent films in which it was used.
Ufa built a whole city-centre for The Last
Laugh. The expense would ha\e been justified

for that fine film alone; but the set was used for
years afterwards. Furthermore (an important
point), the production value gained by a cheaper
film made on such a set is tremendous.
How many times in a year do the last few shots
on a large set have to be scurried through because
the space is needed for another !
I've known a unit to work continuously from
nine one morning till three the fcdlowing morning
for this very reason — and you can imagine the
result on the screen.
So much for physical space. Now for mental
elbow-room.
The director must have latitude. Here there
are two distinct schools of thought. One (the
American) says the director is there only to
direct; in many cases he has no knowledge of
story or script until he comes on to the floor for
the first day's shooting; everything is prepared
for him by functionaries whose duty it is.

Such instinct can hardly be taught, but it can
be acquired by experience; and the problem
would be to assemble the ])ersonnel most likely
to These,
acquire and
it. writers who know how to appeal to
the popular taste, and as much polish and finesse
as are consistent with clearness, are some of the
outstanding
care
to supp»ly.needs which it would be my first
As to stars, here is a vexed question, to which
I have certainly not the space to do justice
here; but I may say this : that if I were building
stars I should adopt the American plan of flinging them on to the screen as often as possible
— at first — so that their names would become
familiar to the public; and then gradually I
would withdraw them from the screen, so that
the better known they were, the less they would
be seen.
That is the way to make a Garbo.
A\Tien a producer is offering the public something which may be unwelcome or indigestible
to it, stars are of the utmost value as camouflage
— or, if you prefer it, as the jam round the pill;
for the sake of the star, the public will accept the
new lighting, or the new cutting, or the new use of
sound, or whatever the producer is trying to

Consequently, though Hollywood films are slick,
smart, efficient to the nth degree, to British
audiences they are frequently lacking in what, for
want of a better word, we call "soul."
To mass-produced America this mechanical
system is probably most acceptable; in Britain
we still adhere more to the product of individuality, in which one guiding mind is behind the get away with.
This film business is almost the only industry
whole
production.
in which it is left to the retailer to g^uge the
We make mistakes; but they are experimental
mistakes, and justifiable so long as we learn from public taste; that is to say, th«> exhibitor has the
responsibility of finding out what the public
them.
So for my ideal production company I should require — ^which is obviously uriair as well as
seek out and secure the services of men who are being slip-shod and unmethodical.
capable of taking charge of a film from the first
Therefore, incorporated
my -jroduction-cumorganisation inwould
be a corps of
glimmerings of an idea for the original story, to distribution
the final cutting.
investigators who would discover and report on
They would co-operate with story-writers, the trend and fluctuations of public taste a.'id
scenarists, dialog^sts, cameramen, art directors, audience reaction in the key-centres of the countri^
cutters; but theirs would be the decisive guiding and of the world, to observe the comparative
hand throughout, and every inch of the way effectiveness of various kinds of publicity, and
would be worked out in terms of kinema.
so on ; and through these I would have my fingers
That is to say. the film would exist pictorially on the public pulse, find out what was wanted,
in Here
the director's
beginning
to end. my and make my plans accordingly.
I shouldmindfindfrommyself
up against
These are just a few of the fxjints that occur to
greatest handicap, for, in my view, one of the me now at random. But if you care to ask me
chief disadvantages of British production is the again, after I have been head of a production
scarcity of j)eople with an instinct for films — who company for five years or so, I may be able to
can, in fact, think pictorially.
tell you quite a lot I

industry wagged their heads and prophesied that
he would not last long. London Films, they
agreed, was a happy choice of title, and there were
not a few of them who wished that they had
thought of selecting Big Ben for a trade mark.
But beyond that it seemed, Korda had nothing.
Who were these unknown young stars that
London Films had put under contract? Somebody called Robert Donat. Someone called Binnie
Barnes. A couple of unknown girls known as
Leslie Howard.
Merle Oberon and Joan Gardner. What was the
good of a star without at least the pretence of an
reputation ?
LITTLE more than five years ago international
But Korda went on, in spite of the prophets.
a young Hungarian by the name of He had an idea for a film about Henry VIII, and
Alexander Korda came to this although at least four companies refused to
country
French distribute it, he went ahead with his plans. You
studio, andfrom
wentParamount's
to work at Elstree.
know, as well as I do, what happ>ened then.
Nobody in England knew very much about What you don't know, is what was said by the
him, apart from the fact that he had directed four companies who had refused to distribute it.
a silent American picture, The Private Life of I know, but I daren't tell you. This is a respectable
Helen of Troy, and one or two quite undis- magazine.
After Henry came Catherine the Great; after
tinguished comedies for Ufa of Berlin.
However, Mr. Korda went to work for Catherine, Don Juan. After Don Jitan came The
Scarletmore
Pimpernel.
Korda prestige.
didn't need
to worry
Paramount British and turned out a little any
about national
Anyone
was
comedy called Service for Ladies, with a then willing to work for him, and most of them were
comparatively unknown star, Leslie Howard, glad to have the chance. Korda was in the Big
Stuff now.
and
to the"Liz"
screen.Allen, a nervous 'little newcomer
stars that
made —Merle
thoseOberon,
despisedBinnie
little
Service for Ladies was put on quietly at the Theunknov/ns
like heDonat,
Plaza for, I think, a week's run. Later it was Barnes, Jire eagerly sought after now by every
released and shown at, I believe, about forty studio in Hollywood. Charles I^ughton is an
kinemas out of the four thousand in this international top-liner. Leslie Howard has become
country. Nobody troubled very much about the delight of countless American fans, and The
it, and nobody, I am sure, imagined that it Scarlet Pimpernel should establish him as a firm
was a historic occasion. Yet the appearance favourite all over the world. And about twentyof Service for Ladies actually marked the two countries (excluding, I believe, Russia) know
entrance of a new and far-reaching force into and respect Alex Korda's name.
success
hasn't
changed person
him.
the kinema, and the Friday that saw it billed HeOddly
is justenough,
the same
simple,
philosophic
for the first time in the Plaza programme was that he was when I lirst met him in Germany
a red-letter day in the story of British films. nine — or was it ten? — years ago. Having lived
Just five years later another picture by throxigh five revolutions, and remained to tell the
Alexander Korda made its first apf)earance in tale, nothing apparently perturbs him. And yet,
Ixindon, a few hundred yards from the scene of before the press show of The Scarlet Pimpernel, he
the first film. Leslie Howard was again the star, v.'as as nervous as a cat. He came and sat down
and the film was called The Scarlet Pimpernel. beside me on the steps at the back of the circle,
This time it was a social occasion. Half the unnoticed in the darkness.
celebrities of London were present at the Leicester
"How is it? Is it going?" he asked.
Square theatre for the premiere. Leslie Howard
Experienced after a thousand press shows to
was already celebrated as a stage and screen star read the sig^s in an audience, I told him, yes.
in two continents, and Korda's own fame had But he wouldn't Ix'lieve me until we came to
gone round the world. H. G. Wells, Julian Huxley, Leslie Howard's Shakespeare quotation, spoken
Winston Churchill, and other notables were malting in a hush like a cathedral close. Then, even
films for him, our young Hungarian had, it seems, before the applatise broke out, Korda got to his
arrived.
feet in the darkness.
Those five years between Servicf for Ladies and
"Yes,"
he said
quietly, "I think it goes."
And slipjjed
away.
The Scarlet Pimpernel contain one of the most
Somehow,
I
feel,
and I believe that Korda feels
remarkable success stories ever told. I don't
mean to imply that Korda reached his present it, too, that The Scarlet Pimpernel marks a milestone in his career. Behind him are the five
IX)sjtion easily. He earned everything he has.
He worked and fought every inch of the wav. years of struggle and exi>eriment. Before him
He was, after all, a foreigner, working in a country lies a Five Year Plan for further film development.
and speaking a language that was not his own. With the coming of the New Year, London Films
He had all st)rts of initial prejudices to overcome, will build their own studios, on a scale probably
and all sorts of misunderstandings to rectify. never before attempted in this country. They
Some of his associates were not above handing will experiment, too, in colour, and it is possible
him a very raw deal. He was constantly that before the next five years are over, all the
hampered by lack of money, and it is only quite Korda films will be colour productions.
recently that he has been able to make a picture
Be that as it may, the schedule for Ix>ndon
with the certainty that, if it failed, it would not Films is long and ambitious, and at any moment
it is liable to become longer and more ambitious.
land him "in the red."
When, shortly after Service for Ladies, Alex. For Korda never stands still. His one guiding
Korda started his own production company, the rule with regard to films is simply this — show the
l6
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then?" I said wickedly, hoping to rouse him, for
Alex is magnificent when he is roused. But he
knows me too well by now to take me very
seriously, and he only smiled, refusing to be drawn.
"You sp>eak like the young undergraduates who
ask me : ' Why do I not make pictures of the
beauties
the Scottish
said. of
"Why
should Iofmake
pictureslakes?'"
of the he
beauties
the
Scotti.sh lakes, or the German lakes, or any other
kind of lakes when a pnDstcard can show them just
as well ? No, you must remember that people
are
people; years
it doesn't
they only
have interested
lived five inhundred
ago ormatter
to-day,if
but they have got to be real."
"And you want to take the whole world and
the
whole of history as a happy hunting ground ? "
I asked.
"Yes," he said. "I am not so interested in
making films of the life that everybody knows.
I am planning a number of stories set in difierent
"Such
as? Empire
"
parts
of the
"
"Such as Africa. First, of course, we have
our Sanders of the River, the Edgar Wallace story
with Paul Robeson and Leslie Banks, and about
20,000 natives in the cast. And later I hope to
play Charles Laughton in a South African story
of a poor boy from London who goes out and
becomes a millionaire."
"Not another jRAorfes, I hope?"
"Oh no, there are better film stories in Africa
than Rhodes. Then we are making Lawrence of
Arabia, with Leslie Howard as Lawrence — very
likely in colour. And we shall go to India, too,
for Mason's story of The Broken Road. You
remember it ? "
Yes,"
said,back"theto his
storyownof country
an Indian
who Igoes
afterprince,
being
educated in England. You specialise in royalty
don't
you, not?"
at London
Films?"
"■Wiy
he said.
"Princes are just as
human as other people. Sometimes more so.
We're making a film of Qmen Elizabeth, you know,
with Flora Robson as Eli^beth. No, it won't
be
private
life, andfilmit won't
be aI satire,
but another
a straight
dramatic
showing,
hoj>e,
what England was like to live in at the time when
she first became a really great force in the history

people how other people live. Within the limits
of this rule he'll move here and there, backwards
into history, forwards into the future, to far-awaycountries of the Empire, among all classes and
professions.
"You see," he said to me the other day, as we
were talking over the plans for his new schedule,
" I feel that the films are the most powerful means
of expression in the world to-day, even more
powerful than the press. Thirty years ago,
people only knew the things that were going on
around them in their homes, in the street, in their
own town. The only impressions they ever got
of other modes of living were gathered from
neighbours'
stories, magic
lantern
slides play.
and
picture
in magazines,
and an
occasional
Nowadays, they go to the pictures once or twice
a week, and other jjeoples' homes are as familiar
to them as their own backyard."
"Including the homes of dead-and-gone
Henry.
monarchs?" I asked, thinking of Catherine and
"Naturally," he said, "And why not? They
were once real, too. The trouble with so many
films is that they deal with such a small section of
human life. Just the same set of society people
flirting and joking in country houses, the same
young college girls wearing smart clothes and
drinking out of hip-pocket flasks. Of course,
there's no reason in the world why we shouldn't
see young girls on the screen drinking out of
hip-pocket flasks. They do, you know. But
there are so many other things in life, and the
film has such a chance to show them. That's
why I want to go farther afield."
"You want to make glorified travelogues.

* film,
he added,
"we've got
the wor
ld.
of "Then,"
"the Jubilee
Twenty-Five Years of the Reign of King George the
Fifth, which will be directed by Anthony Asquith,
and has been specially prepared by Winston
Churchill for the King's Jubilee in April.
othermemodest
I askedofhim,
and"Any
he told
about little
the plans?"
Wells forecast
the
future. Whither Mankind ?; the Rene Clair
comedy. Sir Tristram Goes West, in which Charles
Laughton will play the part of a ghost shipped
to America in an old Scottish castle, and the life
of Nijinsky the dancer, which should bring all
the colour and romance of the old Russian ballet
to the screen.
didn't
put itmenthatin way,
because heHeis merely
one of
theHemost
modest
the industry.
said it should be rather nice. He said that
Hamlet
be nice,
will makeshould
it some
day. too — which means that he
It was while he was talking about an entirely
new way of presenting Hamlet on the screen that
Frederic Lonsdale, the playwright, came into the
room.
"What's wrong \vith you, Alex," he said, "is
that you are wasting yourself here on organisation.
You aren't really a financier. You are a creative
artist.
Why offers
don't from
you the
go tobig America
— accept
one
of those
companies
that
you are always turning down, and make a fortune
for yourself? You could be one of the greatest
directors in the world if you chose, and a rich
man"And
inside
whata couple
should ofI doyears."
then?" asked Korda.
"Retire — enjoy yourself — do all the things
you've
to do." for a minute, and
Kordaalways
lookedwanted
at Lonsdale
smiled, and shook his head.
"Freddie," he said, "I don't want to be a rich
man. I don't want to retire. And as for what
I've always wanted to do — why, I'm doing it
now. I've been working and waiting for years,
to have my own studios, the right people to work
for me, and a free hand in the fdms I made and
the way I make them. If I were to give up now,
it would be a kind of treachery to myself and to
the people who have helped me. No, Freddie,
I'm not going to America to finish my career.
I'm going to stay just where I am — -and C.begin."
A. L.
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Put an end to
the perpetual worry
"Is my nose shiny?"
Use Velouty de Dixor, the
original combination ot cream
and powder, now much imitated but never equalled. It
will develop the natural
beauty of your skin, giving it
a rose petal smoothness and
an exquisite appearance.
Be sure you get your correct shade.
Send the coupon Mow for samples to
Dixor, Ltd. {Dept. F.I), St. Leonards
Works. Mortlake. S.W.M.
When you buy it at your Chemist's,
Hairdresser's or Stores, the prices
will be :—
Tubes: 4|d., 6d., I/-, 2/-, 3/-.
Pots: Unbreakable, for the handbag i/3, {as illustrated) de luxe
4/6, glass. 2/9.

that
pres
to line
sserve
way love
E ral
so much
THnatu
admired everywhere has been made
clear for modern women by the
unanimous verdict of 20,000 beauty
specialists.
These experts declare there is no
treatment so effective for preserving the
skin's youthful bloom as natural cleansing
with soap and water.
But this cleansing
they say depends on the use of the right soap
— a pure OUve Oil soap.
Palmolive is the purest soap you can buy.
It contains nothing but a special blending
of palm and olive oils, and they alone lend
it its characteristic green colour. That is
why the most -delicate skin quickly reacts
to the beneficent influence of Palmolive 's
rich, emollient lather.

PER
TABLET
3
Pricf does not apply in I.F.S.

Velouty
SODA
TH£ ORIGINAL
COMBINED CREAM & POWDER
FREE

SAMPLES

Send 3 trial tubes of Velouty — white,
ivory, natural, ochre, and soleil dor^
(sungold)
($tff"'<e out 2 not required).
3d.
stamps enclosed.
Nome
Mdress

MARSANTA
THE POWDER
DEODORANT
Send P.O. tonlajr for a
box of Mamnca, the
Deodorant which
checks all the unpleasantnes of perspiration without
i.iteKerinf with the
normal health/ action
of the skin. Write,
mentionint totheMarshall
"Picturefoer,"
and Co., Toilet
Chemists,
70A London,
Basinghall Street,
fc.C.2.
S'ipp/ied
rose
scefCed
unscenled.or

FOR 25 YEARS
FAMED AS SAFEST
MOSTEFFICIENTBECAUSE IT IS

A BOX WILL
LAST MONTHS
Ltrie liM t% aad 4 «.

BICARB IS BAD
STOMACH.

FOR THE

Though a dos« of bicarbonate of soda will often
bring temporary relief to stomach pains, doctors say
it is a bad thing to take by itself. In the end it only
ag^avatcs the trouble and in time may actually
injure the dehcate stomach walls.
What doctors recommend is the Powder whicJi has
revolutionised the treatment for all sorts of stomach
fouble, Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. All over
the country, hospitals are using this formula for curing
even things like gastric and duodenal ulcers, and it is
just as effective for the simplest case of indigestion.
It is positively astonishing how (|uickly a dose of
.Maclean Brand Stomach Powder will bring reliei to
an attack of indigestion. Wind, fullness after eating,
acidity,
any t>-pe of indigestion is relieved
at onceofheartburn,
and
course
this permanently
healing powder.cured after quite a short
Only watch one thing, be careful to get the genuine
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. Do not risk an
inferior substitute for the sake of a few pence. So
ask your chemist for Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
and
be sure and
to seocarton
the signature
"Al.E.X
MACl-l'^
on bottle
before you
buy. C. It
not AN"
sold
l(X>se, but only in bottles and cartons of Powiler or
Tablets, at 1/3, «/- and 5/- per bottle.

NCE upon a time — for a few years
in motion picture history is an age
— Hollywood thought little and
cared less for details of authenticity.
Empire furniture in a medieval
haU? Who cared? The old geysers were all
dead ... so what ?
Anachronisms, mistakes distasteful and
sometimes even offensive to other countries,
traditions, even common knowledge, were
ignored by the Film Middle-Period pioneers
in their haste to throw everything into their
supers except the more intimate details of the
bathroom. And even that canon fell before
Cecil de Mille.
In the hey-day of silent pictures, I had an
offer from Hollywood to go over and supervise
accuracy of English detail in those films that
called for it. The incident from which the
offer arose was funny, and rather typical of
the time.
A famous director had bought a story with
a London setting. From this side he had had
sent out to him photographs and illustrated
weeklies showing London streets. (There was
no Dimning in those days).
Then he had set to work painstakingly to build
buses that looked pretty well right, advertisement
signs and everything. Taxis, j)olicemen, car
number plates, all made to match.
His personal representative brought over a
print, and showed it to me privately. By the end
of
the first reel, the whole "build-up" had collapsed.
1 The traffic was running on the right-band side
of Piccadilly ! No one had noticed that detail in
the photographs.
But speaking for my own company, nous avons
:changi tout celd — which in Hollywood means
["that's
washed
To go allover
detailsup ofnow."
past films would be too
long-drawn out, so I will take for an example one

that you
have not
yet seen.
M. Barrie's
Little
Minister,
in which,
you Sirno J.doubt
know,
Katharine Hepburii plays Babbie.
In the middle of last year, I got a cable asking
for copies of Thrums and the Barrie Country and
of the London Museum Catalogue of Costumes.
Those were easy. But the cable went on to request
that I should get from national museums, photographs of Scottish gipsy costumes of the
Well, neither the Victoria and Albert Museum
i84o's.
nor
the Royal Scottish Museum could help me.
Then I had an idea. I would find photographs of
the original stage production of The Little Minister.
That blew up, for there were apparently none in
existence.
So I tried again. Professor Rait of Glasgow
University suggested the National Gallery or
Wilkie's paintings; the National Library of
Scotland recommended Maurice Greiffenhagen's
illustrations
to S. S. Crocket's
Strong Mac1902
in the
Windsor Magazine
from December
to
November 1903; Jackson Wylie & Co., booksellers
to the Faculty of Procurators, sent me a very
exhaustive list of books on Scottish costume, and
one of the Glasgow Corporation libraries supplied
a further list.
After searches and enquiries too complex to be
described, the details we needed were best
shown in the Greifienhagen illustrations.
The time and trouble expended on finding the
necessary volume of the Windsor Magazine I will
pass over. Sufficient to say that the Charing Cross
Road booksellers earned every penny they got
for it by the time it was secured.
So far, so good ? But wait ! Right in the
middle of this came smother cable asking for a
picture of a Scottish gipsy wedding, photographs
of Kirriemuir, the interior of the Auld Licht Kirk
and of typical cottages.
Now this is — or it then was — 1934. Just stop
and consider what changes there have been since
then. I soon discovered a few when I started to
collect this second batch of material. Old build-

Top ; How Hollywood is bringing atmosphere to
the picturisation
of " Theas Little
Above
: Katharine Hepburn
Bobbie Minister."
in the film.

ings had gone — new ones had come. Places had
been
"restored"
"improved."
Slowly,
and withanda g^eat
deal of climinarion and
dismissal of unsuitable material, we tracked down a
man in the North of Scotland who had contemporary
prints of Kirriemuir of the period we needed.
Luckily for us, we had incidentally come across
someone else who had a picture of the interior of
the Kirk and of the Old Town House.
When you see The Little Minister on the screen
and realise intuitively that the atmosphere is
"right." just p>ause and remember that it is only
right because no effort was spared to make it so,
and that contributions to that accuracy came
from all kinds of authorities and experts, people
with quaint little collections as far north as
Forfar, and people guarding huge national
treasures in Aberdeen. Glasgow and London.
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which is guiltless of exaggerations, frills or idiosyncrasies.
So much for the material.
It definitely exists and it can
be found. As to where, that
is a question I cannot precisely answer. Some of the
greatest figures
the entertainment worldin have
been
discovered unexpectedly or
accidentally, and it will
always be so.
One point I am convinced
upon
— that star
the discovery
day of theis
untrained
over.
The technique of the talkthat
candidates
star honours
t; ing picturefordemands
shall have had previous training either on the stage or in
the studio, preferably in a
succession of increasingly
important parts.
*he talkie is far less symic to the performer
than was the pathetsilent
film, and
the potential star must consequently have a richer back-,
ground of experience.
The legitimate theatre and
particularly the repertory
company will always be a
valuable source of potential
material.
In the matter of star
development,
studios
were once at theBritish
disadvantage
that they could not compete
with Hollywood in price.
Nor could they offer a world
audience as an incentive to an
ambitious artiste.
The distribution of British
pictures was limited with a
consequent limitation of
audiences and the amount of
money available for stars and
stories.
The full renaissance of British production
with the accompanying increase in revenue
from all parts of the world has ended that
state of affairs and means that a British
artiste can now command as high a salary in
England as he or she would in Hollywood.
That being so, it is up to British producers
to take the long view and secure their
promising artistes to them firmly by long-term
contracts and set about building them to international stardom on the Hollywood pattern.

Y inthetheword
title "ofstar
this
article-, I mean
star in the
American sense
of the word; an artiste of
world fame and international popularity,
whose appearance in a
worthwhile picture is sufhcient to command attention and carry it to
smashing success.
I mean a Gar bo, a
Dietrich, a Shearer, a
Cantor, a Colman — or any
of those others of the first
flight of big names developed inHollywood studios.
The ancient fallacy that
the right kind of raw
material simply did not
exist in this country has
been exploded.
For a long time, I
believed myself that it
would be impossible to
find an English girl with
the necessary requisites for
stardom on a big scale.
There was a basis in fact,
for that opinion. In the first
place, the English race is
reserved and not given to a
quick expression of emotion.
The Latin races have more
fire than we have and the
Nordic peoples are more
intense and less self-conscious
— so that in each case they
have an artistic advantage
over us.
The typical English upbringing accentuates the point
by designating any deep show
of emotion as "bad form."
An English actress before she can
succeed has to overcome this handicap,
which sometimes proves insuperable.
For a long time I found it was insuperable. In the silent days I "imported"
stars — artistes of the type of Dorothy
Gish, Mae Marsh, and Betty Blythe.
They were American.
I found them immensely responsive to
direction, full of personality of the
most individual kind, and highly capable
of expressing any given shade or degree
of emotion.
I discovered in those days — and it long continued to be my experience — -that English girls
could not hold the candle to them. They were
stiff, formal, and "ladylike" to a degree which
made them hopeless screen material.
Since then it has been my fortune to find that
there are exceptions. The obvious one is Anna
Neagle, who in Nell Gwyn has scored the outstanding success of her career in a part demanding a
wide range of emotional acting and a complete
abandonment of the formal approach.
Anna Neagle represents the best type of screen
star material. She has beauty and, more important, personality in abundance. And Anna
has ambition.
By ambition I mean ambition to succeed as
an artiste. In the case of far too many of our
actresses, particularly in the bad old days,
ambition ended with their first little hour of
success and their adoption by the society set.
Miss Neagle has that absorbing interest in her
job that is one of the most noteworthy characteristics of the Hollywood stars. That, her natural
skill and other gifts have carried her to the top of
the British talkie ladder from the chorus of a
Jac kBuchan an revue.

CAYS HERBERT WILCOX,
^ Director of Productions to
British and Dominions Film Corporation, and director of m^ny of
their greatest successes, including
" Nell Gwyn."

As to the men, there is no doubt that the Ronald
Colman or Robert Donat type of Englishman is
the best starring proposition in the world, particularly now that the advent of sound has put a
premium
on the
trained
English-speaking
And when
I talk
of the
trained Britishvoice.
voice
I am led to infer now, therefore, that it is I do not mean that queerly aflected enunciation
possible to find English girls capable of being which has for some reason been labelled "The
developed to a position of large-scale stardom.
Accent," though its origin would seem to
I still believe they are rare, but the very Oxford
be much nearer London than that — ^perhaps
individuality which enables them to set aside the Bloomsbury is responsible.
Such accents as these are irritating to our own
conditions imposed upon them by their environment and upbringing is likely to be a very potent p>eopIe and in America get very short shrift indeed.
factor in their ultimate success.
Rather I refer to the stage-trained normal voice
20

The method is the same anywhere, and can be
pursued as easily in this country as elsewhere.
.\ttention to subjects is of primary importance.
The unknown player must be introduced to the
public in roles of increasing importance offering
a continuity of development.
The star
nothing
else.is finally "made" by the public, and
The care lavished on the artiste in the process
of building merely gives the star personality the
maximum chance of being accepted by the
The period of grooming may be a long one,
or it may be sensationally short — that is to say,
public.
public
recognition
unexpected
speed. may come slowly or with
But if the merit is there and the right line of
development
is taken, that recognition is
inevitable.
■^Tothing
now impedes
development
of star
{jersonalities
in this the
country.
The technical
qualities of our studios and the ability of our firstclass production staffs give us the opportunity
to make the most of the artistes under our
control.
More money is available for fheir story material
and for that concentration on detail in production
which makes the difference very often between
the average and the excellent.
Give asus,American
finally, the
international
dis-tribution
filmssame
enjoy,
with widespread
publicity
is complete.and the development of our world stars
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current

and

productions

"TREASURE
ISLAND,"
Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper,
"THE
Norma

Lewis

to

Stone

BARRETTS
OF WIMPOLE
STREET,"
Shearer, Charles Laughton, Fredric March

" HIDE-OUT,"
Robert

Montgomery,

" CHAINED,"
Joan Crawford,

Clark

Maureen

O'Sullivan

Gable

" THE
MERRY
WIDOW,"
Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette
"WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
Helen Hayes, Brian Aherne

MacDonald
KNOWS,"

" A WOMAN
OF THE
WORLD,"
Constance Bennett, Herbert Marshall

More

Brilliant

Stars

— more glamorous
attractions
than
ever

before!
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forthcoming

delight

you!

I:

"THE
PAINTED
VEIL,"
Greta Garbo, Herbert Marshall
"EVELYN
PRENTICE,"
William Powell, Myrna Loy
"FORSAKING
Joan Crawford,

ALL
Clark

OTHERS,"
Gable, Robert

Montgomery

"BABES
IN TOYLAND,"
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy
" SEQUOIA,*
It is Truly Great

and

Different !
*»

"BIOGRAPHY
OF A BACHELOR
Ann Harding, Robert Montgomery
" RECKLESS,"
Jean Harlow, William

GIRL,

Powell

to be followed
by , , , please
turn

overleaf.
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LEO'S

FROM

LIBRARY
hifiingjuft
ftage plays
Leo's

a fey^ more
novels

production

A NIGHT
TWENTY

and

of many
ftories

treasure

in

cheft

AT THE OPERA, The Marx Brothers;
THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE

SEA. Jules Verne's novel; DUCHESS OF
DELMONICOS, Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy;
WEST POINT OF THE AIR, Wallace Beery, Robert
Young; DAVID COPPERFIELD, W. C. Fields,
Lionel Barrymore, Frank Lawton, and the greatest
cast in screen history; THE NIGHT IS YOUNG,
Evelyn Laye, Ramon Novarro ; JOURNEY, Directed
by Fritz Lang; MARIE ANTOINETTE, Norma
Shearer, Charles Laughton; PICCADILLY JIM,
Robert Montgomery, P. G. Wodehouse story;
SHADOW OF DOUBT, Ricardo Cortez, Virginia
Bruce; VANESSA, Helen Hayes, Robert Montgomery;
THE WINNING TICKET, Louise Fazenda, Leo
Carrillo; TOWN TALK, Clark Gable, Constance
Bennett; ONLY EIGHT HOURS, Chester Morris;
ANNA KARENINA, Greta Garbo, Fredric March;
NO MORE LADIES, Joan Crawford ; CARDBOARD
LOVER, Deval, with Maurice Chevalier ; VAMPIRE
OF PRAGUE, Director Tod Browning, Lionel
Barrymore; A LADY COMES TO TOWN, Jerome
Kern to score; MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY,
Wallace Beery, Robert Montgomery, Clark Gable;
TYPEE, Mala; THREE WISE FOOLS, Austin
Strange's stage success ; LOVE WHILE YOU MAY,
Ramon Novarro, Evelyn Laye ; CAPTAIN
NICHOLAS, Walpole novel ; HELL AFLOAT, Fritz
Lang, mystery story by himself; SPOILED, Jean
Harlow; THE BRAVE LIVE ON, Rosamund Pinchot;
MURDER IN THE OPERA HOUSE, Mystery novel
by Queena Mario; THE DISTAFF SIDE, play by
John Van Druten ; WIFE VERSUS SECRETARY,
Faith Baldwin's novel, William Powell, Myrna
Loy, Jean Harlow; RENNIE PEDDICOE, Booth
Tarkington novel ; SUZY, by Herbert Gorman ;
AH, WILDERNESS, Eugene O'Neil's stage play;
SOMETHING TO BRAG ABOUT, play by Edgar
Selwyn, and William LeBaron; THE MARINES
HAVE LANDED; MURDER IN A CHINESE
THEATRE; COAST PATROL; FORGOTTEN
GIRL; PUBLIC ENEMY NO. 2; THE FLAME
WITHIN ; MILD OATS, etc., etc.

For

the greateft

of the

entertainment
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SILVERSTONE, managing
MURRAY
director of United Artists, the exclusive
distributors of Walt Disney's pictures, sketches
the famous cartoonist's plans for the current year.

om pretend to state \vdth
CNE any candegrseld
ee of certainty as to what
will happen in twelve forthcoming
months, but there are two things
that I can say with absolute
certainty about Walt Disney in 1935. The
man himself will remain completely unspoiled
whatever happens, for it is not in his nature
affected by the superside," to be
to "put ontribute
he receives by every post from
lative
every country in the world, or to pose as
anything other than a man who is doing a
job of work to the best of his ability and is
getting a thrill out of doing it.
And the other certainty is that the quality of
the Disney cartoons will not decrease by one
single iota, but will, on the contrary, continue
to improve. At first thought, that may seem an
extraordinary thing to claim as a certainty. But
I know Disney intimately, and I know his methods
equally well. The only thing in life about which
he is an absolute fanatic is maintaining or
improving the quality of his pictures. If he hcis
made a picture and then decides that it does not
measure up to the standard he has set himself,
he destroys it at once. He is shrewd enough to
take his loss there and then, realising that by
keeping faith with his immense public he will
profit in the end. And remember, that it is his
own money which is spent on producing his films :
he has no shareholders.
Mr. Disney contemplates spending no less than
;f5o,ooo on one feature during 1935 — Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs. He will toss that money
away calmly and unhesitatingly if he is not
satisfied with the film when it is made.
It is by the rigid employment of such methods,
unnecessarily drastic though they may seem to
some of you, that Walt Disney has reached his
present pinnacle.

Two new characters —
the operatic hen and
Donald Duck, Disney
has created.

case in these few paragraphs regarding the
close proximity in
Mickey's
pictures
of
the sublime
and the
ridiculous :
"That the ridiculous and the sublime have a
curious habit of meeting under our very noses is
nothing new. It has been a source of constant
wonder to other ages that extremes enjoy such
comradely fellowship; that genius and madness
are but a hairbreadth apart; that tragedy may
slip into comedy on the most insignificant bananapeel of incongruity and comedy may turn into
tragedy by a Chaplinesque suggestion that
external comedy may be internal tragedy.
"The real appeal of Mickey is in the secret of
giving Mickey human form, with all the human
attributes and failings.

jointed
that are
don't
count. world
Walt where
Disneythings
has torn
our human
world apart
and thrown it together again with delightful
fantasy and keen satire. The ridiculous Mickey
Mouse has become quite the sublimest thing that
to-day
flashes Iacross
the the
screen."
Personally,
feel that
ever-growing success
of Mickey Mouse and the glorious Silly Symphonies
is largely due to the escajje they offer from the
hurly-burly and noisy confusion of present-day
life. It is precisely this that has given the arts
of music and paintings and dancing and sculpture
and literature their centuries-old endurance. They
all are created to lift man out of business cares.
Mickey is a mouse. But he is a mouse who And an important thing is that music and painting
by a miracle of metamorphosis lives in a and dancing and classical literature — fables and
human environment. His desires, his habits, are fairy
tales — are all combined in one medium in
human ; his companions are humans in animal or the Disney Silly Symphony.
There
are the elements of many forms of art
material forms. Mickey is the romantic movieentertainment in the Silly Symphon)', but
lover who saves the high-pitched Minnie from and
the burning house, and lives happily ever after I think you will agree that its nearest relationship
is with the ballet. Dancing forms the basis of
the suction kiss cind the fade-out.
in Disney films. Even the back"Mickey plays the piano (and how!). His all the action
grounds dance. It is this never-ceasing motion
piano-playing is a beautiful bit of satire on concert
performing. Mickey is violent; he will spare no that gives Disney's cartoons their universality,
that distinguishes them from all other forms
effort in pounding out his desired effects. The and
of art.
piano, also a burlesque human in thing-form, at
There
is the barest minimum of narrative and
first allows itself to be passively mauled and
dialogue
threading their way through a medley
beaten,
its
only
remonstrance
being
a
playful
That pinnacle is typified by several facts — the
number of Royal Command performances of twitching of the keys on the upper part of the of song and dance and humour. And that means
Disney features there have been : the election of scale while Mickey is busy hammering the lower that whatever language an audience speaks,'they
Walt Disney to honorary membership by the part. It reels and, by a supreme effort, manages can tmderstand the film perfectly.
leading art associations in various countries; the to keep body and keys together.
six hundred manufacturers who have arranged
"Mickey, dealing muscular blows to the very It is not the humour (some of the finest Silly
for Mickey Mouse to grace their products; and, end, appears to be by long odds the winner in
Symphonies have not been funny) , but the dream
not lesist by any means, the several thousand this boxing match between the instrument and
quality,
the makes
pure imagination,
in Walt
the
artist.
With
a
final
wallop
Mickey
smashes
works that
them applauded
from Disney's
one end
letters of gratitude that reach Walt from laughterloving folk in all stations of life and in all nations. the piano and leaves it a sprawling heap of keys of the earth to the other. Walt himself has no
Last year the Art Workers Guild of London, and wood, turning to take his bows before a
own "genius,"
considers
the membership of which includes such eminent wildly enthusiastic audience. But the piano, fancy
himself ideeis
simplyof ahis
craftsman
with the but
ability
to do
men as Bernard Shaw, Sir Edwin Lutyens, ignored in the midst of the feverish acclaim of very good work and the sincerity to do his best
work
all
the
time.
Laurence Binyon, The Earl of Crawford and the artist, turns a trick no real piano has ever
Balcarres, and Rex Whistler, to mention only a done, a trick that Paderewski's piano would love
So I can see only one thing likely to happen to
do. It gathers itself together from its formless his pictures in 1935 : his quality of output will be
few, was so impressed with Disney's art that it to
elected him to honorary membership. France mass. Its keys become a row of menacing teeth, staunchly- upheld and enhanced.
has given him one of its highest honours; so has its legs are the legs of a crouching animal ready
We shall see Mickey Mouse in colour. We shall be
Brazil, and his native America.
to spring. And while Mickey, self-satisfied and introduced to new charcicters to join Mickey and
Several of the world's foremost writers have radiant, makes profusive bows, the piano springs Minnie, Pluto, Clarabelle, Donald Duck and the
tried to dissect Mickey Mouse's antics to see and takes a mean nip out of Mickey's pants — a rest. And I am certain that whatever else we
where nis appeal really lies. Writing in "Creative smile on the face of the piano.
see, you and I will lauf^h and be charmed as
"Mickey lives in a disjointed world, a double- thoroughly as we have in the past.
Art," Mr. Leo Hunvitz has made out a convincing
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sh Film
Briting
that turni
is only
^"T
cers recen
their
havetlybeen
produ
attention with the energy and interest
. that the subject deserves, to the conception and production of films suitable
not only for the rich, but limited, market of
Great Britain and the Empire, but also for
the kinemas of the whole world. The development of interest in a world market for British
es
pictur has, as a matter of fact, been somewhat curious. We have known for a considerable time that our type of British
production, with its typical styles cf comedy
and drama, is warmly welcomed, not only all
over Great Britain itself, but in the Dominions
and Colonies. At one time, indeed, British
films were almost over-successful in this
manner, so that the question of international
films tended to take second place in the
consideration of producers in this country.
But recently, however, it has become more and
apparent that
wherever
k' nemaVisits
existsto
there more
is a potential
market
for ourthefilms.
other countries have taught us that the international film market is definitely open to our
product and that it offers scope for the very best
work of which we are capable. ,From all over the
world come reports of the increasing interest being
taken in British films and of the prizes which the
world market hold out to us. It is as if the eyes
of the world were turned on our country; the very
fact that America has produced and is producing
numbers of films with British story and background
offers proof of this fact.
I paid a visit recently to the United States —
and it is America, of course, that holds out the
largest territory for us to exploit — and I can say
most emphatically that our pictures stand every
chance of success on the other side of the Atlantic.
Many people seem to fear the existence of "antiBritish toprejudice"
America,
but free
America
appears
me to be a in
country
singularly
from
prejudices. The American is proud of his race
and his country, but he is by no means insular.
26

Lothar
Mendes,
directorfilm
of "Jew
one of the
international
figures Suss,"
enlisted and
by
the British industry.
He takes a wjuin interest in Britain; he is fascinated by our countryside, our towns; our customs
and manner of living, contrasting so vividly with
his own, interest him; and our accent, provided
that it is not affected or exaggerated, seems to
give him pleasure; so long, in fact, as our films
give him the type of entertainment he desires, he
will most certainly welcome them.
The success in America of so many British
pictures of widely differing kinds during the past
few months goes to show that this is so, and there
is no doubt that in certain types of film we can
offer the American filmgoer exactly what he wants.
For example, the phenomenal success of One Night

of Love, in my opinion the most magnificent
musical picture ever made, shows that American
kinemas welcome pictures with musical and
romantic background. Yet this type of film was
bom in Europe, Be Mine To-night being a typical
example of its earlier stages. Costume pictures,
too, have taken hold of the American imagination,
and no country is better qualified than Britain
to produce these colourful and historical
subjects.
A schedule
glance atfor the
1935 Gaumont-British
will show the mannerproduction
in which
we are attempting to cater for international tastes.
We have George Arliss in two films, the first of
which he is due to start in the spring. The subject of one
his pictures
" Pepys,"
would,
of ofcourse,
providemayMr.be Arliss
withwhich
the
costume background against which his splendid
talent has shown to such good advantage in the
In Barcarolle we have a colourful operatic
story, in which a central figure is the famous composer Offenbach, whose work is loved all over the
world. Jessie Matthews, who is now firmly
past.
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Above left : Ivor McLaren in a scene from "Me and Marlborough." Inset
star in "Thirty-nine Steps." Right : Mr. Michael Balcon.
established as an international star, is to play the
leading role in this picture.
Interest in great industrial undertakings is not
confined to any one nation. There is a universal
thrill in stories concerned with the conception of
mighty projects in industry and the courage of
man overcoming the vast difficulties which Nature
puts in his way. There should, therefore, be true
international appeal in such a subject as The
Tunnel, in which Conrad Veidt is to star under
Lothar Mendes' direction, and which is an imaginative story set in the future, telling of the design,
construction, near disaster, and final triumphant
completion of a subterranean tunnel linking
Europe with America.
Three we have a subject equally
ers nal
Soldinatio
In inter
in its appeal.
e ersworld knows Kipling's famous
The whol
Ortheri, and
Mulvaney,
soldier-charact
Learoyd.
They are, perhaps, among the world's bestbeloved fictional characters; they typify all that

Robert Donate who will

is best in the British soldier, and the adventures
of soldiers will always capture the imagination of
the people irrespective of race or nation.
Me and Marlborough, the new historical comedy,
which Cicely Curtneidge is at this moment making
under Victor Saville's direction, is another
costume picture with all the elements which have
made this type of film so successful. Thirty-nine
Steps, which Alfred Hitchcock is to direct, the
screen version of John Buchan's famous spy
drama, which enjoyed world-wide success as a
novel; furthermore, the picture has as its star
Robert Donat, who has already built up a great
name for himself in America as well as in this
country.
The Passing of the Third Floor Back, with
its great theme of Divinity moving among
ordinary men, long ago captured the imagination
of the world, and Berthold Viertel, whose superb
delicacy of treatment was so apparent in Little
Friend, which has enjoyed phenomenal success in
America, seems to be the ideal director for this
subject.

Nova Pilbeam, by the way, whose work in
Viertd's first British picture has met with
the warmest acclaim, will appear in an amusing
story tentatively titled. The Lady Noggs.
This by no means exhausts our plans for the
year, but I mention these films in particular,
as in each case the particular manner in which
we are striving for international appeal is readily
There can be little doubt that similar policy
will become the standard practice of film proapparent.
ducers in this country; and it is equally certain
that if our film companies concentrate on such
appeal, they cannot fail to reap a rich reward.
The object of British studios should not be an
attempt to "oust" Hollywood. Such a project is
manifestly absurd. We do, however, look forward to the day — and I feel sure that it will not
be long in coming — ^when England occupies the
place she deserves, and the attainment of which
only requires concentration and careful industry,
in the film markets of the world.

"'HRIili years ago. Universal spent a
small fortune on sending a complete
filni company to Greenland to make
S.O:S. Iceberg, the Arctic epic. Sometime previously, the studio had
dispatched a unit to Borneo for another
picture. And in Mr. Laemmle's early days in
the picture business he sent a director and
cast to make Ivauhoe in England.
To-day, picture-making abroad is old-fashioned.
The idea of Mahomet going to the mountain is as
out-of-date as the silent film.
We do not need to send to Greenland, Borneo
or England, or to Any other of the thousand-andone locations our pictures demand. Universal
sends for them and they go to the studios neatly
packed in tin cases !
One of the English newspapers has described
Universal 's Over the River, which is due at the
Empire, London, this month, as " the most
perfect
British picture
has yet
made ! "
Paradoxical,
but true.Hollywood
Over the River
is authentically English, although it was actually produced
in Univcrsal's
HollyAvood
studios.
You will
be
able to appreciate
the full
significance
of only
that
when you see the film.
Suffice for me to tell you that in every respect
Over the River — the story by the famous English
author, John Galsworthy, with its English theme
and English setting — is, well, just all that, as a
film made 6,000 miles from these shores.
I am proud that British brains made it. From
the time we bought the story to the day the
picture was completed, British talent was almost
entirely concerned with its creation. R. C.
Sherriff translated the Galsworthy book into
screen form on paper. James Whale collaborated
with him in certain respects and then directed,
from his (Sherriflf's) scenario.
James Whale and R. C. Sherriff are a remarkteam. Together,
they now.
made Over
Journey's
End,
The able
Invisible
Man, and,
the River.
They go from strength to strength in the picture
world .
In selecting his cast, Mr. Whale naturally chose
English stars to fit the English roles.
Consequently, the picture boasts a cast including Diana Wynyard, Frank Lawton, Colin
Clive, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Reginald Denny,
C. Aubrey Smith, Alan Mowbray, Lionel Atwill
and several others.
But even that astounding, if not record, array
of English production and acting talent could not
make Over the River the most perfect English
picture Hollywood has ever made.
All these stars play their parts against English
backgrounds, which, so far from being studiobuilt sets, are the authentic articles. \Ve didn't
build Piccadilly Circus, Oxford High Street, the
English countryside. Tilbury Docks or the I-aw
Courts at Universal City, for quite obvious
reasons.
You would like to know how we did it? Yery
well, then, I will give you the key to our movie
chest. Learn some of the studio secrets !
As soon as Mr. Sherriff had completed the
scenario, in California, it was carefully studied
for its typically English backgrounds and, from
this observation, an elaborate schedule of scenes
to be taken was made.
This was immediately sent to me in London,
with instructions for our technical staff here to
shoot all the scenes ^ind backgrounds necessary.
For instance, the picture
opens with the arrival of an
Orient liner at the Tendon
docks. One morning, a few
months ago, three cars containing three cameramen, a

Leslie Fenton and June Clayworththe inpark" Strange
Wives."
Note
in the background
— it is actually
a film thrown on
to a screen.
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director and his assistants, arrived at the
docks as dawn was breaking. They were just
in time for the arrival of a giant Orient
liner, home from Ceylon. Cameramen shot the
arrival of the boat from three angles, recording
everything up to the passengers landing. One of
the cars, a Rolls Royce, then took its position and,
with cameras grinding in the other two cars, it
was driven from the docks to the West End, into
Piccadilly and round the Circus, and away to a
quieter spot where, according to the scenario,
the star, Diana Wynyard, was scheduled to
arrive.
on, asfrom
Miss herW'ynyard
to Then,
leave later
Waterloo
home inwasthe scheduled
country,
Waterloo station had to be photographed from
many angles — even to the extent of photographing from a carriage window. This was done
through the generous co-operation of Southern
Railway officials, who even arranged for a special
coach to be attached to one of the regular trains
so that our unit could photograph all the city and
countryside
scenery from Waterloo to Leatherhead.
WfiUe there was no Diana Wj-nyard sitting in
the railway carriage when the scene was originally
shot, she appears in the carriage against those
W'aterloo-to-Leatherhead
backgrounds in the
finished
picture.
Similarly, without going into the intricate
details of each scene. Miss Wynyard is seen sitting
in the window of a cafe ostensibly opposite the
Law Courts, for through the latticed windows is
a glimpse of the bus-crowded Strand, with
Londoners hurrying about, and the Law Courts
on the other side of the road. During a recess in
the divorce action — which is the high-light of the
picture — Miss Wynyard and Jane Wyatt, who
plays her screen sister, Dinny, are seen walking
in Those
the courtyard
of Lincoln's
backgrounds
are theInn.
authentic London
that you can see any time of the day or night.
How? then is this movie "miracle" brought
about
It is simple enough in explanation, though
intricate to carry out.
Those English backgrounds, taken very carefully and perfectly printed, are despatched to
Universal City to be handled by the producer.
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Instead of supplying studio scenery of carefully
built sets for backgrounds, he directs his players
against a screen which is just a little more in size
than the background wanted for the scene. For
a close-up, then, only a small screen is wanted.
But for a long shot, such as the courtyard of
Lincoln's Inn scene in Over the River, a much
greater screen has to be provided.
When the actors are rehearsed and ready, the
signal is given and the film of the background,
taken actually in London, is projected on to the
rear of the screen, the players commencing their
roles. So intense is the lighting of the projector,
and so fine the screen, that a perfectly natural
background is obtained.
The same with the carriage sequences in which
Miss Wynyard, freshly returned to Iin'<land,
looks from the window as the countryside 1 ashes
by, and admires the typically English scene. The
star is sitting in a railway carriage in Hollywood, but it is the real English scenery she is
admiring.
It doesn't matter whether the actors are
walking about, riding in a car or sitting in a
railway carriage. The backgrounds can always
be supplied.
Of course, obtaining those scenes involves a lot
of detailed planning and rehearsing, much
patience and care. The usual crowds looking at
the cameras must be overcome. Cameras must
be perfectly rigid so that the backgrounds are
steady. Three different photographic angles must
be taken, one for straight shots, one at an angle
of 45 degrees to the left, and another at 45 degrees
to the right, so that there is plenty of variation
in the scene. And a tremendous amount of footage
has to be recorded so that there is ample background for the actors and their dialogue.
You must not imagine that every scene you
watch at the movies is taken as I have described.
Sometimes it is found more practical to re-build
in perfect detail the scenes which we have
either filmed or have obtained in still picture
form.
The interior of the London Divorce Court in
Over the River was a perfect studio reproduction,
complete in every detail. Any English judgf
visiting Universal City during production would
have found himself very much at borne !
What
written only
you a taken
small
idea Iofhave
the tremendous
care gives
and trouble
to make such a picture as Over the River authentic.
Dozens of uniforms for the policemen, railwaymen, and dock officials, wigs for the barristers and
judge, furniture and fittings for the English
homes, and even prints of famous English war
leaders and a rare mezzotint of Mr. Gladstone had
to be procured, and most of them came from
England.
Encouraged by the success of Over the River,
Mr. Laemmle, the Universal President, has since
made Charles Dickens' Great Expectations, which
was seen at xlie London Capitol at Christmas.
If Dickens came to life to-day, he would
recognise in Great Expectations many of the
original scenes in his book. In the case of this
picture, everything was carefully constructed at
Universal City, from the thatch-roofed English
village, with its fine old smithy, to the streets
and inns of old London and the banks of the
Thames dockland.
You would be surprised at the tremendous
amount of time, thought, and care given to
authenticating a picture. Sometimes it takes
months of preparation. Dresses, costumes,
uniforms, furniture, decorations, ornaments, customs, formalities and etiquette must all be carefully checked up before the producer is satisfied
that his picture can be started.
Another Universal-Hollywood picture which I
feel certain will charm and entertain all British
kinemagoers is The Mystery of Edwin Drood,
which is to arrive in London in the very near
future.
Like Over the River, the cast is almost entirely
British. Claude Rains, who startled the kinema
world with his characterisation of The Invisible
Man ; Francis L. Sullivan, Heather Angel, Valerie
Hobson, E. E. Clive, Forrester Harvey, Ethel
Grifiies, and David Manners head the cast, while
other British artistes will be found in support.
The settings, too, are English. Are they scenes
reconstructed at the studio or are they the
authentic backgrounds photographed and sent to
Hollywood ?
Now I have told you so mciny of our secrets,
wait till you see Edwin Drood and decide for
yourself !
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Nils Asther and Adrierme Ames
as
they: Aappear
in Abdul portrait
Hamid.
Inset
characteristic
of Mr. Dent.

pictures that the public just had
to see.
I believe that the only way he
can keep his public and win
over those few who still persist in
believing the worst of British
films, is to concentrate on
outstanding productions. Prowhich years,
held
the publicgrammeforpictures,
so many
interest them no longer. The
picturegoer wants outstanding
value for money : big names, wellknown directors, s{)ectacular settings and an outstanding theme.
success
of picturesandlikeRadio
Red
■^ ' AI ^he
Wagon,
BlossontTinu
Parade of 1935 have encouraged
British International Pictures to
concentrate on big pictures only.
^
-if

megaphone.
Continuing this policy of outstanding\nth
productions,
Abdul Hamid
Nilsthere
Asther,is
Adrienne Ames, Fritz Koertner and John Stuart.
Founded on the life of the tjTant Abdul the Damned
of Turkey, this subject lays claim to being the most
ambitious effort that the Elstree studios have
attempted to date, and includes some of the
biggest sets ever built in the B.I. P. studios.
directing.
Karl Griine, the famous continental protlucer is

^y)ROUD
ARTHUR
manager ofDENT,
Wardour general
Films,
■/^^T^
■ B-^
who
says that those diehards who
|
believed no good of our home
product have been fully converted
by its rapid progress.
XjrT came as a surprise, the other evening
r« as I was leaving a kinema, to hear a
Ely woman turn to her escort and say :
rm "I thoroughly enjoyed it, £ind it was
British, too 1 "
I thought the diehard \>ho still believed
all British pictures bad had ceased to exist,
so naturally I was astonished to run across
one this way, especially after the long Ust
of very commendable British hlms that have
been shown at kinemas recently. There still
seems to be a small section of the public
that caxmot believe British pictures can
compete with foreign product, simply because
they have auto-suggested themselves into
believing that only imported pictures can be
entertaining. How wrong they are is proved
by the tremendous success of British product
over the last two or three years. I take it
that the woman I referred to in my opening
paragraph is now a convert to, or at least is
willing to try more, British pictures. Some
people are not even willing to do that.
During the last few years, British productions
34-

TI ^ I
M
[
[

schedule
is eloquent
The compwmy's
new testimony
productionof
this new policy. Already at the
studios four big subjects are in
production. Drake of England is
being made on a big scale in
keeping with its tremendous
theme. Matheson I.ang has been
chosen
portraywho"Drake"
Athene toSeyler,
made while
a hit
as the Duchess in Blossom Time
appears as Elizabeth and Jane
Baxter, recently returned from
Hollywood has the romantic
female lead. The picture is being
produced
on aWoods,
spectacular
with
Arthur
directorscale
of
Radio Parade of 1935. at the

^

have advanced out of all recognition. They are
equal to, and very often excel, an^'thing else on
the market. Some of the biggest hits of last year
were British and most of the biggest successes
for this year will also be British. No one in his
proper senses would deny that many American
and foreign pictures are exceptionally good, but
it stands to reason that British producers have a
better
knowledge
audiences'
entertainment
than ofanyBritish
other country
can tastes
possiblyin
have. The British producer is on the sjwt, he
knows what the public wants in the way of drama
and
comedy
and — when it wants drama and when
it wants
comedy.
This gives him a big advantage over those who
are often puzzled by the strange sense of humour
in a scene that to him is intensely dramatic.
Only an Englishman has a thorough understanding
of English entertainment tastes. That is why
our own films, now our producers have practically
achieved technical jjerfection, are the pictures
that are most likely to appeal to British
audiences.
The British producer has broken down the
prejudice that existed against home-made films
for so long by making a series of outstanding

Both Gertrude Lawrence and E>ouglas Fairbanks, jun., are featured in La Bohime which
Paul Stein, director of Blossom Time and Red
Wagon is making. A host of well-known i)eople
app)ear in supp>orting roles including Richard
Bird, Diana Napier and others.
Then there is Dance Band in which Charles
" Buddy " Rogers appears with June Clyde. Here,
again, is a picture that is outstanding and which
will be
thecountry.
most aimbitious "musicals"
ever
madeone inofthis
Other
commence
Du
Barryproductions
which is waiting
a screen toversion
of theaxeplay,
Henry Hall in his first film not yet titl^, a
Lilian Harvey subject, a new Richard Tauber
picture and a number of other equally important
subjects, all of which are to be made on a truly big
scale.
In the past British producers have been content
to scrape along with small pictures, which played
second fiddle to some elaborate foreign production
in the same programme. The success of British
films during the past year and the insistent demand
from the public and the kinema o^v'ners for more
have given our producers fresh confidence. They
are no longer content to play second fiddle, they
are determined that the British picture will be
the feature of the programme. So far as B.I. P.
is concerned the sky's the limit and no expense or
effort is being sp>ared to see that each offering
from the Elstree studio is outstanding in every
way, so that wlien next I stand outside a kinema
I can hear the patrons say : " No wonder I enjoyed
it,
British," or, better sbll, to my ear*—
"It'sit'sB.LP.I"
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-HILST in New York recently, I
had a long and interesting discussion with Mr. H. M. Warner,
the head of my own company and
the far-famed Warner Bros,
producing organisation, in which Mr. Warner
revealed the inner history of the vast effort
which is now being made at the Burbank
studios to internationalise the pictures being
made there.
I would have liked very much to have taken
every ardent picturegoer with me to these vast
studios, the greatest in the world ; there to witness
the innumerable ways by which it is hoped to
bring about a scheme of production especially
designed to supply the manifold races of the
world with pictures that will in every way suit
their varying ideas, traditions and outlook. This
is a vast undertaking, and space limitations, therefore, confine my remarks to the efforts afoot to
cater for Great Britain in particular.
American film-producing companies have ever
been fortunate in the fact that the people of this
country, their most important overseas customers,
are allied to them in temperament, and have many
thrags in common, particularly in the paramount

DE. GIFFITHS, Managing
* Director of First National
in Great Britain gives you a
resume of the discussion fie had
with his New York chief, H. M.
Warner, concerning Ar^loAmerican co-operation in
production.
question of humour, but as Mr. Warner points
out, they are not satisfied merely to rely upon
this and make pictures wholly designed for the
D. E. Griffiths
American pubUc in the hope that they will also be
suitable to we Britons. America has long
appreciated the wonderful literature of Great
Britain and drawn liberally upon it when seeking
material not only for the screen, but all other forms
of entertainment. The future will see yet greater
attention devoted to the works of British authors.
As example of this, one has only to point to the
fact that one of the most important pictures to prove that the film was not made in London itsel;
be presented by my company this year will be This intemationalisation of productions has fa
The Right To Live, which is the story by reaching results. As Great Britain is America'
W. Somerset Maugham, the renowned British most important motion-picture market, it migh
author and dramatist. Under its original title. almost be called the Anglicisation of motion
The Sacred Flame, this story has proved an picture production. Not only does it open up ye
enormous success as a novel as well as a play. greater delights for motion picturegoers, but i
The studios have gone to great lengths in preserv- provides very valuable employment for Britishen
Quite apart from the utilisation of the works o
ing its original British atmosphere.
British writers, it demands the presence ii
Hollywood
of a number of British experts in al
The whole of the cast is British, with the excep- sections of production,
for no detail is too smai
tion of Josephine Hutchinson, who plays the to be considered.
role of Stella Tabret, originally played in London
If one visualises the task of reproducing the at
by Miss Gladys Cooper. This fact lends greater
emphasis to the importance attached to this picture, moq)here of any country in another foreign country
for Miss Hutchinson is the greatest screen discovery it becomes obvious that only those br^ and bori
the country concerned can accomplish the task
of the past year. She not only possesses all the pe- in
As an example of this, I may point to one de.tai
culiar requirements of the camera and recording which
occurred during the production of The Righ
apparatus, but is an actress of long experience
which I myself was able to correct.
and renown. Her long association with the well- To A Live,
scene occurs in a West End restaurant, durin;
known theatrical impresario, Eva La Gallienne,
stamps her as an artiste of great merit, and no which the characters mention the fact that they aX'
finer tribute to her charm can be found than in just in time to catch the 5.30 train. When thi
waiter comes to take the order, one of the char
the
fact that she was America's original Alice in acters requests a whisky and soda. Now, cnl;
Wonderland.
The remainder of the cast contains names of an Englishman knowing our quaint licensing law
note from the British stage. Colin CUve, so could prevent the occurrence of such a blunder ii
production.
famous for
Journey'sBrent,
End so
in theThe
greatest production to be made in thi
London
andhistheperformance
Provinces.in George
long a favourite in the Abbey Theatre, Dublin; Burbank Studios this year will be Midsumme
C. Aubrey Smith, a veteran of the English stage, Night's Dream. Then again the studios will be ven
and Peggy Wood, who was last seen in the stage actively engaged in the production of Rafae
version of Bitter Sweet.
Sabatini's great British story. Captain Blood, wit]
that fine British actor, Robert Donat playing tin
The producers have not rested content with title
role.
securing a distinguished British cast. The cameramen were busily engaged in and around London
during the closing months of the past year, All who labour for Peace realise that their grf>a
lies in the lack of understanding t>e
securing shots of well-known places in this country, tweenobstacle
nations and races. Idealists have ioiif
and they have been so introduced into the production that one would challenge the beholder to dreamed of the time when the world will become i invast international r^ubhc. Intemationalisatio:; i
the only true pa.th. to Peace and Prosperity, an;
motion pictures will play a very impwrtant par
in bringing about a better universal understanding
Every nation of the world has many arts anc
crafts for which it is individually famous, anc
the United States has very plainly demonstratec
that it excels in the production of motion picture
and, therefore, the careful concentration anc
in one apof attention now being given by American producer
Peggy pears
Wood
to the question of intemationalisation of mot i 01
the comparty's
most
important
pictures
an interest and significance wh- '
ment. farhasbeyond
ranges
the bounds of mere enterta-:
pictures, " The
Right to Live."
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HERE are three ways of approaching
this subject — from iJie points of view
of the picturegoer, the producer, and
the director, and I propose to discuss
thcra in that order.
I consider myself a good, and in many ways
a representative, picturegoer. I enjoy going
to fihns as much as anyone; in fact, every
time I visit the " legitimate " theatre I find
myself liking films a Uttle better, so I claim
to be entitled to speak as a picturegoer.
There are certain players whom it gives
me keen pleasure to see on the screen — but
only when they are being properly exploited.
Have you ever followed the career of some
famous character of fiction, such as Sherlock Holmes or BuUdog Dnimmond, and come
across a story about him which falls far below
the general standard you have been led to
expect ? If so, you've probably felt that both
you and the hero have been cheated — that
the author has played you false.
That's exactly
how I feel
one aof poor
my
favourite
players appears
in a when
film with
story, or is palpably miscast, or is badly served
with "business" or dialogue.
Personally, I am not opposed to the star system. I may not be in whole-heartod agreement
with it; but, then, neither perhaps am I in wholehearted 2igreement with getting up early on
a cold winter's morning to go to the studio; one
has to accept certain existing conditions of filmmaking, and may as well accept them
pleasantly.
While people — myself among them — are so
taken with a personality that they will go again
and again to the kinema to see it on the screen,
producers will continue to offer that personality;
that'<i common sense.
But I a»i opposed, strongly, to the abuse of the
star system.
If there were a Society for the Abolition of
Cruelty to Film stars, I should probably be
a founder member, hon. secretary, vice-president,
and half the committee; and the greatest cruelty
to a star is miscasting.
Let us suppose I have seen Totty Turveytoes
in the part of a ch<Miis-girl who is pitchforked
into Society and manages to escape back into
her own humble but congenial surroundings; and
suppose I have carried away in my mind a charming picture of Totty, and look forward eagerly
to seeing her again.
What is the effect ou my mind if I next find
her masquerading as a Hawaiian maiden — a part
that fits her as a sack fit^ a broomstick ? Naturally,
I feel, disillusioned and will think twice about

SAVIIXE,

one of

y Britain's ace directors, is
sincerely anxious that the year
will be one of hold experiment.
He is seen above with Cicely
Courtneidge discus^ng the

^

This is not merely rhet-vical. I have been
working for some time oa. an experimental process (concerned not with chemistry, but with
optics and kinematics) which is, in fact, threequarters accomplished.
script of " Me and MarlIt now only requires to be applied to the
making of a film.
But there's the snag. I can't go to the prorisking
on her again; which
is hard my
on two-and-fourpence
poor Totty.
ducer and say : "Look, here's an idea which the
Believe me, I am all for players appearing in public may like, or which may be a complete
varied roles — combining
their own pers<malities flc^. I only want you to risk fifty or sixty
borough''
with as widely differing fictitious personalities as thousand pounds ou it, and the reputations of
your studios, your' technicians, your players. In
is practicable. But there is a limit to our cre- other
words, gentlemen, you are to risk a fortune
dulity, and it should never be strained; and
neither should the capabilities of the player be on a spin of the coin because I feel sure it will be
strained or overtaxed .
So, really, I wish the same thing from two ' heads.' "
sides of the counter.
As a picturegoer — the customer — I want to see Producers are cautious folk; even if I were
to show them my double-headed penny th<'\
my favourite players in good strong stories
(dramatic, not necessarily melodramatic), and in would
still Inotam care
risk sure
too much
"heads' it.
and when
not toeven
myselfon whether
roles which present their well-known charac- will be "heads" or "tails," can you blame them
teristics in a new and interesting light; and as for hesitating ?
the producer — the shopman — -I want to see such
But I should dearly love to see the experiment
films being made that combine artistry with
performed. Even as a flop it would be valuable;
100 p>er cent, entertainment.
It can be done; it is being increasingly done. it would be building for the future; impressionism and suggestion may be used up to a certain
Artistry is now an asset to films, instead of a
liability. It means hard cash at the box-office; point, and beyond that point the average audience (if there is such a thing) will say : "No, no;
and as a producer I am whole-heartedly in
favour of hard cash.
you're cheating us !" When you know how far
an audience is prepared to trust you, to believe
But as a director — ah, that' s another matter.
in you, to go along with you, you know much;
and my experiment would help to establish
IbeUeve we are near a point — if we are not that.
already there — at which realism has reached
You may onask,a reasonably
" Why not
its logical limit, and imagination — impressionism — experiment
small scale —enough
in an : inexpensive
suggestion must to a large extent supplement film?" The answer is: "Because that would
it.
the first
experiNow, this means experiment; and as a director prove mentnothing.
would not beIn given
a fairplace,
trial inthea quickie,
where everything is sacrificed to economy, and,
I should like 1035 to be a year of experiment.
Mind you, as a producer I should be against for another thing, whether it were successful or
this, for as a producer I am out for quick returns. not, it would only be a hole-and-corner success,
In other words, I am in the business for what a hole-and-corner failure, seen by few people,
I can get out of it, without looking too far ahead attracting no attention, giving rise to no conor taking any risks.
rsy— a most
valuable
factor."
As a picturegoer I should be against it, for as
"But trovethe
pioneers
of the
past," yon may
a picturegoer (if I am representative of the mass object, "had no g[reat super-films to experiment
of picturegoers) I dislike anything revolutionary. with." Ah, but they experimented with the
The public that turned down Hallelujah will cer- super-films of the period. D. W. Griffith's Pipp*
tainly turn down any very novel method of Passes would seem a funny little thing to us now;
presentation — until that method has been suffi- but Griffith threw all his resources into it; so did
ciently often repeated .
But as the man behind the camera I want to ChapUn with A Woman of Paris ; so did Cecil B.
when he first used "Rembrandt lightsee that camera do all it can — not mark time at De Mille
They took
big of
risk,
scoredvalue
a big
the same old game with slight modifications.
success,ing."which
has abeen
theand
utmost
to
I owe a debt to films. They have given me their successors.
a lot of fun, a lot of excitement, a great deal of
No, an experiment in film-making, if it is to
satisfaction ; and they have taught me some mark
an epoch, must be bold, terrific, on the
valuable lessons.
grand
scale; and although I admit it is improIn return I am sincerely anxious that films
bable that 1935 will see a great step forward that
should march on towards whatever theif destiny would justify the last few years of marking time
may be; and I want to do my share.
I still cling to the hope that it will.
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pleted their ranch home. They raise
walnuts on their forty acre estate, and
live in an Andalusian farmhou.se.
Charles Gets Down To It
I^aughton,of
of Charlesis Ruggles
news picture
latest next
The whose
Red Gap, is that he has taken to
bicycle
as an he
exercise.
Everyriding
morning
gets up early,
hops astride a rakish looking racing
model, and puts in about twenty miles
behind a motor car.
Ginger's Fan Mail
of
! Ais wave
iasm for
Rogers
now in
Ginger
h Ginger
Watcenthus
full flood. The Radio rajahs have
known for a long time that the
popularity of their zestfu) redhead was
growing apace, but just how fast and
studioshedidn't
own mail
eventheher fan
how muchuntil
has
realise
received recently was analysed.
A check up of letters received during
October showed that Ginger led all her
fellow-players in mail received.
Six thousand, six hundred, and
sixtv-three people wrcte to Miss
Rogers that month, telling just how fine
they think she is. Of these, no fewer
than 2,528 came from across the sea.

phecy
White's Pro
George ck'
tO'the-Farm
—Ba
Movement

—

Charles

Laughton reduces— Flood
of Fan Letters

HIS year screen reviews
will cease to be blonde
parades,"
says famous
George
White,
the
American revue producer
who is now in Holly%vood directing
a second screen version of his
famous Scandals.
Songs and dance numbers now in
course of improvisation will provide
the public with new rhythm,
routines to which to sing, hum,
whistle, and dance to in 1935 — is
his prophecy.
Assisting George White with the
improvisation of dance steps
and routines in the new Scandals is
Jack Donohue, whose work in
London with the successful stage
versions of Music in the A ir and Ball
at the Savoy brought him to the
notice of Fox studio executives.
The musical score was written
by Jack Yellen, Cliff Friend, and Joe Meyer.

Alice Meets an Old Friend

"•— Tin—
fffl
Effl
rm

Stars Shun the Bright Lights !
The bright lights are no longer a drawing card
for the players, directors, and producers of
Hollywood. Many of them who have lived in the
glamour of Broadway have turned to the quietude
of country estates since joining the film colony.
This back-to-the-farm movement among film
personages has no association with the N.R.A.
campaign. Rather it is a search for solitude
away from the prying eyes of the curious, of the
sightseers and the fans who are ever alert for
autographs. It is the only means through which
the film colony has found a p>ersonal home life.
Paul Muni has been a trouj>er since childhood.
He knows the heartaches of the theatre. Now
among the top notchers in pictures, he lives on his
own ten-acre walnut ranch in San Fernando
Valley, near Van Nuys, California. His home is
not large, having only seven rooms and a glass
logia, an outdoor swimming pool, and combined
dressing-rooms and playhouse. A feature is a
rehearsal room, where he studies his lines.
Bette Davis Saving
^hough she has not yet joined the back-to-thefarm movement, Bette Davis is saving

Stymie Beard and Buckwheat Thomas, members
of Hal Roach " Our Gang " comedy group,
demonstrate their version of the Carlo, famous
dance created for a M.-G.-M. picture. They
are here seen executing a tohirling dervish.
toward the day when she can own an abandoned
New England farm.
Leslie Howard is now the possessor of an old
English estate outside London, where he can go
for seclusion and rest when he is not in Hollywood
making pictures.
Barbara Stanwyck has one of the larger estates
in Brentwood, west of Holl3rwood. It is a
rambling house, with the estate itself surrounded
by a high stucco wall overgrown with roses.
Warren's First Home
Warren William has purchased his first home
on an estate near Encinc, in the San Fernando Valley. Interesting is a room which
William designed himself. It is a dupUcate of a
ship's chart room and it is to this spot that the
player
for solitude.
Joan goes
Blondell
and her husband, George Barnes,
live in a Cape Cod colonial cottage far up in the
Hollywood Hills, from which vantage point they
can see virtually all of Los Angeles.
Ann Dvorak and her husband, LesUe Fenton, are
living near Van Nuys, where they have just com-

cigo a beautiful
Some
girl years
was playing
the role dark-eye
of Louisad
M. Alcott's heroine, Jo Marsh, in a
Broadw
Women. ay dramatisation of Little
She was AUce Brady, later to become
one
of Broadway's
actresses,
and one leading
of the dramatic
foremost
comediennes of the talkies. She was to
see another girl, Katharine Hepburn,
through the medium of the talkies,
thrill even larger audiences with her
interpretation of that same hoydenish
In the cast with Miss Brady in the
Broadway production was a distinguished actress named Gertrude Berkeley, who played Marmee, mother of the
four "Little Women." The two
actresses became good friends, and
Alice often met Miss Berkeley's young
son, who had the imposing name of
William Berkeley Enos.
But Miss Brady and Miss Berkeley
hadn't seen each other for many years
until the
other day, when William
BerkeleyJo. Enos, now Busby Berkeley,
the king of dance directors, brought has
mother to the set, where he was
directing Miss Brady in Gold Diggers of 1935.
Miss Berkeley has now retired from professional
activities, although she is often a visitor to her
son's studio. She and Miss Brady reminisced
happily all afternoon, and told Dick Powell,
Gloria Stuart. Adolphe Menjou, Glenda Farrell-,
and other members of the cast about the younger
days of their director, much to his mock chagrin.
Shirley Now Assistant Director !
In addition to starring in the picture with Lionel
Barrymore and having a very difficult part to
enact, little Shirley Temple is serving as an assistant director, "without portfolio," during the
making of The Little Colonel, now in course of
production at the Fox studios.
David Butler is directing the picture, but
Shirley has fallen heir to the task of seeing that
two little coloured children go through their work
and sjjeak their lines properly.
The continuity calls for the piccaninnies to be
constant companions of Shirley through the major
39
portion of the action. Director Butler has experienced considerable difficulty instructing the
piccaninnies in both long and close up shots.
Shirley Temple is familiar with the script and
story and has taken it upton herself to advise the
children what to do in the various scenes, which is
a great relief to Butler. One child is only three
years old, and directing him is not an easy matter.

Josephine Hutchinsori,
hailed as a new Hepburn
and one of the last of the
Broadway idols to succumb
to the call of the studios.
She makes her debut in
" Happiness Ahead."
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Anne Shirley will, it is predicted, make a name for herself
in "Anne of Green Gables."

ep at some of the players
)e shining brighter in the
in the coming months,
ve been steadily climbing in
ve yet to be seen on the
em will help to make 1935
for filmgoers.

4
Jean Parker, another player who at the
beginning of 1935 stands on the threshold
of major stardom. Her admirers are
already measuringmantle.
her for Janet Gaynor's

V

: C'j Stardom. She ts seen
H^f-rd MollisoH in "Mr.
• Shirley Temple bells
'be
thanringing
ever inmore
1935.loudly

Lc/i. But it does not seem
I worry Nova Pilbeam, Britain's greatest
utile discovery, as she exercises her
horse on WinAledon Common.
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over, the vibration all but had the camera over
T
(
NEWS-REEL cameraman's job
news cameraman, gives
the top. What with getting pictures, keeping the
is not a happy one," Gilbert
camera in a horizontal position, and having my
you an insight into the
might have written had he lived
head nearly spUt open by the terrific din, I have
way the topical reels are
a quarter of a century longer
never been more relieved when 1 finally reached
and paid less respect to the
the security of the deck.
provided tainment.
for your enterlaws of scansion.
But the cameraman's life has its compensations.
And he would have been right. So far
There's a fine feeling of complacent satisfaction
as difl5cult jobs go, the Gilbertian policeto be had when one sees a good "shot" or a
man cannot hold a candle to the news-reel
good
one's allowncomers
on thehavescreen,
it's
fine tostory
knowof that
been cind
beaten.
cameraman.
Then
again,
we
sometimes
get
some
really
The news-reel cameraman is wedded to his
enjoyable trips; such as being sent off in an
camera. He can call no time of the day or
air liner to Syria or some such place to take
night his own.
A fire breaks out in the
pictures of an Asiatic ceremony, or as a g;uest
middle of the night; there is a train smash
of the Royal Navy on board a battle cruiser,
in the Midlands. The cameraman must be '
from which we take pictures of manoeuvres
on his way to the scene with all jwssible
haste. The loss of a few minutes may ruiu
in the picture-blue Mediterranean.
a sto^J^
He must be prepared to take on a special
Next time you attend a public event, a
big sporting match, a social function,
assignment at a moment's notice; he
or a Royal wedding, and see us in the
must fight his way through to obtain th':
best
positions, do not let envy creep into
best positions; he must see that the
negative arrives at the printing laborayour thoughts
— " I wish
a cameraThey always
haveI were
the best
views
tories with all speed so that his companj'
will be the first to show the pictures
and
all
they
do
is
take
photographs.
It's
the kinema screens.
Pity the poor cameraman, and rememmoneyber thefor"jammy
jam." job" is the exception.
Such is the cameraman's code,
It's sheer hard work
and his life is far
pictorial journalist, he has th
from an easy one.
same enthusiasm in beating a rival to
a story as has a newspaper reporter.
The good cameraman is no mere
HoUytuood tocomes
London.
automaton, either. Imagination, redaring, alliedandto skill
profound"
technicalsource, andknowledge
are
the necessary attributes of an ace
cameraman. He must keep a cool
head and in whatever circummust keep pictures
"turning."of the
Those stancesgraphic
assassination of King Alexander
of Yugoslavia, taken in very difficult circumstances, would never
have been obtained
had not this precept
been remembered.
Perhaps the most
unpleasant experience
I have had during my
many years as a
cameraman was on the
occasion when I was
given the assignment of
a full calibre shoot on
H.M.S. Malaya. The
only p>osition I could
secure was in the gun
turret, far too near the
huge gun barrel to be
healthy.
Whenever the gun
fired, I thought my ear
drums had broken —
this, despite the totally
inadequate wads of
cotton wool I put in
my ears to try to
muCne the din. More-

2

come to London. So
Ds has
OO
LL
HO
sica'
nianyusofYW
Amer
famo
star
are most
now
working in British studios
that visiting the smart
West End hotels almost
any
is nlikeDerby
walk. ing
into night
the Brow
What au-e they like,
these hitherto
people known
whom only
we
have

as glamorous shadows on
a silvery sheet?
PiCTUREGOER wants
you to meet them as they
really are.
Next week we will
introduce them to you in
a sp>ecial "HoUj-wood
Guestnumber
Britain's
leading
" ftm will
""ofmagazine.
The issue
contain,
among other absorbing
articles, sive
wonderful
interviewsexcluwith
famous Hollywood visitors to Britain, beautiful
illustrations and all the
usual p>opuIar PicturbGOER
features.
Don't your
miss
this fine
issue. Order
copy now. Do your friends
a good turn — tell them.
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in alphabetical order
list of films
following
THEreaders
of the variety of pictures
an indication
trade shown a brief criticism is appended. Pictures
fully described as possible. Some of the

AMal Hamid. Wardour. British.
Directed by Karl Griine. Featuring
Adrienne Ames, Nils Asther, John
Loder, and Frit* Kbrtner. A strong
drama of the notorious Turkish leader.

Anne ofDirected
Green byGables.
Radio.
.American.
George -Nicholls,
jun. Featuring Anne Shirley, Tom
Brown, and O. P. Heggie. Youthful
romantic drama.

Adventure Ctrl. Radio. American.'
"Featuring
U." Directed
Herman Raymaker.
Joanby Lowell.
Fantastic
dramatisation of a girl's exciting adventures in the jungles of Guatemala. Synthetic thrills, but interesting natural
backgrounds.
Adventure Limited. Paramount.
British.
" A." Harry
DirectedMilton,
by George
King. Featuring
Pearl
ArgyUe, Hugh E. Wright. Weak
adventure story, loosely constructed and
indifferently directed.
Affairs of Cellini. Twentieth Century.
American.
" A." Directed
Gregory
La Cava. Featuring
Constanceby Bennett,
Fredric March, Frank Morgan. Most
brilliant satire of the year — in effect a
costume farce dealing with the famous
craftsman and lover. Outstanding
acting. Not for unsophisticated audi-

Antonla. G.B. British. Featuring
Frances Day. Musical comedy.

Atterwardi. Radio. American. " A."
Directed by James Crute. Featuring
Zasu Pitts, Slim Summerville. Comedy
drama which derives its humour from
Zasu
medium.Pitts'Fairexperiments
entertainment.as a fake
Age of Innocenee, The. Radio.
American.
" A." Directed
by Philip
Moeller. Featuring
Irene Dunne,
John
Boles.
Co-stars
have
a
relapse
of the
severe attack of frustrated romance
they had in Back Street. leisurely
development, but effective atmosphere
and sympathetic characterisation.
Air Patrol, The. Pathe. American.
"Featuring
U." Directed
by R. and
N. Jacqueline
Bradbury.
Ray Walker
Wells. Obvious thick ear melodrama
dealing with two young officers in the
border patrol.
AUas Bulldog Drnmmond. G.B.
Directed by Walter Forde. Featuring
Jack Hulbert, Fay Wray and Claude
Hulbert. Comedy-drama band in
"mistaken
Sapper "forcharacter
withhero.
Jack being
the doughty
All the King's Horses. Paramount.
American. Directed by F. Tuttle.
Featuring Carl Brisson, Elissa Landi.
Comedy-drama .
Among the Missing. Columbia.
American. " U." Directed by Albert
RoygeU. Featuring Richard Cromwell,
Henrietta Crosman and Billie Seward.
Well worn redemption theme competently put over with sentimental
and romantic side issues. Quite good,
if machine-made, entertaimnent.

Anything Might Happen. Radio
British. " A." Directed by George A.
Cooper. Featuring Judy Kelly, John
Garrick. Hackneyed mistaken identity
crime drama overwhelmed with a
spate of commonplace dialogue.
Are Ton a Mason? UniversaL British.
" U." Directed by Henry Edwards.
Featuring Sonnie Hale and Robertson
Hare. The famous stage farce has
stood the passage of the years fairly
well and is exuberantly put over by
good comedy cast.
BahMtt. F.N. American. Directed by
William Keighley. Featuring Guy
Kibbee and Aline MacMahon. Picturisation of the famous novel.
Babes in Toyland. M.-G.-M. American. "U." Directed by Gus Meins and
Charlie Rogers. Featuring Laurel and
Hardy and Charlotte Henry. Fantasy
with musi-.,characters.
introducing all
childhood's
favourite
Excellent
for
juveniles.
Bachelor Bait. Radio. American.
" A." Directed by George Stevens.
Featuring Stuart Erwin, Rochelle
Hudson, Skeets Gallagher. Erwin as a
conscientious matrimonial agent whose
business is wrecked by a political boss
who wants to turn it into a large-scale
racket. Too much dialogue but smart
wisecracks and exceUent team work.
BaehelOr of Hearts. Fox. American
" U." Directed by Lxtuis King. Featuring Tom Brown, Anita Louise, and
Henry B. Walthall. Romantic comedy
of universitv life.

has been compiled in order to give " Picturegoer
they will he offered this year. Where films have been
that are either scheduled or in production are as
titles are tentative and may be changed.

by Victor Saville. Featuring Jessie
Matthews. Story based on incidents
in the life of Offenbach, the composer.
Barnacle Bill. Butcher. British.
Directed by Henry Hughes. Featuring
Archie Pitt and Joan Gardner. Sentimental story with music written round
Britain's fisher folk.
Becky Sharp. Radio. American.
Directed by Lowell Sherman. Featuring
Miriam Hopkins, Cedric Hardwicke,
and Nigel Bruce. An adaptation of
Thackeray's " Vanity Fair."
Behold, My Wife. Paramount. .American. Directed by Mitchell Leisen. Featuring Sylvia Sidney, Gene Raymond, H.
B. Warner. Adaptation of Sir Gilbert
Parker's novel, " Translation of a
Bella Donna.
British.
" A."
Directed
by RobertG.B.
Milton.
Featuring
Savage."
Conrad Veidt, Mary Ellis, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke.
one-time bestseller appearsHichens*
rather outmoded
and
development tends to be obscured by
preponderance
of detaiL Good performance by star.
Belle of the Nineties. Paramount.
American. " A." Directed by WiUiam
Le Baron. Featuring Mae West — all
that was left of her after the charge of
(the sweetness and) light brigade.
Beyond the Border. A.B.F.D.
.American. " U." Directed by Harry
Fraser. Featuring Tom Tyler. North
West Mounted Police drama which
relies on fights and riding for its
entertainment.
Big Business.
British
" U."
Directed
by CyrilWarner.
Gardner.
Featuring
Claude Hulbert, Eve Gray and Ernest
Sefton,
weakhallfarce,
reminiscent
of okl-timeV'erymusic
sketch.
Relies
on backchat and star's " silly ass "
characterisation.

Big-hearted Herbert. F.N. American. "U."
Directed by William
Badger'sDirected
Green. Paramount. British.
" U."
Keighley. Featurby Adrian Brunei.
ing Guy
Kibbee,
: Aline
MacMahon,
Featuring Frank
i and Patricia Ellis.
Moore, David
Kibbee has the
Home, Sebastian
SERVICE
Smith. Excellent
in
part this
of hiscleverly
career
screen adaptation
written domestic
" Ptcturegoer " prides itself
of R. C. Sheriff's
comedy in which
on its service to readers in the
play
which deals
amusingly
with
he, as a self-made
English village
matter of film selection. Our
man,
most
of his spends
time telling
politicsNotably
and
criticisms are especially xmitten
cricket.
his family how he
to indicate the entertaimnent
achieved
success
good
isations. charactervalue, irrespective of personal
without help from
any heone.
The
Barcarolle. G.B.
bias.
way
is taught
British. Directed
the error of his

ways provides first-rate entertainment.
Biography ofFeaturing
a Bachelor Ann
GirL Harding,
M.-G.-M.
American.
Robert Montgomery, Una Merkel, and
Ed. E. Horton. A screen adaptation of
the
Loos. play Biography, written by Anita
Black Hell. Warner Bros. .American.
Directed by Michael Curtiz. Featurinf;
Paul Muni, Karen Morley. Drama.
BHnd Justice. Universal. British.
" A." Directed by Bernard Vorhaus.
Featuring
Eva Very
Moore,ingenious
Frank V'osper,
John
Stuart.
murder
story by the author of Tlw- Ghost Train ,
rather spoilt
by lack of polished treatMoore. ment. Notable performance by Eva
Blue SteeL
American. Featur" U."
Directed
by R.Pathe.
N. Bradbury.
ing John Wayne. Conventional Western
with plenty of action suitable for juveniles.
Bonds can.
of Directed
Honour.by Wardour.
AmeriDamon Runyon.
Featuring Leila Hyams, Phillips Holmes
and Jack La Rue. Romantic comedydrama.
Bordertown. Warner Bros. .American.
"A." Directed by Archie Mayo. Featuring
Paul Muni and Bette Davis. Fine
characterisation by star lends interest to
not unfamiliar theme of hollowness of
material success.
Borrow a MlUion. Fox. British.
" U." Directed by Reginald Denham.
Featuring Charles Cullen, Reginald
Gardner, tentious
and comedy
Mervel
drama,Forbes.
with a Unpreneatly
constructed financial theme. Fair
entertainment.
Bravecan. .AnLive
On, The.
Amerioriginal
screenM.-G.-M.
story produced
by David O. Selznick. This will be thf
first
storj' in which Rosamund Pinchot
will appear.
Brewster's MtlUons.
B. and D.
British. Directed by Thornton Freeland.
Featuring Jack Buchanan, LiU Damita.
Musical comedy version of famous stage
farce.
Directed
by Albert
Featuring
Bright Eyes.
Fox. Butler.
American.
" U."
Shirley Temple, James Dunn, Jane
Darw^, with
and Judith
Allen. Uttle
A comed\'
drama
a wonderful
star.
Good general
entertainment.
\Contitnied
on page 44)
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British Agent. Warner Bros. American. "A." Directed by .Michael Curtiz.
Starring Leslie Howard, Kay Francis.
Conventional spy melodrama efficiently
produced.

Charlie Chan in Paris. Fox. AmericanDirected by Hamilton MacFaddenFeaturing Warner Oland. The astute>
obsequious
Chinese detective solving ^
mysteries again.

Broken Rosary. Butcher. British.
" U." Directed by Harry Hughes.
Featuring
Derek
V'esta Vic-of
toria. Simple,
but Oldham,
pleasant, romance
Italian singer who loses his girl to his
best friend. There are several wellintroduced songs for Derek Oldham,
and the theme is sincerely treated.

Cheaters.byWardour.
American.
" A.'
Directed
Phil Rosen.
Featuring
Bill Boyd, Dorothy Mackaill and June
CoUyer. A straight-forward interpretation of the " redemption " theme
quite well acted.
Cheating Cheaters. American.
Directed by William Weyler. Featuring
Fay Wray, Cesar Romero, and Minna
Gombell. Comedy romance of setting a
crook to catch a crook !
Circus Clown, The. F.N. American.
" U." Directed by Ray Enright.
Featuring Joe E. Brown and Patricia
Ellis. Admirers of Joe E. Brown
should like this simple comedy of the
sawdust ring which possesses the merit
of suitability for children.
CUve of India. Twentieth Century.
American Directed by Richard Boleslavsky. Featuring Ronald Colman.
Historical drama based on life of great
Empire Builder.
Cockeyed Cavaliers. Radio. American. "A." Directed by Mark Sanrich.
Featuring Wheeler and Woolsey,
Dorothy Lee, Thelma Todd The old
firm of Wheeler and Woolsey makes
its contribution to the costume cycle.

Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back.
Twentieth
" A."
Directed byCentury.
Roy Del .American.
Ruth. Featuring
Ronald Colman, Loretta Young.
Colman returns after a long absence in
one of his most popular characterisations. Fast-moving crook drama, which
relies on its expertly handled thrills
rather than on plot values.
Calliente. F.N. American. Featuring
Dolores Del Rio. Drama.
Call of the Wild. Twentieth Century.
"VVellman.
A." American.
DirectedClark
by Wilham
Featuring
Gable.
.Ambitious
adaptation
of
Jack
London's
story of the Yukon gold rush.
Captain Blood. F.N. AmericanFeaturing Robert Donat. Romantic
adventure drama with historical background.
Captain Hates the Sea, The. Columbia. "A." American. Directed by Lewis
-Milestone.Gibson,
Featuring
McLaglen,
Wynne
JohnV'ictor
Gilbert,
Tala
Birell, Florence Rice, and Alison Skipworth. Comedy melodrama adapted
from Wallace Smith's novel in which
the comedy is better than the melodrama.
Caravan. Fox. American. " U."
Directed by Erik Charrell. Featuring
Loretta Young, Charles Boyer, Phillips
Holmes. Spectacular musical romance
in stage tradition. Simple plot is overshadowed by lavish settings and overworked musical numbers ; mainly pleasing to the eye.
Cardinal Richelieu. Twentieth Century. American. Featuring George Arliss.
Historical drama in Arliss manner.
Carnival in Spain. Paramount.
.\merican. Directed by Josef von
Sternberg. Featuring Marlene Dietrich,
Cesar Romero. Drama.
Case for the Crown, The. Paramount.
British. " Featuring
U." Directed
George
Cooper.
Milesby Mander,
Merie' Forbes. Crime drama with Old
Bailey trial scene. Some ingenuity,
but weak in construction.
Case of the HowUng Dog, The. F.N.
.\merican.
" A." Directed
Alan
Crosland. Featuring
Warren byWilham
and .Mary Astor. Clever character
drawing in a crime drama, with a plot
that hinges on the lav/ that prevents a
person being tried twice on the same
murder charge.
Casino
I>irected
Jolson,
Farrell.

de Paree. F.X. .American.
by Archie Mayo. Featuring Al
Ruby Kc-eler,
Dramatic
musical. and Glenda

Cat's Paw, The. Fox. American.
"A." Directed by Sam Taylor. Featuring Harold Lloyd, Una Merkel, George
Barbier. Lloyd strikes a new note in a
straight character comedy and succeeds
in being very entertaining.
Charlie Chan In London. Fox. American. "A."Warner
Directed
by Eugene
Featuring
Oland,
Drue LeyFord.
ton.
The latest contribution to the Chan
series — a murder mystery melodrama
which is well up to the standard of its
predecessors.
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College Rhythm. Paramount. American. "A." Directed by Norman
Taurog. Featuring Jack Oakie, Joe
Penner, Lanny Ross, Helen Mack.
Musical comedy extravaganza featuring
American big business ballyhoo and
rivalry between two department stores,
with football game as highlight. Excellent comedy by principals.
Concealment. Warner Bros. American. Directed by Wm. Dieterle.
Featuring Barbara Stanwyck and
Warren William. Drama of political
intrigue.
CONTACT
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We call our readers' attentior\
particularly to the articles in
this issue dealing vuith the producers' plans for the year.
Perusal of these will give them
a more persorxal contact with
the men who are strivir^ to
cater for their entertainment
this year, and make it a
memorable one in screen history.
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Count of Monte Cristo, The. U.A.
American.
U." Directed
by Rowland
V. Lee. "Featuring
Robert
Donat,
Elissa Landi. Excellent screen adaptation of Dumas' famous story of vengeance, exceptionally well set and with
a fine performance by Donat as the
Count.
County can.Chairman,
Fox.Blystone.
AmeriDirected byThe.John
Featuring Will Rogers, Evelyn Venable,
Kent Taylor, Berton Churchill.
Courageous. Warner. American.
" A." Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Featuring Barbara Stanwyck, Frank
Morgan, Ricardo Cortez. Barbara
Stanwyck's
fine perforniance
life
into this conventional
andputs
slowly
developed story of a young woman who
marries a middle-aged man and had
an affair with a young lover. Sincerity
of atmosphere and acting atone for
plot's shortcomings.
Craiy People. M.-G.-M. American.
" U." Directed by Leslie Hiscott.
Featuring Henry Kendall, Kenneth
Kove, Nancy O'Neil,
Unpretentious
comedy andof Helen
a man Haye.
who
tries to raise money from a rich aunt
by pretending to run a sanatorium.
Humour depends on dialogue rather
than action which is slow.

Crime Without Passion. Paramount.
American. " A." Directed by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur. Featuring Claude Rains, Whitney Bourne.
Novel and brilliant crime story.
Hecht and MacArthur, formerly writers,
set out to show Hollywood how pictures
should be made — and they did. Fine
acting by little publicised cast.
Crimson Paradise. Columbia. American. " U ." Directed by Robert F. Hill.
Featuring Nick Stuart, Lucille Brown.
That story again about a young waster
who is redeemed by simple country
maid.
Crimson Romance. .A.B.F.D. American. Directed by David Howard.
Featuring Ben Lyon, Sari Maritza, and
Erich von Stroheim. Romantic comedydrama with speitacular aeroplane
sequences.
Crusades, The. Paramount. American
Directed by Cecil B. De Mille. Featuring Henry WUcoxon and Ian Keith.
Spectacular drama.
Daddy Long Legs (Re-issue). Fox.
American.
" U." Directed
Alfred
Santell. Featuring
Janet byGaynor,
Warner Baxter, Una Merkel, John
Arledge. The screen's most popular
romance.
Dames. byWarner.
American.
" A."
Directed
Ray Enright.
Featuring
Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell, Joan
Blondell. Another spectacular song and
dance show in the Warner tradition.
Dance Band. Wardour. British.
Directed by Marcel Vanel. Featuring
Buddy Rogers,
Juneband
Clydeon and
Albert
Whelen.
A dance
a pleasure
cruise.
Dandy Diek. Wardour. British.
Directed by WiUiam Beaudine. Featuring Will Hay, Nancy Bume, John
Mill, David Burnaby and Esmond
Knight. farce.
An adaptation of the famous
Pinero
Dangerous
Radio.
" A."
Directed
by Corner.
Phil Rosen.
Featuring
Virginia Bruce, Conrad Nagel, and
Melvin Douglas. Somewhat verbose,
but quite entertaining version of J. B.
play delineating
ofPriestley's
letting sleeping
dogs lie. the wisdom
Dante's Inferno. Fox. American,
Directed by Harry Lachman. Featuring
Spencer Tracy, Alice Faye, Claire
Trevor, and Henry B. Walthall.
David can.
CopperOeld.
Directed by M.-G.-M.
George AmeriCukor.
F'eaturing W. C. Fields, Frank Lawton,
Lionel Barrymorc, Edna May Oliver
and an all-star cast. Hollywood hopes
something will turn up — you for
preference !
Death
at Broadcasting House.
A.B.F.D. British. "A." Directed by
Reginald Denham. Featuring Ian
Hunter, Henry Kendall and Mary
Newland. Murder mystery drama
familiar in theme but novel in its
'B.B.C. settings. Rather slow but certainly enterprising in idea.
Defence Rests, The. Columbia.
American. " A." Directed by Lambert
Hillyer. Featuring Jack Holt, Jean
Arthur, and .Arthur Hohl. Drama of
unscrupulous lawyer who is led to see
the error of his ways by an attractive
young secretary. Familiar material
but put on with plenty of punch and
vigorous acting.
Depths
Below,by The
.American. Directed
Erie Columbia.
Kenton. Featuring Jack Holt and Edmund Lowe.
Dernier Milliardaire, Le. Film Society.
French. " U." Directed by Rene Clair.
Featuring Max Dearly, Paul Olivier, and
Marthe Mellet. Rich Ruritanian farce ;
excellently
directed and brilliantly
acted.
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Desert Outlaw, The. A.B.F.D.
American. " U." Directed by Phil
Rosen. Featuring Bob Steele, Helen
Foster and Naomi Judge. Mediocre
Western with usual action but poorly
conceived story.
Desirable.
American.
" A."
Directed
by Warner.
Archie Mayo.
Featuring
Jean Muir, George Brent, Verree
Teasdale. Moving story of selfish
mother who is prepared to sacrifice her
daughter's
happiness
to her own vanity.
Strong feminine
appeal.
Devil Dogs of the Air. Warner Bros.
.American. Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Featuring
James
Cagney,Comedy.
Pat O'Brien,
and
Margaret
Lindsay.
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GARBO'S LATEST
A number of the films dealt
unth here will, on their general
release, be the subjects of
" Picturegoer's " Famous Films
and Souvenir Supplements —
another unique service supplied
free to its readers by this paper,
These 16-page supplements,
magnificently
illustrated in
photograimre , have become a
popular " Picturegoer " feature.
One of the earliest will he in
connection
xjuith Garbo's
" The Painted
Veil," Greta
latest
success.
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Devil on Wheels. A.B.F.D. American. Directed by Colbert Clark. Featuring Jack Romantic
Mulhall, Frankie
and Lola
Lane.
dramaDarro
of the
race
track.
Dictator, The. G. B.
by Victor SaviUe.
Brook and Madeleine
EngUsh star makes
talkie.

British. Directed
Featuring Chve
Carroll. Famous
his first British

Directed
by TomG. Walls.
Featuring
Dirty Work.
B. British.
"A"
Ralph Lynn, Gordon Harker, Robertson
Hare. Lynn and Harker as a new team
in the old Aldwych formula, with
mysterious jewel thefts as mainspring.
Dr. Monica. Warner. American.
" A." Directed by William Keighley.
Featuring Kay Francis, Warren
William,ficialJean
Muir. Sordid
and with
artidrama mainly
concerned
obstetrics.
Doctor's Directed
Orders. Wardour.
" U."
by NormanBritish.
Lee.
Featuring
Leslie
F^uUer,
John
Mills
Mary Jerrold. Leslie Fuller has and
full
opfKwtunities for his own popular brand
of humour as a travelling medical man
whose son becomes a doctor and
because of his father's calling nearly
loses his girl.
Dover Road, The. Radio. American.
" .A." Directed by J. Walter Ruben.
Featuring Diana Wynyard, Clive Brook.
Heavy-handed treatment and somewhat stiltedromance
acting. .A.adapted
A. Milne's
light
fantastic
— seems
stodgy ever,andsome incredible.
are, howgood comedy There
interludes.
Dragon Murder Case, The. Warner.
American. " A." Directed by H. Bruce
Humberstone. Featuring Warren
William, Margaret Lindsay, Lyie Talbot.
Mr. William becomes Philo Vance in a
workmanlike murder mystery story bv
S. S. Van D>-ne. Extravagant, but
ingenious plot.
Drake ofby England.
Wardour.Featuring
British.
Directed
Arthur Woods.
Matheson Lang, Athene Seyler and
Jane Baxter. Historical drama.
DuPaul
Barry.L. Wardour.
British. Directed
bv
Stein. Featuring
Gretc
Ratzler.
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Dude R»nK«r, The. Fox. American.
" U." Directed by Edward Kline.
Featuring George O'Brien, Irene Hervey.
Well-produced
western with star at his
best.

•
Father Brown, Detective. Paramount.
American. Directed by Edward Sedgwick. Featuring Walter Connolly, Paul
Lukas, and Gertrude Michael. Detective
drama based on G. K. Chesterton
stories.

D'ye Ken John Peel. A.P.D. British.
Directed by Henry Edwards. Featuring John Garrick, Winifred Shotter,
John Stuart, Stanley Holloway, Leslie
Perrins, and Mary Lawson.

Feathered Serpent. The. Columbia.
British. " A." Directed by P. Maclean
Rogers. Featuring Tom Helmore and
Enid Stamp-Taylor.
Typical
Edg.-»r;
Wallace
murder mystery
melodrama
somewhat involved, but developed on
popular lines.
Fighting Hero. Universal. American.
" U." Directed by Harry S. Webb.
Featuring Tom Tyler. Good horsemanship in a somewhat tame and not very
convincing horse opera.

Eastern Odyssey, An. Citroen. French
" U." Interesting
the
journeys
of Citroen feature,
tractors showing
across Asia.
Fairly entertaining, but lackingdramatic
motivation.
East River. Fox. American. Directed
by Raoul Walsh. Featuring Edmund
Lowe, Charles
Victor McLaglen,
beau,
Bickford.Marjorie
A dramaRam-of
tunnel workers.
Easy Money. Paramount. British.
"Lawrence
U." Hanray.
FeaturingBased
George
on theCarney,
story
" Sleuths," by Basil Mason.
Eighteen Minutes. Pathe. British.
Featuring Gregory Ratoff, Benita
Hume, and John Loder.
Eight-Cylinder Love. Columbia. Britiders.
sh. "U."Featuring
Directed
PeterandSaunDodo by
Watts
Pat
Ahearne.
Crude
motor-racing
melodrama.
Elinor Norton.
Fox. American.
" A."
Directed
by Hamilton
McFadden.
Featuring Claire Trevor, Hugh Williams,
Gilbert Roland. Psychological triangle
drama, lacking in action and presenting
a rather exasperating set of characters
in a somewhat sordid, artificial atmosphere. Acting is adequate.
Elmer and Elsie. Paramount. American. " U." George
DirectedBancroft,
by GilbertFrances
Pratt.
Featuring
l'"uller, Roscoe Kams. Gk>od idea
demonstrating
howthewomen's
influence is in
home, greatest
poorly
developed
in
loose-knit
story.
Bancroft
is miscast as a dumb husband and
Frances Fuller has nothing to do but
look wistful.
Embarrassing Moments. Universal.
American.
A." Directed
by Edward
Laemmle. "Featuring
Chester
Morris,
Marian Nixon. Fast-moving comedy of
a hoaxer hoaxed. Popular romance,
with Chester Morris at his best.
Emil and the Detectives.
G. B.
British. Directed by Milton Rosmer.
Featuring George Hayes. An English
version of famous German juvenile
detective play.
Enchanted ApriL Radio. American.
Directed by Harry Beaumont. Featuring Ann Harding, Frank Morgan.
Comedy drama.
Enter, Madame. Paramount. American. Directed by Elliot Nugent.
Featuring Elissa Landi and Cary Grant.
Escape Me Never. B. and D. British.
Directed by Dr. Paul Cziimer. Featuring Elisabeth Bergner, Leon Quartermain, Hugh Sinclair, and Griffiths
Jones. Austrian screen Bernhardt in
film version of play in which she created
West End furore.
Evelyn Prentice. M.-G.-M. American.
Directed by William K. Howard.
Featuring William Powell, Myma Loy,
and Una Merkel. Marital drama with
crime background and a legal setting.
Brilliant direction and fine acting by the
same team as in The Thin Man.
Falling In Love. Pathe. British.
Directed by Monty Banks. Featuring
Charles Farrell, Gregory Ratofl, Mary
Lawson. FarreU makes British film debut
in a pleasant but somewhat oversentimentalised -romance.
Father and Son. Warner. British
"Featuring
A." Directed
Monty Esmond
Banks.
Edmund byGwenn,
Knight and Daphne Courtney. Elementary emotional drama banal in story
uid dialogue.
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Friends of Mr. Sweeney. F.N.
American. " A." Directed by F^dmund
Ludwig. Featuring Charles Ruggles,
Eugene Pallette, Ann Dvorak. Amusing
story
a weak-kneed
finds inof drink
the couragejournalist
to stand who
on
his own feet. Somewhat complicated,
but held formatogether
by excellent pernce of star.
Frisco Fury. Columbia. American.
Directed by Frank Capra.
Fugitive Lady. Columbia. American.
" A." Directed by Albert Rogell.
Featuring .\eil Hamilton, Florencf
Rice, ward
andmelodrama
DonaldwithCook.
Straightforan exciting
train
wreck sequence. It is familiar stuff but
quite well staged and acted.

Fighting Lady. Wardour. American.
F'eaturing Pegg>' Shannon and Jack
Mulhall.

Gambling.
Fox. American.
" A."
Directed
by Rowland
V. Lee. Featuring
George M. Cohan, Wynne Gibson, and
Dorothy Burgess. Moderately exciting
murder drama.

FightingDirected
Stock. by
Gaumont-British.
British.
Tom Walls.
Featuring Ralph Lynn, Tom Walls,
and Robertson Hare. Farce.

Gay Bride,
The. M.-G.-M.
" A."
Directed
by Jack American.
Conway.
Featuring Carole Lombard, Chester
Morris, and Zasu Pitts. Vigorous
comedy-drama which takes you on an
entertaining journey through gangsterdom and enlivens you with thrills and
hard-boiled morals. Dialogue is pithy
and to the point.
Gay Divorce, The. Radio. American.
" A." Directed by Mark Sandrich.
Featuring Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers,
and Edward Everett Horton. Has
claims to be included among the best
musicals to date. Brilliant performances
by cast, delightful dancing, tuneful
numbers bound together by piquant

Fighting to Live. Butcher. American.
" U." Directed by Ed. Cline. Featuring Marion Shilling and Gaylord Pendleton. Mystery melodrama of thrills
and action.
Flames of the Volga. Wardour.
French. Directed by V. Tourjansky.
Featuring Albert Prejean. Dramatic
story of the Russian Revolution after a
novel by Pushkin.
FUme Within, The. M.-G.-M.
American. Story, written and directed
by Edmund Goulding, director of
Riptide, Grand HoM, etc.
Flirting With Danger. Pathe. American. Featuring Robert Armstrong and
William Cagney.
Flirtation Walk. F.N. American.
Directed by Frank Borzage. Featuring
Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell, and Pat
O'Brien.
Spectacular
with Hawaiian
settings.musical romance
Flood Tide.
Radio.
British.
" U."
Directed
by John
Baxter.
Featuring
George Carney, Minnie Rayner. Feeble
pseudo-saga
of FatherandThames
music
hall characters
music with
hall
humour.
Folies Bergere de Paris. Twentieth
Century. American. Featuring Maurice
Chevalier, Merle Oberon. Screen pre-

BRITISH STUDIOS
If you want to keep in touch
with British studios and their
activities, you cannot do better
than readappear
E. G. weekly
Cousins' and
articles
which
are
the best informed and corxstructive in film jourruLlism. Make a
point of becoming a regular
subscriber.
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sentation of France's most famous stage
spectacle.
Forgotten Men. Wardour. British.
A Documentary war film with actual
topicals. A striking indictment of war.
Forsaking Directed
All Others.
American.
by W. M.-G.-M.
S. Van
Dyke. Featuring Joan Crawford, Clark
Gable and Robert Montgomery.
Comedy-romance.
Fountain, The. Radio. American.
"A." Directed by John Cromwell. Featuring Ann Harding, Brian Aheme, Paul
Lukas. Intelligent triangle drama which
provides good emotional entertainment
in the eternal clash between loyalty and
desire.
Freckles. Radio. American. Adapted
from story by Gene Stratton Porter.

Gay Love. British Lion. British.
" A." Directed by Leslie Hiscott.
Featuring
Florence Desmond, Sophie
plot.
Tucker.
Romantic comedy with music
planned to exploit the mimicry of
Florence Desmond and the inimitable
Miss Tucker.
Gentlemen Are Born. F.N. American.
" A. " Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Featuring Franchot Tone, Margaret
Lindsay, and Jean Muir. Very good
acting by the entire cast makes this
drama of the struggle of four young
college graduates for recognition in the
commercial world a human and entertaining picture.
George White's
Scandals.
Fox.
American.
Featuring
James Dunn,
Alice Faye, Lyda Roberti, and Cliff
Edwards.
Second musical
edition ofshow.
Broadway's
most
spectacular
Get Your Man. Paramount. British.
" A." Directed by George King.
Featuring Dorothy Boyd, Helen Ferrers,
Sebastian Shaw. Unsophisticated
romantic comedy, weak in story values
and slow in development but possessing
a certain amoung of ingenuous charm.
Gift of Gab. Universal. American.
" U." Directed by Karl Freund. Featuring Edmund Lx)we, Gloria Stuart,
Ruth Etting, and a number of promiradio ;stars.
radiois
stars nent
on U.S.parade
a veryAmerica's
thin story
used to keep the series of acts together.
Gildedcan.Lily,
The.byParamount.
AmeriDirected
Wesley Ruggles.
Featuring Claudette Colbert and Ray
Milland. Comedy.
Girl From Bohemia.
B. and D.
British. Directed by Herbert Wilcox.
Featuring Anna Neagle. Free adaptation
of famous opera. The Bohtmian Girl.
Girl in Danger. Columbia. American.
" A." Directed by D. Ross Ledermann.
Featuring Ralph Bellamy, Shirley Grey,
and J. Carrol Naish. Circus drama
dealing with a society girl who gets
mixed up with jewel thieves. Average
entertainment.
Girl in the Case, The. Universal.
American.
" U." Featuring
Directed by
Dr.
Eugene Frenche.
Jimmy
Savo. An experiment in American
comedy based on Russian treatment.
It does not come off.
Girl in the Crowd. F.N. British.
" U." Directed by Michael Powell.
Featuring Barry Clifton and Patricia
Hilliard. Mildly amusing mistaken
identity comedy.
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Girl 0' My Dreams. Pathe. American.
F'eaturing Chaney.
.\Iary Carlisle, Eddie .N'ugcnt,
Creighton
Girl of the LImberlost, The. Pathe.
American. " U." Directed by Christie
Cabanne. Featuring Louise Dresser,
Ralph Morgan,
Marionon Marsh.
Sentimental drama based
Gene Stratton
Porter's famous novel. 1-eisurely
development but clever characterisation, particularly by I^uise Dresser.
Girts, Please. B. and D. British.
British. " A." Directed by Jack
Raymond. Featuring Sydney Howard,
June Baxter. " Oor Syd " runs riot in a
girls' school. Typical Howard stuff.
GirU Will be Boys. Wardour. British.
" U." Directed by Marcel Vance.
Featuring Dolly Haas, Cyril Maude and
Edward Chapman. The little German
star impersonates a youth with comNEWS
The week's news of the stars
and events in the film world are
fully covered by Malcolm D.
Phillips each This
week feature
in " preThe
Picturegoer."
sents a constructive and thoughtful commentary as well as a
source of interesting information.

:
•
[
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j
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i

plete success in a light-hearted and
standing. devised comedy of misunderbrightly
Give Her a Ring. Pathe. British.
" U." Directed by Arthur Woods.
Featuring Clifford Mollison, Wendy
Barrie, and Zelma O'Neal. Fairly
diverting musical romance.
Glimpse of Paradise, A. F.N. British.
" U." Directed by Ralph Ince. Featuring George Carney, Eve Lister, and
Wally Patch. Maternal love comedydrama, loosely constructed and generally indifferently acted.
Gold Diggers ot 1985. F.N. American.
Directed by Busby Berkeley. Featuring
Gloria Stuart, Dick Powell, Adolphe
Menjou,
and with
Grace music.
Bradley. Spectacular romance
Good can.
Fairy,
The.byUniversal.
Directed
William AmeriWyler.
Featuring Margaret Sullavan, Herbert
Marshall, and Frank Morgan. A new
love team in romantic drama.
Grand Old Girl. Radio. American.
Directed by John Robertson. Featuring May Robson, Mary Carlisle. Drama.
Great Expectations. Universal.
American.
A." Directed
by Stuart
Walker. "Featuring,
Heiuy
Hull,
Phillips Holmes, Jane Wyatt. Sincere
picturisation of Dickens' masterpiece,
notable for Hull's fine performance as
Magwitch.
Great Radio Mystery, The. Wardour.
American. " A." Directed by Phil
Rosen. Featuring Jack La Rue, Thehna
Todd, and Leslie Fenton. Murder on
the air. Interestingly devised detective
tale. Well acted.
Great Ziegfeld, The. Universal.
American. Directed by Wm. A.
McGuire. Featuring William Powell,
Fannie Brice, and Harriet Hoctor. A
musical spectacle based on life of world's
greatest showman.
Green Pack, The. British Lion.
British. " A." Directed by T. Hayes
Hunter. Featuring John Stuart, AUeen
Marson, Hugh MiUer. Photographed
version of Edgar Wallace's stage play
which pivots round the idea of three
prospector -partners cutting cards to
decide who shall murder a fourth partner who has double-crossed them.
Robust melodrama with straightforward-treatment.
{Continued on Page 48)
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Continuing FILMS

YOU

Guy Fawkes. F.N. British. Drama
of the Gunpowder Plot.
Happiness Ahead. F.N. American.
Directed by Harry Sauber. Featuring
Josephine Hutchinson and Dick Powell.
Good musical dealing with the romance
of a window cleaner and a stage star.
Tuneful numbers
brightonewise-of
cracks. Serves to and
introduce
Broadway's Hutchinson.
most famous stage stars in
Josephine
Hat, Coat and Glove. Radio. American. "A."Featuring
Directed Ricardo
by Worthington
Miner.
Cortez,
Barbara Robbins. Vague murder story
with ingenious trial scenes, made entertaining by brilliant acting of Ricardo
Cortez.
Have a Heart. M.-G.-M. American.
"Featuring
U." Directed
DavidDunn,
Butler.
Jean Paker,byJames
and
Una iVIerkel. Extremely ingenuous and
thin romance which breathes the spirit
and sentiment of a perfervid Victorian
novelette.
Hawaiian Nights. Radio. American.
" A." Directed
by Paul Sidney
Sloan. Fox,
Featuring .Mary Boland,
Sidney Blackmer, Ned Sparks. Novel
musical with all the necessary ingredients of romance, tunefulness and
spectacle which somehow in the process
of production have come unstuck. It
only succeeds in being tedious and
unfunnv.
American.
Healer, The. Pathe.
Featuring Lionel Atwill.
Hell Afloat. .M.-G.-M. American. A
story of the Q boats, the mystery ships
of
the famous
world war,
directed
by F'ritz
Lang,
director
of Metropolis,
\I, etc.
Hell Cat, The. Columbia. American.
" U." Directed by Albert Rogell.
Featuring Robert Armstrong, .-Vnn
Sothern, and Minna Gombell. Conventional newspaper comedy-drama
with hectic romance and a few thrills.
Helldorado. Fox. .American. Directed
by James Cruze. Featuring Richard
.Arlen, Madge Evans, Ralph Bellamy,
and James Gleason.
Hell in the Heavens. Fox. American.
"Featuring
A." Directed
John Blystone.
Warner byBaxter,
Conchita
.Montenegro, Russell Hardie, and Herbert Mundin. Thrills in the air. Rather
outmoded at this date.
Henry Hall Special. Wardour.
British. The famous B.B.C. Dance
Band leader makes his talkie debut.
Here Comes the Navy. Warner.
.American.
" A." James
DirectedCagney,
by Lloyd.
Bacon. Featuring
Pat
O'Brien, Gloria Stuart. Cagney and
O'Brien in " Flagg and Quirt " roles in
rough-housetainment comedy
of average entervalues.
Here is My Heart. Paramount.
American. Directed by Frank Tuttle.
Featuring Bing Crosby, Kitty Carlisle,
-Alison Skipworth, Roland Young.
.Adapted
Waiter. from Grand Duchess and The
Her Sacriflce. Columbia. American.
"Featuring
A" Directed
by Ray Neil
William
Neill.
Ann Sothern,
Hamilton,
and Paul Kelly. The old tale of the
working girl with a rich and a po<jr
suitor with a modem industrial setting.
Good average entertainment.
Hide-Out. M.-G.-M. American.
" U." Directed by W. S. van Dvke.
Featuring Robert Montgomery,
Maureen
O'Sullivan,
EdwardDelightful
Arnold,
and
Mickey
Rooney.
romantic comedy-drama of a crook's
reformation which for once, is completely credible and unforced in sentiment. Excellent acting, and a charming
unsophisticated rural atmosphere. Very
good entertainment.
His Greatest Gamble. Radio. .American.
"Featuring
A." Directed
by Dorothy
John Roberts.
Richard Dix,
Wilson.
Quite novel drama of a gambler who
sacrifices himself in order to bring his
daughter happiness. Good performance
by star and generally sound production.
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His Majesty & Co. Fox. British.
DirectedturingbyJohn Garrick,
Anthony Barbara
Kimmins.Waring,
FeaMorton Selton, and Wally Patch. A
romantic comedy with a musical background.
Hit Me Again. F.N. American.
Directed by Robert Florey. Featuring
Joan Blondell, Warren William. Pseudo
smart domestic psychological comedy,
indifferently presented. Fair entertainment.
House of Danger, The. Universal.
American.
A." Directed
Charles
Hutchinson. " Featuring
Onslowby Stevens,
Janet Chandler. Involved crook melodrama, which makes heavy going and
is only moderately produced.
House of Doom, The. Universal.
American. " A." Directed by Edgar
Ulmer. Featuring Boris Karloff, Bela
Lugosi. Horror Kings teamed in an
up-to-date version of Poe's famous
thriller, "The Black Cat." Will please
" chiller " fans, but the squeamish can
stay at home.
Housewife.
F.N.E. American.
" A."
Directed
by Alfred
Green. Featuring
Bette Davis, Ann Dvorak, George
Brent. Straining after a happy ending
makes this drama of domesticity
and motherhood rather artificial. Technically well presented and its appeal is
obviouslv directed to women.

In Town To-night. British Lion.
British. Directed by Herbert Smith.
Featuring
Barty,
Stanley
Hollo-in
way,
Olive Jack
Groves.
Another
musical
the radio series which serves to introduce a number of popular artistes of the
microphone and stage.
Invader, The. G.B. British. Directed
by Adrian Brunei. Featuring Buster
Keaton. The frozen-faced comedian
makes his British screen debut.
Irish HearU. .M.-G.-M. British.
" A." Directed by Desmond Hurst.
Featuring Lester Matthews, Nancy
Bume, and Molly Lamont. Excellent
Irish scenery and some good acting in
negligible romantic drama of a doctor
and a nurse.
Iron Duke,
The. G.B.
British.
" U."
Directed
by Victor
Saville.
Featuring
George Arliss, Gladys Cooper. Mr.
Arliss lightly disguised as Wellington
talks his way, none too convincingly,
through an ambitiously planned but
leisurely developed historical drama.
I Sell Anything.
.American.
" .A."
Directed
by Robert Florey.
Featuring
Pat O'Brien and Ann Dvorak. Fine
comedy
O'Brien
amusing characterisation
and novel expose by
of the
auctionin
racket.
It's a Bet. Wardour. British.
Directed
Alexander
Esway.Chandler.
F"eaturing
Gene byGerrard
and Helen
High
speed
comedy
with
England's
beauty spots as background.

Judge Priest.
U."
Directed
by JohnFox.
Ford.American.
Featuring " Will
Rogers, Tom Brown, Anita Louise.
Picturesque period comedy, homely in
humour, American in sentiment and
moderate in entertainment.
Kansas City Princess, The. Warner.
American. " A." Directed by William
Keighley. Featuring Joan Blondell,
Glenda FarreU, Robert Armstrong.
Sophisticated " gold digger " farce,
somewhat mechanical but mildly amusing entertainment.
Kentucky Minstrels. Universal.
American. " U." Directed by John
Baxter. Featuring Scott and Whalley,
Nina Mae Mc Kinney and Debroy
Somers and his Band. Sketchy story
of the evolution of music-hall entertainment during past thirty years.
Relies on individual efforts of popular
artistes for your approval.
Directed
by Michael
Featuring
Key, The.
Warner. Curtiz.
American.
" U."
Edna Best, Colin
Clive,elrama
W'iUiam
Conventional
triangle
set Powell.
against
background
" troubles
1920. Not of
veryIrish
credible
but "goe>dof
entertainment.
Kid Millions. U.A. American.
Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Featuring
Eddie Cantor, Ethel Merman, Ann
Sothern. Comedy extravaganza with
touch of fantasy for Cantor fans.
Comeelian himself thinks it is better
than Whoopee. \'o\i please yourself.

It's a Gift. Paramount. American.
Kids on
CuH.byParamount.
American. the
Directed
Marshall Neilan.
" U." Directed by Norman MacLeod.
Featuring W. C. Fields, Baby LeRoy,
Featuring Max Baer, Grant Withers,
Tammany Young, Kathleen Howard, David Holt, Gertrude Michael, Alison
Human Side, The. Universal. Ameri- Jean
Rouverol, Sam Hardy and JuHan Skipworth. Boxing drama.
can. "A." Directed by Edward
Madison. W. C. Fields
six
reels supplies
of hilarious
Buzzell. Featurentertainment in
King Kelly of the U.S.A. Pathe.
ing Adolphe
a human domestic .American. " U." Directed by Howard
Menjou, Doris
Higgin.
Robertson,
farce
that
gets
its
FILM
STORIES
Irene WareFeaturing
and Edgar Guy
Kennedy.
Gay,
Kenyon,Henry.
Charlotte
humouf from
Domestic comedy
ex aggerating
harmless
Ruritanian trifle with occasional songs.
" Picturegoer' s " stories of the
with a homely
films are not just synopses, but
touch and an
rences.
everyday
occurdramatised versions of the plots
appealing
child
I've
Been
which
pay
due
regard
to
characinterest. Notable
terisation and construction in
Directed
JackB. Raymond.
Featuring
King of byParis.
andD. British.
"A.'
for a good perCedric Hardwicke and Marie Glory.
short story form. They are just
formance by
versal.
American.
Latter makes auspicious British talkie
Around.
UniMenjoutemporarily
as a father
Directed by Kurt debut in a marital drama with a backanother service
exampleto readers.
of the paper's
who
stage setting.
deserts his family.
uring Chester
Hundred Years
I Morris.
Neumann. HighF'eatKing of the Damned. G.B. British.
Directed by Walter Forde. Featuring
speed-comedy romance.
From Now, A. (Whither Mankind?)
Conrad
\>idt.
London Films. British. Directed by
William Cameron Menzies. A glimpse
Jane Eyre.
Pathe. Cabanne.
American.Featur" A."
into the future from an original script Directed
by Christie
Kiss and Make-Up. Paramount.
from the pen of H. G. Wells.
ing Virginia Bruce, Colin CUve. American.
Directed by Harlan
Leisurely and scrappy adaptation of Thompson." A."
Featuring Cary Grant,
Charlotte
Bronte's
book
which
is
Genevieve
Tobin,
and
Edward Everett
Hyde Park.
Warner.Faye.
BriUsh.
" U." relieved only by attractive child interest
Directed
by Randall
Featuring
Horton.
Amusing
satire
in beautyprovided
b\'
Edith
Fellows.
George Carney, Barry Clifton, and Eve
parlour racket with outstanding perLister. Live romantic comedy with a
formance by Horton as beauty doctor
political bias, which tries to be
who finds scientific research safer than
humorous about the alleged insincerity
Jealousy.
American. Nancy
".A." beauty culture after a matrimonial
Directed
by Columbia.
Ray Neill. Featuring
of the socialists. Adequately presented.
Carroll and George Murphy. Good misadventure.
boxingside andmelodrama
I Am a Thief. Warner. American.
ring scenes. with excellent ringDirected by Robert Florey. Featuring
La Bohime. (See Vie de Boheme).
Wardour. British. Directed by Paul
Ri;ardo Cortez and .Mary Astor. MysL. Stein. Featuring Gertrude Lawrence
tery thriller.
Jeanne.by G.Wardour.
F'rench.
" A." and Douglas Fairbanks, jun. Film
Directed
Georges Marret.
Featuring
I Give My Love. Universal. American.
Gaby Moriav, Jeanne Lion, and Nadia. version of .Murger's " Vie de Boheme."
Brilliant characterisation by Gaby
" A." Directed by Karl Freund.
Featuring Wynne Gibson, Paul Lukas,
Morlay in a psychological story of
frustrated
motherhood. Exceedingly
Lad, The.
Julius Edwards.
Hagen Production.
Eric Linden.storyHollywood's
favourite
Directed
by Henry
Featuring
mother-love
emerges from
this good treatment.
Gordon Harker, Jane Carr. Screen
adaptation
of
Vicki
Baum's
novel.
version
of
story
by
the
late
Edgar
Good acting, conventional treatment.
Wallace.
Jew
Siiss.
(i.B.
British.
"
A."
Directed by Lothar Mendes. Featuring
I'll Fix It. Columbia. American.
Conrad Veidt, Bcnita Hume, Frank
Laddie. Radio. American. Directed
" U." Directetl by Roy William Neill.
Feuchtwanger's
Featuring Jack Holt, Mona Barrie, and Vosper.
by (ieorge Nicholls, jun. Featuring
fails to come
to life in thismasterpiece
ponderous
Jimmy Butler. Hard-boiled story of a but
at times impressive adaptation.
John Beal. Sentimental cometly-dran>a
political grafter which puts over popular
from Gene Stratton Porter's book.
sentiment and brotherly love in a
refreshingly virile manner.
Josser on the Farm. Fox. British.
Ladies Should Listen. Paramount.
" .A." Directed by T. Hayes Hunter.
Imitation of Lite. Universal. AmeriFeaturing Ernie Lotinga, Betty Astell, American. " A." Directed by Frank
Featuring Cary Grant, Frances
can. " U." Directed by John M. StahL
and Muriel Aked. Broad comedy Tuttle.
Drake, Edward Everett Horton. Bright
Featuring Claudette Colbert, Warren
extravaganza
planned
to
provide
ample
WiUiam. Outstanding domestic and
comedy of philanderer's
dilemma
scope for star's robust music-hall entanglement
racial drama with cast of 2,500.
with three women.
Ratherin
humour.
thin, acted.
but witty in dialogue and quite
well
In Old SanU Fe. A.B.F.D. American. Directed by David Howard.
Joy of Living, The. Universal.
American. Directed by B. F. Zeldman.
Featuring Ken Maynard, H. B. Warner,
Evelyn Knapp, and Tarzan. Romance
Featuring June Clayworth, Douglass Directed
Tom Walls.
Featuring
In by
Danger.
British.
on the ranch.
Montgomery. Romantic comedv-drama.
TomLadyWalls,
YvonneG.B.
Arnaiid,
Leon" .A."
M.
Hudson Bay. F.N.
epic story of Canada.
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Lion. Ben Travers tries his hand at
Kuritanian comedy and Walls fashions
it in the popular Aldwych mould.
Last Days o( Pompeii. Radio.
American. From Lord Lytton's story.
Last Gentleman, The. Twentieth
Century.
Ameri:an. Featuring
" A." Directed
by
Sidney Lanfield.
George
Arliss, Edna May Oliver, Charlotte
Henry. Dehghtful, sentimental little
comedy in best Arliss tradition of eccentric old gentleman and the methods he
uses to determine who among his
family are worthy of his money.
Humour and pathos are blended into
charming entertainment.
Leave it to Blanche. F.N. British.
" U." Directed by Harold M. Young.
Featuring Olive Blakeney and Henry
Kendall. Very slight domestic comedydrama dealing with the misunderstandings of a young married couple.
Frequently dull and pedestrian.
Lemon Drop Kid, The. Paramount.
American.
" A." Directed
by Marshall
Neilan. Featuring
Lee Tracy,
Helen
Mack, William Frawley. Sentimental
and ingenuous redemption drama.
Very obvious plot and fairy tale ending.
Les Mlserabies. A.P.D. French.
"Featuring
A." Directed
Raymond
Harry byBaur,
CharlesBernard.
Vanel,
and Florelle. Brilliant picturisation of
Victor
Hugo's
novel,cast.
with outstanding
acting by
the entire
Les Miserables. Twentieth Century.
American. Featuring Fredric March.
Hollywood tries its hand at Victor
Hugo's
Valjean. classic with March as Jean
Lew Leslie's Blackbirds of 1935.
Wardour. British. The famous allblack show of song and rhythm which
was so successful on the stage in Lxindon.
Life of the Party, The. F.N. British.
"Featuring
A." Directed
RalphandDawson.
Jerry by
Verno
Betty
Astell. Very weak domestic comedy
which relies on a prolonged drunken
sequence
by Jerry Verno for entertainment.
Life of Vergie Winters, The. Radio.
.American.
" A." Ann
Directed
by Alfred
Santell. Featuring
Harding,
John
Boles, Helen Vinson. Miss Hairding
gives a finely sympathetic portrayal in
a variation of the old story of the woman
who effaces herself so as not to interfere with the career of the man with
whom she is living.
Lightning Striites Twice (tentative
title). Radio. American. Directed by
Ben Holmes. Featuring Ben Lyon,
Thelma Todd, Pert Kelton, and Skeets
Gallagher. Drama.
Limehouse Blues. Paramount.
American. "A." Directed by Alexander
Hall. Featuring George Raft, Jean
Parker, Anna May Wong. Uninspiring
Version of East is East and West is
West theme with synthetic London
setting.
Little Han, What Now? Universal.
•American.
" A." Directed
Frank
Borzage. Featuring
Margaret bySuUavan
and Douglass Montgomery. Margaret
SuUavan proves that she is not a onepicture star in this typical Borzage
adaptationseller.
of Treatment
Hans isFallada's
sensitive bestand
effective.
Little Men. A.B.F.D. American.
Directed by Phil Rosen. Featuring
Ralph Morgan,
O'Brien
Moore, Frankie
Darro,
and Cora
Sue Collins.
The
sequel to Louisa M. Alcott's " Little
Women."
Little Minister. Radio. American.
Directed by Richard Wallace. Featuring Katharine Hepburn, John Beal, and
Reginald Denny. J. M. Barrie's story.
Lives of a Bengal Lancer. Paramount.
American. Directed by Henry Hathaway. Featuring Gary Cooper, Henrv
Wilcoxon, Richard Cromwell, Sir Guv
Standing, and Katherine De Mille.
Adaptation of Yates Brown's book.

Living on Velvet. Warner Bros.
American. Directed by Frank Borzage.
Featuring Kay Francis, George Brent
and Warren William. Drama.
London Speaks. Greater Australasian.
British. Tcur
" U."of Directed
Cecil
Mason.
London, by
obviously
primarily designed for overseas audience.
Quite well done, but lacking in coordination.
London-Melbourne. International.
British. " U." Directed by Roy
Tuckett. Very interesting picture of the
route of the Mildenhall-Melbourne air
race, with good commentary.
Lone Cowboy. Paramount. American.
" A." Directed by Paul Sloane. Featuring Jackie Cooper, Lila Lee and
Addison Richards. Good performance
by juvenile star in conventional and
obvious
story ofrevenge
a child'sonefforts
to stop
a man taking
his faithless
wife. Western settings are picturesque.
Lord Edgeware Dies. Radio. British.
" A." Directed by Henry Edwards.
Featuring
Austintalkie
Trevorwhich
and J^me
Carr.
Workmanlike
introduces
Agatha
famousforsleuth
Hercule
Poirot. Christie's
Entertaining
fans who
like
mystery stuff.
Lorna Doone.
A.B.F.D.
"A."
Directed
by Basil
Dean.British.
Featuring
Victoria Hopper and John Loder.
Fairly entertaining adaptation of the
novel.
Lost in the Legion. Wardour. British.
" U." Directed by Fred Newmayer.
Featuring Leslie Fuller, Hal Gordon,
and Renee Houston. The star in the
Foreign Legion. Robust, broad humour
in spectacular setting.

Man With Two Faees, The. F.N.
American. " A." Directed by Archie
Mayo. Featuring Edward (i. Robinson,
Mary Astor, and Kicardo Cortez. Story
of a famous character actor who
employs his art in an unsuccessful
attempt to perpetrate the perfect crime.
Robinson in a very good portrayal
makes the somewhat obvious role more
or less convincing.
Man Who Knew Too Much, The.
G.B.
British. Featuring
" A." Directed
Alfred
Hitchcock.
Leslieby Banks.
Edna Best, Nova Pilbeam. A successful
British essay into the realms of the
gangster school of kinema. Brilliant
performance by Peter Lorre.
Man Who Reclaimed His Head, The.
Universal. American. Directed by
Edward Ludwig. Featuring Claude
Rains,
Joan Man
Bennett,
Lionel
Atwill.
The Invisible
himself
in another
thriller.
Maria Marten, or The Murder in the
Red Barn. M.-G.-M. British. Produced
by George King. Directed by Milton
Rosmer. Featuring Tod Slaughter.
The most famous of all transpontine
melodramas, based on a real-life murder
in 1820, brought to the talkie screen
by the company that has for years
played it on the stage.
Marie Galante.
Fox. King.
American.
" A."
Directed
by Henry
Featuring
Spencer Tracy, Kitty Gallian, Ned
Sparks, structed
Helenespionage
Morgan.
condrama setNeatly
in Panama
Canal zone, drags rather at times, but
is sufficiently well directed and acted to
hold interest until effective climax.

Marines Are Coming, The. A.B.F.D.
American. Directed by David Howard.
Featuring William Haines, Conrad
Nagel, Esther Ralston,
and Armida.
Adventures
of a
: " play boy " who
Lost Over London.
joins up.
RELIABLE REVIEWS
Columbia. British.
" A." Directed by
i
.4/1 the films catalogued here will, ■ Marines Have LanRex Graves. Feat- • of course, be fully reviewed on their \
ded, The. M.-G.-M.
American.
A fasturing Wally Patch.
i release date in " On the Screens i moving story conAn attempt
to
pre•
Now,"
"
Picturegoer'
s
"
famous
[
sent Londop life
encescerningof athe experiyoung
review feature, conducted by Lionel :
in
panorama
fails :i Collier.
\ man who does not
in its
effect rather
badly.
to join the
i In addition to the " On the \ want
: Screens Now" service, the latest ■ Marines, but when
himLottery Lover. • pictures are reviewed for you as \ he does
self in thefindservice
Fox. American
they come from the studios in the
wins fame because
Directed bv Wil- : " pre-view" section.
j of his heroism.
liam Thiele. Featin fact, has the
uring Lew Ayres, ■ most" Picturegoer,"
and reliable
Pat Paterson, ; review comprehensive
service in film iournalism. ; Marriage Sym~
Peggy
Fears.
A
:
We
find
the
good
films
for you and ] phony. The. Radio',
musical romance of
Directed by Worth"A '
the sea.
: save you from the bad ones.
\ American.
Miner. WynFeat- ington
uring Diana
yard, Clive Brook,
Helen Vinson. The stars of Cavalcade
Love Test, The. Fox. British.
Directed by Michael Powell. Featuring
make speeches to each other in a
closely written marital drama which
Judy Gunn, Louis Hayward.
argues that married couples can never
the first fine raptures of their
Love Time.
Fox. Tinling.
American.
" U." recapture
romance.
Directed
by James
Featuring
Pat Paterson, Nils Asther, Herbert
Mundin. Another musical romance
Me and Marlborough. G.B. Directed
based on Schubert's life. Pictorially
by \'ictor SavUle. Featuring Cicely
pretty and sentimental in an unsoCourtneidge,
Tom Walls. Cicely Courtphisticated and conventional manner.
neidge's contribution to the comedy
cycle, with star disguised as soldier in
Love While You May. M.-G.-M.
famous general's campaigns.
American. Featuring Ramon Novarro
and Evelyn Laye. A musical specially
written by Edgar Selwyn.
Mary, Queen
of Scots.
Dramatic
historical
drama.F.N. British.
Madame Du Barry. F.N. American.
" A." Directed by William Dieterle.
Maybe It's Love. F.N. American.
Featuring Dolores Del Rio, Reginald
Directed by William McGann. FeaturOwen, and Victor Jory. Colourful
ing Gloria Stuart, Ross Alexander, and
spectacular sequences in a rather
Frank McHugh. Romantic comedy.
dramatically weak and synthetically
historical story of Louis XV's famous
mistress.
McGlusky, the Sea Rover. Wardour.
British. Featuring Jack Doyle, Henry
Maid of the Mountains. Wardour.
MoUison, and Tamara Desni. The famous
boxer makes his Screen debut in a
British. " U." Directed by Lupino
Lane. Featuring Nancy Brown. Harry
gripping adventure of the sea.
Welchman and Garry Marsh. Re-issue.
Man From Utah, The. Pathe. AmeriMerry Widow, The. M.-G.-M. American. "A." Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
can. "U." Directed by Robert BradFeaturing Jeanette MacDonald and
bury. Featuring John Wayne. A middle
West rodeo is the highlight of this Maurice Chevalier. Brilliant picturisation
average horse opera.
of the famous musical comedy. In-

Lost in the Stratosphere. Patbe.
American. Featuring William Cagney
and Eddie Nugent.

Weekly

genious, highly tuneful and excellent
all-round entertainment for everyone.
Menaee.
Paramount.
" A."
Directed
by Ralph American.
Murphy,
l-eaturing (iertrude .Michael, Paul
Cavanaugh.
" F"ind-the-killer
murder mystery
melodrama," type
whichof
opens in a Hollywcxxlian East Africa
and ends in a Palm Beach mansion.
Well acted, but lacking in necessary
comedy relief.
Men ol can.
the Featuring
Night. Bruce
Columbia.
CabotAmeriand
Judith Allen.
Midnight Alibi. F.N. American.
Directed by Alan Crosland. Featuring
Richard Barthelmess and Ann Dvorak.
Very mediocre story of a crook who
is reformed by an old lady who lives in
a mysteriously
house.
Barthelmess is fair, butremote
dramatic
moments
are
few and far between.
Midsummer
Night's Directed
Dream, A. byWarner
Bros.
American.
Max
Reinhardt. Featuring James Cagney,
Jean Muir, Dick Powell.
Mighty American.
Barnum, Directed
The. Twentieth
Century.
by Walter
Lang. Featuring Wallace Beery,
Adolphe Menjou, Rochelle Hudson.
Biographical
drama of the world's
greatest showman.
A. B. Featuring
and D. Directed
by Mitey
HerbertMan,
Wilcox.
Sydney
Howard.
Million-Dollar Ransom. Universal.
American. " A." Directed by Murray
Roth. Featuring Edward Arnold, Mary
Carhsle. Dramatic expose of kidnapping
racket.
Mills can.of Directed
the Gods.
Columbia.
by Roy
William AmeriNeill.
Featuring May Robson and Fay Wray.
Miracle of Life, The. United Artists.
American. " A." Directed by King
Vidor. Featuring Tom Keene and
Karen Morley. Social drama which
depicts in an intelhgent and interesting
manner the efforts of unemployed to
work together as a community.
Mississippi. Paramount. American.
Directed by Edward Sutherland. Featuring Bing Crosby, W. C. Fields,
Queenie Smith. Musical comedy.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.
Paramount.
American.Featuring
" U." Directed
by Norman Taurog.
Pauline
Lord,
Zasu
Pitts,
W.
C.
Evah-n
Venable. Sentimental Fields,
but faithful
picturisation of famous play. Pauline
Lord scores in screen debut as Mrs.
Wiggs.
Mister Cinders. Wardour. British.
" U." Directed by Frederick Zelnik.
Featuring Clifford MoUison, Zelma
O'Neal, and the Western Brothers.
Simple derella
story
Cintraditionwhich
adaptedrevives
from thetheHippodrome stage success. Good humorous
team work by cast and catchy numbers.
Money Means Nothing. Pathe.
American. " U." Directed by Christy
Cabanne. Featuring Gloria Shea,
Wallace Ford, Edgar Kennedy. Conventional romantic comedy-drama with
good domestic atmosphere and simple
sentiment and humour.
Moonstone, The. Pathe. American.
" A." Directed by Reginald Barker.
Featuring David Manners, Phyllis
Barry, Modernised version of Wilkie
Collins' sentedfamous
thriUer,acted.
quite weU preand excellently
Morals of Marcus, The.
G. B.
British. Directed by MUes Mander.
Featuring Ian Hunter and Lupe Velez.
Picturisation of Locke's novel.
Most Precious Thing in Life, The.
Columbia. Americam. Featuring 49Jean
Arthur and
Richard onCromwelL
{Continued
page 52)
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Murder at Mont* Carlo. F.N. American. Directed by Ralph Ince. Featuring Errol Flynn and Margaret Lindsay.

Una Merkel. " Viennese Romance," by
Vicki II.
Baum, music by Oscar Hanmierstein

Murder in the Clouds. F.N. American.
Directed by D. Ross Ledermann. Featuring Lyle Talbot and Ann Dvorak.
Mystery drama.
Murder on the Blackboard. Radio.
American. " A." Directed by George
.■Vrchainbaud. Featuring Edna May
Oliver, lames Gleason, and Bruce Cabot.
.\ worthy successor in crime comedydrama to The Penguin Pool Mystery
with the same brilliant team, consisting
of Edna May Oliver as a schoolmistress
amateur sleuth, and James Gleason as
a slow-witted but wise-cracking inspector. Good entertaiimient of its type.

Night Life of the Gods. Universal.
American. Directed by Lowell Sherman.
Featuring Alan Mowbray, Florine
McKinney, William Boyd. A riotous
comedy with the gods of old coming to
life to-day.

Murder Pact, The. Fox. British.
Directed by Al Parker. Starring Basil
Sydney, Judy Gunn. Murder mystery
melodrama.
Music in the Air. Fox. American.
Directed by Joe May. Featuring Gloria
Swanson, John Boles, Douglass Montgomery, and June Lang. Big musical
spectacle.
My Heart is CalUng. G.B. British.
Directed by Carmine Galione. Featuring Jan Kiepura. Romantic musical.
My Heart's
Delight
(tentative
title).
Wardour.
British.
Directed
by Paul
L.
Stein. Featuring Richard Tauber.
My Sons Goti Round the World.
Wardour.
British. " Featuring
U." Directed
by
Richard Oswald.
Joseph
Schmidt, John Loder and Charlotte
Andre. Except for the singing of the
diminutive tenor, Joseph Schmidt, there
is little to recommend in this thin
romance.
Mysterious Mr. Wong, The. Path^.
.American. Featuring Bela Lugosi,
Lionel AtwiU, Wallace Ford.
Mystery Blonde. Fox. American.
Directed by Eugene Forde. Featuring
Mona Barrie, Gilbert Roland, Herbert
Mundin, and John Halliday.
Mystery of Edwin Drood. Universal.
American. Directed by Stuart Walker.
Featuring Claude Rains, Heather Angel.
Charles Di;kens' unfinished drama —
with a suggested ending.
Mystery Ranch. Universal. American.
"TomU." Tyler.
Directed
Ray. Featuring
Quiteby anB. amusing
western
in which practical joking on a ranch
develops into genuine robbery and
hold-up.
Name the Woman. Columbia. American. "A." Richard
Directed Cromwell,
by Albert Royell.
Featuring
Arline
Judge. Familiar type of newspaper
drama
climax. with exciting motor-car chase
Naughty Marietta. M.-G.-M. American. Directed by W. S. van Dyke.
Featuring Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson
Eddy, Frank Morgan. Screen version of
Victor Herbert's operetta.
Nell Gwyn. B. and D. British. " A."
Directed by Herbert Wilcox. Featuring
Anna Neagle, Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
Colourful and entertaining story of the
spectacular courtesan, exceptionally good
in atmosphere, very well acted, with
.Miss Neagle scoring her greatest triumph
in title role.
Night at the Opera, A. M -G.-M.
.American. An original screen comedy
featuring the famous Marx Brothers.
An Irving G. Thalberg production.
Night is Young, The, M. G.-M.
American. Directed by Dudley Murphey.
Featuring Ramon Novarro, Evelyn
Lave, Edward Everett Horton, and
52

Once to Every Bachelor. Wardour.
American. " A." Directed by William
Nigh. Featuring Marian Nixon, Neil
Hamilton, and Raymond Hatton.
Rather vigorous version of the familiar
story of two people who get married as
a business proposition and eventually
fall in love. Suitable for filmgoers who
do
not like their entertainment too
subtle.

North Shore. Warner Bros. American.
Directed by Robert Florey. Featuring
Gene
Raymond,
Romantic
drama. Barbara Stanwyck.

One Exciting Adventure. Universal.
American. " A." Directed by Ernst L.
Frank. Featuring Binnie Barnes, Neil
Hamilton, Paul Cavanaugh. Romantic
comedy of a young and beautiful super
crook.

No Speed Limit. Columbia. American.
Featuring Tim McCoy and Lilian
Bond.

One Late
Hour. by
Paramount.
American. Directed
Ralph Murphy.
Featuring
Joe
Morrison
and
Helen
Twelvetrees. Comedv.

Notorious Sophie Land, The. Paramount. American. " A." Directed by
/Ralph Murphy. Featuring Gertrude
Michael, Paul Cavanaugh, Arthur
Byron. Light-hearted detective drama
dealing with the rivalry of two crooks.
Not very convincing but put over with
p>olish and good ingenuous comedy.

One More Spring. Fox. American.
Directed by Henry King. Featuring
Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter, Jane
Darwell. Romantic drama of humanity.

Now And Forever. Paramount.
American. " A." Directed by Henry
Hathaway. Featuring Shirley Temple,
Gary Cooper, Carole Lombard. Patter
of
footsteps
in
the Shirley
hall savesTemple's
Gary andlittle
Carole
from life
of crime — and how^. Crood performance
by Sir denceGuyman. Standing as engaging confiNymph Errant. Fox. American. A
Winfield Sheehan Production. Featuring Alice Faye, Hugh Wilbams, Herbert
Mundin. Film version of famous stage
musical.
Of Human Bondage. Radio. American. "A." Directed by John Cromwell.
Featuring Leslie Howard, Bette Davis,
Frances Dee. Compelling and well
acted adaptation
poignant
story ofoftheSomersetMaugham's
love bondage of a
sensitive
man
of high
less slut. Howard
has ideals
never to
beena worthbetter
cast, tionwhile
Bette Davis' characterisais a revelation.
Oh Daddy. G.B. British. Directed by
Graham Cutts and Austin Melford.
Featuring Leslie Henson and Frances
Day. Comedy.
Old Curiosity Shop, The. WardourBritish. " U. Directed by Thomas
Bentley. Featuring Elaine Benson. Ben
Webster, Hay Petrie and Reginald
Purdell. Faithful adaptation of the
Dickens novel.
Old Fashioned Way, The. Paramount.
American. " U." Directed by William
Beaudine. Featuring W. C. Fields,
Baby Leroy, Judith Allen. Fields scores
an individual triumph in this burlesque
of old times troupers. As the great
McGonnigle he is able, incidentally, to
bring in his famous juggling routine.
Once a Gentleman. Columbia. American. Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
Featuring Lilian Harvey and Tullio
Carminati.

One Night of Love. Columbia. American. "A." Directed by Victor Schertzinger. Featuring Grace Moore,
Tullio Carminati and Lyle Talbot. A
brilliant musical with Grace Moore
making
a triumphant
come-backSimple
as a
temperamental
opera singer.
story, incisive characterisation and
outstanding musical values.
Open Allby Night.
British.
" A."
Directed
GeorgeRadio.
Pearson.
Featuring
Frank Vosper, Jillian Lind. A modest
Grand OnHotel
life.
the featuring
slow side, London's
but quite night
well
designed.
Ounga. byParamount.
British. " FeaA."
Directed
George Terwilligen.
turing Fredi Washington, Philip Brandon. Very crude drama, clumsily built
round voodooism, a native form of
hypnotic suggestion. Filmed in West
Indies, which is about the only interesting thing about it.
Our Dally Bread. U.A. American.
Directed by King Vidor. Featuring
Karen Morley and Tom Keene. One of
the screen's most independent and
individual directors tackles the unemployment problem in an emotional and
moving drama. Charlie Chaplin is stated
to have helped with the script.
Over the Garden Wall. Wardour.
British. " U." Directed by John
Daumery. Featuring Bobby Howes,
Marian Marsh, and Margaret Bannerman. Simple romance interspersed with
song numbers, chiefly entertaining
because of the versatility and personality of Bobby Howes.
Over theDirected
River. I'niversal.
" A."
by James.\merican.
Whale.
Featuring Diana Wynyard, Frank
Lawton, Colin Clive. The best British
picture yet made in Hollywood. A
forceful and wholly dramatic adaptation
of Galsworthy's last novel finely interpreted by a strong cast.
Pageantentertainment
of Variety. Butcher.
Musical
with anBritish.
array
of famous stars.
AmeriPainted Veil, The. M.-G.-M.
can. Directed
by

Onee In a Blue Moon. Paramount.
American. Directed by Ben Hecht
and
Charles
.MacArthur.
Featuring
Jimmy Savo.
WRITE TO US
Something new in
comedy and comedians.
We want our readers to look on
" The Thinker " page as a forum
for discussion of all matters pertainOnce In a New
ing to films and also for the expresMoon. Fox. Britsion of personal opinions and
ish. "U." Directed
criticisms. Both exhibitors and
by
Anthony
Kimmins. Featuring
producers are helped by the indicaEliot Makeham,
tion these letters give of what the
Rene Ray, Morton
public is thinking.
Selton, and Mary
Hinton. A comedv

Richard Featuring
Boleslavsky.
Greta bertGarbo,
Marshall Her, and
George Brent.
Triangle drama
for Garbo fans.
Party's Over,
The. Columbia.
.•Vmerican.
"A."
Directed by Walter
Lang.
Featuring
Stuart
Erwin,
Ann Sothern,
Henry Travers,
and Catherine
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Doncet. Very well acted and character
ised dramatic comedy dealing with a
parasitical family who batten on the
good
comedy.nature of the eldest son. Very
good entertainment, rich in unforced
Passing of the Third Floor Back. G.B.
British. Directed by Berthold Viertel.
Featuring Nova Pilbeam. Screen verof famous Coming.
play, dealing with theme
of thesion Second
Passport to Fame.
Ameriby JohnColumbia.
Ford. Featuring
Edwardcan. Directed
G. Robinson.
Peck's Bad Boy. Fox. American.
" U." Directed by Eddie Kline. Featuring Jackie Cooper, Jackie Searle,
and Thomas Meighan. Humour and
acting.
sincere child psychology in a slight and
commonplace story. Good juvenile
Peg Wotrington.
& D.Featuring
British.
Directed
by Herbert B.
Wilcox.
Anna Neagle, Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
Stars in Nell Gwyn encore based on
colourful life of famous eighteenthcentury actress.
Perfect Week-end, A. Warner.
American. " A." Directed by Ray
Enright. Featuring James Cagney and
Patricia Ellis. Machine-made gangster
comedy-drama with rough-house
humour and thrills slickly presented.
Phantom Light. G.B. British.
Directed by Michael Powell. Featuring
Binnie Hale and Gordon Harker. Popular team in another comedy-drama.
Piccadilly
Jim. Montgomery.
M.-G.-M. American.
Featuring Robert
Based
on a story by P. G. Wodehouse.
Poisoned Diamond, The. Columbia.
British. " A." Directed by W. P.
Kellino. Featuring Lester Matthews,
Patrick Knowles. Unconvincing story
of a girl who gives up her lover for a
villain who " frames" him. Weak
entertainment.
Present American.
From Margate,
A. \\'amer
Bros.
Featuring
Kay
Francis and Ian Hunter.
President Vanishes, The. Paramount.
American.
Directed
by William
Wellman. Featuring
Arthur
Byron, Peggj'
Conklin, and Andy Devine. Drama.
Exposing munitions racket.
Primrose Path, The. Paramount.
British. " A." Directed by Reginald
Denham. Featuring Isobel Elsom,
and Whitmore Humphries. Slow triterised. angle drama, unconvincingly characj
eUIe
of Don Juan, The. LondonPrivate
Filmsii^P'^ritish.
" A." Directed by
Alexander Korda. Featuring Douglas
Fairbanks, Merle Oberon, and Benita
Hume. lover
Debunking
of the atworld's
greatest
proves diverting
times
but characters lack real vitaUty, while
the action is pedestrian. Doug, is not
too happily cast. Excellent settings.
Pursued.
" A."
Directed
by Fox.
I^uis American.
King. Featuring
Rosemary
Ames,
Victor
Jor>',
and
Russell Hardie. Hardboiled melodrama
of a machine-made nature, but contains
some good character drawing.
Pursuit of Happiness, The. ParaAmerican. "Featuring
.\." Directed
by
Alexandermount.Hall.
Francis
I.ederer, Joan Bennf^tt, and Charles
Ruggles. Charminr romance set in
period dence,
of which
American
Indepenis notableWarfor of
exploitation
of old
Connecticut
custom
of " bundling " and
irresistible
performance
by
Lederer.
Radio Parade of 1936. Wardour.
British. Directed by Arthur Woods.
An assembly of over forty famous stars,
including Will Hay, Helen Chandler.
Nellie Wallace, the Western Brothers.
Clapham and Dwyer, Ronald Frankau,
etc.Radio Pirates. A.P.D. British.
Featuring Roy Fox, Teddy Brown,
Leslie French and Mary Lawson.
Radio Star,
The.byPath<<.
" II."
Directed
JosephAmerican.
Santley.
Featuring Ray Walker, Jacqueline
Wells. Story of radio entertainer who
found fame more easy to gain than to
keep; conventional in construction, but
{Continued
on page S5)
with plausible
atmosphere.
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Rkndjr RIdM Alone. Pathe. American.
" U." Directed by Harry Fraser.
Featuring
outdoor dramaJohn
withWayne.
a JekyllModest
and Hyde
theme.
Raven, The. Universal. American
Directed by B. F. Zeidman. Featuring
Chester Morris, Karlofi, Lugosi. Edgar
Allan Poe at his eeriest.
Rendj for Love. Para. American.
"A." Directed by Marion Gering.
Featuring Ida Lupino, Richard Arlen.
Simple romantic comedy, with good
smalltown atmosphere, novel in theme,
but artlessly developed.
ReeUeu. M.-G.-M. American.
Featuring Jean Harlow, William
Pdwell, Franchot Tone and May
Robson.
Keeovery. F.N. British. A human
story of industrial England.
Redemption. G.B. British. Directed
by Berthold Viertel. Featuring Conrad
Veidt, Madeleine Carroll. Adaptation
of Tolstoy's noveL
" U."
American.
Pathe. Brown.
Redhead.
Directed
by Melville
Featuring
Bruce Cabot, Grace Bradley. Modestly
entertaining comedy drama which
exploits the familiar theme of the bad
gin reforming a ne'er-do-well.
Redheads on Parade. Fox. American.
Director : Norman McLeod. Featuring
John Boles, Alice Faye, and Claire
Trevor.
vaganza. Jesse Lasky's musical extraRed Morning. Radio. American.
Directed by Wallace Fox. Featuring
Steffitic Duna
drama. and Regis Toomey. RomanReign of His Majesty, The, George V.
London Films. British. "U." A documentary film, supervised by Mr.
Winston Churchill, which covers an
epoch in British history.
Rekft. Revision. Czecho-Slovakian.
"U."
by JosefandRovensky.
FeaturingDirected
Vasa Jidover
Jamxila
Berantrova. Simple bucolic romance.
Charming in atmosphere and very well
characterised and acted.
Remoas. Revision. French. "A."
Directed by Edmond T. Greville.
Featuring Jeanne Boitel and Joan
Galland. Directed
Clair's
assistant.
Very thinby sexRene
psychology
story, rather pretentious pictorial
expressionism, and symbolism, but
good acting and clever camera work.
Rendexvoos at Midnight UniversaL
American. Directed by W. Christy
Cabanne.
Retara of Frankenstein. Universal.
American. Directed by James Whale.
Featuring KarloS. The monster back
again. By R. C. Sherriff and John
Haiders ton.
Retara of the Terror. F.N. American.
"Featuring
A." Directed
Howard
Lyle by
Talbot,
JohnBretherton.
Halliday,
and Mary Astor. For those who like the
comedy type of thriller this adaptation
of EdgarlentWallace's
story provides
excelentertainment.
The mystery
element is rather naive and obvious,
tmt the comedy exceedingly well introduced.
Rhodes. F.N. British. The story of
South Africa.
BliBdei. M.-G.-M. American.
Featuring Charles Laughton. Life of
the African Pioneer.
Rhambn. Paramount. American.
Directed by Marion Gering. Featuring
George Raft, Carole Lombard, Lynn
Overman and Margo.
Riehest Girl in the WorM, The. Radio.
American. Featuring
"A." Directed
William
Seiter.
Miriamby Hopkins,
Fay Wray, Joel McCrea. Fairly amusing
but artificial story of heiress who wants
to be loved for herself alone and the
tests to which she puts the man of her
choice. Delightful portrayal by Miss
Hopkins.
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Right to Love, The. F.N. American
Directed by William Keighley. Featuring Josephine Hutchinson, George
Brent, and Colin Clive. Adaptation of
the Somerset Maugham play.
Roadhouse.
G.B.Elvey.
British.
"A."
DirecttKl
by .Maurice
Featuring
Gordon Marker, Violet Lorraine. Marker's cockney
humour
to carry
romantic
drama
with helps
a crime
theme,a
adapted
Walter Hackett's
success. from
Development
is ratherstage
obscured by musical embellishments.
Roberta. Radio. American Directed
by W. A. Seiter. Featuring Ginger
Rogers, play.
Fred Astaire, and Irene Dunne.
Musical
Roeky Rhodes. Universal. American.
" U." Directed by Al Rabosh. Featuring Buck Jones. Well characterised
western that should please grown ups
as well as youngsters.
Romanee In Manhattan. Radio.
American. Directed by Stephen
Roberts. Featuring Franiis Lederer,
Ginger
RomanticRogers,
drama. and Jimmy Butler.
Romanee in the Rain. Universal.
American.
U." Directed
by Stuart
Walker. "Featuring
Roger
Pryor,
Heather
Angel.
Neatly
planned
romantic comedy which introduces music,
singing, and dancing. Victor Moore, a
new discovery gives an excellent
characterisation.
Sage Brush Trail. Pathe. American.
" U." Directed by A. Schaefer. Featuring John Wayne. Usual western with
hard riding as the main feature.
Sanders of The River. London Films.
British. Directed by Zoltan Korda.
Featuring Paul Robeson, Leslie Banks,
Nina Mae McKinney. Adaptation of
Edgar
Wallace best and
seller,
tic Airican^ttings
finewith
cast.authenScarlet Pimpernel, The. London Films.
British. "A." Directed by Harold
Young. Featuring Leslie Howard, Merle
Oberon. Excellent adaptation of
Baroness
Orcry's
with convincing
fine acting
by
Howard
and book
a most
atmosphere.

HE KNOWS THE
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Who played that tiny bit
part in " Queen Christina " ?
How old is your favourite star?
What tvas the song that Marlene
Dietrich song in " Blonde
George will tell you. George
Venus " ?" Picturegoer's " mcorulucts
quiry
knows department.
all the answers.George
And
George is a glutton for punishment.
Send your query in to him.

Sehoel for Girh. Wardour. American.
Directed by William Nigh. Featuring
Sidney Fox and Paul Kelly. Adaptation
of Reginald Wright Kaufiman's novel
"Our Undisciplined Daughters."
Scoop The. Paramount. British.
"A." Directed by Maclean Rogers.
Featuring Tom Helmore, Anne Grey,
Arthur Hamblin. Very ordinary newspaper murder mystery. Poor atmosphere and slow development.
Secret of the Chateau. Universal.
American. "A." Directed by Richard
Thorpe. Featuring Claire Dodd, Clark
Williams, Alice White. Strange, eerie,
and thrilling happenings in an old castle.
Fair entertainment of its type.
Sequoia. M.-G.-M. American.
Directed by Chester Franklin and Nick
Grinde. Featuring Jean Parker. Somefilms. thing new in wild animal and nature

Shanghai Orchid. F.N. American.
Featuring Dolores Del Rio. Romantic
drama.
She Lorn Me Not Paramount.
American. "A." Directed by Elliott
Nugent. Featuring Bing Crosbv, Miriam
Hopkins, Kitty Carlisle. Very Ptwr
musical farce in which Miriam Hopkins
struggles to put life into futile material.
She. Radio. American. Adapted
from Rider Haggard's famous story.
She Made Her Bed. Paramount.
American. "A." Directed by Ralph
Murphy. Featuring Richard Arlen,
Sally Eilers. Robert Armstrong.
She Married a Million. Universal.
American. Directed by Leonard Fields.
Romantic comedy with a strong human
touch.
Shock.by Pathe.
American.
"A."
Directed
Roy J. Pomeroy.
Fe.ituring
Ralph Forbes, Gwenllian Gill, .Monroe
Owsley.tastic in theme,
War drama,
somewhat
fanadequately
produced
and with some good acting.
Shew Boat. Universal. American. A
new version of the famous Drury Lane
stage show and early talkie success.
Silence of Dean Mattland. The. Radio.
Australian. "A." Directed by Ken. G.
Hall. Featuring John Longden, Charlotte Francis.
John Warwick.
Oldfashioned
melodrama
literally adapted
from W. seller.
B. Heavy
Maxwell's
Victorian
emotional
appeal bestput
over with a touching naivete.
Silver Bullet, The. Universal. American. " U." Directed by B. Ray.
Featuring Tom Tyler. Conventional
western, suitable for juveniles.
Sing Sing Nights. Pathe. American.
Featuring Conway Tearle, Hardie
Albright,
Boots Mallory, Jameson
Thomas.
Six-Day Bike Rider. F.N. American.
" U." Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Featuring Joe E. Brown, Maxine Doyle,
Frank McHugh. Typical Joe E. Brown
performance in a comedy of the cycle
race track with several new spectacular
gags
blended with the okl and tried
favourites.
Smith's
Wives. Fox.
British.
Director : T. Manning
Haynes.
Featuring
Ernie Lotinga, Beryl de Querton, Peta
Mannering, and Richard Ritchie.
So Yen Won't Talk. Warner. British.
Directed by William Beaudine. Featuring Monty
Banks,
Enid toStamp-Taylor.
Monty
Banks
returns
acting as a
man who is required under the conditions
of a will to keep silent for thirty days.
Song of England. F.N. British. A
musical romance of English life.
Soul of a Nation. A.B.F.D. British. A
cavalcade
of Britain's
and
triumphs from
1900 to thestruggles
present day.
Actual scenes of important episodes
collated and edited into a highly
interesting documentary film.
Spoiled. M.-G.-M. American. An
original story by Willis Goldbeck,
starring Jean Harlow, and produced by
David O. Selznick. The type of comedy
role in which the star first won fame.
Spring In the Air. Pathe. British.
" A." Directed by John Stafford and
W. Victor Hanbury. Featuring Edmund
Gwenn and
romance
whichZelma
tries O'Neal.
hard to beComedy
light
hearted
concerning
Zelma
O'Neal's
masquerade as maid in order to win
affections of apparently sappy misogynist.
Squibs. G.B. British. Directed by
Henry Edwards. Featuring Betty
Balfour and Gordon Harker. The
popular
silentcharacterisation.
star re-appears in her
most famous
Star Paeker, TIm. Pathe. American.
" U." Directed by Robert Bradbury.
Featuring John Wayne. Conventional
western suitable for youngsters.
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Straight from
the byHeart
L'nivcrsal.
American.
Dirorted
Kurt Neumann.
Featuring Carol CfKjnii>e, .Mary Astor,
Roger Pryor,
BabynewJane.
drama
with the
child Heart
star. appeal
Straight Is"A."
the Directed
Way. M.-G.-.M.
American.
by Paul
Sloane.
Featuring Franchot
Tone,
May
Robson and Karen Morley. Well
directed
story of anVery
ex-convict's
to go straight.
emotionalefforts
plot
helped by clever acting by May Kobwjn
as a gangster's mother.
Strange Justice. British Lion. British.
Directed by Albert de Courville. Featuring Henry adapted
Oscar, Olga
.\n
eerie thriller
fromLindo.
the play
Wild Justi-e.
Strange byWives.
Directed
RichardUniversal.
TTiorpe. American.
Featuring
June
Clayworth,
Esther
Ralston,
Francis
L. Sullivan, Valerie Mobson.
He
married
his
wife
—
and
her
family,
too.
A bright comedy.
Street Song. Julius Hagen Production.
Directed by Bernard V'orhaus. FeaturingturesJohn
Rene Ray. Advenof a Garrick,
street singer.
Strictly
ConPdentlsl.
Columbia.
can. "U."
Directed by
Frank AmeriCapra.
Featuring Warner Baxter, Myma 1-oy,
and Walter Connolly. Romantic drama
of the race track with good racing
atmosphere and soimd acting from the
stars. The conventional material has
been capably handled.
Strictly
Dynamite.
American.
"A."
Featuring
JimmyRadio.
Durante,
Lupe
Velez,
Nixon.
"Schnozzle"
doesa
his stuffMarian
as a radio
comedian
who gets
swollen head. Fairly amusing burlesque.
Strictly bylUegaL
G.B.Featuring
British. Leslie
ProJoe comedy.
Rock.
Fuller. ducedBroad
Student Tour. M.-G.-M. American.
" U." Featuring Schnozzle Durante and
Charles Butterworth. Just another
musical with a novel idea of the crew of
a Co-ed University boat touring the
world. It is indifferently carried out.
Successful Failure. Pathe. American.
Featuring William Collier, sen., and
Lucille Gleason.
Sare Fire. Columbia. American.
Directed by Ralph Murphy. Featuring
Ann Sothem and Gene Raymond.
Satter's Gold. Universal. American.
Directed by Howard Hawks. Featuring
all-star cast. Planned to be the most
lavish picture in Universal history.
Sweet Adellae. Warner. American.
Featuring Irene Dunn, Hugh Herbert.
Song and comedy in a gay-nineties
setting. Gives Irene Duime a chance to
use her voice.
Sweet Music. Warner Bros. American.
Directed by Alfred E. Green. Featuring
Rudy Vallee and Ann Dvorak. Musical
romance.
Tale of Two
Cities, of
A. the M.Dickens
G -M.
American.
Film version
novel. A David O. Selznick production.
Ten Bflnute Alibi. British Lion.
British. Directed by Bernard Vorhaus.
Featuring
Holmes,of Aileen
Marson.
ScreenPhillips
adaptation
enormously
successful West End stage thriller.
Thank Your Stars. Paramount.
American. "A." Directed by Wesley
Ruggles. Featuring Jack Oakie,
Dorothy Dell. Oakie reveals himself as
a front-rank comedy personality in an
entertaining film dealing with frustrated
ambitions of a bombastic but likeable
showman. Melancholy note is struck by
brilliant i>erformances of Dorothy Dell
and Lew Cody, who died soon after
the conclusion of production.
That's Crsttitude. Columbia. American.
" U." Directed by Frank Craven.
Featuring Arthur Byron, and Sheila
Manners. Domestic comedy with good
show friskness atmosphere mainly relying on clever dialogue (or effect.55The
acting is(Continued
good.
on page 5R)
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There Goes Susie. Pathe. British.
"A." Directed by John Stafford aiid
Victor Hanbury.
" Featuring
Gene
Gerrard,
Wendy Barrie,
and Zelma
O'Neal. Fair romantic musical comedy
with some good tunes and attractive
settings.
There's Always To-morrow. Universal. Sloan.
American. "A."
Directed
by
Edward
Featuring
Binnie
Barnes, Frank Morgan and Lois Wilson.
Domestic drama which approaches the
eternal triangle theme from a sympathetic angle and provides good
entertainment. The acting generally is
on a high level.
Third Cine,
The. Fox.
British.
"A."
Directed
by Albert
Parlier.
Featuring
Basil Sydney, Molly Lament. Highly
complicated and improbable murder
mystery thriller staged in London with
an Oriental atmosphere.
Things Are LoolUng Up. G.B. British.
Directed by Albert de Courville. Featuring Cicely Courtneidge. Schoolgirl
comedy.
Thirty-nine Steps. G.B. British.
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Featuring Robert Donat. John Buchan's spvthriller.
365 Nights in Hollywood. Fox.
.American.
A." Directed
by George
Marshall. " Featuring
James
Dunn,
and Altce Faye. Conventional musical
comedy which attempts to debunk
bogus dramatic schools. Individual
•sequences are amusing, but as a whole
it is rather scrappy.
Three Muslieteers, The. Radio.
.\merican.
Dumas'role.
story with Francis
Ixderer in leading
Three Wise Gays. M.-G.-M. American. From the record-breaking stage
play by Austin Strong and produced by
Phil Goklstone.
Thunder in the Night. Fox. Araerii-an.
Directed
Irvingand
Cummings.
Featuring
Ketti byGallian
Warner
Baxter.
To Be a Lady. Paramount. British.
" A." Directed
George and
King.Charles
Featuring Dorothy byBouchier
Cullam.
From
a
story
by
C.
A.
Nicholson.
To-morrow's Youth. Pathe. Ameri<:an. Featuring Dickie Moore, Martha
Sleeper, and John Miljan.
Too Many Millions. Warner. British.
Directed by Harold Young. Featuring
Betty Compton and John Garrick.
Comedy.
Top Hat. Radio. .American. Directed
l>y .Mark Sandrich. Featuring Fred
.^staire and Ginger Rogers. Musical
with score by Irving IJerlin.
Town Talk. M.-G.-.M. .-American.
Co-starring Clark Gable and Constance
IJennett, and directed by Robert Z.
I -eonard.
Trail Beyond, The. Pathe. .American.
" U." Directed by R. X. Bradbury,
[•"eaturing
John Wayne,
Noah Western
Beery,
iun.
Actionful
if ingenuous
vith picturesque backgrounds. ExcelIfut for juveniles.
Transatlantic
Merry-ground, The.
.American.
"
A."
by Ben
Stolofl. Featuring Directed
Gene Ravmond,
.Vancy Carrol), Jack Bennv, and Sydney
Howard. Grand Hotel theme set to
music and put on board ship. Crime,
romance, music, humour, and spectacle
.ire expertly blended into a good entertainment.
Triple Trouble. Radio, .'\merican.
Directed by George Stevens. Featuring
Wheeler and Woolsey. Comedy.
Triumph ot Sherlock Holmes, The.
ti.B. British. Directed by Leslie
Hiscott. Featuring Arthur Wontner.
.\nother Conan Doyle classic brought
to the screen with the world's most
< onviiicing Sherlock Holmes.

Tunnel, The. G.B. British. Directed
by Lothar Mendes. Featuring Conrad
Veidt. Filmic glimpse into the future.
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea. M.-G.-M. American. Based on
Jules duced
Verne's
by Philip immortal
Goldstone.novel. ProTwo Heads on a Pillow. Wardour.
American. Directed by William Nigh.
Featuring Neil Hamilton, Miriam
Jordan, dealing
and Hardie
drama
withAlbright.
a typicalComedyyoung
couple.
Urgent Call. Columbia. American.
" U." Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Featuring John Mack Brown and Sally
Blane. Conventional gangster melodrama.
Vanessa. M.-G.-M. American.
Directed by William K. Howard.
Featuring Helen Hayes, Robert Montgomery, and Otto Kruger. An adaptation of Hugh Walpole's novel.
Vie de Boheme. (See La £oA«m«) B.I. P.
British. Directed by Paul Stein. Featuring Gertrude
Fairbanks,
jun. Laurence and Douglas
Vintage Wine. Julius Hagen Production.comedian
FeaturinginSeymour
Hicks.of Famous
screen version
his
big stage success.
Virginia's Husband. Fox. British.
" U." Directed by P. Maclean Rogers.
Featuring Reginald Gardiner, Dorothy
Boyd, and Enid Stamp-Taylor. Unpretentious farce of a marital deception
provides suitable entertainment for
family audiences.
Wagon Wheels. Paramount. American. "U." Directed by Charies Barton.
Featuring Randolph Scott, Gail
Patrick, and Billy Lee. Typical Zane
Gray Western, with an exhilarating
outdoor atmosphere.
Wake Up and Dream. Universal.
American.
" A." Directed
by Kurt
Neuman. Featuring
Russ Colombo,
June Knight, and Roger Pryor. Broad
comedy with a touch of romance, dealing with the adventures of a vaudeville
act. Very disjointed development, with
the late Russ Colombo proving the
main
crooning.attraction for those who like
Way Down East. Fox. American.
Featuring Janet Gaynor. A talking
version of the famous D. W. Griffith
silent masterpiece.
Way ot Youth, The. Paramount.
British. " A." Directed by Norman
Walker. Featuring Irene Vanbrugh
and Aileen Marson. Irene Vanbrugh
wasted in a very ingenuous and meaningless story. The plot contains no
secret and to see through it is merely
to endure the obvious.

West Point
of the
Air. M.-G.-M.
American.
Directed
by Richard
Rosson.
Featuring Wallace Beery and Robert
Young. Thrilling story of the hazards
and loves of young flying cadets.
What
Every
Woman Knows.
M.-G.-M. American. " U." Directed
by Gregory La Cava. Featuring Helen
Hayes and Brian Aheme. Competent
and modernised version of Sir James
Barrie's play, notable mainly for the
good
acting of Helen
a conversation
piece. Hayes. Definitely
What Happened Then. Wardour.
British. " A." Directed by Walter
Summers. Featuring Robert Bird,
Lorna Storm, and Francis L. Sullivan.
Sound murder drama, well staged trial
scene and effective characterisation.
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Wicked
Woman.
M.-G.-M.
American. "A." Directed by
Charles Brabin.
Featuring
Christians,
ker, CharlesMady
Bickford.
Fine Jean
actingParby ]
German star in her first American talkie.
A simple sacrifical mother-love story,
with convincing atmosphere, but a
melodramatic climax.
'
Widow's Might. Warner Bros.
British. Directed by Cyril Gardner. '
Featuring
Plante,Laura
Barry^la
Clifton,
and Laura
Yvonne LaArnaud.
Plante and Yvonne Arnaud as merry
widows in a flirtatious comedy.

Wife Versus
M.-G.-M.
American.
An Secretary.
adaptation of
Faith • '
Baldwin's
Jean
Harlownovel
and with
Myma William
Loy. Powell, .

What Happened to Harkness. F.N.
British. " U." Directed by Milton
Rosmer. Featuring James Finlayson,
Robert Hale. Transparent mysterycomedy produced in a simple artless
manner, which may appeal to the not
too sophisticated.
What's in a Name? F.N. British.
" U." Directed by Ralph Ince. Featuring Carol Goodner and Barry Clifton.
Tedious back-stage story with feeble
story and clumsy direction.
What Price Fame ? Wardour. American. Featuring June Clyde and Frank
Albertson.

American.
Flood. |'
Wings in Directed
the Dark.by James
Paramount.
Drama.
Starring Cary Grant and Myma Loy. ■;

What's Your Racket? Butcher.
American. " A." Directed by Fred
Guive. Featuring Regis Toomey and
j HOLLYWOOD PARADE
1 What is happening in the film
ji capital
? What
the latest
about the
stars ?is What
are news
they
i doing in the studios and in their
i private
?
\
Phil liws
Lonergan,
who is on the
i spot, sends it " Hot from Hollyj wood " every week and keeps
i " Picturegoer" readers up to date
: on the life of filmland.
It's another
" Picturegoer "
I service.
Noel Francis. Ingenious, but not too
plausible,
burglar in story
order oftogirl's
trap masquerade
crooks guiltyas
of crime of which her father has been
accused. O.K. for fans who like action.
When a Man Sees Red. Universal.
American.
" U." Buck
Directed
Alan
James. Featuring
Jones,by Peggy
Campbell. Unconventional and pleasing
Western, dealing with the taming of a
shrew. Neat comedy, swift action.
When Strangers Meet. Wardour.
American. " A." Directed by William
Christie Cabanne. Featuring Richard
Cromwell, Arline Judge, and Lucien
Littlefield. Quite an ingenious drama of
love, treachery and intrigue played
against the novel background of a
bungalow court. Good acting.
White Lies. Columbia. American.
Directed by Leo Bulgakov. Featuring
F"ay Wray, Walter Connolly, and Victor

Wedding
Night.
Featuring Anna
StenU.A.
and American.
Gary Cooper.
Story cf the life of young immigrants
in America's tobacco belt.
Wednesday's Child. Radio. American. ".A." Directed by John Robertson,
featuring Frankie Thomas, Karen Morley,
and Edward Arnold. Fine performances
by Edward Arnold and twelve-year-old
Frankie Thomas in a drama dealing
White Parade, The. Fox. American.
with the reactions of a child to the Jory.
" A." Directed by Irving Cummings.
break-up
of
her
parent's
marriage.
.
Featuring
Loretta Young, John Boles,
Carries the Little Friend story a stage and Dorothy
Wilson. Sincerely and
further.
refreshingly different romantic drama
that serves to glorify the young ladies
We Live Again. U.A. American.
in white — the devoted members of the
" .A." Directed by Reuben Mamoulian.
Featuring Anna Sten, Fredric March, nursing profession.
and Jane Baxter. Brilliant technical
Whither Mankind? (See Hundred
work in Tolstoy's Resurrection resurYears From Now). lx)ndon Fibns.
rected. Mamoulian's melo^: amatic
British.
Directed by Cameron Menzies.
treatment makes the storv se-.?jn more
H. G. Wells makes his debut as a screen
outmoded than it really is. Anna Sten. writer
in
a story of the future.
however, shows to better advantage
than in her first Hollywood effort.
Whom the Gods Destroy. Columbia.
American. " .A." Directed by Walter
West of the Divide. Pathe. AmeriLong.
Featuring Walter Connolly, Doris
can. " U." Featuring John Wayne.
Kenyon, and Robert Young. Brilliant
Just another Western.
character-study by Connolly of a man
West of the Peeos. Radio. .American.
who is acclaimed a hero when actually
Directed by Phil Rostii. Featuring
has played
a coward's
part. acted
It is
a strong
emotional
story finely
Richard
Dix anddrama.
Martha Sleeper. Out- he
door romantic
and excellently developed.

Wishes. by W.
Pathe.
British. Featuring
" U."
Directed
P. KeUino.
Wallie and Barry Lupino.
Obvious
slapstick
gags— and
artlessbv comedy
extravaganza
suggested
A IPs

:j
■!
'

Button.
Within This Present.
Universal
-American.
human drama adapted
by R. C. Sheriff.
Without Children. Wardour. .American. Directed by William Nigh. Featuring Marguerite Churchill, Bruce
Cabot,
and Reginald
Denny. Evelyn
Domestic Brent,
drama.

'
;

1
j
1J
i

Womanhood.Harr>Butcher.
British.
"A."
Directed
Hughes.
Featuring
Esmond byKnight,
Eve
Grey.
Slight
crook melodrama adequatelv produced.

1^
j
i;

Woman of
the Directed
World. by.M.-G.-M.
American.
" A."
Robert
Leonard.
Constance
Bennett
and
HerbertFeaturing
Marrhall.
A bowdlerised
version
of
Michael
Arlen's
novel
" The
plot
distinctlyConnie
poor.
Greenis Hat."
is good but the

.i
>'
;
«^

Woman in Her ThirOts, A. F.N.
.American. " A." Directed by Alfred J
E. Green. Featuring Aline MacMahon,
Paul Kelly, and .^nn Dvorak. Human
domestic drama in which Aline Mac- "
Mahon gives a brilliantly sensitive
study
woman who seeks i'
roman.:eof ina business
middle-age.

Wonders ol the Southern Sea. Famous. ^
British. " U." Interesting tour of the
Pacific Isles ; quite well compiled. «
i
World
Moves
On,
The.
Fox.
AmeriJ
can. " A." Directed by Frank IJoyd. 1
Featuring Madeleine Carroll, Franchot j
Cavalcade.
Tone.
Hollywood's attempt to repeat ^:

World's byFair.
Columbia.
Directed
Walter
Lang. .-Vmerican.
Featuring J
Durante.
Lee Tracy, Sally Filers, and Jimmy j|
You Belong to Me.
Paramount.
American. " I'." Directed by .Alfred
El Werker. Featuring Lee Tracy, Helen
.Mack, and David Holt. Very conventional back-stage story, the star
slow-moving and ingenuous, which gives
little
chance in
a big-hearted rolUngstone comedy
role.

^
1
^
,
'
\

Young and BeauUluL A.B.F.D.
■American. " A." Directed by Joseph
Santley. Featuring William Haines,
Judith .Allen, and Joseph Cawthom.
Conventional Hollywood romantic
comedy
with inmusic.
.A good expose of
but scrappy
plot.
the film capital's publicity methods,

j
\
j
^
i
|
^j

Youth at the Helm. (;.B. British.
Directed bv Walter Forde. Featuring
Jack Hulbert.
Youthful Folly. Columbia. British.
" A." Directed by .Miles Mander.
Featuring Grey Blake, Jane Carr, and
Mary Lawson.
Complicated stor>-,
weak in drama, dealing with a poor
violinist entertainment.
and a society girl. Ver\'
moderate

\

;
3
^
\
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Freely
Life of
2, 3 & 4

based on the film "The
Vergle
Winters,"
permission of Radio
Pictures,by Ltd.,
Dean Street. London, W. I.

"E was married. John
Shadwell, Parkville's
rising citizen, respected bythe townsfolk, in the running for
electioa to Congress in the year
191 2, but all the same indisputably, undeniably, and for ever
her John, was married.
" That was why you went away
without saying good-bye," she
breathed slowly and without
rancour, as though the latest
model hats (car-wheel size) , silent
observers of what went on in the
showroom after closing time,
could harm the man she loved.
He held her hands — slim, artistic
hands — emerging from the frilled
Cuffs of a blouse of cobwebby
lace.
" Vergie, forgive me. I must have
been mad. I didn't know what I
was doing. If it hadn't been that
your father said you were going to
marry Hugo McQueen, told me that
McQueen as good as had
to marry you "
'• Father said that 1 Oh
nowSheI understand
! " her
let him lower
into ahercustomer's
while
world wentchairto
pieces, till roused by the
urgency of his voice and
eyes. " I'm all right, John.
Don't worry. I suppose
I shouldn't tell you, but I
can't let you think that of
me. Father had a cheque
fromthousand
your wife's
father
for
ten
dollars.
I often
wondered how he came by
the money. I suppose that
explains everything."
"T Vergie. Oh, what a fool
V I've been ! If only
I'd told your father what I
thought of him. I've never
liked him.
I've as
always
thought
of him
the
toughest and hardest farmer in the district, but if
those lies don't choke
"
him
"Nothing we can say or
do will help now, John."
"I suppose not. But,
Vergie, I love you. Not
a day h.as gone, not a minute, that I haven't thought
held close her slender
of Heyou."
figure, defined by its corselet skirt. " Don't stop loving me, mordearest.
I need the
you.voters
Toow Ihave to address
of this town. The Honourable
Llewellyn
down as
to
back me. Preston's
I shall becoming
as nervous
a kitten. Be in the park at three
if it's fine."
"Would it help you, John?"
" Just to know you're there,
sweet
She ■'kept her promise, admired
John for his exceptional speech,
devoid of long periods or cliches.
Also, she caught a glimpse of Laura
Shadwell — young, soignee, but hard
— obviously a woman who had
married a promising politician.
Vibrating to the hand-clapping
and cheers that followed John from
the
candidates'
platform
to
his election
car, Vergie
went back
to the
milliner's shop.
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"Thank you. Miss Winters. I
know I can rely on your word.
John Shadwell is as good as
She followed him to the door,
clinching the matter in her most
natural voice : " It would be unelected." thinkable, wouldn't it, to allow
any gossip to interfere with Mr.
Shad well's career ? "

found
on theit
beside her
John Vergie
Withdivaoi,
heart-rending to be firin. " You
this
that
see,
g here
meetin
last you,
be ourdon't
must dear,
— ever as? "if you
Pairkvi
in e,
youlle sound
"Vergi

the day. Happy in her back room,
Vergie cunningly twisted the moire
riband so as surely to ensnare the
heart of Pearl Heenan, spinster, of
uncertain age, or her bosom friend,
Ella Turner. A knock on the shop
door brought needle and thought
train to a standstill.
"My name's Preston," the visitor
began. Vergie showed him in, glad
her back room was tidy, in spite of
the evidence of work. All the more
because he was the type of man who
naturally
inspires confidence,
heart contracted
as he said, Vergie's
looking
at
her Shadwell.
fixedly: "I've
John
Maycome
I about
speak
"Please do, Mr. Preston."
frankly?"
"Then, without conceit, I think
I may say that with rtiy influence
Mr. Shadwell will be elected for

Congress. What I want to make
clear
is that,
thoughgive
I don't
believe
in gossip,
I cannot
my political
support to a man who — er — lays
himself open to possible scandal.
YouSo understand
me. Miss
well did Vergie
force Winters?
herself to"
meet those kind but searching eyes
that she appeared to the Honourable
Llewellyn as a Greek statue accused
of taking an unpardonable liberty.
" I'm glad you spoke of this," she
said graciously, otherwise I might
never have had the chance to correct
a wrong impression about Mr.
Shadwell. He came here for a few
times as my lawyer. Matters in
connection with my business had to
be adjusted. Those are finished.
Neither here nor anywhere else will
it be necessary for Mr. Shadwell to

"How can I help it' You know
meant that."
"A pack of old women like Mrs.
Lennon,
Miss Heenan, and the
the gossips."
" Sh !creature
They're !all
Turner
" good customers,
"Let them. I'm going to get
if they do talk."
Laura sheto became
divorce myme.wifeIt's
quite
clear
so as
to
get toof Washington.
She afiEection,
hasn't a
spark
interest, let alone
for"That's
Parkvillejustorit.
its You've
needs." a future,
dear. The town looks to you for
help, and it just won't sanction
She thought his good-bye kiss,
full of the bitter-sweet of things
forbidden, had settled the question;
but two(Continued
summers onwent
page by,
64) and at
divorce."
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Weekly
intervals, long and short, John
continued to visit the millinery shop
after closing hours. Ultimately,
Vergie took matters into her own
hands, knowing that she was to
have a child. Calmly, refusing to
panic, she made arrangements, dismissed her work-girl Sadie, who was
getting tired of Parkville, and talked
cheerfully of a holiday to Pearl
Heenan and Ella Turner when they
looked
millinery.in to discuss Christmas
" Kinda sudden, this vacation of
yours, isn't it? inquired Miss Heenan,
fingering a plush model surmounted
with feathers and pansies.
"Indeed no. I've been planning
it for years. We're shutting up shop
altogether for the time, so that Sadie
can take time off, too," Vergie
explained circumstantially. It was
hard to keep up one's end during the
weary waiting months tind hours at
the Lexicon Hospital, Washington,
knowing that pain would have to be
borne without the comfort of an
acknowledged husband. WTien the
child, a girl, was laid in her arms,
the nurse unconsciously stabbed
when
informedsheMr.said
Woodkindly:
at the "We've
address
youto gave
How delighted
he'll
be
know us.
that mother
and daughter
are doing well."
But for the sheer necessity of keeping herself — moreover, of keeping herself clothed and cared for as
John would wish — Vergie must have
gone under. The wee babe, with
its tiny clinging fingers, was so
sweet. To part from her was
crucifixion. Vet Vergie the outward
woman was smarter than ever when
she opened
up the niilliner's
establish-of
ment in Parkville
in the summer
the European War.
"My, that's a pretty dress,
Vergie
! " complimented
Lennon
who called
as soon as Mrs.
the shutters
were down. "Got that in Chicago,
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"Quite right. It's a funny thing,
I suppose?
"
but
I was walking
down a side street
when I saw this coat-frock — quite
the latest thing — in the window.
I went in the shop, and when I
came out, I'd agreed to sell their
frocks if they would sell my hats."
Vergie's natural brightness died
away as the town band blared on
the ear, accompanied to the sound
of approaching cars. Simultaneously
Misses Heenan and Turner called
from the door: "Congressman
Shadwell's coming. Town's giving
him a welcome. Can't you hear it?
He's a good man, there's no doubt.
They
he'll answered
sure to beby Senator."
Mrs. say
Lennon
deserting
hat stands for the front steps. Vergie
timidly following, overheard her in
conversation with Ella Turner, even
tho igh the car, containing John
Shadwell, surrounded by acclaiminp
townsfolk, was passing.
! "There's
a baby
on "Good
the backheavens
seat with
a nurse.
Did
you know the Shadwells had a
"All news to me," commented
Mrs. Lennon, turning to Vergie, who
" wasn't flushing at being
baby ? she
hoped
appealed to. For oneself it was easy
to appear calm, but mere mention
of her child caused disturbing heart
beats. "Did you know anything
about
" I— the
now baby.
I comeMissto Winters?
think of "it, I
did 'ead about it in the newspapers
— a couple of months ago." Stroking
John's hair that evening. Vergie
could only recall that the afternoon's
incident had been a joyous one. " I
only got a glimpse as you drove
past,"
she become
.said with a a habit
far-away
look
that had
of late.
" It .seemed so right her being with

THE

LIFE

OF

VERGIE

you, her father. What did you tell
"Only that I wanted to adopt a
your and
wife,thatJohn?"
child
Joan was the daughter
of an old friend. We called her
" Yes.Do It's
Joan.
you the
like nearest
it?" thing to
John.
You're
not
sorry
girl? "
"Sorry! I peek at it's
her a twenty
times a day. Besides, you're a girl,
aren't
you
? " him, the ache "at her
She marvellously
kissed
heart
soothed, though
John's
visitsever
of necessity
to be
more than
restricted.wereNeither
of them knew, when he left the shop
by the back door, that Mike Roscoe,
ex-potmanabout
at thethe"Green
hanging
street, Dragon,"
thought
to get a free drink from his erstwhile
landlord by relating a juicy piece of
gossip
over orthesobarsawcounter.
A week
the result of
the unsavoury scandal-mongering.
Vergie, coming into the shop, a rare
flush on her cheeks after a surreptitious peep at baby Joan being
wheeled by her nurse in the park,
sought to infect
ex-assistant
somewhat
lethargic
successorSadie's
with
cheerfulness.
" You needn't get up. Lulu. Did
you"Nobody's
mistake mebeen
for aincustomer?
"
at all. Miss
"Same as yesterday?"
"Same as last week, Miss Winters."
Vergie, in the act of removing her
Winters."
coat,
became aware that her employee
had something to say. "I'm not
telling
I'm worried
about myyoujob,this
but 'cos
the ladies
of this
town aren't going to buy hats here
any more. I heard them talking
the other day. It's because of some
"Oh, all right. Lulu ! Don't upset
yourself. We shall have to start a
clearance sale. Then I'm almost
sure next year's hat will make people
forget
gossip."
How last
easyyear's
it was
to speak configossip."dently when John was in danger.
Vergie's nature contained more than
a dash of the divine optimism so
necessary to a s'locessful business
woman. Yet even she confes.sed,
in face of such a blow, she could
hau"dly have carried on had her very
next visitor not been an angel in
disguise.
Avery human angel, otherwise
newspaperman's
wife, Claire
broughtRandall,
a couple
of debutante
nieces
to
be
provided
at aunt's
expense with hats. For some
weeks
Claire continued to bring fresh
customers to Vergie Winters, thus
bridging the gap until she could
prove the truth of her remark to
Lulu.
Customers who found models
ahead of fashion, at prices that compared favourably with those of
Chicago, forgot to be squeamish.
Gradually Parkville except its
remote upper ten, which centred
round Mrs. John Shadwell and her
set, returned to their old allegiance.
Meanwhile, Europe was at war.
John Shadwell, on his flying visits
from Washington, advised a peace
policy.
By into
t'.ie the
timeturmoil
.\merica
had
been swept
he was
working night and dny to make the
middle-west more air-minded. The
opening of the first aeroplane factory
at Parkville added another clipping
to the many treasured by Vergie in
the scrapbook dedicated to the
doings of her John.
On the whole, the war yea-^ and
those succeeding them were pe.'ceful
for Parkville's foremost milliner.
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peaceful in which the rare visits of
John Shadwell to the back room
were like the flash of kingfisher's
wings. One other visitor disturbed
theThe
serenity
of Vergie's
days.
Shadwells
were in
Parkville
on a short leave from Congress.
Vergie knew, because she had been
living all day on the sound of John's
voice spsaking
to her over
the 'phone.
The
shop doorbell
rang.
A girl
about ten, nicely dressed, with a
Cossack cap on fair, long curls, came
in and asked the price of a fan in
the window.
So far, Vergie understood before
.she realised who the child was.
Kight years had changed her
unaccountably. Vergie's amusement
and joy in the demure, grown-up
attitude — symbolised by the pursebag, gripped, in imitation of Mummy,
under the right arm — was dashed to
the ground. Already a child companion had pushed its head inside
the shop door and was beckoning.
"Come on, Joan ! You know your
mother doesn't like you going in
there."

wentbyto Vergie'
, Joan
mayedlike
Undishead
saying s :
wine
etobuy
,
,
"Please Miss Winters I'mher
a birthday present for Mummy. How
much is the yellow fan, please ? "
"Oh! — I'm so sorry — I'm afraid
that
one wouldn't
No
one carries
fans now.do Itatwasall.
meant
for ato costume
Oh.
feel thoseball,"
neatlyVergie
glovedevaded.
hands
round her throat ! " Why don't you
get a beaded bag ! Hornby's have
plenty. Or some scent?"
"But Mummy has heaps of those.
A present is something the person
you give it to hasn't got," Joan
explained. "I do want the fan, if
it isn't too expensive. I've only
five dollars."
gotWhat
could one do? Tenderly
Vergie removed the pretty sequinned
thing and held it out to the child.
"It's four dollars, if you really and
truly mustso that
have sheit."could
Herscarcely
hands
trembled
receive
money.
"Would
you
like
somethe yellow
riband
for your
hair? You're fond of yellow, I
see," she found herself saying.
"She
I should
love it ! toThank
you ! "
was surprised
find herself
asking John that evening about the
fate of the yellow fan.
"It went in the fire, I'm afraid,"
he confessed, "but only after Joan
was in bed."
"She wasn't scolded for coming
here?"
"No. Laura just tautened her
lips,
wasn't wasto
shop and
here told
again.Joan
The sheincident
considered closed. I wish to goodness it weren't ! If only you'd let
me try for a divorce ! "
's
Shadwell
John would
had become
Itconstant
have
cry. Vergie
none of it. While Joan was growing
up there should be no shadow over
her. When she was eighteen and
engaged to Ronny Truesdale, a
match for any girl and a thoroughly
good fellow, Vergie rejoiced. More
than John, she had learned the art
of making her dream world so true
that it sustained her in actual life.
She busied herself with sewing,
weaving fancies as her needle moved,
so that she was able to talk cheerfully to John about the wedding
without a v.-ish expressed that she
should be present at the brilliant
ceremony, except in spirit.
Life thus might have gone on
quietly for the unrecognised mother

Weekly

had not tragedy intervened to test
the very soul of Vergie Winters.
John came to the back room one
closing time, obviously a spent man.
took against
Vergie's his
coolaching
hands head.
and
laidHe them
"out.
It's I^ura
all over,
has dear.
known Everything's
all about us
for years. She has had detectives on
the job. Sadie,
the dug
girl you've
employed,
has been
up in
Washington. She gave the name
Wood as the alias we had when
born." You didn't tell
Joan
"Oh,was John!
"Laura did. She insisted. Ronny
was splendid. He'll marry Joan.
Don't look
like that, dear. She was
upset,
Joan?but" not as much as I thought.
Besides, though
your Iname
actually
mentioned,
saidwasn't
how
splendid
you this
were.means
Darling,
you see what
? Nowdon't
we
can be free, I've told Laura there's
got"Soto be
a divorce."
you've
told me, John," came
an interruption. "For the last time,
I've come to ask you to change
In the half-light, the face of Laura
your mind."
Shadwell
was ghastly. Before John
had
uttered
emphatic
"never,"
Vergie saw theanrevolver
aimed
at his
heart. Two shots rang out. On
her knees Vergie saw that her lover
was dead. Nothing mattered. She
was found by the police, as Laura
intended she should, aimlessly lingering the dropped revolver as though
it, and not Vergie Winters, was to
be held responsible for John
Shadwell's murder.
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your

MACLEAN

teeth

to-day?

with
buried
They
honour,
whileJohn
for Shadwell
two years the
woman who loved him sat in a
prison cell
eating out her heart with
loneliness and the drear absence of
beauty.
Life had tended to be lived as a
blank wherein prayers and thoughts
for Joan stood out as the only live
things, when the wardress unlocked
her cell and took her down the bare
corridor
to the visitor's
So unaccustomed
to room.
visitors or
strangers had Vergie become, that
she failed to recognise the pretty,
smartly dressed woman and her
husband. Then she saw the young
woman's hair. The young man
spoke. " I'm Ronny Truesdale — you
remember us — we've come to tell
you
Governor's
Mrs. the
Shadwell
wrote pardoned
a confessionyou.of
what she did before she died last
May. Joan and I want — ^we badly
want you to come home to live with
us — from now — for always. Will
"It's all arranged," Joan pleaded.
Did either of those young things,
exftect the tired, grey woman with
roughened
to become hysteri? " hands
cal or weep
? She did neither. Too
you
long had all {personal urges been
subdued to the claims of love.
Without outward sign of inward
transport threatening bodily collapse
by its sudden onset, Vergie Winters
spoke slowly and with effort :—
"You're very kind, and I'm most
grateful. Forgive me if I seem a
little dazed. Do I understand I get
my hat and coat — -now? "
NEXT
The
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MACLEANS
PEROXIDE
TOOTH

PASTE

Arliss' new release, "The

Obtainable everywhere 6" and 1/-

Last Gentleman."

If you use a solid dentifrice, try the new
Macleans Solid Peroxide Dentifrice— 6d. per tin.
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I
The PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released

♦♦♦THE CAT'S PAW
♦♦THE LIFE OF VERGIE
WINTERS
♦♦GIRLS PLEASE

Jane Baxter plays the feminine
lead in the Sydney Hotoard schoolgirl comedy, " Girls, Please."
Tjr AST week, in a sixteenrl
page supplement, PicfU
TUREGOER dealt in ever>'
r" r detail with the release of
the month. The Merry
Widow, Lubitsch's brilliant picturisation of the world's most
famous musical comedy. Little
remains for me to say, except
that I consider it to be a triumph
for the director, who has gradually
gained as pre-eminent a position
in the talkies as he did in silent
films. He, as much as anyone, has
assimilated the essential creed for
successful pictures : that the
screen is a medium of its own, and
is only hampered by stage conventions and microphone
domination.
The picture was pre-viewed in
our issue of December i, 1934.
•••THE CAT'S PAW
h'ox.
"A."
RunsExekial
99 minutes.
HaroldAmerican.
Lloyd
Cobb
Una Mebkel
Petunia Pratt
l.EORGE Bakbikr
Jake Mayo
Nat Psndletoh
Strotri
Grace Bradley
Dolores Dace
Alan Dinbhart Mayor Morgan
Urant
Mitchell "Silk Hat"
Fred Warren
Tien McGee
Wang
Warren
Hvmer
"Spike"
J. Farrell MacDonald Slattery
Shigiey
James Donlah
Red, the Reporter
Kdwin Maxwell District Attorney Neal
Frank Sheridan
Police Commissioner Horiarity
David Jack Holt Esekial, as a boy
Directed by Sam Taylor from a story by Clarenee
SmUngton KeUand. 1934.
Pre viewed September 20,
THAT Harold Lloyd has struck
out in a new line, that of straight
as opposed to slapstick comedy,
redounds to his credit, and while
many will sigh for the Harold of
breath-taking gags and hilarions,
fooling they cannot help but be
intrigued by his excellence as an
actor as opposed to a gagman's
dummy.
Dialogue, rather than action,
develops the comedy in the
artiste's new venture; but. nevertheles , itis .skilfully produced and
ccmtains quiet gags, as well as an
uproarious climax, in which Lloyd
clears up the gangsters in his home
city; this is in the old style.
'You see, he plays the role of a
missionary's son who had been
brought up in a remote Chinese
mission station.
In order to perpetuate the mission
by finding "a mother for his chilhe goes his
home simplicity
in search ofanda
bride, dren,"
where
Oriental philosophy astonish the
natives as much as their ways do
him.
66

c^THE CIRCUS CLOWN
♦MOST PRECIOUS THING
IN LIFE
♦JANE EYRE

♦LOST IN THE LEGION
♦SHE LOVES ME NOT
♦THE MAN WITH THE
ELECTRIC VOICE
♦WHAT HAPPENED TO
HARKNESS
c^ROCKY RHODES
TO BE A LADY

What the asterisks mean — •••• An outstanding feature. ••• Very good.
•* Good.
• Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
for a cat's
pawA pcditical
to put boss,
up forlooking
the mayoralty,
picks on Harold ; and no one is more
astonished than he when his figurehead is elected and, moreover,
refuses to be a figurehead. Instead,
he starts to clean up the town;
hence the hilarious climax.
Of course, there is a girl in the
case; a hard-boiled sf)ecimen, who
urges him on, played excellently by
Una Merkel.
Lloyd himself gives a clever
characterisation, and is brilliantly
supported by George Barbier, as a
blustering jwlitical boss with a heart
of gold, and a cast that is full of
well-known bit players.
The opening is rather slow, but it
succeeds in its object of achieving
the right atmosphere, and its
development is logical as well <is
human and interesting.
Indeed, Lloyd could not have
chosen a better vehicle for his happy
excursion
comedy. into the realms of straight
♦•THE LIFE OF VERGIE
WINTERS
Radio. American.
Runs 81"A."
minutes.Domestic drama.
Ann Hardimc
Vergie Winters
John
Job) Shadwell
Shadwell
Helen Boles
Vinson
Laura
Betty Furness
Joan (19 years)
Frank Alrertson Ranny Truesdale
Creichton Chaney
Hugo McQueen
Sara Hadbm
Winnie Belle

Molly O'Day
Sadie
Ben Alexander Barry Preston
Donald Crist
Mike Davey
Maidel Turner
Ella Heenan
Cecil Cunningham
Pearl Turner
Josephine Whittell Madame Claire
Wesley Barry
Herbert Somerby
Edward van Sloan
Jim Winters
Wallis Clark
Mr. Preston
Edwin Stanley
Mr. Truesdale
Directed by Alfred Santett. Story by Louis
Bromfield.
Pre-viewed
October
27, 1934.
For story freely
based see
on page
tke
film
Wittiams,
63. by Marjory
THE
of the
woman
man'sstory
life who
effaces
herselfin ina
order not to spoil his career has
become rather hackneyed, and this
picture is reminiscent of Barbara
Stanwyck's
Bach
Street. success, in For6wi<2«M and
In this case it is Ann Harding who
plays the role of a woman who lives
with a successful man and keeps her
relationship to him secret.
Their child is adopted by his wife,
and all goes well until she discovers
the affair and shoots her husband —
a crime for which his mistress is
accused and imprisoned. Eventually
the truth comes out, and the
unfortunate, broken woman goes to
live with her daughter and son-inlaw.It is a sombre story, relieved by
touches of human comedy, and
relying on Ann Harding's finely
sympatheticformance forand
well-graduated perits appeal.
She is extremely natural, and

Virginia Brttce in the title role of
the film based on Charlotte
Bronu's "Jane Eyre."
expresses
all isthe
emotions
manner which
at once
natural inanda
sincere.
As her lover, John Boles makes
heavy
but selfish
Helen wife,
Vinson
is
effectivegoing,
as the
as is
Betty Furness as the daughter.
Edward van Sloan is particularly
good as Vergie's father, whose lies
about his
condition
prevented herdaughter's
from marrying
the man
with whom she afterwards lived.
American small-town life is excellently pictured, and the scandal and
gossip
caused bywithVergie's
affair is
well developed,
good attention
to detail and characterisation.
Sp>oken thoughts are used by
Alfred Santell in some sequences
with good effect and his direction
generally••GIRLS
is polished.PLEASE
V.A. Brilislt. "A." Broad farce. Featurirtf
Sydney
Howard. Runs 73 minutes.
Sydney
Howard
Trampleasure
Jane
Baxter
Renee vanAnnHoSe&heim
Muriel Forbes
Arundel
Edward Underwood
.Jim
Neva Carr-Glyn
Jan;
Peter Gawthorhb .Van HoSeaheim
Lena Haluday
Miss Prout
Cecily Gates
Miss Kinter
Sybil Arundalb
Matron
Edna Earlb
_
Edna
G. Moore Marriott OMest Inhabitant
Directed by Jack Raymond from, a story by
Michael Hankinson, Jack Marks and Bastl
Mason.
SYDNEY
has evolved
a certainHOWARD
type of fooling
and a
vehicle in which to exploit it, and
here is the well-tried and popular
setting.
formula again in a slightly <hfferent
Syd iswho
a sports
at a girls'
school,
is putmaster
on charge
of a
new
pupil
who
has
announced
her
intention
of
eloping
with
a
young
away.
sailor, when the head mistress goes
How he engages in a battle of wits
with the resourceful lover, and
finally is forced to persuade the
father to agree to the match to save
his own skin, forms the background
for Hethe iscomedian's
in element humour.
as the harassed
temporary head master, surrounded
by a lot of attractive and scheming
Jane
Baxter
rather colourless
young
ladies.
the
heroine
and isEdward
Underwoodas
weak as the sailor lover.
The supporting cast, however,
works well together.
The fun is all very ingenuous and
broad, and scores its laughs by its
unsophistication rather than by an
subtlety of dialogue or situation.
The whole thing is well staged, and
the settings include school and village
(Coniinited on page 66)
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SHREDDED
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V
TO
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"For the modern woman, life is one continual rush. I have found that
only by careful choice of food can one keep fit and youthful under these
conditions. Thanks to Shredded Wheat, I enjoy every waking hour to the
full, and because of its wonderfully nourishing qualities. I am able to bring
extra vigour to both work and play."
(Signed
^RSSf,
delicious
Shredded
with They
hot milk.
the favourite
breakfast
of film
folk these
chilly Wheat
mornirtgs.
like thisThat's
all-wheat
food because
it is
prepared in such a way that it is energising and non-fattening. Think how you,
too, would benefit from one Shredded Wheat meal a day. Served with milk,
butter, honey or fruit. Shredded Wheat makes a satisfying, healthful meal.
Its rich wheaten nourishment creates vitality and helps to keep the complexion
clear. Give ^redded Wheat a trial. Get a packet tp-dftji

SHREDDED
J^A^O^,

THE^S^hjRjD

VVHEAT

CO.,

WHEAT
LTD..

WELWYN

GARDEN

CITY.

HERTS
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interiors and well-photographed exteriors.
c**THE CIRCUS CLOWN
F.N. American.Runs 64"U."
minules.Circus comedy.
Joe E. Brown
Happy Howard
Patricia Ellis
Alice
Dorothy Burgess
Bebe
Donald Dilloway
Jack
Gordon Westcott
Frank
Charles Wilson
Sheldon
Harry Woods
Ajax
Ronnie Cosby
Dickie
John Sheehan
Moxley
Spencer Charters
Kingsley
Earl Hodcin
Ringmaster
BoBB Y Caldwell Happy Howard as a boy
Directed by Ray EnrigU from the story and
screen playPreby viewed
Bert Kalmar
Harry Rubv.
July 18,and1934.

" I LOVE YOU "—the sweetest words
in an/ language ! And the words every
woman longs to hear. Beckon romance
Into your life. Let Snowfire Cream make
your skin flower-soft and radiantly clear
as that of any Star. Then you will
possess the allure that only a lovely
complexion can give . . . that no man
can resist.
Chic new cases 3d. Tubes 6d. Opal Jars 1/3

HIMSELF once a circus clown,
ring.
Joe E. Brown revels in this
clean, simple story of the sawdust
He plays the dual role of a father
and son, and characterises both roles
convincingly; he also displays unexj>ected
agility shows
as an acrobat.
The story
how Happy
Howard, a simple youth with the
circus in his blood, is forbidden to
visit the shows by his father, who
was once a circus proprietor and
suffered disillusionment.
The call of the sawdust is, however, too strong for Happy, and he
runs
and boy.
joins a travelling
circus away
as a props
After many misadventures, he
ultimately makes good as an acrobat,
too, ness
andand also
winsa bride.
his father's forgivePatricia Ellis is charming as the
latter,
way. and good support comes from
Gordon Westcott and Donald Dillo-

Baxter in
& Jane
Carl Esmond
the B.I. P. production,
"Blossom Time."

Snowfire

Cream

Marina

Green

Fashion's Latest Success

Krasfca
NAIL
used

POLISH

and approved
Royalty

by

MARINA GREEN and MAR'NA GREEN
PEARL are most delightful shades, and
are the craze of the moment.
The Kraska Co. are fortunate in being able
to provide their clients with these tints,
and every woman of fashion will insist upon
applying one of them to her nails. These
special colours may be selected when filling
in the coupon below.

Obtainable in 25 fashionable Shades
Blanche, Naturelle, Rosee, Double
Rosee, Quadruple Rosee, Deep
Quadruple Rosee, Coral, Deep
Coral, Chinese Lake, Deep Chinese
Lake, Orange, *Pearl. *Rose-Pearl,
♦Gold, *Silver, *Copper, Ruby,
Deep Ruby, Black, Blue, Green, Special Try-out Offer
Tango-Coral, Deep Tango-Coral,
Mauve, Mahogany
etc. (Tan), Ivory, to
Picturegoer ** Readers
SIZE IN ANY COLOUR
i/-, 1/6, andsizes
2/6. only.
*ln 1/6 and 2/6
POST FREE FOR
KRASKA CUTICLE
REMOVER. I/- and
1/9. Patent Cuticle
Extractor with each
bottle.
KRASKA OILY
POLISH REMOVER,
I/-. Keept naili
supple and cuticle
•oft.
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CUT OUT AND POST THIS TO-DAY
To KRASKA CO., LTD., iS, Portobello Road, London, W.I I
I enclose
Nail
Polish.'"'^,'^J„"j^''" I - in payment of l,« bottle ol Krask..
P.G.
Colour requi-td
Name ....
Address

Actually the rilm consists in the
main of a series of gags especially
designed to suit the star's own
particular methods.
He gets mixed up with the lions,
falls for the female impersonator
and generally extracts the utmost
humour from the situation of a
yokel let loose in a circus.
•MOST PRECIOUS THING IN
LIFE
Columbia.melodrama.
.imeritan.Runs "V."
Mother-love
68 minutes.
Jean Ahthi r
Ellen
Donald Cook
..Bob Kelsoy
Richard Cromwell
Cjiris Kelsey
.Anita
ise
Patty
Mary I.oi
Forbes
Mrs. O'Dav
Kelsev
Jane
Darwell
Mrs. Cerhart
O'Day
Ben .Alexander Guboy
John Wray
Carter
Di tch Hendrian
Head Coach
Ward Bond
Assistant Coach
Pai l Stanton
Mr. Kelsey
Director, Lambert Hither: from the story by
Tra'is Infham and screen play by Ethel Hill.
SACRIFICIAL mother-love theme,
played against a background
of .-\merican college life, provides
familiar entertainment of a .somewhat old-fashioned and artificial
order.
It is, however, quite well characterised, and mawkish sentimentality
is generally avoided.
Jean .A.rthur gives a good study of
a college waitress who marries Bob,
a college football hero in lyoq. His
parents force the voung couple to
live with them, but after their child
is born th* strain becomes too much
for Ellen, and she goes away, leaving
her
son with her husband and his
family.
Twenty years later she is the charwoman at the university where her
son, Chris, is an undergraduate.
Hi.story repeats itself in his case
and he falls in love with another
charwoman's daughter. His father
objects, but Ellen, without revealing
her identity, gives him courage to
fight for his happiness, and he
marries his choice.
Donald Cook is convincing as Bob
and Richard Cromwell is fair as Chris.
Quite good period .settings and
generally sound technical finish.

ON THE SCREENS
•JANE EYRE

NOW

Palhe. American.
Romantic drama.
Runs 63"A."minules.
Virginia Bruce
Jane Eyre
Colin Clive
Mr. Rochester
Beryl Mercer
Mrs. Fairfax
Jameson Thomas
Charles Craig
Aileen Pringle Blanche Ingrain
David
Torrence
B.-ocklehurst
Lionel Belmore
Lord Ingra
Joan Standing
Daisy
Edith Fellowes Adele Rochester
Desmond Roberts
Dr. Rivers
John Rogers
Clarissa
Selwynne Sam
Mrs. Poole
Reed
Gretta Gould
Miss Temple
Claire du Brey Bertha Rochester
Ethel Griffies
Grace Poole
Edith Kincdon
Lady Ingram
Directed by Christy Cabanne, from the novel
by Charlotte Bronll. l(t;*4.
Pre-vieu ed September 22,

AN artificial and theatrical
on of
famous
nd
story,adaptati
which has
littleBronte's
to recomme
it except the graceful period atmosphere and the child interest, provided
attractively by Edith Fellowes, as
's niece.
Rochester
The story,
as condensed in the
film, deals with Jane E\Te's unher foster
parents, happy
herchildhood
life atwith
an orphanage,
where she becomes a teacher, and
her entrance into the Rochester
household as a governess, where she
falls in love with her employer.
Learning, tragically, that he has
a lunatic wife, she leaves and becomes acharity worker.
this, house,
Rochester's
setsFollowing
fire to the
and hewifeis
blinded in an abortive attempt to
rescue her.
Jane hears of his plighl and goes
to him.
Development is rambling and
leisurely, and it never succeeds in
interesting one deeply in the characters or their fate.
■ Cx)lin Clive is stilted as Rochester,
but Virginia Bruce gives a pleasant
performance as Jane.
l^ryl Mercer is the most effective
character in the cast, as an old
housekeeper.
•LOST IN THE LEGION
Wardmir. British. Broad farce. Runs ti6
minutes.
I.ESLIF. Filler
Bill
Hal (fORDON
\\l
Renke Houston
..Mary
H. F. Maltbv
Maid
Betty
Fields
'..Sally
.Alf Goddard
Mulligan
Ernest Fuller
Biert
Ja.mes Knight
Ryan
Mike Johnson
Frit»
Santos
Casani
Toni
Bromley Davenport
Colonel
Dt reeled by Fred Sewmtytr.
ROBUST,
materiala ofspecan
artless farcical
order, with
tacular Foreign Legion background.
Leslie Fuller does his stuff in the
way that has brought him popularity
— he includes a female impersonation
— and is seldom out of camera range.
He is assisted by Hal Gordon, who
is good as Alf, an assistant cook on a
steamer in which Fuller is head chef.
The pair continually fall foul of a
sergeant in charge of a Foreign
Legion contingent When they dock
they
get into trouble,
trj'ingwhoto a.ssist
two English
chorus girls
haxc
been themselves
taken into inadvertently
a harem, and inthe\find
the
Legion.
Of course, the sergeant tvrns up,
and after several adventures they
manage to get a discharge ai.d rescue
the girls.
•SHE LOVES ME NOT
Paramount. mustc.
American.
Runs 82 "A."
minutes. Farce with
BiNC
Paul
MiriamCrosby
HorxiNS
CurlyL.iwtoii
Flagit
Kitty Carlisle
Midge Mercei
Edward
Nugent Dean
Buix Mcrrer
Joiic-.
HtNRY Stephenson.
Warren Hymbr
Mugg Schniliel
Lynne Overman
lius McNral
Judith Allen
Frances Arbuthnoi
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UioRGB Babbier J. Thorval Jones
Hbnrv Kolker Charles M. Lawton
Maude Turner Gordon Mrs. Arbnthnot
ViKCE Barnett
BaMy
Direcled by EUioll Sugenl. From the novel by
Eiwafd Hope and llu play by Howard Lintlsay.
Pre vieved August 11, !!):I4.
AN occasional good laugh and a
few snappy wisecracks are the
sum total of the entertainment of
this very poor farce, which teams
Miriam Hopkins and Bing Crosby.
I have rarely seen the former
wasted in such futile material.
Actually the story has possibilities
which have not been exploited. It
deals with a tough chorus girl who
gets stranded in a Princetown
University
room,to
and
Miriam undergraduate's
Hopkins is unable
make the part a particularly amusing
or convincing one.
To save scandal she is dressed up
as a boy by her protector, and then
complications fall thick and fast on
the pair, introduced by the underfiancee and
her mother,
his father, thegraduate's
Dean,
a publicity
man,
and
the
Dean's
daughter
with
whom
the undergraduate falls in love, and
a gang leader who has been sent to
bump the chorus girl off because she
had been an essential witness to a
murder.
It is all very ingenuous, and
Bing Crosby croons frequently and
fervidly.
Lynn Oberman is excellent as the
publicity man and the cast does its
best generally with the material at
its command.
♦THE MAN WITH THE
ELECTRIC VOICE
Oaumoni-British.
"A." Murder
mystery drama. American.
Rutts 62 minutes.
CoNWAV Teable
Inspector Dawes
Natalie Moorhead
Carol Arnold
Raymond Hatton Detective Meed
Noel Francis
Ruby Cotton
John Wbav
Getty
Margaret Dumont
Sybilla Crum
Directed by Frank R. Strayer.
CONWAY TEARLE gives a good
performance as a detective itP
this somewhat ingenious crime story,
which introduces the idea of employing sound vibrations as a means of
committing a murder and cloaking a
crime.
It is, of cpurse, fantastic, but is
matde fairly convincing and is well
staged.
A guest in an hotel is found dead
in his room and "natural causes" is
the first verdict. Inspector Dawes,
however, establishes murder, and
suspects Ruby Cotton, Carol Arnold,
and Sybilla Crum, three of the many

woman whom the victim had
bigamously married.
Further investigations, however,
proves his first theory to be wrong,
and he eventually lays the crime at
the door ofthe
one of
the dead having
man's
enemies,
murderer
ingeniously dispatched his victim by
employing the broadcast of a performer known as the " man with the
electric
voice"
to gas.
shatterWith
a globe
filled with
lethal
the
crime
solved,
Dawes'
thoughts
turn
to romance, and he goes on leave
accompanied by Carol.
•WHAT HAPPENED TO
HARKNESS
F.N. British. "U."
Mystery comedy. Runs
53 minutes.
Robert Hale
Police Sgt. McCabe
James
Gallun
BremberFinlayson
Wills
BernardP.C.Harkness
John Turnbull Inspector Marlow
Clare Harris
Miss Millett
Walter Patch
BuUett
Morland Graham
Billy
Veronica Brady
Mrs. Bullett
Aubrey Mallalieu
Dr. Dowin
Kathleen Kelly
Pat
Douglas Jeferies Colonel Telson
Geoffrey Wardwell Jack Telson
S. A. CooKSON
The Butler
D. J. Williams
The Lawyer
Directed by Milton Rosmer.
unpretentious murder
A SIMPLE,
story providing reasonably
bright entertainment for the unsophisticated.
c'ROCKY RHODES
Universal.
American.
"U." Western.
Runs 56 minutes.
Buck
Jones
Sheila TerryRocky Rhodes
Nan
Stanley Fields
Harp
Walter Miller
Murtch
Alp
James
Street
Paul p.Fix
Hilton
Lydia Knott
Mrs. Rhodes
Lee Shumway
Stark
Jack Rockwell
Reed
Carl Stockdale
Bowles
Directed bv Al Raboch.
Original story by W. C.
Tuttle.

Western,.
QUITE
please juveniles
will average
whicha good
There is good, light relief to the usual
Western appurtenances and Buck
Jones does well in the lead.
TO BE A LADY
Paramount.
British.68 minutes.
"A." Melodrama.
Runs
Dorothy Bouchier Diana Whitcombe
Bruce Lister
Jerry Dean
Charles Culluu
Dudley Chalfont
Vera BovIGetti Countess Delavell
Ena Moon
Anette
Pat Ronald
Justine
Florence Vie
Mrs. Jubb
Tony di byLungo
Manager
of story
Floriol'sby
Directed
George
From the
C. A. King.
Nicholson.
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you

that delightful feeling of calm assurance and immunity from
criticism that only the well-dressed woman enjoys,
distinction is easily within your reach — at prices that will intrigue
and interest you by reason of their modesty . . . and obtainable,
too, on a well-known instalment plan that is used by hundreds
of smart women,
on receipt of the coupon below we shall be delighted to send
you a splendidly illustrated catalogue and full particulars,
or better still, spend a little time in our showrooms and
see for yourself the difference that is made by clothes that are
exactly right.

"the country "
alengtii
swagger
in seven-eighths
with styled
capaciouscoatpockets
and a loose
collar line, lined with art satin. monthly
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lU/U
cashS/jgns.

" the
marjorie's
choice
apleats
fancytrimweave
frock "with10/6
collar
slimwoollen
skirt.
and jabot in contrast
crepe, side monUUy
inverted
cash 3>4 ftos.

'"P'he old story of the temptations
-I- of a big city put over in a modem
but unconvincing manner. Acting is
raode.rate and the wholly obvious
theme is indifferently directed.

core
(dept. p.g. 449)
33

old

bond

street

london, w.l
regent 0234
p- — — — — — — —post this coupon to-day
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send,
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Bing Crosby turns hairdresser
in this scene
from " She Loves Me Not,"
with Miriam
Hopkins.
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ASTREE
On
British

by E. G.

the

Sets

Cousins

B.LP's. Growth— £25,000
Worth of Settings — Meet
Karl Griine — Athene Seyler
as Queen Elizabeth — Dance
. Band on Tour
LL the fun of the fair is on down
Elstree way.
Thank Heaven we're getting out
of January — always a Doldrums
Month as far as film-production is
concerned; and to signalise this escape, B.I. P.
is plunging into what my small niece used
to call a "gorgy" of production.
Enormous place, the British International
studios, judged by English standards — and if
it comes to that they'd make most Continental
and some Hollywood studios look pretty
insignificant, too. If you saw the Chaplin
plant, for instance ! One biggish shed, not
even sound-proofed . . . but perhaps that's
not surprising.
Anyway, B.I. P. have now ten large sound
stages and one enormous silent stage, the
biggest in England, so that they could (as far
as space is concerned) easily have a dozen
productions in progress at once.
Actually, a few years ago (in 1931, 1 think
it was), they had eight productions on the
floor simultaneously. (Yes, Johnny Jones,
you're quite right — 193 1 was the great year
of nervous breakdowns among executives.
What a coincidence !)

Divide that by two and take away the number
you first thought of, and you are probably erring
just as far in the opposite direction.
Even at that, it's a pretty tidy sum to spend on
a couple of dozen palaces and courtyards and
harems and theatres and so forth, that will be on
the screen for an hour and a half altogether.

Made Over
Of course, some of these magnificent .sets have
been built out on the "lot," so will probably
be used for half a dozen other pictures before
being finally chopi>ed into little splinters to start
the power-house boiler.
You'd be surprised how good the Elstree painters
. and pajjer-hangers are at making a street scene
in Constantinople look like a street scene in
Morocco, or Seville, or Hollj'wood, or Chicago
World's Fair. It's a gift . . . which may explain
why so many art-directors are Scotsmen.
"Jock" Elder, responsible for the art-direction
at Elstree, is one, despite his Sassenach real name,
which is Clarence. He's certainly excelled himself
on this Abdul Hamid .stuff, which, being chiefly in
black-and-white, has provided some wonderful
opf)ortunities for impressionistic lighting. And
you may imagine Karl Griine has taken full
advantage of it.
By the way, don't pronounce his name to
No Quickies !
rhyme with "prune," will you? If you can't
pronounce it properly, what's the use of me
I'many^lad
they Why,
don't sez
attempt
kind ofsezthing
Esperanto at nightmore.
you? that
Because,
me. paying
school ? for
Tellyou
me to
that learn
!
M'hen a company allots only one floor to a
0<ld lad,
Groon.
are, now
you've
production, you can take it as fairly strong proof started
me doing
it. (There
I mean you
Griine.)
To see
him
that that production is to be a quickie. Little
on
the
set,
you'd
think
he
was
just
an
ordinary
inexpensive sets, built one night and ripped down
the next evening to make room for the next set. human being. He isn't. He's a director. If
don't know the difference, it's clear you've
You can't get the best results that way. No, sir. you
When I beetled down to Elstree this week, never been a studio publicity-man.
Abdul Hamid, for instance, was spragglcd over no
fewer than four sets — two in the sound stages A Famous Film
and two on the silent stage. One was in course
ff erection, two were being demolished, and one Very difficult to get to know, is Karl, because
whenever I'm introduced to him (whicli is pracwas in use. You couldn't do that unless you had
tically every time I visit the B.I. P. studios) he
a few spare stages to play about with.
bows beautifully (being Viennese), shakes hands
Tliey certainly have gone all-out on the art- awkwardly
(because these so mad Kngl'sh .seem
direction for Abdul Hamid. One know-all estilike shaking hands), murmers " Excoose . . .
mated to me that the sets alone cost ;^25,ooo. to
I must mv work," and sidles back to his retreat

behind the camera. Matey? No, yer right there.
But who
efficient
? Ah,
it ! isHe's
the
bloke
made
The you
Street,saidwhich
always
being quoted still as one of the films by which
films made
are judged,
it wasreally
a "silent,"
and
was
before although
most of you
began your
filmgoing.
In lact, I was surprised to find that Grewner
(ah,
that's
looking
man.getting nearer !) was such a youngOne thing I do like about him, ja ! He regards
actors and actresses as part of the tools of his
trade, just as much as the camera, and the sets,
and the, script, and the lamps are.
This is as it should be. The stage actor should
be creative, the film-actor should be responsive.
Most of the successful ones are — except a few
who direct themselves, like Arliss. Just imagine
what your Garbos, your Dietrichs, your Crawfords
would be like without direction. No, no, it's too
p>ainful.
Let's change the subject and talk about
Otto Kanturek.
Kanturek is the cameraman who photographed
Blossom Time and Those Were the Days. He is,
I am told, a Czech and proud of it, but he keeps
his pride in "czech." Earlier in life he had a
magnificent chest, but part of it is now hidden by
his trousers. .
He is now photographing Abdul Hamid; and
he and Griine form together perhaps the most
patient foreign partnership that has ever batted
on an English wicket.
When things go wrong, and there is one of those
hold-ups that everybody but me seems to accept
as inevitable and I regard as disgraceful at this
stage of our development, darkish-red-haired Griine
turns to black-haired Kanturek and says
philosophically: "Otto, ve vill vait"; and Kansays : "they
Ja, Karl."
And turekthen
wait.
Swastikated
When (iriine wants a little practice in his
native tongue, he can liave it with his leading
plaver, Fritz Kortner, which is convenient.
Griine, by the way, is a present from Hitler.
One
days I'm
to gettoa our
sound-film
of allofthethese
Germans
who going
have
come
studios
(Continued
on page
72)
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charmShe ischooses
always
at her best inofherrealhome.
Michel for her lips, and is sure that
they will be delightfully soft and
glowing from morn till night. Michel
is permanent and waterproof and
imparts a wonderfully natural transparent colour to the lips.
Light. Medium and Dark Shades.
Popular size 1/6. De Luxe 4/6.
Of Hairdreisers. Stores. Chemists, etc.
OSBORNE, GARRETT * CO., LTD

Lll^

STicr

''She*s perfectly lovely now!*'
Everj'one'.s beginning to talk about Mary's
lovely skin — and yet a few weeks ago she was
embarrassed by a blotchy, sallow complexion !
What's her secret? It's the same as that of
thousands of lovely women the world over — simply Oatine Cream. In a few days, Oatine
Cream will cleai^ and cleanse even the poorest
complexion — banishing all spots, redness,
roughness and blemishes. If you suffer from C
4S
a poor complexion — bring back the " Rosepetals" with Oatine Cream. If you are
blessed with a perfect skin — ^protect it with
Oatine Cream from winter's roughness, and
the grime and smoke of the town.
|

OATINE
CREAM
in 6d. tubes, or white jars 1/6 ev,*rywherc.
Oatine Powder Base, Face Powder and 3d.'^I
Cream, I
of Oatine
Soapiest Shampo
will bes sent
to all sending
OFFERo— Sample
[SPE
4d. inCIAL
stomps to The OATTNE CO., 328 Oatine I
Bu lldings, London, S.E.I.
J
CVS— 131

A RINSE— COLOR/NSE

glorifying every
shade of hair.

Obtainable from Boots', Lewis's,
Selfridges, leading hairdressers and
chemists. If your chemist does not
stock it yet send us his name and
address and we will send you a full
size Colorinse FREE. State shade of hair
Interesting Booklet post free from
PER f'ACKM
Nestle & Co., Ltd.
CONTAINIHr,
Sooth Molton St.,
London, W.I.

FOO
gets into your
throat. Put your
voice right with
DELIGHTFUL TO THE TASTE

now
only

4
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^RICH,DELICIOUS,IIUTRITIOUS,
j^aENERCY-PRODUCING
Creemy

Slab

lb/fee

What a feast for tuppence ! Four ounces of thick, luscious
toffee. The loveliest toffee you ever tasted !
And it's inore than a sweet it's a food! Full of rich
' creemy ' milk, " Paltn " butter and pure cane sugarwith a balanced proportion of energy-producing Glucose.
The best sweet that children can possibly buy and easily
the best value.
44
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since Hitler took charge, singing in chorus :
"Kind, kind and Gentile is he . . ."
That should be worth having.
Incidentally, Abdul Hamid is a joint production
of B.I. P. and the recently-formed Capitol
Productions, and it was the founder of the latter
who persuaded Karl Griine to come to London.
just the
as well
you don't have
to bother
tooMaybe
much it'sabout
pronunciation
of his
name.
It's Max Schach. . . .
How long would it take you to remove forty-live
moustaches and fit forty-five others?
The B.I. P. make-up department took about
twenty-five minutes to do it this week, which
really only works out at about half a mo

TOPICS

so happened that the script went right from
perIt mo.
a scene depicting forty-five Palace Guards of the
Sultan to one showing forty-five guards of the
Imperial Bodyguard. It also happens that in
the days of Abdul the Damned there was a
fashion of down-drooping moustaches for Palace
Guards and up-twisted moustaches for the
Imperial Bodyguard.
Economy

Here

is

JACK

BUCHANAN

in the costume he wears during
the Caranga number in
" BREWSTER'S
"
MILLIONS
which will open shortly at the
LEICESTER
SQUARE THEATRE
with laughs, music, girls, spectacle
and
]ACK

" Brewster's Millions
is a

I this
shouldn't
all surprised
the endandof
film, beheatgathers
a bandif, at
together
tours England for a while. It may depend on
the success of the film. A good deal seems to
depend on the success of films nowadays.
Opposite Buddy will be June Clyde, from across
that same Atlantic, and the cast will also include
Steve Geray, Magda Kun, Albert Whelan, Nat
Lewis, Fred Duprez (and, presumably, a cigar),
Pat Aherne, Hugh Dempster, and Peggy Evans.
Peggy was last seen in Colonel Blood, in which
she played the part of the young daughter of the
keeper
Shop. of the Crown Jewels — who, by the way,
was Hay Petrie, who has just completed a remarkable performance as Quilp in The Old Curiosity

"Drake"

Cast

While I'm on the subject of casts, let's have the
full muster of (as far as it's been chosen)
Drake, and get it off our chests.
Matheson Lang you know about, and Athene
Seyler. Then there is Jane Baxter. She is
playing Elizabeth Sydenham, one of the beautiful
young
girls telling
of Queen
don't mind
you Elizabeth's
they're an Court
eyeful)(andwhoI
becomes Lady Drake.
Helen Haye is Lady Lennox, whose chief job
in life seems to be putting the fe«ir of God into
the ladies-in-waiting; and there will also be
Henry Mollison (just finished with McGlusky the
Sea Rover, in which he has some terrific scraps
with young Jack Doyle. Tarva Penna, Allan
Jeayes (who is let off playing Charles II for once),
George Merritt, Sam Livesey, Donald Wolfit
(the man who was murdered in Murder at Broadcasting House), Ben Webster, Lawrence Hanray,
and (of course), Gibb McLaughlin.

A Queen Off-duty
"

and Dominions
Picture
Distributed by

N.B. — Don't forget to send your fifty
word postcard opinion of " Nell Gzoyn "
to Globe, British and Dominions Studios,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire, for a
FIRST PRIZE OF £5. 5. o. and
numerous consolation prizes.
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Buddy May Tour

BUCHANAN

at the top of his form

British

It seemed a pity, after scouring London for all
the biggest and most military-looking crowdmen, to let them get away merely because they
were wearing the wrong moustaches.
So B.I. P., with admirable economy, ripped the
face-fungus ofiF them and turned them into
Imperial Bodyguard with fierce-looking little
moustaches and a slightly different uniform.
But I wonder what they would do about
Bombardier Billy Wells, who happened to be
one of them? No amount of change in his suit
or hirsute adornment would disguise that mountain
of Maybe
pugilism.they went into a huddle, as they used
to regularly t\venty years ago, and decided that
it wouldn't be noticed.
I hardly think so, though, for B.I. P. nowadays
yields to no other company in its determination
to get things right.
Certainly that principle is being pursued with
Drake, which is now well under way, with
Matheson Lang in the lead and Athene Seyler jis
Queen
You Elizabeth.
remember Athene Seyler, I hope, in
Bloxsom Time, where she was the Grand Duchess?
Yoi' may also have seen her in a delightful scene
witL Binnie Barnes in The Private Life of Don
Juan, when she was the keeper of the inn and
Binnie was the serving-wench.
I'm glad she is to play Gloriana. She tells me
it is a straightforward part, without too many
"God wots" and "God's wounds," which relieves
my mind considerably. One of the excuses for
presenting historical films is that they serve (if
properly done) to show that human beings are
still human beings, even after the lapse of three
or four hundred years.

January 26, 1935
Instead, he has been touring with his band all
over the United States . . . and this, incidentally,
is what has made him a little more thoughtful,
given him a little more poise.

I haven't
seen Athene
Seylertellin me
her she
make-up
as Queen yetElizabeth,
but they
looks
very regal, which I can quite believe. She was
lunching in the studio restaiirant when I
encountered her, and you can't eat your lunch
over a ruff and wearing a stomacher — at least,
moderns can't. I don't know what Liz herself
did.
In the restaurant also was Charles Buddy
Rogers, whom I hadn't met since he was over
here some years ago, and we made contact at one
of those utterly impossible press-receptions, with
three doz^n journalists squeezed into an office in
which five pyeople would have seemed a crowd.
However, he recognised me again, or said he
did, which was just as useful. 1 must admit,
however, that I would have had some difficulty
in recognising him if I hadn't known that he was
making a film at Elstree.
He seems to have developed enormously . . .
gro\vn more manly, more assured, though he still
has plenty of the old charm, the old careless
gaiety.
He tells me he hadn't been in a film-studio for
a year until he started on Dance Band under the
direction of Marcel Vamel.

Young Jackie Short who plays the rSle of
" Govan " in " McGlusky the Sea Rover."
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business

NEGLECTED

woman

conquered
lassitude

and

sleeplessness
(Extract from a letter from a London Secretary)
" . . . I am in a secretarial pcsition, and
have a great deal of responsible work, and
there is inevitably a very heavy nervous and
mental strain. Until a year ago I was
subject to periods of overtiredness, with
the accompanying lassitude and sleeplessness which nothing seemed to banish . . .
Then I commenced taking Bourn-vita, and
found to my great satisfaction that it agreed
perfectly with my tired digestion and gave
me nights of sound sleep. I have continued with it daily, and ... at the end
of a period of prolonged strain I am
perfectly fit."

Last

THIS

ANilEMiA

OFTEN LEADS TO DECLINE
In no disorder is neglect more dangerous than
in anaemia. The first signs to be noticed are pale
lips and cheeks and a languid feeling. Then
follow headaches, backaches, and palpitation.
Anaemia does not readily yield to ordinary
medicines, but there is one effective treatment
that has brought back the priceless gift of health
to thousands of sufferers — girls once pale and
languid, but now hearty, vigorous, and full of life.
That treatment consists of a course of Dr.
Williams Pink Pills, which have the special power
of creating new, rich blood. This new blood
quickly banishes anaemia, and imparts the rosy
bloom of health to pale, pinched cheeks.
One who has proved this is Miss I. M. Jones,
of 9 Smith Street, Splott, Cardiff. She writes :
" For years I suffered from anjemia. I was
always languid, miserable, and nervou.i, and had
violent headaches. At la.st I tried Dr. Williams
Pink Pills, and soon my appetite returned. As
I continued with the pills my ailments vanished
one by one, and now my health is splendid."
You, too, can make yourself fit by taking Dr.
Williams brand Pink Pills. Of all chemists,
Is. 3d. a box (triple size, 3s.). If you do not derive
benefit, the proprietors will refund your money.
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like best

of all....

"I am 6o years of age, an age at which
a woman so often no longer seeks to make
herself attractive. But I felt a desire out
of pure curiositj' to try the effect of Creme
Tokalon
Skinfood
and
wrinkled
face. on my weather-beaten
Imagine my surprise wheii, after one month
of this treatment, people said to me : ' you
are getting younger.' Encouraged by these
remarks, I persevered and in five months a
miracle had been performed : everyone who
meets me declares that I appear to be a
woman of 40 or 45. My complexion is clear
and beautiful, slightly rosy, and I have
hardly
the suspicion of a wrinkle. It is
marvellous.
Judging by this, if all women would ordy use
your Crfeme Tokalon Skinfood, there would be
no
grandmothers."
Xote.mote
— Theold writer
of the above prefers not to
have her name published, but her original
letter may be seen. Crtine Tokalon Sltinfood
IS guaranteed under a forfeit of £1,000 to
contain the highly nourishing food ingredients
great specialists say your skin must have to
keep it clear, fresh, firm and free from wTinkles.
Use Cr^me Tokalon Skinfood Rose Colour at
night. White Colour in the morning. You will
be amazed at the improvement even overnight.
Results guaranteed or money refunded.
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CONSTIPATION BANISHED
MORE EFFECTIVELY BY A
CHEWING
LAXATIVE

Every day thousands of men and women
are^ding that the scientists are rightthat chetoing FEEN-A-MINT mixes the
laxative with important gastric juices which
makes it work more smoothly and naturally.
This is one of the main reasons why
FEEN-A-MINT is dependable— why there
is no griping, no nausea. FEEN-A-MINT
is delicious to take — it has a fresh, minty
flavour ... it is non-habit-forming ... a
modem laxative for people of to-day. You
need only chew FEEN-A-MINT for three
minutes. Heed the doctors' advice. From
all chemists — 1/3 a package.
Fpre QMIllrfct
CAftipi E andl}d.
Send your inname
mCB
stampsand (toaddress
cover
postage)
to:
White's
Laboratories
L;td.
t43 Thames House, Westminster, (Dept.
S.W.I . E.l),
I LIKE
FEEN'A-MINT'S
DELICIOUS FLAVOUR, AND THIS
CHEWING CERTAINLY MAKES A
DIFFERENCE IN
THE SMOOTH
WAY THE LAXATIVE WORKS.

Feen-afflint
onL/ Ck&WUt^ LAXATIVE

Letters from our Readers

Yeah!**

"Sell"

Pictures

says the Filmgoer
should remember that old saying about people in
ng
omier
bec
stated tiaat it was
ego
glass
tur
Pic
agot, for
rs &cul
Pat houses.
O'Brien mouthing quick fire Americanisms
twoglyyeadifl
Treasin
producers may
ABOUinc
be boring and unintelligible to home
nt
ere
ms
iff
fil on the audiences,
to sell ind
bat what must the emasculated English
strength of stellar names. After dribbled out by affected young beings sound like
rd
opus Sadie McKee, to American audiences? It sounds bad enough
seeing the Joan Crawfo
1 incline to the belief that it is just as easy. to us.
Ciive Brook, Ronald Colman, Elizabeth Allen,
The only good performance in this film
comes from Edward Arnold. The rest — Diana Wynyard, John Halliday, and many other
English stars working in Hollywood do not seem
including the great
to find it necessary to spteak affectedly. On the
other hand, one or two later arrivals cling to
Joan — gave me a
pain. Yet the house
their old accent lovingly; they do not seem to
was crowded with
realize that "ultra Oxford" is about as useful to
fans who had been
(t
their
career as an impediment in their speech.
It was noticeable in Springtime for Henry how
drawn there by the
the minced English of Heather Angel stood out
star's name. It is
against the almost neutral voices of Otto Kruger
the most artificial
and Nancy Carroll. — (Miss) f. Pellerin, 60 Pinner
mixture -as-before
Park Avenue, Headstone Lane, Harrow.
film I have seen in
the last year.
Mr. Thinker, the
Insulting** Trailers
audience, or myself
I
have
decidedkinema.
not to see
week's was
programme
at a local
My this
decision
brought
— one of us must be
about
by
the
repellent
way
in
which
the
salesman,
wrong. I award the
in the form of the trailer, presented the goods.
blame to the audiTwoThe pictures
where me;
"trailed,"
— bothon American.
ences who have not
Edward Arnold
first insulted
it reflected
my moral
carried out your
character and intelligence. The first scene showed
a Victorian damsel (by her appiarent innocence),
"increasingly diffiin a 1934 setting. She was succumbing to the
cult" statement. Stellar names still rank blandishments
of a palpable villain.
high. — R. Albert, Sheffield (winner of this
Succeeding excerpts made it apptarent that the
week's guinea prize).
heroine was going to be seduced and then we got
"To be seen at this theatre next week," leaving
a suggestion of a promise that the actual seduction
The "Clean Up'' Campaign
would be screetied; and leaving, also a nasty
With regard to the recent attempts of a few taste in the mouth.
individuals to "clean up" screen material,
Now, Americans have a reputation for salesmanI should like to protest at this usurpation of the
ship, but I think they should study their customers
here before offering us their goods. British
filmThepatron's
privilege.
prime rightful
motive of
film making is without over
film audiences do not require a sop to sensuous
doubt " the greatest entertainment of^the greatest appetites to drag them into the pictures. — J. A.
number" and it is this number which has the Flowers, 24 Vectis Road, London, S.W.iy.
right to criticise what it supports.
It must be remembered that films are formed
by the taste of the public and that in expressing Bergner*s Guarded Set
its disapproval of any theme or picture, the film Your contributor, E. G. Cousins, speaking of
away.
public has an invincible weapon — it can stay
Bergptier's refusal to allow "sightseers" on the
remarks : " I wonder how she would feel with
If this clean-up movement foils entirely, as I set,
a
thousand
people staring at her across the
think it will, it will be owing to the indignation
of the filmgoers en masse at their entertainment
He need not have wondered, really, because
being dictated to them. I say " Screen Censorship Bergner knew all about footlights before she
acquainted with arc lights. And so very
footlights."
belongs
to Screen
Supporters."
Agnes ofReid,
II Carnarvon
Street, Glasgow,
C.3 —(tvinner
the became
recently held theatre audiences spellbound by her
half -guinea prize).
acting in Escape Me Never.
Why then, her reluctance to be watched while
making
films?
'
?
I imagine that to her, a film is not complete
To Pluck or Not to Pluck
Why do film actresses persist in this practice of until it is shown in the kinemas. On the stage
having plucked eyebro-vs? I thought it she may put all the abandon, despair and ecstasy
would only be a passing phase, but it seems to be of which she is capable, into her acting, with only
here to stay.
her audience to reckon with. But so much work
in the studios is governed by technique which is
If they
have instead
to be plucked,
why aren't
hairs
removed
of the under
ones, the
as top
the
a drag
an actress's
between
former way makes the space too great
"The onset"
is merelyinspirational
a workshop,acting.
and we all
the eyes and eyebrows, and any physiognomist
know
the
saying:
"Fools
and
children.
. . ."
will tell you that that is a sign of lack of — Edith Chilman. Dibrugarh Lodge, South Benfleet,
intellectuality.
People of artistic temperament usually have Essex.
eyebrows,
well
come defined
under this
category. and I'm sure actresses
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
In Greta Garbo and Norma Shearer we have
What you think about the stars and films ?
two great stars whom, I am pleased to notice,
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
are not guilty of plucking, whilst on the other
hand, Claudette Colbert, Jean Harlow, Fay Wray,
£1 IS. and los. 6d. will be
and Joan Crawford, to mention a few, are robbed
paid for the two most interestof half their expression because of it. — {Miss) G.
ing, and 5s. for every
Evans, 34 Laisteridge Lane, Bradford, Yorkshire.
other letter published each
week. Lcners should be
About Those Accents
written on one side of the
the
of
n
complai
s
filmgoer
British
paper
and should
Many
American accent of some of the Hollywood
exceed only
1 50 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
stars. But until somebody takes in hand our
home produced ultra-Oxford accent used by so
Weekly," Ix)ng Acre, W.C.2.
many of our stars, the filmgoers in Great Britain
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CAMPAIGN!

Stay-at-home women, so the critics say, are lacking
in loveliness ! Are we to believe then, that only
business women are flying the beauty flag? Being
a housewife and a mother is a full-time job — ^we'll
agree — but there's still time for beauty. They say
we dress well, but our faces betray us as " stay at
homes." We're not careful enough about our
complexions. True, many women lack the beauty
wisdom necessary to keep their complexions iovely.
It is only when Husband says *' "What a pretcy skin
you used to have " that they begin to sit up and
take notice. Not that it's too late, even then, for
although you cannot permanently change the colour
of your hair, or your eyes, or change your features,
you can get yourself a new complexion.
And here's how ! Buy an ounce or two of Mercolized
Wax from your chemist and use this nightly in place
of your usual skin food. Gently and imperceptibly
the wax works its beauty magic, absorbing the faded,
neglected skin while you sleept revealing in its place
a fresh, youthful complexion, pink and white, petalsmooth. If you would add more loveliness to your
sum of beauty, give this treatment a brief trial. You
will be delighted with the imprff/emcnt in your
appearance.

Amami
care
means.

ovely

hair

Until you've tried Amamf

/

Wave-Set you don't know
how easy and inexpensive it
is to set your hair perfectly ^
at home. A few drops on a f
comb taken through the 1^
dampened
scintillating
Get your
fragrant

hair and soft,
waves are yours.
bottle of this
lotion to-day.

^^ »0«

'^^
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Wave
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TORTURE

OF

"NERVES"
Amazing Results of a Wonderful Drugless Treatment
for Nervous Disorders.
A Remarkably Interesting Book Given FREE to All Sufferers !
THOUSANDS of former nerve sufferers have blessed the day they
wrote for the remarkable little booklet which is now offered free to
every reader of this announcement. The writers of the grateful letters
below might never have experienced the glorious happiness they now enjoy
had they not taken the first step by sending for this unique booklet.
There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a
nervous disposition created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you
of the ability to reveal your real self; to develop your talents and make a
headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs you of the joy
of fix ing, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical
disorders.
Are YOU a victim of fear ? Are you tortured by the nerve-racking
terrors of worry, pessimism, and depression ? Are you a " bundle of nerves,"
obsessed by morbid thoughts and gloomj"- presentiments? Have you an
"inferiority complex," which causes you to endure untold humiliation and
embarrassment through being timid and self-conscious?
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send
at once for this book and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of
letting it conquer you.
Weak Nerves " Inferiority Complex " Stammering
Depression Self- Consciousness Blushing
Lassitude Groundless Fears
Weak Will
Insomnia
Morbid Thoughts
Worry, etc.

"George" and "Anne" are your
enquiry departments. The former
will be happy to answer any query
regarding films, the latter anything connected with household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both cjo The Picturegoer
Weekly. When a reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.

Let
\
\
i
\
\

H. A. H. (Yarmouth). — Cast : Scarface,
Tony Camonte — -Paul Muni; Cesca — Ann
Dvorak; Poppy — Karen Morley; Lovo —
Osgood Perkins; Gaffney — Boris Karloff;
Guarino — C. Henry Gordon; Rinaldo —
George Raft; Epstein- — Bert Starkey; Publisher— Pumell Pratt; .Anglo — ^Vince Bamett;
Mrs. Camonte — Ines Palange; Costillo —
Harry J. Vejar; Chief of Detectives — Edwin
Maxwell;
Managing
Editor — Tully Marshall;
Pietro
— Henry
Armetta.
Inquirer. — Betty Balfour, b. Mar. 27,
1903; S ft. 2 in., fair hair and blue eyes.
Films : Squibbs, Wee McGregor's Sweetheart,
Love,
LifeSomebody's
and Laughter,
Satan's Sister,
Ret'eille,
Darling,
Sea
Urchin, Blinkeyes,
Ciruiers,
A SisterTheof Six,
A Little Bit of Fluff, Champagne, Paradise,
Daughter of the Regiment, The Vagabond
Queen, Raise the Roof, The Brat, Paddy the
Next Best Thing, Evergreen, My Old Dutch,
and
22 thisSquibs.
year. (2) Glennis Lorimer will be

HoLT-JONES Fan. — (1) Jack Holt, b. May 31,
1888, Winchester, Virginia; 6 ft., brown
hair and eyes, married, has three children.
Hobby : polo. Latest films : Black Moon
and /'// Fix It. Address, c/o Columbia.
(2) Buck Jones, b. Dec. 4, 1889, Vincenes,
Indiana; 5 ft. 11 in., brown hair and grey
eyes, married; real name Charles Jones.
Address, c;o Universal. Latest films :
Red Rider and Rocky Rhodes.
READ THESE SPLENDID TESTIMONIALS-PUBLISHED
Schoolgirl Admirer of McCrea and
Weissmuller. — (1) Joel McCrea, b. Nov. S,
UNDER
A £1,000 GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS
1905, Los Angeles, California; 6 ft. 2 in.,
brown hair and blue eyes. Hobby : all
"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD " sports.
•* MY FEARS HAVE ALL VANISHED "
Latest film : Richest Girl in the World.
"Undoubtedly, Mr. Rivers, you have Address, c/o RKO Radio. (2) Johnnie
"
I
can
never
hope
to
express
my
gratitude
rescued meIt isfrom
life-long
torment
and
Weissmuller,
June 2, Chicago, dark hair
adequately to you. My cure means more to affliction.
indeed a blessing to mankind and eyes; 6 ft.b.2 in.,
me than life itself, it seems as though I have that there is one person
weighs 190 lb., married
who can rid humanity to Lupe \e\ez. Address,
been dead for years and have just come to
c/o M.-G.-M.
misery
and
suffering.
Conlife. It is really marvellous how my fears of such intense
Studios.
the almost inestimable benefits
have all vanished, as they were so firmly obtainable sideringfrom
your treatment, the fee is
established and of such a dreadiul nature."
INA. — Plates : Carl Brisson, Oct. 27, '34;
ridiculously low. Such a unique and very
Bing Crosby,
Sept.you10,mention.
'33. No centre
valuable
course
is
worth
its weight
in goldhun-!" spreads
of the films
The
following
case
is
typical
of
many
•• THE CHANGE IS MARVELLOUS "
dreds that have been successfully cured under
Crosby Fan.— (1) Release dates : She
the Rivers TreaimenI , even when all hope of a
" Although I have only been treating
myself forvel ous. Ihad
threeatdays,
Loves Me Not, Jan. 28, '35 ; Here is My Heart,
times theall change
the worstis markind cure had been abandoned.
May
20, '35; Ready for Love, Mar. 18, '35;
ofI was
fears,even
like afraid
going mad
suicide.
BEFORE TREATMENT
Chained, Jan 14, '35; Bulldog Drummond
to beor committing
left alone with
the
Strikes
Feb. 18, '35. (2) Casts : Ready
"For
yearsofI utter
have terror
suflered,
first for LoveBack,
children, as I felt afraid I might hurt them.
: Julian Peters — Richard Arlen;
years10 being
and the
torment.
Your treatment is just the thing for a case five
Marigold Tate
— Ida Lupino;
Goldy —"Tate
was so afraid I might kill my baby, as I Marjorie
like mine, and is, as I have said before, really Ilonged
Rambeau;
Joey Burke
Trent—
to kill myself to get away from the Durkin; Mrs.
Burke — Beulah Bondi; Judge
wonderful. Thank you again so much."
tortures which I knew were imaginary. Pickett
— Henry Travers; Aunt Ida — Esther
Morbid thoughts filled my brain. A great
; Mr. Chester Burks — Ralph
grief seemed to weigh me down and I feel I Howard
Remley; Sam Gardner- — Charles E. Arnt;
" HAVE SLEPT EVERY NIGHT "
am a prisoner shut in a dark cage, praying Caleb
Hooker
— Charles Sellon; Milkman —
God to let a ray of sunshine in. I am afraid
" I am pleased
to say
am getting
splendidly.
I did not
knowI what
it was onto I have lost all or nearly all hope. I've got Irving Bacon; Dean — Franklyn Ardell;
Farnum Carter.
— Fred Santley;
She LovesMrs.Me "Thompson
Not : Paul—
have a good Inight's
sleep every
before single
I had night
your so sick of all the various cures that I've tiied, Louise
treatment.
have slept
and
I've What
lost almost
to get Lawton — Bing Crosby; Curly Flag^ —
and my nerves arc much better. Many
better.
is thereall todesire
live tofor,want
for people
Miriam Hopkins; Midge Mercer — Kitty
thanks for your kindness."
Carlisle; Buzz Jones — Edward Nugent;
cursed with these fears ? "
Dean Mercer — Henry Stephenson; Mugg
AFTER TREATMENT
Schnitzel — Warren Hymer; Gus McNeal —
•• I HAVE OVERCOME MY NERVOUS
"I wantI knew
to thank
you
very much
forthem
the Lynne Overman; Frances Arbuthnot —
books.
the
moment
I
read
Allen; J. Torval Jones — George
••
FEARS
that you were genuine and utterly right in all Judith
Barbier; Charles M. Lawton — Henry
am thankfulset
toforth
say that
following you
the"I instructions
I haveby overcome
say.about
How the1 agree
in and
reference
to your
Kolker;
Mrs. Arbuthnot — Maude Turner
remarks
doctors
all
those
who
my nervous
blushing,
and I can
Gordon; Baldy — Vince Barrett.
now
face thefears
futureandwith
more confidence.
think they understand ! It is useless to try
Whereas formerly I used to worry till life
what what
your heartfelt
books meangratitude
to me — I
Interested
(Burnley).
— (1) Lowe;
Casts Jean
: Let's
was a burden, now 1 will be able to face and
you say
mustjustknow
in Love : Ken
— Edmund
—
whatever comes along with fortitude. The feel after years of living torture night and day. Fall
Sothem; Gerry — Miriam Jordan;
My thanks are inadequate, but my prayers Ann
course has been a very great help to me, and
Max — Gregory RatofT; Lisa — Greta Meyers;
I wish I had known of it sooner."
Linda— Betty Fumeas; Allen — Anderson
include the author's name."
Lawler; Forsell — Tala Birrell; Nellie — Ruth
Kvery nerve sufferer should send at once for a copy of my absorbingly interesting book, Warren; Svente — John Qualen; Composer —
Arthur
Jarrett; Agatha — Marjorie Gateson;
"Till Conquest
Fear Treatment
!" which describes
a simple,
inexpensive
Welch; Ray— Kane Richdisorders.
The ofRivers
has achieved
world-wide
success,home
and istreatment
covered byfor anervous
£1,000 Archie— mond;Niles
Star — Ethel Clayton; Secretary —
Guarantee of genuineness and efficiency.
Lorin Raker; Barton — Selmer Jackson:
A copy of this wonderful booklet, together with some of the most Garland — Charles Giblyn; Trent — Michael
VisarofT; Roland — Edwin .Stanley. Melody
remarkable genuine testimonials ever published, will be sent in a plain in
Spring : John Carddock — Lanny Ross;
sealed envelope, without charge or obligation. Send the coupon below (or Warren
Blodgett — Charlie Ruggles; Mrs.
a postcard) NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can Blodgett — Mary Boland; Jane Blodgett —
Ann Sothem; Wesley Prebbic — George
acquire strong nerves, robust health, and happy, confident personality.
Meeker; Herr Wirt — Herman Bing; Mrs.
Shorter — Norma Mitchell; Suzan — Joan
Cale;
.Suzanna — Jane Gale; Suzette — June
HENRY J. RIVERS ([^n r.G.3<)40 Lamb t Conduit St., LondoD,W. C 1
Gale; Anton — Wade Boteler; House DetecJackson.
(2) Ann
latesttive— Thomas
film is Kid
Millions.
WriteSothem's
to her
c/o Columbia.
r-FREE
BOOK COUPON-POST
NOW--1
A .Schoolboy Fan. — Claire Trevor, b.
I T* Mr. H. J. RIVERS (Dept.P. G. 34), 40 LAMB'S CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.C.I | Mar.
blonde hair and hazel
I
Please send me without charge or obligation a copy of your booklet, "The _ eyes, 58, ft.New3 in.York,Address,
c/o Fox Studios.
Conquest of l-oar."
|
Latest films: Dante's Inferno and Elinor
Norton.
.NAME
Wild Meadow. — Casts : Madame Spy :
Maria — Fay
Captain
P'ranckWeber
— Nils
Asther;
SchultzWray;
— Edward
Arnold;
—

76

George

John Miljan; Seerfeldt — David Torrence;
Karl — Douglas Walton ; Pahike — Oscar
Apfel; Peter — Vince Bamett; Sulkin—
Robert
Ellis; Chase;
Lulu — Mabel
Petroskie — Alden
Baum —Marden;
RoUo Lloyd;
Gen. Philipow — Noah Beery. Melody of
Life : Felix (the boy) — Lester Lee; Felix
(the man) — Ricardo Cortez; Jessica — Irene
I3unne; Magnus — Noel Madison; Hannah —
Anna Appel; Meyer — Gregory RatofT;
Birdie — Lita Chevret; Miss Spencer — Helen
Freeman.
Hepburn Fan. — (1) Cast : Murder at the
Vanities : Eric Lander — Carl Brisson;
Jack
— Jack Oakie;
BillWare
Murdock
—
VictorEllery
McLaglen;
— Kitty
Carlisle;
Norma
Watson Arme
— Dorothy
Stickney;
Rita Ross — Gertrude Michael; Mrs. Smith —
Jessie
Ralph;Sadie
HomerEvans
Boothby
— Chas.
Middleton;
— Gail
Patrick;B.
Dr. Saunders — Donald Meek; Nancy — Toby
Wing. (2) Katharine Hepburn, b. May 12,
1908, 5 ft. 3 in., weighs 105 lb., brunette.
Latest film : The Little Minister. Address,
c/o RKO Radio.
L. A. D. (Willesden).— (1) Robert and
Loretta Youi\g are not relateci. (2) Release
dates : The Secret of the Loch, Dec. 3, '35;
H^re
is Heart,the May
20, and
'35. "Sons
(3) " Who's
Been
Sun?"The
the
Sand Polishing
" are songs from
Camels are ofComfilms : Rome
Wife ing.in(4) Frank
Pawn,Vosper's
Dick Turpin,
Red Express,
Ensign,
Waltzes from Vienna, Jew SUss, Open All
Night, Blind Justice. (5) Casts : Lest We
Forget
: Capt.
Rayner
— Stewart
Sylvia Rayner— Anne
Yates;
Pat Doyle,Rome;
jun.
—Esmond Knight; Jock — George Carney;
Taffy — 'Roddy Hughes; Butler — ^Wilson
Coleman ; PatInglis.
Doyle — The
Tony Ghost
Quinn ;ofMaidJohn
—
Elizabeth
Hailing : Captain Holling — Noah Beery;
Lila— Astrid Allyn; Cliflf— Comelois Keefe;
Von Kessing — Gustav von Seyffertitz;
Major
— Edwin
Ralph Pope
DowneyMaxwell;
— BoothGrimson
Howard;——
Watson
—Lewis;
John Maurice
Sullivan;
Granny
Zefifie Tilbury; Edgar — Jerr>' Stewart;
Watchman- — -George Hayes. Music Hall :
George Carney, Mark Daly, G. H. Elliott,
Eve Chapman, Macari's Dutch Serenaders,
Jirrunie
Bryant,
Chester'sRaymond
Dogs, Gershom
Parkington
Quintette,
Harvard Kendrick
and Mortimer, Newell,
Debroy
3omers Band.
Studio Addresses
British Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Park. Middlesex.
.-XssociateJ Picture Studios, Ealing
Green, London, W.5.
British and Dominion Imperial Studios,
Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
British Internatiorul Studios, Boreham
Wood, EUtree, Herts.
British Instructional Studios, Welwyn
Garden City, HerU.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
British
Bucks. Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
Gainsborough Studios, Foole Street,
Islington, London, N.
Gaumont British Studio's, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
I^ndon, Hurst
W.12. Grove,
NettlefoldBush,Studios,
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street, Ixtndon, S.W.I.
Sound City Studio, Littleton Park,
Sheppcrton, Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios. St. Margaret's,
Twickenham,
American Studios
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios, Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
First National Studios, Burbank,
California.
Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210. Sanu
Monica Boulevard, Hollywaod, CaliMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
fornia.
City,
California.
Paramount-Publix
Studios, Hollywood,
California.
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City.
California.
Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City,
North Hollywood, California.
Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank,
California.
United .\rtiste* Studios, 1041, North
Formosa Avenue, Hollywood. California.
Universal
C \Iifomia. Studion, Universal City,

January zo, i^jj
Do

It!

An Infatuated
Gibl. c/o
—
Address
Mae West,
Paramount Studios. Latest
film : I'm No Lady.
Fan are
Club
Notice.—
Readers
invited
to join
the Stage and Film Fans
Circle at the Geneva Club,
42-43 Dean Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.l.
Full particulars will be
sent on application to Miss
Hazel tary,Bailey,
Secreat the aboveSocial
address.
G. B. Dell
(Southampton).
Dorothy
was killed in— a
motor accident while driving
home from a party in July
last. She was born Jan.
30, 1915, 5 ft. Si in.,
weighed 125 lb., blonde
hair and grey eyes. Her
films included : Wharf
Angel, Little Miss Marker,
and Thartk Your Stars.
O. S.15,— 1923,
JackieLosCooper,
Sept.
Angeles,b.
fair hair and blue eyes.
.\ddress, c/o M.-G.-M.
Studios.
Curious.Frank
Lawton -Addresses
and Edward :
Everett Horton, c/o Universal. Norma Shearer,
c/o M.-G.-M. Studios.
Jessie Matthews, c/o Gaumont British. (2) Edward
Everett
hobbies
are all Horton's
sports; Maureen
O'Sullivan,
tennis
and
riding. (3) Robert Donat,
Jean Muir, b. Feb. 13, 1911, New York; real
b. Withington, Manchester,
name Jean Muir Fullarton, 5 ft. 7 in., blonde
Mar. 18, 1905, brown eyes,
auburn hair, 6 ft., weighs
hair
and grey-green eyes. Latest films :
IbSlb. Address, c/o United
" Gentlemen are Bom," " White Cockatoo,"
Artnts. Next film : TAxVryNine Steps. (4) Jessie
" A Midsummer Night's Dream," " A Lady
Matthews, b. Mar., 11,
Surrenders." Address
Studios.cjo Warner Bros.
1907, London, 5 ft. 5 in.,
dark
hair
and
eyes,
married
to SofUiie Hale.
R. J. D. — Release dates : One Night in Farrell Macdonald; Briggs — Tally Marshall.
(2) Latest films : Carol Lombard, The Gay
Cairo, Sept. 11, '33; The Man Who Knew
Bride and Rhumba. Claudette Colbert,
Too
4, '35.
The Gilded Lady and One Woman, Elissa
films Much,
: BitterFeb.
Apples,
Don (2)
Juan,Myma
The Ley's
Black Landi.
The Count of Monte Crista, Enter
Watch, The Desert Song, The Squall, State
Street Sadie, Evidence, Hardhoiled Rosie, Madame, and Sacrifice. Gary Grant, Wings
in
the
Dark,
One Woman, and Crimson Ice.
King of the Khyber Rifles, Great Divide,
Cameo Kirby, Isle of Escape, Under a Texas Loretta Young, Caravan, The White Parade,
Clive of Ind'd. Lupe Velez, The Morals
Moon,
Cock ofo' the
the Duanes,
Walm, Bride
of theBound,
Regi- and
of Marcus. Carl Brisson, Be Careful Young
ment. Last
Outward
Renegades, Truth About Youth, Rogue of Lady. Harry Wilcoxon, Enter Madame,
the Rio Grande, Devil to Pay, Body and Soul, Shoe the Wild Mare, The Crusades.
A Connecticut Yankee. Naughty Flirty,
I. S.^ — -Cast : Disraeli : Disraeli — George
Rebound, Hush Money, Transatlantic, Skyline, Consolation Marriage, Arroivsmith,
.Arliss; Clarissa — Joan Bennett; Lady
Emma, Married in Haste, Dr. Fu Manchu,
Beaconsneld — Florence Arliss; Lord Probert
Thirteen Women, Animal Kingdom, The Mask — David Torrence; Mr>!. Travers — Doris
of Fu Manchu, A Night in Cairo, The Woman
Lloyd; Charles — Lord Deeford — Anthony
in His House, When Ladies Meet, Crooks in Bushell;
Hugh Meyers — Ivan Simpson;
Queen Victona — Margaret Mann; Duchess
Clover,
Night
Flight,
Everywoman'
s
Mem,
Manhattan Melodrama, The Thin Mem, Men
of Glastonbury — Gwendolen Loean; Duke
in White, Stamboul Quest, The Casino of Glastonbury — Henry Carvill; Foljambe —
Murder Case, Strictly Confidential, Wings in Norman
Cannon; Count Bosrinov — Michael
the Dark, and Evelyn Prentice. (3) Janet VisaroflF; Potter—Charles E. Evans.
Gaynor's latest film : One More Spring.
PiCTUREGOER FAN.— Previews : Rasbutin
Gaynor's
Fan.
(1)
Casts
:
F.P.\
:
the
Mad Monk, July 8, '33, release date Nov.
Ellissen — Conrad Veidt ; Droste — Leslie 4, '33.
Preview Cavalcade, Mar. 4. '33,
Fenton; Claire — Jill Esmond; Lubin —
release
date Oct. 7, '33. Preview Men Must
George Merritt; Photographer — Donald Fight, April
1, '33, release date Aug. 5, '33.
Calthrop; Sailor with Toothache — Alexander
Field; Sailor with Reedy Voice — Francis L.
B. B. (Streatham). — (1) Release dates :
.Sullivan; Laughing Sailor — Will Van Allen; Ladies Should Listen, Feb. 4, '35; Kiss and
First Officer — Warwick Ward; Matthias —
Jan. 7, '35.
(2) Address Lanny
Nicholas Hannen; Konrad — William Fresh- Make
Ross, c'oUp.Paramount
Studios.
man; Doctor — Dr. Philip Manning. Central
Airport : Jim — Richard Barthelmess; Jill —
S. J. B. (Surr<"v). — Cast : Alice in WonderSally Eilers; Neil — Tom Brown; Swarthy
Icmd : Alice — Ch<»rlotte Henry; Cheshire
Man — Harold Huber; Mr. Blaine -Grant Cat— Richard Arlen; Fish — Roscoe Ates;
Mitchell; Eddie — James Murray; Mrs. Gryphon^ — Wil1i'<m Auofin; WTiite Knieht—
Blairie — Claire McDowell; Havana Manager
Oiry Cooper; L^ncle Gilbert — Leon Errol;
White Queen — I^uise Fazenda; Humpty— Willard Robertson; Amarillo Manager —
Arthur Vinton; Man in Wreck — Charles
Dumoty — W. C. Fields; King of Hearts —
Sellon.
Alec B. Francis; Rabbit — Skeets Gallagher;
hair. (2) Janet Gaynor has golden brown
Mock Turtle — Cary Grant; Cook — Lillian
Harmer; Mouse — Raymond Hatton; March
M. M. (London). — Cast : Princess CharmHare — Charlie Ruggles; Duchess — Alison
ing : Princess Charming — Evelyn Laye;
Skipworth; White King — Ford Sterling;
Countess Annette — Yvonne Amaud ; King — ■ Frog — Sterling Holloway; Mad Hatter —
George Grossmith; ChuflF — Max Miller; Edward Everett Horton; Tweedledum —
Captain Launa — Harry Wilooxon; Ernest —
Tack Oakie; Tweedledee — Roscoe Kams;
Ivor Maclaren; Seegman — Finlay Currie;
The Joker — Baby LeRoy; Sheep — Mae
IvonofF — Ivor Barnard; Alakiev- — Frances
Marsh;
Dodo Bird — Polly Moran; Red
Sullivan; Louis — Dino Galvani. ManQueen — Edna May Oliver; Queen of Hearts
hattan Love Song : Williams — Robert Arm— May Robson; Doormouse— Jackie Searle;
strong; Jerry Stuart — Dixie Lee; Carol Caterpillar — Ned Soarkes; Leg of Mutton —
Stewart — Helen Flint; Garrett Wetherby —
Tack Duffy; Miss Simpson — Ethel Griffies;
Franklyn Pangbom; Annette — Nydia West- Plum
Pudding — George Ovey.
man; Phineas Jones — Harold Waldrige;
Pancake Annie — Cecile Cunningham; Joe
E. G. — Cast : Treasure Island : Long
Thomas — Harrison Green; Mr. Kenbrook;
John Silver — Wallace Beery; Jim Hawkins —
— George Ir\'ing; Gustave — Herman Bing; Jackie Coooer; Captain Smollett — Lewis
Stone; Billy Bones — Lionel Barrymore;
.Sam
—
Eddie
Dean;
Kingston
—
Nick
Copeland. The Millionaire : James Alden —
Doctor Livesey — Otto Kruger; Squire
George Arliss; Mrs. Alden — Florence Trelawney — Nigel Bruce; Ben Gunn — Chic
.\rliss; Bill Merrick — David Manners;
Sale; Mrs. Hawkins -Dorothy Petersen;
Pew — -William V. Mong; Black Dog —
Barbara Alden — Evalyn Knapp; Schofield —
Charles McNaughton.
James Cagney; Carter Andrews — Bramwell
Fletcher; Peterson — Noah Beery; Davis —
Italy.
Ivan Simpson; Dr. Harvey — J. C. Nugent;
G. D. — The Blue Squadron was made in
McCoy — Sam Hardy; Dan Lewis — J.

PERFECT

»foU

WAVES

HOME

WAVING

IIIXURIOUS
NATURAl
WAVES

IN

OUTFIT
DOUBLE
SET
POST FREE
After U$e

NHSMinutes
Every woman desires a head of beautifully
waved hair. Now you can satisfy that desire —
inexpensively, easily and without the bother of
Hairdressers' appointments or expenses. The
revolutionary
Waving
Outfit 'Wavatome'
will give YOUPermanent
deep and Homelasting
waves comparable with those produced by the
most expensive "perm" systems. Yet it costs
only 2/6 (Double Set 5/-) and is everlasting.
LOTIONS - NO BATTERIES
NO ELECTRICITY - NO STEAM
SKILL
- - - - NO RISK

6

2^

Nothing like the ' Wavatome' Permanent Home-waving Outfit has ever been
offered you before. It is NOT a mere setter, but a real waving system that
creates new waves from the tips to the roots of the hair in one simple operation.
In a few minutes YOU can duplicate the marvellous transformation shown in
the actual photos reproduced above.
Test the remarkable ' Wavatome' without risking a penny. Send P.O. for 2/6
(or 5/- for double set) with name and address to the address below. If not
entirely
satisfied,
return outfit within 7 days, and YOUR MONEY WILL BE
REFUNDED
IN FULL.
Send P.O. To-day to EMPIRE MANUFACTURING
54 FINSBURY COURT, FINSBURY PAVEMENT, LOhDON,

FREE

TO FAIRHAIRED

CO.
E.C.2

LADIES

Everyday invited
lady to
withsend
fair the
haircoupon
is tobelow for an entirely Free
Sample Bottle of HARLENE
Camomile Golden Hair Wash and
a Free Sachet of HARLENE
Camomile Shampoo.
HARLENE

CAMOMILE

fiOLDEN

HAIR WASH

K,.

is a dainty preparation which
doubles and trebles the beauty
of fair hair and gives it that
glorious
light-goldfascinatint;
sunshine
touch. Unbelievably
and beautiful. Just the thing for
hair that has become dull and
lost its tone. All fair-haired
ladies should try it at once and
enjoy its marvellous effect. All
chemists,
1/3, 3/- and 5/- per
bottle.
HARLENE

CAMOMILE

SHAMPOO
is the perfect shampoo for maintaining and preserving the
beauty of fair hair. It is a
tremendous boon to Fairhaired ladies which will enable
them, one and all, to possess
more glorious hair beauty than
ever. Not only is the shampoo
super-cleansing in its power, but
it preserves that NATURAL
Sheen and SHine which is the
essence of Fair Haired Beaut)'.
1/6 per box of 7 shampoos
(Single Sachets 3d. each).

r-2

FREE

GIFTS^

COUPON
Send this coupon with 3d. stamps
and vour name and address for
FREE SAMPLES
of 'Wash
Harlene''
Camomile
Golden Hair
and
"Harlene" Camomile Shampoo to
Edwards Harlene Ltd. (G.S.976),
20/26 Lamb's Conduit St.,
London, W.C.i.
[Stamp your envelope with a lid. stamp.)
TUi aif«r doei not apply to Iriih Pre* State.
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Weekly
heave

it to

Anne
"^HATEVER
your query,
^ whether it belongs
to the
beauty or the domestic category, Iam delighted to answer
it. Please enclose a stamped
addressed envelope for a postal
reply. I can give you more
space in a letter than can be
spared on this page.
"TBT
■•jfl
rw

5 MINUTES

AGO,

TIRED

i FELT

AND FED-UP-^

this luxuriously soft, fragrant bath, supercharged with active oxygen by 'a Reudel
Cube, has exhilarated me." There's quick
rest for the weary in Reudel oxygenated
water, and marvellous skin beauty, too!

Reudel
oxygenates

your

Bath
hath

Cube
Z'^GSCH.

on

THE worst of Winter Ills meets its match
in this safe and speedy remedy! No
matter how deep-seated the cough or how
stubborn the cold, you can safely put your
trust in Galloway's — the never- failing cure
that has proved its worth in countless cases
for over 60 years. - ^ j^^^^
^2

COUGH SYRUP
Sold by all Chemists d Stores
Price 1/3 & 2/6 per bottle.
P. H, GALLOWAY, I,TD.,
Qualified Cbemists
London, S.E.I".

AST week we talked of
for the too slim. This week
^®
considerthem
exercises.
On ^'^^
reading
over,
some of my more discerning
readers will, perhttps, remark that
these exercises are much the same
as those given for slimming.
That is true, and, strange though
it is, many of the reducing exercises
will have e-xactly the opposite effect
on the too thin.
I am an earnest believer in the
value of deep-breathing exercises at
whatever weight you turn the scales.
Stand in front of your open bedroom
window and do it for five minutes.
Close the right nostril with a finf^er.
Take a very deep breath, so that
not only the lungs expand, but the
abdomen as well. Hold the breath.
Then relea.se the right nostril, stop
the other one, and exhale the breath
very slowly through the right nostril.
Repeat, reversing the order. Rei>eat
fifteen times.
Breathe in again, this time with
free nostrils. Hold the breath.
Exhale it steadily through the
mouth. Repeat twenty times.
Take another slow, deep breath,
lifting the extended arms until
straight above the head. Exhale
the breath as they are slowly lowered.
Repeat ten times.
The Arms
Armsbe that
are too with
scragg>'exercise
may easily
improved
and
massage. Extend the arms at shotildor
height,
palmsround
uppermost.
them
round and
vigorously,Twirl
widening
the circles as the exercise procfe<ls.
An effort should be made to concentrate
the movement in the shoulder ioiuts.
This not only improves the upper
arms, but tends to develop the figure
and helps to fill out ugly salt cellars.
.Another arm improver is as follows :
Stretch out the arm .\t shoulder level,
this time with the p.ilius. down. Slowly
turn the whole arm froftv shoulder to
wTist
and of
hand
pa'mupj>erraost.
and the
inner sides
the until
arms art
This exercise wil' fill out thin shoulders.
Bend the elbows, holding the arms
lot)sely against the sides in the pose of
a runner. Move the shoulders with a
rotary movement, press them back and
push them forwards. On the backward
movement, shoulder blades should be
pressed together.
Scraggy Necks
Scraggy
unlovelyLet and
should necks
not be are
forgotten.
the they
chin
sag on the chest with muscles completely
relaxed. Then roll the head lazily from
side to side.
Next incline the head to the right
side. Place the left hand against the
left side of the head. Return the head
to an upright position against the
pressure of the left hand. Repeat in
the reverse order. Bend the head
forward and raise it against the pressiire
of the two hands claspetl against the
back of the head. Bend the head
backwards, and return t(> mirnial against
the pressure of the hands beneath the chin.
Massage
Massage
the neck
best performed^
with aof good
skin iscream.
Anoini
the hands with the cream, and lightly
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Maureen O' Sullivan includes a
deep-breathing item in her morning
exercises — such an exercise is
most beneficial
to the general
health.
clasp the throat. Then massage with
athecir^-ular
hands. movement, using the flat of
Mas^gethewith
olivearms
oil and
will
improvX
shapewarm
of both
legs. While a warm, soapy bath is
being takerk the bottle of oil should be
heating
warm
Then in
the a\asin
oilSinustof be
well water.
rubbed in,
keeping
up theSiuassagc
skin
has
absorbed
it alK Rinse till
with the
a warm
lather of soap, an<fy^^ drying apply
talcum.
Improving Legs
excr;ise.be Here
is a splendid
Legs
Lie
flat ma\'
on the made
floor. more
Raiseshathe right
leg
at rightinangles
the trxmk.
l^-t
it move
large tocircles.
Do this
inwards
and outwards. Repeal with
the left leg.
Still lying on the floar,-iais^ each leg
separately
as high
as lloor
possible.
evenly.
let it sink back
to the
slowly Then
and
Sit in an upright chair with the right
leg
over toes
the left
knee. upwards.
Extend
the crossed
feet with
pointing
Rotate the foot twentv times to the
right, then twenty limes to the left.
Repeat the exercise with the other foot.
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THEY

OO

of
SMOKING
When your throat becomes dry and parched through
constantis smoking,
it with way
an Allenbury's
There
no simpler refresh
or pleasanter
of avoiding Pastille.
throatirritation or of ensuring the fullest possible enjoyment
from your cigarettes or pipe, however much you smoke.
Try a tin to-^y.
Take

Weekly

care of your

throat— take

s
nbury
(Ille
ILLES
t^iPAST
From all chemists
m2oz.6' 4 oz. tins

^Ite Slott| of

DMRT
RTNSE
THE fust and best of all
Hair Rinses, restores
as nothing else will, the
natural colour of your hair,
enhancing its lustre and
beauty. Use with rinsing
water after a shampoo.
Made in 12 shades to match
any colour hair. Not a dye,
but a harmless colourative.
RINSES FOR
8
Uie alio GLORIA SOAPLESS
SHAMPOO POWDERS.
PRICE 44. EACH.
From Hairdressers, Chemists and
Stores. If unable
direct toto obtain, send
ROSEN WALD BROS.
27NobleSt., London, E.C.2
TWO RINSES cf^ SHAMPOO
■ ?tate Colour oF Hair ■
for ONE SHILLING Pest Free
NEW
NAILS
NEXT
WEEK 1
NG
BITI
Frc« booklet
sent BDder plain
tealcd 1covert
I
eiplaitu how you can owly,
Kcretly and parmaneatly cure yonrseli
of this obiectieoaUe, bceldi-endinxerinc
kabit. No aloe*, bo ante-rancstioa. New
FD-TEX LTD.
31, TheNJ.Broailway.
Crott(Detrt.?.),
Ejid. Loadon.
FOR GREY HAIR
SHADEINE
I< nfe, inlorlooK
rare mnd ; •Imple
one UqoM;
nothing
pemumentto omand ; wasti*bie
; 40
years*eolow.
repot »tSetion Medical
; Hold iaCtitlBcaU
All natunjenclosed.
Uot«; >t*t«
8m»llboUle8d,portlOd.: AT ALL CHEMISTS,
U4ilie,
poit or ghtddne Co., Dept.
aw ;pott
8/9, 1/6;
poet 2/6,4/3.
LuHOB,A., Si, WefikooiB* Srm.

Nature's most effective way of banishing colds and 'flu is by throwing out
the poisons from the system through the action of the
skin. Healthy individuals constantly exude an almost
imperceptible moisture. As evaporation takes place the temperature is lowered and feverishness reduced. ONE of the MANY
REASONS FOR THE QUICK ACTION OF ' ASPRO ' in banishing colds and
•flu is the fact that «ASPRO' DEFINITELY PROMOTES THE ACTION OF THE SKIN
—IT GETS RIO OF COLDS AND 'FLU BY A PROCESS OF ELI Ml NATION— NOT BY
SUPPRESSION. The understanding of this fact must indicate to all that 'ASPRO'
is a truly simple remedy acting on natural principles in its conquest over pain
and illness. In addition, after ingestion in the system, ' ASPRO ' is an antipyretic and an internal antiseptic. You can become quickly aware of its
antiseptic qualities if you use it as a gargle for sore throat. You will find the
relief is speedy, the soreness disappears and a clean healthy feeling results.
READ

THIS

CONVINCING

TESTIMONY

•ASPRO' consists of the purest
Acetylsalicylic Acid that has ever been ASPRO'FORCOLDS
known to Medical Science, and its
GO
claims are based on its, superiority. ACU
E.COI.DSUKE
MAGIC
Tyrie Bleachfield,
Dear Sirs,
Kirkcaldy, Fife.
For some time past I have been
GOLLIN &CO?'PTY.LTD. A M
O
^Cl
i
i
troubled
with
severe
colds in the
60
Warstones
Road,
Penn,
*
*^
BUCKS.
8L0U0H,
D«ft) : SLOUSH 6M
(•Aif ra'
Ttl«#hom
Dear Sir, Wolverhampton.
but
after
taking
aheadaches
friend's
No proprietary right is claimed in I am sending you a line to say how head
try went
'ASPRO' all
and
thetocold
Two
the method of manufacture or the greatly I benefited by your 'ASPRO*. advice
'ASPRO'
tablets like
are magic.
worth more
My
husband
was
ill
first,
had
a
formula.
ordinary
aspirins.
touch of ague and the lady at the than aI dozen
Made by ASPRO LTD.
am. Yours faithfully,
SLOUGH, England.
J. BURKE (Mr.).
shop recommended
your *ASPRO'
tablets
and he's working
now. I
caught
his
cold
and
'ASPRO
worked wonders for me, so I shall SAVED
AsprO
FROM
recommend them to anyone I know
«IC,T«AOf MAMK
that's gotYours
flu. very gratefully,
F. LANGFORD (Mrs.) INFLUENZA
'ASPRO'
AS A GARGLE
Two ' ASPRO ' Ublets in tour COLDS
QUICKOTBY
tablespoonfuls
Sir, 22 Sonthgate, Chichester.
excellent
gargleof water make an
I should like to tell you that until
for sore threat,
DISAPPEAR
a
month but
ago they
I hadhavenever
'ASPRO'
savedtaken
me
toosllltls, and
H.M.S. Danae,
from influenza. I am recommending
acts
as
America
&
West
India
Station.
deterrent
Dear Sir,
them to all my friends. They are
wonderfuL I have bought quite a
It's and
a great
to megreatto stock of them.
write
tell pleasure
you of the
not have written but felt
benefit I have derived from your so Should
Faithfully
much
better yours,
since I 've had them.
tablets. Many a time I have felt a
bad cold coming on, but after taking
DOROTHY M. SALTER.
asuddenly
couple disappears
of 'ASPRO'
and Itablets
feel O.K.it
again,cine ever
i think
it
is
the
finest
made, not only for medicolds
but many other things.
I remain. Gratefully yours,
CIV
F. J. WARNE.
TRY
' ASPRO
' FOR
COLDS
INFLUCNZA
HEADACHES
LUMBAGO
SLEEPLESSNESS
IRRITABILITY
NEURALQIA
NEURITIS
HAY FEVER
SCIATICA
GOUT
NERVE SHOCK
MINSPECULIAR
RHEUMATISM
ALCOHOLIC
MAL
A EN
WOM
^TO ARI
AFTER-EFFECTS
ASTHMA
TOOTHACHE
ILL LEttHK eiEMISTS AND STOKS STOCK INO DISPUT * ASPBO '

PRICES

3?

6-

ma
TO THE KIOMES
Two
simfrie
methods
'ASPRO'
to the
kiddiesofaregiving
: (a)
with a little milk; or (b) break
the tablet up and administer in a
teaspoonfnl of jam. The dose
is : children 3 to 6 years, V; tablet ;
6 to 14 years, 1 tablet; 14 to 18
years,
tablets.
' ASPRO
like any 1other
medicine,
should '
not be given to babies under
3 years of age without medical
advice.

Vz

2%
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Ida hupino and her famotis
father know what they like.
Have some Mars says
Stanley. And did she ? Ida
doesn't want coaxing to eat
such good chocolate as
Mars.

Thinking about her new
part.as Quiet
such
this are moments
very weU
come to our fascinating
stage and film star, most
of whose life is spent in

'Now for some physical
jer Vivacious Ida
kncm'N that charm and
personality largely depend upon the choice of
food and plenty of exercise

The final touch before a
shopping expedition— and
knowing Ida, we would
be prepared to bet that
one of her first purchases
will be Mars.
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Graven
•A'
/ like
best
are

Craven

because
cool

they

and

mellow

CRAVENA
ARE
THE

MADE

CORK-TIPPED

Pipe Smokers

SPECIALLY
VIRGINIA

CIGARETTE

TO

PREVENT

OF HIGHEST

QUALITY

SORE

THROATS.

# MADE

BY CARRERAS

LTD.

will derive a new pleasure from Craven "A" Mixture — in 2 oz. flat Pocket Tins — 2 3d
C.A.ISS.
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London
becomes

a

Screen

Capital
Internationalising Our Screen
—1935 mil Be a Star Year
— Mae West and Lord Byng —
Shirley's Unusual Contract
— Beauty, by Busby Berkeley —
Ramon Navarro's Future — How
the Stars Stand at the Box-office
' wm — 'HE policy of importing Hollywood
stars to British film studios has, from
time to time, been severely attacked
both from Avithin and outside the
industry.
PiCTUREGOER itself has never countenanced
tlie indiscriminate importation of so-called
'names," and this paper's outspoken
sores were, in fact, largely responsibleexpofor
stemming the flood of second-raters, has-beens
and never-wasers that threatened to swamp
our film lots a year or two ago.
We have always maintained that the use of
foreign talent can only be justified if that
talent is exploited, as it has been exploited in
America, to help build up our own industry.
By creating a bigger market for our fihns
it can create bigger opportunities for our own
artistes.
Need for Script Writers
The days when Britain was merely a home from
Hollywood's
surplus
unemployed
are home
over, for
however,
although
we still
have a
number of imported players in our midst who have
not been c^cially listed as Hollywood stars for
years, if they ever were stars.
The coming year will see more really international celelnities at work here than ever befc»e
in British movie history. It is with pleasure,
therefcMe, that
present this week's ^)ecial
Hollywood
Guest weNumber.
Stars like Jotax Barrymore and Manrice
Chevalier and producers like Ernst Lnbitsch and
Rene Clair should do a great deal to consolidate
the prestige already won for the industry by such
welcome guests as Conrad Veidt. Elisabeth
Bergner and Alexander Korda.
If it does nothing else, one hopes that the
presence of a plentiful su{^Iy of acting and
directorial talent will leave the hands of producers
free to tackle what is probably the most urgent
need of the English industry at the mcmient —
good script writers.
He Went Up to See Mae . . .
Now that Eddie Cantor has discussed beacons
with Mr. Hore-Belisha and Lard Byng has
go¥te up to see Mae West oae time, may we
anticipate a visit to Sir John Gilmoor from that
eminent authority on home afbuzs. Greta
Garbo.
Mae, in the meanwiiile, annfmTwoa that her
aoogs
in Nam
a Lady will be a little different
from her
usualI'mniek>dies.
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A charming study of Frances Drake, xoho mas for same time a toelcome
guest in the British theatre and is now headed Jor stardom in Hollywood.
She is to sing, sunong six numbors, a selection
from Delilah.
Camille Saint-Saens' famous c^ra, Samson
and
The star believes that she "has a voice whose
range
rarely
she
usnaUy issings,
and extended"
has includedbythethe
operasongs
excerpt
to give it a real "try out."
"
Has her"It
Mae
reasons
ior choosing Paul
gh gives
Cavanaalso
Cavanagh as her leading man in tl^ new

picture.
"I like new men," she says "I dcm't want a
man that the audiences see every time they enter
a theatre. They want something difierent, too.
And I want men with sex aj^>eal. Mr. Cavanagh
hasIf {denty
that." man to Mae West can be
playingof leading
accepted as fame, Cavanagh has gained recognition that is long overdue. A year or two ago, when
he was at Fox, the Cambridge B.A. and exRoyal Mounted policeman seem^ likely to achieve
majw stardom, but for some reason or other he
was typed as a fine young English gentleman in
society drama.
World's Most Unusual Contract
Probably the most unusual contract ever
written between a motim picture star and a

Long Acre, W.C.2.
Telephone: .
Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams:
ernwood, Rand,
Picturegoer, SouthLcmdon.
ON SALE EVERY
THURSDAY, 2d.

producer is the one recently executed between Fox
Films and five-year-old Shirley Temple.
It provides that the child actress will have
"comfortable and exclusive dressing-room faciliThis means a private bungalow for Shirley
Temf^, like other and older stars.
In fact, this bungalow is now being fitted up iii
(Hie of theCity
most
Movietone
lot. delightful spots of the great
The dressing-room, totally unlike any of the
others, will be decorated to conform with child
temperament
and wi!I contain a special schoolroom
ties."
where instruction of the young lady will go forward
even while she is engaged in studio work.
Special Food
The contract bars Shiriey from the studio
restaurant.
No longer will she dine in the
famous
Caf^ de Paris.
Her meals will be prepared there, but taken to
her dressing-rocnn.
This wOl stop- other players, executives and
visitm^ from petting and patrcmising Shirley,
which has happened before when she visited the
restaurant.
{Comtint$ed on page 4)
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The contract provides that the chef of the
studio restaurant must be ready at all times to
prepare such things as porridge, vegetables and
other foods suitable for a girl of five and in
accordance with her diet.
The agreement sets forth that Shirley is to be
au:companied at the studio by her mother, or by a
governess or companion if her mother is imable.
Competent medical advisers are to be famished.
And Toys
The studio is committed to furnish many articles
for her enjoyment and recreation.
Among those mentioned are a skipping rope,
a set of jacks, assorted dolls, sets of blocks,
picture
books, a doll carriage, rubber-tired scooter
and
others.
There must be holidays at given times of the
year and stipulated rest periods even when
making pictures.
Shirley's
will start
earnest
month,
her schooling
mother having
taughtin her
thus this
far.
She knows her ABC fairly well already, can count
her first hundred and spells small words.
She prints, but does not write. She is now
learning to tell the time.
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Look

Out

for Next

Week*s

Unique " Picturegoer "
Animal Friends of the Stars
Number.
Nextwill week's
Picturegoer
contain issue
as oneof ofTheits main
features
a lavishly illustrated section dealing with
film
"pets" and the screen's most
famousstar
animals.
This fascinating feature is something new
in film journalism. Don't miss it.
Order next week's Picturegoer now.

subject
the star's making
announcement
he will
become by
a director,
Spanish that
pictures in
South America — an ambition which, incidentally,
he expressed to me on his last visit to London.
There is also a possibility, I understand, that
Novarro may come to work in Britain on a
director-actor contract.
Ramon probably has a more enthusiastic fan
following in Britain than any other Hollywood
inasculine star, but as a result of a successicm of
indifferent vehicles his name has begun to lose
some of its magic in America.
What the Box-office Shows

by theinway,
reaches some interesting
'J/ariety,
conclusions
regard
to star ratings in
Britain as compared with the United States.
Box-office receipts for the past twelve months
rex-eal that the most popular Hollywood stars,
"continuity of beauty" — -symmetry of figure and outside the U.S. market, are : Eddie Cantor!
a personality that registers. If she has these, even
Norma
athe"less
than i>erfect skin" will not keep her out of Greta
Janet Garbo,
Gaynor, Marlene
George Dietrich,
Arliss, Paul
Muni,Shearer'
Clark
chorus.
In fault, Berkeley admits, reluctantly, perhaps, Gable, Claudette Colbert, Ronald Colman, in that
that about twenty per cent — one fifth — of all tiie order.
Edward G. Robinson is quoted as being a
Berkeley girls in his choruses have freckles.
particularl
strong draw in the British Isles — a
So, for that matter, have any number of well- statement ythat
is at variance with the views of
known feminine stars, including Constance Cum- most
of
the
exhibitors
I know. Ann Harding,
mings, Mjnrna Loy, Barbara Stanwyck and Bette
Davis.
the report further states, "means practically
Berkeley Defines Beauty
This is considered no handicap in pictures
That connoisseur and glorifier of feminine because make-up covers even the most pronounced nothing in England."
loveliness. Busby Berkeley, weighs in with the freckles. Bow-legs or knobby joints, for instance, How They Stand
are a much more serious beauty fault than
latest definition of beauty. He should know.
Are own
you stars
interested
how of
the the
studios
rank stellar
their
Beauty, according to Mr. Berkeley, is not just scattered pigmentation, in Berkeley's opinion.
as a inresult
annual
stocktaking
?
"Real
beauty,"
he
rep)eats,
"is
a
matter
of
"skin
It is,than
instead,
"bone deep" — more a continuity between features and figure, a sense of
matter deep."
of contour
of complexion.
Norma Shearer wins the box-office stakes at
"The idea that beauty is only skin deep is a symmetry when first seen and a 'certain some- M.-G.-M. Mrs. Thalberg is followed by Wallace
thing'
which
we
have
always
called
personality.
legend of the dark ages," he avers, "when women
Beery, Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and William
wore
twenty
petticoats
and that
a queen
wasn't All of these go more than ' skin deep.' There is no Powell. Greta Garbo, a prestige rather than a
supjjosed
to have
legs. Now
the feminine
truth in that old saying. No truth at all."
ticket-window star, fills the fifth place.
figure goes practically uncamoufla^ed, skin-deep
At Paramount, Mae West, of course, heads the
Novarro
to
Retire
?
beauty
isn't enough."
parade, followed by Bing Crosby, Gary Cooper,
The famous
dance director has compiled a long
George Raft, Claudette Colbert and W. C. Fields,
list of new beauty requirements by which he Will Ramon Novarro retire from the screen at who
has since earned promotion.
the conclusion of his present contract with
selects the girls for his pictures. It is no longer
Miss West, it is revealed, "did not bring home
enough to have a pretty face or a pleasing figure. Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer ?
To get a job now a girl must have what he calls
Weight is given to recent rumours on the so much bacon to the company as she did the year
Hollywood opinion is that she must get away
from her present type of picture.
Claudette Colbert as she
Sensation
of the Year
appears
Murray within Fred
her Macnew
before."
Margaret
Queen Ken
of
picture, " The Gilded
UniversalSullavan
City, is
withundisputed
Buck Jones,
Maynard, and Chester Morris far behind.
"The box-office sensation of the year was Shirley
Temple. Fox picked her up, put her in Stand Up
and Cheer, and discovered it had a gold mine.
Shirley is now running Will Rogers and Janet
Gaynor
Movietoneclose
City. for the box-office leadership of
Lay."
Katharine Hepburn is Radio's most important
star, followed by Wheeler and Woolsey, Ann
Harding, and Richard Dix.
Joe E. Brown heads the popularity poll at
Warners. Cagney is second, Al Jolson third,
Kay p-rancis fourth, and Dick Powell fifth.
Rains Returns
Had a cocktail the other evening with Claude
Rains, who is back here working in The
Clairvoyant for Gaumont-British.
There is nothing sinister about Rains off-screen.
He has a sense of humour and the heartiest and,
probably
ever met. loudest laugh of any film actor I have
Rains, like Arliss. achieved his greatest stage
fame in America. It is ten years since he worked
here, although, he told me, he returned to Britain
for a holiday a few years ago.
was once
a callboy
at Hisstage
Majesty's
Theatre
andHe later
became
assistant
manager
for
Sir Herbert Tree.
Catching
There must be something catching about
wearing wedding dresses in motion pictures,
the sentimental Universal press boys have discovered.
Heather Angel wore a wedding dress in a scene
in Romance in the Rain. A few days later she
eloped
married. to Arizona with Ralph Forbes and was
Margaret Sullavan recently wore a wedding
4
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dress in a scene in The Good Fairy on the same
sound stage at Universal on which Heather wore
hers. Now Margaret has slipped away to Arizona
and married her director, AVilliiun Wyler.
Universal production officials are looking over
the future stories carefully now to see if there are
any more wedding scenes. If there are, they
will probably cast married women in the parts !
Miss Sullavan admitted that she requested
Justice Freeman, who married her to William
Wyler, to leave ihe word "obey" in the marriage
service. "After all, he is my director as well as
myThere
husband,
I must obeysequel
him,"to she
was asomelancholy
the explained.
romance.
Mr.
Wyler
doesn't
work
at
Universal
any
more.
His differences with the company, it is stated,
arose among other things from the length of time
taken on his last picture, Jind, specially, repeated
shots of Margaret Sullavan.

Weekly

Kinema Couplets
The Kinema Couplets competition has been
good fun while it lasted, but I am afraid we
shall have to close it down after our next issue.
I have one or two other competition ideas in
mind
to replace
"Couplets"
know about
them next
week. and will let you
the meanwhile,
tiiis week's2 half-g^uinea
prize
is Inawarded
to Mrs. Whittles,
Spotland Road,
Rochdale, for
She:— Wanted a Millionaire
Great Expectations
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :—
Miss C. Moss, 10 Lake Road, Fairhaven,
Lytham-St. Behold
Anne's, My
Lanes.,
Wifefor :—

The Party's Over
Miss Jean Weston, 3 Wolseley Road, Swilly,
Plymoutii, for
:—
Housewife
Dirty Work
TeachiT^ Actors to he Crazy
D. M. Young, 32 Friar Street, Craigie, Perth,
The height of something or other seems to have
Murder on the Blackboard
been reached at Paramount, where they now
Finishing School
have a brain specicilist to teach the actors how to for :—
Mrs. F. Co<^r, 32 Elmdene Road, Plumstead,
be crazy !
Dr. Samuel Marcus, famous psychiatrist, has S.E.18, for :—
Footli^t Parade
been signed as technical adviser on Private Worlds,
We're Not Dressing
based on the novel by Phyllis Bottome, which
tells a love story ag^ainst the background of an
Short Shots
asylum.
Dr. Marcus's duty will be to see that various Joan Blondell returns to the screen in Travelling
repressions and complexes are brought out in the
Sales Lady — M.-G.-M. financial experts reckon
characterisations.
the
cost
of Norma
twelve-month
retiremait
in the
cause ofShearer's
motherhood
at three million
Private Worlds will have a four-star cast. Joan
Bennett and Charles Boyer have already been dollars — Hollywood has, believe it or not, a
Sewing Circle and Ariine Judge is President —
signed fcM" two of the principal roles.
Kaths^ne Hepburn is taking dancing lessons —
Hollywood is boosting Evelyn Laye as the
A Correction
"champagne blonde" — Alice Faye only has on«
meal a day — Mae West denies that she was ever
My colleague, Mr. E. G. Cousins, writes: "A a "Burlesque Queen" — Bing Crosby receives an
number of readers, knowing my profound average oi 7,000 fan letters a month — Carl
admiration for Alexander Korda, have been Brisson has a cigarette case given him by Rasputin
puzzled by my recent remark in my column that — ^Lyda Roberti was once a waitress.
'London Films generally correct their mistakes
just in time — usually with another mistake.'
Makxr^ Small Rooms Larger
" As it stands, of course, it's just plain nonsense I
Originally, however, the final wtwd wore a per- " T wish thestt rooms were larger" is a remark
X one hears so often. But dul you know that
fectly good set of inverted commas, to indicate
that what Korda's critics regarded as a mistake there are ways to increase their size at very ^igbt
usually turned out to be nothing of the sort.
expense? If structural alteratioas present diffithen colour, fabrics and furnishings may
"The commas fell off somewhere, and left me be used culties,
in such a fashion that a small room seems
standing in the pilkary — ^from which I now gracefnHy extricate m5rself ,
to gain surprisingly in size.
Read the. " IdealvHome," now on sale, a number
"Thanking readers one and all for their kind
att^tion, and if anyone cares to send me a pair devoted specially to alterations and improvements in the small house.
of silver-mounted inverted commas, same will be
MALCCH^M D. PHUXIPS
•qipreciated."

Yes, it's Bing Crosby — as you toiU see him in
" Mississippi." W. C. Fields and Joan Bamett an
also in the picture.
5
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Joel has been in the news
of late as a result of
oel
raying "Jno " to the
tierr and
Josef relinquishir^
von Stemberg
his role as Marlene
Dietrich's leading man
in "Carnival in Spain."
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-rjj- CAME to England on a very long
rfl promised holiday, intending to stop
Ej| about a fortnight. In fact, I only had
I didn't
that I period.
money for
enough anybody
know
when
came over.
Directly I reached England I was
immediately interviewed by a reporter, who
asked me why I had come over. I replied
quite naively and truthfully, "for a holiday."
He then said, "Would you consider making
films over here?"
I said I had never refused a film, and with
that the interview ended, and I thought no
more about it. Imagine my horror and
embarrassment when I arrived at my hotel
and picked up a paper and saw on the front
page a headline, " Laura la Plante comes to
England to look for a job."
Irving Asher, my husband, has known me
since I was i8. When I came to England in
1933, he was already over hete, and I, naturally on arrival at my hotel, seized the
telephone to ring him up. I was astonished
on picking up the receiver, to find him already
being put through to me.
I spent six months in England before going
back to America. I returned to England in
February of last year and six months later
Irving and I got married.
Although I am very fond of England.
I naturally like America best, and it was
not until I had some of my furniture sent
over here that I began to feel at home. Till
then I felt as if I were camping out.
I shall be staying in England for at least
three years and probably five, according
to the terms of my husband's contract. My
husband loves England and is often accused
of being too pro-British.
I am due to make four films during the
next year.
People over here often say how much better
equipped American studios are compared
with yours, but I can honestly say your
studios are every bit as good as ours.
All your stars, without exception, seem to have
graduated from the stage. I don't know the reason
for this,
with
new unless
talent. the directors don't like to gamble
In America they go out of their way to make
stars. If they find a girl or a boy who has a pleasing
personality and voice, regardless of acting ability,
they will find stories to suit that personality
and
will iam
go on
"plugging"
accepts
or her
as a star.him until the public
I think that, although com{>etition is so great
in the American film industry, if a boy or g^rl
has any aptitude for the screen, their chances
of making good are greater than in Britain.
During the last year or so Britain has turned
out some very fine films, quite equal to ours.
Rotm Express, I remember had a very successful
run in Hollj-Tvood, and I have heard that the
Private Life of Henry VIII was also very well
received.
I have often been asked what novel parties I
attended in Holljrwood.
The most novel was one given by Carl
Laemmle, jun. All the guests had to come dressed
A new study of thr
fascinating star toho is
a toelcome addition to
our studios.

Weekly

-we

f
Cory Marshj Barry Clifton and Laura La
Plante in " The Widov^s Might," tokich has
recentfy been trade shown.

Am
'\.auraX2i

PLANTE
"\WHO came to England to
fortnight
's holiday
and spend
is noic alikely
to stay
in this
country for some time.

either as the performers or spectators at a circus
in the period of 1904. In the garden was a huge
marquee in which a real circus was performing
and the food was served from stalls.
Most of the parties, owing to the climate, are
outdoor ones, tennis, swimmLag, golfing are all
very p>opular. So axe costume parties.
Amongst the many famous Hollywood hosts
and hostesses, Marion Da vies probably entertains
theFredric
most' lavishly
at her
mansion.
March and
his wife
are excellent hosts
and always seem to choose guests so that they fit
in OTie with another. One could go on mentioning
stars noted for their original methods of entertaining— there is Mary Rckford, the late Lilyan
Tashman, Colleen Moore and Edward Hortoa, all
wonderful hosts.
Another type of party that is very popular is
Sunday
morning
This usually
means breakfast
you stay theabout
rest of11the o'clock.
day.
There is an actor in Hollywood who has turned
caterer and specialises in English food. He
makes a good imitation of Devonshire Cream and so
occasionally we have English breakfasts with
kippers, and strawberries and cream.
Edward Horton occasionally holds a number of
these parties at his ranch some 15 miles outside
Hollywood.
When I first acted in England I found audiences
a little reserved. I seemed to hear them say,
"Let us wait and see what she can do before wc
applaud." But after tl^t I found them very
I go to the pictures as much as possible. I think
appreciative.
it is good for you. Even if it is a bad film, it is
interesting to find out why it is bad, and know
what not to do yourself.
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Fred Astaire vnth Ginger
Rogers in ** The Gay
Divorce," in which his
dance "The Continental"
is a feature.
ecret

s

(f
/7

DANCI

hy

FRED

A portrait study
of the debonair
star who nised
is recogas the
world's best
dancer.
"rir^>. ANCIXG is one of the world's greatest
Rl! I relaxations. Millions of people step
Fa y on to the ballroom floor with only
JImL^ thoughts of sheer enjoyment in their
minds. And to them, dancing is one
of the grandest of pastimes.
But they don't dance in the way professional exhibition dancers do — in the way I
do.
There is a world of difference between the
two types. I have heard snccessfnl authors say
that a good story is ten per cent inspiration
and ninety per cent perspiration. For dancing,
just raise the work percentage five, or even
eight points.
I have been dancing since I was five years
old. A very mathematically-minded young
man in the studio persuaded me, during the
making of The Gay Divorce, to try to work out
how many miles I had danced during my
stage career. I gave him a few facts, and he
sat doWn with paper and pencil. He looked
up when he had finished.
"You've danced over loo.ooo miles," he
announced solemnly.
I could well believe him ! Dancing requires
more rehearsal than anything else in the
actiqig profession. To bring the Continental
to the iscreen — it is featured in The Gay Divorce
— Ginger Rogers and I rehearsed over a
hundred hours. This was for the work we

ourselves did for this number
alone, and doesn't inclnde the
hours we spent rehearsing the
various other dances in the picture.
That hundred hours' rehearsing
boiled down to a performance
of less than four minutes on the
screen !
"The Carioca," which Miss
Rogers and I introduced in Flying
down to Rio took almost as long to rehearse.
It's pretty hot in California, let me remind
you. I had to have three or four changes
of underwear a day while rehearsing that
number.

the stage, I often used
up onscreen
brought that
Being
to consider
actors had an easy
time of it. Three or four films a year ? Pah,
nothing !
I was wrong, though. I have discovered that
since becoming a film actor myself. I am even
unluckier than most, for screen dancing takes up
even more time than anything else.
I am semble
not workquite
whether
solo work
or enis thesuremore
difficult.
Each has
its
own peculiar problems.
They are ones with which the stage dancer is
fortunately never confronted.
For instance, when I was doing one of my first
solo turns for the screen, the director carefully
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the same each time, otherwise the different shots
cannot be matched up.
I have watched numerous dance scenes being
filmed in the studios, of course — not only for my
own pictures, but for other films as well. And yon
can take it from me that no girl has a harder job
than a movie chorine. Her hours are long, and
her work is arduous from the moment she starts
the
last shot.to the time the director calls "Cut" on
rehearsing
With the introduction of colour, things are
becoming even worse for her. Colour filming means
two or three times as much lighting power, and
therefore two or three times as much heat from
the bla/ing arc lamps.
The make-up man spends literally hours a day
powdering the bodies of the girls so that the heat
will
not make them shiny in front of the
cameras.
One make-up man at the Radio studios, incidentally, hit upon a grand idea for making-up chorus
dancers. Instead of spending a long time making
up every figure individually, he got all the girls
to line up in front of him, and he sprayed them all
with a new type of make-up !
Dancing is playing a more and more imp>ortant
part on the screen. It is becoming the thing to
have a big dance number as the piice tU resistance
of a musical picture. This entails a tremendous
amount of work, and several thousand pounds
will be spent on this scene alone.
One thing to be considered is the mn.sic itseU.
The number has got to be a smash-hit. The
studio daren't take chances. Somehow, there has
got to be found a tune that will be played, hummed
and whistled throughout the world on its own
merits, and not through "plugging." No amount
of plugging can make a bad tune a hit.

Offendir^ a musical

Tune after tune, tune after tune, is written,
matter. forA
Exjwnsea doesn't
tested,
small fortune
a song-writer
pay rejected.
will and
studio
the right thing. But it has got to be a tune that
will set every foot tapping — something like "The
Carioca," which, long after the production and
release of Flying Down to Rio, is still being played
and humm«l everywhere. Or something like
"The Continental," in The Gay Divorce, which has
a new s\ving about it that is making it a dance
hit without any assistance from the publicity
departments.
In fact, the bands got hold of this tune before
the picture wels ready for showing. The company
really didn't want it played too soon — ^but it
became popular at once, and the dance bands
for it.had to respond to the public's demand
just
The music supplied, the actual steps have got
to be worked out a long time before the picture
starts production. I was a month planning my
numbers for the picture on which I am now working, Roberta, and Ginger Refers and I spent many
a day, from nine o'clock in the morning until five
or six o'clock at night, rehearsing our big number
alone.
Then there is the question of choosing the
chorus dancers. Believe me, picking dancers for
the stage is as simple as scrumping an apple off
ascreen.
tree as compared with selecting them for the
For a film dancer has got to be a show girl as
well as a chorine. Her features have got to please
warned me about the space in which I was allowed not only the dance director, but the camera as
to dance.
well. It is by no means unusual for a thousand
"Whatever you do," he said, indicating some girls to be interviewed for one film.
roughly-drawn chalk marks on the studio floor,
A lot of people ask me if I consider that dancing
"don't go beyond these lines, otherwise you'll be will remain popular on the screen. WeU, I am
certain that it will. There was too much dancing
outTheof focus."
number in question was one of those usual in the early talkies, and producers thought that,
fast-moving affairs of mine, and before I'd got because the public was surfeited with this type of
half-way through, I had clean forgotten the entertainment, it didn't want it at all.
Filmgoers themselves were re^)onsible for the
director's instructions. I was concentrating wholly
on the steps. They were all that matter«i to me return of dancing. They asked for it, and, having
then.
got it, theyareare
asking
more. Elaborate
making
big for
money.
I heard the director call out something, but I "musicals"
My fan mail from filmgoersconsists very largely
didn't catch what it was, and I went on with the
dance. When I finished, hot and breathless, the of congratulations on my dancing numbers. And
director and cameraman were grinning from ear the big ensembles are the cause of numerous congratulatory messages.
to ear.
"That," said the director sweetly, "was a
But the dancing has got to be original and
helluva lot of good work for nothing. Didn't you entertaining. Filmgoers will not stand for the
hear me call 'Cut' ? You kept crossing that chalk same stuff over and over again, and this is to a
line so many times that you might have been great extent responsible for making film dancing
having a skipping game ! Now, when you're ready, such darned hard work.
we'll take it again. . . ."
Since being in Hollywood. I have come to the
conclusion that screen acting is no job for a lazy
work, cind
theretrick
haveangles.
to be "Asclose-ups'
as For
well ensemble
as long shots
a result,' person at the best of times.
a scene has to be shot over and over again, and
that dancing isn't. I just happened to
whatever happens, the steps have got to be exactly takeI know
it up before I knew any better !
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QANTOf}
" -TTM— >.UNILLO,"
1 said politely, but
firmly, "I'm going to interview
rj^^ you."
rl
We always call him Punillo.
JiM.
it? But
it's
aSounds
name funny,
full ofdoesn't
sentiment
for the
Cantor family. It's our pet name for dad —
mother's in particular.
Years ago in vaudeville he used to appear
on the same bill as a trained dog act. There
was a cute little Mexican bulldog in the group.
His name was Punillo. He had a thin, narrow
face with great big brown eyes. He looked
just
since.like dad. We've called dad Punillo ever
' Punillo," I repeated less politely but more
firmly, "we've got to get down to this
interview. Your public ..."
Finnness was necessary, I'm telling yoa.
Dad was wandering round this room mormuriag brokenly something about three thousand
autograph books, a hundred reporters and
Et tu, Marjorie. (Some Latin wisecrack he
picked up in Roman Scandals, I guess.)
"Besides," he added, "you can't interview
me. you aren't tough and you haven't got a big
notebook. All reporters are tough and have
big notebooks. Ask Sam Goldwyn. Oh well,
take girls, for instance "
"But,"
objected,
aren't time
interested
in
your
views I on
girts. "people
At the proper
and the
proper place, no doabt, but at the moment the
public, for some reason or other, is anxious to
hear your impressions of Britain. You've been
here. You know."
"Oh, yes. I know the answer to that cMie. Yoa
say,
'I think
wtmderfol.'
Seriously,
though,your
you policemen
can tell themarethat
our visit
has been a revelation.
1 started acquiring hitherto undiscovered
relatives with my first screen success and the
number has pMrogressed in ratio with my prosperity,
but I did not know I had so many real friends here.
"So farpeople
as I am
legend thatis
British
are concerned,
cold and the
unemotional
shattered ior ever.
"Britain, or London, at least, has changed
a great deal since I was here ten years ago.
And I don't mean the Belisha beacons in the
streets.

a(
is
Jpo/
LONDON

ter
daughmes
tary-beco
, who
oriesecre
his
j^yMarj
" Pictwregoer' s " Guest Interviewer for the occasion.
don't have to take that seriously. He has
enjoyed every minute of his visit. And he
did find time to stock up his wardrobe. "I
think," are
he the
says,
men'sNow,
shops
London
best"that
in thethe
world.
aboutin
those
girls.what
. . ."
"Well,
about them?"
"Well, I belie\'e that girls are very necessary;
in fact, I might even say that at times they are
important. But so is inflation, going off the gold
standard, good beer, and pot roast with potato
pancakes.
"I like girts — all except amatetu' interviewers;
in fact. I married one. I met her in my arithmetic
class, and since we married, how we have
mnlt^lied ! (There are seven of ns : Mother,
Marjorie, Natalie, Edna. Marilyn. Janet,
and myself — so far.)
"My knows
idea ofthea fashkmable
girl is a girl
that
difference between
the
foor seasons : pepper, salt, mustard, and

Dad will have his little joke. All the
same,
I must say that any way yon look
vin^ar."
at it, Eddie Cantor is a grand boss. But
he's even grander as a faSier.
He isn't with us as much as an ordinary
parent might be with his family. Perhaps
that's why I think of him as
such a good friend as well as
a father.
However, when he's away
"The most
featureeverywhCTe.
is the airYonof from us, he's still with us.
prosperity
that striking
is in evidence
He writes us beautiful letters.
seem to be running your affairs better here than They're full of good advice,
any other country. America is still riddled with and written just as if he
racketeering, graft and public fakery.
were talking
us. Ilike
some-to
times think Itowould
"The onFrench
a wonderful
They the
are
riding
a fine are
train,
but they people.
keep chang^g
collect those letters and pubdriver.
interesting.
lish them. They're most ,
"I didn't go to Germany. The Nazis said
The Kid From Spain would 'brutalise German
And they'd be as
youth.' I couldn't improve that joke. Now, helpful to everyone as
about girls. . . ."
they are to us — ^his
"Just Iathinkminute,
family.
If I ever
Punillo.
a lot
of people are interested
to know if you have
any plans for working
in Britain."
"You
that
I should can
like say
to make
pictures in England
very much indeed, but
I am under contract
to my good friend Sam
Goldwyn for three
years, and by that
time people might not
want me to. If I'm not
here again as soon as
possible, however, it
will not be the fault
of Eddie Cantor. And
next time I will stay
three or four months."
Dad says that he is
going back to work —
for a rest. But you
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do publish them I'll call the book "PunUk>."
Just because I am Eddie Cantor's daughter,
don't imagine that the job of being his secretary
is an easy one. It has its compensations in
amusing moments, but in the main it is work.
I handle his appointments, making dates for the
people he wants to see, and excuses to those he
doesn't want to see.
That's where I'm most useful, as I know pretty
well, at least better than another girl would, just
whom he wants to see. I tak? care of his mail —
personal, business, and fan.
I handle the filing of his music orchestrations.
I also keep a file of jokes for him which I started
long ago. That is important, because it requires
aworld.
knowledge of what makes a joke go around the
Each mail brings us new assortments of songs
and story plots which aspiring voung composers
and writers send to dad. You'd be surprised what
pretexts people use to get to dad with material.
As I sat typing in ttke office one day, a youth
whom I had never seen before came in, approiwxhed
dad's manager, whose desk weis next to mine, and
tried to get him to accept a manuscript.
"I'm sure Mr. Cantor will at least look at it,"
he insisted. "You see, I keep company with his
daughter Marjorie, and he'll read it just as a
I didn'tgesture."
let the lad know that I was Marjorie.
friendly
even though he was standing there, almost fact
to face with me. It would have been too cruel.
Then there are the souvenir hunters. Some want
a button, an old necktie or a fingerprint.
Others are satisfied with just autographs.
Dad sets aside an hour a day for signing pictures.
Once, however, be was out of town arid I {wesnmed
to sign a picture for a little girl.
Some time later she wrote back her thanks and
said that her penmanship teacher had told her the
writing on the photo was that of a fine man, one
with a family and lots of character.^
Dad fretted a great deal at first about the title
fOT his new film. He always makes suggestions
for titles for his pictures. This one was hard to
title because the action takes
place in a great many different
Someone suggested Son of tie
Sheik. This was ruled out because
jdaces.
it might violate the memory of
RudoI|^ Valentino.
Eddie Cantor^ m
London, with Mrs,
Cantor, Natalie^
Edna and Marjorie.
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Let our Film Critics who really
see the Pictures Guide Ycu
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tNNE OF GREEN GABLES, which,
as far as I know, still occupies a
prominent place on the bookshelves
of maidenly youth, has been quite
charmingly brought to the screen by Radio,
which appears to possess something resembling genius for entertainingly disseminating
screen sweetness and light.
If the new film is artistically anything less
than a worthy successor to the same studio's
enormously successful Little Women, it will,
at any rate, be liked by anyone who enjoyed
the Louisa Alcott classic.
The protrayal of Aime Shirley in the title
role, moreover, should set that talented
young
stardom.lady's feet well on the road to major
The newcomer is not beautiful, nor even
pretty, but
according
film publicity
still "
standards,
she has topersonality,
an "abihty
to photograph a great deal younger than her
sixteen years, and a fair command of acting
technique — a by no means inconsiderable
combination of qualifications.
Admirers of L. M. Montgomery's "Anne
Shirley," who will be the keenest judges of
Raxiio's Anne Shirley, will not, I venture to think,
be disappointed. Anne brings out all the
'whimsical quaintness, pathos and loveableness of
the little orphan girl with the vivid imaigination
and prodigious vocabulary in a skilled and
ingratiating study that practically carries the
picture.
The legitimate, though somewhat obvious,
sentimentalities of the story raster surely in
her sympathetic characterisation and in the
production of Kenneth MacGowan, who has
handled his fragile material with the same delicate
touch that characterised George Cukor's work in
the picture's predecessor.
Anne, if yon remember, is adopted by Matthew
Cuthbert, a bachelor, and his gprim spinster
si ster Mari 1 la . They had asked the orphanage for a
boy, who would be able to help them with the
farm work. The little girl, however, eventually
wins their affections and the farm house she has
christened
ent home. "Green Gables" becomes her permanA romance interest is introduced later with
Anne's affair with a former schoolmate, Gilbert
Blythe; owing to a family feud the association is
forbidden by the Cuthberts, but a reconciliation
is affected in the end.
Tlie film's main a.ppea\, however, lies in the
charm of its simple incident and principal character.
The supporting cast, O. P. Heggie as Matthew
Cuthbert, Helen Westley as Marilla, and Tom
Brown as Gilbert Blythe, is excellent. — M. D. P.
Mady Christians — a very different person from
the elfin little girl of the silent Waltz
Dream — gives a strongly emotional and dramatic
performance, excellently balanced and natural
in her first American talkie
which I have awaited with
A Wicked
considerable interest, since her
Woman
acting in that outstanding
German picture is one of
the screen's most pleasant memories.
The story i- a simple one dealing with mother
love culminating in an emotional sacrificial
climax. It runs as follows.
Naomi Trice shoots her drunken rum-running
husband when he attempts to run away with her
son. Next day a child is bom to her— maimed
— and the sheriff calls for information concerning
Trice. She makes a vow to bring up her children,
two boys and two girls, to be iust and honourable
and then give herself up for her crime.
In her first ambition she is successful and wins
the love of Naylor, a newspaper editor, whom
eventually she decides to marry. Then her
elder
12 son is injured while defending his sister's

honour, and she decides to keep faith by giving
herself up if he recovers.
She bids her family farewell, and stands trial,
refusing to bring any of her family to plead
extenuating circumstances. However, her son
learns where
she bring
is, andin his
account ofof not
her guilty.
"crime"
makes
the jury
a verdict
Charles Brabin has made a moving picture of
the unhappy
bring up
her
family
and haswoman's
investedefforts
it withto sincere
human
feeling and sound psychology.
Even at the risk of being hated by her children,
she rules them with a rod of iron in order to avoid
the tragedy of their turning out like their
father.
The middle-aged love interest is handled with
sincerity and delicacy and no trace of theatricality
and conventional melodrama is allowed to creep
in until the court scene climax arrives.
This, unfortunately, is very theatrically staged
and strikes the one false note in an otherwise
convincing human document.
Christians'
in thisshepicture
wellMady
for her
future in showing
talkies where
seems augurs
likely
to take an even more prominent position than
she did in silents. — L. C.
Willy Forst who directed Unfinistied Symphony,
has once again brought a wealth of human
detail and pictorial expressiveness to this excellently developed comedy drama.
Music is brilliantly introduced as a background, and a
point of interest is a scene
McLsketCule
depicting Caruso singing his
" Rigoletto" role with a record
of his actual voice; this occurs in an exceedingly
well-directed opera sequence.
Brilliantly characterised, and very finely
produced,
the story
with an
love
affair following
a socialdeals
scandal.
The artist's
atmosphere
of the gay Vienna of 1905 is admirably caught,
and one is con\nnced both by it and by the

characters who enact the scandal, which, by the
way, is based on fact.
During a masked ball, Gerda, the wife of an
eminent Viennese doctor slips away and visits a
famous artist in his rooms. He paints her attired
only in a muff and a mask.
The muff belonged to Gerda's friend, Anita
Keller, who,
althoughdirector
engaged
to Court
the doctor's
brother,
the musical
of the
Opera
House, is in love with the cu~tist, and next morning,
Gerda, fearing it would be recognised, begs him
not to publish the drawing.
Unfortunately it was too late ; the picture had
gone to press.
The doctor recognises the muff as belonging to
brother's
fianceeandand seek
demands
that he goTheto
the his
artist
Heidemeck
satisfaction.
artist assures him that the drawing is of Miss
Dur — a name he invents on the spur of the
moment.
The doctor looks through the directory and
discovers that Miss Dur really exists, and later
the artist meets and falls in love with her.
Complications arise when the doctor discovers
that his wife was the real model amd then Anita,
whom the artist had once loved, goes to disillusion
Miss Dur and shoots her former lover. However,
he
theeffect
doctor's
wordsafter
to
Missrecovers
Dur are and
to the
that parting
if she looks
him she will save the husbands in Vienna a lot of
trouble.
Paula Wesseley, a well-known Viennese artiste,
makes her screen debut as Miss Dur, and she
gives an excellent well-balanced performance.
The character is an unsophisticated one — but not
lacking in worldly commonsense.
Adolf Wohlbruck is also very good as the
artist, and sound characterisations come from
Peter Peterson as the doctor, Walter Janssen as
Paul, and Olga Tschechowa as Anita. Hilde von
Stolz is effective as the doctor's wife.
The picture is notable for its smooth develojy-
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who sponge regally on him, with natural humour
and illuminating pictorial detail.
An excellent human touch is introdnced by
the bride's father, once a prince who now glories
in being the doorman at a Russian caf^. There
is
a little propaganda for American democracy
here.
Altogether the picture provides pleasing light
entertainment. — 'L. C.
Helen Twelvetrees
the best
tage I have seenappears
her forto some
time advanas an
unsophisticated typi.st who mistakes the motives
of her employer in asking her out to his country
home and quarrels with the
.
marry her. who is eager to
yoang
One Hour
Lxite
Fate, man
in the form of the
breakdown of a lift in which
the typist is travelling, and her extrication from
a dangerous position by her lover brings about a
happy
Helenending.
Twelvetrees shows a good sense of light
comedy and is ably supported by Conrad Nagel
as the employer and Joe McMrrison as her impetinms
lover.
The humour is all very unsophisticated, but
there is a human touch about it all. The office
life is amusingly depicted, and the atmosphere
and settings are alike excellent. The whole of
the action takes place in one day, which assures
the plot moving briskly and providing pleasant
light entertainment. — L. C.
Annabella, the delightful star of Le Million.
g[ives a sincere and moving study in this
naive, yet somehow moving Hungarian legend,
which seems to be an early essay in talkies and
employs silent technique for
w
•
the mostlegend
part. concerns Marie,
Ivf
.ane
a serving maid on a farm in a
Hungarian village who is seduced and forced to
leave. She seeks casual employment and finally
gets taken on as a charwoman in a brothel where
her child is bom. They are all kind to her,
but the authorities insist on the child being
adopted by respectable pteople.
Marie wanders about distraught and finally dies
in £ront of the statue of the Virgin, where previously she had dedicated her child. Later, in her
spiritual state, she is able, by causing a shower of
rain to faU, to prevent her daughter frmn a sin
similar to her own.
Orowds are well handled, and there is a
simple ingenuousness
the keynote,
whole thing
is
novel srtuatiMi where Tosca is being sung in Therather
Nauvety isof the
and it
the opera house and Jaa Kiepma is drawii^ reaches itspleasing.
climax in the finale where Marie is
bigger crowds in the courtyard by singing the depicted scrubbing the floors of Heaven &om
same role against improvised scenery.
diamond encrusted pails. It is the water she pours
Marta Elggerth has little do do but look charm- from one of these that causes the rain to stop her
ing, most of the weight of the acting falling on daughter's affair with a villager.
It sounds ridiculous, but it has all the charm
the shoulders of Sonnie Hale as the comptany's
Slight romance between a stowaway on a boat manager; he gives a good comedy characterisation. of a quaint legend.
Hugh Wakefield is amusing as the director of
and an oftera singer out of a job gives full
There is no dialogue in the accepted sense.
opportunities for Jan Kiepura to exploit his the Opera House, as is Ernest Thesiger, as his Sounds and voices are mostly superimposed.
excellent voice in popular songs and grand opera. secretary. — L. C.
The director Paul Fejos las relied t.nHfe.ly o»
My
He puts over his attractive
pictorial expression and the picture is in the main
but it does not have the effect of making
personality well and sings It is the amusing domestic by-play and little sUent,
Heart
excerpts from La Tosca and
human touches which provide the entertain- one feel the loss of dialogue.
^ jj.
.IS Udlimg
Turandot as well as a theme
Annabella dominates the picture by her sincere
ment in this bright comedy rather than the story
as a dramatic unit.
song exceptionally well.
and
performance as the pathetic little
The theme is a novel one maid.moving
She eidiibits a wistful charm and a sense
The story, however, is very thin, and apt to
become boring. It deals with the vicissitudes of
of the dramatic which is irresistible. — L. C.
Jimmy King,
an opera company which sails from South America StTaXlGe dealing with onebachelor
* confirmed
Wives
falls
for the charms ofwhoa This screen adaptation of the Sinclair Lewis
to Monte Carlo on the assumption that there is a x\r
date for it at the Opera House there.
Russian emigr6e. Gradually
novel that added a word to the English
The negotiations, however, fall through, and she foists her family on him. He rebels and dictionary is mildly amusing and pleasant, if
it is only through the indefatigable energy and decides to exploit them — they are of princely unimportant, entertainment.
ingenuity of the manager and the efforts of a Ukrainian stock — in selling his bonds. He gets
Guy Kibbee appears as the
stowaway
withthewhom
falls them all safely out of the vray, one mauried, one DOXjUill YnXX and improves an excellent
in
love that
outfittiieis company's
saved fromtenor
financial
on the films, and so on, but finds that his wife,
F. BabMr. byGeorge
feeling he does not love her any more is preparing R/ihfwVf immortal
bit of casting
a careful
and
to flirt with a former flame. He steps in and does entertaining study of fiction's most typical
American.
Carmine Gallone has made up, in some measure, a he-man act which brings back romance into his
for the deficiency of the story material by life.
The barbed satire of the book has been elimikeeping the action brisk with comeidy detail and
nated and the film largely makes its bid for your
Roger Pryor is very good as the wcwm husband
ingenious methods of introducing a song for the who eventually turns to considerable effect, while two-cind-fourpences on its faithful portrayal of
star.
June Clayworth is attractive as his wife. Hugh American small-town life, with its lodges, clubs
He makes him sing halfway up the mast of O'CoimeU is also good as the husband's partner cmd similar institutions, home-spun comedy and,
the liner on which the company is travelling in who succumbs to the charms of one of the family. of course, the stellar characterisations.
Sullivan appears to advantage in the
Aline^ MacMahon,. thojigh not overburdened
order to raise money to pay the fair stowaway's Francis
fare.
small role of another business man who is also with
opportunities, makes the most of the
And again in a crowded casino where, with a captivated by a Ukrainian beauty. LesUe Fenton role of the wife who extricates the famous
revolver in each hand to keep back the police is effective as the wife's would-be lover.
Realtor when his stupidity leads him into a
who try to eject him, he forces the director of the
municipal graft tangle. Claire Dodd, as usual,
Ralph
Murphy's
direction
is
very
good.
He
Monte Carlo Opera House to hear him sing an depicts the husband's meeting with his wife jmd plays immacutely the role of the siren who helps
the gradiial accumulation of unwanted relations. him into the jam. — M. D. P.
aria froni Puccini's Turandot.

ment and extremely -well-CMistrncted plot which
always avoids the obvious and is full of ingenious
pictorial detail.
It is so constructed that a knowledge of German
is not essential to follow the action which is
further elucidated by infrequent and satisfactory
sub-titles. — L. C.
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Hollywood

VACANT
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N EW Dietrich Mystery — Clara Bow's Baby — Kay Francis
Visit —
— Lupe's English
Names Her Film
Garbo Rival.
NewFavourites

CH and Josef
IpARLENE DIETRI
von Sternberg still lunch in the
Paramount commissary, but no
L longer at the same table.
The German star is being directed in her
next picture by Ernst Lubitsch, and there
seems little likelihood that she and Josef will
make another picture together.
During the progress of the luncheon von
Sternberg and Marlene appear oblivious of
each other's presence.
It is of interest, incidentally, that Miss
Dietrich's husband, Rudolph Sieber, is no
longer a director at the Paramount studio.
Clara Bow's Son
Rex Larbow Bell is the name of the infant son
of Rex Bell and Clara Bow. The middle
name is said to be Indian, although it certainly
reminds
one Rex
of thehave
mother's
Clara and
decidedcognomen.
that they will not
build
large has
mansion
in Beverly
(Clara's
former a home
been disposed
of),Hills
as they
feel
that their Nevada ranch is the place to rear their
heir.
So their Hollywood headquarters will be either
a small house or an apartment.
A Blessed Event
Richard Dix is adding a nursery to his Beverly
Hills home, and admits that he expects an
addition to his family in May.
Mrs. Dix is the former Virginia Webster, and
was the star's secretary before their marriage.
Good Old Henry VIII !
rhe Private Life of Henry VIII was such a
success in the States that Hollywood producers seem determined to bring over the entire
cast.
Charles Laughton, of course, was already
established in Hollywood, but offers were made
and accepted by Robert Donat, Elsa Lanchester,
Merle Oberon, and Binnie Barnes. Wendy
Barrie is the latest member of the cast to succumb
to the lure of Hollywood.
Her Favourite
Kay Francis, usually most diplomatic, surprised
everyone recently by naming her favourite
screen actors.
The list includes Ronald Colman, Maurice
Chevalier, John and Lionel Barrymore, James
Cagney, Richard Bcirthelmess, Clark Gable,
William Powell, Gary Cooper, and, last but not
least, young Jackie Cooper.
A Peaceful Visit ?
Lupe Velez denies most indignantly that Jolmny
Weissmuller, her husband, gave her a black
eye during their recent sojourn in London. These
yams concerning the fiery Mexican star crop up
with unfailing regularity, and are invariably
denied by Lupe and Johnny.
While Lupe likes London, she said that Johnny,
while in England, missed the sun of suimy
California, and also the sivimming in the Pacific
Ocean.
Defending Her Home
Irene Dunne has decided that despite the
frequent visits she has made to New York to
see her husb2ind, Dr. Francis Griffen, and the

trips he hats made to Hollywood,
a better plan must be put into effect
toassurecontinned married happiness.
So the star has decided that her
next contract will contain the provision that in any year she is to make
only three pictures in six months, the
remaining p>eriod being a holiday
which she can sp>end with her
husband.
Few actresses could obtain the
consent of studio officials to such a
plan, but Irene is in such a commanding position that she will
probably win her point.
The Upward Climb
When I saw Virginia Bruce in
Jane Eyre. I predicted that the
former wife of John Gilbert was
headed for stardom, and it looks as
though I was right. It is true that
Jane Eyre is an English novel, while
Miss Bruce's accent is decidedly
American, but she gave a very
fine f>erformance in this film.
So Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
Virginia under contract and she
has already
tures for that finished
studio. two picThe tall blonde actress always
sj>eaks well of Jack Gilbert, her
ex-husband, and visited him
several times when he was
seriously ill.
Garho's Rival ?
Fox
imported
actress
Janice Farrell,
fromhasPoland
who isanregarded
seen in one of the glamorous Goldvyn Girls who will be
as a possible rival of Greta
the new Cantor pictttre "Kid Millions."
Garbo. Her name is Regine
Modest demands, ranging from 5,000 to 50,000
Opoczynsky, but this name will imdoubtedly be
asking for funds to develop oU fields,
changed to an appellation possible for Ei^hsb- dollars,
establish
laundries, haberdashery shop>s, tea
speaking people to pronounce.
Hollywood studios are very patient with their rooms, etc., poured in.
It is safe to say that none of the applicants
non-English-sj>eaking discoveries, and frequently
keep them on salary for a year or two while they was successful, although Miss West, as usual, aided
master English.
many
season. needy persons during the Yuletide
Imitators, however, rarely succeed.
The Younger Generation
Mary Blackford, a young film actress, learned
that the boys and girls she met at the studios
are not as thoughtless and selfish as they sometimes seem to be.
The girl was partially paralysed as the result of
an automobile accident, and a costly operation
was necessary. Mary's mother did not have the
money required.
Will Rogers and other stars appeared in a
benefit for the yoimg invalid, but many of the
younger element were also participants. Among
the youngsters who appeared were Helen Mack,
Patricia Ellis, Anita Louise, Anne Shirley, Sue
Carol,
Barry. Tom Brown. William Jaimey, and Don
The result of the benefit was that 5,000 dollars
was turned over to Mary's mother.
Back to the Films
Frances Dee, wife of Joel McCrea, has been busy
caring for her little son, but now she has
decided that he is old enough to be entrusted to
the care of nurses, so she has returned to the films
and is playing a leading role in Beck Sharp.
Madame Santa Glaus
The glamorous Mae West received many
requests at Christmas time for financial aid.

Call for Mr. Tarzan
WC.
Fields
has his
abandoned
midnight
• strolls
about
Encino his
ranch.
He
suffers frequently from insomnia, and in his late
walks he has been observing the stars, sniffing
scented breezes and listening to the wailing, he
thought, of coyotes.
One night he met a touring watchman. In the
distance came a familiar wail.
"Drat those coyotes," growled Field.
"Coyotes?" smiled, the watchman. "Them's
mountain lions ! "
Hollywood
Says Thatwas
— a full-fledged star
— Robert Montgomery
ten months and nine days after he entered
— Mae West selects a different director for each
film in which she appears.
pictures.
— ■ Carole Lombard, while in school, won
athletic medals for sprinting and the broad jump.
— Henry Wilcoxon, to keep in condition,
boxes with George Raft and Carl BrisscMi. both
noted boxers.
— Anna Sten was a waitress.
songs.
— Evelyn Laye makes home records of her
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E
rm HAVE often been asked : " Is Hollyrl
wood as gay
as it is painted
Ctl worked
in America
as well? ' 'asAs inI have
this
I'M
country,
and
as
I
am
neither
American nor British descent, I feel that I amof

Dream

A

in a very favourable position to judge.
I should say very emphatically. Yes !
Hollywood is scintillating with life, fun and
laughter. The famous city of films is full of
talented artists who go to no end of trouble
to entertain themselves as well as their
public. Their parties are as lavish and gay
as those they depict on the screen.
This does not mean that they spend a lot
of their time on parties. On the contrary,
they take their work much more seriously
than anything else.
I remember well a wonderful reception
given by Victor McLaglen in honour of Diana
Wynyard's
Hollywood.
Vincent arrival
Barnett,in who
is known as a
"ribber," is Hollywood's professional fun
maker. And as is usual with all big receptions
g^ven
waiter. by stars. "Vince" was there as headAll, with the exception of Diana, were
aware of his presence. Miss Wynyard was
about to commence on her first course when
" Vince
took up film
her plate
walkedin away.
The "^mous
star and
turned
some
astonishment and said : " But I haven't
started yet." "Neither have I," came the
humorist's reply.
This procedure, with variations, went on adl
through the meal, much to the amusement of
the assembly, but to the perplexity of Miss
Wynyard. When the joke was finally explained,
she enjoyed it as genuinely as the others had.
And now I am enjoying English
hospitality for a time. I am not quite
certain how long I shall
stay but I do know
that I must definitely
return in the summer.
I have already made
three films for British
International Pictures
and shall probably
make another film in
England before I leave.
I find working in
your English studios
very pleasant indeed.
Your directors and
their stafis have been
charming.
And I say, with the
utmost confidence
that the percentage of
really good British
films compares very
favourably with that
of the Amtrican output.
As regards the stars,
although the method
used in making sta^^
in America differs from
that in England, rather
to the American stars'
advantage, I am convinced that the talent
is comparable.
I have a tremendous admiration for Ernst
Lubitsch. Like most successful directors, he has
a style of his own, and it must be an inspiration
to be under the direction of a producer with so
keen an imagination.
The chances of making good in America are.
however, much greater than over here. Whereas
in English film circles, the star has to build his
own position purely on ability before the big
producers will interest themselves in him, in
Hollywood an unknown may be chosen by a
At

Company,
"groome<r"
watchedof
carefully sodeveloped
that full and
advantage
may and
be taken
every vestige of talent shown, and, finally, turned
into a fully fledged and capable star.
I think Charles I^ugbton and Anna Neagle
wonderful artistes, and that Gertrude
Lawrence, although she has done very little as
yet, has a great future on the screen.
If a star is popular with the staff working in the
studio he or she will get much more help and
backing up than otherwise.
Personality counts a lot on or off the sot.
Among the most popular British stars in Holly-
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CTHIS popular star, in an
intervieiv compares life
in the film colony uith
that of the screen artiste
here, tells you the truth
about Hollywood parties
and discusses her oun

The star with Lawrence Grossmith and
Hugh Wakefield in
a scene from " Luck
of a Sailor."

pleasures.

Whilst here in London I have been treated
with the utmost courtesy, politeness and charm
by all with whom I have come in contact. I admire
the British people immensely for the very earnest
and sincere way they live their lives.
In fact, you have all been so nice that I am
seriously contemplating producing a film of
my own in this country. It would be so much
easier here than in America.
If I had an entirely free hand in the choice of
aappeals
play, Itowould
choose
Doll's House.
me very
muchIbsen's
— not because
Ibsen is Ita
compatriot, but because I admire his work immensely, and this particular play is the only one
of his with a suitable part for me.
It wasa wonderful
my mother's
ambition
thatI Ihave
should
become
dancer
and I feel
the
natural talent for it. During my training at the
Royal Opera House, Copenhagen,
acting played a prominent part, and I
thought it would help me to combine
the two arts.
So far, more opportunities for acting
than for dancing have presented
themselves, but it is still one of my
greatest wishes to do more dancing —
perhaps in a story in which it plays
an important part.
More than three months ago, I
was nearly ready to start a film on
these lines, but the story wasn't quite
right. It has been re-written three
— and still isn't quite in the
form I have times
in mind.
Sooner or later, I shall succeed in getting what
I want — probably in a costume picture — and then
you will see the new Greta.

A charming study of the beautiful and exotic
Smedish star.

wood are Leslie Howard, Charles Laughton,
Herbert Marshall, Ronald Colman and Clive
Brook. These famous people are adored by their
American confreres, let alone their "fans."
Whilst on the subject of stars I should like
here to pay my tribute to that g^eat artiste,
Helen Hayes — a wonderful actress, beloved by
stage and Screen audiences alike. I am sure if
she appeared on the legitimate stage in England,
she would cause a "riot."
It has been interesting to watch the transition
period in films generally called the "purity
campaign." Hollywood producers found at first
that a spectacular pref^entation of "sex" was

sufficient to draw the public, but these films
caused a natural reaction, and now audiences
demand a good story. Sex may play a part
necessary to the development of a theme, but it
is the story that counts most.
A good instance of what I mean is Somerset
Maugham's Human Bondage. Here is a fine story
with a sex problem, but that feature does not
overshadow everything else.
The audiences here are, I think, much more
appreciative than those in the U.S.A. They seem
to be more receptive and, above all, go to a show
with the intention of enjoying themselves.
One of the reasons for ttus is that whereas
the American will rush off at a moment's notice
to a cinema or theatre, the Englishman prepares
two or three, or even more, days ahead.
He paves the way to enjoyment, so to speak.
A nice little dinner, a glass of wine and a good
show. The show is nicely rounded off with supi)er
in one of your many delightful restaurants, and
so to bed.

If will
I do see
finally
decide toGreta
make Nissen.
my own Ifilm
you
a different
should
choose a character entirely different from any I have
had before and should also endeavour to make
more use of my training as a dancer. So far this
is all just a secret dream, but one never knows
when this dream may come true.
NEXT
^yrARS

WEEK

treasure little mementoes

^ of therr early days on the screen
or stage which bring hack past
memories, and are also sometimes
used as mascots. Next week
John Douglas tells you something
of these secret treasures of the
stars, and what they mean to
their owners.
This is one of many unusual
features in a special number • of
The Picturegoer.

LM. MONTGOMERY'S popular story forms
• an ideal vehicle for Anne Shirley's
stellar debut. Formerly Dawn O'Day, Anne
has adopted her professional nom de screen
from the principal character of the book.
The whimsical tale of an orphan who
re-unites two families is charged with
delicate sentiment and romance.
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jyiCTUREGOER' S special correspondent inter^ views Claire Luce and June Clyde, two notable
American artistes whocountry.
are making pictures in this

ite. I think every film star is a film fan at heart.
"My favourite actresses are Gar bo and Barbara
Stanwyck," she answered in reply to my next
query. "If I had to choose a film to see
to-night, I should go to see Garbo in The Painted
Veil. There are no male stars who psirticularly

tOT everyone has the good fortune
that I hiad the other day to run into
two of the most charming visitors
from Hollywood at present in this
country.
The first was Claire Luce, who answered my
somewhat conventional opening as to how
long she was staying here by the he<irtening
assurance, "As long as the Home Office will
let me."
She went on to tell me that she is just
starting work at Twickenham studios on the
new Seymour Hicks' picture. Vintage Wine.
" After that I may make another film in
New York," she said, "or I may do a play;
I am not certain, and have no definite plans
^CTk
^fl^
X

for the future."
Vintage Wine will not be the first picture that
Claire Luce hcis made in this country. Some time
ago she made a film, with Ian Hunter, of Lazybones,
which was recently trade shown.
This American
actress's notlove
land is really genuine,
just of
the Engconventional Up service which is epitomised in the
"I
think your London policemen wonderful"
convention.
"I would like to stay over here," she told me.
"not
I adore
English
people.
going England
to say Iandlikethefog.
but when
I gotI amto
Waterloo after my recent visit to America, I have
never felt so glad that it was foggy. It seemed
so typical of Loudon.
"Proofpeople
of mylies fondness
England
andsister
the
English
in the factforthat
my little
Jeanne is at school in Hertfordshire, while my
sister Polly is happily married to an Englishman
and lives in the country.
"I had
bungalowandlastalthough
summer it atwasCookham
Dene,
near a Marlow,
a good
distance out of town, after each performance at
Daly's I went down there. The scenery was
superb.

Claire Luce and
Seymour Hicks
in the stage versicnof'Vintage
Wine " which
is being adapted
for the screen.
Right : June
Clyde as she
"Hold Me
appears in

"I also have a
Tight"
lovely
in
New bungalow
Mexico of
which I am very
fond and which I
am keen to see
Miss Luce has a
very favourable
opinion of British films.
"Although I have nov seen many," she said,
again."
those I have seen, such as Henry VIII and Jew
Siiss, have been extremely good and quite on a
parBut,
withlike
the most
best American
American films."
artistes I have Interviewed, I found that Miss Luce was not so
optimistic about the chances for artistes in this
country.
"I should say there was much more chance to
make good on the screen in America than in
England,"
she volunteered,
they will make
a star, while" because
over herein the
theyU.S.A.
seem
to want only people who have already made their
names either on the legitimate stage or in films.
"It is not always ability which attracts a
producer's attention. It is a matter of being
lucky just at the moment when a producer is
requiring a person of your figure, features or
particular
Like mostpersonality,
stars, Clairecombined
Luce haswith
her yourability."
own favour-

«
«
«
The other
attract
me." visitor I was lucky enough to interview
was June Clyde. In her dressing-room at the
Strand Theatre, where she is appearing in Lucky
Break, June told me how it came about that she
was appearing in a successful London run.
"I came over with ' T ' (which is her affectionate
abbreviation for her husband, Thornton Freeland),
who
had an assignment to direct Brewster's
Millions.
"After its completion we intended to take
a holiday on the Continent. However, it took
longer to produce than was originally contemplated owing to weather and other conditions
interfering, and I was approached to appear Ln
a stage production. I turned a deaf ear to all
apjjeals as I felt quite sure that in a very short
while
we should
on ourresulted
way back
home."joining
However,
the bedelay
in June
Leslie Henson in Lucky Break, and now "1" has
afinished
while. his picture and he's doing the resting for
June is simply thrilled with English audiences.
"Before I came over," she said, "I heard that
British audiences were not responsive, but I think
they are really marvellous. Instead of wanting
to run off on holiday and then get back home,
I'm simply thrilled with the idea of staying here
June, at the moment, is putting in a very hard
day, leaving home at 6.30 in the morning and
dashing to Welwyn, where she is co-starring with
Buddy
in Dance Band. At the end of the
longer."Rogers
strenuous
day she dashes back to the Strand
Theatre.
" 'T' and I," she told me, "are having a
wonderful time. We are enjoying every minute
of our stay here and we are making good friends
wherever we go."
Next Week's Unique Number
Nextits week
The Picturegokr,
continuingof
enterprising
1935 programme
regularly placing before its readers big and
entirely new features in film journalism, is
publishing a wonderful, .Animal Friends of
the Stars Number.
In this fine issue you will learn all about
a fascinating side of film production that has
never before been so fully described and
illustrated.
Famous stars will talk to you about their
pets and the animals they use in their films.
You will be told for the first time the
secrets of directing animal stars; how they
are groomed for stardom ; what happens to
them wht-n their screen careers are finished.
Order your copy now.
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WILLIAMS

Last Gentleman"
film "TheArtists
the United
based on of
Fred/permission
Filn^ Corp.
by
Ltd., Rim Ho«ise, Wardour Street, London,
W.I.

not
grandfather or y
TO to like him. To Marjor
Barr. eighteen -year -old
bot Barr,
Cas,
of tt
grandchildhuse
whose
of Massac
ancestors fought for Cromwell in
s' day, the
ngrnedCharle
odtionKibu
goes
with possibilities.
qu
A being whom one has never
met, who turned one's father
from
the house
for no
marrying
mother,
and has
truck one's
with
any member of his family till he
invites it en masse to attend a
memorial service under the
ancestral roof, is apt to intrigue
the least curious of mortals.
Marjory, standing behind her
mother in the Barr drawing-room,
plastered with family portraits, but
not unfriendly, felt a jjositive thrill
in wondering which of the whitepanelled doors
father would
into theiryield up grandmidst.
From the
Barrs aheady foregathered in answer,
like mother and herself, to grandfather's
cablegrams, summoning them memoratetothe virtues
comof Lxjvecy Barr, a
missionary reputed to
have died in China, it
was impossible for Marjory to gather
what grandfather was like.
None the less, she took careful
stock of the group standing more or
less ill at ease on the Persian rugs.
grandfather's
JuddwasBarr,
Uncle son,
eldest
the least
likeable.
Bald, yellow, small-eyed, he struck
Marjory as a rogfue. His wife, a
thin, dark creature, wearing an
unbecoming tricome hat, was about
as unprepossessing.
Erect by the fireplace, Augusta
Prichard, grandfather's eldest
daughter, seemed more approachable. She was evidently of a sentimental turn of mind, for the slightest
mention of the supposedly departed
Lovecy Barr caused her to subside
into a handkerchief more frequently
than
not, acctH'din
to the d agony
, a gborrowe
the occasion
article.of
Aunt Augusta had as escort her
adopted son, Allan Blaine. Goodlooking, certainly, and likeable,
probably, Marj<My thought him to
be; a sympatietic judgment, due
possibly to his being her sole contemporary in the stately rocnn.
She forgot his existence, however,
as the double doors opened, admitting grandfather. He might have
stepped from the canvas of an old
picture. His velvet coat fitted
perfectly. His silver hair was faultlessly brushed. His linen rivalled
that of a Brtmrmel. A white, t^neveined hand closed on an ebony
stick, topped by an ivory model of
a greyhound.
His manservant, Claud, an exconvict with forbidding jowl, and
Henry Lmiiig, secretary, attended.
Not that grandfather ajjpeared in
need of either at the moment.
Unsupported,
he wenthe uphad
to Marjory's
mother as thon^
seen her
but yesterday. His voice rang out
a challenge : " So you've come.

Marjory's colour toas high
as she saw not only her
mother, but Aunt Augusta,
Uncle Judd and his wife
mere there when grandfather
began to talk.
"Oh, grandfather, I do think

Helen ! I didn't think you would.
Aren't you ashamed for your pigheadedness and filthy temper?"
" You forbade me to enter your
house, father. What did you expect
to do?" liked that. Marjory
meGrandfather
felt
she was already learning her cue.
Grandfather smiled with his eyes,
though his voice continued grufi.
"What did I expect? That you
would come back, of course, and
ask forgiveness. I'm bound to say.
however, that you've worn well.
Face is a bit raddled, but you've
kept your stomach flat. "So many
women" — ^his keen blue eye, without
appearing to ]ook, indicated Aunt
Augusta, who was standing with her
back to him — "are convex where
fhey ought to be ccHicave, and vice
" I thought you'd like
versa."
Mar
big
b^an,daughter.
but grandfather
away to speak to inquire
"Have you stoppled

to meet my
Helen
had" turned
of his man :
the clocks,

"Yes, sir. There's a ring at the
Claud?"
front
door. Can I answer it, sir?"
Marjory's mind was taten off
wondering why on earth grandfather
should wairt the clocks stopped, by
the manner in which he greeted the
remaining monbers of tibe family.
By the time he had informed Uncle
Judd's wife, Retta, that she was a
skin-a-galee, which she undoubtedly
was. and twitted Aunt Augusta for
jJiftilHfng crocodile tears, Marjffly
felt constrained to burst out :—

you're
funny ! " have told why she
She couldn't
came out with such a remark. Very
likely,
being
a Barr, she
couldn't
bear being
overlooked.
In any
case,
grandfather was obliged to notice
her.
"Funny, miss? What's funny
"You say such lovely thing^s —
me?"all think and no one else
things
about we
dares say."
temeMarjory, rity,launched
was glad to onhaila sea
the ofarrival
of Claud from the hall with a caUegram. Ignoring Aunt Augusta, who
stepped eagerly forward, Cabot Barr
opened the communication unaided.
"Claud," he said, looking up.
" Get the clocks going. Miss Lovecy
isn't dead. Her body was only
presumed to have been discovered.
This cable says the dead missionary
has been identified as someone else."
"What are we to do now? "Aunt
Augusta inquired.
"Go home. What's the good of
holding a memorial service for the
living? I admit my precipitancy,
but I was anxious to honour my
youngest child, because she was tbie
one member of the Barr famity of
this generation who did anything.
"T thought you didn't approve of
missionaries, father?" Judd put in.
"Nor I do, but I>ovecy and
she went to China in consequence.
I apol<^ise if I've brought you ha«
on "You
false might
pretences."
ask us to lunch, I
think.'* Aimt Augusta suggested.
"I'm quite ready for you to stay
if "If
you'rewe hungry."
don't tire you, father. I

knowremark
your health
good."
The
of Uncleisn't
Juddtooapf>eared
to Marjory
over-solicitous.
father evidently
thought so. Grand"Thank you. I'm feeling exceptionally well. At my age a man
can't expect too much. I've had
my life.
I've enjoyed
sipped
it slowly,
discreetly,it.as I've
one
would
a
bottle
of
rare
wine.
not afraid of death. Why shouldI'mI
be? Who knows what finer wine,
what rarer vintage, will be in the
next bottle. Well, I feel in need of
a rest. Claud shall bring you cocktails on the terrace. I shall lie down
for a little. No thanks. I don't
Discarding
the numerous offers
want
of an your
arm, hdp."
grandfather, supporting
himself on his stick, stopped when
he reached Marjory.
"I supfjose, miss, you'd see me
dying before you'd come forward to
assist
your think
grandfather
? " it dear."
" I didn't
you'd like
She sUpped her arm through his.
The question was answered. She
was going to like grandfather.
There was satisfaction in being a
Barr, Marjory reflected ais she settled
herself in an armchair with a book
while the party went on the terrace
to drink the promised cocktails.
She had never yielded to the subdeb's conventional love of drinks.
So much did she feel at home in
ho- quiet cerDer that she never
noticed approaching voices and footsteps until die realised the subject
of
Allan
with
the valetBlaine's
Claud conversation
conducted while
they
failed toallnotice
"What's
this her.boxing and
coxing with clocks?" Allan was
wanting
to know.
"When
we were
all
together,
just now,
Mr. 22)
Barr
told
{Contitmed
on page
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you
to set them,
them going.
Now by
you're
stopping
presumably
his

"Quite so, sir. Mr. Barr has just
received another cablegram from
China.
Miss Lovecy's
body hasservice
been
discovered.
The memorial
order."
followed
willSilence
take place,
after while
all." Marjory,
curled
up
in
the
chair,
saw Claud in
CUPLERS
the mirror arresting the pendulum
/of a handsome ormulu timepiece,
one of the half-dozen clocks that
helped to make the room into an
antique showroom.
-m-f5r
a princess;
"Pretty girl, Helen Barr's
daughter." Allan took up the conversation.Pity
"
she's such a
hypocrite. Did you notice the way
she made up to the old man ? After
his money, of course. She won't get
AT
it, though. She's only a female
Whereat the female in question
waited long enough for Claud to
disappear into the next room before
LASTtaking the young man to task. " So
the perfect
you think I'm after grandfather's
money
Barr."! " she blazed. " What d'you
WATER
WAVER
suppose
he hates
Judging
themost?"
care
he's taking,
to " avoid
thebyclocks
striking
in the
middle of the memorial service,
AND
which is the only reason I can think
of,"
riposted
withstartled
a brave
show Allan
at refusing
to be
by
CURLER
Marjory's sudden appearance from
the armchair. " I should say a
going
anathema."
"He clock
shall would
have be
anathema,
then.
June Wonder Curlers keep your hair tidy in all
Here goes. I'm not after grandweathers. Reset your curls after permanent wavfather'sclocks,
money." limiting oneself
Starting
ing, make little roll curls, or waves in a few minutes.
only to those in the drawing-room
and hall, even
Allan took
conJune vyravers will save you money and increase
descended to aidthough
and abet,
time. They were still busy when
your charm.
the cocktail party, summoned
hurriedly from the terrace to play
TEST THEM— YOU'LL BLESS THEM
their part in the amended programme
took seats for the service. Marjory
need not have feared that, without
her intervention, memorial prayers
D. PER CARD
for the legitimately departed would
have
been dull.
with full
simple
instructions.
Thehadvicar,
luckily,
not whose
been services,
countermanded,
arrived with a terrible cold and in
possession of an audible speaking
voice, only for a half minute or so
WATER WAVER
after prolonged blowing of the nose.
AMD CURLER
His op>ening prayer was punctuated
with Gargantuan trumpetings,
resulting in a delivery which, though
strong
at first, gradually faded into
a whisper
They act like magic
Grandfather, cupping his ear with
his hand and leaning forward in his
OBTAINABLE AT ALL
WOOLWORTH'S
STORES
chair next to Marjory, had nearly
driven her to untimely hysterics
when the hour struck. One by one,
then simultaneously clocks, big and
little, ornate and dignified, chimed
and tintinabulated. Too frightened
Slumba
™^cJ'r°leT"'
for laughter or tears, Marjory thought
Curl your hair whilst sleeping
she
baleful
eye glimpsed
above hisgrandfather's
elaborate choker,
THE FAVOURITE OF FAMOUS STARS
directed, not at herself, not at Uncle
Judd, not yet his cadaverous wife,
At the special request of a leading film
but at Aunt Augusta.
star for a curler which would do its work
Marjory was not far wrong. Lunch
during sleeping hours, the SLUMBA Wonwas
servedof after
enunciation
grace, grandfather's
timed by no
der Curler was invented. NOW. you
one
present
to
end
when it did, thus
too can have lovely curls or waves like the
involving confusion as to the correct
stars with the same minimum of trouble.
moment for taking up soup-sp>oons.
JUNE HAIR CURLERS AND SLUMBA
Turning on his eldest daughter, he
WONDER CURLERS have called forth
announced :—
enthusiastic tributes from screen favourites.
"Augusta, I'm ashamed of you I
Setting
my clocks going as you did.
Should you experience my difficulty In obtalnln( SLUMBA
WONDER CURLERS, send 6d.. plus posufe. to: ^
Come, come, now; don't cry into the
beans. They're salt enough already.
JUNE
HAIR
CURLER
COMPANY
You malign my cook. If it wasn't
you,
who terribly
was the hurt
offender?
Judd? "
"I'm
and offended
55 OAK
GROVE, CRICKLEWOOD,
N.W.2
that
you
should
think
so,
father,"
and they will be sent direct to you.
Uncle Judd said piously.
One by one the family denied
22

THE

LAST

GENTLEM

guilt.
the time
had
accused ByClaud
and grandfather
threatened him
with dismif'sal, Marjory managed to
get in her word. "Grandfather, you
must
listen. furious
I stopped
clocks."
Though
with the
Allan,
she
was compelled to admit that at this,
juncture he behaved like a gentleman. Not that she thought his
prompt avowal of having assisted
her in wrong doing was sufficient
grounds for
excusingstatement
grandfather's
positively
terrifying
later.
She was enjoying a quiet talk with
the old gentleman, who appeared
entirely to have forgiven the timepiece episode, when he alarmed her
by leaning forward in his fireside
chair and tapping the parquet with
his ebony stick. "You're a Barr,
my dear — a Barr through and
through. Pity you can't remain
a nice I young
Suppc^
were to man
fall inwho
love could
with
be persuaded to change his surname"! Marjory returned, oblivious
of impending danger, until grandfather's remark thundered forth :—
" Splendid idea ! The very thing I
I know the man for you. Allan
" Ifone."
he was the last man on earth,
I wouldn't marry him; not if I was
alone with him on a desert island ! "
Marjory flared. Grandfather smiled.
Little
Blaine."she guessed that, from his
p>oint of view, the matter was as
good
settled.
An asartist
in getting his own way,
Cabot Barr was busy during the
coming week issuing instructions to
Claud and Henry Loring to open
up the Barr country seat, to which
the family were invited. No one
dared refuse the invitation. Rumours
were going about the clan that the
tyrant was going to alter his will in
favour of his grand-daughter. Uncle
Judd, who had grown yellower and
more morose since the inception of
such gossip, slunk ofi to town with
a promise to look his father up later.
Meanwhile the spring weather was
all it should be. Birds sang, the air
was like
Grandfather's
dens werewine.
exquisite.
Unaware gar-of
designs against them, Marjory
quarrelled with Allan on every
occasion. She told herself she had
never forgiven his remarks about
coveting before
grandfather's
money.
minutes
Cabot Barr
sentTwo
for
them to talk to him in the study
overlooking the terrace, Marjory
had slapped
Allan's
own
colour
was high
as sheface.
saw, Her
not only
mother, but Aunt Augusta and
Uncle Judd's
vinegarish wife
there,
when grandfather
beganwerr
"Listen, you two. I'm a-shameii
of
both. Marjory,
I won't
youyoumooning
about with
Allanhaviin
this way, getting sentimental in my i
house just
the meant
lilac's forin
flower.
You because
were not
this young man. I've other plan.s
Cunning grandfather ! No wonder
Marjory,rupted ahalf
hour atlater,
familyan four
Bridgeinterby
for you."
announcing
she was hand
going andto
tagging on that
to Allan's
marry him. She could not herseM
account for her sudden change of
opinion,
unless
was start.
that she had
loved Allan
fromit the
"Get my lawyer on the 'phone.
Henry," grandfather blandly ordered
his secretary. " I propose altering
my will All my property to go to
Marjory Barr and her husband,
.Mian Barr."
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" Blaine, sir. My name is Blaine."
"You can change it, can't you?
My grand-daughter wishes to remain
a Barr."
"I'mto sorry,
stick
what I sir,
am.butAreI'dyourather
sure
Marjory objects to Blaine?"
"Honestly, I don't, grandfather.
Isn't
ratherfirstsillytime
to change."
Forit the
Marjory saw
grandfather's
angerharddirectly
aimed
at
herseli. It was
not to flinch.

"So, miss, you don't care a hang
for your family. You only joked
when you sf>oke of wanting to
remain a Barr. Very well. I will
make a new will. Every cent shall
go to Judd." Five minutes spent
at the long-distance telephone and
the thing was done. Feeling almost
at ease, without the weight, as it
! were, of the Barr fortune on her
) shoulders, Marjory, exquisitely happy
with Allan's arm about her, was yet
able to be alarmed at the appearance
from town of Uncle Judd.
She had never liked him; now his
bald head was positively repulsive.
: His oily voice, too, as he said, bringJ ing forward a tall individual with a
i professorial air, positively reeked
with nervousness. "This is HenSchumacher, father — the celebrated
I alienist. I've brought him here to
examine you."
From that moment Marjory saw
with joy that Uncle Judd had
di^raced himself with the family.
Her mother gasped. Aunt Augusta
broke into hysterics. Even Retta
I looked alarmed.
I "You know" — Uncle Judd sf)oke
calmly, now he had burst the bombshell— "you are not yourself, father.
You have queer habits. Love of
clocks, for instance. Now you propose leaving me out of your will.
I'll not s-tand for it. I'm your
rightful heir. Kindly attend to
Professor Schumacher's questions."
Don't answer him, father ! " Helen
begged.
Claud's Aunt
jowl was
set inwasa
terrible clinch.
Augusta
borrowing a handkerchief from
Retta. Only grandfather appeared
cool.
"You are to examine me on the
grounds that I have lost my sanity,"
he observed suavely. " Pray begin."
The professor cleared his throat.
Obviously, he had no sense of
humour.
"Mr. Barr, how do you sleep at
nights ? "
"On my stomach, sir. Always
have done."
"Ever hear strange noises?"
"Sir, I have an extraordinarily
■ garrulous family."
" Has any member shown signs of
: lepilepsy ? "
to throw
fits
at "My
one son
time.JuddHisused
nurse
is alleged
to have dropped him on the heajd."
" Father, I protest ! You're making
- A fool out of me."
' Cabot's manner suddenly changed.
It was not easy to know when grandfather was joking. Marjory knew
he was deadly serious when he
rounded on his son.
"Admitted that I am making a
fool of you, Judd. Even you must
grant
success.allow
Nowmeit'sto my
turn. me
Professor,
be
questioner. Is it true that mentally
unbalanced persons always accuse
others of being insane? "
"They often do."
"And sufier from delusions?"
" Frequently."
J I "My son Judd evinces both
' Symptoms. He accuses me of being
^mad. He believes that I am leaving
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my money away from him, when
actually I have just drawn up a will
in his favour. Telephone my lawyer,
if you wish. He will corroborate my
statement."
Grandfather's voice grew weaker.
Attempting to get out his chair,
his limbs failed to render service.
He recovered quickly, leaning on
Claud's and the secretary's arms.
"This — disappointment's been
rather too much for me. I didn't
think it of Judd. Never mind — I'll
rest now. Augusta, you've often
wanted me to have a doctor and I've
refused. Send for him."
That was all. No protestations,
no anguish, no fuss. Grandfather
died, as he hud lived, a gentleman.
Within a week Claud wais shaking
his head as he surveyed his late
master'i flowered dressing-gown and
the carved ivory-topf>ed stick in the
spacious wardrobe. The Cabot
family had stayed on. The reading
of the will waa still to be.
Marjory was info.-med by Henry
Loring and Claud that, by grandfather's wishes, a memorial service
was to be held, at which the will
would be read in a umque manner.
"Why darken the room? Uncle
Judd inquired nervously, voicing the
general bewilderment.
Marjory, with the others, had their
answer as the platform curtains
parted and a talking film of grandfather, sitting in and speaking from
his armchair, operated by Henry
I oring, w£is thrown on to the screen.
Charmingly, the old gentleman
spoke, and so realistically with
pauses for his listeners to answer the
questions he put, or to applaud the
jokes he cracked, that it was hard
to believe the figure was not flesh
and blood.
Smilingly, he told his hearers that
he preferred to read his own will by
a novel method. To his son, Judd,
he left the proverbial shilling, to
Aunt Augusta a dozen fine lace
handkerchiefs, in order that she
would not have to borrow any more
for her lachrymose outpourings.
Grandfather had allowed a pause
when making the film, for a smile
here and a sniff from the lady in
question. His judgment had not
erred.
Aunt Augusta's tearfulness
was
audible.
To Claud, with a kindly word of
appreciation of trust and loyalty
in an ex -convict — a trust which had
not been abused in twenty years —
grandfather announced he had left
his wardrobe, to Henry Loring, his
study furniture, to Helen a money
bequest.
By this time Judd and his wife,
with Aunt Augusta, had left the
room. With lowered, intimate voice
following a silence as though he had
forseen this contingency, Cabot Barr
spoke affectionately to those who
loved him for himself.
"To my grand-daughter, Marjory,
and to her husband, Allan Baxr —
you don't mind changing your name
now, do you Allan? — a pause here
while Marjory, sitting in the darkness,
thrilled to hear Allan's eager response,
"Of course not, grandfather" — "I
leave the rest of my fortune."
The old then
gentleman's
voice asquavered
slightly,
grew strong
he rose,
taking his hat, stick and overcoat
from the chair back. He smiled,
and it seemed to Marjory as though
grandfather himself were present,
watching the picture of the last
gentleman uttering what he hopjed
would be a joyous, not a painful,
farewell.
dears,
I leave
you
to "And
drink now,
that my
other
bottle
of wine,
that finier vintage. God bless you
all ! Good night I "
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Mary Latoson plays an unsopkisticated
heroine opposite
Charles Farrell in the British
film " Falling in Love."
■ALTER CONNOLLY'S performance
one of
the mostis
interesting of the
week's pictures.
When the Gods Destroy brings this
exceedingly clever character actor
more into the limeUght of which
his general work on the screen
has made him fully deserving.
He is, of course, exceedingly well
known on the New York stage,
and, as a matter of fact, only
works in films for a few months
of the year; we could do with
more of his time.
But it is not only this artiste's
performance which makes the
picture entertaining ; the director,
Walter Lang, has accorded it
extremely clever and pictorially
satisfying treatment.

•♦•WHOM THE GODS
DESTROY
Columlio.
cerlificaU.
Emotional American.
drama. Suns"A"
67 minutes.
Walter CoNifOLLY John Forrester
RoBEKT VouNC
Jack Forrester
Doris Kenyon
Margaret Forrester
Macon Jokes
Jack (aged 14)
Scott Beckett
Jack (aged 2)
RoLLO Lloyd
Henry Braverman
Maidel Turner Henrietta Croslaod
Henry Kolker
Carlo
George Humbert
Mircoli
Hobart Bosworth
Alec
Hugh Huntley
Jameson
Gilbert Emery
Prof Weaver
Akim Tamiroff
Korotoff
The Yale Puppeteers Puppeteers
Directed by Waller Lang from Ike story by
Albert Payson Terkune. Pre-vieved September
8, 1934.
1 dealt very fully with this picture
in our issue of September 8, 1934,
because it was one of those unheralded films which provide a very
pleasant surprise to the critic whose
frequent disappointments on seeing
fervently publicised masterpieces
tend to come with regular monotony.
Actually, the bulk of its entertainment relies on the brilliant cliaracterisation given by Walter Connolly
as a man whose cowardice — -he saves
himself from a liner disaster by
dressing as a woman — makes him
hide his identity and let the world
believe, as the p>ai>ers have reported
it, that he died a hero's death.
The efforts of this man to help his
son, without his knowledge, in his
chosen career as a theatrical producer— he himself was a worldfamous one before the disaster —
provides strong dramatic fare, and
is full of restrained sentiment and
delicate characterisation.
The ending, too, provides a most
2±

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦WHOM THE GODS
♦FALLING IN LOVE
♦JUDGE PRIEST
DESTROY
♦♦♦THE LAST GENTLEMAN
♦LORD EDGWARE DIES
♦«THE MAN WHO KNEW
♦MARRIAGE OF
TOO MUCH
CONVENIENCE
♦♦WHAT EVERY WOMAN
TOO
MANY
MILLIONS
KNOWS
♦♦GIRLS WILL BE BOYS
EASY MONEY
What the asterisks mean — ••♦» An oiUstandiftg feature. ••• Very good.
*• Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
moving scene when his wife recogto save
career nises
andhim and,
happiness,
they his
haveson's
to
part
again.
Walter
Lang's
direction
is exceedingly good. He avoids
back-stage scenes and only suggests
them by reference. His pictorial
development is exceedingly good,
and his kaleidescopic shots and
clever dissolves knit the continuity
into a perfectly developed drama.
As the wife, Doris Kenyon is
exceedingly good. I have never
seen her do anything better than the
scene in which she recognises her
supposedly dead husband.
Robert Young acts excellently as
the son.
••'THE
LAST GENTLEMAN
Umied
Artists. comedy.
Awuritam.Rmms "A"
eetti/icaU.
Sentimental
73 minmtes.
George Abliss
Cabot Barr
Edna May Oliver
Augusta
Janet Beechek
Rachel
Charlotte Henry
Marjory
Ralph Morgan
Loring
Edward Ellis
Claude
Frank Albertson
Allan
Rafaela Ottiano
Retta
Donald Meek
Judd
Joseph C.Cawthorn
Dr. Wilson
Harry
Bradley. ...Professor Schuniacker
Directed by Sidney Lanfidd, from tke original
play by Kalkarine Clu^slon, screen play by
Leonard Praskins. Pre-viewed August 18,
1034. For story freely based on the film by
Marjory Williams, see page 21 .
A sentimental comedy, in which
George Arliss always shows to
the best advantage.
He is once again cast as an
eccentric old gentleman, this time

endeavouring to find all his relations
from whom he is estranged, bring
them under his roof, and to decide
how he will proportion his estate.
The novelty of the film lies in the
fact that when he dies a talking
picture of himself reading his will is
shown to the heirs, whose reactions
he hits off very correctly.
There is pathos and humour in
nicely graduated proportions, and
Arliss is given full scope for his very
human observations on life and
people
in general.
As his
grand-daughter Marjory,
Charlotte Henry is charming, and
Edna May Oliver is a delight as his
daughter whose adopted son, Allan,
he wishes, to marry Marjory.
Very good support comes from
^rank Morgan, Frank Albertson,
and Janet Beecher. The direction
is polished aud the development is
smooth, with evident sincerity and
genuine human feeling.
•••THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO
MUCH
G.B.D. Britisk.Runs" A"74 certificate.
minutes. Melodrama.
LcSLiE Banks
Lawrence
Edna Best
Jill
Peter Lorre
Abbott
Frank Vosper
Levine
Hugh Wakefield
Clive
Nova Pilbeam Betty Lawrence
Pierre Fresnay
Louis
Cicely Oates
Nurse Agnes
D. A. Clarke-Smith Binstead
George Curzok
Gibson
Directed by Alfred HiUkcock, from tke story by
Ckarles Pre-vieved
Bennett andDecember
D. B. Wyndkam
29, 1934. Lewis.

Tom Broton and Anita Louise supply the love interest in Will Roger's latest
release Judge Priest."

A
DoUy HaaSi
the vivacious
redheaded Continental
star, poses
as a boy most successfidfy in
the Cyril Maude picture " Girls
Will be Bays."
in the
in this country
canwaybe
of what
an example
As done
of crook drama this picture is a
particularly good instance. It is
not, perhaps, quite so thrilling as
some of its prototypes, but it is well
knit, quite well characterised, and
of sensation
a good
contains
s, wheresequence
closingpiece
alism in its
anarchists are besieged by pohce and
troops in a house in the London dock
area. This last, by the way. is
reminiscent of the famous SidneyStreet siege, where Peter the Painter
made his final stand.
The opening
where
a littlescene
girl isisSwitzerland,
kidnapped
because her father, Lawrence, has
accidentally become acquainted with
a secret concerning an anarchist plot,
promises
conven-it
tionalnr.ore
melodramathan
whichthefollows
fulfils.
It develops into a battle between
the distraught father, who refuses
to divulge his information to the
secret service lest his daughter be
injured, and the anarchists, who
eventuiilly trap him as well and
nearly carryof an
outimpwrtant
a spectacular
assassination
foreign
personage
at
an
Albert
Hall
concert.
Hitchcock's direction is very good,
and he brings several ingenious
twists into the story which keeps
you guessing, and is singularly happy
in his detail work, which is really of
more interest than the plot of the
picture
as a performance
whole.
The best
comes from
the German actor, Peter Lorre, as
the chief anarchist. Leslie Banks is
British hero as Lawrence,
a typically
witii
sang froid carried to the pitch
of incredibility, while Edna Best is
rather stilted as his wife.
An exceedingly sympathetic and
clever
performance
from
Nova Pilbeam
as thecomes
kidnapped
child.
Settings of St. Moriti, the Albert
Hall, and Wapping are very effective,
and the siege has its thrills, although
the climax, where the mother picks
off one of the beleaguered anarchists
who has chased her child on to the
roof, with a rifle, is almost visibly
melodramatic.
••WHAT EVERY WOMAN
KNOWS
M.G.M. American.
drama. Runs" U"89 cerlificaU.
minutes. Comeif
Helen Hayes
M»«pe
Brian Aherne
Jom
Madge Evans
^>y«»'
LrciLLE Watson
.Comtnie
DVDLEV DiCGKS
J*"""
Donald Crisp
!>»»»
Alick
ence
Torr
David
Henry
Stephensok
.Venabtos
Boyd Irwin
Tenterde*
(Continued on page 26)
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Directed by Gregory Lm Carm. from Ike worUJamtmt play by Sir James Mattker Barrie.
Pre-vietced January 5, 1935.
Barrie
's date
play for
hasscreen
been purposes,
brought
up to
and this and the somewhat synthetic Scottish accents of most of the
players tend to make it rather
artificial in atmosphere, although
there still remains a good deal of
charm in the dialogue with which it
is naturally heavily loaded.
Helen Hayes, however, in spite of
the accent handicap, gives one of her
best and most sympathetic performances as Maggie, the rather pathetic but commonsensical woman
whose father and brothers bribe a
man to marry her.
As the man in question, a railway
pOTter, who becomes an M.P. and
falls for a society woman. Brian
.\heme is also good. He brings out
the character's inherent lack of
humour and superiwity comfdex
most effectively.
As the society woman 'n^iom
Maggie's strategy succeeds in ousting
from her husband's affecticHi, Madge
Evans is sound, and Lucille Watcharacterisation
worldlywise son's
French
countessof awho
aids
Maggie is definitely amusing and
convincing.
As Maggie's
father,
David asTot-is
rence
is well in
character,
Donald Crisp as her elder brother.
.\s the younger, Dudley Digges is
completely miscast, and the comedy
he has to purvey is negligible.
The picture is a good exainjde <^ a
conversatiiMi piece and is tech^
iiically polished.
•H3IRLS WILL BE BOYS
tVardamr. British.
V " eert^icaU. Fan*.
Runs 70" mtnutes.
DoLLv Haas
Pat Csrverley
Edwakd CHAPMAif
„Grey
CvRiL Maude
The Dnke
KsMOHD Kmickt^
Ccoftrejr Dawsoa
Irkxk VAKBKuca
Princess
KONAI.D Wa«d
Bernard
Chakus Patch
Sanders (Batler)
Directed by Mand Vamd.
Scenario and dialogue by Clifford Grey. Roger
Burford, Kurl Siodmai.
If there is a screen artiste who
looks more attractive in boy's
i-lothing than Dolly Haas. I have
yet to see her. This clever little
Continental star gives full rein to
her comedy sense in this quite
pleasingly designed farce on the
familiar lines of the girl who poses
as a boy to please a relation.
In tlus case it is her grandfather,
a woman-hater, who thought he had

NOW

-

Continued

a grandson, for wh<Mn the masquerade isadopted.
How she wins his heart, is accepted
as his heir, and marries his steward
makes
tainment.piquant and bright enterCjnril Maude is in great form as
the grandfather,
Edward
man scores as hisandfoolish
and Chaptimid
secretary.
Marcel Vamel has avoided the
obvious and blended his humour,
sentiment and romance expertly
into a well-developed whole.
The picture is well set and is
picturesque in its exteriors.
•FALLING IN LOVE
PaUie. British.
U " certificaU.
comedy. " Runs
SO minutes. Romantic
Chari.es Faeeki.i. Howard Elliot
Haxv Lawsom
.Ann Brent
GHEGORV Ratoft
Oscar Marks
H. F. Mai-tby
Cgmmins
Diaha Nafiee
Winnie
Bebtha Beuiobz „
Mothw
Pai
Abeakne
Dick
Tamo'
Mascot Grahamk June Desmond
Sally Stewart
Gertie
Directed by Montr Banks.
TT*amiIiar romance of an ingenuoos
filmandstar's
loveorder,
for a dealing
humble with
little agirl
the
efforts of the former's manager to
keep the pair apart.
It is aD very simple and rather
diffused.
Charles Farrell is well suited to the
leading rote and Mary Lawson
makes an uns<q>histicated heroine.
As the manager who believes
that
piutege's
infatuation
reasonIriswhy
he will
not takeis the
his
financial backer's girl friend as
a leading lady, Gregray Ratoff is
excellent and supplies really good
comedy whenever he appears.
•JUDGE PRIEST
Fax. American.
" U "80 cerUfieate.
comedy. Rmns
minutes. Period
Will Rogers
Judge Priest
Antta LoinsK EUie May Gillespie
Tom Broww
Jerome Priest
Hemrv B. Walthall Rev. Ashby Brand
David Lahdau
Bob GHlis
RocHELLE HuDSOH Vuvinia Hajrdew
Roger Ihhoe
Billy Gaynor
Frahe Melton
FlemTalley
Charley Grapewim... Sergeant Jimmy Bagby
Berton Churchill. ..Senator Horace Maydev
Brenda Fowler Mrs. Carolina Priest
Francis Ford
Juror Ko. 12
Hattie HcDaniels Aunt Dilsey
Stbfih FETCHrT Jeff Potndexter
Based on stories by Irvm S. Cobb. Directed
by John Ford.
shrewd perand
Rogers'
Will formance,
cal
Atypi
humorous, in a homely comedy

Peter Lorre, the German actor, and Cicely Oates in the siege scene from
Britain's crook drama " The Man Who Knew Too Much."
26

Doris Kenyon recognizes Walter CotmoUy as the husband, wham she
had believed dead far twenty years. Robert Young, their son, is tmawate
of this dramatic situation in " Whom the Gods Destroy."
Jane Winter
Do vie Jansen
whose plot is too slight and American
Blanche Taaiob.
Mrs. Jansen
.Aunt ICanclia
in soitiment to arouse much in- Carol vn Gates
Evelyn
Bennett
Celeste
terest.
It is a period play, Rogers Directed by George MOford. Ad»ptM from
Scarberry.
is depicted as a Kentucky judge the novel "The Flat
Tyre" by Alum Sioux
who
turns
the
tables
on
a
Senates-,
his rival for office, who demands that
story ofwhich
a marriage
convenience
turns outof
he should not be allowed to preside Artless
over a murder trial in which the to be one of true love. It is ingenuous
accused is being defended by his, in development and never fcM: an
instant avoids the obvious.
theActually
judge's nephew.
he stands down, joins
Its efforts to be sc^histicated are
the defence, and outwits the Senator,
exceptionally weak.
who is the prosecutor. A romantic
Greta Nissen struggles with the
touch is given by the nephew
n^igible role of the heroine and
persuading the daughter of the manages to look attractive, but
acquitted man to marry him.
Weldon Heybum is weak as the
Devel<^>ment is very slow and
hero, and James Kirkwood strives
the humour derived from partizan- hard to be natural as an artist
who
falls in love with the heroine
ship of the American Civfl War
veterans is not very significant in and thus makes her husband conthis country.
sious oi her v^orth.
•LORD EDGWARE DIES
Radio. British.Runs
"A" 82certificate.
minutft. Crime drama.
AusTiK Trevor _ Hercnle I^itrot
Jaice Carr
Lady Edgware
Richard Cootbb Captain Hastings
John Turnbull
Inspector Japp
MicHALL Sheplet Captain Ronald Mann
Leslie Pbrrihs
Bryan Martin
C. V. France
Lord Edgware
S. EsME Pebcy
Dnke of Mcrtoa
Directed by Henry Edwards. From the novel by
Agatha Christie. Pre-viewtd August 18, 1034.
Workmanlike
detectiveyouyamto
which reintroduces
Agatha
Christie's
famous
character,
Hercule Poirot, this time played
by
Austin Trevor, who makes quite an
impressive
figure of him. affair, with
It is a conventional
suspicion falling on a number of
chaj-acters after the murder of a
nobleman, but the solution is quite
ingenious
too obvious.and the "red herrings' not
There is, of course, the usual
"silly ass" assistant, played capably
by Richard Cooper, and the dumb
Yard detective, equally well
characterised by John Turnbull.
Jane Carr. in spite of an American
accent, turns in a well-balanced
performance
the the
vain murdered
and sdfcentred
wifeas of
man.
Too much dialogue and a tendency
to slowness rob the picture of a lot
of legitimate suspense.
•MARRIAGE OP
CONVENIENCE
EiuilyMarital
British.drama.
American.
certificateRuns <S"A"
minutes.
Greta Nissbn
Vivian Matbews
Weldon Hayburh
Kent Johns
James Kirkwood Pkilip Marlowe
Molly O'Day
Pat SnlUvan

TOO MANY MILLIONS
Warner.remedy
British.
Romantu
draeem." U"RuntcertificaU.
67 mimmtes.
Betty Comptoh
.Ann
John
3ill
Viola Garrick
Keats
_
Viola
Atholb Stewabt
Jfr. Otcott
James Carew
Jb. Worthiag
Mabtita Hi'NT
J(rv Pilcber
Phyllis Stahlby
.Tamara
Sybil Grove
Jfrs. Rancon
. Bruce Belprace
Roddy
Eileen Culshaw
Theo
VuiCEHT Lawsoh
.Paik Kaepcr
Directed by Harold Young.
Unconscionably
slow - moving
story of a multi-millionairess
who changes places with her maid
and falls in love with an improvident
artist.
The plot is so silly and slight
that the acting of Betty Compton
and the rest of the cast goes for
naught.
EASY MONEY
Paramount.farce.
British.
certificate. Broad
Runs " OBU" mimites.
Gerald Rawlinsoh Jack Dorrant
Maby Newlakd Joan Letcbwortk
Georcb Carmby
^^'Gf'*
Lawrence Hahrat
na
Hubert
Lesub
Coloael
Hincklay
Gladys Haheb
MagglB
Habvey Bbabar
WiIUaJBS
Directed by Redd Dams. Pre-eiemed Septe^blf
IS, 1M4.
boutco humour
Weak in a knocka
poorly
picture of an obvious and hac
order.
George Carney tobrings
traceof ofa
characterisation
the arole
bookmaker who is trying to make
capital out of a yotmg man who is
likely to come into money, but
otherwise there is nothing noteworthy in the production.
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R A M S D E L L'S
COLD CREAH

PERFECT

D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream, used regularly,
gives that delicate soft bloom of youth to
your skin. Clean the pores with it
thoroughly each night, and your skin is
rejuvenated while you sleep.
Does your present cold cream do this for
you ? If it does, don't change. If it
doesn't, change to D. & R. — and, after
that, you'll never change !
D. eS" R. Beauty Crtaius in tubes, (td. and i/-, jars
at \l^d. and 2/6. SkiH tonic i/-, zjdd.
SAMPLE OFFEI
Send I |d. in stamps with your name and address
to Stemco Ltd.. (Dept.-Z.,) 128 Albert Street.
Camden Town, N.W.i, for sample D. & R.
Bcaurv Creams.

HAVE
YOU

n

BEAUTY
It is every
PACK
woman's ri^ht
OUT YOUR
WRINKLES AND
SMILE THROUGH
■ri»«T«MTC
lEBITllllt
A BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION BEIOnPACK-IIASK
Enables you to 60 so
K temarkiMe advance, not a mere improvement but
PackThis unique Beauty
somi'thing really NEW. which
recently created such
Mask (masque de beaute),
a stir amongst the CHIC women of Paris and screen
beauties, has now been brought to London.
Constant experiments in cosmetics have taught us
can at
and pore-clogging creams Beauty.
that powders, rouge,
real natural
the best be only substitutes iai lies
,
Youthfulness
in
face
the
of
True loveliness
complexion.
Clearness, and the Softness ofbya translucent
the weekly tise of this
An these can be obtained
New Beauty Pack-Mask, which is harmless.
The neatness and cleanliness o< this wonder-working product
is at last the final answer to EVERY woman's need.

WRITE

Weekly

FOR

mi IV/
IT /VO
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Send 9)d. In stamps to Debutante
Beauty Products. 71 New Bond
Street, London, W.I, and our trial sixe
wW be MM to you by return, pott irae.
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of jSteui/njS discolour

COLGATE'S

REMOVES

ALL

teeth
SEVEN

Look for the cause of most dull, dingy teeth — ' and you'll
find it at the dining>table ! For it's a scientific fact that food
stains teeth. Not just one or two foods — but everything we
eat and drink and smoke leaves its mark on our teeth. All
told, there are seven different kinds of stains — seven deadly
enemies of tooth brilliance.
Most toothpastes — because they have only one cleansing action
— fail to remove all these stains. But Colgate's, because it tiastuv
cleansing actions, completely frees your teeth of all of them.
First, Colgate's emulsive action loosens and washes many
of
stains
away. Then,
polishingaction
actiondentifrice,
removes
the themore
stubborn
ones. Colgate's
Try this double
and see for yourself the amazing difference in your teeth ten
days from now.
THK 7 CAUSKS OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEKTH.
1. Meats and other proteins.
4.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Sweets.
Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6.
Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.
— I
_|— _|- - I -II <- _| IL_» M~

New,

Beautiful,

Healthy

Hair

Free
from
Dandruff
MtM D. BdTm hair too* faUing out very rapiMy and w€u becoming
terribly thin. Slu had tried several different tonics, but the excessive
faUiitg of the hair continued. Then mhe heard about Kotalko — the
True Hear Grotoer. She started using it, and her hair soon stopped
faOing and conmtg away on the comb, and a New, Beautiful, Heahhy
Growth developed, free from Dandruff, also her hair, toMch was
going
resumed its natsirtd colour. There are many other wonderful
camee grey,
on record.
Kotalko is for men's, winnen's, and children's scalps and hair. For
ciandrufr, weak or MUn^ hair, dry scalp and hair, and BALDNESS.
. fVKt Scdip aad Feed Hair Reola
ddir with Keteftew Price S/- ycr bes; triple
TO JCMIN HART ■TEST-BOX
BRITTAIN, Ltd., COUPONm,
U/S.
9 Percy Street (I«4 AM), Umdoti, W.l.
riMnii Mid SeCm Seal* awl Hair Feffidet
Please send me, post paid. Testing Package of KOTALKO and
Cm WeAIy wiA Kelafte Scalp Soapi.
KOT.\LKO SOAP, with directions, for which I enclose 3d. in stanqis.
TeUal.
Bex el 3 TeUela. 4/C
NAME
ADDRESS.
KOTALKO
ITRUE HAIR CROWERl
Supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors, and all Chemists and Stores
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Cicely Courtneidge
as she appears in her
new comedy setting,
with an
historical
" Me and Marl-

borough."

Publicity

Goes

Purple

Leg-pulling — Espinosa-trained Ballet — A Kipling Classic — Arliss as
Pepys ?— Rene Ray Gets a Break

its Commander-in-Chief, into accepting her as a
man.
But wait a bit. In those days it was the Army
that fought the wars — not the whole nation.
And the army consisted of picked men — whacking
great fellows as big as policemen. So Kit Ross must
have been a pretty strapping sort of a wench — eh?
Am I right, sir and madam ?
Yes.. So the role has been conferred on Cicely
Courtneidge, who is a piarticularly slim, dainty,
frail-looking
of a thing
— when shefor isn't
making herselflittle
lookbitgawky
and grotesque
our
amusement. And so the march of progress goes
on.

HOSE of you who know what an old
grouch I am will be prepared for a
spot of bad temper now that we
have got through January and the
festive season is all gone and forgotten. Through Christmas and the New
Year I manage to keep my ill-nature under
control, but once that's over my middle name
is Scrooge, and I don't care who knows it.
Fact of the matter is, I'm peeved with
Publicity Departments. Every week they
try to pull my leg (me, a downy old bird who
might be their great-grandfather !).
The latest try-on is that of Toeplitz Productions, who write and tell me that their Majestties the King and Queen of Denmark had
graciously consented to attend the premiere
of The Dictator in Copenhagen, and that for the
first time in any film a scene depicting the
presentation of debirtantes at Court will be
shown.

Oh, by
while I'm
the subject,
don't
attach
too the
muchway,
attention
to theon rumour,
published
in the daily press, about Mussolini having appointed a special secretary to the company to
keep an eye on the production and see that it
doesn't tweak the noses of dictators in general.
There was an Italian secretary appointed and
he had been there for several weeks before he
ever saw the film at all; which just goes for to
show that Toeplitz Productions are not the only
people who occasionally indulge in a harmless
leg-pull.
I'm looking forward keenly to seeing this film
partly because it's one of the most lavish ever
produced
in Britain,
because
there'sseea Clive
good
story, partly
because partly
I believe
we shall
Brook the actor instead of Clive Brook the perfect

I'm quite willing to accept the royal bulletin at its face value, because films are getting
so fashionable nowadays that even royalty
may well fight for admission. But as to the
rest of it. . . .

Kit Courtneidge
Casting continues to go forward here and there Wipers in 1706
with unabated virulence. It's been .spreading One jjoint where Me and Marlborough will
through
studios like wildfire, life in
scoreFlanders
is in thein similarity
a soldier's
1706 andbetween
208 years
later.
and
has the
now Shepherd's
extended toBush
Elstree.
Here's a particularly serious ca.se. You know There is even a discussion as to the proper pro(why, of course you know; I told you myself)
nunciation of the outlandish name Ypres — the
that Cicely Courtneidge is playing Kit Ross in only agreement reached being that it never could
Me and Marlborough — the young woman who and never would, in any circumstances, be proenlisted as a man, went through all Marlborough's
nounced "Wipers".
campaigns, saved his life, and was finally accorded
Spare time
occuf>ations also are very much the
same as they were in the days of Queen Ann.
a military funeral ? Yes? Good.
Well, Kit's an historical character. She actually For instance, I noticetl that in the billet there was
kidded the whole of the British Army, including a private industriously knitting socks; this

What the Dnce !
SOTTiehow, I seem to remember, when I was two
years younger, visiting the largest kinema in
the world, the one at Radio City in New York,
and there seeing Connie Bennett in an amusing
film called Our Betters, in which there was a
scene depicting the presentation . . . (see above).
28

And I believe the special ballet trained by
Espinosa will be pretty good; only I hope the
gent.
Publicity Department
won't invented,
tell me thatcalled
a sp>ecial
acrobatic
dance has been
the
Toe Plitz. I warn them, I'm not to be trifled with.

Back to the Walls
Now as to Marlborough. A great deal of hard
thinking went on about the casting of this
j>art. Dozens of actors were considered and
rejected. Then someone remembered that Marlborough had to ride a horse, and there was Tom
Walls, who simply dotes on horses . . . and so
you see, my dears, it simply had to be. You can
quite
see how. .it. is,Tomcan'tWalls
you .? . I. horses.
mean, horses
...
Tom Walls
. . . There
was no alternative.
So Tom has been made to put on a uniform
(very handsome uniform) and a full-bottomed wig,
and a make-up that makes him look as little like
Tom Walls as possible; only his voice they have
been unable to disguise, and when Marlborough
speaks, he speaks with the voice of Tom Walls.
Anyway, Victor Saville is sure to put plenty of
punch into the thing, and it'll be colourful and
gay and
amusing, and I'm just a poor old grouch
that
nobody
don't
want to.need take any notice of ... if they
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intrigued me, because I had a man in my company
in 1918 who was an expert knitter.
I mentioned this to Billy Watts who is playing
the part of the knitting soldier, and he told me
that the last time he played a soldier at all was in
that was Leslie Henson's
Buttonor (incidentally
Alf's film,
first
wasn't it?), and in that he had to
knit in a Flanders dugout I
a smallif
goes to prove
Which... just
world
or whatever
it just that
goes it's
to prove,
anything.

PICTUREGOER
gone
India toa small
take "atmo.sphere
don'tof
mind tobetting
sum (say a shots."
lakh or Itwo
rupees) that audiences everywhere will fall for
the personalities and adventures of those three
musketeers of the British Army, Privates Ortheris,
Learoyd, and Mulvaney.

All About Corpses
Then Victor Saville is to direct Madeleine
Carroll in a film about no-one-knows-what,
and there will be another Jessie Matthews " starring
vehicle" called 5am and Sallie, and a Jack
Making It Real
Hulbert picture at present called Youth at the
And, in case it matters, a rickety gate in the Helm, but I don't believe even Jack Hulbert will
English countryside sequences in this film be able to get away with a title like that. Oh, and
Jessie Matthews will also appear in Barcarolle,
is a gen-yew-ine article which came from about which
Victor Saville will direct.
a mile from Blenheim Palace, the ancestral home
And, just to cheer us up, we are to have a
of the Dooks o' Marlborough.
Could authenticity go further? (No prize for screen version of Tolstoy's The Living Corpse. . . .
Now that we are all thoroughly cheered up, I may
correct answer.)
And speaking of authenticity, of course at Kit tell you that it is to be called Redemption, of all
Ross's wedding supper they had to have real unimaginative titles, and Conrad Veidt and
gen-yew-ine pheasants, ducks, geese, joints, etc. Madeleine Carroll, who last appeared together in
But you can't shoot a wedding-feast in one / was a Spy, will co-star. Berthold Viertel, who
working day, or even two, and by the time all this made Little Friend, will make this, and also The
□lass of provender had basked in the full glare Passing of the Third Floor Back.
Alfred Hitchcock has already begun work on
of some thousands of candle-power, it was nearly
ready to be shot all over again.
the John Buchan spy-tViller The Thirty^ine
I like the instruments used by the military bands Steps. I found him sho</ting a typical Hitchof this period. Blatyphones, Bassoons,Bombardons, cockian scene, representing a music-hall of the
Bacinas, Flageolets, Tubas, Serpents, and less refined sort, filled with an audience of the
such. Only one thing I pray — that if there are "types" with which Hitch loves to play. He has
always been more interested in the more colourful,
negroesmen,
in the
band,
won't
be blacked-up
white
as they
werethey
in The
Scarlet
Pimpernel. not to say lurid, side of life than in the merely
How a break like that could come to be made in polite and pretty.
Robert Donat, fresh from his Hollywood trisuch
sion. a grand film passes my meagre comprehenumph in The Count of Monte Crista, is playing the
lead in this.
All Change !
There has been a reshuffle among the forth- Next for Arliss
And did I nearly forget to mention Mr. Arliss?
coming productions
at to"the
Tut, tut, careless of me. Mr. Arliss, it hais
instance, Maurice
Elvey was
haveBush."
directedFora
been
definitely decided, is not to portray the role
film called The Tunnel, a glimpse into the futnre,
when Europe and America will have been con- of Christian in Pilgrim's Progress nor, for that
nected by a submarine tunnel; it would have been matter, of Capt Scott or President Wilson or
Alfred and the cakes, but will play in an original
interesting
this future,
with Elvey's
Treason, alsotoa compare
drama of the
involvingHigh
die story specially written by J. B. Priestley.
It is being hoped like anything that this story
destruction of a tunnel under the English ChanneL
Now, however, Lothar Mendes, who was respon- will be a trifle better than the thing Priestley is
sible for Jew Suss is to direct it, and Conrad Veidt allied to have provided Gracie Fields with in
is to play the lead. Mendes was also to have made Sing as we Go, which any three gag-men in British
Ring of the Damned, featuring Veidt, but now studios would have done better. We are entitled
expect much of Mr. Priestley.
Walter
make Forde
it. (What's
Johnnyof to And
then Mr. Arliss may play Pepys, but I hope
Jones? Forde
You will
thought
was athat,
director
comedies? Have you forgotten Rome Express not, and it is feared in some quarters that he may
already?)
be tempted to play Livingstone, which would be
He is also to direct a film version of the Kipling the last straw.
classic Soldiers Three, for which a unit has already
Anyway, the news that Charies Langfaton is to
play in a Life of Cecil Rhodes in HoUj^wood disposes of the lurking terror that Mr. Arliss might
impersonate the great Empire-buUder. Laughton
in that role is unthinkable enough, but thank
heaven, Hollywood's blunders are no affair of ours.

A clever pencil sketch of Bimie Barnes by Peter
Eaton.

Weekly

Good News
One rather cheering bit of news that has come
my way during the last few weeks is that
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer intend to pay a little more
attention to their British -made fihns in 1935.
This is a New Year resolution that will please
everybody (almost), because the kind of films
that M.-G.-M. have been in the habit of buying
from anywhere and anyone and flinging on the
screen to satisfy the letter of the Quota Act was
doing very little good to the name of M.-G.-M. or
the reputation of British films in
general. With which stinging rebuke
he passed on to lighter matters.
Judging by the letters I have received
from Henry Kendall's fans all over the
country, approving my remarks about
the way he was being neglected, I did
.
not over-estimate his popularity.
^
I must say producers are not slow
in taking a hint. My article had hardly
appeared when Kendall, who has been
overlooked far too long, was offered not
one
fibn. part, but two at once — and both in the same
It's one of those "dual role" affairs of which
Twickenham is so fond (now don't be unkind and
suggest that it saves a salary) in which Kendall
is two crooks who are almost exactly alike, until
one bumps the other off, when aU similarity ceases.
The question is, can this be called suicide? A
wet towel and a small aspirin, please.

Your

hair has

got dark.

What a pity to hearbe
this so
from oldfair.''
friends.
to
used
It
Had
you
used
Sta'blond,
that
wonderful
new
shampoo for natural fair hair only, it would never
have
got
mouse
cx>loured,
but
Sta'blond
also bring back to the most faded blonde hair will
the
golden bieauty of childhood. It also corrects
depigmentation (colour pigment eUmination) due
to coal gas, dust, and lack of milk diet. Even
with one shampoo your hair is lighter, silkier, and
more beautiful. It makes the permanent wave
last
longer.
Wonderful
for children.
contains
no henna,
camomile,
dyes, or Sta'blond
injurious
bleaches. Money back if not delighted.
Obtainable everywhere.
STA
BLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO
HOW
WELL-KNOWN
AIRMAN
CURED
DIGESTIVE

TROUBLE

RenuurUble letter £rom Producer of lornHnm
Mdbourtte Air Race
Evesyfoody knows of Mr. Roy Tuckett, the aerial
film pioneer
" London-Melbourne
attracting
suchwhose
large film
audiences
at cinemas all "overis
the country, but few know that he was very nearly
compelled to give up his career as an airman through
acute
trouble.
his on.
own Iwords
" A eat
yeara
ago I digestive
feared I could
not Incarry
could : not
meal, I could not even drink a cup of tea without
suffipiring agwiy horn indigestion. Nothing I tried
seined to bring me any reliel I bad two X-rays and
my appendix was removed — all to no avaiL I was on
the point of abandoning my flight over the Australian
Air Race Route when, as a last resource, I tried
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. To my amazement
the first dose brought instant reUef, so I continued
the treatment, earned the powder on my flight and
am And
now you,
completely
too, cancured."
obtain just as great and speedy
relief as this famous airman. But be sure to get the
original Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. Do not
acoept an inferior substitute for the sake of a few
pence, but ask your chemist lor Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder and be sure to see the signature
" ALEX C. MACLEAN " on bottle and carton before
you buy. It is not sold loose, but only in bottles in
cartons of Powder or Tablets at 1/3, 2/-, and 5/AN

INTERESTING
HAIR
TEST.

Thin, scanty, straggling hair and bald patches are
not always due to hair coming oat by the roots.
Make this test. Comb yovir hair, examine the
loose hairs in -the comb cmd if at -the end you find
a clean break — ^no sign of the little bnlbons root
— it is definite proof that the roots are still in the
scalp and that your real trouble is brittle hair
due to 'starvation' of the roots through clogging
dandruff.
This condition can easily be overcome by a little
special attention. A good tonic brushed into the
scalp will soon clear away all dandruff and
nourish the roots so that the hair grows healthy,
strong, and lustrous.
In connection with the above suggestion there is
a hair tonic which has been found amazingly
effective in dissolving away dandruff, penetrating
the scalp and stimulating the hair roots, thus
revitalising and rejuvenating the hair. This
prepjuution, known as Lavona Hair Tonic, is sold
by
Chemists guarantee.
at 2/3, under the Manufacturer's
money-back
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What

Do

You Think?

Beware

''nh you !

Will
never

that
stop

boy
eating?

But who wants him to stop ? You have some,
too ! Have a Giun ? Or a Pastille ? (They're
the hard ones and the medium.) Or a JuiqrFruit — they're soft. They are all made in as
many real-fruit flavours as you would find in
a fruit shop in July.

ou
the

con

taste

fruit

in

ROWNTREES
CI.KAR
GUMS
( Hard)
JUICYFRUIT

FRUITS
(Soft)

PASTILLES

Sold loose M. a qiuner, and in packets to suit all pockets.
ASSORTED PACKETS 3d. & 6d. Rowmrees offer
ihesc special packets to introduce all three consistencies in a
wide range of real-fruit flavours. Buy one to-day

/

Letters from our Readers

The

Bogey

Man

Is He Really l^ecessary in Children's Films?
Charlie Chaplin may endear himself to vlie m
AY I put in an urgent plea for
public
by wearing a funny little hat; but when a I
children's films without bogeys? dramatic
actress like Garbo adopts headgear f
That excellent Disney offering. resembling a folded psuicake and a saucepan lid, Lullaby Land, was ruined for at to say nothing of the tea-cosy effect, it does not 9
least one child by the terrifying enhance her dramatic qualities. — Lilian Windsor
goblin shapes, which actuaUy sent him in is{Miss),
Crescent,
awarded68 theWhitehawk
second prize
of 10/6.Brighton, 7, who '■
desperation to hide under his seat.
Now I hear the same of Babes in Toyland.
When we are constantly warned that the Unbelievably Different
nerves of the post-war child are weak, and I think
M. D. Phillips
has dealt too harshly with
The Painted
Veil.
we know by experience that he cannot bear
I strongly suspect he is one of those queer
the
of deformities,
it is a pity that no
"U"sight
certificate
so
people
who Garbo.
dislike "the Swedish glamoiu- queen,"
as
he calls
far gives us any
Even so, he should not allow this to show in his
guarantee against
criticism of the film.
this danger.
Admitted, the film differs a great deal from the
Would it not be
book,
but whose fault is that? Merely the
nowadays.)
possible to have
censor's. (He seems to be doing a lot of damage
humour, and even
But vein
to say isthat
Garbo's and
performance
in theis
oddity, withusual
ridiculous
untrue. is She
out ugliness? — Eisdell
charmingly gay and tender in her light moments
and has never looked lovelier.
E. Tucker,
14 Vicars'
Close.
Wells,
Som.,
She is much more animated and human than in
who is awarded the first
Queen Christina; in fact, she is unbeUevably
prize of £i is.
different.
— E. Munro, 5 Medwin Street, Femdale
Road,
S.W.^.
(l^'e have had many
letters pointing out this
same parents
defect — of/ young
think
most
Just a Concert ?
children will admit that
Iwas disappointed in One Night of Love, for,
Walt
Disney
whatever -its merits as a concert, as a film it
it is — and hope that the
producers responsible
will remove the one fly in the Disney ointment).
Action,
incident,
simply
doesn't
exist. change of scene are the very
life of films; and records of Grace Moore's voice,
good as it is, accompcmied by pictures of her face
do not constitute a film.
Fans, Behave !
Night of Love is kinematically much inferior
The Ramon Novarro Service League hails with to One
The Cat and the Fiddle and other musicals which
the greatest approval the outspoken letter of
"Disgusted" in your paper, and begs that some were really films, even if their music was not very ^
further publicity be g^ven to this matter of
familiar treatment of stars.
A far better "private life of an opera singer'
Our own president, Ramon N.ovarro, was a was Oh, for a Man, featuring Reginald Denny and^
Jeanette
victim of such cheapening behaviour when he was grand. Macdonald, which had amusing situations]
acting, and witty dialogue. In fact, it
here in 1933, entirely against his wish and, as we clever
merited everything which the press has since said ,
happen to know, with his strong disapproval.
Women flung themselves at him in a similar about One Night of Love. — Barbara Fletcher, Flat 4,!
manner described by your correspondent. The 205 Dickson Road, Blackpool, Lanes.
press took advantage of it in no very kind manner
and his prestige was greatly lowered by his so- Let the Stars Shine
called "admirers," through no fault of his own.
Stanwyck,
since her
Because he was charming and polite, he was Barbara
performance
in Forbidden,
has unforgettable
hardly been
supposed to have encouraged them ; but we happen given a role befitting her.
to be personally in touch with him and know his
Convincing, sensitive, touching, and sincere in i
real sentiments in the matter.
every role she portrays, her ability always saves
Whilst on this subject we would like to deprecate a picture from being just a mediocre one. I am V
the constant use of star's Christian names by sure a no more natural actress than she could be . *
" fans." It is possible to admire a star and express found on the screen.
admiration without such ill-bred familiarity. One
Likewise, Constance Bennett. This star has
cannot imagine a George Arliss, a Conrad Veidt, not the material that is worthy of her clever and
or a Cedric Hardwicke permitting themselves to excellent acting. Is the material of Moulin
be called by their Christian names by every Rouge or Woman of the World as good as of What
hysterical flapfter who chose to do so. Why, Price Hollywood? Why must she always be
then, should other stars be submitted to these
i
with j>oor stories'
indigr.ities? — V. L. Foss, British Secretary, The served
The "fans" of every star are discontented when
Ramon Novarro Service League, 21 Endersleigh their favourites are given poor vehicles, so I
Gardens, Hendon, N.W.^.
appeal to the powers-that-be to give the stars the
chance to shine. — Cheah Cheong Lin. 55 MoxmU
Road, Penang, 5.5.
Grotesque Gowns
H
Why Indoes
The Garbo
Paintedwear
Veilsuch
someterrible
of her clothes?
outfits are
enough to send an audience into laughter, and
VIEWS
YOUR
What
you think
about theWANT
stars andED
films? '
were she not La Garbo I am sure that filmgoers
Let us have your opinioo, briefly.
outside the West End would be naturally unkind
enough
to give
the " razz
" for onher thedress
designs.
£1 IS. and los. 6d. will be
Peculiar
style herin regard
to dress
screen
does
paid for the two most interestnot only apply to Garbo; Bette Davis and Joan
ing, and 5s. for every
Crawford arouse comment with their extraordinary
other letter published each
coiffure and grotesque creations.
week. Letters should be
If women who are considered the best dressed
written on one side of the
in Hollywood — like Kay Francis. Constance
paper only and should not
Bennett, and Claudette Colbert — can dress to
exceed 150 words. Address to
perfection without inviting giggles from an
"Thinker," The "Picturcgoer
audience, why is it that others striving at originWeekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
ality must make scarecrows of themselves?
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Combed

Stays

5,000,000

Way

WOMEN

Arranged!

CAN'T BE WRONG
in choosing this

This

It isn't any trouble, and
there's hardly any cost

Weekly

FACE

POWDER

At the Talkies — feeling hoarse .
Throaty noises.
People cross .
'Go-suck
o ZUBE

hair
DANDERINE' insures your
for a penny a day.
After you've spent many minutes arranging your
hair, here's a way to keep it arranged all day long.
Withoitt another " pat " or another thought ! Use a
little ' Danderine ' before you comb it.
woman
can't believe the way this works imtil
■heA has
tried it.
' Danderine ' isn't a sticky or oily dressing, yet it
keeps every hair in place. Its delicate fragrance is
appealing and it creates a marvellous effect of
lEKshness and clcanliaess !
When you've had your hair shampooed
'Danderine ' will keep it from getting out of place.
Just try this:
Use ' Danderine ' every day — every time you
comb your hair — ^to be sure of your hair all day
long ! To have the satisfaction of knowing that it is
not only clean but that it really looks clean. To
know it will stay as you arranged it. And to know no
dandruff will appear.
With all the care you give to your hair, it's a pity
to omit this last touch that means so much. It's no
trouble ! Yet you can hardly believe anything so
and pleasam
as ' Danderine
' could bringof your
such
amOdchange
in the condition
and appearance

A complexion of fascinating beauty.
A smooth "matt" finish to the skin
that lasts all day. A natural loveliness that is not affected by wind and
rain or perspiration while dancing.
These are guaranteed only by Poudre
Tokalon.
The secret is the patent process by
which Poudre Tokalon is made.
"Mousse of Cream," a marvellous new
ingredient, is blended with the finest
triple silk-sifted powder. Therefore.Poudre Tokalon cannot dry up the natural
oils of the skin, causing it to become
rough and dry like ordinary powders do.
This secret is known to over 5 million regular users of Poudre Tokalon in
the British Isles, and many millions
more all over the world. Only such an
enormous production enables the manufacturers to produce a powder of such
superlative quabty at the low price of
6d.andi/-abox. If you are not delighted
with results money refunded in full.

If your throat is easily irritated by tobacco
smoke in cinemas ask the attendant for
some Zubes. Better still, take a tin along
with you. Zubes soothe the throat and chest
and protect you from germs, fog and other
winter foes. Zubes are " all-star "comforts.

Loose
D. Per
ounce
ZUBES ARE BEST FOR THROAT2 J.AND
CHEST

hair and scalp. Just try it. You can buy ' Danderineat' all Chonists and Stores, i /3, 2/6 and 4/6.

FOR THE HAIR i-i— <—
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booklet
(ent luadar plain
BIFra*
sealed!I covar* explains bow you can aatily,
secretly and permanently euro yonrsaU
of tbii obiectionaUe, bealtb-andancerinc
habit. No aloes, no aiito-svneatioa. New
discovery. Send lid. stamp for pottaca.
FILTEX LTD. (Dept.?.), 31, Tbe Broadway,
Croocfa Eiid. Laedoa. HS.

Feen-armint
'~f^ OnL/ GieWLH^ LAXATIVE
You will find the fresh, minty
flavour of FEEN-A-MINT
makes this gentle chewing
laxative delicious to take.

aft :v:r\e
irres** 'fthe»

From all chemists — 1/3 a
package. Non-habit-forming.
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SUMCREAM,
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postag
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(to
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White's Laboratories Ltd. (Dept.
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size, 2/11; four times
HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
LOVE
sue. 4/11. All pott free.
Mytterlooi).
on 10/- or £ per month
I chfffitliatfag.
Open a credit account with Smartwear. No rrferences required
as tot i nenfold
g —cn<a DROPS
mi
even
from
non-householders. Call or write to Dept. M. 165
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for
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catalogue.
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SMARTWEAR
Ltd., catalogue,
263-271 Recent
Street, London,
W.l.
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"Georg^ and "Ame" are your
enquiry departments. The former
mil be happy to ansuer any query
regarding films, the latter anything connected with household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both do The Picture goer
Weekly. When a reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.
A. P. (Nortbolt). — Frances Day took the
part
of Helene
Ttoo shrimp)
Hearts inin
Waltztime
and LaBarry
Momein (the
The Girl from Maxims.
Leon (Hornsea). — Music in Song at
Eventide, " Sanctuary of the Heart,"
" Gigolette,"" Vienna, City of My Dreams,"
" Dreaming," " My Treasure," " For You
Alone," "Wandering to Paradise," Easthope Martin's " Evensong."
B. (Surrey).
— Write
to Jimmy Hanley
c/oM.Gaumont
British
Studiios.

20/35

to
BEFORE

yon

BREAKFASTpel tt-'h^* habit.

Keep •*?Sr Use oo
at
Ba^JSd

price

1
- '6

BEFORE
For Colds. Influenza. CatarrK

size
V3.
BED

Headache,

etc

FAIR-HAIRED
LADIES!
Send the coupon below to-day for a Free Sample Bottle
of HARLENE Camomile Golden Hair Wash and a Free
Sachet of HARLENE Camomile Shampoo.
HARLENE CAMOMILE
1-2 FREE
GIFTS-n
COIDEN HAIR WASH
COUPON
^▼ca fair hair ■ glorloM
snaalilne
tooch.
Is Jost
Send this coupon with 3d. stamps
for fair hair
tbatIt haa
become tbiag
duU
and your name and address for
and loot iU tooe. All chcmiats, 1/3,
3/- mmd Si- per bottle.
FREE SAMPLES
of Wash
"Harlene"
Camomile
Golden Hair
and
HARLENE CAMOMILE
"Harlene" Camomile Shampoo to
Edwards Harlene Ltd. (G.S.976).
SHAMPOO
20/26 Lamb's Conduit
prcoerveo tbc beanty of fair hair.
London.St.,W.C.i.
Not only to H »»p«r-tli
bat
H brliiga out the natural sheen which
{Slamp your envelop* with al\d. simmp.)
la the csscsce of fair -haired
tji per
box
of
7
shampooo
(Slai
eta 3d. each).
Secher " ■
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DINKIE. — (1) Cast : Yamt Woodley :
Laura Simmons — Madeleine Carroll; Mr.
Woodley
— Aubrey
Milner- — Gerald
Rawlinson;
Cope —Mather;
Tony Halfpenny;
Mr.
Simmons — Sam Livesey ; Vining — Billy
—Milton
Frank; Ainger
Lawton.— ^John Teed ; Young Woodley
G. G. S.— (1) Release dates : Mata Hart
—Sept. 26, 1932; Rise 0} Helga— May 2,
1932; Atonement of Gosta Berting — Oct. 22,
192S. (2) The general release date is the
date on which the picture is available to
theatres all over the country.
Crosby and Crawford Admirer.— Cast :
Sadie McKee, Sadie — Joan Crawford;
Tommy — Gene Raymond; Michael —
Francbot Tone; Brennan — Edward Arnold;
DoUy — Esther Ralston; Stooge — Earl
Chrford; Opal — Jean Dixon; Phelps — Leo
Carroll; Riccori — Akim Tamiroff; Mrs.
Craney— Zelda Sears; Mrs. McKee— Helen
Ware; Maid — Helen Freeman; Caf< Entertainers— Gene Austin and Candy and Coco.
(2) Bing Crosby, b. May 2, 1904, Tacoma,
Washington, S ft. 9 in., weighs 165 lb., light
blue eyes and brown hair, three sons, Gary
Evan, b. June 27, 1933, and twins, Phillip
Lang and Dennis Michael, b. July, 1934.
Address c/o Paramount Studios. Latest films.
Here is My Heart and Mississippi.
Eyes Greenville,
(York). — (1)
b. Brown
Oct. 27, 1900,
Texas,John6 ft.Boles,
1 in.,
weighs 185 lb., dark brown hair, blue-grey
eyes, married, two children. Latest films.
Music in the Air, The White Parade. .Address
c/o Fox Studios. (2) Anthony Bushell, b.
May 19, 1904, Westerham, Kent, 6 ft., blue
eyes, light brown hair, married Zelma
O'Neal. Latest film. Lilies of the Field.
TULLio Carminati Fan (Leicester). — (1)
Yes, Lew Cody and Russ Colombo died last
year.
Oct. and
23, 1907,
New
Jersey,(2)5 Sally
ft. 2 O'Neill,
in., dark b.hair
blue eyes,
real name Virginia Ixniise Nonun, latest
film Beggars Holiday. Address c/o Universal
Studios.
N. (London).to CUrk
Gable
c/oV.M.-G.-M.
studios.Write
A letter
to America
costs
ltd.,
but
you
must
obtain
an
natioiul Money Order from your localInterpost
office for the return postage.
MOLLIE (Birmingham). — You can obtain
photographs
MarlenePostcard
DietrichSalon,
and 85Richartl
Dix from the ofPicture
Long
Acre,London,W.C.2,for3d.each. Addresses:
Richard Dix c/o RKO-Radio and Marlenc
Dietrich c/o Paramount.
JEA.VETT¥ (Muawell Hill).— <1) John Milk
is 25Maurice
years old.Chevalier,
Address b.c/o Sept.
B.lJ>. 12.Studios.
(2)
1894,
Menilmontant, France, 5 ft. 11 in., 165 lb.,
brown
hair,
blue
eyes,
address
c/o
M.-G.-M.
Studios.
Interested (Dundee). — Gloria Stuart, b.
1910, California, 5 ft. 4 in., blonde hair,
bhie eyes, married Arthur Shcckman.
A<ldrcss c/o Universal Studios.
(W.S).—
: Robert
UnaJ.B.Merkel,
MaeAddresses
Clarke, L,aurel
and Young.
Hardy.
Stuart Erwin c/o M.-G.-M. Studios. David
Manners, Heather Angel c/o United Artists.
James
c'o Warner
Bros.; Cagtiey,
Ginger Joan
Rogers,Blondell,
Fred Astaire,
c/o
Radio; W. C. Fields, Ida Lupino, Charles
Ruggles,
c/o
Paramount;
Sally
Blane
c/o
Columbia Studios; Victor McLaglen c/o
Fox Studios; Ronald Caiman, Ftednc.
March c/o Twentieth Century. (2) See V. N.
(London) above.
L. D. (Essex). — Write to Jack HuOtert
c/o G.B. Studios, do not send your autograph album. It is much simpler to obtain
the autograph and then stick it into your
album.
iNQUisrnvE
— " You
Will
Reroonber
Vienna(Batteraca).
' ' waa played
in Camgrea
Donees.
R. L. (Herts).— (1) Casts: Jack AJtay.
Jack Ponsonby — Jsck Hulbcrt; Pstricia —
Nancy O'NeU; Admiral Fnao^Alfavd
Concfaita —Dodger
Tamara
Larios
—Drayton;
tknry Pctcnon;
— SamDcani^
Wibaaaoa.
By-Pass to Happiness : Tamara — Tamara
I>csni; Robin — Maurice Evans; Wallop —

Let

George

Jane — Nellie
—Mark
Kay Daly;
Hanunond;
StephenBowman;
— John Dinah
Teed;
Mr.
Miller
—
Eliot
Makeham;
Mrs. Holland;
Miller —
Doris Mountford; Jim — Billy
Benson — ^James Prior. Falling For You :
Jack Hazelden — Jack Hulbert ; Sondra
von Heyden — Tamara Desni; Archduke
Karl — Garry Marsh; Tlews Editor — Alfred
Drayton;
TTie Sweep
— IvorCourtneidge;
McClaren;
Minnie Tucker
— Cicely
Aunt Alice — Tonie Bruce; Trubshawe
—Selton;
O. B.The
Clarence;
— Morton-(2)
Butler— Caldicott
Leo Sheffield.
Addresses : Mary Brian c/o Paramoimt
Studios and June Knight c/o M.-G.-M.
J. D. P. — Casts : The Double Event, Charlie
Weir — Alexander Field; Uncle James —
Sebastian Smith; Evelyn Martingale — ^Jane
Baxter; Dennison — Bernard Lee; Rev.
Hubert Martingale — O. B. Clarence; Aunt
Laura — Ruth Taylor. Chu Chin Chote :
Ali
— George
FritzBaba
Kortner;
XahratRobey;
— AnnaAbu
May Hasan
Wong;—
Nur-al-din — John Garrick ; Marjanah — Pearl
Argyle;
— Denis
Hoey; Abdullah
Mahbubah— —J'^tsim;
SydneyRakham
Fairbrother;
Kasim Baba — Laurence Hanray; Mustafa —
Frank Cochrane;
Alcolom— — Kyoshi
ITielma Takase.
'Tuson;
Entertainer
at Feast
Evensong : Irela — Evelyn Laye; Kobert —
Fritz Kortner; Madame Valmond — Alice
Delysia ; Archduke Theodore — Carl Esmond ;
Emlyn— William;
—George
MurielMurray
Aked ;—Sovino
Dennis ValTremlowe
Norton ;
Pa McNeil — Arthur Sinclair; Bob McNeil —
Patrick O'Moore; Solo Tenor — Browning
Mummery ; Baba — Conchita Supervia. Green
Eyes : Michael Tracy — Charles Surrett;
Jean Kester — Shirley Grey; Cliff MillerWilliam Bakewell; Steven Kester — Claude
Gillingwater; Captain Crofton — John Wary;
Pritchard — Alden Chase; Mrs. Pritchard—
Dorothy Revier; Regan — Ban Hendricks,
jun. ; Roger Hall — ArAur Clayton.
Bing Admirer (London). — Write to Bing
Crosby c/o Paramount Studios. Sec V. N.
(London) for postal question.
Schoolboy Fan. — Address Greu Garbo
c/o M.-G.-M.
and Leslie Howard c/o London Film Productions.
Robert Young Fail— (1) The Camels Are
Coming was partly made in Egypt. (2) Robert
Young's
The WetTheParade,
NetB Morals
For
Old, films:
Unashamed,
Kid From
Spain,
Strange Interval, Men Must Fight, To-day
We Live, Hell Belote, Tug-Boat Annie,
Saturday's Millions, Right to Romance,
Studio Addresses
British Studios
Associated
Sound Fl'm Ind., Wembley
Park. Middlesex.
Associated Picture Studios, Ealing
Green,
W.S. Imperial Studios,
BritishLondon.
and Dominion
Boreium Wood , Elstrec, Herts.
British International .Studios, Boreham
Wood, Ebtrce, Hero.
British Instructional Studios, Welwyn
Garden City. Herts.
British Lion Fibn Corporation Ltd.,
British Lion Studios, Bcaoonsfidd.
Bucks.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington,
Gaumont London,
British N.Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
London, Hurst
W.12. Grove,
NettlelbidBush,Studios.
WaIton.<m-Thsmes, .Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street,
SoundLondon,
City S.W.I.
Studio, Littleton Park.
Shepperion,
Middlesex.
Twickenham Studios, St. Margaret's.
Twickenham, Middlesex.
American Studios
Olumbia Studim. 1438, Gowrr Street.
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios. Sants Meoica
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
First National Studios. Burbsnk.
California.
Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.
Samuel Gotdwyn Studio. 7210, Santa
fomia.
Monica Boulevard. Hollywood, CaltMctro-Goldwyn-Mafcr Studios, Cuhrcr
City,
Califui lua.
Paramount-PuMix
Studios. Holly wood,
Califomts.
Radio Studios, 780, Cower Street.
Hollywood.
Cslifbmia.
Hal Roach
Studios. Culver Otf.
Cclifoi
fus.
Mack Scnnett Studios. Studio City.
North Hollywood, Cslifomis.
Wsracr Brothcn Studio. Puitsah.
Cslilbfnic.
Unt^ ActMca Stndaa. 1041. North
Fofmosa
HoOywood.
Cafifemia.
Umvmal Avenue.
Studios,
Uamnal
Citjr.
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House of Commlly, Spitfire, House of Rothschild, Lazy River, Paris Interlude, Whom
the Gods Destroy, Death on the Diamond,
The Band Plays On, West Point of Air.
Address c/o M.-G.-M. Studios.
Interested.— Ralph Bellamy's films since
Spitfire : Crime of Helen Startlri', Girl in
■ Jietutevous
Danger, Woman
in theAddress
Dark, Helldorado,
at Midnight.
c/o Fox.
H. (Mcrthyr). — AoJresses : Shirley
Temple, James Dunn, Charles Farrell, l^w
Ayres c/o Kox Studios; Mae West, Claudette
Colbert, Bing Crosby c/o Paramount Studios;
Ginger Rogers c/o Radio; Clark Gable c/o
M.-G.-M.; Warren William, Adolphe
Menjou. George Brent c/o Warner Bros.
J.— (1) Theodor
took the
part
of M.Grenaker
in Mastervon ofEltzMen.
Patricia
Ellis the part of Nellie in timer tht Great.
(2) Casts : Alice in Wonderland, Alice —
Onriotte Houy; Cheshite Cat— Richard
Arlen; Fish — Koscoe Ates; Gryphon —
William Austin; White Knight — Gary
Cooper; Uncle Gilbert — Leon Eriol; White
Queen; Louize Fazenda; Humpty-Dumpty
— W. C. Fields; King of Hearts— Alex B.
Francis; Rabbit — Skeets Gallagher; Mock
Turtle---Cary Grant ; Cook — Lillian Harmer;
Mouse — Raymond Hatton; Maich Haie —
Charlie Ruggles; Duchess- — Alison Skipworth; White King — Ford Sterling; Frog —
Sterling Holloway; Mad Hatter — Edward
Everett Horton; Tweedledum- — Jack Oakie;
Tweedledee — Roscoe Kams; The Joker —
Babv LeRoy; Sheep — Mae Marsh; Dodo
Bird— Polly Moran; Red Queen — Edna May
Oliver — Queen of Hearts — May Robson;
Doormouse — Jackie Searl; Caterpillar — Ned
Sparks; Leg of Mutton — Jack Duffy; Miss
Simpson — Ethel Griffies; Plum Pudding —
George Ovey. Massacre : Thunder Horse —
Richard Barthelmess; Lydia- — Ann Dvorak;
Quissenbery — Dudley Digges; Dickinson —
Henry O'Neil;
Cochran —Chas.
RobertMoffitt—
Barrat;
Norma—
Claire Dodd;
George Blackwood; Sam — Clarence Muse;
Dawson — Douglas Dumbrille ; Grandy — Wm.
V. Mong; Jake — ^Tully Marshall; Dr.
Turner — Arthur Hohl; Jennie — Agnes
Naicho; Adam — James Eagles; Judge
Eldridge — Samuel Hinds; Scatters— Charles
Middleton; Shanks — Sidney Toler; Missionary— Frank McGlvrm. Football Coach :
Phil Sargent— Dick Powell; Claire Gore —
Ann Philip
Dvorak;Sargent
Coach— Arthur
Gore — Pat
O'Brien;
Dr.
Byron;
Buck
Weaver — Lyle Talbot; Barnett — Hugh
Herbert; Matthews- — Guinn Williams; Petrowski — Nat Pendleton; Editor — Phillip
Faversham; Hauser- — Charles C. Wilson;
Spencer Trask — Donald Meek; Otis — Burton
Churchill; Seymour Young— ^Arthur Hohl;
Professor — Harry Beresford; G. Glantz —
Hemam Bing; Holcomb — Joe Sauers;
Westerman — Philip Reed. (3) Ages. Alison
Skipworth, b. 1875. Frank McHugh, b.
May 23, 1899. Grant Mitchell, b. June 17,
1874.
Thornton
(Fife). Davies;
— Cast :Jerry
Peg— Onslow
o' My
Heart,
Peg — Marion
Stevens; Pat — J. Farrell MacDonald; Ethel
— Juliette Compton; Mrs. Chichester —
Irene Brovme; Alaric — Tyrell Davis; Brent
— Alan Mowbray; Mrs. Brent — Doris Lloyd;
Jarvis — Robert Grieg ; Smythe — Nora Cecil ;
Terrance — Georfry Gill and Michael.
Myrna Loy Fan. (1) Casts : Manhattan
Melodrama, Blackie — Clark Gable; Jim —
William Powell; Eleanor — Myrna Loy;
Father Joe — Leo Carrillo; Spud — Nat
Pendelton; Poppa Rosen — George Sidney;
Annabelle — Isabel Jewell; Tootsie — Muriel
Evans; Snow — Thomas Jackson; Miss
Blackie's
—Adams
Frank— Claudelle
Conroy; Kaye;
Maiuiie
ArnoldAttorney
— Noel
Madison; Blackie as a boy — Micky Rooney;
Jim as a boy- — ^Jimmy Butler. When Ladies
Meet, Clare — Ann Harding; Jimmie —
Robert Montgomery; Mary — Myrna Loy;
Bridget- — Alice Brady; Rogers Woodruff —
Frar^ Morgan; Walter — Martin Burton;
Pierre — Luis Albemi. Renegades, Deucalien
— Warner Baxter; Sergeant — Noah Beery;
Captain of the Legionnaires; Eleanore —
Myrna Loy; American Private — George
Cooper; The Russian — Gregory Gaye. (2)
Myrna
Loy's latest
Evelyn Prentice,
Wife films
Versus: Broadway
Secretary. Bill,
A LVNN Fan (Leeds). — Casts : Sing as
We Go, Grace Piatt — Gracie Fields; Hugh
— ^John Loder; Phyllis — Dorothy Hyson;
Policeman — Stanley Holloway ; Uncle Murgatroyd — Frank Pettingell; Sir Will Upton
— Lawrence Grossmith; The Cowboy —
Morris Harvey; The Great Maestro — Arthur
Sinclair;
Madame
Nobby
— Ben
Field;OsirisViolet— —Maire
Olive O'Neill;
Sloane;
Mr». Clotty — Margaret Yarde; Mr. Parkinson— Evelyn Roberts; Hezdciah Harry —
Richard Gray; GladioU — Margery Picard;
Mr. Clotty — James R. Gregson; Aunt Alice
— Florence Gregson. Turkey Time : Max —
Tom Walls; David— Ralph Lynn; EdwinRobertson Hare; Mrs. Gaterh — Mary
Brough; Roe — Dorothy Hyson; Ernestine —
Norma Varden; Louise- — Veronica Rose;
Westbourne — D. A. Clarke-Smith; Florence
— Marjorie Corbett; Jane— Daphne Scorer;
Cook — Gwen ClilTord. Jfust My Luck :
David Blake — Ralph Lynn; Sir Charles
Croft — Dave Bumaby; Lady Croft — Vera
Pearce; Trigg — Robertson Hare; Stroraboli
— Frederick Burtwell; Babs — Phyllis Clare;

Madge Evans was born on July 1, 1909,
in New York, unmarried, golden hair and
grey-blue
eyes. Latest
films Copper' ' Death
on the Diamotut,"
and "David
field." Address cjo M.G.M. Studios.
Peggy Croft — Winifred Shotter. Up to the
Neck : Norman B. Good — Ralph Lynn;
April Dawne — Winifred Shotter; Eric
Warwick — Francis Lister; Jimmy Cattlin —
Reginald Purdell; Vera Dane — Marjorie
Hume; Miss Fish — Grizelda Harvey; Landlady— Mary Brough.
C. K. (London). — (1) Dorothy Jordan
played opposite Ramon Novarro in Call of
the Flesh. (2) Leslie Howard, b. Apr. 3,
1893, London, real name Leslie Stainer,
5 ft. 11 in., fair hair and brown eyes, married
Ruth Evelyn Martin, son Ronald and
daughter Address
Leslie, hobbies
— photography
and
riding.
c/o Warner
Bros. Studios.
Films include : Outward Bound, Never the
Twain Shall Meet, Service for Ladies,
Daughter of Luxury, A Free Soul, Devotion,
Smilin'
Animal
Woman inThrough,
His House,
Secrets,Kingdom,
The LadyTheis
Willing, Berkeley Square, Captured, British
Agent, Of Human Bondage, The Scarlet
Pimpernel.
Schoolboy Fan (Catford). — (1) Release
dates : Jew Suss — Jan. 7, 1935; Bella Donna
—Jan. 21, 1935; CaU Paw and Girls Please
—Jan. 28, 1935; Chained— Jan. 14, 1935;
Count of Monte Crista- — March. 14, 1935;
It's
a Gift —Carnival
Apr. 22,in1935.
are making
Spain (2)withParamount
Marlene
Dietrich and Cesar Romera. (3) Myrna
Loy's latest
Evelyn
Prentice,
Wife films
Versus: Broadway
Secretary. Bill,
(4) Gaumont
is pronounced Gomont.
Garbo Crazy.— Phillips Holmes, b.
Grand Rapids, Michigan, July 22, son of
Taylor Holmes, 6 ft., 155 lb., blond hair,
blue eyes, unmarried, films include : His
Private Life, The Return of Sherlock Holmes,
Pointed Heels, Only the Brave, Paramount on
Parade,
Grumpy,
Man,
Dancers, Devil's
Man to Holiday,
Man, Stolen
Haven, HerCriminal
Code, An American Tragedy, The Man I
Killed, Her Dilemmas, Manhattan Lullaby,
State Fair, Justice for SaJe, Seven Thouscmd
Witnesses, The Secret of Madame Blanche,
Men Must Fight, Service, Rock-a-Bye, Storm
at Daybreak, Dinner at Eight, Enemies of
Society, Crocks in Clover, Beauty, Stage
Mother, Lady of the Boulevards, Private
Scandal, Million Dollar Ransom, Caravan,
Great Expectations, Ten Minute Alibi.
Address c/o Fox Studios.
Derby Fan. — (1) For Madge Evans see
above. (2) Dorothy Wilson, b. Minneapolis.
Films : Are These Our Children, The Age of
Consent, Men of America, Winged Devils,
Before Datvn, Eight Girls in a Beat,
His Greatest Gamble, A Girl Must
Live, The White Parade, Youth Comes
Along. Address c/o Paramount Studios.
(3) Ruth Hall, b. Jacksonville, Florida, 1912,
5 ft. 3 in., weighs 7 st. 10 lb., brown hair and
eyes, real name Ruth Hall Ibanez. Latest
films On the Stroke of Nine and Badge of
Honour, address c/o Warner Bros.
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'FILM PARTNEr
POSTCARDS

Leave
It to

Anne

abound

in Good

Looks!

" This lUNon.
sweet intercourxe
smiles."so
wrote
The wordsof looks
seem and
to apply
aptly to " Film Partners " Postcardg, so
intimate, so lovely, so rich in " looks and
smiles day,"!sepia Get
of Ukeseglossy
Postcards
toglossy.some
or coloured
and see
how they rival in charm the choicest
tfems of your collection. Place some in the
luagniflcent 5/- Album to hold 300 cards,
presented free to evtry member of " The
I'ieturegoer " Postcard Club. The cover
resembles snake-skin, the Mue ova] panel is
t'mliossed
gold.for Join
the Club
by
sending an inorder
not less
than to-day
one dozen
"regular
Film Partners
"
or
other
postcards
at
the
mte of 2/A dozen. Liberal discounts
»n sulMequrnt orders and Club privileges.
PUT SOME IN THIS FREE

ChooseSepia
your Glossy
" Film or
Partnerg
"fromGlossy,
this
list.
Coloured
3tL each, 2/* doteru Available to members
and rum-members alike. Complete list
oj these and other postcards on request.
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toithot
E ryour
SEIZ
f%trthe
delay,penpass
thata
puzzling point edon to me. I
shall he delight to help you,
but enclose a stamped addressed envelope if you wish
for a repfy ky post.
is unkind to lips. If
inr
mahe
ey are wintto
ry we
th
reat
smoothandand pliable they
COLD
need a little special
attenticMi. This is specially true
en a lipstick of the indeUble
whnd
ki is in use.
This really needs an underdressing of cream. A trace of cold
cream will serve the purpose, and
certainly the lips should be
anointed nightly with a little
olive oil. This awII save a cracked
appearance and much discomfort.
The girl with really sensitive
lips will do well to use a lipstick
that is made up on a cream basis.
She shoiild use this for outdoor
purposes while cold and windy
weather lasts. Many women, of
course, use tJiis type of lipstick
altogether. Apart from the
question of weather, it is a matter
of personal preference.

Day Salve
If the lips have been allowed to
become really painfully chapped
and cracked, ordinary lipstick should
be discontinued for the time being.
In its place a protective salve should
be applied. 2 drachms of melted
white wax should be mixed with
2 tablespKx>nfuls of olive oil and
I tablespoonful of almond oil. A
little carmine may be added, and
the mixture beaten continuously
till it cools.
This will quickly heal the lips, after
which ordinary colouring may again
be applied, flightly massage with
olive ml or cold cream will prevent
the trouble re-occurring.
When the oil or cream is applied,
advantage should be taken of the
opportunity for a little lip improving
exercise. After the lips have been
coated with cold cream, place thumb
and forefinger at both comers of the
mouth, pressing each outwards, at
the same time trying to close the
lips. Pressure should be resisted for
a few moments, after which the lips
should be relaxed. The exercise
may be repeated several times. This
smooths out lines on the lips and
helps to keep them supple.
Another exercise that improves
the line of the lips is as follows :
Parse the lip>s as though about to
blow out a light. Keep the red parts
of the lips as much inside as possible.
This gets the maximiun amount of
movement into the blowing.
Applying Lipstick
Since we are on the subject of
lipstick, a word in season may be
as well on the question of applying it.

I suppose no beauty aid is more
consistratly
misapplied than Upstick.
No matter how well shaped the
lips, few women can do without a
little added colouring. Intense red
lips are an indicatitm of perfect
health. Some children have hps as
red as any cherry-coloured lipstick,
but few adults are similarly blessed.
The first rule about lipstick is
that it should match the rouge and
tone with the powder. Raspberry
lipstick and tangerine rouge will
always quarrel. There should be
no difficulty about matching rouge
and lipstick, ioi all the makers of
good cosmetics produce them en suite.
In applying lipstick, start in the
middle of the upper lip and work the
colour out more faintly towards
the comers. It is most easily worked
in with the tip of the Uttle finger.
Any smudge should be cleaned up
Willi a tissue or a wisp of muslin.
Pretty Lips

lips rememthat a large
is not
up themouth
making
When ber
necessarily an ugly mouth. Indeed,
I can recall some large mouths that
are essentially beautiful when given
full expression. Lip>s that are too
thin may be slightly exaggerated
and improved by carrying the lipstick just beyond the contour.
Thick lips are apparently reduced
if traces of vani^ing cream and
powder are applied before the Upstick.
Powder befm-e the lipstick invariably makes the colour more permanent. A trace of olive oil after
the lipstick gives the lips that dewy
appearance cultivated by the stars
and envied by< so many of my
readers.
Last of all, please see that your
finger tips are free from rouge before
you set out. Of course there is no
secret in these days about make-up,
but it is not seemly to go around with
the finger tip proclaiming itself to
everyone who looks. A little scarlet
chifion handkie is useful for this
purpose
duringin the
and can
be
tucked away
the day
handbag
ready
for service when required.
Chocolate Bread Custard
Shirley
Temple's
favourite
is a bread
pudding
— butpudding
it is a
bread pudding with a difference.
Why not try making it for your owa
children? They will love it, and it
is so nourishing.

1 54 cups fresh breadcrumbs,
I egg. Vi teaspoonful vanilla,
3 cups hot mUk, i cup castor
sugar, I tablespoonful butter or
margarine, 2 oz. chocolate.
Grease a pie dish. Mix the crumbs
and milk together. Bring to boiling
jH>int. Add butter or margarine.
Beat the ^g and three-quarters of
the cup of sugar together, and stir in
the mixture.
Add the vanilla
flavouring and the chocolate melted
with the remaining quarter cup of
sugar. Turn into pie dish, and place
the dish in a pan containing a little
water. Bake in a moderate oven
about 45 minutes. You can use 2
tablespoonfuls of cocoa instead of
the chocolate if you like.
Answers to Correspondents
M. D. (London). — Practise the following exercise. Stand with feet a
few inches apart, arms outstretched
at shoulder level. Twirl the arms
twenty-five times backwards, and
twenty-five times forwards, widening the twirls as you proceed. Make
an effort to keep the movement in
the shoulder joints.
Alice. — Broken veins are difficult
to cure. An astringent cream might
help a little. Avoid extremes of heat
and cold both in food and temperatures. Wash in tepid water. Avoid
highly spiced foods and condiments.
Fair Carloe (Manor Paiic).— The
products you are using are excdlent.
Provided you remove every trace
of make-up before going to bed, all
will be well with your skin. Yon
need to use cold cream as well as
soap and water. Try a cream 'or
your
J. B.lashes.
G. (Surrey). — Bathe the
pimples with hot vrater and then
apply the following lotion : Spirit
of Wine i part, Calomine Lotion
10 parts.
Lavender (Ciicklewood).— Impossible to answer your first question.
Question 2, use Castor oil. You must
make an effort of will. Make a soap
lather in the palms of your hands.
Add a little toilet oatmeal and mb
well into the nose and the skin
around it.
F. Birks. — Apply calomine lotion.
O. Clapham
(Roundhay).
— Wear
silver
bar dancing
shoes.
G. Hunt (Edmonton).— Write
again enclosing
stamped
addressedI
envelope
and repeat
your query.
will send you a helpful recipe.
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Cephos
saved
the
situation
" For nearly two years now I have had a great deal
of pain at certain periods, in fact on two occasions
I have been compelled to leave business. This
might quite well have resulted in my losing my post
had it recurred frequetUly. The pain I suffered
left my nerves in a very bad condition. I saw your
advertisement and sent for a free sample and when
the trouble commenced took the tablets. Throughout
the whole time I did not have one moment of pain.
Only a person who has suffered the same can realise
what that means. .My apprea-ition is boundless."
Cephos is the actual prescription of a Harley
Street ache,
Specialist
for Neuralgia,
all nervous Influenza,
disorders, etc.
Head-It
Rheumatism,
is safe and certain, does not affect the heart and
can be taken by even the most delicate.
Sold by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors, and all
chemists and stores at 1/8 and 8/- in powders or
tablets. Single ponders at 2d.

^ta/^

SHOULD
LEAVE
ON

NOT
ITS^MARK

YOUR

HANDS

However rough and red
your hands may have become, Snowfire Glycerine
Jelly will restore their
soft whiteness and wellgroomed look. And you
will like its charming
fragrance and its lack of
' stiduness.'

REMEDY
^ PHYSICIAN'S

CDCC Send for free sample {two doses) to
■
Lady Supervisor,
CEPHOS LTD. (O*^ 10 P.W.), BLACKBURN

very simple
is a Elfrida
j^^AKE-UP
if you apply
Beautymatter
Aids. and costs littk
f^n'te /o-day for a copy of" EJfrlda for Beauty."
This interesting little book, by a well-known
'beauty SfKcialist, gives many useful beauty bints
you will be glad to knon. Sent free on request to —
DEPT.

ELFRIDA
P.,

PERFUMERY
RAWDON,

BRITISH MADE.

CO.,
LEEDS.

Of all Chemists, Hairdresser*, etc.

a/fer SMOKING
Soothe tickling
A

MESSAGE

throats. Freshen the naouth.
DELIGHTFUL

TO

WOMEN
Personal habits should be as regular as the
morning and as urgent as your thirst.
This urgency is a matter of private and absolute
importance. Without it you are constipated—
in danger of trouble throughout the system —
anaemia, indigestion, weariness, sleepless nights
and unexpected forms of skin trouble.
The one clear danger signal is when your
weakened nerves wrap you up in yourself, when
you are continually reminded of the food you have
eaten, and of your lack of further appetite. A
short walk puts you out of breath and you find
yourself yawning for no apparent reason. This is
the warning which should be clear to you if you
value your future health and good spirits. It will
quickly develop into a lack of personal charm and
a hatred of those very things which used to give
you so much pleasure and interest.
No one can keep a daily watch on your happiness
like yourself. One simple question every morning
and the matter is settled. It is the kindest and
most practical question you have ever asked
yourself. Worth ten years of struggle and introspection, and putting up with things as they are.
If
you
are
constipated take Beecham's Pills and
put things right.

TO THE TASTE
SATINSPOT FROCK
ON APPROVAL FOR
1/6 DEPOSIT ONLY
(Poit M.)
%cotton
K.370—
Dainty
silk and
crepe fabricart.
intriguintly
patterned with a self satin spot.
Sizes : S.W. 44, 46 ; W. 46, 48 ;
WX. 47 ins.
Colours: Cedar, Brown/Primrose
Navy/White, Lido/White.
Special Barfain Price. II/II.
l/« DEPOSIT
(Post 6<l.)ONLT
Balance
2
/<
monthly if preferred
at no extra cost.

SEND FOR THIS NEW
PATTERN BOOK
You can solve the shoulderstrap problem once and (or
all
by using Cash's
Obtainable
from Ribbons.
leading
Drapers everywhere. Post
the coupon below.

BARGAIN
COUPON
r

Model K.)70

I Write
enclosing
this
coupon and
I /6 deposit
I + 6d. postage (2/- in all)
and state
colour, Iffrock
II size
and length.
outI size state O.S. Deposit
refunded if frock is reI turned unworn at once.
I your
Do notname
forget
write
aiuJ toaddress.
Wilwn.
■I Ambrcxe
273, Ambron
House,Ltd.
, «e, Vauxhall
■
London. BrWfe
S.W.I. Road,

LINGERIE RIBBONS
r Te I. & 1. CASH Ltd. (DcoC RX. 9) COVENTRY
Pleue Knd actual
me FREE
Patternscopy of C»h's Ribbon book
I coalaininc
I
i

I
1 L

I Aiirti
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POUNDS ^
Will Save You A

j^k^

Bad legs can age you more
than
any other
affliction

"ELASTO'*
FIT WITH
THEM
KEEP
How the Leg-weary are being Made Nimble and Active by
this Wonderful New Biological Remedy
T EG pains soon cease when Elasto is taken. Varicose veins are forgotten and soon
become normal, skin troubles dear up, old wounds become clean and healthy and
commence to heal, swellings go down, inflammation and irritation are soothed, rheumatism isquickly relieved, and the whole system is braced and strengthened. This is not
magic, although the relief does seem magical; it is the natural result of revitalised
blood and improved circulation brought about by Elasto.
A

Good Circulation
is the Real Basis of Health !
rects all Circulatory Disorders because it
Elasto onis the
sometbmg
is based
knowledgenew thatto curative
muscular science-,
weakness,it restores muscular tone to the Heart and
varicose veins, bad circulation, rheumatism, and contractility to Veins and arteries, making
leg troubles
generally,
with symptoms,
their numerous
develop- them as healthy and as sound as ever.
ments and widely
varied
are deficiency
Every sufferer should know of this wonderful
diseases; that in all such conditions there is a lack
new biological remedy which quickly brings ease
of certain vitai constituents of the blood.
and comfort, and creates within the system a new
Owing to this lack the body is unable to build health
overcoming relaxed conditions,
up the elastic tissue needed to maintain the vein increasmgforce;
and bringing into full activity
and artery walls and the membranes in a healthy Nature's ownvitality,
laws which
of healing.
is prepared
condition, and a state of flabbiness results.
in tiny tablets,
dissolve Elasto
instantly
on the
Elasto restores to the blood the vital elements
tongue, and are absorbed directly into the blood
which combine with albumin to form elastic tissue, stream, thereby actually restoring the natural
and thus enables Nature to restore contractility to power of healing to the blood. For the outlay of
the relaxed and devitalised fabric of veins, arteries, a few shillings you can now enjoy the tremendous
of this Modem 5>cientific Remedy which
and heart, and so to re-establish normal circula- advantages
has cost thousands of pounds to perfect.
tion : the real basis of sound health. Elasto cor-

Oh! my poor legs."

Read What Users of Elasto say— Then Test This Wonderful Remedy Yourself!
' arm
The stinging
sensations I used oreto quite
get Ingone
my and
left " Elasto tones up the system and cures depressiotu"
'No sign of varicose veins now."
and leg (arteriosclerosis)
" As soon as I started taking Elasto I could go about
' All signs 0} phlebitis gone."
my general health Is much improved."
my work in comfort, no pain whatever."
' Iexert
was suffering
dare notto
' Now free from piles."
" Varicose veins quickly cured after 12 years of
myself infrom
any mitral
way, disease
but now,and thanks
' Suffered for years from a weak heart, but Elasto
useless bandaging."
Elasto, my heart is quite sound again."
" Rheumatoid arthritis gone. I have never felt
' My Doctor highly praises Elasto."
me." cured my varicose ulcers."
' cured
Completely
' Now walk long distances with ease."
' 1 am now free from palru"
" Had rheutrtatism so badly I could Hardly wtM,
but Elasto cured me." Etc.
' Elasto has cured my bad legs."
' My skin is as soft as velvet, thanks to Elasto."
" •better."
ELASTO • put new life Into me."
' Now walk long distances with ease."
• Varicose veins completely gone."

Not a Drug But a Vital Cell-Food 1

SEND
GENEROUS

There are no
Substitutes
Beware
of
for
Elasto
Imitations.

FOR

A

SAMPLE

^
E
CIMPLY
611 in E
lb* attadtMl
Coupon
for a FrM
FR
^ Sample and a ipedal FrM Booklet fully cxpUis'
inc Elaito, the New Biolofical rcmciiy. Theee,
lotelher with copie* of roceni tettimonial*, we will
gladly Mnd privately, poet free. Don't loe* aiMi<h«r
moment I Write for theee to-day— Now, while yon
think of it. Or tend St, for ■ full month'i lupply
(in plain wrapper) end lee for yourielf whet « wonderful difference Elaito makee !
•
This offer is too good to be missed!
TheNEWERATREATMENTCo. Ltd.
(Dept. »1) Cacil Hmsc, HelboraViadact, LMtlea, E.C.
Take ELASTO for:
Varicoee Veiae.Varicoee Ulcen, Eczema, Pmriaiit,
Phlebitis, Thromboeii, Poor Blood, Bad Circulatim, Muecular Weakneesj^ Heart Troubles, Swollen
Le(s,itis,Inflamed
and all thoseWounds,
troublesGout,
knownRheumatism,
as Bad Le(, NeurPilee,
Prolapsus, Varicocele, Hardened Arteries (Arteriosclerosis),
Arthritis,
Sciatica,
Lumbago
and
all
laxed condibons, no matter where tbey occur. re-

lift

Printed
Greatthe Britain
Weekly
by thefor Proprietors,
Press,
Ix>nK Registered
Acre, London,
Registered
at the C;.P.O.
ss s Newspaper.
Po^t
Free all inover
world and
: 13s.IHiblished
per annum,
6s. 6a.
six months, Odhams
38. 3d. for
threeLtd.,
months.
for W'.C.2.
transmission
by Canadian
Magasine
Pmt. Agencies
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FOR
ACTUAL
SIZE

HER

COMPLEXION
dhe
on

nish a
ite dull-fi
exquisxion
AN comple
is nul
question of frequent puwdering. A few lijht touches of the
fin|(er
Grossm
Powder tips
Creamwith|(ives
you ith's
a skin
lovely in every li|(ht, perfectly
d
powdere for hours to come ... a
soft peach-hloom finish that is
irresistihie in its cool perfection.

Poti}vl£Jb Gmni,

Grossmith
^1 FROM AM. CHEMISTS «i PERFUMERS
Made by the world -famom Hritish houit oj
perfumers. I CKOSSMIIll &t SON London

BEAUTY

relies
tkd

OlwtOiL

20,000 beauty specialists have declared
that the best way to preserve the natural
beauty of youth is by daily cleansing with
soap and water — provided an Olive Oil
soap is used. For olive oil both soothes
and nourishes the skin better than anything else.
Palmolive thus carries the recommendation of 20,000 famous specialists in the
preservation of beauty, for it contains
only the purest palm and olive oils. These
natural beautifying oils alone lend Palmolive its characteristic green colour.
A daily bath in Palmolive's rich,
abimdant lather will cleanse your skin in
the best and most natural way — the way
which is recommended by the world's
beauty experts.
PER
TABLET
3

Priee iot* not mfply in I. F.S.
nUOCOa Utcbimm la Um nM.
B«<M<j agir ■««■ a< all kls<te. WtSi
Aulas ■!■«>■ m»iiip«<l nnlap* far M'
paiUcvUn,
RED H08E8.— JSSiiS'TS!
laUlycarairadMni,4/«,po«trM.
Fiiilt
uciY EARS.-ii^ ^iS ;
iai
71*, poat traa.
Foral(n.CBRBM
lit aglk. >i
t «n,
twin
liiitilM
•uiLDna, nocAOilxT aBCVi, lobw
k.W.l.

SEND
US 'AGREYING
FAIR SIZED
FROM THE
PART CUTTING
OF YOUR
HAIR AND WE WILL TREAT THIS
WITH THE CORRECT SHADE OF
TUNISIAN HENNA TO SHOW YOU
THE ACTUAL EFFECT.
DEPT. P.W.

CURL YOUR HAIR
WHILST SLEEPING
The Favourite
EVAN WILUAMS CO., LTD.. 14 UNION ST., LONDON, W.I
of Famous Stars

At the request of a leading film
star, the SLUMBA Wonder
Curler was designed to do its
work during sleeping hours. You,
too, can
loveljr ofwaves
curls
with have
a minimum
trouble.or
Slumba
Bboold TtmSLIIMBA
es|)«ri«oc«WONDCK
any dlOtciilty
tn ob.
Ulalas
CURLKR8.
Mod
6d.,
plw
pofltas«.
to:
—
JUNE HAIR CURLER OOHPAHV,
H. (UK Mora. OUOKUWOOb. LWJ
«■« thir vUl b* MBt «lmt U TM.

for HOARSEN
ESS
Ingredients of Vick brand
Vapour-Rub in the form^
of a sweet.

LOVE
Mjatarloa*.
|
ch a a 1 1 B g —ea-a IDR
oaptiTrntlnc,
aoeat to aaiold I
la a doakao Ikat jrwi
alJIM
aUtraaeat
iilaKln
•( UH Eart.
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aMflV
PS
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spring

GIVE YOUR NAILS THAT.

published
fashion

Weekly

guide

post the coupon below to-day to ensure that you
receive your copy of this magnificent portfolio containing about 80 illustrations of spring models
in coats, costumes, frocks, ensembles, etc., at prices
from two guineas, any of which may be paid for by
monthly instalments,
or call at the corot showrooms and see the new
collection personally.

^ AT THE CAFE
Here the hands play a
prominent
part —delicate
are thefingers,
most
noticed. Here
bewitchingly tipped with Gaiety
De Luxe nail polish, bring
you the greatest attention.
Gaiety is absolutely safe. It
does not crack or peel, but
always maintains its lustre.
It is obtainable in five entrancing colours — Natural, Transparent, Rose, Coral, and Paris
Red. Get a bottle and try it out
to-day. It's only sixpence.
Other6d. Gaiety Preparations
include Nail Polish Remover,
Cuticle Remover, Nail White
Pencils, Eye Cosmetiques, and
Lipstick — all . in the latest
shades.
Obtainable from Wool worths.
Boots, Chemists, Hairdressers
and Stores. If any difficulty in
obtaining, send 6d. per item to
Gaiety (Dept. 8C),
1 Hardwick St.,
London, E.C.I.

PARISIAN

TOUCH

Galetu
NAIL

POLISH

J

EACH

** sporting
diagonal weave
woollen loTC
coat" with a new
sleeve line and a stitched collar. lined
througboQt.
I'll A
osh 'iYt gas.
lO/O
monthly

FILM PARTNERS
POSTCARDS
ARE "

"ooe woollen
of my good days
fancybodice
weave
with "ispleatings
on
and cuffs, frock
the skirt
slit at
the front.
QI
moothly
cash 3 gBS.
^/ ~

IRRESISTIBLE
" With what a graceful tetiderruss he loves!
A nd breathes the softest, the sinceresi vows! "
The poet's words seem to describe exactly many love scenes of
the screen, played, perhaps, by
yo«r
favourite
"filmis partners."
No
postcard
collection
complete without its complement
of " Film Partners" cards, sepia
glossy or
coloured glossy. They shine in the
best of company. Get some to-day
and put them in the Free 5s. Album
to hold 300 cards presented free to
every new member of "The Picturegoer" Po.stcard Club. To join,
simply send an order for not less
than one dozen "Film Partners" or
other postcards at the regular rate of
2s. 6d. dozen. Liberal discounts on all
subsequent orders
and Club privileges

core
(dept. p.g. 250)
33

old

bond

I iondon, w.i

street
regent 0234

|— — — — — — — —post this coupon to-day*— — —
fashion
corot springplan.
obligation
send,andwithout
pleaseguide
full details
of , instalment
^H^^^^^

j

I

L _•:

— —

,
p.g.25o I

Put some in

FREE 5/ALBUM

Choose yourGlossy
•• Film Partners
from thU
list.
Coloured to" Glossy,
3d.
each, Sepia
2s. 6d. dozen. orAvailable
memberi
and non-members alike. Complete list
of these and other postcards on request.
James
Dunn and
and Helen
Sally Eilers.
Eric Linden
Twelvetrees.
Warren William and Marian Marsh.
Richard Arlen and Peggy Shannon.
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Philips Holmes
and jun.,
Anita and
Page.Ann Dvorak.
Clark Gable and Marion Daviss.
Charles Morton and Anita Page.
John
Greta Shannon.
Garbo.
CharlesBarrymore
Rogers andandPe^gy
Warren William and Lili Damita.
John Boles
and and
IreneElissa
Dunne.Landi.
Charles
Farrell
Leslie Howard and Marion Davies.
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper.
Herbert Marshall and Edna Best.
Stuart Erwin and Joan BlondeU.
Eric Linden and Sidney Fox.
Neil Hamilton
Crawford.
Victor
Varconi and
and Joan
Fay Wray.
Gene Gerrard and Molly Lamont.
Douglas Fairbanks, jun., and Frances Dee.
Gary Cooper and Helen Hayes.
Rcilph Lynn and Winifred Shotter.
Melvyn Douglas and Greta Garbo.
Adolphe
Menjou and Barbara
Stanwyck.
Cary
RichardGrantArlenandandSylvia
Fay Sidney.
Wray.
Leslie Howard and Mary Pickford.
William Powell and Kay Francis.
Joel McCrae and Dorothy Mackaill.
Paul Cavanagh and Claudette Colbert.
Lew Ayres
and and
Maureen
Leslie
Howard
NormaO'Sullivan.
Shearer.
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
To " PICTUKEGOER
" SALON.
8o Long
Acre. London, W.C.2.
PIea«e enrolClub,
me asanda member
the "Pictoregoer"
Postcard
send meof Membership
Card
and fnll particolars of discounts, etc.. on fotore
order*. I enclaae order for not lefs than one
dozen
"Film Partners"
Postcards pri^e
(.«epia 2m.glossy
or colonred
6dL
dozen
. Please glossy,
include stale
with which),
my order your new
fit.
Free
Postcard
Album.
I
enclose*
Is.
extn.
cover cost of postage And packing on my gift. to
NAME
ADDRBA8
P.O. No
Amooat
*OTencas readers should enclore £l extra to
cover packing and postage. Cross PO. ^dCo.i
and
make
L^rable to "THE PlCTUHECOMl,
y.B.
— Appliemt*
mO M '
rtfwirtd
to ptp oitjf/remdutpJrisk
thmt Fret
M«y .'^rcfc
*«Pie,r^^uiitd.
9,-3/36.
3
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yearns finest
BEAUTY
NEWS
Beautiful

Hair

•
2 new

creams

a definite
IS SIMPLY

AMAMI
before

HEAITHY

it

in face treatment
These two new Hinds Face Creams have the
same whitening and softening properties as
The world-famous Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream.
With Hinds Vanishing Cream as a powder
base, yoiu: complexion will improve and your
powder will stay on longer. Hinds Cold
Cream will beautify your skin while you sleep
and is marvellous as a cleansing cream as it
liquifies at skin heat.
to-day?
These new beautifying creams cost no more,
so why not start improving your complexion

In extra
tubes
and 1/3
M. and

beautifies

SHAViPnnS

fUdMf
4

advance

stimulates

Falling, Fading, Splitting, Dryness — these, and every
hair trouble, need more than a beauty Treatment. They
need a Health Treatment as well, for they are simply signs
of under-nourished hair.
Only Amami contains just the 47 Ingredients your hair so
urgently needs. Twenty-one are Hair Tonics, to give your
hair the health that is the only possible basis for lasting
beauty. The other 26 ingredients add the final touch of
gleaming charm j encourage natural waviness, and leave a
lasting, fascinating fragrance.
Film-stars and Beauty Queens — girls whose hair must
look its best — choose AMAMI. Follow their lead. Choose
the
shampoo Make
blendedFridiay
specially
you from
12 varieties.
Night forAmami
Night,Amami's
and be
proud of your hair ! From all chemists and hairdressers,
in ^d. and 6d. sachets.

and AMAMI
WAVE-SET

HAIR

that mark

Set deep waves, and tight
curls, easily and unexpensively at home ! 6d.&1/3
Amami Wave-set.

fpujkb

U

A

WARNING

STOMACH
47

Amami*s unique
INGREDIENTS

quickly banish
FALLING
Hair Follicles are nourished and the
scalp receives the soothing oils it
needs.
FADI NG
Weakened Colour Pigments are
strengthened and deep, natural
colour is rapidly restored.
DRYNESS
is corrected and the natural flow of
oil rettirns.
EXCESSIVE OIL
is quickly banished; relaxed scalp
muscles are stimulated : the flow of
oil is regulated.
Thus, by banishing the cause of
your hair troubles, Amami restores beautiful, healthy hair.

AMAMI

nlqkb

TO

SUFFERERS

The amazing cures effected by Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder, even in cases where all else has
failed, have brought on to the market so many imitation
of its name and. appearance, that you must be very
careful to insist on the original product bearing the
signature
" ALEXof C.Maclean
MACLEAN."
The formula
Brand Stomach Powder
depends for its effect on its very accurate balance.
Any inaccuracy in its composition, any impurity in
an ingredient can render it practically useless, and the
price at which some of these imitations are sold makes
it obvious that they cannot be compounded with the
care and equipment used by Macleans Ltd.
The success of the original Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder is largely due to the fact that only the highest
grade ingredients are used, sifted through the finest
silk to ensure that the powder is perfectly smooth,
fine, pure, and clean. All its intricate mixing and
blending is carried on under the watchful eye of highly
qualified chemists under strictly hygienic conditions.
Even the very air is cleaned for your greater protection.
Health is too important to risk for the sake of
few pence.
Maclean's
friends,
advise When
them you
alwavsrecommend
to see the
signatureto
ALE.X
C.
MACLEAN
"
and
always
to
ask
for it
under the full name of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder.
inferior
article. for " Maclean's " is to risk getting an
I'o ask vaguely
The genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder is
never sold loose, but only in bottles in cartons. .\U
g<K)d
chemists
and Tablet
form.stock it at 1/3, 2/-, and 5/- in Powder
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Come

Back

Revival Likely — How They Are
Trained — Secrets of Clyde
Beatty — Stars' Pets — Boom in
Race Horses — Mr. Ervine Recants— Crawford Clowns
animal stars —
— and
s ch
have been under
whi
both of film
ANIMAL
something of a cloud of late, are
likely to stage a come-back in 1935.
There was a time when fourfooted film players had as big a following as
the Garbos and Gables of their day.
But Rin Tin Tin, probably the greatest of
Sequoia was shot in the mountain wildernesses Pamvered
them all, has long since gone to join his
^
It
parks. of
greatest
of
fathers in the happy hunting grounds where tookoneoverof aAmerica's
the expenditure
and national
year to make
Theartistes,
film, headed
of coiu-se,
its castTwoof racoons
human
by also
Jean has
Parker.
bones are plentiful, Tom Mix's Tony has been tireless effort and hundreds of thousands of feet
retired to green pjistures, and no successors of film.
and a skunk were takeu to Hollywood for interior
have come, until recently, to take their
Every natural move the two animals made scenes.
places.
from the time they were two weeks old until they
And they don't care if they never see the wilds
There are a number of reasons. Animal pictures reached full growth had to be taken from ambush, of Sequoia again. At the moment they are living
day.
like
lords and having as much attention lavished
were developed too quickly in the film forcing with, perhaps, one minute of useable footage a
on them £is a juvenile star.
houses in order to provide staged duel-to-theCompartments were built for them with specially
death spectacles for jaded American fans. The
thick
walls to keep sound cut in case they felt
like sleeping.
result wcis that nature talkies Jicquired a smell Patient Cameramen
that
still
hangs
about
some
of
Hollywood's
major
studios.
They were allowed to romp up and down a
When the lion and the deer were full grown
they were turned into the forest with a runway for a certain p>eriod each day under the
convoy of a dozen cameramen stationed in a watchful eye of a trainer.
Suspicion of Cruelty
As a last touch of Hollywood luxury, a special
large circle on runway tracks and in tall trees to
Then the unnatural exploits of trained animals continue their record of their life and move- ice-box was installed on the sound stage in which
in comedies raised a serious suspicion of ments.
were kept apples, bananas and other delicacies of
In addition to the mountain deer many other racoon and skunk diet.
cruelty that for a long time doomed the use of
dumb actors on the sets.
specimens of wild life, including coyotes, bears,
Now. however, there are signs of a revival of racoons, eagles, rattlesnakes, baby fawns and Norma as Trainer
interest in animal stars.
small lion cubs were followed to their natural
I have very good advance reports, for instance, haunts.
was the great D. W. Griffith who laid down
Shooting these scenes meant lying in wait day It the
of Sequoia, an unusual picture, which has cis its
dictum that "anybody, particularly
basis a strange friendship between a mountain after day and night after night, beside game
a child or a dog,
can act on
better
(Continued
page than
6) an jictor."
lion and a deer — two of nature's bitterest enemies. trails and water-boles.
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{Continued front page 5)
Children and animals are perfectly natural in
front of the camera.
A certain amount of special training is necessary, of course. Probably the most pK>puIar canine
actor since Rin Tin Tin is " Flush," who scored a
hit in The Barretts of Wimpole Street.
Director Sidney Franklin gives the credit to
Norma Shearer. It was Norma who taught him to
answer to his new name (he was originally called
"buzz
Pop and
") andclamour
helped ofto the
makefilmhimstudio.
familiarWith
with kind
the
treatment and constant companionship he soon
learned to adore his adopted mistress, which was
very necessary for the purposes of the film.
He went through similar training with other
characters of the play.
Clyde
Secrets
Wild Beatty's
animals naturally
require a more intensive,
studio education. Many of them come from
the famous Hollywood lion farm run by Charles
Gay, who hails from Liverpool. Gay has even
taught
to "register" jungle rage and act
like real them
troupers.
Qthers come from menagerie acts such as that
of Clyde Beatty- Clyde tells me that it takes him
about two weeks to train his lions and tigers for
their tricks in front of the camera and to get them
used to the studio lights.
He w^rks on an enclosed stage with individual
cages lining the walls. A smaller movable cage is
proN-ided for the director and camera.
Beatty uses the snap of a whip to concentrate the animals' attention and not to
frighten them. As long as they have the
crack of a cotton tassel to contemplate their
minds cannot wander to the desirability of
a meal
at Mr. Beatty's
He carries
a gun expense.
for two purposes.
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The winner of this week's half guinea prize is A.
Smith, 14 Mary Road, Handsworth, Birmingham,
The Dictator
for :—
My Old Dutch
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :—
Miss E. Brown, Dawdeswell Rectory, near
Cheltenham, for :—
The Loves of Ariane
100 Per Gent Pure
H. Allan Whatley, 603 Bordesley Green,
Birmingham,Pursuit
9, for :—of Happiness
Wine, Women and Song
Miss V. Braybrook, 13 Citizen Road, Holloway,
N.7. for :— Imitation of Life
Her Cardboard Lover
Irene Auvache, 107 Gilmore Road, Lewisham,
S.E.13, for :—
Success at Any Price
Jew Suss
Mr. Ervine Finds Grace !
St.the
Johnfilms
Ervine's
against
have wearisome
long sincefulminations
ceased to interest
anyone.
Mr. Ervine, however, has now been to see a film
— and liked it. It is some years since that eminent
cxiHc gave his blessing to a talkie. His lamentably

Director- Composer
For the benefit gS-Mr. Ervine, "the very able
actor who
plays thean role
of the
singingdistinction
master"
is TuUio
Carminati,
actor
of some
on the Continental stage and a former leading
man to Eleanor Duse, whose name is not unknown
in the legends of the theatre.
The "gentleman
whobefore
madeOne it"
Schertzinger,
who, even
Nightis ofVictor
Love.
was known to intelligent filmgoers as the most
musically
of Hollywood's
directors.andHewasis
a composergifted
as well
as a film craftsman
responsible, among other successes, for the
MTiile on popular
the subject
of people who are elevating
immensely
"Marcheta."
the kinema, we might call the attention of St.
John Ervine to the case of Charles MacArthur
and Ben Hecht.
Like Mr. Ervine, they are dramatists. Like Mr.
Ervine, they were dissatisfied with the present
standards of screen entertainment.
Unlike Mr. Ervine, they have set about showing
the film studios how to put their house in order
insteaxl of yelping ineffectually in the backyard.
The New Crawford
Director W. S. Van Dyke has made good his
promise in Forsaking All Others to give us a
newI do
JoannotCrawford.
know, however, how the faithful will
react to the sp>ectacle of the
screen's most eminent exponent of
tortured souldom sprawling in the
mud and being decanted into pigsties in the interest of belly
laughs.
Forsaking All Others also signifies that the screen sptanking
season
is now employing
open againa — hair
^Mr.
Clark Gable
brush to express his disappiroval of
Miss Crawford's conduct.

\Mien theyarrests
get a their
bit unruly
the bsu'k of the
revolver
attention.
"And it aids the general showmanship
of the act," he once confessed to me; "it
makes it look more dangerous."
Pets of the Stars
The most famous of all film star pets is probably
Captain, the huge sheejKiog which English
fans presented to Jeanette MacDonald. It is her
inseparable companion, though she complains
that it ruins all her gowns.
Genevieve Tobin is probably the greatest
authority among stellar dog-lovers. She runs stud
kennels as a sideline and a very profitable one it
is, too.
If Garbo keeps pets the fact is kept as quiet as
the other details of her private life, but she is very
fond of dogs and they are fond of her.
She had several scenes with Prince, a young
Great Dane, in As You Desire Me. Recently,
while she was working on The Painted Veil, a
Great Dane streaked past the cameras, hurdled
a fence and ran up to her, almost bowling her over.
Prince had remembered Garbo after tfaxee years.

encouragement of improvement and those who are
bringing it about. This is best achieved by
drawing the attention of the public to those
artistes and producers whose work is worth while,
not by loftily professing ignorance of their names.

What Becomes of Chorus
Girls ?
Hollywood
is, about
I note,
again
complaining
a dearth
of trained chorus girls. The news
arrives simultaneously with a note from Dave
Gould,
directors.one of the film capital's leading dance
Eddie Cantor made a number of gramophoru
records during his recent visit. Here he is seen
recording at the Rex Studios at West Hampstead.
poor judgment on that occasion, incidentally,
might be pardoned on the grounds of personal

Horses Are Fashionable
"This time he finds himself in good company.
prejudice.
With the revival of racing in California, the The
picture which has won his approval is One
stars are going in for animals in a big, but, Night of Love. Mr. Ervine, who is wont to refer
let us hope, not expensive, way.
to filmgoers as "morons" and "corpses," may be
Hitherto, the film colony had to journey to interested
to know that One Night of Love is likely
Agua Caliente, in Mexico, some 150 miles away, to prove the biggest box-office success of the year
to indulge its passion for the sport of kings, but a — which would seem to prove Mr. Ervine to be
race course hai now been opened at Santa Anita, something or other.
practically
Mae West onis Hollywood's
the latest stardoorstep.
to come out into the
open as an owner. Mae has been racing horses for Slipshod Criticism
some time, but it was considered politic to enter The ineffable St. John makes his recantation
with bad grace. He had never, he admits,
them under the name of her manager, James
Timmony.
Now
they
are
to
run
under
her
own
heard
I have,
colours.
not a of
listGrace
of theMoore
cast, while
and I"unluckily,
cannot, therefore
Clark Gable has quite a useful racing stable, recall the name of the very able actor who plays
and so have Will Rogers, Raoul Walsh, Ann the part of the singing master."
Presumably for the same reason he omits to
Harding and John Cromwell.
In the meanwhile, the proximity of the Santa mention the name of the director, although he is
Anita track has become such a menace to studio
to see the star's next picture, "if it is
schedules that the movie moguls are now pasting pref)ared
by the I gentleman
who made
one." of
Mr. Ervine,
am sure, would
not this
be guilty
detectives at the course to report stars playing directed
truant from the sets.
such palpably slipshod work in his excellent
theatre notices. Why should he not bother to do
his job properly when he wishes himself upon us
Kinema Couplets
in the role of film writer ?
Please do not send me any more Kinema
We would not presume to instruct so distinguished an authority on the higher arts of
Couplets. The competition is now closed.
Particulars of a contest to replace it will be criticism, but we have always had a quaint idea
that one of the first duties of the critic is the
announced next week.

One year is the average screen life of a Hollywood chorus girl, he tells me. More than 50,000
chorines have applied at the studios during the
five years of screen musicals, but only 2,000, at
the most, have found jobs.
Only nine girls have gone from the screen chorus
to prominence in the acting ranks, Gould points out.
They are Marion Marsh, Virginia Bruce, Betty
Grable, Jean Howard, Toby Wing. Ruth Hall,
Barbara Weeks and Paulette Goddard.
As proof of the statement that the average life
of a dancing girl in films is one year, he
recites his experiences in selecting the chorus for
the Folies Bergere de Paris, the new Chevalier
film. A year ago he went to Hollywood from
Broadway to score a hit by staging the dances for
Flying Down to Rio.
Yet he could locate only four of the dancers
from that picture to appear in the Chevalier
musical.
And of his dancers in The Gay Divorce, made six
months ag[o, just a dozen were available to-day.
Most of them marry, become stenographers
and waitresses, etc., by the time they have
danced a year in Hollywood, he reveals.
Film Guide for 1935
I would
to point outforthat
in thethislistyear
of films
which like
are scheduled
release
and
which appeared in a recent issue, the name of
the therenting
firm iscompany.
given and not always the name
of
production
A case in point is The Dictator, which is being
rented by Gaumont British and appears thus in i,
the
issue. The producing company is Toeplitz
Productions.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS
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UVERYONE has something th
^ sure — something which, because it
brings back memories of a great happiness
which is past, or of a loved one who is
gone, they prize more than its intrinsic
value alone deserves.

Ann Harding treasures the
stick she is carrying, whilst
talking to her secretary. It
toas made by her father.

"Tir—
ril
rg
rm

— ILM STARS, like you and I, have
these Httle keepsakes which sometimes concern their private hves and
sometimes are mementoes of their early
days in films or on the stage.
For instance, Anne Shirley, who has just
starred in Anne of Green Gables has a treasured
keepsake — or rather its a pair really — which
she also regards as a good luck charm.
Anne's
shoes
whichgood
she luck
wore keepsake
when firstare
she the
facedbaby
the
cameras at the age of three years.
As she is now a sixteen-year-old girl, Anne
cannot wear these good luck shoes on the
first day she works in each new film.
She does, however, take them to the set
with her whenever she stars in a new picture,
and if the wardrobe permits, she carries them
in a concealed pocket.
Miss Shirley's first film (she was called Dawn
O'Day in
picture.
The those
Miracledays)
Child.was a William Famnm
During the thirteen years since that picture was
made, she has continued to appear regularly
before the cameras and never once has she been
without these baby shoes.
And here is what lovely Miriam Hopkins
replied when she was asked if she had a keepsake.
" VTes ! I certainly have, or had. A g^ft from my
X father ! I had it since I was a wee child, and
treasured it above all my keepsakes. It was on
my birthday, and he kissed me as he placed a
signet ring on my finger.
It was too big for the tiny finger. I wore it on
the middle one. As time went on I gradually
transferred that ring, until it fitted my little
finger perfectly.
There it rested for years. Then something
happened — to me a tragedy. I lost the ring.
" It weisn't so many months ago either. I was
riding on top of a bus in New York, an experience
I always enjoy. Somehow the ring slipped from
my finger, and disappeared.
"But its memory lives, and in my heart it is
still my greatest treasure."
Ann Harding also has a keepsake which brings
back memories of her father. It is a blackthorn
stick, a foot long, which was actually made by
her father (General George Grant Gatley of the
United States Army) when he was stationed in
Cuba years ago.
It has a silver head and tip and would be very
handy as a weapon of defence, but Ann only
carries it as a swagger stick.
Thelma Todd, who, it will be remembered, was
recently working in films in this country, but who
is now back in Hollywood, has a novel keepsake —
one which can be added to at will.
It is a bracelet which consist of many parts and
each part has a story. If she wishes she can wear

Anne Shirley keeps
the baby slippers
she wore at the age
of three as mascots.

it as a necklace. This bracelet, for one thing,
carries a tiny diamond ring which was given her
when she was a baby.
There is also a small gold elephant — ^that also
has a memory. A silver horse an enamelled fourleaf clover, a cross and crown are several others
and each has a very good reason for its presence
on the bracelet.
Thelma always wears or carries this bracelet
for she too looks upon it as her good-luck charm.
Irene Dunne has two treasured possessions.
The first is a little doll wearing what used to be
called an Alice blue gown. This is the doll to which
Irene Dunne used to sing when she played the
title role in the stage musical comedy Irene.
The second is an exqirisite lace fan given to her
by Laura Hope Crews, when the two played
together in The Silver Cord.
This fan had been in Miss Crew's family for more
than a century, in fact it was carried in 'ttie early
American Colonial days by an ancestor of hers.
Miss Crews gave the fan to Irene Dunne cis a

token of their happy relations when this picture
was finished.
For unusual keepsakes the p>alm goes to Ruth
Etting,
Mooncountry
Girl" onwhose
golden
voice was the
first"Harvest
heard in this
gramophone
records and who has since played in Roman
Scandals
Miss she
Etting's
keepsake
her scrapcutting
book in
in
which
has kept
every isnewspaper
which her name has appeared. To her, this book
is everything in the world.
By casually turning the pages of this book her
whole life can be lived again- — the sweets of success
and
the bitter-sweet of failures can be tasted in
retrosj)ect.
Stage stars being more emotional than the
average, have long been known to be great believers
in good luck charms and omens, and film stars,
as these few glimpses into the treasure boxes, of
some of Hollywood's most prominent players shows,
are no different from anyone else — particularly
so when good luck charms or treasured memories
of the past are concerned.
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INFINITE is the
A variety of pets
owned hy famous
artistes and they
often play a big part
in the lives of those
who own them.
Below several prominent players introduce you to their own
favourites and tell
you all about them.

(Above) Leslie Henson
voith his " three best
pals,"
Dinkie,
Charlie
and Scotty.
{Left)
Ivor
Novella's parrot is " a
animalperfect
friendslady."
and companions, but tastes vary
and I even knew a man
who had a pet toad who
used to come to be fed
when its master whistled.
Stage and screen
artistes seem invariably
to have a pet of some
kind or another, and
The Picturegoer has
collected the following
stories about the prized
animal companions of a
number of prominent
actors and actresses,
which give some insight
into what they mean to
their owners.
Sir Cedric Tries
It on the Dog
ton inGardens,
just
Sometimes
Kensingnear Peter Pan or by the
Round Pond, you will see
a bonny little two-yearold boy with the most
beautiful Cocker spaniel
for miles around.
The boy is Sir Cedric Hardwicke's son — and the
is his beloved pet and companion, "Churdles
the world loves a lover, and it dog
ALL is equal
ly true — if not quite so trite Ash " ; named, of course, after the famous character
— to say that all the world loves a in The Farmer's Wife.
"Churdles Ash" is a keen theatregoer. He will
keep quiet throughout the show, if Sir Cedric is
There are few people who have
pet.
it; but you should see him the moment "God
not known the joy of possessing and earning in
Save the King" is struck up ! No tail-wagger
the affection of some animal or another, has anything on him .'
"Churdles Ash" is a keen critic, too. Sir
whether it be a humble mongrel or canine
aristocrat.
Cedric confesses that when he is studying a new
Maybe it is flattering to human vanity to part he "tries it out" on the dog.
"And it is amazing," says Sir Cedric, "how he
own the whole-hearted devotion of a dog, but reacts
to the varying emotions — fear, sympathy,
whatever the cynics may say there is more in
it than that.
danger,
Perhapshappiness."
this is the origin of the saying, "trying
Dogs are doubtlessly the most popular of
it
on
the
dog."
8

And now here's a little secret.
"Churdles Ash" does not belong to Sir Cedric
at all. He belongs to Helena Pickard — ^his wife.
And who is proudest of the happy association?
Sir Cedric, Lady Hardwicke, Master Hardwicke,
or "Churdles Ash." We'll leave it at that.
Pamela Ostrer Prefers Cats
The passionately
"junior" stars
fond ofof the
theirsilver
pets screen
as thosearewhoas
have already achieved world fame.
Miss Pamela Ostrer, who made a distinguished
debut in Jew Siiss, is "mad about cats" — and
admits it.
" Bringing up the cats is great fun," she told
The Picturegoer, "but taking down all the
kittens one gets, to friends who don't want them,
is Inot
amusingon !the
" opposi te page you see Pamela
n theso picture
with
two
of
her
most
" Up-stage"
on the table is thefancied
Tabbyfelines.
answering
to the
exalted name of "Tabatha Twitchett." And
"down-stage." giving you the go-hither look, is
jet-black
" Blackamoult."
He thinks
there's!
something fishy
about this photograph
business
But Pamela's favourite is not in the picture at
all. At the time of "shooting," she was elegantly
ill in bed suffering from the effects of 'flu.
"Gama Moon
of Tara," and
a Her
film name
actressis herself.
Unfortunately,
owingshe'sto
her indisp>osition, she has just missed an important
screen engagement. But "Gama" was very little
distressed. Her 'flu diet agreed with her.
"In two
days," tosaid
MissbyOstrer,
"sheof celebrated her return
health
disposing
two
"Gama,"
like many film players, is "tempera— neat
chickens
mental." She .is' ' taken out on a lead like all the
best dogs, and in response to conversation makes
a lady.
"like
funny
noises." Pamela swears she answers back
Miss Ostrer has always liked cats, and once
Mr. Baird, of television fame, presented her with a
lovely ginger Persian.
" But it's a pity," sighed Pamela, as we left
her, "that I can't have the cats without the
When Spick Left Span
kittens ! "
This is the story of Spick and Span, the pet
canaries who sing for their supper to beautiful Adrienne Allen, stage and screen star, who
gave a wonderful performance in Cynara and
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Stratford. Lady Anglesey bought him, and as .she
already had six other dogs, presented him to Leslie.
And here's "Charity Charlie. He's the hero of
another Henson auction romance. Just a little
bundle of fluff; Leslie got fifty guineas for him.
The purchaser put him up for a second bidding
and this time he went for twenty-five guineas.
Later, Leslie met his wife in an adjoining room.
"I'm so glad we've got the little dog," she smiled,
" and wasn't it nice of Gwen Farrar to bid for us ? "
Leslie paid up like a man — hence, "Charity
"Scottie," said Mr. Henson, "was a gift from
my friend, Nick Prinsep, and his wife, who was
Anita
is a favourite
everyone."
LuckyElson.
Leslie HeHenson.
Happy with
Dinkie,
Charlie,
Charlie."
and Scottie.
The Girl on the Cover
Kitty Carlisle, the girl on the cover, is a star who
is one of the greatest dog-lovers of them all.
Her two favourites are Hector, a magnificent
Collie, and "Mutt the Mongrel."
peepof at
picture — it's one of
theTake
most another
attractive
the the
week.

Merrily We Go To
is now appearing in The Shining
Hour.
"When I can snatch the
time," she told The Picturegoer, " I take them down to my
little cottage in the country for
a change of air — and it was here
that they had their great
adventure."
While Spick and Span were
out
on "pcirole,"
flying around
a room
of the cottage.
Spick
decided that he wanted to see
the great wide world — and made
a lightning exit through the
(Above)
Pamela
half-opened window.
Ostrer
Adrienne spent hours searching the garden and the adjoining
prefers
Here shecats.
is
countryside. Friends and neighbours joined in the quest.
with Tabatha
Twitchett and
But Spick was on the missing
Blackamoult.
list. The days passed without
sign or news of him, and eventually Adrienne returned to
{Inset)
London with a broken-hearted
Adrienne
Span, whose feathers dropped
Allen,
tells youwhoof
with her drooping spirits.
Three weeks later ... as they
the romance
used to say in the days of the
silent flickers.
of" " Spick"
Back again at her cottage,
and
Span."
Adrienne — with a last gleam of
hope — left the lonely Span in
her cage by an open window.
can after
imagine
I "You
returned
lunchmy tojoy,"
find she
thatsaid,
Spick"when
was
back again. He was rather a
I'm
afraid, with feathers torn
asorry
little sight,
dirty and
with a gash in the head."
But what did Span care for all that,
was her man !
Spick
Lady
Ivor
Novello's Parrot — a Perfect
Ivor Novello has a parrot that knows a thing or
two. It ought to by this time. It's been
about for the last twenty-five years, listening to
everything and saying nothing.
T^at, of course, is one of the most remarkable
things there is about Minnie — who is named after
the bird of gay plumage in Somerset Maugham's
Ottr Betters. She has never spoken a word in her
life — not even one teeny-weeny swear word !
In fact, she's a perfect lady.
Another queer thing about Minnie is that she
has only one eye. And thereby hangs a tale.
Minnie once went out for a stroll on the lawn
and vanished into thin air. Where she went,
with whom, and what for will never be known.
But when she returned two days later she was

Dog Breeding as a Hobby
Diana Cotton, the Gaumont British junior star
who apj)eared in The Man Who Knew Too
Much, is a great dog lover — great, incidentally, is
the mot juste — she breeds Great Danes as a hobby.
Then there is Henry Wilcoxon, the British
actor who made his Hollywood debut in Cleopatra.
His best pal is a terrier. "Since I acquired the
Wanderlure II., a forty foot schooner," Wilcoxon
told
been toendeavouring
wean RcTUREGOER,
Peter from his "Ilovehave
of rats
love ofvery
the well
sea.to
He is doing
and found his sea legs
quickly
his
efforts toalthough
help are not
always as helpful as
they are no doubt
intended to be."
Morton's Taste
is Catholic
breeder is Everett
Edward
AnotherHorton,
keen who
dog
raises thoroughbred
police
his
Encino dogs
ranch athome.
He has taken many
prizes
shows all
over theat States.
But police dogs are
not the
onlyaffections.
contenders for his
He has raised champion collies and sheep
dogs
as well. Roscoe
Finally
Ates, inseparable
companion
an Alsatian, is
who follows
the comedian to the
studio where he is
well known — as is
also his predilection
for doughnuts.
minus an eye. It's all very mysterious and the
onlyMinnie,
dark secret
Minnie's
life. is far from being
who isingrey
and red,
temperamental. But she has one peculicir trait.
SheA simply
standfrom
people
red hair.Collier,
present can't
to Ivor
Miss with
Constance
she is a purely personal pet and does not share in
Mr. Novello's professional activities. She has
never travelled, has never been on the st«ige, and
has never been filmed.
We'll be seeing you, Minnie !
Leslie Henson's Three Best Pals
Meet Dinkie,
Scottie —Henson.
the delightful silent Charlie,
friends and
of Leslie
He
thinks the world of them. And what they think
of Leslie — ^well . . . !
Here's Dinkie. How're you, Dinkie? He is a
handsome little gentleman with a sable-coloured
coat. "And," says Leslie, "one of the most
intelligent
creatures
ever bom."
Some years
ago, Leslie
was asked to auction
him for the funds of Queen Mary's Hospital,

FAMOUS " FILM FANS " NUMBER:
Nextanother
week'snumber
issue ofunique
The F*icturegoer
is
in the annals of
film journalism. It deals with famous film
"fans" — -men and women, many of them
great national figures who, despite the
glamour surrounding them, are human and
escape from their cares and the sfHjtlight of
publicity
to the "pictures."
The listby ofgoing
celebrated
kinema-goers is a
surprising one. Who are they? What are
their tastes in films ? Who are their favourite
stars and why ? Do they go to the kinema
incognito ? Do they have private film shows
at home or attend private shows? Do they
take their children to the kinema ?
These and other intriguing questions are
answered in next week's Famous "Film
Fans" Number. There is sure to be a
tremendous demand for copies, so make sure
of yours by placing an order with your
newsagent right away !
9
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Evelyn

La

ye

and

Frank

Lawton

Stars of stage and screen both in England and America, whose aeroplane elopement
and nrnrriaf.e in Arizona forms a romantic story. They are now honeymooning in this
country, having finished their current Hollywood productions. Frank Lawton in
"David Copperfield" and Evelyn Laye in " The N^ht is Young."
lO
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Weekly

'~j^HE
romance
" Masker
ade"
the behind
continental
film
success which has led to three
Hollywood

contracts

another

Paula Wessely, the
Viennese actress, who
is to go to America,
with "MasAdolf
inkerade"
a scene from
Wohlburch. Her
performance was
highly
by the
critics praised
and her future
stardom seems certain

goer and accorded a special run at the
Academy, is to be released in the provinces as
Masquerade in Vienna.
Maskerade is one of the most successful
films shown on the continent in recent years.
It has been running in 75 Berlin kinemas
simultaneously since August. Vienna, of
course, loved it, and in Paris, seats are booked
up for weeks ahead at the big kinema on the
Champs Elysfees where the film has been
running since November.
Willy Forst is the director — the man who gave
yon Unfinished Symphony. He is already being
classed among such giants of the films as Eisenstein, Lubitsch, Ren6 Clair, and Von Sternberg.
His reward for his work in Unfinished Symphony
and Maskerade is a Hollywood contract. Twelve
months fessedagothat he
he had
was hardly
unknown.
He money
has sinceto conenough
pay
his rent because, in spite of being a first class
actor in Berlin, he could not get work.
of Mddchen in Uniform, Rasputin, M, and more recently.
Unfinished Symphony have had
in Britain.
These films have been claimed
by the critics, to be among the
finest products ever put upon
the screen.
A few weeks ago we introduced
you to the charming, 15-yearold Czechoslovakian star, Jiirmila
Berankova, who scored a hit in
O you know that Continental films,
which, as a result of the talkies, had Reka. Not only was the picture a success in
almost ceased to be shown in this London, but it is now being given wide
country except in one or two special- exhibition in the provinces. In this respect it
ised halls, are now rapidly gaining has achieved something which would have
ground again in our kinemas?
been impossible a few years ago when, with the
Sub-titles and the reduction of dialogue to exception of the film societies and other
a minimum have made it possible lately to highbrow organizations, the very idea of
win over vast crowds of picturegoers who used foreign dialogue films struck fear into the
to be unable to follow films in a foreign hearts of fans.
Now it is announced that the Viennese
language.
You will remember, of course, the success film Maskerade recently reviewed in Picture-

Going over to America with him are the two jjeople
responsible for putting his film over — the
star of Maskerade, Paula Wessely, and the man
who wrote the story for him, Walter Reisch.
These two names are also probably new to you.
Elizabeth Bergner was unknown to millions of
picturegoers before she was introduced to you by
PiCTUREGOER uot SO many months ago.
Paula W^essely is very young, but she is as
popular on the continent as Garbo, Marlene
Dietrich, Elisabeth Bergner. Her services were
constantly
sought by the studios of Berlin and
Vienna.
But Paula Wessely is very modest. She is not
beautiful at all according to film star standards,
and she always refused -even to consider a film
contract. Then Willy Forst came. Convinced of
her capabilities, he persuaded her to take the lead
in his second film, Maskerade. Now she has risen
to stardom overnight. ■Holl>'\\'ood should do a lot
with her.cations asShe
has personality and unusual qualifian actress.
Walter Reisch's ingenious script reveals him
as a writer of great gifts, who should make his
piesence felt in the American film capital.
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A sixty-four-year-old screen artiste, for
whom the mike and camera have no
terrors — this cockatoo recently broadcast.
T did not take the cameraman long to
find out that some first-rate material for
the films lay awaiting him inside those
thirty-four acres at Regent's Park that
"themany
Zoo."a Zoo exhibit has
And weof kiaow
recent asyears
been featured on the screen. I need only
instance pictures like that entertaining series
shown, a short while back, under the general
title Secrets of Nature, in which such popular
Zoo comedians
as penguins, apes, and
elephants were shown in their most amusing
aspects.
Hundreds of kinema audiences up and down
the country saw and enjoyed that series, as
the very large number of appreciative letters
received at the Zoo clearly showed.
But there are in existence other Zoo films
thing.
which the public is never likely to see, and it
is about these that I want to tell you some-

!

Theto amuse,
Zoo's animals
are not in
only
but to instruct;
and theevergardens
since igig,
when the librarian, Mr. F.'Martin Duncan, began
to form a Zoo "film library," it has been the
policy of the authorities to take a motion picture
of any creature that is likely to be of scientific
importance.
Such films, being the property of the Zoo, are
shown only occasionally, at the scientific meetingf
of the Zoological Society, to illustrate certain
points of interest or assist a lecturer to make his
meaning clear.
The pictures, which at other times
are stored in indexed drums at the
Zoo's main offices, are not supposed to
possess what the average film exhibitor
would
"box-office
But, call
in fact,
many ofvalue."
these films are
of absorbing interest, and contain
much of tragedy and comedy, and they
invariably entertain their scientific I
audience as well as instruct it.
A seal and sex-appeal. Members of
the Monte Carlo Follies at tht Zoo.

February 9, 1935
Many of the subjects of these pictures, of course,
would not particularly interest the man-in-thestreet who has no special love of animals.
They are either "freak" creatures, illustrating
Nature's deviations from the normal, which
cannot be seen any longer in che flesh, or animals
of great worth or rarity.
If happtens ail too often that rare and delicate
beasts enjoy only a very brief spell of life, and to
let these creatures pass out without filming them
would be a pity, to say the least.
Such animals are, therefore, filmed so that,
even after they themselves have gone the way of
all flesh, their shadow-pictures ca.i be studied at
leisure.
No attempt is made to make these Zou film
stars p>erform in any way. They are merely filmed
from such angles as best illustrate their ways and
habits.
The cameraman in these cases is usually the
librarian himself, and in case anybody envies him
his task, let me say that Mr. Duncan has often
spent many weary hours waiting until he can
"shoot"
on
record.the particular actions he wishes to place
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the ghost-fox feeding, shows that the animal takes
its food as a girafie takes a drink — by straddling
its forelegs in order to get its head down.
But let us come to some of the more dramatic

Of these there are in truth plenty, although the
pictures.
effects were obtained quite accidentally.
There is, for example, a record showing an
octopus capturing a crab — a picture which, for
sheer, tense, "hold-your-breath" realism would
beat a good many films artificially manufactured
in Elstree or Hollywood.
The Zoo's librarian has done a great deal of
research in marine biology, and he is one of the
pioneers in applying the kinema camera to the
movements of insects and fish.
To obtain the picture I have mentioned, the
camera was run up against a glass tank wall,
behind which the octopus is seen on the prowl.
A moment later, a crab, all unsuspecting, comes
crawling sideways over the stony bed. There is a
moment of suspense as the eight-tentacled killer
takes
his suddenly,
opponent's out
measure.
Then,
reaches one long, sinuous
tentacle, feeling gently for the victim. It flicks
the crab over upon its back, and the episode which
Few, however, who have had the privilege of follows is such as would give the Board of Film
witnessing these films would deny their Censors a nightmare.
For the crab disappears into the homy bealc of
utility value to zoologists, for the fact is, by
watching them one can very often see more of the the octopus, without so much as waving a leg to
ways of the exhibits than one could do by watching his audience by way of "good-bye !"
the animals themselves in the flesh.
Another picture taken in the aquarium shows
At one recent scientific meeting, for example, how the starfish clings to its glass tank-sides, the
action of the suckers on its arms being very clearly
the
diving anintoeveryday
their pond,
were Zoo's
shown.polar
This bears,
is, of course,
sight shown.
at the Zoo; but the actions of the animals are
Yet another shows a colony of prawns at their
invariably so swift that the eye necessarily misses dinner — though, in truth, it looks more like a
a good deal.
game of football — the "ball" being the morsel of
The film of these bears was run in slow-motion, food which a keeper has just dropped into the
and the audience was able, for the first time, to water.
Each prawn seems to have one kick at the ball,
obtain some idea of the wonderful grace and
muscle-movements of the four-footed divers.
after which he "passes" to his nearest neighbour,
Another interesting picture shown in slow- who repeats the action.
motion on the same occasion was that depicting
And so the game goes merrily on until the ball —
humming birds on the wing.
or, rather, food — disintegrates entirely.
This was a real eye-opener. The film, being
slowed down eight times, illustrated very clearly Many bird films are in the library, but few
possess more than a purely scientific
the flight-mechanism which enables these little
jewelled gems of the tropical house to dart directly interest. An exception, however, is one showing
backwards by a downward and forward thrust the dinner-time of a penguin.
of the tail.
One of these birds was such an appalling guzzler
Incidentally, this picture was of special scientific that the authorities decided that, as "seeing is
importance because it settled, once and for all, believing," they ought to have a film to which
a very knotty point. Hitherto, it was thought they could refer after the bird itself had died.
A keeper is depicted offering fish, and one after
that humming birds could actually fly backwards.
The showing of the film in slow-motion proved another you see the herrings slide down the bird's
beyond all question that this was not the case.
throat — a feat that reminds you forcibly of a
Similarly, at another meeting, the film collection
the day's
glutton of posting
a different
kind mail
is the! subject of
came to the aid of a lecturer in quite a remarkable CityA office-boy
yet another film. This is a Spanish toad at the
way.
A
very
rare
animal
called
a
"ghost-fox"
was being discussed.
reptile house, whose meals consisted of between
Few, if any, of the audience had ever seen this sixty and seventy meal-worms — when the Zoo
could
manage to keep up the supply !
now almost-extinct animal in the flesh. But many
years ago, when the Zoo first began filming its
This picture
anotheris that
"side-splitter"
for not
the
The ismarvel
the toad did
rarer exhibits, it had, by a stroke of good fortune, observer.
also crack his sides, for as he squats at his solitary
one of these very animals in the gardens.
The creature — a long-limbed, frail-looking and banquet, snapping up the wriggling worms,
very delicate beast- — lived only for a few weeks; gets steadily more and more corpulent
but before it died, Mr. Duncan was able to "shoot" and bloated until, in the end, he looks
it with the movie camera, and at this particular as though contact with the business
lecture the film was brought out and thrown on the end of a pin would send him up in
screen, so that all present might get a better idea smoke !
of the animal.
One of the most successful "shots." illustrating
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Incidentally, this film was taken in order that
the normally extraordinarily quick action of the
toad's tongue might be studied at leisure by
running the film in slow motion.
As I have said, all these Zoo films were taken
primarily for the edification of scientific audiences.
No There
attempt
made toafter
"telldramatic
a story."or humorous
is no isstraining
effects. But in the taking of them it has not
infrequently happened that Nature herself has
provided quite an amusing little tale, and has
even, on occasion, dropjjed in that "surprise
ending" so dear to the hearts of short-story
editors.
Perhaps the most unexpected finish to any Zoo
film is that in a picture showing a gorilla — not one
of the pair of gorillas at present in the gardens,
but "John
Daniel,"
about
ten years
ago. an animal kept in the Zoo
At that time the Zoo authorities thought it
unlikely that they would ever be able to exhibit
another of these rare man-like ap>es, so a picture
was made of "John Daniel" just before his
departure for the States.
In it, you see the ape meandering about his
cage, doing nothing in particular, and doing it
very well. Presently, he sits down to his dinner,
ending up by munching a long stick of sugar-cane.
Though very instructive, this film has temporarily lost much of its importance, since the
Zoological Society now has two fine young gorillas,
Mok and Moina, in residence, who are always
available when scientists wish to make a study of
these animals.

Above : Another animal
pzrformer xoith his manager.
a real for
villain
—{Left)
a ZooHere's
star posing
the
camera voiih the Monte
Carlo Follies Girls.

Frances

Drake

The American girl who, as Frances Dean, was
discovered by London, where she appeared as a dancer,
and rediscovered and rechristened by Hollywood.
Frances showed her talents both as actress and dancer
in " The Trumpet Blows." Her latest role is that
of "Connie" in "Forsaking All Others."
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Phil Lonergan

Sends

it Hot

From

Weekly

Hollywood
every person connected with the production of her
latest film. The Little Minister.

Mae

and

A Plucky Son

West

Joe E. Brown is proud of his 1 7-year-old son,
Don, who recently graduated from the Beverly
Hills High School. His father did not want the
boy to enter college until he wsis 1 8, so the youngster,
with the approval of his parents, enrolled as a
cadet on a liner plying between San Francisco and
the Orient. He made two round trips, and is now
back home, vastly improved by his experiences.
The star says he wants his son to make his way
in the world, and, judging from the start Don has
made, I am quite sure he will.

the

Indian

A Possible Romance
Everyone seems to think that Greta
George Brent, former husband
Chatterton, are very much interested in
Garbo has taken several airplane
Brent, who is an expert flyer.

—
Strange rsRequestrn
ANDMorea Old
Time
Retu
— A Scare for Stars — Connie
er "—Dietrich's
Sist
as a "Sob Goo
d Turn

A Happy Nymph
One of the most amusing stories of recent days,
incidentally, was that the Marquis de la Falaise,
while taking a sun bath at Palm Springs, spied
Garbo, and rushed to greet her, forgetting that he
was not sufficiently clothed.
Garbo, by the way, was racing happily along,
showing so much energy and happy abandon that
it seemed as though she were dancing the "Spring
Just another instance of stars at play !

AE WEST is wondering just who
the person was that posed for the
Indian on the American penny.
The blonde star decided that
it would be a bright idea to
secure a descendant of the Indian model to
play
in her from
picture.
Now and
I'm would-be
a Lady. Indians
Letters
Indians
to be legitimate kinsclaimingmodel.
pouredmen ofin,
theallfamous
The oddest one
Wcis from an old lady, who said that the model
was a woman.
So far Mae has secured no authentic information.
Sad Story
A man from a small town in Texas recently
a "touching"
Mae star
are two theatres in
that there letter.
told the
He wrote
his town. One showed a Mae West film, while the
rival house, to stimulate patronage, had announced
a "free purse" night, whereby a person holding a
lucky number on coupons attached to theatre
tickets would be presented with a bank book
containing a deposit for 120 dollars.
But he was loyal to Mae, saw the picture and
returned to the rival theatre, to find that the
draw had taken place, and he had held the
winning number. As he was not present, the prize
•wasSo given
to some
else. him 120 dollars, which
he asked
Mae one
to send
he feels she caused him to lose !
As far as I can learn, Mae has not sent the
money.

Garbo and
of Ruth
each other.
trips with

Two For One
Ioretta
Young is coming rapidly to the front,
Song."
-J and scored a great triumph in The White
Parade, so much so that Paramount loaned Jack
Oakie and Katherine De Mille to Twentieth
Century, to secure the services of Miss Young.
Loretta is to play the role of "Berengaria" in
Cecil B. De Mille's production. The Crusaders.
Practically every important actress has been
mentioned in connection with this role, including
Elissa Landi and Sylvia Sidney.

Mae West, who will soon be seen again in '

Now

Tm a Lady."

Richard Barthelmess, James Cagney, Ruby
Keeler, Mary Brian, Al Jolson, and others.
The prisoner claimed to have played small roles
Old Favourites Return
in the films, and appeared to be well acquainted
with studio routine.
"'HPhe saying that the old guard dies, but it
Now aU the poor stars have to change their
A never surrenders," is very true of those who
once were top-notchers in the films, but have now telephone numbers again. A star rarely retains
the same number for a year, even if he or she
dropjjed from favour.
Edna Purviance, star of The Woman of Paris, remains Ln the same home.
and many other Chaplin films, is playing " Lillian
Russell," famous actress of several decades ago, Connie's New Role
in The Great Ziegfeld.
Rod la Rocque and Vilma Banky, noted film Constance Bennett will play the role of a
team, are also now Ln Hc^ywood. Rod has been
reporter in Town Talk. It is difficult to imagsigned for two films, while Vilma is studying
ine the languorous La Bennett enacting a feminine
English, and hopes to secure parts in the near journalist, for those girls are usually full of energy.
future.
However, she may be equal to the occasion.
Clark Gable is to be managing editor of the
Claire Windsor has also decided to "crash" the
studio gates.
paper,
and this role also appears to be unusual
casting.
FUm fans, I know, will hope that the efforts of
these players will be crowned with success.
Generous Katie
Uneasy Stars
Katharine Hepburn, as I have mentioned
A man was recently arrested, charged with
beftwe, is very popular with her studio
forgery, and on his person was found an associates. She is regarded as a "good scout,"
despite reports that she was too temperamental.
extensive of
listnoted
of confidential
addresses
studio folk.'phone numbers and
The latest tribute to Katharine was caused by
Among those listed were Richard Powell, her presenting gifts purchased in Scotland to

A Reformed Crooner
Rudy
Valee and
is tired
crooners,
wishesof toplaying
appear sweet-singing
in a musical
wherein
he
will
play
a
"hard-boiled"
such as have been jjortrayed by Edmundsergeant,
Lowe
and Victor McLaglen.
The odd thing about the affair is that Rudy is
very serious, and believes that the role would be
quite in accord with his temperament.
If Rudywillgets
the crooners.
role, perhaps Low^e and
McLaglen
become
A Former Extra Remembered
Marlene Dietrich, as we all know, worked her
up from
thememories
"extra" of ranks
at the
Germanwaystudios,
and has
her struggles.
So when Marlene's "stand-in" was called for
elimination tests, in which she would secure an
opportunity to be one of the favoured few, the
star provided the girl with one of her finest
gowns. The "stand-in" is now one of the 250 girls
who receive preference over the others.

NEXT
FILM

WEEK'S
FANS"

"FAMOUS
NUMBER.

s.
views andNG
some exclusiv
e interbig surprise
Y^ASCINATI
On no account miss next week's
" Famous Film Fans " Number
of " The Picturegoer." Make
sure of your copy . . . place an
order with your newsagent to-day.

?re-Views

of the Latest Vilms

Van

Dyke

It

Does

Again

Let Our
Who

Critics
Really

See the Films

I

Guide
You

note, also enters into the fun of the thing and
gives a first-rate performance which conceals
sincerity behind a mask of gaiety.
Charles Butterworth, as his friend, has the role
of his career and line after line of good wisecracks,
to which he does full justice. Billie Burke is very
good
overwhelming
friend
Paula, asandMary's
Francesfussy
Drakeandis effective
as Connie.
The picture is technically excellent and is full
of good pictorial touches which take it right out
of the realm of the theatre.
It is first-rate entertainment with laughs of the
non-stop order. — L. C.

are satisfied to see Mr.
Those
Leslie filmgoers
Howard who
and Miss Kay Francis gracesecretof routine pleased
motions
going through
servicefullydrama
will nothedoubt
be eminently
with this screen adaptation of

Kay Francis suggests a society woman slumming
in " British
-rm OLLOWING The Thin Man, which
fin
was one of the best six pictures of last
rm
year, W. S. Van Dyke has given us
rm
another comedy, and this time with a
romantic Aavoui, I' orsaking All Others,
which bids fair to be one of the outstanding
successes of 1935.
With a team consisting of Joan Crawford,
Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery and Charles
Butterworth — particularly not forgetting
Charles — ^he has made one of those rare
pictures in which one has hardly time to finish
laughing at some situation or wisecrack, or
piece of character work, before it is succeeded
by another equally amusing.
It is definitely
the
director,
in the sensea Idirector's
mean it, picture
includes— the
scenario writer and the editor — or, in other
words, there is not a great deal in the plot,
it is the way in which every situation snaps
into another and leaves one no time to worry
about story values.
Incidentally, the dialogue is full of bright
lines, which is not surprising seeing that the
scenarist is Mankiewiecz, who was responsible
for the screen's most admirable piece of
nonsense — Million Dollar Legs.
While the director's work is notable, it would
not have been so entertaining with a less
efficient team.
All the well-known players in

chronicle of his adventures as
Lockhart's
Bruce representa^
^
sK unofficial
Rrift
A.gent
tive in the British
early days of the
Bolshevik regime.
As an attempt to tell the story of an earthshaking historical event, however, it is disappointing.
The merit of Mr. Lxxrkhart's book lays in its
brilliant,
"behind-the-scenes"
the
most terrific
social drama ofdescriptions
our timesof and,
rather than an inspired disciple of revolution
perhaps,
of history.of the film version do nothing
The producers
Agent."
more than give us Hollywood's stock spy plot,
complete with conflict between love and duty,
the cast are excellent without exception.
I like Joan Crawford in comedy mood — very which could easily have been set m any of the
mvthical kingdoms that have been used in the
often slapstick comedy at that.
She is cast as Mary, a girl who, on her wedding pAst for similar subjects.
Miss Francis and Mr. Howard make polite
day, learns that her groom Dill, a girlhood sweetheart, has got very drunk the night before and political speeches to each other, it is true, but the
married an old flame, Connie.
atmosphere of the Russian Revolution is never adequately exploited or revealed.
She plunges into vigorous sf)ort to try and drama-charged
Leslie Howard, of course, represents IxKkhart.
forget, and is aided in her endeavours by Jeff,
another girlhood friend who has always loved her. re-christened, for screen purposes, Stephen 1-ocke.
She cannot, however, forget Dill and they meet The change in nomenclature is, incidentally, not
again. With great indiscretion, and ignoring the
major liberty taken with the book's
the onlyfigure.
advice of Jeff, she sfjends a night innocently with central
Mr. Lockhart was, if unofficially, the agent of
Dill at an empty country house belonging to a
the British Government, in all his activities
mutual friend.
She is rescued from her position by Jeff and the against the Bolsheviks. Probably, as a concession to
friend in question, Paula ; but Connie brings an our feeling;s — and our censors — the film presents
Stephen Locke for the most part as an adventurer
action for divorce and is successful.
hatred of Communism.
personal
a bitter
Not long after the bells are about to ring again inspired
Locke byfalls
in love
with Elena, an attractive
for the wedding of Dill and Mary.
Russian
disciple
of
Lenin.
She returns his love,
On the eve of the wedding Jeff arrives to wish but such is her faith in the Soviet
cause that she
Mary
good-bye,
she feels it her duty to betray him to the secret police
realisesgood
that luck
it is and
he that
she has when
loved suddenly
all the time
and rushes to the boat in which he is sailing to when, having failed to stop Russia signing the
peace treaty of Brest-Litovsk, he begins plotting
for the overthrow of the new regime.
Dill follows to the dock to see the boat sailing.
Spain.
One by one Locke's little band of supporters are
As Mary, Joan Crawford brings character to
the comedy role and a wealth of vivacity and arrested, and when l^nin's assassination is
spirit. Her hectic good times with Dill involve attempted a price is put on his head. Elena, still
duty,withreveals
placeNews
and
any amount of horse play into which she enters bound
decides byto die
him asl^ocke's
proof ofhiding
her love.
with as much abandon as the irrepressible Robert of
the
recovery
of
Lenin,
however,
saves
both
Montgomery, who is in his element.
the firing squad and the curtain is rung down
Clark Gable, striking a slightly more solemn from
on a happy ending.
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Charles Starrett, Jean Muir,
Verree Teasdale and George
Brent give excellent portrayals
in "Desirable" — which vnll be
issue.in next week's
fully reviewed

Phillips Holmes as " Colin "
and
" Philip
in a Theo
sceneShall
fromas the
screen"
version of " Ten Minute Alibi."

The producers juggle dexterously
with the political issues involved by
making Kay Francis the mouthpiece
of the Bolshevik viewpoint, and the
scenes between Elena and Locke
resolve themselves largely into drawing-room debates.
Francis'
mannerisedsuggests
portrayala
of Miss
Elena,
incidentally,
society woman slumming among the
poor, rather more than a modem Joan of Arc or
an inspired disciple of revolution.
Leslie Howard is an interesting figure as Locke,
despite the handicaps imposed by the script, and
his polished performance makes a somewhat
preposterous figure convincing.
There is little comedy relief unless we include
the preface, which announces that the "story
and characters are entirely fictitious." — M. D. P.
Bernard Vorhaus has accorded this play, which
has already had a record-breaking run,
straightforward treatment and relied on the
dialogue to gain his big dramatic moments in the
sequences where the alibi —
the crux of the whole plot —
Ten Minute
is tested by detectives.
Alibi
It is impossible in a short
space to give a very full
synopsis of the story, since it relies completely on
detail
connected
a murderer's
of
an alibi
and hiswith
successful
defenceestablishment
of it.
Briefly it runs as follows. Philip Sevilla fascinates Colin Derwent's fiancee, Betty, and per
suades her to elope with him to Paris. (>'
discovers that Philip makes a practice of t?'
young girls abroad, robbing them of their '
and deserting them. His efforts to part
are in vain. The day before they sire r'
he dreams that he has murdered *"
thought out a perfect alibi.
He proceeds to put his dream in'
by
manipulation
the been
clock impossible
that heof had
Sevilla was murdered.
The body is discovered
They
— ^his al"
— but suspect
he has Colin
an answer
t
final test query which wc
the fact that he had tan*
answers to the detectiv<
cleared of suspicion.
Actually, it is not the
is presented that the en^
•well have been translat
expression of the origiu.
the alibi and its defenc
brought out by the dialogU'
It is definitely something
in crime stwies, and as s
makes good entertainment.
The opening is weak
continuity and does not h
your interest too well, t
directly the idea of the crime
suggested there is quite got

tension and a sound element of surprise.
Phillips Holmes, as Colin, is good in the crossexamination scenes, but is apt to be rather
theatrical in the opening sequences. Aileen Marson
is adequate as Betty; ^e has not a lot to do.
Actually, the best acting comes from George
Merritt as the chief detective and Morton Selten
as the legal adviser who unwittingly helps to
establish the murderer's alibi. As Philip, Theo
Shall is quite effective but inclined to be a lit+V
too obviously sinister at times.
The picture is technically go<vl a^.''
graphed. The dream <""•
A burlesque of the
r and
Wheele
plotWf*whic''feud
particular typ'

Tripl*'

T'

Weekly

The comedians are in good form and enter into
the spirit of the fooling with good effect. The
whole thing is put over with plenty of action, and
a fairly
series ofof the
wisecracks.
Good quick-fire
u.se is made
child, played by
Spanky McFarland, who is endowed with a
propensity for breaking glass windows, and a good
deal of comedy arises from this.
The "siege" has many ingenious gags, and there
is a wild ride for the heroes in a buggy in which
they
go to
try old
to silent
obtainknockabout.
help, all in the best
tradition
of the
Gezawithde Bolvary
a wealthhasofinvested
colour this
and simple
made romance
all the
famous characters introduced in it vital living
beings. He has not forced the musical end of the
subject, but introduced it
and effectively.
naturally
J-, jj Chopin's
An instance
in point
ChovinS
rarewell
concert
Paris,isa
where he first
is supposed
toin play
Minuet by Mozart. At that moment he had heard
' the revolution in Poland and substituted a fiery
and moving composition of his own. As
he plays it he envisages the fight his friends
are taking up for liberty.
The story is based on episodes in the
famous
composer's life
(but not attempting
to
be biographically
correct).
Frederic
Chopin's
music the
master
Warsaw persuades
Constantia,
girl hein loves,
to deny that she cares for him in order that
he may go to Paris and become famous,
and also avoid being an active participator
in the revolution plotted by the youth of
Poland against the Russians.
She does so, and Chopin proceeds, heartbroken, to Paris, where his first concert is
slated by the critics, but is praised unreservedly by the famous novelist, Georges
Sand.
She uses her influence to make him known,
and with the help of Liszt, springs him as a surprise
on Parisian society. He falls passionately in love
with her, and agrees to go to Majorca with her;
for which purpose she gives up her lov*
poet.thatMeanwhile,
Musset,
in
Paris, thelearns
he r<o ' Co»^''^'
career.
and once again S5>' '
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Fart^a (Hve Sully),
daughter of the Sheik,
insists on Hddie.
making love to

ItDDIE CANTOR'S
C annual film frolic is
always one of the events
i3f the screen season.
This time it takes him
j!to the land of the
Pharaohs, where he has
•■|nherited a vast fortune from his archaeplogist father. Eddie is
supported by Ann Sothsrn and Ethel Merman.

Right: Cantor makes his get-a-way
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Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦THE BROKEN ROSARY
♦♦♦LITTLE MAN. WHAT NOW ?
♦MIDNIGHT ALIBI
♦♦♦THE WORLD MOVES ON
♦♦HER SACRIFICE
♦STUDENT TOUR
♦♦COCKEYED CAVALIERS
♦WEST OF THE DIVIDE
♦♦THE OLD-FASHIONED
AT TWELVE MIDNIGHT
WAY
What the asterisks mean — •••• An outstanding feature.
*•• Very good.
Good.
* Average entertainment. c Also suitable for children.

•••LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW ?
Universal. Amerifan.
"A." Social drama.
Runs 05 minutes.
Hargaret Sullavan Lamrachen
Douglas Montgomery Hans Pinnerberg
Alan Hale
Jachraan
Catherine
Doucet Mia Communist
Pinnerberg
Fred Kohler
Mae Marsh
His Wile
DeWittMowbray
Jennings Emil Kleinholz
Alan
Franz Scharrenhofer, the actor
Muriel Kirkland Marie Kleinholz
Hedda Hopper
Nurse
Sarah Paoden Widow Scharrenhofer
Earle Foxe
Frenchman
George Meeker
Shultz
BoDiL Rosing
Frau Kleinholz
Donald
Haines
Kleinholz,
jun.
Monroe Owsley
Kessler
G. P. Huntley, jun
Heilbut
Paul Fix
Lauderback
Carlos de Valdez
Dr. Sesam
Tom Rocketts
Mr. Sesam
Frank Reicher
Lehman
Christian Rub
Puttbreese
Etienne
Girardot
Spannfuss
Max Asher
Chaffeur
Directed by Frank Bortage from the novel by
Hans Fallada. Previewed August 25, 1934.
If Hans Fallada's best-seller novel
of the struggles of the "little
men"some
of the
world
lost
of its
forcehasin inevitably
its screen
translation it is still a document of
considerable sincerity and interest
and, at least, serves to reveal that
Margaret
Sullavan is no one-picture
star.
The story, though set in Germany,
is international in its application
and appeal. It is that of a poor man,
Hans Pinnerberg, peace loving and
contented, who, through no fault of
his own is thrown out of work at a
time when his wife is about to have
a baby. He develops, in his des|>eration, a bitter resentment of the social
system that makes his plight possible.
And it is in the vicissitudes of the
young couple and the people they
meet that the drama and romance of
Little Man, What Now? must be found.
First we have Kleinholz, Hans'
first employer, the typical petty
commercial tyrant, who fires the
clerk because he will not, in fact
cannot, marry the unattractive
daughter of the house. There is
Jachman, a jovial crook, with some
redeeming features, whose mistress
Hans' step-mother is, and who
helps get him a job in the city.
Again, there are the bosses of the
soulless department store where
Hans goes to work as a salesman,
who dismiss him when he displeases an egotistical film star
customer.
The good Samaritan of the piece
is Puttbreese a furniture dealer,
who lets them a garret which is
above his shop.
It is here that the baby is bom
20

and that we end on a happy note
with Hans finding a new job and
new inspiration to carry on the fight
for existence for his wife and son.
Frank
Borzage's treatment
over
sentimentalised,
perhaps, butis
in the main sympathetic and understanding. The development is
rather leisurely and there are signs
of choppy cutting in order to get in
as much of the novel's detail as
possible.
Miss Sullavan, although given no
opportunities for histrionic fireworks gives a sensitive and intelligent portrayal of the wife. Douglass
Montgomery, I think, has erred in
presenting Hans as a somewhat
tiresome weakling rather than as a
helpless victim of circumstances,
thereby losing sympathy for the
character.
Otherwise,
it is oneacted
of the talkies.
year's
most
competently
Our old friend DeWitt Jennings
contributes a brilliant character
study as Kleinholz, while excellent
performances are offered by Allan
Hale as Jachman, Christian Rub, as
Puttbreese, and Allan Mowbray
as an actor.
•••THE WORLD
MOVES ON
Fox. American.Runs 99"A."minutesRomantic drama
Madeleine Carroll
Mary
Franchot Tone
Richard
Reginald Denny
Erik
Siegfried Rumann Baron von Gerhardt
Louise Dresser Baroness von Gerhardt
Raoul Roulien
/Carlos
LuMSDKN Hare
Warburton
\ Henri
Dudley Dicges
Manning
Frank Melton
John

Brenda Fowler
Madame Girard
Russell Simpson
Notary
Walter McCrail
Frenchman
Marcelle Cord ay Madame Girard II
Charles Bastin Jacques, the boy
Barry Norton
Jacques
George Irving
Charles Girard
Ferdinand Schumann-Heink Fritz
Georgette Rhodes
Jeanne
Claude King
Braithwaite
Ivan Simpson
Clumber
Frank Moran
Culbert
Stepin Fetchit
Fetchit
Directed by John Ford. Story and Screen Play
by Reginald Berkley:
Reginald
Berkeley's
ambitious
story suffers,
I cannot
help
feeling, from the fact that its producers too deliberately set out to
make
a
"super
The result issuper."
seen in a continual
straining
effect and "sureof fire"
situations,for overcrowding
the
canvas and confusion of the issues.
Both the romance interest and
the anti-war theme are obscured by
a mass of pretentious incidents.
Far too much stock Hollywood war
spectacle and an attempt to combine the more successful features of
"Cavalcade " and " Berkeley Square"
and all the business films ever made.
If this is severe criticism it is because the film invites criticism as a
super. The picti.re indeed, contains
much of inspiration and merit.
The story opens in 1825 with the
reading of the will of Gerrard, an
American cotton mag^te. The
document inaugurates a business
partnership with the English family
of Warburton and two of the Gerrard
sons are sent to France and Germany, of
respectively,
to establish
continental
the business.
Mrs.

Madeleine Carroll gives a restrained but human portrayal in
" The World Moves On " in
which she makes her Hollywood
debut.
Warburton (Madeleine Carroll) wife
of the head of the English firm and
Richard Gerrard (Franchot Tone)
fall
love, but she returns to her
nativein country.
Four generations later — in 191 3
— the descendants of the families
meet. The Continental branches
have taken on the nationalities and
characteristics of their adopted
countries.
Richard, eldest son of the American branch (F. Tone again) and
Mary Warburton, daughter of the
British house (Miss Carroll) are
puzzled by a strange feeling that
they have met and loved before.
Comes the war with the families
on opposite
wood battlesides.
shots,Between
RichardHollyand
Mary
are married.
After
the Armistice, Richard
obsessed by money, tries to build
up afirm.
vast financial empire and ruins
the
Mary
by him
in hisagain
down-in
fall and stands
they start
all over
the old Gerrard house which saw
the birth of the g^eat family and
business tradition.
The anti-war propaganda is help>ed
along
by "cut
in" and
news-reel
shots
of military
parades
air displays.
Madeleine Carroll, making her Holly
wood debut, gives a restrained but
human portrayal, while Franchot
Tone's performance as Richard is
carefully graduated. Excellent
support comes from Dudley Digges
and Reginald Denny.
••HER SACRIFICE
Columbia. American.
Runs 75 "A."
minutes.Romantic drama
Ann Sothbrn
Kitty Taylor
Neil Hamilton
Bob Hartwell
Paul Kelly
Bill
Mickey Kooney
Freddy
Spencer Charters
Pa Taylor
Jane Darwell
Ma Taylor
Joan
Gale
Flora
Geneva Mitchell
Dot
Theodore Newton
Tom
Tyler Brooke
Emy
Henry Kolker
Hartwell, sen.
Ben
juh. Mrs.
Burt Hartwell
Steams
Mary Handricks,
Forbes
Billy Seward
Barbara HartweU
Directed by William Ntill from a screen pUy
by Elktl HiU.
A" Cinderella
story
in an Ann
industrial"setting
in which
Sothern gives an attractive performance as the breadwinner of a
family heartwho
quarrels
sweetand falls
in love with
with her
a wealthy

Ann Sothern and Neil Hamilton give good performances in " Her Sacrifice."

playboy whom she finally marries
in It
spite
his father's
is of
familiar
stuff opposition.
but put over
with good atmosphere and characterisations; itgains in effect for the
workmanlike production and sound
treatment.
(Continued on page
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It's
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INDIGESTION—

NERVE

GASTRIC

YOUR

Must

just

Be

Weekly

Strengthened

Trouble
Really

NERVOUS

DYSPEPSIA

It is not surprising that nothing
you have tried for your Indigestion has given relief. Your trouble
is NERVE trouble. Your " Indigestion " is really NERVOUS
DYSPEPSIA, caused by weakness
of the GASTRIC NERVES. What
has happened is that your whole
nervous system has become run
down, and your Gastric Nerves
were the first to give way. Result
— Flatulence, Heartburn, Acidity,
terrible Gastric Pains and all the

YOUR
GASTRIC
NERVES
This anatomical diagram shows a few of the
gastric nerves which swround the stomach.
When these Gastric or Stomach Nerves become
impoverished, symptoms of Nervous Dyspepsia
result, causing Flatulence, Distension, Acidity.

other symptoms of Nervous Indigestion.

YOU ARE
SURE
TO BENEFIT
Dr. Cassells Tablets contain just those Nerve Revitalisers and
Digestion Invigorators that your debilitated system needs. Its
formula includes a quantity of PEPSIN, which has the remarkable
property of digesting several hundred times its own weight of food.
Pepsin has a marvellous strengthening effect on the Digestive Nerves,
and quickly eradicates all painful symptoms. Study the wonderful
formula on the right, and you will see why every case of Indigestion
or other Nervous Disorder is bound to benefit.
Start a course of Dr. Cassells Tablets at once if you suffer from
Head Pains, Neuritis, Neuralgia, Ltmibago, Sciatica,
Anaemia, Insomnia, Hysteria, Dizziness, or Nervous
Breakdown.
FAIR-PLAY OFFER
Buy a 1/3 bottle Irom your Chemist. Isold Ev
Everywhere
Keep the send
cartoDit and
^tisfled,
back if tonottheentiretjVeno
Dm? whoCo.,willLtd.,
Mancbeater,
15,
3/- and 5/refund your 1/3.
|6d.,1/3,

DR.

The

WITH

Tonic

that

gets

TABLETS!

Every Dr. Cassells Tablet is guaranteed to include the
following ingredients in an active medicinal state :—
SALICIN ET PEPSIN
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE
FERRI.GLYCEROPHOS.
Salicih andincreases
flow of
Improves valnerve
Essential
to
health}bonesaliva
improvestheappetite;
uable for the nutrition.
treatment In-of
btiilding.
Three-quarters
of
Chlorosib and other forms of
the mineral matter in your
Pepsin increases the digestive
Anxmia.
body
is composed of this
power of the liastric juices.
substance.
PAPAYOTIN
MAN. et MAG.
SACCHAR. CEREViS.
Assists
in the digestion of the
HYPOPHOS.
Vitamin content promotes the
most
important
of foods
necessary for group
health,
i.e.,
The
first
of
these
two
ingiedidevelopment
of
muscular
tissues and ner\'es a^d improves
ents is a powerful nerve
Proteins.
Acts
in
both
stomach
and
intestines.
stimulant; the second an
general
health. SEMINA
antacid and laxative.
KOLAE
Possesses
powerful
proSOD. PHENOL-p-SULPH.
CALCIUM HYPOPHOS.
perties. Wards offtonic
fatigue.
This tire
ingredient
keepsintestinal
the enActs as a cerebral stimulant;
Assists in general nutrition.
digestiveandand
clears tiie brain, banishes
tiact sweet
clean, and
Helps toacids.
neutralise excess
stom&ch
purifies the blood.
depression.

CASSEILS

Nerve

DR. CASSELLS

at the

TABLETS

CAUSj

of

your

Trouble
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Neil Hamilton is good as the rich
lover and contrasts well with Paul
Kelly as the more humble suitor.
The supporting cast is comp»etent
and the sentimental appeal of the
simple tale is well put over.
••COCKEYED CAVALIERS
Radio. American. 71 "A."
minutes.Broad farce. Runs
BxRT Wheelek
Bert
Robert Woolsev
Bob
Thelma Todd
Lady Genevieve
Dorothy
Lee
Mary
Ann
Noah Beery
Baron
Robert Greig
Duke of Weskit
Henry
The Baron's
FranklynSedley
Pangborn
Town Friend
Crier
AiF.
P.
James
Mary
Ann's
Father
Jack Norton and
Snub Pollard King's Physicians
Directed by Mark Sandriek. Previewed
August 18, 1934.
Wheeler and Woolsey put over
the double act which has
proved so widely popular in previous
pictures this time in fancy dress.
They are depicted as two " knights
of the road" in medicieval days,
who, in the course of their adventures, masquerade as doctors and
make themselves at home in a ducal
menage.
The love interest displayed by
Woolsey for a niece of the very ferocious Duke, leads them into
trouble, but they manage to
straighten things out after the
capture of a wild boar which has
been ravaging the countryside; the
capture, by the way, is unintentional
on their part.
The comedians put over the
material with plenty of gusto and
good use has been made of the
comical mediaeval atmosphere ; but
not so ingeniously as Mark Twain
did in his Yankee at the Court of
King Arthur.
A little love interest is superadded to the broad fooling by the
fact that Wheeler discovers the
companion they have picked up on
the road is a girl masquerading in
man's clothes and falls for her.
The plot is actually very thin and
the entertainment relies on the
clowning of the stars who will certainly not disappoint their admirers.
The wild boar chase is rather
familiar design but it is well executed
in a hectic slapstick manner.
Dorothy Lee is good as the maid
who masquerades as a man and
Thelma Todd sound as the Duke's

NOW

-

Continued

— a part incidentally well
by Noah Beery — flirtatious
Camera work is good
settings do not aspire to
than comically in period.

put over
niece.
but the
be more

••THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY
Paramount. American.
"U." Period burlesque"
Runs 60 minutes.
W. C. Fields The Great McGonigle
Joe Morrison Wally Livingston
Baby LeRoy
Albert Pepperday
Judith Allen
Betty McGooigk
Jan Duccan
Cleopatra Pepperday
Tammany Youmc
Gump
Nora Cecil Mrs. Wendelschafier
Jack Mulhall
Dick Bronson
Directed by William Beaudine from a story by
Charles Bogle, adapted by Gamett Weston and
Jack Cunningham.
Burlesque of the show business of
the "'nineties" with W. C.
Fields once again holding the limelight and keeping the fun going
with his clever fooling and characterisation as an old-time trouper who
owns a travelling dramatic company.
How he is always at loggerhead
with bailifis and sherifEs is amusingly
depicted while there is a touch of
pathos in the way he sacrifices himhis daughter's
Heself forlearns
that the hai>piness.
father of a
wealthy youth will agree to his
marrying her if she leaves her father,
so the old troufier pretends he has
the offer of a solo act in New York
and
leaves the way clear for the
marriage.
The opening scenes give W. C.
Fields a chance to show his ability
at juggling, but it is his sense of
character that really makes the
picture as entertaining as it is.
Baby
interest as the LeRoy
tiresomesupplies
infant ofchild
a wealthy
widow who wants to play in the
company and Judith Allen is appealing as the trouper's daughter.
One very amusing interlude is
the introduction of a burlesque of
The Drunkard, a melodrama made
famous by P. T. Bamum in the
" 'eighties".
The picture is well costumed and
convincing in its period atmosphere.
••THE BROKEN ROSARY
Butcher. Britisk.
Runs 85 "U."
minutes. Love romance.
Derek Oldham
Giovanni
Jean Adrienne
Maria
Ronald Ward
Jack
Vesta Victoria
Henelf
Marjorie Corbett
Leila
Margaret Yarde
Nanny
Evelyn Roberts
Uncle Jack

DiNO Galvani
Carlo
Dorothy Buller
Secretary
Fred Raines
Professor
Ian Wilson
Hodges
Directed by Harry Hughes. Previewed November
3, 1934.
Simple,ing ingenuous
romance
with an Italian
singer dealwho
loses the girl to whom he was betrothed to his best friend.
Its slight plot is sincerely treated,
and in its unpretentious way it
provides pleasing entertainment of
an unsophisticated order.
It also introduces Derek Oldham
to the screen, who is well known for
his appearances on the stage and
more
particularly
in the D'Oyley
Carte Oj)era
Company.
He sings delightfully and acts with
sincerity as the Italian, but has a
tendency to overwork his smile.
Jean Adrienne shows to advantage as the girl ; she has ability and
a nice sense of character. She sings
"Parlez moi d' amour" exceedingly
effectively.
Ronald Ward is good as the man
who wins her. The characters and
their interplay are interesting, and
there is ingenuity in the way a
gramophone studio is used for a
dramatic reunion of the lovers who
have parted because of their loyalty
to their mutual friend, the Italian
singer.
•MIDNIGHT ALIBI
F. N. American.
witk crook
element. "A."
Runs Romance
59 minutes.
Richard Barthelhess Lance McGowan
Ann Dvorak
Joan
Helen Chandler
Abigail
Helen Lowell
The OW Dell
Henry
Ardsley
Robert O'Neili
Barrat
Angie
Robert McWade
Senator
PuRNELL Pratt
Wilson
Directed by Alan Crosland based on tke story
by Damon Runy on. Previewed July 28, 1934.
The falls
old instory
love of
witha racketeer
the sister who
of a
rival gangster and nearly gets shot
up in consequence, is rendered somewhat unconventional by the introdiiction of a romantic old hdy who
gives him her advice based on the
tragedy of her own love affair, and
when he is accused of murder, perjures herself to give him an alibi
which secures his freedom.
The whole thing suffers from artificiality of treatment and the court
scenes are frankly melodramatic.
Two characterisations, however,
are quite good and interesting on
their own merits. Helen Lowell as
the old lady makes the character
sympathetic and human, and as the
old lady in her youth — her past
romance is pictured in a flash back
as she tells it to the gangster — Helen
Chandler is delightfully natural and
unsophisticated.
Richard Barthebness is stilted
and mannerised as the gangster but
he introduces some good comedy in
some of the situations.
As theare heroine
Anna negligible
Dvorak's
abilities
wasted on
•STUDENT

Louis Calhem, Am Dvorak and Richard Barthebness in the crook-romance
" Midnight Alibi."

TOUR

M.-G.-U.musicalAmerican.
Spectacular
part.
rtvw*. Ktms"U."
8S miimtu.
Jimmy
Durante
Hank
Charles Buttbrworth Lippincott
Maxine Doyle
Ann
Phil Regan
Bobby
Florine McKinhey
Lilith
Douglas Fowlby
Husky
Monte Blue
Jeff
Betty Grablx
Cayenne
Fay McKbnzie
Mary Lou
Bobby Gordon
Jakie
Mary
Dolores
Pauline Loos
Brooks
Pefqry
Herman Bbix
Hercules
By Himsele
Nelson Eddy
Florence and Altar.'.i Dance Team
Directed by Ckarlet Ressner from a story by
George Seaton, AtHmr Block and Samuel
Marx, adapted
Ralphlyrics
Spence
Dunne.
Musicby and
by and
Socio Philtp
Herb
Brown and Arthur Freed.

A Cook's
tour setthinto inmusic
is singularly
storywhich
and
lacking in really humorous content.
It depicts the adventures of a
timid professor, Lippincott, who
accompanies an American college
rowing crew on a journey to England
in order to coach them in philosophy,
a subject they must pass before they
can qualify to row in the big race.
Lippincott and the trainer, Hank
have misadventures in Singapore,
Calcutta and Monte Carlo, aind also
trouble with the crew until Lippincott's niece forces them to work and
also coxes their boat to victory,
presumably at Henley.
The boat race is unintentionally
funny but for the rest the gags are
commonplace and the slapstick
fooling tedious.
Charles Butterworth as Lippincott
and Jimmy Durante as Hank put
over their stuff as well as possible
in the circumstances and save the
show from becoming unbearably
dull.
The music is quite tuneful and
spectacular
dance
numbsrs ' are
cleverly
devised
and produced.
•WEST OF THE DIVIDE
Pathe. American.
Runs 02"U."
minutes.Western drama.
JoBH
Wayne
Virginia
Brown Faire Ted
Fay Hayden.
Wimte
Lloyd Whitlock
Goitry
George Hayes
Dusty Rhodes
Yakima Canutt
Hank
Billy
O'Brien
Spud
Lafe McKee
:
Winters
Blackie Whiteford
Butch
Earl Dwire
Red
Dick Dickinson
Joe
Directed by R. .V. Bradbury.
lines which
Speedy tional
horse
operais well
on supplied
convenwith jiction and should please the
John Wayne makes a robust
hero
and the rest of the cast pulls its
juveniles.
weight in support.
AT TWELVE MIDNIGHT
Equity. American.61 minutes.
"A." Melodrama. Runs
Charles Hutchinson Robert Randal
Lucille
Mary Marshall
Montague Powers
Love
Charles Middleton
Roger"The
Thurston
Captain JamesBradley
alias
Foe"
Eddie Phillips
Thurston
James Aubrey
Blenkey
Directed by MdvilU Delay.
Far-fetched melodrama with a
JekyllHutchinson
and Hyde performing
theme witha
Charles
few athletic stunts with skill but
acting less skilfully.
The story tells how Robert Randal, a wealthy young bachelor,
meets Mary Marshall while chasing
a burglar, and falls in love with her.
She is being defrauded by her
guardian, Roger Thurston, and he,
to cloak his crime, plans to kidnap
Robert
and force Mary to pay ransom money.
known
as "The
Fox,Another
" buttscrook,
'in, and,
in demanding
a claim of Thurston's {>otential
spoils, causes the scheme to fail.
Roger is unmasked, and Robert,
heart-whole after his exciting experiences, marries Mary.
Poorly staged and indifferently
directed, the picture represents
mediocre entertainment.
LOOK

OUTEK
next! i
WE

Next week's " Picturegoer "
will be a thrilling " Famous
Film Fans" Number. You've
never seen anything like it
before. Order your copy at
once.

i
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ARRIED,
yet he
must pose as single.
Husband,
yet from
L eight a.m. till dusk he
must appear a
bachelor. Only a
clumsy fate could
have dealt so inappropriate arole to
Johannes Pinneberg,
clerk to Emil Kleinholtz, com merchant.
Too peace-loving,
too acutely sensitive
to be bom into a
post-war Germany,
seething with Communism, Johannes
loathed himself more
every time he concealed, ina waistcoat
pocket, the tell-tale
gold band from his
third finger. Not
that Kleinholtz disliked him. Alas !
Of the three young
clerks who feared
and hated their
bearded, corpulent
employer, Johannes
was specially
favoured.
Emil Kleinholtz, who gave nothing away, made common property
the workings of his mind by insisting
on his employees being unmarried.
A successful merchant of sixty looks
for
blood inintoa smart
son-inlaw young
to introduce
his business.
Moreover, Kleinholtz's only
daughter, Marie, was totally devoid
of charm. Hence Kleinholtz, his
enormous girth encased in pyjamas,
strappings across his corns painfully
visible, could strike terror into the
heart of Johannes by shouting from
the stairhead into the packing, sorting, and checking rooms.
" TLj auderbach,
wanttakeyouoverto the
go
to the stationI and
new oats consignment. Schultz, why
aren't
you Pinneberg.
in the warehouse?
—
not you,
Get on No
with
those letters. I'll call Marie to help
youWith
with what
addressing
stamping."
inwardandwrithings
did
Johannes endure the too-near proximity of Marie, the scent of whose
heavy black hair he hated, thinking
of an unacknowledged wife waiting
for him in their single furnished
room at Widow Sharrenhofer's.
Emma — Lammchen, he called her —
was fair, slender, graceful as a wood
nymph, with something of an elfin
quality. How different from Marie,
who.se flat feet were planted well on
this earth, in whose head was one
idea — how to get Johannes Pinneberg to make love to her.
Trouble did not always end when
he left the office. Lammchen — ^wife,
rather than housewife — understood
neither the <^solete gas stove nor
Widow Sharrenhofer's erratic clocks.
Johannes, ring on finger, racing upstairs, secretly hoping to smell stew
as he turned his door-key, was
greeted for the second time in a
week by a tearful would-be cook.
dinner,
Johannes
— burnt
to "aYour
cinder.
I forgot
the wretched
clock is always at eight — it's too
bad — the meat was so beautiful."
He soothed her hot cheek against
his, conscious of an aching void
beneath the belt. lammchen was
going to have a child . She was bound
to have nerve storms. Besides,
Johannes never forgot that she was
supierior to him socially. Unlike the
Communists who ranted in the local

To the misery he felt, Johannes
was obliged to add the ache of
jealousy when the Viking kissed
Lammchen' s hand.
hannes went nearly demented.
Lammchen not in when he returned ! Had she done away with
herself
?
He found her in the fair ground,

park, he was too ready to
admit inferiority.
"You're tired from being
indoors too much, dear heart.
Sunday to-morrow. We'll
have
picnic,"thehe picnic
promised.
For a awhile
was bliss.
Lovely woods were yet lovelier as
the true background for Lammchen's elusive beauty. With fair
waving hair, round face, demure
blouse and skirt, she looked no more
than sixteen.
Love, longing, and a vague fear
caught Johannes irresistibly by the
throat when, refusing his kiss, she
invited him to chase her. She was
so reckless, so terribly precious.
Across a woodland track he caught
her up, held her close. A noisy car
swung into view. At the steering
wheel, Kleinholtz, complacent and
immense, conducted his family, who
filled the tonneau.
The car swerved to avoid
Johannes.gaze,
Right
before Marie's
tempestuous
he kissed
Lammchen. The car passed on.
Next morning, while Marie sorted
Monday's wash, after requesting
Johannes to carry the heavy basket
to a table beside his desk, she took
him to task.
"Who was that girl you were
kissing
My, wasn't
she
common yesterday?
! Papa thought
her abomminably
overdressed."
more
in this
strain. With There
murder wasin
his heart, Johannes gripped Marie's

whirling past him on a merry-goround,
ever in looking
an old more
sailorchildlike
blouse. than
He
clambered on to the empty horse
beside hers, thankful but afraid, for
he had not eaten since breakfast,
that he would be taken off fainting.
When again
terra firma he reminded her ofonsupper.
"Johaimes,
I've had
— ^three
slices
of cold meat.
I wasmine
so hungry.
Then, on the way home — oh, please,
don't be angry — I had one of yours,
"Never mind sweetheart. One
then another."
" But
eaten that,
too. Poor
slice
will I've
be enough
for me."
shoulders. " I'll have you know the
lady was my wife. My wife — do you
hear ? Anyone who has an)rthing to
Too late he realised that Kleinthe room,
"
her into
agaiholtznsthad come
say
Kleinholtz, respectably dressed for
once, ignoring his daughter's noisy
tejirs.
"So, Pinneberg, you're married?
You" Yes,
knowsir.myI'llrule
?"
be pleased
to tender
"You have that much money,
Pinneberg,
you can afford to be out
my resignation."
"No, sir. But I have that much
of a job ? "
"
Oh, but
the rest ! wasn't
so easy.
Good-night
pride.
To
tramp
the streets looking for
work, to comfort Lammchen, to
brush one's clothes, know one's
store of marks is nearly nonexistent, was purgatory to Johannes.
The night an offer of a job came
from an unexpected quarter, Lammchen was missing. Grasping the
fortuitous letter which he found on
the mantelpiece of the empty room
at Widow
Scharrenhofer's, Jo-

He swallowed
Johannes
! How and
couldtook
I ? "the letter
from his pocket. "See, mother
wants
go to Berlin.
She's She
got
a flat usandto heaps
of friends.
knows a man who'll get me a job."
Thefares.
last marks
were sp)ent
on train
Watching
the whirling
landscape,member hisJohannes
triedwhom
to restep-mother,
he
had not seen for years.
Mia Pinneberg, immensely smart
in black, reeking of Calif omian
poppy,
tucked
under
one armwith
on athePeke
station
platform,
was effusive in welcome, but looked
at Lammchen's rough wool coat and
ingenuous hat with distaste. " You're
not observed.
at all whatOtherwise
I expected,
child,"
she
she seemed
pleased to see Johannes and his
wife, paid the taxi fare to her flat,
and showed them an ornate apartment nearly filled by a vast double
bed.
"Empire or roccoco, I'm not
sure," she observed with satisfac{Contintud
on pagebe 24)
tion.
"Anyway, you'll
comfort-
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NEW

Bring

You

HAIR

BEAUTY

FREE
Marvellous

By return the Postman will bring
them to your door wherever you Uve.

Enjoy the delight of a Cremex
Shampoo and
— it cleanses,
brightens !refreshes,

Practise the Scientific 2-Minutes'
Hair Health Exercise — " HarleneHair-DrUI."

Results of

HARLENE-HAIR-DRILL
Choose
Your THREE
And Get Them
FREE
If YOUR hair is Thin, Lifeless, Lustreless,
if YOU are going Bald or notice loose hairs
clinging to your brush or comb, you are
invited to send the coupon for sp>ecial
FREE test supplies of ANY THREE of
the world-famous Harlene Hair Improving
Preparations described below.
AiR
ICUJIDI
C
TONIC
AND GROWER
nHllLCIlCilC'*^
HARLENE is the true liquid FOOD for the
hair. Its nourishing, stimulating, and revitalising influence extends to every tiny hair root and
shaft. In an amazingly short time
— Falling hair stops falUng.
— Lank hair takes on a new Instre.
— Bald patches disappear and the head is
crowned with a thick, abondant, Instrons
glory of healthy hair.
" HARLENE-HAIR-DRILL " is the most
scientific and eflfective method of restoring
growth, lustre, and luxuriance to impoverished
hair.
Take care of your Children's hair ! " Harlene"
preserves, strengthens, and invigorates it. All
Chemists, i/ij, 2/9, and 4/9 per bottle.
2 «CREMEX'
SHAMPOO
Provides a wealth of super-cleansing, superbeneficial creamy lather, restoring the silken
sheen and lustre so much desired. Complete with
FREE Burnishing Rinse. AU chemists. 1/6 per
Box of 7 Shampoos (single Sachets, 3d. each).
3 'UZON' BRILLIANTINE
Should be used by all who wish to add that
final polish and finish. Keeps the hair in position all day. All Chemists. In Liquid or Solidified Form, i/ij and 2/9 per bottle or 1/3 per tin.

4 'HARLENE' Wave Setting Lotion
A veritable " economy " boon for ladies.
Keeps waves in place for long periods and makes
them deep and entrancingly beautiful. Saves
££Cs on Hair-waving Bills. 7id. and 1/3 per
bottle.

What a glorious transformation —
thanks to "Harlene-Hair-Drill."

5 'HARLENE'
Camomile
Golden Hair Wash
A dainty preparation for the Blonde. Imparts a
glorious
"light-gold"
touch 1/3.
to fair3/-.hair
has
become
dull and sunshine
lost its tone.
and that
5/p«T bottle.
6 'ASTOL' Hair Colour
Restorer
Restores colour to Grey, Discoloured,
and Faded Hair — «ven if of many years*
standing. A real colour restormtm. !/'»,
3/-, and 5/- per bottle.
SAMPLE COUPON
On receipt of this Coupon and fourpence in stamps to cover the cost of
postage and packing, a set of any 3
"Harlene-Hair-Drill"
and toa
Manual of Instructions samples
will be sent
any address in the United Kingdom.
Attach Coupvn lo a plain skee, of paper
bearing your Namu and Address and
slate vhick numbers are retired.
EDWARDS HARLENE LTD.
(H. 970), a*-M
Lamb'sW.CGowtalt St.
LONDON,
Stamp your envelope with 1 y^d. stamp.
Tkis offer does not apply to Irish Free
SImU.

(Continited from page 23)
able here. I only want a hundred
marks a month for it."
"But, mother, I haven't even a
job.
Yon I were
going toRash
findof me.
"
"Did
say that?
Never mind. I've a party coming
on to-night. Herr Jackman's sure
to turn up. He's rich and in touch
with the biggest stores in town.
Better talk to him. By the way,
when your wife's taken off her hat,
she might come and help me in the
kitchen. I suppose you can't make
cocktails,
"They Johannes?"
haven't come much my
"I thought not. Still as straitlaced as ever. Excuse me — ^there's
the bell." Mia Pinneberg drifted
away on a wave of scent.
Johannes' soul sank deepier beway."cause Lammchen did not seem displeased. "It's a lovely room," she
admitted. "I think we ought to be
tactful
mother."
at
the and
sink,help
working
on a She
pUewasof
used coffee cups and plates, when
Herr Jackman looked in. He was tall
and fair, handsome as a Viking, but
furtive looking. He seemed as
though he might have other things
besides cigars in his pocket. But of
his admiration for Lammchen there
was no concealment. To the misery
he felt, Johannes was obliged to add
the ache of jealousy when the
Viking, with an "Allow me, beautiful lady ! " touched her hand in
intercepting
readiness to receivethea husband's
plate for drying.
Mia called opportunely from the
kitchen, and the incident went no
further. Indeed, Jackman, who had
the free with
ran ofLammchen
Mia's flat,ingotthree
no
further
monthj than an occasional kiss on
the hand. Amid the feverish atmosphere of Mia Pinneberg's card and
gambling
parties, Johannes'
wife
kept her nymph-like
status.
Meanwhile Johannes, consumingly anxious to get Lammchen away
to rooms of their own, however
small, took a job as salesman at
Mandel's store in the men's clothing
department. He had never sold
across a counter
before,
it didn'tto
increase
his pride
of and
position
know the
but for
Jackman's
good never
word
with
manager
he would
have got thus far.
A vast organisation, with no soul,
was Mandels. Employees received
a trifling salary and commission. If
their sales dropped below a certain
quota their positions were soon
replaced.
Johannes, as much as anyone,
hated the system, but he had had
his fill of taking the upijer hand with
an employer. Consequently, he
admired the more a colleague,
PVanz Heilbutt, for getting him.self
the .sack for tackling the sales
manager in front of some thirt\'
employees about the evils of the
' ' I admired the way yon stood up
for yourself and, incidentally, for
quota.
the bunch of us," Johannes said
afterwards. "My motto — live and
let live — hasn't carried me very far.
Mind if I ask what yonr next move
" I can't say. Imay go to Holland
and work up a connection there on
my own. I'm not despairing. l*'raps
it's because I'm a Nudist that I'm
not obsessed by inferiority any more.
Standing out in the snn fills one
withJohannes,
confidence."
the fitted,
looseness of clothesconscious
that had ofonce
gripf)edis?"the hand that accorded so
well with the virile torso, black,
wavy
friend. hair, and white teeth of his
"Well, I wish you luck, old ntaa f

And if you ever become an em"Which I mean to be; in that
case, I'll send for you,
Pinneberg."
"Certainly."
" You ployer
reallyyourself
mean " that ? "
Sustained by the thought until a
certain black Friday, when his
week's sales were well under quota,
Johannes'
courage
wasapproaching
again revived at sight
of an
customer in the store.
The young man in question was
extremely well dressed, not by
Mandels; fact which Johaimes might
have had wits to note, had he not
been
struck puzzled
by a "familiarity
in the
face which
him.
"You know who I am? I can
see you're trying to place me,"
began the potential customer —
"TheSchluter."
film actor? Of course, sir.
Franz
I have often admired your work on
"Then you will help me to be
judge
of my next part. I play a
the screen."
poor
young
who walks
the
wrong side of man
the street.
You know
the type, I daresay. You can help
me choose clothes for him."
For two hours, Johannes brought
for inspection the resources of
Mandel's stock in coats, waistcoats,
trousers, overcoats. Meanwhile the
actor talked, amusingly at first,
later with a persistent egotism that
got
Johannes'however,
nerves.considering
Who was
he toongrumble,
the size of Herr Schluter's order'
"To where can I send these?"
Johannes ventured at last, adding
yet
coat turned
to the actor's
Herranother
Schluter
from pile.
the
mirror with an extravagant gesture.
"Don't think I am buying these,
will
he what
entreated.
only
wishedyou to? " see
a poor" Iyoung
man looked like. I have not the
slightest interest in these clothes,
Johannes had been on his feet
for a hundred and twenty minutes.
He
was undernourished. Suddenly
hepersonally."
went Berserk. He forgot what he
said. A mist swam before his brain,
but he retained an impression of
seizing Franz Schluter's arm and
begging him to buy at least one suit
to
a wife and expected child
fromkeep
starving.
Vague, ofthus
was Johannes'
memory
the far,
ugly
afterwards he recalled
onlyscene;
too clearly
the arrival of the head of the department, his placating of Herr
S>chluter, who complained of being
mauled about, culminating in a
furiousman whodismissal
the poor
salesdared toofoffend
a popular
film actor.
For the rest of the day, and into
the night, Johannes, not daring to
go home,
theof streets,
obsessed
with tramp)ed
a mad idea
getting
a watchman's job. It was past six
when, hungry for food and sleep, he
toiled back to the flat.
A burst of talk and laughter
greeted him from the living-room,
driving him to the kitchen, where
he found Lammchen preparing to
lift a tray loaded with toast and
egg-and-bacon. Snatching the burden from her, he burst into Mia's
dining-room.
Last Guests
night's inparty
wa.-*
still
under weigh.
evening
dress found room, among unwashed
glasses and debilitated paper
streamers, for breakfast dishes. The
presence of his stepmother, her face
raddled, her varnished finger-tips
moving a heap of coins to her side
of the table, brought down Johannes' tray with a crash. He
backed into Lammchen, who was
coming in with coffee, ami shouted :
"There you are ! It's the last time
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we have anything to do with you,
first occasion in his experience -to
mother. Lammchen and I are
bluff, Johannes ordered more wine
with perspiration on his forehead
leaving."
This time Lammchen made no
which chilled at the approach of a
waiter carrying a note.
protest. In the last three months
she had .subtly changed. Up till now,
"From and
Jachman,"
breathed
could haveLammchen
cried as
Johannes had been leader and
colsoler. With but a few months to five twenty-mark bills fell out of the
the birth of her child, Lammchen
envelope. Though a rogue, the
took on the roles of dictator and
Viking had shown honour among
friends.
adviser.
It was she who found lodgings
As the time of Lammchen's conwith Herr Puttbreese, an elderly
finement drew nearer, Johannes
dealer in antiques, who owned a loft consoled himself that the health
above the covered yard which he insurance, to which he had long been
shared with his attenuated horse.
a subscriber, would cover hospital
It was the poorest home the charges.
"Don't worry. Herr Puttbreese
Pinneberg's
had tohad.
will look after me. He makes soup
did
not appear
think Lammchen
so. While
she praised alternately the mattress,
and talks to me when I feel like it."
Thus Lammchen, facing her ordeal,
like lumps of coal, the floor, which
turned comforter, urging Johannes
shook at every tread and the lookout on unadorned leads, situate
to get away from the drabness of
under a barrage of chimneys,
the loft, assuring him that their
Johannes was seized with despair.
landlord, dilapidated as any of his
Lammchen had never seen him sob, antiques, made an excellent nurse.
but he was at her knees, hiding his
Johannes kissed the flushed face
face in her skirt, before the words
on the coarse pillow and hurried
down the rickety stairs. His frail
came out in a stifled groan: "My
darling — to think we've come to nerves were tautened to the extreme
pitch. The insurance money was not
this ! It's horrible — ^f)erfectly hor- forthcoming.
The clerk at the head
rible ! After what we planned ! "
Darker days followed. Meals grew office was unsympathetic, untruthfully declaring the cash to have been
scantier. One night, Johannes'
hunger was so acute that he only forwarded by post. Exasperated
climbed the rickety stair by telling beyond endurance, Johannes turned
himself that he must keep cheerful away from the grille and sought the
because Lammchen surely must be street. He couldn't face home without the money ; the park seemed the
feeling ill. She had kept going so
long on next to no food ; it was only only alternative. Even in this choice
reasonable to expect a breakdown.
he proved unwise. A Communist
He got to the top step before he meeting, reaching unwonted proportions, had been broken up by
managed to smile, when he heard a
little song. Lammchen rose up the police, who were still hounding
out
the
remnants.
suddenly before him, standing by
the shabby bed.
Bufieted by uniformed figures,
For the moment he thought he thrown on his face by the unmust have died and was living in
expected swerve, in the half-darkthe next world, for she radiated
ness, of a fast-ridden horse, Johannes
was some time before he
brilliance and beauty. Sequins,
smothering a marvellous white
could think self-reproachfully of
gown, flashed and glittered in the Lammchen. He found their landlamplight. Her hair was like a halo.
lord stirring broth over a small coke
fire, his horse, no more than a bag
" Lammchen, how beautiful you
of ribs, nuzzling at the mixture in
are ! Where did ? "
the pot.
"Sh!
Herr
Jachman
gave
it
to
me. He bought it so that we could
Johannes flung his weary limbs
go The
out tovoice
dinnerof with
the him."
host himself
against the door jamb, giving way
sounded below. He came up, to sobs. " Herr Puttbreese, I'm done
charming, debonnair, a Viking in for; no good. Can't walk another
step. All these months trying. Now
evening dress. Congratulating
Lammchen on her appearance, he I'm down in the gutter. My coat's
took Johannes by the shoulders.
in An
ribands.
I can't
lower."
arm went
aboutgo his
shoulders.
"You will dine with me to-night,
A
rheumy
eye
challenged
him
above
won't
you? not
My being
dear able
fellow,to don't
talk about
pay. a pair of lowered spectacles. " Pull
When Jachman treats there is no yourself together, Herr Pinneberg !
Go toBless
your you,
wife.there
She'swasgotno a need
fine
needJohannes
of money."
son.
let himself be persuaded.
Of course, Jachman was a rogue.
for
the to
hospital.
I've the
had world
five
children
bring into
No one who financed Mia Pinneberg
and paid her card losses could fail myself. I should know how to
to be that. But, with the conclusion
of the first two courses, Johannes
On on."
his knees by the bed, Jocarry
hannes at long last transferred his
was incapable of feeling anything
besides an exquisite inner comfort
gaze from Lammchen to the miracle
within the crook of her arm. Tiny
coupled
with worship
Lammchen's
appropriateness
to a of
luxury
setting. fingers tightened on his bringing life
Jachman danced with her; favour and strength to the father's heart
rightly due to a host. Johannes,
and brain. "Little man," he whiswatching them under the dazzle of
pered, "whatever comes to you,
lights, amid the glitter of wealth
I'll work, I'll fight for you. I'll
that was not his, felt only pride in make myself worth while for you."
He was still lost in the exaltation
Lammchen, foxtrotting in the arms
of another man, in her iridescent that sometimes follows man's darkest
gown, knowing how unalienable was hour when a voice hailed him from
her heart.
the foot of the garret stairs.
It was part of the sombre fabric
"Great news, Pinneberg! I've
of their lives that a cloud was cast always
said I wanted to meet your
over the evening by the abrupt wife, and nowI'mjoUy well going to !"
departure of Jachman, as they after"Heilbutt, by all that's wonderwards learned, under police escort
ful. Come in. I've been to your
and the charge of embezzlement and place. They told me you were in
fraud. For some time, not having
"So I have, and have I got my
discovered the reason of their host's Holland."
own factory, and do I come to
disappearance, his guests waited
with growing anxiety about the bill, reclaim a promise. How soon will
which neither could foot. Driven —
you work for me, Pinneberg?"
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Slim

DRINK
HOT

WATER

Every one who wishes to get
rid of superfluous flesh and
possess a sUm, well-proportioned figure should adopt the
simple, natural practice of
drinliing plenty of hot water.

the
ten tly
of unsigh
out of
times cause
E lying
NINunder
fat can be traced to the
tissues becoming congested with
waste matter and toxins. By
drinking each morning before breakfast, a glass of hot water with a
l
tone ' Phosteaspoonfu
' Limes
m is
phate added,of the
whole syste
cleansed and purified, sour bile,
fermentations and poisonous waste
matter are flushed away, and tissues
are relieved of all fatty congestion.
Thus not only is a common cause of
fatness removed but ybur bloodstream ispurified and you feel and
look better in every way. A supply
hate, obtainof ' Limestone ' Phospngs
able for two shilli
from any
chemist, will start you right away on a natural and effective method of
ridding yourself of unhealthy fat and of attaining a slim, youthful figure.
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Obtainable in 25 fasiiionable Shades
Blanche, Naturelle, Rosea, Double
Rosee, Quadruple Rosee, Deep
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Coral, Chinese Lake, Deep Chinese
Lake,
*Rose-Pearl,
♦Gold,Orange,
*Sllver,*Peari.
*Copper,
Ruby,

POLISH

andRoyalty
approved

by

MARINA GREEN and MARINA GREEN
PEARL are most delightful shades, and
are the craze of the moment.
The Kraska Co. are fortunate in being able
to provide their clients with these tints,
and every woman of fashion wlii insist upon
applying one of them to her nails. These
special colours may be selected when filling
in the coupon below.

Deep Ruby, Black, Blue, Green, Special Try-out Offer
Tango-Coral, Deep Tango-Coral,
Mauve, Mahogany (Tan), Ivory,
to " Picturegoer " Readers
etc
SIZE IN ANY COLOUR
I/-, 1/6, andsizes
2/6. only.
*ln 1/6 and 2/6
POST FREE FOR
KRASKA CUTICLE
REMOVER. I/- and
1/9. Patent Cuticle
Extractor with each
bottle.
KRASKA OILY
POLISH REMOVER,
I/-. Keeps nails
supple and cuticle
soft.

CUT OUT AND POST THIS TO-DAY
To KRASKA CO.. LTD.. «5, Portobello Road, London. W.I I
I enclose
NaU
Polish.P*'^'^ I/- in payment of I/* bottle of Kraska
Name
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P.G.
I
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Address
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Sets

fry E.

G.

Cousins

.\ngelus,
whomtime.I'm glad to see back in the studios
after
all this
She's been so busy with her stage and concert
work
she hasn't
to "get"
films that
for three
years; been
Enidable
Stamp
Taylor,round
whomto
you may have seen in Gay Love, in which she was
the vamp; Vera Pearce; Bertha Belmore, a consistently good actress; Bromley Davenport, a
ditto ditto actor; Julian Royce, whose forte is
lordliness, whether he is playing a butler or a
duke; Pete Bernard and Fred Withers, who both
labour under the grim (lisadvantage in life of not
having met me; and Claude Dampier.
Flash-hack
We will now turn the clock back twenty-two
yccirs, if you please, and switch over to
Feilding, a prosperous market town in the North
Island of New Zealand. (No, you won't need your
pyjamas — ^we'll only be there a minute or two.)
A concert
party itsnamed
the performance,
"Red Dandies"
just
completed
evening
and has
the
leading comedian, an excruciatingly funny
young man named Claude Dampier, is just
knocking back a couple of quick ones at the
local in company with a young horse breaker
named Gumblemarch, alicis Cousins; and all,
as my dear old pal Pepys would say, very merry.
And, blow me, I never set eyes on Claude
again
this week,
when,back
for aold
times'of
sake, until
we solemnly
knocked
couple
quick ones at the local. And he's still making
but I'm not making horses carry
apeople
saddle laugh;
any more.
Sometimes I wish I were; and sometimes
As a matter of fact, I did see Dampier in
Radio
of 1935, in which he gives a
you
do.Parade
vignette
(I think vignette is the word, Mr.
Nuttall ? Thanks very much) of a piano tuner;
and
upon my tones,
Sam I his
thinkearnestness,
he's funnier histhanembarever.
His cultured
ras ments, his blandness are pure genius. Even
if Monty Banks and all the rest of a very good
bunch, counsel
indeed, you
wereto not
would
see init, Soto You
get a Won't
ribful Talk,
of thisI
Dampier.
No Quickie

toldTeddington
it is to beonetheis first
of a prog^mme
This
no quickie.
In fact, I'mof
sixteen full-leng^ sure-enough dyed-in-the-wool
feature films; it won't be long now before the new
studios are completed auid in use, and then the
picturesque Brothers Warner will proceed to set
A charming new
the old Thames on fire. It quite conveniently
study of Jane Carr
rolls just past their doorstep.
who, as our studio
s
'
n
i
l
chap
.\nd so on to our next Thames-side pull-up,
correspondent reveals
which, as the more discerning among you will have
"lives an exciting
Silent
kind of life."
grasped,
Doings, is ITwickenham..
assure you, are in progress at Twickenham. For one thing, Henry Edwards is well
under wayHarker,
with The
Lad — and
a ladof !course
He's
Gordon
of course,
and what
equally
Rival
he's
a
crook
;
and
when
I
tell
you
that
he
sp>eaks
.OME
I'll
with the most refained and Kensington accent while
betchaon.somehe remembers, and slips into the most pronounced
thing ! you
I'll
Cockney every now and again when he forgets,
\10NTY at Teddington — Henry Edwards
betcha
you will realise that Gordon has been provided %vith
Directs a Wallace Thriller — Doings at
don'tknowany
the kind of part in which we know him and
famous comedian beTwickenham — A Player to Watch.
appreciate
him best.
sides Charles Spencer
Edgar Wallace
wrote the story, and what Edgar
Chaplin who refuses to
Wallace didn't know about crooks and Gordon
talk in films. Are you
Harker, simply isn't worth knowing.
on?
Wallace I was saying, we start off with the Lad
babbles
out
of
him
like
a
petroleum
well,
in
quod,a certain
where he's
putting in in
a little
time to
All right, I'll give you a clue He's a celecorrect
acquisitiveness
his character,
brated comedy director as well ....
only
gushier.
and
he
hears
two
crooks
discussing
a
jewelRight, Paula Prune of Perranzabuloe.
No, it just happens to be that kind of
Monty Banks it is.
robbery,
as
the
result
of
which
"the
sparklers"
picture; in fact, it's even called So You Won't have been hidden in a flower-pot in the house of
their owner, Lord Fandon.
Monty is playing at Teddington, for those
celebrated Brothers Warner and the less Talk, so bless my soul, you can't blame Monty.
A Little Detecting
picturesque Brothers First National; and A Bom Pantomimist
before the picture has reeled along for
forward to seeing this when it does As soon as he is released, the Lad manages to
more than a reel or so Monty just naturally 1'tnat looking
last arrive on the screen (I've had it in
insinuate himself into his lordship's noble
dries up and continues dumber than a my productions
book for moons an moonse, as they
by disguising himself as a private detecchorus-girl right through the rest of the say in Ashton-on-Mersey, but one thing and an- household
tive. . . . Yes, I see you're miles ahead of me
other has cropped up the way things do) because
picture.
Righto,
of itwhen
out for
yourit seems to me an ideal role for Monty Banks, who already.
self— or, better
still,work
see the
the rest
movie
it comes
No, sir, he didn't forget his lines, not Monty ; is a natural pantomimist of the first order — one of
to
the
screen.
I'm
going
to.
anyway, if he did it wouldn't make any these gesticulative talkers whose conversation
The cast, Mrs. Winklestein ? Certainly ! Anydifference to Signor Bianchi or Banks, he'd would be less disorganised by lockjaw than by
thing to oblige a regular reader. Well, we have the
cook something up that would sound just as a sprained wrist.
aforesaid
and toabove-mentioned
Mr. Harliss),
'Arker (whom
good.
With him are the outsize he-man Ralph Ince, you
are not
confuse with Mr.
Betty
I've never known him stuck for a line, who has been playing and directing (and sometimes Stockfeld, Jane Carr. Sebastian Shaw, Michael
either on or off the screen; humour just both at once) over here for a year or so; Muriel
(Continued on page 28)
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tVhat's come

over ESTELLE?*'

BEAUTIFUL

WIN

''I
her

Weekly

EYES

LOVE!

know

INTESTINAL

little secret !

Something has made Estelle beautiful — in
the last few weeks ! She always haid pretty
hair and lovely features — both spoiled by a
sallow and blotchy complexion. For the last
few days she's been using Oatine Cream —
and everyone's talking about the difference
Oatine has cleared and cleansed her skin —
bringing back the delicate "rose-leaf" complexion that is the pride of the English
woman. Oatine will do the same for you. It
protects and enhances perfect complexions
and rapidly improves bad ones.
OATINE
CREikM
in 6d. tubes, or white jars 1/6 everywhere
SPECIAL OFFER — Samples of Oatine Cream
Oatine Powder Base, Face Powder, and 3d.
Soapless Shampoo will be sent to all sending
4d. in stamps to The OATINE CO., 340 Oatine
[
]
Buildings. London, S.E.I.
CVS — 129

THE

PACK _ woman'
s ri^ht
OUT YOUR
WRINKLES AND •
SMILE THROUGH
f
„
A BEAUTIFUL
/ DEBUTANTE
COMPLEXION /JEAUTYPA
CK-IIASK
'^Enables you to do so
A r^t^itii^^h^0lHKkx, not a mere improvement but
something reaOy NEW. This unique Beauty PackMask (masque de beaute), which recently created such
a stir amongst the CHIC women of Paris and screen
beauties, has now been brought to London.
Constant experiments in cosmetics have taught us
that powders, rouge, and pore-clogging creams can at
the best be only substitutes for real natural Beauty.
True loveliness of the face lies in Youthfubiess,
Clearness, and the Softness of a translucent complexion.
AU these can be obtained by the weekly use of this
New Beauty Pack-Mask, which is harmless.
The neatness and cleanliness of this wonder-working
product is at last the final answer to EVERY woman's
need.
fUlL
WRITE FOR IT NOW!
Send f^d. in (tamps to Debutante Beauty TRIAL
ProducU, 71 New Bond Street, London A S|7F
W.I, and our
trial sizepost
will free.
be sent to you ^
by return,

WA
,

J

"^tumlly ."r^^ly and

FOR EVER
Supetfluous hair on
tny
limbspartsndof the
hccbody,
can
now be remoTcd
without PAIN, with
out DISTRESSING
ODOUR and without
HARM to the skin

Every day, thousands of men and women
are taking the simplest, pleasantest and most
effective of all precautions against Intestinal
Influenza . . . FEEN-A-IVHNT. When you
take FEEN-A-MINT, the laxative mixes with
the gastric juices and works speedily, naturally
and thoroughly, ridding the system of the
poisonous waste matter which renders you an
easy prey to intestinal infection.
And you can be sure FEEN-A-MINT is nonhabit-forming. If you are one of the millions
of constipation sufferers, take the doctors
advice — take FEEN-A-MINT; you'll enjoy
the fresh minty flavour. From all chemists

SIMPLE TO USE
Dropaz will remove
superfluous
from II
the most hair
sensitive
(kin without pain or I
inflanunation. I
However strong the I
growth, whether on [
anns,
neck,onchest,
back legs,
or even
the |I
face, Dropax
willfirst]
re- 1
move
it on the
The tegrowth will be soft and fine, and a few further
application.
applications of Dropax will remove it entirely.
A 5r- box contains 3 generous sized glass cubes of Dropax
scented with the delicate fragrance of Old English
Lavender.
Put an end for all time, to the unpleasant and distressing
affliction of supetfluous hair.
^iropax a obtamabU from alt Chemists, Stores and
Hairdretstrs
DROPAX
For those who prefer to obtain Dropaz direct, tend
postal order with completed coupon to the Manufacturers

1/33 package.
FREE
SAMPLE> send your name and address
and IJd. in stamps (to cover postage) .to: White's
Laboratories, Ltd.
Westminster,
S.W.I.(Dept. K2), 143 'ITiames House,
IT'S FEEN-AMINT FOR ME
... I LIKE THE
TASTE AND IT
CERTAINLY
KEEPS ME
IN GRAND
CONDITION!

THE DROPAX LABORATORIES
43, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C2
Please send me by return, post free, a box of DROPAX
for which t endocc P.O. for 5/-.
NAME
ADDRESS
(P.G.2)

Feen-ainint
'

|J
BEAUTY
• ry ■
It is eve

FIRST

HAIR

8

n

CONSTIPATED

Don't
othercangirls
all the eyes
favours
You,let too,
havewinalluring
that
coax and thrill the man you want — eyes
that are framed in ridi, long, lustrous
lashes. It's so quick, so easy to do. With
a touch of Delica-Brow, Hollywood's
long-kept secret, beautiful eyes can now
be yours. Delica-Brow is water-proof
— in cake or liquid form in black, brown
or blue, 6d.
Made and Guaranteed by Kissproof Ltd.

BANISHED

YOU

ATTACKS

V/

Jfean Mtiir and- Waircn William in
Warner Bro!. production "Doc for Monica"

UNSIGHTLY
HAVE

FLU

"^^P onL/ QteMtUUj LAXATIVE
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FILM

TOPICS
Globe

"JACK
BUCHANAN
scores a big hit in B. and
D.*8 * Brewster's Millions,*
which is a sparkling piece
of entertainment with
song, dance and comedy as
the principal ingredients.**
"A musical farce that ivill stand
comparison with any of its type
from abroad, while few have
equalled its enchanting music,
attractive dance ensembles, gay
songs and delightfully irresponsible
humour. Jack Buchanan has never
been seen to greater advantage."
That is the film trade press telling you
what we have told you before :—

BUCHANAN'S
JACK
biggest, brightest and best

"BREWSTER'S
MILLIONS
coming to the
LEICESTER
A

SQUARE

"

BRITISH

SETS^-Cont.

Shepley, Geraldine Fitzgerald; Gerald Barry,
David Hawthorne, Barbara Everest, Ralph
Truman, and Wilfred Caithness.
I agree with you, Mrs. Winklestein. A highly
superior cast.
Here's onein interesting
about
it, ifareyou're
interested
interesting point
points.
There
two
Typical English Roses in it — the kind of girls who
have established our reputation throughout the
world as the Country of Roses and Cream Complexions.
Yet in reality neither has an English name.
Betty Stockfeld, as the name implies (although
it's
nearly always
an "i" Scandinavian,
by publicitydepartments
and spelt
such),with
is partly
but she also has a little French and a little Celtic
At present this lass's name is Geraldine Fitzgerald, though that may take a change for the
blood to liven the mixture
one
these days.
It's an and,
honourable
Certainly the result of the brew is singulcirly better
Irish Normanof moimiker,
but clumsy,
as the
pleasing
Scotsman said when he bought a dog named
Persephone, "It's a wicked waste o' breath when
Exciting Life
ye want to roar at the beastie."
Then there is Jajie Carr. Well, as you genuine An Actress
fans are aware, that Jane's real moimiker
is Rita Brunstrom, .which doesn't exactly sound
is an established actress, having been
like unadulterated Essense of County. Yet when Geraldine
trained at the Abbey Theatre and the Gate
a casting director wants a typical English girl, he
Theatre
Dublin,
girls
thinks first of either Betty Stockfeld or Jane lie
down inand
die onwhere
the they
job asdon't
theyletdolittle
in some
Carr, cind next of either Jane Carr or Betty Stockfeld.
English
theatres
could film
name; thebutothers
won't.were B/»»Mi
Ttie Lad
is her Ifourth
He isn't very often able to get Betty, because fustice. Ace of Spades, Open all Night — none of
she spends most of her time roving round the which I have been invited to see. However, I
Continent playing, in multi lingual films. In have a feeling Geraldine was good. Look out
addition to being what Kipling calls a "cosmo- for her.
po
louse" kind
she ofis life.
also Ifa I polyglot.
has an
After he has finished this one, Henry Edwards
exciting
had to be a She
film actress,
will direct Vintage Wine, with Seymour Hicks and
that's the kind of film actress I should like to be. Claire Luce.
Jane, also, has a pretty exciting kind of life for
What a worker " Tedwards " is.
instance, a little while ago she was mobbed by
During 1934 directed no fewer than eight
her fans at the B.B.C. and had to escape over films.
a roof under police protection.
On the next set at Twickenham I found a death
Well, I've had to make a getaway now and — Henry Kendall immolating Henry Kendall in
again myself, but not from fans; and t^ police
Death
th^ Set.
crooks, them
two, both
see,
and soonmuch
alikeThey're
that Kendall
can play
weren't helping me. ...
^
parts and get away with murder.
Worth Framing
Butturn
one a oflittle
Jane'swhile
fans ago.
did herHer
a good
Cctr
was stolen, and twenty four hours later
a very constabulary voice rang her up
and said "Your car 'as been identified.
Miss, owing to an admiring letter found
a letter from a fan, which Jane
in ItthewjtspKKket."
had been reading in the car. I hop>e she
will have it framed.
Even more remarkable is the fact that
these two girls, very much of a type
and of about equal standing in the film
world, are very good friends. You see
nothing remarkable in that, Johnny
Jones? Well, then, let me tell you
candidly, sir, you know very little about
(a) women (b) actresses (c) the film world
(d) jealousy (e) anything.
As for me, my admiration for both of
them is op>en and una^shamed. It keeps
reminding me of the immortal song in
The Beggar's Opera, " How happy could
I be with either, jvere t'other dear
charmer away ! " but I can't make up
my mind which.
Now I propose, with your very kind
permission, to knock off talking about
girls, and start talking aboirta girl. Okay
with you ? Right ! New paragraph for
Geraldine, please.

THEATRE

British and Dominions
Production
Distributed by

P.S. — Only a few more weeks in which to win
5 guineas for a fifty-word postcard on " Nell
Gwyn."
Address
to : Globe,
& Dominion
Studios,
Boreham
Wood,British
Hertfordshire.
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often exhibit, that I snapped out of my usual
morose and mouldy frame of mind and waxed
enthusiastic about her, all over a couple of
columns of my inspired prose.
And pteople began to take notice (said he with
modesty) and she flourished, and went to Hollywood, and came home again, and went there
again, and her name was Elizabeth Allan, and
still
is for publicity purposes, though her husband's
is different.
This week, in those same Twickenham studios,
I came across a girl who isn't exactly beautiful
(though h^T figure is painless to contemplate and
I like he-- kind of face, personally), but who is so
fresh and natural . . . refrain as before.
theAin't
supply?
Nature wonderful, the way she keeps up

History Repeats Itself
Years
ago —had-before
Weekly
come the
into Picturegoer
existence, in
fact — I was down in the Twickenham
studios having a snoop around, when I
found a girl playing a tiny part in a
film whose name has nearly escaped
me, though I believe it was Black
Coffee.
She wasn't exactly beautiful, and
she had a funny little Yorkshire
accent, but she was so fresh and natural
and so completely at home in front of Those popular music halls stars, the Houston Sisters,
the camera, without any of the irritating brightening up Cricklexoood in the Butcher-Argyle Producmannerisms which young actresses so
tion " Variety."
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^Uetes tlw teason
Constipation

GLYMIEL

Indigestion
H eadaclies
Li
The

Weekly
whif

JELLY
imkes liands
clumniiKj
soft, supple

verisliness

wisdom of taking Beecham's Pills is
Health Tradition handed down from

generation to generation. From Mother to
Daughter, from Father to Son, are passed
on the precepts of the Golden Rule of
Health. "Be Moderate in All Things —
KEEP REGULAR with Beecham's Pills."
The secret of Beecham's Pills is the Secret
of Nature. They keep your body regular and
pure . . . free from the insidious scourge of
Constipation, which is responsible for 90%
of daily ills. Take Beecham's Pills tonight
and feel better in the morning. Sold
everywhere.

Purely Vegetable

PILLS
WORTH

FOR

A GUINEA

A

BOX

YOUJOO,

secret
alled beautifying
Glymiel
Jelly's action
unriv- on
your hands is that it replaces
the lost beauty elements . Only
a preparation which contains
special soothing and nourishing
ingredients which penetrate to and are
absorbed by the underlying tissues can
do this. That is why Glymiel Jelly is
effective even when all other preparations fail. A little Glymiel Jelly rubbed
on your damp hands every time you
wash them and at bed-time and you will
hardly know your hands! They will be
softer, whiter, lovelier than ever before.
.\0 MORE CH APPED or CRACKED HANDS
Start using
Tubes
6d, 1 to-day
Glymiel Jelly
.GlassDecorative
Jars 2/6

THE
eautu

arftute^
en: r
Do YOU long for the allure of a soft, smooth
skin ... a complexion young and radiant as a
morning in May ?
" wishing
" won'tButbring
you
envyMereso much
in others.
thereyou
is a the
verybeauty
easy, very
inexpensive way to acquire loveliness ... a way that is
practised by millions of charming women the world over.
Begin to-day to use Outdoor Girl Face Powder,
Rouge and Lipstick . . . the only preparations of their
kind made with a pure Olive Oil base ! Observe how these
marvellous beauty-aids improve your skin; bring
out its natural, living tones. Your face takes on a
smooth velvety texture. Lips and cheeks become
tempting — luscious .
Outdoor Girl Beauty Products are amazingly
inexpensive. A few years ago only the wealthy could
afford them but now the identical quality is obtainable
in handbag sizes as low as 6d., other sizes up to 3s. 6d.
Buy a small size when next you are out shopping and
be convinced. Unless you agree it is the best you
have ever used, send it back and we will refund its
cost plus postage.
FREE SAMPLE Mnt Post Fre«
Send
a
a generous
free Powder,
sample (one
wedt's
supply)
of OutdoorcardGirlfor Olive
Oil Face
in the
fashionable
new Everglades shade which blends with every complexion,
toLondon,
CrystalE.C.I.
Producu Co., Ltd. (Dept. 155), 32, City Road,
OUTDOOR
GIRL
BEAUTY
PRODUCTS

e
La-n
nC
VE SETTi
UIRNo.l

GLYMIEL

FOR
BLONDES

^»
TUBES. . .3?.. 6°. . I/Just as Glymiel Jelly gives your hands charm and
beauty so GLYMIEL FACE CREAM gives
charm and beauty to your complexion. 6d. a tube.
UltfK-USED

BY ROYALTY

m
ADD half a pint of hot water and you have
the perfect Wave Setting Lotion, which
will keep the hair "Set" with glorious
glinting waves. You will possess the " Hair
of
dreamsadmire.
" — which all women envy
andyour
all men
A free Shampoo is included in every 6d. pkt.
Sold at all Chemists, Stores, etc., or
direct from Cosmetics Ltd., (Dept.
PC I), H Minories, London, E.CJ.
IR LIGHTER
MAKES FAIR HA
BRICHTER
12 WAVE
HAIR SETS
AND DARK
FOR
SIXPENCE

BOND SPECIALIST
STR-E-CT
BEAUTY
'M SAYS" Use my Laleek LongIH Shades:
Midnight approved
Blue, Copper
Beech
^^^F '^^^B
lath, the— medicall/
lash cream.
and Colourless. Three months supItt^fpW
I/- Special
Brush
4d. inPostdaint/
Free. container
Laleek Beauty
Preparations
are World famous for achieving and maintaining a lovely skin.
Sold everywhere, including ALL BOOTS BRANCHES. If ny
difficulty write direct."
ADCLAIDC
Gl^tY
titpervitti Ay
Beauty Specialist -n OLD BOND ST- LONDON-W-IFOR GREY HAIR
SHADEINE
I* miK, nn moA ilmple to om ; one liquid;
T'iy*h^H InjTiTlcMU ; pernuuient »nd vufaable ; 40
jtmn'cok>iir.
repatatioa
; sold InCertlftcalc
&1I oaiuimlrackxed.
tiaU; st*te
See MsdlcKl
14 alK, posttUe8d,p
1/6; 9/6, po«t
or Biiitt*—
Co., i>>F<. CHEMIST
A.. H. 1
: *T
ortl0d8in»nbo
3»; S/S,poit4/S.
I D»te«. WX S,
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Weekly
What

Do

You

Think?

Movies
A

Fan

Letters from our Readers

ana
s RepJ/es

"Tjir READ with some interest Mr. M. D.
tfll the
Phillips'
remarks
on films condemned by
Km
Purity
League.
I'M
Surely these gentlemen cire a little
over-zealous in their efforts to "clean
up"?
Many of the films mentioned I saw
myself, and failed to find anything objectionable.
Some films, I'll admit, would be better if
they were never shown, but if people care to
look, they'll find indecency and immorality
everywhere.
Why concentrate
on films and let newspapers publish every
kind of real-life
drama?
On the other hand,
many films passed for
universal exhibition
are far from being
she first
desirable.
The Dentist, with
W. C. Fields, was, I
Failed
to Attract
believe,
film,
evena "U"
the most
TTE liked her personality from the first. but
broadminded of people
But the way she made up her lips must have found this
far from clean. Yet
repelled him. Too mwb paint ! . . . Yet it's this was "suitable for
Fields
easy to have colourful lips without paint.
The ' ' purity-pushers ' are like some of your
Simply use Tangee Lipstick. Tangee isn't readers,
children."
who are so busy picking out the faults in
paint. Instead, it contains a magic colour- films,
they pwiss over all good points.
change principle that makes it intensify your
The whole thing reminds me of the man in
natural colouring.
Bunyan's
on
raking over "Pilgrim's
muck, failedProgress"
to see thewho,
crownintent
of glory
shining
over
his
head.
—
{Miss)
E.
FulUrton,
LOOKS ORANGE— ACTS ROSE
80 Windsor A venue. Grays, Essex, who is awarded
Try Tangee on your lips. Notice how it the first prize of £1 is.
changes from orange to rose — your own
natural shade of rose ! Stays on, too, for Certificate Farce
Tangee becomes a very part of your lips — A few weeks ago, when The Barretts of Wimpole
Street and Girl in Pawn were released, I was
not a greasy coating. And its special cream amused to see that Girl in Pawn, which starred
base soothes and softens your lips . . . gives
Baby Shirley
Temple,
was given
an "A" Norma
certithem a satin-smooth finish.
ficate, whilst
The Barretts
— starring
Shearer, whom the Purity League has called
Get Tangee to-day — 6d., 2/6, and 4/6 sizes. certificate
"Public Enemy No. i," — was given a "U"
Also in Theatrical, a deeper shade for
So "The Wicked Woman of the Screen" is
evening use.
more fit to entertain children than is a little girl
of five?
Would it not be wiser if Messrs. Purity 9c Co.
UNTOUCHED— Ups left unturned their attention away from Miss Shearer,
touched are apt to have a faded
look — make the face seem older.
who has ably proved that to see her name in front
of a kinema does not necessarily mean that the
PAINTED— Don't risk that
film is "not nice." and concentrate on seeing that
painted look. It's coarsening and
Shirley Temple is given parts in films to which
men don't like it.
children will be admitted without question ?—
TANGEE— Intensifies natural
Joan Pyle, 54 Green End Road, Bedford Park,
who is awarded the second prize of 10/6.
colour, restores youthful appeal,
ends that painted look.
Checks mustn't lodt
painted, either. So use
Tangee Rouge. Changes
to natural colouring I
Permanent, too I Colour
stays natural all day long I
LUFT-TANGEE LTD.
Johnson's Place, Pimlico,
London, S.W.I

Lipstick
s Most famous
Tl WoM'
ENDS

THAT

PAINTED

LOOK

The Case of Fredric March
It seems as if the producers have only to ask
Fredric March to do a thing, however outrageous, and he does it !
During the past few months, for instance,
Mr. March has been a college lecturer, an incarnation of death, a three-card trickster in a carnival,
an English poet of the Victorian era. a sixtpenthcentury Florentine goldsmith, and a Russian
aristocrat.
In short. Fredric gives the impression of being
eager and willing to accept and make the best of
any and every part that comes along, with the
result that he is often totally out of character and
s rarely credited with a completely satisfactory
performance.
Fredric "gets away with it" because he is the
soul of competence and is never dull. On the
other hand, he is disappointing those who have
cherishe<l high hopes of him as a serious artiste !

Muck-rakes
to t/ie Fanatics
— (Mr.) J. Willis, 128 Monega Road, Forest
Gate, E.-j.
In Defence of Bing
Surely Miss D. Miller must be a young lady of a
rather destructive nature.
First, she suggests pulling Malcolm D. Phillips
to pieces, and then chloroforming Bing Crosby.
Personally, I am a great Crosby fan and have
never missed any of his pictures.
May Miss Miller remember that it is "every
woman
her continues
own taste."
I hopeto she
to enjoy Jan Kiepura; but
not to condemn Bing Crosby because he doesn't
happten to appeal to her. — Miss Olive Humphrey,
Swan Street, West Mailing, Kent.
Misleading Adverts.
I agree with L. Brown, of Wolverhampton, in
regard to the misleading advertising of films;
Stand
moment.Up and Cheer, in particular, at lite present
I went to see this film on purpose to see and hear
John Boles again, otherwise I should not have
gone, as I suspected Warner Baxter would repeat
his harassed Forty-Second Street act.
It was a bitter disappointment after sitting
through. Baxter's too rapid diction and Stepin
Fetchit's boring drawl to be rewarded with John
Bole's brief appearance and one song.
Shirley Temple was the only other bright spot.
Bettertime
lucklike
nextthat.
time, Itbutis Itime
hope John
thereBoles
won't was
be
a next
given a really good picture; he is a fine actor,
worthy of the best.— -(Mrs.) L. Gatenby, Brancepeth Station, Durham.
Follow the Stars
At a local kinema recently there was a twothe which
main thepicture
whichpicture
was oneprogramme,
of those films
adverts,of
describe as being super, stupendous, greatest ever,
and so on.
The other picture was merely mentioned on the
bills. It was As the Earth Turns. The star
picture proved to be, as is usually the case with
such highly publicised films, a very ordinarj'
affair.
As the Earth Turns was, in my opinion, the
finest picture of the year, and in it Jean Muir,
who was not even mentioned on the bills outside
the kinema, gave a superb performance.
Your "starring" system in the weekly film
index is a great help in avoiding those muchadvertised films, which are unworthy of their
publicity. — John H. Stocks. 44 Stanhope Drive,
Horsforth.
Why This Fan Likes Mickey
We hasall noliketwin
Mickey
Mouseandbecause
he's original,
brothers
no rivals.
He never does the expected thing, never hands
us the old plots, and we never know where the
next laugh is coming from.
Loud cheers, fans, for the little mouse with
personality. — (Miss) C. Garden, 49 Kenyan Street,
Fulham, London, S.W.t.
i
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 IS. and ICS. 6d. will be
paid foring,theandtwo5s.mostforinterestevery
other letter published each
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
paper only and should not
exceed 150 words. Address to
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2
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'
Tiy this 3 Days
Beauty
recipe

Eddie

Qintor

Singing his own Song " Hits* from
Recent B.B.C. Broadcast
8389

MAKING THE BEST OF EACH DAY
THAT'S THE KINO OF A BABY FOR ME

and his new film
KID
f

it's

GOLD

cs

8390

AN EARFUL OF MUSIC
MANDY

8391

OKAY TOOTS
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN

a

cool

and

When yoti see the face of a lovely film
star flash upon the screen, you may be
sure that her alluring skin and complexion are not just an accident. Her
secret can be yours. Your skin can
possess the same gorgeous loveliness as
hers. This, within only three days.
Certain precious ingredients, including
predigested dairy cream and olive oil, aire
now contained in the new Creme Tokalon,
White Colour (non-greasy). One or two
applications each day stir the skin with
fr^h life. It is tonic, whitening, and
astringent. Quickly does away with
enlarged pores, blackheads, coarseness,
and other complexion defects, as nothing
else can. Protects against destructive dirt
and dust — keeps the complexion always
fresh and clear and forms an ideal base
for powder. Try this simple beauty
recipe to-day and you will not hesitate to
compare your new skin with that of the
screen stars. Creme Tokalon is guaranteed to give successful results or money
refimded.
Magnetic, Alluring
EYES
A irondeifal ner dlacoTcry wbJcb in*de
my
three-qoMtcn
of anf jifliwhfi
Inch ! Hasgrowgirenneaxlr
handreds
ot women
long, d*rk,
Uiick, harmless,
luxurioas anUke
ejeUahcf,
Rapid,
gnmrmnteed
other ptepantiona. Brings alluring, micuiling laaiw in a month. CocnpleUall
outfit, S/0. iDciados FREE, my Umoas Beaoty Eye-drill MoTwnents,
•old at S/C adopted by (amooi film (tan. Write — Mrs. Lionel Stabbing,
Dei*. P.O., 28 Dean Boad. London, N.W.S.
NEW
NAILS
NEXT !
WEEK
Free booklet tent amler plain
sealed covers fTplains how you can easily,
secretly and permanently core yourself
of tliis obiectionaUe, healA-«ind«nterin»
habit. No aloes,
New
discovery.
Send nolid.anto-snncstioa.
stamp for postasa.
HLTEX LTD. (Dept.?.). 31. TIm Brendway.
Croodi End. London , N.S.

MILLIONS

Exclusively on

RECORDS
FROM ALL DEALERS AND
MARKS & SPENCER LTD.
CRYSTALATE, 60, CIIY ROAD,
LONDON. E C 1.

HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/- or £ per month
Open a credit account with Smartwear. No references required
even from non-householders. Call or write to Dept. M. 165
for Ladies, Spring
also Gentlemen's
catalogue.
SMARTWEAR
Ltd., catalogue,
263-271 Regent
Street, London,
W.l.

Post this coupon to-day for a free copy of
Cash's new pattern book.
To J. « 1. CASH. Ltd. (Dept. RJC. 9) COVENTRY
Please
sendactoal
me FREE
containing
Patternscopy ol Cash's Ribbon book,
Nmm..
Aiitm

mellow
IS

YOUR

HAIR

FALLING

OUT?

Would you like new, beautiful, healthy, hair, free from dandruff ? Send to-day
for Samples of KotaUco, the True Hair Grower, and Kotalko Soap.

PLAIN

OR

CORK

TIPPED

Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Company
(of Great Britain and Ireland), I imif^Nij,

Md
^°^Kchildren
M
COUPON
s ^^f^
scdps women;s.
and hair. JOHN HART TEST-BOX
BRITTAIN. Ltd
..
For danclruff, weak or falling hair,
|
9 Percy Street (104 AM). London, w.i.
dry scalp and hair, and
I
Please
send
me,
post
paid.
Testing
Package
of KOTALKO and
NESS.
NAME
^ K0T.\LK0 SOAP, with directions, for which 1 enclose 3d. in stamps.
KOTALKO
ADDRESS.
ITRUE HAIR GROWER I
Supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites. Taylors, and all Chemists and Stores

1•
|
•
I
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"George" and "Anne" are your
enquiry departments. The former
vnll be happy to answer any query
regarding films, the latter anything connected voith household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both do The Pictukegoer
Weekly. When a reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.
C. H. (Lancs.)-^ — Janet Gaynor, b. Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 6, 1907, 5 ft. tall, 100
lb., golden brown hair and brown eyes,
hobbies, music, dogs, acrobatics and reading,
-real name Laura Gainer, address c/o Fox
Studios. Latest film On* More Spring.
Collector (Bristol). — (1) Copies of Films
I Have Seen, price 7d. can be obtained from
the Picture Postcard Salon, 85 Long Acre,
W.C.2. (2) Myma Loy, b. Aug. 2, 1905,
Helena, Montana, 5 ft. 6 in., red hair, green
eyes, latest films, Broadway Bill, Evelyn
Prentice, Wife Versus Secretary. Address c/o
M.-G.-M. (3) William Powell, b. July 29,
1892, Pittsburgh, 6 ft., brown hair and eyes.
.■\ddress c/o M.-G.-M. Studios. Latest
films ; Strictly Cor^ential, Evelyn Prentice
The Casino Murder Case, Reckless, Wife
Versus Secretary.
R. S. — Charlotte Henry, b. Mar. 3, 1914,
U.S.A., brown hair and eyes, address c/o
Paramount Studios. Films : The Last
Gentleman and The Human Side.
Reader (Leigh). — Wallace Beery, b. Apr.
1, 1889, Kansas City, 6 ft., 180 lb., brown
hair and blue eyes, married (1) Gloria
Swanson (2) Rita Giliina, hobbies fishing and
hunting.
M.-G.-M.
Studios.
Latest filmsAddress
: The c/oMighty
Barmim,
The
Marines Have Landed, West Point of Air,
Mutiny on the Bounty.
Shearer Fan (Leicester). — Norma Shearer
sang " Wouldst thou take my hand to lie
along
thine," ofinWimpole
the drawing-room
scene inwith
The Barretts
Street. The
song is unpublished.
LoDEHHamid,
Fan. address
(1) Johnc/oLoder's
latest.\nthony
film is
Abdul
G.B. (2)
Bushell, Lilies of the Field, Forbidden Territory, address c/o G.B. (3) Esmond Knight,
Daridv Dick and Womanhtiod, address c'o
Film Daft (Denny). — (1) Cast : Wanted,
Lineman
William Boyd; Detective — Owen
B.IJ*: —Girl
Moore;
— Carol Lombard; Diane —
Diane Ellis; Stage Driver — Billy Bevan;
Banker — Phillips Smalley. (2) Film adapted
from original story by Elliott Clawson. (3)
P.D.C. .American film. (4) William Boyd, b.
June
5. 1898,hair,Cambridge,
1 in.,
light
brown
blue eyes, Ohio;
married6 ft.
Dorothy
Sebastian.

Wl

LLS's

Star
CORK

TIPPED

CIGARETTES

R. H.— (1) Release date of Jack Ahoy—
April 2. 1934. (2) Address Jack Hulbert and
Anna Lee c o Gaumont-British. (3) A photograph of JackPostcard
Hulbert Salon,
can be 85obtained
from
the Picture
Long Acre,
for 3d. each.
Enraptured. — (1) Release date : The
Count of Monte Crista — March 4, 1935. (2)
Art
of Gloria
Stuart
— Sept. from
8, 1934;
hack plate
numbers
can be
obtained
the
Publishing Dept., Endell Street. W.C.2. (3)
Gloria Stuart, b. 1910. California; 5 ft. 4 in.,
blonde, blue eyes, married Arthur Sheekman.
Latest
: Gift o'c/otheUniversal.
Gab, Gold (4)Diggers
of
1935.filmsAddress
Jane
Baxter, b. Sept., 1910, Eiigland; brown hair,
blue-grey
eyes, 5 ft.Dante
5 in.Band.
Latest
films :
The Little Minister,
Enchanted
April. Address c/o United Artists. (4)
Tamara
Sea Rover.Dcsni's latest film : McGlusky the
M. D. B. (Penrith). — (1) Studio addresses :
Katharine
Hepburn,del RKO-Radio;
Dick
Powell
and Dolores
Rio, Warner Bros.;
Fay Wray. Columbia; Norma Shearer,
M.-G.-M. (2) Cast : What Happened Then?
Peter — Richard Bird; Alicia — Loma Storm;
Raymond — Geoffrey Wardwell; Prosecution
— Francis L. Sullivan; Robert^ — Richard
Gray; Defence — Cecil Ramage; Inspector
Hull- — George Zucco; Judge— J. Fisher
White; Kirkland — Quinton McPherson;
Mrs. Bromley- — Stella Arbenina; Maid —
Kathleen Harrison; Doctor Bristol — LawHanray; Finter.
Cookson — Raymond Huntley;
L'sher rence
— Alex
J. S. (Grimsby). — fl) Address Barry
Mackay
c/o Ci.B.
Studio*.
Films include
The I002iu/
Night,
Evergreen.
Passing :
Shadotas, Private Life of Don Juan, Forbidden
Territory. (2) Jessie Matthews did sing
" Just By Your Example. Dear ' ' in Ever-

Also

lO
sold in boxes

^^-^ 4of
30 for V-

,\ Young Riding Admirer. — (1) Dick
green.
Turpintions was
by John Cricklcwood.
.Sufford Producat the filmed
Stoll Studios,
(2)
Victor MacLaglen, b. 1883, London. Father
a bishop. Married, two children. Hobbies
boxing,
wrestling,Lifeswimming,
golf. Enlisted
Guard* athorse-riding,
early age.

Let

George

hence his riding ability. Recent films include:
Guilty as Charged, Hot Pepper, Dick Turpin,
Laughing at Life, No More Women, The Lost
Patrol. Wharf Angel, Murder at the Vanities,
The Captain Hates the Sea. Address c/o
Paramount.
Madge Evans Fan (London, E.C.). — (1)
Release dates : Blossom Time and Treasure
Island— Dec. 24, 1934; No Greater Glory —
Dec. 17,
Grand
Canary—
not
fixed.
(2) 1934;
Madge The
Evans,
b. July
1, 1909,
New York ; unmarried, golden hair, giey-blue
eyes. Recent fihns : Stand Up and Cheer,
Paris Interlude, Grand Canary, Death on the
Diamond, David Copperfield. Address :
c/o M.-G.-M. Studios.
E. S. (Hythe). — Cleopatra has not been
included
in The Picturegoer's Famous
Films Supplements.
Loder
c/oJohnie
G.B. and(Coventry).—
John Stuart Address
c/o A.P. John
Studios
Ionna Hava (Stratford, E.IS).— (1)
Conrad Veidt, b. Jan. 22, 1893, Berlin;
6 ft. 2 in., dark hair and eyes, married.
Hobbies : motoring, sailing. Recent films :
Bella Dorma, Jew Suss, King of the Damned
Address: Beauty,
: c,o G.B.Ever
Studios.
Otto Kruger's
films
in My(2) Heart,
Every
Woman's
Man,
Women
in
His
Life, Gallant
Lady, Turn Back the Clock, Springtime
far
Henry, Crime Doctor, Men in White, Paris,
Interlude, Chained, Treasure Island. Address :
c/o M.-G.-M. Studios.
M. J. M.Rod
(Teddington).—
VilmaRicardo
Banky
married
La Rocque,(1) not
Cortez. (2) We run a centre-spread of Congress Datues December 5, 1931.
Fan
of back
Henrynumbers
(Tonbridge).
— You from
can
obtain the
you mention
the Publishing Dept., PlCTtiREGOER, Odhams
Press, Ltd., 8 Endell Street, London, W.C.2,
price 3d. each, post free.
Doubtful. — The House of Rothschild was
produced by United Artists Film Corp. in
America.
V. H. (Finsbtiry Park). — There is absotely no truth: Shein the
recent lufilms
Lovesrumour.
Me Not,BingHereCrosby's
is My
Heart. Mississippi. Address : c/o Paramount.
Studio Addresses
British Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Park.
Middlesex.
Associated Picture Studios, Ealing
Green,
W.5. Imperial Studios,
BritishLx)ndon,
and Diominion
Boreham Wood . Elstree. Hens.
British International .Studios, Boreham
Wood, KUtree. Herts.
British Instructional Studios. Welwyn
Gardrn City, Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
Bucks.
Fox Film Studio, Rodcan Gardens,
Wembley Park.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington.
Gaumont London,
British N..Studios. Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
Bush.
London. Hurst
W.12. Grove,
Nettlefold Studios.
Walton-on- Thames. Middlesex.
l^ndon Film Co.. 22, Grosvenor
Street.
SoundLondon,
City S.W.I.
Studio, Littleton Park,
Shcpperton,
Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's,
Twickenham,
Studios
Columbia .American
Studios, 1438,
Gower Street,
Hollywood.
California.
Educational
.Studios. Santa Monica
Boulevard. Hollywood. California.
First National Studios, Burfaank,
California.
Fox California.
Studios. Movietone City, Westwood.
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210. Sanu
fomia.
Monica Boulevard, HollywDod, CaliMetro-C:oldwyn-M*yer
Studio*. Culver
City,
California.
Paramount-Publix
Studios,
Hollywood,
California.
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Hal Roach Studios. Culver City.
California.
Mack Sennett Studios. Studio City,
North Hollywood. California.
Warner
Brothers Studio. Burbank.
California.
United Artistes Studios. 1041, North
Formosa
Avenue.
Hollywood.
California.
Universal
Studios,
Universal
City,
California.

;
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Jeanblonde
Muir,hair,b.
NewE. W.
York (Twickenham).
City. Feb. 13. —1911;
srey-gteen eyes. 5 ft. 7 in. tall; real name,
Jean Muir Futlarton. Address : c/o Warner
Bros. Films : Son of a Sailor, The World
Changes, Bedside, As the Earth Turns,
A Moden: Hero, Dr. Monica, Desirable,
Gentlemen are Bom, White Cockatoo, A Midsummer Night's Dream, A Lady Surrerulers.
A PicnmEcoEH Reader and Curious
(Hull).—
film :
The Man (1)
Who Nova
Knew Pilbeam's
Too Much, latest
with Leslie
Banks, Edna Best, and Peter Lorre. Going to
make The Lady Noggs. Address : c/o G.B
(2) Pictures obtainable from the PicturePostcard Salon, 85 Long Acre, London,
W.C.2, price 3d. each. (3) Nova Pilbeam,
b. Nov. 15. t919, Wimbledon; still at school.
Farkie (Brondesbury Park). — Address
Kitty Carlisle c/o Paramount. Films :
Murder at the Vanities, She Loves Me Not,
Here is My Heart, Waikiki Wedding.
DOUBTFULS. — Tim McCoy, b. April 10,
1893. Wyomirjg, U.S.A.
'spread
Ivy and
— A has
centreof ItAudrey
Happened(Norfolk).
One Night
not
appeared in PlCTUREGOER.
F. G. (Liverpool).—
Gracie
Rochdale,
Jan. 9, 1898;
5 ft. Fields,
7 in. tall;b.
auburn hair, hazel eyes, married Archie Pitt.
Address : c/o B.I. P. Studios.
OneAlberta,
(Derby).Canada;
— (1) Fay
b. Inquisitive
Sept. IS, 1907,
5 ft.Wray,
3 in.,
brown
hair,
blue
eyes,
married
John'
Monk
Saunders. Hobbies : Music and tennis.
Latest film : Alias Bulldog Drummond.
Address : c/o Columbia. (2) Cast : The
Camels Are Coming, Jack Campbell — -Jack
Hulbert; Anita — Aima Lee; Nicholas —
Hartley Power; Dr. Zagha — Harold Huth;
Sheikh — Allan Jeayes; Col. Fairley — Pete,
Gawthome; Tourists — Norma Whalley,
Peggy Simpson; Arab — Percy Parsons;
Nicholas' Servant — Tony De Lungo.
L. L. (Lines).— (1) Cast : Sing As We Go,
Grace Piatt — Gracie Fields; Hugh — John
Loder; Phyllis— Dorothy Hyson; Policeman
— Stanley HoUoway; Uncle Murgatroyd —
Frank Pettii\gell; Sir William UptonLawrence Grossmith; The Cowboy — Morris
Harvey; The Great Maestro — Arthur Sinclair; Madame Osiris — Mai re O'Neill;
Nobby — Ben Field; Violet — Olive Sloane;
Mrs. Clotty — Margaret Yarde; Mr. Parkinson— Evelyn Roberts; Hazekiah — Norman
Walker; Harry — Richard Gray; Gladiola —
Margery Pickard; Mr. Clotty — James R.
Gregson;
Aunt your
Alice^autograph
— FlorencealbumGregson.
(2)
Do not send
to the
studios, but obtain the stars autographs and
then paste them into your album. (3) Una
Merkel.b. Dec. 10, 1903, Covington, U.S.A.;
5 ft. 5 in., fair hair, blue eyes. Married
Ronald Burta. Latest films : Have a Heart,
The Night is Young. Address : c/o M.-G.-M.
(Milan).
— <1)
TheItalian
GeneralPicturegoer
Release dateFan
is that
on which
a film is available for showing by cinemas
all over the country. (2) Cast : Design for
Living, Tom Chambers — Fredric March;
George Curtis — Gary Cooper; Gilda Farrel
— Miriam Hopkins; Max Plunikett — Edward
Everett Horton; Mr. Douglas — Franklin
Pangbom; Stenographer — Isabel Jewell;
HousekeeperStanding.
— Jane Darwell ; Max's Butler—
Wyndham
Schoolgirl Film Fan. — (1) Release dates:
Jt Happened One Night — Oct. 1, 1934;
Men
White—
Nov. Cadiz,
5, 1934.
Gable, inb. Feb.
1, 1901,
Ohio; (2)
6 ft.Clark
1 in.
tall, 190 lb., brown hair, grey eyes. Married
Rita Langham. Hobbies : Riding, golf,
swimming, and reading. Address : c/o
M.-G.-M.
G. Whizz (Llanelly). — Cast : Love, Life
and Laughter, Nellie — Gracie Fields; Prince
Charles — ^John Loder; Nellie's Mother —
Veronica
Brady; Grapfel
Nellie's— Norah
Father —Howard;
Horace
Kermey; Princess
The King — Allan Aynesworth; Goebschen
— Esme Percy; Troubetski — Ivor Barnard;
Aunt Frederica — Esme Church; Mankenburg — A. Bromley Davenport; Magistrate —
Robb Wilton; Greenbaum — Fred Duprez;
Film Director — Eric Maturin; The Film
Actress^ — Elizabeth Jenns. The Mayor of
Hell. Patsy — James Cagney; Dorothy —
Madge Evans ; Mike- — Allen Jenkins ; Thompson— Dudley Digges; Judge Gilbert —
Arthur Byron; Jimmy- — Frankie Darrow;
The Girl— Sheila Terry; Mr. SmithRobert Barrat; Smoke — -Farins; Joe — Harold
Hub^r; Mrs. Smith — Dorothy Peterson;
Brandon — George Pat Collins; Louie John«ton — Edwin Maxwell; Hopkins — John Mar•ton; Walters — Wm. V. Mong; Guard —
Charles Wilson; Butch — Mickey Bennett;
Izzy — Sidney Miller; Tommy's Father —
Hobart Cavanaugh; Tony's Father — George
Humbert; Johnny — Raymond Borzage;
Charlie
George
OfTerman;
Charles —Cane.
The Sign
of the Cross,Tommy
Marcus—
Superbus — Fredric March; Mercia — Elissa
Landi; Poppoea- — Claudette Colbert; Nero
— Charles Laughton; Tigellinus — Ian Keith;
Dacia — Vivian Tobin; Favius — Harry Beresford; Glabrio — Ferdinand Gottschalk; Titus

A DOSE or two of Galloway's Cough
Syrup
speedily
curesandtheprevents
most stubborn Cough
or Cold,
any
risk of development.
For all Bronchial and Lung troubles
Galloway's
can relief
be relied
upon and
to bring
safe
and quick
to young
old.
This great London remedy for over 60
years has been the never-failing family
standby for banishing Winter ills In the
shortest possible time.

COUGH
Joha Loder, bom March i, 1898,
London, 6 ft., brown hair and blue
eyes. Latest films :— "Loma
Doone," "Eighteen Minutes" and
"It Happened
Paris." Pictures.
Address
cjo
Associated inTalking
Here he is with a favourite companion— his greyhound.
— Arthur Hohl; Ancaria — ^Joyzelle; Stephan
— Tortuny Conlon; Strabo— Nat Pendleton;
Servilius — Clarence Burton ; Licinius — •
William V. Mong; Tibul— Harold Healy;
Viturius — Richard Alexander; Philodemus —
Robert
Bonomo. Marming; The Mute Giant- — Joe
W. H. S.— Pauline Starke and WalUce
Beery appeared in Devil's Cargo.
Mary Reid (Glasgow). — (1) Cast : The
Private Life of Henry VIII, Henry VIII—
Charles Laughton ; Culpeper- — Robert Donat ;
Henry's Old Nurse — Lady Tree; Katheryn
Howard — Binnie Barnes; Aim of Cleves —
Elsa Lanchester; Aime Boleyn — Merle
Oberon ; Cromwell — Franklin Dyall ; Wriothesly — Miles Mander; Jane Seymour — Wendy
Barrie; Cornell — Claud Allister; Thomas
Peynell — John Loder; Katherine Parr —
Everley Gregg; Craiuimer — Laurence Hanray; Duke of Cleves — William Austin;
Holbein — John Tumbull; Duke of Norfolk
•— Frederick Cully; French Executioner —
Gibb
McLaughlin;(2)English
Executionerand
—
Sam Livessey.
Joan Crawford
Douglas Fairbanks, jun., divorced. Marthe
Eggerth engaged to Jan Kiepura.
E.J. H. — (1) Cast: The Love Contract,
Neville Carrington — Owen Nares; Mrs.
Savage — Sunday Wilshin; Mr. Savage —
Spencer Trevor; The Bank Manager — Frank
Harvey; Peters — Miles Malleson; Hodge —
Gibb McLaughlin; Sir Geoige — Cosmo
Kyrle Bel lew; The Girl Guides— The
Mangan-Tillerettes; Antoinette — Winifred
Shotter. (2) Birth dates : Conrad Veidt —
Jan. 22, 1893; Owen Nares— Aug. 11, 1888,
Jessie Matthews — Marth 11, 1907; Jan
Kiepura— 1902.
D. G. (N.W.9).— (1) Cast : Tarzan the
Fearless, Tarzan — Buster Crabbe; Mary
Brooks — Jacqueline Wells; Dr. Brooks^ —
E. Alyn Warren; Bob Hall — Edward Woods;
Jeflf— Philo McCullough; Nick— Mathew
Betz; Abdul — Frank Lackteen; High Priest
— Mischa Auer. (2) Buster Crabbe, b.
Oakland. California, Feb. 7, 1910; 6 ft. 1 in.,
brown hair and eyes. Married Adhah Virginia Held. Address : c/o Paramount. (3)
Dorothy Hyson, b. 1915; 5 ft. 5 in., fair hair
and blue eyes, daughter of Dorothy Dickson
and Carl Hyson. (4) Johnnie Weissmuller,
b. June 2, Chicago; dark hair and eyes,
6 ft. 3 in., weighs 190 lb. Married to Lupe
Velez. Address : c/o M.-G.-M.
E. ^y. D.George
(Coventry).—
r/ie aGreen
featuring
Arliss, was
talkie Goddess,
film.
J. C. (N.22).— " The Daring Young Man
on
the Flying
sung in Ceorge
White's
ScandalsTrapeze
by Rudy' ' not
Vallee.
Darkie (N.W.6.). — Addresses : Leonora
Corbett, c/o G.B.; Jane Carr, Columbia;
Norma Shearer. M.-G.-M.; Katharine
Hepburn, Radio; Margaret S-.llavan, Universal.

SPRAirs HEAWHE

M.C.l.

SYRUP

BEAUTY SERIES

BONIO

The meaty horn-shaped biscuit .
EVERYBODY'S
DOG. The greatest
dog book
everwords.
compiled
dog ovming,
rearing and management.
Containing
80,000
126 onpages
in ri<3i
gravure and 250 illustrations. 1/- from newsagents or at the same price free
of postage (for one month) from Spratt's Patent Ltd., 58, Mark Lane, E.CJ. 33
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Leave

it to

Anne

W/HATEVER your
query, whether it belongs
to the beauty or the dotnestic
category, I am delighted to
answer it. Please enclose a
stamped addressed envelope
for a postal reply. I can
give
more space
in a
letteryou
than
be spared
on thiscanpage.

Snowfire

Cream

Inferiority
Complex

' YES register negEfl lect just as plainXffl
hands. faces
If Nature
and
Fa
has given you large and lovely
eyes, it is up to you to take
care of them. If she has been
more niggardly in her favours
and your eyes are — shall we
say — just ordinary, then you
must give them extra care ; study
them and make them up to the
very best advantage.
The ordinary circumstances of
everyday life tend to place a
strain on the eyes. Motoring tries
them, bright lights strain them,
and dust and grit and grime
make the lids red and irritable.
Eyes very quickly show the
effects of ill-health. Indeed, I
would go so far as to say that the
much-admired clear blue-whites
can only come as the result of
being in A i condition. So if
your eyes are continuously heavy
and tired-looking, with puffy
eyelids or pufiiness under the
eyes, the first thing to do is to
arrange a consultation with your
doctor. These are definite health
symptoms and quite beyond the
scope of a beauty article or beauty
treatment.
Regular Bathing

^

A ^ Inferiority Complex is a disturbance in the
/ \ subconscious mind which manifests itself in
^,t^3
self-consciousness, lack of confidence, lack of
■igjr charm — in nervousness and timidity — in causeless
fear or worry — in unsociability, depression, and a
^*iiti, sense of futility — in lack of enterprise — in weakness
^
°^
indecision — in shyness, blushing, and
Other nervous mannerisms — in forgetfulness and
lack of concentration. Its origin lies in experiences
" Joy in living "
and influences
personality-development
which
may be during
entirelyyourforgotten,
but their effects
form of a "disturbance centre " in
one life
onlywonderful
YouUvehave
subconsciousness, which sends out powerful negain this
to
Cannot control these impulses —
You
impulses.
''^^
past
world: Let the
go ! New opportunity *o Struggle against them by direct effort only serves
now awaits you to win to increase their strength. Remove them altogether
new' personality
place a which
up in their
build positive
powersof the
your ownprizes
by
you
will carry with
impulses,
powerful
life and
longed-for
— success, achievement, forward to a happier, healthier, fuller, more
successful life — attractive, confident, courageous.
affection,
happiness,
popularity, influence —
through happy expres- THE
BRITISH
sions of the vital impetus _._ . ,,- , ,, , , . _
^ INSTITUT
^_ „^E OF
that Ues within your PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY
LTD.
^iSlf oJI; Z^^^ul i(H.S.3) LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
unity. Write or send
Coupon
for FREE I Please send me FREE BOOK, " I can . . . and I
BOOK, " I can . . . and | I will."
|.
I will." If you desire a ■
personal talk, you are ' Name
I
cordially invited to call |
|
at the Institute — no fee | Address
I
or obligation. ^
I All correspondence is strictly confidential. H.S.3. ^|
34

Reg;ular
bathingand
of thestrengthening
eyes with a
cleansing
lotion is the first step towards eye
beauty. Optrex, is excellent for this
purpose. Used daily, it will bring
about a remarkable improvement in
the appearance and health of the
There is a modem school of
opinion
eyes. that is against the use of the
eye-bath. It is said to be preferable
to bathe the eyes with a swab of
sterilised cotton wool. The lotion
should be placed in a little bowl.
Each eye should be done separately
with fresh wool and the bowl should
be boiled up between each operation.
The easiest way really is to have two
little bowls — of different colours,
so that you know which is for the
right and which for the left eye.
They can then be sterilised before
use.You may think this is imnecessary
fuss, but it is so very easy to spread
an infection from one eye to the
other.
Compresses
When
tired the
fromeyeslackareofpuffy
sleepandor
motoring, an eye compress is an
excellent restorative. Certain wellknown herbal beautifiers are used.
The bandalettes may be bought

Elizabeth Allan
uses a mask when
she treats her
eyes
so muchof
more
than— convenietU
pieces
cotton toool.

ready for use, or they are quite
easily and cheaply made at home
from eyebright and golden seal.
If you cannot get these herbs from
your local herbalist or chemist,
write to me for an address. Wash
some butter muslin and dry it, and
then make into bandalettes with
the herbs. Dip the compress into
very hot water, place it while hot
over the closed eyes, put a swab of
cotton wool over each eye, then a
dark silk handkerchief to hold all
in position; lie down and forget the
world for twenty minutes.
If you haven't
treatment,
then youtime
can for
use this
an
eyebright
lotion
for
bathing.
Warm milk is not only soothing to
tired eyes, but it also helps to
tighten
up wrinkled-looking
lids.
Real wrinkles
should be smoothed
out with an astringent consisting
of I oz. of witch hazel and 2 oz. of
rose water. This should be patted
on to the lids with cotton wool and
allowed to dry on the skin.
Eye Make-up
The ingirlapp>earance
who is typically
should English
avoid
very exotic eye make-up. There are
very
few types
Shadow
mustthat
not canbe stand
used it.
under
the eyes, but only on the lids.
Begin at the comer of the lid nearest
the nose and blend outwards.
Those who prefer to do without
eye-shadow
willobtained
find that bya becoming
effect
may be
applying
the merest trace of .cold cream or
skinfood to the lids after powdering.
Very weak eyes or eyes and lids
that are inclined to granulation
should not be made up with mascara.
The lashes should be touched up with
a bmsh moistened with a little
vaseline. But strong dsiA healthy
eyes take no harm from mascara.
After every trace of powder has been
bmshed from the lashes, they should
be dried and just touched with
vaseline. Then another eyelash
bmsh should be dampened, rubbed
in the cosmetic, and applied to the
lashes. A small piece of white paper
smearing.
held under the lashes will prevent
Mascara is available in several
shades — black, light and dark brown,
dark blue, purple, and dark green.
The dark blue is effective with blue
eyes.
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Don^t

let constant

'phoning
your

AVOID
BY

overstrain
THROAT

HOARSENES

SUCKING

A

PASTILT

IF

these winter days find yr
constantly
'phone,voice
avoi(w
strained throat onandthea husky
' Allenburys ' Pastilles. Besides be
delicious, they prevent irritation ir
worst of weather. The 8d. size •
pecially convenient to carry in p
or handbag — try one to-day.
Take care of your throat

^llenbui

\BMCirrdiii rAo
I 1
From all chemists}
qi c
in 2 oz. €f 4oz.tinsf

Be perfectly prote
To feel safe under all circumstan
to be able to work and play, not
in comfort, but in the confident
comes from being perfectly protc
surely that is worth while. Met
softest, silkiest protection that mo
buy — brings this assurance to r
hygiene, making difficult occasir
incidents. Insist then on Me
Priftt 11- & 1/2 im J»x. pkts. Larger Sizes
Alio in (d. pktt. in th« «/•, l/2 and

•••••• FItEE SAMPLE COUPO
• To Miss Haynes, i68 Old Street, Lo
■
Please send me samples of Mene
t NAMBIN BLOCK CAPITALS
ADDRESS
'kd. 3iamp sufficient if envelope unsea
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ADDS CHARM
TO CHARM
Sheer joy to use , it
bestows an alluring
loveliness of tint
and texture which
only a face powder
of the very finest
quality can give.

\
\

Richly perfumed
with the lovely
Ore his perfume and
obtainable in English Peach— a warm,
youthful
shade-and
in six other
tints.

I

The silver box powder
is issued in four perfumes — Orchis,
Freesia, Jessamine and
April Violets.

Keep your bands free from housework blemishes. Use Snowfire Glycerine Jelly every
time you wash. As it instantly penetrates
your skin, it banishes all roug^ess and
redness. Your hands become supple and
smooth — have a lasting whiteness and a
well-groomed look^ Keep a tube handy by
the kitchen sink as well as in the bathroom —
it's not greasy, and absorbed in a minute.

^T«Wi
G
LV
C
E
R
I
N
E
e
amoiitir
SampU Site U.
BRITISH MADE
o
Cannot hardenVatiishind
cuticles — make^ them soft and pliant

SOUimLLS

YARDLEY

POWDER

©MIS
YA R D L E Y

33

OLD

BOND
NEW
NAILS
NEXT
f-rc*
booklet
Mat
mi*r
plainI
^oxpluB* how jrou canWEEK
••■lod cavort
oaailr,
•ecrctly and pormaiMntlr euro ynmnM
of thi< objoctiooable, boalth-oaalantoriBC
habit. No alooa, no aoto^antatiaii. Now
diicoTcry. S«n4 li<L stamp for pottaco.
HLTEX LTD. (Dept. P.). II, The Braaaway,
Croach EIbJ, Looden, NX

TicklingThroats
Quickly and
pleasantly
relieved with
DELIGHTFUL
HOW

TO

TO THE TASTE
DRESS

WELL

on 10/- or £ per month
Open a credit account with Sraartwear. No references required
even from non-houseliolders. Call or write to Dept. M. 165
(or
Ladies, Spring
also Gentlemen's
catalogue.
SMARTWEAR
Ltd., catalogue,
363-371 Regent
Street, London,
W.l.

STREET

LONDON

CHRISTOFHER STONE SAYS IT IS A GOOD BOOK—
I NTELLIGENT
LISTENING
TO
MUSIC
Br
W.
W.
Johnton
Listen ! To enjoy your music fully, you must (et this splendid book. Christopher Stone says "Thousands will find it
precisely Send
the book
are direct
seeking.to " theS/- pub/iihen
not. (Postage id.)
P.O. chey
for i/6
PITMAN • PARKER ST. KINCSWAY
. W.CJ
Art PlkUlt. plhtolT packed,
with tall laRtrocUoni.
refunded. Satirfaciloit
1/11. Double ffa*Tmnt««d or inoa«7
ilz«. t/11 :AUfour
••ixe.4ai.
poft time"
free.
LOVE
X7«terlouf.
captiratlnK,
en*
••c«nt
h A o to1 1 ucDtold
R— * DROPS
youaUurrmcnt
in » cloftkao that 70a iDorc wTspp«d tn the wry
ofMtfactioB
o( the iMt.
THK mUTWMM BBHCI 00.. Ul B«cral Mimc
12 WAVE
SETS FOR 6^
If you would like beautiful wavy hair, send 6d.
direct to Cosmetics, Ltd. (Dept. PGI), 26,
Minories. London, E.C.3, for a packet of Lane-ta Wave Setting Powder, which, with hot
water added, forms a perfect wave setting
lotion. No. I for Blondes ; No. 2for Brunettes.
A free shampoo is included in every 6d. packet.

As dainty as any of
your prettiest things
yet affording perfect
protection
with your
most fashionable
gowns — Southalls
hygienic
lingerie
an
essential
part ofis
wardrobe.
every woman's
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YOUR

SAYS

THIS

FANCIFUL

PLAYTIM

E CUSHION

.. .

HAIR

for a penny

a day

Hair that stays as you arrange
it — fresh looking, even hours
after combing.
' DANDERINE ' makes you sure of your hair
That's all it costs — sixpence a week at the most —
to be sure of your hair every day, and all day long.
To have the satisfaction of knowing that it is not
only clean but that it really looks clean. To know it
will stay as you arranged it. And to know no
dandruff will appear.
After you've had your hair shampooed, a little
' Danderine ' will keep it from getting out of place.
Whento you
a wave,sticky
' Danderine
you
retainpayit.forUnlike
dressings,' will
and help
oily
tonics, it is delightful to use. Its delicate fragrance
is appealing, and it creates a marvellous effect of
freshness and cleanliness !
It's a pity not to know this little secret that
means so much in the way your hair will look.
It's m trouble. Yet you can hardly believe anything so mild and pleasant as ' Danderine ' could
bring such a change in the condition and appearance
of your hair and scalp. Just try it. You can buy
'Danderine'
at all chemists and stores, 1/3, 2/6
and 4/6.

K'S
CLAR
ANCHOR

STRANDED

COR the Nursery! — yet how charming this
Playtime Cushion would look in any room.
Easy-to-follow instructions and actual transfer
are contained in this new colored leaflet —
price 2d from your needlework shop, or fill
in and post the coupon below. Hurry along
and get started — the children will love it and
it will never fade or look dull, because Clark's
ANCHOR Stranded Cotton is sun and wash fast.
ALWAYS ASK FOR MILWARDS NEEDLES,
THE BEST FOR ALL EMBROIDERY

^mm^mmm
FOR THE HAIR -mi—
'
Dan
deri
ne
This
has

simple
helped

rule
thousands

COTTON

lisiied by
). & P.PaisleyCoats Ltd.,

COUPON
Post with 2jd in stamps in sealed envelope.
To CLARK
& CO. LTD.. Dept. P.C. 19, Paisley, Scotland.
Please send, post free, workint Instructions together with transfer of your Pla/time
Cushion Leaflet, No. A.
NAME
(BLOCK LETTERS)
^1:32/85
ADDRESS.

of women
Those occasions so distasteful to many
women who sufier from excessive weakening
and pain are greatly relieved by the taking
of "Cephos" just before and every day
during
thisprescription
distressingof time.
the original
a great "Cephos,"
HARLEY
STREET PHYSICIAN, is an absolutely
harmless remedy and is suitable for even
the
mostandelicate
constitutions.
is also
invaluable
remedy for"Cephos"
SLEEPLESSNESS, HEADACHE. COLDS and
INFLUENZA. In Powders or Tablets
1/3 and 3/-. Single Powders 2d. each.
Supplied
by Boots,andTimothy
and all Chemists
Stores. Whites, Taylors
IT DOES NOT
AFFECT THE
HEART

Safe and Certain

FREE Sample
on receipt of p.c. lo Lady SupervUor.Cephot Ltd.J3ept.tOPW, Blackburn.

mEESH
BABY S- HAIR ustNtSTOL'
Rub biby s scilp «ith NESTOL da.ly
ind the little darling will soon h>ve
those much desired curls. Thousindi
of mothers »re using Nestol with
A month'i
costs
ii6.treatment
Boots. wonderful results ; why not you ?
tewis'*", Ttmothy
White's and all |ood
chemisu and hairdrcsscri sell it. If
NESTol
anjr ditficultx
direct
to : write f CURLS 0 CLEANSES
CNESTU iC°V 48 SOUTH MOITON ST.IONDON.W.I
Also use Nestol medicated toilet powder 1/3 large tin
A RADIANT COMPLEXION
Start using Outdoor Girl Beauty Products and see how
these wortderful beauty aids improve your skin.
Send aof card
for aGirl
generous
free Face
samplePowder,
(one week's
supply)
Outdoor
Olive Oil
in the
fasnionable new Everglades shade which blends with
every consplexion, to Crystal Products Co., Ltd. (Dept.
155), 32 CSty Road, London, E.Cl.

A PERFECT NOSE FOR YOU
TRADOS, The Gcnnine NOSE ADJUSTER (Patented)
IfNote7oarAdliuter.
nose U ill-ihaped,
70a c&n
Trado«andModel
In a few weeks,
in them&ke
prir»cyit perfect
o< jour with
own room
witboat2fi
interferlDgTradoa
with Vodel
yoor daily
you shape
can remedy
your sleep,
naaal quickly,
imgnlarity.
26 Noeeoccnpation,
Adjoster can
whilst yon
pabUeMly,
permanently,
and
inexpenslyely.
Model
26
i§
highly
recommended
by phyaiciana lor (ractored or misshapen Dkoaes. Gentle, poroas, firm, and
comfortable.
Writeperfectly
for frtt iiiMtt
and ItttiwMtiaU.
M. TRILETY, D1923. 45 Hattoo Garden. Loedon. E.CJ
I always use
KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
OfsttChemistt
^
^"s^^^- unquestionably!
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USED

PONDS

CREAM§

" Was I thriUed ? I should say I was ! The
smartest wedding of the season and I was
to be a bridesmaid. The letter came when
I was at school — I was only sixteen — and
I showed it to some of the girls. ' I say.

Daphne, you'll have to do something
about your skin,' said my best friend.
' Look, you're positively peeling, and the
wind has given you frown lines and
blotches. It doesn't matter on the hockey
field, but you won't look in the picture at
" I reahsed how right she was as I
St. Margaret's.'
studied
my weather-beaten face. What was
I to do ? Then someone suggested Pond's
and produced a pot of the Cold and Vanishing Cream. I began that very night,
cleansing with Cold Cream, and smoothing
in Vanishing Cream during the day. A
week saw a difference. By the time of the
wedding my skin was so smooth and fine
and soft I didn't know it for my own.
" Ever since then I've been a devotee of
" I use Pond's Cold Cream always at
Pond's.for cleansing and often during the
night
day. It's marvellous the amount of grime
Pond's discovers in the pores — even when
you imagine your face is quite clean.
" Ppnd's Vanishing Cream is a great
boon to me ! It keeps my skin smooth and
soft and fine-textured even after a day's
golf in a cutting wind. While as a powder
base I've never found its equal."
Try Pond's Face Powder — FREE
Write ^our namr and addrcM here. Attach a Id STAMP,
and pMI in IJd aealed envelope to Dept. 940, Pond's
Extracl Company Ltd., Ptrivate, Middlestx, for aample*
of all 6Te ahade* of Pond'a Face Powder, Natural, Peach,
Dark Brunette, Rachel 1 and 2.
Name
Address
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The Screen Neuus Magazine

de Luxe

Sacred

Circle

''\]nXouc\ioh\es' of the Talkies —
Bing Crosby Qualifies — Hepburn
Turns Film Producer- -Unique
Picture — Garbo Reads ComicStrips — The Future of Films —
New Stars on the Way — How
Thev Crashed the Gates
ING CROSBY has joined the ranks
of the Screen's Sacred Idols. This
select and strictly limited
circle, confined to a handful of
players, is one of the phenomena
of film fan worship.
One can write of a number of stars
who are rated very highly in all the boxoffice lists, question their claims to sex
appeal, throw doubts on their legitimacy
and even tell the truth about their acting
without challenge.
^
But mention a Sacred
Idol in anything but terms
of ecstatic praise and a
veritable storm of wrath
descends upon one's head.
Greta Garbo is undoubtHoliest
edly Mention
Hollywood's of
Heifer.
the
Garbo, unaccompanied by
enthusiastic protestations
of devotion, is sufficient to
increase my mail by hundreds of letters a day.
Practically every week I
receive a wildly hysterical
and abusive anonymous
letter from a misguided
person, obviously a woman,
who suggests that I am in
league with a syndicate
comprisingMarlene Dietrich,
Norma Shearer, and Joan
Crawford in a wicked and doubtless profitable
conspiracy to detract from Greta's fame.
The Revered Ramon
Ihave long since bowed to the inevitable and
ceased to write anything that might be construed as derogatory to Ramon Novarro, whose
following,
of the Grundy's, is more
enthusiasticlike
thanthat
numerous.
Besides, I like Ramon, who is the last person
in the world to enjoy the sort of hysterical
adulation that an ill-mannered minority inflicted
on him during his last visit to England.
Among the British stars. Gracie Fields is
sacrosanct. We may, diplomatically, of course,
criticise her films, but the reviewer must lay off
Gracie, or else . . .

Bing's Big Bang
nd now Bing Crosby has qualified. A few
^ weeks ago, in my innocence, I published in

February
16, 1935 Vol. 4.
No. 195
(New Series)
Editorial Offices : gj Long
Acre, W.C.2.
Advt. Offices : 57 Long Acre,
W.C.2
Telephone : Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams : Picturegoer,
Southernwood, Rand, London
ON SALE EVERY
THURSDAY, 2d.

Cupid on the warpath. Betty
Grable goes hunting for hearts.
Betty scores a hit, in another
sense, in " The Gay Divorce."

Here
is My Heart,
Paramount
star's
the Prince, of
Wales and a partj'
of six friends saw
the picture.
Next day the theatre was honoured
by a visit from the Duke and Duchess
of York and the Duke and Duchess
of Kent.
Young.
Bing is supported in Here is My Heart
by Kitty Carlisle, Alison Skipworth, and Roland

"The Thinker" feature a letter venturing to
criticise the crooner king.
The subsequent lamentations in the land have
been loud, long, and mostly libellous. I can
hardly get into my office for letters, my postman
is threatening to go on strike, and I am thinking
of going on holiday. (No unseemly cheers,
please.)
Well, well, well. The screen has always had its Hepburn — Producer
unassailable idols and its unreasoning worshippers. Katharine Hepburn will own the most unusual
of The Little Minister that has ever
The pedestals of the Pickfords, the Fairbanks, the been print
made. It will be her own \ersion of the
Swansons, the Bennetts, and the Gilberts are now
deserted. The crowd presses round the crooners. picture — "shot" with her own 16-millimetre
camera on the set and on location while she was
Who will it be next ? I dread to think.
making the picture.
\^'hen she was working in a scene, she had her
Royalty At Crosby Film
friend,
Laura man
Harding,
do the
the sound
"shooting,"
and
to make
recordings.
Bing Crosby also achieves the distinction of hired a sound
having attracted the attention of Royalty.
Often during the production of the picture,
(Continued on page 6.)
During the London showing at the Plaza of the
5
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when director Richard Wallace would yell
"Camera !" she would cry, "Wait for me, until
I load my own camera !"
So interested has she become in picturemaking that she has set up her own laboratory
in her home and built her own sound theatre.
Intimate Scenes
Her film will be unusual in that it will not
only be a miniature edition of the picture,
but will carry many intimate scenes taken round
the sets and studio and many amusing scenes
"enacted"
members of the cast, extras, herself and herbyfriends.
It will contain the only picture ever taken
of Katharine Hepburn, dressed in Scottish
costume, doing a tap dance under the instruction
of Hermes Pen, Radio dance director. Other
scenes are of the company eating, and singing
Scottish songs, and of various members of the
cast taken in the candid camera manner, when
they didn't know they were being photographed.
Stars As Fans
Perhaps Katharine Hepburn is a Hepburn fan.
Most of the stars are fans at heart and have
their special favourites, although they usually,
diplomatically, nominate Mickey Mouse.
Garbo goes to see Marlene Dietrich films and
also likes Gary Cooper.
"There
my ambition,"
Joandistance.
Crawford one daygoesas Garbo
disappearedsaid
in the
Maurice Chevalier is the idol of Francis Lederer,
and Maurice, in turn, looks for the name of Kay
Francis on the marquee when he goes to the
pictures.
Marlene Dietrich is one of the screen colony's
most inveterate filmgoers. She used to have a
private kinema, but gave it up on the grounds
of exj)ense. She can often be seen now at the
Holly^vood " neighbourhood " theatres.

Donald Crisp, the actor-director, and his wife, Jane
Murfin, the famous scenarist, inspect the model of
the ship in which they intend to sail to England.

screen, especialh- if natural hues are used. I
am speaking of Technicolor. In life, the eye is
not conscious of colour, it accepts it, but on the
screen the eye is fully aware of its presence.
"No two people seem to think alike regarding
colour; therefore when a person sees black and
white on the screen he imagines the colour to suit
his own taste."
"In The Black Pirate," Parker reveals, "we used
as our guide the Rembrandt, as in the Rembrandt
the colours are not noticeable. The main difficulty
was to prevent the colours detracting from the
scene. We concentrated more or less on sepia
colours and much darker make-up.
"For a particular 'take' in a boat scene a large
expanse of sky was seen. Now with real sky hue
the eye would be concentrated on its brightness
rather than on the action on board the ^p, so
we made the sky a light tan."

Films of the Future
Since I wrote a few weeks back on the possibilities of 1935 being a television and colour
year,
we
have
Postmaster-General's
official rejxjrt andhad
his the
prediction
that television
may bring films into the home before 1936.
In the meanwhile, I was very interested to
receive this w^eek the views on colour of Albert Discovery of Valentino
Parker, the Hollywood director, who is now in Albert Parker, by the way, is one of the jieople
charge of production at the Fox British studios.
with a claim to have "discovered" Rudolph
Mr. Parker, one of our most picturesque Valentino. At any rate he gave him a part in
of Youth, before the Four Horsemen made him
visitors, knows something about the subject. Eyes
He directed The Black Pirate for Doug. Fairbanks — famous.
still one of the most successful colour films in
He is also the originator of an improved screen
test.
history.
This takes the form of a complete short sketch
with a story and in Hollywood he had three sets
Stereoscopic First
built to fuLfil his requirements.
When we get stereoscopic films, colour will
old form of screen test," he says, " was
have to come with it, as the two go an "The
injustice to the actor, and made it difiicult for
together," he says.
the producer
to judge
the artiste's
worth. isTheto
"Until then colour will not look real on the only
way to show
an artiste
to advantage

Betty Fumess toas the sponsor of
this spaghetti-eating championship
betioeen Stuart Erwin, Leo Carilfo
and Robert Young, and she acted
as judge as well.

write , a complete short sketch with a story,
andAllusetheclose-ups,
trolley shotsheandtellsso me,
on." employ
leading companies,
this method now-a-days.
Parker, discovered James Dunn, Helen Mack,
Heather Angel and many others, using this method.
New

Faces

Manyoverscreen
stars ofinto
the screenland;
present day have
the fence
they come
have
hidden in trucks to get inside the barred gates;
they have p>osed as Nasiting celebrities with forged
credentials, but 1934 has been a year of "getting
in" by visiting the studio or on the sets, under
the guidance of friends or relatives.
The Magic Door to Screenland has swung open
this year for scores of new {>ersonalities and the
open sesame has been as varied in each instance
as the motion pictures themselves.
One of the outstanding newcomers to filmland
is James Barton, whose first mo%ne will be
Captain Hurricane. For years Barton was a
"hoofer" in vaudeville and musical comedy and
then came his sensational hit in New York in
Tobacco Road. Hollywood reached out and
grabbed him for the quaint character of Zenas
Henry, about which the film is created.
And, according to his own statement, he has
"gone Hollywood" and wears "what he wants
when he wants."
Crashing the Gate
Margaret
sisterintoof pictures
the well-known
Frances Dee,
Dee, broke
just a few
days before Christmas. She crashed the gate
by the simple experiment of visiting her sister
on the set, making sure that the director had a
good look at her piquant beauty.
Phyllis Frascr came in through the relationship gate also by being a cousin of Ginger Rogers.
But the girl has "it," and, although Radio signed
her, she got her first good part with another
studio.
Dorothy's Sister
Mar\'homeBeich,
aged si.xteen, III.,
telephoned
fromforhera
in Bloomington,
and asked
part in Anne of Green Gables. Because she did
not get a flat refusal, she went to Hollywood
and got the job.
Harry Ellerbe, who created a sensation in
New York in Philip Goes Forth, went to Hollywood
for a vacation, had one foot on the train going
back East, and was dragged away by an agent to
play in Murder on a Honeymoon.
Marjorie Reid, sister of Virginia Reid, was
picked by a director who saw her on a set. Her
first part was in Grand Old Girl.
Miss Mary Jordan, under the name of Ann
Cameron, crashed through into the films by making
up like a part in the script of Finishing School
and meeting the director. Later it was revealed
that she was a sister of Dorothy Jordan.
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The Best -Dressed Woman
The best-dressed star battle goes on. It is
obviously impossible to name any one picture
actress
proveoff that
she is Hollywood's
dressed and
woman
the screen,
in the opinionbest-of
Orry-Kelly, stylist for the First National studios,
who is the latest contributor.
"It's a matter of opinion, anyhow," Orry-Kelly
says, " and no well-dressed woman is always the
best-dressed woman in every gathering or on all
occasions. One may exceed all others in wearing
sjK>rts clothes, for instance, yet may be less
smart in evening gowns.
person,
works
withfamiliar
stars
and"Nothe one
clothes
they even
wear, ifasheI do,
can be
with the wardrobes and the grooming of all
the feminine players of importance in Hollywood. The most anyone can do is to pick from
among those he has seen most often, the women
who appear to him to be the smartest dressers
off the screen.
I would
one and Isay
exceeded
all" the
othersnever
on allname
occasions.
haveshesaid
often,
for example, that Kay Francis is one of the five
or six best-dressed women in Hollywood. Most
certainly she should be named on any carefully
picked list.
"Dolores Del Rio is another. So is Norma
Shearer. So, in fact, are Verree Teasdale, Josephine
Hutchinson, Genevieve Tobin, Claudette Colbert,
Jean Muir, and probably several others.
" You can't name any one of these and say she
is the best-dressed of them all, off the screen.
Each, in her own way, may be the ' best-dressed'
on many occasions."
Kay Francis Wins
I name Kay Francis as one of the best dressed
actresses ofi the screen," Orry-Kelly adds,
"because
no obviouswhich
attempt
to be
such. Hfersheverymakes
conservatism,
is extreme,
is also very smart. She is never 'overdressed.'
"Dolores Del Rio I mention because she is, on
all occasions, properly gowned, properlj' groomed
and because she has, I think, exceptional taste in
her selection of accessories, gloves, shoes and
jewels. There is only one word which completely
describes Miss Del Rio and it has been worn thin —
'exotic' Norma Shearer appeals to me as a welldressed woman. Verree Teasdale gives to clothes
a glamour that cannot be ignored. She is a very
smart young woman.
takespersonality.
great pains inI name
matching
her"Genevieve
clothes to Tobin
her own
her
for this trait and because I respect the judgment
of my friend, Mrs. Irene Castle McLaughlin, who
picked Miss Tobin as the best-dressed woman in
Hollywood. Claudette Colbert is chic and wears
smart clothes with a piquant air that many The first picture of Helen Hayes with her famous daughter, Mary, taken in the garden of Miss Hayes' home.
attempt but few achieve.
"There
are names
others,thatof come
course,
many
These
are the
to my
mindothers.
first-.
Short Shots
All of them rate as best-dressed women off the
Wonderful
screen. I would not like the job of having to
Julie Haydon has been signed to play opposite
Noel Coward in his first talkie, which has the
choose from among them the best-dressed one of
all. I doubt if such a person exists — in Hollywood
working
title of Miracle on 49th Street — ^When Greta
Enlarged
48-page
or anywhere else, for that matter. But if I had
Garbo moved into a new dressing-room recently
and the janitor cleared out the old one he found
to make a choice it would be Kay Francis."
BEAUTY
NUMBER
piles of comic papers !— Incidentally, my recent
remarks on Garbo as an animal-lover brings forth
NEXT WEEK
A Husband in His Element
the information that Greta has two cats which
she
calls "Olive
Oil" and order
"Castor
— Joan
Mozell Britonn, red-haired Broadway beauty
Crawford
has a standing
at aOil."
bookshop
Continuingthing its
of someextra 1935
specialprogramme
every week.
The
for all new books; those she likes she sends her
who became Alan Dinehart's wife a year
PiCTUREGOER now publishes advance news of
ago, has been engaged for the role of Dinehart's
friends. — Cecile Sorel, will probably star in that
secretary in Fox's Dante's Inferno.
Sarah Bernhardt film. — M.-G.-M. has signed up
next
week's
glorious
enlarged
Beauty
Number
another Swedish actress, Jutta Rolf.
"It's the first real chance I've had to dictate
of The PiCTUREGOER, a magnificent 48-page
to my wife," Dinehart remarks.
issue — at the usual price of twopence only —
glowing with pictures that will make your
"Lost Over London"
eyes sparkle; features that will make your
Custody of the Dog
Mr. Lost
RexOverGraves,
pulse beat faster.
London,producer
writes toand
pointdirector
out thatof
In this issue you will share the secrets of
our
cameo
criticism
of
the
picture
in
the
recent
It has long been a favourite jest concerning
stars whose beauty and allure has won them
film star divorces to ask who was awarded
PiCTUREGOER Film Guide for 1935 might be
misleading.
the
adoration
of
millions
the
world
over.
the custody of the Pekinese.
If you admire g^ace and charm; if the art
Now it has come true. Carole Lombard and
The film, he says, was not so much an attempt
of looking elegant intrigues you ; if you wish
William Powell, since their divorce, have the
to present London life in panorama (as the review
to
know
more
about
the
power
of
personality;
same trouble with their dog that some separated
stated)as the adventures of a pound note in London.
if you wish to see and read about beauty at
couples have with a child, a Hollywood gossip
its best and brightest, to learn its secrets and
We
are glad to accept Mr. Graves' more adequate
description.
writer
They'veandcompromised
marvels, you simply must not miss next
gets the records.
dog on Sundays
holidays, and: Powell
Carole
The
producer adds the interesting information
week's big Picturegoer.
keeps him the balance of the time.
This fine all-photogravure issue will sell
that he is to make Pilgrim's Progress this year.
Bill is looking after the animals while Carole
He has signed Werner Brandes as cameraman and
out fast. Be sure to ask your newsagent to
is on holiday. Miss Lombard, by the way, believes
negotiations are in progress for the services of
supply your copy.
in
getting
a
long
little
doggie.
Her
favourite
is
a
daschund.
Clive Brook as "Christian."
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
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Since then he has also made The Man Who
Reclaimed His Head, an experiment in a propa''peace" film, and also The Mystery of
Edwin ganda
Drood.
"But that is just where the tremendous possibilities of the screen come in," said Claude Rains
enthusiastically, "it is just by that very repetition
that you can learn to act.
' 'Of course it would be easy to become mechanical
after a dozen or so repetitions of one line or gesture,
but that is just what the actor must fight.
' 'He must 'get inside ' that line the first time, and
never allow himself to get out of it again.
"I am schooling myself to do this, and now I
can so successfully become unconscious of my
surroundings, that I even forget I am in a film
studio.
"Of course it is a strain. By 5.0 p.m. I am
finished — through for the day." Having watched
him work I could well t)elieve this. "For sheer
acting possibilities," said Rains, "I believe the
screen has an unrivalled future."
It is an interesting fact that Claude Rains came
to the screen with absolutely no knowledge of the
films.
was outlook
a littltashamedHe oftells
this,youbut modestly
no doubtthat
this hefresh
in film-land has played a part in his success.
He has had many years experience on the stage
both in London and New York, playing in advanced moderxi plaj's and Theatre Guild Productions.
"When 1 made The Invisible Man," he told me.
"the director began discussing films \vith me, and
mentioning this and that star, and I had humbly to
confess that I had never even heard of them ! ' '
"'Good heavens, man,' said Jimmy Whale, 'go
out and learn something about them ! ' And for
a month I went and saw three films a day ! "
"What tempted you to leave sunny California
with all its glowing prospects to come to fogbound London and make a British picture?" I
asked
'stock' question,
because it never
fails to(this
drawis my
a cliaracteristic
reply).
"Butevasively.
England's my home," answered Claude
Rains

^

Claude

RAINS

'HO, in an interview with Beatrice Moore, declares that the
Hollywood long term contract plan makes for stale actors, and
outlines his ambitions.
idiifliiiiiiiliitti
f; film ])er- hanging in a different angle over one shoulder, to
of tlie ofmost
CNEsonalities
is in London its arrangement the previous day. The "prop" man
yearestin
the inter
making a picture. I arrived at the sprung to put it right
" I feel like a bride," murmured Rains almost
studios at 2.0 p.m. and saw " Invisible
"Hell!" yelled somebody, "another
Man" Claude Rains sitting in a inaudibly.
trance on the platform of a provincial o:
" scene was set, the red light
theatre set in his new British picture The ;^18 ncc
west !the
gone more
Clairvoyant.
glowed "silence ",the cameras turned ready, and
At 4.30 he was still sitting in a trance, in Fay W'ray, as the Clair\-oyant's fellow confederthe same attitude, the director was still
ate, was announced to the "audience."
"Ladies and gentlemen," began the announcer,
yelling " cut ".
" allow
introduceHisyouright
to Mademoiselle
Claude Rains smiled patiently, mopped his he
got me
no to
farther.
arm extended . in. ."a
face and called for a mirror in order to dab
sweeping
gestureentered
hit " Mademoiselle"
in thestudio
eye
as
she daintily
behind him. The
on a little fresh make-up.
For the twentieth time he rose from his roared. "Cut," yelled the director once more. . .
You may think that all this has nothing to do
trance and addressed the audience in his own
with acting and artistry? Later, sitting comfortinimitable manner.
ably in the stalls of the provincial theatre, I asked
the Clairvoyant himself about this.
Having watched him the first time I can
And remember that Claude Rains is something
truthfully say that his gestures had lost more
than a disembodied voice.
none of their expression or his acting its
He
appeared in Crime Without Passion which
artistry by the twentieth repetition.
was made with an entirely unpublicised caste, and
At the twentieth shot it was discovered by the was hailed in America as among the first eight
script Kirl that the arrangement of his beautiful great films of the year, and recei\'ed in England
black velvet cloak lined with white satin, was by an unanimously enthusiastic pre.ss.
8
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" Yes, but to leave Holly>\'ood studios for British studios?" I suggested.
"What's wrong with British studios?" fenced
the Clairvoyant — "come and see my dressingroom here — it's the last word in comfort."
" I'm surprised at your questions ! " he continued,
turning the attack on me. "British pictures are
making a big impression in America now — didn't
"But," he added seriously, "I'll give you a
? " whv I have come here. If I
you know
verv
good that
reason
tied up.
had
stayed in .\merica I should have become
" I wanted to free-lance, to make independent
pictures like Crime Without Passion, to choose my
own roles.
" But Hollywood studios tie you up under longterm contracts.
"One studio wanted me to sign for three
pictures,
which I hadn't
which is aof dangerous
thing toeven
do. seen the stories ;
" I don't believ-e in long contracts, because 1
thing.
tliink one is apt to become 'typed,' for one
" .\nd for another thing, you can very easily
become stale and tired working too long in one
studio. I am convinced that the public becomes
tired of seeing your face too many times in one
him what his ambitions for the
f
future were, he answered, "Well, I don't care
for the so-called 'glamour' of stardom. All I want
is to do really interesting work in the films. You
d enjoyed every minute in the
I aske
know,
I've
Whensoin far
studio,
each one of my pictures the work has
beenyear."
so absorbingly interesting.
"Jimmy Wliale was marvellously kind in
letting me follow my own ideas if 1 was ever
'unhappy' in a line or action. I think it should
always be like that.
in what he
is "Directly
doing, thenantheactor
thingfeels
will 'unhappy'
turn out wrong.

"We had glorious fun doing The Invisible Man.
Of course it was very ' heavy acting ' sometimes,
having to rely only on my voice, and occasionally
gesture — but it was well worth the experience."
Make a note! — next week's " Picturegoer " is a 48 page BEAUTY NUMBER
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Beal
Jo
Who is an enthusiastic wireless
fanhn
as well as a keen filmgoer. John, one of Hollywood's up-and-coming leadir^ men, has the title role in " The Little Minister." He
hails from Joplin, Missouri, where his father owns a department store, and he served
his stage apprenticeship at the Hedgerow Theatre, where Ann Hardir^ received her
early dramatic training.
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J. B. Priestley
has become sufficiently interested
in films to write
original stories
for the screen.
EVERYBODY is going to the
pictures these days ! The kinema
has come completely into its own as the
national, democratic entertainment of the
people. Celebrities mingle with the
man-in-the-street in the queue. And
PiCTUREGOER has been finding out what
many famous people who have now joined
the " film fans " think about it all.
•EAR, first of all, what the
manager of one of the greatest
West End kinemas has to say
about just a few of the distinguished folk who find the "pictures"
so fascinating.
" A list of all my famous patrons " (he says)
"would fill a miniature 'Who's Who.' Almost
everyone seems to be a film enthusiast now.
The time when the arrival of a celebrity in
the
ever. vestibule was an 'occasion' is gone for

" The King and Queen of Siam, since they have
been staying in this country, have constantly
spent a quiet few hours at the kinema.
" Then there is the Prime Minister. Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald likes a fine film as much as anybody.
He was, by the way, presented with a gold plaque who is not, by the way, a relation. And is a great
admirer of Garbo. Favourite director : Rene Clair.
at the opening of a famous London kinema.
"Our Gracie" believes that an exchange of
" Sir John Lavery delights in a good film show,
too. And shortly after Scott and Black arrived artistes between countries is a great thing from an
back in London after their great flight I saw the international friendship point of view.
Binnie Barnes and Adolphe Menjou are among
famous airmen stealing unrecognised into my
the few stars she has met personally. Thinks
house for a quiet evening.
" And so I could go on.
Binnie is very beautiful.
There is one great star Conrad Veidt avoids
" Mrs. Dudley Ward and her daughters, Penelope
" I have many times seen the I^rince of and Angela, are also keen filmgoers. Others include seeing on the screen. Himself!
"It's much too personal," he says, "and I react
\\'ales slip quietly into his seat unrecognised Queen Maud of Norway, Princess Beatrice, Lord
and happy to be free from the glare of pub- and Lady Louis Mountbatten, Countess of Gains- to the feelings of the audience too much. But
licity. He was often accompanied by the
I
do
see all the films in which any of my friends
borough, Sir Philip Sassoon, Lord Reading, Lord
Duke of Kent — once I saw the Duchess of Ivor Churchill. Duke and Duchess of Westminster, have had a hand — either in the cast or direction
York in the circle.
Gordon Selfridge, Epstein, Lady Fumess, George
Pictures, he pleads, are international, just as
"Karl Bcatty is very fond of films and is a Bernard Shaw, Lloyd George, Winston Churchill,
international, and the kinema is a very real
and isproduction."
frequent patron — -and the Queen of Spain is as Lord and Lady Melchett, Lord Lonsdale — in fact, art
art.
keen on a good picture as any.
Conrad Veidt insists that a picture should be
" The last man you would expect to find standing everybody ! "
quite casually in the queue, you would say, " "Dicturegoer's
representative's own in- logically directed and completed, and prefers a
would be H. G. Wells. But that was where we
X vestigation into the film-going secrets of steady musical background throughout its entirety.
found him — a little surprised and amused at being the celebrities proved illuminating.
Henry Hall, the celebrated conductor of the
discovered.
Gracie Fields, for instance, goes to the movies in B.B.C. Dance Orchestra, is a keen and fairly
disguise ! Popularity can be a heavy burden consistent picturegoer. Often seen at trade shows.
" A Garbo picture was showing.
"But I am not keen on first nights," Henry
"La Garbo, indeed, is the greatest draw of all. and she dislikes being "spotted" by the audience.
She certainly stirs up the Debrettites ! I should Sunday is her favourite day for a visit to the confesses, "because I see a lot of people I don't
need much more space than this to list the
"pictures."
Prefers musical films and considers One Night
celebrities at a Garbo first night.
Prefers "homely" pictures. Likes W. C. Fields want
to see ! "
lo
NEXT WEEK- -Perfect 48-PAGE BEAUTY NUMBER— twopence as usual.

o/ Love, with Grace Moore, one of the best
yet. Charlie Chaplin is his favourite, but close
runners-up for his admiration are Norma Shearer,
Jane Baxter, Jack Hulbert and Cicely Courtneidge.
Henry Hall knows many of the Hollywood stars
personally, including Victor McLaglen, Rudy
Vallee, Joan Blondell and Fay Wray. Likes a
large orchestra in the kinema and thinks that
British pictures are really going ahead.
Henry will himself play the lead in a British
International talkie in April.
Next you must meet the man who has never seen
a Greta Garbo film ! Billy Mayerl, the popular
pianist and composer. Pictures of stirring adventure, such as The Count of Monte Crista and
the riotous Lynn- Walls farces, are more in his line
than drawing-room drama.
Billy, who has written the music for several
films,
feelseducathat
movies including
do not makeBrewster's
the fullestMillions,
use of their
tional powers and value.
Mrs. Mayerl, incidentally, is an inveterate film
fan. She makes up for what busy Billy misses !
The Western Brothers may prefer an old school
tie, but they have not much time for boiled
shirts and first nights ! But they went to their
own — Mr. Cinders.
Both like historical pictures and comedies.
Have nothing but praise for The Scarlet Pimpernel.
Hand generous bouquets to Roland Young,
Ralph Lynn, Greta Garbo, Ronald Colman and
Nigel Bruce. Admire Alexander Korda. Fond of
goodtheorgan
music cads
at the
for
moment,
! kinema. And that's all
The Hon. Anthony Asquith became a keen
picturegoer when at Oxford, migrated into the
industry, and is now a well-known director.
says,the"have
developed
out"Film
of all audiences,"
recognition he
during
past few
years.
A film first-night is now as brilliant a social
occasion as at the play."
Now practically everybody "goes to the
pictures."
Royalty,andCabinet
generals, lawyers
authors.ministers, admirals,

Lord Berners, on the other hand, has a special
Mr. Asquith does not think that this is because
the standard of fiJms has improved, but he does preference for the fantastic tjpe of film.
And
for this reason admires the Four Marx
feel that stage and screen are helping theotheralong. Brothers.
Not all the celebrated film fans, of course, are
screen and stage people.
Historical films do not appeal to him because
Viscount Dunedin, the 85-year-old Scottish Law he feels that they mutilate historj-. Ideas of how
Lord, for example, is more than just a picturegoer. famous people looked, as depicted in books and
He is a director, producer and scenarist all in one. paintings, are sadly shattered.
At his home in Lower Sloaxie Street, Picturegoer found the most modern of movie equipment.
he can laugh with the rest and best when
With it he shows his own films to chosen friends. Buthistory
is brilliantly burlesqued, as in
He has shown striking pictures of his European Eddie Cantor's Roman Scandals.
travels, of the Braemar Games and of a variety of
Prefers a good all-round cast to a single star.
events and people at home and abroad. Their With one exception. Greta Garbo ! Sees everv
interest and appeal is enhanced b}' his own picture in which she plays because of her personality and peculiar type of beauty.
personal commentary plus splendid photography.
Mr. C. W. R. Nevinson, the famous artist, is
A film which Lord Dunedin saw recently, and
for which he is full of praise, was Les Miserables. not a frequent filmgoer, but he has made his mind
what he has seen — and says so !
" I prefer films of the classics and history," he up Heaboutdislikes
German pictures and Russian
says, "provided always that they are faithfully
propaganda films, but admires the French
technique.
It was Lord Dunedin who presented the gold
medal
of honour to Alfred Hitchcock for his
portrayed."
Is all for greater simplicity in films. Elaborate
masterly direction of The Man Who Knew Too "sets," he feels, can never rival the real thing.
Much, voted to be the best British picture of 1934. news
And more
reels. use should be made of "cuts" from
And "Flying" visits to the kinema are a dashing
"I am astonished," he told Picturegoer,
sidelight
in the
of "Jim"
the
Atlantic
air private
ace. Youlifewill
find himMollison,
at the "that the £100,000 picture is not advertised as a
£500,000 picture. It would be just as true, and
— when
not onSometimes
an air expedition
—"pictures"
six or seven
timeshe aisweek.
twice in worth !
would
then be giving the public its monej^'s
one night. And more often than not well to the
Mr. Nevinson favours an international film
fore at their first nights.
and years.
feels sure there will be one witbin
"Jim"American
thinks English
actorsAdmires
are at Alexander
their best language
the next ten
under
direction.
Korda and that other great producer, Lubitsch.
"The public," he says, "is not so stupid as it is
Prefers a good "gangster" film, but has a weak made out to be. They leamt a language as
spot for MacDonald-Chevalier musicals. Favourite children and should, therefore, be all the more
stars : Barbara Stanwyck and Claude Rains (the
capable of learning another one now."
" Invisible Man ") .
here is his parting
shot : "The film industry
is And
old fashioned
and tradition-bound.
Just an
"Jim"
once
acted
in
a
movie
himself
—
Dual
Control.
enormous mass of misapplied energy."
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Marlene
Dietrich
A striking study of the
star as she appears in
her new film, "Carnival
in
has Spain."
the role of a Marlene
Spanish
girl, and it is stated
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by Darryl F. ZANUCK
CT'HE chief of the Twentieth Century
Company tells you what it is really
like to be a " movie mogul."
"N almost every interview to which a
film executive submits himself, the
question is asked: "What does the
producer actually contribute to the
film?"
The producer's natural impulse is to jib at
what seems to him to be a polite third degree.
Then, having overcome his resentment, he
will go on to justify himself humbly.
Since the impression has been broadcast
that a film producer is any man with a million
dollars to spend, and who spends it indiscriminately,am
I going to make the attempt
to dispel this illusion.
As the producer of a few hundred screen
plays, several of which have cost a million
dollars each, I find it necessary to defend
myself and those who find themselves in a
similar position.

Loretta Young and
Ronald Colman as

The status of the film industry to-day is
they appear in "Clive
such that money, in itself, means nothing.
Ten million dollars cannot make a good
the responsibilities with which the public often work twelve hours at a stretch it is not unpicture unless the producer knows what to is But
common to finish a week behind schedule. If this
not so well acquainted are of equal importance
do with it.
and prove an even greater strain.
had happened with Clive it would
have
There is, for one thing, censorship, a major cost 2oth Century' Pictures exactlyof India."
$200,000 —
' It is^ a grave responsibility full of traps for
the unwary. The perfect example is Clive item in any phase of the amusement business.
and there are not many pictures making as much
The changing attitudes of the press and public profit as that in these days.
of India, 20th Century's first million-dollar
While a producer is making one picture with
production, which we finished a few weeks ago. to a picture or a star or a trend is something else
one star he must at the same time be planning
The job of transcribing this story to the screen for the producer to worry about.
.\nd the demands of the sales organisations and another picture with another star. He must make
was far from easy. A single oversight might have
ruined the work of months.
exhibitors all over the world need their quota of the final decisions on new stories while he is
absorbed in the current production. .\nd there
The selection and adaptation of the story, the attention.
.\11 these factors, and factions, have their say can be no snap judgments when one is confronted
choice of a star and supporting cast, the right
director and a producing staff — these were the in the making of a picture. Any one of them with the possibility of a million-dollar mistake.
can wreck an entire production.
It may be said that a producer who has at his
routine judgments required of me.
disposal such stars as Ronald Colman, George
Arliss, Fredric March, Maurice Chevalier and
Theis made
producer's
the film
and doworries
not endstart
until before
the picture
has Loretta Young cannot go wTong.
But I cannot afford to put these stars into
been run in the last theatre in which it will play —
Ronald Colman
vehicles which may impair their future value, a
perhaps
years
later.
another scene from
Upon the favour with which one picture is mistake of far-reaching consequences. In Hollythe film.
received depends, in large measure, the success of
wood one has to tnink of yesterday and to-morrow,
as well as of to-day.
future productions.
As if these burdens were not enough, the proScreen production is a highly competitive busiducer has both labour troubles,
ness, and, in order to survive one must turn out
which occur in any industry, and pictures that, good or bad, make money. Yet,
temperamental difficulties which with that knowledge, producers frequently make
films from which they do not expect to produce a
rarely crop up in other fields.
Stars, directors and ^vriters work profit. They merely hope to cover their costs,
under tension. _ They must be driven accrued
and at some
later date to reap the benefits of
prestige.
hard, for delays are costly.
On Clive of India our daily proIt isentertainment.
a gesture toward raising the standards of
duction cost was over $30,000. mass
With picture companies dependent
If there is a loss from such a gesture, the proon weather conditions and the
ducer is the one who takes it, either in the form
ability to secure production items of censure from the company executives, if he is a
for a stated period of time, it is salaried employee, or in hard cash if he is using
difficult enough to keep within his o^vn money.
schedule on the ippropriated budget.
In .short, producing pictures is no sinecure. I
In spite of the fact that companies know.
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Perfect

TOT since the mike unmuzzled the
screen and put action on the leash
has a picture been so eminently
satisfjring dramatically and pictorialiy as this brilliantly directed
and edited adaptation of Major F. Yeats
Brown's novel, The Lives of a Bengal
Lancer.

Talkie

factory and their outlook so human and universal
in its ap{>eal.
To account
for Gary
Lieutenant
McGregor
he is Cooper's
classified inflections
as a Scottishas

Canadian and the Colonel's son's accent is justified
by giving him an American mother and a long
upbringing in the States.
is the Colonel's
to his
son,Finally
which there
is unbelievably
severe, attitude
but it seems
to
me
legitimate
to
emphasise
it
for
the
sake
of the
Actually, it is suggested by the book rather
theme and, as I have said, Sir Guy Standthan adapted from it, and no comparison dramatic
ing is so absolutely in character that he makes
between the two should be attempted.
the attitude wholly convincing.
It is sufficient that Henry Hathaway has
Gary Cooper is excellent and affords, with his
given us a remarkably fine story and an bluntness and lack of finesse, an excellent foil to
outstanding picture which it is difficult to Franchot Tone; the witty lines and scenes which
the dramatic burden of the story are
imagine being equalled during the current lighten
given to these two, who are continually sparring
between themselves and with the Colonel it takes
year.
Not only has action, realistic and thrilling them so long to understand.
Richard Cromwell is well in character as
come into its own again, but also there is the
same sense of emotion that the silent pictures Lieutenant Stone, whose character has its weaknesses and who, unable to
induced without the aid of unnecessary verbistand up to the torture
age; while super-added to it is the balancing which
is inflicted on him
note of bandinage and wit conveyed by cleverly when he is captured,
written dialogue.
a plan of camIn other words, pictorial expressionism — gives away
paign but later redeems
the very foundation of all screen art — comes himself by gallantry in
action.
fully into its own.
C. Aubrey Smith brings
There are no women in the story, or rather realism
to the role of a
only one, whose part is negligible, although hardbitten Major and
her presence is vital because it is through her Douglas Dumbrille is
that an officer of the 41st Bengal Lancers is excellent as the warring
captured and the situation which leads up to chieftain Mohammed
Khan, who is depicted as
the terrific climax is engendered.
The theme of the plot is the devotion of a suave and cruel, educated and yet barbaric by
serving soldier to his regiment operating on the instinct.
North-west Frontier of India. A devotion that
While the acting and
amounts almost to fanaticism, but which is
characterisations are
redeemed by its nobility and selflessness.
alike excellent, and the
theme is one which holds
This unswerving loyalty is represented by a and
interests you, the
Colonel Stone, a part brilliantly characterised
by Sir Guy Standing, who makes it natural, sin- action is equally well
done and the atmoscere and emotionally gripping.
phere isperfect.
His son comes out to join the regiment and his
When I saw the picfather antagonises him by treating him as a
ture Isat next to a man
stranger — he will not show even the slightest who had spent the best
suspicion of favouritism and his son must earn his
part
pf told
his life
spurs like any other young subaltern.
and he
me inthatIndia
he
could not say for certain where actual locations
He is "adopted"
by two,
Lieutenants
McGregor
and Forsythe,
whoofficers.
also feel
that the ended and Califomian ones were introduced.
Colonel is devoid of all human emotion ; later they
This says a great deal for the editing, which is
are to discover that his iron exterior conceals a
equally brilliant in the way it maintains conwealth of restrained sentiment.
tinuity and an even tempo of development.
I do not want to reveal the intricacies of the
Skirmishes with the natives are produced on a
action to you because there is a strong element of realistic scale, while the final assault on a fort is
suspense which would be partially spoiled in effect one of the most stirring sequences I have witnessed on the screen.
if I did; it is sufficient to say that it involves the
battle of wits and armed strength between a
The atmosphere of the life of the regiment
warring chieftain and the regiment for the strikes me as exceptionally realistic and great
possession of an ammunition train.
attention has been paid to military detail, which
How Lieutenant Stone is captured together with was under the suj)ervision of Lieutenant Colonel
McGregor and Forsythe, and how they extricate W. E. Wynn, O.B.E.. formerly of the Scottish
themselves after enduring untold tortures provides Bengal Lancers, and Captain Rochfort-John,
one oftionsthe
most dramatic and enthralling situa- formerly of the Royal Engineers, and Major G. O.
ever screened.
Bagley, formerly of the Bengalese CavalryThere are certain criticisms which are bound to T.
great picture, indeed, and one of which the
be made but which to my mind are swept away producers may be justly proud. I only wish that
by the grandeur of the conception as a whole and our studios had the vision to make subjects as
its execution.
fine and English as this. It is a queer commentary
For instance, it is difficult to believe that on production in this country that America should
Franchot Tone was an Oxford undergraduate and make an epic — a word much misused in reference
an
the "Blues"
before
he was
posted his
to to films by certain scribes and publicity men is
the officer
Bengalin Lancers
but his
acting
is perfect
justified here— but the North-west Frontier,
characterisation so alive and natural that one fully
which glorifies the spirit of our British fighting
forgets the accent and mannerisms which are forces while we mess about with indifferent farces
foreign to his supposed antecedents.
and films with Continental settings which fail as
Equally the presence of two other officers with a rule to capture the spirit that would have
American accents would be somewhat disconcert- animated them if they had been made in a country
ing if their acting were not so eminently satis they are supfKJsed to represent. — L. C.
14
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Men tokoof make
" The
Lives
a Bengal
Lancer" a tntal,
compelling drama of
the Indian Northloest Frontier—
Franchot Tone,
C.
Aubrey Smith, Sir
Guy Standing and
Gary Cooper.

za does not
extravagan
lateststandard
Eddie
of his previous
up to the
come Cantor's
efforts. It has its amusing situations, a good song
or two for the star and, of course, the glamour of
the Goldwyn Girls, but as a
whole it lacks that sparkle
which characterised Roman Scandals.
Kid hlillions an^f punch
The plot is none too good
and it looks as though the gag-man had run rather
short of novelties, since he falls back very fre-
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Warren Hymer is fairly funny as the gangster
and Ethel Merman sound as his moll, but the
weight of the entertainment rests almost entirely
on Cantor's efforts and he appears to find it a
little too heavy at times. — L. C.
Let
Critics
Really

the
who
See

the Films
Quide

You

Tom Walls and
Yvonne Amaud
in
a new Ben
''Lady
in
Travers farce

Danger."

There
be showier
among but
the
more may
fashionable
screenperformers
character actors,
lam beginning to think that few so sincerely and
successfully sacrifice j^ersonal pyrotechnics to
creating the character intended by the author as Paul
As
an
unlettered Mexican
Muni.
Bordertown who
ruthlessly battles his way
to wealth in Bordertown he gives a comp>elling
ptortrayal of undisciplined ambition that brings
newMr.interest
to the convinces
"success story"
Muni really
us that theme.
he is Johnny
Ramirez, son of a Mexican peo.i, obsessed with
ambition. By dint of hard work he becomes a
lawyer and his first imptortant case is against
Dale Elwell, a wealthy society girl, whose car has
smashed the truck of a Mexican gardener.
Ramirez loses in court, attacks the opposing
lawyer and as a result is disbarred. Drifting
across the Mexican border, he gets a job in Charlie
Roark's saloon and eventually becomes a partner.
Charlie's wife, Marie, falls in love with him, but
he rejects her advances. She murders her husband
and his death is accepted as accidental.
Ramirez now branches out by building a new
and luxurious gambling resort. To it comes
Dale Elwell. He falls completely beneath her
Marie, conscience stricken and half-crazed with
jealousy, confesses the murder and implicates
spell.
Ramirez. It is obvious at the trial that she is
insane and Ramirez is acquitted. It is then
revealed to him that Dale has merely been amusing
herself.
The disillusioned hero thereupon sells his
'■hisracket"
and devotes his life to good works among
own people.
Bette Davis contributes a cleverly graduated
portrayal as Marie and Margaret Lindsay efficiently
and gracefully represents the society girl.
The film is inclined to run to length. The
development in the opening particularly is leisurely, and at the risk of sacrificing the film's bid for
easy
the star's
devoted
mothertears
somein footage
mightscenes
be cutwith
here.hisOtherwise
—M.D.P.
the theme is grippingly exploited in the acting of
Muni, and Archie Mayo's forceful treatment.
Jean Muir emerges from this picture with an
enhanced reputation as an actress of undeniable charm and ability; her acting makes it
worth while for otherwise the story is slight and
not very credible,
UeSlTuOie unsophisticated
of an
role whose
plays the girl
rv lY/iVtlf
mother, a famous actress,
hides her relationship as she fears it will interfere
with her pleasure-seeking life, and she brings to it
a wealth of naturalness and unafEected charm.
In spite of the artificiality of many of the
situations, she remains convincing and sincere.
The mother, who has an admirer for whom the
daughter, after an accidental meeting — he finds
her in her flat, to which the actress had given him
the key — feels an almost filial love, is very well
characterised by Verree Teasdale, while George
Brent is attractive as the lover who transfers his
affection from one generation to another with
remarkable celerity.

quently on the good old stand-bys both of spoken
word and slapstick action.
But while it may prove disappointing in
comparison with his other pictures, it provides
broad humour of a popular order which compares
favourably with the average run of its particular
type of entertainment.
Eddie Cantor clowns and sings his way energetically through a plot in which he is supposed
to be the heir of an Egyptian archaeologist who

had discovered a vast treasure in an ancient tomb.
There are other claimants to the fortune in the
shajje of a gangster and his moll — the moll
claiming to be Eddie's mother — and also a bogus
Kentucky colonel who alleges he had financed
theThe
archiologist's
fun and theexpedition.
trouble become hectic when
the parties arrive in Egypt and discover that a
shiek is waiting impatiently for the supjKJsed heir
in order to put him to death for violating his
ancestor's tomb.

The theme resolves itself into a fight by the
elder woman to get rid of her too attractive
daughter, and to this end she engineers an engagement for her with a wealthy young man about
town.
His parents, however, do not approve and are
scandalised when, feeling miserable while stopping
with them, she sends for her old frienJ.
The engagement is broken and a stormy interview takes place between mother and daughter
which ends in the latter going away with the
man whom she had suddenly realised she loved
and who had managed to convince her that there
was nothing between himself and her mother, who
easy.
had hinted of such an intrigue to her daughter.
The girl believes his tale, but 1 did not find it so
The picture is technically verj' good and has
some good dialogue, although it never really
emerges from its artificial atmosphere. — L. C.
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Just Till in the Coupon for the Bargain you
want and enclose with FULL NAME (Mrs. or
Miss) AND ADDRESS and postal order for
amount of deposit and postage. Overseas and
Jhsh Free State fall cosh only. Please cross P.O.
thus I I in ink. Write very plainly and
post without delay.

CHARMING
FROCK
# K.AOO. Made in fancy
check weave Afgalaine with
basque at waist in front to
give a coat effect. The S
glass buttons down centre
front carry this effect a
stage further, and the
dainty Organdie collar, with
frilled edge, finishes a
well-made and attractive
garment.
now and judge value
atSendhome.
Siies: S.W. 46; W. 46,
48.
50; W.X. 48. (W.X. I/extra).
Colours: Tomato, Saxe,
Marina Green, Light Navy,
Cedar Brown, Black.
Special Bargain O / 1 I
(Post 6d.) Price, '/ ' '
I/- deposit only, balance
if preferred
at2/- nomonthly
extra cost.

0 DR.94. An elegant
Matron's model in the
latest Sand Crepe background, daintily printed in
a becoming
Detachable vest ofdesign.
Georgettine.
Specialmingfeatures
are
slimshoulder effectto pleating
waistlinefromat
each side, bodice cut to a
point, and with
tie belt
at back.of
Finished
buttons
self material.
Sizes: Hips 46, 48, 50, 52,
54, 56 in.
Lengths: Wine,
44, 46, Lido,
48, 50Sage
in.
Colours:
Green, Chocolate, Navy,
Black.
Try this dignified model
in your own home for
just 1/6 funddeposit
. . . you
reed in full unless
are more than pleased.
Balance 2/6 monthly, if
preferred,
at no|^ extra
cost.
Special
/1 I
Bargain
(Post 6d.)Price ■ ^/ • •

Special

Bar^^din

AN ATTRACTIVE
DAY FROCK
K.402. It is made in All
Wool Ralnspot material,
fashionably trimmed with
fine pleating
self material. This isof effectively
placed
on
bodice
and
cuff,
while the belt is finished
in fan shape and fastened
with gilt button. An oyster
coloured flower makes a
charming finish to an
extremely useful gown.
Sizes: S.W. 44. 46; W. 46,
48.
50; W.X.Tomato.
48. 50. Marina
Colours:
Green, Burgundy. Nigger
Brown. Dark Navy.
Why
not Bargain
send at once and
Special
secure
this Bargain? |2/6

THE AMBRON
BELTED
CORSELETTE
The
very ispeakreached
of corselette
comfort
in this
beautiful model. with
fashionable grace of line
and truly delightful figure
uphold andin support.
It is
offered
fine stripe
Coutille. pink or white,
with elastic insets on hips
and spiraltinuoussupports
down back. conUnderbelt has 7-inch self
busk, shoulder bands adjust
bust line, and there are six
suspenders. Sizes 30 to
46see in.It and
bust.tryDon't
on. fail to

(Post 6d.)
1/6 deposit only, balance
2/6
if preferred
•t nomonthly
extra cost.

P?kJ"
8/11
(Post 4d.)
II- deposit only, balance
21- monthly If preferred
at no extra cost.

Please send me, on approval. Garment
as requested at present Bartain price
stated above. I enclose the necessary
deposit together with postage and will
pay balance of price either in one sum
or by the stated monthly instalments.
If I return the article unworn at once you
will refund my deposit.

Coupon

E

UJILSON

THE AMBRON
FREE FORM
CORSET
The Ambron Free Form
Corset is specially designed
to meet the utmost requirements of prevailing
fashions . . . you will find it
gives
gentle
support
to the
bust
and over
comfortable
moulding
the hips,
discreetly emphasizing the
naturaling thefigure
charmandofenhancevery
dress.
In
Roselovely
cloth, Satin-faced
B in. busk, Teafour
suspenders
and
Sizes 30 to 46backin.lacing.
bust.
Your deposit refunded in
full unless you are deSpi^Jal
lighted. Bargain | |
(Post 6d.)
I/- deposit only, balance
2/if preferred
at nomonthly
extra cost.

Try This Smart Shoe on Appro.
0newAS.Walking-Comfort
154. A charming Last
modelwithShoea l}-in.
made on the
heel. In dull surfaced Calf
and Black SuedeCuban
with
neat Black and White lace finished with four
ornamental acorns to match. Also in Brown
Willow Calf and Brown Suede. At a Bargain Price.
On approval for just 1/6 deposit. Balance 2/6
Bargai
monthlynPrice
if preferred at no extra cost. IH/A
Sizes
range
from 3 to 7 and half sizes.
6d.)
(Post Coupon
Post
To-day!

IV/W

EDNA
BEST says
"I have received and worn the Ambron
Corset Mi
and am particularly glad to compli★ ment you on ss
iu unexcelled grace, style and fit."
HALE
says
BINNIE
"I have never been better suited and
pleased
than
Ambron
sswith
k sets, andMi
I am
very thegladsplendid
to endorse
the Corvery
real merits of your British Made Model."

Garment

Colour..

Frock Size
Length..
(If outsize please state O.S.)
Shoe Size..
Corselette (Butt)

(Waist)
(Hips)
"Picturegoer," 16.2.35. No. 273.
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Phil Lonergan

Sends

it Hot

From

Hollywood

She

Weekly

Margaret Dee is married, and
the mother of three children. She
is playing an important role in
Becky Sharp, and studio officials
predict a successful future for her.
A One

Day Honeymoon

!

recruit
whofromis
stage,
Yorkson,
NewHutchin
the ine
Joseph
considered a future star, recently
married James Townsend, Warner

^ouldnt

The wedding took place in J^as
produce
Vegas, r.Nevada, on a Saturday, the
next day (Sunday) they visitetl the
Boulder Dam.
nowfollowinjf
under construction, and the
dHy
they
were
back
at
work
at
thi
Warner studio !
The bride and groom, the studio
heads decided, could not be spared
from the lot for the time being.

Kiss

Gary

A Flying Star
Cooper

ng
on ,earth
breaki
every
has tried
who from
Cooper
Gar>'thrill
bronchos to shooting lions in Africa,
is now turning to the skies for his
ment.
excite
I understand
that the tall. lean,
outdoor screen hero is contemplating
buying a Douglas transport plane,
similar to that which came in
second in the famous London-Melvk-as
race recently.
seen at thebournefactory
in Santa He
Monica,
inspecting a ship and has been
observed spending considerable
time at local airports. He intends to
secure the services of a professional

!

^NNA STEM is so
Shy — A Garho
Mistak e — D u n n's
Come-Back — Another
Dee in Films.
NNA STEN introduced a
new temperamental note
to Holly^v-ood when she
refused to play a love
scene with Gar)' Cooper
because she claimed that she heirdly
93>K
knew him.
The Russian actress insisted upon enacting
less romantic scenes with Gary for a week or
two until they get better acquainted.
I had always thought that capable actresses
could emote on a second's notice, playing opposite any actor that might be selected, but it
appears that I am -wTong !

Heart c^air : That very forward young lady
Shirley Temple delivers her Valentine to Jitmny
Dunn.
supposed that whoever found the purse would
appropriate the money and possibly the other
valuables, and cast the purse aside.
However, later in the day a boy rode up on a
bicycle and delivered the purse to Sally with its
contents intact. He received $15 for his honesty.

Forgotten People
Many once prosperous film workers are em- What Might Have Been
ployed by the SERA, a government project
of fate,
Ann Harding
that aids men and women who have bef n handi- Except
have for
beena aturn
business
woman.
She wasmight
well
capped by the depression.
launched on a business career with a New York
SERA workers are employed on roads, erecting
company. She joined a Little Theatre
buildings, and similar tasks. The SERA utilises insurance
group, and this proved to be the turning point in
former studio employees to film scenes of its her
life.
activities. Directors, cameramen, electricians,
Robert Woolsey might still be a jockey except
script girls and carpenters are given employment for a nasty spill which ended his days on the turf.
at sums slightly above or below $50 a month.
Bertbeen
WTieeler,
Woolsey's
screenpartner,
might
J. Stuart Blackton, a director who once jws- have
the owner
of a news
stand.
He served
sessed millions, is directing scenes for SERA at his apprenticeship as a newsboy. A combination
a salary of $52 a month. He is very cheerful and of pluck, talent and circumstances launched him
hojjes that his SERA work will enable him to on an acting career.
stage a "come-back" in the studios.
Back in the Limelight
The Wrong Garho
James Dunn, likeable young leading man who
Great excitement was caused in the film colony
started his career at the top in Bad Girl, his
when a report was circulated that Greta first picture several years ago, and has been tryGarbo had died.
ing to fight back to his p)osition of eminence ever
Journalists rushed out to the Metro-Goldwyn- since, is at last coming into his own again.
Mayer studio where they found the Swedish star
Two recent pictures with Shirley Temple,
in excellent health, and greatly amused by the Baby, Take a Bow, and Bright Eyes have served
unfounded rumour.
to bring him back into stellar prominence, and his
"The late Garbo," turned out to be an ostrich excellent work seems destined to finally land him
named after the famous star. A reporter with a
stardom before the New Y'ear is half over.
sense of humour heard of the passing of the bird, intoDunn
is sharing the featured spot in George
and sent the story out as a joke.
White's second screen edition of Scandals for Fox
with Alice Faye, and later he vdll play opposite
the blonde charmer in The Song and Dance Man.
A Surprise for Sally
Sally Eilers is con\inced that there are people
in Hollywood so honest that even large sums A Star's Sister
of money cannot tempt them to be otherwise, Frances Dee will have plenty of competition in
her own family, for her elder sister, Margaret
Mliile on a shopping trip, the young actress lost
her purse containing $140, a jewelled vanity Dee, has been placed under contract by RKO,
case and various other valuables. She naturallv Frances' own studio.

The plane, if bought, will be fitted
like a flying bunk-room, with gun
racks, cooking-stove and ice box.
and will be used by the star for
between pictures to
quick
pilot. tripsOregon,
Montana,
and
other Western
states Colorado
during fishing
and
hunting seasons
and for his
transcontinental
voyages.
An Odd Clause

sustain
should
Templewhile
r-oldor Shirley
If anfive-yea
ed,
intoxicat
meet death
accident
h
forthwit
be
her insurance policy with Lloyds will
cancelled.
As might be expected, Shirley drinks only milk,
so she and her parents are not worried over this
The child star has a $25,000 accident insurance
provision.
individual
and among
Lloyds,
wth are
policy
underwriters
seventeen
members theof the House
of Lords !
A Frightened Actress
does not like flying, but had
May Oliver
Ednato appear
in a scene for the RKO studio,
wherein she had to climb out of a seaplane, which
was supposed to have just landed at a dock.
The shot was only to show the plane at the
dock with whirling propellers, gradually slowing
down, and the passengers coming ashore. The
director had assured Miss Oliver that the plane
would not leave its moorings.
But when the pilot raced the motors, the elongated screen actress "believed that she wjis being
taken
for atoride,
and out
promptly
used herShe
"prop"
umbrella
knock
a window.
was
starting to climb out the window when an actor
pulled her back into her seat, and assured her that
the plane would not leave the water.
Merely Movie Actors!
California State policemen thought a new
gang crime was afoot when five cars
bearingmajor
licences of the Michigan State police and,
filled with blue uniformed men, speeded northward along Ventura Boule\-ard.
The five cars and occupants were herded to the
sheriff's sub-station at Van Nuys. and it took a
studios to conthe Paramount
call from
telephone
vince the local
gendarmes
that they had arrested
half
of theState
company
Car 99, a story of -the
Michigan
police filming
!

Madeleine Carroll as the Queen and Clive Brook as Dr. Struensee.

Queen Caroline Matilda {Madeleine Carrolf) with Queen Juliana (Helen Haye) and her
ladies-in-toaiting.

CLIVE BROOK marks his return to the
British screen, opposite Madeleine
Carroll, in a strong character rfile as a
Hamburg doctor who rose to fame at the
Danish Court. " The Dictator," directed
by Virtor Saville, is the first offspring of
Toeplitz Productions, and is one of the
most ambitiously staged and expensive films
ever made in Britain.
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In spite of the revolvers. Bulldog Drtmtmond still retained
his sense of humour.

Freely based on the Film " Bulldog
Drummond " by permission of
United Artists Corp. Ltd., Film
House, Wardour St., London, W.I
See '• On the Screens Now "
feature, page 24, for the full cast and
Lionel Collier's criticism of thefilm.

|
j
I
|
:
j
himself as Prince Ach: introducing
med, delivered himself with gravity.
"A dead body, you say, you saw
on the divan here — of a man who
"N the odd tangle of events
from violence. How shocking
following his officiating as died
We must go into this. Young man,
best man at friend Algy's you axe laying yourself open to a
wedding, two things were
most serious charge. Do you
manifestly clear to Bulldog
imagine that I, a distinguished
Drummond. One was that, in foreign visitor to your shores, am
this palatial mansion, not ten capable of such crime? The gentleman on the sofa is my son-in-law,
minutes ago, he had seen on the
divan a dead body; the other an invalid, Dr. Owen Sothem. The
lady playing the piano is his wife.
that, on the same divan, he now
Lady Jane. I hope the representasaw a fair, young man; drunk,
tive of the law you have seen fit to
possibly; but alive, certainly.
bring here is satisfied none of us is
Nor were these the only facts
harbouring dead bodies."
"Oh, that's all right, sir!" the
confronting London's keenest
amateur sleuth with the impres- man in blue assured, with, in
sion that he must have stepped
Drummond's estimation, quite unfrom the fog of the Thames
called-for heartiness. " I know your
Excellency. Seen you scores of
Embankment into an Arabian
times. Young man, the body you
Night's
tale.
In the
saw
is either
myth or you've come
the
house
where
he first
had place,
come
to the
wrong a house.
upon the corpse of a bearded man
Aware that there was nothing else
about sixty, in the clothes of a to be done, Drummond bowed,
sea-captain, had been empty of apologised to his Excellency and,
inhabitants. The front door at quite unconvinced, followed the
upholder of law-and-order into the
which he had knocked, thinking
fog, into which, after a "Good night,
to summon help for a drunkard
he disapp>eared. For a man
clinging to an embankment tele- sir,"
such as Bulldog Drummond, opporgraph pole, had opened apparently
tunity, however, had knocked too
of its own initiative.
loudly to be ignored. Proof that
he had not mistaken the house on a
Now, however, the room containing the divan and the fair second entry, being the obvious next
young man was tenanted by three step, was quickly forthcoming.
people as well as the policeman on
Among the few bushes by the
point dut}' whom Drummond had crazy path leading to the front door
brought to inspect the body. The was the cigarette he had discarded
most consequential of these, a stout on his first arrival. The stub with
Oriental, garbed as a Euro[>ean,
initials "H. D." near the gold tip
20

were unmistakeable. He Wcis still
bending over his find when the front
door opened. Prince Achmed loomed
up in the fog, out of which his voice
travelled
peculiarlyif sinister.
tain Drummond,
you value "Capn
your
life,
forget
what
you've
just
here. Observe that I know seen
who
you are. Often have I had cause
to admire your deductions. In this
caseAction
leave them
alone."
of some
sort appyeared
undoubtedly called for. As a matter
of form, for hitherto Scotland Yard
had evinced no desire for Hugh
Drummond's help in solving its
problems, he called at the flat above
his own, on Insp>ector Neilson, C.I.D.
The Inspector, no longer a young
man, was a lover of bed, to which
he was on his way when the amateur
sleuth appeared, armed with matter
alarmingly Uke a fresh case.
"I knew it," the old gentleman
rapp)ed out. "Soon as I met you
at
that wedding
I knewyouthere'd
be trouble.
I thought
were
retiring to the country to grow those
red"Ohwhat
'ems." the
! I d'you
haven'tcallforgotten
hollyhocks, sir; but Prince Achmed
looks a doubtful character to me."
"Nonsense, my dear fellow. He's
perfectly well known; has lived in
that house for years. I'm off to bed.
He night
stumped
out of the room.
Good
Entering
the! " flat below, Drummond
engaged the telephone, with the
result a young man with the air of
a forlorn rabbit, shortly seated himself onbad
Hugh's
sofa.you away from
"Too
to drag
your bride Algy," Hugh observed.

"but it couldn't be helped. Old
Neilson wouldn't listen when I talked
"Well,
youbod
did say
you were
about
a dead
retiring
to Sussex
to" grow hollyhocks," Algy countered. You know,
Gwen didn't at all like the idea of my
coming along. I haven't even kissed
"Plenty of opportunity later.
Meanwhile,
there'sAlgy
the volunteered.
bell."
"It's a girl,"
yet."spot her hat through the
"her
I can
fanlight. Pity. A girl came to my
flat once in January and I couldn't
get rid of her till September."
"By mond
jove,
she's fainted,"
announced,
carrying Drumin the
new arrival from the hall. But is
voice,Alg\'
when? she
had " recovered
sheHer
pretty,
Is she?
sufficiently to use it, multiplied her
charm.
"Where is Inspector Neilson,
please? I must see him."
""Asleep,
But — tliis isAnything
serious. II can
mustdo?find"
the Insi>ector. You see, my uncle's
disappeared.
"Don't get agitated. Drink this
"My name's Lola Field. Who arc
" page 22)
Miss on
brandy.{Continued
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rUTEX

FIVE-MIXI
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WAY

efteMteS
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ONCE a week give your hands
this simple five-minute
beauty treatment.
1. Apply Cutex Cuticle Remover & Nail Cleanser to
cuticle and under nail-tips. The
dead cuticle is softened, easily
wiped away, and the nail-tips
cleansed.
2* Moisten a small piece of
cotton wool with Cutex Oily
Polish Remover. Rub lightly
over your nails so that it will
"remove every trace of the old
polish.
3. Brush on one of the lovely
shades of Cutex Liquid Polish,

Natural, Rose, Pink Pearl,
Peach, Coral, Cardinal, Ruby,
Mahogany or Colourless. Vary
the tint with your frock.
4« Now a touch of Cutex Nail
White — Pencil or Cream — to

i housands
make

their bath a complete
ment by oxygenating

Reudel

make the nail-tips immaculate.

oxygen

£»• Always finish off your
manicure with Cutex Cuticle
Oil or Cream to soften the

myriads

cuticle and keep it looking
smooth and neat.
Sparkling finger-tips add charm
and perfect finish to a wellgroomed appearance : and, with
Cutex, nails are made lovely,
with so little time and trouble.

of Britain's loveliest women

Bath

Cube.

beauty treat-

the water
The

with

a

beautifying

invigorates jaded tissues, cleanses
of tiny pores and stimulates

skin to radiant, velvety health.
tap water

the

Hard

will rob you of the bloom

youth — Reudel

Cubes,

the oxygen

of

hath

cubes, will keep you lovely and charming.

BATH

CvAex preparations are obtainable at chemists, stores and hairdressers
The Long - Lasting

Reudel

CUBES

CUTEX
LIQUID POLISH
MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN
CUTEX SPECIALISE IN EVERYTHING FOR LOVELY NAILS
SEND FOR THIS. A cutex introductory set, containing Cuticle
Remover & Nail Cleanser, and Liquid Polish. Enclose 6d. in stamps. Dept. CIS 1 , Northam
Warren, Ltd., 21 1 Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.i.

D
Oxygenate

2
your

each

hath
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(Continued from page 20)
"Only a private detective, but
I'll do all I can to help you. Who is
"He's captain of the Bombay
uncle
your
Girl,
which? " He
we'vewent
comeashore
from this
the
East onIndies.
morning
see Prince!" Achmed."
"Princeto Achmed
"He owns the Bombay Girl. Perhaps you know him. Uncle was
worried over a radiogram which had
come for him at Port Said, where we
stopped
to letwas
off ina sick
The message
code deck-hand.
and upset
uncle terribly. I believe it had
something
to do with the ship's
cargo.
"I see. Where is the radiogram.
"I've
Miss
Field?got" it. Uncle telephoned
me, ages ago, to take it to Prince
Achmed's house. I couldn't start
because of the fog. Then I
got anxious and telephoned the
Prince. What
He said
seen
uncle.
can he
havehadn't
happened
"I don't
but Now,
I've
heard
of quite
the know,
Prince.
Itowant
you
to
trust
me
with
that
him? "
radiogram. I'll see if I can get it
decoded. Will you ? "
Hugh lookedrelief,
into Lola
eyes. To her
his
unbounded
she 'sopened
pochette and handed him the flimsy.
"Uncle told me never to speak to
anyone of this," she said doubtfully.
"But I'm in such a fix and — -I don't
know
why, but
trust you."
"Thanks,
MissI doField.
Definitely
this is my lucky day. Here, .^Igy, a
job for you. Decode this. I'll make
"Mya copy."
dearof Hugh,
decoded
you
a message
any sortI haven't
since Armistice.
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"Go back to her now. Take your
Besides, Gwen "
time
and the
ring door
me through."
Closing
on the ever
mournful Algy, Drummond went
back to his visitor. "Rest for you,
Miss Field," he advised. "Now I
have
your story,
I'll consult
Inspector
NeilsonI think
myself.
Make
Within atten
minutes
he back."
kept his
yourself
home.
I'll be
word.
Insp>ector
Neilson
's
on being disturbed were suchremarks
as to
convince the amateur that he must
handle the case alone. Undoubtedly
it was the worst shock Drummond
so far had encountered to find Lola
also capable of the disapjjearing act.
Sofa, room, flat, held of her charming
presence not a trace, though a
wide-opten window .suggested a
possible exit. To visit Prince
.\chmed appeared to be as likely
a means of tracing his late guest
as any. Concern for her, whose
uncle had undoubtedly died by his
Excellency's hand, made Drummond ring up Algy to bring the
decoded message personally to his
Excellency's house.
.\lgy's voice over the wire sounded
lugubrious, but Drummond put
down the transmitter satisfied.
Algy never yet had let him down.
A couple of policemen, suggesting
that, though annoyed, the Inspector had humoured Hugh's request
that Prince Achmed's house should
be watched, hung about the entrance
a.s Drummond drove up in his car.
Prince Achmed, saturnine as ever,
occupied, the room where Hugh had
found the corpse. By the divan,
looking shaken but unhurt, was
Lola.
Hugh's
heart a leapt.
His
Excellency
extended
slim, oily
hand.
he
smiled. "Captain
"No one Drummond,"
has ever been
more welcome. Miss Field, whom I
have brought here after guessing
that she might be with you, denies
that she handed a certain radiogram

over to you ; but I feel
nevertheless, that it is in
"Sh — yourTurn
Excellency
No need"
possession.
it over or! I'll
forHethreats.
Here
it
is."
held out the flimsy. .\ satisfied
smile replaced the Oriental's usually
immobile
"It you
mayhave
interest youexpression:
to know that
presented me with half a million
your
"Really! Then perhaps you
won't mind me troubling you for a
Out came the Oriental's case; no
fancy, flamboyant article, but, as
Drummond noted, a leather one of
pounds."
the
telescopic typye. He took out a
cigarette
cigarette ."and, as though by accident,
dashed the case to the floor. Seizing
a chair while the Oriental was
bending, Drummond succeeded in
overturning and extinguishing the
only light in the room. He saw
Achmed straighten himself and
make a rush for the bell. Picking
up the cigarette case, Drummond
felt for the radiogram, found
folded, and fitted it in the slip-over
top. When the wall lights went
on, the cigarette case was on the
floor. Drummond felt hands on
either shoulder. He was between
Dr.
Owen Sothern
Achmed's
manservant,
both ofandwhom
held
pointed
Achmedknives.
shook his fist.
"The radiogram. Where is it?
Give
it me onor the
I'll kill
you !"windows
A bang
French
was followed by the rattle of glass
as a black-gloved hand slid in from
the outside to grip the catch.
"Wot's all this 'ere?" came he
unmistakable voice of law-and-order
as a couple of caped and helmeted
figures arrived on the parquet.
"Why, if it ain't Bulldog Drummond ! Sorry this man's being such
a'andle
nuisance,
youryou."
Excellency. We'll
him for
"Delighted !" Drummond smiled,
thanking his stars that, for the
first time this evening, luck had been
his in full measure. " Take me along
with
I'll go quietly."
It you.
was annoying
to leave Lola
behind. Meanwhile, Hugh might
congratulate himself on avoiding
too much attention from the police.
"We don't want to take you in
charge,
captain
one break
announced.
"Get home
and "don't
into
all."
"Thanks,
officer.
Goodback
night."
that's
more houses,
many
Drummond
turned
from
entering his car cis a taxi chugged
up to the house. As he surmised,
the forlorn figure of Algy descended
and paid the driver. Hugh shouted
"Oi," but his CO- teamster took no
notice, and half a minute later,
having rung the bell, was swallowed
up in Achmed's residence.
"This," thought Diummond, "is
where
need hea had
gun.reached
Home the
first."
By the I time
flat
he had decided on taking a ladder
as well. Obviously Achmed would
keep Lola under lock and key,
probably in a bedroom.
Achmed's house fortunately
boasted balconies. Selecting one
overlooking the garden, Drummond
found he had hit on his second
stroke of luck. Access to a small
room was at once followed by sight
of Lola, gagged and bound by the
wardrobe. He cut the ropes and
helped her down. Her weight in his
arms, her smile of gratitude as he
carried her down the ladder was
bliss tempered by fear of pursuit
"Don't go, Hugh!" she begged,
unconsciously using his christian
name. I can't bear your going back
into".\lgv's
that house
in therealone."He's my part-
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ner, you know. By the way, I
didn't know you knew my name."
"Though I may be a .stranger to
town, I've heard of Bulldog Drummond.
I'll wait
in the car."
He kissed
her for
and,youfollowing
the
police
officer's
means
of
entrance,
swarmed up a stack pipe to the
first-floor balcony. Lights snapped
on. Aiming his revolver, he found
himself confronted by Achmed,
Dr. Sothern, and a manservant.
Lady Jane made a fourth adversary.
Hopelessly out-numbered, Drummond was forced to yield his gun.
Achmed spoke with, dangerous
suavity.
" I may Drummond.
as well make Imyself
clear.
Captain
am not
criminal by habit, but unless you
give me back the radiogram, which
I have reason to believe you stole
from my desk, I'll not hesitate to
take your life."
"What an engaging blackguard
you are. Excellency ! "
"Silence
He laughs Inbesttwenty
who
laughs
last,! remember.
minutes my ship, the Bombay Girl,
will have safely docked with all
regulations complied with. Nothing
that you can do or say then will
afEect me or my family in the
slightest. Give me the radio within
twenty minutes or tell your friend
to give it to me."
"Algy, what have you done with
him?
"You'll Drummond
see. Owen — Singh
—
take "Captain
to the
cellar."
In the very ordinary cellar,
containing, as Drummond was quick
to notice, a derelict mangle and only
one door, Algy, attired in top-hat
and evening dress, was seated on
an upturned barrel. A key grated in
the lock. The team was alone.
"Look here,Did
old man,
yourself
together.
you pull
decode
the
message ? "
me out
exactly
an hour
and toa
half"Took
to find
and ten
minutes
write it down."
"What have you done with it?"
"The to
message?
it. Achmed
seemed
want it.I ateI wish
I had
some bi-carb."
"XT ever mind your indigestion,
-l.^ What was the message?"
"To Captain
Field. Advise
Prince
Achmed Paul
immediately
that
deck-hand Rogers died from colic."
"But that's an infantile complaint.
Wouldn't
accountMust
for have
kidnapping
and
murder.
been
something else. Well, never mind
now. We've twenty minutes to get
out of here."
"What do we do if we do get out?"
"Get down to the docks before
the Bombay Girl begins to unload
•her cargo. There's something fishy
aboutwhatit, itAlgy;
out
is tillbut
I canI can't
verify make
that
radiogram. There must be a codebook on board."
"No doubt. But how are we to'
get hold of it ? Besides, if we do
get out of here, don't forget it's my
wedding night ? "
"I'll write myself a memo about
it. Meanwhile, here goes."
"Say, old man, that's the house
telephone. Haven't you seen a
private switchboard before?"
"Yes. Notice I'm successively
ringing the lobby, bedrooms, reception, kitchen, pantry, and bath.
Oh, yes, must include the bath ! "
Drummond's fingers got busy. Algy
used his to plug his ears. "For
heaven's sake, Hugh ! "
"My a dear
if you Someone
want to
annoy
man, Algy,
ring bells.
will have something to say to us
personally, or I'm a Dutchman.
Hardly had Drummond wrenched
'^^ LIB
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the iron handle of the mangle from
its pin when the cellar door opened
slowly. The face of Dr. Sothern was
not long lation.
allowed
expostuOne blowto register
and down
went
the owner, open stayed the door,
and out went the erstwhile victims.
"To the docks, quick ! Are you
all right, Lola?" Drummond, ordering and inquiring in the same
breath, wrenched over the wheel and
jammed down the accelerator. The
car hummed, its fog-lights illumining
a pathway in the mist. The journey
to the docks, nevertheless, took
longer than expected. With a bare
five minutes to spare, the car dashed
on to the wharf.
"We're being followed!" Algy
shouted as Drummond jammed on
the brakes.
"It's Prince Achmed. He's just
getting out of a limousine."
"And Inspector Neilson, as I live.
Something's got him out of bed,
anyway. Get straight to him, Lola.
The Ptince can't touch you while
he's there. Algy, that code-book or
we're beaten."
Up the gang plank on to the decks
of the Bombay Girl was for Drummond a matter of moments. Parting
company with Algy, who, with
surprising celerity, due to a knowledge of ships, made straight for the
wireless-room, he descended by the
first companion way into the hold.
The engine-room was all but deserted, but the fires were still alight.
Snatching a whisk broom from the
hands of an astounded stoker,
Drummond flipped open the iron
door in front of one of the stoves
and thrust the head of the broom
into the flame.
Igniting pieces of cotton waste in
his passage down the engine-room,
he threw them down to right and
left. Flames were spreading over
the ship as he dashed up on deck,
nearly colliding with Algy.
"Got the code-book? — good,"
Drummond
final stand. shouted. "Now for a
"You're in for it this time,
Drummond,"
informed, at the Inspector
head of anNeilson
interested
group.
"I for one, shall get out of you
every
you have cost me,"
Achmedshilling
promised.
"I'm sure you will. Can I have
a cigarette. Excellency ? "
Out came the Oriental's case.
From the top half fell the radiogram.
"Yours," Drummond smiled,
handing
it to
Achmed.
"Theit,
inspector will
be pleased
to see
I'm sure. He'll see the information,
which you have been pleased to
disregard, that a sailor on board the
Bombay Girl died of — not colic,
Algy — the code-book will back me
up, I'm sure — but cholera. Cholera,
Prince, and
Girl's
valuable
cargotheof Bombay
furs, deadly
infectious, every hair of it. Furs,
Prince; no wonder you valued them
so highly. I can smell the pelts
singing. Can you?"
"I have lost," Achmed replied
When I heard you were in London
I heard also that it was your
intention to retire. That you
elected to strike back was my misfortune."
"Shallmondweinquired
ring an
up Algy?"
Drum-of
hour later
Lola, whose shoulders he encircled
with one arm while using the other
to lift the transmitter. "Hullo,
Algy ! That you ? Sorry to be such
a nuisance. No, it's not your
wedding
broadas witnesses
daylight.
We want night-—
you and it's
Gwen
to oar wedding. . . . Yes. ... I
am retiring to the countr^^ Lola
and I are going to grow hollyhocks."
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quick reference
index to films just released
**DIRTY WORK
***BULLDOG DRUMMOND
**HIT ME AGAIN
***DAMES
STRIKES BACK
**LADIES SHOULD LISTEN
*SHOCK
**WE'RE RICH AGAIN
*ELMER AND ELSIE
**A WOMAN OF THE
♦WHAT'S YOUR
WORLD
RACKET ?
**THE DEFENCE RESTS
**WHAT HAPPENED THEN ? cTHE SILVER BULLET
Frances Drake is very attractive
as the telephone girl in " Ladies
Should Listen."
•♦♦BULLDOG DRUMMOND
STRIKES BACK
UnitedCrook
Arliils.
American.Rurvs "A"
certificate.
melodrama.
84 minutes.
Ronald Colman Hugh Drummond
LoRETTA Young
Lola Field
Warner Oland
Prince Achmed
Charles Butterworth Algy
Una Merkel
Gwen
C. Aubrey Smith Inspector Nielson
Arthur Hohl
Dr. Owen Sothem
George Regas
Singh
Ethel
Griffies....
Aunt
MiscHA AuER Lola'sHassan
Douglas Gerrard
Parker
Halliwell Hobbs
1st Bobby
G. E. Clive
2nd Bobby
Directed by Roy del Ruth. Based on a novel by
H. C. McNetle. Pre-mewed August 11, 1934.
For story freely based on the film, by Marjory
Williams, see page 20.
DO not take this picture too
seriously and you will be
thoroughly well entertained. It is
really good melodrama, put over
with any amount of punch and a
due regard to pictorial values.
Actually the comedy plays as
much a part in keeping you entertained as do the famous adventurer's
narrow squeaks and hair-raising
experiences.
It is also pleasant to see Ronald
Colman
back theafter
over a year's
absence from
screen.
He so admirably fits the role of
Sapper's character and plays the
game of hunt the crook with a due
regard to the rules of sportsmanship
laid down for such enterprises.
He makes the character a convincing one, in spite of all sorts of
incredibilities.
Warner Oland is delightfully
urbane and sinister as the Oriental
crook, while Aubrey Smith is excellent as the usual hide-bound Scotland Yard detective.
.\s the heroine, Loretta Young
gets one of the few chances that
seem to come that exceedingly
clever
little Butterworth
actress's way.supplies a
Charles
wealth of "silly ass" comedy as
Drummond's friend and ally. His
impassive foolishness is given full
effect.
Altogether a first-rate picture of
the type. •♦
♦DAMES
Warner. musical
American.
A " 91certificatt.
Spectacular
comedy. " Runs
minutes.
Joan Blondell
Mabel
Dick
Powell
Jimmy
Ruby Keeler
Barbara
Zasu Pitts
Mathilda
Guy Kibbee
Horace
Hugh Herbert
Ezra Ounce
Arthur Vinton
Bulger
Phil Regan and Sammy Fain... Song Writers
Arthur Aylesworth Conductor
JohnnyBennett
Arthur
Billings
Leila
Maid
Berton Churchill Ellsworthy
Directed by Ray Enright. Number created arid
directed by Busby Berkeley.
When
this picture opened I
24thought we were in for a
really novel farcical plot but as it

What the asterisks mean — •»♦♦ An outstanding feature. Very good.
♦♦ Good.
♦ Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
progressed, spectacle and musical
numbers displaced story and we
returned to the familiar formula.
In spite of this disappointment
Dames must be considered a very
good example
of^ the spectacular musical indeed
entertainment.
Its dances are highly ingenious in
pictorial effect, and are put over
with plenty of good tunes and clever
camera work.
Guy Kibbee is in excellent form
as Horace, a man who is expecting a
big endowment from his eccentric
and strictly moral cousin, Ezra,
and unfortunately gets innocently
entangled in a scandal with an
actress.
Ezra is well presented by Hugh
Herbert, and strange to relate he
does
reel ! not get drunk till the final
As the actress, Joan Blondell puts
over a very sound characterisation of
a hard-boiled gold-digger who uses
her hold over the unfortunate
Horace to make him back a theatrical .show and incidentally help the
romance of his daughter and Jimmy,
her cousin, a song writer and actor
whoDick
has been
cut is
out vivacious
of Ezra's will.
Powell
and
natural as Jimmy and sings several
songs effectively while Ruby Keeler
does a clever tap dance as Horace's
daughter
markable but is otherwise unre♦♦WE'RE RICH AGAIN
Radio. American.
" A " 69certificate.
Runs
minutes. Domestic
Edna May comedy.
Oliver
Maude
BiLLiB Burke
Mrs. Page
Marion Nixon
Arabella
Reginald Denny
Booky
Joan Marsh
Carolyne
Larry (Buster) Crabbe
Erp
Grant Mitchell
Wilbur
Gloria Shea
Victoria
Edgar Kennedy v
Healy
Otto Yamaoka
Fngi
Lenita Lane
Charmion
Nell Wilson Baldwin Mrs. Green
Richard Elliott
Mr. Green
Frank Glendon
Mr. Jackson
Andre de Segurola
Jose
Directed hv WilliamAldenA . Setter,
Nash. from the play by
Ingeniously planned comedy of
family life in which a country
cousin, Arabella, saves her family
which is of some social standing,
from financial disaster.
The talkative but shrewd Arabella
is attractively played by Marion
Nixon, and the strong feminine
team of players includes Edna May
Oliver as a modern grandmother
and Billie Burke as her daughter,
while Grant Mitchell is excellent as
her husband.
Their two daughters are also well
characterised by Gloria Shea and
Joan Marsh.

The folly of keeping up appearances is gaily tilted at in this story
which, while somewhat complicated,
has plenty of laughs, human touches
and a flavouring of romance.
The dialogue is very good indeed,
and it is not allowed to restrict the
pictorial development unduly.
••A WOMAN OF THE WORLD
M.-G.-M.Social American.
certificate.
drama. Runs "A"
77 minutes.
Constance Bennett
Iris
Herbert Marshall
Napier
Mrs. Patrick Campbell Lady Eve
Hugh Williams
Gerald
Elizabeth Allan
Venice
Ralph Forbes
Boy Feowick
Robert Loraine
Hilary
Henry Stephenson Sir Maurice
LuMSDEN Hare
Guy
Leo Carroll
Dr. Masters
Directed by1, Robert
Leonard.
Pre-viewedof
December
1934. Z.Very
free adaptation
Michael Arlen's novel, " The Green Hal," by
Zoe Aikens.
Constance phantBennett
emerges contest
triumafter an uneven
with a part which is basically
artificial and lacking in conviction.
It is her acting practically solely
which provides the entertainment.
The story,
which to
covers
a woman's
social
sacrifice
preserve
her
brother's ideals about a man she
had married and who committed
suicide on her wedding night,
she having discovered the fact that
he had been sent to prison for an
unmentionable crime — is lacking
in conviction.
It is presented in a jerking manner
with frequent cuts from scene to
scene without any connecting links,
and the dialogue is strained in its
effect.
As I have said, Constance Bennett
is very good as the daughter of a
drunken and unstaple father who
not only sacrifices her romance
with another man in order to please
her wastrel brother and marry his
best friend, but later blackens her
own character in the eyes of the world
to Herbert
shield thatMarshall
husband'sis memory.
inclined to
be rather stilted, and walks with
too much nonchalance through his
role as the man whom the heroine
really loved, while Ralph Forbes
is somewhat colourless as the
husband.
Hugh Williams is sound as the
brother, a none too convincing role.
••THE DEFENCE RESTS
Columbia.Legal drama.
American.Runs 67" Aminutes.
" certificate.
Jack Holt
Matthew Mitchell
Jean Arthur
Joan Hayes
Nat Pendleton
Rooky
Arthur Hohl
James Randolph
Raymond Walburn
Austin
Harold Huber
Castro
Robert Gleckler
Gentry

Sarah Padden
Evans ■
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Shirley
Grey
Mabel Wilson
Donald Meek
Fogg
RaymondBond
Hatton..' Gooch
Nick
Ward
John
Vivian Wrav
Oakland
Mrs. Cooiiey
Ballou
Selmer Jackson
Duliu
J. Carroll Naish
Balloy .
Samuels. Hinds
Dean Adams
Directed by Lambert Hillyer. From the story
of the screen play by Jo Swerling.
Theatrical
story carries
but onea which,
nevertheless,
good
punch and is notable for the performance of Jack Holt as an unscrupulous lawyer who is taught
the error of his ways by an attractive
young secretary whom he later
marries.
It is familiar stuff, but is directed
in a straight-forward manner which
wastes no time in getting dowTi to
brass tacks and keeps the action
at full speed all the way.
As the secretary, Jean Arthur gives
an intelligent performance, while the
strong supporting cast adds greatly
to the picture's appeal. The types
they represent are all interesting
and effective, even if the situations
in which they find themselves are
not always convincing,
♦♦WHAT HAPPENED THEN?
Wardour. drama.
British. Runs
" A "61 certificate.
minutes. Murder
Richard Bird
Peter
LoRNA Storm
Alicia
Geoffrey Wardwell
Raymond
Francis L. Sullivan... Prosecuting Counsel
Richard Gray
Robert
Cecil Ramage
Defending Counsel
George Zucco
Inspector Hull
J. Fisher White
Judge
QuiNTON McPherson
Kirkland
Stella
Arbenina
Mrs.
Bromley
Kathleen Harrison
Maid
Lawrence Hanray Doctor Bristol
Raymond Huntley
Cookson
Alex Finter
Usher
Directed by Walter Summers from the play by
Lilian Trimble Bradley.
Good
characterisations
and for
no
attempt
to make mysteries
mysteries' sake combine to turn this
well-adapted stage play into good
entertainment of its type.
Its story is a somewhat novel one
which introduces the power of
hypnotic influence over the subconscious mind and uses it ■ as a
method of discovering the perpetrator ofa murder for the commission
of which another man is being tried.
The high light of the picture is the
court scene which is well produced,
saved duced
fromflashbacks
tedium
by well-introand furnished
with
effective dialogue.
As the murderer, a man with an
unbalanced mind, Richard Bird
gives a clever character study. His
confession in the final sequence is an
exceedingly good piece of acting.
The prosecuting attorney is finely
played
by Francis
L. Sullivan
Cecil Ramage
is excellent
as and
the
counsel for the defence.
As the wrongly accused man,
Geoffrey Wardwell is sound, and
so are Lorna Storm and I-a\vrence
Hanray as the doctor whose experiments in hypnotism lead to his
murder by the criminal who is
frightened he may be discovered.
The whole thing is well staged
and photographed.
♦♦DIRTY WORK
GaumorU. Farce.
British. Runs" A 77" minutes.
certificate. Brotid
Ralph Lynn
Jimmy Milligan
(ioRDON Harker
Nottle
J. Robertson Hark
Clement Peck
Lilian Bond
Evie Wynne
Basil Sydney
Hugh Stafford
Margaretta Scott Leonora StaHord
Cecil Parker
Gordon Bray
(ioRDON James >
T(x>me
Peter Gawthorni Sergeant Barlow
Louis Bradfiei.d Charlie Wrciuh
Leslie I^urier
Morgan
Directed by Tom Walls. Screen play by Urn
Trovers. Pre-viewed December 29, lSi:'l.
The
Tra with
vers- the
Wallslatterformula
.i-of tincast before,
and Gordon
Harker out
added
to
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suppKjrt Ralph Lynn and Robertson
Hare in a plot dealing with the
efforts of the comedians to solve a
jewel robbery mystery.
It is a boisterous farce, rather
thin in jokes and gags, and definitely
stagey in effect. However, since
Mr! Walls is an unrepentant believer
in putting his plays over as if they
were on a stage, and since his boxoffice receipts support his belief,
I bow to public opinion and revert
to the old formula, ' If you like
this sort of thing this is just the
sortIn ofmy
thingheart
you of
willhearts
like." though I
feel that this team of excellent
comedians, aided and abetted by
Ben Travers, could produce something considerably better, and am
hoping that one day Mr. Walls
will .see to it that thev do.
♦•HIT ME AGAIN
First Ndtional.
American.
A " certificate.
Marital farce.
Runs 62" minutes.
Joan
Blondell
Vicki
Warren William
Tony
Edward Everett Horton Vernon
Frank McHuch
George
Claire Dodd
Anita
Joan
Wheeler
Bonnie
Virginia
Sale
Edna
Leonard Carey
Tilford
Directed by Robert Florey, from the screen play
by Hugh Herbert and Carl Erickson. Adapted
from the play by Hugh Herbert.
Joan Blondell gives one of her best
characterisations in this farce,
the plot of which is unfortunately
thin and scrappy, though it is bright
in its central idea.
She plays the role of a provoking
young wife, \'icki, who so infuriates
her husband, Tony, that he gives
her a slap.
She sues him for divorce and
marries
Tony'shusband
friend,
Vernon, her
but lawyer,
soon treats
number two in the same way as she
did number one, with similar results.
Once again divorce is in the air,
and husband number one is reinstated.
In spite
the story's
ficiality, of
Joan Blondell
makes artithe
role of the wife convincing, while the
two husbands are admirably contrasted by Warren Williams and
Edward Everett Horton.
••LADIES SHOULD LISTEN
Paramount. Farce.
American.
" A " certificate.
Runs 60 minutes.
Cary
Grant
Frances Drake JulianAnnade Lussac
Mirelle
Edward Everett Horton Paul Vemet
Nydia Westman
Susi Flamberg
Rafael Corio
Ramon Cintos
Rosita Moreno
Marguerite Cintos
George
Barbier
Joseph
Flamberg
Charles Ray
Henri
Charles E. Arnt
Albert
Clara Lou Sheridan
Adele
Directed by Frank Tutlle, from the play by
Alfred Savoir and Guy Bo'ton, adapted to the
tcreen by the latter. 1931.
Pre-viewed September 15,
The story of a man who gets into
a tangle with three women, a
vamp who wants to get an option
he holds on some land in Brazil, a
telephone girl who loves him without his knowing it and the plain
daughter of a millionaire who sees
her romance in him.
How he gets out of his dilemma
provides good light entertainment
which is piquant in quality but
occasionally inclined to be gratuitously suggestive.
As the man in the case Cary Grant
is rather heavy handed, but Frances
Drake is very attractive as the telephone girl and Rosita Moreno
bewitching as the vamp.
As the third lady Nydia Westman
is inclined to be over farcical.
The material at the command of
Edward Everett Horton as the
harassed hero's friend who is in
love with the millionaire's daughter
is slender but the accomplished
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comedian is quite capable of making
bricks without straw.
•ELMER AND ELSIE
Paramount.
American.Runs " 63U minutes.
" certificate.
comedy.
GeorgeMarital
Bancroft
Elmer Bee be
Frances Fuller
Elsie Beebe
RoscoE Karns
Rocky Cott
George Barrier
John Kincaid
Nella Walker
Mrs. Kincaid
Charles Sellon George Simpson
Helena Phillips Evans Ma Simpson
.\lbert Conti
Barlott
Directed by Gilbert Pratt, from a story by George
.S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly, adapted by
Humphrey Pearson. 1U34.
Pre-vieved September 15,
A domestic
whichworld
sets outis
to show comedy
that the
really run by women in their homes.
The theme is quite bright but it
lacks delicacy of treatment and its
joints are often too crudely overstressed to be really effective.
George Bancroft is not too happy
in his role of a tough truck driver and
the part of the wife offers few opportunities to Frances Fuller who succeeds, however, in looking very
appealing.
As Bancroft's employer, who is
also ruled by a diplomatic wife,
George Barbier is excellent as is
Roscoe Karns as a confirmed
misogynist.
SHOCK
Pathe. .American.
"A" 69 certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. War
Ralph Forbes
Derek Marbury
GwENLLiAN Gill
Lucy Neville
Monroe Owsley
Bob Hayworth
Reginald Sharland Captain Peabody
Douglas Walton
Gilroy Haworth
.■Vlex Courtney
Alan Neville
David
Jack
Holt
Marbury
Billy Be van Rickey Meadows
Clyde Cook
Hawkins
Mrs. Mary Coleman
Forbes Lady Heatherly
Charles
Colonel
Colin Campbell
Orderly
David Dunbar Sergeant Matthews
Montague Shaw
Major
Eric Snowden
Cockney
Olaf Hvtten
Adjutant
Harry Holden
Clerk
Directed by Roy J. Pomeroy.
Somewhat
fantastic
of on
an
officer who
marriesstory
whilst
leave, gets shell shocked and rejoins
as a private and whose superior
officer, a rival in love, tries to undermine hisherwife's
affections
by accusing
husband
of cowardice.
Actually he distinguishes himself
and gains a majority and after the
war regains his memory through
another shock. Ralph Forbes is
good as the hero and his acting
helps
story. to cloak the artificiality of the
•WHAT'S YOUR RACKET?
Butcher. American.
certificate. Crook
drama. Runs" A68" minutes.
Regis Toomey
Bert Miller
Noel Francis
Mae Cosgrove
J. Carrol Naish
Dick Graves
Creighton Hale
Jimmie Dean
Fred Malatests
Benton
May Wallace
Mrs. Cosgrove
Lew Kelly
Cameron
David Callis
Jones
Directed by Fred Guiol, from the story by
George E. Rogan, adapted by Barry Barringer.
Ingenious if not very plausible
crook story with Regis Toomey
as a likeable secret service man who
runs down a gang after a robbery
and wins the love of a girl who had
been involved in the theft.
cTHE SILVER BULLET
Universal.
certificate.
Western American.
drama. Runs "V"
53 minutes.
Tom Tyler
Jayne
Regan
Lafe McKee
Charles King
George Chesebro
Slim Whitaker
Lew Meehan
Franklyn Farnum
Walt Williams
Directed by B.B. Ray.
Western of an
place
Common
obvious, ingenuous order, lacking in characterisation and presentation.
It is much too naive for the
average cinemagoer, though it may
pass muster with juveniles.
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Jaffas

best

for Winter

Health

2
JafFas are famous for flavour.
So different ! So delicious ! !
Enjoy the health-giving, tonic
juice of JafFas, sweetened by
their natural sugar content.
Eat them, drink them, every
day. These sun-ripened
oranges are better for you than
all the medicines in the world.
They are the most sensible
safeguard against colds and
influenza.
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director,
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became extras
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Cousins

Look out for this film;
I have a hunch that it's
going
name
Elstree toan give
addedthe importance.
Bo-eem

that
makea look
I take
e m.gy,
Befor
Bo-ee
at
ap)olo
name
de Bohhm,
ThisforisViethe
studio's
all about impecunious
artists in the Latin quarter
of Paris, Doug. Fairbanks,
Jr., quite Lawrence
unmistakable,
Gertrude
and
Carol Goodner, almost
unrecognisable in wigs,
frills and furbelows.
Have you had the rest
of the cast, yes? No.
Well, here they areHarold
Richrl Bird,Warrender,
Martin Walker,
.1 , .tin Trevor, Diana
N'.pier (looking marvellous), Paul Graetz (who
put up an extremely
good
performance
in Jew Siiss,
another in Blossom Time,
another in Red Waggon.
another in Murder at Monte Carlo.
another in — oh, go on, fill in the
titles of all the films he's appeared
in),
Lawrence Hanray and Norma
Varden.
Paul Stein is directing — not Marcel
Vamel, as aimounced elsewhere,
recently. I love to listen to Stein
directing. ' Be kvite kviet, everybody,
please — which is the good old
™
Paul is most enthusiastic about
shut tup/"
vordwhich
1^ Anglo-Saxon
M
this film, for
B.I.P. have
= acquired the whole musical rights
You said it, sister.
of La Bohhne. A scoop?
All at Sea
Round

m

One

Band,
Dance Rogers
is, ofwecourse
Vamel
and here
have directing
Charles Buddy
doing the two things he likes best in the world —
film-acting and band-conducting — and having
ND
Call
It
a
Day
—
Queen
Bess
at
Elstree
—
Also
what the studio calls a Buddy good time, which
A
is a very people.
special sort of good time, not had by
" Bo-eem"— A Sea Cycle on the Way— A Plucky
ordinary
Independent Producer
Here again we are afloat — on a giant pleasure
cruiser, the S.S. Rhythmic. The story as the
faithful among you will remember, is based on
the competition between two rival dance bands,
,OME on, let's go mad this week, Ten Minute Alibi is known as "Alibi," and a man's and a woman's. It sounds a good story,
and make the complete round of so on. That is why we shall presently visit
and so long as there isn't any radio stufi in it, I
the studios — all in one day ! What the "Bo-eem" set.
promise to go and see it, and I can't say fairer
d'you say? Are you on?
than that. (There doesn't seem to be any in
Right ! I have, of course, an Larger Than Life
Drake or Bo-eem, I'm thankful to report.)
Jane Baxter was originally to have been in
apology
to
make
(I've
worn
out
two
complete
Meanwhile,
the
first
jserson
we
bump
into
suits of sackcloth and used a whole tub
on Drake is Sir Francis himself, about this, but is in Drake and Thirty-nine Steps instead.
of ashes already this year, and I've given an to board his good ship Golden Hind, which has June Clyde is in Dance Band. Now shall we have
order to my printer for a standing letter been conveniently built in the studios so that the apology, or go on to Cricklewood, where
he doesn't have to go outdoors — life-size, if you have the Epic first.
Let's
of apology)
fairly
startedbuton let
thisthat
tour.wait until we've got please, and indeed a little more, for this model young John Argyle is making m Epic?
is
actually
a
few
feet
longer
than
the
gallant
It's
entitled
Variety
and
described
as
a
"
CavalWe're off ! Elstree first, because Elstree little tub in which Drake and a hundred-odd
cade of the Show World," but don't let that put
has lately assumed a new importance in heroic
souls
dared
seasickness
and
the
perils
of
you
off;
I've frequently found that the Publicity
the world of films. What have British Inter- the vasty deep and sailed right round the world.
bite.
Department's
bark was worse than the film's
national to show us?
Of course, it had to be made long enough to
First of all, a slice of the life of Britain include a movie-camera, which was an item of Family Affair
when the first beginnings of the conceptions equipment unfortunately lacking in the original.
One wonders how Drake ever made his expedi- It undertakes to show the decline and fall
of Empire were fluttering the imagination
tion pay without selling the film-rights, and
of the subjects of Good (if temperamental)
subsequent revival of the music-halU
especially with Liz Regina sitting at home waiting in and
this country. Now am I mistaken as usual,
Queen Bess.
to
take
commission
and
perqs.
Maybe
the
film
film which was made nearly a year ago
a
did
or
Drake, this one is called, or maybe Drake will show.
at Twickenham, originally called Say It With
of England, only you never know till the last
Matheson Lang certainly makes a gallant Song, and subsequently rechristened Music
moment what label is to be tied to it. In
Hall, directed by John Baxter and starring George
figure
of the
greatactor
buccaneer;
hard toof realise
the early stages the studios always shorten that this
famous
will, in it's
a couple
years, Carney, make the same proud boast? I never
the title for convenience. Alias Bulldog be celebrating his fortieth year on the stage; saw that one . . . well, anyway, better let
(Continued on page 28)
but then, he started as a boy.
Drummond
becomes simply " Dnimmond,"
26
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Radiant
Men

make

with

your

skin

Naturalhea-uty

are all alike at heart. They admire fresh, natural beauty in

a woman. That's why complexion care is so tremendously
important. You can make your complexion clear and alluring if
you use Icilma Vanishing Cream regularly. Icilma is unique. It
contains the beautifying Natural Water from Algeria which is
found in no other cream. Start using Icilma now. You'll find a
thrill each day in seeing yourself grow more lovely, in finding
fresh admiration.
Prices 1/3, gd. and 6d.
quickly
safely

and

ends

discomfort
danger
cold

FACE

POWDER

gives added charm to your skin
To give your skin that exquisite bloom that men find so
attractive — use Icilma Face Powder. Finer cind more
clinging than any other face powder because it is sifted
many times through silk, Icilma seems to be part of your
natural complexion, .^nd the subtle perfume surrounds
you with an enchantment that is all your own. Choose
your own from these five flattering shades — Rachel,
Brunette, Naturelle, Rosee and Sun-Tan.
Prices from Sixpence.

and
of

in

ICILMA

the

a

the

head
•
First thing every tnori\ing
put a drop of 'Vapex' ort your
handkerchief and breathe
the

germicidal
•

vapour

Of Chemists 21- & 3/V II JTHOMAS KERrOOT k CO , LTD.

SEND
To Icilma Co. Ltd. (Dept.

TRIAL

FOR
BOX

THE

SPECIAL

— ONLY

2d.

0.2
). 39 N'.W.i.
King's Plea.se
Road,
London,
send
me the Icilma Beauty
AddressBox, containing samples of
Face Powder and the three
Beauty Creams. I enclose
2d. in stamps to cover cost
ol postage and packing.
,
, ,
,,
Yuur emvloiK miisl be seaU'd and bear i }a. stamp.
If you would like free advice abwut your own particular beauty problems, write to The Icilma
Beauty Bureau, 39 King's Road, London, N.W.i.
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sleeping films lie, or I'll be letting myself in for
another ap)olog^. Eh, I'm gettin' that nervous. . .
Anyway, an interesting pomt about this one
is that the leading parts are being played by one
family — Sam Livesey, his wife Cassie Livesey,
and his two sons Jack and Barry. Sam and Barry
played father and son in The Commissionaire
in these very studios. I remember, but this is a
far more family afiair.
And now if we're going to squeeze in another
baker's bedozen
of films
better
mushing
on. and that aptologj-, we'd
All Aboard

That

boy

will

burst !

If you made him a present of a fruit shop in
July you wouldn't see a better show of
enthusiastic, twelve-year-old eating than you
see when Rowntree's Fruit Flavours are about.
Bless him ! Why— you're as fond of these real
fruit flavours yourself, and so are we all.

Ifou con
the

taste

fruit

in

ROWNTREFS
CLEAR
GUMS
( Hard)
JUICY- (So/n
FRUITS
FRUIT

PASTILLES
{ Medium )

Sold loose 6d. a quarter, and in packets \a suit all pockets.
ASSORTED PACKETS 3d. & 6d. Rowntrees offer
these special packets to introduce all three consistencies in a
wide range of real-fruit flavours. Buy one to-day.

At Wembley we find ourselves again afloat,
and ifround
you're with
not amegoodfor sailor
you'd
not come
a week
or better
two —
just read Messrs. Phillips, Collier, Lonergan,
and George, Mesdames Williams, Anne, and the
rest, and leave me to my fate, for anyone with
a weather eye can see that a sea-cycle is setting
in with the fury of a Spring gale.
Anyway, now you're here, come on board and
have a look round. Fox-British are calling this
one Mr. Faintheart, but Ian Hay thought of the
title first, when he wrote the novel from which
the film derives.
Googie Withers and Tyrrell Davis are playing
the leads. It's about a young man who goes
on a pleasure cruise and to attract some attention
(and presumably register a success with the Belle
of thi Boat) the fathead pretends to be a famous
author. From which I gathei that it will be quite
in order to expect complications.
Ealing and Actin
Ealing Green is next, and there we find
Wyndham Films making a Wyndham
film called It Happened in Paris, most of which
happens
in Paris.
it's mainly
impecunious
artists In
in fact,
the Latin
Quarterabout
(see
Bo-eem, only in modem dress, and with a totally
different story and cast and pace and atmotoo).
sphere; by all means see Bo-eem, but see this one
John Loder, Nancy Bume, Lawrence Grossmith,
Dorothy Boyd, Esme Percy, et cetera. Bob Wyler
(made in Switzerland but re-conditioned in Hollywood) is directing. He thinks that in two or
three years London will offer a serious challenge
to Hollywood ; I think so too.
Bray Wyndham, one of the pluckiest and most
enterprising of our independent producers, has
bitten ofl a terrific mouthful in this one, but he's
very optimi.stic about it, and full of confidence
in story, cast, and unit. Incidentally, it's the
firstthree
production
over
all
stages at that's
Ealing been
Green, spraddled
so you can out
imagine
it's no quickie.
I saw some rushes, and can assure you that
photography, production-values, and acting are
first-rate. You're in for a surprise with Nancy
Bume. She's improved a hundred per cent,
lately. And, by the way, she sings in this picture.
Look out for it.
A Change of Mind
At Worton Hall, Isleworth, we draw a blank.
They are doing a great deal of hammering
and sawing in preparation for London Film
Productions, who are coming into residence
here until their new studios are i^uilt, hut not
for two or three weeks yet.
.\t Twickenham, Leslie Hiscott is just finishing
Death on the Set and starting Three Witnesses,
and Henry Edwards is just finishing The Lad
and starting Vintage Wine. The lamps never
have time to cool at Twickenham.
Twickenham Twins
The Kendall Twins are both doing well; and
these, you may be surprised to hear, are
not two people, but one person, and that i>erson
is Henr)- Kendall, who played two parts at once
in Death on the Set, thus demonstrating conclusively that the part is equal to the whole.
.\nd so on to Teddington. And hey, E.G.,
what about that apology ? Come on, be a man
and get it off your chest.
All right, customers, I will. A few weeks ago,
reminiscing, I mentioned that seven or eight
years ago Monty Banks had directed himself in

Adam's
Director. Apple, with Tim Whelan as Assistant
Mr. Whelan has now written an angry letter
to say that he was director, not assistant. Well,
I find that Mr. Whelan's name app>ears as director,
so he must be right, and I must be wrong. I
apologise.
Complications
Monty is being terribly thrown about in this
present
Teddington
film isSo directing,
You Won't
Talk
(which William
Beaudine
whatever
anyone
says).
He
performs
a
wild
dance
with
Vera Pearce and Bertha Belmore, in the course
of which he is pounded and battered mercilessly,
the dance being merely an excuse for the two
ladies to search him for a birthmark ! This
situation certainly has great possibilities.
Failure
And now we've left ourselves about a minute
and a half
see Shepherd's
(Me and
Marlborough
and toThirtynine
Steps), Bush
Gainsborough
at Islington (TA« Clairvoyant), the Imperial
Studios at the
Elstree
(Paramount's
Agreement),
Consolidated
Studios Gentleman's
at Elstree
(London FUms' Whither Mankind ?), Shepperton
(Maria Marten, or the Murder in the Red Barn),
and Beaconsfield (British Lion's Marry the Girl),
and
failure.as we can't do it, we shall have to admit
Still, we have seen three costume films, three
on tward ship, two in Bohemian Paris, and a
musical, and made one apology, so p>erhaps
we're entitled to call it a day.
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STA
BLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO

once-a-week
treatment

got dark.

What a pity to hearbe
this from
friends.
so oldfair.''
to
used
It
Had
you
used
Sta'blond,
that
wonderful
new
shampoo for natural fair harr only, it would never
have
got
mouse
coloured,
but
Sta'blond
also bring back to the most faded blonde hair will
the
golden beauty of childhood. It also corrects
depigmentation (colour pigment elimination) due
to coal gas, dust, and lack of milk diet. Even
with one shampoo your hair is lighter, silkier, and
more beautiful. It makes the permanent wave
last
longer.
Wonderful
for children.
contains
no henna,
camomile,
dyes, or Sta'blond
injurious
bleaches. Money back if not delighted.
Obtainable everywhere.

as toast . . . throat at ease . .

a ZUBEk
Goa-s
Slip
Zubeuc
in your mouth when you go
out in the cold or fog or enter the germladen atmosphere of buses and trains.
Zubes soothe the throat and chest and afford
you instant relief from hoarseness and tickling. Zubes — and safety first, this winter !

hair has
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lovely

nails
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A 2 Per ounce
ZUBES ARE BEST FOR THROAT AND CHEST
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%d¥aJmil
GROW
WAVY

THICK, STRONG
HAIR LIKE THIS
Beware of Tailing Hair ,
spreading
Baldness You
or hairWOMAN'S
kilUng Dandruff.
can
grow thick, strong, wavy
SAFEGUARD
hair, or be free from Scurf,
like so many others. Mr.
J.
writeshair: was
"Before
usingMurphy
Kotalko my
very
weak, and falling out in combfuls
until the scalp was almost bare on
■against worry
and
top. I had used several tonics.
Then I used Kotalko. Before I
anxiety
had finished the second box, my
hair seemed stronger. This
improvement continued, the hair
is now thick and is a thick mass
of waves, and is more healthy
Worry and anxiety remain in a woman's life just
looking."
so long as she misunderstands her personal problems.
She
may possess money and friends ; she may have
Are YOU
Losing Hair?
all she needs on the surface and yet be in a condition
Thousands of men and women have
of nervous anxiety which destroys real happiness.
re- grown fine new heads of hair by using
women who are by no means blessed with
Kotalko. It re-grows the hair because it frees luckMany
in material things are yet so practical about their
the scalp from hair-stifling scurf and poisonous
own inner problems that they have good health and
and malodorous grease, softening the hardening
scalp, and restoring its healthful circulation, and spirits throughout the whole of Ufe. Other women are
reviving new and vigorous life and growth in the inclined to look upon naturally good health as a rare
perfection. This misunderstanding makes them afraid
sleeping hair-roots.
of themselves and impatient of others. Constipation
has wrecked more good looks, charm of character
KOTALKO
and happiness among others, than any other cause.
ItRUE HAIR GROWER I
Constipation is a problem of private and absolute
Kolalko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors and all importance. No one can keep a daily watch on your
Chemists and Stores ; per box 5/- and 12/W. Kotalko Soap, ll&d. happiness Uke yourself. No one can distinguish bethe natural urgency which should be the daily
you have
or arethelosing
or if you are nearly habit oftweenevery
woman and the delayed action which is
or Ifactually
bald,dandruff,
U5« or copy
Couponhair,below.
the
beginning and maintenance of poison throughout
the
body.
"To JOHN HART9 Percy
BRITTAIN,
Ltd.,AN), London, W.l.
Street (104
One simple question every night or morning and the
Please send rue, post paid, testing Package of KOTALKO and
KOTALKO Soap, with directions, for which I enclose 3d. in matter is settled. An honest answer and a dose of
stamps.
Beecham's Pills whenever necessary are worth ten
Name.
years of struggle and unreasonable worry. This
famous vegetable remedy has been the stand-by of
Address.
women throughout the world for ninety years.
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and
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a few minutes each day
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sink in and refresh the
underlying tissues, will
make your skin beautifully white and soft.
HINDS is a complete
complexion restorative —
equally
for hands,
arms, facegood
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Get
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///,| immediately
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improvement
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What

Serious

Advice

Do

You Think?

Those
FAT_PEOPLE
Regain

Your
Slimness
♦

But Do Not Resort to Dangerous
Drugging,

Drastic

Dieting,

Purging or Violent Exercises.
♦
There are two ways of reducing your
weight . . . There is a dangerous way
and a SAFE way.
The dangerous way is by meansDieting,
of Drastic

-" Take
SLIM WOMAN:It is th
this 'Silf,'
dear . . . way toe
SAFE
and myCERTAIN
Slinmess. It has made me SLIM
and I feel much better since
taking it."

Dangerous
Drugging,
Weakening
Purging or
Violentcises.ExerDo not
resort to
them. They
may result
in incalculable harm.
The SAFE
way is by
means of
' 'SILF "
Brand
Obesity
Tablets .
"SILF" not
only reduces
your
but weight
also
makes you
feel better.
As itishesbanObesity
so does it
replace
the
lost Energy,
Health
and
controls the
u nhealthy
condition
which causes
fatness, and
strengthens
the
fa tweakened
system.

Letters from our Readers

to
Sexy

Defeating

Ends

Stage
of Movie

" OW that the League of Decency has
actually succeeded in exerting its
influence over film production in
America, and with our own allpowerful Censor ruthlessly cutting
out anything which might possibly offend
anyone (often with deplorable results to the
continuity), it would seem that our kinemas
should be places to which we could take the
entire
with perfect confidence.
On family
the contrary.
however, the whole
object of our public
protectors of morals
is defeated by the
growing practice of
many of the larger
xxxxxxxxx ^i*\t
kinemcis of including
xxxxxxxxxxx
a "stage show" in
xxxxx.c
axxxxx '^s
xxxxxxxxx
the programme. The
xxxraxxxx
turns are usually of >^
xxxxxxxxx
XX
xxxraxxxx
^
XXXXXXIXXIT
XXXXXXX
VXXXXX A»V
the third-rate music- 'PiV.■^CXXXXXXX.XXXXXIX^r
hall standard, and
ixxxxx xx.xx xxixxx r
XXXXXXXXXX'XXXXXI
XIXXXXXXXXXXXXX
many of them conX.XXXXXTXXXXXX
XIXXX'(<XXXX
x:<xxxxxxx
more seen
"dirt"on
than istain
ever
xxxxxxxxx
the screen.
xxxxxxx
xxzxxxx
As a typical example
xxxxxxx
xxxxz
— on visiting a very
large Ix)ndon kinema
xxxxxxxx
XXTXXXXXXXX
last week I had to sit
XXXXXXK'X'XXXXXI
through a thoroughly
XXXXXXXXXXXX<X.XXXX
X X / XXX X .XXX Xxxxxxxxx
X XXX ?: .\ X XIX
embarrassing twentyxxxrxxxxxxx
five
minutes
(and
I'm
"Come up and see
a modern girl, and no
prude !) of variety acts
which consisted mainly
me sometime."
of
offensive
of an objectionable
which
would "humour"
never be tolerated
on the screen.type
The time at my disposal was limited, and in
consequence I had to leave half-way through the
picture I had come to see. I shall certainly think
twice before visiting that kinema again — -and with
a male friend, never again !
I contend that filmgoers do not want the
inclusion of the "stage show." There are always
the variety theatres for those to whom such
entertainment appeals, and we picturegoers take
our films too seriously nowadays to be content to
waste our time watching mediocre variety. Do
picturegoers agree with me? — Margaret Letvis,
16 King Street, Chertsey, Surrey, winner of this
week's half-guinea prize.

I— The SILF eUARANTEE— i
The guinea prize is awarded to (Miss) Lilian
We guarantee that " Silf " Brand Obesity
Grimley, 44 Rathbone Road, Warley, Smethwich , who
Tablets
solely ofunder
Pure the
\'egetable
Hxtractsareandcomposed
are prepared
strict
contributes this week's unusual "Thinker" illustrasupervision of fully qualified Chemists. The fact
tion, and accompanies it with the following sentithat millions of boxes have already been sold is
evidence
of
the
harmles-sness
and
suitability
of
this tried and tested formula.
Inment—s : "corners tight" we've seen Mae West,
In dresses even tighter;
But I am sure she looks her best
Rolled out on a tyf)ewriter.
Days'
Yon are7invited
to purchase Trial
a 1/3 box of " Silf "
Brand Obesity Tablets, and if after taking them
for seven days, as directed, you arc not satisfied There are Crooners — and Crooners
that a reasonable course of this remedy will prove
havecrooners.
been carrying
a little
beneficial, you may return the empty box to the I on
1 have out
disco\
ered research
that therework
are
Silf Company, Ltd., 30, Shaftesbury .\ venue, lx>ndon,
W.I, and we will return the 1/3 you have spent.
two classes — (a) the croon-when-you-have-to type
and (b) the croon-any-time crooners, alternatively
You
money known as boop-boop-a-doopers.
Mve
It was noticed that crooners of type (a) could,
when
necessary, sing remarkably well. An exchasinK
periment which proved this was Bing Crosby's
the
rendering of "Temptation" in the film Going
Hollywood.
bylarger
purOthers who fall into class (a) — which is, of
OBESITY TABLETS
sizes.
course, the very Kood cla.ss — are 1-anny Koss,
Raymond, and Cliff Edwards — and, naturFrom all Chemists, or post free by sending the Gene ally,
Dick Powell.
Class (h) — the annoying type — have a peculiar
THE SILF CorLtd. (Dept. 63R) property of disappearing into thin air. Phil
39, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON. W.I flarris, complete with ocean wave and permanent
wave, made one film and pa,ssed out. Harry
iVo proprietary rights art claimed in the
Harris made about three shorts before evaporation.
preparation of this remedy.

Shows

Censorship

but reapp)eared for two seconds in Hollywood Party.
Jack Osterman told us for half an hour about
his " Umpa-umpa," then disappeared. David
Manners
gave us The Crooner and went back to
decent acting.
The latest news is that Les Allen, famous
wireless crooner, is appearing in The Code. It
sounds like a Western or a secret service drama.
Let's hope it's not — it would be fine to make him
class (a).— (Mr.) /. G. Watson, 49 Mill Street,
Ilkeston, Derbyshire.
Give Filmgoers a Choice
Exhibitors could do much better business if
they scrapped the present system of "circuit
We are almost at the stage where every big
house shows the same "feature" at the same time
—only.
with consequent loss of patronage, for few
booking."
patrons are really content to be "once-a-week-ers"
In the larger towns, one sometimes has to go
miles to see a worth-while alternative programme
in a decent kinema.
In London, recently, seven big kinemas within
a two-mile square showed the same programme !
Suggestion to the circuits : Standardise all-theweek programmes in all houses, and book several
distinct series in each area, instead of one series
for the whole circuit, as now.
Give patrons a choice regularly, and they will
probably visit your circuit several times weekly
instead of once. — /. Robinson, Hornsey.

The Teaming of Talkies
I have noticed that it seems to be a habit of the
managers or booking agents to run two films
together in all the first-class houses of a town.
Queen Christina was followed round at all the
best kinemas in this town by the same indifferent ally
supporting
The samepicture.
occurred in It Happened One Night. r
The Crime of Helen Stanely went with it wherever
it was booked in the better-class houses, and it
wjis only when the better film reached the lowest
type of kinema that the two were parted.
Now it seems that One Night of Love is to be
trailed continually by Girl in Danger. — (Miss)
Roma Lansen, 81 Blatchington Road , Hove, Sussex.

Misleading Film Titles
I feel
many good
spoiltthebyreally
bad
titles.sureA recent
case infilms
pointarebeing
lovely film One Night of Love. Whoever rem I
responsible for the title made a great error. From
my own personal experience, I know at least
people who did not go on account of the somewhat
sensational and misleading title, all of them jjeople
who would have thoroughly enjoyed it.
The title lured the kind of people who would
neither understand or appreciate it and kept
those who would away.
If the box-office receipts of this films do not come
up to expectations, I feel sure this is the reason.
For my own part, I consider it the most delightful film I have ever seen; and I only hope we sli^dl
see more of those charming {)eople, Tullio C;ir- six
minati and the talented Grace Moore. — M. Ailon,
1 Southside, Dane Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea
YOUR

VIEWS

WANTED

What you think about the stars and films ?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 IS. and ICS. 6d. will be
paid foring,theandtwo5s.mostforinterestevery
other letter published each
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
paper only
and should
exceed
150 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturcgocr
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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IM SO HAS
DISCOURAGEDJACK
NEVER EVEM
*^^'-.,:%^ TRIED TO REALLY
MSS ME . . .
vV' LISTEN -TRY

shine in the hottest weather, after the
most strenuous game of tennis, or all
through a long evening's dancing. Poudre
Tokalon gives a fresh, girlish complexion
— a fascinating beauty that hardly any
man can resist. Try a box to-day and
see how different Poudre Tokalon is from
all other powders, because it is the only
one with the "Mousse of Cream" secret.
6d. and is. a box.

THE LIP MAKE-UP
OF THE CINEMA
STARS -THENEW
WONDEP.FUL
K/SSP«OOf
INDELIBLE LIPSTICK
HER NEXT
YOUR LIPS DRAW ME LIKE
MAGNETS I CANT SEEM TO I
RESIST THEM
THE
LIPSTICK
OH*
THEM
CALLED
bONTIS T«y
KISSPROOP I

If yim admire tlie appealing "kissableness" of the
lips of the film stiirs and the girls in the West-End
shows,K1SSP1<6(
just trv their
lip make-up
new
)F Indelible
Lipstickyourself
. . . This— -the
lipstick discovery is so wonderful it has been placed
by
the make-\ip
experts
in thecould
dressing-rooms
Hollywtxxi
Studios!
The stars
certainly payof
juything— yet you can have exactly the same
smooth, alluring KISSPROOF they use for a few
ponce! Have the thrilling new ' lip appeal" it will
LIPKlSSPROOr
You atcanall get
give youSTICKlo-night.
in all shades,
chemists,
hairdressers
or department stores, also a generous baton at 6d.

Wave- Sets

Tlissproof

is the

J^i^

complexion
refreshed

Me"

powder/

'P.M. SHI
BEFORE GOING OUT
TO DINNER AND DANCE

No need to keep powdering over and
over again to avoid shiny nose and greasy
looking skin. Now a new discovery
enables you to powder once and be absolutely certain of a fresh, smooth "dullfinish" comlpexion for seven hours. This
marvellous ingredient is called Mousse of
Cream, now blended by a patent process
in Poudre Tokalon. That is what makes
Poudre Tokalon stay on five times as long
as ordinary powders. No trace of ugly

/Pfai/^ JjfM

^VKiss

J-'hour

Weekly

NIGHTS

by

DAGGETT^«</

LIPSTICK

AWFUL

RAMSDELL'S

perfect skin tonic
The morning application of D & R Skin
Tonic is the first step in the famous Daggett &
Ramsdell Beauty Treatment ; used in conjunction
with D & R Perfect Vanishing Cream as a
foundatii)n for make-up, and D & R Perfect
Cold Cream for nightlj- massage, it forms the
ideal way to the desired complexion.
If you are contented with the creams and lotions
you already use, don't change. But if you want
that final touch of loveliness, change to D & R
— and you won't change again.
D & R Perfect Beauty Creams, in tubes, 6d.
and i/-, and in jars, 1/3 and 2/6. Skin Tonic
1/- and 2/6.

AM

AM

I

Wave-Set

OF

STOMACH

PAIN

What a relief to be able to eat and sleep normally
after years of stomach trouble which caused nights of
unbearable pain.
No wonder Mr. T. Cairns, of 50 Leitrim Street.
Belfast, says he was fortunate when he tried Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder.
" Being a sufferer from stomach trouble for years,
I have tried every other remedy 1 could hear about,
without success, untU I had the good fortune of try-ing
your Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. No\\' I can eat
anything without suffering ill effects. I have lain in
bed at nights in a cold sweat through pain almost
unbearable, but since using your Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder I can sleep in peace and comfort
I am recommending Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
every opportunity I get, and will continue to do so,
as Get
I pitya bottle
anyone to-day,
sufferingbutas doI did."
not accept an inferior
substitute in order to save a few pence. Be sure to ask
your chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder
the signature
MACLEAN."
It is not with
sold loose,
but only "inALEX
1/3, 2/-,C. and
5/- bottles .
in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.
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GRACE

Columbia

Did

film ** One

you

your

MOORE

in the famous
Night of Love "

MACLEAN

teeth

to-day?

i "George" and "Anne" are your i
: will
enquiry
departments.
be happy
to answer Theanyformer
query \

Let

i•
i
i

Clarence; Robespierre — Ernest Milton;
Colonel Winterbottom — Edmund Broon ;
Romney — Melville Cooper; The Barber —
Gibb McLaughlin; Treadle — Moreland Graham; Jellyband —— John
Tumbull
; Jellyband's
Daughter,
Gertrude
Musgrove;
Lord
Grenville — Sally
Allan Jeayes;
French
Irmkeeper,
Brogard — Bromley Davenport; Lord Hastings— William
Hindle
Edgar. Freshman; Lord Wilmot —

regarding
films, with
the latter
artything
connected
household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both cjo The Picturegoer
Weekly. When a reply by post
\ is desired a stamped, addressed
I
envelope must be enclosed.

i\
i
j
i

In Love With Myhna and Elsie.— (1)
Broadway Bill changed to Strictly Confidential. Cast : Dan Brooks — Warner Baxter;
Alice — Myma Loy; J. L. Higgins — Walter
Connolly; Margaret — Helen Vinson; Eddie
Morgan — Douglas Dumbrille; Colonel Pettigrew — Raymond Walburn; Happy McGuire
— Lynne Overman ; Whitey — Clarence Muse ;
Edna — Margaret Hamilton; Ted VVilliams —
Frankie Darro; Collins — Charles C. Wilson;
Pop —Jones
Morgan's
Henchmen^
Ward— Harry
Bond,Todd;
Charles
Levison;
Joe
— George Cooper; Henry Early — George
Meeker; Arthur Winslow — Jason Robards;
Mrs. Early — Helen Flint; Mrs. Winslow —
Helene Milard; Jimmy Baker — Ed. Tucker;
Presiding Judge — Edmund Breese; Whitehall's Jockey. — Bob
Mrs. Peterson
Clara Blandick;
MaeTansill;
— Inez Courtney;
Chase—
— Claude Gillingwater; James Whitehall —
Paul
Harvey;
James Stamboul
Biakeiy:
Orchestra
Leader Interne
— Alan— Hale.
Quest, Annemarie — Myrna Loy; Beall —
George Grent; Von Sturm — Lionel Atwill ;
Ali
Bey — C.AmilHenry
Gordon;
Amendt;
— Micha
Auer.I^arl(3)— Rudolph
William
Powell plays with Myrna in Evelyn Prentice,
and Jean Harlow and Clark Gable a-e to
co-star with her in Wife Versus Secretary.
D. S. (Highbury). — Release dates : Gay
Divorce— AptW 15, 1935; The Painted Veil —
March 11, 1935; The Merry Widow— Un. 28,
1935; G'i>/j P/fas<--Jan. 28, 1935; It's a Cop
—Aug. 6, 1934; Radio Parade of 1935—
April
1935; ofWe theLive
.4sain—
11,
1935; 22,
^ Woman
World—
¥ A.March
18. 1935;
Ifs a Gi/f- April 22, 1935.
C.M.I. — Cast: Sunshine Susie, Herr
Hasel — Jack Hulbert; Herr Arvey — Owen
Nares;
Klapper — Morris Harvey; Susie —
Renate Muller.
p. —J.Grace
(Pern.).Jenny
Jenny
Lind
Moore;(1)Paul
BrandtLind.
— Reginald
Denny; Bamum — Wallace Beery; Olaf — Gus
Shy ; Josephine — Jobyna Howland; Broughm
— Gilbert Emery; Innkeeper — George F.
Marion; Maretti — Paul Porcasi; Zerga —
Giovanni Martino; Innkeeper's Wife — Bodil
Rosing; Ix>uise — Joan Standing; Selma —
Mavis Villiers; Rosatti — Judith Vosselli. (2)
.\nne Grey, b. 1907, London; dark hair and
eyes, 5 ft. 6 in. Hobbies : Golf, tennis,
riding. Her
Address
: c/olatest
G.B. film was Lady in Danger.

I'm

sure

you

did

MACLEANS
PEROXIDE
TOOTH

PASTE

Obtainable everywhere G° and 1/If you use a solid dentifrice, try the new
Macleans Solid Peroxide Dentifrice — 6d. per tin

W. S. N. (E.3).— (1) Birth dates : Ida
Lupino— 1917; Hugh Herbert— 1887 ; Frank
MrHugh— 1899. (2) Cast : The Night
.4ngel, Yula. — Nancy Carroll; Rudek Berkem
— Fredric March; Theresa — Phoebe Foster;
Countess von Martini — Allison Skipworth;
Biezl — Alan Hale; Father Vincent — Hubert
Druce; Mrs. Berkem— Katherine Emmet;
Schmidt — Otis Sheridan; Rosenbach —
Clarence Derwent; The Matron — Doris
Rankin. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde — Fredric March; Ivy
Pierson — Miriam Hopkins; Muriel Carew —
Rose Hobart; Dr. Lanyon — Holmes Herbert;
Brigadier-General Carew — HalliwellHobbes;
Poole — Edgar Norton; Mrs. Hawkins —
Tempe Pigott. Morocco, Legionnaire Tom
Brown — Gary Cooper; Mil. Amy Jolly —
Marlene Dietrich; Mons. La Bessiere —
.\dolphe Mcnjou; Adjutant Caesar — Ulrich
Haupt; Madame Caesar — Eve Soutem;
A Sergeant — Francis McDonald; Lo Tinto
— Paul Porcasi; Col. Quinnovieres — Albert
Conti. / Like Your Nerve, Larry — Douglas
Fairbanks, jun.; Diane^ — Ix>retta Young;
Clive Lattimer — Edmund Breon; Pacheco—
Henry Kolker; Lester — Claude Allister;
The Butler — Ivan Simpson; The Patron —
Paul Porcasi; Luigi— Boris KarlofT; Franko
—Burston,
Andre Cheron; The Colonel — Henry
.\NTHONV BusHELL FAN. — (1) Anthony
Bushell, b. May 19, 1904, Westerham. Kent:
6 ft., blue eyes, light brown hair; educated
Oxford;: married
O'Neal. Widotv,
Films
include
Disraeli, Zelma
The Flirting
Journey's
End, toThree
East, Lotnn'
the
Ladies, Born
Love,FacesExpensive
Women,
Five Star Final, Shop Angel, Dangerous
Ground, Silver Greyhound, .Sallv Bishop,
Soldiers of the King. The Ghoul, I Was a Spy.
Channel Crossing, Crime on the Hill, Red
Wagon, lAfve at Second Sight, Forbidden
Territory. Lilies of the Field. (2) Cast :
The Scarlet Pimpernel, Sir Percy Blakeney —
Leslie Howard; Blakeney — Merle
Oberon; Chauveiin — Raymond Massey;
'I"he Prince of Wales — Nigel Bruce; Tne
Priest — Bramwell Fletcher; Sir Andrew
I'foulkes — Anthony Bushell; Suzanne de
Toumay
— JoanCountess
(jardner:deArmand
Walter Rilla;
ToumaySt.— Just^
Mabel— Terry-Lewis; Count de Tournay — O. B.

George

Alex (Ilford).— (1) Cast : Little Women,
Jo — Katharine Hepburn; Amy — Joan Bennett; Meg — Frances Dee; Bet — Jeanc
Parker; Fritz Bhaer — Paul Lukas; Auvt
March — Edna May Oliver; Laurie — Douglass Montgomery;
Mr. Spring
LaurenceByington;
— Henry
Stephenson;
Marmee—
Mr. March — Samuel Hinds; Hannah —
Mabel Colcord; Brooke — John Lx>dge;
Mamie — Nydia Westman. (2) List of
Picturegoer's Famous Films Supplements :
Lady
a Day —31,
March
1934; Christopher
Sfon—forMarch
1934;17, Love,
Life, and
Laughter— ApiW 21, W34; British Films—
May 5, 1934; Little Women— Mzy 12, 1934;
Queen Christina— Sept. 1, 1934; Viva VillaSept.
1934; Sing
As IVe
20,
1934; 15,Treasure
Island—
Oec.Go—15,Oct.1934;
Wild Cargo — Dec. 29, 1934; Chained— ]zn. 5,
1935; The Merry Widow— Jan. 19, 1935.
A. McG. (Plaistow).— (1) It is Lionel
Barrymore's
screen which
family appears
for thein film
This
of Heaven
the
Dec. Side
1 issue
of this magazine.
(2) Janet
Gaynor is separated from her husband
Lydell Peck. (3) Wallace Beery was not in the
cast of The Ten Commaruiments.
Fans Club Notice. — Fans of Boris
KarlofT should apply for particulars of his
Fan Club from the Secretary, Frank Houghshire. ton, 169 Tyldesley Road, .4therton, LancaA dance and party will be given by
The Henry Edwards British Film Club,
on Saturday, March 2, 1935, at Bush House,
Aldwych, W.C., from 7.30 to midnight.
Many film stars are expected to be present,
and there will be spot prizes and
competitions. All profits will be handed
to the Cinematograph Benevolent Fund.
Tickets
each can 32be Amesbury
obtained
from theprice
Hon.3s.Secretary,
Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W., or John
Hudspith,
Road, S.E.I Esq.,
8. 172 Plumstead Common
Studio Addresses
Associated llHinsii
Sound Studios
Film Ind., Wembley
Park. Middlesex.
.'\ssociateJ Picture Studios, Ealing
Grrcn. London, W. 5.
British and Dominion Imperial Studios,
Horeham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
British International Studios, Boieham
Wood,
Herts.
BritishEistree.
Instructional
Studios, Welwyn
Garden
City,
Hens.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
Bucks.
Fox Film
Studio, Rodean Gardens,
Wembley
Park.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington.
Gaumontlx>ndon,
British N.
Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
Bush,
lx)ndon. Hurst
W.12.
Nettlefold .Studios.
Grove,
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
London
FilmS.W.I.
Co., 22, GrosvenoStreet,
London,
Sound City Studio, Littleton Park,
Shepperton.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios. St. Marifaret's,
Twickenham,
Middlesex.
American Studios
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street.
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios, Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood. California.
California.
First National Studios, _
ilurbank.
Fox
Studios.
Movietone
City,
wood, California.WestSamuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Sanii
Monica Boulevard. Hollywood, Callfomia.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver
City, California.
Paramount-Publix Studios, Hollywood,
California.
Radio Studios,
780, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Hal
Roach
Studios.
Culver City,
California.
Mack Sennett Studios. Studio City.
North Hollywood, California.
Warner Brothers Studio. Burbank.
California.
United Artistes Studios, 1041, North
Formosa
Avenue,
Hollywood.
California.
Universal
Studios,
Universal
City,
California.
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M.G.V.S.F.,
— (1)
J( Addresses
: Robert SOTON.
Montgomery,
^ Norma Shearer, Myrna Loy,
Hi Joan
c/o Crosby,
M.-G.-M.
GeorgeCrawford,
Raft and Bing
c/o
I Paramount. (2) Marriages : Joan
i Crawford marriage to Douglas
Fairbanks, Jnr. dissolved. Norma
( Shearer married to Irving Thal^1 here.
Robert Montgomery
marrieato Elizabeth
Allan.
All-American Fan. — Birth
dates : Shirley Temple, 1930;
Jackie Cooper, Sept. 15, 1923;
Baby Leroy, May 12, 1932:
Spanky McFarland, Oct. 2, 1928.
LODER Fan. — (1) John Loder
b. March 1, 1898, London; 6 ft.,
brown hair and blue eyes. (2)
Address Evelyn Laye c/o
M.G.M., 19-21 Tower Street,
Upper St. Martins Lane, W.C.2.
Frank Lawton, c/o Universal
Pictures Film House, Wardour
Street, W.l.
Film Admirer (Liverpool). —
Recent
MadgeandEvans—
Death onfilms.
the Diamond
David
Ccpperfield.
Pert
lor Bait, LightningKeltonStrikes— BacheTwice.
Ida Lupino — Ready for Love.
Marian Marsh — Girl of the
Limberlost, Devil's Cargo. Maureen O'Sullivan— TAf Barretts of
Wimpole Street, David Copperfield.
— Come
on.
Marines, Toby
MurderWing
at the
Vanities,
Oru Hour Later.
N. O.has(Lines.).—
Ronald
man
comple ed
work Colon
Clive of India with Loretta Young,
Francis Lister, Lumsden Hare,
Colin Clive, Robert Greig, Cesare Romero,
Montagu Love, Ferdinand Munier. Your
request ha& been passed on to the Editor.
Robert Armstrong Fan. — Robert Armstrong, b. Michigan, Nov. 20, 1896; S ft.
10 in., brown hair and eyes. Latest films:
She Made Her Bed, Flirting With Danger.
New Reader, Birmingham.— Jean Muir,
b. New York City, Feb. 13, 1911 ; 5 ft. 7 in.blonde hair, grey-green eyes, real name
Jean Muir Fullarton, unmarried. Address :
c/o Warner
Bros.Postcard
Photographs
3d.
each
from Picture
Salon, 85forLong
Acre, W.C.2.
Phil.— Cast : The Great Gabbo, Gabbo
(a Ventriloquist)— Eric von Stronheim:
Marie (his companion and assistant) —
Betty Compson; Frank (dancer) — Donald
Dotiglas;
Eccentric Dancer — Margie (Babe)
Kane.
Meg. — Addresses : Buster Crabbe, Carl
Brisson, Anne May Wong, c/o Paramount;
Fredric March, c/o 20th Century; Fred
Astaire, Radio; Johrmy Weissmuller,
M.G.M.
Conrad Veidt Fan.- — Conrad Veidt,
b. Jan. 22, 1893, Berlin; 6 ft. 2 in., dark
hair and eyes, married, hobbies, motoring
and sailing.
K. — The worn
instructions
theE. jumper
by Anne forGreyknitting
were
given in the Nov. i, 1934, issue of this
magazine, copies of which can be obtained
from the Publishing Department, 8 Endell
Street, W.C.2.
Dawnc/o G.B.,
(Wallasey).Tom
Walls,
Evelyn— Address
Laye, c o: M.G.M.
(London).
Photographs
of
Evelyn
Laye
can be obtained for 3d. from the Picture
Postcard Salon, address above.
P. W. (Bristol).— Cast : Strictly Dynamite,
Moxie Slaight — James Durante; Vera —
Lupe Vele?; Nick — Norman Foster; Georgie
— William Gargan; Sylvie — Marion Nixon;
Radio Number — Four Mills Brothers;
Sourwood Sam- — Eugene Pallette; Miss
Le
Seur^Holloway.
— Minna Gombell; Fleming —
Sterling
Velez and Garbo Fan. — (1) Greta
Garbo, b. Stockholm, Sweden, Sept. 18,
1906 ; 5 ft. 6 in., 125 lb., blonde hair and
grey eyes. Address, c/o M.G.M. Films
include : The Torrent, The Temptress,
The Kiss, Flesh and the Deiil, Love, The
Divine Woman, Wild Orchards, The Kiss,
The Mysterious Lady, The Single Standard,
A Woman of Affairs, Alia Christie, Romance,
Inspiration, The Rise of Helga, As You Desire
Me, Grand Hotel, Mata Hari, Queen
Christina, The Painted Veil, Anna Kama.
(2) Lupe Velez, b. July 18, 1909, San
Luis Poiosi, Mexico, real name, Guadaloupe
Villalabos; 5 ft., black hair and brown eyes,
112 lb., married to Johnnie Weissmuller;
address, c/o M.G.M. Films include :
Stttrui and Deliver, Masquerade, The Wolf
Song, Lady of the Pavements, Tiger Rose,
The White Man, Resurrection, The Cuban
Love Song, Broken Wings, Kongo, Phantom
Fame, Hot Pepper, The Halfnaked Truth,
HoUyKood Party, Laughing Boy, Strictly
Dynamite. The Morals of Murcits.
F. G.D.D.— Warren William, b. Dec. 2,
1896, Atiken, Minnesota, real name Krech,
German parentage; 6 It., dark hair, blue

smfs'Vi^s
marve
Anna Neagle,
who isllous
now scoring her
Elisabeth Bergner as she appears
in her Aug.
latest 22j
film1900,
" Escape
Never."
Bom
she is Me
an Austrian
Jewess, 5 ft. 3 in., dark hair and eyes,
married Dr. Paul Czirmer, Jan. 9,
1933. Address cjo United Artists
Studios.
eyes, married; hobbies, ships and fencing;
address, c/o Warner Bros. Films include :
Honour of the Family, Expensive Women,
Woman from Monte Carlo, Under Eighteen,
Beauty and the Boss, The Mouthpiece,
The Dark House, Skyscraper Souls, Three
on a Match, The Match King, Employees
Entrance, Lady for a Day, Lady of the
Boulevards, The Mind Reader, Gold Digger
of 1933, Beside,
World,Dragon
Dr. Monica'i
Cleopatra,
Hit MeUpper
Again,
Murder
Case, 1 he Case of the Howling Dog, A MidYour
request summer
has Night's
been Dream,
passed Concealment.
on to the Editor.
Interested (Coventry). — Write to
Bing Crosby, c/o Paramount, asking for
autographed photograph.
J. D. (Richmond). Addresses : Claudette
Colbert, Para.; Madge Evans, M.G.M.,
Donald Woods, Warner; Warner Baxter.
Lew Ayres, Fox; Fredric March, 20th
Century.
(2) Franchot Tone, b. Feb. 27,
1906.
C. (Hove).
c/oA. Warner
Bros.— Address : Les'ie Howard,
C. H. (Bristol). — Centre spread of Roman
Scandals in May 12, 1934, issue of Picturegoer
copies of which can be obtained from the
Publishing Dept., 8 Endell Street, W.C 2,
for 3d. post free.
Tall and Handsome (Edinburgh). — .\lice
Fayr, 23 yrs. old, blonde hair, unmarried,
latest film : 365 Nights in Hollywood,
now making Redheads on Parade, address
c/o Fox Studios.
E. D. W.— Shirley Temple, b. 1930;
Jackie Cooper, b. Sept. 15, 1923
G. A.-I.— Fay Wray, b. Sept. 15, 1907,
Alberta, Canada; 5 ft. 3 in., brown hair,
blue eyes, married John Monk Saunders,
hobbies, music and tennis. Address, c/o
Columbia
Studios, now making White
Lies.
J. R. (Long .^cre). — Write to Ginger
Rogers, c/o Rartio Pictures.
R. W. (iN^dx.).- (1) See New Reader
(Birmingham)
Muir's
(2) -Anna Lee, forb. Jean
Jan. 1,
1914, biography.
Ightham,
Kent, real name Joanna Boniface Winnifrith; 5 ft. 4 in., fair hair and blue eyes;
mariied Robert Stevenson, film producer, in
Dec, 1934. Latest film : Corf*. Address,
c/o G.B.
W. J. F. — Evelyn Laye took both the parts
of the young singer End the old woman who
lost her voice in the film Evensong.
A. & J. Dale — Boris KarlofT, b. London,
Nov.
real hair
iiameandWilliam
Henr\'
Pratt, 23,
6 ft.,1887,
brown
eyes, 175
lb.
Address, c/o Universal. Making The Return
of Frankenstein. Mr. KarlofT is not in
Edwin Draod, Claude Rairs takes the part of
Uncle Jasper.

greatest triumph in the Film ''Nell
Gwyn,"
:—
" I am says
absolutely
charmed with
Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream.
For quick make-up I think it is
simply marvellous, especially to one
so naturally blonde as myself. I like
Obtainabh everywhtn in four
shades and and
two perfurrtes
Lavender
Eau de— Mitchom
Cologne. Old-fashioned
its fragrance,andtoo."
laborious day and night
treatments are no longer necessary. The
ALL
POWDER
IN smart modern girl has no time for them.
Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream makes
CREAM
and keeps her complexion as beautiful as
MIRROR
ONE that of any Princess in a fraction of the
time and at nothing like the cost.

Moore's
& LAVENDER
MITCHAM
Potter

PCHPEI^

These

Magical
FREE

CFEIPI

Make-up

FOR

Aids

YOU

How

many girls vainly keep on trying to acquire loveliness ? The only
way to permanent beauty is to have a
clear, unblemished skin, such as
Cuticura gives.
Send at once for a
FREE

SAMPLE

OF

CUTICURA

SOAP,
OINTMENT
AND
TALCUM
Write, enclosing l^d. stamp for return postage, to Cuticura {Dept. 49R)
Newbery and Phillips Ltd., 31, Banner Street, London, E.C.l.
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Leave

IT

to

ANNE

SEIZE your pen without further delc^, pass that
puzzling point on to me. I shall be delighted to
help you, whether it is related to beauty or domesticity.
Send along your query accompanied by a stampedaddressed envelope if you desire a quick reply by post.
'HERE
one beauty
ject thatiswould
seem tosubbe "
of interest to eight out of
ten women over the age of
twenty-five — and that is
the question of suj>erfluous hair.
It is a blemish that women take
to heart very much indeed, particularly when it is on the face.
They become unhappy and selfconscious, and, in fact, imagine that
other people notice it very much
more than is the actual case. "I
want to get rid of it for ever," write
my
"Please
me a corresfKjndents.
sure cure, and one
that issend
not

JM.
«

PLAYER'S NAVY

0

CUT CIGARETTES-CORK-TIPPED

to these letters always
tooReplying
expensive."
makes me a bit s«id. I hate to disappoint your faith in my ability to
send a certain cure that costs only
a shilling or two. There is only one
complete cure to date. That is
electrolysis and unfortunately the
elaborate nature of the treatment
makes it expensive.
It is highly probable that the cure
of the future will lie in treatment by
glandularnection
extract.
There
is a con-of
between the
activities
certain ductless glands and the
appearance
of theto hair.
connection isknown
medicalThat
science.
As a consequence, attempts have
been made to treat the condition by
giving
extracts.
So fau', the results
have not
been encouraging.
There
has been success in a few cases, but
they are so few, that it is imp>ossible
to say that the method is successful.
Generally, it fails.
Thus we are thrown back on electrolysis, which is certain in its effect. The
treatment must be given by an expert.
If it is inexpertly performed, scarring
may result. It is not really painful.
The little discomfort that is suffered
is more than counterbalanced by the
relief that the sufferer feels when the
unwanted hair is banished.
The current used is produced by a
small galvanic battery. TTie patient
sits in a comfortable chair, and the current is conducted to each separate hair
through a fine platinum needle. The
patient is asked to hold a zinc plate so
that the circuit is complete, and the
needle passes easily to the follicle of the
hair. It is held in position till the hair
— by certain chemical changes which
have taken place in the cells of the
battery and have been passed on to the
root —is assumed to be destroyed. The
destroyed hair is then removed and
another cannot grow in its place.
It is not always possible to destroy
the hair at the first treatment. It is
possible that two applications of the
needle may be required, and extremely
obstinate cases that need three appUcations are not unknown. Repeated
treatment, of course, adds to the
expense.
Immediately after the treatment tiny
scars are visible. But these fade quite
quickly and a smooth skin is left.
Fees vary according to the style of
the establishment, but a fully qualified
practitioner will probably charge
approximately a guinea a visit.
The number of visits depends on the
quantity of hair to be destroyed and its
response to treatment.
I have gone into this electrolysis
treatment at some length because I feel
it is a question that affects intimately
so many of my readers. Some there are
to whom the price will be absolutely
prohibitive,
may saving
be others
who will feel but
that there
it is worth
up
and going without luxuries to be rid
of a disfigurement that causes so much
mental distress.

Other Means
Nowthose
whatforadvice
be offeredis
whom can
electrolysis
absolutely out of the question. It
depends on the thickness of the hair
and how much distress it occasions. If
the growth is Just " downy " or if it
is very fair and only noticeable in certain Ughts, my earnest advice is leave
it alone.
Surface hair that is removed must
grow again, and the tendency is for it
to grow coarser. But, if the hair is
creating real agony of mind and
thoroughly spoiling life for the sufferer,
then use a depilatory and use it often
so that the skin is kept smooth. But
whatever
you todo,shave
don't every
use amorning.
razor, or
you will have
There are several types of deUpatory
advertised in these pages, cream, powder
and wax. Wax has certain advantages,
but readers will discover which suits
best their particidar purposes. Those
who would prefer to have the treatment
professionally
can also
wax treatment from good
classget hairdressing
establishments. The cost is low, so
that the need for having it done
repeatedly is not too serious a burden.
Those who do not use a depilatory
should certainly establish the habit of
daily gen.
dabbing
with the
peroxide
of hydroThis bleaches
hair, and
tends
to weaken the growth, though it is
useless
to
pretend
that
it
will
ever
destroy it.
Depilation
D epilation
hairssome
out
by the means
roots. pulUng
There are
brave souls who can do this despite the
pain. But it is not easy. A hair completely removed by the roots is unlikely
to give trouble again. But it must come
right out. Too often it is merely broken
off, and after a little while reappears
as strong as ever.
Automatic tweezers should be used
and the hair must be pulled in the
direction in which it grows. It is painbut dabbing
withsmarting
a littleandwitchbe
hazel ful,will
deaden the
antiseptic as well.
Ansivers to Correspondents
— Hair
areGertkude
fashionable(Liverpool).
for evenini;
wear.ornaments
A little
paste
clip
looks
very
effective
when
fastened
into a deep wave. The bair should be smoothly
dressed to get the best effect.
H. Thal (Riga).— Wash the hairbrush by
dabbing
and the
downwater
in a warm
soapyoverlather.
Do
not upallow
to come
the
back of the brush. A little borax added to
the water will free brush from all greaseRinse in cold water, shake as much water
ofi as possible. Stand on end to dry.
Elizabeth. — You can make your mouth
appear smaller by limiting the area to which
you
lipstick.
not take Sorry,
the colouring
to theapply
comers
of theDo mouth.
cannot
give
you
make-up
suggestions
as
to tell me the tint of your skin. you forget
MoiRA.witch
— Wash
water to which
a little
hazelyour
has face
t>een inidded.
PuiiLED
(Devon).once— Your
undoubtedly normal. Wash
a day skin
withis warm
water I
and
good
soap,
and
follow
with
cold surplus
cream ],
massage. After ten minutes remove
cream and rinse face with cold water.
Maureen (Kentish Town).— Your lafl j
probably svreU with so much standing. SitJ
down at work whenever possible. Rest th*
legs as often as you can by lying oit a l>ed
with a cushion or pillow under them, thut
raising them from the knees.
R. (Manchester).—
Yourby weak
haveA. C.probably
been worsened
the useeyatol i■
mascara. I advise you to i|ive it up. A certaiaJ
amount of irritation is inevitable unless tk*J
eyes are in 6rst-class condition.
Maisie (Newcastle). — Your descripUoal
sounds like a sebaceous cyst. Your doctor!
will open and drain this for you. It is • J
simple and painless operation.
M. M. (Manchester). — I am not greatly]
in favour oi the use of kse for the oompiezkM. |
Too
veins.often it results in the formatkn of broka* J
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cake"
JEUY

i^mk hamU

Jcfi and

leVeiif

riLYMIEL JELLY brings
^ immediate rtsnXxs. Soothing rawness, whitening red
hands, smoothing rough
ones, and making the hardest ^'^^^-^S
worked hands gracious, lovely and
attractive. But best of all is the permanent beauty which a little regular
care with this fragrant non-greasy jelly
brings your hands. Just rub a little
Glymiel Jelly into your hands each night
and every time you wash. Start a beauty
treatment for your hands to-day.
NO MORE CHAPPED or CRACKED HANDS
Tubes 3d, 6d, 1/.
Start using
In Decorative
Glymiel Jelly
Glass Jars 2/6
today
GLYMIEL

Just as Glymiel Jelly gives your hands charm and
beauty, so GLYMIEL FA CE CREAM gives
charm and beauty to your complexion. 6d. a tube.

COLGATES

7Ji^niid ofj6teu/hJ
COLGATE'S

dSs^i^oXoviv teeth

REMOVES

ALL

SEVEN

Who would think tnat such a simple thing as an apple could
put stains on teeth ! Yet apples do. And so do all the
other foods we eat. All told, our daily diet leaves 7
different kinds of stains on teeth.

RIBBOlT
!PENTAr
CREArvTI

Many toothpastes fail to remove all seven stains — because
they have only one kind of cleansing action. And all stains
simply will not yield to any one action.
Colgate's cleans teeth beautifully, brilliantly, com^letelj' —
because Colgate's
TWO andcleansing
an
emuXsivt
action thathas
loosens
washes actions.
away manyFirst,
of the
stains. Second, a safe, gentle, |>oIishing action, that
promptly rubs away whatever stains are left. What a
difference those TWO cleansing actions can make. See
this difference reflected in your own mirror.
THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH
1. Meats and other proteins.
4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.

J38
" PICTUREGOER"
POSTCARDS-"
There's
Finish,
glamoarwith
— these
are traascendent
In " Picturegoer
" po6tcard/>.
If perchance
you areartistrj',
not yet pose,
acquainted
these qualities
xuperb productions,
add some
to your Album
without delay
and be
»ure
Garbo's latest
portrait
your list.provided
Not onlyyonareare" PIcturegoer
card-otoininclude
a class(ireta
by thetnselves,
but and
they loveliest
are actually
muchin chfa}>er,
a member "ofpo8tthe
"Sepia
Picturegoer
"
Postcard
Club.
To
join,
all
you
need
do
is
to
send
an
order
for
not
less
than one
Glos.sy pt)strard» at the regular price of 2«. 6d. dozen. Liberal discounts on all subsequent
ordersdozen
and
Club privileges. On joining you arc presented free with a magniflcent Ss. Album to hold 300 cards. The cover
resembles snakeMkln, and the oval panel-embossed In gold gives it " dass."
Put

some
in this FREE
5/- ALBUM
Choose your postcards from this list. Sepia Glossy, 3d, each, Zs. 6d
doxeru Available to members and noti'members alike. Complete list
.^^^ of these and other f>ostcards on request.
Joan
JjtwiK Biuryinnre
Ayres
MarleneCrawford
Dietrich
John
Myma
LoyMacDonald
Junt
Baxter
Jeanette
Sally
Filetfi
Warner BAxter
Fredric March
Madge KvaoH
Doustaii
F&lrbuks,
]an.
WnlUce Beer^Con»tanc«
Bennett
Uracie Pieldf
Robert
RanKMi Montjeomeo"
No\'arro
EliHtbeth Benmer
Clark Gable
Maureen
0*8(11 Uvan
John
Bolett
Dick
Poircll
GrctA
Uarho
(^rl
BrisBon
OinRcr
Roger.i
Olive
Brook
Janet
Oa>'nor
Korma
Shearer
Jean
Harlow
Jack Buctianan
Lilian Harvey
Sylvia Sldner
Conrad
Veldt
Katharine Hepbom
Vancj* Carroll
(^aiLdette
Colbert
Dorothy Hy«oD
Mae West
Bonald Colman
Elisw
Ljuidl
DUna
W3myard
Loretta Voung
Evelyn 1a ye
Qary Cooper

nothing

to touch them
i
POST THIS COUPON TO-DA
TO " PICTUREGOER " 8AL0K,
85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
enrol meClub,
a* a and
member
Picturec >erPImm
" Postcard
Aend ofme** The
Membership
<'»rd
fall particular*
of discouuts,
etc..thanon
future andorders.
I enclose order
for not le.^^
one
dozen SepiaInclude
Oloasy with
portcardt*.
*Jd.
dozen.
myenc|i>?<
orderpriceytmr'i-*.extra
new
Free Plea-e
Postcard
.\ibuin.
to'>■*.cover
coflt
of poxtAge
and Iparkinc
on my (Cift.
Name

Greta
Garbo

P.O. No
Amount.
'Overseas cover
readen>packlnt:
{"honldandenclnae
poistage.2s. extra to
CroRS P.O. /and Co./ and make pairable to
"THE PICTUREGOER."
y.B. — Apptie«nt4
ftvm etUtTf
lri*k dtiiif
prm thai
SUttr MMy
mil 6<he
rvfv/red
(« jmv owy
eftargeMe.
Fir. 16/2/3{i.
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DE

RESZKE

IMPROVED

introduces

FILTER

TIP

—

No

and

much

how

the

interference

improve

d!

with

the cigarette — and how

the taste of
much

better

it feels!
A filter tip, to do its cleansing and
cooling work

thoroughly, should be

made

of the purest, fleeciest wool.

Now

for the first time you can have

a De Reszke filter tip of this material,
cased in pure cork, on cigarettes of
De Reszke quality.
Try a packet of the new De
Reszke with the improved filter tip,
and

you

smoking

will find that cigarette'
holds a new

joy for you.

Blissfully cool, delightfully smooth,
with nothing to irritate the most
sensitive throat — to smoke these
cigarettes is to realise even
fully the fine character
Reszke

Ask

"121^

for

DE

RESZKE

'CORK'—
with
Issued by Godfrey Phillips Ltd.

the

more

of the De

leaf.

Filter

Tip

—

20

for
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JUST

IN THE

UNIQUE

10

VEST POCKET

PACKET

MINUTES

The true De Reszke leaf-but no need to

waste half because 'tinfie's up.' These D.R.
15

6
Minors last ten minutes— just long enough
and have won

De
PLAIN.

Reszke
CORK

thousands over to the

cult of the blissful brief-time smoke.

OR

•IVORY'-TIPPED

MINORS
Issued By Godfrey Phillips Ltd.

5 FOR

2d.

10FOR4D.

20for8d.

^30 fori/-

60

for

2/- f!
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just
the corot
write

m
How certain of happiness
and love is the woman with
a skin of seductive softness

Weekly

!
published
spring fashion
guide

for

your

copy

to-day

this magnificent portfolio contains about 80 illustrations of the latest corot models in coats,
suits, frocks, and ensembles, any of which may be
paid for by monthly instalments,
so post the coupon below or call at the corot
showrooms and see the delightful spring range now
being displayed

. . . a complexion of glorious clearness ! Learn the
secret of this beauty by
the use of Snowfire Cream.
When this fragrant, nongreasy Cream makes your
skin soft as a flower, and
radiantly clear, irresistible
charm will be yours. So
also will admiration and
romance.
Tubes 6d. Opal Jars 1/3.
{Except in I.F.S.)
J ant Bazltr * Carl Etmond in the
B.I. P. Produtlion " Blossom Tinu."

Snowfire

Cream

Marina

3D

Green

Fashion's Latest Success

"sweet music
a woollen blouse
weave finished
j umper with
with aa short-sleeved
organdy
largemonthly
double
7/6
cash 2^gns.

13/6
"hello beautiful"
tweed
three-quarter
coat
and
matching
skirt,
with self
ties. coat is lined, and finished monthly
cash 4' 2 gns.

Kraskd
NAIL

used

POLISH

and approved
Royalty

by

MARINA GREEN and MARINA GREEN
PEARL are most delightful shades, and
are the craze of the moment.
The Kraska Co. are fortunate in being able
to provide their clients with these tints,
and every woman of fashion will Insist upon
applying one of them to her nails. These
special colours may be selected when filling
in the coupon below.

Obtainable in 25 fashionable Shades
Blanche, Naturelie, Rosee, Double
Kosee, Quadruple Rosee, Deep
Quadruple Rosee, Coral, Deep
Coral, Chinese Lake, Deep Chinese
Lake, Orange, *Pearl, *Rose-Pearl,
*Gold, *Silver, *Copper, Ruby,
Deep Ruby, Black, Blue, Green, Special Try-out Offer
Tango-Coral, Deep Tango-Coral,
Mauve, Mahogany (Tan), Ivory, to " Picturegoer ** Readers
etc.
SIZE IN ANY COLOUR
I/-, 1/6, andsizes
2/6. only.
*ln 1/6 and 2/6 V6
POST FREE FOR
KRASKA CUTICLE
CUT OUT AND POST THIS TO-DAY
To KRASKA CO., LTD., «5, Portobello Road, London, W.I I
REhlOVER, I/- and
l/y. Patent Cuticle
Extractor with each
Nail
Polish.''"staJnp^s'^^'' '/-in payment of 1/6 bottle of Kraska
I enclose
bottle.
Colour required.
P.G.
KRASKA OILY
Name....
POLISH REMOVER.
Address
I/-. Keep* nails
supple and cuticle
soft.

core
(dept. p.g. 450)
33

old

bond

street

london, w.i
regent 0234
|— — — — — —
post this coupon to-day
j
"WM^M^Mh
please
obligation,of corot
spring fashion
^^^^
guidesend,
and without
full particulars
instalment
plan. I|
address.
j_

-
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From

Paris

Comes

The

The

Perfect

to

I

'

the

MATT-FINISH

NEW

\ ROUGE

.4 ;

.

Piifl

Perfect

Complexion

i

.F

i ■ • <

Fur
Iva Fur Puffs

THE

SENSATION
OF

THE

SEASON

result of years of research by French
Chemists — has now been patented by
Tokalon. It makes Poudre Tokalon
cling five times as long as all other
powders. No trace of sMne on nose or
face even after hours of dancing in a
hot room or when out in wind or rsiin.
See for yourself what a marvellous
discovery
is "Double
How entirely
different Mousse
is Poudreof Cream."
Tokalon
from all other j>owders because it is the
only
one would
with tiie
"Matt
Finish" secret.
If you
have
a marvellous
and

The smartest French women to-day
all have "matt finish" complexions — a
fresh, lovely complexion which stays
free from shine all day long in all
circumstances.
The secret is a new process by which
the finest triple-silk sifted powder is
blended with Double Mousse of Cream.
fascinating "matt complexion" get a
This latest face piowder process — the box of Poudre Tokalon to-day.
t'ljrr •, obtain
By special
manufactiirors,
any ofwoman
this paperso may
n\£<£i
a de arrangement
luxe Beauty with
Outfit thecontaining
six shades
the newreader
Poudreof Tokalon
that
she may test them for herself. The outfit also contains Creme Tokalon Skinfoods for both day and night
use. Send 3d. in stamps to cover cost of postage, packing, etc., to Tokalon Ltd. (Dept. iW Z), Chase
Road, London, N.W.IO.

TIlic CLotij of

KEEP

UP

APPEARANCES
DllART
RINSE
and ,best of all
THEHairfirstRinses
restores
as nothing else will, the
natural colour of your hair,
enhancing its lustre and
beauty. Use with rinsing
water after a shampoo.
Made in 12 shades to match
any colour hair. Not a dye,
but a harmless colourative.
Use also O
2 RINSES f=OR QD
GLORIA Soap Iess
Shampoo Powders
PRICE 4d. EACH.
From Hairdressers, Chemists and
Stores. If wuible to obtain, serti
direct to
ROSENWAIO BROS (Dept. P.G.),
27 Nobfe Screet, London. E.C.2
TWO RINSES <f- SHAMPOO
' 5tote Coloui orHoiv '
for ONE SHILLING Post Free

4

FOR
61
You can always ensure
footwear that will stand
the most critical eyes — if
you use RADIUM Dyes. An
application of RADIUM
will give the shabbiest
shoes lasting elegance. A
single sixpenny bottle of
RADIUM will save pounds
on your annual shoe bill. In
all latest colours from
shoe shops, repairers and
leather stores.

Radium
LEATHER
DYES
Keel) your with
Sveilc
shoes- alwaut
mttractive
RADIUM
SueJe
Cleaner.
RADIUM r/rn.,
Broadheaih, MANCHESTER.

The Iva Rouge
Brush. to
are all-British.
Prices from
tterfecl your
6d. to 7111. V
'/ make-up. 11-.
Gives better results from your favourite face powder.
Adopted
manufacturers
everywhere.
From byallleading
Stores,powder
Chemists,
and Hairdressers.
Made at Iva House, Golden Lane. Ixindon, K.C.I.

WASHABLE

FADELESS

HYGIENIC
*

Pufl

OVERWROUGHT
WIVES
a
Y
NERVES ALL TO
i PIECES
When you consider the carts and worriM of Uia
avorafe wife and mother, is it any wonder that
many are so overstrung as to be vercing on hysteria?
The housewife is too often overworked, but more
devastatinc than her daily dutios are the many
worries that fail upon her. These often have
serious effects, causing sletplessneu, headache*,
depression, and irritability. To overcome this nervous exhaustion you neod Dr. Williams Pink Pills.
These pills are a powerful nerve tonic because thty
enrich and build up the Mood, and it is thrMgh
the blood that the nerves are fed.
Mrs. Evans, of 2o<i Robertson Strict, l.ouduu,
S.W.. states : " For three year? I suffered terribly
from nervous exhaustion. 1 often fainted, was amstantly dizzy and very irritable. ! gradually got
worse, and at last had to lay up. I had almost kjst
hope when a relative advised Dr. Williams pink
pilLs, and from the first 1 obtained great relief.
Now I can do all my housework, and never seerii to
get tired. It is wonderful to fwl well again."
Yau, too, can banish all traeet of nervous woakness by takinc Dr. Williams brand Pink Pills. All
chemists sell them, Is. 3d. a box (triple size 3s. Od.).
The proprietors will refund your money if you fail
to derive benefit.
NNAILS
ft W
NEXT
WEEK I
Free booklet Msit aiMUr plain
•ealed covari
explaini
bow you can Miily,
HO
TI
BI
urcretly Mid permanently cure yovrMll
of this obiectiofiable, beaitb-Mlljinfferillc
habit. No aloca,
Nrw
diioovery.
Send nolid.auto-succrttiafi.
itamp for po«ta(e
FILTEX LTD. (Dept. P.), Jl. The Broadway
Oroock End. London. N.8.
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SMARTER
because
Cutex
A DOSE or two of Galloway's GODgh
curesandtheprevents
most stabbomSyrup
Cou^speedily
or Cold,
any
risk of deTelopment.
For all Bronchial and Lung troabica
Galloway's
can relief
be relied
upon and
to bring
safe
and quick
to young
old.
This great London remedy for over M
years has been the never-tailing family
standby for banishing Winter ills in the
shortest possible time.

shades

are perfected

the World'' s Manicure

by

Authority

CURES
COUGH SYRUP
Sold by all Chemttlttl £(orc«|
Price 1 /3 & 2/6 per bottle
P. H. GALLOWAY, LTD.
Qualified Chemiali,
l^on.S.E.17

IN
HALF
THE
TIME

PICTUREGOER"
One

of the " Bravest
GARY COOPER is one of a number of
"Paramount ■' sUrs who look their
Invest
and best
Pictnregoer
You should
add onhisa "latest
portrait" postcard.
to your
ooBection without delay. If you have no
Album you can get one jfr*e to biidd 300 cards
r"
and
worth Club.
5/- byThejoming
'Pictuiegoe
Postcaid
covertheresembles
snake
skin and the oval panel embossed in gold
gives
"class."
To not
join,lessall than
you need
do is
to sendit an
order for
one doten
sepia gkKsy postcards at the regular price
<rf 2/6 doz.
oo all subsequent ordersLiberal
as well asdiscounts
Clnb privileges.

POSTCARDS
and

Best

WOMEN have been asking, " Why arc the lovely Cutex shades
so ' right ' ? " The explanation is that all the nine Cutex
shades are developed and perfected by the World's Manicure
Authority. Since Cutex Liquid Polish ccMnes in so many charming
colours, it is easy for you to choose the correct shade for each
costume. You'll enjoy working out your own colour combinations.
And, of course, this is the whole point of nail tinting — to vary
jrour nail tint with your gown.
Never once will you find Cutex Liquid Polish streaking or fading,
like ordinary polishes. It goes on more smoothly and easily, and
gives you a lovely, lasting lustre. Insist on Cutex.
FOR THE PERFECT MANICURE : Cutex Cuticle Remover — to
keep ike cuticle smooth. Your favourite shtidea of Cutex Liquid Polish —
Cutex Oily Polish Remover. Lastly, a Cutex Nail White Pencil. Cutex
preparations are obtainable at chemists, stores and hairdressers.
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LOVELY

CUTEX

SHADES

NATURAL • ROSE • PINK PEARL • PEACH • CORAL
CARDINAL
• MAHOGANY
• RUBY
• COLOURLESS
VARY THEM WITH VOUR GOWN
The Long-Lasting
CUTEX
Liquid Polish
MADE IN GEBAT BEITAIN
SEND
FOR
THIS.
/ enclose 6J. for
And Everything
tht new Cniex Maniaire Set, which includes
Liquid Polish in the tins I have umlerltned^ also
Polish
NaiuralNortham
— Rou Warren,
— CoralLtd.,
—
Cardinal.Remover.
Dept. OB2,
Jar Lovely Nails
3X1 Blackfriitn Raad, SM.i
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FRAGRANCE

1

For

outdoor

sport, in the brisk in-

vigorating airof a Spring
fresh clean
Lavender

fragrance

So exquisitely
Lavender
hour
and

can

of the

be

worn

with

day or evening.

and

day, the

of the Yardley

is the one perfume

to the mood

' .•V_ii.\'-^!|5L

BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

attuned

moment.

fragrant, the Yardley
perfect

taste

Its appeal

at every

is ever

new

delightful.

Sprinkler Bottles 1/3 to 10/6, and in larger sizes up to 2 guineas.
Lavender Soap — " The Luxury Soap of the World " — 2/6 a box of
three tablets, Lavender Face Powder 1/9, Complexion Cream 2/6,
Compact

2/', Lipsticks 2/-

Lavendomeal

(the new

3/-, Bath

Water^Softener)

Salts 2/6, Talc

1/2,

3/-, etc

Prices do not apply to the Irish Free SlaU.
Beware of fraudulent ivtilalions of Yardley products now being offered in tite streets and from house to house.

YARDLEY
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Will

the

Costume

Cycle

Collapse

?

HISTORY films overdone —
High - brows adopt W. C.
Fields — News-reel sued — "Gruesome" scene alleged — Meet
"Marina " — Mae West goes
modem — Bing Crosby gets a rise
— The busiest players in films
~HERE are signs that before we are
very much older the costume cycle
will have gone the way of all screen
cycles.
It is true that the production
schedules are still full of titles that look hke
readings from history and that we have yet
to see some of the most imjxDrtant contributions, but I should not be surprised if the
boom collapses before many of the studios
have got through their present lists.
It is already being whispered in the trade
that historical films have been overdone and
are beginning to cause a pained silence at the
box-office.
One reason for the popularity of the series
has been the fact that it has proved a godsend
to American producers during the Purity
Drive. Romance wrapped in the trappings of
the past is less offensive than the realities of
the present as reflected in current drama and
Uterature.
If the boom has proved anything at all, it
is that we do these things much better over
here. With one or two exceptions, notably
The House 0/ Rothschild, America's costume
films have been a poor lot.
A £500 Bet
T\avid Copperfield and Clive of India, which
arrive here with excellent press credentials,
may, however, help prolong the life of the cycle.
I hear, incidentally, of an interesting bet
between two well-known film colony f)ersonalities
concerning these two films.
Myron Selznick, brother of David Selznick,
producer of the Dickens picture, at a Sam Goldwyn
party the other night wagered Al Lichtman 2,500
dollars that Copperfield will draw more money to
the box-office than Clive.
The bet will be decided when the figures are
checked, a year from the release date of each.

y perfor
, as
Olivermers,
May
Ednaworth
Two
Aunt Betsey Trotwood, and
W. C. Fields, as Micawber,
I note, credited with
honours in the M.-G.-M.
And . now the worst fears of those of us who have
picture
been predicting that Mr. Fields would be taken to
the bosom of the highbrows have been realised.
Months ago, writing of the awful possibility, in
aa lighter
I said:of "They
could callandit
movie moment
manifestation
a blundering
anguished soul in search of understanding in an
un-understanding world, or modem knight-errantry
in search of windmills ... or 'boloney' ... or
This week a distinguished and usually levelsomething."
headed critic records unsmilingly :
' ' Not to be aware of the tragic overtones in the
work of this middle-aged, whisky-nosed, fumbling
and wistfully incompetent gentleman is to be
ignorant of the same tragic overtones in the
comedy of Don Quixote de la Mancha. . . .
" But to those who love him best, Mr. Fields
is the great healer, taking unto himself grievous
human burdens and in the same breath teaching
his disciples to crucify him with laughter as
his reward for purging them of their
futilities."

Corpse in a News-reel
One and,
of the
most interestint;
perhaps,
significant
screen sidelights of the week is
the news that a woman and her
husband are suing Universal
Pictures in America for damages
for shock allegedly caused by "a gruesome and
revolting"
The shot news-reel
concerned scene.
was one of the bullet-riddled
body of the gangster. Baby Face Nelson, former
"Public
Enemy Mrs.
NumberDoris
One."
The woman,
Preisler, who was in
a delicate condition, claims that the spectacle so
upset her that her maternal expectations were
ruined and that the ensuing complications
required surgical care.
Mr. Preisler also claims to have been injured
in health by the experiences of his wife. They
are asking for 150,000 dollars.

a"
Movies'was "Marin
Thesuppose
I
inevitable tothat
later
we shouldit be
introduced
an sooner
aspiringorscreen
starUncle
with Carl
the I^aemmle
Christian has
nameagain
of "Marina."
beaten his rivals
to it. The young lady whose coming debut he
announces is Marina Passerowa, a CzechoSlovakian beauty, who is now busy learning
{Continued on page 8)
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English grammar and Hollywood glamour at announcement regarding the date of her forthUniversal City.
coming visit to Britain.
The title of her new picture has been changed
It seems that on his last trip to Europe, a
beautiful and ambitious young actress called on
N()w I'm a Lady to How Am I Doing ?
him at Carlsbad. She was labouring under the from
And, more important, it seems that the Paramount Panjandrums have taken to heart the
difficulty that she did not know English and was
still unwilling to have .Mr. I-aeramle realise this lessons of I'm No Angel and Belle of the Nineties
^veakness in her armour.
and provided something new for their principal
So she inquired of a friend, who turned out to meal ticket.
In the latest film, at any rate. Miss West is to
be something of a practical joker, what she
should .say to him, planning to learn it by sound. forsake the Gay Nineties and go entirely modern.
The result of this was that when she greeted Mr. Throughout the stor\' she will wear the very
latest models in gowns.
Laemmle, she said, politely :
"How do you do, Mr. Laemmle? I would like
to When
bust you
the nose."
Mr. onLaemmle
finished laughing, he told The "Women Haters"
her that if she ever came to Hollywood, to be sure If Phil Lonergan's "Hot From Hollywood"
message of a romance between Ronald Colman
to come to see him. She came, she saw, and now
Mr. Laemmle is paying for her education in and Loretta Young has a sequel with a weddingbell accompaniment, the event will mark not only
English.
Miss Passerowa is described as a p>etite and the passing out of circulation of Holljnvood's most
striking brunette with a beautiful singing voice. eligible "eligible," but the surrender of the leist
diehard
of the famousthrived
"Women
Club."ago
This organisation
some Haters'
eight years
with such famous members, in addition to Colman,
Father of the Star System
as Richard Barthelmess, William Powell, and
Carl Laemmle, who recently celebrated his Charles
Lane. Each of these worthies had burst
sixtj'-eighth birthday, celebrates another forth from an unsuccessful marriage.
anniversary to-morrow. Twenty-nine years ago
"Never again" was the burden of their song,
on February 24, he tacked up the sign "White
and
they called themselves the "Women Haters."
House
Theatre"
outside
a
little
hall
in
Chicago
—
and entered the film business.
A pipe of tobacco, a whisk}', a cosy club chair and
the
joys
of the tennis court, the golf course, the
The story of Carl Laemmle is very much the
stream or the duck blindes were to be their
history of the American film industry. He helped trout
to break the trust that controlled films at the time individual heavens from then on.
he became interested in them.
Many a vow did this quartette make in Richard's
And he is the father of the star systeni, the first Santa Monica home, in Bill's Beverly Hills'
producer to put the names of the stars on the bungalow, or in Roland and Charles' ample
diggings on Kingsley Drive.
sere -n,
The Last Survivor
Mae Goes Modern
as they all went ahead and prospered and
T^he news from the Mae Western front continues Andbuilt
new and finer homes, each had his
to be interesting even if there is still no official architect design three other rooms in his home for
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the three other members of the club. Their
names were on the doors, and each room was
sacred
to thewasmembers
whose name
inscribedof attheits"Women
portal. Haters,"
One by one they forsook their vow:; until now
only Colman remains.
The "Frankenstein" Sequel
Thethat
"horror"
may has
be put
interested
to hearof
James fans
Whale
The Bride
Frankenstein into work at Universal City. KarlofF
will be starred, and in a make-up which requires
from six to seven hours to put on.
Valerie Hobson, the British star whose work in
The Mystery of Edwin Drood has made her an
outstanding figure in the studio, has the feminine
lead.
Colin Clive will play the part of Frankenstein,
as in the original, and Ernest Thesiger, who was
in The Old Dark House, E. E. Clive and Una
O'Connor, all favourite James WTiale players,
have imp>ortant parts.
James Whale feels that he has made an extremely
happy choice
to fill theof role
of the bride
Frankenstein. A number
Eurof)ean
andof .\mericaii
actresses and screen players were tried out and
considered for the role.
Among them were Brigitte Helm and Phyllis
Brooks. The requirement was the quintessence
of cold beauty.
Elsa Lanchester, who played Anne of Cleves in
The Private Life of Henry VIII, was finally
suggested, and her tests won her the role hands
down.
Poor Bing !
man again !).
Spare a tear for Bing Crosby (yes, here's that
Bing, as you may know, works in films, sings
on the radio, and makes records. But it took
him more than five months to get a rise out of his
own money !
All Bing's money is paid into Bing Crosby
Inc., a firm, and Bing draws a salary as
When Bing's
twins awererisebom,
president.
Paramount
starfamous
demanded
on the
his
presidential salary, but Vice-President
Everett Crosby (brother) and Treasurer
H. L. Crosby, sen. (father) with Secretary
John
were all argued,
against and
it.
For O'Melveny
five months(lawyer)
Bing pleaded,
threatened. Then Dixie Lee, who is Mrs.
Crosby,
.Morrison.signed up for Win or Lose, with Joe
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said toBing
are
so "Look,"
tough I had
put triumphantly,
Dixie to work "things
so we could
eat.He Do
did. I get that rise?"
Personally, I believe that he threatened to
croon to them.
Which reminds us that the other day a supervisor solemnly instructed a script writer to write
a100story
in which
is cut of! with
dollars
and tolda ne'er-do-well
to shift for himself.
Those Best-dressed Girls

word on ythe:— screen'sthe last controvers
sayssed-woman
Variety,"
l)est-dres
Best-dressed honey — Jean Harlow.
Best-dressed all woman — Mae West.
Best-dressed blonde exotic — Carole Lombard.
Best-dressed ritzy dame — Constance Bennett.
Best-dressed restless American gal — -Joan Crawford.
Best-dressed date^Mary Carlisle.
Best-dressed eternal woman — Marlene Dietrich.
Best-dressed fcinnie fatale — Garbo.
Best-dressed lady in a bathtub — Claudette
Colbert.
Best-dressed magpie — Billie Burke.
Best-dressed English import- — Merle Oberon.
Best-dressed singing baby doll — Alice Faye.

It's all because of these dance crazes in which
she gets involved. A year ago, Ginger showed
symptoms of a plumpness that was increasing
dangerously. Then came Flying Down to Rio,
the musical romance which swept the country
with the Carioca — and again the Rogers contours
were magically svelte.
The "Carioca" did it — that made South
American rhythm which ruled radios and dancefloors for months. Ginger danced it with the agile
Fred Astaire — <lanced it for weeks in rehearsal
and before the cameras. And its exciting acrobatics did more for the Rogers form than all the
starvation in the world.
The red-head emerged from the ordeal by
"Carioca" beautifully slender !
The " Continental " Contour
Ji lying
Doivn to Rio
finished;
Gingerthewent
back
into dramatic
comedy,
and again
tendency
to plumpness showed itself.
And suddenly the "Continental" was born in the

He Walks in When Raft Walks Out
who has earned
Overman,
Lynn
le mention
honourab
in these
columns as a scene-stealer of promise
and was, indeed, one of my selections
for fame in 1935, has not had to wait
his "big
longTheforother
day, break."
George Raft staged
one of his famous, and frequent, rebelRumba.lions and walked out of Paramount's
No official reason is given for his
action, but it is whispered that Mr.
Raft resented the fact that Carole
Lombard had Terry Tetzlaff imported
from Columbia as cameraman for the
picture.
Carole, he felt, was getting more than
her fair share of the lens. At any rate,
Georgie doesn't live on the Rumba lot
any more and the latter part of the
script has been re-written and a part
built up for Overman.
The Busiest Players
An investigation by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences reveals that
among the hundred or so recognised actors and
actresses, forty -six get two-thirds of the acting
assignments.
The list of Hollywood's forty-six busiest
players provides some surprises. Here (in alphabetical order) it is :—
Henry Armetta, Robert Armstrong.
William Bakewell, George Barbier, Mona
Barrie, Mary Boland, John Boles.
Bruce Cabot, Mary Carlisle, Berton Churchill,
Walter Connolly, Ricardo Cortez.
James Dunn, Ann Dvorak.
\Iadge Evans, Stuart Erwin.
Glenda Farrell, Ralph Forbes.
Minna Gombell, C. Henry Gordon.
Alan Hale, Neil Hamilton, Samuel S. Hinds,
Edward Everett Horton.
Allen Jenkins, Isobel Jewell, Arline Judge.
Henr\' Kolker, Otto Kruger.
Una Merkel, John Miljan, ,\lan Mowbray,
Herbert Mundin.
Pat Pitts,
O'Brien,
Zasu
Roger Jean
Pryor. Parker, Nat Pendleton,
Willard Robertson.
Ned Sparks, Charles Starrett, Henry Stephenson.
Lyle "Talbot.
Henn,' B. Walthall, Warren William, and Fay
Wrav.

Weekly

his
new Flame
picture—
Greta toGarbo's
next will
be The
Within,
be directed
by probably
Edmund
Goulding — ^Richard Barthelmess's first job as a
free-lance star will l>e in Paramount's Small
Miracle -Rohert Montgomery's Piccadilly Jim
has been tempwjrarily shelved — Katharine Hepburn will do Break of Hearts next and Francis
Ledcrer will be her leading man.
Marion Gerth

an unfortunate tran.s{K)sition of stills, a
By picture
appeared on page 24 of our issue of
February 2 purporting to be Dolly Haas. It is,
in point of fact, Marion Gerth, who has a small
part in the same film. Girls Will Be Boys, which
marked the former's British screen debut.
Marion Gerth was born in Vienna of a FJritish
father and an Austrian mother, and is well known
on both stage and .screen on the Continent.
She has worked a great deal for the famous
production firm, Emelka, and has also appeared
under the auspices of Rheinhardt.
Miss Gerth has arrived on the British film scene
without the customary blowing of trumpets, but
her European reputation suggests that it is
likely that we shall hear a good deal more of
this little lady in the near future.
Marion Gerth is twenty-one to-day — her birthday coincides with our date of issue, so we hasten
to offer her our congratulations and best wishes
for her success on the screen.
The Biter Bit
There is an old adage of the biter
always getting bitten and if ever
that saying was applicable it most
certainly applied to Monty Banks at the
conclusion of So You Won't Talk ? at
Teddington.
For five weeks Monty had clowned with
everybody
— he alwaysis does,
he can't
help
it
— ^but "revenge
sweet,"
croaked
director
Beaudine.
He
had
a
bad
cold
—■
and what a revenge !
The final " shot" of the picture was of
Monty on all fours getting something
from a small safe. Here was the ideal
opportunitv'
to pay him back in his own
coin.
Eighteen syphons of soda water were
procured and handed to the electricians,
who were working the lights from above.
As soon as the "shot" was completed,
William
called
retake."
It
wasn'tBeaudine
necessary
for for
thea "film,
but

Andy and Mrs. Devine with their two-weeks-old
son, Timothy Andrew
" Tad" Devine.
for short.They will call him
brain of Con Conrad ! Ginger was saved again !
The "Continental" is the dance sensation of
The Gay Divorce. And once more Ginger found
herself leaping and whirling in the arms of Fred
Astaire.
"I don't know how many miles Fred and
I danced the 'Continental,'" says Ginger, "but
I'm sure it was hundreds. And I know there's
nothing for keeping the figure in trim like a
thorough course in one of these thrilling and
intricate dance numbers.
Of course,
all girls
can'tfantastic
be Gingers,
fewer
can gallop
the light
in theandarmsevenof
Fred Astaire. Just the same, there's a thought
for all a suffering
sisters in this dance thing. It's
worth
try.
As for Ginger Rogers herself, she goes on her
merry way, certain that the moment she begins
to bulge a bit here and there, some inspired songwriter will come along with a successor to the
"Carioca" and the "Continental" — and then she
\vill regain her pristine slimness and allure.

Short Shots
Rumours busy that Wallace Beery will come
Beauty Corner
to Britain to make a picture for GaumontAs my humble contribution to this week's British — Fox is now billing Shirley Temple as
beauty number, 1 pass on the story of "Public Favourite Number One" — Maurice CheGinger Rogers.
valier plays a dual role xnFolies Bergere — Constance
There's
at
least
one
Hollywood
star
who
never
Bennett
has bought a racehorse called "Rattlesuffers an attack of figure trouble, and Ginger is it.
brain"— George Brent and Ralph Forbes, exWhile other women fret and diet. Ginger goes husbands of Ruth Chatterton, are in the same film
serenely on her way and never misses a meal, she at Warner, Goose and Gander — Greta Natzler,
tells me. She knows not the agonies her sisters B.I.P.'s " Du Barry," has been signed on a
undergo^ -floor-rolling, incessant massages, and Hollywood contract — Eddie Cantor announces
beatings.
that he intends to have one-third pantomime in

the
Monty into
of getting
for the purpose for
^^^^^^ ideal
the syphonic
cyclone
it was position
essential.
Everything was ready, with Montj^ concentrated
on removing things from the safe.
"Quiet, everybody," said the director. "All
ready,shoot."
Monty?"
said Monty.
"O.K.of
Then
And "Yes,"
at that word
the contents
the eighteen syphons were emptied on the unsuspecting Monty, with shouts from everybody of :
"So vou won't talk, eh? "
Chorus Girl Slang
Screen chorus girls are developing a vocabulary
of their own. Dave Gould, who is staging the
dances for Folies Bergere de Paris, which stars
Maurice Chevalier, was surprised to hear himself
called "Simon Legree," the other day.
Investigation revealed that it was merely the
chorines' technical name for a dance director.
Further inquiry revealed the following terms in
general use among the shapely toe-tappers :—
Duck ; A flat-footed chorine.
Microbe : An undersized dancer.
Overload : Dancing on a full dinner, hence a
tummy ache.
Cream Puff : A chorus boy.
Tipsy : A: One
toe dancer.
Crawler
who ditches rehearsals.
dancing.
Foot Fever : A command for more speed in
Baggage
Smasher
: A girl with
with a clumsy
The
Duchess
: .\ chorine
fur coat.feet.
Put
her
in
irons
:
A
command
for
silence in the
ranks.
Mob it : Break formation.
Jail Break : Time out for lunch.
Queen Bee : A girl w ho shows off in her dancing.
steps.
After-beat Annie : A girl who is late wth her
MALCOLM
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We

A

an

Set

Out

to

MAKE

INTERNATIONAL

MUSICAL

By Jack
Buchanan

AM among the most staunch believers
in British film production. I have
always believed it possible to make
pictures in this coimtry indistinguishable
in appeal and entertainment value from those
turned out by Hollywood studios.
That is why I have thrown in my lot with
British pictures in the last few years — because Ihave been anxious to share in proving
that my view is correct.
1 do not care to make elaborate claims about
my own pictures. 1 am not going to say that
my latest British and Dominions film Brewster's Millions is the last word in musicals,
or that it equals anything ever made in Hollywood.
But 1 do say that it is a step in the right
direction and that great efforts were expended
by all concerned to give the picture the highest possible polish in all departments of
production.
The policy of British and Dominions, with
Right : A selection of the handwhich I readily concurred, was to line up a team
picked British beauties, selected
of experts to ensure that ever\' entertainment
for the film from
angle should be handled by the best available
dates. i,ooo candimen.
Thus, we had a team of first-rate \vriters headed
by Douglas Furber and Arthur Wimperis ; music of its kind ever made in this country and one which
was written by Ray Noble and recorded by would reflect credit on British pictures everyGeraldo; dresses were by Schiaparelli ; dance where.
I hope that Pictup.egoer readers will consider
direction was in the hands of Buddy Bradley;
and direction was entrusted to Thornton Freeland, that we achieved a fair measure of what we set
the young American director of Eddie Cantor in out to do when they see the finished article.
How did we set about the job?
Whoopee and the more recent Flying Down to
Rio.
We employed Hollywood production methods
from
the start. We wanted a number of beautiful
With this array of personalities we started on
girls
to
adorn the action of the picture.
the ingproduction
Brewster's
intendIt was decided that we would spare no effort
that if possible ofit should
be theMillions
best production

to find a collection of girls who
would be really good to look at and
not merely passable. We wanted
twelve and before those twelve were
selected over a thousand girls were interviewed
and five hundred of thcnj given full screen tests.
The script called for the filming of a spectacular
fiesta scene introducing a big dance sequence.
With Buddy Bradley and Mr. Freeland I worked
out a dance which we christened the "Caranga. "
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The huge and colourful set, complete with market
square, built for the new Buchanan picture.

•1<

Above :
Jack Buchanan as he
in " Brewappears ster's
Millions."
Right : Lili Damita
in carnival costume.
Then pursuing our policy of doing everything on the super scaJe, we proceeded
immediately with rehearsals in which the
dance was learned by eighty men and
eighty women.
I must interpolate here an explanation
"we."in
the word
my frequent
of
It covers
not onlyusemy ofpersonal
interest
every aspect of the production of one of
the pictures in which I star, but also includes in one simple comprehensive term
the director and the producers.
It is easier than dividing up the suggestion
and adoption of various f>oints of production among the group of executives who
discuss these things corporately.
From the point of view of technique,
British production does not differ very
much from that of Hollywood.
We wanted
Millions
and we big
got sets
them. forThatBrewster's
was no
startling iimovation since British art
direction has been at a very high pitch for a
considerable time.
As far as camera work was concerned we
used all the latest devices including a huge
twenty-foot camera-crane which has made possiUe
some really extraordinary shots.
I am pleased to be able to say that the art
director, L. P. Williams, and the camera man,
Henry Harris, are both British-trained technicians.
Where
Millions
advantage
over
manyBrewster's
pictures was
in thehadtimean allowed
for
production. The executives of British and Domin-

The point is illustrated by the scenes on the
yacht and the fiesta sequence. It would have
been possible to do all this work in the studio,
but the result would have looked artificial.
Actually, therefore, we chartered a fifteenhundred ton yacht and took the cast, production
unit and chorus cruising in Southampton Water
for a number of days while the necessary shots
were secured.
The market-place set for the fiesta sequence
was built out-of-doors in ten acres of ground available at the British and Dominions Studios.
Three weeks shooting was necessary to get the
various scenes required.
The "Caranga" was shot from every conceivable angle. The sequence is one of the most
important and definitely the most sjjectacular in
the whole picture.
The fact that it was shot outside the studio
meant that the vagaries of the weather affected
the rate of production. But by bearing the risk
we secured a result which was just that much
better.
There are interesting stories behind everj' big
production
Brewster's
Millions however,
is no exception.
I am notandgoing
to discourse,
on the
difficulties and the unexpected developments
which we were suddenly faced with and had to
overcome. They are regular occurrences in stage
or screen life. I have tried to give an indication
of the pains that were taken in the production of
theOur
picture.
endeavour was to make a musical comedy
film on an international scale — one which would
be first-rate entertainment on both sides of the
Atlantic. Time alone can tell whether we have
succeeded. I think that we can justly claim that
the effort was there.
NEXT

WEEK

An outstanding addition to our Famous
ions gave every facility for the most thorough and
painstaking production.
Whatever was not satisfactory at the first
attempt was done agciin. This is, of course, the
regular procedure of the big Hollywood production
companies and no super picture can be made
otherwise. Naturally this introduces a time factor
which means additional expenditure but the
value of it emerges on the screen.

Films
— "The
In
thisSupplement
picture Greta
GarboPainted
is seenVeil."
in a
new light and in our sixteen-page
fully photogravure inset, given free with
next week's issue, we deal with this and
with the famous artiste's future as tvell
as giving a comprehensive survey of the
II
production and its personnel.
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LOY-POWELL

Team

Again

"T is rather a far cry from the scintillating witticisms of the irresponsible
Thin Man to the hackneyed heartaches and somewhat ponderous platitudes of Evelyn Prentice, but there is
ore factor which remains constant to both —
the brilliant co-partnership and naturalistic
acting of Myma Loy and William Powell.
Owing to their performance, Evelyn Prentice
provides good entertainment in spite of its
hackneyed theme and obvious development.
Myrna Loy has the role of Evelyn, the
neglected wife of a prominent lawyer, John
Prentice, who accepts the admiration of
a soi-disant poet, Lawrence Kennard, when she
has reasons to behave that her husband has been
unfaithful with a woman he bad successfully
defended on a manslaughter charge.
Later, finding her suspicions unfounded, she
wishes to break with him but he threatens blackmail.
as he tells the chief
She goes to see him and during a quarrel of pohce, after his soul
draws a revolver and, in a struggle, the weapon rather than his body.
How he brings him to
goes off.
Lawrence is found dead and his mistress, a realisation of his conJudith Wilson, is accused of the murder.
duct and makes him go
Evelyn ptersuades John to defend the woman, voluntarily to prison
but seeing that the case is going against her, for his own sake, and
jumps up in court and confesses to the shooting.
the sake of the woman
Whereupton John turns prosecuting counsel he loves, is told with a
and extracts a confession from Judith Wilson matter of fact sentithat she shot her lover after Evelyn had fled in
mentality which is as
a panic following the harmless discharge of her sincere as it is logical.
Above : Claudette Colbert is aholly charming tvhtle Fred MacMtirray and
revolver.
It seems to me to
Raymond Millatid are good in " The Gilded Lily." Below : Walter
Myma Loy manages to bring life to the mechani- represent the religion
cal situations and makes the character a vital and
Connolly gives a masterfy characterisation as the "innocent" priest in
of the ordinary man —
"Father Broom, Detective."
sympathetic one.
a sort of minor pictorial
As John, William Powell is exceedingly good
of Francis Thompson's beautiful poem
and convincing; he even manages to make the expression
Hound of Heaven" in which God seeks man
theatrically conceived court scenes appear realistic. "'The
By this do not imagine it is a sort of screen
The necessary balance of comedy is ably supplied sermon of the variety some American pictures
have made so unutterably cheap. Rather, this is
by
Merkel
as Evelyn's
someUnagood
wisecracks
whichfriend.
help She
to is
liftgiven
the the religion of commonsense with, of course,
story from its conventional rut.
its inevitable mysticism.
Isabel Jewell as Judith, makes the utmost
Paul Lukas is exceedingly good as the selfof her one big scene where she confesses, under confident
crook who seeks to rob Father Brown
Prentice's cross-examination, to the murder; of a diamond studded crucifix, although he
her facial expressions are exceedingly good suffers a little in comparison with the masterly
and she brings a wealth of feeling into her account characterisation given by Walter Connolly as
oi the affair.
the "innocent" priest who outwits and reforms
Harvey Stephens is well in character as the him.
Gertrude Michael is also very good as the
"poet"
who interest,
makes a which
habit of
living oninwomen,
and
a child
is dragged
rather girl for whom the crook wants to steal the
too obviously for sentimentality's sake, is supplied diamonds; she happens, although he does not
know it, to be the niece of the owner of the
by William
Cora SueK.Collins
Evelyn's
littlehisdaughter.
Howardas has
handled
material — rest of the set of diamonds he is after, of which
it is an adaptation from a novel by W'. E. Wood- four repose in the priest's crucifix.
ward— skilfully and by his detail and pictorial
Minor characters are all exceedingly well
touches made the very most of it. — L. C.
portrayed, and although there are times when
the tempo becomes somewhat slow — the main
I do not think that Bayard Veiller hats entirely character
is allowed to drift out of ken for too
captured the elusive charm of G. K. Chester- long a period — -the picture represents something
ton's brilliant "Father Brown" stories in this
fresh and out of the way in entertainadaptation, but he has succeeded in making undeniably
ment.— L. C.
a definitelv unusual and enterand Strong melodrama on familiar lines, which
'^^'^^ dnma.
BrOWrU
_ r .
Walter Connolly
has brought
Fathe
Detective the main character of the
depicts the friendship of two men — in this
case deep sea divers, one of
little priest to life.
whom becomes a pwliceman—
There is also something of G. K.'s symbolism The Best
is put over with plenty of punch
and imaginative fantasy which, in spite of its Man Wins
undercurrent of mysticism, keeps its feet firmly
and exceedingly well produced under-water sequences.
planted on the earth.
The plot develops on conventional lines with
In brief, the plot deals with the reformation
of a jewel thief by the detective-priest who is. one of the men eventually quarrelling with his
la
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friend because he had joined a shady concern
the latter finally commits suicide so as to avoid
bringing trouble on the girl they both love.
But in spite of the rather transparent nature
of the story, there is strength and sincerity in
the characterisations of the two friends who
are ably portrayed by Edmund Lowe and
Jack Holt.
It is fresh, clean stuff with a strong moral
which pleases because of its vigour and simplicity.
Earle Kenton's direction is straightforward
but great credit is due to E. Roy Davidson and his
cameraman. Joseph Walker, for the liandling of
the diving scenes, which are realistic and thrilling.
—L.C.

PICTUREGOER
American typist, had tamed down an English
lord's
offer of marriage and so makes her a
notoriety.
He exploits this by installing her at a night
club as a turn and eventually makes her into
a big drawing attraction.
She still, however, loves her English lover,
who has been astounded by her conduct, and
eventually makes a trip to England, where she
is immediately sought out by Gray and their
interrupted romance is renewwl.
Her friend and manager, che journalist, who
has always loved her, returns to New York
but
the little
discovers: he
thatisGray's
attitude
towards
her typist
hais changed
just enjoying
her notoriety and a wedding is hardly contem-

Here is the old, old tale of the humble girl
and the rich suitor dressed in a sophisticated I^ted.
Realising this, she leaves hurriedly to join the
manner and enlivened by a rather more cynical newspaper
reporter on a bench in a park where
outlook than that which characterised it when they had so often shared a meal of pop-corn
it was less hackneyed.
before she was sky-rocketed into fame.
Wesley Ruggles has directed the picture in
The
Gilded
"^'t
""■^'^
Jt""^
1^,
*
. ..
sparkle in the dialogue and an exceedingly leisurely tempo and in the optening
Lilly
the charm and naturalness particularly, there is much too much unnecessary
of Claudette Colbert, it dialogue. The film would benefit now by drastic
would be definitely boring, but as it is, there is pruning. On the other hand, he has handled
a pleasing romantic element and a touch of his artistes admirably and kept the little touch
whimsicality which makes it quite entertaining.
of whimsicality constant throughout the proThe bare bones of the plot concern a New duction.
Claudette Colbert is wholly charming and
York typist who meets and falls in love with a
noble English lord, believing him to be an un- sympathetic as the typist, while as Peter Dawes,
employed man, Charles Gray. His father, a duke, Fred MacMurray is well in character.
insists that he go back home and break his
Raymond Milland is very good as Charles Gray
engagement with his fieincte before he returns Granton and Aubrey Smith makes an effective, if
tn marry the typist.
brief, appearance as his father.
One of the best
He leaves without disclosing his idratity
scenes
in the
and the girl is heartbroken when she learns,
from the newspapers, who her lover is.
picture is when
the typist makes
A clo.se friend of hers, Peter Dawes, a reporter,
her debut as a
publishes a story to the effect that she, a poor
cabaret former.perShe is
frightfully
nervous and
apologises
the audienceto
about her singing and dancit alling.asThey take
part
of the pro-

Weekly

success. gramme and her "turn" is an instantaneous
One notable point about the picture is the
excellence
brilliancy. of the camera work which is of unnsoal
Summing it up, I feel that while the film may
pass an hour pleasantly enough it is certainly not
good enough material for an artiste of the ability
of Claudette Colbert. — L. C.
There seems to be every ingredient in this
picture to make extremely good entertainment of a spectacular nature, but, in American
phraseology — the ingredients
jell."
This can"dobe notattributed,
I
_ .
'Yhe
Dictator

script
lackanof indifferent
timing in
should and
say,a to
the editing of the subject.
In the story of the English
princess who marries King Christian VII of
Denmark and is persuaded by a doctor who, by
his influence over the libidinous young monarch,
becomes virtual dictator, to bear with her royal
husband and help him to re-model Denmark,
there is the material for a finely dramatic theme.
Apart from the political and historical aspect
of tlte plot there is a wealth of romance in the
final overthrow of the dictator by the machinations of the Queen Mother, and his love affair—
which terminates on the scaffold- — with the
unhappy Queen.
But while all the scenes the narrative suggests
are carried out with technical perfection and a
fine spectacular sweep, they lack vitality — or
heart, if you will. You cannot, somehow, take
the deep interest you should in the fate of the
Queen and her commoner lover.
And yet the roles are well cast. Clive Brook is
restrained, dignified, and thoroughly impressive
as the doctor, while Madeleine Carroll brings
dignity and grace to the role of the ill-fated Queen.
As the irresponsible, half-witted King, Emlyn
Williams is exceedingly good, and really excellent
characterisations are given by Helen Haye as the
scheming Queen Mother, and Alfred Drayton as
Count Brandt.
While the production is lavish it is restrained
and effective in the magnificence of its settings,
and crowd effects are brilliantly handled. But
somewhere, somehow, in the process of production dramatic force has been lost, and it remains
a picture without a heart. — L. C.
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Here — among balloons and streamers — Gaiety reigns
supreme. Whatever your dress, there is a nail
polish to suit it in the Gaiety De Luxe range. Gaiety
Nail Polish never cracks or peals, but imparts a
brilliance to your finger nails which is the hall-mark
of smartness. Gaiety De Luxe Nail Polish is supplied
in five seductive shades: Natural, Transparent, Rose,
Coral, and Paris Red. What is more, you can obtain
it at the amazing price of sixpence!
Other 6d. Gaiety Preparations include Nail Polish
Remover, Cuticle Remover, Nail White Pencils, Eye
Cosmetiques, and Lipstick — all in the latest shades.
Obtainable from Woolv/orths, Boots, Chemists, Hairdressers, and Stores. If any difficulty in obtaining
send 6d. per item to :—
GAIETY (Dept. 8.E). i Hardwicit Street.
London, E.C.I.

Soa^
Galetu

THE

WORLD-FAMOUS

STAGE

AND

FILM

STAR

NAIL

POLISH

3

'

limness is an asset in my profession, but

S

vitality is essentiaL That is why, from my
early childhood I have been an inveterate
bread-eater. I love bread. It has never put
an ounce of weight on me, but it has certainly
helped me to keep up my * pep.' When one
realises the wear and tear on one's constitution
through being on the stage and the films, year-in,
year-out, and that all that time one has to keep
fit and well, one learns what are the necessary
elements in diet, and if ever 1 hear of girl friends
trying to keep slim by cutting out bread I give them
a warning from my own experience— "DON'T".^

and a small boy. All embroidered in
CLARK'S ANCHOR STRANDED
COTTON to make a delightfully
coloured, fanciful playtime cushion.
Hurry along
and itget
the
children
will love
and started
it will —never
fade
or look
dull because
ANCHOR
Stranded
Cotton Clark's
is sun
and wash fast.

—

follow

this hrilUanl

^

stars advice

and
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14

BREAD

FOR

ENERGY

PEP*
AND
I CF.a J7 1

ALWAYS ASK FOR MILWARDS NEEDLES,
THE BEST FOR ALL EMBROIDERY
N
with 1\i in stamps in sco'cd envelope.
To CLARK
& CO. LTD..
Dept. P.C.I9. Paisley, Scotland.
Please send,
post No.free,4. workin( instructions to|ether with transfer of your Playtime
Cushion
Leaflet,
NAME
(BLOCK LETTERS)
ADDRESS
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Hollywood

Rumours

Lupe and Johnny Reconciled —
Coleman Rumour — Jory's Joke
— Navarro to Realise Ambition
— Rival for Shirley ?

An Equinine Tortoise

Spencer
string Tracy,
of six who
polo has
ponies,a
has purchased a racehorse,
"Troubador." After making the
Loretta Young purchase he went out to see the
RONALD COLMAN and
horse
in action.
appear to be' very devoted to each
other, and the film colony is wonder" I'm going to change his
ing whether wedding bells are due in name," he told me. "Troubador"
the near future.
does not fit him. From now on
The beautiful Loretta has played opposite his name is "Wait for me."
Ronnie in several cf his pictures, including
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back and Clive A "Star" Director
of India. She has an excellent chance of Ramon Novarro is to realise
attaining stardom soon.
his pet ambition to become
The union of two such popular screen players a director, but he will also remain
would certainly meet with the approval of the an actor.
fans.
While the young Mexican actor
Lupe Velez and her husband, Johnny has signed a new contract with
WeissmuUer, have become reconciled, and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, he leaves
shortly for Mexico, where he will
Lupe has stopped her divorce suit. In a recent direct
a Mexican film, which will
issue I predicted this outcome. Of course, we be financed by Mexican capital.
all know that another explosion will occur After the completion of the
in the near future, and possibly another story, he will resume his starring
divorce action, with another reconciliation ! activities at Culver City.
Ramon is one of the most
The pretty, explosive Mexican actress
changes her mind constantly, but Johnny is astute stars in Hollywood. He
reaUses that eventually he will
likely to remain her permanent " boy friend."
become too old for stellar roles
and is preparing for a time when
he can become a director.
Gold Diggers
Grace
Bradley, pretty red-headed actress,
who, despite her youth, seems destined to
W/cddinS LaCC
achieve an enviable position in the film firmament.
inherited £200,000 upon the death of her grand- Ginger
sending .small
piecesRogers
of heris wedding
lace
father.
her many admirers, and her
The result of the windfall is interesting. Letters to
fan
mail
doubled
when
the
fans
poured in, proposing marriage, soliciting charity, heard the news.
suggesting financial investments in various enterCute little Una Merkel has been doing plenty of good
Lew Ayres' bride has not cut
prises, and even threatening violence if Grace did
not send a substantial sum of money to the witers. up her wedding gown. She work recently — you will see her in "Evelyn Prentice"
(irace and her mother have become rather bought far more lace than she
and " The Night is Young."
frightened in consequence, and are doing their needed for the dress, and the
best to keep their residence secret from everyone remaining material over twenty yards, is being
The gangster pictures expired under the
cut into small pieces and dispatched to her many
except the studios and intimate friends.
barrage
indignation, so Eddie's former
roles
had ofto church
be discarded.
friends and the fans who write her constantly.
It is safe to say that many of Ginger's fans
Was Her Face Red
will be disappointed, for twenty yards is hardly
Sheila Manners, comely screen actress, was sufficient to supply the demand. The Ginger Carlyle the Second
speeding along in her car from her San Rogers clubs, of course, are receiving preference.
Pe to name
Blackwell
appears
remainof Carlyle
in the films
for many
years.destined
Fernando V^alley home to the Columbia studio.
A Clever Boy
Suddenly
a
motor-cycle
officer
sped
alongside
Carlyle Blackwell, sen., was a star in America
her car and ordered her to halt at the curb. The
fxjliceman looked very grim as his eyes were Freddie Bartholomew scored such a success and England. His son, Carlyle, junior, worked
concealed by enormous goggles.
as the boyish "David Copperfield," that as an extra for a few months, but is now playing
Sheila was terrified as the officer accused her Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
officials are glad that they an important role in a Warner picture, with every
of driving at sixty miles an hour. He ordered her brought him all the way from England, instead indication that he will soon win the screen
of utilising one of the many boy actors in Holly- eminence enjoyed by his father.
to show him her driver's licence.
As the actress, tremblingly op)ened her purse wood.
Jackie Saunders, Junior, son of Jackie Saunders,
The youngster looms up as a juvenile rival to famous
and searched for the licence, the officer burst into
actress of a generation ago, and Erich
little
Shirley
Temple.
a laugh and removed his goggles.
von Stroheim, Junior, son of the famous director,
He was Victor Jory, noted actor, who was
The old saying, " Britannia Rules the Waves," are working in pictures, but have not yet made
the strides that Carlyle Junior has done.
playing
Columbiaa motor-cycle
studios ! officer in While Lies at the suggests another slogan, "Britannia Rules
Now Sheila is trying to figure out some way to Hollywood !"
get even with Victor !
Miss Colbert's Guardian
AEdward
Reformed
"Gangster"
G.
Robinson,
who
won
fame
in
gangster
Claudette
a protector,
who isnamed
most
A Present For Baby
efficient.Colbert
He is ahasblack
French poodle
roles, has laid aside his trusty machine-gun,
Clara Bow and her husband, Rex Bell, had and will be seen in more sedate roles.
"Smoky," and he always sleeps on her bed.
The famous Eddie is now working in a picture
not only prepared a nursery for their baby,
If any ready
servant
the room,
but they also purchased a small Shetland pony called Anthony the Third, in which he plays a pro- always
withenters
a watchful
growl. " Smoky" is
prietor of a number of beauty shops.
Burglars
admit
that
they
fear
dogs far
for the youngster's use.
Whether Eddie will have to leam how to give more than they do poUce dogs and small
The parents-to-be evidently did not realise that
buUdogs, who
the pony would be rather old by the time their face massages and permanent waves are matters are quartered in the yard, and can be silenced
which we shall see later.
child is able to ride it.
by throwing them poisoned meat.
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JafFas are famous for flavour.
So different ! So delicious ! !
Enjoy the health-giving, tonic
juice of Jaffas, sweetened by
their natural sugar content.
Eat them, drink them, every
day. These sun-ripened
oranges are better for you than
all the medicines in the world.
They are the most sensible
safeguard against colds and
influenza.
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RADIUM
V. GREY
2 0
Years
Younger!
Whatever the cause of your greyness, however far advan
It may be, "Caradium" wrill soon make you look 10 to
years younger. "Caradium" works this miracle by
storing Grey
Nature's without
way to its
4beautiful
lustrous,
dye,original
stain, rich
or
/ Hair incolouring
risk
of injury.

HAIRDRESSING
l?AYEAR

at exclusive wholesale prices obtainable ONLY from
address below.
Get that professional touch in your waves.
Very simple. Cannot fail. Full directions enclosed.
LIMITED NUMBERS ONLY.
6d. each (post 1^.), 4 for 1/6 (post paid).
Guaranteed to wave in one minute

'CARADIUM" IS NOT A DYE
" Caradium
the original
straight
from
the hair" re-creates
roots, quickly,
safely, colour
yet absolutely
surely. Prepared with wonderful radio-active water.
" CARADI UM " stops your hair falling at once and
gives it a new lease of life. IT NEVER FAILS.
^^^^Oandruff quickly banished.

B'ifkifiPassafe,
CURLERN.W.6.
'cS!r
I Waterloo
Please send me Magic Curlers at your special wholesale
price. I enclose stamps. P.O. value in po/ment.
Nofne
Address
km

HAIR

Write
size is now available for those who""are ^ Id.
^^^S
^ for free
SLIGHTLY
GREY. finestLarge
•
' " PriceBooklet
CaradiumONLY
Shampoo
Powders,
in thesize world,
make your hair beautiful.
M.
each
or
12
for
S/-.
WARNING
—
Say
NO
firmly
to
all
imitations
as
no
substitute
can give
"Caradium" results.
GREY HAIR WILL NEVER APPEAR
" CARADIUM " IS USED TWICE WEEKLY
AS AIF TONIC.
'■Selfridges,
CARADIUMTimothy
" is obtainable
of
all
good
chemists,
Drug Stores.
Boots, Postage
Harrods, 1/6Whiteleys,
Whites, or direct (plain wrapper) Taylor's
Post Free.
(Overseas
extra)
Caradium Regd., 38 Great Smith Street, London, S.W.I.
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HANDS

treatment
tkei^ must

be loveLi^,
too
^ostess,
So use
.CLYMIELJEllYi

she

trusts

T^HERE
is no need for
elaborate, expensive
treatments to attain the precious bloom of youth. The secret
Ues in the natural cleansing of soap
and water because the right soap
can be a beauty treatment in itself.
This is the declared opinion of 20,000
beauty speciaUsts. The right soap, they
maintain, must be made primarily of
pure Olive Oil, because olive oil is the
most trustworthy guardian of youthful
beauty.
Palmolive is a natural soap containing
palm and olive oils, and its characteristic
green colour is entirely due to these
natural oils. You will find your skin will
respond

readily

to

Palmolive's rich.

FRAGRANT, non-greasy, Glymiel Jelly is
famous for the beauty it brings to hardworked hands. It soothes at once. Tissues are
refreshed. Skin restored to suppleness. Every
hint of work-a-day conditions banished. Your
hands made soft and white and smooth —
thrilling to touch — ready to greet your guests.
No other preparation can do what Glymiel Jellv does. It contains ^pecial softening and beautifying ingredients and is
made by a process that cannot be copied.
M) .MORKIH APl'tDorCHACKl I) HANDS
Start using
Tubes 3d, 6d, 1 Glymiel Jelly
In Decorative
to>day
^^^8/') Glass Jars 2/6

GLYMIEL
PER
TABLET
3
Prict dots not apply in I.F.S.

JELLY
TUBES. ..S'-.B"!..!/Just as Glymiel Jelly Rives your hands charm and
beauty, so G K Y M 1 E L F .\ C E CREAM (jives
charm and h< au(v to your complexion. 6d. a tube.
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Selects,

MOST

/JTTRACTIVE

Crawford, Kay Francis, Jean Harlow
Claudette Colbert, Greta Garbo, Grace
Moore,
Helen itHayes
and ofLilyClark
Pons."
I thought
charming
that
he named his wife, Ria Gable, first on
that list.
"She belongs there," he told me
seriously, "for never in my life have I
known any woman who came up to my qualifications of a charming and beautiful woman as she

"HO are the ten most
beautiful and fascinating women in Hollywood
asked to-day?"
Clark GableI
that question when I met him by
chance the other day. Clark
pretty
question
to answer,"
he "That's
said at alast,
his hard
natural
kindliness
to the
Press overcoming his reluctance to be interviewed, "and I might step on somebody's
toes, but I'll take a crack at it anyhow."
Ever since the day when Hollywood turned
out its first flickering two-reeler, the world
has poured its most beautiful and charming
women into the ravenous maw of the kinema.
No one knows how many thousands have made
the pilgrimage, but where one has succeeded,
thousands have failed. It is easy to believe
that those who are now at the top of the
picture heap might not only be counted the
most beautiful and feiscinating women in
Hollywood, but in all the world. And who is
better qualified to select them than Gable ?
" But before you name them, Clark," I insisted,
" tell me, what are the requirements of a beautiful
and fascinating woman, as you see them?"
"Character counts most. I do not think there
was ever a true beauty who did not have a fine
character. A woman's features may be perfectly
moulded, her skin a peach-blown dream and her
body perfect, but, unless character shines through,
she can never be truly beautiful. It takes more
than mere perfection of face and figure for a woman
to be beautiful.
Jecond, she must be a good sport. That
covers a wide field, I know; but remember,
I'm
defining
woman. what
She itmust
play the game,a real
no matter
is. beNo willing
man canto
respect a woman who does not resjject the rights
of others.

"it's hard to say why I picked that group,"
frowned Clark, "except that they just strike me
that way. There is Norma Shearer, in my mind
one of the most fascinating women on or off the
screen. She has everything, including brains
enough to combine marriage, motherhood and a
screen career successfully.
does."
"The better I know Joan Crawford, the greater
my admiration for her grows. I had to fight my
way
and I know how much more difficult
it is up,
for atoo,woman.
Kay Francis is an entirely different type from
Joan, but also a woman of great beauty and
charm. Although Kay is sophisticated enough,
she gives
impression of a womanly softness whichyouis the
appealing.
And what's more, the screen's great lover
gives his reasons and is seen in inset vxith
Mrs. Gable, one of his selections.
this inbred qualification which cannot be counterfeited.
"A woman's charm must spring from a natural
and unaffected manner of thinking and acting.
It must not be affected. She must have an understanding mind and be capable of sympathising
with others. She must have a good mind, be well
read, have a good knowledge and an interest in
art, music and poetrj' and yet not try to impress
you with her knowledge. She must not be a prude
and yet she must have her ideals and stick to

Clark paused for breath. He grinned. He
tossed back that lock of dark hair from his
forehead.
she must
a lady,
them."
has"Third,
been taught
to actbe like
one, not
but because
because she
she
" I suppose
you big,
thinkbutmyI admit
ideas of
a charming
woman
are plenty
that.
But the
how to bein anything
else. ofBeing
awouldn't
lady or know
a gentleman,
the true sense
the one thing a woman must have is understanding
word, is something natural, something which is . . . understanding and the ability to be a good
born in us. I have seen men and women who were
perfect ladies and gentlemen who never had the companion,
a pal." thought, he ran off the names
After a moment's
advantage of wealth, breeding or education and I of the following women, pausing only one or two
have seen cads who were of the best families. times as if in doubt :
There is a certain charm about a woman who has
"My wife, Mrs. Gable, Norma Shearer, Joan

"Jeantions, isHarlow,
her screen
not the despite
personification
of characterisasex. She is
essentially a good pal, a comrade to the men for
whom she cares. Jean also has a good mind.
"Claudette Colbert had the advantages of early
culture, money and a fine education. She sparkles.
There is something continental about her, an old
world charm that fascinates all who come in
contact with her.
Garbo . . . what can anyone say about
Garbo, except that she is the one and only? I
consider
all time. her one of the most charming women of
"Then there is Grace Moore, the of>era star. A
little girl from the hills of Tennessee, she has
fought her way up to a place of world prominence.
Grace puts you instantly at your ease and,
although
she has touch.
walked with kings, she has never
lost the common
is a differentShetype
fromClaudette
any of
the"Helen
women Hayes
I have mentioned.
is like
(x)lbert.
■.\nd now, last but far from least, Lily Pons.
In
addition
the world's great
voices,
she to
is having
also a one
greatof personality.
She
enlivens any crowd of which she is a member and
has an amazing knowledge of the cultural side of
life.
"Of course, there are scores of other charming
and beautiful women in Hollywood whom I admire,
but this group seems to strike my own ideas
perfectly." — J. E. C.

Stan Invariably Look Youmer

than they Are — ii

the youngest looking and most beautiful stars in
Hollywood to come clean and tell us how thev
do Iit.asked Claudette Colbert, Joan Crawford,
Loretta Young, Joan Bennett and Evelyn
Venable.
These girls gave me sensible and workable hints
for you all to follow. Not one of them mentioned
expensive treatments or costly creams and
cosmetics.
Here's what I found out from Claudette. She gives
some beauty
excellent,
practical
tips.Claudette
It isn't
a highyou
powered
doctor
who keeps
looking
It's isgood
believes sothatyoung.
the body
like common
a motor. sense.
If it is She
run
down it cannot do its best work. She believes
that the reason women age is because they do not
get enough sleep and rest. But how, you ask, can
a busy girl who works for her living and also wants
to have some pleasure do a great amount of
resting.' Claudette has the solution, for she — like
you and me — is a working g^rl.
This is her iron-bound rule. If she goes to a
party, a theatre opening or some entertainment
which keeps her up late, she always goes to bed
the next night immediately
after dinner.
She believes that her body
should rest. She also believes
that her skin should rest, too.
Naturally, at night her skin is
free of all make-up. It gets a
chance to breathe. So, I hope,
does yours. But Claudette does
more than that. Some time
during
every —day
off
her make-up
the she
heavytakes
grease
paint, if she is at the studio, or
her regular street make-up, if
she isn't — ^nd lets her skin rest
for half an hour. Then she
makes up her nice, clean face all
ovw again. You girls who work
in offices
day say
you can't
do
that. allWell,
perhaps
you
can't. But you can take time
to do it every evening when you
get home from work. Vou can
even steal a short while to do
this if you have a date right
after office hours. (Steal the
time from the date, not from
the office hours, I mean.)

Loretta Young is only
twenty-two, to be sure,
but she leads a star's
nerve-racking existence.
Yet — there's not a sign
of nerves.
'HOSE Hollywood girls are a source
of constant amazement to me. They
invariably look younger than they
are. I'm not talking about the stars
who, everyone knows, are "getting
on" and
who, byexercises
dint of constant
and Goddess
expensive devotional
before the
of Beauty, manage to win that faint-praise
tribute,
not even "wonderfully
talking about well
thosepreserved."
stars, who I'm
are

Thoseto of
you who
aiea'ta
slaves
a regular
job have
better opportunity to keep your
youth and beauty with you as
the years advance. Oh, yes,

late twenties — just edging thirty, perhaps, or
just past that foolishly feared dcKeulline. At
twenty-five they look younger than they did
at eighteen. And at thirty they look the same
as they did at twenty-five.

also "getting on," who cause us to lift our
palms upward and sigh, "How does she do
it!" No. I'm talking about certain of your nPhey work all day and far into the night,
favourite Hollywood actresses who are so
sometimes. They are compelled, for
genuinely lovely — with not a particle of fake
policy's sake, to keep up a certain amount of
or face-lifting about it — who look younger social
activity. They go through considerable
than they are and who will continue to do so
emotional
sta-ess and strain. Yet they are
for many years to come.
slim, and fresh-looking in spite of it,
Some of these girls are, actually, in thieir healthy,
when we might reasonably expect them to be
early twenties. All right — so what? How old before their time.
many young girls do you know who are sallow,
Thinking about this one day, I reasoned that
tired-looking, unhealthy of complexion and if the stars of Hollywood can achieve this, surely
drab of hair? Some of the girls are in their ■ you and I can do the same thing. I asked five of
20

you have. I don't care how
pressing the housework is or
how numerous the social engagements. Make a promise to
yourself, as Claudette does, to go to lied early on
certain nights. Remember the trite wisecrack,
"Sit
rest your
hands andandrestface"?
Well, down
take itand
literally.
Lie down
your
hands and face. The face should be free from
make-up and the hands should flop limply at
your sides and your eyes should close.
Joan Bennett managed to look like a child of
twelve in LillU Women and will keep that childlike look for many years to come. (It's so alluring,
in a petite person !) Joan really lives, as much as
possible, like a child of twelve. She can give
herself a child's mental outlook. For example .
instead of bringing up her children to think of her
as
she puts
on all
the over
children's
levelan andadult,,
is growing
up herself
with them
again.
It's a bit difficult to explain, but you who have
children will understand. When Joan isn't
working, she spends almost ail her time with the
children. Not as their mother, but as their playmate. Young mothers, try that. You'll profit by
it and your youngsters will think of you as real
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\u)i\ tclh yon the snnp/c rcci[:>cs ivhich /<c'e/'.s them so

Joan has another recipe for youth. She never
worries. She is a fatalist and believes that good
things and bad things come in life without your
doing anything about them. I realise that you
can't become a fatalist to order, but you could
worry less. Joan accepts things as they are.
After all, why not — one can't alter them? She
isn't apathetic — I don't mean that. The smaller
things of life win her unbounded enthusiasm. And
small joys are wonderful youth preservers. You
can't be 3U old worry when the simple pleasures
of life still give you a kick.
Worry destroys the contours of the face.
Keep as free from it as possible and
your face will keep the illusion of
youth.
Loretta Young claims that a little play-acting
is a wonderful thing. She has kept, to this day,
a talent which all children have — ^the talent for
make-believe. Fifteen years ago, she loved to
play
her mother's
Now, "lady,"
when shedressed
puts onup anin evening
dress, clothes.
she has

i

the same feeling. She is playing "lady." That
sense of make-believe keeps reality from becoming
too important.
can you
reap let
anyus benefit
aidHow
to beauty
? Well,
suppose from
that Loretta's
you have
invited a number of people lor dinner and that
it is extremely important that everything goes
properly. If you will play-act a little bit — make
believe that you are a hostess in a story and try
to be that hostess — you'll have a lot better time
and the party wll be much more successful than
if you are constantly fretting about the roast
burning and the dessert spoiling.
you guests
won't arrive
be tired
hot
andFurthermore,
cross before your
and a and
nervous
wreck after they leave.
Evelyn
looksskin.
like an
artist's
dreamface,of
youth.Venable
Beautiful
Soft,
rounded
completely lineless. She has recipes for beauty
which she follows religiously.
These are the things she does : she was brought
up to love animals and she thinks it a sin to eat
meat of Itanyis kind.
is the ascetic's
view.
also That
her greatest
beauty point
secret.of
Evelyn lives on fruits and vegetables.
She eats no meat at all — not even soup
cooked with meat stock or gravies. She
thinks it unnatural to eat meat and naturalness in all things is the key to her beauty.
"My advice to women who want to stay young
is this : stay away from people as much as p)ossible.
I cannot stress this point too much. People sap
your vitality needlessly. They take your strength
and cause you every sort of worry. I have a few
friends, but they are all quiet and soothing. The
amount of effort it takes to be true to one's self
in a crowd shows on your face. I see so many
people during the day at the studio that I must
revivify
myself by being alone when the day's
work is done.

Abovet— :m Joan
net
ar r iBened,
divorced, re-married.
Two children. A
few years ago, she
she played
suffered dent.a Yetsevere
accia twelve-year-old in
" Little Women."

mentally. If I have to wejir a dress with tight
sleeves in a picture I have the sleeves detachable
so
can ripTothem
the minute
through
withthata Iscene.
stayoffyoung,
you I'm
should
stay

alive. And how can you stay alive if you're
bound up like a mummy.' I won't have either
my body or my mind bound."
"That. I firmly believe, is the best way to
Physical
mental
freedom,
then, is
biggest and
youth
secret.
Naturally,
sheJoan's
goes
keep young.
farther than this by taking excellent care of
herself.
I have trained myself not to worry over the fact
Except for a glass of wine on rare occasions,
that I cannot act or look like someone else.
she never touches liquor.
I try to make the best of my own advantages, be
" Yes. indeed ! Staying away from ]>eople
they ever so small. I have got to the point
She eats the most strengthening and nonfattening foods and she believes in eating
where life holds no problems for me. I have is the best of all youth preservers."
between
meals if one is hungry.
troubles, of course, but I accept them instead of
And now — Joan Crawford.
She
gets
her exercise by smmming. and on
.'"
them
against
fighting
got to have perfect freedom." Joan told
And that will surely tell you why her face me."I've
"
I
believe
that
to
keep
young,
one
must
have
days
when
she
betrays no inner unrest.
freedom of mind as well as freedom of movement. a body massage. has no time to swm she'll have
She accepts her troubles instead of fighting Look ! " She made a long, sweeping gesture with
She washes her face three or four times a day,
against them.
her arm. It was such a vigorous gesture that I after which she polishes her skin with a rough
towel.
expected
to
see
the
sleeve
of
her
govra
rip
from
"I believe in utter relaxation," she told me.
So there you are. These five stars believe that
" I find that relaxation on the bridle path. I ride the armhole. But it didn't.
hours daily — but always alone. In this way I am
"I can't stand to wear any dress that is tight there is no sense in getting old. They have
saved
from
arguments,
petty
gossip
and
mental
around my shoulders and arms," she said. "If given you their simple recifjes for youth. I hope
strain.
you are bound in. physically, you're the same way you find them as inspirational as I have.
2J
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Gertrude Michael, top and
bottom left, demonstrates
some simple exercises for
beautifying the legs. §tt
on a table or chair, with
legs in front of you. Cross
one over the other alternately, keeping the legs
stiff all the time. Repeat
about a dozen times every
morning. Centre, left :
Gertrude Michael shows
you with aid of Jim Davies,
Paramount masseur, a
cure for backache. Take
a coarse Turkish towel and
rub briskly across the back
from left to right and vice
versa.

I

J

A Simple exercise for keeping down that toaistltne
is demonstrated immediately above by Frances Drake.
Sit against a wall and touch the toes six times
evi'ry morning. Centre and top : Exercises with
a rod. Frances, grasping it at each extremity, swings
it over the head. Above she is seen being instructed
by Jim Davies.
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That
beauty.is where most girls fall short of physical
Begin by lying flat on the floor as Toby Wing is
doing. Her legs are jjerfectly straight and her arms
are clasf)ed behind her head. She then does a
diaphragm exercise, expanding and retracting the
abdominal muscles, without lifting hips or back
from the floor. Do this exercise in front of a
mirror with a couple of light books on the diaphragm. You can measure your success by the
rise and fall of the books.
For the next exercise Toby is sitting with her
legs straight out in front and hands clasped at
the back of the neck. Then she touches the floor
with her elbows, first on the one side and then on
' times.
the other side. This movement is repeated 12
The last exercise for reducing the tummy is
{jerhaps the most effective of all. Lie flat at the
All the exercises are quite simple, but regu- foot of the bed, bring feet close together, and
larly performed, are marvellously effective. stretch arms out above the head. Bring up the
I^t us take the line of hips and abdomen first. outstretched arms slowly and evenly and raising

ought to be
you
EX
cave where you
cave, whe
andre con
CONVcon
."
ought to be convex
Do you remember that scathing
e
rge
ark
Arhss as The Last
mad by Geo
rem
Gentleman to his somewhat ungainly sister,
Augusta ? It is also true of lots of women —
and girls— off the screen.
The slim, graceful lines of famous stars,
yes, and even the most humble chorines, are
maintained by special daily exercises. There
is a professional athlete attached to all studios.
He keeps them supple and he keeps them fit.
In the pictures you see Jim Davies, Paramount's
it is done.gym instructor, demonstrating how

Having thus done our best to slim that refractory tummy, the hips must have attention, for
you (loi^ have to be middle-aged to achieve an
ugly spread. First of all tie a rope loop
^ ^ around the leg of a heavy table. Then
lie flat on the floor, arms stretched out
..^ifm t/[\ above the head and the hands gripping
^W(b the rope loop. Roll the body as far
to isthepossible
left and— allthenthe astime
far keeping
to the right
*^.^^^ as
the
legs stiff and straight. Repeat this
five times to begin with and when you get proficient,
do it ten times a day.
Frances Drake, another Paramount actress who
is known for her graceful figure demonstrates a very
effective exercise for keeping the waist supple and
slim. She .sits again.st a wall, arms upraised above
her head. Note that both shoulder blades and
hips actually are in contact with the wall. The
raised arms and body move Jis one, forward and
downward till the outstretched fingers touch the
toes.
The wand with which we did our school exercises is not to be despised as a beautifier. Frances
Drake always uses one in performing her daily
dozen. Grasping the rod with each hand, she
swings it above her head to rest diagonally across
her back. To {jerform this exercise correctly the
arms must be kept stiff.
Gertrude Michael is naturally proud of her legs,
and she does daily exercise to keep them beautiful.
This is one that she sf)ecially advises. Sit on the
edge of a table or a chair with legs held .stiff and
straight in front. Grasp the edge of the table or
chair for support. Then cross the legs alternately,
still keeping them stiff. You will need quite a
bit of each
practice
before you can do this a dozen
times
morning.
Then Jim Davies has another leg exercise. Sit
in a straight-backed chair, with right leg crossed
over left knee. Let the foot dangle loosely, and
then begin rotating it. Do it 20 times to the right
and
times
with twenty
the other
foot.to the left. Repeat the exercise
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VCally Westmort

the
Left : Marlene Ihetrich
does tint disdain that
extra touch of make-up
that means perferrion.

Charming Betty Grable is
a fine advertisement for
adage. a day "
the " apple

Merle Oberon
the table.
most fascr.\
ing
artistes in
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Virginia Shields,
"Grand
left,
appearingOldin
Girl," shows the
front and back of
a simple
tive hairattracdress
suggested for the
college girl or
young debutante.
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RightSidney
:
Sylvia
demonstrates a
new fashion in
which the hair is
pulled
off the face
and coiled
into
the nape of the
neck.

the face
ears. A
down the
effect for

and brushed nraight back over the
modem
psyche of curls is arranged
back of the head and gives a sleek
formal evening wear.

HAT think you of these brave
new styles in hairdressing ? I call
them brave because they are so
entirely different from anything
we have known before. It takes
a little courage to get out of the rut.
The most attractive of them all is Gail
Patrick's lovely coiffure. And it attracts by
reason of contrast. It combines the centre
parting and .smooth brow of the Madonna
with little coquettish curls of sheer delight.
Curls nestle in the nape of the neck and then
cUmb up to tumble over the crown of the head.
This is the coiffure for the girl who has classic
features and a serene expression.
The Sylvia Sydney knot, placed low on the .
neck, is going to be popular. For this reason
Bonnets are in- — bonnets of the Sahation Army
persuasion. Now bonnets need something to rest
on — hence the knot. It is not easy to look lovely
with hair drawn back a.s severely as this, which
goes to prove how reallv lovelv Sylvia Svdney is.
The slightly
creator Grecian.
calls Dorothy
NVil.son's
hairdres.sinj
But it
has something
Ed- ;
wardian about it, too, for have we not seen pictures^
of great hostesses of that day with heads remarkablyJ
like this one? .\ style for the graceful and tlMB
gracious — definitely.
11
Virginia Shields demonstrates a style of hair^^
dressing that is at once youthful and attractive.'!
The hair is loosely and naturally waved and dra\»a4
back gently from the forehead. .\t the back it^
takes a slightly windswept movement to the right
But ittoois along
wearable
take
in the practical
mornings. style, and it doesn't
Anne Shirley does her hair in a slight variation
of this youthful fashion. Her natural waves and
little curls clustering about the neck and ears are
as youthful as they are alluring. Gloria Stuart
shows you much the same coifiure but in more
.sophisticated style. The waves are a little more
set and the curls are a little more precise.
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POWDER

When

using
HAIR

you
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NEW

-CONDITIONING
LOTION

YOU
STOP WORRYING
about your hair
All your hair worries will be ended the day you entrust its care to
Silvlkrln Hair-Conditioning Lotion. For there's Pure Silvikrin in it. In fact,
it is the only hair lotion containing fhat world-famous natural organic food
for hair and scalp. So if is bound to keep your hair in beautiful condition
because its Pure Silvikrin is bound to keep your scalp in perfect health,
if you use this lotion regularly you will never be troubled with dandruff,
thinning, falling or lustreless hair. No matter what the present state of your
hair, Silvikrin Hair-Conditioning Lotion will vitalise it Into new luxuriance,
new softness, new silkiness.

WHAT

SOCIETY

LEADERS

SAY

" Better than face powders costing two and three
times as much," say these beautiful Society women.
Scores of others have changed to it !
" Its colours, its perfume, its texture — are just
exactly right — and these are the three imponant
things about a face powder," they agree.
Pond's Face Powder matches true tints of beautiful
skin — it flatters skin as no other powder ever has
before ! It clings much longer for its texture is so fine
— it has been 6 times sifted through fine exquisite silk.
Its perfume
costliest
powders.is " expensive," subtle — like the
See what a difference this beautifying powder makes
to your appearance. Amazingly low price ! Try it
today. In boxes at 6d. and i - ; a jar at 2 6 : Natural,
Peach, Dark Brunette, Rachel I and Rachel II.

LADY DIANA ABDY
ItM frn^rance i» dfticiowt — in /acl,
fvrrxlhinft nhuut it it right."

* WHAT IS PURE SILVIKRIN?
Pure Silvikrin is the natural
produces. It was invented by the
organic liair food that supplies the
famous biologist. Dr. Weidner; is
scalp with the substances essential
endorsed by scientific authorities:
for the growth of healthy hair, in and has been proved efficacious
a form identical with that which
by thousands and thousands of
the human system itself normally
people.
SilviVrin
NATURAL

CULTURE

— goes to the root of hair trouble
Get a boll/e to-day from your Chemiii'i, Hairdresser's or Stores, l/6 and 3/6
LADY SMILEY
*• I'h^ ninMt tHToming »hadeM I hav,
ever triett. I ute Rachel A ». 2. "

THREE

Silvikrin Laboratories,
145 Sydney Road, London, N.10.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR Id. Wrue name and address
fure — allach id. STAMP, post in lid. sealed envelope to Dept.
SH7, Pond's Extract Co. Ltd., Perwale, Middlesex, for samples o/
all
five IIshades
of Pond's
Face Potcder. Natural, Peach. Rachel I,
Rachel
and Dark
Brunette.

WEEKS'
FREE
Send coupon for
LADY DELAMERE
Tk^ texture ia bo fine it makem my
Bkin iitok like velvet. "

hair -conditioning
your
three weeks'
course to-day.

P.484

CONDITIONING
COURSE,
Please send your
3 WEEKS'
1 enclose 4id. in stamps to cover
postage and packing.
HAIR-

TREATMENT

Address-

HAIR

NAME
ADDRESS

Lo-51-e
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OCTOR

them best and after that the
actual process is simple.
Care of the hair and skin is half the
battle of beauty. Once you learn how
to develop the best points of both you
can always look well groomed without
recourse to expensive outside beauty aids.
Far too often one hears from girls
who could be beautiful that story that
begins: "Of course, we haven't any
really good beauty parlours in our
EAUTY, if not skin
neighbourhood and in any case I
deep, can owe
couldn't afford it. . . ."
The smallness of the beauty bills of
) much
to apparsome of the screen's most attractive
y ently tailsminor
deof care and
women would surprise you. The most
popular skin treatment in the studios
cultivation. The past may
is both simple an(^ inexpensive.
have had its classic beauties,
First remove all make-up with
but never before have
cream, then wash with a mild soap and
women generally been more
water, following with a rinse in iceattractive. They are learnwater. Jean Harlow, who has a perfect
skin, uses this method, as, indeed, do most of the
ing to "make the most of themselves."
The films have played their part in making younger screen players. It may not, of course, suit
a skin that is very thin and dry. That is, however,
1935 "beauty conscious," but most girls can merely a matter of experiment. You will soon
do still more to help themselves to loveliness. learn
how to strike a balance between the use of
There is, in fact, no excuse to-day for anyone cream, soap and water, and adjust the formula
to be what an earlier generation was wont accordingly. Once the right combination is
achieved there is no normal young .skin that wrill
to describe, jwhtely, as "plain."
There appears to be a legend that film-star not benefit by this treatment.
beauty is some sort of unattainable phenoof mine discovered, for instance, that
menon produced by devastating natural love- A friend
she could use cream every night, followed by
liness or a form of black art known only to
soap and water every other night. It is important
the wizards of the studio make-up depart- to remember, however, when you use the cream
ments, or both.
alone to make sure that you remove it thoroughly.
Personally, 1 use a simple test to ensure that I
Actually, of course, some .stars are more have removed it completely. Run your freshly
beautiful than others. Some are not beautiful washed finger-tips over the entire face; your sense
at all, according to accepted standards. .Ml of of touch will tell you at once.
Once the face is cleansed the colder the water
them have discovered the secret of always looking
their best. They have to. And in most cases that used for the subsequent rinse the better. I am
secret resolves itself merely into a few simple, a great believer in cold water as a beauty aid,
self-applied rules that can be learned by anybody. provided always that the skin has been thoroughly
The lesson of the film stars, indeed, is that every cleansed.
girl can be her own beauty doctor, and that the
There are, of course, other efficacious and
process of modem beautiiication does not require equally simple skin beauty treatments.
I found two very popular in Hollywood. Milk,
the invocation of make-up m^ic or the possession
of a Hollywood salary. One might almost say that if applied properly, will tone up and benefit every
every girl should be her own beauty doctor. type of skin, .\fter cleansing, pat the milk gently
Others can help you with suggestions and advice, over your face. I^t it remain until it has dried
but the main business of developing your looks and then rinse off in cold water.
and charm belongs to you.
The other treatment is probably ideally suited
Many famous screen actressses I know even to greasy skins and in any case should not be
prefer to do their own hair-waving and mani- used more than once a week : beat up the white
curing. They have discovered just what suits of an egg and apply it in the same way as the
Write to Anne Madison about your oum problem. She
Our Beauty Service
is at your service and vuill be delighted to help you.
Enclose a stamped addressed envelope with your query.
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milk (having previously, of course, thoroughly
cleansed the face). When it dries, wash it ofi in
cold water.
This is a powerfully astringent treatment,
hence the necessity for it not to be used too
frequently, but it gets quick results and is ideal
when you have a rush appwintment and no time
for a professional pack or massage.
A lot can be learned, too, about the use of
nourishing creams. Here is an eye tip. Every film
star knows that the skin over and under the eyes
is very sensitive and facial movement causes it
to wrinkle and line more rapidly than anywhere.
.\ little nourishing cream applied before retiring
will help to remedy these ravages.
Most of the beauty experts I know also advise
the use of nourishing cream in the cases of people
whose skin is dry. Some of them consider,
however, that it is unwise to sleep with it on and
suggest that it should be removed after an hour.
.\nother method is to cleanse the face and apply
the cream before you bathe. The steam and
warm water heljw its work.
There is one other thing. Do not apply feeding
cream to the nose. The nose skin usually has, if
anything, too much oil, and it is dangerous to
encourage it. Finally, a word on make-up itself.The true art of make-up is that it is the concealment of art. That is to say, no modem man
objects to a woman being made-up; he only
objects to a woman looking made-up.
Probably the most misused article of make-up
to-day is rouge. One sees evidence of this misuse,
where.nearly always on the side of over-use, ever\-and
The two cardinal rules are that rouge should be
applied only as a faint flush of colour and that
its edges must be carefully smoothed to blend
into the skin so that they are imperceptible.
The application of rouge dejiends a g^eat deal
on the shape of the face. Here a^ain you must
discover how to make the most of your natural
attributes. If, for instance, your face is inclined
to be plump it is wise to start the rouge under the
centre of each eye, working it back high on the
temple and then bringing it down well below the
ears, always being careful to keep it away from the
centre of the face. This method has the effect of
minimising too round features.
If, on the other hand, your faw;e is on the thin
side, start fairly close to the nose, work it out
high across the temples and make almost sL.
triangle with the point at the centre of the cheek.^
Lipstick is also much misused. It is a safe rule
to-day to make-up the lips to conform to their
natural contours. Apply the Iip>stick to the centre
of both upper and lower lips. Then with your
finger-tip carefully follow the natural lines of
your lips, being careful not to rouge to the comers.
I am aware that owing to considerations of time
and space here I have merely touched on the
fringe of the subject of home beauty treatment.
If, however, I have done something to help you
realise that it is ]x>ssible to be your own beauty
doctor 1 shall be satisfied.
The Magic of Garbo
A New and Greater Greta
Greta
Garbo's innew
film (incidentally,
her
twentieth
Hollj-wood),
The Painted
Veil, is likely to be the most controversial
offering the star has given us since we first
heard
" the voice the world " is waiting for in
Anna Christie.
The picture introducing a new and changed
Garbo, who can desert the boudoir for the
kitchen and gilded glamour for girlish charm.
It has even been said that it isn't Greta at
the truth? The real behind-theall,What
but ais"double."
scenes story of Garbo and the making of
The Painted Veil will be revealed for the first
time next week by PitrruREGOER in a magnificent 16-page souvenir supplement of the film.
This supplement, lavishly illustrated in
photogravure and containing, among many
other features, new sidelights on Garbo by
her director and by Herbert Marshall, and
the truth about the star's future plans, will
be given away free with every copy of iThere is certain
be a huge demand for "
week.
next to
PicTUREGOER
next week's issue. Make sure of your copy
by ordering early.
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RICH,

DELICIOUS

NUTRITIOUS,
jmozi

ENERGY-PRODUCINC
QeemfSMRffee
Ooooooh ! . . . what a perfectly scrumptious feast ! Thick, luscious
lumps of
with the! real full ' creemy ' flavour. And four
ounces
of Ittoffee,
for twopence
Eat plenty of " Palm " Toffee— it's good for you. Full of rich
' creemy ' milk, " Palm " butter and pure cane sugar, with a
balanced content of energy-producing Glucose. The most delicious
and nourishing sweet you can buy. And so economical.
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Chocolare WUNDA'BAR
A HUGE CHOCOLATE COVERED
4 D
PENNYWORTH
WALTERS'
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SUPER-DEVON
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^ozs

GOLDEN
WRAPPED
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AN compl
exion
is nut a
question of frequent powderin|(. A few li^t touches of the
ith's
rin|(er
Grossm
Powder tips
Creamwitht(ives
you a skin
lovely in every l!|(ht, perfectly
powdered for hours to eoroe . . . •
soft peach-hloom finish th«t is
irresistible in its cool perfection.

^OFFI

CE
HUcAjU,
A,in the

Michel blends so perfectly with your own
complexion that It
never looks conspicuous. Michel is the
soft
transparent
colour of healthy

1

youth,
is permanent
too, andit does
not fade
away after meals.
Light,
Medium,
and
Dark Shades.
Popular
size 1/6, De Luxe 4/6
Of Hairdressers, Stores, Chemists, etc.
U8B0RNE, GARRETT & C«., LM., LONDON. W.I
Grossmith
I FROM ALL CHEMISTS «■ PERFUMERS
Made by the world - famoui Briitih Koiue ot
(ferfumeri. I GROSSMITH
& SON London
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wear, over the dark
smooth head and hurried
her away. In the hired
car she snuggled against
his"Where
protecting
arm.going.
are we

"Alice, dress and get your things. Be quick darling, we're going away " — said
Philip Eden, to his little daughter.
I Freely based on the Film "His
i: Greatest
by permission
of Radio Gamble"
Pictures Ltd.,
2- 4 Dean
Street, London, W.I .
i See "On the Screens Now"
i feature, page 34. for the full cast and
j LionelCollier'scriticismofthefilm.

j
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ROKE to the wide . . .
lost our every bean
. only scraps for
supper, but we can
still be happy, can't
"
Alice?
we,Love
of life, love of gambling,
love of children — these in full
measure were
Philip he
Eden's.
Gay,a
careless,
debonair,
handled
saucepan in his pied ii terre in
Nice as confidently as he had
handled his stakes at the tables
from which he had come away
poorer but no wiser. His voice,
vibrant, touched with an Irish
intonation, sounded in the next
room.
" Nearly into bed. are you, Alice ? "
"Yes, daddy, but I'm so hungry."
"I bet you are; waiting for me
half the evening at the Casino.
I didn't mean to lose, old lady.
Never mind. Supper'll soon be
ready and to-morrow I'll get a job.
We'll have the stars and thirty silver
pieces as well. You'll see."
"Still talking high finance,
Philip?"
He turned, forgetting to regulate
the gas which flared high under the
saucepan containing excessively
maigre soup. For once he was
taken by surprise by a woman, or
he might have admired the composed
beauty of the blonde who faced him
in the ill-lit kitchen.
"Bemice, why on earth have you
followed me here?"

"The oldest of motives, when a
woman seeks a man who doesn't
want her. I didn't think, though,
I was
jealous
child." to
"Youbeing
didn't
know of I ahappened
care for Alice that much. Her
mother is better without me. After
the divorce she married a rich feUow,
but I was determined my daughter
shouldn't be brought up in that
atmosphere. She's better off with
"In surroundings like these?"
"Yes. Because I can teach her
to laugh at life, to be happy, a thing
my" But
wife I never
understood."
understand
it, Philip. Why
not me."
let me come back to you?
There's nothing else I care about.
Besides, I've money. It would help."
"Sorry, Bemice, but I've got to
tackle bringing up Alice myself.
Give me a break. Don't tell
Florence. She has a right to the
child and I couldn't bear her to
know where we are. Besides, I'm
leaving here."
Bemice had subsided into the
room's only chair at some distance from the stove. " You're too late
Philip. Florence is on her way here.
Better take what I've got to give."
"Please, dear . . . don't make it
harder for me." He stood behind
her, leaning over the parting of her
flaxension onwaves,
awareIn of
the expresher face.
a trice
he had
whipped out a handkerchief, holding it to her mouth. Securing her
hands behind her with a tea towel,
he used another to keep her in the
chair, then called into the bedroom.
"Alice, dress and get your things.
Be For
quick,darling,
we're goingwithaway."
A child of ten.weary
lack
of food and sleep, Alice was wonderfully speedy. He shot their few
f)ossessions into a couple of suitcases, pulled the hood of the velvet
cloak he had bought for Casino

"To Italy, my pet."
He held her close, thinking of the
forDaddy?"
getting thefuture,
gas alight
beneath the saucepan in Nice. Not
being clairvoyante how should he see
the contents of the pot boiling up and
over the sides extinguishing the
flame, or the woman gagged and
bound whom he had left in the
airless kitchen with the gas tap fully
turned on.
Days passed without a hint of
self-accusing memory. Teaching
Alice to be happy was his sole concem. Soon he earned the right to
sit opposite her full plate at meals,
to enjoy his own steak and litre of
red wine. When she clamoured to
taste the wine, he yielded, laughed
when
foundtrying
it nasty
didn't
scold, she
when,
to and
counteract
the harsh taste, she upset her glass
of water.
To his immense surprise she burst
into tears. "Th . . . then
you're not angry, Philip? "
"Because you spilled a little
"Mummy would have sent me to
"Listen, Alice, there's nothing to
cry
about." Send you to bed, indeed !
water?
Watch me. This musty old world
says, ' Don't spill water.' Then we
will spill it. See. Now laugh. It's a
good joke, our joke on the world.
Itbed."
was worth a fortune to draw
gaiety from the little one, to win
her smile on each and every occasion.
Confirmed
gambler that he was, he
Laugh."found
soon
a casino, quelling
Alice's objections to his prolonged
absences from her side, with glorious
word-pictures of what they would do
when they were rich.
How little he thought his luck
would turn; how little in fact he
cared, so long as there was enough
to eat and drink. Perhaps that was
why Philip was enabled to race home
one night, toss his evening cape on
the iron stair rail, and shout
towards the attic.
"Alice . . . wake up . . . we're
richHe .was
. . rich
as Iway
toldtoyou."
on his
her when
brought up by the entrance into the
lobby of a stranger escorted by a
couple of condottieri. " Signor Philip
"You're
the former.
rasped for
under
murder in
Nice
Eden," arrest
of a woman, Bemice Solon. Death
by gas poisoning. Your wife and
nurse
with your
He arefound
them child."
in the attic.

Florence, flawless to look at as a
piece of cut-glass and as hard;
Jenny, the grey-haired nurse of his
wife's engagfing — rather wanting,
Philip
thought her; and
Alice inhadher always
nightgown.
In spite of panic it was easy to
be offhand \vith Florence, cisking her
after the new husband, Mr. Stebbins,
and tossing off her criticisms of the
hovel she evidently considered unfit
as a home for her daughter.
But in front of the child it cost
him all he had not to break down
when she clung round his neck
hysterically repeating, "Where are
they taking you to? ^^^lere are
It wasn't mere selfishness that
made
relinquishhe herwere
to Jenny's
arms him
as though
casting
you going?"
.\lice
into the sea with a stone round
her neck. He foresaw how Florence
would
curb and chain the child's
free spirit.
'Write to me, darling, ' he urged,
putting back the dark fringe from
the
"Jenny
care tearful
of the eyes.
letters.
Wait \n\\
for take
me.
Don't stop loving me." As he was
followed by the condottieri down the
street he
broken sobs.could hear her heartFor a year or two her letters came
regularly to the Provencal prison
where Philip Eden, found guilty on
account of article nineteen of the
Penal code, was to serve sentence of
fifteen years. One letter read on
the stone bench under the high
barred window redoubled his sense
of captivity. "Dear Philip (you
know I always think of you as
Philip, though jenny says I
oughtn't.) 1 am in bed to-day and
my legs hurt. I tried to run away
yesterday and find you but they i
brought me back."
After that the letters dropped off,
presently stopped coming alElevien years
Philip's
the
served ofwhen
sentence hadtogether.been
warder
visitor. unlocked his cell to admit a

"HeJenny
could!" haNc hugged her, and
did. Before the brief interview
was over he could have hit her.
Poor "soul ! In eleven years she
had aged. "gone gay " as the saying
is. Fussily overdressed, she could
think of nothing but her own
junketmgs
in she
Provence.
About Alice
was maddeningly
vague.
husbandherhada
di^
in Florence's
America, leaving
fortune. Alice was living with her
mother in New York. A young
man had wanted to marry Alice,
but he had gone away. fenny,
the involunteered
when pressed,
formation that the
girl was terribly
{Contittued
on pagethe32) warder
and followed
unhappy
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The benefits of buying direct from the
actual manufacturers were never morr
apparent
are to-day
when
smartness than
is sothey
essential
that —one
tempted to pay more than necessary
Here is a dress, faultlessly made, in
luxurious All Wool Afgalaine, soft to
the touch, beautifully cosy and warm.
Cleverly panelled skirt with a pointed
hip yoke that gives slight fullness to
bust and trim fitting over hips to all
figures, small, medium and full. A gown
you might easily pay double for at any
smart fashion salon. In Brown, Saxe,
Green,
Wine, Navy, Black. Bust 34,
36,
38, 40
ins.
1 O/Q

Beauty now costs pence not £s
The art of make-up is reall.v very simple indeed. Study your
personality and apply the Elfrida aids to beauty that create
loveliness and charm . . . and distinction.
There can be no excuse for neglect. Elfrida Beauty series form
a complete beauty treatment at the cost of a few pence.
You can purchase any of the Elfrida Beauty Aids at your Chemist ,
Hairdresser or Woolworths everywhere. Send for a free copy
of ' Elfrida for Beauty,' a wonderful book of Beauty Hints by a
well-known Beauty Specialist.
ELFRIDA PERFUMERY CO.. Dept. P, Rawdon, LEEDS

J7
FREE
BustPOST
42 and 44
ins., 21/-AO
Lengths: 44 to 50 ins.
Send your order now. Cash (or C.O.D. 6d.
extra), under the protection of our rigid
guarantee of Satisfaction or money Returned,
so that you may safely examine this amazing
value in your own home, free from the overpersuasion of professional sellers, before
deciding to keep the frock.

Coat andArW
Gmvnest
Manufacturers.
^rr
Dept. H., ley^33, CHANCERY

SKIN

ALMONDyr^ir

DISEASES
ECZEMA
"I suffered from
Eczema all over my
(ace and body. I
applied Zee-Kol and
in three days the
Eczema had gone."

VARICOSE AND
OTHER ULCERS
"For
could not
walk years
with IUlcerated
Leg. it Zee-Kol
in a weeli.cured

ABSCESSES
Zee-Kol
draws out instantly
all inflammation and the abscess is healed in
twenty-four hours.

ERYSIPELAS
This alarming sidn
affection wUl disap ear in a few days
with Zee-Kol applied
night and morning.
Its effect is marvellous.

CURED
IN A
NIGHT
We have a Room full
of Testimonials
Many may promise a wonderful cure
but there
is nothing
like Zee-Kol.
Beware
of Imitations
Zee-Kol is, without doubt, the most
wonderful skin remedy of all time. The
cruellest Skin Diseases, such as Ulcers,
Eczema, .\bscesses, Erysipelas, etc., are
rapidly and completely banished, and
Pimples, Blackheads, Boils, Rashes, etc.,
disappear like magic. Never was known
any remedy
like takes
Zee-Kol.
touches
the skin
on a Where
finer andit
healthier glow. It destroys everything
unhealthy to the skin. No skin disease
can resist it. Forget it being a Patent
Medicine. This is the only way we
have of letting the Vorld know of
Zee-Kol's We
marvellous
power of
healing.
are supplying
the skin
big
London Skin Hospitals, for there is
nothing in the world to compare with
Zee-Kol. Do not hesitate. Go straight
to your chemist and get a box of Zee-Kol
and rest absolutely assured that your
skin trouble will speedily be banished.
Zee-Kol cures in record time Eczema,
all kinds of Ulcers, Haemorrhoids,
Chilblains, Bad Legs, Severe Burns, etc.
ZEE-KOL
The Wonder Skin Remedy.
r-FOUR
FREEof Zee-Kol
filFTS Ointment
COUPON-i
For sample
and I'ills send 2d. stamp for
postage.
sample
ZEE-KOL
Medicated IfSoap
and ofDOGE
Face
Cream are also desired send 4d.
for postage and packing. Write
to the SHAVEX ZEE-KOL
CO., LTD. (Dept. Z.K.35), 40
Blenheim Road, Ixmdon, N.19.
Of all chemists. Zee-Kol Ointment
at 1/3 or a large tin 3/-.

LANE, LONDON, W.C.2

OIL
BURNS
Zee-Kol takes alt pain
away will
and form.
no blister

BOILS, ETC.
Boils cannot resist
the wonderful healing
properties
Zee-Kol,
and
In two ofdays
they
disappear.

PIMPLES AND
BLACKHEADS
" I always had Blackheads and Pimples.
Zee-Kol cured them
in a night — they vanished."

LUMBAGO,
STIFF JOINTS, ETC.
Splendid for Stiff
Joints, rubbed in
gently
by the fire, and
for Rheumatism.

If A|

LLEi-IvUL

Beautiful and Talented Woman
CREATES BEAUTY
A revelation in
transforming the
worst skin, in three
nights,
a most
beautifulinto
satiny
and
peach-like comNever before has a
plexion.
soap oftionthis
descrip-to
been given
the
public.
It is
made of the purest
oils. This is the
wholesale price of
the material used in
most of the advertised soaps. ComAlmondpare thisOil,price
whichto
is 5/6 per
lb., andin
which
is
used
"Zee-Kol " Almond
Oil Soap.
PALM

OIL

costs 4il. per lb.
ALMOND

toilet
SOAP

s Evidence that it—

& PRESERVES

BEAUTY
It has taken years to
know how to blend the
oils in causethis
beit is soap,
notto-day,
like
other soaps
which are only ordinary soapft. Its tonic
oils areto
a mar\'ellous
the skin. Blended
with the most exqui
site perfumes,
ALMOND OIL has been
chosen
for
this
ZeeKol Super- Toilet Soap.
It contains the purest
and the most natural
oil for the skin. When
washing the natural
oil
is replaced
the
skin
keeps andfirm,
smooth
and beautiful.
No ordinary
soap can
OU Soap does,
do what MONDZee-Kol
ALyet it is sold every
where to-day at half
its former price -6d.
Kol Almond
Oil Soap
instead
of 1/-.
Zeeis NOW
adandruff
perfect disappear>
Shampoo.
All
go
and the
with
health.hair shines

OIL I am
" Youa little
play distracted
divinely, mygazing
darling,
but
at your
beauty — and your complexion is the
costs 5/ 6 per lb. most perfect I have ever seen. And
It is easily seen why what is this glorious perfume that you
LARGE
Zee- Kol Almond Oil
TABLET
FIANCEE
:
"
You
flatterer
!
I
do
not
Soap is the
most use any perfume. 1 use the most perfect
expensive
to make,
that I have ever used in my lifeas it is very rare to itsoapis called
Zee-Kol Almond Oil Soap,
get Almond Oil in a anduse it? is" only 6d. a tablet, instead of 2 6,
Jroni
soap at all. The as I paid for other soaps, which were ObtuinahU
or directaiui
fromStores,alt
price of Almond Oil not so good, and the lovely perfume Chemists
from Almond
the Zee-Kol
Almond
Oil SHAVEX ZEE-KOL
will that
prove there
to everj'one
is no comes
Soap. The
Oil keeps
my face
CO., LTD..
Soap in the world so young and, as you say, beautiful.
soap
(Dept. S.I 8/,
Road,
Everyone should try this beautiful soap 40 Blenheim
marveUoiis
as
ZeeKol Almond Oil
Upper Holloway,
— originally II- per tablet, now 6d."
N.I9.
11-
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{Continued front page 30)
out on a wave of scent to the jangle
of Oriental beads and bracelets.
Inspired with a demon of love
and fear, Philip that night broke
To the accompaniment of pelting
rain, he knocked out his warder,
clambered through a window,
assaulted
the guard, and accomgaol.
plished the getaway. In New York
he spent some of his hoarded
winnings in turning himself out like
a Taken
gentleman.
for the most part in the
right spirit, prison life had improved
his physique.
With the growth of a moustache
as his only asset towards disguise,
he dropped off a taxi near the
Park .\\-enue residence of Mrs.
Florence Stebbins. He chose to
enter from the garden and had
closed the French windows behind
him, when evidence of his having
come to the right house cheered
him from the wall. Simultaneously
as though luck were chary of
letting him off too lightly, a manservant appeared in the room with
laden cocktail tray.
Philip, backing away from the
wall, remarked, "Good evening.
That portrait of Miss Alice is very
fine . . . the live poise as though
she were on a hilltop with her hair
blown by the wind . . . who's the
"I'm afraid I can't tell you, sir.
. . . Begging your pardon, but you
"
artist? happen
don't
to be a burglar, do
you ? It's usual to ring at the front
"Certainly not. I'm a friend of
the"Can
family."
I announce you to Mrs.
Stebbins,
?"
"Please sirdo.
door."
Enoch .\rden's
you
name a . secret.
. . how
. . . where is

You can say Mr.
called. But I'll tell
It's jxtrtrait
not "really
my
that
speate
Miss .Mice, by the

Philip, having started upon the
flippant tack, somewhat doubted his
abilityencetosettled
succeed
with it by
whenojjening
Florthe matter
and calling to her man from the door.
"You can take the cocktails right
in,"wayshe? ' ' began. The door closed
behind manserv'ant and tray. Seeing
by Florence's face what he was up
against,of Philip
favour
flippancy.again decided in

Wl

LLS's

Star
CORK

TIPPED

CIGARETTES

Well, my dear . . . just as
beautiful after all these years."
" Philip ! Your time isn't up
"I know. I just walked out.
"She — Alice?
she's on
Where's
" a trip. Anyway,
you're not going to see her. You're
"
ill glad
t"I'm
dead
to her." of that, I don't want to
interfere. I want to know if she's
happy. Don't lie. Tell me if she's
" D'you want me to call the
"And have your guests .soaking
happy." in there know that I'm an
cocktails
escaped
convict. ByYouJove,
wouldn't
do
that, Florence.
the years
police? "
have
been kind
You go."
" Philip,
I doto you
wishI you'd
Alice
all right."
"Oh,is happy
but I can't
take so much on
trust. I want to see her once to
make sure — to make sure that she's
just as lovely and live as she is in

Also

lO
sold in boxes

4-

''''
of
30 for K-

that"Good-bye.
picture." Philip. If you won't
"Goo<l-bye, Florence."
He must."
watched her sweep into the
go. I room
next
and was considering his
next move when, through another

j

door, he caught sight of a figure that j
caused him to slip into the hall and
mount
stairs.
From playing
somebody's
wirelesstheset,
piano
was
travelling over the ether. He looked
through the first open door. It was
as he thought. Alice, dressed, lay
covered up on the sofa.
!
Controlling his limbs which seemed
to have turned to water, he knelt
beside her. "Alice, my dear, don't
"I- — don't know you. Who "
be "Of
frightened."
course you don't know me.
I'm Uncle John, youf father's
brother. You've been ill, haven't |
you?
a nurse downstairs."
"Yes.I saw
I haven't
been able to
^valk for a long time. . . . How
marvellous
that
you're
father'sto
brother.
, I've
tried
so hard
remember Philip, as I used to call
him. I can't remember what he
lookedhe like
knowalways
quitehappy
w^ell
what
was.butHe I was
and full of life. I used to be."
At downstairs
the time that
picture ofYes.l
you
was painted.
can see you were. But now you're
Philip thought he knew very well.
not.
Why ? "surged in full flow as
Indignation
once more Florence intruded her
unwelcome presence, capping Alice's
animated statement, " Why mother,
you never told me Uncle John was
coming," with, "I didn't wish )'our
uncle to come here. It's bad for
you. Sorry you can't stay longer,
"Oh, but I can stay to dinner if
you'll
ask does
me. not
Alice dine
can downstairs."
sit next me."
"Alice
"But this is an occasion. She
will to-night." He swept her, light
as thistledown in his arms and bore
her triumphant to the dinner table.
Encouraged by the colour in her
cheeks, the sparkle in her eyes, he
swept
Alice's
stiff-and-starched
guestsJohn."
into
the maelstrom
of his
life experiences.
In the midst of
eager listening to his narrative .Mice
overturned a glass of water. Regardless of evoking dangerous memories
he upset one too. after which he
judged it time to make a pretence
of leaving the house.
He was wandering in the garden
watching
Alice's room
where
she the
had light
been inbanished
by a
censorious Florence, when a young
man wearing a trilby and no overcoat" Hey,
joinedthat's
his solitude.
not the right way
in, young fellow. .\re you by any
"I'm not.
but how do I know that
chance
a burglar?"
"I'm Alice Eden's uncle ...
be?" from . abroad."
John
Eden,I apologise
back
. . you look
mayn't
you"Oh!
the right sort. . . I'm Stephen
Paine, deredaif I newspaper
could get aman.
note Iupwon-to
.\lice. I know it looks fishy, but I've
got to hang about this way to catch
her nurse. Mrs. Stebbins doesn't
"Because you tried to rouse up
my niece,of make
me." love to her I supapprove
'I'm all for marrying .Mice, sir.
We gotpose. asIunderstand."
far as the City Hall once,
but we were dragged back. Since
then 1 haven't dared show my nose
"I think I understand that too.
in the house."
What d'you say to having a drink?
I've just heard of a quiet spot down
Unknown to I-'lorencc, duo to tlie
connivance of his tir.st acc|uaintance,
the butler, Philip spent the night in
histhe
ex-wife's
. ' ' sf>are room
road Stebbins
"Mrs.
has sent me to
informed
in thesir,"
morning.
help youhimpack,
the butler

|

|
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"Thorough going hostess, ch ?
Where's Miss Ahce?"
"In her room. I understood Mrs.
Stebbins
say she iswasn't
to leave
it. Mrs. toStebbins
out shopping,
sir."
Armed with the knowledge,
Fhilip, having warned Stephen to be
about, carried his daughter into the
hving-room and left the young
peopleance ontogether.
Stephen's
appearcoming away
a few minutes
later, dashed Philip's hopes.
"Then she wasn't pleased to have
\ ou back, Stephen?"
"No. Just told me to go away.
Said she's hurt me enough already,
and whatever happened she wouldn't
marry me. I told her 1 didn't mind
her
ill.places,
I'd take
away,
make being
her go
.see her
things.
"Pity ... a great pity. Well
. . good-bye, Stephen. 1 like you.
If I sent for you about Alice anytime, would you come?"
'He
' From
. ' ' the gate and
saw anywhere
the lad to
went back to Alice who he
expected, was sobbing into the sofa
cushions. Tenderly he stroked the
dark hair till she turned to him.
"Alice, why did you send Stephen
away. You love him, don't you?"
"Oh, yes."
" I know
You're
afraid
. . . why
afraidyouto did
trustit.yourself
to a fine boy like Stephen who's
ready to take chances. You're
worse pet,than
ill. You're
just mother,
a pupthe image
of your
a creature without any feeling of
your own. You've nothing of
Philip in you."
"Philip deserted me. W^hy should
1 care about him?"
"It wasn't his fault. If he were
here now he'd laugh at you for lying
on
the wrong
sofa.with
He'd
nothing
you..say
You there's
know
there isn't, Alice. You can't .stand
up and walk, because you won't
try. You're too much of a coward."
"I'm . . . not . . . I'm not . . .
Philip . . . Philip. . . ."
Laugh back at him. Come on.
You're
standing
and
afraid to
take aactually
step . . . afraid
because
you're
weak of. passion,
. . weak intentionally
as water."
The blaze
kindled, but fanned by a gust of
genuine anger making him say more
than he intended, accomplished its
purpose. Alice was walking across
the room when Florence came in, insisting on bed and "doctor's orders."
For two months, Philip as a man
who sees the end of a long furrow
and has voluntarily put his hand to
the plough, managed to stay in Florence's house combating with skill
andThepatience
the mother's
mischief.of
appearance,
in due course,
a gentleman announcing liimself as
Mr. Connors and demanding to-see
Mr. John Eden, could not be misconstrued. After five minutes talk,
Philip looked at him and said with a
twinkle.
Mr. Connors,
so "You
dashedknow,
courteous,
no one you're
would
think you were a policeman."
"ThanksHerefor are
the compliment,
Mr.
Eden.
my credentials.
I'm afraid
must askareyouwhom
for proof
that
you I really
you
claim
be — brother
PhilipFlorence
Eden."
For to once
in her of life,
not only apf)eared on the scene at
the right moment, but rose nobly
to the occasoin. Philip was still
grateful to her, even when having
secured Mr. Connors' departure on
pretext of two months' personal proof
John Eden's whereabouts, his ex- wife
ordered him finally and firmly to
leave the house. He gained her permis ion to telephone, after which he
dispatched the butler with a message

and wandered into the garden
was getting
dark whenthehe butlir
spok'toIt the
man whom
brought in respectful tow
"Stephen, how would you like to
go to Italy. I've just booked two
tickets. Boat sails to-morrow."
"Marvellous, but I haven't any
"No matter. You know nxe well
money." to take sensible advice.
enough
Will"Sure."
you go ?"
"Better say ' Good-bye ' to Alice
Philip
took him in the lounge
first."
hall and called her. She came,
clinging to the bannisters, but
obviously mi.stress of her limbs.
Stephen's look of incredulity was
good to see. If anything could have
pleased
Philip more
it was should
the boy's
eager plaiming
that Alice
not
be left behind. With her genius
for interference, Florence, beautiful to behold except tlie set of her
mouth, interrupted the meeting.
"Alice, are you insane?" she
demanded. "You told me you had
finished with Stephen. "
"I know. I lied to you, because
I hadn't the courage to do anything
else. I'm going away . . . out of
this house . . . to-night. Stephen
and I are going to be married."
".\lice, you don't know what
you're talking about."
"I do. Uncle
Johnand
has what
made me
remember
father
he
would have wished. At least father
had courage to live life honestly."
"Nonsense. It's time you knew
the truth about your father . . .
a murderer ... in gaol . . . under
a life sentence . . .
"I don't believe it. Uncle John,
tellHeme seized
it's nothertrue."
cold hands in his,
searching her eyes.
"Alice, it is true partly; not the
crime so much as the prison. All
the same, Philip was a happy f>erson
because he loved you and knew how
to wait. Alice, you know him now,
knowwaswhyin his
he arms
came atback
you."
She
last, toclinging
to him as though she would never
let him go.
and Ionce
neveror knew
..."Philip!
at least,. .I .think
tw^ce
I almost guessed. Dear Philip . . .
why didn't I go on wTiting to you ?
But you'll forgive me, won't you ?
We'll go away together."
"You must go with Stephen.
I'll come later. I have so many
things to do, a thousand places to
see. Don't ask me any questions.
We'll meet again Be happy, my
darling. Stephen will take care
He saw Florence through a mist
across
of you."his eyes, and felt, for the
first time in his life, sorry for her.
" I had to do it," he said awkwardly.
" .\nd now I'm really going."
" Philip . . . must you ? Don't
let's say ' Good-bye ' again."
"Then we won't. Here, Stephen
. . . hold her so . . . Alice, close
vour eves. When vou open them
I'llHebe'.
." before the last word
was . gone
reached his lips, from the light of the
hall, by the garden door into the
shadows above the crazy pa\'ing.
"How did you know I'd be
waiting?" Inspector Connors, stepping out from behind an alder bush,
inquired with curiositv as marked
as it was genuine.
"Just thought you would be,"
Philip answered "No need for the
bracelets, gentlemen. I'll go quietly.
If you want to do anything, congratulate iiie on having won my
greatest gamble."

HEAD NOISES
CATARRHAL
DEAFNESS

CATARRH
now

finally
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CURABLE

the

diseases

Remarkable 'Dual Dispersar
treatment follows the discovery that CATARRH
TWO

PRESS

has

strongholds

APPROVAL

OF

GENEROUS GUARANTEE OFFER
Catarrh is one of the curses of the human
race. Its drag upon health and constitution, its toll upon happiness, are very real
tragedies
the lives Yet
of thousands
conscious insufferers.
the distressof ofself-it
is that by all except its wretched victims it
is regarded merely as one of the minor
ailments. Perhaps this is why research into its
complete eradication has not proceeded as
swiftly as with other dread disea.ses. Perhaps
the world lias had to wait until a research
.specialist himself had suffered the objectionable
and
of Catarrh
before man's
skill degrading
and genius efiects
were roused
to its conquest

'Catarrh does not begin and end in tho
head, but in the colon," says Mr. Allan
Cooper, the originator of the new combined and synchronised
" Dual Dispersal"
treatment,
and ofcouples
announcement with one
the mosthis courageous
offers
and
guarantees
in
the
history
of
medicine.

Published below is Mr. Allan Cooper's
owfn statement, which contains an offer
of treatment and guarantee for every
CATARRH

Catarrh's Double Grip
sets up a vicious circle in the
whole system. The infection
in the intestines
promotes
Indigestion, Flatulence,
Heartburn,
and
further
lowersConstipation,
resistance toandthestillinfection
in the nose and throat.

Catarrh's Black Spots
in the human body are shown
above. Accumulation of germs
and mucus occurs at A and
B, which explains why only the
"Dual Dispersal" method of
treating both centres at once can
ensure a permanent banishment
of the horrible complaint.
What the Press says:
To banish the Catarrhal germs
completely and permanently
from the system is the object of
the treatment discovered and
perfected by Mr. Allan Cooper
... itshassuccess
in achieving thisin
result
been demonstrated
over
World. ia),0(H) cases.— C*»'».'i/M«
There is, however, a way to
banish catarrh and that is Mr.
Allan Cooper's remedy. — Sunduy
Mermrv.

SUFFERER;

" I think most Catarrh sufferers will agree that it
is comparatively easy to relieve the Catarrhal
condition. But in my experience such relief was
temporary. It was this elementary observation
that led me to belie\'e that Catarrh is far more
deeply seated than the obvious head efiects
suggest. On this theory I began my investigations and made the remarkable discovery that all
Catarrhal troubles invariably begin in tiie colon.
It was this discovery that led to the perfection of
the ' Dual
Disf>ersalme ' of
treatment
was succes ful in ridding
Catarrh which
completely
and
has since been equally successful in more than
100,000 cases all over the Empire.
"My object in making this announcement is to
b'ing this treatment before still more sufferers. 1
shall be pleased to send to all interested, free of
charge, my treatise and wTitten guarantee. You
may post the form below without incurring an\'
obligation to me. Don't put off writing for
particulars. Delayed treatment of Catarrh is
dangerous. It costs you nothing to investigate
my claim for yourself, so post the form now."
Every Symptom of Catarrh Gone.
"Just a few
inform youIt that
Treatment
completely
curedlinesmyto Catarrh.
is a thegreat
pleasure ha*to
inform you that every symptom has disappeared — head
noises,
sneezing passages
and breathing
all are discharge,
quite cured.throat
All trouble,
the blocked-iip
are now—
quite clear— thanks to your Treatment. I am now able
to walk miles every day. I am quite cured."
FREE ! '^S^neT ! POST NOW
Mr. ALLAN COOPER, 60 Strand, London, W.C.2
Without cost or obligation, kindly tell me how I
can
permanentlyDeafness.
rid myself of Catarrh, Head Noises,
and Catarrhal
(Please prist in block letters.'

NOTE. — You may, if you wish, s?nd a 1 y^d .
stamp to cover postage of my reply, but even this33
is not essential. Pictiiregoer, 23/'2/3.i.
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Now
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The

Ben Hecht and Charles AlacArthur's "find," Margo, in
" Crime Without Passion."
****CRIME WITHOUT
PASSION
Paratnount.
American.
"A" 67certijicate.
Psychological crime drama. Runs
minutes.
Claude
Kains
Lec Gentry
Margo
Carmen
Brown
Whitney Bourne
Katy Costello
SxASLhY Ridges
Eddie White
Paula Trueman
Buster Malloy
Leslie Adams
Greta
Granstedt O'Brien
Delia
KsTHER Dale
Miss Norton
Keely
Charles
Kennedy Lieut.
Fuller Mellish
The Judge
Written, directed and produced by Ben HecM
and Charles MncArthur. Previewed September
28, 1934.
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
set out to show Hollywood how
to produce a talkie — they ^vTote,
produced and directed the picture
themselve.s- — and they certainly succeeded in doin«( so; Crime Without
Passion is the best film from the
point of view of construction and
intelligent pictorial development
made in 1934.
1 1 is compact and holding in story,
incisive in characterisation and
interesting and convincing in its
psychology.
Not only have the directors
succeeded in presenting an ingenious
and realistically detailed crime story,
but they have also given artistes
who.se names till then were not
particularly well known on the screen
the chances of their careers of which
they have all availed themselves.
As an astute lawyer obsessed with
the idea of making one woman care
pa.ssi(mately for him alone, who
accidently kills the mistre.ss who is
standing in the way of this desire
and plans an almost perfect alibi,
("laude Kains is brilliant.
It is one of the major characterisations that the screen has given us
and places this actor at one bound
in the forefront of film stars.
.\s the discarded mistress, Margo,
a riecht-Mac.Arthur discovery, is
also noteworthy. Her performance
IS beautifully balanced and tensely
dramatic.
.\s the woman whom the lawver
hopes to win, Whitnex' Bourne is
also exceedingly good, portraying
the character with a deal of dignity.
The main interest of the plot,
apart from the psychological study
of the obsessed lawver, is centred on
the building up of an alibi and its
collapse owing to one weak link,
which leads to the murderer shooting
another man and attempting suicide.
I'ictorial detail is outstanding and
the spoken thought has been used
with the utmost effect on occasions.

***THE COUNT OF
MONTE CRISTO
United
Artists.
" U."Hi certificate
Romantic costum* American.
dranut. Runs
minutes.
Robert Donat
Edmond Dantes
34

PICTUREGOER'S
quick reference
index to films just released
****CRIME WITHOUT
♦♦ARE YOU A MASON?
PASSION ♦♦THE KANSAS CITY
♦♦GAY LOVE
PRINCESS
***THE COUNT OF MONTE
CRISTO
♦THERE GOES SUSIE
**HIS GREATEST GAMBLE
**THE GAY BRIDE
♦GIRL IN DANGER
♦IRISH HEARTS
**CHARLIE CHAN IN
♦GET YOUR MAN
LONDON
l\''hai the asterisks mean — •♦»* An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment. c .ilso sutlable for children.
Elissa Landi
Mercedes
Louis Calhern De Villefort, jun.
Sidney'
Mondego
Raymond Blackmer
Walburn
Danglars
O. P. Hegcie
Abbe Faria
William Farnuh
Captain
Georgia
Caine
Mme. De Leclere
Rosas
Walter Walker
Morrel
Lawrence Grant De Villefort, sen.
Luis .\lberni
Jacopo
Irene Hervey
Valentine
Douglas Walton
Albert
Juliette Compton
Clothilde
Clarence Wilson
Fouquet
Eleanor Phelps
Haydee
Ferdinand MuNiER
Louis XVIII
Holmes Herbert
Judge
Pat'L Irving
Napoleon
Mitchell
Lewis
Vampa
Clarence Muse
Lionel Belmore Prison Governor
Wilfred Lucas
Detective
Tom Ricketts
Cockeye
Edward
Keane
Bertrand
Sydney Jarvis
Aii Pasha
Desmond Roberts
Blacas
John
Marsden
Pellerin
.Alphonse Martell
Batistino
Russell Powell
Manouse
Wallace Albright Albert, age 8
Directed by Rowland V. Lee. Adapted from
Dumas' story by Toiheroh.
Philip Dunne arul Dan
Dumas'
a calculating
revenge.story
lends ofitself
admirably
to screen purposes since it seems to
contain all the popular ingredients
of thrills, romance, spectacle and
melodrama, and Rowland V. Lee has
seen to it that they are all presented
with the utmost effect.
It cannot have been an easy task

to condense Dumas' work and adapt
it to the .screen, and a great deal of
the picture's success must go to the
scenarists.
In addition, the acting is really
noteworthy more particularly in the
case of Robert Donat, who is excellent as Edmond Dantes, the young
sailor of the Napoleonic period who
is thrown into gaol on the false
evidence of three men and who,
after years of suffering, escapes,
inherits riches and traces down his
enemies one by one.
.\s the heroine, Mercedes, Elissa
Landi shows both charm and intelligence, and makes the part an
eminently pleasing one. The three
false witnesses are exceedingly well
characterised by Louis Calhern,
Sidney Blackmer and Raymond Walburn, while O. I'. Heggie turns in a
splendid character study as an abb6,
a fellow prisoner, from whom Dantes
inherits his riches.
The plot gets going right away and
enlists the interest and holds it right
to the end.
Spectacular scenes include Napoleon's return from Elba, the court of
Ixjuis XVIII, shots of the battle of
Waterloo, while outstanding thrills
are
provided
by Dantes'
prison,
his duel
with escape
one offrom
his
betrayers and his forensic battle
with another.

Dorothy Boyd plays the feminine
lead in " Get Your Man."
**HIS GREATEST GAMBLE
Radio. paternal
American.love."A"Runscertificate.
70 minutes.Dr.-'ma of
Richard Dix
Philip Eden
Dorothy Wilson
Alice (adult)
Bruce Cabot
Stephen
Erin O'Brien-Moore
Edith
Fellowes
AliceFlorence
(child)
Shirley Grey
Bemice
Leonard Carey
Butler
EiLY JMalyon
Jenny
Directed by John Robertson. For story fredy
based on the film 6)' Marjorv Williams, See
Outpicture
of theis ordinary
refreshingrut,in this
its
page :iO.
sentiment, strong
in human drama
and pleasing in light relief.
It is apt to be a little vague and
shadowy at times, but its main
situations axe dramatically exploited
and it is powerful in its characterisation and psychological aspects;
these, by the way, are not allowed
to impede the action, which is brisk.
The dialogue is very good and the
child intere.st is sincere and uncloyed
by false sentiment.
As the gay, philosophical gambler
who sacrifices everything for his
daughter's happiness, Richard Dix
is good,
while Edith
an
extremely
clever Fellowes
study asgives
the '
daughter when a child, as does
isDoroihy
grown up.
Wilson as the girl when she
The gambler's calculating wife.
Florence, is well characterised by
Erin O'Brien- Moore and the supporting ca.st is extremely good.
••THE GAY BRIDE
.V/.-<;.-Af. drama.
American.Runs" A"80 certificate.
minutes. Comedy
Carole Lombard
Mary
Chestkr Morris
Office Boy
Zasu Pitts
Mirabelle
Leo Carillo
Mickey
Nat Hardy
Pendleton "Shoots" Dingle
Magis
Sam
Waiter Walkkr
MacPberson
Directed by Jack Conway from the story hy
Charles FraiKis Coe.

Gene Gerrard and Zelma O'Neal show to advantage in a romantic musical
comedy, " There Goes Susie."

a coarse show-girl
bootlegger who
(or
As marries
a mercenary
his money, with
carries
his"
lieutenants
the onsamewithobject
when he is bumped off, but eventuall)^ finds real romance, Carole
Lombard is attractive and talented;
she makes the most of not too strong
material and a none too sympathetic
role.
Indeed, the picture relies much
more on its acting than its plot.
Nat Pendleton, for instance, is
excellent as the bootlegger and l^eo
Carillo and Sam I lardy are right in
character as his lieutenants.
.\s her final lover, the bootlegger's
bodyguard, Chester Morris is also
good, and Zasu Pitts contributes a
delightfully humorous supporting
role. (Continued on page 36)
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There's a definite increase in 'flu — coldsfeverish complaints— sore throats and other complaints of an epidemic nature. Take heed and
prepare.
To be forewarned is to be forearmed, so
listen to the ' ASPRO ' message which tells you that
ASPRO ' will smash a 'flu, cold, or feverish attack
in one night. Used as a gargle, according to directions,
it will prevent sore throats.
If you have a sore throat it
will rapidly dispel it and prevent complications. Furthermore, the development of many serious complaints of an
epidemic nature can be definitely prevented if you take
' ASPRO ' at their inception. As soon as you feel a bit ' ' off
colour ' ' fly to ' ASPRO '-— your action will be well rewarded
by benefit to your health. Do not be put off on any account.
PURCHASE

A great skin
specialist has proved""
that anya fresh
womanclear
canskin,
now^free from blackobtain
heads and all blemishes, by the daily use
of predigested dairy cream and olive oil.
These are now contained, together with
nourishing tonic and astringent ingredients, in Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood. It
sinks down into the pores and removes
the deep-seated grime and dirt that soap
and water can never reach. Blackheads
axe dissolved away. Enlarged pores soon
contract. The darkest, roughest skin in
a few days becomes soft, white, and
smooth. Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood
makes face powder stay on twice as long;
makes the powder spread so smoothly
and evenly that it becomes practically
invisible on the skin. Eveiy woman is
guaranteed a soft, clear skin and a complexion of fascinating girlish beauty in
7 days with Tokcdon Vanishing Skinfood
or money refunded.
un0£Q
Tbc best InscienUOe
NoM
nUOCO.—
the world.
R«medy nfly dcmmMachtnn
of alt klodj.
Worn
daring aleep. Stampod enrelopo for fall
particolM*.
RED N08E8.—4/S. S^r"^
tatelycnreercdnoooi,
poetfrae. Foreign,
l'« extra.
Capa
Rubber
CADC
IIPI V Cnno*
UwLI
nmedT Ear
ootetandtac
pott free.
Foreign.CKITEBIOa
1/6 extra.
P. ear*.
LEES7/6.RAT,
gpeeUlist.
BUILDDIS. PICCADIIXT CISCDS. LOIDOI.
S.W.I.
J
Open a Credit
Account
with LS WEL
DRES
HOW
SIn■^tv^ea^. NoTOreferences
required even
from non-householders. Call or write to
Dept. M. 165 for Ladies Spring catalogue,
also Gentlemen's catalogue.
SMARTWEAR. LTD.,
263-271 Regent Street, London. W.l.
FOR GREY HAIR
SHADEINE
Is safe, sore and simple to ose ; one liquid;
nothing inlarloOA ; permanent and washable ; *0
rears'ooloor.
repntatlon
; sold inCertificate
all naloralenclosed.
tints ; state
See Medical
AT
ALL
CHEMISTS.
Small Dottle Sd .puatlOd.;
IMiiie, post l/8;a/6, post or
Co., i>epi. A.. U. WettkouM Ototc,
^ S/9; J/«. poet 4/1.

YOUR

'ASP
O
W
for to-morrow it may be tooR
late to
get the
fall•ASPRO'
benefit
cons
i
s
t
s
o
f
the
purest
TLU&SORE
COLD BANISHED
Acetylsalicylic
Acid
has
ever beenthatknown
THROAT
YIELD
to Medical
SciIN ONE
NIGHT
ence, andbased
its
HUl-Side Stores,
claims
are
on
its
superiority
Dear Sir,
Lawford, Essex.
I feel that I must write and tell you
J. M. writes from Ascot, Berks :
that your ' ASPRO ' bauished my cold Mrs.
I feel
it my 'ASPRO'
duty to write to you about my GOLLIN
the otherandweek.
I took before
two ' ASPRO
TO
tablets
hot lemon
retiring ' wonderful
Agents
' ASPRO.with' large
Last
at night and got op in the morning a week I had experience
a very bad with
sore throat
new man.— Yonrs Gratefully,
swollen
glands.
This
went
on
for
four
days,
&
C 0 .
C MAYTHORN.
when I went down with influenza.
('Atpra' Ltd.
Dapt.),
Pty.
My friend
got someand* ASPRO
' and I sleep,
took twoat
about
three o'clock
had a slight
five
completely
itself SLOUGH
COLDS
GO
againo'clock
and I my
ate throat
my tea was
without
the slightest
difficulty, if^ereas before it was very painful to BUCKS.
swallow. Then I took two more at night and in
UKE
MAGIC
the morning the flu had completely left me and
I got up and can truthfully say I feel fine. I Telephone
608 :
Tyrie
Bleachfleld
cannot
express my feelings about them enough, NoSlough
proprietary
Dear Sirs.
Kirkcaldy, FUe.
was Ilooking
my itfriend
For some time past I have been as I had
been ill after
as well
wouldwhohavewasbeenill right
in the ismethod
claimedof
troubled with severe colds in the head, and
very
awkward,
so
you
can
guess
how my friend
but
after
taking
a
friend's
advice
to
try
and
I
feel
about
them,
and
she
can
testify
to
manufacture
or
• ASPRO ' all headaches and the cold all I say. I tell everyone I meet about my
the formula.
MADE
BY
experience
and
you
may
rest
assured
I
sbaU
went
like
magic.
Two
'
ASPRO
'
ASPRO
LTD.,
tablets are worth more than a dozen
SLOUGH,
always
keepplace
' ASPRO they* indeserve
my home and In a
ordinary aspirins.
proininent
'Afor
SPRO it.
I am. Yours faithfully,
ENGLAND.
Wishing your ' ASPRO ' every good luck.
J. BURKE (Mr.).
AS A GARGLE
TRY
« ASPRO*
FOR
Two 'ASPRO' tiblets in four
INFLUENZA
COLDS
tablespoonfuls of water make
HEADACHES
LUMBAGO
an excellent gargle for sore
throat, tonsiiitis, and act as a
SLEEPLESSNESS IRRITABILITY deterrent
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS
SCIATICA
NAY FEVER
GOUT
NERVE
SHOCK
PAINS PECULIAR
RHEUMATISM
TO
WOMEN
ALCOHOLIC
AFTER- EFFECTS MALARIA
TOOTHACHE
ASTHMA

ALL. LEADING CHEMISTS & STORES'
STOCK AND DISPLAY 'ASPRO'

PRICES

3?

6

• Vz

2%
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••CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON
ceriificaU. Murder
AwtfticaH.
Fox. mystery
drama."A"Runs 70
Wakner OukND Inspector Charlie Chan
Druk Lavton
Pamela Gray
Raymond Milianu Neil Howard
Mora Barrie Lady Mary Bristol
Alas Mowbray Geoffrey Richmond
Madge Bellamy Mrs. Fothergill
Walter Johnsok
Jerry Garton
David Torrence Home Secretary
Hurray Kinnell
Hepplewhite
DovGLAS Walton
Hugh Gray
E. E. Cu\'E Detective-Sergeant Thacker
George Barraud Major Jardine
John
Rogers
Lake
Pavl England
Bnnny Fothergill
Elsa Bi'chanan Alice Rooney
Perry Iviws
Kemp
Directed by Eugene Ford. Screen piay by
Philip MacDonald based on the character
••Charlie Previewed
Chan" created
by Earl3, 1934.
Derr Biggers.
November
Admirers of the Oriental detective
and his able interpreter, Warner
Oland — ^there is no better "Oriental" on the screen — will find plenty
to entertain them in this conventional thriller in spite of some rather
blatant incongruities in the English
atmosphere and characterisation.
The story shows how the famous
sleuth saves a man falsely accused
of murder by tracking down the real
culprit at a country house party.
It is all very familiar material,
but well worked out with good
suspense values induced by the
fact that Chan has only three days
in which to find the murderer.
The acting honours go to Warner
Oland, but excellent performances
come from Drue Layton as the
heroine and Alan Mowbray.
••ARE YOU A MASON?
Universal. farce.
British.Runs"U"
certificate. Broad
84 minules.
Son N IE Hale
Frank Perry
Robertson Hare
Amos Bloodgood
Davy Bvrnaby
John Halton
Gwyneth Lloyd
Eva
Bertha Bclmore Mrs. Bloodgood
Joyce Kirby
Lulu
Lewis Shaw
George Fisher
Michael Shepley Ernest Morrison
Davina Craig
Annie
May Agate
Mrs. Halton
Directed by Henry Edwards. Previewed
September 1, 1934.
The famous stage farce has been
transferred to the screen in a
straightforward manner, but in spite
of its rather excessive dialogue and
restricted action it moves at a fair
pace and gives Sonnie Hale a chance
to show what a resourceful and
spirited comedian he is.
The farce arises from the complications attending the masquerade of
two husbands as Masons in order to
deceive their wives.
As the other erring husband and
co-conspirator wth Sonnie Hale,

NOW
- Continued
Robertson Hare is well served with
material after his own heart — the
hen-pecked
worm of innumerable
comedies.
••THE KANSAS CITY
PRINCESS
Wart%er.ticated
American.
"A" certificate.
farce. Runs
64 minutes. Sophism
Joan Blondell
Rosie
Glenda Farrell
Marie
Hugh Herbert Junior Ashcro(t
Robert .Armstrong Dynamite
Gordon Westcott Jimmy the Dude
Osgood Perkins
Marcel Duyea
Hobart Cavanagh Sam Weller
ViNCE Barnett
Quincy
Ivan Lebedeff Dr. Sacha Piluikofl
T. Roy Barnes
Jim Cameron
Arthur
Hoyt
Lillian Harmer
ScoutGreenway
Mistress
Renee Whitney
Mrs. Ashcroft
Directed by WiUiam KeigUey.
Thin in story and dubious in
moral, this picture relies on its
high-spirited wise-cracks and nearslapstick action iat efiect.
It is a sophisticated efiEort dealing
with the gold-digging activities of
two American business girls who
finally achieve wedded bliss.
Joan Blondell is in excellent
"hard-boiled" form as a manicurist,
but even her " hard-boiledness " is
outdone by Glenda Farrell. Between
them they make an amusing pair.
Robert Armstrong lives up to his
cast name of "Dynamite," and
breezes gaily through the picture,
while good comedy characterisations
come from Vince Barnett and Hugh
Herbert. The action keeps going
steadily, which helps to disguise the
transparent flimsiness of the plot,
while the gold-diggers'
of
extracting
the necessary methods
from their
male acquaintances are certainly
original and not without humour of a
broad variety.
••GAY LOVE
BritishticLion.
British.
certificate.
Romancomedy with
music.•'A" Runs
75 minutes.
Florence Desmond Gloria Fellowes
Ivor MacLaren Lord Tooy Eatoo
Sophie Tucker
Sophie Tucker
Sydney Marsh
Fairbrothbr
Garry
Freddie"Dukey"
Milton
Enid
Stamp-Taylor
Marie
Hopkins
FiNLAY
CuRRiB
Higham
Ben Weldon
Ben
Directed by Leslie HiscoU.
\ picture which is designed to
-iV exploit the brilliant mimicry of
Florence Desmond and the intriguing
personality of Sophie Tucker, the
famous cabaret entertainer; it succeeds quite well — doing so in a
lavish and tuneful manner.
There is not much in the romance,
which shows how a talented revue

Robert Armstrong, Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, and Hugh Herbert in
" The Kansas City Princess."
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Sonnie Hale, Gxoyneth Lloyd, and Davina Craig bring brightness to the
famotts stage farce, " Are You a Mason ? "
It is conventional stuff quite
star who is continually helping her
put over in an unpretentious
improvident sister who is engaged to fairly
manner.
a noble lord, eventually falls in love
J. Carrol Naish gives an excellent
with
identity.him without realising his [lerformance
as a gangster who
The sister's elopement with an old bumps off the jewel thief.
flame clears the way for the path of
•IRISH HEARTS
true love. Florence Desmond is good
in her role as the revue star and
M.-G.-M. drama.
Irish. Runs
"A" certificate.
70 minutes. Romantic
Lester
Matthews
Fitzgerald
gives tionsextremely
clever
of Greta Garbo,
ZasuimpersonaPitts and Nancy Burne Dermot
Nora
O'Neaie
Molly
Lamont
Nurse
Otway
Mae West, while Sophie Tucker is Patric Knowlbs
Pip Fitzgerald
given a well introduced opportunity
Kyrle Bellkw
Matron
Torre N Thatcher Dr. Hickey
to put over her act.
Patrick Barr
J)r. Connellan
Sydney Fairbrother is very good Sara
Allgood
Mrs. Gogarty
as the revue star's dresser and the Arthur Sinclair
Farmer
cast work well together to make
Joyce
Chancellor
SheilaMother
Marr
Cathleen
Drago
Dublin
quite good bright entertainment.
Marie
O'Neil
Mrs.
Moriaity
Mehan Harlby
Fannin
•THERE GOES SUSIE
Tom Coluns
Dr. Joyce
Pathe'.musical
British.comedy.•'A" Runs
certificate.
Romantic
Pegeen
Hair
Ward
Nurse
70 minules.
May Warren
Alannah Kenny
Gene Gerrard
Andre Cochet Teresa
McCormac Mrs. Kenny
Wendy Barrie Madeline Sarteanz
Uary Riley
Nurse Chambers
Zelma
O'Neal
Bunny Georcina
Leech
Little Girl
Gus McNauchtoh
Brammd
Iya
Abdy
Casualty Nurse
Henry Wenman
Otto Sarteaux
Dancers with the
GiBB McLadchlin Advertising Manager and the Cununerford
and Sean
Dempsey.Leo Rowson
of Ireland,
Bobby Comber
Uncle Oscar Champion Pipers
Mark Daly
Sunshine
Directed by JohnHanbury.
Stafford and S. Victor Directed by Briam Desmond Hurst from the
story "Night Nuru" by J. Johnson Abraham.
Gene Gerrard makes the most of The main assets of this, the first
ciil-Irish talkie, are its picturthe light comedy role of a poor
artist who falls in love wtih a
esque backgrounds and well-photographed
which includes
wealthy
soap-maker*
s
daughter,
beautiful
shotscountryside,
of Innisfallen.
thinking she is a model.
The
atmosphere,
however,
is a
Complications arise when he gets
jealous and a lightly draped picture good deal better than the story,
he had ptainted of her gets used as which attempts to portray life at a
an advertising poster.
hospital
and in achieving
a disease-stricken
It is continental in theme, but city
village
without
much
conviction.
There
is, however, a
rather heavy handed in treatment
and lacking in the requisite piquancy
pleasing love interest.
its light plot needs to make it
The acting is fair but not outwholly amusing.
standing. Somewhat in the nature
Parisian backgrounds .ire not too of padding is the introduction of
convincing, but the musical numbers
harp-playing interludes and Irish
are tuneful and good performances
dances,
but both are attractive in
themselves.
come from a capable cast.
•GIRL IN DANGER
•GET YOUR MAN
Columbia. drama.
.American.
certificate. Crieme
Runs "A"
64 minuln.
Paramount.
British.Runs."A" certificate.
ccmudy.
07 minules. Romantic
Ralph Bellamt
Trent
Nancy McAlpine
Shirley Grey
Gloria Gale Dorothy Boyd
Helen Ferrers .\gatba McAlpine
J. CarrolSarin
NaismDan Terrence
Rosso Sebastian
Shaw
Robert Halbeam
Charles
Arthur Hohl
Beckett CUFPORD Heatherlev Parker Halbeam
Hugh E. Wright Rev. John Vivien
Ward Bond
Wynkoski
Kay Walsh
Mary Vivien
Ed Le Saint
Vincent
Sherman
Willie O'Brien
Tollini Rex Harrison
Tom Jakes
The Butler
Francis McDonald
Tony Charles Barrett
Edward Keahb
Thornton
by George King. Based on a play
Eddy Chandler
Brady Directed
" Tu m'epomeras" by Louis Vememl.
Pat O'Malley
Rollins
Directed by P. Ross Lederman. Story and
screen play by Harold Shumate.
of anatunsophis
Simple
a slow
rather ticated
played
naturestory
tempo which introduces two stage
Gloria Gale, a society girl seeking
, Helen p-errers and Clifford
thrills, and
becomes
a jewelthanthief's
accomplice
gets more
she veterans
ey, the
bright-E
aidd toof theHugh
who help
Heatherl
bargained for when he is bumped
ness— with
off and she is left holding a valuable
Wright as a vicar — of the slight
emerald.
comedy situations.
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On retiring don*c be wheezy.
Soothe your throat— it's nice and easy .
He's

'Go-suck
a ZUBiTickling throat last thing at night is a
common complaint — with a simple remedy.
Pop a Zube in your mouth before you settle
down. These little comforts soothe your
throat and chest and lull you to repose.
Don't count sheep) — count on Zubes.

for

Rig/if

THE ADLIS
BRASSIERE
is the only brassiere that gives an effect of
slimness to the full figure and creates a
subtly attractive curvature to the slim figure.
IT COSTS
VERY LITTLE

Months
NAIL

till

Qirl

YOU?

ounce
2 Ptrloose.
r*6
ZUIES ABE ■EST FOt THtOAT AND CHEST

In its quiet determination to mould the figure
gently.
Never binding— just supporting and controlling

look

He'll want his girl to be beautiful.
Not in features, perhaps ; but men
always fall for a soft, lovely com-

of
BEAUTY

.

2 ID

Icilma Vanishing Cream is the only
plexion.
face
cream that contains the wonderful beautifying water from the
famous Algerian Spring. Use it
and your mirror will soon reflect a
lovelier you, ready for adventure
and new lifelong happiness ! Prices
— 1/3, 9d. and 6d.

PURE SPUN SILK
BOURDON LACE
EGYPTIAN YARN
NET

^CijZrvOa

SILK

CREPE DE
CHINE
DUC HESSE LACE
in the daintiest of shades.
Sizes 30-42.
NO INTRICATE ADJUSTMENTS
FROM ALL STORES AND DRAPERS
The manufacturer will be pleaxd to furt\ish the
name of the nearest stockist.
THE

ADbIS
W. AOLER
Dept. H.F.
I22-I22a Kinfi
Road, Chelsea,
LONDON, S.W.3.
Phone . Kensington 8228
(2 fines)

\
COLOURLE^
NATURAL
ROSE
CORAL

\

ICILMA FACE POWDER
Icilma Face Powder gives your skin that
extra touch of feminine allure that men find
irresistible. Icilma is very subtly perfumed
and very fine and clinging. There are five
flattering shades to choose from — Naturelle,
Rosee,Sixpence.
Creme, Brunette, Sun-Tan. Prices
from
\
SEND
FOR THE
ICILMA
TRIAL
BOX — only 2d.
for
sampks
of
Face
Powder
three your
Beaut>Creams.to
Enclose 2d. in stamp.s. and and
address
envelope
Icilma
(Dept,Q3
).
.19
King's
Road.
London,
Your envelope should be sealed and bear ild. N.W.i.
stamp.
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A

Cycle

in
E. a

COUSINS

■ F you want to know what's going on this
week, shut your eyes and turn round
three times and fall over. Then start
. again and look towards India.
And there you will find a spot of
disagreement. Robert Flaherty, whose Man
of Aran was chiefly important as showing how
heartily sick the film public really is of its
stars— or rather how sick the critics are,
which is much the same thing, for the public
usually goes to see what it's told to go and
see, and I'm afraid that doesn't reflect very
kindly on the enterprise of audiences, but it
happens lo be true, and I'm here, ladies and
gentlemen, to speak the truth before everything, trusting in your kind co-operation to
help me out of this sentence, which, I regret
to say, has got itself into a bit of a jam, and
that's praising it.
New readers begin here.
India is going to be a bit of a battlefield.
The disagreement at which I hinted about
three gasps back is between London Film
Productions and Gaumont-British and Paramount.
Staking a Claim
London Film Productions have stated roundly,
flatly, and categorically that Elephant Boy
will be the first film made in India by members
of another country. But does that mean the
first film to be made partially in India, or the
first to be made there entirely? If it means the
former, Ixindon Films aforesaid have overlooked
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a

The Duke of Marlborough inspects kis
troops — Tom Walls {without kis moustache) as the Duke in a spectacular scene
from the G.-B. historical comedy "Me
and Marlborough."

JUNGLE
All Eyes on India — New Sport for " Pukka Sahibs " — Theda
Bara and Rudyard Kipling — Korda's Aerial Ambitions — All
Set for the Jubilee.
the Paramount picture. Lives of a Bengal Lancer,
a great deal of which was shot in the Khyber Pass,
and the Gaumont-British film. Soldiers Three, for
which a "pioneer unit" is already in India,
preparing the way for Walter Forde to walk in
and do the direction — much of which, of course,
willAndbe done
at Shepherd's
Bush.to make Elephant
if I>ondon
Films mean
Boy there entirely, the question is : will they ?
Bob Flaherty had every necessary feicility for
making films on Aran, yet some scenes were
re-made at Islington.
If he comes home from India bringing the bacon
all ready cured and cooked, I'll eat it, and I'm a
vegetarian.
Jumbo Goes Home
and harpies, the film will
my heartiesfirstly,
Anyway,
because Alexander
be interesting,
Korda is behind it, and, secondly, because Bob
con^.-entional
pot-bound
ordinary
is noa man
Flaherty but
and of
of originality,
of ideas,
director,
independence of mind and judgment.
It will be about an Indian boy who is mad
about elephants and gets a job as vice-deputyassistant-under mahout. He becomes very much
attached to a big elephant, the granddaddy of all
jumbos, who cuts loose and returns to his primitive
and untutored state: whereupwn the boy sets out
and gets him back from the jungle.
Not, you will observe, a very complicated story,
although
comparedHut with
Aran noticed
it's a threevolume novel.
vou Afan
mav ofhave
that

occasionally — oh, very, very occasionally — a film
with practically
Chang, orscores
Hell'sa
Heroes
(to name notwostory,
widelylikedifferent)
bull's-eye. You have? (H)od. That saves an
argument.
A No-star Cast
Like Man of Aran, Elephant Boy will have no
stars. Rut I don't mind making a little bet
with you that if the film is a great success (as I
hope and expect), the young Indian who is cast
for the lead will thereafter be offered (by other
firms) real money to star in a synthetic picture of
Indian life, to be called Gods of Khartna or The
Sands of Yogi, or something equally footling and
impossible, most of which will be made at Cricklewood or Shepjjerton or the San Fernando Valley.
Care for a bob on it ? Right !
The perspicacious among you will have noticed,
by the bye, that a cycle is now crashing its way
incongruously through the Indian jungle. Elephant
Boy, Soldiers Three, Lives of a Bengal Lancer,
Clive of India, The Broken Road — one swallow may
not make a summer, but five films very often
start a cycle, and I verily believe we're off.
So, very soon, a vast number of you Pukka
Sahibs
to join out
the that
Knockers'
for the will
sake flock
of {minting
whiskyClub,
pegs just
are
not taken with chota-hasri on the Dcccan and that
kitniatgars seldom wear their red sashes before
tiffin in the hills.
(Continued on page 40)
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ISAen

find

that
so

fascinating

PERFECT
WAVES,
AT

THE

,

END

,

,

OF
closing
When the

THE DANCE
chords of
the last dance have died away, the girl whose hair
is set with Anzora is as immaculate as when she
eagerly awaited the opening number from the
band. A dressing with Anzora ensures that the
waves are held in place, and through hours of
work and play the charm of a lovely face is doubled
by its perfect frame. ANZORA BRILLIANTINE
it to economical, too, because waves treated
with it lait twice as long.
FACE
POWDER
Slays on twice as long!
7 Fashionable Shades

lEIAtTYdlDS
ANZORA

I Complexion
Milk, BI //*
Powder Base.
BOUDOIR BOX I /- ■. Tissue
Cream, /
SIZE 6*^' I Cleansing Cream. EACH
NDBAG everywhere.
HAObtainable
Insist upon Swan Do^n
What

Radio Stars Say.

No.

WAVE
SETTING
To add a lovely lustre to your hair,
apply
a few dropsbefore
of ANZORA
BRILLIANTINE
the wave
set.
Only
I/a
Should you find any bottle.
difficulty in
obtaining, both may be purchased
direct, pott free, from ANZORA

I

"Appearance
is everything in
my profession and
KIRBIGRIPS
save me from

Doctors say "'Vaseline" Petroleum
Jelly is also a perfect protection
for cuts, burns and abrasions. It
•i^ shuts out infection. Apply after
cleansing the injury. Chesebrough
Manufacturing
Co. Cons'd.,
Victoria Road, Willesden,
o
t

LOTION

10

appearing untidy"

Nothing spoils your looks so much as untidy
hair and this will never occur if vou use
KIRBIGRIPS
Supplied plain or waved, silk or shell covered
and paste set for evening wear. Also in larger
size (3 ins.) particularly suitable for present
day hairdressing. In black and bronze, plain
only, on these smart
cards from your Stores,
Hairdresser, etc.

Made in England
by the Patentees :
URBY BEARD & CO.. LTD., BIRMINGHAM. LONDON
ft REDDITCH. Also makers of the "Kirbikurl" End Curler.

Vaseline
Perroleum Jelly

LALf€K-US€D BY ROYALTY

^ \ BOND STRt-CT
'.^iBtAUTY SPECIALIST
.SAVS -Use my LALEEK
.t^^m lash
LONGLASH,
the medically
approved
cream. Shades:
— Midnight
Blue,
^^^^F
Copper Beech and Colourless. Three
IMV^ Special
months Brush
supply•M. inPostdainty
I/-.
Free. container
Laleek Beauty
Preparations are World famous for achieving and maintaining a
lovely skin. Sold everywhere, including ALL BOOTS BRANCHES.
If any difficulty write direct."
Created and
GRtY
personallyby ADELAIDE
supervised
Seaoty Specialist- 27 OLD BOND ST- LONDON-W IDEGAIN YOUR SLIMNESS the safe way by taking
per (Dept.
box. 63R),
Post free
by sending
the "Silf,"
price to:1/3,The3/-SilfandCo.S,'-Ltd.
39 Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.I. No proprieury rights are
claimed in the preparation of this remedy.

tries the THROAT
When choking fog clogs and rasps the tender
lining of your throat it lays it open to infection.
Clear it and
it with oranpleasanter
' Allenburys
Pastille.
Thererefresh
is no simpler
way '
of clearing away throat harshness.
Made from purest soothing glycerine and the
delicious juice of carefully chosen ripe blackcurrants, they are both delicious and effective.
Try
murkya tin
days.to-day — and carry one on foggy and
Take care of your throat — take

^Uenburys
ES
\£t:IPAST
From ILl
all Chemists
in 2 oz.
&
4
oz.39tins
8d. & 1/3
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TOPICS
Globi

JACK

BUCHANAN
as

Jack

Brewster

The luckiest man

alive!

Six months in which to go
broke and he can't lose !
The laugh of your lifetime,
with songs, dancing, spectacle
and beautiful girls besides

"BREWSTER'S
MILLIONS
opening at the
LEICESTER

"

SQUARE

THEATRE
A

British and Dominions
Production
Distributed by

N.B. Hurry with your fifty-tvord postcard
opinion on " Nell Gtvyn" for a prize of 5 guineas.
Address Studios,
: " Globe,"
Dominions
BorehamBritish
Wood, &Herts.

And then all the other Pukka Sahibs will ftock
to the kinemas to see whether these mistakes
have really been perpetrated, and the box office
will rejoice.
Did you know that such apparent errors are
purposely made, to cause comment in the clubs?
Fact, my dear fellah, I assuah you.
By the way, you may be led to suppose by the
inclusion of Soldiers Three in the current epic list
that • Rudyard
Kipling has suddenly become a
convert
to moviedom.
No, sir ! Is there any boy or girl in the audience
who has heard of Theda Bara ?
She was the first vamp. .\nd her name was
Theodosia Goodman, which was a silly name for
a vamp, so they changed it to Theda Bara, which,
if you are any good at word making and word
taking, will immediately rearrange itself in your
mind as Arab Death.
That was in 1915, and she was called a vamp
because the film in which she was playing the title
role was called The Vampire.
And the author was Rudyard Kipling.
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project would have stood a chance of realisation.
to Herbert Brenon. Bom in Dublin
ButNowwe asain't.
fifty-five years ago; educated in London; ran a
small kinema in Pennsylvania; started direction
with Carl Laemmle's "Imp" company in New
York, in 1909; directed (much later, of course)
the silent version of Beau Ge.ste, the silent version
of Sorrell and Son (quite a lot of which he did in
England) . Tlie Case of Sergeant Grischa (one of the
best anti-war films I have been privileged to see).
Lummox, and Laugh, Clown. Laugh.
A fine director, with a fine record. Now he
has come over to direct The Tenth Man for B.l.P.
at Elstree. This is a story by Somerset Maugham
of a financial and social smash — and isn't it a
coincidence how frequently those Irwo come
together ?
More Music

And newanother
B.l.P.
activity
is Lilian
starring
vehicle.
Invitation
to theHarvey's
Dance.
It will feature Weber's " Invitation to the Waltz,"
and the rest of the music and the story are being
^vritten by Eric Maschwitz (how have you decided
to pronounce him, by the way?) and George
Posford.
The latter composed the music for Good Night,
Vientia, which lands him heavily into the bin
marked "Sp)ecial"; he is also engaged to marry
A Korda Flutter
little Rene Ray some time, when they both have a
moment.
With some twenty productions staring at me
Paul Merzbach will direct. When you get
from volume two of my productions book,
all of which I have announced to you and none of through with pronouncing Maschwitz you might
which has ever been made or is now likely to be, usefully have a go at Merzbach.
dare I announce another "forthcoming" film?
I think I'll chance it, because if Korda does Drake of England
change his mind maybe youll forget 1 mentioned
I almost envy Matheson Lang the fun he is
it. It's to be a history of man's ambition to having with Drake {of England? No one seems to
conquer the sky — an epic of flying — and if it know).
He told me the other day it was exactly
doesn't
out to be a real epic it won't be the like being a boy again, and playing pirates ! This
fault of turn
the subject.
Korda has the whole range of flight to play with, looks like turning out a rollicking, colourful,
from Icarus of Greek mythology who, with his slap-up production which I'm looking forward to
feathers of wax, flew too near the sun so that seeing. I hear the stuff they are shooting on
board the Golden Hind is first rate.
they melted, to the race for the King's Cup.
\\'hat a subject ! I congratulate Korda on
having got in first with it. Also on having the
wit to see that this is the kind of thing the screen
can
do and
the of
stage
can't — which is the real secret
of the
success
films.
Jubilee Jujube
In aspite
of .\lex.
Korda's asdecision
not to produce
Jubilee
film (owing,
the proprietor
of the
flea
circus
said,
to
a
slight
technical
'itch),
we
shall not be hard up for such films.
Pathe, for example, are making one,
for which the script has been written by
two no less famous (or no two less
famous) people than the Right Honourable
Sir Austen Chamberlain, K.G., PC, M.P ,
and John Drinkwater.
It is likely to be called Twenty-five Years
a King. And if you are inclined to smell
news
reelshave
in the
air, you.
I don't think your
nose will
misled
But why Chamberlain,
Drinkwater,
you inquire. you ask, and \vh\Ah !
.\nd down at Klstree B.l.P. arc
launching
(you'll
ne\ tTof
guess
!) a into
film production
dealing withof the
history
His
But this
two
B.B. Majesty's
seers, Ericreign.
Ma.schwitz
(go time
on, proit any Val
way Gielgud,
you like, are
I'll doing
stand
by you)nounceand
the scenario. No statesman, no minor
poet — how come ?
A Double Event
There will be two directors on this one, Thomas
(who isand
one Herbert
of B.l.P.Brenon;
's best they
boxofficeBentley
propositions)
will each tear little bits out of the .scenario and
take them into .separate corners of the studio and
direct them.
.As a matter of fact, the Jubilee film nearly had
far more directors than this, if you only knew
There was a movement afoot to jjersuade ^^ll the
production companies to collaborate in making a
film which would be really worthy its great object.
But, unfortunately, they got the accent on the
wrong syllable of "object," with fatal results.
If weinhadthose
a producers'
association
as tliey
have
more-or-less
United here,
States,
the

Betty Frankiss, charming actress of the London
stage, who appears opposite Leonard Henry in
" The Public Life of Henry the Ninth."
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BEAUTIFUL
E«ES
EXIT
WIN

Shiny
Noses

LOVE!
l)t*ioth\ I i Kt. KituiW ar ii.n
W 'lliiam in XX'arttcr Bros,
production ** The Oraf^ott

!

Put an end to

JOAN?

the perpetual worry
"Is my nose shiny?"
Use Velouty de Dixor, the
original combination of cream

. . . NO!
it's a habit
with me— I always use

and powder, now much imitated but never equalled. It
will develop the natural
beauty of your skin, giving it
a rose petal smoothness and
an exquisite appearance.

MACDONALD
SHAMPOO

.

MAKES THE
HAIR BETTER
TO WAVE AND
EASIER TO CURL^,

Be sure you get your correct shade.
Send the coupon below to Dixor, Ltd.
(Dept. F.2), St. Leonards Works,
Mortlake, S.W.IA for samples and
the new leaflet, "Hints on Your Evening Make-Up."
When you buy Velouty at your
Chemist's, Hairdresser's or Stores,
the prices will be :—
Tubes: 4|d., 6d., I/-, 2/-, 3/-.
Pots: Unbreakable, for the handbag 1/3, (as illustrated) de luxe
4/6, glass. 2/9.

Velouty

^de
DIXOR
rff£ ORIGINAL
COMBINED CREAM & POWDER

FREE

SAMPLES

Send 3 trial tubes of Velouty — white,
ivory, natural, ochre, and soleil dore
(sungold) (striice out 2 not required)
3d. stamps enclosed.

Nome
Address

jon't
othercangirls
all the eyes
favours.
You,lettoo,
havewinalluring
that
coax and thrill the man you want — eyes that
are framed in rich, long, lustrous lashes.
It's so quick, so easy to do. With a touch
of Delica-Brow, Hollywood's long -kept
secret, beautiful eyes can now be yours.
Dclica-Brow is water-proof — in cake or
liquid form - in black, brown or blue, 6d.

'atnt
Made and Guaranteed by Kissproof Ltd.

Macdonald Shampoo with its new constituents
discovered by brilliant Macdonald chemists,
cleanses, revitalises and definitely
INCREASES THE CURLING POWER OF
THE HAIR — which is something no other
shampoo can do. Get a packet to-day from
your chemist or hairdresser . . . 6d. No
special rinse is required except clear warm water.

so SEDUCTIVE
..SO KISSABLE!
Pale lips are cold hps ! Your lips to be tempting
and attraw:tive to others roust radiate the pulsating
colour of youth.
To-day, lovely women everywhere are choosing
Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Lipstick as the ideal make-up
for their lips. Indelible and waterproof, this
STOMACH
SUFFERERS!
exquisite lip-stick spreads smoothly and imnarts
to the lips a thrilling, natural glow.
AVOID
SODA
BICARB!
Outdoor Girl's colours are pure and safe;
contain no harmful ingredients. Its unique Olive
Oil base keeps the lips from chapping or cracking.
Doctors have known for a long time that bicarbonate
This skin-nourishing, skin-rejuvenating Olive
Oil
base is the secret of all tiie Outdoor Girl
of
sodait by
isn't temporary
a good thing
True,
oftenitself
brings
relief,forbutindigestion.
it never
Beauty
Products — try the Powder and Rouge too.
cures, and it is bound quite soon to irritate the delicate
Amazingly inexpensive. A few years ago only the
lining of the stomach.
What the doctors advise everyone who suffers in wealthy could afford them, but
the least from indigestion or any sort of stomach pain now tiie identical quality is
is to take Maclean Brand Stomach Powder, the formula obtainable in handbag sizes as
The
of which is used by hospitals all over the ctivmtry even low as 6d., oth?r sizes up to
for serious gastric and duodenal ulcers.
and economical
It is amazing how quickly Maclean Brand Stomach 3/6. Unless you agree Outdoor
smart
Powder brings you relief. With the very first dose the Girl is the best you have ever
send it back and we will hand " lipstick
pain goes away and quite a short cotuse will bring a used,
lasting cure and a permanent end to your pain, no refund its cost plus postage.
hinged " onematter how long you have suffered or what else you
FREE SAMPLE sent Post only
Free.costs 1/-.
have tried.
a cardGirlforOlive
a generous
free Powder
sample (one
supply)
Only one thing you must watch. Be careful of Send
Outdoor
Oil Face
in theweek's
fashjonable
to get the genuine Siaclean Brand Stomach Powder. new Evergladfs shade which blends with every complexion, to
Do not risk an inferior substitute for the sake of a Crystal Products Co., Ltd. (Dept. 156), .12 City Road,
few pence. Ask your chemist for Maclean Brand Loodon, E.C.I.
Stomach Powder, but be sure to see the signature
" ALEX C. MACLEAN' " on bottle and carton before
OUTDOOR
GIRL
you bny. It is not sold loose, but only in bottles in
cartons
of
Powder
or
Tablets
at
r/3,
2/-,
and
5/per
OLIVE
OIL
LIPSTICK
hottle.
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What

Do

Ban

You Think?

Letters from our Readers

These

Child

Wisecrack-doped

THIS YEAR'S
EPIDEMIC
IS /NrESr/N/^L— AND
YOU
NEED THIS PRECAUTION

You can xmderstand why FEEN-A-MINT is such
an effective safeguard against intestinal influenza
— the prevalent
laxative
content actsepidemic.
so natiurallyFEEN-A-MINT's
and thoroughly;
It mixes with important gastric juices and cleanses
the whole system of those poisons which render
you so easily infected. FEEN-A-MINT banishes
constipation in a few hours — without griping or
nausea. Thousands of people all over the world
rely on it. Take the doctor's advice — take
FEEN-A-MINT. You'U Uke the fresh, "minty"
flavour.
From all chemists — 1/3 a package.
FREE SAMPLE* send your name and address
and
Jd. in stamps
(to cover
postage)
to : White's
Laboratories,
Ltd 1 (Dept
K3), 143
Thames
House,
Westminster,
S.W 1.

FEEN-A-MINT
KEEPS ME FIT.
NO LAXATIVE
SUITS ME SO
WELL: IT WORKS
SMOOTHLY ANO
PLEASANTLY I

Feen-a^int
onli/ Gie/wmcj laxative '

Stars!

Shirley Temple "
Take the Duke of Wellington. He was a
HAVE recently seen two of Shirley
soldier. Does Arliss look as if he has been drilled.
Temple's films
to theis
Rather he carries his che.st on his back. Again
conclusion
thatandtheI have
soonercome
a ban
Wellington was reputed to possess a large nose.
placed
on will
filmsbe " for
starring
" juveniles,
.\rliss goes to length only in his jaw. Where urill
better it
the film
industry.the this
end? — V. I. Lockwood, Goldstone
In Baby Take a Bow I thought Shirley was Lodge,miscasting
I.lovd Road, Hove, Sussex.
at times amusing; in Girl in Pawn I decided
she was nothing but a precocious and at times
And
impertinent little "brat." It was very
am glad toarenotice
TA^HoMseo/
obvious that she was merely "doped" with I Rothschild
takingthat
the pictures
place oflike
those
wretched
slang and wisecracks and is therefore to be
gangster pictures, which were doing no good to
greatly
This pitied.
inevitable
anyTheone,audiences
adult orreally
child. do appreciate the wit of
precocity introduced
Mr. George Arliss, and for children, his films are
an education, which was never present in the
in
onl^setsShirley's
a bad films
example
unwholesome gangster films. .Vfter all, why
to other youngsters;
glorify such people? — Mrs. G. Gomersall, 52
Cuwberland Road. Urmston. nr. Manchester.
bores grown-ups, and
what of the child
herself? Has she the
Christian Names Or Not ?
sense to realise that
In really
regardseeto nothing
a recentdetrimental
"Thinker" inletter.
I canof
the use
she cannot be pampered all through
film stars' christian names, especially in these
democratic days. Indeed it has become so accepted
life as at present?
as to pass without comment.
As a kinema enThe use of a star's christian name is a sure
thusiast I protest
sig^ of affection; you do not so address a person
against this attempt
Shirley Temple
film actor who insisted upon being addressed
to play on the pubyou.\ dislike.
lic's "heart-strings "
with
ceremony and flourishes, would soon have
at the expense of young and valuable lives !— his career killed- — by ridicule !
V.
L. Foss has not cited a good example to
Wm. Taylor, 129 Gilmore Place, Edinburgh 3.
illustrate
or her point — Conrad Veidt. Is not
Winner of this week's first prixe of one guinea. the latter his
known in the studios, and in print as
"Connie."
To the Well Too Often ?
It's rather a joke that in the same edition you
Why do some film stars make the mistake of yourself call Ramon Novarro "Ramon." And
an over-repetition of types of characterisation why
worry?not? Novarro is the most unassuming soul
and films?
on earth and the last person to object. So why
Take Mae West, for example. Her former
Dear, dear. Mr. Phillips — I hope you have taken
triumphs culminated in I'm No Angel, a film in
which the "West" type of humour was put over the reproof to heart and that Charlie will be
with admirable success. In endeavouring to Mr. Chaplin to you in future. — D. Waison, 32
rejjeat this, she failed, as in comparison Belle of Claremont Road, Leytonstone, E.ll.
the Nineties may be termed a "flop."
EddieButCantor's
Roman trying
Scandals
was a Bouquet
riotAgain,
of mirth.
in too keenly
to triumph
sitting in a theatre, bored by a bad film,
anew, Eddie's Kid Millions gives an artificial and I am
when suddenly somebody appears on the
forced impression.
In contrast. Harold Lloyd realised that, used screen and I smile. Shall I describe him to you ?
.\ small plump figure, which seems to be brimto excess, every comedian's gags and methods
ming with everla-sting happiness. \ mop of black
pall, and The Caispaw was the very succes.sful
curls crown a face wearing a smile as sweet and
result of an experimental change.
A new role is good for all real actors and lovable as a baby's, while a pair of eyes twinkle
actresses, because it proves them capable of with continual merriment.
genuine acting ability.
He is very gesticulative in manner and his
To quote only a few. the cases of Myma Loy, lop-sided walk (or should I say run?) is one of
Harold Lloyd, Norma Shearer and Bette Davis, the funniest things I've seen. But he can also
all go to show how successful versatility can be. — be angry when he will clutch his forehead with
Miss E. Plummer, The Bungalow, Eaves Knoll, his hand and shake all over.
New Mills, nr. Stockport. Winner of the secand
Who is he? Well, I'm not quite sure of his
name, although I think it is Henry Armetta. I
prize of half -a- guinea.
just
him Tony.
he'sHill
a darned
Movie Arithmetic
good call
comedian.
— JamesAt W.anyrate.
Lamb, 43
Street.
Dundee, Scotland.
Janet
someJoan
pep.Crawford.
ClarkGaynor
Gable plus
minus
Ralph Bellamy plus better rSles.
Constance Bennett minus aloofness.
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
Carole I^mbard plus long vacation.
Lupe Velez minus screaming.
What
you think about the stars and films ?
Barbara Stanwyck plus more pictures. — /. K.
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
Regan, 7 May Road, Plaistow, £.13.
£i IS. and los. 6d. will be
Those Arliss Roles
paid for the two most interesting, and 5s. for every
Does George Arliss really think he looks like
other letter published each
all the great men of history?
week. Letters should be
I hear he is to do a film of Richelieu and there is
written on one side of the
talk of a Pepys picture.
paper
and should
Those people who cherished ideals of past
exceed only
150 words.
Address notto
great statesmen and generals must. 1 feel sure,
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
be .sadly disillusioned on seeing them in the figure
of .\rliss on the screen.
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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STREAMLINERS!

complexion!

to Judy

a££-urmi4
the SeJt
F/^STEST 10 minutes to set, curl or wave
by Electro-Magnetic pressure.
SAFEST Cannot cut, break, bum or discolour
the hair. No rubber to perish.
SIMPLEST
new
LIBERTY SLEEKIES
Two-way
Lastexin LIBERTY ROLL ONS
Yam makesstretch
them finn
Persuasivefree"fashioned"
control, yet lets you move
garments,
from bones
freely.23 L.S.
Step-in
seams, coax unruly
Sizes
to 30,60033/6.
L.S. : or
into comely lines —
601 Brassiere : Sizes 32 to curves
retain slender
38, 16/6. L.S. 610 Girdle : help to Corselettes
5/11
Sizes 23 to 30, 27/6. L.S. figures.
up. Girdles 2/1154 up.
611 Brassiere : Sizes 32 to Brassieres
from
I/l
1
y^.
In
38, 9/1 1.
Lastex Yam : Girdles 5/11
■ ■
up. Corselettes 8/11 up.
^Th€m
wdy a toJewWomen,
Model*ToktJnmirapor
the famcnu
' Hberin
rmmiaUon9re Borvieo
Heda Uem,
Send 'forComplete
FRBK
CataUrur of oil MoMt to Dept. t, Uberttfitatd, Martet Harlwaufk.

^*5y comfortable
q^i^kto wear.
to use— light
and

Guaranteed to liut a litatlma
Guaranteed to satisfy, or money back

[er§ ^

She's always in demand novo!
All the sallowness has gone from her skin !
The redness and blotches very quickly
vanished. What's caused this wonderful
improvement ?
She was advised by a
friend to use Oatine Cream and she's
delighted with the result. Oatine clears the
complexion, removes all roughness, cleanses
the grime and dust of the City from the
pores and restores the healthy and beautiful
complexion with which you were bom.
Simply use a little every night and see
how YOUR
complexion improves.

4 ter 1/

2 for 6d.
Made in Encland.
Used die werM over.
CD C C1 • f(,j
If your
of stockor send
1/- (British
P.O.)
juii shop
cajd isofoutCurlers
Wavers
and receive
a West Electric Real Hair Net free (state colour of hair).
^^^EJg|r^^j^^CMD^^^«)^n^^^g^^^^
e LARKS

OATINE
CRE\M
in 6d. tubes, or white jars 1 /6 everywhere
SPECIAL OFFER— Samplf of OaHne'
Crtom, Oatine Powder Bate, Face Powder and 3d. Soapleaa Shampoo will be sent
to all tending 4d. in atampt to The
OATINE CO.. 353 Oatine Buildinga,
London, S.E.I.
[
CVS — 1
132

CLYCOLA
FOR PREEDOM-LOVINC

For the modern
who

MODERNS

woman

refuses to allow even

a temporary

interference

FOR BEAUTIFUL HANDS AND COMPLEXION
No sign of disfiguring chaps, roughness, or redness now that
you
use Clark's
Simplycan massage
wellGlycols.
night and morning, and your skin will
always be soft, fine, clear and young.
Use it to beautify the face and neck also — it is non-greasy, and
forms an excellent powder base, id., !/• and 3/- a bottle from
all Chemists, or direct from
Clark's Gl/cola, Ltd.,
Dept. P., Oak Grove, London, N.W.2.
FREE
Send 2d. in stamps to cover cost of packing and posting
generous free bottle of
CLARK'S GLYCOLA.

with her joy of life . . .

SU-CAN
THE IDEAL SOLUBLE HYGIENE
PRirPC I /- 112,^^^^
Hi and V- Alio in 6d. packeU In
rM«..»
^ ,2 lid, l;., 1/2. l/i (izc.
:
FREE SAMPLE COUPON
: To Miss Haynes, |68 Old Street, London, E.C.i
• Please tend me sonnet of SV-CAN Soluble Totsels.
'.
BLOCK CAPITALS
•S'. INNAME
• ADDRESS
iss.
••••• i4. stamp tufficteiu if envelope unseated

Husky
Throats
Quickly and
pleasantly
relieved with
DELIGHTFUL TO THE TASTE
Mil Dentist

Said

6d
KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
OfitlChtmistt
and Stores
yTRIALSUe ^-unquestionably!

tVaCttV

. . tlie sign of

irrepressible youth. Sparkling eyes . . . smiling lips . . •
hair a-glint with gold — a
frame of soft loveliness that
1

1

WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO
has kept
beautiful,

young

and

"ORDINARY" for Dark Hair Mj^
"CAMOMILE"
for Fair Hair
OF ALL CHEMISTS AND HAIRDRESSERS
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FAIR
Let

FREE

HAIRED

Wonderful

George

Double

Gift

Every lady with fair hair is to day invited to send the
Coupon below for an entirely Free Sample Bottle of
HARLENE Camomile Golden Hair Wash and a Free
Sachet of HARLENE Camomile Shampoo.
CAMOMiLE

HAIR

GOLDEN

WASH

Harlene Camomile Golden Hair Wash is a dainty preparation
which doubles and trebles the beauty of fair hair and gives it that
glorious light-gold sunshine touch. Unbelievably fascinating and
beautiful. Just the thing for hair that has become dull and lost its
tone. All fair-haired ladies should try it at once and enjoy its marvellous effect. From all chemists, price 1/3, 3/- and 5/- per battle.
HARLENE

CAMOMILE

SHAMPOO

Harlene Camomile Shampoo is the perfect shampoo for maintaining and preserving the beauty of fair hair. It is a tremendous
boon to fair-haired ladies which will enable them, one and all, to
possess more glorious hair beauty than ever. Not only is the shampoo
super -cleansing in its power, but it preserves that NATURAL Sheen
and Shine which is the es,sence of fair-haired beauty. Price 1/6 per
box of 7 Shampoos (Single Sachets 3d. each).
"Harlene" Preparations are
obtainable
from all Chemists and Stores,
or direct on
receipt of price.
Post Free within the British
isles.
44

iti

"George" and Anne" are yottr enquiry departments. The
former vrill be happy to answer any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with household or beauty hints.
Write to them both do THE PiCTOREGOER Weekly. When
a reply by post is demed a stamped, addressed envelope must
be enclosed.
I. P.— (1) John Loder's films : The Pint
Born,set Pass,
Unholy
Love, TheAffairs,
Doctor'sTheSecret,
SunHer Privi^e
RtKketeer,
Rich People. The Eyes o/ the World. Black
Waters,of The
Green Ghost.
Sea's Beneath.
Lilies
the Fields,
The ManTheHunters,
Second
Floor Mystery, Sweethearts and Wives, One
Night at Susie's,
Men ofNothing,
the Sky,
Rehearsal,
Money Means
ParisWedding
Plane,
You Made Me Love You. Henry VHI, Love
Life and LaughUr, Rolling in Money, The
Battle, Warn Lotulon, Java Head. Sing As
We Go, Loma Doone, My Sang Goes Round
the World, Eighteen Minutes, now making
It Happened in Paris. Address, c/o A.T.P.
(2) Addresses : Dick Powell, c/o Warner;
Lew Ayers, c/o Fox; Xils Asther, c/o Radio.
Robert Mad.
Temple's
films of:
Mandalay,
Stand— (1)Up Shirley
and Cheer,
Change
Heart, When Neto York Sleeps, Girl in Pmcn,
Baby Take a Bote, Now and Forever, Angel
Face,
Eyes, Danu's
Inferno,Address,
Little
ColonelBright
and Shining
Adventure.
c/o Fox. (2) Jessie Manhews films : Out of
the Blue, There Goes the Bride, Man from
Toronto, The Midshipmaid, The Good Companions, Friday the 13tA, Evergreen. Wallzes
from Vienna. Making Barcarolle. Address,
c/o G.B. (3) Robert Donat married to Miss
Ella one
Voysey
and
boy. and has two children, one girl

HARLENE

do

LADIES

DOHBLE FREE GIFT COBPOR
Send this Coupon with 3d. stamp and your name
and address for Free Samples of Harlene Camomile Golden Hair Wash and Harlene Camomile
Shampoo to Edwards Harlene Ltd. (G.S
20/26 Lamb's Conduit St , I^ndon. W.C.I.
{Stamp your envelope with l|<i. stamp.)
This offer does not apply to Irish Free State

Patch; Barney HanKmd — Tom Helmore;
John's Landlady — Vi Kaley; Virginia's
Secretary — Melandrinos
May Hallatt;
Andrea
; Head
Mechanicwaiter
— Hal—
Walters. Hawaiian Nighu, Quern ol Maiakamokalu' — Mary Boland; Nella Fiugerald —
Polly Moran; Captain Dan Robert —
Ned Sparks; Linda Stratton— Sidney Fox;
Michael Forbes — Sidnev Blackmer; Freddy
Fin — Sterrling Holloway; Mrs. Colt-Stratton — Marjoris Gateson; Mr. Gilhooley —
Irene Franklin; Sir Guy — Charles Coleman;
Mr. Colt-Stratton— Ramsey Hill; Joe Schultz
— Tom Kennedy; Patricia Gilhooley — Gigi
Parrish; Coriime Palmer — Hazel Forbes;
Mr. Weems — Phi Dunham; Mrs. Weems —
Betty Farrington; Mrs. Kussiugle — Margin
Cichy; Mrs. Kilpitrick — Dot Farley; Miss
Erskine — Helen Collins; Spilotti — Maurice
Black; 2^linsky — Harry Semels. Stsident
Tour, ■ Hank
Durante;
Ann —
Maxine
Doyle:— Jimmy
Lilith— Florine
McKinney,
Jeff—
Monte
Blue;
May
Lou
—
Fay
Kenzie; Dolore» — Mary Loos; HerculesMc-—
Herman 3rix; Lippincott— Charles BuRerworth; Bobby — Phil Regan; Mushy —
Douglas Fowley; Cayenne — Betty Gable;
Jakie — Bobby Gordon; Peggy — Pauline
Brooks;
NelsonandEddy
— Himself; Fance
Team
— Florence
.•Vlvarez.
M. E. (Kent).— (1) Frankie Darrow took
the part of Jimmy in Mayor of Hell. (2)
James Cagney, b. New York, July 17, 1904,
married. Films iiKlude : The MiUumcdre,
Blonde Crazy, A Handful Clouds, Larceny
Lane, Smart Money, Enemies of the Public,
Taxi, Winner Take AU, The Crotcd Roars.
The Insider, Hard to Handle, Picture
Snatcher, Mayor of Hell, Footlight Parade,
Lady
JimmythetheNavy,
Gent,St.HeLouis
Was Kid,
Her
Man, Killer,
Here Comes
Devil Dogs of the .Air. .Address c/o Warner.
(3)
films Love
includeComes
: She's
Sheik,Bebe
Rio Daniels'
Rita, Dixiana,
Along,a
Reaching for the Moon, Laurfid Larceny,
My Past, The Maltese Falcon, The Honour

Four Favourites Fan. — (1) Jean Muir,
b. Feb. 13, 1911, latest films: Gentlemen
Are Bom, A Midsummer Night Dream,
A Lady Surrenders. Address, c/o Warner.
(2) Margaret Lindsay, b. Sept. 19, 1910,
latest films : Devil Dogs of the Air, Murder
at MonU Carlo. (3) Phillips Holmes, b.
July 22, latest film. Ten Minuu Alibi.
(4) Donald Woods, b. 1907 ; 6 ft. 1 in.;
latest
Charlie
Chan'sWhileCourage,
She
Was a films
Lady, :Steeet
Adeline,
the Patient
Slept. Write to the stars asking how much
they charge for an autographed photograph.
didCurious
not have a(Redditch).
double in —RipNorma
Tide. Shearer
Studio Addresses
P. F. — The rumour you have heard it •
British Studios •
absolutely unfounded.
.\ssociatetl Sound Film Ind., Wembley i
N. B. (Cheshire).— (1) Sunley Lupino, b. ; Park,
Middlesex.
Asaoci^ied
Picture Studios, Ealing ■•
May IS, 1893; films include: Ixme Lies, : Grrcn,
W.5.
!
The Love Race, Sleepless Nights, King of the : Britishl.ondon,
and
Dominion
Imperial Studios. ;
Ritz, You Made Me iM-e You. Hapby,
Elstree,Studios,
Herts.
Facing the Music. (2) .\ photograph of Ida :i Horeham
British Wood.
Intenulional
Bore ham !i
Lupino from the Picture Postcard Salon,
i Wood, FJstree. Herts.
j
costs 3d.
I British Instructional Studios, Welwyn j
: Gardrn City, Herts.
i
D. R.California;
(Chesterfield).
Stuart,blueb.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd., •
1910,
S ft.—4 (>loria
in., blonde,
1 British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield, ::
eyes, married to Arthur Sheekman. Films
incKide : The Old Dark House. .4ir Mail, : Bucks.
Fox Film
Studio, Rodean Gardens, •j
The All-.imerican, Laughter in Hell, The ; Wembley
Park.
Man, It's
be Alive,KissTheBefore
Girl ■ Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street, j
inInvisible
419, SecreU
of theGreat
Blueto Room,
London, N.
;
the Mirror, Beloved, Roman Scandals, I :'. Islington.
Gaumont Britich Studios, Lime (!rovc, |
Like
it
That
Way,
I'll
tell
the
World.
The
Love Captive, Here Comes the Navy, Gift i Shenherd's Hush, Ixmdon, \V.12. i
I Nettlefold Studios. Hurst Grove, i
o'
the Gab,
Gold c/o
Diggers
of 1935, Maj-be
its Love.
Address,
Universal.
:•Walton-on-Thamcs,
Middlesex.
lx>ndon Film Co.,
22, Groavenor ■i
Curious (Wimbledon). — Mary Carlisle,
•
b. Feb. 3, 1914, IWon; S ft. 4 in., fair i Street. lx>ndon, S.W.I.
hair and blue eyes, unmarried. Filira I Sound City Studio, Littleton Park, j
include : Grand Ilotel, Justice for Sale, I Shepperton, Middlesex. ;
Twickenham Studios, St. Margaret's, j
College Humour, I^ies Mutt Love, Girl
of My Dreams, Saturdays Millions, The I Twickenham, Middlesex. •
Saeetheart of Sigma Chi, Ttco in a Million,
Should Ladies Behave, This Side of Heaven,
I
.'\MERirAN Studios i
Palooka, East irf Sth Avftnie, Once to Every : Columbia .Studios. 1438. Gowrr Street, ;
Woman, Murder on the Rtuuaeay Train, : Hollyw^ood, California. j
Educational Studios. Santa Monica ;
Handy Andy, Miili- Dollar Remtom,
That's Gratitude, tjrand ijld Girl.
; Boulevard, Hollywood. California.
: First National .'studios, Burbank, ;
Readerb. Sept.
(Sumny8, 1906,
Hill).—.\nthony
(D HenryButhell,
Wil1 California.
•
coxon,
• Fox .Studios, Movietone City, West- i
b. May 19, 1904. (2) Address : Diana
C-alifbmia.
;
Wynyard,
c o Wyndham's
Theatre.
Barry IIwood,
Samuel CH>ldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa !
Mackay, c/o
G.B. Douglas
Kairbaokt,
jun.,
c/o
U.A.
(Ix>ndon).
Ivor
Novello,
c/o
I
Monica
Boule\-ard,
Hollywood,
CaliI
Globe.
: fomia.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver :•
I City, California.
i
Girl Crazy.—
dates11,: 193S.
7^
Notorious
Sophie Release
Lang — Mar.
Paramount-Pubtix Studios, Hollywood, ij
Circus Clotm—Jan. 28. 1935. The Richest • California.
Girl
the World
AprU 18,IS,1935.
193S.Student
We're :IHollywood,
Radio Studios,
780. Gower Street. |■
California.
Rich inAgain,
Dames—— Feb.
Hal Roach Studios. Culver City, |
Tour
—
Feb.
11,
1935.
Virginia's
Husband—
Jan.
14, 1935. Goes
Hauaiian Nights— .\pril 22, I California.
■
1935.
I Mack Sennett Studios. Studio City, i
See
belowThere
for cast. Susie— feh. 25, 1935.
I North
Hollywood,
California.
|
Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank, |
A. V. (Kensington)
Cast :— Virginia's
Husband,
John Craddock
Reginald
I California.
Liuted .\rti*ies Studios, 1041, North |•
Gardiner ; Virginia Trevor — Dorothy
■ Formosa
Avenue,
Hollywood.
California,
Boyd; Elizabeth — Etu Grosamith ; June
Universal
Studios,
Universal
City, i|
Haslett — Enid Stamp Taylor: Mrs.
; California.
:
Elkins — Annie Esmond; Mr. Ritchie —
5>elMstian Smith; Police .Sergaant — Wally
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RHEUMATOID
ARTHRITIS
NOW

PROVED

CHRONIC

RHEUMATISM,

SYNOVmS,

NEURITIS,

CURABLE!
LUMBAGO,

SCUTICA,

GOUT,

FIBROSmS,

Swollen Joints and Allied Complaints
DEFINITELY
BANISHED!

4^Radio-Girl,
the Family,Forty-second
Tht Silver Dollar,
Street,
Cocktail Hour, The Song You
Gave Me, A Southern Maid,
Counsellor at Laa, Registered Nurse. Address
c/o
(4) Tim McCoy's
War Wamer.
Paint, Catifomia,
Foreign films
Devils,include
Busli-:
ranfer.
Masked
Stranger,
Morgan's
Last
Raid, Sioux Blood, A Night on the Range,
The Indians are Coming, Shotgun Past, One
Way Trail,Ranger
Gamblers'
Cornered,
Cyclone,
Man, Guns,
Red Man,
PoliceTexas
Car
17. Straighiauiay, Hold the Press, Speed
Wings,
Voice
in
the
Night,
A
Man's
Game,
Beyond the Law, The Westerner, Alias John
Lose, No Speed Limit. Address c/o Columbis.
C. H. (Clifton).— (1) Art Plate of Sidney
Blackmer
— ^June
issue. Copies
be obtained
from16,the'34Publishing
Dept.,can8
Endell Street, W.C.2 for 3d. each post free.
(2) No centre spread of The Battle.
J. S.mond(Hull).—
Gene Rayc/o Gol; Addresses
Franchot:— Tone,
Joan
Crawford, Norma Shearer, M.-G.-M.;
Marlene Dietrich, Paramount, Jessie
Matthews, G.B.; Margaret Sullavan, Univenal; Diana Wynyard, Wyndhams Theatre.
Gene Raymond Admirer. — (1) Addresses,
Lew Ayres, c/o Fox; Ginger Rogers, c/o
Radio; Robert Montgomery, Madge Evans,
Clark Gable, c/o M.-G.-M.; Jan Kiepura,
c/o Paramount. (2) Photographs of Gene
Raymond and Lew Ayers can be obtained
from the Picture Postcard Salon, for 3d. each.
See below tor Lew's films.
D. H. (Derby) Lew Ayres films
include : — The Kiss, All Quiet on the
Western Front, Common Clay, Doorway
to Hell, East is West, Many a Slip, Up
for Murder, Iron Man, Heaven on Earth,
The Spirit of Notre Dame, Impatient Maiden,
Gallows, Night World, Penalty of Fame, Ships
of
Don'tCruise,
Bet onMillionLove,
My Chance,
Weakness,State
CrossFair,
Country
aire for a Day, She Learned About Sailors,
Servants Entrance, Lets Be Ritzy, Lottery
Lover, In old Kentucky, Man Eating Tiger.
(4) Jan
films : My Song for You
aiM
My Kiepura's
Heart is CalUng.
Fan of Many Stars. — (1) Jack Hulbert, b.
Ely, Cambridgeshire, May 2, 1904, (2)
Ages : Bing Crosby May 2, 1904. Dolores
Del Rio, Aug. 3, 190S; Gene Raymond,
Aug. 13, 1908; Franchot Tone, Feb. 27, 1906
George O'Brien,
1900;Rogers,
Fred
Astaire,
May 10, April
1900; 19,
Ginger
July 16, 1911. (3) Release dates: The Gay
Divorce, April IS, 1935; Dude RangerMuch 4, 1935; Madame Dubarry—J»n. 14,
J93S; Here is My Heart— May 20, 1935.
(4) Art Plates : Bing Crosby — Oct. 1, 1932,
Sept.
Dolores
1933; 10,
Fred1933;
AsUire—
Dec. Del16, Rio—
1933.Jan.Back6,
numbers of THE PlCTtiBEOOER can be obtained from the Publishing Dept., 8 Endell
Street, W.C.2.
Young Reader. — (1) Release dates : 365
Nights in HoUyuiood— April 8, 1935; Painted
K«i/— March 1 1 , 1935 ; Love T»m«— March 18
1935 ; Old Curiosity S/iop— April 1, 1935;
Cor<ro<»i— March 25, 1935; Babes in Toyland— April 15, 1935; Forsaking All Others—
April 1, 1935; Lemon Drop Kid— May 27,
1935; Gay Divorce— April 15, 1935; Things
Are Looking
1935. (2)
Lanny
Ron latestt//)—
film.April
College22,Rhythm.

"A Robert Armstrotig Fan"
(Scotland). Robert Armstrong
bom Michigan, Nov. 20, 1896,
5 ft. 10 in., brown hair and eyes,
latest films: "She Made her
Bed" and "Flirting With
Danger." Address clo Radio.

BingandCrosby's
latestBing
fUms,is
HereBingo.
is My— (1)
Heart
Mitsistippi.
not planning to retire from films. Dixie
Lee has just signed a contract with Paramount. (2) James Dunn, unmarried. (3)
.\ddre*s Johrmie Weissmuller c/o M.-G.-M.
Billy. — No feature film entitled Roman
Sandles.
A PicrUREGOER Reader. — Address Anna
Lee and Dorothy Hyson c/o G.B.
Garbo, Brisson and March Admirer. —
(1) Full cast, etc. in 16-page S>upplerr,ent of
The
Veil infornext
week's issue.
See
M. C.Painted
(Edmonton)
otherqueries.
(2) Casts:
We Live Again, Katusha Maslova — Anna Sten ;
Prince Dmitri Nekhlyudov — Fredric March;
Missy Kortchagin— Jane Baxter ; PrincessKortchagin — Mary Forbes; Aunt Marie — Ethel
Griflies; Aunt Sophia — Gwendolyn Logan;
Matrona Pavlovna — ^Jessie Ralph; Simonson
— Sam Jaffe; Prince Kortchagin— -C. Aubrey
Smith; Theodosia — Cecil Cunningham;
Korabtova — Jessie Arnold ; The Red Head—
Frixti Ridgeway; The Colonel — Morgan
Wallace; Tikhon — Davison Clark; Kartinkin — Leonid Kinsky; Botchkova — Dale
Fuller; Norton.
Judge — ^Michael
Visaroff;
—
Edgar
Carl Brisson,
MaryJudge
Ellis,
Katherine DeMille, Edward Everett Horton,
Arnold KorflF, Marina Schubert are in Be
Careful, Young Lady. (2) Carl Brisson, b.
Dec 24, 1895, Copenhagen, Denmaric, real
name Carl Pederson, 6 ft. 1 in., brown hair
and grey eyes, married, hobbies, dogs,
motoring, riding and boxing. Latest films :
Waiki Wedding. Address c/o Paramount,
M. C. (Edmonton). (I) GreU Garbo
b. Stockholm, Sweden, Sept. 18, 1906.
5 ft. 6 in, 125 lb., blonde hair and
green eyes, latest film, Arnia Karina.
Address c/o M.-G.-M. (2) Fredric March, b
Aug. 31, 1898, Racine, Wis. 5 ft. 11 in.,
brown hair and eyes, married Florence
Eldridge, hobbies riding, tennis and swimming. Now making Les Miserables. Address
c/o M.-G.-M. (3) Write to the Picture Postcard Salon, 85 Long Acre, W.C.2 for photographs of these stars, price 3d. each.
Green Devil. — Otto Kruger, b. Sept. 6,
1885, Toledo, Ohio, fair hair and blue eyes.
Address c/o M.-G.-M. Films include :
Beauty Woman
for Everin inhisMyLife,Heart,
EveryLady,
Woman's
Man,
Gallant
Turn
Back
Clock, inSpringtime
Henry,
Crime
Doctor,the Men
White, for
Paris
Interlude,
Chained, Treasure Island, Vanessa. (2) You
can obtain a photograph of Mr. Kruger from
the Picture Postcard Salon.
NewManReader
— Story
The
Thin
— Nov.(Maerteg).
10, 1934.
Copiesof from
the Publishing Dept., 8 Endell Street,
London, W.C.2.
F. M.include
B.— (1)
Shirley Temple
Films
: Marutalay,
Stand b.Up 1930.
and
Cheer, Change of Heart, When New York
Sleeps, Girl in Pasan, Baby Take a Bow,
Angel Face, Now and Forever, Bright Eyes,
Dante's Inferno,
LittleGarbo
Colonel,
Adventure.
(3) Greta
is toShining
make
Anna Karina.

PEOPLK who have endured intense Rheumatic suffering for many
long years . . . people, who, in desperation, have tried countless
different remedies without success . . . have come at last to
"Curicones" and they have been cured. Martyrs to Rheumatoid
Arthritis, Chronic Rheumatism and sufferers from tlie excruciating
pains of Gout, Sciatica, Lumbago, Neuritis, Swollen Joints, and
similar complaints, have felt, with amazement, a big improvement
in
after thein very
first dose
"Curicones"
. they
havetheir
seencondition
their suffering,
the space
of a ofweek
or two, get. .rapidly
less and less . . . and, finally, they have experienced, with profound
gratitude, the complete and permanent cure of their Rheumatic
ailments.
PAIN

COMPLETELY
BANISHED

could" treatment.
be simpler Nothannasty
the
"N'otbing
Curicones
physic ... no interruption of your
daily occupation. A few small,
tasteless capsules everv' day is all
you have to take. They contain a
combination of anti-acid and antimicrobic elements approved by
British Pharmaceutical Authorities.
These vital elements are carried
by the bloodstream to the aflected
parts, and have the marvellous
property of completely dissolving
all thetalsdagger-like
crysthat cause Rheumatic
your suffering.
Swept clean of all Rheumatic
poisons,
painandis stiffness
banished, disappear,
all swelling, aches
and radiant health is restored.
3^ DOCTORS
ENDORSE REMEDY
The severest test that any remedy
must face is medical opinion.
" Curicones " stand out above a
host of so-called Rheumatic remedies, as the one that is receiving
wide support from the medical
profession. At the present time
over 3,200 Doctors are prescribing
and
Curicones
" in
their recommending
daily practice. " No
Rheumatic
discovery in recent years has
created a more profound impression.
By their extraordinary success in
banishing the ravages of Rheumatic
disease,
" have
provedof
themselves" Curicones
beyond any
shadow
doubt to be the most direct, the
most rapid, and the most thorough
means of eradicating the most
terrible
tion. scx)urge of modem civilisaSome of Oar
DistlntuMied Patrons
His Grace the Duke of
Devonshire
HerDuchess
Grace, ofConstance
Westminster
Earl Soundes
The Countess of Moray
The Countess Harrington
TheworthCountess of RavensThe Viscount Hawarden
The Viscountess Portman
The Dowager Lady Hooson
Sir William Cooper, Bt.
Sir Clifford Cory, Bt.
Lady Younger
Lady d'Arcy Osborne

CURICONES

BEFORE takiac
" CURICONE* "
Here jrM tee the
actaal reialt ef
Rkeamatoi^
ritis af lectinArthca
tiiMMar Jelnt. Tbi«
CMdition it eaute4
ky tke pretence of
Matic
acid cryttaJt
maliinant
Rheyaad peiteni n tke

AFTER takinc
" Ciiric*net
" sweep"
" CURICONEI
tke
kleedttrean
dean of excess add,
and maiicaant
aflectienRkenmatic
et tke cryttalt.
Joint disappears,
are
kailt ap a(ajn
tarroandine
tissaes;
and tke result it a
kealtkydisease
Joint, tree
Irom
and

tyttem.
Grasp This Wonderful Offer
Permanent relief from your complaint now
lies within your reach.pain.
Grasp this opportunity before your condition gets worse.
*' Curicones " have rid thousands of their
suffering. Send for your FREE SAMPLE
TREATMENT — it will cost you nothing.
Don't delay a moment longer in taking
tljis first big step towards complete cure of
Rheumatic agony. Post the coupon NOW
to Stephen Matthews & Co., Ltd., Mfg.
Chemists and Druggists (Dept. P.R.a),
19-21 Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4,
and you will receive by return a FREE
trial of the " Curicones " Treatment, and a
32-page booklet that fully explains this
wonderful remedy and gives valuable information regarding Rheumatic suffering.

SEND
FOR

COUPON
FREE

NOW

TRIAL

To STEPHEN MATTHEWS & Co. LTD.,
Mfd. Ctaeinlsts and Drug^ts (Dept. P.R.2),
19-21 Faningdon Street, Loodoa, E.C.4.
Please send Free and post paid a Trial Supply of
" CUKICONES " with an interesting booklet on
HOW ailments.
and WHY they conquer Rheumatic and
allied
NAME
ADDRESS
AILMENT.

(Please write in block tetters.)
are stocked by all Chemists. For Free Sample,
however, Post the Coupon above.
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SPRAIT'S HEALTH

Leave

£ BEAUTY

it to

SERIES. .....
Anne

:k

St

toithoui
that
delay,penpass
furtheryour
SEIZE
g
me.you,I
to
on
point
puzzlin
shall be delighted to help
ada stampe
but enclose
if youd wish
dressed envelope
for a reply by post.
ITTING in tubes and buses,
I often marvel at the amazing number
plexions there of
are bad
to be comseen.
The more so, because in
these davs all women are complexion
conscious. Never was so much thought
given to faces, and never was so much
money spent on aids to beauty.
Why thenpimples
beneathandtheblackheads
make-up, and
can
one
otherdiscern
blemishes. There
are two reasons,
I am inclined to think. First faulty diet,
and secondly considerably less care in
removing
on applyingtheit. make-up than is bestowed
The secret of the perfect complexion
is (a)foresimple
food, and plenty of water,
(b) the sleep.
thorough cleansing of the skin beCoarse greasy skins, blackheads, blotches,
open pores, are all due to neglect in any girl
over the age of 18. From 14 to 18, most young
people suffer from a certain amount of skin
trouble. But these troubles should pass with
adolescence.
Wrinkles, too, seem to affect quite young
women. They are due generally, to allowing
the skin to become too dry, the use of the
wrongder, or kind
of soap, hard water, cheap poweye strain

4 ND

the great thing is that my

sort of

'developers' are grand to eat and keep me
a whole lot fitter." Here is the secret.
Spratt's Ovals keep' a dog in tip-top condition
inside and out even if he can't get as much
exercise as you'd like to give him. And does
he spring to it when

the meal's ready — you

watch him and see. Spratt's Ovals are
marked with an X — ^the guarantee of goodness. Buy in sealed packets and cartons from
5d. upwards. Also in bags from i id. upwards.

'Si
ISPRATT
S
L
OVA
MC2.
EVERYBODY'S DOG. The greatest dog book ever
compiled on dog owning, rearing and management.
Containing 8o,ooo words, 126 pages in rich gravure
and 250 illustrations, i/- from newsagents or at the
same price free of postage (for one month) from
Spratt's

6

Patent

Ltd.,

58,

Mark

Lane, E.C.3.

Wrinkle s
Wrinkles should be dealt with as soon
as they
appear. ifThey
are much
more
difficult
to eradicate
allowed
to become
deep. After bathing the face with lukewarm
water and a good superfatted soap, it should
be patted dry with a soft towel. Then cold
cream
good befeeding
creamon while
such astheturtle
oil creamor ashould
smeared
skin
is still warm.
With the tips of the fingers, the cream
should b<' worked in an upward and outw.ird
direction. It should never go up and down the
line. In treating the lines from nose to mouth,
the
used as the
a cushion
telling.
the tongue
check. mayThisbe makes
massagebeneath
more
A rubber patter is an c.icellcnt aid to beauty
and five minutes patting should follow. Like
the massage
the patting
upward an<l outward
lines. should
Always follow
rememlwr
that
tend toyousag.are trying to uplift muscl?s that
After the patting, take a comfortable
chair to the dressing-table, rest the elbows
and give ten minutes systematic treatment.
With thegin ingtips
the comers
middle offingers,
and pat
beat the ofouter
the eyes,
gently towards the nose, pause, and then
continue along the line of the brows, until
you
arc backwithto the
starting lift.
place.Repeat
Remove10
the fingers
an upward
times.
Remember that the skin under the eyes is
extremely
fineforehead.
and veryIfateasily
Next treat the
brims stretched.
are going
to show considerable uplift in the spring so
smooth foreheads will be a great asset.
Place the fingers of the right hand on the
right temple. This holds the skin firmly in
place. With the creamed fingertips of the
left hand, move firmly from a place above the
nose across to the left temple. Repeat ten
times. Reverse and do the other side of the
forehead.
With the second and third fingers of each
hand,of begin
the work
cheekbones
the
side
the noseon and
with a close
circularto and
upward movement towards the temples.
Return to a point a little lower down the nose
and work in the same way towards the ears.
Continue in this fashion, starting a little
lower each time, until the line of the jaw is
reached.
Then place the hands so that the fingers
meet below
the chin.towards
Press and
smoothof upwards and outwards
the lobes
the
ears. Clench the fist lightly, and with the
knuckles
lightly
knead
underneath
the
chin
and the front of the throat. With first finger
and thumb gently pinch the line of the jaw
from beneath the chin to the ears.
Place the fingertips together at the back
of the neck, with the pads of the thumbs
administer a rotary massage all over the neck.
Remove any surplus cream or oil with a tissue,
and retire.
Next morning time probably will be
precious, so omit massage, but give
three or four minutes with a rubber patter
and cream, rinse in cold water (unless your
skin is super-sensitive — when use tepid water)
and then apply your make-up.

Virginia Re id shows you
some new beauty accessories made from chemically treated silk. These
include a bib worn over
a dress when the wearer
desires to touch up her
make-up; a cap that
may be used as a showerbath tioncapfor bed
or aslinens
a protecafter
an oil treatment for the
scalp; mittens and bed
slip^rs
of used
the same
material are
after
oil treatments for hands
and feet.
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Chapped
hdnd§

Med

7ace

Powdez

Weekly

MUSI.

1. be Hrlrmllllrmllfi made with mlrlrtl^
M.XTT components to fiuarnnipr that
your complexion shall have the relreig
bloom of f/oulh.

become

CHflRmmc

2. leave no palrHpM. no visible makf-up.
laiti (at hours, through sports and dancing,
although itself an Imi lHlhle film, just
lightlv dusted on the skin.
4. suit both dry and greasy skins, act as a
r«.Vf#' and not clog the pores.
5. have that faint elusive fragrance which
attracts and yet makes your own personality
MO tliiilinelirv.

Hflnos

6. ha\ c ninr shades, to suit all types of beauty
on all occasions. . . ON LY

Red, sore, chapped hands are
soon made white, comfortable
and soft with Hinds LIQUID
Cream.
Smooth a little Hinds after
washing — at intervals throngh
the day — and the pain will be
relieved, the roughness disappear, the soft white beauty of
a flawless skin return.
Make and keep your hands
New A
bifttr bottit immaculate with

Poudre

MATTEVER

The original and fi-pr-matt flalmh powder
combines all these qualities and has
No Equal and No Sabmlimlr.
Herommended by the mnSirai profruion. ^ Sho^CS
Cream MATTEVER
CREATED BY
-D.%V-rHl!:.\.M tor a per
feet .ilATT foundation
L.T.
PI
VE
>il<iillT t 4'BI-:.\.M - in p
indispcobjblc
lid to
PARIS
.»#.irr bc
au
i)
.
'
2S
ALSO
MATTEVER
PERFUME. SHAMPOO.
LIPSTICK, LOTION.
SA.MPLtS
FROM
ALL
CHEMISTS
AND
HAIRDRESSERS

HINDS

PARSCENT

CREAM
M., I/, and 2/>

LTD.. Duke's Read.

R
TALCUM, ETC.
OR FROM:

Western Avenue. Lor.d.^f. W

I HINDS VANISHING
' CREAM
W
E
N
To make your Powder stay on
^
kmger, use this soft, satin tex- ^iri:^
tuned Cream. It is non-greasy ^ipBa \
and
a perfect
face.leaves
Use Hinds
CoW matt
Cream surto K<I»M1 [
cleanse the skin. In extra large
tubes and pots, 6d. and 1/3.

* Crescent
LIPSTICK
SUPREME
A Great new Beauty Aid
from
a famous house
l^uperfinn qoality in six allaring shades —
Orange — Dark — Mediam — Light — Incarnate
— Universal Price 3/6. Absohitely Indelible.
Try it and judge for yourself. Obtainable from
^ leading chemists and toflet counters.
To introduce Crescent Lipstick Supreme we
win send a free sample of Crescent Eyelarii
Grower to all purchasers. This offer closes on
March 16th, so send your order to-dav with
P.O. 3/6 direct to
CwMieBt Pirepantioiu Co^ Lt*. (Dept. P.G.)
27, OM BnnA Ssreet, LiMulen, W.l.

ITS
YOU

HEALTHY

TANG

HOW

GOOD

TELLS
IT IS

1*19

^1 Mr^^^i

'T

Send for a sample tube and try the "tooth paste of
the wise" for one week, free. Note the pleasant
flavour
and the sharp, cool tang that it leaves in
the mouth.
Laboratory tests show that Euthymol kills denul
decay germs within 30 seconds. It searches out
every nook and cranny leaving behind it a wholesome mouth and the sweet breath of good dental
health. Try it— you'll enjoy its refreshing effect.
Large tubes cost only 1/3 at your chemist.

KtLLS DENTAL DECAY GERMS IN 30 SECONDS

drops

^er sV-*n Rraod
Che««J»«- soap*
VrWt,"3
Pr\ce
' .
lO-daY47

["free
offer.
To Dept.
44/68. W.l.
Euthymol. 50,"!|
I
Beak Street.
London,
I Please send me a free sample of Euthymol
I
Tooth Paste, which I have not yet tried. '

at »«
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" I've always preferred a light
breakfast, but it must be nourishing to keep me fit for my trying
work before the camera. That is
why I always have delicious
Shredded Wheat. It's nice to eat
and I find it gives lasting energy."

Work of any sort comes easier wher) you start the day with a
warrr)ir)g, sustaining brealcfast of Shredded Wheat. There's nothing
like whole wheat to keep you bright, alert, and full of energy and
Shredded Wheat brings you rich wheaten nourishment in its finest
and most digestible form. With hot milk, butter, honey, or banana'
it makes the quickest-served breakfast — delicious, handy, and
economical.

Everybody's everyday Health Food.

Get a packet to-day.

WHEAT

SHREDDED

MADE

122

CITY. HERTS.
GARDEN
Mi
Printed in Great Briuin ind Published Weekly by the Proprietor!, Odhams Press, Ltd., Long Acre, London, W.C.2. RecitteredattheG.P.O. as a Newapaper. Post
Free all over the world : 13s. per annum, bs. 6a. for six months, 3s. 3d. for three months. Registered for iranamission by Caiudian Manzine Poat. Agencies
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. Kor South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co., Ltd., also (Pr»«'i)
A 93
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealer*' Association,
on sale and
>it W.M«sageri«
H. Smith Dawson,
& Sons, Ltd.
at 248 Rue de Rivoli. P.tris. and 75 Roulevard
AdolpheLtd.Max,AlsoRruxelle*.
13 Rues bookshops
Albouv, P;iri<.
BY

THE

SHREDDED

WHEAT

CO.,

LTD.,

WELWYN
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picturegoers
wonderful
"filmstar!'

Antognpi
«ttmml rite
u ty 10 •>
H teeifhM on

mm
HOW TO QUALIFY
It in impurtAut that th« Bule« belov nhoald
b* re«d
by bothwho " inTheintroduced.
Plctorwroer " reader
and
the friend
The ob}e<^ of thin iicheme in to obtain
bma-6de new rMwleT* for " The Pictarejtoer."thatIf any
it nbonld
frmnd, nponmmvetHkation.
personbe iotrodared
a new
reader
in
already
a
reader,
will be difKioalifled. A new both
readerapftlicantx
nhaU le
held to be a penwo who h** NOT purchaaed
•*luonthR.
The Pictureftoer *' tttr the jwUt three
Gift Volumed — either the " (Jolden
Trvanire Album of the Bcreen " or tbe
"willAatof;rapb
AUmrn "udIokb
(whirhe»Tr cho»en>
—
NOT Vowlwr.
t>e aw-arded
Official
Voucher*applied
are forsenton anUi
*ppro%ed applicant" (one for you and one
for
the RcFeo-aiiitiyour
FiHTunfriend)
and up«»n
Lal^l receipt
on the ofopp<i*ite
paffe.
The particular volutue choMen inuxt l>e riearly
indk-ated
on
each
Refer\-atit>n
The :
laliel. bearinfC the name and Fomi.
foil postal
addrcfH
of
"The
pKturegoer
"
reader,
mui-i
have a hallpeoDy "tamp affixed.
Each applicant uiu«t ti>inplete hin or her
own
Vouchernumbered
by ailixinKt4>kenii
to It cut
f«mr from
con■ecutitely
•Micceitiiive current weekly Irntuea of ** The
Tokenn
eliiribleweekare«inly
tVrie "
**Ptcture^oer."
A,"RIGHT
and thevHAND
appearImttom
everjthe
roriicr of thein
hack co*-ef of •* The Picturetfoer." Applicant
M«y
*lart Nowithtoken«
TokenpriorNo.to "AW*
thi»
iKntte.
**from
and
iHt other
i^iei of tokeOH
will **beAMaccepted.
When the two V<»u»lier* are <-oiopleted—
tlkat
APTKRnasi Uie>>e f.HUNOT
before i*.— they
<«nt wcekn
Id bothandto«rether
t.ireader.
" The Gift
PirtureK*»er
** The Plctureitoer"
Volume**" bycanout
be awarded
in re«pett of Vouchent aent in p^paiately.
B&cb completed Voucher- >-Tnir own mad
your
l>e acrtmipanied
by a
Poxtal fr';eod'«
Order for-muMt
1^ (One
Hhillinai. tn covtr
the coft
i-arriafe, which
|«ckiuir,areinsurwnce.
etc.
tm
the ofvolunvf.
dLfpatched
peparately
to your man
respective
ThM ao^hiag
to pay.addrenien.
Thi* uller
ill limited to the flrxt '20,0(N) npplkantn.
perwm and
may noqualify
ii»u«-el>e than
one
<JiftSo Volume
Volumefor will
awarded
to metre than one memtwr of the «ainr
family
lliins
»t
the
name
addre»>.
applicant
whothinInnrheote
qualifymit
f(Vneea
(riftKachvt.linne
undernewxairent
Uiat
tuK or her,
hold« niunt
a written
order for the re«rular and unintrrrupte^d
delivery
ofoff ••The
Pictureeoer."
**Thenrdiiiar>Picture«oer
uinntofferhe
paidCoplen
foronly
in the
way. " Thin
applien
to
pemonn
reridlnfl
In tlreat
Britain.
Krec
HUtc.Nortliem Ireland and the Irinh
AppHcantn (ofrompartheanyIrinhentry
Free duty
HUt« that
will
i«e
POST
luiiyrrqnireil
l»e rhnrueablr.
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THE

GOLDEN

YOU

YOUR

Magnificent

Gifts

from

TREASURE

Weekly

AND

FRIEND

which

ALBUM

to choose
OF

THE

SCREEN

or
FILM

FAVOURITES

BIRTHDAY

AUTOGRAPH

ALBUM

coloured art portraits; 16 unique full-page crayon drawings and etchings; Screen
This week " The Picturegoer " announces a splendid new
beauties
of all
nations;
Filmland's
bathing
Sweethearts
of the
Silver Stardom's
Screen; The"Private
stars inLives";
every mood;
Panoramas
from belles;
great
Gift Presentation to every reader. You are invited to select and
films; Parade of fashions, and opens with a special foreword by NORMA SHEARER,
accept ANY ONE of two of the most famous film works ever
and lays before you a thrilling array of beautiful, intimate illustrations portraying the life,
love, romance, beauty, and art of fUmland.
The book is superbly bound in Gold Morocco-grained Art. Leather, with title aiul
published
The Picturegoer's " "GOLDEN TREASURE
design
embossed on front. The volume has decorative end papers and measures 10 in. deep
ALBUM OF THE SCREEN," or The " FILM FAVOURITES
by 6i in. wide and it weighs nearly 2 lb.
BIRTHDAY AUTOGRAPH ALBUM."
FILM FAVOURITES BIRTHDAY AUTOGRAPH ALBUM. Here is the unique
alternative Gift which you may choose if you wish. It is a luxurious Autograph .Alburn for
As part of its wonderful 1935 programme of siorprises, " The Picturegoer"
your
use —ever
already
enrichedin by
inclusion of the most complete collection
in this great Gift Presentation is departing entirely from the usual presentaof
filmownstarpersonal
autographs
assembled
one the
volume.
tion terms and is making a Gift to its readers of any one of these two
This incomparable Album contains a page for every day in the year and ample
beautiful books.
space on each page for the inclusion of further autographs. Its 368 large pages consist
BUT THAT IS NOT ALL! In order that as many film lovers as of pure, opaque coloured autograph paper of the finest quality, in six different tints.
More respective
than 1,000 birthday
of the world's
Filmthem
Starshundreds
have placed
their autographs
on
their
pages, greatest
giving with
of amazing
illustrations,
possible
shall benefit,
" The
" offers
copy ofBUT
eitherONE
of these
two magnificent
volumes
free Picturegoer
NOT ONLY
TO aYOU,
TO
photograpte.
pen
portraits,
sketches,
designs,
and
diagrams
—
even
verses
and
witticisms.
YOUR FRIEND AS WELL.
In addition, there are 366 birthday proverbs or quotations and the birthstones for
All you and your frieitd send is 1/- each, to cover cost of packing
the month.
in special carton, insurance, etc., and carriage to your homes!
This beautiful Album is luxuriously bound in heavy covers of rich Maroon Antiquefinish Art. Leather embossed in gold on the front. This volume has decorative end-papers,
You and your friend send no money now. You each choose
weighs
over 2 lb., and measures 7^ in. deep by 10 in. wide.
whichever volume you like — reserve them at once on the forms below,
ACT AT ONCE
and post to us at once. On receipt of these forms, " The Picturegoer " will
send you two Gift Vouchers on which both you and your friend may qualify.
read the simple " How to Qualify " directions on the opposite
At the same time the respective volumes chosen by you and your friend will page.First
Then take the first steps which secure a Gift volume for you and
be specially reserved.
one
for
your
friend, by getting the Reservation Forms below filled in,
To qualify for a Gift Volume all you are asked to do is to introduce one
together with the Label, which should have a halfpenny stamp firmly affixed
friend only who is NOT already a reader of " The Picturegoer." All that and htAvYOUR OPFiV name and full postal address very clearly written. Post
your fiiend has to do is to give " The Picturegoer " a trial for four weeks.
the forms and label to " The Picturegoer " at once.
In return we present to you the Gift Volume you select and to your friend
Make sure that both you and your friends indicate on the respective
whichever volume he or she has chosen. The only other thing to do is to Reservation
below which of these two Gift Volumes you want. In
make certain the friend you introduce is a genuine new reader — i.e., has each case theForms
volume NOT required must be crossed out.
NOT Now
purchased
" Thebooks
Picturegoer
" for the last three months.
All applications from this announcement MUST be received by NOT
about the
themselves.
later than \'Iarch 1 1 . To avoid disappointment find your friend and then
THE GOLDEN TREASURE ALBUM OF THE SCREEN contains over 250 pages
fill
in
and post the forms below immediately.
— more than 1,000 exquisite coloured gravure art plates, including over 100 full-page
IMPORTANT ! Do not Mparat* the forms Me* -post in an ansaaltd envtlepo Marine a haHponny stamp. Yon MUST affix a halfpenny stamp to tht laM. Write clearly in BLOCK letters.
COT AROUND DOTTED LINE
this
™
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THIS
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m nn^
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I YOU
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ToNEWbe READER.
filled ill by BESEHTATIOR
reader of " The FORM
Picturegoer"
RESEBVATIOa
"B." PEBSOBALLT Uie
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by you
N EW RE.ADEK— SOT 1>)- the " Pictureftoer " reader.
The
"Picturegoer
"
Remder
MUST
complete
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on
left.
Pictureg<»er
-Mfl label
Affix with
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st&mp firmly to space proTidei — aend in
he- inGiftthe offer
wliuYoiirhas special
filled
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1 eertilT by
that "I The
am HOT
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I
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*•
The
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"
a
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four
consecutive weeks.
To The Picturegoer, Dept. G, 3 Ame St., London,W.C.2
In accordance
with
yourin myspecial
offer,.Also,
pleaaeplease
set send
afide roeand fthrough
reserve
In
act-ordftiice
with
your
.special
offer,
please
re.*er\r
the
volume
voliune
indicated
Itelow
name.
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my friend)
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Why

NOEL

"Went

"George
RumbaRaft
" girls
in
and the
the film of that title.
George is reported to
over thea picture.
have out"
staged
"walk-
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Coward

Talkie"

J-^E "wants to learn" — Too much Hulhert — Hollywood's ten most
beautiful women,
by their cameramen — A new dog star —
Shortage of talent — Changing Shirley Temple
TOEL coward is now at work the 'mike.' I'm too old a hand at acting —
in New York on his first talkie, I've been at it since I was ten — although
tentatively titled The Miracle in
49th Street, and admits that he I've never got over first night stage fright."
" might be terrible."
Mr. Coward approaches the films, as a Studying Technique
matter of fact, with rather more modesty Coward's appearance as a screen actor of
course will probably heredd his entry into
than some of the lesser lights of the theatre
the field of film writing. One hopes so.
who capitulated to the screen earlier.
He himself hopes in The Miracle In 4Qth Street
He is frankly out for the experience.
Fame he has already in both worlds of drama. to study the technique and formulae of films.
present,
he says,
Popular report puts his bank balance at At The
trouble
with he
mosthas ofnoour"movie
movie sense."
writers is
something in the neighbourhood of a million
that
haven't
any moviehassense
don't
know they
it, so
Mr. Coward
madeanda they
promising
pounds.
start.
alwaysYork
like interview.
to learn things,"
explains
There is a note of originality, too, in his reasons
in "aI New
He is,he however,
not quite satisfied with his first screen tests. for not tackling the talkies sooner.
"The reason I've never played in pictures
"I don't think I'm quite at ease yet in front before
is because I didn't want to tie myself up
of the cameras," he confesses.
to a long contract with a producing company
" It will be awful if I go stuttering about in Hollywood — it's too much of a slice to take out
when they first begin shooting. But I don't of life," he says. And I feel, too, that my name
think I have any real stage fright in front of doesn't mean anything to any one outside of

New York or London, so that it's not quite fair
to the producer, who is spending a million dollars
on a piece to sign up for just one picture which may
flop on him.
"This way I expect to be able to leam a great
deal during a single picture, and I can work- with
men who are experienced in the craft and whose
ability I admire.
A Keen Fan
Our reveals
most talented
incidentally
himself dramatist-actor,
as a keen filmgoer,
with
a weakness for gangster drama. Among his
favourite talkies are The Thin Man, One Night
of Love, Scarf ace smd Enemies of the Public.
And unlike most dramatists, he declines to
regard the screen as an inferior development of
the theatre. Pictures, he believes, rightly, are an
entirely different artistic form and should be
approached from a different angle.
"The trouble with pictures is that they cost
too much," he adds, however, "and that the
companies have to guarantee so many a year.
It's a terrible fault.
"If each one cost, say, a quarter of what it
does now, they could afford to make more of the
story.
marvellous kind they turn out occasionally —
productions with an intelligent, psychological
"Like the Theatre Guild, they could gradually
build up an audience for pictures sophisticated
and subtle in plan."
Jack Ahoy !
So .4 lias Bulldog Drummond has become Bulldog
Jack, for the further glorification of Hulbert.
The title, one imagines, will not be used in the
States in view of (or should it be despite?) the
recent
Shepherd'sconscious.
Bush Big Push to make America
British-comedy
I am not at all sure that, however flattering it
may be to the vanity of the star. Jack is wise in
persisting in the policy of having his name
incorporated in the title of his pictures.
[Continued on page 6.)
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It lends weight to the impression given in the
previous contributions to the series, of being
unable to see the story and the rest of the cast
for the well-known man's-size Hulbert chin.
All Jack and no play is making Hulbert a dull
actor.
There is, incidentally, only one international
star who regularly gets away with his name
both above and in the title of his films.
And Mickey Mouse does have Pluto to help
him.
The M.OSX Beautiful Girls
Hollywood's cameramen have provided the
mostbeautiful
authoritative
of agree
the screen's
ten most
women.listAndyetthey
on the
selections
which
are
in
alphabetical
order
:
—
Claudette Colbert
Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marlene Dietrich
Kay Francis
Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow
Jeanette MacDonald
Norma Shearer
Loretta Young
Among the compilers of the list is William
Daniel.*, who
Holl\•^vood
films. has photographed all Garbos'
"Greta," he says, "has more photographic
value than any other woman on the screen. She
can stand any kind of lighting and any camera
angle without damage to her beauty. She is the
only star on the screen without a single bad angle."

March 2, 1935
In five years talking pictures have drained the
grandson of " Strongheart," the first dog screen
star, owned by Larry Trimble and Jane Murfin. stage of all talent developed during the last fifty
years,
the latter is now jealously guarding
Thus a real dog dynasty now exists in Holly- what fewandplayers
wood.
it still possesses.
"Rin-Tin-Tin" followed "Strongheart" in the
public heart, and many a human actor made a Can You Decide on a Title ?
good living supporting this dog star in his long
series of pictures.
Shirley
is tofigure
star inas a musical
picture
which Temple
she will
an orphan
in ina
"Peter the Great" was another four-legged
thespian who was headed for the heights, but a Daddy Long Legs type of story.
With the baby star
will be John Boles and
Rochelle Hudson.
William Conselman,
author of the screen
plays for Bright
Eyes and The Little
Colonel, is writing the
scenario.
the
new Shirley
Suggested
titles for
Temple picture are
Curly
Top and Little
Miss Cupid.
Which of these titles
do
you cannot
prefer? quite
The
studio
make up its mind and
asks the public to
decide. If you have a
definite opinion on the
subject, you are asked
to drop a line to the
Publicity Depzurtment,
Fox Film Co., Ltd.,
13 Bemers Street, London. W.l.
Will Shirley

A New " Rin-Tin-Tin"
The Radio studio believes that it has at last
found a successor to the canine fame of RinTin-Tin.
He is "Lightning," the dog who is featured in
A Dog of Flanders, and, according to report, steals
the show.
"Lightning" is a three-and-a-half-year-old

Go West ?
that Shirley will
There
a possibility
alter heris characterisation somewhat in her
Miss Temple
go
coming
films.mayLittle
Mae West.
Until now the
matter has never been
given
Whenconsideration.
she made
fiarmiiig Marion
< rerth, the English
actress from Vietma,
^ ■' ,Girls- , Wilt
, _ .Re
makes
her Bri4^ who
'".^
filftt
tish film debut
debut tn
in
clo.se of poison cut
him off untimely.
" Lightning is
owned son,byof Hollywood,
Earl Johnand has already been
in pictures for two

Amelia Earheart,
who
is "glorified"
by
the
screen
" Wings
in thein
Dark,"
Munt with
z , Paul
the
Hollywood pilot,
and her husband,
George Putnam.

Bright
Eyes her
mother
was greatly
concerned
over
her wardrobe,
and
while Shirley plaved a
waif girl.
in theMrs.
homeTemple
of a
^ich
didn't want Jane
Withers, the other girl,
to be dressed so well
that she would eclipse the star.
But when she wa-s assured that Jane was
enacting the role of an "ornery" child, Mrs.
Temple saw no evidence of competition.

Naughty, Boys."
hut Nice
When
the
picture was
wasattracted
released,byhowever,
much attention
Jane as anso
A Dog of Flanders ,
however, is his first impish and thoroughly disagreeable brat that it
really big picture, caused Shirley's mother to wonder if, perhaps, her
and
he is expected to daughter wasn't putting it on a bit thick.
years.
So Mrs. Temple now is endeavouring to convince
demand a special
studio kennel, with Fox officials that perhaps perfection isn't a 100 per
chintz curtains, from cent box-office attraction and that Shirley's appeal
the Radio people might be greater if she were just a little more
natural.
If she wins, it is possible that the child star will
any day now.
walk
up to someone and kick him in the shins —
That Talent
being careful, of course, to centre this abuse on
some
worthless and ill-mannered character.
Shortage Again
^nce
againcrytheis
old heart

Hollywood via London
portals
the says
quickest
d isway
up from
the The
Hollywoo
to goto tocrash
I>ondon,
Maryof
Hollywood studios of an acutegoing
shortage
of screen
talent.
Boland. who is appearing with Charles I^ughton
The latest producer to take up the chorus is in Paramount's Ruggles of Red Gap.
Clarence Brown, who has been having difficulty in
" Young actors and actresses seeking a career in
finding an actor for Oh, Wilderness.
films
should first spend at least a year in London,"
The present crisis, he declares, will make she says.
"Not
only does Hollywood have a sneaking
necessary a series of training schools supreverence for the English-trained player, but
ported by the film industry.
Delays of weeks in the filming of produc- England is the best place in the world to cultivate
tions so that suitable players can be borrowed, the proper accent and diction for both the stage
discovered or developed are costing producers
hundreds of thousands of dollars each
incidentally, of another way to get into
and1 heard,
thethescreen."
month, he declares.
films,
other day. An actor was signed by a big
6
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studio. When he got to work it was found that he
was unable to adapt himself to the screen medium,
so when option time came round he was dropped.
He had borrowed so much money from the
studio's
higher
however,
they
had to give
him executives,
a new contract
in orderthat
to work
it off.

TTiere will be a first prize of half a guinea and
four half-crown prizes.
Shall we give it a try? Submit your entries on
a postcard addres.sed to me, c/o Picturegoer, 93
Ix>ng Acre. Envelopes cannot be opened.

A Broth of a Bhoy ?
Gordon Marker is, I note, to be the guest of
honour at the Imperial Film Club's St.
Patrick's Dance on March 14. There seems to be
something Irish about it, anyway.
However, I shall look forward to seeing Mr.
Harker; he is, of course, to be there "in person."
F. W. Minde, the secretary, of 100 Dalston
Lane, London, E.8, writes to tell me that membership of the club steadily increases and its branches
throughout
carrying the
on
the good the
workworldof "are
furthering
interests of Briti.sh films."

Ronald Colman is sans moustache in Clive of
India for the first time since his early acting
tlays —Anna Sten has moved to a gla.ss house on a
hillside
the— Pacific,
but she doesn't
practise overlooking
stone-throwing
Helen Twelvetrees,
who
is married to Frank Woody, calls her baby son
"Twig" — Bing Cro.sby, Charles Laughton and
Jack Oakie pro^'iding fierce competition in battle
for title
of Hollywood's
worst-dressed
star —
Carole
Lombard
was one of the
few Mack Sennett
bathing beauties who knew how to swim — Ida
i.upino announces that she Ls writing a play —
anet Gaynor will be seen next in The Farmer
T akes a Wife — Wendy Barrie's first Hollywood film
vill be It's a Small World, with Spencer Tracy
opf)osite- -Cary Grant collects the
autographs
he works. of the stars with whom

Short Shots

"Redheads on Parade"
Enough red hair to stuff a good-sized
pillow has been posted to Jesse
L. Lasky at the Fox Studios, within
the last few weeks.
It is all genuine Titian, and was
clipped from feminine heads in cities
all over the world.
More than a thousand natural redheads from all sections of the American
continent have applied for roles in
Lasky's forthcoming
Redheads
on Parade. musical for Fox,
Practically all of them have submitted locks of their hair, in addition
to photographs.
Earlier candidates for the big musical
were mostly girls who had dyed their
hair with henna, as disclosed in
analyses made by studio specialists.
Recent applicants, however, are
nearly 100 per cent genuine redheads,
according to similar examinations by studio hair
experts.
Leslie Fuller in Morocco
Leslie Fuller has been startling the natives of
Tangier. I had a note this week from a
member of the unit that has been at work on
location
new film. in Northern Africa on the comedian's
The early scenes were set on the S.S. Strathaird
immediately on arrival in the Moroccan port.
"One of the first and most important shots was
Leslie Fuller (in his character of the stoker),
going over the side of the ship and sliding down a
rope from the boat deck," he writes.
"A 'double' was provided, but Leslie decided
to
the 70
' stunt
In spitehimself
of a sheer
of do
about
feet,' himself.
Leslie swung
over drop
and
went hand over hand down the side while the ship
was steaming full speed ahead.
"Passengers held their breath, the crew looked
on anxiously and the rest of the company wondered what would happen to the rest of the
picture if Leslie missed his hold on the rope. Not
that they were only concerned from the business
point of view — Leslie is the most popular person
in the unit- — -and their fears were more personal
than professional.
" However, the comedian did all his stuff without
a hitch, and landed back on the boat deck safe,
if not a little winded. He is no light weight, as
most of his admirers know.
Too Kindly Steward
Arriving at Tangier, Leslie dressed as a rough
stoker, certainly not the sort of man one
expected to meet in the first-class dining saloon,
but another shot was required as the ship lay at
anchor, and his personal luggage had gone
ashore.
"The shot
got, asinthey
spiteclimbed
of a rough
sea from
that
drenched
the was
artistes
aboard
a native boat, and I-eslie found himself not only
forced to go ashore in his guise as a stoker, but
with trousers wet well past the knees.
A kindly
garments to
be " dried,
whilesteward
Leslie took
retiredthe tonether
his cabin-de-luxe.
On receiving his trousers back he was horrified
to find that they had not only dried them but
pressed them — the steward was not to know that
a good half-hour had been spent taking all signs

Kisses That Embarrass
t takes about forty people to
V consummate one screen kiss,
which should be some sort of consolation to those who envy the
romantic work of screen stars.
Director Frank Tuttle, who has
just
All theand
King's
with finished
Carl Brisson
MaryHorses,
Ellis,
is an exjjert on studio kissing.
"The players' feelings of privacy
and intimacy
are always
than
risk embarrassing "them
I
respected,"
Rather
send
most ofhethesays.
people off
the
set, leaving only the twenty or so
electricians, the cameraman and
assistants, the assistant director,
the sound mixer, and microphone
man, the prop boy, the still man,
andFurther
ten or a embarrassment
dozen others."
is
avoided by never filming a kiss on the first
day of production and never before the kisser
and the kissee have been projjerly introduced !
When everything is ready the technical men get
down to work with a cold calculation. Camera
^

Gail Patrick, who is from Alabama, recently
served as film colorty hostess for the visiting
University of Alabama football team.
of pressing out, to make the clothes appear rough
and in keeping with his character of a tough seaman
whose thoughts were on anything rather than his
personal appearance.
Tipped a Star
" T eslie went ashore alone. He was keen to see
1— ' how real his outfit appeared to strangers.
It must have been right, because as he stepped on
shore an austere lady lead him to a pUe of luggage,
requesting him to take it to the customs shed.
The company looked on with great amusement as
1^1 ie shouldered a weighty cabin trunk — and the
customs shed was duly reached, where the usucil
formalities were gone through.
"The lady departed without a hint that her
porter was one of the foremost .screen personalities
of to-day. Leslie pocketed a tip of two shillings
(which he is handing to a seamen's charity),
happy in the knowledge that he had dressed his
part to nature."
My New Competition
I have been burning the midnight oU trying to
decide on a competition to replace the Kinema
Couplets.
A reader. Major T. A. Lowe, of Dover, solves
theHeproblem.
bases his contest on the idea that much
money is wasted by the movie moguls in cabling
business transactions relating to films with long titles
and that code words could be profitably employed.
For instance, instead of putting the four words.
Sing
Go in a cable,
"Carol"
might Asbe Wearranged.
Or for the
Onecode
Nightwordof Love
the
word
" Ecstasy."
Select
any one of the five titles given below and
attach a code word for each.
The Man Who Knew Too Much
Murder on the Runaway Train
Such Women are Dangerous
What Every Woman Knows
She Learned About Sailors

angles,
finding lighting,
out the trials
e.xact with
soundthethestars'
kiss "stand-ins,"
is going to
make — everything is worked out. Then tiie stars
are allowed to get busy. The seconds are ticked
off
yells "Cutenough
!" in footage.
their ears as
soonandas the
they director
have consumed
A few months later thousands of women sit
dreamy-eyed in their kinema seats and yearningly
murmur " How romantic."
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
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HOWself many
timesof have
yourafter one
your you
littlerebuked
home piirties
— blamed yourself for the things you forgot
to remember and things you didn't know;
things that would have made such a difference}
The A B C of giving a successful party,
whether in a small flat or a large house, will
be found in the wonderful March number of
the
Home," the magazine that makes
home"Ideal
life happier.

ji
i
\
ii
i
!
i

everything to interest them in " Ideal Home."
Furniture, books, cooking, the garden, and
lovely
otheryoupeople's
homesever
—
pictures pictures
that
will ofown.
make
more than
interested
in your

i
i
\
jj

i
The bachelor and the bachelor gfirl, as well ;
as married couples, will find something of j

If you think your home worthy of an extra •
get the March " Ideal Home." Once j|
shilling,
always
you havewantseenit.
this superb magazine, you'll •
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FUNNY
is a

Serious
ausiness

by LfONARD

HfNRY

^he famous radio comedian, who
recently made his bow as a
fihn comedian

accustomed to the different temjx)
of film acting or they need an
audience to inspire them.
The best one of all is, of course,
that films aren't art and real art
cannot flourish in the sordid commercial atmosphere of a film
rill HAVE just completed my first attempt studio. But I like my own solution best.
It is with the greatest regret that I include the
WM at a full length talkie comedy, and it
producer in the mechanical side of film work.
Cl|| has been a chastening experience ! It A producer is a great creative artist, painting his
nil has left me with a wholesome respect pictures on the broad canvas of the screen and
for the difficulties of being funny on using human bodies as his pigments.
the screen.
the same,
the heproducer
doesn't
In the course of my career I have tried to theAllscreen
and as
is making
the appear
picture onin
exactly
the
same
sense
as
the
lens
of
the
camera
be funny in concert parties and on the concert
platform, in theatres and music halls, in is making it, so he must be reckoned as part of
the machine — at any rate so far as the actor is
cabaret and on the air, and I was beginning concerned.
to think I had learnt my humorous ABC.
But in talkies one just starts over again
— right at the beginning !
can't any
makemorea than
good youpicture
with ita with
bad
could make
Myself, when young, was meant to be an Youproducer,
analytical chemist. I soon grew out of that a bad camera or bad lighting. But I've seen some
made by damn bad actors
— or, to be strictly accurate, I was blown out — very goodto pictures
the producer !
but even now traces of the analytical part — ^thanks
On the stage, a comedian may be pardoned for
still cling.
getting a slightly inflated idea of his own comic
I like to ferret out the whys and the where- powers. The rest of the caste may a^t, but he is
fores of things. I hate just being funny and there to be funny. He gets his job because he
hoping for the best. I like to know why a has a natural talent for being funny, and so long
particular audience is going to laugh and how as he continues to produce yells of laughter he
can, within reason, do anything he likes.
I can best help them on their way.
Therefore, he tends to regard the art of acting
So, while cheerfully admitting that so far as
films are concerned, I am the rawest of beginners, with a certain degree of pitying contempt.
He has a sad awakening when he walks into a
it may be that some of the things that struck me
during the filming of The Public Life of Henry IX film studio. His brilliant impromptus are
will interest those who know a lot more about unwanted. His irresistible grimaces become
hideous distortions. His comic clothes are
the job than I shall for a long time to come.
robbed of half their effect because their violently
contrasting colours come out in black and white.
Although I am a comparative stranger in the In short, he finds that he has to act.
talkie studio, many of my friends have done
It is not mere coincidence that the world's
film work for years, and from them I have heard greatest
film comedians are clever, serious people
who could hold their own as actors even if
something of the actor's outlook on talkies.
It seems to me that very few people have
of their comic powers. It is because
realised the overwhelming importance of what deprivedsuccess
as a film comedian cannot be won
may be termed the mechanical side of film lasting
without genuine acting ability backed up by the
production.
intelligence necessary to think and live the part
We hear so much of So-and-So being a great one is playing.
actor or an inspired actress. In the sense we
have been accustomed to using them in the
theatre, I don't think the terms exist in the film I am forced to the conclusion, therefore, that
studio.
comic powers come only third on the list of
A great actor can walk on a bare, badly lighted the qualities of the film comedian.
stage in his ordinary day clothes and by his art,
Nature must have endowed him with the right
technique, genius, personality, call it what you kind of face — though the make-up man can do a
like, he can sweep his audience ofi their feet.
rectifyhave
Nature's
omissions.
Put the same man in a film studio and if the lotHeto must
been bom
with the gift of being
lighting experts don't care if he is seen or not and funny and must have perfected his powers by
the cameraman dislikes his face and the producer long practice — preferably before those best of all
is bored with him, that actor will register the teachers, actual audiences.
But, above all, the talkie comedian must have
world's
greatest
flop. new thing the film actor has
Therefore,
the first
the right kind of voice and be able to use it. In
to learn is to subordinate himself completely to my humble opinion the voice has, up tUl now,
the mechanical side of the production.
been the chief stumbling block of the talkie
To the old and experienced stage artiste who is comedian.
accustomed to being the most important person
Chaplin himself is afraid to use it; Harold
in the theatre, this is naturally a bit of a blow and Lloyd uses it as little as possible. Eddie Cantor
perhaps explains why so many really gifted artistes is a trained stage comedian of long experience, so
have failed on the films.
the voice presents no difficulties to him, but all
those artistes who were first and foremost film
They just don't know how to play second fiddle actors
have had to exercise endless ingenuity to
to
anything
—
leave
alone
a
box
with
a
lens
and
a handle on it !
avoid and overcome the difficulties and complications
introduced by speaking.
Many explanations are given for these failures.
That is why radio work ought to be an admirable
Their faces aren't "photogenic" or they can't get

Top: a scene from " The Public Life of Henry
the Ninth. Above: Leonard Henry listerts-in.
introduction to the films — providing, of course,
the other qualities are there.
The man who has been brought up on radio has
no fear of the microphone just because he hapf)ens
to find one in a film studio.
He has had to learn to be funny with nothing
but his voice to help him and, believe me, that is
infinitely harder than being funny when one is
helped by all the resources of the camera.
And what of the pitfalls of film comedy? It
is early days yet for me to talk about them, but
there is one discovery I think I have made already.
It is always a great temptation for a comedian
to rely on some special trick of his own for
producing
It may belaughter.
a funny walk, it may be a particular
grimace, but whatever it is, a stage comedian
comes to depend upon it to produce a laugh
whenever one is badly needed.
In the theatre he can go on doing it successfully
year after year, because he is only appearing
before a few thousand people per week.
On the films he is seen by hundreds of thousands
in a day, so his pet gesture rapidly becomes
too well known and consequently wearisome. This
really comes back to what I have already
acting.
emphasised about the vital importance of genuine
What, then, is my personal attitude towards
film comedy ? First, absolute faith in • the
mechanical side of the work and complete
subordination of myself to it. Second, the paramount importance of perfect self-control. One
must sit tight and do as one is told.
Doesn't sound very comic, does it? Perhaps
you have visualised a film comedy as a spontaneous
exuberant thing, full of that careless joie de vivre
which is the true soul of humour.
That, I hope, is how it looks to the audience.
To the! comedian, however, it is a very serious
matter
9
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Left : The human
impression
the
iceberg
! An of
artist's
punishment of everfreezing. paid
Extra lasting
girls were
£2$ a day to appear
in these and similar

TV 7" H. MOORING takes you on a conducted
W ♦ tour of Hades — as re-created in the studio
for "Dante's Inferno."

solution of salt saline," they were told assuringly,
"and if you figure it will help you, go take a bath
in Actually,
the same stuff."
of course, the girls were not seriously
imperilled; but they were certainly nicely warmed

Still others will be shown encased and inter-OLLYWOOD is about to demonThose who preferred to be seen undergoing the
woven in the branches and trunks of trees where
strate to its ecclesiastical critics
punishment of eternal freezing found themselves
that it knows as much about the they form a living writhing mass of humans in waist-deep
up !
and over in decidedly cold water.
torment. The tree of living death, You might argue
that that is carrying things too
forces of good and evil as they do, Iperpetual
believe.
not warm
it ait bit?
and perhaps knows a trifle better
The lovely girls taking part in these scenes were far;Thewhyanswer
is
that
had to be cold because on
how to make the lessons and legends of such
specially
selected
from
Hollywood's
army
of
was a thick
of "icekind
and ofsnow"
things into popular entertainment.
"extras," and were glad enough of it because they the
madesurface
in Hollywood
fromlayer
a sp>ecial
wax
to be paid from £5 to £2S a day instead of and
Hollywood is making a film about Hell and were
some
finely
ground
granite.
the usual £1 or £2.
is titling it Dante's Inferno.
Those of you who think tbat £25 a day is good
Harry Lachman, chosen by the Fox p.iy may like to imagine your own physical form
Some people in Hollywood," said Spencer
who plays the star role in the film, "are
company to direct this picture — "Because," very slightly adorned, being moulded by Holly- so coldTracy,
from the heart outwards that it wouldn't be
one smart American cracked, "he got his
trees. wood's art wizards into plaster imitations of necessary to freeze them; and if you chucked them
early
training
Elstree"
— is workingspecial
day
and night
with attrick
photographers,
flamesthe over
How do you think you'd feel as the plaster right
thaw.intoYetthose
because
storythere,
says they
they wouldn't
must be
effects wizards, past masters in the ancient began to set around you, and you settled down to
art of pyrotechnics (fireworks to you !), art the realisation that for some hours at least you'd easy to look at, they couldn't be used up in these
to stay put. your arms and legs, like your scenes.
What a who
pity plays
!'
directors, experts in screen symbolism, and got
Claire Trevor,
his young wife in the
body,
describing the twining outline of some great
choreographists ; the latter, according to my vine, growing
picture, deplored his cynicism; while H. B.
close to a gnarled old oak?
kindly old fair-man, who in the story
Your hands and arms, unless you were exceed- Walthall,
dictionary, being experts in the "art or
runs a small side-show based on the Inferno idea,
notation of dancing."
ingly
lucky,
would
not
be
free;
and
I'll
guarantee
I suppose we may expect to find dancing in that before you'd been "made-up" that way for grinned non-committal ly.
I said ' ' Hear hear . . .andallthatkindof thing."
Hell; there's that saying about the "cat dancing five minutes, you'd have a little battalion of flies
Just then. Director Lachman, who only cau^t
jazzing
around your nose or two black smuts in
on hot bricks."
each
eye.
I feel sure none of us ever saw one, but we all
part of Spencer's lament, walked up, and said :
" I've been told to go there plenty of times, but
believe it is feasible because it sounds right.
Anyway, the choreographists in this case have When Harry Lachman was choosing his girls never before did anybody tell me outright to make
the satisfying, if somewhat sadistic, task of
for these Hades scenes, he addressed each one
own Hell before
mightscenes
go towill
it." be staged in
twenty I odd
auranging groups of lightly clad Hollywood beau- something like this : "You're wanted for Hell stuff, my Altogether,
ties in all kinds of fascinating and fantastic and you've got to be frozen or burnt; which do the symbolical part of the film representing the
Inferno.
postures, as they might be discovered dancing the
hot-cha in the domain of Old Nick.
The producers are not pretending that Old Nick
Some of those who plumped for the flames,
Some are to be seen bathing in lakes of fire, because
they" felt the fake would be so perfect has only twenty odd different horrors to offer his
prefer?
you
almost as free of clothing as the Mack Sennett that the most they would have to put up with disciples throughout all eternity, but Hollywood
would be a little of the usual film smoke, turned quite believes that these will be enough to give
mermaids, yet not so enthusiastic.
Others will be trapped on fiery mountains a deep red when they were handed wisps of flimsy the public a fairly adequate idea of the nethermost
doomed to do an eternal skip to and from like tlie draperies to wear.
goats and sheep on the Mappin Terraces.
Of course, since no kind of Hell could pass for
"These have been dipped in a fire-resisting hereafter.
10

Above : Harry Lachman
at work. Left : Claire
Trevor, mho has the feminine lead in "Dante's

Spencer Tracey,
who ioyi tfiat
some Hollywood
cold-hearted
people
are thatso

Ivfemo"

thaw in the
they toouldn't
flames
kinds of improvisations never
before attempted.
After all, so long as Hollywood set out to make
athepicture
of Hell,a reputation
it had to beto realistic.
film people
uphold? Haven't
Why,archfor critics
years and
been with
said the
by
their
to beyears
wellthey've
in league
they?
forces of evil; they couldn't afford to fail, could
Some of the most extraordinary photographic
effects created for Dante's Inferno are traceable to
the brilliant experimental mind of Fred Sersen,
who will surely be captured from Hollywood by the
British one of these fine days.
\\'hat if he is Hollywood's supreme cheat?
Doesn't the entire art of kinematography depend
upon the satisfying virtues of illusion? Sersen
has made Hell on the screen look more realistic
than any of those word pictures painted for us in
sermons, or any of those coloured plates we have
found in books.
WTiich would you prefer — a Hell conjured with
relentless ingenuity in the pursuit of realism, or a
real bonfire filmed without any attempt at
deception ?
It seems to me that your answer will be "We
prefer
a real show."
get a
real filma show
show —without
the three You
majorcannot
ingredients
— story, human interpretation, and audience.
And on the studio set the camera is the audience,

authentic without the Deepest Pit, that will be
in the picture. They had to sink a well twentyfeet below the studio floor, and take off part of the
roof to build the s^t !
Imagine looking down into that nice little
volcano, where red-hot flames lick around the
writhing human bodies encased in the walls !
you will say. Having seen it, I prefer
to "Fake,"
call it ingenuity.
Admittedly, it has called for all the tricks
known to Hollywood and has brought forth all

by ^Tiatever
proxy.
catches the eye of the camera will
come to you as the finished film, and it will be
just that which will entertain or bore you.
If you were in an ordinary theatre indulgently
watching a stage interpretation of Dante's Inferno,
vou'd know the fire wasn't real enough to endanger
life; it probabJy would not look real enough even
to endanger the thought.
In the film it will look real; such is the fuller
glory of the screen. Risks were taken, too; not
during, but before the filming.
It took a party of experts three days, for
instance, to discover how to produce a screen

effect of a thunderstorm of lire. They burnt
nearly two tons of wood and 150 gallons of
kerosene, to say nothing of trouser bottoms and
odd fingers here and there, before they found out
how to do it effectively.
I am sworn to secrecy on this and many similar
interesting processes, because Hollywood hates
more than anything else to have its "fake work"
Tell the public all you know . . . £md dare,
exposed.
about its domestic indiscretions and nobody
cares; but give away one of the studio secrets,
and your name is mud.
As a matter of fact, nothing would be more
likely to set me typing wildly all the secrets of the
fakirs, than to know I had them hot under the
collar; but I am not sure the public likes to know
"how this and that is done." Many people have
told me it completely sfMjils the fun.
For inspiration in building this Hell upon earth,
Hollywood has looked beyond her own experience;
odd, but true.
It technical
was impossible
appoint
anyonethat"official
adviser"to for
the reason
no one
claimed to know the subject first-hand.
Nobody had been nearer to Hell than Hollywood— not even Lachman, who had started at
Elstree. So they had to trust largely to such
books as "Gods and Devils of Mankind," "The
History of the Devil and the Idea of Evil," "Life
of the Devil" (stated by the author not to be an
autobiography!), "Legend of Hell," "The Story
of the Devil," and (hold your breath, England)
Bunyan's Lost."
"Pilgrim's Progress" and Milton's
"Paradise
Dore, said to be the only artist effectively to
attempt a complete series of paintings of Hell,
also was consulted; to be illuminative on the
subject of Hell surely is to be eternally bright !
Hollywood aims to show that Hell is a state of
mind, but the real moral of the film, in my
opinion,
he will — isforthat
the man
movies.can make on earth anything
II
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T^HE lovely
^ appearing

Hollywood

star who

is

now

with Buddy Rodgers in "Dance
Band" at Elstree.

HE women of yesterday were as
beautiful as Nature made them.
The women of to-day take matters
into their own hands; improve,
groom, and -enhance till Mother
Nature would scarcely recognise her own
handiwork.
Take a comfortable seat before a mirror.
Turn on a light of pitiless power and give
yourself a candid quarter of an hour. Make a
note of your good points, and frankly admit
your bad ones. Maybe your head is a beautiful
shape, but your hair lacks the sheen that
comes from continuous attention. Experiment with the parting. Perhaps you would
gain loveliness from a centre parting. Or, if
your ears are delicate, a backward sweep of
the hair, to show them, may give you distinction.
To ensure a graceful neck, the head must be
carried well back, but without conscious strain.
This not only gives poise but ensures firm and
plastic muscles. As a matter of fact, it is far
more c6mfortable to hold the head well than to
let the muscles of the neck sag.
If -you have fallen into ungainly habits simple
massage with a suitable cream and some exercises
will help you. First, the skin should be cleansed
with pure soap and hot water. Then an application
of skin food should be smeared on, and the cream
rubbed in with a rubber-bristled brush. The
soiled cream should be removed with a face cloth
wrung out of hot water, and another layer of
cream put on. Then begin massage with the
fingers, using an upward and outward movement,
working from the base of the neck towards the
ears with gentle pressure. Lift the fingers at the
ears and begin again. Never use a downward
stroke. After the massage remove the surplus
cream and apply an astringent. A cupful of
cold water to which has been added 10 drops of
simple tincture of benzoin. Pat on and allow to
dr\'. Then practice these two neck exercises :—

massage brush previously
softened by soaking in hot
water. Allow the oil to remain
on for five minutes, then bathe
arms with warm water and
apply a good lather of soap,
rubbing in with the brush.
Rinse ofi, dry and apply your
favourite hand lotion. This
treatment, given daily, will soon
improve the texture of the skin.
Here is an exercise that will
improve amis that are too thin :
Stand erect, arms at sides. Extend the arms on a level with
the shoulders, palms uppermost. Clench the fists and
slowly ders.
bringReturnthem
to theposition.
shoulto first
Repeat ten times. A reducing
lotion will improve arms that
are too fat.

to beautify
are going
you back,
If your
you will need to
call a little help, for you cannot
reach it yourself. Most backs
are slightly greasy and have
occasional pimples. After the
skin has been washed in warm
water, make up a mixture of
equal parts of toilet oatmeal and
tincture of soft green soap.
Work this up and then get a friend to massage it
well into the back. It will greatly improve the
appearance of the skin. Rinse, first, in tepid
water and then in cold water, pat dry and apply
your favourite talcum powder. When pimples are
a nuisance, bathe frequently in hot water and
apply the following lotion : Spirit of wine, 1 part;
calomine lotion, 10 parts.
Now for the revelations of the long mirror.
Does it show a thick waist, spread hips, unruly
diaphragm?
If it does then the daily dozen are
indicated.
The Waist. — Lie flat on your back on the floor.
Roll the lower part of the body as far to the right
Thrust the head backwards till the muscles of and then as far to the left as possible. Repeat
the throat feel tight. Then bring the head twenty times each way.
back to an upright position. Repeat several times
Hips and Diaphragm. — Sit on your heels on the
slowly and evenly. This not only makes the neck flcor with shoulders well braced. Bend backwards
supple and of good contour, but benefits and till the head touches the floor. This is difficult at
stimulates certain nerves.
first. A chair so placed that it \vi\\ support the
This head- turning exercise is splendid. Very head midway will help till proficiency is acquired.
slowly and evenly rotate the head up to the right, Repeat ten times, returning to original position
and keeping it well back, down to the left, and after each backward bend.
then round again, .\fter several repetitions reverse
Legs. — Sit in an upright chair with right leg
and rotate the other way. There should be no crossed over left knee. The foot should be straight
tense muscles while doing these exercises. A out in front, toes pointing upwards. Rotate the
slightly open mouth will relax the facial muscles. foot twenty times to the right and twenty times to
Now we return to the mirror. Perhaps it has the left. Repeat with the other leg. Legs that are
revealed ugly salt cellars, pimply arms and a back too fat should be massaged with a reducing cream
and a roller.
that looks rather seedy in a backless gown.
Massage with warm olive oil will help to fill out
Few women have beautiful feet — a glance at
the salt cellars, and masasge with almond oil any seaside beach in the summer reveals that.
vfiU give beautiful rounded arms free from skin But the girl who will take the trouble to give
blemishes. After washing the arms, the skin herself regular pedicure at least will not have
should be spread with a generous amount of warm crippling corns and callouses, and ugly ankles.
almond oil. This, too, should be rubbed in with a
Ill-fitting shoes are the cause of more than half

the foot troubles. From the rub comes corns, and
from the lack of balance, bunions. Wben choosing
shoes, see that there is ample room for the large
toe joint, that the heel fits well, that the arch of
the foot is well supported, and that the base of the
heel
is wide
enough to support the body weight
without
wobbling.
Toe-nails should be cut straight across, and
level with the toe. This prevents in-growing.
Then soak the feet in warm water with a foot cube
added or a handful of Epsom salts. Ten minutes
will soften all hard skin so that it may be rubbed
off with brisk towelling. Rub the rough towel
£U"ound the cuticles, apply some cream, and then
press back the skin with an orange stick.
Wipe ofi the cream, rinse the feet in warm water,
dry, and
give a good, tjrisk frictioning with
toilet
eau then
de Cologne.
If you like varnished toe-nails — and they are
considered very smart — use the varnish in the
same way as for finger-nails. WTien the varnish
is dry dust the feet with talcum powder.
There remains the finishing touch of make-up.
Make-up should be suited to type. If you are an
English rose, don't experiment with arched eyebrows and carmine lips. It is rose-tinted cream
and natural lipstick that you need. Too many
girls set to work to copy a star whom they admire.
The result is a travesty of their heroine and the
complete loss of their own personality.
Be yourself. Do not use this or that cosmetic
because someone else uses it. Experiment and
find the aids to beauty that bring out your own
good points, emphasise your own personality, and
give you that little air of distinction that belongs
to you alone.
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Tr avers, the man
^^^££T
behindBenthe Aldwych farces,
who tells you in this interview with
Randolph Carroll Burke how he
writes the comedies that have won

Left : Ben Travers. Above : Tom Walls and
Yvonnelatest
Amaud
" Lacfy
in Danger,"
release infrom
the Travers
pen. the

him the Lonsdale Belt of Laughter.

that he spends months groping about for a good
story.
OME ten years ago a body of legal
bigwigs became dissatisfied with the
existing divorce laws of the country.
All very interesting and doubtless
of great benefit to the unhappily
married of the period, but hardly an item
likely to cause any noticeable excitement
among filmgoers, you will say. But you are
wrong.
Were it not for the fact that our divorce
laws were a bone of contention a decade ago,
the screen would probably never have had
A Cuckoo in the Nest. Rookery Nook, Thark,
Plunder, Turkey Ttme and other works of the
choice Aldwych vintage.
It happened this way. At the time those
sage and learned luminaries of the law were
picking holes in the procedure by which two
people turn " I will" into " I won't," a certain
English novelist, burning with the zealous fire
of a reformer, decided to do something about it.

have earned him the Lonsdale Belt of Laughter?
I found him at the Gainsborough studios in
darkest Islington, where he has been busy on
Fighting Stock, his latest piece of light-hearted
lunacy, which, incidentally, re-unites Walls with
Ralph Lynn and Robertson Hare. (Loud cheers.)
Middle-aged, shortish, inclined to stockiness;
hair carelessly brushed; quietly dressed. Looks as
though he might be a town councillor or chairman
of a local Conservative association. Eyes are
dominating feature — ^they are large, heavy-lidded,
yet elfin.
When in the throes of an interview Ben tours
the room, sitting a few minutes in all the
available chairs.
Should meet pressmen in an empty theatre
auditorium, for every change of seat seems to give
him a fresh viewpoint.
After he had delivered himself of the history of
A Cuckoo in the Nest, Ben quickly, and with
characteristic modesty, pointed out that Walls,
Lynn, Hare, the late Mary Brough and Yvonne
Amaud were all at the Aldwych before he
appeared on the scene, which reminded me
"D etiring to the seclusion of his rustic irresistibly
of the time when Coogan senior, in the
"'■^Harpenden retreat,he wrote a book in which
he pointed out how, by force of circumstances, course of a variety turn, informed his stellar
two people of the opposite sexes could spend offspring that his name was Coogan before Jackie
a purely platonic night in the same bedroom. was bom, only to receive the retort, "Yes, dad,
Being a bit of a humorist, the author wrote butFrom
it didn't
mean ofanything
thenin! "the Nest, nine
the time
A Cuckoo
his subject up in comedy fashion, although Travers farces held the Aldwych stage in succeshis basic idea was to pour scorn on the then
sion, and the famous "gang" of Walls, Lynn,
existing laws of divorce.
Hare, Mary Brough and Winifred Shotter was
The title of that novel was A Cuckoo in the firmly
established in public favour.
Xesl — its author's name, Ben Travers.
A number of these pieces, with several "origiTom thing ("April
the Fifth")
Walls,
some-in
nals," have been filmed — in fact, Travers has
to read, happened
to buy
the seeking
book, saw
been responsible for no fewer than fourteen
it a grand idea for a play, and the rest is history. talkies, "lock, stock and barrel." which is his
What manner of man is this Ben Travers, quaint way of stating that the idea, script and
whose facile pen has launched ten thousand quips, dialogue were all from his pen.
whose comeidies have convulsed the British
Writes an act of a play in a week— takes
Empire from
Wigan
Woollamaloo,
whose twelve days to turn out a picture treatment.
ingenuity
in the
causeto' of
mirth and and
merriment
But it's not as easy as it sounds, for Ben admits

"Set the averjige kinemagoer a cross-word
puzzle," said the writer, "and give as a clue, ' a
five-letter word signifying something of supreme
importance
filmT,production.'
first
two letters Stoand
and the fourthMake
R. the
Ninetynine people out of a hundred will unhesitatingly
give 'stars' as the solution, but the correct
answer is 'story.' Both here and in Hollywood
the majority of film-producing concerns have
stillBento has
learnother
this equally
imjtortant
fact." views on picture
decided
making, as I quickly discovered when I chanced
to mention the Tom Walls method of presenting
Aldwych farces in screen form, with dialogue
prep>onderating over action.
"There are two kinds of film," he said, fixing
me with a challenging glance. "One appeals
primarily to the eye, and the Sther primarily to
the ear.
"Tom Walls is just as capable of making action
subjects as he is those in which the spoken word
is of p>aramount importance.
" A laugh is a laugh all the world over, whether
it is caused visually, by the sight of a man receiving acustard pie full in the face, or orally, by
a funny remark."
asserted that the
laughs. gTravers
Regarding
most side-splittin
comedy scenes are those
thisplayed
connection
evidenced a favourite
thatIn are
"dead he
serious."
piece of his own work, the Scotland Yard scene
in Plunder.
"Tom and I went to the 'Yard' and made
copious
notes."washe most
told me,
"with right
the result
presentation
accurate,
down ourto
the minutest detail.
"We had actors made up to look like genuine
police officials — to have burlesqued them would
have been to defeat our object — for when Walls
and Lynn were brought in, apparently guilty of
a technical murder (it had to be murder, or the
effect of the scene would have been weakened),
their antics were made ten times funnier when
contrasted to the grrimness of sober officialdom.
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" In addition
to this,
any the
heavy-handed
satire
would have
ruined
dramatic
values.
"The reaction of recognisable human
beings in recognisably human situations is
the whole secret of the comedy game. One
must never go beyond that point, although,
of course, my characters are always a trifle
exaggerated in order to throw them into
relief.
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"t's" the author's work starts in earnest. He can
be found on the set every day, scenario on his
knee, listening intently as his lines are delivered,
interpolating suggestions, discussing knotty points
with director Walls — in fact, almost directing the

Sometimes
line justfresh
doesn't
fit; there
on these
occasions
Ben asubstitutes
dialogue
and
picture.
then.
The day I watched bim at Islington he quickly
interrupted a feminine player when she put over
Remember how in Rookery Nook Mary a line. "Pause after your first remark," he said,
Brough as the charlady said, ' Half-past "and you will get two laughs instead of one."
eight's my time and earlier than that I And he was quite right, too !
cannot be ' ? Why did people laugh at that ?
tell has
you.saidBecause
in "I
the will
world
those every
words charlady
or their For his associates, the "gang," he has nothing
equivalent, at some time or another, and
but praise.
"They help
immensely,"
he
averred,
"contributing
ideasmeand
gags. Very
\vill go on saying them until charladies are often,
too,
funny
business
springs
naturally
from
extinct.
and we keep it in."
" .\udiences recognised and sympathised theMr.development,
Travers frankly admits that he is conwith the character because they knew her.
centrating on films because they offer greater
"Men and women like nothing better financial rewards than the stage, although he
than to see prototypes of themselves on
stage and screen, for they can so easily genuinely enjoys the celluloid medium.
"The kinema has changed public taste beyond
understand themselves.
recognition," he said. "I find it enormously
"The really funny things in life are the all
interesting
to cater for the vast public that attends
everyday things of which it is comprised. picture bouses,
week in, week out.
Lose that human touch and you lose true
" You must not play down to them, but, at the
humour.
same time, the thing to do is to entertain, and not
"In other words, it's the 'near to life'
touch that counts. Why, my most treasured to try to educate your patrons.
"They go to the pictures to enjoy themselves —
movie memory is that of a shot in Mddchen
in Uniform, in which one of the schoolgirls to worship beauty — and I don't mean mere beauty
broke down and cried bitterly, and was of appearances
finitely greater. but that of talent, which is inshown afterwards with a shiny nose !
directorial, acting, or writinji talent,
"This honest-to-goodness reflection of but" Itthemayfactbe remains
that those people to whom
everyday life helps to achieve that illusion the screen is the most acceptable form of diversion
quite cap>able of enjoying, and, in fact, actually
of Curiously
reality everyenough,
picture should
Traversgive."
has never are
revel
in anything that is cleverly done. Superyet founded a fictional situation on any
ficial beauty matters little, for although it may
episode that he has witnessed in real life ! momentarily attract, it is very soon forgotten,
Every idea and its subsequent development while the memory of more intrinsic things
have sprung from his fertile brain.
en shifted chairs again, and, leaning
This Mr. Travers has definite views and is not
forward, reverted to his pet theme. remains."
slow to air them when given an opportunity.
"Comedy," he said, "is the most impwrtant factor
He left me, rushing off for a holiday somewhere
in any film. I go so far as to say that the day
is not far distant when every studio will employ in Somersetshire, where it is on the cards a
a man specially to discover and extract the glimmering of an idea for further film foolishness
humorous element from every story scheduled for may come to the man whose genius for laughtermaking turned the Aldwych from a street into an
production. Even the most sombre dramas of institution.
the screen should have a saving grace of comedy.
"I don't care how tragic a theme may be, it
needs a leavening of laughter. In fact, tragedy is
heightened
."
He went by
on contrast
to single toouthumoui
Ove Nighl
of Love as
one of the great successes of the season, attributing
NEXT
WEEK
its great popularity to the strong vein of humour
which runs through the development. BHe" pointed
out how eas)' it would have been for the picture
GLAMOROUS
to
have been
as a musical
romance,
and made
how "dead
much straight"
it would have
lost in
entertainment had this course been adopted.
LOVERS*
If you imagine Ben Travers delivers his scripts
SCREEN
NEW
and goes off to enjoy a life of ease until a new one
NUMBER
is wanted, you've got another guess coming.
With the final dotting of "i's" and crossing of
It's love that makes the kinema vxnld
go round ! Be in it in a big way — thrill
to the glamour, whirl and wonder of it
making certain of next u)eek's
hy
"Picturegoer."
It will be a radiant SCREEN LOVERS'
NUMBER aglow with a hundred and
one romantic attractions.
Above :
Tom Walls and
Ralph Lym
"RookeryNook."
They otoe a great
deal to Trovers'
farces.
Lym again, this
time with Lilian
Bond ht " Dirty
VTork."

"The Picturegoer" will present, not a
rehash of the "old-timers," players who
haw appeared time and dgoin in the same
love team, hut the newest suxethearts of
the screen who are destined, in their turn,
for fame.
Just as all the uxnld loves a lover, so will
to-day.
you love this great issue of " The
Picturegoer" next week. Order you copy
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was the latter — following her lead. I began to
forget all the rules, and drop all the tricks that an
actor naturally affects, and just as she flung herself
right into her part of Gemma imtil she became
actually Gemma, I began to feel my part opj)osite
her as something more real than a stage role.
Her devastating sincerity, in short, forces you
either to surrender the stage or studio floor, or
else become equally sincere. In that sense, acting
opposite Bergner has been a revelation to me of
what acting can be.
I had plenty of examples of her concentration
of purpose and sincerity during the making of the
film version for British and Dominions. Her
methods differ very little, as a matter of fact, in
a film studio from on the stage.
To see her standing in the wings is just the
same as seeing her in the studio waiting for the
word "action," her face set and expressionless,
almost as though she were in a trance, but her
whole being ready at an instant to leap into life.
As an example of her sincerity I m^ht mention
a little incident which occurred on location in the
Dolomites.
As Gemma, Bergner, as you prob^iiy know, has
to tramp over the mountains in eompany with
Sebastian and Caryl, carrying her child.

Sinclair,
T—jERE is the most
'-'-revealing
Bergner story
written — hy
leading man.
Y acquaintance
ship with
Bergner started
in an incredibly
casual way. I had been
doing all my stage work
in America, but spending
as much of the summer as
possible on holiday
England.
It was while idling about
in London without a
thought for the stage that
Mr. C. B. Cochran asked
me to see him, and then
proceeded to offer me a
Elisabeth
part in Escape Me Never,
in a
the play which had been
specially written by Margaret Kennedy for Bergner, and which was
to be her widely-discussed stage debut in
England.
Naturally I was overjoyed; not merely at
the opportunity of acting opposite Europe's
greatest actress — and an actress whose fame
was quickly to light up England and America
— ^but at the chance of playing once more in
my native country after being practically an
ejule on the New York stage for eight years.
So I became Bergner's leading man in the
coveted part of Sebastian. Shock number one
was not long in coming. This was meeting
Bergner for the first time.
Imagine her as I saw her — a slight, tomboyish figure with a face strangely expressionless
in repose but ready at an instant to blaze
into life; and incidentally a sudden and most
devastating smile which reveals a set of tiny,
perfect teeth.

Fcr one of these shots it was impossible to use
a real baby, so a dummy was rigged up — and
a very good job of work it was.
Bergner, however, did not think so. .\s soon
as she took the dummy in her arms she jibbed.
It was not the correct weight of a baby, and until
it
wasa baby
the correct
weight
not dummy
"feel"
it as
and could
not she
act.could
So the
was made up onca more.
Another insight into the character of Bergner.
This time in the studio, where, in spite of the fact
that she now sp>eaks beautiful English, she always
has her teacher ready to cocrect any tiny fault of
spieech or inflection.
"It must be very boring for you when I pull
you up for every little fault," said her teacher.
"It would be boring if you did not," replied
Bergner with her flashing smile.
Her last day in the studio on Escape Me Never
tenacity.
gave
another illustration of her whole-hearted

Despite her frail physique she worked
strenuously for a stretch of twenty-four hours in
order to finish her scenes in time to catch the boat
for New York — and without a word of complaint.
Once through, she went back to her dressingp)eople usually associate with Bergner is simply room and promptly collapwed, utterly exhausted.
WTiat is the secret of the tremendous power of
due to the shyness of an artiste who is first and
last axi actress. She is a genuine case of an this frail creature? She has a most exact
artiste who cannot talk about herself or her knowledge of the business of acting both for the
and screen.
work;introduced.
who simply "dries up" when these topics stage
are
She is, indeed — though one is in danger of
■theatre.
forgetting
the fact in the impression she creates
I have seen this process happen on dozens of
of other-worldliness — a practical woman of the
occasions when people have come to see her.
Instead of the great actress they meet a woman
Backing this technical equipment is an overwhose large brown eyes play on thein nervously,
whelming spiritual intensity and a quality of
and whose tiny figure expresses, in spite of herself,
simplicity and earnestness which in addition
embarrassment in every line.
makes her lovable — a feeling you can sense from
It is an aloofness which in ray opinion is quite the pit to the gallery in the theatre, and even
the hard-boiled hands in the studio.
different from that of Garbo, who has always among
It is this lovable quality more than anything,
struck me as being out of her element and at
in my opinion, that makes Bergner unique, and
odds with her environment in a film colony.
Bergner, on the other hand, has been practically that sets no limit to her power over an audience.
brought up on the stage and in films — she made
MEET THE AUTHOR
her stage debut, I believe, at the age of fourteen —
and her shyness is simply that of an actress who
Hugh Sinclair was bom in Lonis so absorbed by her art that she has little time
don on May 19, 1903, and is the
or energy for the ordinary social contacts.
Yet if you talk to her on general topics; on
Her whole being, almost nondescript to the
son
of
a vicar.
casual glance, is in reahty the most perfect dogs, or books, or music, of all of which she is
He was educated at Charterhouse
vehicle for dramatic expression possible.
passionately fond, you will find her a brilliant and
She herself in moments of despondency — «he is witty conversationalist.
and studied for the stage at the
Indeed, one of the paradoxes of her genius is
temperamental enough to have these moments —
has complained to me that she could never hope that while facing the camera and shut off from
Royal Academy of Dramatic .Art.
the rest of the world by the reality of her own
to look as beautiful as Garbo. I agree.
He had his early theatre experiNor as languorous as Dietrich, nor as superbly acting, she is capable of dominating any scene,
ence touring the provinces with the
groomed as Shearer. But all her imperfections but at the word "cut" she relapses once more
of face and figure combine to make up the very into a shy and elusive creature.
Macdona
Players and also spent
extraordinary being which is Bergner, and, as I
To see her dominating the spectacular scenes,
have discovered, there is only one Bergner.
some years with the Liverpool
say, of Catherine the Great, and to see her off the
It was by no means easy at first to reach set is to see two startlingly different persons.
common ground with her. She is a genuinely shy
Repertory Theatre.
Shock number two was meeting the Bergner
Sinclair made his West End
creature, who, away from the footlights of the style of acting, and becoming aware of the effect
stage or the arc-lights of the film studio, is as it had on my own style. To put it briefly — and
elusive and as incalculable as any human being perhaps crudely — you do not act with Bergner.
debut in "Chariot's Revue." He
possibly could be. But once I had won her She herself breaks practically all the rules, and
"understudied" Jack Buchanan.
confidence I discovered her to be absolutely and an actor has either metaphorically to creep away
The new star is married toValerie
refreshingly frank, not only in her likes but in her into a corner and blow soap-bubbles, or else follow
her lead.
dislikes.
Taylor, the well-known actress.
What I found myself doing almost unconsciously
Indeed this "difficulty" and mystery which
16
Bergner and the author of this article
scene from "Escape Me Never."
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Garbo

A Famous Dressing Room
They
are Columbia
redecorating
the famous
room
at the
Studios,
which dressing
is numbered
No.
1,
preparatory
for
the
occupancy
of
Grace
Moore.
The cubicle, which served as a dressing room
for such stars as John Bsirrymore, Carole Lombard, Edward G. Robinson, Claudette Colbert,
Clark Gable, and other screen notables, will be
completely
"re-done" before Miss Moore's picture
starts.

Charlie Chaplin's Romance —
Claudette's Pluck — Anna Sten
Turns Milkmaid— Stars Achieve
Greatness with Columbia —
Nighties in the "Nineties."

caused a veritable
GARB
Asation
whOen she visited the
GRETsen
Trocadero Cafe', noted night rendezvous for Hollywood film celebrities.
The film colony had grown to believe the
legend that Garbo's idea of a repast was a
nocturnal raiding of her own ice box. I
personally beheve that the Swedish actress,
who has several clever advisors, decided that
coming "out of her shell" would be as good
pubUcity as her former life of seclusion.
It also was reported, and denied, that
Garbo and Marlene Dietrich were rather
distant to one another.

A " Star " Milkmxin
Garyon Cooper's
training
among cows
steers
the ranges
of Montana
came and
in handy
recently.

Hollywood

Belle of the Nineties
sp>elled it in electric
lights, FelU of the
Fearing the young
Nighties.
man might lose his jxjst
following the receipt of an af)ologetic letter from him. Miss West
wrote
him a letter of forgiveness,
in part, "How am I doing? As long as
it, I won't worry about the

The

A Romantic Mystery
Charles Chaplin and Paulette Goddard, leading
lady in his next picture, do not even attempt
to deny that they £ire engaged or secretly married.
However, Paulette recently took the two
Chaplin boys, Charl^ and Sidney, to Lake Arrowwhere they enjoyed a several days' outing
in the head,
snow.
Another Accident
Rushing in front of the cameras for a scene in
her new film. Private Worlds, Claudette
Colbert was struck by the flying body of an extra
player and was hurled to the floor with such
violence that she was knocked dizzy.
The studio physician was summoned, and after
administrations of iodine and a short rest, the
star was able to continue her work.
Prior to the accident, Claudette refused the
services of a double for this scene, which pictures
a rebellion in a hospital for dangerous mental
cases.
What Was the Reason ?
Constance Bennett was in the Trocadero Ca.i6,
when her husband, the Marquis de la Falaise,
entered with Joan Marsh. The spectators waited
for fireworks, but nothing happened.
La Bennett visited the table where the Marquis
and Miss
sitting, and
afterward theMarsh
Frenchwerenobleman
and shortly
Miss Marsh
departed.
Your guess is as good as mine.

Weekly

Tiny Movies
Elissa Landi plans to film a series of small
movies featuring a number of Hollywood's
celebrities.
The stories will be of a comedy type, and the
characters will be portrayed by Miss Landi,
Frances Drake,
Countess
Landinoted
(Miss
Landi's
mother),
Mary Ellis,
and other
personages
in Hollywood.
Off to Europe
While Lilian Harvey wiU make three pictures
for British International in England, she will
return in the summer to make another film for
Columbia.
Lilian's Columbia picture. Let's Live To-nighi,
is highly acclaimed, and those who recall how she
scored in it will realise that Columbia knows how
to Claudette
put over stars.
Colbert, Clark Gable, Grace Moore,
and other celebrities all rose to great heights when
appearing for Columbia.
A Noted Triangle
Heavy white blister crepe and black velvet
creates this highly interesting tunic frock designed
by Adrian for Joan Crauford to wear in
"Forsaking All Others" — watch for our special
fashion number and i6-page inset of "Forsaking
All Others" — both coming soon.
Consternation reigned on the Samuel Goldwyn
lot when King Vidor, directing a scene
from
Wedding
readya to
scene The
showing
AnnaNight,
Sten was
milking
cow."shoot" a
But no one, including Miss Sten, knew how to
milk
a cow.GaryFinally
Cooper's days,
"stand-in,"
who knew
in theGary
old Montana
had a
bright
idea.
He
suggested
that
Gary
be
summoned.
So Gary arrived, and showed Anna Sten how
to milk a cow.
For the benefit of English readers, I wish to
say that practically all cows in the vicinity of
Hollywood are milked by machinery !
Savir^ a Job
Mae West used her influence to save the post
of a youthful employee of a theatre in
Hobart, Indiana, who, in putting up the signs for

Despite stories to the contrary, Alice Faye and
Rudy Valee appear to be very devoted to
one another. While Alice has done very well on
the Fox lot, she still likes Rudy from all accounts.
But Miss Faye refuses to drive through Santa
Monaca, where Rudy's father-in-law, father of
Fay Webb, who is chief of police, is still in
authority.
Gloria the Philanthropist
numerous
marriages,
star has
Despite
all the
storiestheof charming
Gloria Swanson's
a good
Very heart.
few people know that Gloria has contributed for several
to the without
"Bide-A-WeeHome," which
cares years
for mothers
funds.
Gary Comes Back
After the magnificent performance by Gary
Cooper in The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, all
the studios have been bidding for his services.
I hear that Gary is slated to play the leading
role in Peter Ibbetson for Paramount.
Hollywood thought that Gary was not hkely to
"chck," but his work in the "Lancers" convinced
everybody that he has the abihty if he has the
proper stories and directors.
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Happiness

Ahead

for

personality which, could be very usefully
exploited, and it is to be hoped that this
,
modest start will be
The Public
followed up by someLife
of Henry '^X'T'^s'^n.
comedian. ability as a
the Ninth
doubted
The plot shows the radio star as an
unemployed street entertainer, who is
securwl a position as a potman at a
public-house known as "The Henry
VIII " by a sympathetic policeman.
He gets christened Henry the Ninth,
and when business is bad hits on the idea
of brightening it up by introducing
impromptu
vaudeville
He also makes
the entertainment.
landlord and his
wife take a pride in their personal
appearance and turns a dumb barmaid into a
potential vamp. His talent is spotted by a
music-hall agent and he secures a contract for
himself and his associates.
Bernard Mainwaring has developed the story in
a pleasant and wholly unj)retentious manner, but
it lacks the slickness and good timing which would
have made it really good and novel entertainment.
Leonard
Henry's
songs are fair, but he is apt at
times
to force
his comedy.
Willy Patch is exceedingly good ais the landlord,
as is Mai Bacon as his wife; while Aileen Latham
is amusing, though also inclined to over-exaggerate
her comedy as the dumb barmaid. — L. C.

CaroU Lombard plays the role of a fan dancer
in " Lady by Choice."
-OSEPHINE HUTCHINSON, the popular Broadway actress, makes a very
auspicious debut in Happiness Ahead,
the new Dick Powell romantic comedy
with music.
She is dainty and unaffected, and though
the part she has here does not extend her
abilities to any great extent, it does show her
as a new personality who is going to make her
mark in the screen world.
The fact that since making this picture she
has appeared with George Brent and Colin
Clive in The Right to Live, and has been selected
as a member of Max Reinhardt's production
of
A that
Midsummer
Night's Dream,
argue
her advancement
will be seems
swift. to
Josephine Hutchinson has actually appeared
on the screen before — as a child she played in
Mary Pickford's The Little Princess — seventeen
years ago.
Happiness Ahead is a romantic comedy with
music, which contains nothing startlingly new or
original, but which is well directed and staged with
good technical polish and effect.
The extremely slight plot deals with a wealthy
girl who hnds happiness with the young manager
of a window-cleaning company and refrains from
revealing her identity.
She supplies him with money to start a business
on his own, but complications set in when he
mistakes her father for an elderly lover.
The father, however, acts the part of the good
fairy and puts everything right.
It is the atmosphere and personalities of the
stars
which provide the major part of the entertainment.
i8

A dull murder story which apparently attempts
a\ to point the moral that a child brought up
under severe surveillance will break out at some
time. That is what .\nita lx>uise does in this
picture, as Mariette, the daughter of parents who believe in
rirebrand
their daughter. restrictions for
old-fashioned
J
_. ,
She breaks out to such ^ood
effect that she murders a matinee idol who had
The main interest in this picture lies in the tried to molest her after she had fallen under the
fact that Leonard Henry makes his screen glamour of his spell.
The drama is derived from the fact that the
debut in it. It is a very artless comedy of London
life which has strong possibilities which have not, mother tries to confess to the murder and pose as
unfortunately, been fully exploited.
the murdered man's lover in order to shield her
Leonard Henry, however, shows that he has a daughter.

Dick Powell is in good form as the hero, and
puts over his songs extremely well.
Frank McHugh scores laughs in a character role,
and a strong supporting cast includes Allen
Jenkins, Ruth Donnelly, Dorothy Dare. Marjorie
Gateson, and Gavin Gordon.
Altogether, a picture which contains a full
quota of sincere sentimentality and tunefulness,
and one which the whole family will enjoy. — L- C.
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osEPHiNE

Hutchinson

It is, however, all verj' slowly and painfully
developed in what purports to be a Viennese
atmosphere and which, in point of fact, more
nearly resembles a sort of high-toned Bowery.
Anita I^uise is suitably girlish and unsophisticated as Mariette, while Verree Teasdale is
good as the mother.
y"
in "opportunit
restricted
is veryRicardo
Atwil 1and
as the actor
Cortez
the father,
as Lionel
ly
is unfortunate murdered all too soon. Why
is it that this fine actor gets so few real breaks?
It is pitiful to see him wasted on parts which
amount to little more than "bits."
C. Aubrey Smith is certainly dignified and
convincing as a chief-of-police; his quiet
methods have more dramatic force than the
usual hurricane that represents law and order
in American films, whether he is meant to
be a native or a foreigner. — L. C.
Another addition to the Chan series, which
will find as much favour with its admirers
as its predecessors have done.
Once again it is Warner
performance
that holdsOland's
the thing
together
intrinsic
any
than
rather
Ch/in
Chnrlip
unartte unan p,^^ ^^^^^
^^^^
in rans
atmosphere. He is on the ^^
screen most of the time
and his fascinating manner of portraying
the well-known
character keeps one's
interest
from flagging.
In this instance, he is investigating
the wholesale forgerj' of bonds in
Paris — somewhat synthetic — and
saves a young girl from the charge
of murdering a man who was blackmailing her as well as tracking down
forgers.
It is all essentially ingenuous stuff,
although somewhat complicated in
development; the ending mak^s
amends for this by being satisfyingly
unexpected.
Murray Kinnell and Eric Rhodes
are commendably disarming as the
crooks, and Mary Brian puts quite a
good deal of emotion into her portrayal
of the heroine.
Other artistes who appeal to good
advantage are John Miljan and Henry
Kolher, and this is in spite of the fact that
their pronounced American accents are rather
incongruous in the circumstances. — C. K. •
Whimsical romantic drama, much on the lines
of Lady for a Day, in which May Robson
once again gives a clever and vital performance
as a drunken old lady
who asis a" adopted
by a fan
dancer
publicity" stunt.
and helps her
"reforms "find
bv "daughter"
l^oAv<
happiness
(choice
with a manto whose
parents
object to bis marriage on
social grounds.
The story values do not amount to much, and
the picture relies for entertainment on the acting
of
this offine
actress
share
the character
proceedings
and who
who isis given
able ina lion's
some
measure to cloak the artificiality and naivete of
the plot.
Carole Lombard is fair as the fan dancer, and
Roger Pryor makes an adequate hero.
Walter Connolly stands out in the supporting
cast for his characterisation of a kindly old judge.
—C. K.
Quite an ingenious murder mystery, treated in
a light manner which disarms criticism anent
its credibility. If it had been handled rather more
subtlely it would have been a very good picture
indeed, but as it is it passes an
in an entertaining manner.
^our
Rendezvous
, ,.j . ,
In order to make the man
at Mldmgnt
she loves. Bob, a district attorney, come to her flat, Sandra
Rogers
'phones
a
bogus
confession
the murder
of a certain Myles Crawford
to police ofheadquarters.

Catherine Doucet is really amusing as
an affected and mannerised modiste,
while Irene Ware is attractive as one of
the mannequins. — L. C.
spite of rather crude production
values, this broad farce, dealing with
a noble lord who is instrumental in getting
a servant on the films has many amusing
situations.
The whole story is
, Koom
_ '
and
^.^P",
t^^g^
the
manner,
but theatrical
there
are
Leave hazard
Annie,
really good farcical
touches cropping up every now and again
which
The his
"shooting"
sequencesscore
in antheold laughs.
mansion which
lordship
rents to a film company, are well done, and
even if the continuity is ragged and the scenery
somewhat restricted the action is kept on the
Leonard Henry joins the " brighter public-house
movement " in his first film feature, " The Public
Life of Henry the Ninth."
Bob arrives and arrests her ... it transpires
that the man really has been murdered. Eventually, Sandra convinces Bob that her message
was a ruse to get him to her apartments, and he
sets out to prove her innocence, although evidence
piles up against her, including incriminating hair
from a fox fur dress she was wearing that night.
The solution is arrived at in an unexpected and
logical manner.
Christy Cabanne occupies much too much footage
in the opening, developing the background for the
murder. Much of the action takes place at a
modistes where the proprietress sells two versions
of an "exclusive" model — one to Sandra and one
to another woman.
As a matter of fact, the sale of the two identical
costumes is a "red herring" trail, but it is a legitimate one and certainly puts you off the scent.
However, directly Sandra makes her bogus
confession of guilt, the picture holds the interest
and the way the evidence against her accumulates
is convincing.
Characters are well drawn. Ralph Bellamy is
good as Bob, and Valerie Hobson, the British
artiste who makes her first considerable appearaince in the picture, creates a very good impression.

move.
Dialogue is good, but at times very near the
knuckle. One joke, though bound to be
hilariously
received, oversteps the bounds of
decency.
The story deals with a certain Lord Spendlove
who suffers from a mother in-law who holds the
purse-strings. He sees a way of escape when a
film company offers him a thousand jwunds to
lend them his baronial mansion. He puts up the
leading artistes, Adrienne Ditmar, with whom he
flirts, and John Brandon, who later wins his
The advent
daughter's
love.of the film company leads to many
amusing situations, but the crux of the story is the
way in which Lord Spendlove gets a screen test of
himself taken with his dumb servant, Annie. By
ntistake, a big film executive sees this, and
promptly contracts Annie as the funniest thing he
has
Lord Spendlove's
rid
of hisseen.
mother-in-law
are deishedhopes
when ofhegetting
discovers
that she is a director of the company which has
hired his mansion.
Morten Selton, in spite of a tendency to
over-emphasise the comedy, is nevertheless
very amusing, and Davina Craig scores decidedly
as the dumb servant.
As the American actress, Adrienne, Jane Carr
is exceedingly good, and Eva Mooie gives a sound
—L. unforced
C.
and
characterisation of the mother-inlaw. Arthur Finn shows to advantage as a film
director, and Ben Weldon is goott as a cameraman.

Luisa straightens things out between her two suitors,
the v>ealthy Konrad and the impoverished Dr. Sporum.

^

frank Morgan as Konrad and Herbert Itiar^al^ as
Dr. Sporum, an unsuccessful lawyer, who is employed
by the former as a result of Luisa' s influence.

Luisa visits the dance-hall where she meets
Konrad. To resist his advances, she pretends
she is married to Dr. Sporum — actually
having chosen thedirectory.
name from the telephone

wisa so endears herself to the orpmnage
"dren that they call her " The Good
Fairy."

Right : Herbert Marshall and Margaret- . ^
Sullavan provide
screen anteam.interesting new-' '\\
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Antonic^s
out —of
Don
Juan lover
puts— nose
the duke's

Freely based on the Film "The
Private Life
Don Juan"
permission ofofLondon
Filmsby Ltd.,
22, Grosvenor Street, London,
S.W.I.
See "On the Screens Now"
featu re, page 26 , for the fu 11 cast and
Lionel Collier's criticism of the Film.

forgotten your promise to meet
Donna Dolores for supper?"
"My promise,joint.
Leporelio? I like
that I Who arranged this rendezvous if not yourself? You saw
Donna Dolores this morning, not
"Oh! Sir, your wife is a very
clever womem. She talked to me
in the garden, while swinging herself so high that I had hard work
to catch her words. She is hterally
above you. She has called in all
your debts but refuses to pay them
unless you return to her. Otherwise
she will have you thrown in gaol.
You are aware that she has half the

s,
foodno
e chyall,
ovar
, noabst
Td,
RESan
s
ie
on
. By the way,
balc
what is your age, Don
Juan?" In soothe a
estion for Seville's
ctless en
qu
tast
mo emin t physician to put to
o for twenty years has
a man wh
charmed the entire feminine
population of as many Spanish
to\vns !
Drawing a dressing-gown about
the virile torso showing as yet
no sign of the advancing years
patent on his erstwhile handsome
face, Don Juan, by harping on the
condition of lungs and heart,
evaded mention of Anno Domini
and sent the medico packing.
An hour later, Leporelio, faithful
steward whose black soutane and
cravat formed an excellent obligato
to the harmony of colours, dising his master's
satin shirt,
doublet andtinguishhose,
approached
the
sumptuously apj>ointed table for
one.
"Sir,meyoulordhave
been fame,
pleasedyourto
make
of your
food and your fortune. Wherefore
the loaf? The cook has explicit
orders ... no starch."
my explicit
ordersit he
has
sent"Bya crusty
roll. I leave
to you
whether to dismiss him or not. Well,
what do you think of Seville revisited ? What a city ! When we
rode cloaked unnoticed as two
shadows last night, I fancied behind
the closed window- of every balcony
we passed (and what a number !)
I caught the flutter of a fan or the
proud pwise of some dark head under
a mantilla. Then I felt I could have
dared acknowledge myself as Don
morning
aJuan.
chill.It'sA only
pest this
on that
doctprI feel
for

talking about my age !"
Sir, you know why there was such
an air of expectancy and life
about the balconies last night. A
young fellow named Rodrigo is impersonating you. It is estimated he
must have thrown flowers up at a
dozen balconies and courted as many
citizens' wives and daughters quite
in your vein."
"Jackanapes ! Calls himself Don
Juan, does he?"
"Yes. This morning he executed
as fine an ascent from the patio to
the window overlooking the staircase as you could have done your-self, sir. He wanted to see you."
"Whatever for?"
"To take with
a p>ersonal
lesson inI your
technique
the ladies.
told
him you were at breakfast and he'd
better call again. There he is, very
likely."
But the visitor who followed up his
knocking on the double doors by an
imf>etuous burst before the dais,
on which Don Juan calmly continued at his meal, was no alias.
Instead, a middle-aged citizen whose
girth was ill adapted to grace the
prevailing fashion for tights and
stripted hose, appeared in a fine
temf>er.
"Sir, I demand my right to
challenge you. Last night you
threw flowers up to my balcony to
attract the attention of my wife.
22

justices
of the
her pocket."
"Quite,
but city
whyinunless
should
man
return
to his
wife
hea loves
her? . . me."
. How was Donna Dolores
"Very pale and dignified, but
beautiful, sir. She loves you and is
willing
looking?"to be patient . . . but not
tooHush.
patient."
new
dancer.Here
What comes
a figurethe
! What
a touch on the castinets ! I dare you
to beckon the waiter, LejKirello.
We stay and see the lady dance."
Don Juan's pulses throbbed with
renewed youth for good reason. .Vs
she made her entrance on the stairs,
Antonita's every gesture proclaimed
triumphant ctuirm and artistry.
From an eighteen-inch waist the
sweep of wide black skirts sparkled
with scintillating sequins in contrast
to the exquisite slendemess of arms
and neck, as she reached the

^-KRI

VATf

The
OF

Story
THE

Film

by Marjory

WILLIAMS

Later I found her kissing you. .\s
a man
honour, sirsomewhat
. . ."
He of
withdrew,
awkwardly as Don Juan hastily swallowing coffee was glad to observe, a foil
from its scabbard. Fortified by
forbidden crusts, Don Juan
flourished his. A couple of p<isses
and the distinguished lover and
swordsman had sent his opponent's
weapon flying and was prodding the
latter's silk shirt with a point of
steel. "Do you make love to your
wife, miserable husband ?" he roared.
"How
often Never,
do you I tell
her she
beautiful?
swear.
Thenis
you deserve nothing at my hands.
Don Rodrigo has taught me
one thing, Leporelki," the victor
Go."

^

observed, laughing as the vanquished slunk down the chequered
marble
steps
into inthegallantry.
patio. "He
needs no master
My
duty
And and
kill him."
Withis towhich
resolution,
Don Juan
paraded the city of fountains until
dusk when he joined Lep)orello
in a bottle of sherry at the "Golden
Pheasant," a quiet caf6 where the
appearance of a new dancer brought
few new customers to the tables.
"Cheer up. Neither Don Rodrigo
nor I are dead yet," Don Juan
observed,
his companion's
spirits in noseeing
way accorded
with the
eager expectancy that should precede
even a second-rate artiste's debut.
"Sir, I have every reason to wish
we were anjrwhere else. Have you

Alone in her dressing-room by
platform. invitation, Don Juan,
special
prince of hearts, paid court to
the ingenuous beauty, forgetting
that in his address he was employing
(though she did not know it) words
that he had employed twenty years
back.
"What divine hair! And those
eyes like two stars . . . but looking
a little frightened. Gazing into them
I too am frightened and am become
just"You
like a needn't
child . . be,
." Don Juan.
-Ml my life I've wanted to meet you.
You're
. wonderful."
Never wonderful
had woman. . failed
to take
his cue. Only with Antonita, as
he claimed the homage of her lips,
he felt elation less than he had
expected. Could it be the years
he had sought to conceal were
already mocking him?
In defiance of the thought, he
must see Antonita home. .\las, her
apartment was on the far side of the
city. Emerging at one a.m., long
after Leporelio had been dispatched
to soothe an injured Dolores. Don
Juan descendetl the balcony with
much Ie.ss than his usual grace, and
surveyed the empty street.
ask myself,
is it worth
he "Iinquired
of the stars,
finding it?"
the
answer to be " No " until (most
benignantrunibleid
fate) round
the street
comer
a market
cart
complete with driver who obligingly
hoisted the disillusioned lover on
to his pile of cabbages.
Thus Don Juan, arriving, somewhat stiff, at his own house, saw
lights on the stairs. Mounting the
patio steps he threw open the double
doors leading to his bedroom.
"Leporelio, scoundrel. A nice
hour to be up and packing trunks.
What are you doing with my new
"Even a gentleman in g^l has
{Continued on page 24)
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Kay Francis, the lovely Star of Warner
Bros.' Pictures, never allows herself
to be tempted to buy cheap and
inferior preparations, and that is one of
the secrets of her lovely complexion.
Her skin is kept soft and lovely, every
little roughness is healed and only a
delicate
refined matt powder finish
Obtainable everywhere in four
remains.
shades
&
two
perfumes,
Mitcham
Lavender & Eou de Cologne.
Famous Stars everywhere arQ enthusiastic
POWDER
about
Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream,
CREAM
because they know it is the best and purest
MIRROR
preparation it is possible to buy.
IVOWE

POTTER & MOORE'S BLUSH CREAM
Will impart a perfectly natural bloom to the complexion.
It is absolutely pure and semi-permanent. For best results
apply
the glass
Blushcontainers
Cream before
the Powder-Cream.
Sold
in dainty
sixpence
from all Chemists
and forStores.

Potter

&

MITCHAM

Moores
LAVENDER

The
VAREEN

Liquid

A Pleasure to use.
Durable
in colour
and finish.
Gives an exquisite finishing
tone to My Lady's Toilet.
FAVOURITE COLOURS
Naiural, Rose, Pale Coral, Coral, Deep Rose, Pearl,
Blush Pearl, Rose Pearl, WkiU, Lake Red, Orange,
Carnation, Dark Red, etc.
Uqnld NaB-PoUsh - - - 1/-, 1/6 and 2/6
Remover - -- -- -- --1/. and 1/6
Cuticle Cream (softens and removes excess
cuticle)
and 1/6
Nail
White PencQ, which is also an1/-effective
cuticle remover
- -- -- -- - l/.
Obtainable from : Messrs. Harrods, Barkers, Marshall
&• Snclgrove, Selfridges, Whiteleys, all stores and
chemists, including Boots'
Branches, Hairdressers, and
Manicurists.
I VAREEN

LTD.,

LONDON,

W. 11.

Satisfaction
Nail

Polish
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to dress, sir. Donna Dolores is
furious. I visited her apartment.
She flung the supp)er table to the
winds when I told her of your delay
in coming. Nothing would but she
must send the civic guard to
incarcerate
Here itfrom
comes."
In answer you.
to shouting
below,
Leporello flung open the casement.
The civic guard, recognisable in their
long cloaks and tall hats, were taking
positions in extended order in the
"What ho ! Is this the house
Leporello aside, Don Juan
of Putting
Don Juan?"
patio.
leaned
out and answered for
himself.
"Certainly, sirs."
"Who are you?"
"Don Juan's steward, sirs. Is
anything
the painful
matter?"duty to inform
"It is our
you that your master has been
killed by Don Alfredo in a duel . . .
an affair of honour. Here is a diary
which was found on your master's
The foremost guardsman handed
a leather-bound volume and after
a few expressions of grief, retired.
f>erson." hiswhereon
Raising
head from
shoulder,
Don Leporello's
Juan had
been shedding crocodile tears, he
seized the servant's arm.
Leporello,
the chance
That ass,
Rodrigoof !a lifetime.
Where
did
he
get
my
diary?
taken it from the hallMust
whenhave
he
visited me. I remember missing the
book afterwards. Well, never mind.
I'll forgive him. He's given me the
greatest
man ever my
had — own
the
chance chance
of attending
funeral . . . don't you see, I'm
dead, Lej>orello, aud therefore free
. . . free to do as I like, go where
"There is a little town, Leporello,"
he
observed,
there
is an inn,"in
but Valencia
no one whowhere
has
I please?"
heard of Don Juan. This time
you will pack my earrings and my
check jerkin. Exit Don Juan and
enter Captain . . . Captain . . .
who shall it be ? . . I have it !
Captain Mariano, home from the
Bright lights and late nights
are hard indeed on your
complexion — give you " tired
skin," and that spells goodbye to the clear healthy glow

which ever>'one admires. That's why it's
so important to use Knight's Castile. It is
specially made for the face, and its generous
soothing lather has the same tonic effects as
pure countiy air . . . it feeds and stimulates
the vital beauty glands on which your complexion depends. Buy a tablet to-day — it
costs only fourpence — and see how your
complexion will improve.

Knights
TOILET

Gistile
SOAP

JOHN KNIGHT LIMITEE*— SOAP MAKERS SINCE 1817
24KC I 56-468

ToandLepxDrello's
both
Main." thedisgust,
he
Pedro,
stout for
masseur,
Spanish
hated both the country and their
master's living as aught besides a
gentleman, the plan, a week after
"Don Juan's" funeral, was carried
out.
For a month "Captain Mariano,"
continuing to charm his middle-aged
landlady. Donna Theresa, with his
gallantry, slept till noon, despite
the crowing of cocks and lowing of
kine, eating heartily of starchy
foods and amused himself by reading
a new publication which had penetrated like wildfire into Valencia's
remotest corner. In fact, "The
Private
Life been
of Doncompiled
Juan," before
which
must have
the earth had been thrown on the
unfortunate
Rodrigo's
coflin, created
almost
as much
enthusiasm
among
the fair sex as the hero himself
had done.
Rosita, serving maid at the inn,
not a bad-looking wench in her
striped bodice and apron, titillated
Captain tinuMariano's
curiosity
coning to read a copy
of the by
esigerly
sought-after volume, while he
attempted lightly to make love to
her.
"Why d'you think so much of
this Don Juan ?" he inquired, elbow
on the bar counter. "You've never
"Maybe not. You know him.
seen him."
What's
like?" of fact, he's my
"As ahe matter

THE

PRIVATE

LIFE

OF

Her guffaw of incredulity unnerved him, but not completely.
A month of Donna Theresa's
garlic soups combined with an
absence in the neighbourhood of
balconies had physically restored
him. Not for him any longer the
celibate life. Yet in making love
to Rosita imtil she almost but not
quite forgot the biographical Don
Juan, he received a nasty jolt.
It was ten years since he had flirted
with a p>easant, and her naive request
for gold earrings seen and coveted in
a neighbouring shop effectively
cut short his embrace.
Next morning he sent the jewels to
her . by Leporello, who rejKDrted
her naive astonishment on receipt
of something for nothing.
"Send me Pedro and find a suit
in which I look like a gentleman,"
Don Juan ordered. "I feel twenty
years younger and would look
Not for nothing did he submit
to
the masseur's
and
resume
his trunk pommellings
hose, his satin
doublet
thirty." and
brimmed
blackshirt,
hat.andA his
coachbroadhad
stopped that morning at the inn
door. Within it, a lady whose dark
eyes and lace mantilla framed in
the window, had so charmed Don
Juan's fancy that she had written
him a note. "Dare to come to my
room to-night on the south side
of the castle tower," it read.
Thoughtfully the once more ardent
lover pulled a grey hair from the
wav\' mass reflected in the gessobordered oval mirror and confidently
repaired to the place of tryst. To
fling a rop>e was
ladder
a castellated
battlement
to beto young
again.
To vault over a j)arap)et and climb
into the window of a lady's room
was to slough off the years. Moreover, the lady in deshabille, sitting
nervously on the edge of the fourposter bed, did not disappoint.
She was high-bom, lovely, innocent. Laying aside his hat, assuming genuine humility, Don Juan
rehearsed
divine hair his
! Andformula.
those two"What
stars,
your
eyes,
looking
a
little
frightened.
While I gaze at them I. too, am
frightened . . . just like a
"Oh! Captain Mariano . . . why
do you say such things? You
remind
of my!" father."
" Yourme
"He
wasfather
about as old as you,
as I remember him. You see, he
child."
died
and man
I haveI awant
guardian.
There's
a young
to marry,
but
I'm not allowed to see him. WouM
it be asking you too much to take
a note to liim? When I saw you
look at me this morning I had hope
for the first time. You looked so
fatherly
and thekind.
you?"
To accept
trust,Will
to take
leave,
to dispatch Leporello with the
message, were the only things to be
done. .\las, for nimbleness and
a rope ladder ! With the latter
hung
anyhow
his horse's saddle,
with the
formerat browbeaten
into a,
mere limp, Don Juan sought the
inn. Even here he could not rest
in peace. No sooner seated on the
wide oak bench in the deserted
lower room than Donna Theresa,
hearing him come in, desisted from
going to bed. How the disgruntled
lover cursed the gallantry with
which it was his wont to greet her
arrival with the midday meal, when
she sidled up to him exhaling an
odour of garlic.
"You know, Captain Mariano,"
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she observed, roguishly setthng
the kiss-curl
on either
cheek.
"I
have
a wonderful
little
business
here, between the inn, the farm and
the dairy. How would you like to
settle here? I am a widow. You
are a bachelor. I feel we would
come to some agreement."
" By heaven,
this isand
too much,"
roared
Don Juan,
started
shouting for Leporello and Pedro,
who appeared, one in breeches, the
other in night-shirt, at the head of
the stairs.
"Pack up
once,"
their through
master
bellowed,
his atwords
ringing
the rafters till the cocks started to
crow.
shall retreat
go mad from
if I stayValencia
here."
But "ifI his
was partially due to a desire to
contradict with his own person the
unamiable caricature of himself
that fwsterity had provided, Don
Juan was destined to be disappointed. The town of Seville was
en fete. Banners and masks carried
high above the heads of swarming
citizens gave a gala impression to the
thronged streets. No one in the
motley gathering recognised the
famous lover. Tired after shouting
and jostling had added their toils
to that of a long journey, Don Juan
found the caf6 where Antonita
had charmed him with her touch on
the castinets.
She had gone. She was Seville's
premiere danseuse. That night
he saw her in the stellar dressingroom
of thewascity's
theatre.
A duke
withforemost
her, bearded,
perfumed, a veritable popinjay as
Don Juan instantly recognised.
He swept the lady a low bow.
"Antonita . . . you remember me
. . . the man who saw you dance . . .
the man who was thought dead.
Well, here I am, very much alive
...Heat had
your thought
service. it Don
Juan." for
impossible
lovely eyes to look so cold.
"Who
sir, pray,
intruding
into
my cire
roomyou,with
this nonsense?
Don Juan, indeed ! Why, he was a
much younger man. You, Don —
whoever you are — are too fat . . .
too wrinkled. I'll trouble you
to leave."
"Twenty years since it would have
been an occasion for a duel. Staggered as much as he was humiliated,
Don Juan achieved an exit without
resource to the foils. He found
Leporello, faithful if not always
approving, staring at the bills
plastered over the Gsmedy Theatre.
" The Life of Don Juan. A comedy
in three acts. Opening Night,"
read Don Juan over his servant's
shoulder.
playwright
any
more than "Can't
public leave
the fellow
alone? Book me a couple of seats,
LepKDrello. Let us see if there is an
author decent enough to do justice
to his material."
The api>earance of the house live
minutes before the rise of the
curtain
a sop to
threatenedwas vanity.
NotDon
onlyJuan's
were
stalls and boxes but the gallery, too,
was crowded, while hundreds stood
in the pit packed close behind a
length
better . of. . stout
just asrope.
well I"This
am notis
recogpiised —mented.
yet,"
Don Juan
com-a
The curtain
rose on
country cottage exterior scene.
Don Juan, played by an actor of
polish, garbed in satin shirt, gayjerkin, knee breeches and striped
stockings, worn with wide-leaved
hat, strutted on to the stage and
declaimed in the Shakespearian
manner. Two country wenches
with panniered skirts approached

Weekly

coyly, eagerly. The actor burst
into extravagant praises of their
eyes, lips and hair, accompanying
his words with stylised gesture.
The inference was too much for the
real Don Juan to remain passive.

rose. He strode down the
grangway and by the steps in
the o.p. comer to the stage. "This
is absurd," he shouted, facing the
ce. "You
are
audien
galvan
of this
author
. . . the
wrong ised
miserable play is wrong when they
all believe that Don Juan was a
clown, a clown who made love
to two women at once. I aun Don
Juan. You think me dead, but I
can prove that I am alive, and
I tell you on my word of honour
that never have I made love to
two women simultaneously. Clear
t±ie stage. Stop the action. I'll
stand it." the actors with creditnotMeanwhile
able presence of mind attenrpted
to incorporate the interruption into
their speeches.
DonrealJuan's
impersonator tugged the
Don Juan
by the elbow, declaring him to be
a scurvy fellow who sought to
spoil a good scene. The real Don
Juan's
tragedy by
now
had
risenpersonal
to commanding
heights.
"Light the candles," he implored.
"Let me be seen for who I am.
The man you thought to be Don Juan
was an imposter, Rodrigo by name,
He

" I killed Don Juan."
led
kil"Certainly
By
the by
light of the hastily illumined
candles, a bald-headed man in the
rich garb of merchant, leaned from
his box. "Certainly I killed Don
Juan,"on he
maintained.
fellow
the stage
is no more"This
like
himLeporello,
than I am."
who had been struggling
with conflicting feelings, speaking
from his miserable master's side,
indicated in an adjacent box a
charming woman of middle age,
whose black mantilla was lined with
traditional white. He addressed
the theatre manager.
"Sir, there is one who can
identify Don Juan if he is alive.
His widow . . . Donna Dolores."
In self-condemning silence Don
Juan gazed at the still beautiful
woman whom he hsul married and
neglected, but who as he now
realised held him in the hollow of
her hand. Would she stand by him ?
The bitterness of years was in
Dolores voice as she addressed the
manager, while the crowd hung on
her
I do not
this words.
man. I "Sir,
have never
seen know
him.
If I carry any weight with you,
let From
him bethe
arrested
an impostor."
gloom,for damp,
beetles
and other horrors which his hedonistic soul abhorred, Don Juan, after
forty-eight hours' torture, was at
length summoned. He chose to be
conveyed
to his
wife's
house.
voice
was low
as she
greeted
him.Her
"You come to me because other
women will not receive you."
"Because I love you, Dolores.
It took me last night and bread and
water to find out . . . and I
believe in spite of everything you
love"Perhaps."
me."
"My
. . . eyes
whatlikedivine
hair . . .darling
and those
two
stars . .
"Hush . . . that's what you've
been
made saying
love to toforevery
twentywoman
years, you've
Juan
Don't you know that women like
to hear things from a man that he
saysHisto lips
no onehadelseclosed
?"
on hers in
the familiar passionate way before
the bedside candle was extinguished
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only
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦FORGOTTEN MEN
<^THE
DUDE RANGER
♦♦AFTERWARDS
♦♦THE PRIVATE LIFE OF
♦HAVE A HEART
DON JUAN
♦COLLEGE RHYTHM
♦♦LADY IN DANGER
♦BLIND JUSTICE
♦♦RETURN OF THE TERROR
♦♦MISTER CINDERS
Jean Parker is appealing as a
crippled girl heroine in " Have a
Heart."
♦••FORGOTTEN MEN
Wardotir. British. {No certificate.) Documentary tear film. Runs 79 minults.
Devised and arranged by Norman Let, assisted
by George Black,
David Cousland and
A . Cjun.,
Hammond.
Never have the horrors of war
been so starkly presented as
they are in this documentary film,
which pictures the fighting on all
fronts in authentic pictures taken
on the spot.
It is a film you should see if you
feel you can bear its grim reality
and horrifyinij illustrations of death
on land, sea and air.
It will impress in your mind, more
certainly than any febrile pacifist
propaganda, what war means.
The commentary is delivered by
Sir John Hammerton, the famous
war historian, and he introduces
famous war veterans, including
Peter Laidlaw, V.C., Sergeant
Kenny, V.C., and Captain Holland,
V.C., where stories are fitted into
the scheme of the production to
synchronise with the actual war
scenes.
••THE PRIVATE LIFE OF
DON JUAN
United ArlisU.
British. Runs
"A" 80certificate.
Satirical
costume comedy.
minutes.
Douglas Faibbanks Don Juan
Merle Obebon
Antonita
Benita Hume
Dolores
Melville Cooper
Lepordlo
BiNNiE
Barnes..
..Rosita
—
a
peasant
waitress
Owen Naris The Actor Don Joan
Patricia Hilli ard . . .The Girl in the Castle
CuFrOHD Heatheruy
Pedro
GiBA
Malo
Pepita
—
a
Dancer
Joan Gabornek
Cannea
Babbv HacKav
Roderigo
Hratheb Thatcher An Actress
Claude Allister
The Dnke
Diana
Napier
Wife
Lawrence
GRossiirmA Would-be
A Guardian
Bruce Winston
Cafe Manager
Edmund Willard
A Prisoner
Athene Seyler
Theresa,
The
Landlady
at, the Inn
Gibson Cowund
Don Ascanio — Carmen'sAnHusband
Edmund Breon
Author
HiKDLE Edgar
A Husband
Florence Wood The Cook at the Inn
Annie
Dolores* duenna
MoRLAHDEsmond
Graham
The
Cook
in
Don
Joan's Kitchen
Hay Pktrie
Manager
of
"The
Golden
Pheasant"
WtLUAM Heijgkah The
Statue
Nataue Lelonc
A Wife
Veronica Brady
One of Doo Juan's Early
Loves
Betty Hamii.toh
An Actress
ToTO KoorMAN
An Actress
Directed by AlexamUr Korda. Based on a
story by Henri BataiUe. Previewed September
22, 1934. For story frtdy based on the film
by Marjory WiOiams, sm page 22.
composition, exGood pictorial
cellent camera work, wellpointed dialogue, and a story
excellent in ironical content make
this an interesting essay in film
satire. I'm rather afraid, though,
26

cSAGEBRUSH TRAIL
BIG BUSINESS

What the asterisks mean — *•*• An outstanding feature. ••• Very good.
*• Good.
• Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
that many people will go to see it
expecting romanticism and come
away disappointed when they discover only cynicism.
The picture's
debars
it from main
the fault,
very which
good
class, is a lack of soul.
In the process of debunking the
world's greatest lover, Korda has
not been able to bring his characters
to life; they remain always artificial
He has lost a certain amount of
puppets.
the fwint of the satire, too, by
over-prolonging key scenes; for
instance, a good deal of the
ironical humour of the funeral
sequence where Don Juan attends
his own obsequies — a case of mistaken identity has caused another
man to be buried in his name —
is missed because it is too spun
out.
As Don Juan, Douglcis Fairbanks
fails to make the role really vital,
but he is good, nevertheless.
Benita Hume is not well served
with material as his wife, Dolores,
but Merle Oberon is effective and
seductive as the last of his conquests, Antonita, a dancer.
A very clever little character
study comes from Binnie Barnes
as a serving wench, while Melville
Cooper
is good
confidential
secretary,
as asisJuan's
Athene
Seyler
as the landlady of an inn.
The picture is beautifully set

and notable for its imaginative
camera work and costuming.
••LADY IN DANGER
G.B.D. comedy.
British. Runs
"A" cerlificaU.
68 minutes. Romantic
Tom Walls
Dexter
Yvonne Arnavd
Queen
Leon M. Lion
Dittling
Anne Grey
Lydia
Hugh Wakefield
King
Marie Lohr
Lady Brockley
Alfred Drayton
Quill
Leonora Corbett
Marcelle
O. B. Clarence
Nelson
Ceci l Parker
Piker
Harold Warrkmoer
Clrre
Hubert Harbeh
Matterby
Cbarles Lefeaux Hotel Manager
Dorothy Galbraith Mrs. QuiU
Jane Cornell Assistant in Shop
Directed by Tom Walls
from the play by Ben
Tracers.
AS that
is normal
most ofadapts
the farces
Ben inTravers
for
the screen, the humour of this
picture lies in the dialogue and
breezy innuendoes rather than in
the action.
It is, however, quite smartly
developed by Tom Walls, who does
not indulge in any subtleties, but
is content to let the farcical plot
run a somewhat stereotyped and
straight course.
The story concerns a businessman's efforts in a Rnritanian country
to smuggle a queen, deposed by
revolution, to England.
The task is congenial, but he
finds it embarrassing to have to

Lydia Roberti and Joe Pemer supply the eomtdy in " Colhge Rhythm."

Mary Astor gtves a charming and
sincere performance in " Return
of the Terror."
conceal her from his friends and
explain to his own fianc^ and the
queen's husband that his interest
in her is purely impersonal.
I still maintain that Tom Walls
would be well advised not to duplicate the roles of director and leading
player, and this in spite of the fact
that he could always confront me
with his list of bookings and an
argument
his
policy. for the continuance of
Why I disagree with that policy
is because I believe he could do
something much better if he would
let himself be directed in a more
kinematic manner.
Tom Walls carries the weight
of the entertainment as the business
man, but he is exceptionally ably
supported by Yvonne Axnaud as
the queen.
Her gay and provocative manner
is wholly delightful and makes
one wonder again why she has not
been given greater opportunities
on the screen.
Leon M. Lion is good as a dictator,
and Anne Grey and Hugh Wakefield as the fiancee and king respectively show to full advantage in
the few opportunities they are
Town, country, and Ruritanian
sequences
are all well set and photogiven.
••RETURN OF THE TERROR
graphed
First National. American "A" certificate
Mystery drama. Runs M minu.
Mary Astor
Olga
Lyle Talbot...., Dr. Goodman
John Halliday Dr. Rcdmayne
FRANK McHuca
Joe
Irving Pichel
Burke
Frank
Reichfr.'. Reinhardt
J.Renee
Carroll
Naish
Steve
Scola
Whitney
...Virginia
Robert Babrat
F^odgs
George E. Stone
Soapy
Robert C.Girardot
O'Conko Mr.Bradley
Etienne
Tnttle
George Cooper
Cottoa
Charles Grapewih
Jesaop
George Humbert _
Toay
Maude Ebcrne
Mis. EhreiT
Cecil Cvnnincmam Miss Dootittk
Frank Cohbov Prosecuting Attorney
Directed by Homard BretherUm from Edgar
Wallace's story
"The 1&,Terror."
Sepdember
10S4. Prenewad
Somewhat
naivemore
and on
obvious
story,
which relies
its comedy
than its dramatic element, but
which is well produced and acted.
Frank McHugh — sober this time
'— gives an amusing and likeable
study of a not too dumb reporter,
who in his blundering way succeeds
in spotting a murderer for whose
crime a doctor friend of his has been
locked {Caniinued
up in aon lunatic
page 28)asylum
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Gets

KISS''

7jLiniitd ofj6teuinj6
COLGATE'S

dis colour

REMOVES

ALL

teeth

SEVEN

Tea-time — Yes, that means staining time for our teeth.
Even such a simple thing as a cup of tea leaves its mark on
the teeth. Sounds unbelievable, doesn't it ? Yet it's a
scientific fact proven over and over again. Everything we
eat and drink and smoke every day puts no less than seven
different kinds of stains on our teeth.
Now you ;an ^ve your lips the irresistible
appeal of the hps of the film stars and the
girls in the West End shows ! Just use the
same
make-up-;-the
new KISSPROOF
Indelibleso
Lipstick.
This lipstick
gives an effect
alluring, indeed, that it has been placed by
tfte make-up exptrts in the dressing-rooms of
Hollywood Sttidios ! The stars could pay
any price — yet, it happens, their matchless
make-up costs but a few pence ! See what it
can do for you to-night. You can get KISSPROOF Lipstick in aJl shades — at all chemists,
hairdressers or department stores, also a
generous baton at ftd.

Tlissproof
sSUMU
END

UCLY

SKIN TROUBLES

Weekly

ribbonI
pentaH
COLGATES'
CREAArt.

No single action toothpaste can remove all these stains.
But Colgate's can and does get them all off, completely.
You
see,an Colgate's
has TWO
distinct cleansing
One is
emulsive action
that dissolves
and washesactions.
away
many of the stains. The other is a gentle polishing action
that banishes the more stubborn stains. If you want your
teeth to be really clear and sparkling white, you must have
these two Colgate actions.
THE 7 CAUSF.S OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH
1. Meats and other proteins. 4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5 Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6. Vegetables.
Tobacco smoke.

LIPSTICK
Ha\e a Utvely
NEW SKIN in
a few days!

YOU can end yoor gkln trouble*" in a
few (Uys with
tvo-ln-one
(Intenul
ud ZDICELTFT
EKt«nwl) TmtiDent.
dcTiwd
by
Dr.
Horn.
Send
for tiie trUl supply of only 2/9
ZINCELYPT
PUU and Ointment for neU-treatment
at home, with int^rcrting brochure on
Mm Allmenta.
In your
mirror
bow yoor Then
skin Dee
trnableo
will
qnicUy
die
away,
leaving
ymir
nhin
clear and amooth aa aatin.
YOtJ CANNOT AFFORD TO GO
ABOUT with any disfiguring Skin
TroQbles. Yon are ^bimned. Many
fctf
W A"It'a
FEWcatching."
DAYS yon can have a
lovely
new
akin. will
mCKLTFT
two-lnca«
Treatxoent
quickly
wonders In freeing your
akin work
from
every
trace
of any
skin
troable.
DONT
DELAY.
Send
for
paHJculwn
o< the Complete Home Treatment that
never ingfall*.
a t/f OrP.O.avoidfor delay
trial byfarsend-of
BMCBLTFT
Ointment
and
daya*
•apply of EDICBLTPT Pill*six (blood
parifkrs). Addreaa —
THE DR. HORN LABORATORIES
(Dsft P4). 401, Wimbarnt Raad, Bouratmeuth

—No
to

Longer

Afraid

Comb

Her

Hair

"After using Kotalko, a bald patch on the crown of my head is
completely covered with a thick growth of new, strong hair. Once I
was afraid to comb my hair; this is no longer so, for the falling has
completely stopped.
" Kotalko Soap is also worthy of praise. It is better than anything
I have yet used for washing my hair." — ^Miss M. Woodall.
Kotalko is for men's, women's, and children's scalp and
hair. For dandruff, weak or falling hair, dry scalp and
hair, and BALDNESS.
Feed Hair Roota dally with Kotalko.
Price 5/- and
per box;
sixe,and
12/6. Hair
Cleanse
Softentriple
Scalp
Follicles Once Weekly wltli Kotalko Scalp
Soap. Tablet, 1 '6 ; Box of 3 Tablets, 4 '6.

To JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Ltd.,
9 Percy Street (104.AO), Loadoa, W.I.
Pleaae aead me, post paid. Testing Package of
K0TA1«0
and
Kotalko
Soap, with directions, for which
I enclose threepence
in stamp*.
NAME
ADDRESS

KOTALKO
ITRUE HAIR GROWER I
Supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites. Taylors, and all ChemisU and Stores.
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after a plea of insanity at his
trial.
How the doctor escaj>es and goes to
the sanatorium, kept by his supposed
friend, Dr. Goodman, where his
fianc6e is stopping, and how
su.spicion falls on various members
of the household, forms the basis
of the conventional plot.
As Dr. Goodman, Lyle Talbot
is very effective, and John Halliday
is excellent as the wrongly accused
man.
As his fiancee, Mary Astor has
not a lot to do, but what she has
she does with charm and sincerity.
Two comedy crooks are most
convincingly portrayed by George
E. Stone and Robert Barrat.
The settings are good, the action
brisk, and an eerie atmosphere is
well introduced, which forms an
effective background for what is,
as a whole, a good example of the
comedy- thriller.
•♦MISTER CINDERS
Wardour. with British.
U" certificate.
music. "Runs
70 minutes. Comedy
Clifford Mollison Jim Lancaster
Zelma
O'Neal Lady Jill
Kemp
EsHE Chvrch
Lancaster
Edmond Breon Sir George Lancaster
Western Brothers Lumley and Guy
FiNLAY CuRRiE
Mr. Kemp
Lorn A Storm
Minerva Kemp
Edward Chapman
Gaunt
Sybil Grove
Mrs. Gaunt
Renee Houston
Mrs. Phipps
W. H. Berry
P.C. Merks
Henry Mollison
Cross
Julian Royce
Smith
Mabelle George
Sarah
Directed by Frederick Zelnick. Adaptation,
scenario and dialogue by Clifford Grey and
Frank Miller. Additional
Brothers. dialogue by Western

the HippoAn adaptati
dromeonsuccessof which, while
rather loosely developed and haphazard in construction, provides
plenty of opportunities for ingenious
fooling, mixed with a soup9on of
romance, comedy, and music.
The story is a revival of the
"Cinderella" theme, with Clifford
Mollison as a poor relation who
eventually wins the "princess" —
in this case an oil millionaire's
daughter.
Before he does so, however, he
is suspected of robbery, but is
able to prove an alibi by the finding
of liis bowler hat — vice glass slipper
— at a fancy-dress ball he had attended. He also rounds up the
real thief.
Clifford Mollison works hard cis
the male "Cinderella" and tempiers
his fooling with a welcome touch
of sentimentality.
As the "princess," Zelma O'Neal
displays a good sense of humour,
and the Western Brothers, as the
"wicked cousins," contribute their
famous "old-school-tie" songs.
The cast is a strong one and contains many well-known stage names.
The team work is good.
The picture is apt to drag a little
at times, but, on the whole, it keeps
going fairly well with the aid of
catchy tunes and attractive interior
and exterior settings.
c**THE DUDE RANGER
Fox. American.
"U" 63certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Western
George
O'Brien
ErnestHepburn
Selby
Irene Hervev
Anne
Lerov Mason
Dale Hyslip
Henry Hall
Sam Hepburn
James Mason
Hawk Seibert
Sid Taylor
Nebraski Kemp
Sid Jordan
Dunk
Alma Chester
Martha
Lloyd Ingraham
Beckett
Directed by Edward F. Clint, from the story by
Zone Grey. Previewed November 24, 1934.
28

NOW-Continued
Very good example of Western
drama,
with George
O'Brien
giving
an excellent
performance
as a wealthy New York man about
town who inherits a ranch and,
pretending to be a cowboy, starts
to investigate the causes for the
disappearance of his cattle.
The way he discovers the culprits
is worked out in an exciting and
unstereotyped manner with resourceful treatment and staging.
The picture does not rely, as
most of its type do, on fights and
gun-play; there is good characterisation, and plot development in their
stead.
Irene Hervey supplies an adequate
love interest and Leroy Mason
is very good
as the "heavy" lead.
♦♦AFTERWARDS

Radio. American.
" A" 67certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. ComedyZasu Pitts
Tillie Whim
Slim Summerville
Bill
Kay
Johnson
Eve
William Gaxton Farrington
La Salle
Bruce Cabot
Lane Franklyn
Ralph Morgan
Doctor Portman
Julie Haydon
Fay Harley
Huntley Gordon John Farrington
Tahara Geva
Lottie
Directed by James Cruie. Adapted from the
stage play by Walter Hackett.
Diverting nonsense, which is
not without humour and thrills,
but is chiefly entertaining because
of the performance given by Zasu
Pitts as a faJce medium.
The story shows how Fay Harley,
having lost her husband in an
air crash and anxious to get into
communication with him, falls under
the spell of Dr. Portman, a fake
medium.
Her married sister, seeing trouble
ahead, engages La Salle, who
runs a mediumistic act, to discredit Portman.
At the last minute. La Salle's
regular medium fails to appear;
so he substitutes her dumb assistant,
Tillie. She staggers everyone
by revealing unsuspected psychic
powers
provesmurdered,
that Fay's
husband and
had been
and
that Portman and the family lawyer
were plaiming to secure the
deceased's fortune.
It is all very ingenuous, but well
handled, with a neatly blended
mixture of thrills and comedy.
Slim Summerville is fair as a
foil to Zasu Pitts and William Gaxton is sound as La Salle. The rest
of a strong supporting cast put up
good performances.
♦HAVE A HEART
M.-G.-M. American.
U" certificate.
mental romarue. "Runs
85 minutes. SentiJean Parker
Sally
James Dunn
Jimmie
Una Merkel
Joan
Stuart Erwin
Gus
Muriel Evans
Helen
WiLLARD Robertson Schauber
Edward Bkophy
Mac
Paul Pace
Joe
Samuel S. Hinds
Dr. Spear
Pepi Sinopf
Mrs. Abrahams
Kate Price
Mrs. Kelly
Directed by David Butler, from a story by
B. G. de Svlva and David Butler. Previewed
October 20, 1934.
Incredibly ingenuous romance of a
hopelessly novelettish order,
which tells the love story of a
crippledcreamtoy-maker
and an
icesalesman. To make
matters
more difficult, the ice-cream vendor
gets sent to gaol for suspected theft,
but is bailed out by the crippled
gfirl with the money with which
she was to have an operation —
without his knowledge, of course.
The usual misunderstandings
follow, and end up with a successful

Zasu Pitts, Slim Summerville and William Gaxton in a scene from
" Afterwards."
John Stuart
John Summers
Geraldine
Fitzgerald Peggy
Summers
operation
and a reconciliation.
Lucy
Beaumont
Mrs. Summers
Jean Parker is appealing enough,
John
Mills
Ralph
Summers
but the slushy material hardly
Hay Petrie
Harry
Roger Livesey
Gilbey Jackson
gives her a chance.
Charles
Carson
Dr.
Naylor
JamesIrish
Dunnlover,
is aandsuitablj''
bluff, Directed by Bernard Vorhaus, from the plav by
hearty
Una Merkel
Arnold Ridley. Previewed November 10,1934.
struggles with a comedy role which
lacks humour.
the murder of a blackmailer
She has one or two good scenes An ingenious story, dealing with
with Stuart Erwin as her dumb
who is forcing a man's sister to
marry him against her will by
fianc6, who has ideas of becoming
a racketeer, but eventually joins threatening to disclose to hsr mother
that her younger son had been shot
the police force.
by his brother for cowardice during
The direction is competent, but the
war, is spoiled by inadequate
everything
is
so
artificial
and
overtreatment.
sentimentalised, that the characters
It lacks punch and connever really live.
viction, but contains one notably
♦COLLEGE RHYTHM
good
characterisation
as an old servant, who— Eva
plays Moore
a big
Paramount.
American.
"U"
certificate.
part
in
the
final
undoing
of
the
Comedy exiravaganta
with
music.
Runs
77
minutes.
rascally blackmailer.
Jack Oakie
Finnegan
John Stuart is quite good as the
Lanny Ross
Larry Stacey
LvDiA RoBERTi
Mimi elder brother and Frank Vosper
Helen Mack
June Ccrl sound as the blackmailer.
George Barbier
J. P. Stacey
Geraldine Fitzgerald makes an
Mary Brian
Gloria Van Dayham
Joe Penner
Joe attractive heroine.
Franklyn Pangborn
Peabody
The rural atmosphere is pictureRobert McWade
Herbert Whimple
sque,ductionbut,
as a whole,
Directed by Norman Taurog, from a story by
isdeficient
in polish.the proGeorge Marion jun. 1935.
Previewed January 5,
'SAGEBRUSH TRAIL
I tohave
seen Jack
such never
disadvantage
as inOakie
this Paihe. American. " U " certificate. Western
drama. Runs 53 minutes.
ingenuous medley of American foot- John Wayne
John Brant
ball and .\merican publicity methods
Lane Chandler
Bob Jones
Schubert
Sally Blake
as represented - by the antics of a Nancy
Yakima Canutt
Ed. Walsh
footballer in a big store.
Robert Burns
Sheriff Parker
He is cast as a self-confident
Wales
Deputy Sheriff
football star who falls on evil days, Wally
Henry Hall
Dad Blake
Bill Dwyer
Blind Pete
but eventually gets the job of runHenchman
ning afootball team for a big store. Art Mix
Directed by Armand Schaefer.
The part simply smothers both his
humour and his personality.
Conventional
Western
on familiar
lines, which
is suitable
for
As his rival in love, Lanny Ross
croons his way through the picture, juveniles. John Wayne makes quite
while Mary Brian supplies the a capable hero of the accepted
feminine allure.
pattern, but production generally
Alleged humour is supplied by is not good and lacks coherence in
Lydia Roberti and Joe Penner;
story definition.
the latter is quite the least funny
BIG BUSINESS
comedian I have yet seen on the
CLAUD
Warner.E HVL
British.
certificate.
Farce
screen.
BER
Tminutes.
\Shayne Carter
Runs
53"U"
Two good characterisations come
from George Barbier as a shop Eve Gray
SylviaPullett
Brent
Hi iBiBT / Reggie
CLAunn
Ernest Sefton
Mac
proprietor and Franklyn Pangborn
as a shopwalker.
James
Finlayson
Policeman
Hal
Walters
Spike
Most of the footage is taken up Maude Zimbla
Nina
with football matches and spectacuDirected bv Cvril Gardner. Previewed November
lar dance numbers in a store;
10, 1934.
these latter are ingeniously staged
with tuneful nuinbers.
Claude
Hulbert
with ofa
cross-talk
farcestruggles
reminiscent
an old-time musical sketch. In
•BLIND JUSTICE
of his undeniably good "silly
Universal. drama.
British.Runs"A"73 minutes.
certificate. Crime spite
ass" personality, he fails to make
Eva Moorc
Fluffy
Fbamk Vospbb
Dick Cheriton anything of the material at his
conimand.
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I WISH I COULD GET MY
SKIN AS CLEAR AS YOURS

J It need never be
^ anulhinq else dear, l
■^iT^ 1 AVAs oriv) 4apackrt,i
THERE'S
no safer
in the
world than
AVA shampoo
the amazing
new soapless shampoo ! It ends
the need for either special rinse or
brilliantine. Every 4d. packet is a
complete hair beauty treatment in
itself. Get AVA to-day. Give your
hair a lustre it has never had before !

AVA

Soapless
SHAMPOO

Beauty ahead" for
(In U.K. OnM
every woman !
AVA Ltd 9 Park HUl, London S.W.4
SPRING

FACES

SPRING

FASfflONS

With winter behind us and the promise of
simny
thinkour offaces?
new
clothes.days
But ahead,
first of it's
all, time
what toabout
Are they ready to do credit to the exciting new
fashions? The new poke bonnets with their highpeaked brims call for faces as fresh as the flowers
of spring. Complexions must do credit to the
brilliant range of spring colours, too, so get ready
to shed those shabby complexions with your winter
clothes and give yourself a fresh face for spring.
It is quite as simple nowadays to exchange a shabby
complexion for a brand new skin as it is to shed
a shabby frock. All you need is an ounce or two of
MercolissiBd Wax obtainable from any chemist.
Apply a thin film of this wax to face and neck
nightly; it will work its magic while you sleep,
gently and imperceptibly absorbing the outworn skin with all its blemishes, revealing in
its place a brand new complexion, radiant with
youth and beauty. A brief ten-day trial will
suffice
to' convince
is
all that
is claimed you
for that
it. the wax treatment
A SLIM
FORM
I>o 70aT wl«h
jounelf3 toof 6unAttnctire
ounces
Too tocanfreeredaoe
inches and 'extra'
have a
lovely slim fl^re Id a few weeks. Simply mb in
SUHCBEAM.
the
remarkable
Vegetable
Redaciug
Gnam. Ooaranteod harmlesa. Wcmderfal testimooials.
.Month's
supply,
1/9.— WriteDaft.
for Piee
I sent prtTately,
lUMCRSAM.
P.O., 28Booklet,
Dau
'Soul. LoiDoa. n.wjt.

I USED TO SUFFER FROM BU3TCHES
& PIMPLES UNTIL I FOUND THE
WAY TO CLEAR MY SKIN

How to gel a Clear Healthy Skin
To every woman who suffers Cuticura Soap twice a day. Its
luxuriant lather cleanses and
from distressing pimples,
purifies the pores, sweetens and
enlarged pores, blackheads,
softens the skin. To clear away
' muddy ' complexion and coarse
and heal pimples, skin outrough patches and blemishes
breaks, rashes and irritations
Cuticura presents the most
simple and economical way to apply Cuticura Ointment to
the affected part before washing
clear the skin.
with the soap.
Place the care of your skin in
Cuticura is endorsed and
Cuticura Soap used with Cutirecommended by Specialists
cura Ointment. The treatment
throughout the World.
is simple. Wash the skin with

.
icuraSkin
ut
C
V>7or
Cled.rHed.lthy
Soap to
cleanse and
and heal
purify.
Oint-to
ment to soothe
. . . And
complete the beauty treatment use
Cuticura Talcum, the ideal powder.
Exceptionally fine and pure — delightfully perfumed.
HOW

FOR

Weekly

TO

GREY

Samplecum sent
of Soap,
Ointment
andstamp
Talon receipt
of 1 Jd.
for postage. Address : Cuticura
(Dept 49.J ), Newbery & Phillips
Ltd., 31, Banner Street, London,
E.C.I.

AVOID
HAIR

Grey hair is usually due to starved roots
or to root-destroying dandruff. In either
case the roots fail to supply the necessary
colouring matter to the hair. To restore
and preserve the natural colour and beauty
of the hair, rub Lavona Hair Tonic into
the scalp every night. This remarkable
preparation not only destroys the dandruff
germ, but also feeds and strengthens the
hair roots, so that they supply the hair
with its natural colouring matter. Moreover, where hair has already fallen out,
a new growth is promoted, and the hair
is wonderfully improved, becoming softer,
glossier, more beautiful and more luxuriant
than ever before. Get a 2/3 bottle of Lavona
Hair Tonic from your chemist to-day — there's
a money-btick guarantee with every bottle.
Use
directed, and you'll be dehghted
with it
the asresults.
All the Family

use

NEW

Society women praise Pond's
say.Leading
New
Face Powder. " Its colours, perfume and texture are just right," they
Pond's Face Powder clings evenly to
the skin because its texture is so fine —
it has been six times sifted through silk
— and its perfume is exquisite.
Try this beautifying powder for yourself by sending to-day for a sample.

FOR Id. Wnte name and address
OFFER
SPECIAL
l,„e
— attach id.
STAMP, post in lid. sealed envelope to Dept.
887, Pond's Extract Co. Ltd., Perivale, Middlesex, for samples of
\\all
five IIshades
of Pond's
Face Potvder. Natural. Peach. Rachel I.
Rachel
and Dark
Brunette.

KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
\OfsnChemists
^^^rmUESWNABLYl

^

FACE
POWDER
POND'S

Address-
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Film-making is thirsty work, even in
February, and Madeleine Carroll and
Robert Donat were sharing a soft drink
when our camera man
Bush.loolud in on " The
Thirty-nine Steps " set at Shepherd's

that.
Alias Bulldog
Well,Thenanyway,
that's
Drummond, in which a
brace of Hulberts recently
has hadat its
title changed
played
Shepherd's
Bush,
to Bulldog fack, thus bringthe Boy
and line
Jackwith
Ahoy.
ing it into
Jack's
Fortunately it's too late
to change the name of The
Camels
Coming to Jack
with the Are
Hump.
Is it too much, I wonder, to expect that this
will be mondthe
Drumfilm toBulldog
end Bulldog
Drummond films?
Talking of titles, how much
easier it would be if film-producers in general were to choose
as intelligent and intelligible kind
of titles for their films ais the
producers of jubilee films do for
theirs !
London Films, if they had
made their projected film of the
reign
George
V, were
to
call itofTheKing
Reign
of King
George
V. Pathe are making a film about
King George's twenty-five years
as a king and call it Twenty-five
Years a King. British Movietone
news are to make a picture about
the King (God bless him !) and call
it The King, God Bless Him. And
British International Pictures are
to make a film of the events leadto theJubilee.
Royal Jubilee and
call ingit upRoyal
Traffic

in

titles

England, My England
o one will quarrel with these
titles — or, for that matter,
with Drake of England, Elizabeth
^713; Studio Correspondents Go Grey — The Next Toeplitz Film —
of England, or Mary of England,
except
on the (We
grounds
Glorifying the "Small Man" — Jane Baxter's Round Tour —
a certainperhaps
monotony.
Britishof
Hitchcock Busy.
filmgoers are supposed to love
monotony, anyway.) But how
long will these titles last?
Here's another poser for you.
onsible love Hall, and by this name the production was Some time ago a successful radio play was broadthings chiefly resp
theging
CNE for ofbrin
the grey hairs of the known in the studio for some days.
cast, called Charing Cross Road. Fine ! When the
Then it decided to be The Cat's Whiskers, and I Americans make a "musical" they give it some
Studio Correspondent with worry
duly
announced
it
as
such,
only
to
find
a
week
or
to the ash-can is the horrible habit two later that its final title was to be One Crazy such title as Forty-second Street, thereby glorifyone of capital
their own
indulged in by the film industry of Week.
theiring own
city. institutions and advertising
changing the titles of its films.
And then it burst on to a grateful world as
So is this title seized upon with avidity when it
the Room ! All I can say is, Twicken- comes to mjddng a film of that radio play? It is
It's difficult enough to keep tag of produc- Annie, ham,Leave
leave the room !
tions an5rway. Last week, for instance, there
not. Instead it is re-christened The Roadway of
But Twickenham is not the only oflFender in this
were nearly twenty British productions in
— a sickly musical-comedy kind of label
respect. Far from it. For example, the Anna Romance
crooning.
progress, including a few on location.
that means nothing at all — except, perhaps,
If several of these are to have two or three Neagle and Cedric Hardwicke starring vehicle
which British and Dominions are preparing as a
titles each, how can you possibly hope to triumphant
We are certainly not strong in titles. Take a
to Nell Gwyn was originally dekko
at these three recently announced by Fox
work up any interest in them in advance? announced asfollow-up
Peg
Woffington,
and
is
now
to
be
British for future production at their Wembley
The answer, of course, is nohow.
called Peg of Old Drury.
studio — Old Roses. White Lilac, and The Sunlit
The way it works is this : a studio buys a
Personally,
it's of
all old
the same
B. & another
D., I'd Way. Would you. having perhaps seen Dark
have aif peg
brandyto than
play or a novel that has run for a year or into rather
Red Roses. Lilac Time, and The Great White
ten editions, altering everything about it Costume Cocktail.
Way, ?go across the street to see these, on title
I certainly enjoyed Nell Gwyn, but the question alone
except the title. Then it decides that the title
arises, is La Neagle a sufficiently versatile actresj;
.\w, the
fergeddid
These titles
will worry?
probably never
is
too.not a "box-office" one, and changes that to present two totally different historical charac- reach
screen, !anyway,
so why
ters,
both
Drury
Lane
actresses,
but
in
different
Then someone awakes to the fact that the
title is the only thing they have paid out good dynasties ?
money for, so it's changed back. Then the
Life "
er " films
Anoth
distributors (who have to sell the dam thing) Jacking It- Up
Grand toRy's
costume
does notde seem
havefaithbeenin
Ludovici Toeplitz
Signor
say : "But my dear fellow, we can't possibly Perhaps we are getting a little tired of history shaken by The Dictator. In fact, his next effort
sell a filmone.on a title like that ! " and think of
lessons. However, you can't go out to play will be The Life of Edmund Kean.
another
Edmund Kean, my dear pupils, was an English
till
I've reigns
told you
that first
Peg two
Woffington
in the
of the
Georges,flourished
playing actor
who flourished in the days of Bad King
And by that time I don't care what happens. opf)osite Garrick at Drury Lane, and afterwards George the Fourth. This, you will agree, is the
in Dublin and at Covent Garden.
period immediately following that of The Scarlet
Overdoing It
Will Cedric Hardwicke play Garrick? I believe Pimpernel.
he
could
get
away
witii
that.
Grand
actor,
The Dictator (Continued
was a film on
of Danish
j'or instance, a recent film produced at Twicken- Hardwicke.
page 32)life, and thereham was aidapted from a novel called Spend-
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SKIN
DISEASES

and tke -Pctject cPt. occss . . .
The perfect wave looks as though only Nature assisted in its birth;
the perfect process preserves this illusion, submitting one to no
discomfort; without the rather frightening experience of being held
fast in the grip of a soulless machine.
Superma achieves this. The wonderful little Superma Cassettes,
once adjusted, leave one free to read and nwve about at will. And
all the time one has the comforting knowledge that nothing can go
wrong; that the most perfect of natural waves is being gently steamed
into
tight nor
little
neitherone's
sun hair;
nor wind,
evencurls
sea and
waterlong
can luxurious
impair. waves that
Superma is the only s/stem of permanent waving in
which no machine or electrical apparatus whatever
is used. Your own hairdresser can give you a Superma
permanent wave. Send for your copy of the
wonderful new book.
D
ss—
SUPERMA

Trust

wmEL

LTD. 93-97 REGENT STREET, LONDON Wl

your

Lips

to

The Lipstick recommended
by Jimmy Barker, the makeup expert of LONDON
FILM PRODUCTIONS Ltd.

The duo-lasting
lipstick
Lips of healthy youth — ^Ups
that have been rejuvenated
by the soothing qualities of
L'ORLE — are possible for
all women.

Merle Oberon is using
L'ORLE and so are tlie
other artistes in tlie famous film "The Scarlet
Pimpernel."

L'ORLE is a better lipstick
— better in its new transparent, lastiniJ colours — better in teztore — better because itacts as a bcUm to the
most sensitive lips, while it
adds to their chram.
Then trust your lips to
doing. as all these stars are
L'ORLE
L'ORLE SHADES
1. Delusive
2. Marigold
3. Flamme
4. Scariet Pimpernel
5. Cerise
6. Carmen
7. Cinema (Photo red)

Price
ObtainableHairdressers,
at all Stores,etc.Chemists,
2/6 5/.
A. & v., Ltd., 1-33 Corporation Row, London, E.C.1.

i:ORLt
THE
OJO-lASTiNC
• LIPSTiCK

CURED
IN A
ECZEMA from
" I suffered
Eczema all over my
NIGHT
face and body. I
applied
In threeZee-Kol
days and
the We have a Room full
Eczema had gone."
of Testimonials
Many
may promise
a wtMiderful
cure
but there
is nothing
like Zee-Kol.
Beware
of Imitations
Zee-Kol is, without doubt, the most
wonderful skin remedy of all time. The
cruellest .Skin Diseases, such as Ulcers,
Eczema, Abscesses, Erysipelas, etc., are
rapidly and completely banished, and
Pimples, BIsckheads, Boils, Hashes, etc.,
disappear like magic. Never was known
VARICOSE AND
any
remedy
like takes
Zee-Kol.
touches
the skin
on a WRere
finer andit
OTHER ULCERS
healthier fclow. It destroys everything
"For
years
I
could
not
walk with Ulcerated unhealthy to the skin. No skin disease
resist it. I'orget it being a Patent
Leg. it Zee-Kol
in a week.cured can
Medicine. 'I"his is the only way we
have of letting the world know of
Zee-Kol's We
marvellous
power of
healing.
are supplying
the skin
big
London Skin Hospitals, for there is
nothing in the world to compare with
Zee-Kol. Do not hesitate. Go straight
to yourrestchemist
at-d getassured
a N»r ofthatZee-Kol
and
absolutely
your
skin trouble will speedily be banished.
ABSCESSES
Zee-Kol
cures
in
record
time
Eczema,
Zee-Kol Instantly all kinds of Ulcers, Haemorrhoids,
draws out all inflam- Chilblains, Bad Legs, Severe Burns, etc.
and the ab-in
scessmationis healed
twenty-four hours.
ZEE-KOL
The Wonder Skin Rmmedy.

ERYSIPELAS
This alarming skin
affection will disap ear in a fewapplied
days
with Zee-Kol
night and morning.
Its effect is marvellous.

I— FOUR FREE GIFTS COUPflH-J
For sample
of Zee-Kol
Ointment
and
Pills send
2d. stamp
for
postage.
If
sample
of
ZEE-KOL
Medicatedare Soap
DOGE
Cream
also and
desired
send Face
id.
for postage and packing. Write
to the SHAVEX ZEE-KOL
CO., LTD. (Dept. Z.K.35), 40
Blenheim Road, London, N.19.
Of all chemists. Zee-Kol Ointment
at 1/3 or a large tin 3/-.

BURNS
Zee-Kol takes all pain
away will
and form.
no blister

BOIL.S. ETC.
Bolls cannot resist
the wonderful healing
and
In two ofdays
they
properties
Zee-Kol,
disappear.

PIMPLES AND
BLACKHEADS
" I always
BlackandhadPimples.
Zee-Kol headscured
them
In a night — they van-

ished."

LUMBAGO,
STIFF JOINTS, ETC.
Splendidrubbed
for Stiff
Joints,
In
gently
by the fire, and
for Rheumatism.

DOGE
CREAM
THE NEW MARVELLOUS
COMPLEXION
RESTORER
When thinking of other face creams
HOWEVER sallow or patchy your remember
that Doge Cream is not like any
complexion may be, we guarantee to of these. Try
it and you will never go back
make it perfect with Doge Cream.
to any other face cream you have ever used.
Doge Cream is absolutely a complete
If
Doge
Cream
is smeared around the
restorer. It works miracles on the
eyes
atmiracle
night,hadevery
wrinkle will vanish
skin, and is the most ideal complexion
as
if
a
happened.
cream on the market. It is the most
remarkable and the
most perfect cream
that has ever been
blended into a face
cream. It contains
Almond Oil and it does
not grow hair. It
preserves the skin and
takes away all wTinkles
and leaves the skin
smoothtaken
as a from
child's.
was
an oldIt
Venetian recipe. We
guarantee
there inis
not
anotherthatcream
the world to compare
with Doge Cream. It
will make the worst
complexion perfect.
AT THE CASINO
Send for a sample and
SHEILA : Look at that he told me it was a cream
see its marvellons
results.
beautiful dancer. That is called Doge Cream and he
Doge Cream is not a Nalde. She is supposed to be also told me that she never
vanishing Cream and the loveliest wotnem In the
uses soap for her face and
does not dry up the World. She is Venetian.
only this Doge Cream.
skin ; it keeps the skin Everybody raves over her neck,
supple, firm, and
lovely skin. She has a special Doesn't she look beautiful !
I thought the Cream must
youthful. We do not cream she uses.
cost at least 10/- a pot, but
BARBARA: Oh, Darling!
pay for Society women
to gi ve us their
Do tell me what it is.
you
can get it for 1/- atut 2,1portraits,
but
over
a
her hairBARBARA : That's wondef
thousand of the leading SHEILA-:dresserIthisasked
morning, and ful
! I shall not rest until I
Society women use
have got some.
Doge Cream.
Per Pot - 1/-;
END SAMPLE
THIS COUPON
TO-DAYFOR FREE
TUBE OF DOGE
CREAM.
For a sample of Doge Cream send 2d. stamp for postage.
Large Pot 2/- ;
If sample of Doge Soap is also desired, send 4d. for postage
Large Tube 9d. ;
and (Dept
packing.
Write40 to
the SHAVEX
ZEE-KOL
CO.,
Ltd.
De.10),
Blenheim
Road, Upper
HoUoway,
London,
N.19.
Obtainable
from
all
Chemists and Stores.
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fore directed by an American (Al Santell) followed
by an Englishman (Victor Saville).
The Life of Edmund Kean (why not "private
life," by the way? What a daring innovation!)
is about an actor as English as steak-and-kidney
pudding, and will therefore be directed by Kurt
Bernhardt, a German director whom Hitler doesn't
. . . precisely . . . oh, well, it's a long, sad, and
political story.
Bernhardt, who is 36, assisted the various
directors who dictated to The Dictator. He also
(but this was quite some time ago) gave Marlene
Dietrich her first leading part, in a film called
Die Frau Nach der Man Sich Sehnt (search me !),
and directed Conrad Veidt in the fine
silent film The Last Company, and Louis
Trenker and Vilma Banky in The Rebel.
Altogether a notable career.

Small and Thin
axter and Barter, too, seem a little
uncertain about the title of the film
they have just begun at Cricklewood.
It's about the small shopkeeper of to-day and his
fight against the chain stores; and they want to
call it The Small Man, but unfortunately a very
successful film issued forth from Hollywood not
long since called The Thin Man, whiich rather
crabs it.
However, they are carrying on with production
and hoping for inspiration.
George Carney, of course, is playing the lead.
That's
become almost traditional in any film that
Soft, lovely lips . . . . John Baxter
is directing. And in addition to
Minnie
Rayner and Mary Newland there is the
red
NEVER conspicuous with jarring
whole of the Baxter Gang, including Edgar
paint. Simply alluring with natural- Driver, Johnny Schofield, John Tumbull, Roddy
Haydon Wood, Ernest Butcher, Stanley
looking colour! It's no wonder, then, that Hughes,
her lips attracted him . . . and won him Kirby, Wilson Coleman, and Denier Warren.
Also
a
juvenile
who h£is not hitherto penetrated
from the Girl with the Painted Lips.
my aura — one Ian Colin. Also Albert Sandler,
Yet men admit that pale lips are equally the violinist, making his film debut.
The story is by Con West, who is guilty of
unattractive. So to be your loveliest, use the
writing some of the Leslie Fuller comedies; he is
lipstick which colouis lips beautifully without one of the bravest men I know — doesn't even wear
causing a painted look. Instead, Tangee a bullet-proof waistcoat.
Universal will distribute this offering to the
intensifies your own natural colour.
grateful world I referred to some paragraphs back.
LOOKS ORANGE— ACTS ROSE
Filling the Gaps
In the stick Tangee looks orange. But on
film-titles,
but casts
been
your lips, it changes to the blush-rose shade Not in only
a state
of flux lately.
Downalsoat have
Islington,
most natural for your tj-pe . . . therefore, the in particular, they have had to have a last-minute
for The Clairvoyant.
most youthful-looking. Moreover, Tangee's switch-round
First of all, Aima Lee, who was to play the lead
special cream base soothes and softens dry,
opposite Claude Rains, contracted pains under
chapped lips. Get Tangee — 2/6 and 4/6 sizes. her pinny as a result of drinking uncensored water
Also in Theatrical, a deeper shade for in the Libyan Desert when the Camels were
evening use.
Coming, and had to enter a nursing-home.
suppose toshewhom
did itsheon had
purpose,
From all hairdressers, chemists, and stores. butOf .course,
. . well,I don't
her husband
been
married only two or three weeks was in the same
withtimed,
appendicitis,
you'll admit
UNTOUCHED— Lips left unitnursing-home
was very nicely
anyway; sohowever,
it put
touched are apt to have a faded
the kibosh on Anna for The Clairvoyant, and they
look — make the face seem older.
had to chivvy round and secure the services of
PAINTED— Don't risk that
Jane Baxter, who, having been announced in the
cast of Dance Band for B.l.P. and been put in
painted look. It's coarsening and
men don't like it.
Drake instead, was announced for the cast of
Thirty-nine Steps, and has now been put in The
TANGEE — Intensifies natural
rolour, restores youthful appeal,
Clairvoyant instead.
ends that painted look.
little toround
tour for Jane.
be Quite
glad toa nice
get back
the comparative
quietShe'll
and
old-world seclusion of Hollywood.
Cheeks mustn't look
painted, either. So use
Not So Invisible
Tangee Rouge. Changes
to natural colouring I
There has been a fanfare from the GaumontPermanent, too I Colour
British publicity department about the
stays natural all day long I
Invisible Man becoming visible at last — in a
Trial sizes of Tangee Lipstick and Tangee Rouge
Gaumont-British picture.
obtainable everywhere at
Now let's get this straight. Universal, when
6d. each.
they were setting about production of their
LUFT-TANGEE LTD.
highly-diverting and brilliantly-preduced Wellsian
film The Invisible Man, wanted an Englishman to
Johnson 's Place, Plmllco,
London, S.W. I
play the lead whose voice was not known by the
g^eat American public.
Rains happened to be there, and got the job.
ck
ti
ps
Li
us
mo
Most Fa
But, —bless
voice would
done
once your
Mr. hejirt,
Rains anyone's
became visible
in the have
film
Tl Worlds
he was dead and didn't have to talk.
The whole film depended on trick work, and
there was no acting for Claude Rains to do. But
in England we have known him as a fine actor
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
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Jack Hulbert found wife Cicely Courtneidge in
character
and day.
Marlborough"
when
he
visited thefor
set "theMeother
That is the
script
for his next comedy he is clutching so closely.
as athat
disembodied
1911.until
It's herather
a{notpity
we shouldvoice)
have since
to wait
had
apjjeared (or rather not apjjeared) in a Hollywood
film before finding him something to do on our own
screens.
However, we are always like that.
Fay Wray is playing opposite Rains, and is his
partner in a supposedly fake mind-reading act.
Then there were to be also Ben Field, Sidney
Fairbrother, and Margaret Davidge. But poor
Sidney fell ill at the last minute, and they had to
do another very hasty chivvy round and get hold
of Mary Clare.
A Chain of Theatres
Maurice
one. There's
theatreElvey
in it,isin directing
which the this
mind-reading
act isa
p)erformed. And there's just been a theatre at the
StoU studios at Cricklewood. where Argyle Productions have been making Variety, and another
at Shepherd's
Bush, in Alfred Hitchcock's Thirtynine
Steps.
Talking of Hitchcock reminds me that not only
do films change their names, but the studio personnel do also — according to fans.
For instance, two fan letters recently reached
the studios from fans abroad, addressed respectively
to "Monsignor Alfred Hitspot" and "Senor Don
Sir"Hitch"
Kedrick isHardlywick."
well into his new thriller, which is
chiefly concerned with the flight of a young man
from the law when he imagines he has killed some(Pity thathaveLeslie
Fuller'sbasiclastideal
film,!) Strictly
Illegal,one.should
the same
Robert Donat and Madeleine Carroll (both
known in Hollywood) are co-starred, and there is
a magnificent supporting cast, including Godfrey
Tearle, Frank Cellier. Kate Cutler, Peggy Ashcroft, John Laurie, Lucy Manheim, Ivor Barnard,
Wylie Watson, Peggy Simpson, Frederick Piper,
Helen
Pat HayHaye.
gate. Patricia Brett, Elizabeth Inglis, and
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5.00Q000
WOMEN
CAN'T

BE

WRONG

/n choosing
FACE
*What
Ha

Soft, whiteskin IS Charm
How do busy iSociety women
keep their skin beautifully
white and soft? The answer
is on their dressing table —
Hinds Honey & Almond Cream
preserves the youth of skin.
When Hinds is smoothed into
the skin , it feeds the underlying
tissues, preserving its smoothness and restoring its youthful
freshness. Start using Hinds
to-day and see the immediate
improvement in your face
and hands and skin generally.

HI

N

ALMOND

D

S

CREAM
\ HINDS
CREAM

VANISHING

To make your Powder siay on
longer, use this soft, sifin texlured Cream. Ii is non-greasy ISEhI !.
and leaves a perfect mati surface.
Use Hinds Cold Cream to
cleanse (he skin. In extra large
rubes and pots, 6d. and 1 3.

BEFORE

ir is getting so dark /

STA
BLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO
WAS

DOUBLED

UP

WITH
A Stomach
Sufferer'sPAIN"
Marvellous Cure
think two
that years
wonders
had been trouble,
worked
if Wouldn't
you had you
suffered
of stomach
despite even hobpital treatment, and then found
immediate relief from just one bottle of Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder? ^ et this is what happened to
Mr. W. C. Harvey, of 25 Beech Hall Road, London.
In his own words :
" I have
been inforhospital
and X-rayed
having
been
a sufferer
two years,
at timestwice,
completely
doubled up with pain. I was recommended by a
friend to try Maclean Brand Stomach Powder and it
has worked wonders. After taking the contents of
one bottle, I obt lined great relief. In future I shall
never be without it and shall highly recommend it to
allAnd
stomach
if you sufferers."
suffer from stomach trouble of any sort,
you can get just the same relief as Mr. Harvey, but do
not risk an inferior substitute for the sake of a few
pence; be sure to ask your chemist for the genuine
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder with the signature
" ALEX C. MACLEAN." It is not sold loose, but
onlyTablets.
in 1/3, 2/- and 5/- bottles in cartons, of Powder
or

NEW
Nails
NEXT
WEEK !
NQ
FreeI
booklet
>ent under plain
BIT
sealed covers explains how you can easily,
secretly and permanently cure yourself
of this objectionable, bealth-endanirerinc
habit. No aloes, no auto-susnrestion. New
discovery. Send l^d. stamp for postara
FILTEX LTD. (Dept. P.), 31. The Broadway
Crouch End. London, N.8.

POWDER

i

a pity your Fair

Yes,
a pity.
What beai
has, but
it is getting
dark.cifulButblonde
it needha^rnot.littleYouBetty
can
keep it fair and golden always with this wonderful
new secret formula shampoo. Sta'blond, for natural
fair hair
only. Sta-blond
not only
fair most
hair
from
darkening,
but it brings
back, prevents
even to the
faded fair hair, that golden beauty of childhood. It
also corrects depigmentation (colour pigment elimination) due to coal gas, dust, and lack of milk diet.
Even with one shampoo your hair is lighter, silkier,
and more beautiful. It makes the permanent wave
last longer.
Wonderful
for children.
contains
no henna,
camomile,
dyes or Sta'blond
injurious
bleaches. Money back if not delighted. Obtainable
everywhere.

"I

CHRISTOPHER STONE SAYS IT IS A GOOD BOOK—
INTELLIGENT
LISTENING
TO
MUSIC
By
W.
W.
lohnson
Listen ! To enjoy your music fully, you must get this splendid book. Christopher Stone says "Thousands will find it
precisely Send
the book
are seeking.
net. (Postage 6d.)
P.O. they
for Sjb
direct to"5/the publishers
PITMAN . PARKER ST. KINGSWAY
• W.C.2

CREAM
MOUSSl
nttNDEO
UP THEOf SK«N
MOT 0«Y
W " NWITM

A complexion of fa.scinating beauty. A
smooth ' matt ' finish to the skin that lasts all
day. A natural loveliness that is not affected
by wind
and are
rain guaranteed
or perspiration
dancing. These
only while
by Poudre
Tokalon.
The secret is the patent process by which
Poudre Tokalon is made. " Mousse of Cream,"
a ma^^'ellous new ingredient, is blended with
the finest triple silk-sifted powder. Therefore,
Poudre Tokalon cannot dr\- up the natural
oils of the skin, causing it to become
rough
dryis like
ordinarydo.
This and
secret
known
to overpowders
5 million
regular users of Poudre Tokalon in the British
Isles, and many millions more all over the
world. Only such an enormous production
enables the manufacturers to produce a powder of such superlative quality at the low
price of 6d. and 1/- a box. If you are not
delighted vyith results money refunded in full.
|ASHTONE adds that quality of distinctive
beauty to women. The beauty of alluring,
magnetic eyes — the envy of all women who
see them.
|OVELY eyes obtain their beauty from long,
dark lashes, and perfect lashes are the proud
possession of all users of LASHTONE.
Remember the eyes are the centre of attraction, so why not let yours be perfect,
fringed by glorious lashes.
|ASHES of quality and distinction are /ours
If you use LASHTONE. A colourless, scientific cream. Price 2/6 per tubefrom Harrods,
Boots, Selfrldges, &c.
Cut out and send this advert, with a I/- P.O. for a sample
tube direct to
N. A. HINDON, Eaton House, High Street. Newmarket.
natural hair culture

BREAKFASI

goes
to the root of
hair trouble.
THREE

otukee
'^^C^''
'^a
abnd
i^>e
^rpa""
*ee
and „apt<c* bed.Btim
price
^

this

P.484
CONDITIONING
COURSE.
Please send your 3 WEEKS'
1 enclose 4|d. In stamps to cover
HAIRpostage and packing.

TREATMENT
WEEKS'

16

FREE

ze
,dbag si

BEFORE

Silvikrin Laboratories,
145 Sydney Road, London, N.IO.

ADDRESS

BED

For Colds. Influenza. Catarrh. Headache,

NAME

etc.

Send coupon for
hair -conditioning
your
three weeks'
course to-day.

Lo-51-e
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Do You Think?

Stars

Letters from our Readers

Are

Overshadowed

^ou

con

the

toste

fruit

Rowntree's Fruit Flavours taste a^
fruit tastes when it is picked in the
garden. When Rowntrees say
' Blackcurrant ' it is blackcurrant
— with the blackcurrant virtue of
soothing your throat. Rowntrees
bring their delicious real - fruit
flavours to you in three delicious
consistencies
in
ROWNTREES
CLEAR

GUMS

{Hard)
JUICY-FRUITS
(Sofi)
FRUIT

PASTILLES
( Medium )
SOLD LOOSE, 6d. A QUARTER, AND IN
PACKETS TO SUIT ALL POCKETS.

ASSORTED PACKETS, 3d. and 6d.
Rowntrees offer these special packets to
introduce you to all three consistencies in
a wide range of real-fruit flavours. Buy
one to-day.
0ar. Af.
34

by

Doomed
the

Director

their reputations than any amount of stage
is over.
Few people, outside of London, knew
^-AM convinced that the day of the star successes.
Once upon a time the public saw anything of Diana Wynyard until she played in
. a film and remembered it afterwards by Cavalcade.
The present-day films have the cream of
the star or stars who acted in it, whilst professional
talent at their disppsal for the
the man who directed it w£is unknown.
ultimate entertainment of the masses, and as these
In recent years, however, such names as people show their ready appreciation at the box
Lubitsch, Clair, Sternberg, Pabst and Capra ofi6ce, I think we can safely ask Mr. Ervine to
have become known to the public. Stars, draw his own conclusions. — H. Titmas, 72
Marlborough Road, South Woodford, Essex.
having lost a lot of
their glamour, are
Just For a Change .
seen now as instruments of the skilled
For Some
the sake
of novelty
would
like :—
visiting
star to Isay
our policemen
were
director for one end,
a pain in the neck.
namely the portrayal
A newly divorced star to say that her late hubby
colony.
of the film itself.
was the worst skunk that ever infested the film
As an instance,
take the film The
Some star who is going to Hollywood to pass
the remark that he or she is going for the money.
Merry Widow. The
name of Ernst
The improvement-to-art gag is badly worn.
I*rovincial newspaper film reports to say when
Lubitsch will be cona
film is bad and not have all films on one standard
nected with it long
—
excellent.
There are a few bad ones.
after those of
Lupe
and
Johnny
to keep every tenth quarrel
Chevalier and
a secret.
MacDonald are forNewspap>ers not to mention Chaplin and Mary
Frank Capra
Pickford for a time.
I am not blind to
W. C. Fields not to believe he is a comedy
gotten.
genius,Race,
for he46 doesn't
a bit like
Napoleon.
—
the fact that many films to-day are "box- Edith
Southey look
Crescent,
Sheffield,
5, who
office" because of stellar-pull, but the star is wins the second prize of los. 6d,
rapidly being overshadowed by the director.
This is the transition period. I predict that in Warner s Take a Bow
a few years' time the director of a film will be
mention how I appreciate the novel way
all-important to the public, whilst those who act Let inme which
Warner Bros. — First Nation^d
in it will be immaterial. — Douglas G. Mailland, Productions introduce
their casts.
29a Meldon Terrace, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 6, who
They give the names of the players, and also
wins the first prize of £i is. od.
their faces, which is indeed a great help to p>eo[rfe
who are not familiar with the lesser stars.
Should Grade Get Her Man ?
I suggest that other studios adopt this method.
I pictures
have noticed
in almost
nearly invariably
all Gracieloses
Fields'
that she
the — (Miss) A. Alton, "Stanhope House," Rock Road,
Peterborough, Northants.
man she loves.
Surely this seems awfully unnatural with such
a heroine as Gracie.
Kiepura and Grace Moore
.\nd consequently her films nearly always end The increasing vogue among film companies 'f
on a sad note.
exchanging or loaning popular stars has
Let's have a more cheerful, luckier Gracie in conjured in my mind's eye a perfect gem of future
the future \—{Miss) D. Ridgwell. 512 Fairfax entertainment — the "teaming" of those two
superb singers, Jan Kiepura and Grace Moore.
Drive, Westcliff-on-Sea.
After thrilling to the melodies of the lormer in
Tell Me To-night and My Song for You, and
British Films in Canada
the great accomplishments of Miss Moore,
Here are some of the questions that are being sampling
in One Xight of Love, what delicious heights
asked
over
here
:
Why
can't
the
British
film
enjoyment the co-starring of these
companies stand on their own ground ? Why sheer
artistes in a musical setting worthy of then
must they use an American trademark to sell promises !— fohn Brandon, 1 Railway Cottages
their product,? Will British production never Grangetown, Sunderland.
be known under its own name?
We wonder why a British company must sub- Good For Benita
ordinate itself to the American one when it wants
[ay I, with the aid of Picturegoer, pass
to make a name for itself throughout the world.
compliments to Benita Hume, for objecting'
Recently, The Scarlet Pimpernel was advertised
to
play
a part, in the film Bellini, of a person
here
as
a
United
Artists'
production,
which,
of
course, it is not. No word is mentioned of described as "the Mae West of her time."
Good for you, Benita; one Mae West on the
Ix>ndon Films, and as long as this is allowed to
continue, London Films and other British screen is one too many. I'm glad you had the
courage to do it. — (Miss) Alice Bullock, 12
companies will be unknovs'n in Canada. To call Burghlev
Road, Kentish Town, N.VV.S.
a film a United Artists' release is another thing,
but we feel that the British companies are very
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
slow in boosting their product under their own
trademark. — G. Underwood, 4961 Qtteen Mary
What you think about the stars and filmi?
Road, Montreal, Canada.
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
Stage and Screen
£\ IS. and los. 6d. will be
I was very interested to read Mr. Malcolm
paid
for the two most interestD. Phillips' candid comments on Mr. St. John
ing, and 55. for every
Ervine, and only hope that the next time Mr.
other
letter published each
Ervine is tempted to express his views, he will do
week.
Letters should be
so with a greater knowledge of the subject.
written on one side of the
It would be as well to remind him that the
paper only
and should
powers that be have succeeded in convincing such
exceed
150 words.
Address notto ,
outstanding artistes as Diana Wynyard, Leslie
"Thinker,"
The "Picturegoer
Banks, and Elizabeth Bergner, that their appearance in one good film may do more to enhance
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
M'
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IMPORTANT

IN GLANCES
ROMANCES
THEY MET AT THE OFFICE
"TTHE very first day Pamela came, Ian was
' thrilled by her dark, magically alluring
eyes. . . . And now Ian and Pamela
are on their honeymoon. . . . Another
"Gaiety" romance! For Pamela has always
made her eyes so mysteriously attractive
with Gaiety Moisture-Proof Eye Cosmetic
Obuinable in Solid or Liquid Form; Solid:
Black, Brown or Blue. Liquid : Black or
Brown, both complete with brush.
Other Gaiety 6d. Beauty preparations
include EYE SHADOW. Eyebrow
Pencils and Brushes, Rouge, Lipstick
and Mamicure Allurements.
Stocked by: Boots, Woolworths, Chemists,
and Hairdressers. In case of difficulty,
send sixpence to address below.
GAIETY (Dept 8F),
I Hardwick Street.
London, E.CI

EYE

COSMETIC

^

TO

EVERY

WOMAN
A woman will stick to the important details of
life, once she has been convinced of them. No
one knows better than she that some of the
tiniest things are the most important, especially
in matters which concern herself.
But many women become really poorly before
they make any attempts to solve a problem which
has never before challenged them. Constipation
becomes part of their life in a dangerous and
unnoticeable form, robbing them of their natural
character and charm. This is also true of men,
but a woman's constitution is more delicately
built. The peculiar charm which her good health
holds for others makes it important that she
should give that daily attention to her life which
can prevent the begirming of all that will spoil
her happiness. Constipation in its more obvious
form is well known — but constipation which is
characterised by a delayed action rather than the
natural daily urgency is a matter for private and
personal control.
No one can keep a daily watch on your happiness
like yourself. A simple question every night or
morning and the matter is settled. Keep clear of
danger
taking
whenever
you
feel the by
need.
For Beecham's
90 years thisPills
famous
vegetable
remedy has been used by healthy women all over
the world for this very purpose.

COMPLETE
SPRING

CREAM

Are you satisfied that your Vanishing Cream gives
you a really smooth complexion? If so, don't
change. But if you're not, change to D. & R. —
and you'll never change again !
Daggett and RamsdcH's Perfect Vanishing Cream
assures you of a flawless complexion. Your skin
is left unbelievably smooth— an ideal foundation
for your powder and make-up.
D. eJ* R. Per/eft Beauty Creams y in tubes, (sd. and i /-,
and in jars, 1/3 and 2/6. Skjn Tonic ij- and 2/6.
SAMPLE OFFER
ScncI ijd. in stamps with your name and address
in sealed envelope for sample tubes of D. & R.
Beauty Creams, to Stemco Ltd., Dept. .\.3.,
128, Albert Street, Camden Town, N.W.i.

YOUR

OUTFIT

GAYDAY

VANISHING

WITH

SHOES

Spring is on the way, and in the cpring ■
woman's fancy lightly turn* to tbou^ta of —
well, shoes as weD as other itons of oatfit. Buy
your new shoes now, and select ihem from the
spring range of smart Gayday models. Yon
eonldn*t bny smarter ones and yon certainly
couldn't bny better ones.

12/9
Mellow voices Zubes assure us . . .
Here's our solo — join the chorus . .
...to wipe away
UNWANTED

HAIR

The latest discovery of science. A perfumed toilet cream which ends superfluous
hair in three minutes.
Raizors only make the hair grow faster.
The old fashioned depilatories are evilsmelling and dangerous. This new beauty
cream, called New Veet, makes the hair
simply fall away. You just apply it from
the tube and then wash off with water.
Leaves the skin soft, smooth and white
without a trace of hair. No ugly dark
patch like the razor leaves because the hair
is removed below the skin surface.
New Veet is just like a sweet scented
iaxx cream, and as easy and pleasant to
use. At all chemists and hairdressers 6d.
and 1/6.

.Model No. 162 Matt
Court,
Fancy Kidtrimming,
Med. Span. Heel.
MwlfINo 163 Brown Glace Kid
Court, ming.
fancjrMed. Span.
trimHeel.

FOOTWEAR

OF

'Go-suck
a lUBB'
When you start to croak like a frog — even
if you are not a singer — something has got
to be done about it. Let diat something
be a Zube. Zubes soothe your throat and
chest— help you to reach your top A with ease.

FASfflON

Get a copy of our illustrated style*
brocfanre from your shoe-shop or
direct from
GAYDAY, SHOEMAKERS, NORWICH

. • W. tint
2 . Per siinee
ZUBES
WILL
CLEAR
YOUR
THROAT
AND
CHEST
3*> «, At
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CHARM

TO

CHARM
Let

George

do

it

i

"George" and "Anne" are your enquiry departments. The
former will he happy to answer any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with household or beauty hints.
Write to them both cjo The Picturegoef Weekly. When
a reply by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must
be enclosed.
W. and p. L. (N.l.) and Interested and
E. H. (Middlesboro')
and M.1, F.1898,
(Windsor).—
John
1-oder, b. March
London,
6 ft., brown hair and blue eyes. Address,
c/o A.T.P. Recent films: My Song Goes
Round the World, Lorna Doone, Eighteen
Minutes, It Happened In Paris. You can
obtain
photograph
Picture aPostcard
Salon.of Mr. Loder from the

One

powder

YARDLEY

only

for

@mwm

her beauty
POWDER

Exquisitely groomed and gowned, the crowning
triumph for her beauty is the Yardley Orchis
Powder.
Invisibly and with caressing touch, it gives her
complexion that softly-blooming, compelling lovC'
liness for which the radiance of jewels and silks,
of lights and flowers, furnish a perfect setting.
You who value your own loveliness can find no
better Powder for your complexion than this.
Discover for yourself the clinging fineness of it—
its glamorous Orchis perfume. Choose from its
seven tints your own ; a fashionable shade is
English Peach — ^warm, youthful and becoming to
most complexions.
The Silver Box Powder is issued in four perfumes: Orchis,
Jessamine, April Violets and Freesia.

YARDLEY
U14 11X4

33 OLD

BOND

STREET

LONDON

J. H. G.
(Leatherdale).
— Grace
appeared
in jfennv
Lind and
New Moore
Moon
before One Night of Love. Miss Moore,
b. Dec. 5, 1901, Jellico, Tennessee, married
to Valentin Parera. Address, c/o Columbia.
Inquisitive. — Address, Cyril McLaglen
c/o Paramount.
Fan Club Notice.— The Imperial Film
Club
St. Patrick's
Dance,arein holding
honour aof Grand
Mr. Gordon
Marker
at the Royal Hotel, Wobum Place, Russell
Square, W.C.l on Thursday, March 14th,
Dancing 7.30 to 12.0 p.m. Tickets 2/6 each
members, 3/- each non-members, can be
obtained from The Secretary, 100 Dalston
Lane, London, E.8 or at the door.
Vera (Warcks).
(1) Geneb. Nov.
Raymond
unmar ied. (2)Nova —Pilbeam
15, 1919.
(3) You can obtain photographs of Rjchard
Cromwell and Gene Raymond from the
Picture Postcard Salon.
(Jamaica).
Art Plates
JoanCrawtord
Crawford Fan: March
12, —1932,
May 27,of
1933, July 1. 1933; Dec. 16, 1933; Jan. 26,
1935. Front Covers, Sept. 26, 1931;
March 25, 1933; Dec. 2, 1933; Jan 5, 1935.
Film Fan. — Addresses : Wendy Barrie,
Clifford Mollinson, Tamara Desni, Zelma
O'Neal,
c/o c/o
B.I.P.
Alice Faye,
Fox. Jack Hulbert c o G.B.
Sweet Nineteen.— <]) Marthe Eggerth,
b. 1912. (2) Jan Kiepura is Polish, write
to him C O Paramount. (3) Nils .\sther
married Vivian Duncan, (separated) one
daughter. (4) Evelyn Laye is 34. (5)
Chester Morris, b. Feb. 13, 1902. Recent
films : Gift o' the Gab. The Day Bride, Ambu(6) Clark
Gable, lance
b. Call,
Feb.I've1, Been
1901, Around.
Making Tovm
Talk
and The Call of the Wild. (7) Geneva
Mitchell 5 ft. 4 in. ull.
A. A.HoUl—
(Derbyshire).
CentreDancing
Spreads.^
Grand
May 28. —1932.
Lady— ■
—Jan. 6, 1933; Afy Lips Brtroy— July 22.
1933; My Weakness— Nov. 11, 1933; / Am
Susanne—¥e:b. 24, 1934; Gold Diggers of \933
—Jan. 17, 1933.
Extremely Interested. — Jean Muir, b.
New York. Feb. 13. 1911; 5 ft. 7 in., blonde
hair and grey green eyes, real name Jean
Muir Fullarton. Address, c/o Warner
Bros. Latest films. Gentlemen Are Bom,
A.4 Lady
Midsummer
Night'sandDream,
While Cockatoo,
Surrenders
Desirable.
B. H. (Maidstone). — ^Address. Otto Kruger,
C O M.-G.-M.; John Boles, c/o Fox.
West One. — (1) Lewis .Stone, b. Nov. IS,
1879, Worcester, U.S.A. Latest films.
David Copperfield and Sequoia. Address,
c/o M.-C;.-M. (2) Mary Brian, b. Feb. 17.
1908, Dallas, U.S.A. Latest films: College
Rhythm and Charlie Chan in Paris. Address,
c/o Paramount.
A Jan and Marthe Fan and Anxious
Fan.-—
(1) Janto Kiepura
and Marthe
Eggerth
are
engaged
be married.
(2) Jan Ki<pura
has signed a contract with Paramount.
(3) Marthe Eggerth, b. April 17, 1912.
Crawtord-Gable Fan. — (1) The rumour
you have
heard Gable
is incorrect.
Photo- '
graphs
of Clark
and Joan (2)Crawford
can
Salon.be obtained from the Picture Postcard
Phyllis. — .Address, Ginger Rogers, c/o
Radio.
Parker Fan. — Jean Parker, b. Aug. II.
1915. Deer Lodge, Monuna, real name
Mae Green, 5 ft. 3 in., 105 lb., dark-brown
hair and hazel eyes. Address, c/o M.-G.-M,
Latest film, Sequoia.
A Crosby Fan. — Bing Crosby, b. May 2,
1904, rrurried to Dixie Lee. and has three
sons. Gary Evan, b. June 29. 1933. Phillip
I^ng and Dennis Michael, twins, b. July,
1934.
A New Readhi. — Addresses Lew Ayres,
c/o Fox; Bing Crosby and Jan Kiepura,

c/o Paramount. (2) Photographs can be
obtained
from the Picture Postcard Salon,
for 3d. each.
Fan (New
Bellamy's
films
include
: TheFerry).
Secret— Ralph
Six, The
Magnificent
Lie, West of Broadway, Surrender, Forbidden,
Disorderly Conduct, We Humans, The Woman
in Room 13, Almost Married, Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm, Airmail, Salomy Jane,
Illegal Divorce, Parole Girl, Picture Snatcher,
Behw the Sea, Narrow Comer, Flying Circus,
Ever in My Heart, Ace of Aces, Before Midnight, Evidence in Camera, Blirui Adventure,
One is Guilty, Once to Every Woman, This
Man is Mine, Spitfire, Crime of Helen
Stanley, GirlRendezvous
in Danger, atWoman
in theMaking
Dark,
Helldotado,
Midnight,
Eight Bells. Address, c o Columbia, asking
how much he charges for a photograph.
.\NiTA and Film Goer. — Shirley Temple,
b. 1930. daughter of Mrs. Gertrude and Mr.
George F.Bank,
Temple,
manager
of Califomian
two the
brothers
George
and
Jack. Making The Little Colonel. Address,
c/o
Fox.
Photograph
of
Shirley
can
obtained from Picture Postcard Salon, be
85
Long Acre, W.C.2.
(Lanes.).
— Thea film
general
release
dateRelease
is the date
on which
is available
to Picture Houses all over the country.
Sometimes
has abefore
pre-release
at a large
kinema
a fewa film
months
this date.
Ronnie.. — Maureen O'Sullivan, b. May
17, 1911, Boyle, Ireland, 5 ft. 4 in., brown
hair, blue eyes, hobbies tennis and riding,
engaged to Johnnie Farrow, .\ddress, c/o
M.-G.-M. Making Richelieu.
M.S. — We did not publish supplements of
Sally in Our Alley, Looking on the Bright
Side, and This Week of Grace.
Rex (York).
— .\ddresses
Merle Oberon,
Maurice
Chevalier,
Robert :Montgomery,
c/o
M.-G.-M. ; Clive Brook, c/o Gaumont
Studio Addresses
British Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
• Park. Middlesex.
As.<!Oci<ited Picture Studios. Ealing
i Green. London, W. 5.
British and Dominion Imperial Studios.
Elstree.Studios,
Herts.
:I Boreham
British Wood,
International
Boreham
i Wood,
Elstree.
Herts.
British
Instructiorul
Studios,
Welwjnn
: Garden City, Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
iI British
Lion Studios, Beaconsfidd,
Bucks.
Fox Film Studio, Rodean Gardens,
I Wembley Park.
Gainsborougli
Poole Street,
1 Islington,
London, Studios,
N.
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove.
I Shepherd's
I.ondon, Hurst
W.12.
NettlefoldHush.Studios.
Grove,
; Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
j London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
i Street.
• Park,
SoundLondon.
City S.W.I.
Studio, Littleton
1 Shepperton, Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's,
: Twickenham,
j
Studios
i Columbia .American
Studios, 1438,
Gower Street,
I Hollywood, California.
I Educational Studios, Santa Monica
; Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
iICalifornia.
First National Studios, Burbank,
• Fox Studios, Movietone City, WestI wood, California.
i Samuel Goldw)'n Studio, 7210. Santa
I: fomia.
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, CaliiI City,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios. Culver
California.
I'aramount-Publix
Studios,
Hollytvood,
I California.
: Radio Studios. 780, Gower Street.
I Hollywood, California.
I Hal Roach Studios, Culver Ciiv.
I•California.
.Mack Sennett Studios, Studio Ciiv,
I North Hollywood. California.
Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank.
United Artistes Studios, 1041, North
I; California.
Fomrasa Avenue. Hollywood. California,
I: California.
Universal Studio.«. Universal City,

i
•
:
;
j
!
|!
i|
j
:
I|
;
i
■J
:
j•
|
j
jj
j
]!
:■
j
j
i
j
j
|
;
!
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:
:
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j
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;
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Jane Baxter, b. Sept., 1910, England; blue-grey eyes, brovm hair, 5 ft. 5 in.
Latest films : " The Little Minister," " Enchanted April," " We Live
Again." Now making
DanceHouse,
Band."
Address
: c/o
Ltd., "Film
Wardour
Street,
W.i.United Artists,
British ; Leslie Howard, c/o London Films ;
Frank Lawton, c/o Universal Pictures, Film
House, Wardour St. ; John Gielgud, c/o The
New Theatre, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2.
(Hounslow).—
Anna California.
May Wong,5 ft.
b.
Jan.L. 3,S. 1907,
Los Angeles,
4 in., black hair and brown eyes; unmarried;
hobby golf. Latest film, Limehouse Blues.
Address, c/o Paramount.
Joan (Bristol) and D. J. S. (Walthamstow).
— ^Theunfounded.
rumours you have heard are
absolutely
Gracie Fan. — Miss Fields has just signed
a contract with A. T. P. and will shortly
start on a film, scenario written by J. B.
Priestley.
Cagney Fan.
— ^The
amount youcharged
forAphotographs
varies
so I suggest
write
and ask each star before obtaining your
money orders.
George Arliss Fan (Norwich).- — George
Arliss's
films: Disraeli,
The Green Alexander
Goddess,
Old English,
The Millionaire,
Hamilton, The Silent Voice, A Successful
Calamity,
The Working
Adopted Man,
Father,Voltaire,
The King's
Vacation, The
The
House of Rothschild, The Last Gentleman,
The Iron Duke, Cardinal Richelieu.
— (1) Margaret
Sullavan,
b. Curious
May 16.(Rugby).
1909, Norfolk,
Virginia.
Next
film, The Giaod Fairy. Address, c/o UniversaL
(2) Address, Norma Shearer c/o M.-G.-M.
Seventeen
— ^You
done the
right
thing and(Surrey).
I hope you
will have
be successfiil.
Thinker.
(1) CUrk
Fd>.and1,
1901,
Cadiz, —C^uo,
6 ft. 1 Gable,
in; brownb. hair
grey eyes; married Rita Langham; hobbies,
riding, golf, swimming and reading. Address,
c/o M.-G.-M. (2) Donald Cook, b. Sept.
26, 1902, PortUnd, Oregon, 5 ft. 11 in.,
dark brown hair and eyes; 150 lb.; hobbies
dogs; address, c/o Columbia. (3) Richard
Dix, b. July 19, 1894; St. Paul, Minnesota;
6 ft.; brown hair and eyes; hobbies, golf,
fishing and his ranch; real name Ernest
Brimmer; married Winifred Coe. Address,
c/o RKO Radio. (4) H. B. Warner, b. Oct.
26,
London.
6 ft.
1 in.;1876,
fair St.
hair;John's
blue Wood,
eyes; hobby
athletics;
married Marguerite Stanwood.
A Schoolboy
Fan. — Claudette
Colbert,
address,
c/o Paramount;
latest film,
The
Gilded Lady; making One Woman.
ShearerStreet
Fan was(Oxford).
The Barretts of
Wimpole
a 1934 —film.
J. M. S. (Sutton).— (1) See Thinker
above.
(2) Clark Gable's latest films:
Forsaking
Totm Talk.All Others, The Call of the Wild,
Anxious to Know (Glasgow). — (1) Otto
Kruger, b. Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 6, 1895:
5 ft. 9 in.; brown hair; grey eyes. He did
not act in silent films ; came from New York
stage. (2) Ramon Novarro speaks English.
Annette.
John b.Boles,
Oct.Mar.
27,
1900;
(2) Jeaa— (1)
Harlow,
Kansasb.City,
3, 1911, real name Harlean Carpenteir; 5 ft.
. 2J in.; platinum-blonde hair; blue-green
eyes; ed. Ferry Hall, Lake Forest, Illinois;
maried (1) Charles McGrew (mar. dis.);
(2) Paul Ber»-> (dec.); (3) Hal Rosson (mar.

dis.); address, c/o M.-G.-M. Latest films.
Reckless,
Secretary. China Seas. To make Wife Versus
Rogers Fan (W.C.2).— Write to Ginger
Rogers, c/o Radio Studios.
Cantab. — (1) Ida Lupino, b. 1917.
Address, c/o Paramount. Films include :
Her First Affaire, Daughters of To-day,
Money for Speed, High Finance, I Lived with
You, Ghost Camera, Prince of Arcadia,
Search for Beauty, Come on Marines, Ready
for Lave. (2) Anne Shirley, b. 1919, New
York City, real name Dawn Paris. First
appeared in pictures under the name of
Dawn
• Address,
Radio. Knoics
Films
include:O'Day.
Mooruhine
Valley,c/o Mother
Best,
Girl, Rich
Man's School,
Folly, R-jsputin
the MaCityi Monk,
Finishing
Anne of
Green Gables. (3) Toby Wing, b. Virginia,
U.S.A., July 14, 1915; real name Martha
Virginia Wing. Pictures include : 42m/
Street, The Kid from Spain, Too Much
Harmony, This Day and Age, Broadtoay
Singer, Search for Beauty, Come on Marines,
Murder at the Vanities, One Hour Later.
Address, c/o Paramount.
WiLCOXON-O'SinxiVAN
— (1) Henry
Wilcoxon,
b. Sept. 8, 1906,Fan.Dominica;
c/o
Paramount. Making The Crusades. (2)
Maureen
O'Sullivan,
b. May 19, 1911,Address,
Boyle,
Ireland, making
Cor j(na/i{ic/i«/tVu.
c/o M.-G.-M.
Inquisitive Cowboy. — Address, Tim
McCoy, c/o Universal.
D. B.The(Glos.).—
Anthony Bushell,
film
Scarlet(1)Pimpernel;
address,latest
c/o
London Films. (2) John Mills latest film
Dandy Dick; address, c/o B.I.P. (3) Leslie
Howard; latest film The Scarlet Pimpernel;
address, c/o London Films.
Bergner and Dietrich Fan. — Centre
Spread — The Scarlet Empress — June 2, 1934.
Story— Sept. 8, 1934. Centre spread—
Catherine the Great — Dec. 16, 1933. Story
—Aug. 25, 1934.
P. Clark
W. (Welling).—
(1) cover
Gingerof Jan.
Rogers
above
Gable on front
26.
1935 issue. (2) Cast. Dames: Mabel — Joan
Blondell; Jimmy — Dick Powell; Barbara —
Ruby Keeler; Matilda — Zasu Pitts; Horace
— Guy Kibbee; Ezra Ounce — Hugh Hubert;
Bulger- — ^Arthur Vinton; Song Writers —
Phil Regan and Sammy Fain; Maid — Leila
Bennett. (3) Joan Crawford is divorced from
Douglass Fairbanks, jun. Her latest film is
Forsaking All Others with Clark Gable and
Robert Montgomery.
Film Fan (Halisham). — ^Judy Gunn took
the
part of " Kitty Beverley ' ' in Lilies of
the Field.
P. T. (N. Ireland).— Cast. Freedom of the
Seas. Smith — Clifford MoUison; Phyllis —
Wendy
— Zelma
O'Neal;
Harcourt —Barrie;
H. F.Jennie
Maltby;
Cavendish—
Tyrell Davis; Bolton — James Carew;
Bergstrom- — Cecil Ramage; Wallace — Henry
Weiunan; Jackson — Frederick Peisley;
O'Hara— Frank Atkinson; Gamp — Charles
Paton.

Did

you

your

".

Weekly

MACLEAN

teeth

to-day?

. Course

I

did"

HACLEANS
PEROXIDE
TOOTH

PASTE

Ohtainahle everywhere 6° and 1/If you use a solid dentifrice, try the f\ew
Macleans Solid Peroxide Dentifrice— 6d. per tin.
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Miss Barbara Geach,
of Streatham, who
was chosen as " Miss
Idlma " of the
Locarno, receiving
first prize from Miss
Judy Kelly {centre)
the film star.

Bemftis

Its

Leave

IT

to

ANNE

^EIZE your pen without fttrther delay, pass that
^ puzzling point on to me.
I shall be delighted to
help youj but enclose a startled addressed envelope if
you wish for a reply by post.

by

Millions

FASCINATING
NEW

STUDY

Ronald

OF

Colman

" Picturegoer Postcards " Score Again
It takes a Picturegoer Postcard to present
a star in the very best light ! Here is a new
and captivating study of Ronald Colman, who
looks more
after isa typical
year's
absence
from handsome
the screen.thanHisever
portrait
of the artistry and glamour surrounding all
Picturegoer Postcards. Add some to your
Album without delay, and be sure to include
Ronald Colman amongst them. By joining the
Picturegoer Postcard Club, you can get a
magnificent 5/- Album free, to hold 300 card^
The cover, with panel embossed in gold,
resembles snakeskin. The pages make the
perfect setting for your choicest treasures. To
join the Club, simply send an order for not less
than one dozen Sepia Glossy Postcards at the
regular price of 2s. 6d. doz. On future orders
yon will be given liberal discounts.
5/- ALBUM
KoiumU Cctmrntt
FREE
Choose your
cards from this
list. Sepia POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
Glossy, 3d.
each, 3/6 dox., TO " PICTL'KBOOER " 8AIX>N,
available to
Acra. ofLondon,
W.C.-i.
members and
eaxnl me 8Su hont
a member
" The Ptcturenon-members B-ierPlea]>«
■■
PorUva
Club,
and
"end
roe
Memberabip
(Wd
And
full
pibrticulArt*
of
dincountii,
etc..
alike. Complete future orders. 1 encloRe order for not IcRS thuon
list of these and
dozenPleaite
BepU include
Oloniiy wild
potttrarda,
6d.
other postcards one
dozen.
n»y orderpriceyour29. new
^K. Free Pontcard Albom. I enclose * Is. extra
on request.
to cover cost of postage and iwcking oo ncf gUt.
Joan Crawford
Lnrfa Ajnm
My ma Ix>y
Joho
B*nyinor« Marlene Diethih Jeaiiette
M*rI>onald Name
Jane
Baxter
Kredrif Marrh
W&nier Biucter
nally
RobertMoDtRumery Addfess
Mad
ReKilen*
EvanK
Wallace BeerjDouiiiM
CODStADCC
Ramon Novarro
Bennett
PairhankH.
Jun.
Maureen
BliMbetfa
Oracle Pieldi
O'Hullivan P.O. Xo
Amoant
(
lark
Oahle
Bericncr
Pick Powell
John BoleK
(J ret* Oarbo
*OTeneas cover
readerspacktnR
shouldandenclose
(llnRcr
Roftem
Carl
Brifuvm
Janet
Gaynor
p4>sta«e.2s. eitn to
Norma Hidnev
Hhearer
Cllve Brook
Jean
Harlow
Hvlvia
Lilian
Harvey
CIDU
P.O.
/and
i^'o.l
and
inake payable to
Jack Buchanan
(^mrad \ eidt
Katharine
"THE PICTUBEOOER."
Snncy eiUCarroll
Claud
Mae
We«t
Hepburn
Diana
Wynyard
'■B.
—
AppUeanu
fnm
IrUk
Fw thot
Stmit may
wnU t«he
Colbert Dfirothv
Hynon
rsfwrsd
(o pay aiif cMry dMy
Lore t La YounjK
Kliirna Landl
Ronald Colntan
cAanmitI<.
pir. a;3..i5.
Oary Cooper
Eve lyn Lave
8

rill
.^ST week I tried to impress
k9
on my readers how very
is to remove
it make-up
important
■•li
hjU
all
tracesbefore
of
jjl__the
face
going to from
bed.
No matter how weary you feel, or how
late vou come home from the dance,
this cleansing should not be omitted.
If powder and cream are left on a!l
night, it must result in coarse open
pores and blackheads. Warm water
and soap followed by ten minutes
massage with cleansing cream, will
free the skin from make-up and impurities collected from the atmosphere.
A sulphur steam bath is a very good
treatment for blackheads. It is pre: Takeof asulphur,
level tablespoonfulpared thisofwayflowers
mix
this to a smooth cream with about three
tablespoonsfuls of warm water. Fill
the handbasin with boihog water, and
then add the sulphur cream.
Protect the front of your hair with
a make-up band, throw a towel aroimd
the head, and then hold the face over
the basin, using the towel to keep in
the steam. A soft handkerchief tied
around the eyes will protect them from
the effects of the heat and steam.
.After five minutes the skin will feel
soft and relaxed. This is the time for
pressing out the blackheads. It may
be done with the fingers if they are
protected with a piece of cotton wool,
or with a proper blackhead extractor.
This may be purchased from any
chemist. The extractor must be sterilized
before use by ten minutes in boiling
water. While the instrument is still
warm, the blackheads should be
extracted.
The basin should be refilled with
hot water, to which has been added
a teaspoonful of simple tincture of
benzoin. After another three minutes
steaming of the face, the water should
l)e cooled dqjra and the face sponged
first with the tepid water, and finally
with cold water. Finally the place
where the blackheads have been
extracted should be dabbed with a little
pure alcohol. The latter may be bought
from the chemist.
While occasional steaming is beneficial, the process must not be repeated
tcK) often, or the skin will become
relaxed. While the blackheads persist,
the steaming may be done once a
fortnight. After that once in six weeks
will probably be often enough till the
blackheads have disappeared for good.
Girls in their teens must remember
that blackheads are incidental to
adolesence. The trouble will pass in
a year or so. Diet plays as large a part
in the cure as outward treatment.

Food must be plain and low in starch
and sugar. Fried foods, cakes,
and pastries, white bread, puddings,
macaroni, potatoes, sauces, too much
tea and coffee, are all bad for this
tr>-ing
On condition.
the other hand milk, cream,
buttermilk, eggs (other than fried ones)
salads, vegetables, fruit (except
bananas), clear soups, and simply
grilled meat and fish, with wholemeal
bread will help in the cure.
A good healing lotion is made from
the following recipe :—
Sulphur
(precipitate)
i3 parts
part
Calamine
Eau de Cologne
10 parts
Lime water to
100 parts
Where the general condition is low
the blackheads are fre<juently surrounded by an area of inllaimnation.
Obviously the health needs building
up. .Anaemia and indigestion are often
responsibe for this aggravation of the
original trouble. Moreover acne is
verv often accompanied by dandruff.
This is specially noticeable when
the acne is found on the shoulders
and back. It is practically impossible
to clear up the acne, unless the dandruff
is treated at the same time. The combined treatment is perha{>s too involved for description here, but if any
of my readers are suffering from the
two troubles, I shall be glad to help
them by letter, and suggest a hue of
treatment. Enquiries should enclose a
stamped addressed envelope for reply.
Really severe acne persisting over a
long period, is of course, a matter for
medical advice. The longer the trouble
lasts, the more likely is the face to be
scarred. A doctor may use in his discretion one of the many up-to-date
methods for curing acne, not possible
in home treatment.
Brood
— Cut downas
theBetty
sweets,
and (Upmlnster)
treat the blackheads
advised al)Ove.
MoUy Birk (Wolverhamptoo) —All the
products you mention arc excellent. I would
advise you to continue with the perfume.
Cheap
si'ents
alwaysshould
a mistake.
Use a
little less.
Yourarcpowder
be Naturelle,
Worried (Lon^l^t) -Impossible to
give
yoor
age. you
You standard
have notmeasurements
yet finished for
growing.
Read the article on blackheads atmve.
Hcwson
Electrolysis
theB. only
uielhod(Grantham).—
of permanently
destroyingis
imwanted hair. A lemon bleaching cream
will whiten your skin. Sold by all chemists.
Massage the legs with warm olive oil.
Worried Nancy (NewniUls).^lean the
blue satin Buy
dancing
shoesthewithchemist.
oart>on Apply
tetncbloride.
it from
with
a
pad
of
cotton
wool,
changiag
the
surface
as it liecomes soiled. Rub With a circular
movement.
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SECONDS
to be

sure

of

your

Hair

HAIR

REMOVED

"From

DANDERINE' Insure* your nair
for a penny a day.Less than a minute — less than a penny — to be
sure of your hair all day long ! To have die satisfaction ofknowing that it is not only clean but that
it really looks clean. To know it will stay as you
arranged it. And to know no dandruff will appear.
When you've had your hair shampooed ' Danderine ' will keep it from getting out of place. When
you
moneyit.forUnlike
a wave,stidcy
' Danderine
help pay
you good
to retain
dressings ' will
and
oily tonics, it is delightful to use. Its delicate
fragrance is appealing and it creates a marvellous
effect of freshness and cleanliness !
With all the care a woman gives to her hair, it
is a pity to omit this last touch that means so much.
It's no trouble. Yet you can hardly believe anything so mild and delightful as ' Danderine ' could
bring such a change in the condition and appearance of hair and scalp. Just try it. You can buy
*and
Danderine
' at all Chemists and Stores, 1/3, 2/6
4/6.

FOR

EVER

these Spots

QBJECTIONABLE hairs on face, neck, arms, under^an amazing
arms, or scientific
legs can way
now that
be removed—
roots asthe well
— in
finally destroys
growth
for good. No electricity, no bad smells or unbearable pain.
This new method, perfected by the Dermal Research Institute,
issafeanandentirely
new Itdiscovery
extraordinary
— yettemp>>rarily,
absolutely
harmless.
does not —merely
remove hair
but gets at the real cause of hair growth, gently easing away
the very roots so that they will never grow again. The whole
process is quick and simple — almost as easily applied as cold
cream. Simply apply a soothing balsam — and the hairs lilt
out in aminute — leaving the skin adorably smooth and clear.
FREE BOOKLET EXPLAINS
FREE Booklet describes this remarkable new method and
tells how it will quickly, easily and inexpensively rid you of
superfluous hair for ever. Fill in and post the coupon to-day
for
jrour (Dept.
copy. 953),
There3, Lower
is no John
obligation.
Dermal W.l.
Research
Institute
Street, London,

b«a*<«* °"!"' the nose and
and
'»I'«'"% e':^n9 congestion

DERMAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE (Dept. 9S3).
3 Lower John Street, Loodon, W.l.
You may send me, free and without obligation, your interesting little booklet, "The New Way to Remove
Superfluous Hair Permanently."
Name
Address

I

MM
FOR THE HAIR —w
'D
ander
ine
A

Word

Wise

to

the

— ^Woman

Women who, by some slight derangement, or by reason
of a delicate constitution, suffer some distress on certain
occasions will find perfect ease of mind and body in
Cephos, the original prescription of an eminent Harley
Street Physician. Taken just before and during these
trying occasions, Cephos compensates for the natural
loss of energy which occurs, and has a wonderfully toothing
effect on the whole system. Irritability and exhaustion
vanish and no sign of physical distress is felt.
Cephos suits even the roost delicate constitutions, and
is taken by thousands of women regularly. It is a perfectly
harmless remedy, free from all injurious drugs. It is safe
and certain, and <toe« no( of/ecr fhe heart. Recognised
by medical authorities everywhere. Cephos is also infor Headache,
and 3d.
'Flu.each.In
powders otvaluable tablets
t/j andNeuralgia,
3/-. SingleColds
powders

entrancing
harm
NAMES

Supplied by Boots, Timothy WhiUs,
Taylors and all Chemists and Stores.

^^/x^

POST COUPON K)^f/ffnn[\i BOOK
5/To J. & J. CASH. Ltd. (Dept. NJL9), Gorcatry
Please send me FREE COPY of your booklet,
"Safety First with Cash's Names."

FREE

Sample sent on receipt of p.c. giving
name and address to the Lady
Supervisor, CEPHOS LTD. Dept.
lOP.W., BLACKBURN.

and curls . . . soft silky

texture
Woven on fine cambric tape in fast colours.
They
areea.<:ily
daintiest
fabric. attached and will not barm the
s
12
6
doz. 2/9
doz. 3/9
doz.
From all Drapers and Stores. Send coupon below for
booklet showing hill range of styles and colourt.

^ PHYSICIAN'S
REMEDY

waves

I Addmt..
I

. . .

. .

. more

reflected

tones

. . . loveliness

Evan

Williams

Shampoo

that
alone

can give.
•ORDINARY"
Dark Hair

•CAMOMILEFair Hmlr
per packet
EVA

WILLI

AM§

SHAMPOO
OF ALL CHEMISTS AND HAIRDRESSERS
Ni
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Elasto

Will

NEW
BLOOD
REMEDY
Will Save You

TROUBLES
I

YOU

CRIPPLE
Lighten

Your

Step

Get
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RIGHT
of a

!
the

SIDE

course

of

'ELASTO'

My Poor Legs."
"For
years
it u>asswell
miseryandforthetnepain
to walk,
legs!
and insteps would
was my
awful
Finally an ulcer broke out on my ankle and I could
not walk or stand except for a few minutes at a
time. Then my son advisea me to try Elasto
and . . "
How the Leg-Weary Are Being
Made Nimble and Active by this
Wonderful
New
Blood Remedy.
LEG pains soon cease when Elasto is
taken. Varicose veins are forgotten and
soon become normal, old wounds become
clean and healthy and commence to heal,
rheumatism is quickly relieved and the whole
system is braced and strengthened. This is
not magic, although the relief does seem magical;
it is the natural result of revitalised blood
and
Elasto.improved circulation brought about by
What other users of ELASTO say:
" No sign of varicose veins now,"
" Elasto put new life into me."
" Elasto has saved me pounds."
" I was suffering from mitral disease and dare
not exert myself in any way, but now,
thanks to Elasto, my heart is quite sound
"'My again."
Doctor highly praises Elasto."
" Now walk long distances with ease."
" Elasto has cured my bad legs."
" Cured my rheumatism and neuritis."
" Now free from piles."
" I feel 10 years younger."
" It put me on my feet."
" I had suffered for years from a weak heart,
but Elasto cured me."
" All signs of phlebitis gone."
" Completely cured my varicose ulcers."
' I am now free from pain."
" My skin is as soft as velvet."
Elasto tones up the system and cures
Depression."
" As soon as I started taking Elasto I could
go about my work in comfort, no pain
whatever."
" Varicose veins quickly cured after 12 years
of useless bandaging."
" Cured my swollen legs, although I had been
suffering for years."
" Had rheumatism so bad I could hardly
walk, bat Elasto cured me." Etc.
^on^t
123

4^

" I can now Walk for Miles "
". . . after using your remedy I am happy to say I am
completely cured and can now walk for miles. I cannot
praise Elasto enough, as I thought I would never walk again.
Your remedy is truly wonderful." — Mrs. L
5
.
Here is YOUR great opportunity!

FREEx
A

generous
of

Sample

this

Wonder
Remedy
Simply fill in the Coupon for a Free Sample and a Special
Free Booklet fully explaining Elatto, the new Biological
Remedy. These, together with copies of recent testimonials,
we will gladly send privately, post free. Don't lose another
monxent ! Write for these to-day — NOW, while you think
of it ! and see for yourself %vfaat a wonderful difference
Elasto makes. This offer is too good to be missed!
ELASTO
WILL
SAVE
YOU
POUNDS !
THE NEW ERA TREATMENT CO., LTD.
(Dept. 191), Cecil House. Holbom Viaduct, London, E.C.
SlaM^

und

Wonderful

POUNDS!
Not a Drug, But a
Vital Ceil Food

curative science; it is based on
EL.ASTO is something r>e\v to
circu-e
thats,badvaricos
knowle
thelation,
musculardge
weaknes
veins, rheumatism, and leg troubles
in general, with their numerous
de\-elopments and widely varied
symptoms, are deficiency diseases;
that in all such conditions there is
a lack of certain vital constituents of
the blood.
Owing to this lack, the body is
unable to build up the elastic tissue
needed to maintain the vein and
artery walls and the various membranes in a healthy condition, and
a state of flabbiness results.
Elcisto restores to the blood the
vital elements which combine with
albumin to form elastic tissue and
thus enables Nature to restore contractility tothe
relaxed arteries,
and devitalised fabrics
of veins,
and
heart and so to re-establish normal
circulation; the real basis of sound
health.
Every sufferer should know of
this wonderful new biological
remedy which quickly brings ease
and comfort and creates within the
system a new health force; overcoming relaxed conditions, increasing vitality and bringing into full
activity Elasto
Nature's
own laws
healing.
is prepared
in tinyof
tablets, which dissolve instantly on
the tongue, and are absorbed
directly into the blood stream,
thereby actually restoring the
natural power of healing to the
blood.
For the outlay of a few shillings
you can now enjoy the tremendous
advantages of this Modern Scientific Remedy which has cost thousands of pounds to perfect.
Elasto cures bad circulation,
varicose veins, ulcers, eczema,
psoriasis, phlebitis, thrombosis,
muscular weakness, heart
troubles, swollen legs, inflamed
wounds, gout, rheumatism,
neuritis, and all those troubles
generally known as bad legs.
Elasto also cures piles, prolapsus, variocele, hardened
arteries (arterio-sclerosis),
arthritis, sciatica, lumbago, and
all relaxed conditions, no matter
where they occur.
r-- "COUPON-- --|
I for Trial Sample of Elasto m
THE NEW ERA TREATMENT C0„ Ltd. '
(Dept. 191), Cecil Hoose. I
I Holbom Viai^t, LeadoD, E.C. |
Please send me Free Sample and |
Special Free Booklet fully explaining
how Elasto cures through the blood.
Name
I Please Print in Capital Letters]
Address

MaAs

of

it /
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Treacherous

Weather.

.

Meal

Taa

Powder

MUST..

1. be MrifHiiflrallg made with miHrtIg
MATT components to gmaramU'v that
your complexion shall have the relrely
Mnwni ot ffomth.
2. leave no palrltpit. no visible mmkf'up.
GUARD

THIS.

The throat is the gateway for germs atid
infection
when "rasped" or raw in damp,
cold
weather.
Keep it clear and moist . . . free from dry
harshness
or irritation
with anand'Allenbury's'
Pastille. Suck
it slowly
note how
the combination of soothing, pure
glycerine and delicious black currant
juice melts away the dryness and
strain — rendering it clear and fresh.
Try a handy size tin to-day — carry
,.
one in treacherous weather.
' ' With
Take care of your throat.

^llenburys

ILLES
Vte^PAST
From ciJI chemists
in 2 oz. & 4 OZ' tins
8d. & ll3

A BOON
TO
BUSINESS GIRLS
■p\0ently
you feel
of a remedy which
can beatconveni-"-^
takenthe
toneedrelieve
pains
times? Most
women
do! headache
If so, let and
CEPHOS
helpcertain
you.

^^/^^ ^ PHYSICIAN'S
REMEDY
FREE SAMPLE
%cni on receipt of p.c. giving name and address to
the Lady Supervisor
Cephos Ltd., Dept. 10 P.W., Blackburn
FOR GREY

FLAWLESS

SKIN

Does your Vanishing Cream
give you a really smooth skin ?
Daggett & Ramsdell's Perfect Vanishing
Cream is an ideal foundation for your
powder and make-up.
It leaves the
skin unbelievably smooth
D. &-R. Perfect Beauty Creains, in tubes, 6d. and i/-,
and in jars, 1/3 and 2/6. Skin Tonic ij- and 2/6
SAMPLE OFFER
Send I id. in stamps with your name and address
in sealed envelope for sample tubes of D. &. R.
Beauty Creams to Stemco Ltd., Dept. A3,
128 Albert Street, Camden Town, N.W.I.
2

5. have that faint elusive fragrance which
attracts and yet makes your own personality
»« iliMtinelire.
6. lu vc Iff !»«• shades, to suit all tvpcs of beauty
on all occasions. . . ON LY
Poudre MATT
EVER
The original and prfr-mari finish powder
combines all these qualities and has
Kg Equal and No SubHlilml^.

9 Shades

CREATED BY
DAY-rKR.%.>f
tor
AT2 Tper E VE R ''^ ''l'*"'
am Mloundiiion
Cre.yi.iTT
(cct
M4>IIT - C'KI-:.\.>I - an p
L.T.
PI
VE
R
lndJ^pcn^lblc
iid to
PARIS
MATT bcinlv.
ALSO MATTEVER PERFUME. SHAMPOO. LIPSTICK. LOTION. TALCUM. ETC.
SA.MHLLS
FROM
ALL
CHI-. MISTS
AND
HAIRDRESSERS
OR FROM:
PARSCENT

LTD.. Duke's Road. Western Avenue Lo>^.dor. W 5
NEW
NA ILS
Miss LILI
DAIfllTA
NEXT
WEEK I
(Famous Film Sur)
Free booklet sent ander plain
to accept
sealed covers explains how you can easily,
asks
you
secretly and permanently cure yourself
her book
of this ohjectionable. health-endanfferinx
habit. No aloes, no auto-sanettioo. New
'THE SECRET of
discovery. Send lid. Uamp for postaea
FILTEX LTD. (Dept. P.). 31, The Broadway
Croucli End. London. N.8.
which introduces to
BEADTIFUL EYES"

The different dentifrice

HAIR

SHADE
IN E
In sAfe. ^ure and simple to um* ; od« MquUI:
Dotbing Iniuriou!) ; perm&nent and wa^hftt>le ; 4U
years'colour.
repatatioit
: M>ld tii<_'ertincat«
alt naturaleiicU>«M.
tint* : stat*Hee Medical
CHEMISTS,
Small bottle 8d.,ixj»t li'd. : ,.r ShAdeiofATCo.,ALL
i>e/r.
58, WettboufHf Grove,
1/4 siiie.
/« ; 'i.'ti,
Loudon. W.2.
3/9; post
3/», 1pu^t
4/<l.poi.t
A

.'J. Ia»i for hours, through sports and dancing,
although itself an imvimihle film, just
lightlv dusted on the skin.
1. suit both dry and greasv skins, act as a
TO.XIf and not clog the pores.

KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
OfatlChematt
\and
XTIiiALStores
sue ^-unquestionably!

the
and

Eyebrow

PRICE

BOOK

Write for fascinating booklet describing this
remarkable treatment and how it will quickly, easily, and inexpensively rid you of
superfluous hair for ever ! No obligation
— ix)st coup>on TO-D.\Y !
DERMAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE (Dept. 953),
3 Lower John Street, London. W.l.
Vou may send mc, free and without obligation, your interesting little booklet, "The New Way to Remove
Supertluous Hair Pennaneatly."
Name
Address
Town

wonderful

Eyelash

tinting

outfit

€ILOREAL

Unsightly Hairs Removed
— New Safe Way —
FREE

most

you—

Obtainable from
Boots. Timothy
Whites, all leading Chemises andor
Hairdressers
post free from
C. NESTLE & CO. LTD.. I Ciloreal House
48 South Molton Street, London. W.l
Post this coupon to-day for a copy of Cash's
free style book.
To J. & J. CASH. Ltd. (Dept. N.K.9), Coventry I
Please send me FREE COPY of your booklet. I
"Safety First with Cash's Names."

j

Same....
Address.
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Trust

your

Lips

to —

to write

The Lipstick recommended
The duo-lasting
lipstick
Lips of healthy youth — lips
that have been rejuvenated
by the soothing qualities of
L'ORL^l — are possible for
all women.
L'ORLE is a better lipstick
— better in its new transparent, lasting colours —
better in texture — better because it acts as a balm to the
inost sensitive lips, while it
adds to their chram.

by Jimmy Barker, the makeup expert of LONDON
FILM PRODUCTIONS Ltd.

Merle Oberon is using
L'ORLE and so are the
other artistes in the famous film "The Scarlet
Pimpernel. ' '

is
for

the

the
corot

spring

Weekly

time
catalogue

and at the same time obtain full details of the
famous corot instalment plan
here is an unrivalled collection of
all the latest tendencies for this
season, offered at prices that are
attractively modest, and on an
instalment plan that enables one
to purchase clothes of the best
quality at a time when they are
so very essential.
call to-day at the deUghtful showrooms, or post the coupon below
for the corot spring fashion guide
and all particulars.

Then trust your lips to
L'ORLE
doing. as all these stars are
L'ORLE SHADES
1. Delusive
2. Marigold
3. Flamme
4. Scarlet Pintpemel
5. Cerise
6. Carmen
7. Cinema (Photo red)

Price

Obtainable at all Stores, Chemists,
Hairdressers, etc.
2/6 5/A. & v., Ltd., 1-33 Corporation Row, London, E.C.I.

THE
DUO
LE-•
OR-LASTING
•i:
LIPSTICK

" the two coat
of uswith
" a matching
a frieze tliree-quarter
skirt, the coat has a yoked top and is lined
throughout. monthly
't'^l(\
v
cash 41. gns.

WRITES THE BEAUTY

Oxygen is most
important for
cleansing & beaut
ifying the skin . . .

Dissolves quickly
and softens the
water instantly..

EXPERT

ONCE a beauty bath was a most
elaborate procedure^ — but now-adays it's a simple matter to make
your bath a beauty treatment,
luxuriously soft, fragrant as a flower
garden and supercharged with beautifying oxygen by crumbling a Reudel
Bath Cube into the water. It will
give you that grand and glorious
"on top of the world " feeling and
will make your skin look and feel
as if you had had an expensive beauty
treatment. Try this refreshing beauty
bath to-night.

"by styled
the wayd.
"
tweed,
inmonthly
costume
breasted
skirt,
linr
12/"
a singlejacket
with fancy pockets and double pleats in the
"I
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BEAUTIFUL
WIN

EYES

LOVE

Now say '*ah** and open wide . . .
Protect your throat— keep warm inside .
Nobody did — until she began to use Oatine
Cream. It cleansed and cleared her complexion
very
her thatoflovely
' rose-petal
skin quickly
that is and
the gave
birthright
English
women. '
If your complexion is already good— protect it
with Oatine Cream. Cleanse the grime and
smoke of the Town from the pores — and guard
against Winter roughness with Oatine Cream too.
If you now have a poor complexion — ^remember
that you were born with a perfect one and Oatine
Cream will rapidly restore it. It is the one grreat
secret of thousands of lovely women the world
over.
OATINE
CREAM
in 6d. tubes, or white jars 1/6 everywhere
of Oatine Cream
OFFER—Samp
CIAL
[SPE
Face Powder, and 3d. I
Base, les
Powder
Oatine
ss
oo
will be sent to all sending I
Soaple Shamp
4d. In stamps to The OATISE CO.. 366 Oatine I
Buildings. London. S.E.I. J

'Go-suck
o ZUBE'
That is my advice to all who have to go out
(as I do) in treacherous weather. The tried
and homely remedies in Zubes safeguard the
throat and chest in germ-laden atmospheres.
They are also very soothing in cases of
throat-tickling and huskiness.

ZUBES ARE BEST FOR THROAT AND CHECT

64

J^on't
othercangirls
all the eyes
favours.
You,lettoo,
havewinalluring
that
coax and thrill the man you want — eyes that
are framed in rich, long, lustrous lashes.
It's so quick, so easy to do. With a touch
of Delica-Brow, Hollywood's long -kept
secret, beautiful eyes can now be yours.
Delica-Brow is water-proof — in cake or
liquid form — in black, brown or blue, 6d.
(DelicU'^'Broif
Made
and Guaranteed by Kissproof Ltd.

99
Here's

the

way

to

charm

men

WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES A GIRL
IRRESISTIBLE TG MEN ? ONE
THING'S CERTAIN -MEN ALWAYS FALL
FOR TRULY BEAUTIFUL SKIN
I DISCOVERED YEARS AGO THAT
I COULD GIVE MV SKIN THE
TEMPTING SMOOTHNESS WE
ALL LONG FOR BY USING LUX
)ILET SOAP

ParamouHt Star

CLAt HETTK 4'OI.BERT says : "Men
adore a beautiful complexion, and it's so
easy to keep skin exquisite with Lux Toilet
Soap." Here are the facts that explain why.
Six weeks can make all the difference
• Skin specialists say that within six weeks
your surface-skin is normally replaced by new
skin. Imperceptibly, tiny cells flake off, revealing softer, smoother new-formed skin beneath.
With the right care you can keep this new loveliness. Lux Toilet Soap gives this care. Its
specially active lather penetrates right into the
4

pores, cleanses away dust and stale cosmetics,
enables glands to supply the oils that keep
the skin soft and smooth.
• Use Lux Toilet Soap, as do 846 of the 857
leading film stars. See how lovely your
complexion can be when the harsh surface
cells are replaced by soft, smooth new skin.
Lux Toilet Soap is obtainable everywhere.

TL 667-391
A TABLET
A LEVER PRODUCT

This price applies
to Great Britain and
Northern Ireland only
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Jessie
ews

Matth

r
fo
Hollywood

?

;C15,000 offer — Janet Gaynor
in "Way Down East" —
Mae West's " Children's
Hour " — and a New Story
— British films encounter
U.S. Censorship Troubles —
England's reply to " Bengal
Lancer."
'— pjn — 'HERE is a distinct possibility that
before this appears in print we shall
have lost Jessie Matthews to the
Hollywood talent raiders.
There is lixtle doubt that Jessie has
made a bigger appeal to the great American
public than any other of our feminine stars.
Her screen personality has a vivacity and
warmth that more nearly approaches Hollywood ideas of stellar material than that of
most of our static heroines and stagey
comediennes.
Since Evergreen was shown in the States,
Miss Matthews has been inundated with offers
from the Califomian studios. M.-G.-M. is, at
the moment, likely to win the scramble. The
company has offered her 5,000 a picture,
with options for more.
Sonnie Hale may accompany her.
Gish Role for Gaynor
So Janet Gaynor is to be starred in the talkie
version of Way Doum East. The film, as made
in 1920 with Lillian Gish, was one of the most
memorable events in the career of D. W. Griffith.
The silent version cost a little under 500,000
dollars, which was regarded as a neat sum in those
days, and grossed in excess of 2,100,000 dollars,
also a commendable figure.
It was regarded at the time as a very daring
picture, and it is interesting to recall that certain
aspects of it were credited with starting one of the
early censorship drives.
Toddle up and See Auntie Mae . . .
N ow even Mae West is wooing the Puritans —
strange role for the "gal that no man
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ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY
2d.
through his hat, and the kids are going to get a
great
kick out
of will,
that.".\nyway, that's a new kind
of I'm
Mae sure
West they
story.
The New Picture

Carole Lombard and Chester Morris form a new
Mae, however, throws some interesting sidelights on her new picture as well as on the
screen love team in " T)te Gay Bride."
somewhat unfortunate Belle of the Nineties.
Like all film stars, she is certain that the new
pictures
and screen
a keen roles.
appreciation of the public's
opus will be her best yet. Perhaps she has some her
reaction
to her
■' I always think of the kiddies, that is one of the
"I'm
not
supposed
to
be a good woman and ray
justification.
reasons
my success,"
"I know now what they want and what they fans don't like to see me in those kind of parts,"
best
Westforwisecrack
yet. Mae says in almost the
"The kiddies like me," she continues, with a don't want." she points out. "I've found out that she has discovered. " I get letters all the time that
coy nod in the directioa of the cleaner-uppers. things that the censors think are bad I think are say, 'Oh, Mae, we don't want you like that. We
right, that
and I've
are a number
"That's because I always think of things to put in all
of things
I shylearned
at that that
they there
see nothing
wrmtg want to see you in the other kind of pictures.'
in.
"I had some portraits made where I looked
myShepictures
to
please
them."
has a quite touching story about it, too.
kind of, well, sweet. I sent those out to my fans,
"Belle
of
the
Nineties
was
not
a
good
story,
"I was at the fights one night and a little fellow because they made me make it three times before but
they They
didn'twrote
like me
themabout
as well
others.
it. as they did the
passed me several times so I spoke to him," Mae I found out what they wanted.
relates. "He came over and began talking.
" I never take a man away from another woman.
"Wlien I wrote this one I got all the difficulties
" ' Didme you
in the
cage with those lions? ' he straightened out before I began and the cemors You've noticed that, haven't you ! I always say
asked
and get
I said
I did.
uh uh if some other girl has the man. Of course,
I don't always, either.
"He wanted to know if I was scared, and if I approved it.
"
So
now
all
I
have
to
do
is
follow
my
scenario."
really
put
my
head
in
the
lion's
mouth,
and
if
I
"Sometimes I joke about it, like if a woman
cracked the whip at the animals, and I told him
came to me and begged me not to take her husPublic Wants her " Wicked "
band, I'd say, ' Aw, that's all right, honey. You've
yes."Now the kiddies like that kind of stuff, so I The
■ ."ven if the cynical have been unkind about her
enough.' My women fans don't
always put it in my stories.
JL-J claims to literary distinction, Mae has very had him long(Continued
on page 6)
" In Now I'm a Lady I lassoo a man and shoot definite ideas as to the necessary ingredients for mind if I do it that way."
5
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consider the kinema to blame for juvenile crime.
" Very rarely," he says, " does a juvenile offender
connect
his crime with anything that he has
seen at the pictures. He may unconsciously be
influenced in the wrong way, but it does not
appear to any marked degree.
" He does not usually
money to go to the
pictures any more than steal
he steals money to buy
sweets and other things."
Mr. Holland goes on to declare that the kinema
is a strong ally of the cause of temperance. If
picture halls were emptier, he says, the public
houses would be fuller, and many would seek
solace in them more frequently, were it not for the
cheap
kinema.form of entertainment provided in a warm
Mickey in Colour
Mickey
as was exclusively
in
The Mouse,
Picturhgoer,
is to be seenpredicted
in all the
glory of colour.
The rodent star's first colour offering. The Band
Moves On, is nearing completion. It will be seen
here, I understand, sometime in June.
In it will be all the favourite playmates of Mickey
and Minnie, none of whom has ever been seen in
anything but black and white.
Memories for Maurice
Playing
Foliesmemories
Bergere tode Maurice
Paris must
have
broughtin back
Chevalier.
It was in "the Folies," with Mistinguette, that
he first made his name. And it was Mistinguette
who, when she made him her partner, ptersuaded
him to adopt the sleek dinner jacket, straw hat and
suave
world. manner that were later to sweep the film
Together they were once the toast of Paris. The
association had a melancholy ending. The War
separated the stars. They came together again
Germany.
after
Maurice had escaped from prison camp in
There were clashes of temperament, open discord and, finally, they parted on bad terms.
In the film the clash of temperaments between
Chevalier as a Folies Bergere star and his dancing
partner provide the humour and the drama !
Chevalier,
incidentally,
"Oh, inValentine,"
"Folies"
the
song days.
that
made him sings
famous
his early

child pU^ers
Jeanetu MacDonald is a favouriu
Herewith
she the
is admiring
their appearing
pet goats. toith her in " Naughty Marretta."
Unlike some of Mae West's previons cflEorts,
Now
I'm a Lady has been completed well up
to schedule.
The circumstance has brought to light a good
story
Miss West's
— andwasstilldirected
best —
film. concerning
She Done Him
Wrong, first
which
by the late Lowell Sherman.
Friction, it is now revealed, marked the filming
of the picture.
When the Star was Late
Mae, it seems, could not be prevailed upon to
get on the stage early in the morning. Finally,
the director warned her that on the following day
she must be on the set at the time called.
Nine o'clock came and the star was absent. So
Sherman had virtually every piece of movable
equipment placed around the door and told his
crew that he would fire any one who moved so
much as a cable.
Miss West arrived and peered through the lamp
stands, flats, parallels and furniture. No one
moved.
Mr. Sherman sat in his chair chatting with
friends.
Finally, gingerly, trying to manipulate her
adequate costume, she squeezed through to
the set.
She wasn't late again.
British Films and U.S. Censors
In the meanwhile, the League of Decency is
creating difficulties for British producers. It
is an unfortunate situation in view of the fact
that at the moment English films are just beginning
to get a firm footing in the American market.
"The Hays office is finding itself in a tough
Life and

spot on the question of British pictures and
whether to let them in," records "The Hollywood
" You see, the trouble is that English producers
are
not bound by the same rigid morals code that
Reporter."
now holds sway in this country, with the result
that it begins to look as though American audiences
were going to be dished out of some dainty titbits from our English cousins.
"Nefl Gwyn has been banned for distribution
over
here history
becauselong
it 'glorifies
a mistress.'
fact that
ago glorified
that gal, The
and
in no mean terms, has nothing to do with the
case . . . such things happen to be verboten in
this country, and "Sweet Nell,' dead these many
years, is a menace to the best interests of our
noble
that picture
there's
nothingyouth
really to-day.
censorableThey
in theadmit
English
except the subject matter in the first place, and
the reason they must reject it is because they
cannot allow the English any privileges an
American producer cannot have.
"If an American producer were to go to the
Hays office with the idea of making a picture
about poor Nell, the Hays office would tell him
immediately to drop the whole thing, because the
Decency Leagues wouldn't stand for it.
"How, then, can they allow an English picture
to be exhibited that would get away with something Hollywood can't touch?"

Gaumont-British Empire Conscious
Gaumont-British bravely announces that the
screen version of Kipling's Soldiers Three is
to Under
be a " reply
The Lives ofof aWalter
Bengal Lancer."
the todirection
Forde, the
interior
sequences
will
be
shot
in
the
Shepherd's
Bush studios, while a production unit
under
Geoffrey Barkas has gone to India to secure large
spectacular scenes of troops on the Frontier and
other "atmosphere" material which will be sent
home to be incorporated into the studio scenes.
It is particularly pleasing to hear that news has
just come through from the Delhi headquarters of
the unit which stresses the admirable co-operation
they are receiving from the military authorities in
India. His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief
has appointed a liaison officer between army headquarters and the G.-B. unit who will advise on all
military matters.
Scenes to be shot in the Far East will show
barrack life in general and a typical Frontier
incident in which a strong Pathan tribal force
attack a battalion column in which are marching
the "Three Soldiers" of the story.

80.000 Feet of Film
In order to ensure complete accuracy of detail
on this production, intense research work
has been undertaken by the studio experts.
Hundreds of contemporary photographs have
been collected showing every detail of military
and civilian life in the period of the early 1890's.
Many people who served in the Army in India
during this time have been consulted. Drillbooks
and routine charts of the period have been obtained.
As an example of the scale on which the film is
being made, it is interesting to know that 600
complete sets of military uniforms, topees, and full
active service equipments have been taken out to
Tell it to the Judge
India. Rifles and bayonets of the time have been
And this week we raise the Phillips fedora to gathered together and scores of civilian dresses
copied from contemporary photographs. The
W. the
Holland,
Plymouth's
probation
officer,Mr.whoJohnturns
searchlight
on another
aspect amount of production baggage brought from
of the children and films problem.
England and transported across India amounts to
Mr. Holland admits frankly that he does not almost 80 tons.
Death THRILLS of NEWS REEL MEN NEXT WEEK
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Upwards of 80,000 feet of film will be used on
these Indian scenes alone and five complete camera
equipments will be employed in photographing the
gigantic natural canvas on which the thrilling
scenes will be enacted.
That Rhodes Picture
"^^ews
also arrives
that imperial,
but which
much
ernbattlcu
s-jreen ofsubject,
Cicil Rhodes,
is now apparently to be undertaken by the G.-B.
company itself.
At any rate the Indian unit will leave for South
Africa as soon as the Soldiers Three scenes are
finished, to film atmosphere and background for
the Rhodes film.
In the meanwhile the props men at Shepherd's
Bush are busy manufacturing assagais, headdresses and shields for the English-made sequences.
An Interesting Newcomer
\ mong
screen's
interesting
ajl
comerstheis Ross
Alexander,
who, recent
I am newtold,
scores a tremendous hit in Flirtation Walk. I
found his
himBritish
an impressive
Love,
debut. possibility in Maybe It's
Alexander had one of the leading roles in a play
that is still New York history, The Ladder.
It's a strange tale, the saga of The Ladder. It
was produced by a multi-millionaire oil magnate,
Edward Davis, and dealt with reincarnation.
When it opened to extremely unflattering
notices, Davis declared The Ladder would break all
long-run
or
not. records, whether the public attended
So a cast of first-rate New York performers
enacted the reincarnation drama for two years,
often to an audience of a dozen or two. Seats could
be obtained all over New York without paying a
penny ! Ross Alexander was in the original cast,
and he remained with it some twenty months.
Marlene's New Screen Lover
1 wonder if Cesare Romero will turn out to be
the long-sought ideal screen lover for Marlene
Dietrich.
Cesare, in a small part, did not impress me
unduly in British Agent, but great things are
expected of him in the Dietrich picture. He has
come through one ordeal with flying colours.
The young and tall and handsome Cuban was at
his wits end for a moment or two to fathom a
difficult order from director Josef von Sternberg.
The order was to kiss Miss Dietrich for " 40 frames "
and not even an eighth of a frame over.
Poor Romero was nonplussed. And then Von
Sternberg explained very carefully that there are
16 frames, or separate divisions to each foot of
film and that, therefore his kiss should last no
longer than two-and-a-half feet.
So the kiss lasted only for about two seconds
after all ! However, his technique was much
admired by the experts on the sidelines.
Our Awkward Girls
If Busby Berkeley could have his way about it,
every g[irls' school would devote a certain
amount of time to the business of teaching young
girls how to walk and sit and stand and come
through a door properly.
" School girls learn a lot of things that are of
less use to them in after life," declares the
Burbank dance king.
"Ninety per cent, of the girls of to-day are
awkward in carriage, walk improperly, sit ungracefully and can't come through a door without
giving the impression that they have been pushed
in," says Berkeley.
" Regular courses in posture, stance, movement,
would add immeasurably to a girl's future
happiness, to her chances of success in any
business and to her claims to beauty and charm."

Next Week's
THRILLING -PICTUREGOER"
Special News Reel Number
flash day
that screens
reelssilver
news the
NDnightthe across
BEHI
of
and
Britain lies a story of speed and
couragft, vision, and enterprise, glory, and
sometimes death that you, quiet and comfortable in your plush armchairs, have never
realised.
PiCTUREGOER is going to tell you all !
Next week's issue will be a Sp>ecial News
Reel Number — a slice of screen journalism
as different as chalk from cheese.
. In it will be pictures and features pulsating
with drama of how the world's peoples,
topics, and events are captured and brought
to the eyes of all.
Wars and revolutions, weddings and
funerals, flights across the world, dives
beneath the sea, the fall of governments, the
rise of kings, cardinals, and ring champions
— they all come the same to the news reel
men. Risk and distance is nothing. Time is
everything. The public must have the pictures !
This special number will take you right
behind the scenes. For interest and action,
for fascinating facts about "how it's done,"
you
must see next week's News Reel
Number.
This great issue of The Picturegoer will,
of course, contain all its usual fine features
and glamorous pictures of the stars, and it
will be in great demand. Make certain of
getting your copy by asking your newsagent
to-day to supply it for you.

Weekly

still
a child and perfectly natural in everything
she does.
Many of the others he would send back to school,
if schools taught the fundamentals— such as the
proper way to come through a door.
Kinema Codes

j
j
|
I
■
j
!
|
i
;

use afordozen
in later years," he argues, "but not one
in
stumbling. can go down t^ee steps without
"It's time the schools did something about it.
By the time the girls come to the studios for a

Frank Borzage and Kc^ Francis whom he is
directing in " Living on Velvet." The Fairy Tale
King recently took his megaphone to Warners on
a long term contract.

Greek versus Grace
tryout, it's
too late to teach them the fundamentals of grace.
Berkeley, who works with upwards of a thousand
" There ' ought to be a law ' — or something ! "
Berkeley lists as actresses whose ability to walk
young girls a year in staging his musicals,
and who interviews and passes judgment on at and stand and sit properly is notablo, the
least ten times that number, finds. that nine out following : Ethel Barrymore, Kay Francis, Carole
of every ten women who are tested for his choruses Lombard, Dolores Del Rio, Katherine Cornell,
!ire deficient in grace of movement.
Jean Muir, Joan Crawford, Bette Davis, Margaret
Lindsay, Gloria Stuart and Shirley Temple. He
"They
have
been
taught
ancient
history
and
I^tin and subjects they will have precious little names Shirley Temple, he says, because she is

This week's titles in the kinema codes competiAnnie,
tion are :—Leave the Room
The Biography of a Bachelor Girl
Win(^s
the Dark
Bulldogin Drummond
Strikes Back
Are You a Mason?
The competition is based on the idea that much
money is wasted by the movie magnates in casting
business transactions relating to films with long
titles and that code words could be profitably
employed.
For instance, instead of putting the four words
"Sing as we go" in a cable, the code word "Carol"
might be arranged. Or for "One Night of Love,"
theSelect
word any
"Exstacy."
of the five titles given above and
attach a code word.
There is aprizes.
first prize of half-a-guinea and four
half-crown
Submit your entries on a post-card addressed
to me c/o The Picturegoer, 93 Long Acre.
Envelopes cannot be opened.
Short Shots
Frank
("ItValley
Happened
OneColumbia
Night")— It
Capra
to direct
Forge for
is nowis
definitely announced that Francis Lederer is to
play
D'Artagnan
in —Radio's
all-colour
The Three
Musketeers
As a result
of the version
success of
of
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer Paramount is again
considering re- making Beau Geste — Jean Acker,
former wife of Rudolph Valentino will be seen
on
the screen Cora
in Columbia's
Live her
To-night
—
Five-year-old
Sue CollinsLet's
bought
mother
a motor-car the other day.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.

&1
X

Ginger
Fred

Rogers

and

Astaire

One of the most successful "pairings"
of the year is that of the famous dancer
and Ginger Rogers in " The Gay
Divorce." They were first teamed in
" Rolling Down to Rio " and are to he
seen shortly in '' Roberta."
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by Wilson

D'ARNE

" Miss Margaret Maskelyne, of
London, is sailing to-day on the
East Indiaman, ' Carnatic,' for
the company's trading post in
Madras, where she will he united
in wedlock with Mr. Robert Clive,
a factor."
O might have read a social note two
hundred years ago, concealing, as
betrothal notices to-day conceal, the
underlying romance, the heartbreaks,
and the joys of the two young people
concerned.
It remained for Darryl F. Zanuck, producer
of Twentieth Century Pictures, to revive the
love story of Robert Clive, one of Britain's
greatest soldiers, and Margaret Maskelyne, a
story that the academic historians have buried
in a few cold dismissing footnotes.
In Clive of India justice is finally done to as
interesting a love story as has ever been told.
Robert Clive, the twenty-one-year-old bookkeeper with the military instincts of a
Napoleon, the youth who created and ruled
over India, is played by Ronald Colman.
And the role of his betrothed, the delicate
beauty, Margaret Maskelyne, is in the hands
of Loretta Young.
With history as a basis, the picture unfolds
not only Clive's story, but also the story
of Margaret. She left England on the arduous
and dangerous voyage to India in order to
marry a poor clerk, and arrived to discover
him the idol of every Englishman in the East,
a national hero.
She was quite prepared to relinquish her claims
upon him. Surely the man who was being
honoured by the Governor, and for whom a great
ball was being prepared, would never hold fast to
a troth plighted when he Wcis a poor and insignificant book-keeper in the services of the East India
Company.
But Clive insisted up)on carrying her to the ball,
to share the glory that was now his.
Tradition insists — and this tradition is faithfully followed in the film — that Clive fell in love
with a picture of Margaret Maskelyne, shown him
by her brother, his only friend at the time in all
India.

He immediately wrote
her a letter proposing
marriage, and through
the formal phrasing of his
letter, Margaret detected
a . message that prompted
her without hesitation to
take passage for India.
How difficult her life
was with a man who lived
only for the smoke of
battle, who brooded and
sickened when he was forced to lay aside his arms, rush to the service of his country. But in an age
is a story that may be found in the pages of actual that was notorious for the looseness of its morals,
history. Romancers could not possibly improve Clive remained austerely faithful.
upon loyalty.
this tale and do complete justice to her love
Margaret Maskelyne was his first and his only
and
love.
The love story of Robert Clive and Margaret
story is or
one insert
in whichromantic
it was not
necessaryA
Maskelyne has been called the greatest romance to Clive's
manufacture
interest.
of all the ages, evoking the names of Dante and
biography, film, or book of Robert Clive, Baron
Beatrice, Hero and Leander.
Plassey, is unthinkable without the story of his
The bitter, bloody wars and complex intrigues of
for Margaret Maskelyne. his only faithful
of the Indian rajahs separated them again and love
companion when all England had deserted
again, as Clive left his home and dying child to him.
9
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OME yccirs ago, when Al Jolson was
first singing
thatfervent
"mammy"
song
and
the more
fans were
clamouring for real wedding bells for
Janet Ga^Tior and Charles Farrell, a
young actress who had once danced in prologues at a Hollywood kinema had acquired
some sort of footing in the casting offices as a
"stock Oriental exotic," and a not-quite-soyoung actor was struggling out of the obscurity
of minor movie villainy.
They were knovvn to a growing following as woman and a divorce court scene just around the
Myma Loy and William Powell- — to-day undoubt- comer.
Now Myma and Bill have not only shown us
the most valuable "love team" discovery how to be happy though married, but have
since edlytalkies.
I am not at all sure, in fact, that in many ways shattered all the sacrosanct screen conventions by
the achievement of Loy and Powell is not the making it interesting. As in the case of most film
teams, the discovery of their possibilities as a comgreatest of any of the "great lovers" of screen
bination was largely accidental. Powell had but
history.
moved to the studio and was drawing
Ga>Tior and Farrell idealised youthful sweet- recently
a good salary on Friday nights. He had been
heartdom. Garbo and Gilbert, aided by ever}- associated with the character of a famous screen
artifice of bunk and ballyhoo, glamorised romance. private detective. They had a job in The Thin
In either case we had the last, long lingering, Afan for an actor who could play a private
happy-ever-after close-up before the church door detective.
They put Powell to work.
was reached, or, at any rate, before wifie Greta
MjTna Loy owed her presence in the picture to
discovered that hubbie Gilbert snored o' nights or
Van Dyke, its director, who had been
hubbie Charlie found out that -wifie Janet was an "Woody" in
her career for some years. He, in
execrable cook and had extravagant tastes in interested
fact,
gave
her the role in Crooks in Clover that
clothes, hoy and Powell, in one unheralded talkie,
broke the "vamp" shackles in which she
produced in record time for any big movie money- finally
had previously been tied. With her success in
spiimer of recent years, succeeded in glorifying The
Thin
and Evelyn Prentice, she has
the happy marriage— the highest form of human become one Man
of the most popular actresses in films.
partnership.
Off the screen Myma and Bill Eire the best of
The fact that for every disaster there are friends.
Their friendship has even survdved a recent
intervew in which William was quoted as saying,
Leslie Howard
somewhat tactlessly, if not
and M e r i e
ungaJlantly, that he and
Oberon in " The
Myma
"about
Scarlet Pimperan age."LoyThewererecord
booksof
give dayMr.
Powell's
first birthnel."
as ]uly
29, 1892.
Work
it out for yourself.
The names of both stars
are prominent in current
romance rumours, but not in
association with each other.
Miss Loy, it is reported, is
interested in a gentleman not
connected with the film industry, while Powell spends his
spare
pocket
money
flowers
for one
of her
moston famous
rivals on the lot.
All of which brings us to
another ofintriguing
new Powell
"love
team"
1935. Mr.
has something of a genius for
screen team work. It has
always been a matter of
regret to many fans that his
departure from the Warner

hundreds of men and women who have found
supreme and lasting happiness in matrimonial
comradeship has hitherto been overlooked by the
movie moguls.
Marriage has, as a screen subject, always moved,
like a certain well-known feminine star, in the
best triangles. There was always another man or
10

Claudette
Colbert and Warren
William make
love in " Imitabut.tion .of .Life/'
.

studio broke up the screen firm of Powell and
Kay Francis, which reached its greatest heights in
One Way Passage.
Now inPowell
"teamed"
withcasting
Jean
Harlow
Recklessis— to
one be
of the
most unique
arrangements of all time. Plans had been completed for Joan Crawford to play in the film.
About that time William and Jean were seen about
together
frequently
Hollywood's
showM.-G.-M.
places.
The columnists
had in
a field
day and the
maestros an inspiration. Joan was taken out of
the cast and the Harlow, who is by no means
regarded as her bosom friend, substituted.
The studio, moreover, admitted, with engaging
frankness,
that it situation.
was deliberately "cashing in"
on a providential
Miss Crawford's own real-life romance has also
been transferred to the screen frequently of late,
although, unfortunately, owong to the presence in
the same cast, of the film's most valuable male
meat ticket, Clark Gable, Franchot Tone has
always had to lose the gal.
H owever, Franchot is making such rapid
strides towards major stardom that we
cannot afford to overlook the possibility of the
Crawford-Tone partnership reaching the kinema
one of the "great lover j" teams of
marquees
the
coming asvear.
And while Joan emotes for Franchot in Hollywood, ex-hubby Douglas Fairbanks, jun., has
found new screen (and need we whisper it) offscreen inspiration in Gertrude Lawrence at Elstree.
Their appearamce in the romantically rich La Vie
de Bohime should give us one of the most interesting teams
of "great
British
industry
in 1935.lovers" produced by the
The English studios, incidentally, have been less
than America in the discov-of
prolific and successful
ery of screen lovers who can fire theasimagination
if Edna Best
the fans. At one time it looked
and Herbert Marshall would supplant Gaynorand
Farrell in the hearts of the British public, but
that is another story.
And what has become of Joan Barry and
Harold Huth. who a year or so ago were probably
in British films?
the most popular combination
Merle Oberon and Leslie Howard, however,
have helped to maintain the love team tradition
in The Scarlet Pimpernel. There have been stories,
and not all of them circulated by the publicity
departments, that by the time the film was
other was not
completed, their interest in each
confined to the script, but then there always have
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Ix'cn stories about the co-stars of successful love
teams. . . .
As a matter of fact, of course, it sometimes
hapjjens
that the terms
screen'swith
"greatest
are
not on spteaking
their lovers"
movie Big
Moments once the director has called "cut."
I have not heard of any cases recently of a
leading man eating garlic, with malice aforethought, before going into his love scenes with his
leading lady, but 1 wonder if you will notice
any coldness between Claudette Colbert and
Warren
William
Universal's
of Life.
Claudette
and inWarren
had aImitation
short time
before
worked together in Cleopatra. Soon after shooting
started on the Fannie Hurst story at Universal
City it was apparent to those on the set that the
picture's co-stars were labouring under some sort
of
strongof emotion
— andwhenthatareit wewasn't
Talking
Claudette,
goingpassion.
to see
that lon^-promi-sed reunion with Clark Gable?
Carole Lombard and George Raft were "great
lovers"in intheBolero.
were When
to be last
greatI heard,
lovers
again
sequel, They
Rumba.
George had walked out because he thought
Carole was getting too much of the best of it in
the matter of camera angles (she had imported
her favourite photographer from Columbia).
By no means the least important of the screen
"love teams" we will be welcoming in 1935
will be Al Jolson, the " daddy of the talkies " himself and his wife. Ruby Keeler. After steadfastly
refusing for years to appear in the same film,
they are to co-star in Go Into Your Dance.
Various reasons have been advanced for their
previous hesitancy for carrying their famous
real-life romance into the studios. They may,
however, have been influenced by the fact that
the record of husband-and-wife screen lovers has
been a melancholy one.
Many people still hold to the view that the
walls
collapseonwhen
Mary of
and"Pickfair"
Doug, wentfirstto began
work totogether
The
Taming of the Shrew. There were inevitable
differences of opinion, and the heated atmospherj
of film production is not the best place for adjusting them. The romance of Ruth Chatterton and
George Brent did not survive the series of screen
romances into which they were rushed before the
ink was dry on the marriage certificate.
Al and Ruby, however, are daring the jinx.
We wish them luck. Evelyn Lave is in love with
Frank Lawton and is proud of it, but it will be
with Ramon Novarro that she will be launched
from1935.
M.-G.-M.
one The
of the
screen's
gpreat should
lovers
of
Their asfirst.
Night
is Young,

U7ld/
Myma

Weekly

PHILLIPS

(\oc<
Luy

really think
of
William?
Powell
This article
telh you the
behind - thescenes secrets
of the great
"love teams"
of the films
and duceintrosy 0 u
to the stars
whose studio
rwill
0 man
e's
fire c the
imaginations
of the fans
in the coming
year.

Right : An ideal
team — Francis
Lederer and Joan
Bennett.

The current
screen's
lovers : greatest
Myma
Lay and William
Powell.

be ready for inspection shortly. And I had ahnost
forgotten one of the greatest combinations of them
all — Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee. Aline
MacMahon
not everybody's idea of Juliet and
Mr.
Kibbee isdoes
not, I am sure, aspire to play
Romeo, but as the representatives of mature
romance they stand supreme. They have,
moreover, been elected to permanent co-stardom.
There are others, of course (I would, for instance,
like to see Francis Lederer and Joan Bennett, and
Grace Moore and Tullio Carminati together
agciin), and there is always a possibility that in
1935 chance wll bring together a new Gaynor
and a Farrell or a new Loy and a Powell
Producers dream of it. , , ,

Ann
Robert

Harding

and

Montgomery

A new and very well-matched team of lovers
is provided hy the co-starring of Robert
Montgomery and Ann Harding in ' Biography
of a Bachelor Girl." The latter has the best
chance for showitig her ability since " The
Woman in His House " and she makes the
most of it. A full criticism of the picture
appears on page 14.
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WELL-GROOMED head is the
hall-mark of the smart woman. It
is not sufficient to pay a regular
visit to the hairdresser. Hair
grooming consists of daily scalp
massage and daily brushing. There is a
mistaken idea that thorough brushing disturbs the set and the waves. The reverse is
true. After good brushing, waves will appear
more deeply set than it they were lightly
gone over with the comb.
The brush must be perfectly clean. Indeed,
two brushes should be the ideal, so that one
may
be washed
or cleaned
Don't
economise
in buying
a hair every
brush.day.
It should
be made of pure bristle and set in a rubber
cushion, and rightly treated it will last for
years. Brush from the roots upwards and
outwards so that the hair is aired.
Massage of the scalp with a strengthening
tonic improves the circulation and stimulates
the glands. On these two things depends
lustrous, healthy hair. Use the finger-tips
with a rotary movement, and knead and lift
the scalp so that it may be felt moving over
the skull.
Hair, unless exceptionally dry, should be shampooed once a week. Buy a good shampoo powder
or insist on it being used at your hairdressers,
and vou cannot go wrong. Modern shampoos
contain just the right ingredients to nouri.sh the
hair and preserve its natural beauty. Colour
rinses are a new aid to hair beauty. They bring
to light beauty of hair that is apt to get overlaid
with the grime and fumes of crowded cities.
WTiether you are blonde, brunette, or red-haired,
there is a special rinse for you.
A well-dressed head does not necessarily need
any adornment, but the Duchess of Kent has set
the pretty fashion of wearing a jewelled clip in
the hair.
Eyes
If you have been blessed with eyes that are
strong and lovely, take care of them.
Regular bathing with a cleansing and strengthening lotion is absolutely necessary for eye
health and beauty. There is a well-known proprietary lotion which cannot be improved upon
for this purpose. Each eye should be treated
separately. If an eye bath is used there should
be two — one for each eye. If wool is used for
bathing, a fresh piece should be taken for each
eye and separate bowls for the lotion. This
seeming fuss is necessary as it is very easy to
spread infection from one eye to the other.
Sparkling eyes come from good health. You
cannot have tho.se enviable blue-whites if the liver
is sluggish, elimination is faulty, or the digestive
system is working badly. Get out into the open
air, tone up your digestive system, drink plenty
of cold water, and take a saline aperient first
thing in the morning, and you will quickly
acquire eyes that sparkle.
Do you need glasses? This seems to be a sore
TXiint with many girls. They would rather go
about with eyes that are puffy and strainedlooking — and therefore wholly unattractive, than
submit to wearing glasses.
Modem horn rims are becoming to most
women. Carefully chosen and fitted to suit the
wearer and her complexion, they can be an added
attraction rather than drawback to good looks.

face. Winter, wth its fur collars
and scarves, is apt to make the
neck discoloured. A good whitening treatment is to soap a flesh
glove \vrung out of hot water,
sprinkle with borax and then
apply to the skin.
Care of the Complexion

beautiful B.LP. star, continuing her exclusive " Picturegoer "
series of beauty articles, tells you this
week how to achieve that well-groomed
head, the hall-mark of the smart woman.
THE

shudder. The girl who visits her dentist so
regularly doesn't know what it is to feel a twinge
of pain.
The daily care of teeth consists, of course, of
thorough cleansing. Choose your toothbrush
Mouths
carefully. The brash should not be straight, but
Always remember that your thoughts are shaped with a slight concavity in the middle, and
moulding your mouth. Bad temper, impatience, the centre bristles should be longer than the
petulance will so shape and line a mouth that all side ones.
the beauty aids in the world will not eradicate
A good dentifrice not only aims at cleansing
the blemishes.
the teeth, but provides antiseptic treatment of
All lips need a little make-up. The lipstick must the gums, thus helping to keep at bay that
match the rouge. In applying it, begin in the deadly disease of the gums, pyorrhoea. A
middle of the upper lip and work it out towards mouth wash, of which there are several excellent
the comers. Use the tip of the little finger and ones on the market, is also a wise precaution.
clean off any smudging afterwards with a tiny Occasional massage of the gums with salt and
bit of muslin.
water is a good astringent and the teeth may be
silked with dental floss. If this silk is pEissed
between the teeth it prevents tartar accumulating.
Teeth
Chin and Neck
Reddened lips inevitably call attention to the
teeth. You cannot have good health unless Chins and necks benefit just as much from
your teeth are in perfect order.
daily massage as faces. Do not stop short at
The first step towards dental health is a six- the chin when applying your favourite skin food.
monthly visit to the dentist. There is no need to A wrinkled neck will entirely belie a youthful

a day.
All
soap and
face with
your once
Washwater
skins need this, however sensitive
they
If the
wateryouis
hard, may
soften be.
it, and
be sure
use the very best soap. After
warm water, rinse in cold water to
tone up the skin and act as an
astringent.
Choose your creams and your complexion
lotions to suit your own particular needs, according to whether your skin is dry, normal or greasy.
If you feel you are looking slightly faded and
wrinkled, try a little internal sunshine in the form
of cod-liver oil or halibut-liver oil. The latter,
you know . is taken only in drops — not spoonfuls,
i guarantee it will take five years off your face in
as many weeks.
Buy a patter for use after ordinary massage.
It sends the nutrient qualities of your skin food
right down into the pores, and stimulates the skin
in the way that amateur fingers aexer can.
WTienever you use the fingers for massage,
remember that you are trying to uplift muscles
that want to sag. Let the movement always be
upwards
outwards.
Never
downward and
movement.
\Mien you
reachdescribe
the earsa or
the
brows, lift the fingers and start again from where
that the skin under the eyes is the
youRemember
began.
most delicate ; that it is easily stretched, and once
stretched
it is almost impossible for it to regain
its
elasticity.
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New

Great

Team

with

Possibilities

'HE pairing of Ann Harding and
Robert Montgomery in the adaptation
of S. N. Behrman's play. Biography
of a Bachelor Girl, has points of great
interest. It provides something out
of the ordinary rut in the matter of screen
lovers.
Here you have the ebullient, hot-headed,
intolerant type, bitter against life, as represented by Montgomery, falling in love with
the . sincere, tolerant, though outwardly
Bohemian type, getting the best from life, as
personified by Ann Harding.
Her love is not a paissionate, glamorous,
overwhelming emotion, but rather an exprestion of the maternal instinct which would
guard and protect ths object of its affection
against the inhibitions which are destrojdng
its happiness.
This mating of contrasts is both effective and
interesting, and provides the main point of
attraction in the cleverly written but, nevertheless, too wordy romance.
It is another example of the conversation piece
— a very good one — which owes more to the stage
than- it does to the screen.
The story, while sincerely acted, is a trifle
artificial, though new in conception, and it owes
all its success to its well-written dialogue, which
is made the most of by an exceedingly capable caist.
It deals with an enthusiastic young editor,
disgruntled with the social scheme of things, who,
in the process of trying to extract a love diary
from a notorious woman artist, falls in love with
her and ends by agreeing with her that the diary
should never be published.
How he fights against the wishes of one of her
early lovers and his prospective father-in-law, who
fear thatinthethepublication
ruin and
the will
former's
chances
senatorial will
election
also
wreck the happiness of the latter's daughter,
forms the basis of the comedy with its underlying
hint of drama.
It resolves itself into a discussion in ethics
liberally sprinkled with wisecracks and waxes
ironic at the ex|>ense of politicians and publishers.
In spite of its wordiness, I found it very
intriguing and one thing is at any rate certain —
Ann Harding has not been better cast since her
brilliant jjerformance in A Woman in His House.
She manages not only to give a convincing characterisation of a difficult part, but also to convey
irresistible charm without recourse to theatricals.
Robert Montgomery is excellent, too, as the
obstinate young man who tries hard to stifle the
love he bears for a woman who offends against
all his accepted canons of life.
EUiward Everett Horton is as usual noteworthy
in the role of the early lover and would-be senator.
The ineffectual, bellicose character which he so
ably portrays is gfiven full scoj>e here.
Edward Arnold is very good in the small part
of an Austrian musician, a Bohemian who understands the heroine and would like to share his
life with her, while Charles Richman is very
good
as a Southern publisher, Horton's prospective
father-in-law.
Una Merkel, however, is lost and miscast as
his daughter.
Edward H. Griffith has made little attempt to
give the stage play pictorial treatment, but his
direction is ]>olished and efficient within its
limitations. — L. C.

the worthy magistrate, a disgruntled dairyman,
dismisses them, and, fired by the prisoner's words,
starts a farmers' strike.
Things get really hectic and the Irishman finds
himself gaoled and accused of the murder of a
farmer, which is actually the work of a gunman
hired by the milk trust. His only alibi is a girl
whom the murderer has kidnapjjed. He breaks
gaol and, after an exciting chase, runs the \-illaui
to earth and rescues the girl; follows a free-for-all
fight — and wedding bells.
It is all played at lightning speed in a broad
comedy vein, and Ray Enright, the director, has
seen to it that there are no dull moments.
James Cagney is in great form as the truck
driver, and Allan Jenkins, in his slow-witted
manner, forms a perfect foil.
Patricia Ellis makes an attractive heroine.
Altogether
a very
ment which does
not enjoyable
neglect tohour's
presententertainhuman
characters and develop them in spite of the farcical
vein in which it is played. — L. C.
Whatever the faults of Hollywood pictures
may be, they do try at times to get out of
the rut and present you with original settings
and situations.
A case in point is Win^s in
introduces
, S. ill
,
new Dark,
slant which
on aviation
— stunta
W^tnffS
the Uaxk
flying at fairs and for advertisement, and long-distance
record-making hops.
The story into which these elements are woven
is quite a good one, with a strong love interest
and sound dramatic situations, but it has been
developed in too obvious and mechanical a manner
to be wholly effective.
It is, in fact, one of those films which just
misses being in the "very good" class and yet
provides enjoyable entertainment.
Mvma Ixjy appears as a stunt flyer, Sheila
Mason, who works fairs and advertising ballyhoos
through the offices of her manager, Nick Williams.
She gjives a very good, natural and well-balanced
performance, but I must utter a word of warning
on her behalf.
PiCTURECOER was first in the field to j>oint out
the potentialities of the new Mvma as she emerged
after her performance in The Woman in His House
— that is the actress as contrasted with the
"Oriental menace" for which she had been
almost exclusively typed hitherto.
Now Mvma Loy is again in danger of becoming
a type — the quiet, cool woman impregnated with
sincerity and avoiding all excesses of emotion.
The reason is. I think, that she is being overworked in parts which demand these qualities.
It would be better for her and for her numerous
admirers, amongst whom I number myself, if she
were given fewer pictures and more variety of
tyi>e. She is certainly no one-part actress, which
is what they are in danger of making her.
Cary Grant gives the best performance of his
career opposite her. as Ken Gordon, a keen aviator
who is concentrating on blind flying — making
experiments
in heavy fog. which will make aviation simple even

The pairto meet
through
an attemptboost
by Sheila's
manager
engineer
a publicity
for his
proteg^. Ken had projected a blind flight across
the Atlantic and Nick had determined to get
Sheila to accompany him.
the
intentions
of Ken's
early breaking
The sheets
refusein him
authorities
makes the
news
permission to leave, and consequently the relations between the two flyers start in none too
If you like Cagney and good rough stuff — and I friendlv a fashion.
must confess I do — you will enjoy this highHowever, Sheila urges him to go without
sj>eed, wisecracking comedy with its exciting permission, but just as he is about to leave the
" rescue -the-girl-at-all-costs
" climax. a fiery Irish explosion of a gas stove blinds him.
It concerns
He cuts himself off from the world in a backtruck driver and his mate who
woods retreat, but is wooed back to his work by
A Perfect
. ,- J
are continuallv getting into Sheila and before long he is experimenting hard
week-end
trouble and who finally land on a new instrument with a sound-directional
in court for assaulting the attachment which would enable a blind man to
fly
head of a milk trust.
. .
To extricate them from their dilemma the
Money difficulties are overcome by Sheila s
Irishman ups and denounces the milk trust and work at the fairground, but Ken despairs once
M

May Robson glories
the American school
teacher
in "Grand
Old
Girl."
seen
here
with She
Maryis
Garlisle.

Ginger Rogers makes an attractive heroine in
" Romance of Manhattan."
who had lent him a
again when the company
machine on which to experiment, takes it away,
doubting his ability to achieve anything commercial.
In his agonv of mind he breaks with Shcila
and she goes on a long-disUnce flight which she
had thrown up at his instigation — a record
breaking attempt to fly from Moscow to
Xew York.
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Cory Grant
gives
convincing study
of aa blind
man in " Wings in the
Dark," and in circle
Patricia Ellis and James
Cagney as the lovers in
" A Perfect Week-end."

And then in another contribution to a cleaner
kinema we are invited to witness the quite
touching sj)ectacle of the benevolent New York
pK)lice force playing fairy godmother to Ginger
Rogers and Francis Lederer.
She has nearly completed her flight
Romance in Manhattan folwhen, she gets lost in a heavy fog. Ken
Romance in
lows the not unfamiliar Seventh
heciring of it steals back his machine with
Heaven
formula of love in a
Manhattan
the new directional sound devices and guides
garret, with more than one
her safely down.
or the other more hokumish kinema conventions
Then comes a very banal touch; it is suggested
that a landing crash hcis restored his eyesight.
thrown in as make-weight. Mr. Lederer is introIn fact, although there is quite a thrill in the
duced as a Gzecho-Slovakijin emigrant with
final sequences, they are rendered artificial by a if not mentally stimulating, form of entertainment, notions on the amenities of America as a Land of
melodramatic wireless conversation between the has, definitely come back into its own. Opportunity that are, to say the least of it,
two pilots, who discuss their love affairs while In Grand Old Girl, for instance, you will, if you are idealistic. Ginger is a poor, but honest, chorus
circling to land, and by the conventional cure good children, be permitted to see May Robson gfirl who befriends him, after he has entered the
climax.
"glorifying" the American schoolmarm in one of States isillegally.
Therewith
is also
a "kid brother,"
threatened
incarceration
in an
Gary Grant is particularly effective in his the most incredible and bathetic stories of the who
orphanage.
As
I,
personally,
considered
that the
assumption of blindness- — a difficult thing to get
over with conviction.
May is the head of a country school, whose precocious little brat should have been consigned
even include the President of the to some such good institution, where the ancient
What humour the picture contains — and it ex-pupils
United States.
could have done with rather more — is well year.
precept concerning rods and children prevailed,
She is at war with a wicked man who lures somewhere in the first reel, you will have to go to
supplied by Roscoe Kams as Nick, while Hobard
children into gambling and drinking in the someone else for advice as to the value of his
Gavanaugh
gives mechanic.
a good characterisation of Ken's her
back room of his cafe.
faithful Scottish
services to the piece.
For some reason or other (I cannot imagine
A clever and sincere sketch is given by Dean
The principal protagonists struggle on bravely
J agger as the government suf>ervisor of an that a tuck shop gtimbling den comes under the against the Big City and fall in love in the process.
aerodrome.
heading of a major racket), the proprietor has the
is immigrant,
clouded byparticularly
Lederer's
dubiousaffair,
statushowever,
as an illegal
Aerial camera work is exceedingly good, and backing of the town political bosses. Through The
altogether James Flood has done a workmanlike, their influence May is removed from her position. when a crook lawyer he has engaged to secure his
if not outstanding, job, with his interesting The President of America (presumably wearing citizenship turns him over to the jwlice instead
material. — L. C.
his old school tie) arrives in the nick of time, for the sake of the reward.
however, and we are lead to infer that everything
The "cops," however, come nobly to the rescue,
Certain of the screen symptoms manifested in is going to be sweetness and light in future.
arrest the lawyer informer on a "framed up"
One cannot, in justice, blame the Radio studio. charge,
the offerings of this and recent weeks are
put things right with the immigration
Within its limits the film is efficiently produced
distinctly disturbing.
and even secure a "justice" to perform
They reveal with painful clarity that under the and acted. It is Hollywood's gesture to the cleaner- authorities
the weddmg ceremony in the police station.
It must be admitted that if we are to have this
ministrations of the Purity uppers. It should delight them. It does not
sort of stuff, few players of my acquaintance can
suffer- offend the church, the Daughters of the Revolu- put
films are
"cranks"
Grcnd
it over more charmingly than Ginger and
J
ing
a seriousthe mental
relapse.
tion, the Oshkosh Mothers' Club or the PuddleUld Crirt
The standard of intelligence combe-on-Sea Society for the Presentation of Pink Francis. Mr. Lederer is a most engaging performer
of screen entertainment is, in Bcissihettes to the' Heathen Chinese. It doesn't with a gift for approaching the most trivial of
fact, being forced back to the pwint it occupied in offend anybody.
roles with sincerity, and Miss Rogers reveals that
the darkest days of Hollywood hokum.
—M.The D.only
P. thmg it does offend is the intelligence. she is more than a dancing partner to Fred
The fairy tale, always considered an innocuous.
Astaire. — M. D.P.
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YOUR

NAILS

PERFECT

PERMANENT

WAVES

WITHOUT
THAT

PARISIAN

TOUCH
ELECTRICITY
HEATED

METAL

OR
UNCOMFORTABLE
★ AT

THE

CARNIVAL

MACHINES.

Here — among balloons and streamers — Gaiety reigns
supreme. Whatever your dress, the^e is a nail
polish to suit it in the Goiety De Luxe range. Gaiety
Nail Polish never cracks or peels, but imparts a
brilliance to your finger nails which is the hall-mark
of smartness. Gaiety De Luxe Nail Polish is supplied
in five seductive shades: Natural, Transparent, Rose,
Coral, and Paris Red. What is more, you can obtain
it at the amazing price of sixpence!
Other 6d. Gaiety Preparations include Nail Polish
Remover, Cuticle Remover, Nail White Pencils, Eye
Cosmetiques, and Lipstick — all in the latest shades.
Obtainable from Woolworths, Boots, Chemists, Hairdressers, and Stores. If any difficulty in obtaining,
send 6d. per item to :—
GAIETY (Dept. 8.G), I Hardwick Street,
London, E.C.I.

POLISH

t\

3.

PAIRS
MADE

ABSOLUTELY
LADDERPROOF
No more laddered stockings . . . FOR
what a joy ! Think of the number
of pairs ruined by laddering and
think of what it costs you. It need
never happen again — if you use
Prufose. One 6d. packet of Prufose
is enough to make twelve pairs of
stockings absolutely ladderproof. Extremely simple to use and invisible
on the stockings. Try Prufose
for your silk underwear too.
from Chemists, Drapers, and all important stores
If you cannot obtain locally send 6d. direct to —
PRUFOSE LTD. (Dept. P.) Carlton House,
lid Lower Regent Street,
London, S.W. 1.

NO
i6

MORE

You simpb; sit »nd read or move about at will whilst the wonderful littU
:>uperma
Cassettes gently steam the
luxuriant permanent waves into
your hair. No discomfort; no heatedmost
clamps to damage
delicate texture; no harsh electric heat tometal
make it brittle and dry your hair's
The pure steam generated by Superma Cassettes
leaves the delicate inner
membranes of each hair inUct—
energising, and rejuvenating
Tour hair acquires a new lustre, strengthening,
greater
elasticity,
for the Superma process
acts as a tonic, a beauty treatment, and a permanent wave
in one.
% inSuperma
the only orsystem
of
which nois machine
electricalpermanent wavinc
whatever isused. Your own hairdresserapparatus
can five you a
Superma permanent wave.
Send for your copy
of the wonderful new book.

suPERmn

Gaietu
NAIL

^STEAD

GUARA NTEE.
If you are not satisfied with th^
results of using Prufose return the envelope
{with the remainder) to us and we will refund your money.
LADDERS IN HOSE OR UNDERWEAR

MACHINELESS
— WIRELESS
SUPERMA LTD. 93-97 RECENT STREET,
LONDON Wl

" I LOVE YOU "—the sweetest words
in any language ! And the words every
woman longs to hear. Beckon romance
into your life. Let Snowfire Cream make
your skin flower-soft and radiantly clear
as that of any Star. Then you will
possess the allure that only a lovely
complexion
can
resist. can give . . . that no man
Chic new cases 3d. Tubes 6d. Opal Jars 1/3
Km ft in l.r.».

& Carl
in
Jane Esmond
Baxter
IhtB.I.P.
production,
' Blossom Timt. ' '

Snowfire

Cream
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Hollywood
in the early autumn, when the public will be able
to solve the mystery for itself.
Knight on Wheels
whoseof
actor-knig
British bly
Standing,
Guy has
Sirstock
risen considera
as a ht,
result
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, owned and drove the
first Ford car introduced in Washington in the
year 1908.He was then being featured in a play
there
called
Mrs. Le/fingwell's Boots, and
his trips
caused
a toriot.the theatre each evening almost
He still has this chariot and apart from
the fact that it has for years consistently
refused to go it is in quite good condition.
But during the filming of The Lives of a
Bengal Lancer, Sir Guy did use it. He sat
in it. hitched to the back of a studio lorry,
and was towed out to the location site !
A Hair-raising Idea

"A

LL

Good
1J
Pals

.

Chevalier says his piece —
Mystery
picture —
blondes —
becomes

Ik

of Chaplin's new
Producers prefer
Shirley Temple
a colonel — The

"Awful

— at
from blondes
Youanycan't
d. That
in Hollywoo
rate,getnotaway
would be the opinion of anyone working
in any studio in this town.
The Barrie.
latest story on blondes comes from
Mona

Child."

A U R I C E
CHEVALIER,
whose latest
film, Folies
B e rg e re for
de
Paris, is almost ready the
presentation, wants
world to know that his
heart is still intact.
With a bland smile, the
genial Maurice denies emphatically that he i»
engaged or married to any film star — or that
he is contemplating any such event.
" It's just an old Hollywood custom that
the rest of the world has adopted," he told
me the other day. "You are seen with a lady
once, twice . . . and pouf ! . . . you are
engaged to her."
I mentioned the names of Kay Francis,
Jeanette MacDonald and other glamorous
ladies with whom his name is linked from
time to time. Chevalier and Miss Francis have
been seen together a great deal of late. There
are those, too, who whisper the name of
Merle Oberon.
"Rather Nosey"
" A hi" Maurice parried, "you want me married
-tV or divorced or engaged or something. That
makes a story, eh?
all thoseButcharming
pals
of "The
mine, fact
goodis. pals.
nothing ladies
else, Iareassure

Weekly

The crooner king and his
queen. Bing Crosby and
Kitty Carlisle have built
a reputation for themselves
as a love-team in " She
Loves Me Not " and " Here
Is My Heart."
"V'ery handy for finding the keyhole at night
and for finding the way from car to house," as the
star
remarked
the other
day. when he proudly showed it to me
American Pools For England
Mary Ellis, by the way, has an apartment in
Hollywood and a farm in Sussex.
In Hollywood she is known as a great actress
and singer ... in England she is known as "the
lady
up atMissyonder
Well,
Ellis far-r-r-m."
is so keen on the Hollywood
swimming jxwl that she is going to shock Sussex
by
installing
at her
farm. a typical Beverly Hills "swim-fest"
Miss EUis hired masons to remove the lining
and border of her Hollywood pool so that it could
be sent en bloc to England !

" Production No. 5 "
From time to time an odd word or two concerning the progress of his latest picture percolates
through
to Hollywood,
the outer world
fortress in
but from
little Chaplin's
is known studioabout
you.
the
picture
itself.
" I go to a show with a girl, I go to lunch with
Every possible precaution is taken by Charlie
a girl^ — and boom, I am going to marry that girl
to prevent leakages of this kind, and for a very
"If
I
were
thinking
seriously
of
marrying
a
girl
and a friend asked me about it, I would think gooid reason. The little comedian never hurries
over his productions, and it would be a simple
him rather, how you say, nosey!
"But with your reporters I know it is a job. matter for another studio, if it had the opportunity and the inclination, to "lift" some of
You'veit. even got the European newspapermen
doing
Charlie's
best the
gags,market
rush through
a picture,
and
have
it on
long before
he could
"They never used to ask me about marriage or
divorce, but the last time I was in Europe they still
possibly
called.finish "Production Number 5" as it is
shoot the same questions at me. So I'm getting
The
risk of such an occurrence may not, perhaps,
used to it, you see."
It is a good thing that Dame Rumour is be very great; but caution is Chaplin's second
notoriously a lying jade, or Maurice would be the name, and he is taking no chances.
What is known, however, is that he expects to
world's champion bigamist.
film the l£ist scene during April, making the time
spent on the production about seven months, a
Brisson's Useful Present
short time for Chaplin — but more than twice as
Carl Brisson — whose next picture is All the long as any other producer.
What is still a complete mystery is whether or
— hasin just
been King's
sent a Horses,
walking with
cane Mary
with Ellis
a light
the no the film will contain any spoken dialogue.
handle by an admirer in England.
And it is likelv to remain a mystery for some
A twist of the hand lights what appears to be a time.
horn cap on the handle.

Mona was getting parts, and good parts,
but she wanted to play leads, and she never
got the
anycase.
further than being the third woman
in
She had asked Sol Wurtzel, the Fox
producer, for these roles, but he had shaken
his head and said that he was sorry, but
he could not see her in a sympathetic lead.
So Mona. who is a determined sort of a
girl,
made went
blonde.away and had her dark hair
She came back the next day, and again
saw Mr. Wurtzel. The result was so
satisfactory that she got the lead opposite
Gilbert Roland in Mystery Woman.
But the repercussions of Mona turning blonde
were far-reaching. Fox executives had nightmares, among which were the thought of Alice
Faye turning up one morning a brunette in
George White's Scandals, or Rochelle Hudson
appearing
tfiing had ato blonde
be done,in Life
and Begins
quickly.at Forty. SomeSo clauses
now both
and that
Rochelle's
contracts
have
whichAlice
require
they keep
their
hair unchanged unless otherwise ordered.
Colonel Shirley Temple

title inof a "The
gained
when
week Little
secondthe time
for the
Colonel"
Temple
Shirley
the American Legion at Hollywood made her an
honorary colonel.
The tiny Fox actress faced an audience of over
1 ,000 to receive her commission from the hands of
Colonel Reginald Barlow. Among those witnessing the event were her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George F. Temple.
After she had received her commission, the
po&t commander. Commander Louis Canep>e.
presented her with a medal and the overseas cap,
emblematic of legion membership.
A few days earlier, the Governor of Idaho,
Mr. C. Ben Ross, made Shirley his honorary A.D.C.,
a post which carries with it the rank of colonel.
She has just finished her latest Fox film. The
Little Colonel, in which she co-stars with Lionel
Barrymore.
The Rise of the " Awful Child " Actor
Talking of prodigies, the signing of Jackie Searle
by Fox, to play the lead opposite Jane
Withers in a new picture, may start a vogue for
naughty screen children. .\ story is now being
specially written to show these two children
acting as the nightmare of all parents.
In Bright Eyes, Jane Withers gave a tremendous
f>erformance of how a child should not behave.
She made Shirley Temple's screen life a misery to
her, she annoyed her uncle, she decapitated dolls,
played interminable scales just to annoy, arid in
loved
spite ofit.this she was a real success and the audience
Perhaps parents like to sit at a distance in a
comfortable seat and realise how patient and
long-sufiering they are with their own children.
It was their approval of Jane which decided
Fox to trv the recipe again and throw in Jackie
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The villagers of Thrums hear whispers of the
association existing between Babbie and Gavin the
new minister.

"THE Little Minister " Isl
one of the best love*
James
Barrie's
stories,
hi
successful
book, as
a play lt|
revived time and again^
made the reputation of ni|<
one actress. It was made 1

Babbie, the gypsy
IN
\ Babbie taunts the minis^L'S . ■ "< 1^ ter into blowing the

[Katharine Hepth: littleburn)sonhearscffr<^m
Rob

PICTUREGOER
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The little minister dram
Babbie's
the fact that,attention
as a gypsy,to
ihe is trespassing on
prohibited ground.

0, the village drunkard, tests the moral
■e of Gavin,sermon
the new
minister,
in the
kirk. during his first
a silent picture and now comes to
the screen with Katharine Hepburn
in the part of the elfm-like gypsy
girl, Babbie. John Beal plays opposite
Miss Hepburn, supported by one of
the strongest casts ever assembled
in Hollywood.

k*- *
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piquante beauty,
set off by a frilled
tight-fitting
cut to reveal bodice,
plump,
dimpled
shoulders;
nevertheless,
her
femininity quickened hil
pulsese hither
still.V\'
peasant
musicians set string
throbbing to a lov
song he yielded b
witche
her on
deg
th
reery
s 'ofto
coming lips, whic

he
tastevo
aftedrtilthh"
ung
han
lov
ededusl
mischi
y
a wineglass for hi

to drink.
"My poor boy, don't
shy,
she murmured. "No onelookwillso noti
same."
doing theawkwar
are nervous
othersthe
us;From
dness
of calf-love making to the experienced touch, gesture, and word
of the mature article was an easy
progress for Dimitri. Women iiked
him. His private rooms soon became
the rendezvous of the most attractive ladies of the city. Since intimate teas and suppers filled
leisure as an offset to practichis
bayonet charges and cavalry man
oeuvres, ideas of social
equality and
freedom faded from his mind.
Simonson's pamphlets likewise
vanished, more often than not as
cigarette lighters for Dimitri's guests.

i Freely based on the Film "We
Live Again
" Corp.
by permission
of
iI United
Artists
Ltd., Film
i House, Wardour St..London,W. I .
i See "On the Screens Now"
I feature, page 24, for thefull cast and
: Lionel Collier's criticism of the film

i
j;
i
;
I

DON'T want to be a
soldier. I don't want to
be in the Czar's army just
because father was. I
don't Uke kilUng."
Thus Dimitri Nekhlyudov,
Prince in his own right, barely
twenty, very boyish under his
peaked military school cap, delivered himself to Aunts Marie
and Sophia, erect under their
parasols in the best seats of the
horse-drawTa Victoria. A premonition that life was not the
gorgeous plaything his early
imagination had pictured it, a
touch of gloom inherent in the
Russian temperament, vaguely
shadowed his arrival at the
ancestral home.

The very peasants from the
estate crowding up to the columnar portico with offerings of fruit,
vegetables and garlands, increased
the frown that had settled on his
forehead by the time the horses
came to a standstill.
" For heaven's .sake. Aunt Sophie,"
he demanded aside, "why do these
people bring us food? We have
plenty. Half of them are starving "
" Hush, Dimitri ! It's traditional.
You wouldn't like to break it.
Don't be bothered with them if
you'd rather not. Tell the tenants
to leave what they've brought on
the steps."
" No. I must stay and thank
Ihem."
He said a few words, noting the
lient bodies, the careworn, bearded

faces of the sons of toil, noted the
ugliness of the majority of women,
the low-type faces of their progeny.
It was a relief to disappear into the
cool, spacious hall, to have a girlish
figure in flowered gingham, with
honey-coloured plait, push something into his outstretched hands —
something that squeaked and
grunted.
' ' Katusha ! The smallest pig in
the litter! For me? Thank you.
Why, you've turned into a woman !
How long is it since I saw you ? "
"Six years, Dimitri Nekhlyudov."
"Katusha is a good girl," Aunt
Sophia submitted. " So useful in the
house and farm."
"T Tow about her getting tea at
Xn this moment ? " Aunt Marie put
in and took the trouble, as her nephew
was going upstairs, to point out :
"too
I warn
you, with
Dimitri.
Do notAfter
be
familiar
Katusha.
all, she is our servant."
"What does that matter. Aunt
Marie ? Men and women are equal.
At least, all should have equal
" And where do you get these ideas
from,
?"
rights."
"F — may
^fromI ask
a book,
'Land and
Freedom,'
by
Simonson."
A weak answer, no doubt, to drop
over the banisters to a spinsterly
prop of the Czarist Imperial regime
of 1875. Nevertheless, the subject
of
be Dimitri's
discussed latest
with perusals
someone. hadNextto
morning he started upon Katusha,
forgetting the delicate immaturity
which prevented her from entering
into his mind. " Don't you realise,
Katusha," he scolded while she
milked the black-and-white cow
with steady, caressing fingers that
brought a ready stream into the
pail,
right
when "the
he author
visionsSimonson
a new isRussia
governed by men who share their
jwsse-ssions with those under them ?
I.-and, water, and air are needed by
all. Why .should some have to pay

for them, while others, like my.self
have
plenty
and pay were
nothing
" But,
if e%'eryone
equal,? ' ' who
would do things like looking after
cows.' " Katusha ventured.
" You miss the jwint. A man
should be able to do something he
wantsStand
to do,up not
becauseup,he's
told !
to.
! Stand
I say
Kiss me! There!" he almost
shouted, oblivious of her blushes.
" It's infamous because you're a
peasant. You should be forced to
kiss me when you're unwilling."
" I wasn't unwilling — not alto"Anyway.Dimitri."you were wrong,
Katusha,gether,
to kiss me when 1 told you.
Now you're crying. Poor little
thing ! I didn't really want to kiss
you, you know. "There — there —
don't cry."
With masculine obtuseness, he
caressed the honey-coloured hair
unconscious
treadingheonwas
Katusha's
dreams. Forof weeks
so far
from getting the works of Simonson
and his ilk off the chest that
Dimitri's
a full-fledged
officer
for departure
Moscow, atas the
end of the
summer, was no more to his taste
than the sumn>ons he shortly
received to the C.O.'s room.
"Lieutenant Nekhlyudov," observed the CO., flourishing a yellow
pamphlet,
"I notice
the
General's dinner
partythat
lastatnight
you"She
failedis tomarried,
take notice
sir." of his wife."
" .'Ml the more reason for gallantry, my boy. A soldier requires
other qualities than pugnacity in
the field. Learn to mix, to flirt with
womenvance in rank.
Else you
will too
nevermuch.
adYou read
This, for example : I found it on
your
'Land the
and torn
Freedom.'
Pah ? "table.
He threw
pages
into the fire. A mixture of anger and
bravado drove Dimitri that night to
accept
the General's
wife atthea advances
regimentalof banquet.
He
did not really admire her dark,

Piaster
Dimitri,
on
leave, approached.
galloped the short
distance
from army headquarters to the
ancestral home in time for the mid-.
night mass on Easter Eve. Witi
what added gallantry he held
ringed hands of Aunts Marie and
Sophie and kissed their fade
cheeks. Katusha. standing in t
background, he hardly appeared
notice. Yet he did notice her. T„
heart-shap>ed face with wide-apar
blue, limpid eyes had an adde
beauty. Instead of one, two rop,
like plaits swung to the waist of h«
new muslin bodice and fiowi
skirt. He found opportunity to
follow her to the garden.
you haven't spwken
me" Katusha,
since I came.
Have you
gotten me ? Why. violets ! Whe.
did you get them so early in tl

" In the greenhouse. I picked^
them specially for you, I wondere
d]
it was
if
? " you who had forgotten
season
Dimitri. You never wrote to me."
He made up for the lapse, lookii
at her, during the chanting
prayers at mass, more often
at the frescoed saint,* with incline,
necks or the crucifix above the mati;
candles of the altar. When, follow,
ing
her employers'
Kat
sha saluted
him. afterexample,
the service,
the cheek with the traditiona
greeting,
"Christ
his
voice held
a deepis risen,
note ofDimitri,''
triumph]
as he an.swered ; " He is risen indeed/
That
nighttime
he hedidwalked
not his
undres
For some
ro
Katusha."
above the portico with its one br
window and ikon decked wit
flowers; then, slinking to the
of
the house,
found
Katusha'^
window.
For a man
of the
world
his heart beat fast as he saw her
the bed. One plait was loosenc
casting a shining mantle over he
draped shoulders. He called to he
twice. The call was echoed fr
within. She came to the window.
" Hush. Dimitri ! That's Mat
on page
Pablona.(Continued
She sleeps
in myzz).room.**
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JOANS SECRET
BUT HOW CAN VOU WASH
UP AMD STia HAVE SUCH
NICE HANDS JOAN '
Oh its VASELINC
JELLY DARLING
UNO A LITTLE
SMOOTHED ON AT
NICHT KEEPS THEM
BEAUTIfUdY WHITE
AND SOf T

- not
use

if

these

you
three

wonderful

LATER
OAflLlNG CLARE.
VOUft HANDS ACE
lovelv. thev make
me so psoud of
vou when we re
out together

acliLoa

Alsocuts,
apply
" Jelly
to
burns" Vaseline
and abrasions,
after first cleansing the injury.
Doctors say it is a perfect protection. Itshuts out infection.
Chesebrough Manufacturing
Co. Cons'd.. Victoria Road,
Willesden, N.W.IO.

Vaseline
Petroleum Jeiiy

STYLES THE SIARSWEiUl
Sinf^ samples sent on FREE APPROVAL
NEW! DIFFERENT!! FASCINATING!!!
-Vo. Wear the type of shoe
that Hollywood's
favoured
few are
wearing. Styles
new.
original
intriguing
give and
yon
tliat air oftosochic
and
smartness
nitich
BUckKidl
desired by the miart woman. The
Cmut.
Hollywood Shoe Co.to offer
you a wide and
Jenlled Bockle, American wonderful
and
RooDd Toe, 4 inch Leel : aUo specialize inrange
newestchoo»e
round from,
American
BrqzP Kld/BUtck/BrvtmSuede rhuM.y toes, the
with
heels
3
to
4
inches
in
HighFan
height. size,
Sendstyle,
no money
— and
Just height
a P.C.,ai
American Tongue.
Ronnd etating
colour,
Toe, 4 in. heel : heel
desired, and we poet to your home a
inBlue/Blark/
singleleisure
samplestime.for you to choo«e
Brown
Kid. raiiL'e
from inof your
Black/
Instep
Tie,4 inch
American
Rnand Toe,
heel;
Bro\m
Suede/Brown
Kid Trimmed
Black Suede/
Black Kid
Trimmed.
St^U1152,So.
HOLLYWOOD
SHOE CO.
110 NORTH ST,LEEDS

CREAMS

Men are always attracted by a girl with a beautiful skin.
Think of all the attractive girls you know. Features as
different as can be. Complexions perfect, all of them. And
if you asked them you would probably find that they shared
the same beauty secret — Icilma creams. For these lovely girls
know that they can trust Icilma to keep their complexions
radiantly young. You can be as attractive as any of the
girls you know with Icilma beauty creams to help you.
FROM AN ALGERIAN SPRING COMES THIS BEAUTY SECRET
/CILM4 VANISH/NG CREAM
The only cream containing the water
from the spring of Hammam Selama in
Algeria. Deliciously light and foamy, it
sinks deep into the pores and keeps the
complexion soft and youthful. Icilma
Vanishing Cream makes powder cling
evenly without ever clogging the pores.
In Jars 1/3, gd., and Tubes 6d.

ICILMA COLD CREAM
For cleansing and massage at night.
Icilma Cold Cream feeds the tired skin
tissues and brings beauty while you sleep.
1/3 and 6d.
ICILMA FLESH-IINJED CREAM
A unique blend of rouge and beauty
cream which never streaks or looks
unnatural as so many rouges do. In
Jars 1/9, i/-, and Tubes 6d.

Icilma Face Powder gives to the skin that delicate "peach bloom" that men admire so
much. Very fine and subtly perfumed, it stays on in all weather and never rubs off.
Send for the Special Trial Box. Special samples of Face Powder and of three Beauty
Creams, for only 2d. in sumps, from Icilma (Dept. 05 ), 39 King's Road. London, N.W.I .
Seal your envelope and post with I ^d. stamp.
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" I can't sleep. Come in the
garden, Katusha. I'll lift you out.
With his arm about her, he
glanced upwards. "There'll be a
storm
!"must long."
"We before
be quick, Dimitri."
There
He had barely tasted the sweets
of renewed companionship when
thunder rumbled. Rain fell in
torrents.
"QuickWater
— the greenhouse
he advised.
poured from!"
glass sides and roof as they shut
themselves in its exotic warmth.
The subtle sweetness of violets
hovered between their lips so very
close.
"Katusha — then you didn't forget. Those violets were picked for
"For who else, Dimitri?"
"You love me? "

Two Twin packets of Nestle
ColoRinse free ! Threepence
in stamps defrays cost of pack'
ing and postage. Nestle ColoRinse imparts glorious colour
sheen to every shade of hair,
restoring life to hair that dust,
dirt and petrol fumes have
made drab. It does not conflict
with any dye which may have
been used, helps to set waves,
and enhcmces natural curliness. It will not stain or rub
off, but can easily be removed
by a single shampoo.
FREE GIFT COUPON
To C. NESTLE & CO., LTD.
(" Picturcgoer
Gift Department)
48 South " Molten
Street,
London, W.I.
Please send me two twin packets of Nestle
ColoRinse in accordance with your offer,
in
(fill in shade desired from the list on the
rifht). I enclose scamps value 3d.
NAME
(Please state whether Mrs. or Miss)
ADDRESS
Kindly write particulars in Block Capiuls.
THIS COUPON MUST BE SENT IN A
SEALED ENVELOPE

As NestK ColoRinse adds
colour to your hair, select the
shade nearest to your own
from list below :
Black
Blonda
Platinum
Hanna
Liatit Auburn SllvarCray
Wnlta Chatcnut Brown
Dark Brown Warm Brown
Dark Auburn Ash Blonda
Light Golden Blonde

Her lips,denlytouching
his, wereby sudwithdrawn. Spurred
her
modesty, he lured them back. For
a long time the storm held them
prisoner. Next morning he was up
an hour sooner than he had intended, as the start of his return to
me."
barracks for spring manoeuvres.
He guessed Katushar would be
anxious to see him off and he wished
to avoid sentiment. " Kiss and ride
away,"
a fellow officer's
rule beof life,
from henceforth
was to
his.
In Katusha's case, Dimitri thought
it wise to soften the blow of parting
with a hundred-rouble bill, which
he enclosed in a note to be given her
by Matrona, whom he found cleaning
theTwo
portico.
hours later he was in the
field impressing his Colonel by a
super-punctual appearance. For two
years he neither visited nor wrote
of Katusha to his aunts. He was
looking forward to completing his
army service and to becoming a
lawyer, with an eye to the office of
judge. His early love of books thus
took a new trend. Thankfully, when
army regulations had been complied with, he threw his uniform in
a cupboard, acquired a frock coat
and a beard, and cultivated the
leg^l clique in Moscow, becoming,
in due course, engaged to marry
Missy, daughter of Judge Kortchagin.
Petite, dark, with beautiful
shoulders, Missy reminded Dimitri
of
General's
himthe the
art of wife
love;whobuthadshetaught
was
infinitely more intelligent. There
were moments when he thought he
might have married her even had
she not been Prince Kortchagin's
child.
think having
we're
in "Really,
love," shepeople
tecised,will
Dimitri
swept
her one
night from
father's
brilliant
ballroom
to aher peaceful
ante-chamber.
" Aren't we? " he questioned, carelessly holding a glass for the waiter
to fill with champagne. Prince
Kortchagin, resplendent with orders,
cut .short the Ute-d-tite with the
reminder :
"Don't forget you're on a jury
to-morrow, Dimitri. Do you good.
Improve your legal training."
With moderately
aching
head,
increased toviolence
by the
stuffy
court room. Dimitri took his place
among the jurors. Three prisoners
were ushered, after due formalities,
into the dock. Two, husband and
wife,
peasants.
Kartinkin,were
the low-class
man especially
appeared
to have less intelligence than the
species of ape he resembled. They
appeared on the charge of having
robbed and murdered their employer, a merchant, Smelkoff, by
administering poison in a cup of tea.
A third peasant, sitting a little apart

WE
LIVE AGAINappeared on the same charge.
Dimitri did not notice her till die
stood up to answer the judge's
"Lubov."
question
: "What's your name?"
Involuntarily Dimitri also rose.
This girl, with fair, defiant face, half
hidden in a drab coat collar, was
familiar — too familiar — to him.
Urged by Prince Kortchagin for the
need of absolute truth, she admitted
to her real name — "Katusha MasDimitri felt submerged as in a
waking dream. Memories of the
Katusha he knew,> horror at seeing
her changed — gone was the expres ion ofinnocence, the ingenuousness that had made her lovable —
thrust
themselves up>on him, masklova."
ing the importance of what was
taking
place. She
Katusha
was on trial
for
murder.
was innocent.
No
doubt of it. Every word of the
proceedings proved it. In a clear,
half-defiant voice she made her
defence. She lodged, as a woman of
the town, with the merchant,
Smelkoff. One night he had come
home, roaring drunk. To quieten
him, Katusha had administered a
jx)wder, which Kartinkin and his
wife, servants of the victim, told her
was a sedative.
Theto jury
Dimitri,
wipe retired.
his forehead
withready
fear
chcinged to relief, could have bitten
a single, elderly member in half for
his obstinate contention that Katusha was in some way guilty. After
two hours of trying to bring him
round, Dimitri, as foreman, was
ultimately reduced to consent to the
general tendedverdict.
Katusha
into rob Smelkoff
— nothad
to kill
him.
IMnce Kortchagin, playing
Patience in the robing-room, fumed
at his prolonged wait. He did more
when, having resumed the judicial
seat,
a clerk
brought
the jury's
written
verdict.
Nothimhaving
seen
the paper,
Dimitri
failed
to
understand why the Prince exploded in ^
wrathful aside.
' "Damn it ! I could have settled
the thing in two minutes. These
fellows have been a couple of hours,
and now they're wrong. Well, it
can't be helped." He rose and
addressed the court :
" Prisoner Katusha Maslova found
guilty of having administered
powder to the merchant Smelkoff
with intent to rob. The punishment,
according to article twenty-one of
the Penal code, is that she serve
five years' hard latour in the mines
inKatusha's
Siberia."cent! "drowned
in theI stentorian
cry, " But
am innovoice of the
guard,like
"Silence
I " went
through
Dimitri
a knife.
Too
well he knew nothing could be done
in court. In the robing-room he let
himself
"Prince
Kortchagpn,
we
all knowgo:that
Maslova
is innocent.
Why should she suffer for a technicality? The verdict should have
read : 'To rob, but not to kill.' We
"Then
were
agreedheaven
on that."knows why it
wasn't so written; but the fact
remains,
the in decision
reversed. Not
this court, can't
anyway.be
Don't look so blue. Why worry
about a peasant? A woman of her
typeSickdeser/es
what's
comingj>enetrated
to her."
at heart,
Dimitri
in the next few weeks to tlie core of
a system, the rottenness of which
he tasted, finding the experience
bitter. He visited a Moscow prison
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and W2S appalled at the sight of
prisoners clawing at, shouting themselves hoarse behind, a grille, struggling for communication with their
friend 3. There was small consolation
in the thought that only his rank
enabled him to see Katusha alone
for live minutes in the warder's
room Her hardened expression
stru' him more cruelly than her
wasted body, shrunk inside her
common coat, or the hiding of her
hair under a coarse cotton veil.
"Katusha — you know me."
"Yes; and I want nothing to do
with you, Dimitri Nekhlyudov ! "
"I'm here to help you."
""XTery
did you? Why
ride
V away likely.
and leaveWhyme money
haven't
you
seen
me
in
two
years
You could have helped me when I
had a child — your child — when your
aunts turned me into the street
because I was a servant. Now it's
too late."
" Katusha — a child ! Where is it
now.' I never thought — never
knew "
" He's dead. Matrona and I buried
him m a little coffin m the churchyard, without a priest to say a word
over him."
" Because — because he had no
acknowledged father. Was that the
reason? Then you didn't tell the
priest about me ? "
"How could I talk of our love?
It was beautiful among the violets,
but now it's dead and finished. I
don't
ever me.
want You
to seemake
you meagain.
Yea hurt
remember things I want to forget.
Go back to your estates, and your
soft bed, and your fine rooms. I
want to be alone." She eluded his
arms and followed the returning
warder to the door.
For a month Dimitri moved
heaven and earth to free Katusha
from the horror of blind justice.
He was met with refusal, from judge
after judge of the higher courts, to
reverse the sentence passed by
Prince Kortchagin.
During
Missy's
father
spoke todinner.
his future
son-in-law.
"Seriously, Dimitri, you're worrying yourself for nothing. You say
old Nicolai Lebinov guffawed over
your appeal. Why, on earth, should
he think it valid? One would think
you were personally interested in
this peasant."
" I am, sir — more than interested.
Because I am responsible largely for
her tragedy. Katusha Maslova was
a servant in my aunt's house. I was
the father of her child."
"ReaUy, Dimitri — in front of
ladies — my wife and daughter !
However, there's nothing so very
heinous — young men will sow their
wild oats. The girl knew her place,
evidently, and didn't try to enforce
marriage."
Alone, after the interrupted meal,
with Missy, to whom he was grateful
for suggesting a move from the
table, Dimitri tried to meet her eyes.
He need not have been afraid.
Calml}' she withdrew her hand, with
its solitaire ring, from his.
"Dimitri, I understand now. I
daresay you've guessed for some
time I've been jealous. I was. I
thought I was up against your
career. Now I know it's another
woman. It's different. Y'ou do love
thisNever
peasant
girl,haddon't
you?"
before
he admitted
it,
even to himself. If Missy was vdelding, moreover, with Katusha there
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was no such complaisance to meet
his wishes. Hopelessly he tried, for
a second time alone with her in the
warder's room, away from the
terrible stamp>eding horde, from
which she'd come, to which she
must return, to win her heart.
" Katusha, I want you to marry
me. Don't send me away. I want
you"You
to bedon't
my wife."
want me. You can't
want me. I won't listen. I'm dead
— On
dead the
to all
that.of Do
you hear?"he
brink
a decision,
rode that night to the Nekhlyudov
estates and had his bag taken to the
portico room. The ikon, bare of
Easter gift flowers, still remained.
He fell on his knees in front of it.
Memories of Katusha interrupted
his prayers, her gift of violets, her
laughter, her voice, her clinging
arms,
thoughtheritwhispered,
was you "Dimitri,
who hadI
forgotten."
At breakfast he ordered the tenants
to appear ew masse. On the stone
portico, to which they had brought
gifts, he handed each and all a
simple document, explaining in
simpler language that he was allotting to them a portion of his land
to be unequivocally theirs, to be
handed on, if they wished, to their
children.
Tears of gratitude, rolling down
bearded and furrowed faces, were
still wet up)on his hands as he set
out on the return to Moscow. He
was not too soon. At the prison,
a convoy of the condemned were
preparing for the journey to Siberia
—intended.
two days earlier than originally
The chains of the last convict in
the waiting line had been clamped
on and the links welded together at
the forge — one poor wretch lay dying
on the stones unheeded — -when
Dimitri, using his title for the last
time, made a request to the g^ard
which was granted. Katusha had
not spoken for two days when she
was brought to the guard-room.
Desolation was stamped on her
motionless face. For some minutes
Dimitri talked and she would not
answer.
He knelt to her, clasping her
knees. Then it was as though bonds
had burst, the frost of ageless
winters begun to thaw, the dead to
come to life. Her whole frame
shook. Her anguished hands sought
his. She sobbed. "Dimitri, it isn't
possible ! I can't believe it ! You
a Prince, and I "
"TJush, Katusha ! You and your
■TX kind are holy — you the oppressed ones. I'm a Prince no longer I've
given away everything I possess.
I only ask to share your life, to help
you bear the burden. More, I need
you, too. I long for you. Help
me Histo arm
live was
again."
about her as the file
of suffering humanity moved on.
NEWS
NEWS.

NEWS.
THE news-reel hounds are straining
^ at the
There's
in the
East,
fire inleashthe !West
End, war
a champion
defending his title in the ring, a fashion
Sarade, a Hollywood star visits England,
ews here,
there, everywhere — from
London
to Lapland.
How do the news-reel men do it?
How do they work? What adventures
do they encounter? What risks do they
take?
The whole romantic, thrilling story
wiU be told, in brilliant pictures and
articles, in next week's News Reel
Numbernow.of It" Picturegoer."
Orderexciting
your
copy
will be the most
thing you have read for years.
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There is one tonic that doc. ors noi
only prescribe, but take themselves
at this time of the year, JaflFa Oranges
and Grapefruit. The juice of JafTas
is equalled by nothing in the world
for keeping you and your children
free -from colds and influenza.

TELL

ITS

A

JUICE

It is not only the quantity but the quality of
Jaffa juice that makes it so delicious. A subtle,
distinctive flavour unlike any other.
For the next few months, Jaffas will be plentiful.
Eat and drink your fill of these glorious oranges
and grapefruit freshly arrived out of the Empire
sunshine. Take this cheapest and most delightful way of keeping fit — you and your family.
Let your slogan be :— Enjoy Jaffas and feel fine.
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**PECK'S BAD BOY
**FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY
**l GIVE MY LOVE

Sweeny."
♦••THE PAINTED VEIL
M.-O.-M.
cerlificaU.
Triangle American.
drama. Runs "A"
83 minutes.
Greta Garbo
Katrin
Herbert Marshall Walter Fane
George
Townsend
Warner Brent
Oland JackGeneral
Yu
Jean Hersholt
Herr Koerber
BoDiL Rosing
Frau Koerber
Katharine Alexander Mrs. Townsend
Cecilia Parker
Olga
Soo YoNG
Amah
Forrester Harvey
Waddington
Directed by Richard BoUslawski from the novel
by W. Somerset Maugham.
Previewed January ment12,March1935.
2, 1935.Special suppleThere is an allure about Garbo
which can cloak, to a very large
extent, any story deficiencies in the
pictures in which she appears — at*
any rate so far as her admirers are
concerned, and their name is legion.
So in spite of the fact that the
adaptation
of Somerset
Maugham's
play resolves
itself into
quite a
conventional triangle drama, the
star somehow manages to invest it
with a glamour and distinction that
is peculiarly her own.
As in all Garbo pictures, the
technical work is excellent, and there
is much elaborate Oriental ceremony
which adds to the beauty of the
settings but action is slow and there
is a super-abundance of dialogue.
Garbo's voice and accent are both
softened in this film, and she is given
some lighter sequences, but otherwise
her performance exploits that same
elusive personality which has made
her famous.
The young English scientist who
marries her and takes her to China,
where she meets a man with whom
she becomes infatuated is ably
played by Herbert Marshall, but he
is inclining more and more to overemphasise his mannerisms. As the
lover who fails her, George Brent is
also well in character.
It is, however, almost entirely on
the fascination of Garbo that the
picture relies for its entertainment
and itture tois,miss.
thus, obviously not a pic•••BADGER'S GREEN
Paramount.
" U "Runs
certificate.
Comedy
of English British.
village life.
67 minutes.
Frank Moore
Dr. Wetherby
David Horne
Major Forrester
Sebastian Smith
Mr. Twigg
John Ti'rnbull Thomas Butler
Valerie Hobson
Molly Butler
BRurE Lister
Dickie Wetherby
Wallv Patch
Mr. Rogers
Flsie Irving
Mrs. Wetherby
Directed by .idrian Brunei from the play by
R. C. Sherriff.
Previewed October 6, 1934.
Ihave long held that America
excels in producing pictures of its
rural and small-town life. We have
had 2few
4 counterparts of it on British
screens although there seems to be

Collier
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***THE PAINTED VEIL
***BADGER'S GREEN
**WE LIVE AGAIN

Ann Dvorak is the heroine of the
comedy, " The Friends of Mr.

Now

**THE NOTORIOUS
♦♦I'LL FIX IT
**THE DOVER
♦DESIRABLE
♦CITY PARK

SOPHIE
LANG

ROAD

♦THE RADIO STAR

What the asterisks mean — •••• An outstanding feature. ♦♦* Very good.
♦* Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
an exceptionally wide scope for it.
I therefore welcome all the more
heartily this exceedingly well-characterised and ably directed adaptation
of R. C. Sherriff's play which deals
with English rural life — -and cricket.
As far as I can remember, cricket
has not played any part before in a
British film, although there was a
cricket match in the American
version of Raffles.
That by the way. The plot of this
picture is as simple as it is effective.
It shows how the intrusion of a
speculative builder is combated by
a conservative village ruled over by
a triumvirate consisting of a major,
a doctor, and a mutual friend.
How they defeat his plans for
transfiguring their beloved village
into a bungaloid growth is told with
a wealth of humour not unmixed
with a touch of pathos.
A love interest is supplied between
the doctor's son and the builder's
daughter, while the cricket match is
made the occasion of the dramatic
climax; if the village side wins
agaiast a neighbouring team, the
builder promises to decamp; if it
loses he will go on with his plans.
Lose it does, but the builder is so
struck by the heroic efforts of the
doctor who, in spite of a bad heart,
turns out for the side, that he
capitulates.
As the doctor, Frank Moore gives
a notable characterisation, but the
crux ofportrayal
the jiictureof is the
Davidfiery
Home's
vivid
and
obstinate major.

. Sebastian Smith is very good as
their mutual friend, while sterling
performances are given by the
well-chosen cast.
Rural atmosphere is exceptionally
good and natural, while village
amusing. are made realistic and
politics
A most refreshing, delightful
picture which is redolent of the
charm of the English countryside.
••WE LIVE AGAIN
United Artists.
"A"83certificate.
Romantic
social American.
drama. Runs
minutes.
Anna Sten
Kalusha Maslova
Fredkic March... Prince Dimitri Nekhlyudov
Jane Baxter
Missy Kortchagin
C. Aubrey Smith Prince Kortchagin
Mary Forbes Princess Kortchagin
Ethel Griffies
Aunt Marie
Gwendolyn Logan
Aunt Sophia
Jessie Ralph
Hatrona Pavlovna
Sam Jaffe
Simonson
Cesil
Cunningham Theodosia
Fritzi Ridgeway The Red Head
Jessie
MorganArnold
Wallace
TheKorablova
Colonel
Davison Clark
Tikhon
Leonid Kinsky
Kartinkin
Dale Fuller
Botchkova
Michael Visaroff
Judge
Edgar Norton
Judge
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
Adapted
fromadapted
the novel
"Resurrection,"
Leo
Tolstoy,
by Maxwell
Anderson,by
Preston Slurges, and Leonard Fraskins.
Previewed November 17, 193.5.
For story, freely
based seeon page
the film
Williams,
20. by Marjory
who
star with
the German
AnnamadeSten,a name
for herself
s
Emil Janning in The Tempest,
appears to far greater advantage
here than she did in her first Hollywood picture, Lady of the Boulevards.

Clive Brook and Diana Wyrtyard appear together agtun in
" The Dover Road."

Attractive Gertrude Michael gives
a good performance in " The
Notorious Sophie Lang."
In fact, she gives a really brilliant
piece of acting which is so sincere
and well characterised that it helps
to bring conviction to a story that
has been overloaded with pretentious
ficiality.
symbolism to the point of artiIn the opening reels she suggests
the young, unsophisticated Russian
peasant \vith the same facility and
naturalness as she does the disillusioned prostitute of the later
stages who had been driven on to
the streets by the desertion of her
aristocratic lover.
As the prince who seduces her,
leaves her and then rallies to her aid
to the extent of going to Siberia
with her when she is sent there,
having been convicted of murder,
Fredric March gives a characteristically polished performance.
As the Prince's fiancee, Jane
Baxter is sound, while good characterisations come from Gwendolyn
Logan
and
Ethel
Griffies as adopted
his two
aunts who had practically
the tragic little peasant girl before
her seduction.
Indeed, the acting as a whole is
good, but in the minor roles there
are some American intonations
which tionmilitate
against atmosphere,
the convicof the Russian
which is never too realistic in spite
of elaborate settings and really
beautiful camera work.
I think the real reason why .\nna
Sten's acting does not make this
the outstanding picture it had
promise of being is because we are
given melotlrama, complete with
obvious symbolism of the D. W.
Griffith order, rather than stark
tragedy- which is the keynote of
Tolstoy's
work.
••PECK'S
BAD BOY
Fox. .imerican. "U" certificate. Study in
child psychology. Runs 6!) minutes.
Jackie
Bill
Thomas Cooper
Mf.ighan
Mr. Peck
Jackie
Searle
Horace
0.
P. Heggie
DuBy
Dorothy Peterson
Aunt Lily
Charles Kvans
Minister
(^f.rtrcde Howard
Maid
1. arrv Wheat Master o( Ceremonies
Harvey Clark
Spectator
Directed by Edward F. Cline.
Previewed November 3, Ift:U.
on
errs this
which
story,that
is not
It the
thintheside,
gives
nment
picture
its
entertai
value,
but
logy.extremely capable performances
the
given by the juvenile artistes and
the sincere depiction of child psychoThe plot deals simply and Ux)
obviously with a motherless boy
who
finds being
his place
in by
his a father's
affections
usurpctl
cousin,
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The final blow comes when his
cousin tells him he is only adppted,
>and he decides to run away. But,
on the advice of his friend, a handyman, he stays and lights for his
rights.
In spite of a little theatricality,
Jackie Cooper gives a noteworthy
performance while Jackie Searle is
excellent as the interloper.
O. P. Heggie is pleasing and well
characteri.sed as the handyman.
••FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY
FirslNewspaper
National. comedy.
American.Runs "A"
certificate.
69 minutes.
Chakles Kugcles
Asaph
Ann Dvorak
Beulah
Eugene Pallette
Rixey
Dorothy Burgess
Millie
Dorothy Tree
Olga
Robert Barrat
Alex
Berton Churchill Brumbaugh
Harry Tyler
Mike
Harry Beresford
Claude
William Davidson
Prime
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
Based on the novel by Elmtr Davis.
Quite an amusing story of a
weak-kneed journalist who is
able to hold his own after having
sustained himself with a liberal
helping of Dutch courage.
It is
reallyof the
Charles
Ruggles's
clever
drawing
timid journalist
who is brow-beaten by his sanctimonious employer that keeps the
entertainment going.
As his irresponsible college friend,
who is responsible in some measure
for the wild party at which the
journalist finds his courage, Eugene
Pallette makes an excellent foil,
while Ann Dvorak is responsible
for the pleasing love interest as a
secretary.
The complications of the plot are
rather conventional and by-play
has a tendency to hold up the main
theme at times, but it is all very
human and well embellished with
laughter-provoking situations.
••I GIVE MY LOVE
Universal.
certificateMother-love American.
drama. Runs"A"68 minutes.
Paul Lukas
Paul Vadja
Wynne Gibson
Judy Blair
Eric Linden
Paul, jun., at 21
Anita Louise
Loma March
John Darrow
Alex Blair
Dorothy Appleby Alice Henley
Tad Alexander Paul, jun., at 12
Sam Hardy
Fogey
Kenneth Howell
Frank Howard
Directed by Karl Freund. Adapted from a
novel by Vicki Baum.
Previewed September 1, 1934.
Hollywood's
favourite
motherlove story made
palatable
by
a very good performance by Wynne
Gibson as a woman, married to a
worthless art student, who runs the
gamut of feminine suffering and
sacrifice, including imprisonment
for accidental killing and selfnegation to ensure her son's happiness.
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It is all very obvious and the loud
pedal is used much too frequently
on the sentimental note.
As the woman's faithful friend,
Paul Lukas is polished and sincere,
and John Darrow effectively suggests
the selfish husband who is accidentally killed by his wife. A little light
relief
Hardy. is well supplied by Sam
•♦THE NOTORIOUS SOPHIE
LANG
Paramount.
American.
"A" 64certificate.
Detective comedy-drama. Runs
minutes.
Gertrude Michael Sophie Lang
Paul Cavanach
Max Bernard
Arthur
Byron
Inspector
Stone
Alison Skipworth
Aunt Nellie
Leon Errol
Stubbs
Ben Taggart
Capt. Thompson
Ferdinand
Gottschalk House
AugustusDetective
Telfen
Dell
Henderson
Lucio ViLLKGAS
The Marshal
Jack Mulhall
The Clerk
Directed by Ralph Murphy from a story by
Frederick Irving Anderson, adapted by
Anthony Veiller.
Something rather novel in detective
drama. A light-hearted, somewhat far-fetched affair with neatly
devised situations and bright comedy
of an amusing if ingenuous nature.
As Sophie Lang, an international
jewel thief who turns the tables on
another crook who is anxious to get
the better of her and eventually
falls in love and flees the country
with him, Gertrude Michael acts
very well, and is ably supported by
Paul Cavanagh.
Arthur Byron is good as an
inspector and Alison Skipworth
turns in a polished characterisation
as Leon
Sophie's
assistant.
Errol
provides good broad
comedy
hand man.as the inspector's right♦•I'LL FIX IT
Columbia.
certificate.
Dramatic American.
drama. Runs "U"
68 minutes.
Jack Holt
Bill Grimes
MoNA Barrie
Anne Barry
Winnie Lightner
Elizabeth
Jimmy Butler
Bobby
Edward Brophy
TiUy
Nedda Harrigan
Miss Burns
Charles Moore
Nifty
Helena Phillips Evans Mrs. Murphy
Charles Levison
Al Nathan
John Wray
Fletcher
Wallis Clark
Cohageu
Edward Van Sloan
Parkes
Clarence Wilson
Stevens
Selmer Jackson
Crawley
Harry Holman
Mayor Short
Robert Gunn
Skinny
Dorian Johnston
Percy
Frank Conroy District Attorney
Directed by Roy William Neill from a story by
Leonard Spigelgass, adapted by Ethel Hill and
Dorothy Howell.
Straightforward,
drama which machine
presents-made
good,
honest "hard-boiled " material in a
popular, robust manner.
Jack Holt plays the role of a
tough political grafter who has one

The younger generation looks at the older in " / Give My Love," tvith Anita
Louise, Eric Linden, Paul Lukas, and Wynne Gibson.

Charles Starrett and George Brent as rivals for the hand of Jean Muir
in " Desirable."
redeeming trait, the love for his Russell
Pauline Hopton
True
Mac's Secretary
Chet
Directed by Archie Mayo.
young brother, and who is shown the
Previswed February 16, 1935
error
of his ways by the boy's
school-mistress.
incrediblemother
story
He brings to it human qualities Avery
dealingslight
with and
a theatrical
who tries to get her daughter
which
conceal
some
of
the
story's
incredibilities.
married to get her out of the way of
Mona Barrie is attractive and her own romantic inclinations, and
intelligent as the school mistress,
finally discovers that she loves the
while Jimmy Butler makes a typical man who has been paying her court.
and pleasing schoolboy.
The main point of interest in what
Winnie Lightner and Edward
is at best a very artificial theme
ally.
the performance of Jean Muir as
Brophy supply the comedy effectu- is
the unsophisticated daughter.
♦•THE DOVER ROAD
She is attractive and displays a
wealth of natural ability.
Radio.comedy
American.
certificate.
Fantastic
romance." A"Rur.s
71 minutes.
Veree Teasdale is good as the
Diana Wynyard
Ann^ mother and George Brent does well
Clive
Mr. Eustasia
Latime'' ais the lover who transfers his
BiLLiE Brook
Burke
Reginald Owen i
Leonard affections very rapidly from one
Alan Mowbray
Nicholas
PARK
to another.
Gilbert Emery
Dominic generation •CITY
Phyllis Barry
Maid
Walter Armitage
Footman G.B.D. American . "A" certificate.
Katherine Williams
Maid Sentimental comedy-drama. Runs 70 minutes
Sally Blane
Rose Wentworth
Robert Adair
Footman
Henry B. Walthall
Vernon Steele
Saunders
Colonel Henry Ransome
Directed by J. WaUer Ruben from the play by Hale Hamilton
Mr. Ransome
A. A. Milne.
Previewed October 20, 1934.
Judith Vosselli Mrs. Ransome
Matty Kemp
Raymond Ransome
Harron
Charles Hopper
Very little action, a spate of dia- John
Claude King
Mr. Stevens
logue and heavy-handed treatLafe McKee
Matthew
Wilson
Benge
Andy
ment
make
A.
A.
Milne's
light
fantastic romance rather stodgy.
GwEN Lee
Maisie
Mary
Foy
Landlady
The irony of the experiment
Directed by Richard Thorpe.
indulged in by a wealthy eccentric
who stops eloping couples on the
whichan shows
story
Dover Road and diverts them from
threey old
gentlem
befriendhowa
Sketch
their romantic ideas by cold logic down-and-out girl and try to reunite
and hard facts is almost lost in the her to a boy friend who, however,
turns out to be an incorrigible rogue.
artificial atmosphere that is created.
Three old-timers make the most of
As the eccentric, Clive Brook is
the roles of the elderly gentlemen —
ponderous and lacks the whimsical
Henry B. Walthall, Lafe McKee
touch the role demanded, but Diana
Wynyard is wholly charming as a and Wilson Benge, while Sally Blane
is quite good £is the girl they father.
woman eloping \vith a married man
It is an ingenuous piece of work
who
ev-entually
falls
in
love
with
her
which relies on the simplicity of its
eccentric host.
humour and drama for its appeal.
As the pompous lordling with
•THE RADIO STAR
whom she is running away, Reginald
Pathe.
American. "U" certificate. Radio
Owen is inclined to burlesque his
comedy-drama. Runs 70 minutes.
role as does Vernon Steele as a Ray Walker
Joe Miller
jAcguELiNE
Wells
Janet Melrose
Noel
Francis
Dolly
pugilistic
butler.
Billie Burke gives a good study of
Grapewin Pop Galloway
an affected woman who is also Charles
Wilbur Mack
Walker
Green
made a compulsory guest by the LoRiN Raker
Spencer Charters
Burroughs
eccentric, Mr. Latimer.
Sherwood Bailey
Ignatz
There are some very well devised
Billy Irwin
Caleb Hawkins
.Amy
comedy situations, but they lose Ruth Rohaine
Thomas
force because of the slo%vness of de- Lawrence Wheat
Mary
Carr
Grandma
velopment and lack of pictorial action. DirecUd by Joseph Santlev from a story by
•DESIRABLE
Ralph Spence, adapted by Albert E. De Mond.
Wartur.
American.
"A"
certificate.
gainedt
who difficul
Romantic drama. Runs 68 minutes.
an enterta
fameof but
found iner
it more
Story
Jean Muir
Lois Johnson to retain than he had anticipated.
George Brent
Stuart McAllister
Veree Teasdale Helen Walbridge
characa good
Ray Walker
own railway
small-t
terisation as a gives
Arthur Avlesworth
Eph
Joan Wheeler
Barbara porter who wins recognition, gets
Barbara Leonard
Margaret
Charles Starrett Russell Gray swollen headed, sinks to obscurity,
John Halliday
Austin Stevens but is brought back by an actress
Jim Miller
Elevator Man whom he had hoped to impress.
Virginia Hammond
Mrs. Gray
Doris Atkinson
Girl heroine.
Jacqueline Wells is fair jus the
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Madeleiru Carroll and Robert DoruU
in the John Buchan thriller " ThirtyNine Steps."

On
hy

the
E.

British
G.

Sets

Cousins

I
i

tip Shaw as the hero and Marsh as the villain.
I've been missing Garry on the screen lately^
not that he hasn't been continuously employed,^,
but I haven't happened to see his pictures — except ,
Widow's Might, of which the least said the kindest.^^
ButThis
tnatstores
wasn'tstory
Garry's
is byfault.
H. F. Maltby, whose
enormous frame I occasionally encounter in the ,
studios, and when he is made-up I am sorry,
because
in my
humble opinion as an actor he is ft: .
very
clever
playwright.
j
Did you ever see The Rotters? One of the*
slickest plays that ever reached the stage. Hc«J
wrote it. 'Nuff said.
»i
A little while ago Comrade Maltby was playing
in The Morals of Marcus in these same Twickenham studios; then I met him down at Ealing Green
giving
Bray Wyndham
a leg-up
the dialogue
of It Happened
in Paris.
Now -with
we have
him in
his
role
of
film-story
^vriter.
A
versatile
mountain^
of man.
A Full Bag
I
And,storysj>eaking
of
playwrights
who
turn
film
wTiters, turn back to Cricklewood for a
moment
and
dekko Man.
at Con HeWest,
who wroteto "!
the story for taJie
The aSmall
is reported
have written 200 plays, among the most successful,
being
o' Guns, which,
you may
British Sons
and Dominions
were toying
with remember,
a year ago.
Did you know there were as many plots as that ?
I only know of eighty-three.
And now turn, if you please, to Beaconsfield. Iwon't even trouble you to step into a fresh ^
paragraph. Here we have a human dynamo%
buzzing — one of the most incredibly energetic;
people we have ever had in our studios, who works,
harder to achieve his laughs than any three other
comedians I know, and never fails to get them. ^
American? Italian? German? Latvian? No,?
ladies and gentlemen, no.
I
English — as English as a cut off Sunday'sThree hearty British cheers ! And three more I
And ... Eh ? Who is it ? Don't be silly ! Sonnio,
Hale, of course.
joint.
\
All Hale !

Shopping-Week

in

The Small Man's
—The

the

Studios

Case — Playtvrights Turned

Mancunian

Film Story Writers

Film Corporation— Still More

Dickens

ALL very well for you ! If you don't you're
always
that advocating
strike you ? "casting for type."
want to go shopping you can just How does
turn over a couple of pages and
hob-nob with George or Anne. But Full of Drama
me, I have to go shopping whether Turn (well, I know it's the other side of London
I want to or not.
for me, but it's only just the next paragraph
for you) to Twickenham, and there Leslie Hiscott
The answer is that there is a minor shopping
is
launching
a film
called dramatic
Johnson's story
Stores,of
boom on in the studios at the moment.
which,
he tellsoutme,on has
a strong
First, regard The Small Man at the Stoll life in a large department store.
studios, Cricklewood. Here we have the case
Okay by me. Brother Hiscott ! The two main
for the independent shopkeeper against the centres of drama in everyday modem London are
law courts and the department stores. Did
big chains of stores that are threatening to the
ever see an enthralling play called Nine Till
overwhelm and crush him out of business. you
Six ? Yes, I know there was a film made of it at
John Baxter, directing it, has a knack of Ealing Green, but that was comparatively unimgetting hold of important subjects, and this is
certainly no exception.
fHjrtant.
The play showed something of the romance, the
And the facts of the case are well vouched adventure, the intrigue, the fears and hopes and
for by Johnny Schofield, who is playing the heart-throbs and alarums and excursions that take
place behind the calm exterior of a high-class
part of a small shopkeeper.
dress shop. The film missed fire, so it is still open
Johnny is a man of double life. One half to the Twickenham people to put something of
of it he spends flickering about on the screen ; all that on the screen.
Of course, the story itself has no resemblance to
the other half in running a small shop just
behind the London Hippodrome. And he that of Nine Till Six, but the central theme, I
tells me that he has had exactly the same gather, is similar.
experience himself (though to a lesser degree, Two Large Men
perhaps) as the character he is playing in the
So far, only two members of the cast have been
picture.
selected — Garry Marsh and Sebastian Shaw.
Now, Kirstie McGraw, of InvertuUoch, I don't know what parts they are playing, but I
26
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Did you see him in My Song for You? Well,
there you are, then ! And My Heart
Calling? Well, in my view, customers, he fairly
and squarely out-acted Jan Kiepura at everyi
point in both those films. His amazing energy^
his perfect timing, his unusual versatility, his—
what, me? A Hale fan? Ha! Don't be silly,
I'm a fan of only one person in British studios,
and her name . . . and when we do arrive in
Beaconsfield, where they are making .Marry th»
Girl
(he ?continued rapidly), what do you suppose
we find
A department store !
Yes, you see? I earn every penny of my
money
and afine
couple
bob bybesides.
Whacking
cast o'here,
the way. Winifred
Shotter, Judy Kelly. Hugh Wakefield (hope youH
see his character-sketch in My Heart is Calling;
very clever). Denier Warren. .\my Venness, Wally
Patch, Lawrence .\nderson. John Deverell. Kenneth Kove, Cecil Parker, Sybil Grove, Mikt
Johnson, Maidie Hope.
Odd about this film. It's an Aldwych play,
as such was announced last year for production b;
Gaumont-British at Shepherd's Bush, to
directed by Tom Walls.
Connie and Winnie

Lion
a British
hearat it's
next ,thing
Then
d, wit
Beaconsfiel
being wemade
production
P. Maclean Rogers directing. It doesn't seem s
long ago that Mac was an assistant director fod
British and Dominions at Elstree. Now he'l"
rapidlv making his way into the front rank
British directors — and good luck to him.
Goodness knows we need 'em.
littli
Winnie's
Shotters,
way. istalking
By the
this week.!
news
film 28)
also in ofthe
Connie
sister
on page
{Continued
Features
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Every

Young

Girl

Should

Know
A
Mothers
Ac/vice

are

\5
*m tK

we

rucV

inst

"You must not get upset," I said.
"This happens to many young girls. 1
They often make matters worse by doing
the wrong thing." She knew I had
guessed the secret of her shame. Enlarged
pores, blackheads and a muddy, sallow
complexion made her feel like an outcast.
"To definitely get rid of complexion
defects — clear, whiten and beautify the
skin, there is just one simple, easy and
inexpensive way. Get to-day a jar or tube
of Tokalon Vanishing Skinfooid. Apply
every
before
It's
precious,morning,
purifying,
tonicpowdering.
and astringent
ing[redients act like magic on the worst
looking skin and complexion. You will
be enchanted at your new loveliness within
onlyThis3 days."
simple recipe has brought welcome
relief and happiness to many a young girl
as most mothers well know. Success is
guaranteed with Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood or money refunded.

ti 100 AY
tnotH
GLOVES and handbags . . . collars
and cuffs — to-day the smartest
of these are worked in crochet. And

they're easy to make with this new
eaflet to help you. It shows photographically the smart effects obtainable, and explains in detail just how
to set to work. Get your copy straight
away. 2d at your needlework shop,
or 2Jd post free from Dept. R.A.I9,
J. & P. Coats Ltd., Paisley, Scotland.
IT'S ALWAYS

BEAUTIFUL

WORKED

MORE

IN. . .

COATS
In v/hite
and
NO LONGER
BLOODLESS
30 color
NOW FULL OF VITALITY.
inspirations
Issued by ]. & P. Coats Ltd., Paisley.
A young eiri should be bright and full of energy
Magnetic^ Alluring
the pink flush of health on her cheeks. She should
not be tired and wan, and always looking limp and
EYES
unhappy. She should be full of vitality, with zest
.^m A vonderfnl new Mncomy wUch made
for her work, sunshine in her eyes and the joy of ^Hb
my
threc*quartcr«
of aoeyeUsbes
Inch ! Hasgrow^vennearly
hundreds
of women
living in her soul.
long, dark, thick, itixurioa« eyelasbei.
guaranteed harmless, unUk« all
A girl who is pale and bloodleu, dull-looking ottter i>rej;»aratiocLfl. Brings alluriag,Rapid,
upcurUng Beauty
laebes inBye-^M
a month.MoTements
Complettand anaemic, will improve wonderfully under the ootflt, 3/6. Includes FRKE. my tarooua
•old atP.O.,
3/C, 38lidopted
by famoos
atan. Write — Mn. Lionel Stebblng
- influence of Dr. Williams Pink Pills, because these Dept.
Dean Boad.
Loudon,fllinN.W.2.
pills will give her new, rich blood. She will gain
in vitality and attractiveness, grow healthy and
BEAUTIFUL
HANDS
Jolly, get rid of ail her languor and lassitude.
WILL
BE
YOURS
NOW
AND
ALWAYS
who has proved
this is Miss Cardiff.
I. M. Johes',
of One
22 Muirton
Road, Tremorfa,
She
BY REGULAR USING0\
says : " For years I suffered from anaemia. I
was always languid, misCTable, and nervous,
and had violent headaches. At last I tried
Dr. WilUams pink pUls, and soon my api)etite
"PURMWAVE'
returned. As I continued with the pUls my
CmlsG
HOME WAVER
ailments vanished one by one, and now my IMMEDIATE RESULTS— GUARANTEED TO RESTORE
No
lotion or clips —
RED
OR
ROUGH
HANDS
TO
SILKY
TEXTURE.
health is splendid."
dip" inCURL
water."Marvellousjustresults
in hot
30 minutes."
1/You, too, can join the throng of rosy young
._,Send
for FREE SUPPLY
UnbreakablePURMWAVE
and comfortable.
4 ROLLERS
for 6d.
SEVENnowDAYS
womanhood by taking Dr. Williams brand Pink
" SHAMPOO Sanicicnt for tro ihuipoM tor MPills. Of all chemists. Is. 3d. a box (triple size,
FREE To LANT'S RESEARCH LABORATORIES. "PURMWAVE
From Chemists, Stores, Boots, Timothy Whites, and Taylors,
3s.). If you do not derive benefit, the proprietors
(D«^.P), 3$SLAR4nwsHill, LONDON, E.C.4.
Selfridges, etc. or 2/- the set, post free.
will refund your money.
THX H. BUTUB XBADDia CO.. LTD., 5 PIPE LAMB. BMgTOt ISAMPLE I 6>uUMe3^^-<ieunpiUCin>t\f>acJtitiqaM/Pi'}iiu;e.
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Globe

NOW
at the
LEICESTER

SQUARE

THEATRE

JACK

BUCHANAN
in

"BREWSTER'S
"
MILLIONS
*>
The picture with
Spring in it I
A

British

and

Dominions

Production
Distributed by

N.B. — Have you sent in your fifty word postcard
opinion of " Nell Guryn " for a prize of five
guineas? Address to: "Globe," "British
and DominiorK" Studios, Boreham Wood,
Hertfordshire.
28

THE

BRITISH

Ee, since
lads, For
ah like
that of
lassMike.
!— and I haven't seen
her
the Love
as pretty
picture, though
theShe's
acting
ability, asor a experience
either,sheof hasn't
Sister
Winifred.
She'sis all
in herin which
new part,
which
in agone
thingLancashire
called Off onthe usDole,
she
plays opposite a comedian with the honoured
name, George Formby. This, however, is George
jun., who has not as yet swum into my ken,
though I hear he is regarded in his native north as
a worthy successor to his famous father.
The other two familiar names in the cast are
those of Wally Patch and Clifford McLaglen —
familiar to me, that is. Of course, those of you
who live above the Mason-Dixon line, so to speak,
will probably know about the others — -a musichall "dude" named Dan Young? Claude Lester?
Stan Bell? They ring no bells in my memory,
but I haven't been north for some time.
North Comes South
Why all this north? you very justly demand.
Simply because this picture is being made
by Northerners — a gradely lad named John E.
Blakeley and his chums, banded together under the
title of the Mancunian Film Corporation.
The director is Arthur L. Mertz, whom I presume to be a Lancastrian, too, despite his "z."
By the way,
don't confuse
him gelmun
with the altogether.
American
director,
O. Nertz.
Different
My spies have not yet been able to discover
where this film is being made, but it's somewhere
in London, and I'm on their track.
There are a quarter of a dozen Blakeleys in this
unit. John E. is the producer, his father attends
to the business details, and his son is second
cameraman. I don't know another case of three
generations working in one studio; it must be
just about unique.
In case it means anything in your young lives,
Arthur L. Ward and his Band have been specially
engaged for this production. In passing, bands
always
seem tobreak
be "specially"
Won't
some producer
the tradition engaged.
by just engaging
a band? I should be so grateful.
More Iron —
Well,
shopping—
you'dfuture
like
to doso amuch
little for
shopping
roundunless
for your
entertainment? You would? I was afraid so.
Starting with Twickenham, then, two films are
scheduled to take the floor after Vintage Wine
and Johnson's Stores. (How well those two titles
go together, by the way !) The first is The Iron
Woman, and in case you are inclined to jump
rashly to conclusions, let me hasten to inform you
that it is not a companion picture to The Iron
Duke, neither is Mrs. Arliss playing the title role.
It's the story of a strong-minded woman whose
iron will nearly ruins the lives of her children,
until in desperation they break away from home
and she is brought to her senses.
George Pearson is scheduled to direct this one;
I don't yet know whom he has in mind for the
title role, but
it's a whale of a part for some lucky
character
actress.

SET S-Continued from page 26
to restrain
him, andto it'
said to cerned
be with
onetheir
of theefforts
wittiest
trifles brought
screen for a long time.
One Way In
TheKynaston
two sons Reeves.
are playedCuriously
by Miles enough,
Malleson these
and
two played brothers in the first film Reeves wjis
ever in. The Sign of Four.
As far as I can remember. Reeves was supposed
to be dead when discovered in that picture;
there's
with. nothing like taking things slowly to start
Want to know how people get into pictures?
Right ! Consider the cases of Mesdames Stella
Nelson, Hayley Bell, and Sonia Summers.
As far as I know, the screen career of these
three ladies started with this production of
Vintage Wine. But they were all three in the
stage version playing respectively the roles of a
nurse and two maids in the Chateau Popinot.
And the
so there
are ! vineyards
And I'm willing
bet
you
wholeyouPopinot
to an to
empty
bottle that, having once tasted blood, you won't
be able to keep 'em out of the studios with a/
meat-axe
There is!
a bathing-pool sequence. If you want '
some tips on the latest in natation wear, see this
film. They're all here
Danger !
Eva Moore, loveliest of stage mothers, is the
grandmother in this film. I'm all for that — :
I don't see her nearly often enough in pictures.
Lemme oftellThree
you sump'n.
the very
last day's
shooting
Witnesses, InHenry
Kendall
had
a narrow escape from injury when a lamp burst
near him and he was actually scorched by the heat
and his clothes cut by splinters of flying glass.
Dangerous? Yeah, you seddit, bo'- — ^but it's all
in the day's work, only in this case it came very
nearButto for
finishing
day's work
Harr\' Kendall.
really thedangerous
sets,forcommend
me to
the one representing the interior of the Chateau
Popinot. Why, it's dangerous even to breathe
in it.
You take two steps forward, and a prop man~
calls out, "Hi! That Aubusson carpet's worth
£500 ! " You sit do%vn and — "Excuse me ! " sa3rs
an assistant politely. "These Bergere chairs are
worth £100 each." You move to the right and it's
"Look out ! those malachite desk ornaments cost
To the left and, "Those Pomfrey vases will cost
you £150 the pair to break ! "
Greatest Treasure
£700 !"
Altogether,
I'm hangings
told, the onfurniture,
ornaments,
carpets, and
this set were
worth
quite a bit over £7,000. And yet the most precious
auricle was not included in this list and is more
valuable than all the rest put together.
It is Seymour Hicks' genius for comedy.

— And More Dickens
NEXT
WEEK
Then we have Inside the Room also threatened
NEW star has appeared on the
at Twickenham, but I'm very much in the
dark about that, except th?t it had a short run
horizon and makes her auspicious
as a play in the West End. And in a few weeks
A stellar debut in Anne of Green Gables.
Henry Edwards (at present directing Seymour
Hicks in Vintage Wine) is to direct Seymour Hicks j She is Anne Shirley, who used to be known in
in Scrooge ; and dc I have to tell you that this will
roles as Dawn from
O'Day.
She she
tookplays
her
present nomenclature
the part
be an adaptation of Charles Dickens's "Christmas j juvenile
Carol"? No, I should hope not, indeed.
in this delightful, sentimental romance.
It's all right. Hicks knows the part. He played
Next week we present to our readers the
it in 1901. It's difficult, looking at him, to
believe that he turned sixty-four last January;
first instalment of the story freely based on
he can still act most other people off the stage,
both in skill and energy.
the film by Marjory Williams. It will be
completed in two parts and will serve to
They seem to be getting along very nicely with
the picturisation of Vintage Wine, which is
introduce you to the star who has a brilliant
absolutely made for Hicks. Maybe you don't
career predicted for her future.
know the story. It's about the head of a French
The demand is sure to be large so, to avoid
wine-growing establishment, a light-hearted
youngster of sixty named Popinot, whose two
disappointment,
next issue early. place your order for our
grown-up sons consider that he is too lavish in
spending the money that should, they think, be
saved up to leave to them. The story is con-
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Gin ffOU^ liatuLi
Mimd

tlie touch - te^t '(>!

— or

'o they catch
and grate on
your sensitive
nerves ?

Let Glymiel Jelly
coax your hands to
smooth loveliness.
Hands that are reddened by work, play or
weather ; hands that are
cracked or rough ; harsh
or chapped : all these
yield instantly to Glymiel
Jelly's magic touch. Just
rub a little of this fragrant, non-sticky jelly on
your damp hands each time you wash
and before you go to bed. It is immediately and completely absorbed by your
skin. Your hands become supple, soft and
charming. Ask your Chemist to-day for
Glymiel Jelly.
No other preparation can do what
Glymiel Jelly does. Glymiel Jelly contains special softening and beautifying
ingredients and is made by a private
process that cannot be copied.
NO MORE CHAPPED or CRACKED HANDS
Start using
Tubes 3d,6d,l /In Decorative
Glymiel Jelly
Glass Jars 2/6
to-day

THE
IS 'N

IN
VE
LI

L

OI

O

VE
OLI
M
L
PA
YONE admires the natiiral
EVER
bloom of youth — that "Schoolgirl Complexion." 20,000 beauty specialists are convinced by their experience
that a youthful skin can best be preserved by natural cleansing with soap
and water. 8 uf, they say this soap must
be an Olive Oil soap because in pure olive
oil lies the secret of natural beauty.

This tmonnt of
Oliv* Oil COM
iaioovory
takitt
of Palmolivo.

Palmolive is made only of purest oUve
and palm oils and these natural oils alone
give it its characteristic green colour.
That is why the tenderest of skins will
bloom
lather. in Palmolive's rich, abundant

GLYMIEL

PER
TABLET

LY
S.E.L
.3?. .6°... I/TUBEJ

%
Just as Glymiel Jelly gives your hands charm and
beauty so GLYMIEL FACE CREAM gives
charm and beauty to your complexion. 6d. a tube.

3
Price does not apply in I.F.S.
LAL€€K-US€D BY ROYALTY

SMOKIHG
after
Soothe tickling
throats. Freshen the mouth.
DELIGHTFUL

Jul r«' ,u\i» ••
T|mo*^,^ too*

to •
A/so use Nestol medicated toi/et powder, r«et
I /3d. large tin

TO THE TASTE

DRESS
WTO
Open a Credit
Account WELL
with Sniart«ear. No references required even
from non-householders. Call or write to
Dept. M. 165 for Ladies, Spring catalogue,
also Gentlemen's catalogue.
SMARTWEAR, LTD.,
263-271 Regent Street. London, W.l.

SAYS "Use my LALEEK
LONCLASH, the medically approved
lash cream. Shades: — Midnight Blue,
Copper Beech and Colourless. Three
nths Brush
supply4d. inPostdainty
I/-.
Special
Free. container
Laleek Beauty
Preparations are World famous for achieving and maintaining a
lovely skin. Sold everyvrhere, including ALL BOOTS BRANCHES.
If any difficulty write direct."
Crtated and
personally
supervised by
AD£LAID£
Qli^Y
teauty Spe<hli,t ■ 27 OLD BONO ST- LONDON-W I-

'^^f BEAUTY
YOU
R L©^*"
from Hairdressers and OF
Chemists
Cverjfuikere
JL R^
Mi FT
* ^ ^
| IIVT
HAIR
GLOSS>DRY
HIGH
LUSTRSET
+
HAIR
CREASY
'lUSTRSET^r
KINDS:
TWO
+
+
EVERY/ZJ^TUBE
IN
SETTINGS
THIRTY-THREE
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PLAIN
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Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Company
(of Ureal Britain and Ireland), Limited.

Syntketic

Wicked
Sin Roles

rm \ AD women have been the blight of
Effl*^ the screen, and the death knell of
wM ) stars, and yet, despite the purity
Ml y broadside, producers still consider
them the ideal subjects in which to
launch their prize discoveries.
Mady Christians is the latest victim. She
makes her debut in A Wicked Woman, a turgid
affair that offers Uttle scope for that delightful
quality that carried her to fame in T)u Waltz
Dream.
Ruth Chatterton
was artistically murdered by cheap-women
l>arts, and Barbara
Stanwyck's prestige
considerably lowered
for the same reason.
Dietrich and Anna
Sten are still wading
in the shaUows of synthetic sin, with no
advantage to either.
The scarlet woman
has served the movie
moguls faithfully and
well. Let them bury
her decently, and give
their actresses a chance
Mady Christians
and the public a rest.
— William Burgess, 33 North Drive, St. Annes-onSea, Lanes., who is awarded the first prize of £1 1 0.
A Bouquet For Us
In recent years the kinema-going public has
develof)ed a film sense, but producers have
failed to realise it. Distributors and kinema
managers,interest,
however,
public's
greater
but are
theymore
treatalert
it asto atheresistance
rather than something to be studied ; an excusable
attitude in view of the scarcity of pood films.
Kinema managers complain to me that however
much a bad film is boosted to-day, the public will
not respond. They are loud in their condemnation of The Picturegoer as being responsible for
the changed outlook of picturegoers.
The Picturegoer is to be congratulated upon
having developed, by fair criticism and logical
dissection of films, this new film sense in the
public and so destroyed that gullibility on which
the kinema industry has too long imposed.
It now rests with producers to make films
according to the public demand, and upon distributors and managers to be honest about the
entertainment they offer for sale to the modem
discriminating public— i?. D. White, 62 Hillfields
Avenue, Hillfields Park, Bristol, who is awarded
the second prize of \0s. 6d.
. . . and a Brickbat
Malcolm Phillips is not a bit fair. He says that
unless Bing Crosby's name is accompanied
by words of praise, etc., every time he is mentioned
we fans write hysterical letters to him.
I know he doesn't credit the Crosby fans with
much sense for having a crooner for an idol, but
would it hurt him to look back a bit and count the
number of times he has praised, Bing. Maybe
then he will realise that it is not sense we need,
but just a wee bit of fair play.
Surely Bing is not always as black as he is
painted; but if you think so, why not ignore him
altogether.
Perhaps, if Mr. Phillips takes my advice, his
postman
his Road,
mind Soho,
about Birmingham,
resigning. —
Miss Eva will
Rose,change
87 Aliens
18.
Give Harlow a Break
Since we are told at every turn that acknowledged sirens like Constance Bennett, Jean
Harlow, and Joan Crawford must live down their
purple screen pasts and remodel themselves
discreetly to fit in with the ideals of the upholders
of the "cleaner kinema," why can we not see
Jean Harlow once again in a suitable comedy role ?

Women

Ruinim

the Stars ?

Blonde Bombshell proved lier to be a really
talented comedienne, and it is for her brilliantly
amusing p>erformance with Wallace Beery in
Why at Eight that she will be remembered,
Dinner
long after her glamorous treatment of the somewhat outworn "tarnish" theme in The Beast of
the City is buried and forgotten.
Hollywood typed her a siren ; she proved herself
an
actress Road,
— giveCambridge.
her a "break." — R. M. Fraser'
61 Alpha
Call Them British ?
Surely we are sailing under false colours by
calling some of our films British ?
The finance perhaps is British, and the crowd
artistes
comethefrom
Naylor's unit
Yardheads
Club;andbutstars,
the
real
brains,
production
in
films made lately have not
beenseveral
of our "British"
blood.
A year ago, a magnificent film was hailed in
the States, and elsewhere, "as a great British
film";
yet its lady
producer
was Hungarian,
director
and leading
German,
and leading
man
American, as well as others.
Another production concluded last week had
German director, cameraman, and star; and also
two American leading players.
Since returning home last summer after assistant
directing for a Spanish film company, I have
played in crowd scenes in some twenty films,
and I have particularly noticed the many imporBritish.tant positions held by individuals other than
Therefore I ask, if we are to have foreigners to
make our pictures, why call these same productions British?
Why not Cosmopolitan? — Phillip C. Petri.
279 Seven Sisters Road, Finsbury Park.
Writ Sarcastic
My spanking
Picturegoer
tells
me that the screen
season is
commencing.
I am not surprised.
But if screen spanking, as it would seem, is to
become an established thing, would it not be well
to put the matter on a businesslike basis.
I have already seen Clark Gable plant a resounding pat on the nether pK>rtions of Claudette Colbert,
and again in Forsaking All Others apparently friend
Gable similarly mishandles (via a hair brush) Joan
Crawford.
Is it not time there was formed an "Official
Order of Screen Spankers" — in which who would
gainsay
Heart Gable
Cry first place? — R. W. I.. (Devon).

pictures
Cantor's
of Eddie
for
— hungry
hungry
theatre
I leave
see one
time Ithe
Every
longer looks at the close-ups of the beauties in the
various scenes.
My gracious, I'd like to feast my eyes, but I am
not given a chance ! A second or two and those
dream girls are rushed off, heaven knows why !
We men don't look only at l«gs. We are happy
to see a beautiful face, too.
a director
I'd give
theI should
audiencebe what
they !like.
We the
wantmales
longerof
close-ups of those unbelievably beautiful chorines.
—D. T. Wijemanne. No. 39 Belmont Street,
Hultsdorf Colombo, Ceylon.
YOUR

VIEWS

WANTED

What you think about the start and films ?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 IS. and los. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interesting, and 5s. for every
other letter published each
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
paper
and should
exceed only
150 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2..
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CONSTIPATION

Headaches — dizzy speUs — sleeplessness —
these are often caused by constipation. If
constipation troubles you, relieve it with
FEEN-A-MINT.
It is a thoroughly elfeaive laxative in chetoing form. It works better because when you
chew it the laxative is spread smoothly and
evenly right down to where it does its work.
That's why millions of people all over the
world already know about and use FEENA-MINT. It's pleasant to take too — a great
point, especially in caring for children.
Whenever you suffer from constipation, take
the doctor's advice— chew FEEN-A-MINT,
for three minutes — ^that's quite long enough.
It's inexpensive, too.
FREE SAMPLE. Send your name and
address and i^. in stamps (to cover postage)
to : White's Laboratories Ltd. (Dept. E. 3),
143 Thames House, Westminster, S.W.i.
MUMMY SAYS IT'S
MEDtCINE. BUT IT'S
JUST LIKE THE NICEST
SWEET I EVER
TASTED.

Feenarinmt
'yTic onLi Ckmm(j

laxative

You,

Not MOTION
only » Setting
Lotion, but a tonic
giving the hkir that
gloriously
bright and
dean •ttractiTeness.
JAHESSE Bet« perfectly, le&viog no unsightly powdery
Will enhance
anddeposit.
retain
ttitely.
your •• perm " IndeflUsed also as a perfume,
will obviate the conflirtine of aromas in
the completed toilette.
In a variety of choice
perfumes, including
Chypre,
Lavender Lcitquels
and Lilac.flenrs.
The
crystal glass bottle
makes a charming addiUbie. tion to any dressing
Obtainable from Chemists, Hairdressers and
Stores at !/• per bottle.
If any diJnculty in
obtaining, write —
JAMEME PRODUCTS,
HaM^M UibaritariM,
Artkar ttrMt. LE-IS.

can

have a lovely
Your skin will always be
youthful and fresh if
you use HINDS Honey
and Almond CREAM.
Just a few minutes each
day
HINDS—smoothing
letting it sinkin
in and refresh the underlying
tissues, beautifully
will make
your
skin
white and
soft.
HINDS is a contpiete
complexion restorative —
equallyfacegood
arms,
artd for
neck.hands,
Get
HINDS to-day, and
immediately you will see
the
face improvement
and hands. in your

HINDS
HONEY 6t
ALMOND CREAM

A ROUGE THAT
CAPTURES

too,

To make your powder stay on longer,
use this soft, satin textured Cream. It
is non-greasy and EAM ^^'^'^""^^
leaves
matt
' CR
W Hinds
N Ea perfect
surCice.
Use
Cold Cream
to
cleanse tiie skin. In
extra large tubes and
pou, 6<r. and 1/3.

THE
LC

A

WARNING

TO

OF YOUTH!

STOMACH

To-day, let your complexion be young again !
Let it wear an enclianting new radiance that
you never dreamed existed ! Only Olive Oil
can do it.
Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Rouge will put back
into your skin the warm, natural colour tints
that awaken romance and win admiration. No
flat, painty
" look
" when
use
Outdoor
Girl.artificial
The bloom
in your
cheeksyouseems
your very own.
This unique skin-nourishing Olive Oil base is
the secret of all the Outdoor Girl Beauty
Products — try the Powder and Lipstick, too.
Amazingly inexpensive. A few years ago only
the wealthy could afford them, but now the
identical quality is obtainable in handbag sizes
as low as 6d., other sizes up to 3/6. Buy a small
size when next you are out shopping and be
convinced. Unless you agree it is the best you
have ever used, send it back and we will refund
' its cost plus postage.
FREE SAMPLE sent post trM.
Send a card for a generous free sample (one
week's
Outdoor Girlnew
OliveEverglades
Oil Face
Powder,supply)
in theof fashionable
shade which blends with every complexion, to
CrysUl Products Co., Ltd. (Dept. 180), 3a City
B<«»<}, London, E.C.r.

The amazing cures effected by Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder, even in cases where all else has
failed, have brought on to the market so many
imitations of its name and appearance, that you must
be very careful to insist on the original product bearing
theThe
signature
C. MACLEAN.''
formula"ALEX
of Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder
depends for its effect on its very accurate balance.
Any inaccuracy in its composition, any impurity in an
ingredient can render it practically useless, and the
price at which some of these imitations are sold makes
it obvious that they cannot be compounded with the
care and equipment used by Macleans Ltd.
The success of the original Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder is largely due to the fact that only the highest
grade ingredients are used, sifted through the finest
silk to ensure that the powder is perfectly smooth,
fine, pure and clean. All its intricate mixing and
blending is carried on under the watchful eye of highly
qualified chemists tmder strictly hygienic conditions.
Even the very air is cleaned for your greater protection.
Health is too important to risk for the sake of a
few pence.
recommend
Maclean's
friends,
adviseWhen
Uiem you
always
to see the
signatureto
" ALEX C. MACLEAN " and alwa^-s to ask for it
under the full name of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder.
To ask vaguely
inferior
article. for " Maclean's " is to risk getting an
The genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder is
never sold loose, but only in bottles in cartons. All
good chemists stock it at 1/3, 2/- and 5/- in Powder and
Tablet form.

OUTDOOR
OLIVE

OIL
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LADY

skin

is petal-smootli

STANLEY

OF

ALDERLEY

If you could see Lady Stanley of Alderley dressed for the evening,
her red-gold hair gleaming in the lights, her shoulders white
against a topaz gown, how you'd exclaim at the beauty of her
skin ! You'd think that rough winds, dust and
sunshine never had a chance to reach her face.
You'd say " She must spend pounds on beauty
treatments to keep her skin so fresh and lovely."
But Lady Stanley of Alderley is wiser than
that. "I'm too busy to spend hours in beauty
parlours," she says. "You see, I sail a lot. And I
find that with Pond's Creams I can keep my skin
in perfect condition — on the yacht or ashore.
" As a protection against biting winds, cold and spray. Pond's
Creams are better than the most elaborate beauty treatments.
Every night I spread plenty of Cold Cream over my face and
neck, leaving it on a few minutes, then wiping off with Pond's
Cleansing Tissues," says Lady Stanley. Pond's Cold Cream is
the finest skin cleanser you can buy. It softens the dirt and
impurities that clog up the pores and floats them gently to
the surface.
" Always before powdering — and whenever I make up afresh
during the day — I smooth Pond's Vanishing Cream over my
face and neck. I find then I need never worry about getting
rough and chapped and lined, after a day's sailing." Pond's
Vanishing Cream puts back into the skin the natural freshness
which sun, winds and heated rooms tend to dry out. It's a
protection as well as a powder-base.
Use Pond's Creams for yourself ! They'll make your complexion as lovely as this Society Leader's. Though the choice
of so many wealthy women, these beautifying creams are very
inexpensive. Trial jars and tubes are only 6d.

POND'S
F R R E ! Vor sample tubes of both creams, send 2d. in stamps, with
your name and address, in a sealed envelope, to : Dept. 17*)S , POND'S
EXTRACT COMPANY Ltd., Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex.
hamm.
ADDRESS

"George" and "Anne" are your
enquiry departments. The former
will be happy to answer any query
regarding films, the latter anything connected with household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both cjo When
The aPicturegoer
Weekly.
reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.
Kaye (Binninghain). — Address Conrad
Veidt, c,o London Film Co.; Tom Walls,
Ralph Lynn c/o G.B; Franchot Tone c/o
M.-G.-M ; George Arliss, Fredric March c/o
20th Cent; Gene Raymond c/o Columbia.
When writing enclose an addressed
envelope and an Internatiorial Money Order
which you tan get from your local Post
Office for the required return postage.
Sligo, the Bennett Fan. — Casts. Common Clay — Ellen Neal — Constance Betmett;
Hugh Fullerton — Lew Ayres; Attorney
Yates — TuUy Marshall; Bud Coakley —
Matty Kemp; Mrs. Neal — Beryl Mercer;
Judge
— HaleB. Pratt.
Hamilton;
Richard
FullertonFilson
— Pumell
The Common
Law — Valerie West — Constance Bennett ;
John
— Joel Sam
McCrea;
Dick Williams;
Carmedon — Neville
Lew Cody;
— Robert
Mrs. Clare Collis — Hedda Hopper; Stephanie Brown — Marion Shilling; John
Ne\'ille, sen. — Walter Walker; Querido —
Paul Ellis; Fifi— Yola D'Avril.
Old Friend. — (1) Russell Hardie with
Jean Parker on page 41 of Jan. 26, 1935
issue. (2) Joan Gardner plays the role of
" Suzane de Tour ley ' ' in Thf Scarlet
Pimpernel. (3) Evelyn Venable, b. 1914;
S ft. 6 in., reddish blonde hair and brown
eyes.
made Cradle Song before Death
Takes Only
a Holiday.
D. B. C. (Kent).— (1) William Harrigan
played "Doctor Kemp" in The Invisible
Man. (2) Release dates: Wicked Woman —
March 18, 1935; Sequoia— JKpril 22, 1935.
New Reader (Sawbridgeworth). — Casts:
The Last Round Up — Jim Cleve — Randolph
Scott; Joan Randall — Barbara Fritchie; Jack
Kells — Monte Blue; Sam Gulden — Fred
Kohler; Bunks McGee — Fuzzy Krught;
Judge Savin- — -Richard Carle; Charley Benson— Barton Macl^ne; The Sheriff —
Charles B. Middleton; Strimp — Frank Rice;
Deputy
Sheritf—Prentice
Dick —Rush.
The Standing;
Witching
Hour — Martin
Sir Guy
Jack Brookheld — John Hallidav; Nancy
Brookfield — Judith Allen; Clay Thome —
Tom Brown; Mrs. Thome— Olive Tell;
Foreman of Jury — William Frawley; Lew
Ellinger — Richard Carle; Frank Hardmuth
— Ralf Harolde; District Attorney — Purnell
Pratt; Chief of Police — Frank Sheridan;
Margaret
— Gertrude
Michael; Dr.
von
Strohn Price
— Ferdinand
Gottschald.
The 'I'rio.- — Cast: Convention City —
Nancy Lorraine — Joan Blondell; Kent —
Adolphe Menjou; Jerry Ford — Dick Powell;
Arlene Dale — Mary Astor; George Ellerbe
— Guy Kibbee; Will Doodwin — Frank
McHugh; Claire Honeywell — Patricia Ellis;
Mrs. Ellerbe — Ruth Donnelly; Hotstetter —
Hugh Herbert ; Orchard — Hobart Cavanaugh ;
LB.rraineHoneywell
Mitchell;
- — Gordon— Grant
Westcott
; Travis Phil
—Johnny Arthur; Bootlegger — Huey White.
Ginger's Admirer. — Ginger Rogers is
between Jack Hulbert and Clark Gable on
the front cover of Jan. 26, issue. (2) Gay
Divorce released on April IS, 1935.
— (1) Nova England;
Pilbeam,
b. Twins
Nov. (Sunderland).
IS, 1919. Wimbledon,
4 ft. 10 in., fair hair and blue eyes. Making
Passing of the Third Floor Back. (2) Centre
spread Little Friemi~]\Ay 7, 1934. (3) Otto
Kruger's films; Beauty, Ever in My Heart.
Every Woman's Man. Woman in His Life,
(iaIlanS Lady, Turn Hack the Clock. SpringHenry Crtmu
DottorTreamre
Mem im Island,
U/'kitt.
Partstime joTInterbMae,
Ckainrd,
and role
Vaitssa.
Address
c/o pbycd
M.-G.-M.
The
of (iilbert
BIythc.
by Tom(4)
Brown in Asme af Gretm Gahltt.
Toots (Hartbum). — Enid Stamp-Taylor
playcs the role of " Marie Hofikiaa in (Say
A. (Es«x).—
Cast: Wild
Boy— TheLloyd;
Boy
— J.Sonnic
Hale; Marioric
— Gwyneth
Gladys — Leonora Corbett; Redferw — Lyn
Hartiing; R<i4k>— RsmM Squire; Plumber —
Fred Kitchen; Murphy — Arthur SiTx:laiT:
Kenncl-boy — Cyril .Smith; ikxikmakers ana
Auctiooecra — Flanagan and Allen. Friday
tke TJbrtantfc — Alf tlw Conductor — Sonnie
Hale; Fred, Drmi— Cyril Smith; Miss
Tw^B— Morici Akcd; Johoay — Ricfaaid
HuIm; Jot, td the Caliitonian Market—
Max MOIcr; The DctecriTr— Alfred Dtayton; Two Americana — Hartley Pbwer and
Percy Paraona; lackaon. Shipping Clerk —
Ehot M^fl— : Eileen, wife— I'rauU Jeans;
Mas — D. A. CkilB-Smith: Florist — Mary
Jcmild; HaaiiltDa Brins — Gortlon Harker;
nil*a, 1 Fiank• Parsooa—
oi {ortuncEmlyn
Williaaw;
Frank
Lawtoa;

Let
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Mary — Belle Chrystall; Clerk — O. B.
Clarence; Mr. Lightfoot, in the Park —
Robertson Hare; Agnes, wife — Martita
Hunt; Dolly — Leonora Corbett; Millie.
Non-stop Variety Girl — Jessie Matthews;
Schoolmaster — Ralph Richardson ; Hugh
NichoUs — Donald Calthrop; Dancing
Instructor — Ivor McLaren.
(Sussex).Big— Broadcast.
(1) Bing's College
films:
TheCrosby
King Too
ofFan
Jazz,
Humour,
MuchTheHarmony,
Going Hollywood, We'reis Not
She Loves fie
Not, Here
My Dressing,
Heart, Mississippi.
(2)
Release date of Mississippi not fixed.
Anon. — Ralph Bellamy, b, Chicago, IIL,
June
17, brown
1908, 6hair,
ft. Ublue
in., eyes,
weighsmarried
12 st.
10 lb.,
Catherine Willard. Hobbies collecting old
music-boxes and books, tennis, golf. Address
c/o Columbia.
H. G. W. (Sheffield).— Write to Maureen
O'SuUivan c/o M.-G.-M. Her photographs
can be obtained from the Picture Postcard
Salon, 85 Long Acre, W.C.2.
C. G. D. (South Africa).— (1) bom
November 15, 1919; London; fair hair; blue
eyes. Nova Pilbeam is her real name.
Address, c/o Gaumont British Studios.
Pictures include : Little Friend, The Man
Who Knew Too Much, Passing of the Third
Floor Back, The Lady Noggs. (2) Mitzi
Green, bom October 20, 1920, New York;
brown hair and eyes. Address, c/o Paramount-Publix Studios. Pictures include :
The Marriage Playground, Honey, Love
Among the Millionaires, Paramount on Parade,
The Santa Fe Trail, Tom Scavyer, Firm and
Hattie,
Skippy,
Sooky, DudeFinn,
Ranch,GirlForbidden
Adventure,
Huckleberry
Crazy,
Little
Orphan
Armie,
Transatlaraic
MerryGo-Round. (3) Janet Gaynor, bom October
6, 1907, Philadelphia, Pa. U..S.A.: 5 ft.;
auburn hair; brown eyes; married Lydell Peck
(mar.
dis.) Studios.
; real name Recent
Laura Gainer.
c/o Fox
pictures Address,
: Home
of
Cormelly,
Change
of
Heart,
Servants
Entrance, One More Spring, In Old Kentucky.
(4) Addresses : Marion Nixon, c/o R.K.O.Radio. Studios.
Claudette Charles
Colbert, Farrell,
c/o ParamountPublix
c/o Foot
Studios. Cora Sue Collins, c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios.
Studio Addresses
Kruisii Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Park,
Middlesex.Picture Studios, Ealing
Associated
Green,
W.5. Imperial .Studios,
BritishLondon,
and Dominion
Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood,
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
BritishF.lstree,
Instructional
Garden Citv, Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
British
Bucks. Lion Studios, Bcaconsficld,
Fox Film Studio, Rodean Gardens,
Wembley
Park. Studios, Poole Street,
Gainsborough
Islington,
(iauinontLondon,
British N.Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
London, Hurst
W.12. Grore,
NettlefoldBush,Studios,
Walton-on- Thames, Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street. l.ondon. S.W.I.
Sound City Studio, Linleton Park.
Shepperton, Middlesex.
Twickenham Studios. St. Marcaret's,
Twickenham. Middlesex.
.\MEaicAN Studios
Columbia Studios. 1438, Gower Stmt,
Hollywood.
Cahfomn.
Educational
Studios, Sanu Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
First NattonJ Studio*. Rurhank.
California.
Foot Studios. Movietone City, Westwood, Cvlifomia.
Samuel (kMQwvn Studao, 7210, Santa
Monica Boulevard, Holly wood. California.
Mctro-(k>ldwyi>-Ma]rcf Studios. Cnhrer
City,
California.
Patamount-Publix
Studios, HaOywood,
CahConua.
Radio Stttdios, 790, Gower uUaal,
Hollywood.
Hal RoKhCalifornia.
Studios. Orfrcr City.
Mack Sennctt Studioa. Smdki dty.
North
WarnerHoDyarood.
PtotheeaCahtama.
Stwiio. Ihiifcaall,
United Artistes StoJiea. 1041, J>lotth
IJmvciaal .S*»dia>. Unimi City.
California.
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Arm Shirley and Tom Brotm, the young screen lovers in " Anne of Green
Gables." Ann was born in 1919, in Neto York; real name Dawn Paris.
Latest film " Freckles." Tom Brovm bom January 6, 1913, New York,
" Bachelor of Hearts."
blue eyes.
hair and them
5 ft. 10 ins., brown Address
both cfoLatest
Radiofilm
Studios.
Mary Lawson Fan. (Preston). — Mary
Lawson, b. August 30, 1910, Darlington,
address, c/o PiCTUREGOER. First appearance
on stage in 1918. Films include : Colonel
Blood, Youthful Folly, Falling in Love,
Things are Looking Up, D'Ye Ken John
Peelf
Curious (Kelso). — (1) I am sorry I am
imable to help you. (2) Casts : My Weakness
— Looloo Blake — Lilian Harvey; Ronnie
Gregory — Lew
Ayres; ;Gerald
Charles
Butterworth
Cupid Gregory— Harry—
Langdon; Maxie — Sid Silvers; Jane Holman
— Irene Bentley; EUery Gregory — Henry
Travers; Bapiste — Adrian Rosley; Diana
(Youth)— -Mary Howard; Eve (Glajmour) —
Irene Ware; Lois (Snurtness) — Barbara
Wedks ; Jacqueline (Refinement) — Susan
Fleming; Marion (Sophistication) — Marcelle
Edwards; Lillian (Charm) — Marjorie King;
Consuello (Grace) — Jean Allen; Mitzi
(Vivacity)
Gladys
— Dixie
Frances. — The
Return Blake;
of BulldogDixie
Drummond
Hugh Drummond — Ralph Richardson;
Phyllis Drummond — Aim Todd; Irma —
Joyce Kennedy; Zaboleff- — Frances L.
Sullivan; Algy— Claud Allister; Count
Zadowa — H. Saxon-Snell; The Police Commis ioner— Spencer Trevor; Mclver —
Charles Mortimer; Latter — Wallace Geoffrey.
SoanieMarieHale,
MayE. 1,W.1902,(Swansea).—
London. (1)
(2) Rose
(film)b.
was first shown March IS, 1928. (3) The
song "Tlie-Man on the Flying Trapeze' ' was
sung in George White's Scandals.
Barbara
(1) Chester
latest
film (Sheemess).
is The Gay— Bride,
with Morris"
Carole
Lombard. David Manners, Moonstone, with
Phyllis Barry. Hugh Williams, Elinor
Norton, with Claire Trevor. (2) Jack Holt
has co-starred with Edmund Lowe and Lila
Lee. Joan Bermett has played opposite a
number of male stars including Francis
Lederer, Spencer Tracy, Warner Baxter,
Claud Rains, Ronald Colman, Bing Crosby.
Clive Brook has appeared with Diana
Wynyard, Madeleine Carroll, Irene
Dunne, Aim Harding. Phillips Holmes
has played with the foUowiiig women stars :
Loretta Young, Irene Dunne, Diana
Wynyard, Elizabeth Allen, Benita Hume,
Kay Francis, Marie Dressier, Madge
Evans, Jean Hailow, Karen Morley, Maureen
O'Sullivan,
Sten,obtain
Jean Parker,
Heatherof
Angel. (3) Anna
You can
photographs
Tom Walls, Atme Grey, Betty Balfour, Lew
Ayre»,Marion
Janet Davies
Gaynor, from
Robertthe Montgomery,
and
Picture Post
Card Salon, 8S Long Acre, London, W.C.2.,
price 3d. each.
V. G. B. M. (High Bamet).— We have
not published the particular picture of
Winifred Shotter you mention in your letter
and I would suggest you get in touch
with her at the British and Dominion Studios.
Schoolboy Fan (S.E.9.). — (1) Addresses :
Jackie Searle and Jimmy Butler, c/o Paramount Publix Studios. George Breakston,
c/o Universal Studios. (2) Casts : Peck's
Bad Boy — Bill — ^Jackie Cooper; Mr. Peck —
Thomas Meighan; Horace — Jackie Searle;
Duffy — O. P. Heggie; Aunt Lily — Dorothy
Peterson;
Maid
— Gertrude Minister
Howard;— Charles
Master ofEvans;
Ceremonies
— Larry Wheat; Spectator — Harvey Clarke.
Half a Sinner : Phyllis— SaUie Blane; John
Adams — Joel McCrea ; Deacon — Berton
Churchill; Mrs. Clark — Alexandra Carlisle;

Louella — Gay Seabrook ; Willie — Mickey
Rooney; Jim Cunningham — Spencer
Charters; Slim Sullivan — Russell Hopton;
Bull Moran— Guinn Williams; Mrs. Gregory
— ^Theresa Mexwell ConoVer; Sheriff —
ReginaldBarlow
— Bert Murder
Roach ;
Radio
Announcer;Rumplemeye'r
— Walter Brennan.
on the Blackboard : Hildegarde — Edna May
Oliver; Inspector Piper- — James Gleason;
Ad. Stevens — Bruce Cabot; Miss DavisGertrude Michael; Smiley — Regis Toome;
Donahue — Edgar Kennedy ; MacFarland —
TuUy Marshall; Leiand — Jackie Searle; Olaf
— Frederik Vogeding; Louise — Barbara
Fritchie.
Jackie Searle's
pictures
Daughters (3)
of Desire,
Skippy, Firm
and include:
Hattie,
Tom Sawyer, ScamUd Sheet, Daybreak,
Newly Rich, Huckleberry Firm, Forbidden
Adventure, Sooky, Officer 13, Dangerous
Crossroads, The World Changes, One Year
Later, No Greater Glory, Murder on the
Boy.
Blackboard, She was a Lady, Peck's Bad
Alvaston (Derby). — Casts : Rasputin the
Mad Monk : Prince Chegodieff — John
Barrymore; The Czarina — Ethel Barrymore;
Rasputin- — Lionel Barrymore ; Princess
Natasha — Diana Wynyard; The Czar —
Ralph
Morgan;
— Tad
Alexander;
Grand The
Duke Czarevitch.
Igor — -C. Henry
Gordon;
Doctor
Remezov
—
Edward
Arnold.
The Winning of Barbara Worth : Willard
Holmes — Ronald Colman, Barbara Worth
Vilma Banky; Jefferson Worth— Charles
Lane; The Seer — Paul McAllister; James
Greenfield — E. J. Ratcliffe; Abe Lee— Gary
Cooper; Tex — Clyde Cook; Pat — ^Erwin
Connelly; Blanton — Sam Blum.
E. C. G. (North Harrow).— Casts : (1)
A Bedtime Story- — Rene — Maurice Chevalier;
Sally — Helen Twelvetrees; Victor — Edward
Everett Horton; Paulette — Adrienne Ames;
"Monsieur Baby" — Baby LeRoy; Max —
Earle
Gabrielle
— Leah
Ray Suzanne
Betty Fox;
Lorraine;
Louise
Gertrude
Michael;—
Robert— Ernest Wood; The General —
Reginald Mason; Police Agent — Henry
Kolker. (2) Good Girl: LUlie TaylorSidney; Mace Townsley — Fredric March;
Bluck Brown — Jack LaRue; " Puff" — Noel
Spats" Zandra
— Russell
Hopton; Burke;
Regan
—Francis;
Bradley" Page;
— Kathleen
Judge Flynn — William Famum.
Annie (Edinburgh). — Casts : (1) Beau
Geste — Michael (Beau) Geste — Ronald
Colman; Digby Geste — Neil Hamilton; John
Geste — ^Ralph Forbes ; Lady Patricia Brandon
— .\Uce Joyce; Isobel — Mary Brian; Sergeant
Lejaune — Noah Beery; Major de Beaujolais
— ^Norman Trevor; Boldini — William Powell;
Hank — Victor McLaglen; Buddy — Donald
Stuart. (2) Woman of the World ; Iris —
Constance Bennett; Napier — Herbert
Marshall- Lady Eve — Mrs. Patrick Campbell ;
Venice — Elizabeth Allen; Gerald — Hugh
Williams; Sir Maurice — Henry Stephenson;
Hilary — Robert Lorraine; Guy — Lumsden
Hare; Dr. Masters — Leo Carroll.
Film Fan (Bristol). — Cast Commissiorutire
— Sergt. George Brown— Sam Livesey ; Tom
Brown — Barrie Livesey; Sergt. Ted Seymour
— George Carney; Mrs. Brown— I-fannah
Jones; Betty Seymour — Betty HuntleyWright; Thelma Monsell — Julie Suedo;
Colonel Gretton — Robert English; Desborough — Granville Ferrier; Peters — Edward
Wilde; Briggs — George Harris; Quartermaster— Humberstone Wright ; Steward —
James Knight.

Marvellous 'Harlene-Hair-DriM
Offer
TO ALL MEN
AND
WOMEN
WITH
DULL, THIN, LIFELESS, IMPOVERISHED HAIR
No man or woman who is worried by Hair Troubles of any
kind should fail to accept INSTANTLY this generous 'HarleneHair-Drill' Offer
If YOUR hair is Thin, Lifeless, Lustreless, if YOU are going
Bald or notice loose hairs clinging to your brush or comb, you
are invited to accept FREE of Charge special test supplies of
ANY THREE of the world-famous Harlene Hair Improving
Preparations below. Just choose which three you require and
send the COUPON WITHOUT DELAY ! The result of this
FREE TEST will both amaze and dehght you.
1. HARLENE
Hair Grower and Tonic
HARLENE is the true liquid
FOOD for the hair. Its nourishing,
stimulating and revitalising influence
extends to every tiny hair root and
shaft. In an amazingly short time
— Falling hair stops falling.
— Lank hair takes on a new lustre.
— Bald patches disappear and the
head is crowned with a thick,
abundant, lustrous glory of
healthy hair !
•HARLENE -HAIR -DRILL' is
the most scientific and effective
method of restoring growth, lustre,
and luxuriance to impoverished hair.
It simply infuses new life and vitality
into each hair foUicle and revives the
weakened tresses. To Men it restores
the Well-groomed Appearance so
essential in Social and Business Life ;
to Women it gives that Added Allure
and Attraction so rightly desired.
Take
care' ofpreserves,
your Children's
haii- !
' Harlene
strengthens
and invigorates it. i/i^i. 2/9, & 4/9.
2. ' CREMEX ' Shampoo
Provides a wealth of sujjercleansing, super-beneficial creamy
lather, restoring the silken sheen and
lustre so much desired. Complete
with FREE Burnishing Rinse. All
chemists. 1/6 per Box of 7 Shampoos
(single Sachets 3d. each).
3. ' UZON ' Brilliantine
Should be used by all who wish to
add that final polish and finish
Keeps the hair in position all day
All chemists. In Liquid or Solidified
Form. i/i^4 *nd 2/9 per bottle, or
1/3 per tin.

4.Wave-Setting
* HARLENE Lotion
'
A
veritable
'
economy
'
for
ladies. Keeps waves in place boon
for long
periods and makes them deep and
entrancingly
Savesand£££'s
on Hair-wavingbeautiful.
Bills. 7 54d.
1/3
per 'HARLENE'
bottle.
5.
Camomile
Golden Hair Wash
A dainty preparation for the
Blonde. Imparts a glorious ' lightgold'
sunshine
that has
becometouch
dull to
andfair
losthair
its
tone. 1/3, 3/-, and 5/- per bottle.
6. ' ASTOL ' Hair Colour
Restorer
Restores colour to Grey, Discoloured and Faded Hair — even if of
many
years'
standing.
restorative. 1/9,
3/-, and A5/-real
per colourbottle.
'Harlene'
Preparations
are
obtainable
f rom allof
Chemists and Stores, or direct on receipt
Price, Post Free, within the British Isles.
SAMPLE COUPON
On receipt of this Coupon and
fourpence in stamps to cover
the cost of pKJStage and packing
aDriir
set ofsamples
any 3 'and
Harlene-Haira ManuaJ
of Instructions will be sent to
any address in the United
Kingdom. State which numbers
are required. Attach coupon to
a plain sheet of paper bearing
your name and address.
EDWARDS HARLENE.LTo.
(H.918), London,
20,Lamb'sW.C.
Conduit St.,
stamp
your
envelope
with
Tkit offer do€S not apply to Iritkltd.Frtestamp.
Statt
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NEW
Ginger
Rogers
THRILL/

Leave

it to

Anne
W^HATEVER your
query, whether it belongs
to the beauty or the domestic
category y I am delighted to
answer it. Please enclose a
stamped addressed envelope
for a postal reply. I can
give you more space in a
letter than can be spared
on this page.

IGH winds and cold spells
play havoc with good
looks. No girl can feel
her best with a red nose
and a pinched expression,
Noses are great offenders. So
many of my readers write to me in
despair about them. Some are red
by reason of the weather, some by
reaison of indigestion, and there are
others that are always red — seemingly out of sheer cussedness. What
is to be done about them?
Real Hand Coloured
Let us take the digestive ones
first for they are — or should be — the
Portrait
simplest to cure. Extremes
Bxperieare
» — new
thrill
1—" Picturegoer
*' Colonrof heat and cold— both in
gn^h
Postcards
real
photoRFftphi.
glosvy
flnlub,
kmnd
coloured I Your favourite film stars decked out in temperature and food,
their
bravest and
attire. Here's
Ginger
Bogert,
for
example,
in a richest
diapfaanous
whichi>ortralt
tones always effect them. Very
delightfiilly
with
her
anbuni bloe
locks.drexsEvery
hot tea should always be
inby theordering
series issome
a "picture."
Give
your
albmu
a
treat avoided and so should
of these coloured masterpieces
Not only are
Picturegoer
" Posti-ards
hot water for washing.
inwithout
a classdelay.
by tbemselves,
but **they
are actually
cheaper very
All condiments are bsid
provided Clob.
you areTo aJoin,member
Postcard
all you ofneedthe do** Picturegoer
is to send an*' for red noses, and so are
order for not leas than one dozen Colotu^mph or
other
of Gd. doz. pickles, sauces, greasy
Liberalpostcards,
dlscoonts aton tbe
all regular
subsequentpriceorders.
fried foods, nuts and ail
hard and indigestible
foods.
5/- ALBUM
FREE
A diet that helps to
On Jotiilng tbe Club cure
the condition conyou
are
presented
tree
with
fi/tains plenty of milk, eggs,
Albnma magnificent
to hold 300
cards. vnakeskln
The cover andre- fish, chicken, well cooked
nembles
and fruit.
kthe oval panf] gives It vegetables,
L class." The hand- Adequate rest and plenty
^ twme
are a of outdoor exercise are
perfect page"
hackgroond
for
your choicest good. Cigarette smoking
treasures.
should be cut to a minimum and alcohol is taboo.
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
If spectacles are worn, the
frames should be an easy
TO " PICTUBEOOKK " SALON,
fit.
Pince nez which comAm, ofLondon,
W.C.-i.
press the bridge of the
Flea« enrol ine85an Long
a member
"The Picturenose should
r " FonU-ard
Cluti, and ofwnddiitrountit,
iiic Membemhlp
Card goeand
full partirularn
etr.,ttiajlon
never be worn.
future
orders.
I encloac order
fur not le»«
one doicn "Coloargraph** Poatcardi*, Klo.ny
The face should
flnlith,
real handwithcoloored,
*2».new6d.an.dozen.
Pleaac include
orderprice
your extn
Free
be wa.shed freFoptcard
Albmn. I myencloae
to cover
coat of poatAge and packing on my gift.
quently with
Name.
tepid water, and
a little toilet
vinegar added.
A cooling lotion
will contract the
P.O. No
Amount
blood vessels
*Overseaa coTcr
readerspacking
shooldandencloae
poatage.3!<. extra io
and
a comCYoiB P.O. /and Co./ and make payable to
"THE PltTUKKOOF.R."
plexion milk
should be used in preference to
».B.—ArpUemmU
/nm cnify
Iriik dutf
tm Site may
will b«
rtftdred
U
pmp
«fl|r
a
cream.
A little zinc ointment may
cAartMlb.
Pic. 9/3/3i.
be gently rubbed into the nose at
Choose your " Colourgraph " Postcards
night, and calamine lotion niopped
from
finish, this
handHst—reol
coloured:photographs,
3d. each, 2/6glossy
do*. over it after washing.
Available to members and non-members.
Circulation
Complete list of these and other postcards
on request.
Janet
Oaynor
Bettber Angel
If the digestive apparatus is in good
Lilian
Haney
Lew Ayrva
order, then we may assume that the
KatharineHyaon
Hepburn
John
Barrymore
I>omthy
Elizabeth
Bergner
red nose comes from a sluggish circulaEllaaa
Ijindi
John Bolea
Evelyn
laye
tion, aggravated by cold or wind.
Mary Brian
Myma Loy
Keeping the feet warm is one method of
CarlBitaaon
Jeanettc
Mac
Donald
CUve Brook
attack. A pair of thin flesh-coloured
Jessie
Mathews
Nancy
Gairoll
understockings or even two pairs of
Tim McCoy
HaorlceCliaUartaa
ChevaUer
Robert
Montgomery
silk
stockings will often make a world
Rntli
.tnna Neagle
of difference to the colour of a nose, and
Ronald Cobnaa
Ramon Novarro
Oary
Cooper
so
will
warmly lined gloves.
Gladys
Cooper
Maureen
Anita PageO'Salllvan
Joan Crawford
A little pinching and patting exercise
Mariene Dietllch
Olnger Rogera
on the organ itself will also do good.
Siargaret Snllaran
Bally
EUen
Try patting the sides of the nose with
Carl Eamood
Norma Bbearar
the pads of the fingere, and finish up
Madge
Evana
Sylvia Sidney
QfacleFleMa
Shirley
Temple
by
pinching the nose systematically
Kay
Pranda
Maa West
from its tip to tbe bridge. Return to
(3a.il Oat4«
OntaOarbo
Fay Wray.
the tip and begin again. Repeat five
times. It is also helpful to bathe the
nose in warm water to which a little
34

Claire Trevor believes
in milk as an aid to
health and beauty
alum has been added. Use a tablespoonful
of ahini to a pint of warm
water.
After washing in the morning, the
nose may be finally rinsed in cold
water and then given a finishing
massage with toilet ea'i de Cologne.
Weather proof cream is a good stand-by
for chilly days, for it preserves the
complexion from the effects of wind and
cold. It contains a highly protective
powder.
Complexions
the the
skin.natural
That nourishis why
Winds dryment in out
the skin becomes chappe<l, blotched and
rough after a spell of inrleinent weather.
We need to coinpn-nsate for this loss by
giving the complexion an extra generous
dose of nightly skin food. The best
time for this treatment is before going
to bed, and after a good wash with
warm water and a superfatted soap.
.\fter the massage the surplus cream
should be wiped off. Leaving the
cream on overnight is seldom to be
recommended. It makes the average
skin heavv.

In addition to the ordinary massage,
windy weather treatment should include
the pinching treatment reconunended
for the nose. This stimulates the
circulation and counteracts the blue
look that develops in cold weather.
Use the first finger and the thumb. The
pinching should begin at the chin,
tr.'.vel along the jaw to th? ears and
then up to the temples. The fleshy
parts of the cheeks may be pinched
quite decidedly,
but eyes
the skin
imme-be
diately under the
should
avoided. It stretches so easily. The
lightestfortapping
suffice
that. with cold cream will
Next take your rubl>er patter in to
use and having applied a mild astringent, pat the face
minutes.
No complexion
can for
do live
without
soap
and water once a day, but if the skin
is verv sensitive, the washing during
windy weather should be restricted to
once, using cream or oil for other
cleansing. The washing should not be
done
too close to going out. In fact it
retiring.
is best p<'rfonne<i at night liefore
Answers to Correspondenst
Listtte. — When gums recede and
bleed easily, it is time to see the dentist
for special treatment. In the meantime,
massage the gums twice a dav with
glycerine and tannic acid. The chemist
tions.supph' this in the correct proporwill
W. B. (Edinbnrfh).—
water
is A.excellent
for a pimply Karley
complexion.
The easiest way is to make it from
prepared
or from
barleynecessary
kernels
sold
by thebarley
packet.
It is only
to add boiling water according to the
directions. A little fruit juice may be
added for tlavouring if desired. Another
beautifier is the water in which greens
have been cooked — provided no soda
has been used in the cooking. Drink
a teacupful whenever it is availabtr.
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smoother

—

finish

/Vo streaking

with
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CIJTEX

or fading

COMBINATION
THAT
NSURES HAIR PERFECTION
lVAN

WILLIAMS

that
Shampoo
keeps the hair young and
beautiful
zf-^Per
bVAN

WILLIAMS
WAVEDC
I.
Does what a really good Wave Set
should do, i.e., fix your Waves and
Curls without robbing the hair of its
soft texture and that lovely Sheen
which Evan Williams Shampoos
impart to it
Per Bottle %9 "

OF ALL HAIRDRESSERS
CHEMISTS.

CLTEX
Liquid Authority.
Polish was That
developed
World's
Manicure
is whyand itperfected
goes on byso the
easily
and
smoothly, and never becomes streaked or faded, as ordinary polishes
so often do. Cutex doesn't crack or peel either, and stays on much
longer — a polish you can trmt.
Each of the 9 lovely Cutex shades has a smart, individual charm of
its own — there is a perfect shade for each and every costume in your
wardrobe. Remember, it is
important to insist on Cutex
SEND FOR THIS. / er,close 6d. for the
new Cutex Manicure Set, which includes
For the perfect manicure : Liquid Polish in the lint I have underlined,
Cutex Cuticle Remover. Your
also Oily Polish Remover.
Natural — Rose — Coral — Cardinal
favourite shades of Cutex
Liquid Polish. Cutex Oily
Dept.i.'<H
y.Noriham
211 Blackfriars
Road, Warren
London, Ltd.,
S.E.l
Polish Remover. Lastly, a
Cutex Nail White Pencil.
Cutex preparations are obtainable at chemists, stores
and hairdressers.

AND

d
6
ACTUAL
SIZE

THE
CUTEX
MADE IN GREAT BBITAIN

I

In is h
ite dulis l-fnot
exquis
AN comple
xion
a
question of frequent powdering. A few light touches of the
finger
Grossm
Powder lips
Creamwithgives
you ith's
a skin
lovely in every light, perfectly
powdered for hours to come ... a
soft peach-bloom finish that is
irresistible in its cool perfection.

Pouwl^

Gimi

Grossmith
VKOM ALL CHEMISTS & PERFUMERS
Made bv the world - famous Britijh house oj
perfumer's. I GROSSMITH & SON London

AND

EVERYTHING

'WARE

FLU
High temperature. Bad enough if it should
be a cold. Worse still if Influenza. So
much of it about now. Take precautions.
Take a ZOX POWDER— AT ONCE
Time is important, you know. Zox is
invaluable for reducing the high temperature, relieving bad Headaches, Neuralgia,
and Ner\'e Pains. Being in powder form
it is more efiective. Over 30 years'
reputation.

ZOX
FREE
Zox Powders, 2d. each or 1/6 and 3/- per
box. Send 1 y^d. stamp (cost of postage)
for 2 free powders now.
Thie Zox Mfg. Co. (Dept. 6),
11 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.
HEAD WON'T ACHE IF ZOX YOU TAKE

LONG-LASTING

LIQUID
FOR

LOVELY

POLISH
NAILS

A WONDERFUL

REMEDY

Zee-Kol banishes in record time Eczema, all
kinds of Ulcers, Hsemorrhoids, Chilblains, Bad
Legs, Severe Bums, etc. It destroys everything
unhealthy to the skin. Do not delay — send
for a sample at once !
ZEE-KOL
The Wonder Skin Remedy.
— F0U8 FREE GIFTS COUPflin
Fot sample
of Zee-Kol
Ointment
and
Pills send
2d. stamp
for
postage.
sample
ZEE-KOL
Medicated IfSoap
and ofDOGE
Face
Cream are also desired send ^d.
for postage and y>acking. Write
to the SHAVEX ZEE-KOL
CO., LTD. (Dept. Z.K.35), 40
Blenheim
Road, Zee-Kol
London,Ointment
N.I9.
Of all -chemists.
at 1/3 or a large tin 3/-.
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SAYS

6

I 15

JOHI^

sense,
pocket in every
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PLAIN,

AND
WHAf
1^ "
^^^^

CORK

blissful brief-time

OR

true-blue

10

FOR

De

They

II: ^"^^
'D. R.^^S'
Minors
last ten minutes

a cigarette to last. From

Reszkes!'

— the/Ve
—

a

and that's

leaf to pack,

hsutd by Godfrey Phillips Ltd

MINORS

DeReszke
2d.

smoke.

just as long as I want

'IVORY'-TIPPED

5 FOR

IHEY ^^^^
At! lAY

JAME

4d.

20

FOR

8d,

60

FOR

2/- ;:ns
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PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES

Issued

PLAIN OR CORK TIPPED
The Impertil Tobacco Com^nr lot Great ttrtmn and Irebnd). Ltd.
I

25 CARD

BOX \>l' (AsiuusTOATeo,

•

M

M

Zfo

make

(yeauti^ul

^tilL
mote
beautiful , . . one simply has a Superma Permanent Wave. No tedious
waiting in the grip of a soulless electric machine. No hot irons,
no discomfort. One just reads, or moves about at will. And
in an incredibly short time those wonderful little Superma
Cassettes
generating
nothingwaves
but and
pure tight
steam—
the most —perfect
of natural
curlshave
... produced
a really
permanent wave that will definitely last longer than any other,
and that neither sun, wind nor even sea-water can impair.
And
more . . .. one's
1 ustre,acts
greater
new strength
. . for hair
the acquires
Superma newprocess
as aelasticity
tonic, a ,
beauty treatment and a permanent wave in one.
Superma is the only system of permanent waving in which
no machine or electrical apparatus whatever is used.

kait

Ytmr own hair'
you
a Sup«rma
dfeiser
can fi'w
Permanent
Wave. Send for
your wonderful
copy nf
the
new hook-

suPERmn
MACHINELESS—
1 SUPERMA

WIRELESS

LTD. 93-97 RECENT

STREET. LONDON

Wl
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Among Cortez
the girls
—
Ricardo
with
the lovely who
night-club
charmers
appear
with him in a new

PICTUREGOER
The Screen Neuus Magazine de Luxe

Those

News

Reel

Commentaries

Something Should Be
Done — The Academy
Awards — The Busiest
Man in Films — New
Screen Faces — How
George Arliss Keeps
Young.

■.«■ "HE news reels are in the news again
rin — unfortunately under circumstances
fcw that are not exactly Ukely to be
JtSL helpful to the CindereUa branch of
the film industry.
The sensational shots of the Hauptmann
trial have done more than convince the film
critics that we have been wrong for years in
denouncing Hollywood's version of American
court-room scenes as "improbable." They
have focused the spotlight once more on the
present immunity of the news reel from
censorship.
All the newspapers that employed their
trousered — and other — sob sisters to slobber
and drool over the details and personalities
of the kidnapping cause celfebre, from the
chronicling of the Hauptmann baby's morning
exercises to the glorification of a reasonably pretty but otherwise unimportant nursemaid with a keen sense of publicity values,
are now raising their hands in horror at the
idea of the news reels presenting a true, plain,
and unvarnished pictorial record of the
proceedings, and yelling for Mr. Shortt.

No. 199 {New Series) Vol. 4 March 16, 1935
Editorial Offices: 93 Long Acre, W.Ca
Advt. Offices: 57 Long Acre, W.C^
Telephone : Temple Bar 2468.
Tdegrams: Picturegoer, Southernwood, Rand,
London
ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY zd.
One most recent highlight in the U.S. cameramen's search for sensation, incidentally, was the
application by a news-reel company for the film
rights of the shooting of the bandit Raymond
Hamilton when it was announced that the p>olice
forces were closing in on that "public enemy.' '
Dull Commentaries

No information was vouchsafed as to what
championship it represented. We saw various
shots of the sleigh in action, but we were not told
the length of the course or the time taken to cover
it. The "crew" were shown making adjustments,
but no explanation was given of their significance.
.An intelligent conunentary could have made
that sequence twice as interesting as it was.
I have quoted, not an isolated, but a typical
case. There is, moreover, nothing supremely
difficult in achieving an adequate commentarv.\11 that is required is that it should be light, to
the fKjint, and informative.

The Academy Awards
So Claudette Colbert and Clark Gable have won
the awards of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences for the best acting performances
of the year. It HappeTied One Might was, of course,
While on the subject of news reels, we might the film.
deal with some of the minor aspects of a
Norma Shearer, winner of the last Picturegoer
very vital part of our kinema programmes.
Gold
Medal, was runner-up in the feminine
I have long since given up the crusade against department,
for her portrayal in The Barretts of
the unimaginative monotony of the stock news- Wimpole Street, and Grace Moore secures third .
reel material, the eternal parades, processions and place with One Night of Love.
laying of foundation stones.
William Powell is rated second among the
However, something at least might be done to men for his Thin Man characterisation, followed
make the subjects more attractive. An hour in by Frank Morgan, with Affairs of Cellini.
the news theatre in Shaftesbury Avenue the other
The ballot for the Picturegeor medals for
Search for Sensation
day brought home to me forcibly how badly the the best acting performances of 1934 will begin
majority
of
topicals
are
commentated
(if
that
is
next. It will be interesting to compare the results.
the word).
■personally.
I haveof doubts
the for
suitability
of
-I
the spectacle
a man ason totrial
his life as
I
do
not
know
which
is
worse
—
^the
breathless
a subject of entertainment, but the news reels dramatics of the American commentaries or the
Capra's Triumph
are surely entitled to as much freedom in this feeble dullness of our own.
connection, as the newspaf>ers.
This
year's
Academy
awards who
are a has
triumph
for
Frank
Capra,
the director,
emerged
The U.S. also inflicts on us its " anything-f or-aCertainly the screen glimpses of the Flemington
affair were no more harmful or offensive than the wisecrack" school of conunentator, %vhile their as Hollywood's Box Office King.
Wardour Street confreres seem unable to disIt Happened One Night was selected as the best
columns of tosh written about it in the press.
between brightness and facetiousness. picture of the year, Capra took the statuette for
They will at least have the effect of ensuring Somebodytinguish
the
best direction and Robert Riskin won the
ought
to
tell
them
(and
Andrew
that the British public will never permit American Buchanan is the worst offender in this respect)
award for the best adaptation, for the same
methods of court procedure to be adopted here. that the pun is the lowest form of wit.
film.
PICTUREGOER has repeatedly warned the
I think that Claudette, Clark and Capra would
"topical" editors that unless they themselves No Supreme Difficulty
be
the s first
exercise strict
good taste and judgment, they will
Riskin'
script.to acknowledge what they owe to
leave
the
gates
wide
open
An
even
more
serious
fault
is
the
inadequacy
for
the
busybodies
and
the cranks.
The directw has, in fact, already done so.
of the sp>oken explanations of the shots
The success of It Happened One Night was dae
And how well, in the main, they have operated shown.
On this occasionl for instance, there was a as much to the adaptation as it was to the
their own censorship is obvious, when you
In fact, it was a
compare our reels with the highly sensational pictorial record of a team winning "the bobsleigh acting and directing.
(Continued on page 6.)
American product.
championship. ' '

PICTUREGOER Weekly
{Continued from page 5)
combinatioa of perfection in all three departments. *
Shirley s Special Prize
Tbe Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences gave Shirley Temple a special awaid
"because she brought happiness to more children
and adults than any child of her age in the
history
of the away
world."a gold statuette for achieving
She carried
pre-eminence in films in 1934.
Irving Cobb, the humourist, who acted as
toastmaster, said :—
"When Santa Claus brought you down Creation's chimney he brought the loveliest Christmas
present
giventime
to the
This isever
the first
any world."
child has been awarded
an honour by the Academy.
The news should be intensely gratifying to the
hundreds of readers who have written in deieaoe
of a recent "Thinker" criticism of Shirley.

"With r^aid to a paragra^di which appeaaxd
in the " On the British Sets " feature of a recent
PicTUKEGOBR, we feel it our duty to lecUfy
the mis-statements contained therein.
"Firstly, we do not know what Mr. Cousins
wishes to insinuate by his remark that the
period of Exlmund Kean foUows immediately
the period of The Scarlet Pimpernel: however,
as it concerns our picture, we would like to
inform your readers that the Reign of Terror
in France lasted, to be exact, from October 29,
1793, when the Revolutionary Tribunal was
first instituted, until May 31, 1795. This is
the period of The Scarlet Pimpernel. After the
Convention came the Directoire period, then
the Consulat, and then the first Empire.
In 1814, the year Napoleon was exiled at
Elba, we first hear of Edmund Kean, when he
made his debut at Drury Lane as Shylock. This
year
marked the career,
begiiming
Kean's inromantic
and adventurous
whichof ended
1833.
"Secondly, the writer of your article reproaches us with the fact that The Dictator.

Mardi I6» 1935
tike story of which is laid in Deamack, has
been directed by an American and an Ea^tshman. He further reproaches us that a German
director is to make the English subject based
oa the Kie of Edmund Kean. Never in the
history of the kinema has mere national ity had
any bearii^duction.whatsoever
on any English
aspect ofHenry
proWas not the typically
VIII directed by a Hungarian, the Swedish
Queen Christina by au Armenian, and the
Russian stories, Catherine tbe Great and The
Scarlet Empress, by two Austrians.
" Also. / Was a Spy. a Belgian war story, was
directed by the Ei^Iishman Victor Saville.
Who, then, in the opinion of the writer of your
article, should have directed the Esquimaux
picture Nanook of the North ?
Thirdly, Mr. Cousins insiimates that Mr.
Bernhardt
directors' of The
Dictator. This'assisted
was not the
the case.
"Finally, if Mr. Cousins had as much knowledge of films as the average reader of the
PicTOREGOER, he wouM not have said that
Mr. Bernhardt directed Conrad Veidt in the
silent picture The Last Company, as this picture
marked Conrad Veidt's debut in talking
"There is, however, a particle of truth in
pictures.
Mr. Cousin's article : Mr. Bernhardt is thirty-six
years of Age, and can look back upon a ' notaUe
Henry's Wives in Hollywood
Jane Seymoiir,
second wife,
So is"Henry
of five ^>ouses to
of his procession
the lastVIII's"
"
.'
er
Hollywood.
gfo tocare
Tracy.
Wendy Barrie is appearing in her first American
picture. It's a Small World, opposite Spencer
The others who preceded her were Binnie Barnes,
Charles Laughton), Merle
(Mrs. Grieg.
Elsa Lanchester
and Kathleen
Oberon
Wendy Barrie, by her own admission, went to
Hollywood without even a letter of introduction
nothing of a contract. test and
to anyone, to say selected
for a screen
But she was
She was
won out by sheer ability.
awarded her contract after being in
Hollywood only a few weeks.
Wendy's first stop was at Palm
told her she
wheremostfriends
Springs,meet
of thehadfilm stars and
would
of the English players whom she
most
had known in Europe.
She stayed in the desert for more than
three weeks, but failed to recognise
went on to the film capital —
rest is
the
so history.
anyone,

Carole Lombard and George Rirft star in
" Rumba " — they are seen here in a scene from
the picture with Monroe Owsley.
The Busiest Man in Hollywood
The proverbial one-armed paperhanger with
the hives has nothing on Jack Pierce, head of
the make-up department at Universal City
studios, who admits that just now he is far
busier than a bird dog.
Each day of the week Jack Pierce has to meet
Karlofi at the make-up studio before daylight.
It requires almost four hours to af>ply the actor's
grotesque make-up for his role of the monster in
The BrideAs (rfsoon
Frankenstein.
This with
is a day's
work in
itself.
as he finishes
the monster
Jack Pierce has to start on Elsa Lanchester, to
make her up and build her up for the role of the
monster's bride. This requires three hours' work,
and when they are in the scene together, it is
impossible for James Whale to start shooting on
it until afternoon.
As if this were not sufficient, Jack Pierce has to
put a make-up on Henry Hull for the title role in
Uaiversal's Werewolf picture, which requires from
three to five hours' work, the time dependent on
fhe
state ofOntran»tion
his change
from isa
man actor's
to a wolf.
certain indays,
when Hull
supposedly going through these changes, his face
is covered with hair, his ears are becoming pointed,
a snout has taken the place of his normal nose,
and hair is even growing in the palms of his
hands.
In addition. Pierce is ooastantly at work with
his corps of assistants on the dozens of less grotesque make-ups which are required each day in a
motion-picture studio.

**
of Edmun
Life has
The Editor
receivedd theKean
following
letter
M. from
fro Toeplitz Productions, Ltd. :—

Wendy's Romance
g
y cashin
alread
are ce
ity 'sboysroman
public
Thein on
Willie
with
Wendy
—
:
in
bullet
latest
the
is
Here
Donahue.
strictl
a hand
Cupid of
ng duties
"Givithe
fary
or, but
a directisn't
within
be it from Irving Cummings to stand in
way of romanc
the" Wendy
Barrie e.gets at least one New
her fiance.
day fromarrives
'phone call
York
"Sometimes
thisa message
right
in the middle of a scene, and Cummings,
stops
with rare understanding, always
work and permits his leading lady to
'phone.
nearest
to thenot,'
dash
"'Why
asks studio
Irving. 'When she
romance and
enacts
really
^
returns
psychogreat
It's
it.
pUys
not merely
logy. Ionly hope they don't have a ram

Oh the same train travelling to Hollywood
from New York — Sylvia Sidney and Fred Stone,
the well-known stage star who has just signed
a contract with Paramount.

Faces on the Screen
New
some day."
soon make their
Two new faceson will
the screem for yoar
appearance
Winfieki Sheehan, the Fox general
n, has
manager
approvaL in charge of productiotalanted
a very
signed Frances Grant,
sinjgs
and
dances
American beauty who
and acts with charm, and Rita Rnbio,
an Irish-Spanish girl who is already being
in Hollywood as a new Dokxes
described
Del Rio.
AnoAer girl, whom yon shontd know by »ow.
has been handed a brand new contract by Foac.
She is Rochelle Hudson, that k)vely dark-eyed
who has pbyed opposite Will Robert and
ingenue Baxter.
Warner
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Mae
and
their
Lord

West entertaitud Viscount
Lady Byng to tea during
recent visit to the film capitM.
Byng invited Mae West to
the Jubilee celebrations.
Scrambled eggs under the long
arm of the "mike" — during
the making of "After Office
Hours " with Clark Gable and
Constance Bennett.

Experience Unnecessary
Enter a musical and dance director who had an
entirely new slant on this business of producing musical screen extravaganzas.
He is Bobby Connolly, the successful Ziegfeld
producer and director whose first big screen
effort is Flirtaiion Walk, the new First National
opus which stars Ruby Keeler and EHck Powell.
It was Connolly who directed the lavish
Hawaiian sequences of the film.
And at least half of the gorgeous young beauties
who appear in the musical sequences of the
picture are g^rls with no previous stage or screen
experience.
It is Connolly's
inexperienced
girls
are often
far easier idea
to that
direct
and more
sftontaneous than girls who have appeared in other
musical comedies or films.
Before Connolly started casting for the picture,
he
let it beforknown
strictly
necessary
a girlthatto experience
g^t a spotwasn't
in Flirtation
Walk. And although the ensuing rush was one of
the largest ever seen on the First National lot,
the dance maestro signed a number of gfirts
whose lack of theatrical knowledge might have
kept them from being cast with other directors.
College to Chorus
At least half a dozen of the girls were Los
Angeles college students. There was a waitress,
whom Connolly had spotted in a Santa Barbara
restaurant, another was the sixteen-year-old
daughter of a studio electrician, whose father had
heard
of Connolly's
call for
One g;irl
was a visitor
frominexperienced
Texas, who girls.
had
succeeded
in getting
pass to idea
"see ofthegoing
studio,"
and who had
had no a definite
into
the movies. They all took to direction like the
proverbiad duck to water, according to Connolly.
They were too new to the movie industry to have
had much chance to figure out camera "tricks,"
or to become self-conscious and "upstage." And
they were aU happy and proud to become "Bobby
Connolly girls."
George Arliss on How to Keep Young
George Arliss, nearing his sixty-seventh birthday, claims to be the hardest working star in
pictures, and can submit statistics to bear him
out.
In the past year he has made The House of
Rothschild and The Last Gentleman in HoUywood,
and The Iron Duke in England.
Stars of Mr. Arliss' calibre make one, at the most
two, such big pictures annually. In order to
complete his three assignments he had to make
two crossings between Ixtndon and Hollywood.
"Work inandhard
keepwork,
young,"
is his motto.
He
believes
moderate
habits and
plenty of rest.
" By working hard I keep my enthusiasm, which
is the you
secretloseof enthusiasm,
youth." said the
Mr. source
Arliss. of" Itfreshness
is only
when
and vigour, that you grow old. It is quite true
that the number of hours I work each day is
limited in my contract. But I make every minute
of that time count, and by such intensive effort
accomplish more. One of the most beneficial
things I find, as I advance in years, is a twentyminute nap after lunch. My man Jenner stands
guard outside my dressing-room dotM- to see that
I am not disturbed during that rest. I try always

to take it at the same time
every day, just as I try to
retire each evening at the
same hour and arise each
morning promptly at six.
"To be able to work hard
as you grow older you also
must put less strain on your
system, therefore be careful
and sparing in what you eat.
I am a vegetarian. But
whether you eat meat or not
be moderate, learn just what
you need, and be guided by
that need rather than by your
Before attempting the rdle
of Cardinal Richelieu Mr.
Arliss delved into more than
aappetite."
hundred books written
around the cleric who was the
power behind the throne of
France in his time. He made
more than two dozen tests in
experimenting with his makeup. He also took part in
the settling of all the
technical details and
research problems in connectioB with the production.
Crawford — Gable — Montgomery
Next Week's FREE Supplement
has dcHie
THENext PicTUKE
week itGOER
presents
Free itto again
every t
reader yet another scintillating allphotog^vure Souvenir Supplement that will
be one of the most popular successes of
modem screen journalism.
Forsaking All Others is the film that has
been selected for this signal honour. All the
glittering wit and glorious fun of this remarkable picture is captured in the sparkling
pages of this Souvenir.
You will see Joan Crawford, Clark Gable
and Robert Montgomery in page after page
of pictures that you will be proud to treasure
for a long time to come as the happiest of
all souvenirs of a great movie.
You will read what Clark Gable has to say
about "success" . . . and who should know
more? You will spend a typical day in the
company of glamorous Joan Crawford. You
will discover the secret of why these two
great
screen's greatest
You stars
will are
readtheirresistible
anecdoteslovers.
about
members of the wonderful supporting cast —
Charles Bntterworth, Billie Burke and
Frances Drake.
You will be taken behind the scenes and
see for yourself how this — one of the pictures
of the year — was produced. You wUl learn
how they evolved that remarkable spirit of
mingled humour and pathos.
The demand for next week's Picturegoek'
is certain to be unprecedented. Film lowers
all over the land are being attrai6ted to
The Picturegoer by its wond^l^I weekly
value for twopence — and they will all want
this new Free Souvenir.
Make sure of your copy by ordering it
to-day.
%

Kxrmna

Codes.

This
week's first
prize intotheD. kinffma
codes
competition
is awarded
G. Maitland.
29a Meldon Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne 6, for :
She Learned About Sailors
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to the
SpUced.
N. G. Walters.
382 Wherstead Road, Ipswich.
following
:—
Suffolk,Thefor Man
:
Who Knew Too Much
Tax-collector.
Miss F. Blakey, 7 Gordon St., West HartleSuch
pool,
Durham,Womra
for : Are Dangerous.
Miss Spinsters.
M. G. Brown, 56 Rowallan Road, Fulham,
S.W.6, for :
Murder on the Runaway Train
Mary Pearson, 7 Osberton Road, Lee, S.E.12,
for: Opportunist.
What Everywoman Knows
Everyman.
The kinema codes competition is based on the
idea that much money is wasted by the movie
moguls in cabling business transactions relating
to films with long titles and that code words
could be profitably employed.
For instance, instead of putting the four words.
Sing Asbe Wearranged.
Go in a cable,
wordof Love
"Carol"
might
Or fortheOnecode
Night
the
woird
" Ecstasy."
/attach
Select
any of
a code
wordthe : five titles given below and
The Private Life of Don Juan.
The Gall of the Wild.
All
King'sTakes
Horses.
The the
Farmer
a Wife.
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer.
Submit your entries on a postcard addressed
to me, c/o Picturegoer. 93 Long Acre. Envelopes caimot be opened.
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Bennett
Joan
Wears this smart panama hat, with a medium brim and dented crown ; the grosgrain
band is in two tones of green and ties at one side. Joan has completed her latest role
in "Mississippi," opposite Bing Crosby.
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and

FAN-ATICS
DonaW

Sutherland

TVTho ^Is forward the case
of screen genhis as
opposed to the commercially
minded, hide-bound director.
It is only from an enthusiastic
rebel that
"Thecome.
Perfect Film"
. will

"OT long ago — at one of those cocktail parties which summon the
Press to gather delicate pearls of
wisdom from the inspired hps of a
visiting star — I chanced to fall into
conversation with a director. He was proud
of two things : his long record of commercial
success and his reputation as a Business Man.
True, his middle name is reliabihty. His
sobriquet should be " the producer's delight."
Never a day behind schedule, never a penny
over the estimate. Never temperamental,
always prepared to shoot any story the
producer wants at twenty-four hours' notice.
I was just telling him what a grand job
one of his rivals had made of a recent film
when the imperative necessity of being
polite to another acquaintance across the
room took him from me. She was charming
and no one could blame him. But, when he
had gone, it occurred to me that although
he had directed dozens and dozens and
dozens of pictures, I could only remember
one — which I had seen a month ago. It
wasn't
memory
— that
is mysomething
sole virtue.
Could itmy
be that
his films
lacked
?
If you pause to think about it, most first-rate
films, the films which stick in your mind, have
been sired by Conviction out of Trouble. Ren6
Clair once spent an hour in describing to me the
difficulties, financial and psychological, which had
to be surmounted before Sot*s Les Toils came into
being. You already know the story of Korda,
Laughton and Henry VIII. If Ben Hecht and
his partner had not fought the Powers of Hollywood there would have been no Crime Without
Passion. Hissing and ridicule preceded the birth
of All Quiet on the Western Front. Four years
passed before Bengal Lancer was complete. These
are a few random examples.
%
Behind any honest work of art — and still,
after five years of film criticism, I look on films
as an Art (capital A, please !)— lurks a quality of
passionate
A clumsy
'twill
serve. The creation.
easily achieved
seldomphrase,
g^ves but
universal
satisfaction. Now there is such a thing as making
a director's
for hisSaville.
comfort. When he
Take the jobcasetoo ofsoftVictor
chooses his own subject, Victor can make a
grand film. Think of the solid work behind his
Good Companions. The selection, the rejection,
the concentration of a diffuse wordy novel within
screen limitations.
But when he is "allotted" to an Iron Duke
which did not fire his imagination and is then
rushed across to Ealing and a previously prepared.
Dictator at a week's notice ... what happens ?
Empty
"faultily
Both majesty,
films were
handed faultless,
to him icily
on a null."
plate.

B^i! Hccli! lIhJ Charlei Ma^Airhur at n-nrk on ihc script of " Crime tvitliour
uiacri marked ihcir breahatvay from HollyzvooJ tradition.
Both were previously prepared. What was the
result? Have you ever eaten tinned strawberries
on top of fresh ones? Do you remember Friday
the Thirteenth?
And there
is Hitchcock.
sponsored
Murder,
Blackmail,
The Man"Hitch"
Who Knew
Too

Thus,wasnotoffered
long ago
of anaging
" interest"
short
an the
idle director
studio belo
to his
company. Tired of cramp)ed surroundings, he
accepted. He made inquiries about the set he
wanted for a sequence. It would cost £75, he
WAS told, "overhead, you know." Money being
a serious
matter
to producers
of "shorts,"
he
retired
to his
previous
quarters and,
with the aid
of a tame carpenter, made what he needed for
shillings.
35s.
The big organisation had not heard about
When the Perfect Film, the Screen Classic, is
made, it wUl not come from a £1 5,000- a-year
director amongst his technical experts, advisers
and assistants. It will be made by a fanatic who
writes his own story and dialogue, who designs
and builds his own sets and handles his own

Much.
Vienna. He was "engaged to direct" Waltzes From
Without passionate direction you cannot have
worth-while kinema. The director must be
obsessed with his creation to a point where his
characters are, to him, flesh and blood realities.
If they are so many puppets created by an
author, that is just what they will be in the
finished film. Bob Flaherty has the right idea.
He live
has gone
India. " toI'mdream
going about
to see elephcints,
to
with toelephants,
elephants,
and watch elephants till I can get beneath an
elephant's skin. Tfien " — not before, mark you,
but " then " — " I'll shoot."
will spend
his and
money
first four
There are lots of British directors who might He reels.
He willallbluff
bullyon histheactors
into
make a good film. Very few can choose the film working for an improbable percentage on problematical receipts. Half-way through the film his
they
want togo make.
It's theouturgeyards
that of
is soshoddy
vital.
Producers
on serving
wife will elop>e and leave him with two children
material coloured to suit stellar complexions. full of mumps. He will fall from the camera
The stuff is handed to journeymen directors, crane, break a wrist and develop neuritis — but
and the producer wonders why the finished article that film will go on, because he must make it.
looks so reach-me-down.
Admitted the British scenario departments Could anyone have stopped Shakesj)eare half-way
King Lear?of enthusiasm
I don't think holds
so.
are the feeblest in the whole British organisation; through
This distrust
us back.
a passionate director knows his characters too It gives Americans the advantage. True, they
well to let them speak stilted, out-of-charjicter take their losses, but they come back with a
lines. The hireling accepts what he is offered — Bengal Lancer.
and uses it as an alibi when he senses a lukewarm
Our producers call for original stories. When
atmosphere in critical circles after the premiere.
Somehow or other those films which get them- they get one (and they are prone to confuse
selves made in spite of the system, not because of success with originality) they pass it on to the
it, matter most. We, as a nation, dislike enthus- scenario department which neatly excises anyiasts. America is too easily led by them.
thing original and rewrites the chief part for some
That is why HoUjrwood fails, and succeeds, stage star. They deplore the scarcity of young
more gloriously than we do. She is young enough directors and laugh at the suggestion of trying
to cock a snook at " good form." And of all a new lad. "What, trust a boy with £50,000 I
people who distrust enthusiasm, the financier
on production
your life." is universally acknowledged to
stands in the forefront. And who controls pro- NotFilm
duction policy? The Financier.
be a crazy business. Excellent ; why not be logical
He worships order, system, book-keeping, and give the fanatic his chance. Enthusiasm,
balance sheets, and predictable profits. All good fanaticism,
genius.who shall mark out the boundary
things within reason — but method can be carried which separates them ? The kinematic definition of
to extremes
genius might be lunacy sanctified by success.

^ Johnny
the Spot." HeThat's
the
newsreelon cameraman.
tvas
there to snap Russell Muth just
before his historic flight over
Vesuvim.

'"l^HE

Public must have the
^ pictures." That is the creed
of the" journalists of the camera. ' '
No risk is too great to achieve that
end, no hour too late, no journey
too long.
"HEN
were
neverknights
bolderwere
thanboldthethey
modem
knights of the newsreel camera
— the news hounds who hunt the
four comers of the world for facts
and thrills on land, on sea and in the air.
The public must have the pictures. That is
their creed. No risk is too great to achieve
that end. No hour is too late. No journey is
too long. No obstacle is unsurmountable.
You have seen thrilling films of the adventures
of news reel men. These have not flattered them.
They have not paid them too rosy a tribute. No
pen can draw, no scenarist visualise dramas more
grilling, thrills more hair-raising than the reel
and reel-life ones of living cameramen.
Meet, before we go any farther, Joe Gibson, a
Universal camera "ace" — the man who strapped
himself to Gar Wood's ' ' Miss America " and " shot "
his film as that craft flashed across the water at
the do-or-die speed of 1 10 miles an hour.
The same Joe Gibson who turned liis camera
on the Cuban riots even as a machine-gunner
swung round to rake him with bullets.
Still Joe cranked the handle; still the gunner
fired. Before he fell there were eighteen bullets
in his legs . . . but Joe had got the pictures !
Youcomfortable
didn't know seat
that,watching
did you, those
when riot
you films?
sat in
your

So near did he come to disaster that one wing of
his 'plane touched a mass of white-hot lava and
he was almost choked by fumes. Eventually he
crashed — ^but he got his pictures !
A different sort of courage was needed when
Huth, with Sir Alan Cobham, decided to "shoot"
aAdmiralty.
British Fleet review against the orders of the
ThereBeatty
was quite
a "spot
of bother"
Lord
and the
Powers
that Be afterwards.
had a few
words to say — but, in the end, the forbidden
pictures were very sportingly passed for presentation.
Fred Wilson is a cameraman v.iiose stories
would fill a fat volume. Fred is one of the g^and
veterans of the Movie Reel game.
who joyfully
tookAndhis here's
camera George
into theKrainkukov,
front line trenches
during
"Chasing news with a lun^-camera," he says,
the Sino-Jap>anese warfare and, with bullets "is the greatest fun on earth ! It is a game which
palls, even though it means working 24
whistling around him, did some "shooting" never
himself.
hours a day, missing meals and sleep, and forsaking wife, home and family at any odd moment
Then think of the courage of the fifty camera- of the day or night."
men who faced the stampeding crowds when
It all comes thie same to Fred. A shipwreck, a
"Lindy," on his epic lone flight, arrived in Paris. revolution, or a big fire. A dash across London or
They were crushed and trampled on — a dozen of a trip over two continents.
them had their cameras smashed to smithereens.
His assignments have varied over many years
from filming the return of King Albert to his
But the "boys" got the pictures.
And how about Norman Alley? Here's a capital after the Germans had been driven out of
cameraman for you. When the giant airship, Belgium to the recent arrival of International
"Shenandoah," broke her back, he crashed when troops at the Saar.
His camera filmed the whole noble, yet terrible,
flying
scene,on hired
crashed drama
of the RlOl.
again, to
but the
carried
until another
his lenses'plane,
had captured
He "shot" this giant airship as she was being
his "scoop."
"Taxi" Pumell, eager to "shoot" Hazel built, as Lord Thomson, Air Minister, his companions and crew filed aboard the ill-fated monster,
Wooton, the parachute girl, "on the way down," as. she rose
in stately fashion for the Empire
calmly
jumped
out
of
the
'plane
in
a
parachute
cruise
to
India.
himself and calmly turned his handle as he
descended. Nerve, eh !
Only a few hours later he was "shooting" the
And just imagine the courage of Russell Muth, twisted,
smoking mass on the hill at Beauvais —
who flew over the smoking mouth of Vesuvius. all that remained of that leviathan of the skies
lO

that, a few hours before, had left Cardington.
Once Fred gained admission to a Cup Final
(from which rival cameramen were barred) disguised as a parson ! A girl companion carried a
kin^-camera in her handbag.
A delightful
little to
"scoop"
of baby
Fred's Princess
was a
Royal
one. Anxious
film the
Elizabeth, he waited for days in a taxi outside
the residence of her parents. The sixpences ticked
away into pounds, but he held his ground. And
eventually his patience was rewarded.
Inspiring,
exciting,
dangerous,
amusing
. . the
man with
the newsreel
camera
never . knows
how his mission will end.
At the launching of the Queen Mary a photographer perched himself for nearly three hours on
the top of a crane 200 feet high. And it was
blowing a gale !
Two cameramen casually set oi^ with £10,000
worth of equipment to cover the coronation of the
King of Abyssinia. They found themselves
appointed to be the Royal photographers and
were obliged to do their work in full evening dress,
despite the intense heat.
So next, by way of variety, they dragged
seven cwt. of outfit many miles into the jungle to
"scoop" some hippo hunting adventures.
Now let us take a long jump from wild animals
to Spiritualism ! And here's a story which just
goes to show how news reel results are often
obtained by a fluke.
On one occasior, when a Spiritualistic seance
was recorded for the first time, a remarkable
incident occurred in the presence of Lady Cooan
X>oyle and other distinguished personalities.
Everything went well to begin with, several
hymns were sang and the medium, going into a
trance, stood ap to deliver her message.
Suddenly, while the spirit was speaking, one
J I

PICTUREGOER Weekly
One of the major ntvos reel
scoops : King Alexander and
M. Barthou just before the
assassination in Marseilles
'that shocked the world.
East is East, according to
'A'

Kipling,
but to
it's just
assignment
the another
camera
man. The Paramount
news
car in India.

MEN

'
\jo
ter, Fran
Painhn
one cisof
the great camera
"aces" es
of all
time brav the
hazards of the
Denmark {New
Jersey) arsenal
explosion a few
hours after that
catastrophe.

Complete with
bullet-proof vests
and gas masJt:,
Mervyn Freeman
and John McHenry risked
their lives to film
the fighting in the
recent San Francisco strike.
of the microphones suspended from, the ceiling were sent over time and again to defeat the
fell with a cra^ to the floor.
atmospherics.
The whole transmission took three hours less
Till this day the cameraman has never been
able to decide whether the "spirits" objected than the time occupied by the histraic flight.
to being filmed, on whether it was a pnre accident.
man'snot life
is packedthatwith
exciteWho does
remember
wonderful
There was a big snrprise in store for another But a newsment.reel
in as1932
when there
was went
concameraman who had been "shooting" both a Cup Tie "scoop"
siderable controversy
to whether
the ball
famous prima donna and a child prot^d.
Somehow or other the sound tracks were
out of play before Newcastle's second goal was
muddled, with the result that, at the first screen- scored.
The camera saw it all, proved the point beyond
ing, the prima donna was singing in a sequence
of comparatively terrible squeaks, and the child dispute and the kinemas were besieged by the
in the sweet, rich tones of genins.
public when the film was shown.
The assassination of King Alexander provided
And so back to thrills. A^iat a "kick" the news
what was probably the greatest news reel sensation
reel men who "shot" Scott's arrival in Australn of
the century.
most have got when their pictures were flashed
across land and ocean to England !
Many cmnplarned of its realism I It was too
It was the very first time that a film had ever true ! From the flashing Made of a French
been wirelessed. Each <d the pctsres in every officer across the sca^ oi the a.ssaasrn. to the
foot of film was transmitted separately and many latter's dreadful end at the feet of the mob.

it covered the whole
tragic story.
Many were critical,
too, of the actual court
scenes of Hauptmann,
the Lindbergh baby murderer, fighting for his life
on the witness stand.
You .saw this cold, marble-faced German
confronted with the accusing finger, the bitter,
ironic tongue of prosecuting counsel. You heard
his shout back his angry protest.
Strong meat this, but news just the same.
The wedding of Prince George and Princess
Marina gave the news reel men a thrill of a different
order. They snatched out of it every possible
inch of romance and glamour. They made a
real-life fairy story of it.
The bells,
the " Life
more like
late soldiers
from Guards—
a picture-book
than" chocoliving
men — the surging crowds. Princess Margaret
Rose waving from the Palace balcony .... the
news reel men made a wonderful job of work
out of that unforgettable pageant.
The Spanish revolution, the Paris riots, the
sinking of the Tahiti, the bombardment of the
A'ienna Socialists, the Dartmoor Mutiny, the
flight across the .\rctic — these are but a few of
the events that have brought the cameramen into
the zones of danger and death. But what do
they care ? They must get the pictures.
Whole issues of Picturegoer could be filled by
the tales of their courage and achievement,
their toil by day and night, their enterprise,
thtir unquenchable enthusiasm.
A breed of marvellous men. We take off our
hat to them !
NEXT
WEEKThree Stars in a

Film

TheGable
co-starring
of Joan
Crawford,wasClark
and Robert
Montgomery
not
only a notable occurrence but an exceedingly
happy thought, for they have made Forsaking
All Others one of the most joyous pieces of
entertainment of the year.
Next week we present oar readers with a
sixteen-page, full-photogravure inset which
deals
fully This
with magn\ficent
W. S. ^'an free
Dyke's
great
comedy.
souvenir
supplement besides telling you all you want
to know about the picture, ctMitains exclusive
new articles on the film's notaUe cast.
IX
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— pgi — "O keep her hands young and lovely
is a duty that every woman owes to
herself. So often women spend
time and money on their faces,
forgetting that hands wrinkle and
age just as surely as complexions. And not
only that — hands can give away secrets.
Hands that are nervous and clammy betray
their owner's uneasiness; hands that are red
and rough proclaim duties at the sink when
housework should be forgotten.
Regular daily care is of more value than occasional intensive beautifying. Little and often
should be the watchwords.
When time is limited and duties are many, it
is an excellent plan to keep a bottle of olive oil
always at hand. Then whenever there is dirty
work to be done, or soda water into which the
hands must be plunged, a few drops of olive oil
rubbed well into the palms and the fingers, paying
special attention to the cuticles, will give protection. Even though you wash your hands afterwards with soap and water that protective film
of oil will still be there.
Then comes the regular daily beautifying.
Every night rub in a good proprietary cold cream,
or one of the many excellent hand creams advertised in these pages. Take each finger separately,
and beginning at the tip, massage gently but
firmly towards the wrist. This will help to keep
the knuckles slim and the fingers supple. If
the hands are inclined to be discoloured a good
lemon cream will bleach them. Run a little
cuticle oil around the base of the nails, and yoiu'
hands are then ready for exercise. A splendid
one for keeping the hands young is to let them
drop limply from the wrists. Do this for several
minutes,
and follow
it bymanner
"wringing."
Finally
hold
the hands
in a loose
and stretch
all
the fingers as far as you can. Put on some loose
cotton gloves with holes in them for ventilation,
and retire.
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American star,
us
ance
'Dmo
Ekingfa
no
TwHma
Band," tells you in
the third of this
exclusive series of
beauty article s
how to take care of
four oft the most
importan assets of
the well - groomed
woman.

A word on rings and gloves may be opportune
before leaving the question of hands. One wellchosen ring sets off a beautiful hand far more
effectively than several. It need not be a priceless
jewel. TTie day for that kind of thing is past.
But it must be in good taste even though it only
It is a good thing to allow yourself the luxury cost a few shillings. There is nothing like an
of a professional manicure from time to time, old silver ring with a rich coloured stone for
the beauty of a slim and tapering
for it isn't easy for your left hand to do all it wants enhancing
to the right one. An occasional visit to the mani- finger.
curist levels things up.
Let your gloves be unobtrusive and immaculate.
For the daily care of the nails you need some Stitchings, embroidery, and cut- work fashions
orange sticks, cuticle oil, cuticle remover, nail may come and go, but the well-dressed woman
polish or varnish, a flexible nail file, some emery knows that gloves should merge into the general
boards, a pair of really sharp finely curved nail scheme, and never call attention to themselves.
And so with stockings. They should merge
scissors and a polishing buffer.
Before washing apply a little oil to the cuticles, as well. The eye should travel gradually from
pushing them back gently to reveal the half- the dress to the hose. If stockings are too light
moons. Then use the shajjed end of the orange or too dark, the eye is presented with an abrupt
stick to remove any bits of dead skin. Put a wisp transition. Good stockings are always worth
of cotton wool around the other end of the stick, their price. They last longer and have that
appearance of quality that cheap makes can
dip
it in After
the " remover
bottle, may
and clean
under the
nails.
this the " hands
be washed
in never imitate. It is an economy too, for many of
warm water.
them are guaranteed ladderless up to a certain
Once a week a more detailed treatment must be period. Moreover a good stocking will stand
given. This is how it goes : Soak the hands in the strain of being well suspended. A cheap one
warm water. Dry thoroughly. Remove old var- goes pop the first time you bend the knee.
nish with an oily polish remover. Shape the nails
And now to the legs they clothe. Sheer silk
with the long flexible file. Give a final shaping with stockings demand legs that are smooth and unblemished. And more than ever is such smooththe emery board. Apply cuticle remover to base
of nails. After a few minutes, with a twist of
ness necessary for the bathing beach where legs
wool around the pointed end of the orange stick, are so much seen. Use a good depilatory and use
wipe away the dead skin and push back cuticle. it often. After the bath each day, rub the legs
Trim the comers of nails with scissors. With with a well soaped pumice stone. Treated in
wool on the orange stick, clean under the naU this way the skin will always be absolutely smooth
tips with remover. Polish the nails with a buffer, and attractive.
after which they are ready for varnish.
If the legs are too fat for beauty try massage
Buy a good varnish and use the little brush with a reducing cream. It must be deep searchsupplied with it. Start at the base of the nail
ing massage, during which the flesh is gripped with
but do not cover the half-moons. Brush with the fingers, kneaded and pummelled. But it will
even strokes towards the tips. Two applications reduce them.
are necessary and the first must dry before the
If the legs are too thin, try this exercise. It
second is g^ven.
is the simple one we most of us did at school.

Take a standing position. Raise both arms above
the head, rise on the toes, bend both knees forward
and descend to a squatting position.
It is no exaggeration to say that a girl is as young
as her feet. Corns and callouses put more lines
on faces than any other disability I know. True
we are too sensible to crowd number five feet
into number four shoes in these days, but we
still pay insufficient attention to accurate fitting.
Buy your shoes from well-known makers. Your
feet will be measured carefully, and fitted accurately, and you will be shown that the fit »5 accurate by means of the X-rays. Shoe sellers of the
here-to-day-and gone-to-morrow type do not care
whether the shoes they sell fit or not.
If have
you suffer
it is
skilled from'
advicefoot
thantroubles,
try to deal
withbetter
it your-to
self. There are at least two firms of high repute
who set out to cure foot ills, or if not to cure, at
least to alleviate them. They have appliances
which will ease bunions, and help fallen arches.
They supply cures for corns and callouses that are
hygienic and sure, with no risk of blood-poisoning
— a trouble to which mishandled feet are specially
Tired feet may always be relieved by soaking
in hot water to which a foot cube or foot salts
have been added. After drying, the feet should
prone.
be
massaged with cold cream. Next morning a
good friction with eau de Gilogne will make them
fit to go through another day.
Another way of resting tired feet is to lie stretched
out on the bed with a pillow under the heels.
This is a good tip for the business girl who comes
home almost too tired to dress for the dance.
i
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cut judiciously before you see
it — L. C.
Night Life
of the Gods
NCE I imagine there
was some central
idea behind this piece of
nonsense which deals
with acovery ofscientist's
disa way to turn
human beings into stone
and who uses it — in a
dream — to turn the
statues of the Ancient
Gods in a New York
museum into living
creatures and invites

Another

Triumph
■— rn —
rffl
KM
m

'HE sentiment and quiet charm of
Sir James Banie's play has been
eloquently and picturesquely translated into terms of the screen and a
great deal of praise is due to the
director, Richard Wallace and the aidaptors,
Jane Murfie, Sarah G. Mason and Victor
Heerman for so successfully capturing the
spirit of the romance
enacted
in the
village of Thrums in the year 1840.
But it is not only to them that credit is due ;
Katharine Hepburn's portrayal of Babbie, the
girl with gypsy blood in her veins who is
afhanced to the lord of the manor, but falls
in love with the little minister of Thrums, is a
notable one.
She interprets the somewhat whimsical
creation of Barrie's imagination with a wealth
of feeling and a fascination that is irresistible.
The main criticism of the picture lies in the
slowness, not so much of its general develop*ment as of individual scenes.
With a story of this description, with its
touch of fantasy, its inherent simplicity and
unsophisticated sentiment, an unhurried and
even leisurely treatment is called for, but this
can be overdone and has been in this case.
The opeaing, which depicts the arrival of the
new minister at Thrums, his conversion of the
village drunkard and his first encounter with the
little gypsy girl. Babbie, is unduly prolonged and
likewise the ending is drawn out to an extent
which tends to make one lose interest and
sympathy in the lovers.
On the other hand, the atmosphere of the
Scottish village is excellently maintained as are
the characters which go to make up its individuality.
As Gavin, the minister, who tries to banish
thoughts of the gypsy he has protected from
the soldiers sent to arrest weavers whom she has
been14 instrumental in stirring up, John Beal is

them
to make "whoopee"
with him.
As I see it, the idea of
Thomas Smith's book
was that the twentiethcentury
"whoopee"American
was too
much even for such a
veteran of the bottle and
table as Bacchus, but if I
am
the picture
entirely
fails right,
to imply
it.
What it actually resolves
itself into is a series of slapstick situations, not without a
certain novelty value, but
entirely lacking in that subtle
something which makes sense
of nonsense; as, for instance,
happened in Million Dollar
Legs or, in literary form,
in Lewis Carroll's books and
The late Lowell Sherman
has succeeded in putting some
amusing sequences on the
poems.
screen, but h«is not succeeded
n giving his humorous conception any real form or continuity ofhumour.
As the scientist who, having injured himself in an
explosion, dreams that his
invention to transmute flesh
into stone has succeeded and
who proceeds to petrify his
money Alan
grubbing
relations
as a
start,
Mowbray
is very
good. He depicts the crazy
character well and gets the
utmost out of the situations
which evolve from his idea of inviting the Gods to
Jean Parker and Hardie Russell supply the love
a party.
interest in " Sequoia,"
the story
of the friendship
Florine McKinney is also very good as the
of a deer and
a puma.
gfardener's daughter who, in his dream, becomes
good, but inclined to overstress the doumess and one of "the little people" and who urges him on
simpUcity of the character. He is depicted as to wilder excesses before falling in love with him
and letting him turn her and himself into stone to
being
humourless.
As Ientirely
have said,
Katharine Hepburn is brilliant avoid the police who are on his track for a series of
as Babbie. It is a difficult role, almost dual, in that acts of riot and assault.
The rest of the cast is sound, especially George
she has to be the educated refined ward of Lord
Rentoul to whom she is engaged and also the vrild Hassell as the re-incarnation of Bacchus.
Actually, not nearly enough has been made of the
gypsy which her ancestry urges her to emulate in
resuscitation of the Gods. Certainly Neptune plays
secret.
pranks
in a swimming bath by prodding unwary
Her passages with Gavin are very well handled,
bathers from behind with his trident and has an
both in humorous and sentimental vein.
Amongst a ntmiber of good characterisations, argument with a fishmonger about the ultimate
those given by Beryl Mercer as the mother, ownership of fish; Venus finds her arms and looks
Donald Crisp as the doctor, Mary Gordon as Nanny for someone to love and Diana proves as tiresome
(an old woman Babbie saves from the poorhousej, with her bow and arrows as Hebe with her conAlan Hale as the village drunkard and Andy
tinual demand for more and more cups, but otherwise the {xjssibilities of the idea seem to have been
Clyde as a policeman of the comic variety, stand
out.
The story runs smoothly and the way in which very poorly exploited.— L. C.
the narrow-mindedness of the church elders is Something fascinating attaches to the life story
of a man, whom history has labelled Abdul the
depicted provides a human and humorous touch;
indeed, the whole life of the village is touched on Damned — something fascinating in psychological
in a vital and entertaining way.
studies for his cruelty arose, as this pictures tries to
Maybe it has a touch of artificiality, because of
convince you, from sheer fear
its almost conscious striving to be whimsical, but
it entertains exceedingly well nevertheless.
p.
J
is fascmation
athere
character
study, so about
therejustissuch
anas
loneliness,
I am not Scot enough to be hypercritical about UdTnneCL
f"^
the
the accents of the artistes, but taken as a whole I Ahdul
element of pathos, and Fritz
should say the general impression gfiven, is entirely Kortner brings out all these facets in a truly
satisfactory.
brilliant piece of acting in the title role of Karl
If you like your entertainment charming and Grune's first British picture.
simple, you will find the humour and the drama
It is a picture of contrasts and it has one fault
of this one eminently to your taste.
common to a great number of pictures — it is too
I hope, by the way, that it will have been long and at times too leisurely developed. It
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would benefit considerably by careful cuttiiig,
especially in the opening scenes which form an
introduction to the story proper. 1 would cut
here in spite of the fact that they are clever in
themselves.
The contrasts consist of an effort to combine
historical accuracy, painstaking characterisation
and jwlitical interests with a subsidiary love story
which is basically novelettish.
I think Karl Griine has succeeded in blending
these elements into a harmonious whole which thus
has the power to cater for popular tastes and at
the same time please the more discerning with its
cleverness of direction and detailed subtleties.
I think we can welcome the German director's
first British picture with enthusiasm. True, it has
its faults, but its virtues outweigh them.
Here is the sure touch of the man whose pictorial
imagination created The Street, one of those silent
pictures which will always remciin landmarks in
the progress of the screen, and it indicates very
clearly that just as he mastered the art of telling a
story and depicting emotions pictorially, so has he
successfully wedded the microphone to his earlier
technique in a manner which still makes the latter
of paramount importance.
The plot, in efiect subsidiary, is, as I have said,
very ordinary. It simply concerns the love of a
young Austrian oj>eratic star for a Turkish officer
and her sacrifice for him — she gives herself to
Abdul — in order to save his life when he is accused
of treason by the Chief of Police.
But it is not the story which really holds the
main interest, it is the vivid character study of
Abdul, the political intrigues which lejid to the
ultimate success of the young Turkish j)arty and
the extremely convincing atmosphere surrounding
a despot in whose hands lay the power of life and
death.
The pathetic
note liesofineveryone
the tyrant's
sensefinal
of
loneliness,
his mistrust
and his
desertion by his intimates and ultimate forced
abdication through the revolution engineered by
the young officer whose life had been spared
because of the passion the actress had inspired in
his cruel, suspicious, but affection-starved heart.
Fritz Kortner makes Abdul vivid, dominant,
sinister
inhuman. and wholly human — or, if you will —
It is a fine study, arresting in its expressiveness
and subtlety of delineation.
As his Chief of Police, who eventually becomes
threatening and tries to pwison his master. Nils
Asther
what— better
is probably
the best
-performancecontributes
of his career
even than
his work
in The Bitter Tea of General Yen.
He presents a suave, polished and deeply
intriguing character who knows just how far he can
flatter and lead his master along the p>ath of his
own ambition.
These two dominate the screen all the time. The
acting of the rest of the cast is overshadowed by
their performances and one of the defects I find in
the production as a whole is that minor characters
are not too well drawn or cast.
John Stueirt is sound, but somewhat artificial
as the young officer who leads the Turkish revolt,
while Adrienne Ames does not show to advantage
as an Austrian operatic singer. Her American
accent, apart from anything else, strikes an
incongruous note.
An excellent study of the Grand Eunuch, however, isgiven by Esme Percy.
Settings are notably fine and expressive of the
period and the unsettled atmosphere of the
Turkish regfime.
Detail and technical work are alike exceptionally
good and the entire production has an artistry and
sense of imagination which lifts it head and
shoulders above the average. — L. C.
A brilliantly
acteddrama
and finely
man historical
which produced
deals with Gerthe
love of Marie Louise for her cousin the Duke of
Modena, a love she had to sacrifice in order to
serve Austria and marry
So Ended
T a Napoleon.
It is somewhat lacking
(Jreat Love
in personal feeling, but
there is a sweep of
majesty about it which is intriguing.
"The picture
opens with
tensely
dramatic
and ptoignant
scene adepicting
Adrienne Ames, the American actress in
the British picttxre, " Abdtd the
Damned," with Fritz Kortner, who
gives a wonderful performance in the
title role.
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Josephine accepting the inevitable and agreeing
to the divorce demanded by the Emperor.
Talleyrand, the French nlinister, having finished
his part in the royal game, Metternich, the Austrian Chancellor, appears and informs the Emperor
of Austria that it would be well for his daughter,
Marie
Lx>uise,
bride. The
Duke toof become
Modena, Napoleon's
her cousin, isaffianced
sent to
break the news gently to her.
Marie Louise has had a childhood passion for the
Duke, and when he arrives she shows it in such an
innocent way that it captivates his heart. It takes
all the diplomacy of Metternich to p>ersuade her
that her duty lies in marrying Napoleon, while the
King of Austria undertakes the same service to
the Duke. The love story ends with Marie's
marriage by proxy to Nap>oleon.
Exquisitely set with a grandeur that gains by
simplicity, the story is developed in 3 smoothrunning continuity which gives one a convincing
drama of historical events.
Although the story concerns Napwleon, he is
never shown except in a vision that Marie Louise
has of him at the wedding ceremony — one of the
finest pieces of spectacular production we have
seen for a long time.
The love interest is pictorially beautiful and
handled with restraint and delicacy, and the
cutting and editing are models of conciseness and
dramatic construction. I am of the opinion, however, that it v/ould have been even more effective
if
the
toldpolitical
from Mettemich's
point of story
view; had
that been
is, if the
intrigue had
been of greater importance than the love interest
which in essentials is not strikingly dramatic, and
rather too obvious.
However, the characterisation throughout is perfect. Paula Wessely is attractively unsophisticated
yet dignified as Marie Louise. Willy Forst is
exceedii^ly good as the ducal lover, while Gustav
Gruendgens is brilliant as the scheming, diplomatic
Metternich. All the other rdles are exceedingly
well cast.
Incidentally, it is of interest to note that Willy
Forst played opposite Marlene Dietrich when she
first began to appear on the screen.
He had a snudl part in Atlantic and is the

director of those two brilliant productions —
Unfinished
This is theSymphony
first time and
that Maiherade.
he has played a serioui
role. — L. C.
A most interesting nature film which will charm
you with its depiction of wild life, its scenic
beauties, action shots and outstanding photographic qualities, butat which
has capable
two defects
one
any rate
of —being
oetJUOlQ, They are excessive length
remedied.
Q
for
the strength of the story
and indifferent acting and characterisation by the
human element in the production.
If, instead of running the sixty-nine minutes it
does now, it were cut to run fifty it would be a
vast improvement, because it would ease the
tendency
it has now
to letconcerns
one's interest
The central
theme
the wane.
friendship
between a deer and a puma which are found
destitute and brought up from infancy by the
daughter of a novelist living in the Califomian
game
Theyreservation.
are about a year old when she is forced to
let them go because a neighbour, a guide to
tourists, complains the puma has been raiding his
hen runs and pig styes.
The friendship is continued between the two
wild animals in their primeval state, even to the
inevitable rescue of the deer by the puma. The
latter kills the g^ide who is tracking the former
down with a gun. This sequence is pictorially
excellent even if somewhat naive.
A slight love interest is introduced between the
novelist's daughter and a ranger and there is
sound propaganda for the protection of wild
animals, deer in particular, from the wholesale
slaughter inflicted of them by would-be sportsmen.
But none of these interests compares with the
brilliant intimate shots of animal life in natural
surroundings which present not only something
novel, but also something exceedingly fascinating.
JeanHurst
Parker the
plays
the novelist's
and
Paul
villainous
touristdaughter
guide who
offends against the game laws by laying snares
and traps. — L. C.
Not Slovakian
so long drama
ago I toreviewed
Czechobe shownthein first
this country,
a charming pa<^ral — Reka. Now I have seen the
first talkie comedy from that country. Hey Rup !—
which has been accorded a
T-Tg^
■n
I
ivUp
;

special presentation at the
Fomm,
Villiersrecommend
Street, London.
I cannot
it to
audiences who have no knowledge of the language, in spite of the fact that it
has fertility of idea and is well acted, because of
the spate of dialogue which has not been given
sufficient sub-title assistance to make it intelligible.
But even if it had it could not have captured
the spirit of the dialogue, which may be exceptionally amusing — the facial expressions of the
leading players seem to suggest it, anyway.
The theme behind the comedy is novel. It
deals with a bankrupt canned-milk millionaire
who takes up with an unemployed man and
who, after seeking all sorts of work, manages with
a sort of communal nucleus of out-of-works to get
going again and crush the rival who had put lum
out of business.
It is a curious mixture of long dialogue sequences
intermixed with scenes in silent technique. Its
charm lies in its transparent simplicity of idea
and execution and the human note underlying the
whole proceedings.
Camera work is very good and comedy squences
depicting a runaway steam-roller and a visit to a
— ^not without its touch of pathos, this
—dossare house
outstanding.

I understand that both the stars of this picture,
Jan Werich and Jiri Voskovec, speak fluent
English and I like them well enough to hope very
sincerely to see them on British screens.
As a matter of fact, I was informed that they
intended to go to South Africa to produce a
comedy version of Robinson Crusoe with the
director of the picture under review, Mac Fric.
Jan Werick and Jiri Voskovec were law students
in Prague before they took a theatre in that city
and
started They
a show have
whichappeared
has proved
tremendously
successful.
in Paris,
too, and '
are
making
a
French
version
of Hey
Rup !
Incidentally, they sing a song or
two in this picture, including one
- bearing the film title, which is catchy
and tuneful. — -L. C.
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The news reel cameraman mingles with the
mighty. Here he interviews the Pope, who
is being "directed" by Signor Albemi, of
Paramount News in Rome.

shine at "stunts," others at
interviews; others specialise in
pageantry
such as this.
At the appointed
day and hour
the cameramen are on the job.
Stationed at different points oa
the route of the procession thev
take their "shots," which are
immediately rushed back to headquarters byfast car or motor-cycle.
The beginning of the event is in
the studio long before the end has
even been filmed !
Speedily
the private
film is
flashed
on thedeveloj>ed,
screen in the
theatre for editing and cutting.
A commentary is written, rehearsed
and then the sound track is made.
Finally, it is screened again,
passed as "O.K." and printed
copiescountry.
are rushed to all parts of
the
l—^he news reel cameraman
I talks pictures, thinks
pictures, lives pictures.
HH His working hours are
twenty-four hours a day.
Everything that happens anywhere, from a revolution in Cuba
to a dart championship at the
Cloak and Pistol interests him.
He's a news reel man, and it's
news, news, news with him all
the time.
Do you ever think, as you sit
back luxuriously in your padded
one-and -three or two-and-four, of
the miracle of it all ! Of the perfect
organisation that has made it possible for the events of the world
to be flashed across the silver screen
before your eyes?
Thud ! Down goes the champion
in the ring. Crack ! A king is
assassinated. Scott speaks to
you from the other side of the world at the end
of his epic flight. A blazing liner drifts helplessly
in the smoke-fogged English channel. Beautiful
brides walk from age-old cathedrals. Hitler's
voice thunders at you — -Hobbs hits it to the
boundary — James puts it in the net — ^pretty
bathing
Amazons surf-ride before you in blue
Pacific waters.
You've before
paid your
brought
you. bob and the whole world is
Behind the magic of it all are men and women
you have never seen and never will see. They
are working day and night to get the pictures — to
sift, sort
and and
shapepunch
them,thatto we"put
over"
with
that pep
knowthem
so well
.
The News Department is the nerv^e-centre of it
all. Here, in control, is a news editor, assisted by
a live-wire stafi of contact men whose job it is to
fix facilities for the cameraman, arrange interviews, keep a cautious eye tilted for the events,
not only of the moment, but of the future.
Next comes the Production Department,
probably the most significant of all, for it embraces
the cameramen, the sound engineers, the electricians and all those actually concerned "on the
And
then
the Editorial Section, at the head of
job."
which is the news reel Editor himself, the final
"Court of Appeal," the man who makes the big
deciskMis.
On the editorial staff are title-writers, librarians
and film cutters — up-to-the-minute men of tireless
energy, vast resource and astounding «>nthii';ia<;m
The cutter is a wizard who is able to reduce
a mass of 1,000 feet of film to as little as seventy
feetEach
— andsubject,
still have
"everything
of course,
must bein."treated on its
merits. Some demand greater length of film
i6

The
most
news

commentator,
has
grown to bebyonetheofway,
the
vital factors in the success of
reels. His voice, his personality, his force and drive, his
power
to
grip
and invaluable.
hold the audience
is essential and
R. E. Jeffrey, of Universal
Talking News, is one of the pioneers, and probably the most

}X)pularvoices
of theyou"invisible
men"to
whose
have come
know so well.
Jeffrey has told over 5,000 news
stories to millions of film fans. Only
once has he been absent from
parade
or more.
"Oncein four
or years
twice,"
he says,
"influenza has nearly got me by
the throat, but it has never tighten,
ed its grip enough to stop my
chatter ! Occasionally, a famous
throat specialist has had to sf>end
QPEED, courage, imagination, enan hour or two on my vocal chords
*^ terprise, quick thinking, and
before they would relax sufficientlj'
for a noise to come through.
quicker action — these are the assets
"When a man knows that ten million people
of the good news reel man who, like a
a week pay to hear his information and inanities,
genius in any other direction, is
he treats his voice as a mother treats her first-born
certainly horn and not made.
— ogives it the right sort of milk, wraps it up, and
takes no chances that harm should come to it.
That's
no whose
mollycoddling.
Jeffrey,
warm, richThat's
tones, horse-sense."
whose happy,
human outlook are inimitable, says that the three
rules for a good commentator are : " Be
than others. A few feet will suffice, sav, for a golden
yourself;
natural;
and reel
be natural
!"
What
ofbe the
futurebe ofyourself
the news
.'
famous Statesman's arrival in England. Twice
The progress of the past four years has been so
or three times as much is needed for the Trooping
sensational that almost anything can happen.
of the Colour, or a Test Match.
And although only two Lssues of a news reel It seems like only yesterday that we saw those
pioneer talking pictures of the Derby and the
are issued weekly, there is as much "eleventh- Trooping
of the Colour that made us literally
hour " rush as in a newspaper office when the sheet
gasp
that
such
things could be.
is Team-work,
"going to bed."
What part will television play ? Mr. G. Thomas
the loyalist of co-operation, is
essential to achieve news reel perfection. The Cummins, Editor of British Paramount News, is
Editor, of course, must and does aim constantly of the opinion that it will not vitally affect news
at topicality and variety. Originality of treat- reels for the next ten years.
ment, too. .\nd he is out to beat the other
fellow every time !
television,
The l^oduction Manager is everlastingly Thethe technique
standard ofattained
by he
filmsfeels,
in has
1910.reached
evolving new methods of shooting and treatment,
One thing is obvious. There must always be
the News Editor for ever in quest of something
presentation
will be such
limitedas
new. And every member of the rank and file in photography.
to those events Direct
to which
it is best suited,
every department shares the determination that an attempt on the land sj>eed record or a short
their reel must be first and best.
interview.
Let us imagine for a moment that there is a
Lengthy happenings will still be filmed, edited
Royal procession to be covered. What happens ? and cut before being presented through the
The News Editor has discovered the a-to-z of medium of television.
the event and has, through his contact men,
But whatever the future of the news reel, it is
obtained all possible permission and facilities for to-day fulfilling a great need and carrying on a
filming. His assignment goes to the Production great work. Tbe men behind it move, with the
Manager.
times. They are in the van of progress. The
He, in his turn, decides just which of his many news film has grown to be an inseparable and
cameramen (whose life and adventures are dealt commonplace part of our lives, and it has earned
with elsewhere) are suitable for the job. Some our thanks, our respect and our regard.
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Am Sothem
and Maurict
Chevalier as
they " apptar
in
Folies

Phil

Bergere de

lonergan
Sends

stars, Bing Crosby, W. C. Fields, and
Joan Bennett, told the director that
they would leave the set unless he
immediately returned to his home.
The stars won. Sutherland is receiving proper care, and Wesley Ruggles
is "carrying on" in his place.
A Hollywood Scandal

It

Paris."

Hot

from
Hollywood

formerLloyd
Mildred
recently
Harold
and Davis,
his wife,
the
celebrated their twelfth wedding
anniversary. Harold and Mildred have
a boy and girl of their own, and another
girl whom they adopted.
The famous comedian has always
been noted as a devoted husband and
father, so none of his fans need be
surprised to learn that he is a 100 per
cent, family man.
She Craves Seclusion
AnnaHollywood
Sten, pretty
Russian Instead
star, hates
parties.
she
has her
close friends,
including Gary
Cooper,
Dietrich,
Mary Pickford and Marlene
a few others
to her modernistic
home overlooking the Pacific Ocean
and entertains them with Russian
string music and with her favourite
strolling accordion players.
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Stars of Yesterday

Real

In a recent production, Hal Roach,
the producer, had a cast of supporting playersPat
including
Lake,
Vera Steadman,
Somerset,Alice
Gertrude
Astor, Howard Truesdale, Jay Belasco
and Charles K. French. All of these
players received weekly salaries of
not less than 1,000 dollars for many
years. Father Time and the sound
pictures contributed to their professional decline, but they still find
work, although at greatly reduced
salaries, for they are grand troupers.

Life

Adventure

Held Up hy Bandits —
Legacy for Ginger —
From Two Fans — 'Flu
Menace in Film Colony
— Anna Sten Hates
Parties

Weekly

admired Johnny's work on the screen. Whenever
the Brown's
visits Hollywood he
receives
a most benefactor
effusive welcome.
The Sport of Kings
Since the Santa Anita race track opened, not
many miles from Hollywood, screen stars have
been flocking there, expressing their appreciation
of their favourite mounts, either by applause or
by the posting of liberal bets.
Among the film celebrities who attend the races
at this track are Ronald Colman, Charles Chaplin,
Paulette Goddard, Bing Crosby, Warner Baxter,
Constance Bennett, Gloria Swanson and other
admirers of fast horses.

RANCIS LISTER, British actor, who
is hailed as one of Hollywood's future
stars, had a thrilling adventure on a
recent evening when he was driving to
Santa Barara.
About 1 a.m.. Lister pulled up at an eating
stand, and ordered a sandwich and coffee. He
had hardly started to drink the beverage
when he felt a gun in his ribs, and a voice told
him to put up his hands.
Lister whirled around, threw the contents How to Get Your Man
Keeler received a horde of letters from
of the coffee cup in the bandit's face, rushed Ruby
who desire to learn how to snare the
out of the store, jumped into his car, and sped men girls
of
their
affections.
away. He stopped at a petrol station and left
word for jxjlice to be sent in search of the Jolson
Evidently
Ruby'shim success
in captivating
and leading
to the altar
h£is convincedAl
robber.
the young ladies that she has the desired technique.
The bandit would undoubtedly like to meet
Poor Ruby is rather bewildered ! She believes
that the romance came about because she fell for
Lister on a dark night !
Al, and Al fell for her.
The feminine fans will not be convinced. They
Rewards of Film Fan\e
are sure that the pretty actress has a clever
Ginger Rogers has received word from two
elderly spinsters, telling her that their entire system.
So that's that.
estate, value not given, had been bequeathed to
the actress. They said that their mother was dead,
and, while they have distant relatives, they are Influenza Darters
the sole survivors of their immediate family.
Everyone in Hollywood believes that the death
of Lowell Sherman was due to his neglecting
The star has not yet indicated what course she
will pursue.
a cold, which developed into pneumonia. Sherman
Popular film players are constantly receiving was so loyal to his associates and the film Becky
valuable gifts from fans whom they sometimes Sharp that he would not retire to his bed, despite
have never seen. Johnny Mack Brown and his the warnings of physicians.
Edward Sutherland was directing Mississippi
wife received the gift of a luxurious home in
Hollywood from a wealthy Boston man who when he was taken ill with a similar cold. The

Ruffled Feelings
Imagine teryworkmen
havinga portion
the effron-of
to tecir down
Connie
Bennett's
fence,
and
deposit
rubbish thereon.
Connie says this wcis done, and sent her attorney
to theworkmen
city prosecutor's
to filedida complaint.
The
declared office
that they
not touch
the
fence, norSo did
throw rubbish
into Connie's
backyard.
the they
complaint
w£is dismissed.
This little drama could be appropriately titled,
"Connie and the Rubbish Man."
AGrace
LargeBradley,
" Family
"
the pretty
young
actress
who
recently inherited
a fortune,
had her
troubles
by an onslaught of marriage proposals and those
seeking financial assistance.
Recently Grace found a friendless cat on the
Paramount lot, and issued instructions that the
animal be supplied with milk. The cat returned
with fourteen other felines, which I understand
are his brothers and sisters I
Tenderhearted Grace is supplying milk to all
the cats.
A Grand Old Man
Frederic Warde, famous English actor, who won
fame on the stage in the dajrs of Edwin Booth,
Lawrence Barrett and Sir Henry Irving, died
just recently in Brooklyn, New York, at the age
of 83.
While he is usually associated with the fine
portrayals of Shakespearean roles, he also starred
in the silents years ago for the pioneer Thanhouser
Company, which ceased operation shortly after
the commencement of the World Was.
Mr. Warde was always a courtly gentleman.
In his later years he confined his activities to
lectures
tions. before women's clubs and civic organisaHe was a generation too soon for the films,
otherwise he probably would have been a film
rival of the great artistes.
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i /rii church setting,
compared to the
Cruikshank dratoing
{centre right) shows
strikingly how
faithfully
scene and theDickerts'
atmosphere
has been leproduced
in the film.

Great interest attaches to the performance of
W. C. Fields as Micazuber. Compare this
scene from the film, with the Cruikshanks
conception of th' character.
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she had been half the morning,
polishing brass and scouring pans,
she was obviously in no mood to be
tricked.
"Who is that?" she demanded,
havmg closed the hall door and
looking over her long nose and
ample bosom at the slip of a creature
in dark blue, clutching her carpet
bag as though for protection.
"You don't want me because I'm
a girl," Anne said slowly, having
rapidly grasped Matthew's brief
explanation of Mrs. Spencer's short"I might have
knownThisit
was ail toocomings.beautiful
to last.
is the most tragical thing that's
twisted
her ample apron.
everMarilla
happened
to me."
"Well, don't cry about it," she
advised. "What's your name?"
"Anne Shirley — Anne-with-an-e.
But won't you call me Cordelia?
Anne's such an unromantic name.
Cordelia's so perfectly elegant."
"Certainly not. You've no reason
to be ashamed of a good, sensible
name like Anne. Not that it matters
to "Then
us whatyou
you're
don'tcalled."
mean to keep
me. If I were dazzling beautiful
with nut-brown hair, would you ? "
I should
expecting
boy, andnot.
a boyI'mI mean
to have.a
However, now you're here, you
must stay the night. Everything
will be settled in the morning. You
I couldn't
eat. I never can
can"But
get ready
for supper."
when I'm in the depths of despair.
You see, it's all so wonderful here.
I did
to stay."
Verywant
pathetic
Anne looked in the
morning, dressed, ready with a
tightly-clasped
carpet
bag the
to climb
after Marilla, who took
reins,
into the buggy. "Dear Green
Gables," she called softly and
astounded Matthew, who was hanging about the gate looking like a

Cuthbert, couldn't be blamed because, instead of a youngster weari
ing dungarees, a girl of fourteen in
ii a short
dark blue frock, buttoned
j up to the neck, and a cup-and-saucer
shaped straw hat, had been waiting
for him on the station platform.
She had looked so pathetic, sitting
there, that he had been obliged to
UT, Mr. Cuthbert. don't put
her and her faded carpet bag
you ever imagine
into the buggy. Since when she had
"No." "
never stopped talking. Even that
thitigs?
With which emnervous,silenced
rapped-out
hadn't
her. "No" of his
phatic negative, Matthew Cuth"It's a pity you can't imagine
bert drove the horse and buggy
things," she was saying. "Though
do\\Ti the Prince Edward Island
I'll admit it's difficult sometimes.
road, leading from Bright River,
My hair, for instance. What colour
as though Anne Shirley, sitting would you call it?"
He was obliged to remove his eyes
beside him, didn't exist. Not from
the road to take in one of the
imagine things ! When all the
time he was picturing only too two plaits she held out for inspection. "It's a sort of red, isn't it?"
clearly what his sister Marilla
"There,
see. Now
knowgreen
I'm
would say to him for bringing skinny
and youfreckled
and Ihave
home a girl from the orphanage
yet I can imagine
a roseleaf complexion
and starryI'veeyes,
but
in Nova Scotia instead of a boy. eyes;
I can't imagine away my red hair.
Of
course,
it
was
Mrs.
Spencer's
fault ; not his. Mrs. Spencer, capable
It'll be my life-long sorrow. I read
a novel once about a girl who was
commandant of the "Ladies' Aid,"
had been asked by Marilla to divinely beautiful. Have you ever
imagined what it must be like to be
negotiate for a boy. He, Matthew
20
Freely based on the film "Anne of
Green
" byLtd.,permission
of
Radio Gables
Pictures,
1-4 Dean
Street, London, W.I.

divinely beautiful? — no, of course
not — you
saidyouyou
didn't.
Well,
whichjust
would
rather
be,
angelically good or dazzlingly clever
or "Ijust
divinely
don't
exactlybeautiful?"
know," Matthew
hazarded.
Thebringing
buggy the
rounded
a comer,
stead into view.
InCuthbert
the gardenhomethe
{jeachsom.and
almond
trees
were
in
blosAnne looked over the gate up at
the white-timbered house with dark
red roof as Matthew helped her down.
"Isn't that lovely?" she breathed.
"All
was thinking
I'd
never the
seenway
suchI beautiful
country,
and now I've never seen a more
wonderful house. What d'you call
"It hasn't got a name."
"Then I shall call it 'Green
Gables,' because they're so fas"Come now, I rather like that,"
Matthew
cinating." said half to himself as
he held open the gate. He
certainly was in need of a little
comfort. Marilla was not at the
door toit?"
welcome them, and when he
called her from the kitchen, where

whipped
by adding:
bye, Mr. dog.
Cuthbert.
I shall "Goodnever,
never
yourthekindness."
Tearsforget
blurred
despised greengrey
eyes
during
the
drive.
Even
Anne's love of chatter wjis
frightened
away by the time they had called
on Mrs. Spencer and driven her to a
small house standing stark, without
creepers or gay borders on the
road from Bright River. A smell
of soap-suds and drying clothes
greeted Mrs.
themBluett,
from the
poky untidy
livingroom.
a weary,
woman, with a baby on her arm,
excused herself for lea\ ing to mind
a stew before discussmg the question
of taking over .^nne .\nne looked
round. Dingy furniture, broken toys
lying about, a child with a dirty face
pulling a toy cart with a missing
wheel — how different from her surroundings oflast night, .^nne loved
kiddies, but she had sistered them
for years at the orphanage. At
fourteen she was training for a
heroine, albeit a novelettish one.
Admitted that one had started in
the gutter, then, by all the rules of
the game, one should rise from, not
sink below, it.
-Meanwhile, Mrs. Bluett, with the
baby still on her arm, had returned
from the kitchen and was taking
stock of her prospective helper.
" Um — you look a bit skinny !
Still. I daresay you're wiry. If
you're a good girl, smart and respectful, Idon't see why I shouldn't take
you," she opined.
Desperately, Anne tried to catch
Marilla's
Matthew Cuthbert'sto
sister
had,eye.
in contradistinction
his blue ones, a glittering black eye.
So far, .\nne had not seen it soften,
but she was not going to leave a
stone unturned to make it soften
(Continued cm page 22)
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LEADERS OF SOCIETY DELIGHTED WITH POND'S NEW POWDER
• First one l>eautirul Society leader — then another — discovered Pond's
Pace Powder. jVow almost everyone has changed to it .'
• " \\ hy didn't Pond's make it l>efore ? It's actually better than far more
expensive powders in every one of the three all-important respects."
• " A marvellous texture — it clings far longer than ordinarj- powders." . . .
(Pond's
fineness).sift their powder six times through thin silk to obtain this amazing
" The colours are so subtle that the powder blends perfectly wrath your
skin."
. . (Actually
the colours of Pond's new face powder contain the fine
tints in. beautiful
skin).
• '' As for the perfume, it's exquisite — as delicate and intriguing as that
found in the most costly powders."
• Try this new face powder for yourself, today ! It is not at all expensive. In
boxes
6d. and
1 - :fl.2/6 a jar. Shades : Natural, Peach, Dark Brunette,
Rachel atI and
Rachel

Your hair will never cause you a moment's anxiety when you
use Silvikrin Hair Conditioning Lotion — the only hair lotion
containing Pure Silvikrin*. It has been scientifically proved that
there's nothing like Pure Silvikrin for building and strengthening hair. Consequently, there's nothing like Silvikrin Lotion for
conditioning hair. Stop to think and you will realise that you
can only be worried by dandruff, thinning, falling or lustreless
hair when your hair is out of condition. Get, and keep it in
perfect condition and it will always be perfectly beautiful.
So hadn't you better get a bottle of Silvikrin Lotion to-day ?
biologist. Dr. Weidner; is en* PURE SILVIKRIN
is the
dorsed by scienciTic authorities;
natural organic hair food that
and has been proved efficacious
supplies stances
the essential
scalpforwiththe thegrowth
subby thousands of people. Booklet
ofwith
healthy
hair,
in
a
form
identical
describmg andDr.
Weidner"sadvice
disthat which the human
about covery
hair giving
cultureuseful
generally.
system
iuelf
normally
produces.
FREE on request.
It was invented by the famous

SilviVrin.
HAIR

CONDITIONING

'P.502

LOTION

Get
a bottle to-day from your Lhemist. Hairdresser or Store. 1/6 and 3/6.
THREE

DUCHESS OF LEINSTER LADY MARY PAKENHAM
LADY DELAMERE
" Its sceni mould grace the " It looks more hke bloom " The Rachd II taa tmghr
most expensive fxnoders."
have beat made for me"
than poader."
• SPECIAL OFFER FOR Id. Write your name and address on this coupon —
attach a id. stamp to one comer, post in I Jd. sealed envelope to Dept. 336 , Pond's Extract
Co. Ltd., Perivale, Middlesex. We toill tend you samples of all five shades of Pond\ Face
Powder : Natural, Peach, Rochet /, Rachel II and Dark Brunette-

TREATMENT
WEEKS'
FREE
Send coupon
for your Ihree
weeks'
hair
con d itioning
course to-day.

Silvikrin Lat>oraiories,
145, Sydney Road, London, N.10.
Please send yourCOURSE
3 WEEKS'
CONDITIONING
and HAIR
Hair
Culture Booklet.
I enclose 4id. in stamps to cover
postage and packing.
NAME
ADDRESS

I Lo-52-€
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now. The look she gave that lady,
from eyes that seemed infinitely
large in so small and pale a face, was
such as might have melted the heart
of a Nero about to throw another
Christian to the lions.
Manila was no such callous emperor. She said confusedly :
" You'd like to take time deciding,
Mrs. Bluett. That's quite all right.
Mr.
Cuthbert
decided
to p>artandwithI haven't
Arme. actually
Suppose
we She
leavewasit totillbethea heroine,
morning after
? " all.
In that ever-present imagination,
Anne instantly pictured herself
living at Green Gables, charming its
owners till she married or was a
grey-haired woman; all of which
romantic flight took place while
Manila was apologising to Mrs.
Sjsencer for having troubled her and
getting herself, Anne and the carpet
bag out of the somewhat startled
Mrs. Bluett's door.
Nevertheless, the life which Anne
had so unhesitatingly chosen was
not so wholly ecstatic as she had
planned. None of the house duties
troubled her an atom, but next
morning brought an enlargement of
her little world. Maxilla, calling
from the living-room, told Anne to
say "How d'you do?" to a tall,
rather forbidding woman with bony
hands, introduced as Mrs. Barry.
thisremarked
is your Anne
the"Solady
acidly,Shirley,"
sitting
upright on a chintz-covered chair.
"Well, I don't think you've benefited by not having a boy, Marilla.
Girls are never as good — not so
trustworthy. And I must say they
didn't pick you for your looks, child.
Skinny, aren't you? And did ever
anybody
hair for
— carrots
!"
This w£isseetoosuchmuch
an embryo
heroine. "How dare you!" Arme
stormed, proceeding with what she
considered an admirable control of
words. " You're an unfeeling, impolite, rude woman. How'd you like
nasty
things she
said about care
you?"
Running
she found herself didn't
by the elm where,
at the
end of the lawn. Spring was putting
forth its buds, birds sang, but she
never beside
noticedheruntil
Marilla's
form
on the
woodenample
seat
was
visible
through
A nice
way for
you to
behave,tears.
Anne "Shirley.
You would pick on Mrs. Barry. She
was sharp, I admit; but she's your
elder, a stranger, and my visitor —
three good reasons why you must
apologise to her."
Oh, punish
1 couldn't
do way
that!youYoulikecan
me any
—
shut me in a dark dungeon inhabited only by toads, feed me on
bread and water — and I shall never
complain. But I cannot — I cannot
ask Mrs. Barry to forgive me."
"If you expect to stay under my
s
ILLS'

W
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I'll !pack
right now. Send
roof"Then
you will
"
me back to the orphanage."
Meaning every word of it, disregarding Matthew Cuthbert, who,
crossing the lawn with his scythe,
stopped to look at her, Anne dashed
into the house and to her room.
Resolutely she opened drawers for
the last time, stuffing their contents
into the carpet bag. Matthew came
in, thoughtfully stroking his chin.
"Well, I see you're leaving, Anne.
P'raps it's for the best. It's lonely
here
a girl ofyour
your friends
age. You'll
be
betterfor among
at the
orphanage — or, of course, if you
wanted to see me sometimes you
could
to Mrs. Bluett."
Anne,go searching
the bed for her
cashmere nightdress, looked at him.
I'd — I'd just rather die than tell
Mrs. Barry I'm sorry," she declared.
" But it needn't be as bad as that.

ANNE

OF

I.

GREEN

You could sort of smooth things
"Oh couldn't
— if you you?"
really want me to.
over,
Would
you like
me to stay
here?"
"I guess
it would
be lonesome
downstairs
without
you,
Anne."
"Then I'll repent. Stop here
while — no, won't you please go
downstairs and tell Miss Cuthbert
I've rejjented ? "

handthingabout
somely while the
she was
it,
Bent on doing
Anne followed Marilla without a
tremor across the country road.
Mrs. Barry, sewing on the porch,
found herself listening to a speech
which for sheer contrition and selfabasement took even her carping
self by storm. She smiled graciously,
condescended to apologise in turn
for her ill-timed criticism, remarked
on a case she knew of red hair
turning into a handsome auburn,
and Ctdled her own Diana to show
Anne the garden.
Aude surveyed a well-grown girl
of about twelve for whose mass of
fair waves and curls she experienced
an instant admiration.
"My name's Anne Shirley — Annewith-an-e," she informed, a trifle
breathless. "I'll be delighted if
you'll be my bosom friend."
The pact atwasGreen
sealedGables
and Aime's
remaining
thereafterfaction,
settled,
to
Matthew's
satisthough he was wise enough
to add nothing to Marilla's complacent remark, "I knew, if left
alone,
she'dexcellent
come round."
Marilla's
common sense
soon
spotted
the
gap
Anne's life
of washing dishes and inattending
to
the dairy. In due course, Diana put
in an api>earance, shortly after
breakfast, with her satchel, ready
to initiate her bosom friend into a
school career. Never shy, Anne had
no hesitation when told, in front of
the waiting class of boys and girls,
to come to the dais. Mr. Phillips,
a kindly pedant ready to install a
new her.
pupil, obviously had no terrors
for
Ordered to share a double desk
with Diana, she had a good look
round while Mr. Phillips started a
lad
well-set-up
geography
with
a darklesson.
thatchA hiding
a broad
forehead,
sitting
in
front
of
her
the far side of the narrow gangway,on
gave
her a prolonged
stare.
"That's
Gilbert Blythe,"
Diana
whispered.
" Isn't he
handsome?
"
Anne couldn't
quite
echo this.
Her present idea of a male hero
included
and prepared
Norseman's
hair. But blue
she eyes
was not
for
Gilbert to sink so low in her estimation as he did when, taking advantage of Mr. Phillip's preoccupation
with the map of Europe in attempting to define the Serbian boundary,
there issued forth the one audibly
With faceword:
whiter
than its sister
"Carrots."
whispered
vegetable, the turnip, Anne did not
speak until, having got up and
smashed her slate over the youthful
Adonis's head, she vociferated :" You
mean,
!"
Mr. hateful
Phillipsboystarted
mildly, removed his spectacles, amd summoned
Anne to the dais where she was told
to write "Anne Shirley must not
loseRecess
her temper"
hundred
came ata last.
The times.
class
trooped out. At the cloakroom door
stood a somewhat shame-faced
Gilbert. "I'm awfully sorry I made
fun of— honest,
your hair,"
"hon
I am."he volunteered,
Silence and the toss back of two
plaits as their owner went her way.
^1
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"You might have accepted his
that,"
not flounced
apology, reproved,
Diana
moreoff like
astonished
than angry. "It's the first time I've
'ever known Gilbert Blythe say he's
sorry to anyone. He's always making
fun of people. He calls me towhead."
"There's a great difference between being called a towhead and
being called carrots," Anne returned
with dignity.
shall has
neverhurt
forgive
him.
Gilbert "I
Blythe
my
feelings
excruciatingly."
She soon found it useless to decide
how best to approach those at Green
Gables with the devastating news.
Marilla. darning stockings, was
ready with the remark :
"No need for you to tell me how
you've got on your first day at
school. I've heard all about it. A
nice thing, smashing your slate on
another child's head."
"But, Marilla " (Marilla had
allowed the name, preferring it
characteristically to the untruthful
" Aunty.")
"Don't 'but' me! There's no
excuse, and to behave so to a boy,
too !"
" T Tow could I help it? Gilbert
n. Blythe called me 'carrots.'"
"Who did you say?"
changeon ofrebellious
tone couldAnne.
not
failMarilla's
to be lost
More astonishing still, Marilla,
hearing
repeated,
dropped Gilbert's
scolding, name
said something
about the slate's being ruined, she
supposed, and told Anne to Wcish
her hands for supi>er.
of Marilla's
bent toover
herSight
stocking,
as Annehead
turned
go
upstairs, thoroughly transmuted
resentment into curiosity. Determined to probe the mysterj' to the
core, the next day being Saturday,
she took Diana to task.
"Didn't you know that Marilla
doesn't like Gilbert Blythe?" Diana
said, putting back her curls, which
interfered with the daisy chain she
was maLking. " It isn't Gilbert's
fault, either. It's his father's. One
night, when I was supposed to be
asleep, I heard Mrs. Blair tell
mother that Mr. Blythe ran away
with the girl Matthew was to have
married. Gilbert isn't allowed to set
foot on the Cuthbert property."
" How terribly interesting ! I
must find ont more."
Regardless of leaving Diana
to do the promised churning for the
day, Anne rushed off. Marilla,
watering her morning glories, was
not communicative. Matthew, repairing afence at safe distance from
the house, was greeted by a flying
girlish figure that stopped abruptly
and hesitated at coming within
possibility of conversation. At last
Anne settled on her opwning gambit.
"So poor Juliet died and so did
Romeo. Wasn't that sad? Both of
them dead in the full bloom of youth
because two families fought with
one another. You don't think jjeople
act that way to-day, do you?"
"Anne, when you're as old as I
am you'll realise the world hasn't
changed very much."
" Did over
youtheknow
I hit Gilbert
Blythe
head yesterday
with
"
my" Islate?
heard something about it. If I
were you, I wouldn't talk too much
about the stories you imagine.
Marilla doesn't believe in stories —
not in bringing old ones up to date,
that is. It's getting late. We'd
better go in."
Anne was not long left to ponder
over her unsatisfactory attempts

to delve into Matthew Cuthbert's
past. The future, with promise of
the great annual treat, a hay-ride,
soon absorbed her imagining.s. For
a hay-ride meant the right kind of
frock to wear. Anne, wretchedly
aware that her limited wardrobe
held no such garment as Mrs. Barry
had promised Diana, was rapidly
exchanging mental pictures of unrequited lovers with those of floral
muslins.
Unconscious of interrupting an
imaginary dress show, Marilla. ready
to go out, came upwn Anne and
Diana in the living-room.
"Marilla, you're looking jjerfectly
scrumptious!" Anne cried, surveybest. ing her ample guardian's Sunday
" TXT^ell. you wouldn't expect me to
VV attend the ' Ladies' Aid ' in my
coarse
you?"something
But apron,
Anne would
had spied
which in her eyes eclipsed every
other sartorial detail.
"Some day I'm going to have an
amethyst
brooch,
she breathed,
her just
own like
eyesthat,"
like
pools
of
aquamarine.
"Amethy.sts
are lovely. Sometimes I love them
better than diamonds. Marilla,
would you lend me that brooch one
"We'll
see."a treat?"
ju.st for
day,
"I'd adore to wear it on my green
brocade with the rippling flounce."
"Or on your foulard," Diana
supplemented, "with big white
"Nicer still on my taffetas, don't
"What are
you two gabbling
spots."
think? "
you
"We're only thinking what we'd
about?to" wear on the hay-ride,
like
Marilla. Of course." Anne continued thoughtfully, voicing a darling wish, "it wouldn't matter what
one's frock was made of, so long as
it had puff sleeves. Puff sleeves are
beautiful. Don't you think so,
Matthew called from the porch,
and
the conversation ended for the
Diana?"
time being, though Anne thought it
politic to say, as she climbed after
Diana into the buggy, "May I tell
Mr. Phillips I'm going on the hayride,
Marilla?see,"
"
"We'll
came the noncommittal response. None the less,
the result of diplomacy was g^reater
than Anne hoped.
She was slicing bread in the
kitchen, two days later, when
Matthew, walking circumspectly,
having seen that hall and passage
were "all clear," carrying a tell-tale
parcel under his arm, inquired :
"Where's Marilla? "
"In her room. This for me — oh !
—may I open it? — -puff sleeves — oh,
it's a darling !— -so are you. For the
first time in my life, I've run out of
words. How shall I thank you?"
She got
in a from
kiss the
before
Marilla's
voice
sounded
stairs.
" Anne Shirley ! Anne ! Have you
seen my amethyst brooch?"
Something ominous in Marilla's
tone wiped the colour from Anne's
cheeks.
"Why,
yes, Marilla.
" Did you touch it ? "
" Yes. I pinned it on to see how it
"What right had you to meddle
looked."
with
my brooch? Where did you
put it? Don't look at me like that !
The brooch is gone and you were
the last person to handle it. Now
tell me the truth."
Does Anne comply ? The question is
answered and the lines of Anne's development into womanhood traced
next week.
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FASCINATINC
BEAUTY
M/ss Merfe Obtton, the famous star of London Film
Productions, Ltd., says: —
*• I am delighted with Potter &
Moore's novel combination of Powder and Cream in one. It reduces
time spent on make-up to a few
Obtainable ever/when in four seconds, and gives such a lovely
shades and two perfumes, M f finish that you can face the world
tAitcbam
Lavender and Eau ^| nm
de Cologne.
confident you are looking your best."
Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream brings out your
hidden beauty. Its gentle, soothing medication
Potter tt Moore's
BLUSH
CREAM
Will impvt a perfectly
penetrates deep into the pores and cleanses them
natural bloom
to the comof germ-breeding impurities. Invisible particles of
plexion. Itis absolutely
pure ag^
skin are freed and all defects such as blackheads
and semi-permanent. Sold and large
pores are made to disappear. Complexion
ir (lass containers, 6d.
is then beautifully clear, velvety and soft.

Moore's
& LAVENDER
MITCHAM
Potter
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HAIR

BEAUTY

FREE GIFT COIPON
To C. NESTLE * CO.. LTD.
(" Picturegoer
Gift Department)
48 South " Molton
Street,
London, W.I.
Please send inme accordance
two twin packets
of Nestle'
ColoRinse
with your
offer,
in
(fill in shade desired from the list on the
right). I enclose stamps value 3d.
NAME
(Please state whether Mrs. or Miss)
ADDRESS
Kindly COUPON
write particulars
THIS
MUST inBEBlock
SENTCapital*.
IN A
SEALED ENVELOPE

TREATMENTS

FREE!
You will be It
delighted
Nestle'
ColoRinse.
imparts with
a beautiful
colour sheen to every shade of hair,
and helps to set the waves, restoring life to hair that has become dull.
Cut out and post this coupon,
together with-Sd. stamps, for two
twin packets of Nestle ColoRinse.
Select the shade nearest to your
own from this list: — Black, Henna,
Light
DarkPlatinum,
Brown,
Dark Auburn,
Auburn,White,
Blonde,
Silver Grey. Chestnut Brown.
Warm Brown, Ash Blonde. Light
Golden Blonde.
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Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films
just released
♦AMONG THE MISSING
***A WICKED WOMAN
♦LOVETIME
♦♦THE IRON DUKE
♦WOMANHOOD
♦♦THE HUMAN SIDE
♦♦LADY BY CHOICE
♦MY SONG GOES ROUND
THE WORLD
♦♦THE HOUSE OF DOOM
♦♦THE MOONSTONE
HYDE PARK
♦♦READY FOR LOVE
ANYTHING MIGHT
HAPPEN
c^*WAGON WHEELS
Pat Paterson
appears with
Nils Asther in " Lovetime."
•**A WICKED WOMAN
M.-G.-il.loveAmerican.
" A" 71cerfificatt.
drama. Rum
minuta. Motlur
Mady Chkistians Naomi Trice
Jean Pabkek
Rosanne
Charles Bickfobd
Naylor
Betty Fuesess
Yancey
William Henry
Curtis
Jackie Searle
Curtis, as a child
Betty Jane Grabaii Yancy, as a child
Marilyn Harkis Rosanne, as a child
Paul Harvey
Ed. Trice
Zelda Sears
Gram Teague
Robert Tavlor
Bill Renton
Sterling Holloway
Peter
George Billings
..Neddie
De Witt Jennings
The Sheriff
Directed by Charles Brabin from a novel by
Anne Austin. Pre-vieired Febrvary 2, 1935.
ans, the clever
Mady
star of one of the most
little Christi
famous of the old German silents.
The Waltz Dream, makes her Hollywood debut in a part totally dissimilar to the one which brought
her world-wide fame.
She appears as the wife of a
drunken rum runner, whom she
shoots when he tries to take her
son away from her, and the story
shows how she provides for her
children, brings them up, and then
offers to expiate the crime she
committed so many years ago.
It is a simple story and not particularly original, but Mady Christian's characterisation makes it
extremely interesting and holding,
except for the very theatrical
ending, where she is melodramatically acquitted on the murder charge
foi' which she had given herself up.
Psychologically the picture is
sound, and all the characterisations
strike a sincere and human note.
.■\s the man who woos her in
middle age, Charles Bickford is
exceedingly good, and the children
are extremely well jwrtrayed by
Jean Parker, Betty Fumess, and
William Curtis.
••THE IRON DUKE
O. B. D. drama.
British. Runs
" U" 88certificate.
minutes. Historical
George Arliss Duke of Wellington
Gladys Coofer
Madame
Rllaine Terriss
Kitty
(Duchess
of
Wellington)
.\. E. Matthews
Lord Hill
Emlys Williams
Bates
Lesley
Wareinc LadyDuke
Frances
Webster
Peter Gawthorne
of Richmond
Felix
Uxbridge
SoKM* Avlmer
Varden DuchessLord
of Richmond
Walter Sondes Wedderburn Webster
.Allan .Aynesworth Louis XVIII
Campbell
llan
D'Artois
Franklyn GiDyall
Blucher
Gyles Ishah
Castlereagh
Edmvnd Willard
Ney
Gib McLaughlin
Talleyrand
Gerald Lawrence Czar of Russia
Frederick Leister King of Prussia
Farren Souter
Metternich
Directed by Victor SavilU from an original
screen play by H. M. Harwood.
Pre-mewed December 22, 1934.
I dealt very fully with this
picture in our issue of December
22 last, and I would refer readers to

What the asterisks niean — *•♦• An outstanding feature.
»•• Very good.
c Also suitable for children.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
it who want a fuller criticism than
I have space to give it here.
Briefly, the conception is good,
but it does not come to life, and we
are once again presented with an
elaborate production which lacks
soul and is unftM^vably dulL
As Wellington, George Arliss
is not well cast, and he cannot make
either a convincing or really grij>ping character of the General who
defeated Napoleon and then entered
politics.
The story covers the year 18151816 and shows how Wellington,
having defeated the French at
Waterloo, crossed swords with the
Duchess of Angouleme, the niece
of Louis XVII, who still remembered
that her mother, Marie Antoinette,
had met her death at the guillotine
and was in consequence bitter
Contrary
her wishes, he forced
"mob".
the to
against
Louis to sign the Treaty of Paris
following the execution of Marshal
Ney, whom he had been too late
to save from the firing squad.
Incidentally, he turned the tables
on the Duchless when she tried to
create a scandal about his relations
with a young married woman.
Lady Frances Webster.
Finally, we are given a brief
impression of Wellington's efforts
to stop France from being unmercifully crushed financially by the Allies.
Lesley Wareing is artificial and
simperingly simple as Lady Frances;
incidentally, it is difficult to believe
in her infatuation for Arliss's Wellington.

Norma Varden is good as the
Duchess of Richmond, the EngUsh
General's great friend, and Allan
Aynesworth is effective as the
puppet
KingDuchess
Louis XVIII.
As the
of Angouleme,
Gladys
Cooper
too static,
she
does invest the ischaracter
withbutsome
sense of tragedy.
The best acting comes from Ellaine
Terriss as the Duke's understanding
and patient wife. She cuts a charming figure and one in which you can
believe.
•♦THE HUMAN SIDE
Universal.
American.
"A" certificate.
Domestic comedy. Runs 61 minutes.
.Adolphe Menjou
Gregory
Doris Ken yon
Vera Sheldon
Charlotte Henry
Lucille Sheldon
Joseph Cawthorn
Fritr Speigle
Reginald Owen
James Dalton
Betty Lawford
Alma Hastings
Dick Winslow
Phil Sheldon
George Ernest
Tom Sheldon
Dickie Moore
.Bobbie Sheldon
Ward Bond
A Cop
Lois January
High School Girl
Anne Darling
High School Girl
Eddie Kanb
Hagen
Richard Poweu.
Al
Charles Wilsoh Fmiitorc Buyer
Jack
Actor
ArthurMulrall
S. Hull
Club Member
George Kirby
Dignified .Actor
Bernadine Hayes
Telephone Girl
Leland Hodgson
.Kn Actor
Ara Haswell
Secretary
Lew Kelly
Jnnk Man
Lee Phelps
Detective
Directed by Edward ButstU from a play by
Christine Anus. Adapted by Frank Craven
and Ernest Pascal.
novel domestic
somewha
Good,
, int which
.\dolphe
comedy
Menjou plays the part of a theatrical
producer, who is divorced by his

Gail Patrick acts excellently in
a good Western story, " Wagon
wife, widi polish and conviction
As his wife, who takes their foui
children with her, but is eventually
reconciled to him, Doris Kenyon
is very appiealing.
Wheels."
The children are well characterised by Charlotte Henry, Dick
Winslow,
Dickie Moore.George Ernest, and
The charm of the picture lies in
its simple, homely touch, while the
reactions of the children to their
father's promiscuity, which is essentially of an innocent order, makes
the whole thing human.
Continuity is smooth, the atmosphere convincing, and the dialogue
bright and well pointed.
••LADY BY CHOICE
Columbia. drama.
American.
certificate. Social
Runs"A."
71 minutes.
Carole Lombard
Alabam Lee
May Robson
Patricia Patterson
Roger Pryor
Mills
Walter
Connolly Johnny
Judge Daly
.\RTHiR HoHL
Kendall
RaymondBurke
Walburk Front Brannigan
O'Malley
James
Mariska Aldrich
'.Lucretia
John
Walsh
Henry Bovle
Kolker
Opper
Lillian Harmer
Hiss Kingsley
Abe Denovitch
Louie
Snowflake
Moie
Directed bv David Burton from a story by
March i,by 1935.
DwigU Previewed
Taylor, adapted
Jo Smtrling.
Notwhich
a convincing
one
provides astory,
role but
for May
Robson much on the lines of her
famous one in Lady For A Day.
It is her performance which helps
to cloak the intrinsic naivete of the
plot and brings a definitely human
touch to its ingenuous sentiment.
The story deals with a drunken
old
ladyandwhoreforms.
is "adopted"
a fan
dancer
She then by
proceeds
to help
her "daughter's
affair
with
a wealthy
youth run"love
smoothly
in spite of parental opposition.
Next to May Robson's, the best
performance
comes from Walter
Conolly as a judge.
Carole Lombard is rather artificial
as the fan dancer, but she is definitely
attractive.
As her lover, Roger Pryor is
adequate.
••THE HOUSE OF DOOM

Ellaine Terriss and George Arliss as husband and wife in " The Iron Duhe."

Universal. American.
tery thriller. Runs" A"06 certificate.
minutes. MysBoris Karloff
Poelgii
Bela Lucosi
Dr. Verdegast
David Manners
Peter
Jacqueline
Wells
Joan
Lucille Lund
Karen
EcoN Brecher
BiBjordomo
Anna Duncan
Maid
Herman Binc
Car Steward
.Andre Cheron
Train Conductor
Luis Alberni
Train Steward
Harry Cording
Thamal
George Davis
Bus Dnrer
.\lphonse Martbu.
Porter
Tony Marlow
Bonier PatrolBftao
Paul Wrigkl
Station Master

March 16, 1935
Albert Polet
Waiter
RoDNEV HiLDEBRANT Brakeman
Directed by Edgar Ulmer from a screen play by
Karloff and BeU Lugoti, based on Edgar Allan
Poe s laU •• The Black Cat."
rs,"t
"horro
a lover
are the
you is
If here
ainmen
very of
entert
for you — a modernised and elaborated version of Poe's famous short
story, which, however, does not
gain in eerie effect by the
embellishments of its adaptors.
In its film form it deals with
Joan and Peter, a young honeymoon
couple journeying to Budapest who
become acquainted with a Dr.
Verdegast and are forced to accept
the hospitality of an equally sinister
gentleman — Poelg^z.
Verdegast seeks vengeance on
Poelgir for stealing his wife and
daughter, and the latter is a disciple
of a cult which calls for human
sacrifice and he is determined to
make Joan one of his victims.
How Joan and Peter escape and
the others meet their just fates is
told in a succession of thrills designed to make the flesh of the
unsophisticated creep.
Bela Lugosi is good as Verdegast, who is allowed a little human
feeling beneath his sinister exterior,
and Boris Karloff is all that could
be desired as the evil maniac,
Poelg^z.
The love interest is capably
handled by David Manners and
Jacqueline Wells.
**THE MOONSTONE
Patke. AmericoM.
"A" 00cerlificaU.
drama. Runs
minutes. Mystery
David Manners
Franklyn Blake
Phvluis Barry
Anne Verinder
GusTAV VON Seyffebtitz.... Septimus Lucker
Jameson
Thomas Godfrey
Ablewhite
Charles Irwin
Inspector
Cuff
Evelyn Bostock
Rosanna
Elspeth Dudgeon
Betteredp;
Herbert Bunston
Sir Joia
Claude King
Sir Basil
Olaf Hytten
Esra Jennings
John Davidson
Yandoo
Fkko Walton
Henry
Directed by Reginald Barker. Adapted tiy
Adele Baffington from
CoUins.tke novel by Wilkie
Wilkie
classic mystery
has CoUins'B
been faithfully
adapted
to the screen, and it depends
for its entertainment on the logical
development of the plot rather than
on manufactured thrills.
Told in a straightforward, competent manner, it entertains by its
good snspense valnes, sound characterisations, and smooth continuity.
It errs a little on the slow side,
but, on the whole, itisa well-balanced
contribution to the "mystery"
type of entertainment.
The cast, which has a big sprinkling of British artistes, acquits
itself well.
David Manners makes a thorou^ily
sound hero, whilst Phyllis Barry
is attractively feminine as the
heroine. An excellent character
study comes from Elspeth Dudgeon
as a housekeeper.
••READY FOR LOVE
Paramount.
American. Runs "A"
certificate.
Romantic comedy.
02 minutes.
Richard Arlen
Julian Peters
Ida Lcpino
Jfarigokl Tate
I1ar]orie Rambbau
Goldy Tate
Tremt
Durkin
Joey
Beulah Nondi
Mrs. Burke
Burke
Henry Travers
Judge Pickett
Esther Howard
Aunt Ida
Ralph Remley Mr. Chester Burke
Charles E. Arnt
Sam Gardner
Chakless Sellom
Caleb Hooker
Irving Bacon
Milkman
Franklyn Ardell
Bean
Fred Santlxv
Famum
Louise Carter
Mrs. Thompson
Directed by Marion Gering.
There is a good idea behind this
small-town story, which depicts
old-fashioned methods of ensuring
morality — even to the extent of a
ducking stool — as applied to modem
youth.
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Unfortunately, the idea is not too
well worked out and is hindered
by a typical piece of Hollywood
hokum which forms the ending.
The small -town atmosphere, however, is good, and Ida Lupino puts
in quite a good performance as a
pert, stage-struck girl who is the
victim of the bigotry of the inhabitants.
As her mother, who tries to exploit the sensation caused by her
daughter being ducked for an im- .
morality she had never committed,
Marjorie Rambean is adequate.
Richard Arlen plays the role of a
young country journalist who is
instrumental in making the heroine
prefer quiet married life to a stage
career and brings a good deal of
sincere characterisation to the role.
The townspeople are well portrayed by a competent cast.
c»* WAGON WHEELS
Paramount.
American. Runs "30U"minutes.
certificate.
Western drama.
Randolph
Scott Nancy Clint
Be' me'
Boris Karloff and Lticille Lund in a scene from the new " horror " film,
Gail
Patrick
Wellington
Billy Lee
.Sonny Wellington
" The House of Doom."
Monte Blue
Ken Murdock
Raymond Hatton
Jom Burch
Jan Dugcan
Abby Masters Herbert Mundin
— Caesar the voice of Joseph Schmidt and to
Leila Bennett
Hetty Masters Harry Green
Adam
fit his small stature.
Henry B. Wathall
Olin
Howland
Bill
O'Meary
His voice is excellent and affords
J. P. McGowAN
Couch
Duke Johann
von
Hatzfeld
Howard Wilson
Permit Officer LuciEN Littlefield
Willie Obenbiegler a musical treat, but dramatically
story. from a Zane Grey Henry Kolkbr Emperor
Directed by Charles Barton,
the film is negligible.
Francis
Albert Conti
NicholasI
Viennese settings are picturesque
Herman Bihg
Istvan
Roger Imhof
Inn keeper and some comedy relief is provided
Acut-to-pattem
Western,
but
one which is put
over with
James Burke
Benjamin
Whittell Mrs. Obenbiegler by Jack Barty.
plenty of enthusiasm and well Josephine
Earle
Foxe
Sergeant
HYDE PARK
acted by a strong cast, headed by Georgia Caine
Countess Bertaud
Paul England Lieutenant Friedrich
Randolph Scott and Gail Patrick.
Warner.
British.
U" Hcertificate.
Mary Blackford
Charlotte
comedy. "Runs
minutes. Romantic
It contains something of everyGeorge
Carney
Joe Smith
Directed
by
James
Tinting,
based
on
a
story
bV
thing. Humour, music, child interest,
Richard Carroll.
Barry Clifton
Bill Lenbridge
spectacle, and pictorial beauty are
Eve Lister
Mary Smith
Wally Lupino
Alf Turner
all here, and put over with excellent Another musical based on the Cuaki.es
Carson
Lord Lenbridge
effect.
life of Franz Schubert. Pic- Phyllis Morris
Mrs. Smith
It is a sort of miniature Covered
torially attractive, it has a certain
Directed by Randall Faye.
amount of unsophisticated charm
Wagon complete with Indian raids.
It should delight juveniles and and contains, of course, many of A which
be witty
naive attempts
and artlessto production
Schubert's melodies.
please every Western lover.
It lacks, novelty however, and a at the expense of the alleged insin•AMONG THE MISSING
cerity of Socialists during the course
vocalist, and the ending is forced in
of a romance between ths daughter
effect.
Colmmbia
"U" 04certificaU.
of a soap-box orator and the son
Regeneration American.
melodrama. Runs
minutes.
Nils Asther is badly cast as Schu- of
a noble lord.
Richard Cromwell
Tommy
bert; nor is Pat Paterson happy as
Henrietta Crosman Aunt Martha
George Carney is quite sound as
BiLLiE Seward
Judy Valerie, a village girl who turns
out to be of noble birth and who
Arthur Hohl
Gordon
Joe Smith, who spends his Sunday
Ivan Simpson
.Smeed loves the composer.
mornings in the Park running down
Ben Tagcart
Flannigan
Capitalist.
The supporting cast, too. find theOne
Waoe Boteler
Rogers
his daughter, Mary is
Harry C. Bradley
Abbott
in getting conviction into knockedday,
down accidentally by BUI
Claide Du Brey
Mrs. Abbott difficulty
the roles they are gfiven.
Douglas Cosgrove Capt. Drake
Lenbridge, the son of Lord LenPaul Hurst
fonaori
•WOMANHOOD
bridge, and the accident starts a
Directed by Albert RogeU from a story by
Florence Wagner, adapted by Fred Niblo, jun. Butcher. British. "A" certificate. Drama of friendship between the pair.
Joe refuses to let his daughter
and Herbert Asbury.1934.
Previewed November 3,
revenge. Runs 01 minutes
LxsuE Perrins
Richard Brent marry an aristocrat until Bill hits
Gray
Leila Mason
on the idea of presenting him with
A criminal career justified by a Eve
Esmond Knight
Jack Norton £1 ,000, which he makes him believe
last minute repentance seems
Christine Adrian
Ann Norton
Bolton is a legacy from an aunt.
to be the moral angle of this L. Mc Arthur Gordon
C. Castella
Klein
Thislook andchanges
political
polished but machine-made "sobDirected by Harry Hughes.
leads toJoe's
wedding
bells.outbie," in which a dear old lady reCharles
Carson
is
well
in
character
forms a young jewel thief in the
as Lord Lenbridge, and the love
An unpretentious production which
approved conventional manner.
interest is adequately provided by
dealsonwith
discarded
As the crook, Richard Cromwell
revenge
the a crook
who mistress's
had left Eve Lister and Barry Clifton.
her, which is quite ingeniously
g^ves a very sincere and attractive
performance, but Henrietta Cros- planned and affords good average ANYTHING MIGHT HAPPEN
man is almost too sweet an old lady entertainment .
" A" 00certificaU.
drama.
to be true. Hers is a good piece of
Eve Gray is natural and effective Radio. British.Runs
minutes. Crime
/ RaylS^
as the forsaken woman, and Leslie JohnGarrick
acting,
but
it
tends
to
be
"stagey".
Billie Sewajd, as the ingenue who
Perrins quite good as the crook.
Judy Kelly
.Kit Dnndas
supplies the love interest, is worth
It is capably directed.
Martin Walker
Kenneth Waring
Aubrey Mather
Seymour
following. Her acting is natural
D. J. Williams
Brown
and shows promise of a worth•MY
SONG
GOES
ROUND
Albert
Whklan
Strickland
while career in the near future.
THE WORLD
Directed
by
George
A.
Cooper,
from
tke
novel
by
Hearnden Balfour.
As the big shot jewel thief who
W ardour. drama.
British. Runs
"U" 07certificate.
mtnutes. Romantic
emplo)rs our hero, Arthur Hohl
is well in character in a suave and Joseph Schmidt
Ricardo A story of mistaken identity
sinister manner.
John Looer „
Rigo
in its development
Charlotte
Andes
Nina and complicated
overloaded with dialogue.
There is a thrill or two, but other- Jack Barty
Simoni
wise the reformation theme is Jimmy Goddeh
Manager
John Garrick struggles with the
Hal Gordon
Stage Manager triple
worked out on familiar lines with
role of a reformed crook,
Richard 0. 1034.
Oswald. Previewed Nicholson, who is unofficially emsentimental and romantic side- Directed by October
issues.
ployed by the police to solve a
•LOVETIME
Avery weak and disjointed story, murder mystery; Raybourn, another
dealing with the frustrated
crook,
who
is the former's double;
Fox. American.
of a diminutive tenor for a girl
' romance. "U"
Runs 75certificate.
minutes. Musical love
and
also
spends
his a sp>aa'e
time imwho
marries
his
best
friend.
personating Gibson,
man employed
Pat Paterson
Valerie
Nils Asthes.
Frans Schubert
It is designed entirely to exploit to bump Nicholson off.
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RITISH studios
of
very Producers,
nuich better please
than
almost had a Hal
that.
Roach
Comedian
clean sheet this
note.
no new
Redd Davis tells me he
weekalso tried to get Garbo,
perpetrations For years
but Twickenliam beat him
I've been hopingfor that
to it by a couple of
to happen, so that the
Clerk of the Court could
noughts.
that Redd Did
was Ia mention
gagman
hand me a pair of white
before
he
became
a direcgloves and I could
Walton
Hall
tor?
I
nearly
said
"gagdeclare the innings
ster," but some kindly
closed and we could call
compositor
and
then I might
shouldhave
be
it a week; but no ! Every week, just as I'm
apologising
again.
slipped
an
"n"
in,
sitting down to pass a few clean white sheets
r
T^inlayson for Fun f
—o
A Mystery
through the old typewriter, I hear about some
When they've fixed on a title for this I'll let
new offence which has to come up for trial.
*• of the Movies — The Case of
This week the clean slate is spoiled by my
you know.
Tome Bruce — Kipling Conscious
Striking a Rock
old friend Redd Davis, who is committing a
— The Jubilee Film.
comedy at Walton-on-Thames, for Radio
Speaking
Messrs. Laurel
a man
who hasof contributed
muchandto Hardy,
their success.
Pictures to disseminate. (Or do you prefer
viz., to wit, and namely Joe Rock, the producer,
promulgate or propagate? They're both inhas taken an ugly rap on the by-pass road which
cluded in the twopence.)
is one of the half-dozen really beautiful leads to and from Elstree, and which is something
Title ? Search me ! Call it what you like Molly
girls in British studios. (Send for list of other of a death-trap for studio people.
. . . why not Production 478, as though it
Just as his new Leslie Fuller comedy. The
in plain
van. ofYoucourse
won'tthere
get isit.)Vera Bogetti, Stoker,
were a giant liner or a brand of eau-de-Cologne? fiveWell,
and then
was being launched, poor Joe had a most
It will probably run through a gamut of titles a clever .American comedienne who always figures unholy motor accident, which resulted in his being
before you see it, anyway.
in Redd Da\Ts's films because she's a swell so completely mashed up that he has been in
actress. I wish there was always such a good laths and plaster ever since — for weeks and weeks.
reason.
However, from his little white cot in the nursing
A Familiar Figure
home
he has been carrying on with the production,
In it you will see a Jimmie Finlayson. Is the
which proves him to be one of the pluckiest as
name familiar to you- — or is it? Me, I must A Bagatelle
as the most popular Americans who have
confess I had to scratch the old frosty pow for a And then there is Margaret Yarde. who has been well
found their way to our shores.
coming very much to the fore on the screen
minute or two to remember that he is the guy
the unit has been out to Tangiers
who has for years appeared with Laurel and lately as a character actress; she has enjoyed a andMeanwhile,
back, and I hear they have made excellent
Hardy in their comedies — always as the proud place on the stage for years. And there is progress
with the film, which promises to be a
enemy. You get him now? Baldish head, cast Tonie Bruce, who, however, seems to be getting
worthy
successor
Strictly Illegal, Joe Rock's
in eye, swivelling moustache — yeah. I see you got herself called Tonie Edgar-Bruce these days.
first
Leslie
Fuller to
picture.
me, buddies.
Tonie figured in the news lately by selling the
Well, there he is. And the Young Lovers, and Prince of Wales Theatre. Coventry Street. London
there always have to be Young lujvers or you — which was left her some years ago by her papa. Gaumont at Elstree
wouldn't pay your one-and-three, are Jack Hobbs The sum mentioned, quite casually, was £200.000. Incidentally, Joe is making history. He has
taken over the Blattner Studios at Elstree
(don't be silly, of course I mean the actor ! Would Not quite a quarter of a million, you see. ArbuthI be calling the cricketer a Young Lover?) and that
not, bring
up the bagatelle board and shovel away (where the old Ideal Film Company used to
money.
Molly Lament.
just after the War) and renamed them the
They will have to treat Molly better than she
Tonie is a minor mystery of the film industry operate
Rock Studios; and the significance of this is that
was treated by the Teddington folk in Murder in to me (the major mysteries all concern stories). it gives the Gaumont inter«»ts (who are behind
Monte Carlo. If there was any murder in Monte Why she only gets what she calls "tatty" parts, Rock in thLs enterprise) a foot in Elstree.
Carlo, it was of Molly I^mont. You would appearing,
Many of ns thought
someon time
in each picture she's in, for about two
(Continued
pmg»a^28)that Gannaoot
certainly never believe, to see that picture, that minutes, oasses
my understanding. She's capable
26
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*What

STABLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO

to your teeth

COLGATE'S

discolour

REMOVES

ALL

teeth

SEVEN

Perhaps you have noticed that sometimes your teeth remain
dull — cloudy • . . even after brushing. Here's why ! The
things you eat and drink and smoke leave seven Vinds of
stains on teeth. And all are a menace to the beauty of
teeth unless removed daily.
Most toothpastes have only one way of attacking all stains.
But all stains will not yield to any one way. Some stains
can be removed by emwlsit'e action. Others respond only to
polishing
all stains
gives
you both action.
actions.Colgate's
As you removes
brush it over
your because
teeth it itfoams.
The emulsive action of this foam loosens most of the stains,
dissolves them, washes them away. Then, the polishing
ingredient in Colgate's removes the more stubborn stains,
leaving your teeth thoroughly clean, lustrous — sparkling !
THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOIjOUR TEETH.
Meats and other proteins 4. Sweets.
1.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.

SND

UGLY

SKIN TROUBLES
TOV can end your ridn trottblea in a
few d»7i wlUi
two-)a-oM
(Intcnal
azkl SIMCELTn
External) Treataieat,
4«vtwtf
Horn. ofBend only £/•
far the bytrialDr. supply
ZINCELYPT
poll and Ointment lor Klf-trMtment
at hom«, wHh interertinc brochore on
Skin
tn your
mlrrur Ailmenta.
how jtna Thra
■Idn m«
troubles
will
qukUy
away,a« leaWag
dear and dienaootk
natJn. your «Ud
TOO CAKNOT AFFORD TO GO
ABOrr wtth any dUOKurlnc Skin
Tnmbles. Yon are «hunned. Many
fear A"H'iFEWcatcUng.**
IN
DAYS joa can have a
loTely new •kin. ZDKXLln two-lnnoe
TreatiDeiit
will qnickly work
wottders
in
treeing
from
every tace al anyyoorakinakinIrooble.
8ead ataaiy (or pMtindve of
<ke
-te Hm Tieatmeat
that
mmt CtijI
!■«
»(aOs.
M Orr.O.aToMtor delay
trial by^ aend-<d
WTWiTTt Otetment asd atx daya*
THE DR. HORN
(DM* P-3). 401.

Nave a lovely
NEW SKIN in
a few days!

LABORATORIES

a pity herBl onde

Yes, a pity. What beautiful blonde hair little
Betty
has, but it is getting
dark. But it needsonot.dark'
You can
is getting
Hair
keep it fair and golden always with this wonderful
new secret formula shampoo. Sta-blond, for natural
fair hair
only. Stanot only
fair most
hair
from
darkening,
but blond
it brings
back, prevents
even to the
faded (air hair, that golden beauty of childhood. It
also corrects depigmentation (colour pigment eliminagas, dust,
of milksilkier,
diet.
Even tion)
withdue toonecoalshampoo
your and
hair lack
is lighter,
and more beautiful. It makes the permanent wave
last longer.
Wonderful
for children.
'blond
contains
no henna,
camomile,
dyes or Stainjurious
bleaches. Honey back if not delighted. Obtainable
everywhere. Stablond Lab., Ltd., London, N.W.IO.

A sandwich to you
but a STAIN

7JLniiid of
jdteJ/hjS

Weekly

Beauty Goes
MARCH-ING
ON
March is » trying month for be»uty. The first
rays oi reve*liBg gcdden sunlight catch as unprepared. Complexions look faded, even the
youngest wonuui finds that her skin is rough
and darkened. Not only does this apply to faces,
but necks, too, call for attention, for wealing
fur collars all through the winter months has
a disastrous effect, leaving the skin coarse and
grimy in appearance despite the most scrupulous
soap and water cleanliness. Now is the time for a
thorough Beauty Spring Clean if we are to lay the
foundations for beauty during the coming months.
Discard those faded, shabby complexions with
the same ruthleasness as you shed your shabby
clothes. Here is a simple and inexpensive home
treatment which will banish complexion
blemishes and pimples, enabling you to challenge
the sunny days with a new comfdexion, radiant
with youth uid beauty. Get an ounce or two
of Mercolized Wax from your chemist. Smooth
a thin film over face and neck nightly and whUe
you sleep this beautifying wax works its mag^c,
removing the faded outer tissue with all its sallownesa, wrinkles and blemishes. A bric^ ten-day
trial will suffice to traasfram the most neglected
complexion to new beauty.

You,
can

too,
have

S\f\fy

a

lovely

be
youthful
and fresh
alwajrsif
will
Yonr
you
useskin
HINDS
Honey
and Almond CREAM.
Just a few minutes each
day smoothing in
HINDS — letting it sink
in and refresh the underlying tissues, will
make your skin beautifully white and soft.
HINDS is a complete
complexion restorative
— equally good for
hands, arms, face and
neck. Get HINDS today, and immediately
you will see
the face
improvement in your
and hands.

INDS
HONEY &
ALMOND
CREAiVI
NEW! HINDS VANISHINB CREAM
To make your Powder
stay OQ longer, use this
soft, satin textured
Oeam. It is Dongreasy
and leaves
a
perfect
Use Hindsmatt
Cold surface.
Cream
to cteanse the skin. In
extra large tubes and
pots, Od. and 1/3.
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He's

eating

again

!

What do you expect ? The boy that will face
fanners and five-foot fences for a few green
apples is not to be trusted within a mile of
Rowntree's Fruit Flavours. There will be
none for grown-ups, if you don't watch him.
bu
the

con

taste

fruit

in

ROWNTREES
CLEAR

GUMS

JUICY-FRUlTS
FRUIT

PASTILLES

Sold loose 6d. a quarter, and in packets to suit all pockets.
ASSORTED PACKETS 3d. & 6d. Rowntree's offer
these special packets to introduce all three consistencies in a
wide range of real-fruit flavours. Buy one to-day.

Gar.SP.
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would be appearing in Elstree before long, but
through an amalgamation of the Gaumont and
British International interests. Now they are in
by another door.
In other words, "Gaumont moved in as Korda

and not just a back answer. But I suggest that
when it comes off there will be plenty of occasion
for jubilation.

A Kushy Job
The other Kipling film in production at the
moment, Gaumont's Soldiers Three, has got
well under way in India. The Gaumont-British
publicity wallahs are whooping with jubilation
because some of the battle scenes are to be filmed
in the famous Khyber Pass itself, under the very
shadow of snow-topped Hindu-Kush. If that
doesn't make it authentic, nothing will !
Yes, but what a pity that Paramount have
already declared that some of the battle scenes
in Lives of a Bengal Lancer were filmed in the
famous Khyber Pass itself, under the very same
snow-capped and authentic shadow ! Why, by
all that is slavish, must we always limp along a
lap and a half behind Hollywood? Positively,
we tire me.
At any rate, we can at least hope with a fair
amount of justification that the Cockney dialect
and mannerisms of Private Stanley Ortheris will
be right, and not the horribly exaggerated affair
that we so frequently encounter in Hollywood
films dealing with us poor English.
I hope, devoutly, that this will indeed prove to
be England's answer to Lives of a Bengal Lancer,

An Exciting Museum

A Quarter -Century
And speaking of jubilation brings me by easy
out."
Joe
Rock's
many
friends
are
hoping
he
will
soon
moved
stages to the Jubilee.
be
his habitual, hearty, cheery and bustling self
Easily the most ambitious of the jubilee films
again; meanwhile, the show goes on.
(five,
threatened with altogether) is taking
Leslie Pearce has been brought specially from shape weveryare nicely
down at Elstree, where B.I. P.
Hollywood to direct it. If I knew anything else are making Royal Jubilee.
about Leslie Pearce, I'd be delighted to tell you.
It will attempt to show, largely by reconstruction in the studio, the main features of the twentyBut I don't.
five
years will
of be
ourlinked
King'stogetber
reign, jmd
the means
various
incidents
by two
—
Right on My Beat
As to Korda, instead of building his £300,000 by the "Destiny" waltz in the earlier sequences
studios (tut-tut, must we handle all this and later by the introduction of a George V.
small change?) in Elstree, he has now decided to penny which will go from hand to hand.
For instance, a young couple are sheltering in an
build them in Denham, which is just off the Oxford
Underground during an air raid— a Tommy and
road after you've struggled through Uxbridge.
It's in Buckinghamshire, and about fifteen his missus — ^with their baby. To amuse the child,
miles from London; anyway, this is on my beat daddy gives it the penny to play with. The
from Beaconsfield, which is about nine miles Tommy, by the way, is played by Billy Watts,
further out, so it might be worse. For instance, who only die other day was playing a Tommy in
he might have decided to build at Prestatyn or the reign of Queen Anne in Me and Marlborough.
His young wife is played by Judy Kelly — ^who
Mablethorpe. If there wasn't no clouds, there Are
Looking
Up. advantage, I tiionght, in Things
to great
wouldn't beto noPerkin
silver Warbeck.
linings, as Cardinal Wolsey appeared
remarked
Then
in
anotiier
part of the film John Mills, as
Meanwhile, Korda is going ahead in his tema recruit embarking at Dover in 1914, is given a
porary
lodgings
at
Worton
Hall,
Isleworth—
^the
studios that Dumb Pan Keaton failed to find penny (the same permy) as a keepsake by his girl,
when he was supposed to be working there. He Jane Baxter. But that doesn't save him. . . .
I'm but
told.starved to death about two blocks away,
all
London Films are already carrying on with the A Magnificent Moment
H. G. Wells opus Whither Mankind! and now I Personally,
reconstruction
I thinkofinactual
a film historical
of this kindincidents
it's the
hear they are plunging into the Queen Elizabeth that we are likely to find most interesting. Fat
film there too; and, following my recent remarks instance, one of the most inspiring events in
in these columns about change of title, you may British history is repeating itself down on the
be interested to hear that it is now to be called
P. lot — ^the moment when Capt. Oates, of the
neither Queen Elizabeth nor Elizabeth of England, B.I.
Scott Antarctic Expedition, walked out into the
but GUrriana.
snow to die in order to give his companions a
sporting chance of survival, thus proving beyond
a possibility of contrjidiction the truth of the
This Not
should " beMargot
a dangerous
Why
" rival to Pollyanna,
which I hear is about to be filmed somewhere words " Peace hath her victories, no less renowned
or other.
Austin Trevor plays Oates ; Frank Vosper
Flora Robson is still to play Queen Elizabeth. will be Scott.
war."film turns out as good as I think it's
Don'tdark,
ask me
why. Bess
For one
Flora
tall than
If this
and
whereas
was thing.
shortish
andis fair,
going to be, everyone in Great Britain and her
which may be one reason; and you can think of colonies and Dominions will want to see it — and
the rest of the world too.
the other reaisons for yourselves.
Naturally, a good deal of it will be concerned
It's all your fault. You support the star system,
and you must put up with the consequences. with the War; after all, that was not merely the
What / should like to see, of course, would be biggest event of the reign, but the biggest (in
Anthony Asquith, who is directing the picture, point of sheer magnitude) in history; but there
persuading his lady mother to undertake the will be plenty of other events as well. The King's
title role. What a j»erfect Queen Elizabeth Margot, first Privy Council at Buckingham Palace, the
Countess of Oxford and Asquith, would make !
Coronation, the first Command Variety PerformBy theFilms,
way, Bob
whileFlaherty
we're on
ance in 191 1 (at which Pavlova danced the " Dying
London
was the
heldsubject
up for ofa the
film). we shall see Pearl Argyle doing that in
Swan";
while by his wife's illness before sailing for India
to direct Elephant Boy. They have now decided
The Suffragettes fighting for the Vote in prewar days . . . the kinema of 1911 . . . the
to incorporate chunks of Kipling in the story —
arrest
murderer Crippen by means of
the story of "Toomai of the Elephants" from the wireless of. .the
. the beginnings of Jazz . . . the
second
Jungle
Book.
I'm
glad
of
this.
Kipling
Black Bottom . . . the Charleston. . . .
knowrs India, and elephants, and stories.

We o'er
whose
hair is are
either
silvern
o'erouror heartgiven
altogether
liable
to have
strings tugged a bit by this picturisation of what
was happening when we were young and foolish
and life was our oyster. You who still have your
schoolgirl and schoolboy complexions will regard
it as a kind of a museum of antiquities . . . but
a fascinating one, or I miss my guess.
Wanna know the story of Johnson's Stores, now
being directed by Leslie Hiscott at Twickenham?
Yes?
It turns, as so many films do, on a case of
mistaken identity. (How is it / never get mistaken for Lloyd George or the Pope or anybody?
It's always happening to these film heroes.)
Anyway, two young men come to work in
Johnson's Stores; one is an ex-convict (played by
Jack Mel ford) and the other a nephew of the
proprietor (played by Sebastian Shaw). The
rascally manager (Garry Marsh) mistakes each
for the other, and spends all his time trying to
conceal from the wrong man the secret of his
depredations.
What happens? See it, see it.
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SMARTER

.

/ Guarantee
because

TO

END

SHINY

or

world's

Cutex

Weekiy

shades

manicure

are

by

perfected

authority

the

. . .

nose;

NINE LOVEIA
CLTEX

you don't pay
a penny

SII.4I)ES —
NATURAL
PINK PEARL
PEACH
• CORAL
CARDINAL
RUBY
ROSE
WHITE PEARL
COLOURLESS

VARY
WITH

GOWN!

SENSATIONAL
DISCOVERY
of a
KIND OF
NEW
FACE POWDER
Now woman's eternal problem of ugly
shiny nose and greasy-looking skin has
been solved by science. After years of research, French chemists have discovered
an amazing new ingredient called
'Double Mousse'. This is blended with
the finest 7 times silk-sifted powder by
the new Tokalon process. That is why
you can apply New Poudre Tokalon once
in the morning and be free from shiny
nose all day long, whatever you are
doing. It is the one powder that gives a
'matt finish' complexion that neither
wind, rain nor perspiration can spoil.
See for yourself to-day the fascinating,
girlish beauty the New Poudre Tokalon
can give you. It is guaranteed to end
ugly skin-shine, or your money refunded.
6d. and 1/- a box.

rOMEN have been asking, " Why are the lovely Cutex shades so
right ' " ? The explanation is that all Cutex shades are developed and perfected by the World's Manicure Authority.
Cutex Liquid Polish is in a wide colour range, so it is easy to choose
the correct shade for each costume. You'll enjoy working out your own
individual colour combinations. And, of course, this is the whole point of
nail tinting — to vary your nail tint with your gown.
Never once will you find Cutex Liquid Polish streaking or fading, like
ordinary poUshes. It goes on more smoothly and easily, and gives you a
lovely, lasting lustre. Always insist on Cutex.
For the perfect manicure : Cutex Cuticle
Remover. Your favourite shades of Cutex
SEND K)R THIS. I enclose 6d. for the
Liquid Polish — Cutex Oily Polish Remover.
new Cutex Manicure Set, which includes Liquid
Cutex
Pencil.
Polish in the tint I have underlined, also Oily
Lastly, a Cutex Nail White
Polish Remover.
preparations are obtainable at chemists,
stores and hairdressers
Natural — Rose — Coral — Cardinal
Dept.
GB4. Northam
211 Blackfriars
Road,Warren
London,Ltd.,S.E.l.
NAME
THE
LONG- LASTING
CUTEX
ADDRESS
MADE IN GMAT BRITAIN
UQUID POLISH

THE SUPREME EYELASH
GROWER AND
BEAUTIFIER

Much

Price
per tube from Boots
etc.. Colourless,N
harmless,
pure.
Osample E
SendN. this
advt.
with
I/P.O.
for
tube
A. Hindon, Eaton House, Newmarket. to
Make your own clothes with the aid of
Pitman's well-known Book
HOME
DRESSMAKING
ACNES M. MIALL. Ensures perfect cut, style and finish.
Solves all your problems, and enables you to wear pretty
clothes always. 5/- net from a bookseller,or 5/6 postfree from
PITMAN. Parker St., Kingsway. London. W.C.2

THE

PERFECT

THEM
YOUR

SETTING

No more laddered stockings !
A 6d. packet of PRUFOSE will make
twelve pairs of stockings absolutely ladderproof. Prufose is easy to use and invisible
on the stockings. Try it for your silk
underwear, too. Send 6d. direct to Prufose
Ltd. (Dept. P.), Carlton House, lid Lower
Regent Streeet, London, S.W.I
Gu£ir£intee if you ate not satisfied with the
results of using Prufose return
the envelope (with the remainder) to us and we
will refund your money.

MEDIUM

FOR

YOUR

LOVELY

better- lasts longer-

KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
OfdllChemistt

^

\s^;^-uiiquestionably!
/or HOARSEN
ESS
Ingredients of Vick brand
Vapour-Rub in the form^
of a sweet.

WAVES

AND

CURLS

1

^OAVKMyCCtOytA
f J
iS "H
* f""" f^"''''^"'^^"'^ Clieniisis tveri/tvhere m
§
VAWx»Avs THIRTY-THREE SETTINGS IN EVERY/ZJ^TUBE - * TWO KINDS: 'LUSTRSETV CREASY HAIR + lUSTRSET HIGH ClOSS'/or DRY HAIR ..^vMi^*,.^
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Weekly
What

Do

You Think?

Letters from our Readers

Improper
Unfair

THERE'S no safer shampoo for "younjj
heads" than AVA - the leading
Soapless Shampoo which leaves no
sticky film, and ends the need for a
special rinse. Every 4d. packet is a complete hair treatment for any child. And
what's
for youngsters is sure to be
safe forsafe
Mothers.

AVA

Soapless
SHAMPOO

Beauty ahead' for
every woman !
Write to Dept. A.C. AVA Ltd.. f Park HUl, Londan, S.W.4, far the
Bookirt "NEW LIGHT ON THE SHAMPOO QUESTION."

After

2 Years'
Baldness
NOW THIS
NEW THICK
GROWTH
" For two years I was bald
all over the top of my head.
I tried different preparations,
but they mained
didbaldnountil
good.I Iused
reKotalko. New hair came
almost immediately, and kept
on growing. In a short time I
had a splendid head of hair,
which has been perfect ever
^^^^
since." H. A. Wild.
Are YOU Losing Hair?
Thousands of men and women have re -grown fine new
heads of hair by using Kotalko. It re-grows the hair because
it frees the scalp from hair-stifling scurf and poisonous and
malodorous grease, softening the hardening scalp, and restoring
its
reviving new and vigorous life
and healthful
growth incirculation,
the sleeping and
hair-roots.
KOTALKO
[TRUE HAIR GROWER j
Kotalko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors, and all
Chemists and Stores. Per box, bf- and Viin. Kotalko Soap, 1 Its.
TEST BOX COUPON
To JOHN HARr BRITTAIN. LTD..
9 PorcT Street (INAP) Lon4oa. W.1
riaue md me, poM paid, Tentliw Package of KOTALKO aad
KOTAUCO SOAP, vlth dmcUonii, for whkh I eiK-loM thteeprnc* )■
y—H...

both

Film
to Fans

AS a provincial "fan" and lover of
fair play to the stars, wish to protest
against the billing of so many films,
u In many cases the stars are not given
due credit on the posters.
The other day, to my astonishment, I saw
Many Happy Returns billed as featuring Guy
Lombardo and ttis Royal Canadians — no
mention whatever of Bums and Allen — the
real stars of the film.
There is another and more serious aspect
of the billing problem. Inferior films
are often advertised
as having
all-star
casts.
The last
one
I saw of this kind
had several players
in it that I had never
seen or heard of
before.
By no stretch of
the imagination could
they be called stars.
If the manager is too
ashamed of a film to
bill it properly it is
evident that the film
should never have
Gracie Allen
been booked. — A.
Race, 46 Southey Crescent, Sheffield, 5.
winner of this week's guinea prize.
Britain's Best-Dressed Stars
There has been quite a lot in Picturegoer
recently about "the best-dressed woman in
Hollywood"
controversy. But what about oar
British actresses?
In the past, it is true, they were very dowdy;
but to-day, surely they are much better dressed.
It would be interesting to find the " best -dressed
woman" on the British screen. Personally, I ptrt
my money on the following six actresses, who are
always
well dressed
1. Benita
Hume. :—
2. Merle Oberon.
3. Frances Day.
4. Madeleine Carroll.
5. Jessie Matthews.
6. Enid Stamp- Taylor.
What do other readers think ?— L. Scrimshier ,
9 George Street, Hertford, Herts., winner of the
half-guinea prize.
Are the Critics Wrong ?
I have just returned from seeing the two pictures
awarded the most asterisks by Picturegoer
in a double bill at a London kinema this afternoon.
Crime Without Passion (four) AnATheCountof Monte
Crista (three). People left the theatre during the
showing of the former and loudly cheered the latter.
The critics' great picture of the year. The Thin
Man, was given four asterisks. The only conclusion Ican give was three for the amount of
drinking and one for the acting. I believe the
producers of The Thin Man and Crime Without
Passion are the same.
The question arises — should we go by the judgment of the critics?—/?. Cleore. 35 York Street, W.l.
A Champion Fan
Ihave over 400 copies of Picturegoer, all
bound in twenty seperate volumes. I have
also about 800 photographs of different film stars,
including one autographed by Joan Crawford; and
I can tell at a glance the name of any film star,
his or her latest picture, and g^ve a short autobiography of his or her life. — T. A . Strain,
9 Dromore Road, Omagh, Co. Tyrone, Ireland.
The Wishing Post
ThingsMaeI'd West
like toplussee,Gable
but perhaps
neverpicture.
shall :
in her next
Jean Harlow plus more clothing.

Billing
and

Stars

Joan Crawford minus mouth, month, and more
mouth.
Paul Lukas minus foreign accent.
John Barrymore minus the eyebrow quirking
Constance Bennett minus that "kneel before
Miss
I. Scott,
43 Robert Street, Plumstead, SJE.18.
me, slave"
look.
In Defence of Shirley
Wm. mountain
Taylor out
seems
me to be making a
of a to
molehill.
Can he cite one instance of little Shirley Temple
being a "bad example?" How many adults does
he toow of personally, who have been bored?
And what proof has he that " Little Miss
Marker" is being, or will be, pampered?
Myself, I think that this child is a new and
refreshing personality, one who has been welcomed
and who is loved by children and adults alike.
It is a change to see small boys and girls, who jig
up and down with glee at the spectacle of men
being mown down with machine-guns (see any
war-film), who eagerly ask the first-comers: "Is
it a gangster? " now botmce with delight when she
apj)ears, and who whisper excitedly : "Go, Shirley
Temple ! Shirley Temple ! " when the magic name
appears.
— Temple Bells, 47 Cwmcelyn Road, Blaina,
Mon.
•
•
•
How on earth Mr. Thinker managed to award
Wm. Taylor's Shirley Temple letter first
prize sure puzzles me. All I can say, he must
have been madly in love at the time.
He terms SUrley Temple as an impertinant
little brat. I will admit she has a kind of cheeky
smile, but that only makes her the more lovable.
As a Temple fan, I feel just like going up to the
screen and hugging her to death.
He says Shirley
was "doped"
with slang
wisecracks;
mind you,
an intelligent
child and
like
her
being
"doped."
As
for
her
future,
I
think
her parents will see to that. If I am wrong, yon
might add this to the letter : Joan Blondell and
Glenda Farrell go about Hollywood littering
wisecracks and chewing gum; Edna May Oliver
goes about sniffing her celebrated nose; Mae West
goes about swaying her "precious hips"; Jimmy
Cagney makes a punching-bag out of any person
he comes across; and, last but not least, Zasn
Pitts goes around waving her well-known " nervous
hands." — Miss Sadie Mitford, 78 Evistones Gardens, St. Anthony's,
Newcasile-on-Tyne.
(/ have
been inundated
wUh letters in defence of
Shirley. These will have th suffice for this tpeeh.)
Bouquet Department
Tworecent
of theweeks
finest were
performances
given byI have
Bette seen
Davisin
and Maureen O'Sullivan.
Bette Davis has never really had a picture
suited to her talents.
In Of Human Bondage she has the first picture
that is worthy of her efforts, and she gives an
outstanding performance.
Maureen O'Sullivan's performance in The
Barretts of Wimpole Strut nearly overshadowed
the
superb 22acting
qualities
the other players.R. Olsen,
Bentinck
Street,ofBirkenhead,
Ches. —
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£i IS. and IDS. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interesting, and 5s. for every
other lener published each
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
paper
and should
exceed only
150 words.
Address notto
"Thinker,"
The "Picturegoer^
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2 (
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THAT
EXPENSIVE
WAVE
Is it worth a penny to save it ?

PERFECT

* DANDERINE ' iastires yoor liair for a
penny a day.
When yaa pay good money for a wave
* Dandcrinc ' will help you to retain it. Unlike
stidcy dressings and oily tonics, it is delightful to
use. Its delicate fragrance is api^ealing and it
creates a marvellous cSect of freshness and
deanliness !
When you've had your hair shampooed, a little
* Danderine ' will keep it from getting out of place.
Use • Danderine ' every time you comb your
hair — to be sure of your hair all day long ! To have
the satisfaction of blowing that it is not only clean,
but that it really looks clean. To know it will stay
as you arranged it. And to know no dandruff
will appear.
all thethiscare
to means
your hair,
it's a
pityWith
to omit
lastyou
tou^givethat
so much.
It s no trouble ! Yet you can hardly believe anything so mild and pleasant as ' Danderine ' could
bring such a change in the condition and appearance
of your hair and scalp. Just try it.
You can buy ' Danderine ' at all Chemists and
Stores, 1/3, 2/6 and 4/6.

fiiiiHw
THE HAIR
'
DanFOR
deri
ne
THERE

REED

DIFFiCRLT

BE RO
DAYS

MORE

FOR YOU

Doo't the
refasedatethatroincidrs
inritationwith
or miss
specialyouevent
because
a timethatwhen
air
usually
"
off-colour."
If
you
wiH
follow
this during
simple
advice you need not lose your fitness and sparkle
these trying periods. A dose of Cepbos taken at the
mmmrncement and during these occasiaas win cause
them to kse their iU-e&ect. Cepbos banishes the pain,
soothes the nerves, and compensates for the loss of energy
which inevitably occurs. We have received letters from
women all over the oouotry who used periodicaUy to be
■tuMtate with pain betuc tfaey tried Cephas.
The anginal ptesukition c€ an eminent Harley Street
ptafBdaa. it is perfectqr free ban an harmful drugs, it is
sae and certain and diet not affect the heart and can
be taken by the most rtrtiratr pcrsoos with conitdeace.
Bcinc a well-known remedy for Headache, Neur^gia,
etc, Cri)hns can be purchased without the embai iassment
usually associated with old-fashioned remedies.
Get Cephas from Boots, Timothy WhiUs,
Taytors atid all Chemists in Powders or
Tmblets,
a. each. 1/3 and 3/-. SinOt Powders at

to Lady Supervisoc,
K Ltd. sample
C^KCephas
iBCC
(Dept lOP.W.), BlacUma.

COLO

CBEAM

D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream.used regularly,
gives that delicate soft bloom of youth to
your skin. Clean the pores with it
thoroughly each night, and your skin is
rejuvenated while you sleep.
Does your present cold cream do this for
you ? If it does, don't change. If it
doesn't, change to D. & R. — and, after
that, you'll never change !
£>. «^ R. Beauty Crtams in tttbes, (>d. and i/-, jars
at T I^{/. and 2/6. Skin /orn'c 2/6d.
SAMM.E OFFER
Send I id. in stamps with your name and address
to Stemco Ltd., (Dcpt.AI3) 128 Albert Street,
Camden Town, N.W.i, for sample D. & R.
Beaut}' Creams.

idiuUmniedbif

New loveliness for your hair is bom
in the foaming lather of Macdonald
Shan^xx) — ^a beauty all the more wonthere. derful since you never dreamt it was
For years,"tired tone" (loss of texture)
has robbed every precious strand of its
right to beauty. Let Macdonald Shampoo bring a gleaming vitaUty to your
hair, with the promise that your next
Permanent Wave will last much longer
— because Macdonald does what no
other Shampoo can do, IT POSITIVELY INCREASES THE CURLING
POWER OF THE HAIR.

MACDONALD
CflEATOBS Of THE WO"l.D i FiNCST STSTtM OF PERMANENT WAVING
THE F/RSr PERFECT AND COMPLETE SHAMPOO
Macdonald Shampoo with its new constituents
discovered by brilliant Macdonald Chemists,
cleanses perfectly and gives a glorious silky sheen
to your hair. Get a packet to-day from your
chemist or hairdresser .... id. No special
rinse is required except clear warm water.

12 YEARS'
PAIN
WITH

TERRIBLE
GASTRITIS

What must a man think who, after 12 years of
terrible gastric pain and after trying everything else,
takes a I 3 bottle as a " trial " only to find it cures
him completely 1 Just read this quite unsoUcited
letter from Mr. G. Windebank, of Titchfield, Hants.
" During the past twelve years 1 have sufiered very
badly from Gastritis, sometimes having to nearly
starve myself for as much as a month at a time, ouly
to start suSeiing again as soon as I started work.
After trj'ing nearly all the remedies shown in shop
windows, a chemist advised a bottle of Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder, 1/3 sire as a tiiaL I feel it my duty
to let you know that it was not only a trial but a cure.
I can eat more for one meal now than I could eat in
any week during the past twelve years and do a hard
day's work as welL I shall never fail to recommend
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder to anyone who suffer
withGetgastric
trouble
as I know
terrible an
paininferior
it is."
a bottle
to-dav,
but dowhat
not a accept
substitute to save a few pence. Be sure to ask your
chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
MACLEAN."
the signature
Powder
It
is not with
soW kKJse,
but only "inALEX
1/3, 2/-C and
5/- bottles
in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.
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Trust

your

Lips

to —

The Lipstick recommended
by Jimmy Barker, the makeup expert of LONDON
FILM PRODUCTIONS

Ltd.'

Merle Oberon is using
L'ORLE and so are the
other artistes in the famous film "The Scarlet
Pimpernel. ' '

The duo-lasting
lipstick
Lips of healthy youth — lips
that have been rejuvenated
by the soothing qualities of
L'ORLE — are possible for
all women.
L'ORLE is a better lipstick
— better in its new transparent, lasting colours —
better in texture — better because it acts as a balm to the
most sensitive lips, while it
adds to their charm.
Then trust your lips to
L'ORLE as all these stars are
doing.
L'ORLE SHADES
1. Delusive
2. Marigold
3. Flamme
4. Scarlet Pimpernel
5. Cerise
6. Carmen
7. Cinema (Photo red)

Price

THE OUO-LASTII^G
• LIPSTICK
•
tORLE-

Obtainable at all Stores, Chemists,
Hairdressers, etc.
2/6 5/A. & v., Ltd., 1-33 Corporation Row, London, E.C.I

All the latest effects in Crochet are shown photographically
in "Crochet To-O&y." With this new instructive leaflet
you will find it easy to make the smartest collars and cuffs,
gloves and handbags. Send for your copy now !
post
free from Dept. R.A.I9, J. & P. Coats. Ltd.. Paisley. Scotland.
•

IT'S ALWAYS
BEAUTIFUL WORKED

COATS
In white
and
30 color
inspirations.

MORE
IN. . .

R-

RCi

LOVELY
HAIR— 3 Preparations FREE!
If your hair is dull, thin, lifeless, or falling out, test the marvellous "Harlene-Hair-Drill"
FREE. Send coupon for samples of any three of the preparations described below.
1. "HARLEME" HAIR GROWER AND
TONIC. Supreme in restoring growtli
SAMPLE COUPON
and health to hair. 1/1^,2/9, and 4/9.
On receipt of this Coupon and
2. "with
CREMEX
" SHAMPOO,Rinse.
complete
Free Burnishing
1/6
fourpence in stamps to cover
box of 7. Single sachets, 3d. each.
the cost of f>ostage and packing
3. hair
" UZON
" BRILLIANTINE.
a set of any 3 ' Harlene-Hairin position.
Solid or Liquid,Keeps
i/ij
Drill'
samples will
and bea Manual
of
Instructions
sent to
and 2/9 per bottle, or 1/3 per tin.
any address in the United
4. "HARLENE" WAVE-SETTING
Kingdom. State which numbers
LOTION.
hairwaving
bills.Saves
7id. and£££'s
1/3 peron bottle.
are required. Attach coupon to
a plain sheet of paper bearing
5. "HARLENE" CAMOMILE
GOLDEN HAIR WASH. Imparts
your name and address.
a glorious gold sheen to blonde hair.
EDWARDS
HARLENE.LTD.
5,'' P*'"' bottle.
1/3, il',
6. "AST0L" HAIR COLOUR
(H.918), London,
20,Lainb'sW.C.
Conduit St.,
RESTORER. For grey, discoloured,
stamp
your
envelope
with
and faded hair. A real colour-restorTkiM uger doet nol mpptw to Iritk Frtestamp.
Simit
ative. 1/9, 3/-, and 5/- per bottle.

George

Do

It

i

" George " and " Atme " are your inquiry departments. The
former will he happy to answer any query regarding films, the latter
anything cormected with household or beauty hints. Write to
them both do The Picturegoer Weekly. When a reply by
post is desired, a stamped-addressed envelope must be enclosed.
Marines,
(2) .-Xnita
Schoolgirl
Admirer
(London)
— (1) on
Louise,
b. 1916,Ready
New for
York;Love.
fair hair;
blue
Release
dates : Queen
Christina,
September
eyes;
pictures
include:
The
Music
Master,
3, 1934; / Am Suzanne, May 28, 1934;
The Life of Franz Schubert. Wonder of
Man's Castle, August 20, 1934. (2) Casts.
Women, Square Shoulders, The Marriage
Queen Christina — Greta Garbo; Antonio —
Playground,
What a Man, The Gay Nineties,
John
Gilbert;
Magnus
—
Ian
Keith;
OxenJust
Like Heaven, Third Alarm, Great
stiema — Lewis Stone; Ebba — Elizabeth Meadotv,
Millie
J^yWomon Between, EveryYoung; Aage — C. Aubrey Smith; Charles
thing's Rosie, Heaven
on Earth,
Pack Up
■— Reginald Owen; French Ambassador —
Your
Troublfs,
The
Phantom
of Crestwood,
Georges
Renavent;
Archbishop
—
David
Our
Betters^
Cross
Streets,
Madame
du
Torrence; General — Gustav Von Seyffertitz; Most Precious Thing in Life, I Give My Barry,
Love,
Innkeeper — Ferdinand Munier; Christina as
Priest,
The
Firebird,
Bachelor of HearU.
a child — Cora Sue Collins. / Am Suzanne Judge
Address,
c/o
Fox
Studios.
— Suzanne — Lilian Harvey; Tony — Gene
A Very Regular Reader (Derby). — (1)
Raymond; Baron — Leslie Banks; Mama- —
Georgia Caine; Fifi — Geneva Mitchell; Dr. Jean Parker, b. .\ugust 11, 1915, Deer
Lor;;nzo — Halliwell Hobbes; Luigi — Murray
Lodge, Montana; real rume Mae Green;
dark brown hair; blue-green eyes; 5 ft. 3 in.;
Kinnell;
Manager
— EdwardTracy;
Keane. Trina
Man's—
Castle
— Bill
— Spencer
hobbies — hockey, swimming. Discovered by
Irving Thalberg when she appeared in a
i^retta Young; Fay La Lue — Glenda
news reel shot of a college parade. Films:
Farrell; Ira— Walter Connolly; Bragg- —
.\rthur Hohl; Flossie — Marjorie Rambeau;
Divorce in the Family, What Price Iimocencet
Rasputin the Mad Monk, Storm at Daybreak,
Crippled Boy — Dickie Moore. (3) Addresses
Cicely Courtneidge, c,o Gaumont-British
Lady for a Day, Secret of Madame Blanche,
.•^tudios. Ida Lupine, c'o ParamountThe Girl
I Made, Shall
Little The
Women.
You Can't
Publix Studios.
Studios. Ginger Rogers, c'o RKOBuy
Everything,
Children
Pay?
Radib
Have a Heart, Sequoia. Address, c/o MetroStudios. (2) Margaret
Pir.KY (Stamford).— (1) Casts : Lone Goldwyn-Mayer
Lindsay, b. Dubuque, Iowa; real name
Cowboy — Sfooter O'Neal- — Jackie Cooper;
Margaret Kies; address, c/o Warner Bros.
Eleanor Jones — Lila Lee; Dobe Jones —
-Studios. Pictures include Cavalcade, Private
.Addison Richards; Bill O'Neal — John Wray;
Detective 62, Paddy the Next Best Thing,
Jim Weston — Gavin Gordon; J. J. Baxter —
Capturtd, From Headquarters, House on
Barton McLane; Mr. Curran — J.M.Kerrigan;
5bth Street, The World Changes, Voltaire.
Buck- — William Le Maire; The Doctor —
George Pearce; The Marshall^ — Chas. B. Merry
Wives ofCase,
Reno,
Dragon Murder
DevilFogDogsOver
of the'Frisco,
Air.
Middleton. Red Wagon — Joe — Charles
Bickford; Starlina and Sheba — Raquel
(Bolton).Jones
— (1)— Adolphe
Casts : Girl Menjou;
in Pawn
Torres; Zara — Greta Nissen; Davy Heron
— Chere
Sorrowful
— Don Alvarado; Toby — Anthony Bushell; Bagles Carson — Dorothy Dell; Big Steve —
Schultz^ — Paul Graetz; Petal — Amy Veness; Charles Bickford; Little Miss Marker —
Young Joe — Jimmy Hanley ; McGinry —
ShirleyToeTemple;
RegretHymer;
— LynneBennie,
Overman;
Frank Pettingell; Mr. Cronk — Alexander
— Warren
the
Fields; Cranley — Francis L. Sullivan; Ella Sore
Gouge — Sam Hardy; Canvas Back — John
— Stella Bonheur; Mrs. Cronk — Sybil Grove;
Kelly;
Doc.
Chesley
—
-Frank
McGlynn,
sen.;
Cowboy Charlie — Percy Parsons; Plato —
Sun Rise — Jack Sheehan; Dr. Ingalls —
.Arthur Goullet; Lamentina — Nancy Brown;
Frank Conroy; Bugs — Tammany Young.
Blewett — Aubrey Mather; Mrs. Cook —
The Way to Love : Francois — Maurice
Helen Ferrers; 'V)licitor — Hay Petrie; Chevalier;
Madeleine — Ann Dvorak; Bibi
Milligan — Charlc Farrell ; Eddie — Torin — Edward Everett
Horton; Susan — Minna
Thatcher.
(2)
Release
dates
—
Wagon
Wheels
Gombell;
Joe — .\rthur
Pierson; Annette
—
March 18. 1935; Alice in Wonderland,
Nydia
Westman.
(2)
Maurice
Chevalier
December 24, 1934; The Little Colonel and
The Lady Noggs not fixed at the time of
going
to press.
(3) Mickey
American
child screen
star. Rooney is an
Studio Addresses
ScHOOLCniL Sheila. — (1) Jan Kiepura.
born 1902, Sosnowiec, Poland; grey eyes;
Studios
Associated ItRirisii
Sound Film
Ind. Wemblry i•
brown hair; pictures include : Tell Me
Park. Middlesex.
\
To-night, My Song for You, My Heart is
Associated Picture Studios, Ealing !
Calling.
Address,
c/o
Paramount-Publix
;
Green,
London,
W.5.
|
Studios. (2) Ramon Novarro, bom February
British and Dominion Imperial Studios, !
8, 1899, Durango, Mexico; real name Ramon
Gil .Sameniegos; black hair, brown eyes;
; Boreham
Elstree,Studios,
Herts.
BritUh Wood,
International
Boreham ;i
5 ft. 8 in.; unm'»rried. .Address c'o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios; recent pictures
; Wood,
Heru.
include : lumghing Boy, The Night is Young,
BritishKbtree,
Instructional
Studios, Welmyn S•
; Gardt-n
City,
Herts.
Ijri'e
While
You
May.
(3)
Janet
Gaynor's
British
Lion
Film
Corporation
Ltd., !;
latest
Baxter.film — One More Spring, with Warner
' British Lion Studios, Beaconsiield, !
I Bucks.
Fox Film
Studio, Rodean Garden*, j:I
The Trio (Eyemouth). — Cast — Confention
• Wembley
Park.
City — Nancy I^rraine — Joan Blondell; Kent
— Adolphe Menjou ; Jerrj'Ford — Dick Poweil;
(Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,,
Arlene Dale — Mary Astor; George F.llerbe
! Islington, London, N.
i
— Guy Kibbee; Will Goodwin — Frank
; (laumont British Studios, Lime Grove, |
McHugh; Claire Honeywell — Patricia Ellis;
; Shepherd's
lx>ndon, Hurst
W.12.
Mrs. F.llerbe — Ruth Donnelly; Hotstetter —
SlettlefoldBush,Studios,
Gtovc, j;
Hugh Herbert; Orchard — Hobart Cavanaugh
; Walton-on-'l'bames, Middlesex. i
J. B. Honeywell— Grant Mitchell; Phil
lx>ndon l ilm Co.. 22, Grosveiior I
Lorraine — Gordon Westcott; Travis —
i Street. I.ondon, S.W.I.
|
Johnny Arthur; Bootlegger — Huey White.
.Sound
City Studio, Littleton P i.!:, j
CiTRious
Nell
(Kingston)
—
Grace
Moore
sang herself in One Night of Love. She is ; Shepperton, Middlesex. ;
an American operatic star so there should
TwickenhamMid<!lesex.
.Studios, St. Margaret's, \
be absolutely no doubt about the authenticity
! Twickenham,
of her extremely beautiful voice.
American Studios
Schoolboy F.^x. — Release dates : Babes
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street, i
in Toy land, .Vpril 15, 1935; Henry Hall I Hollywood, California. |
Special, December 23, 1935; Old Curiosity
Educational Studios, Santa Monica I
Shop. The .Scarlet Pimpernel, Whither
• Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Mankind? Twenty Thousand Leagues Vruier
the Sra, Three Musketeers, Secret of the i First National Studios, Burbank,
Chateau,
Return
Frankenstein,
Murder at I California.
the
Red Bam,
Guy ofFafvkes,
Dai id Copperfield,
I', wood,
Fox California.
Studios, Movietone City, Westall not fixed at the time of going to press.
; Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
I would suggest
the week
" On the
Screens
Now " your
featurewatching
week by
for I Monica Boulevard, Hollywoo<l, Calithese.
•; fornia.
Meiio-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
Hazel —(Cambridge).
— (1) Cast : Forbidden
Territory
Alexei Leshkin---Gregory
Ratoff;
Paramount-Publix
Studios, Hollywood,
Sir Charles Farringdon — Ronald Squire;
I! City,
California.
California.
Valeria Petrovna^ — fiinnie Barnes; Mary
Louise — Tamara Dcsni; Michael Farringdon
I Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
. — Barry Mackay; Rex Farringdon— -.'\nthofiy I Hollywood, California.
1 Hal Roach Studios, Culver City.
Bushell; Jack Strnw — Anton Dolin; Fenya
— Marguerite .Mian ; Runov — Boris Ranevski.
(2) Anthony Bushell, b. May 19. 19(H; I1 California.
Mack Sennelt Studios. Studio City,
married
Zelma(4)O'Neal.
Tamara
Hollywood, California.
unmarried.
Write to(3)both
stars,is 21;
c/o :; North
Warner
Brothers Studio, Burbank,
Gaumont-British Studios.
Re<;iii.ar Reader (Cardiff). — (1) Ida ■ United Artistes Studios, 1041, North
Lupino, b. 1917; daughter of Stanley I Califonua.
I•Formosa
Avenue,
Hollywood,
('alifornia.
Universal
Studios,
Urtiveraal
City,
Lupino; 5c,o
ft. 7Paramount
in.; fair Publix
hair; blue.Studios.
eyes;
address,
i CaliComia.
Recent pictures : Search for Beauty, Come
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Her

first— and

I've got that ,
fMOTHERJOB IN LONDON
DARLING
WISH
YOU -I
THE
VERY BEST OF
LUCK

last

Weekly

job

I LIKE LONDON -BUT THIS
STUFFY OFFICE IS ALREADY
SPOILING MY COMPLEXION
YOU SHOULD USE
v?'^^) SPECIALLY
THE FACE/
MADE
FOR
KNIGHT'S
CASTILE
-IT'S

1
Bernard Tussaud at work on a model of Katharine
Hepburn as " Babbie " in " The Little Minister,"
her latest film,
inclusion
Tussaud's
exhibition.
The for
finished
model inwillMadame
be dressed
in the
actual gypsy frock which Hepburn wore in the film.
b. September 12, 1894; Menilmontant,
Man, Double Harness, Kennel Murder Case,
PrivaU Detective 62, Fashion Follies of 1934,
France.
solved. Marriage to Yvonne Vallee dis- The Thin, Man, Manhattan Melodrama, The
Key, Evelyn
Prentice,
Reckless. but
He theis
R. the
G. River,
(Norwich).
Release
to make
the following,
Over
April— 1,(1)1935;
The dates
Dover : scheduled
may be changed before completion :
Road, March 11, 1935. (2) A centre spread titles
Versus Secretary, Casitu) Murder Case,
of Men Must Fight appeared in the August S, Wife
Great Ziegfield, Blonde Countess, Star
1933 issue of this magazine. (3) Your local ofTheMidnight,
Merrily We Roll Along. (2)
kinemas cannot have booked Berkeley Square.
Evelyn Prentice generally released on March
E. B. B. (West Ealing).— (1) Cast : Alice 25, 1935. (3) Some stars charge for photographs, but not all. When writing to a
in Wonderland — Alice — Charlotte Heny;
enclose an International Money Order
Cheshire Cat — Richard Arlen; Fish — Roscoe star,
cover the amount of return postage for
Ates; Gryphon — William Austin; WTiite to
Ask the star how much they charge
Knight — White
Gary Cooper;
GilbertFazenda;
— ^Leon aforletter.
a signed photograph and if they will let
Errol;
Queen Uncle"
— Louise
you
know
whole amount in American
Humpty-Dumpty — ^W. C. Fields; King of money you the
will have to send them for the
Hearts — Alec B. Francis; Rabbit- — Skeets
photograph
and
postage. You can obtain
Gallagher; Mock Turtle — Cary Grant; Cook
an International
Money Order from your
— Lillian Harmer; Mouse — Raymond
local
Post
Office.
Hatton; March Hare — Charlie Rugg'es;
Duchess — Alison Skipworth; White King —
Sambo (Beckenham). — Release dates :
Ford SterUng; Frog — Sterling HoUoway;
Kentucky Minstrels, May 27, 1935; Sanders
Mad Hatter — Edward Everett Horton;
of
the River not fixed at the time of going to
Tweedledum — ^Jack Oakie; Tweedledee —
Roscoe Kams; The Joker — Baby LeRoy;
press.
Sheep — Mae Marsh; Dodo Bird — PoUy
N. J. R. (Harrow). — Cast : The Bowery—
Chuck Connors — ^Wallace Beery; Steve
Moran; Red Queen— Edna May Oliver;
Queen of Hearts — May Robson ; Doormouse
Brodie — George Raft ; Swipes^ — Jackie
Lucy Calhoun- — Fay Wray; Trixie
— ^Jackie Searle; Leg of Mutton — Jack -Cooper;
— Pert Kelton; John L. Sullivan — George
LufTy; Miss Simpson^ — Ethel Griffies; Plum
Walsh;
Mr.
Rummel — Oscar Apfel; Jumbo
Pudding
—
George
Ovey.
(2)
Leslie
Howard
is 5 ft. 11 in.
— Ferdinand Munier; Mr. Herman — Herman
Bing;
Slick
— Harold Huber; Googy —
A. B. C. Admrer (London, N.W.6).— (1) Fletcher Norton;
Carrie Nation — Lillian
An art plate of Bing Crosby appeared in Harmer;
Tammany
Young — ^Tammany
September 16, 1933 issue obtainable from
"
The
Tart"
— Esther Muir; " The
the Publishing Dept., Odhams Press, Ltd., Young;
Kelly.
Mute
'
'
—
^John
Bleifer;
Lumpy
Hogan — ^John
Picturegoer. 8 Endell Street, London, W.C.2
price 3d. post free. You can get a photograph of Bing from the Picture Post Card
Film Crazy (Liverpool). — (1) Ginger
Salon, 85 Long Acre, W.C.2, price 3d. Rogers' films include : Young Man of
(2) Casts : She Loves Me Not : Paul Lawton
Manhattan, Honour Among Lovers, Suicide
Fleet, The Thiruenth Guest, The Tenderfoot,
— Bing Crosby; Curly Flagg — Miriam
Hopkins; Midge Mercer — Kittv Carlisle; 42nd Street, Embassy Girl, Shriek in the
Buzz Jones- — Edward Nugent; Dean Mercer Night, Imaginary Sweetheart, Don't Bet on
Love, Rafter Romance, Sitting Pretty, Gold
— Henry Stephenson; Mugg Schnitzel —
Diggers of 1933, Chance at Heaven, Flying
Warren Hymer; Gus McNeal — Lynne
Overman; Frances Arbuthnot — ^Judith Allen; Down to Rio, Upper World, Twenty Million
Sweethearts, Change of Heart, You Said a
J. Thorval Jones — George Barbier; Charles
Mouthful, The Gay Divorce, Romance of
M. Lawton — Henry Kolker; Mrs. Axbuthnot
Manhattan, Roberta, Top Hat.
— Madge Here
Turner
Bamett.
is MyGordon;
Heart : Baldy
J. Paul— Vince
Jones
Charlie
Chaplin
— Bing Crosby; Princess Alexandra — Kitty doesInquisitive
not use his(Elliot).-^l)
voice in films
on principle,
Carlisle; Nicki — Roland Young; Countess
as
he
thinks
it
would
spoil
the
personality
Rostova — Alison Skipworth ; Vova — Reginald
he has built up which has become beloved
Owen; James Smith — ^William Frawley;
over the world. (2) Anna Lee co-stars
Claire — Marian Mansfield; Suzette— Cecilia all
Jadf Hulbert in The Camels Are
Parker; Manager of Hotel — Akim TamiroflF, with
Coming.
(3) Claude and Jack Hulbert are
Waiter
—
-Arthur
Housman;
Higgins
—
Charles E. Amt.
brothers. '(4' inJohnThe Boles
"It Happened in
Monterey
Ktng sang
of Jazz.
D. M. G. (Berkshire).— (1) WillUm Powell
Fay
Wray
Fan
(Durham).
— (1) Fay Wray
b. July 29, 1892, Pittsburgh; 6 ft.; brown
appearing
in TheLa Clairvoyant
at G.B.
(2)
hair and eyes; married Carole Lombard
Write
to
Laura
Plante
and
Greta
Nissen
1931 (marriage dissolved); address, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios. Pictures include : c/o Picturegoer.
When Knighthood vias in Flower, The Bright
An Inquirer
(Nottingham).
Katherine
Hepburn,
c/o Radio— Write
Pictures.to
Shawl,
BeauLast
Geste,
Beau Sabreur,
Sheik, The
Command,
Feel My She's
Pulse,a Just finished The Little Minister.
The Drag Net, Interference, The Canary
E. A. H. — " The Man on the Flying
Murder Case, Four Feathers, Pointed Heels,
Paramount on Parade, Benson Murder Case, Trapeze
Scwidals. ' ' was sung in George White's
The Shadow of the Lata, Street of Chance,
Road to Singapore, For the Defence, Ladies
Brown Eyes. — Hugh Williams and Helen
Man, Gentlemen of the Streets, High Pressure, Twelvetrees co-starred in All Men Are
Enemies.
Jewel Robbery, One Way Passage, Lmoyer

THAT NEW GIRL IS
VERY SMART yes-itsa)
pleasure
to see her
ABOUT

MOTHER-THE OFFICE MANAGER
HAS ASKED ME TO MARRY HIM

IM NOT SURPRISED
YOU LOOK LOVELIER
THAN EVERANDI HOPE HE'S

It's the people who hve in
cities and spend their days in
stuffy offices whose complexions really need the help
give.

The

which Knight's Castile can
freely creaming lather of

Knight's Castile has the same effect on
the skin as the pure air of the country — it
revives and stimulates the vital beauty glands.
Without this the clear glow of true skin health
soon fades as the skin becomes " tired."
But Knight's Castile — costing only fourpence
a tablet — will guard your skin against town
air, and give you a lastingly lovely complexion.

TOI LET
Knight's

SOAP
Castile

JOHN KNIGHT LIMITED— SOAP MAKERS SINCE 1817
KC l59A-46e
33
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Margaret
Sullavan

Real Hand-coioured
Portrait
A photograph gives a chaiming likeness, a
screen portrait lends vivacity and character,
but a " postcard
Picturegoer"
ccioured
shows "Colourgraph"
the star as she handrtally
is : the colour of her hair, the colour of her
63^, complexion, and dress.
There is bonny Margaret Sullavan, for
example, in a frock of apple green — a delightful art colour study such as only "Colourgraphs" can give.
Get some of these "Colourgraph" masterpieces without
delay —coloured
real photographs,
glossy finish,
exquisitely
by hand.
Not byonlythemselves,
are "Picturegoer"
in a
class
but theypostcards
are actually
cheaper, provided you are a member of the
"Picttiregoer"
To join, all youPostcard
need doQub.
is to send an order
for
not
less
than
one
" Colourgraph"
other postcards, at thedozen
regular
price of 2s. 6d.or
dozen.
Liberal
discounts
on
all subsequent
orders.
5/- ALBUM
FREE
Oo Joining Uu Clvb
you ATC
prcMBted f*M
with
Alboma magnlflcent
to bold 3003/cards.
eorer *ndnsemblee iThe
^ukeijdii
tbc
ovml The
panelbandK«M
gtre* It
•■cUu."
p>«<*
***
»
backcroond
forperfect
joar
choiceJt
treaBores.
Choof*
" Colourgraph
" Postcards
from
this your
Ust—real
photographs,
glossy
/Irtish, hand coloured: 3d. each, 21b dor.
Available to members and non-members.
Complete list o] thase and other postcards
on request.
HaathcT iagti
Janet
Lilliio Oaynor
Harvey
Lew Ayree
John Banymon
Katharine Hepburn
laiabeth
Befgner
Dorothy
Hyson
Jolm Bolea
Qisaalandl
Evelyn Lay*
MaryBften
CSarl
Biinon
Myma
Loy
CUn Brook
Jeanette
HarDonald
Nancy Carroll
Jessie
Mathews
Tim McCoy
lUuri<-»
Cheralhr
Ruth Chatterton
Bot^ert
Montgomery
Ronald Colxoan
Anna Neagle
Kamon Novarro
Gary Cooper
Oladya
Cooper
MaureenPa«eO'SalUraB
Joan Crawtord
Anita
Marleoe
DIetiich
Ulnger Rogers
Sally
men
Margaret
SoUavan
Carl KonoDd
Norma Shearer
Sylvia Sidney
Shirley
Temple
Kay]
OaikMbia
Mae West
ttretaSarbo
Fay Wray.
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
TO PICTUBEOOBR " BALON,
96 Long Acre, Londun, W.C.9.
FImm enrol mc a* » member of ** The Ptctnpegocr
**
Podcikrd
Club,
&nd ofsenddl*coont*,
mc Hesnbcnhtp
Otrd andordern.
full particulAni
futote
I cncloM order
for not IcMetc.,Oaukob
ooe
"Colovgmiik^*
Poftcftrds,
floury
ftftisb,dozen
to] hand
ftd. iioMB.
FtMkM
include
witheoloured,
my order price
your 2k.nev
Frw
Ptatcsrd
AlbOD.
I
enrloae
*la.
txUm
to
eoit of povtAgc and yckiin oa wecy 0tt. corar

P.O. Ko.
AmemA
'Oiti— ■ tmdtn
tbovld
oovvr p*cklns andeocloMe
po«t«cc.3>. «xia i»
OroM P.O. /and Co./ ud nuke paymbU to
"THE PICTUBBGOER."
Jf.M^AprUemml*
frmt MUry
IrUk Arty
Frm Itel
MtM* hmv W
t9t^9d
t9 ym9 My
Pte. 16/4/35.
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IT

to

ANNE

CEJZE your pen without further delay, pass that
*^ puzzling point on to me.
I shall be delighted to
help you, but enclose a stamped addressed envelope if
you wish for a reply by post.
OCAL fat can be just as
much a nuisance as
general overweight. Per, feet proportions are rare,
and so many suffer from
just a few superfluous inches here
or there.
Fat legs and ankles are a great
blow to one's self-esteem, for they
cannot always be hidden under a
long skirt. Reducing them is not
easy, but it can be done with
great
and persistence
that ispatience
if the inches
are due —to
mere fleshiness and not to thickness of bone. In the latter case,
there is nothing to do but grin
and bear it, and, of course, wear
darkish stockings for camouflage.
The methods of reduction are
three. Massage with a reducing
cream ; the application of a reducing lotion; exercises. ^Vhether
one or all of them are employed,
the treatment must be persistent.
It is impossible to bring about a
reduction in a few days.
Choice of shoes is of great importance. Many ankles and legs are not
so much fat as strained and swollen
from the wrong type of footwear.
Extremely high heels nearly always
result in thick ankles. The foot is
forced into an unnatural position
and the flexibility of the ankle
reduced. Extremely low heels will
often have the same effect. Try to
secure the happy medium with a
heel of reasonable height, broad
enough in the base to support the
body and allow the ball of the foot to
rest comfortably on the ground. A
heel with too great a slope is also a
mistake, and places a great strain
on the ankle, which all the time is
trying to adjust the balance.
Weak ankles which turn over
easily are also subject to swelling.
In such cases the greatest care
.should be taken that the heels of
the shoes are repaired the moment
they show unevenness of wear.
Weak ankles gain much benefit
from nightly bathing with sea salt
and water. A cold compress placed
around the ankles while the feet are
placed on a cushion is both a relief
and a means of reducing. .Afterwards the ankles should be given a
friction with eau de Cologne.
When the better weather comes
there is nothing like barefoot e.xercise on the lawn for beautifying
them. Skipping is the simplest form.
If you do not like to do this with
absolutely bare feet, wear heel-less
slippers. But the action of sun and
air on the feet is necessary. Our feet
have far too little (rf both.
Reduction
When a reducing cream is being
used, it must be spread on the
flesh, then the ankle should be
grasped with both hands, thumbs
meeting over the instep. The
massage should be really searching,
the fingers kneading deeply.
Next, massage the calves, the
hands being drawn upwards towards
the knees, the thumbs lying side by

side on the shin. Again let the
fingers search the flesh, wringing
and kneading it.
A third movement begins as the
last one, with drawing the hands up
towards the knees, using considerable pressure. Then the hands
should be brought down again with
pressurementsrelaxed.
All theon moveshould be repeated
each
ankle alternately.
Weak Arches
Weak
tend to give
the
anklesarches
an unshapely
contour.
In such cases it is necessary to
correct the arch trouble. Treatment
of the ankles alone will not bring
about an improvement.
Properly fitted arch supports will
effect a great improvement as well as
relieve the feeling of foot strain that
comes from fallen arches. Shoes with
built-in supports are also useful. In
very bad cases professional massage
is undoubtedly the best course of
treatment. In lesser cases, home
masscige can be of considerable
benefit.
Spread the feet with cream or
talcum j)owder to facilitate the
passage of the hand, and with the
palm rub firmly from toe to heel.
Use a decided lifting movement. If
the thumb is placed over the instep
a better grip is obtained. Finishing
up with slapping the arches smartly
to tone up the muscles.
Pufy Ankles
Pufliness
the ankles
from
several ofcauses,
mostarises
of them
constitutional. Obviously, these
causes must be dealt with — and they
are subjects for a doctor and not a
beauty article.
But pufliness that comes from
over-tiredness and strain may be
relieved by bathing in water to
which some witch hazel has been
added. This has an astringent effect.
Where the puffiness is behind the
ankle a smart patting massage will
do good. Take one of those cheap
sho3 trees that are sold in the draper
shops. Pad the toe and allowing
the metal part a certain amount of
springiness, smartly tap the flesh.
Answers to Correspondents
Ragmlar Readtr (MarKata). — Massage
your legs with warm olive oil. Then soap
well and rub in the lather with a rubberbristled brush. Rinse, dry, and apply
honey and almond cream. Regular
treatment will soon improve the texture
of the skin.
Dftwa. — So sorry, your letter is far
too lengthy for reply here. Send a
stamped envelope for a postal reply,
repeating your querv.
reply.
Hargar«t (HaU) uai Damall (Sheffleld). — Please send an envelope for
f*ttJ
Have you
tried
Smart(Chorley
wear? Wood).
1 can— thoroughly
reoonunend their styles and materials.
You can open an account with them
and dr<>ss really well on ten shillings a
month. They Jo not ask for references.
Write to them at Smartwear, Ltd.,
263-271 Regent Street, lx>ndon, W.i.
Bithor (CardlS). — Here is the reeipe

Black velvet with a gold metal
stripe is used for this govm tvom
by Jane Baxter
" Enchanted
April."
Note thein tiny
detached
sleeves and velvet cape lined toith
gold cloth and fastened toith a
frog of gold braid. See and
read all about the screen's coming
fashions in our March 30 issue.
for camomile tea. It is. said to be very
good for clearing the complexion. Wash
one
heapedPlace
teaspoonful
of dried
camomile
flowers.
in a clean
teapot,
infuse
with a pint of t>oiling water. Allow to
"Stand for 3 minutes, pour off and
sweeten
to taste. Take before going to
bed.
Susieironies
(Kensington).
— Itmore
is onebeautiful
of life's
little
that the
your complexion the more susceptible it
is to the sharp winds of spring. Howgoing toandsupg'^st
a treatment
which everis, Iameffective
inexpensive.
Just
rub in a little Oatine cream every night
before you go to bed. This cream will
prove
protection
weather a and
can also against
be used the
as aworse
skin
food and cleansing cream. It reaches
those impurities deep down in the pores
of the skin which soap and water :annot
reach. Hy the way you can wxite for a
free sample of this cream or any other
of the Oatine products. .\ll you have
to do is send 4d. in stamps to the
Oatine Co., 379 Oatine Buildings,
London, S.E.i.
NEXT WEEK
]
.\nother Fine Free Supplcmcat
" FORSAKINO AIX OTHKRS "
A magnificent sixteen-pagt souvenir j
sttppiement of the M.-G.-M. master- j
pice*. Forsaking
All reader
Others."
be ij
pmentad
Fr«e to every
insidewillevery
Thursday.
March
21.
apy of next week's " Picturegoer," out !!
]oan Crauford and Clark GMe have j
rreatest
tram.
Withthemseiw
the additionthe ofscreen's
Robert \
already
proved
Montgamcry
the greatest
Iriumviralc of all j',
I has been created.
I
This grand Souvemr is packed unth j
loi^ely pictures
alt aboutU gives
Jnan jj
Crawford
and and
her tells
screenyoulovers.
atheumi/th
of little-lmnwn
information about '•t
film itself
and its making.
j by Make
orderingsureyourof next
copy week's
at once,
" Picturegoer " j
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The

Great

£1'1'0

SILVER

Jubilee

Presentation

to every

JUBILEE

Do not separate these forms.

one

Weekly

of its readers

BOOK

Cut around dotted rules —

I SEND NO MONEY WITH THIS RESERVATION
FORM |
^ It must be received by NOT later than first post Saturday, March 30
"THE
SILVER
JUBILEE
BOOK
The Story of 25 Eventful Years in Pictures
The Label below will be used for sending you your Presentation Voucher. You must fill it in with your
name and full postal address in Block Letters and affix halfpenny stamp to space provided.
^
To: THE PICTUREGOER,
DEPT. GJ., «-7 GREAT EARL STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
I apply, in accordance with your oflfer, for "The Silver Jubilee Book" — the Story of 25 Eventful Years in
Pictures." Please reserve a volume in my name and send me an Official Presentation Privilege Voucher. I have
indicated below the Edition — Ordinary or De Luxe — I require.
You

MUST

ORDINARY
Write
Clearly

^O

OK

YOUR NAME.
l ULL POSTAL
.ADDRESS

PICTURE

DE

LUXE

EDITION

X

of

•3 S£0

PAGEANT

THE NATION

This great work is actually on the press and
will be published sh<»tly. The edition, though
huge, is strictly limited, and in view of the
phenomenal demand that will follow this
announcement readers are asked to reserve their
copies in advance at once on the Forms <m the
ri^t. The list for applications closes on Saturday, March 30, and all reservations mu^
be received by not I ater than that date. There are
NO TOKENS TO COLUSCT AND YOU SEND
NO MONEY NOW. You simply reserve your
volume at once, and die moment it is off the
press it will be dispatched in its carton, carriage
paid, to your home.
Opening with a superb picture of the Royal Family
m 1910, this glorious 512-page picture-story of 25
years of His Majesty's reign, shows the glittering
cavalcade of Kings, Queens, soldiers statesmen,
society and stage. It gives a fascinating review of

EDITION

required.

Block
Letters
V> Date
J
i
You may send this Form, together with Label below, in an unsealed envelope bearing a halfpenny stamp.
^ Tlji* tpffer open t^i resideatH in Great Britain, Northern Ireland and Irish Pr«e State. Residents ia Irish Free State will be n^quired to pay ^
^
anv entry duty that may be chargeable.
Pictureg'^er, 10 '3/35 ^
A MARVELLOUS

THIS week, "The Picturegoer" announces a
stupendous Presentation to its readers
that will instantly become the greatest
and most popular work <^ the century — a
wonderful Souvenir of the modem world's
most historic event! It is "The Silver Jubilee
Book," an amazing, entirely new £1 Is. work,
which is being specially produced to commemorate His Miyesty's glorious 25 years'
reign — a work which illustrates in over 600
unforgettable large-size photographs, 25 of the
most eventful years ever known in the history
of our land.

cross out below edition NOT

S LIFE

1910 to 1935

oW J.

from
fashions ; the Romance of the
Films, dom;women's
free<
the wondersbattle
of for
Science,
J : -C
great achievements — in fact,
all the amazing and significant
happenings from 1910 right
up to the present time live
again in this epic work.
POST FORMS
ABOVE AT ONCE I
The work includes as
double-page frontispieces the latest Jubilee
by the addition of coloured dustproof top
portraits of the King and Queen, and contains a vast and valuable collection of edges. For this superb De Luxe Edition
you send only 3s. 6d., plus Is. to cover
intimate studies oS the Ro3ral Family taken packing
in special carton, carriage, insurance,
etc.
during the past 25 years.
An outstanding feature is the section devoted
Both Editions have sp«»ally designed
to the World War, which is graphically described
printed in Jubilee Blue and
Silver.
by a unique collection of War pictures from the end-papers
Imp)erial War Museum.
All you have to do now is to fill in the
The book measures 10 in. deep by 1\ in. Reservation
Form above and send it in at once,
wide, and weighs nearly 3 lb. There are two together with the Label, bearing a halfpenny
beautiful Editions, The Ordinary Edition is
stamp. BE SURE TO INDICATE WfflCH
produced in stiff covers, superbly bound in EDITION
YOU WANT — DE LUXE OR
Jubilee Blue grained Cloth, with title embossed
ORDINARY— TfflS IS VERY IMPORTANT.
in Silver on the spine. The front cover is richly DO
SEND ANY MONEY NOW WITH
FORMS.
embossed with a beautiful design For the THE NOT
Ordinary Edition you send only 2s. 6d.,
plus Is. to cover packing in special carton,
Upon receipt of your Reservation Form
carriage, insurance, etc.
and Label, " The Picturegoer " will send you
The De Luxe Eidition is produced in stiff your Jubilee Voucher entitling you to take
covers bound in magnificent Scarlet Art. advantage of this Presentation; you then send
Leather. The title is embossed in REAL 22 in your remittance, and your volume — now35 on
the press — ^will be dispatched to you the
CARAT GOLD on the spine. The front cover
moment it is ready. ACT NOW! POST
is richly embossed. This Edition is enhanced
FORMS ABOVE AT ONCE.
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FOR
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IRIS
^
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afidin

"

WORLD'S
LARGEST
MAIL ORDER CORSET HOUSE OFFERS YOU THESE
—FAMOUS

FANCY AFGALAINE
FROCK BARGAIN
K.400. This charminc Frock
is made in fancy check weave
Afgalaiue with basque at waist
in front to give a coat effect.
The 5 class buttoius down
centre front carry this effect
aOrsrandie
btaci- further,
the dainty
coUar,andwith
frilled
edpe,
finishes
a
well-made
and
attractive garment.
Send
now
and
jad^e
value
at liome.
Sizes : SW. 44, 46; W. 46, 48,
50;WX. : Tomato,
48. (WX.Saxe,1/- Marina
extra.)
Colours
Green, J^ight Navy, Cedar
Brown, Black.
FuU Price, 9/11
(post 6d.)
1/- deposit.
Monthly instal1WITH ORDER. ments of 2/-.

KNOPCLOTH
FROCK BARGAIN
K.376. In the latest fancy
Woollen Knop Cloth. Finished
with a charming Beige Sand
Crepe Collar edged with dainty
frills. The tie belt at the back
en.sure» good fitting for ever}'
figure. See, too, the chromium
ornament at the neck and
graceful long sleeves.
Size* : SW. 40, 48 ; W. 46, 48,
M; WX. 48. 50. (WX. 1/6
extra.)
Colours : Xut Brown, IJght
Navy, Sage Green, Strawljerry.
Black.
Full Price. 8/11
(post 6(1.).
1/- dejH)sit.
Monthly
instal1WITH ORDER. ments of i!'-.

BARGAIN
COUPON

HOW TO ORDER. ^cSU
for the Bargain you want and enclose with
Full Nam*
Miss) and
Address and
postal
order(Mrs.'
for oramount
of <lei>osit
postage.
Over$ea» and Irish Free State fidl catfi only.
Please cross P.O. thus / / in ink. WriNvery plainly and post without delay.

FROCK
BARGAIN
MATRON'S
1).R.1(I2. Carefully cut in
every detail in Check Art Silk
Marocain. woven with a small
THE EASI-FIT
silk spot. So join at waLstline.
and very adaptable for all full CORSET BARGAIN
figures. Contrast vest in Ivory
Suede Art Crepe, and finely Thix br«ul 1tul ( 'ornet la xprcUlI jilmiTTMrd for nirdiuni &nd full flgares.
fdeated
jatx>t.
)elt across
ba<'k.Adjustable tie It flt^ tmuslT well down ov«r the
hlpit to Kt\t grmce of Ud« And the
Post
Coupon
now,
while
y<'M
have it in mind.
aoique cn>ti»-<tver straps* kItc esnentikl
of dellKhtiul
eaue.
Hip
Sizes
:
46,
48,
50,
52,
54.
and h6 in.
It:\hd*-nuD^I
emtKidk*'^npport
16 Flexo
unbreakable
and nistlew nupport-s and sU
Lengths
:
44.
{&.
48,
.Sti
in.
oilk aoi^Ddeni. Trimmed
I olours : Marina Oreen, Wine. adjustable
lure i»nd fancy bow. 9Uc!i
.Viuger Brown, Xavy, Itlack. ttilh
ilin.
to
4210.
In Tea Ro«e onlyAs each
is speciall>
made
for garment
each custoir..
r. there
Fullin. Price.
•2A
to 3ft In.9/U.
{Poat mxe*
6d.)
will
be delay of a few <!ays in
delivery.
DepiwU.
Balance
1fiiinnthly
:fl
in.
Ui
36
In.,
.17
tn.
to
4^
in..
12^9
).
Mt\ with order, tI/6
A 2(i-K>sdte6p<ois.it.
1
...„-■■
WITH
ORDER. inonthlr.
Moiithlv me.ntsinofst3;a(>l-.
R
H
E
WIT ORD

15/11
ull Price
Please send me on Fapproval,
2^ at present
Garment as requested
Bargain price stated above.
I enclose the necessary deposit
together with postage and will
pay balance of price either in
one sum or by the stated
monthly instalments. If I return
the article unworn at once you
will refund my deposit.

MODELS-

AM BRONNU STYLE
CORSELETTE
BARGAIN
Perfect ofIncomfort
Pit, style
and made
flniah. ina
lozurr
in wear,
fine stripe Fink CoatUle with cxtendInR bark
that "and
Klvesreturns
" to every
Hway
or bend
with
UlidinR smoothneM. Bia^nere front
of Mft web net supports bu^t and
an'* uphold
nnderbelt.
t«j<teninK.diaphragm
rnmrr.'*
" andsidecorrect
control . Four strong elastic suspenders. ^
^
WITH
WITH

THE ROLLON
BARGAIN CORSET
Hlip thin Uthe little Kamicnt
and
expenetue a marv^lloti^
wn»
fomirdtwo-way
IjinUxof
'*well-beinfc.
Miracle " Skilfully
Yam, with
stretch,
KcnCly nature.
niould« the
but
never distorts
Thisf\imre
material
ts of verythesilkyruost
appearance,
and will
charm
fastidious.
No
!>teel#, so cannot cause the slifchtcat
discomfort,
and
Is
theref<irr
Ideal
for
all
occa5k)ns,
but espccisllr
dancine
or sports
wear. IVptb,fnr
14 in., washable,
and iruarmnteed
lonfc
Hizcs 72wear.
to 30InIn. Tea
waist. Rose onlr.
m9i*r 3d.).
40 tn.''
Fall Price. 8^1- <.Vo hipWmemsmmmmt(Post
1/- deposit.
(Postof 4d.).insUlMonthly
menis
1/. depoait.
WITH ORDER
Monthly insUlORDER.
raents of •J,'-.

Garment

Colour

Frock Size
_
(State Hip and length for nR102)
Corselette (Bust)
(Hips)

1m
.Waist

e.
Full Pric
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A FRItND'S^gyitE/^ ROUGH
JACKS MOTHER
KEPr l-WAS
LOOKING
HANDS WHEN
THERE ATATMV^
TEA

'T^HE soft olive-green colour,
so characteristic of Palmolive
Soap, is due entirely to the olive
and palm oils from which it is
made. Palmolive is a pure vegetable
oil soap, containing no artificial colouring. That is why
20,000 beauty
specialists have recommended the daily
use of Palmolive as the best form of
natural cleansing.
They all agree that natural cleansing
with soap and water is the only way to
preserve that youthful skin which everyone admires, and Palmolive, of all soaps,
is best suited for that purpose on account
of its purity.
Doctors say that burns and
abrasions are kept safe from
infection by "Vaseline" Jelly
— the perfect protection.
Apply after cleansing
the injury. Chesebrough
Manufacturing Co. Cons'd.,
Victoria Road, Willesden.
N.W.IO.

Vaseline
Pefroleum Jelly

Expensive beauty treatments are not
necessary, for a tablet of Palmolive provides
a beauty treatment every time you wash.
Bathe your skin in Palmolive's rich,
abundant lather and give it the full benefit
of its beautifying oils.

PER
TABLET
3
Price does not applv in I.F.S.

LALf€K-US€D BY ROYALTY

BOND STR€-ET
k;\ iBtAUTY SPECIALIST
SAYb-Uie my LALEEK
LONCLASH, the medically approved
luh cream. Shades: — Midnlfht Blue,
3man Copper Beech and Colourleu. Three
months supply in dainty container I/-.
Special Brush 4d. Post Free. Laleek Beauty
Preparations are World famous (or achievlni and malntalninf a
lovely skin. Sold everywhere, includinj ALL BOOTS BRANCHES
If any difficulty write direct."
Created and
pertonally
AD£LAID£
ORtY
supenised by
Sptchlist ■ 27 OlD BOND ST lONOON W I-

THE

Daggett & RamsdeU's Perfect Vanishing
Cream is an ideal foundation for your
powder and make-up.
It leaves the
skin unbelievably smooth
D. &■ R. Perfect Beauty Creams, in tttbes, 6d. and i/-,
and in jars, 1/3 and 2/6. Skin Tonic i/- and 2/6
SAMPLE OFFER
Send l^d. in stamps with your name and address
in sealed envelope for sample tubes of D. &. R.
Beauty Creams to Stemco Ltd., Dept. A13,
128 Albert Street, Camden Town, N.W.I.

NEW
NAILS
NEXT
WEEK
Free booklet sent under
plain !
sealed covert explains bow you cui easily,
booklet sent cure yourself
'^^
secretly
and permanently
^^i^^^tf""''
of this objcctionjible, health-endAnserins
habit. No aloes, no autO'Sugf estion. New
discovery. Send lid. stamp (or postage.
FILTEX LTD. (Dept. P.). 31. The Broadway,
Crouch End, London, N.8.
ffighly concentrated, therefore cheapest
KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
\dldllChemittf

-J

tli'^tTe ^-UNQUESTIONABLY!

/
of c^ruj^
ET
STRS
FINESTLU
MEDIUM
FOR SETTING YOUR
LOVELY WAVES
AND
CURLS
from Hmirdresitrs and Chrmists Cvtr^^rrt
THIRTYrTHREE SETTINGS IN EVERY^^TUBE ♦ ♦ TWO KINDS: LUSTRSET V CREASY HAIR ♦ "LUSTRSET HIGH CU)SS>rDRY HAIR
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G
ACTUAL
SIZE

finith
site
exqui
AN comp
on dulllexi
is nol a
question of frequent powdcrini. A few li|(ht touches of the
s
Gross
fin|(e
a skin
youmith'
Oeamwith|(ivcs
Powderr tips
lovely in every li|(ht, perfectly
powdered for hours to come . . . ■
soft peach-hloom finish thai is
irresistihie in its cool perfection.

MEDICALDISCOVERY
of y„j

KLX BRAND TABLETS
REGISTERED

Grossmith
FROM ALL CHEMISTS & PERFUMERS
}Aade by the world - famoui British house <■/
perfumers. J. CROSSMITH & SON. London

MARK
Brilith Owned

MICHAEL HART ft COMPANY LIMITED
SI Cavendish Square, London, W. 1

the

coupon

to

|.

eorol
to-day
for your copy of the spring
fashion guide, here are designs and prices specially
chosen to cater for the needs
of the woman who would be

ready for
flecked
lunchweave
"
woollen shortsleeved frock
with matching
shoulder cap*,
self bows trim
the frock. - ^ ,
12/4cash
gns. monthly

DETEST

Nobody likes a girl to look painted and artificial. The way
to be popular and sought after is to take care of yonr skin, to
make it radiate the magic tints of Natural youth.
It's easyFor
— ifOutdoor
you follow
Outdoor
Girl S-Minute
Beauty.
Girl theBeauty
Products
alone in way
all theto
world bring you an age-old secret— Olive Oil ! Olive Oil to
rejuvenate your skin, to keep it smooth and wrinkle-free, to
give it the satiny texture men adore.
Get a box of Outdoor Girl Ol ive Oil Face Powder to-day. Even
amorning.
box used,
will convince
you that
it's the andsmoothest
you(id.ever
yet it clmgs
and clings
clings. face
You powder
are as
immaculately fresh at night as when you start out in the
Try Outdoor Girl Kougc and Lipstick, too, for the perfect
harmony
of make-up,
and Outdoor Girl
the finishing
touch.
, Nail Polishes to be
Outdoor Girl Beauty Products are amazingly inexpensive.
A few years ago only the wealthy could afford them, but
now the identical quality is obtainable in handbag sizes as
low as 6d., other sizes up to 3/6. Buy a small size and be
convinced. Unless you agree it is the best you have ever
used, send it back and we will refund its cost, plus postage.
FREE SAMPLE sent Post Free.
a card
a generous
samplein the
(one fashionable
week's supply)
of Send
Outdoor
Girl forOlive
Oil Face free
Powder
new
Everglades shade which blends with every complexion, to
Crystal
Products
Co.,
Ltd.
(Dept.
203),
32
City
Road,
London,
E.C.I.
OUTDOOR
GIRL
BEAUTY
PRODUCTS
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MEN

I,

TO WOMEN
Froidnni iroiii the pcriixlic fooling
of illness iiiiil iliM'dMiriirl that most
\vi>ni)'ii liiiM' III cnilnrc is niiw
assiiri'il. Ditvs In liitl, inability
to ui.rk or play at this time, arc
now rlimiiiati'it
fi-niinino
lifr hy His
tlio
iliscoviry
o( a from
lirrnian
ScicntiHt.
l>n's4'ri|ition. wlili-h is a ooniliination of
ni'Ki'ImIiIi' (Icrlvativrs. has priHiiiccil results
uliicli can only he described as aniazini;.
It is availalilu uiidiT the name of KLX
itrand Tablets.
Uranil wasTablets
arc not a' secret
TheKLXt'ornxila
connnunicate<l
to the remedy.
incdicul
prot'ession facturbefore
tablets
were box.
manued. Itwill bethefound
on every
KLX Brand Tablets are supplied by
Cheniists ill boxes of twelve, which constitute
isfour2/6.days' iioriual treatment, and the price
Hitherto the cost of relief (administered
ill the form <if injections) lias been so \iigh
that only wealthy women cuuld afford it.
Xow cvcrj- woman can benefit.
Many wiio have tried remedy
after remedy and despaired of
ever finding real relief have found
it in KLX Brand Tablets.
Be sure
about
them. to ask your chemist

TRADE
British Made

MOST

Weekly

smartly dressed at a moderate cost, while the added
advantages of being able to
order through the post
without worry, and then
pay for your choice by in
stalments, need no emphasis, write now for
this portfolio of new
models, and full particulars,
or call personally at the
corot showrooms.

core
t
(dapt. P.E.45IJ
33 old bond street
london, w. I
regent 0234
itiecxiiiiia. pott this COUpOn tO COTOt tO-doy .,.,..M....M<
corot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.l
free please send corot spring fashion guide & details
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New Hand Coloured Portrait
"Have you seen my Colourgraph Postcards?" Thatcollections
is the question
the hour
when postcard
are beingof examined
for something "extra special!" "Picturegoer"
are exquisitely
colouredColourgraph
by hand, Postcards
real photographs,
glossy
finish. Particularly dashing and handsome is
Carl Esmond in his blue uniform slashed with
gold.
"Colourgraphs"
make delay.
every star a
"picture."
Get some without
Not
only
are
"
Picturegoer"
Postcards
in a
class by themselves, but they are actually
cluaper provided you are a member of the
" Picturegoer ' Postcard Club. To join, all
you need do is to send an order for not less
than one dozen Colourgraph or other Postcards, at the regular price of 2/6 dozen.
Lit>eral discounts on all subsequent orders.
5/- ALBUM
F RE
E
On
lolntol
tha
Mob
you are prcMnt*d (r*r
with
<Ub<aB» ra»tlilftc«nt
to bold tooS/cards. Tbc
cov«r aadra■fmblfi
nutkcakln
OTal Tbc
panelband*'
sire* maIt
**tbccUm."
pafct
arc
a
hackgrcMmd
forperfect
yoar
L-holceat
trcasorcs.
Choose
Colourgraph
" Postcards
from
thtsyour
list •• real
phototraphs,
glossy
/Irtish, hand coloured. 3d. each, 2/6 dot.
Available to members and non-members.
Complete list of these and other postcards
on request.
Heather Angel
Carl Eamoud Tim McCoy
Lew Attu
Madge FleMe
ETana BohertMoDtcomerr
Ida
BariTmare
Grade
Elbabetli
Berimer
Kay
Francla
Anna Neagle
Clark
Oable
John Bole*
Ramon
MoTarru
Onta
Oarbo
Marjr
Brian
Janet
Carl BflMon
AnttaPage
UUaa OayDor
Harny
CUre Brook
CSulliran
Katharine
Ifaac.T Carroll
Ohiger Rocera
Manrice
Cbevaller Dorothy Hepburn
Hyeon Margaret
Rath Chatterton
BeaaldColman
Blaea Landl
Oary
Ooopcr
Brelyn Laye
SylTla 8Ma«y
Oiadya
Cooper
Myroa
Lay Mae
ShirleyWeetTtaitt
Joan ctswtwd Jeanette
Malienc
Dteiitrli
MacI>onald
Pay Wray.
SaOr BOen
JeuieMatbewi

Carl EsiiiOiKi
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
TO " PICTUEEaOKR " SALON.
65 Ix>ng Acre, l»udott, W.C.l.
Pleaae
enrol meClub,
aa a aad
roeml>er
olme■* The
Ptetaregoer
**
Poatrard
MemlMnhjp
Ckrd and lull partlrnlar*
ofsenddIacoanU.
eU., oB
fnt««
orden."Colourgraph**
1 encloM orderPostcards,
for<not teaaglossy
than
one dozen
finish,
real band coloved, price
3s. 6d. doxcn.
Pleas* hiclDdc with my order your new fta. Pr««
Postcard
Album.and Ipacking
enrlose <*n•is.my extra
cost
of postage
gtft. to coTer
Name

P.O. Wo
AiMiHmt
*Orersca* raadcn sliMld esclusr *is. axtn
and postage.
CToas P.O. coTCT
/and packing
Co./ and
make payahle
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The

gangster

Cycle

Revived

" Public Enemy" Series
Now— Basil Rathhone as
Garbo's Leading Man —
Freddie Bartholomew in
"Anna Karenina" —
U.S. Critic Attacks
British Comedians —
Lederer Walks Out on
Hepburn Picture.
•—

' HOSE of us who rashly imagined
that the screen gangsters had been
finally "bumped off" will have to
think again.
There are, as a matter of fact,
distinct signs of a revival of the cycle.
The new series will, however, differ from
its predecessors in that they will glorify
the policeman.
Most of the stories will deal with America's
recently late and unlamented "public
enemies." One of them, l>y. Socrates, is based
on the disguising of a criminal by a facelifting operation, and one producer has even
gone so far as to test players who have a
physical resemblance to John Dillinger.
Cagney Goes Back to Crime
It is expected that over twelve pictures with
similar themes will be offered within the next
three months.
James Cagney goes back to gangsterdom in
T)tefeatured
Farrell with
Case him.
at Warner's. Jack Holt is to
be
It was the Columbia studio that restarted the
cycle with The Whole Town s Talking. Paramount
retaliated by buying Federal Dick.
United Artists have scheduled Washington
Correspondent, a similar type of story, and Radio
and M.-G.-M. are also in the market for crime
themes.
Garho's New Leading Man
So inBasil
is toOrbeisGarbo's
man
AnnaRathbone
Karenina.
it to be leading
Gyles Isham
after all? There is still some mystery. In the
early days of talkies Rathbone looked like becoming
the Valentino of the new medium. He played
opposite Ruth Chatterton and Norma Shearer
among others.
Also cast in Anna Karenina is young Freddie
Bartholomew, for whom Metro is planning to do
big things.
Freddie is in a less enviable position than the
average child actor. While few of them lead
natural lives, even the limited normality of a
screen child is denied him. It has been found that

an EngUsh
child ofof Freddie's
age quickly
drops
his
British manner
speech if exposed
to outside
influences.
During the making of Copperfield the lad was
closely guarded so tiiat he would not come in
contact with the neighbourhood children and
change his accent.
His aunt and the State-appointed welfare
worker and tutor were about his only associates,
and an assistant director was instructed to keep
him always in view and away from the other
youthful performers in the picture.
British Humour

and U.S.

Jack Hulbert is now being
"the greatest
comedy
but asI wonder
if we will
ever
Americans into liking British

billed in the States
find able
since toChaplin,"
be
educate
screen comedy.

Star In Your Own

Picture

HOW would you like to see yourself in a
real film star " close-up " portrait ;
A photograph that brings out all the high
Ughts of your features, that mirrors your
personaUty as the ace cameraman of a talkie
studio would mirror it.
Next week Picturegokr wfll make this
dream come true by offering firee to every
reader a glorious full-size head and shoulder
portrait, handsomely mounted.
Tom to page 36 for details.

Some of the New York critics have been far
from kind to Jack Ahoy, which has only just
reached the transatlantic screens.
One of them, Andre Sennwold, of The New York
Times, devotes a couple of columns or so to
analysing the whole question of what he describes
as "The
"the low
estatefilm-makers
of British comedy."
British
have created definite
if somewhat minor dents in the American market
with their straight-forward dramatic and costume
pictures, but their earnest efforts to retail the
English brand of screen slapstick in this country
have not, to phrase it deUcately, been successful,"
he writes. "The grim and dogged refusal of
American audiences to be dumped into the aisles
by the funnj^en from Bhghty is perhaps the most
conspicuous
phenomenon of the Anglo-American
Mnema
situation.
Apparently
the American
can be led
to " British
screen
comedies, barbarian
but he cannot
be
{Contintted on page 6.)
forced to laugh."
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{Continued front page 5.)

" Ancient Nifties ['
Why?
Getting down to brsiss tasks so far as Jack Ahoy
is concerned, Mr. Sennwald makes a com" Qome of America's best minds," he continues,
plaint that has frequently appeared in these
O "have worked overtime in an attempt to columns. We have, in fact, been warning British
discover the secret of America's decided and un- producers for years s^ainst allowing their leading
blushing antipathy to British slap>stick.
comedians — and comediennes — to do their stage
" In London, it is argued, the droll behaviour of acts instead of legitimate comedy characMessrs. Fields, Laurel and Hardy, Chaplin and terisations.
Company, not to mention the Misses West and
"Begiiming at the beginning," says the emiHarlow, cause well-bred film-goers to roll out of the
stalls in convulsions.
nent New York critic, "I noted the comic gags
that made up the humorous skeleton of Jack Ahoy.
"Why,
then,
the
argument
continues,
doesn't
"In approximate order, up to the moment I
the expert clowning of Jack Hulbert, Sonnie
and put away my notebook, I discovered
Hale, Stanley Lupino, George Robey, and Cicely sighed
these
ancient nifties : (1) The episode in which
Courineidge produce a conunensurate sum of Mr. Hulbert,
during the business of shaving the
merriment in New York?"
admiral, brandishes his razor so recklessly that
the admiral becomes convinced that the fellow
really is an escaped lunatic and attempts to pacify
him; (2) the item in the same scene wherein Xlr.
Hulbert knocks over a bottle of ink, accidentally
places his hand in the mess, and subsequently,
during the process of shaving the admiral, places
his
hand on
the to
admiral's
shiningreveals
bald
pate,smudged
which, when
turned
the camera,
the imprint of a human face; (3) the episode in
which Mr. Hulbert slips on a cake of soap, crashes
to the deck, and shdes overboard; and (4) the
episode in which the sinister Chinamen
force Mr. Hulbert and his companion to
inhale doped cigarettes, with elaborate
business thereafter intended to suggest
the exotic effects of the narcotic on the
victims.
Back to Sennett
"' J-\ 'he
kindest
remark
you vintage
can makeis
about
humour
6f tiiat
that it wais still rather amusing when
Hardld Lloyd employed it ten years ago,
although it enjoyed its major efflorescence
on the screen when Mack Sennett first
dug it up for the new-fangled motion
pictures just before the war.
"The screen
most striking
humour, feature
as it of
hasBritish
been
vouchsafed to American filmgoers,
is its total absence both of personal
style and of what, for lack of an
equally inclusive word, we may
call cosmos.
"When Jack Hulbert or Sonnie
Hale, the two English comics who
have been presented most frequently to American audiences,
•
take the floor, they create the
principal
impression
lawabiding gentlemen
who ofaretwomaking
a very honest and very willing
attempt to be as funny as ptossible.
"You may dissect their behaviour in vain for any semblance
" UttU Slick," five-year-old son of " SUckum,"
M.-G.-M.'s lesson
famous
bootblack,Powoell.
gives a dancing
to Willtam

" Hold 'Em, Yale." Patricia Ellis, with Andy
Devtne, Warren Hymer, Cesar Romero and
William Fratvley, in a seem from her new film.
of

personal
character or universal truth.
"Instead you encounter a slapdash blur, a
slightly
hysterical
sum
of foolish
noise.desperation, an embarrassing
"The only perceptible theory or quality of
understanding resident in their work is the principle that the merriment of an audience multiplies
in direct proportion to the labour of the performer.
In short, the louder the funnier."
Hulbert and Huston
Mr. which
Sennwald,
incidentally,
tells a story,
in
he sees
some sig^ficance,
of Jack
Hulbert'swith
recent
to for
America
to acquaint
himself
the visit
reasons
the local
apathy
towards British screen comedy.
At one of the film gatherings he attended,
Wadter Huston recited a humorous anecdote about
a pair of American vandevillians in London.
"When Mr. Huston concluded his story, the
gathering burst into spontaneous laughter, with
Qie single exception of Mr. Hulbert, who looked
about him witii profound astonishment at the
hilarity of his American friends," the writer relates.
"It the
is probable
Hulbert
still believes
that
laughter that
was Mr.
a sort
of praurtical
joke
intended to puzzle the visiting Englishmen."
Love Insurance
The height of something or other seems to have
reached studio.
by Bette Davis' new contract
with been
the Warner
Bette has signed an ag^reement not to seek a
divorce within three years. Miss Davis is married
to Harmon O. Nelson, a musician.
We seem to remember not so long ago when
one of Bette' s options came round that she
solemnly agreed not to lose any weight or change
her coiffure or something of the sort.
However, the idea seems to have possibilities.
Character Actors' Prosperity
Lack of sufficient leading men in pictures is
making the present a boom time for
character men ; never in the history of movies have
character actors been able to command such high
salaries, reports Variety.
A weekly salary of $1,500 is not unusual, on at
least
a two weeks'
guarantee
at that
for
such players
as C. Aubrey
Smith,
Dudleyfigure,
Digges,
Arthur Byron, Eugene Pallette, Lumsden Hare,
J. Farrell MacDonald, J. C. Nugent, Donald Crisp,
Reginald Owen, Frank and Ralph Morgan, O. P.
Heggie. Henry Stephenson, Robert McWade,
Warner Oland, Joseph Cawthom, Lionel Atwill,
Sidney Toler, and others.
The highest salary paid to any free-lance player
is to Adolphe Menjou, who gets $5,000 weekly.
Edward Everett Horton and Ned Sparks, who
receive an average of $3,500 per week, must have
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a two-week guarantee on all pictures and are
seldom
"betweenclaim
pictures."
The studios
that shortage of male leads
make it necessary to build up character parts both
for the screen and the theatre marquee.
Why Francis Left
The new screen team of Katharine Hepburn
and Francis Lederer is among the major
casualties of the week.
They were to have co-starred in Break of Hearts.
However, after a few days of production, Mr.
Lederer "walked out."
The Czecho-Slovakian sex-appeal king is by
way of being a jwicifist, but not when it comes to
lines and camera angles.
Miss Hepburn, as the undisputed queen of the
Radio lot, was, he considered, getting all th^
advantages. George Raft was recently engaged
in a similar martial enterprise in opposition to
Carole Lombard, his co-star in Rumba.
Kinema Codes
The Kinema Codes competition was tried as
an experiment, and it has not proved to be a
successful one. I am afraid that we will have to
give it best. The response, in comparison to
kinema couplets, was very poor, while duplication
of codes has made judging almost impossible.
I will have to think of something else. In the
meanwhile with the Anne Shirley contest, announced in this feature to-day, and the Gold
Medal Ballot coming off shortly you will have
something to keep you busy.

OVER

£50

INI

PRIZES
Select

an

Shirley

Anne
Slogan

With the West End pre-release of Anne of
Green Gables, a new star is bom.
Anne
Dawn the
O'Day,
who
took herShirley,
nom deformerly
screen from
principal
character of ibe famous Montgomery story,
is a young actress plus a little something that
other
actresses
haven't
In Anne
of Greenyoung
Gables,
Anne has
turnedgot.in the
most
ingratiating child characterisation since the
golden days of Mary Pickford as " the World's
Sweetheart."
Not beautiful, or pretty, according to
publicity
"still"
she considerable
has personality, acting
skillstandards,
built upon
experience, despite her age, and an ability to
photograph a great deal younger than her
sixteen years. Her Anm of Green Gables is
a charming portrayal.
Because Picturegoer Weekly believes
in
Anne's
future,Ltd.,
we in
arefinding
co-operating
Radio
Pictures,
a sloganwith
to
describe the studio's newest star.
Over Fifty Pounds in prizes are offered
In this competition.
Write your Anne Shirley slogan on a
postcard and address it to: "Anne Shirley
Competition,"
Picturegoer
Long Acre, W.C.2.
Here areWeekly,
examples93:
"The New World's Sweetheart." " The Ugly
Duckling With It." "The Girt With The
Winning Ways."
Picturegoer offers a first prize of
£25.
A second prize of £10.
A third prize of £5.
Twenty prizes of lOs.
Fifty copies of the book,
"Anne of Green Gables."

:
•
::
:
:
•:
:
f
:
:
::
I
:
z
:
:
;:
:
:
:
:
:
:3
Herecontest
is this: week's jnize Ust in the kinema
codes
:
First prize of half a guinea :—
=
D. Mahoney, 5 Graig Street, Pontypridd, Glam.,
s for:
The Biography of a Bachelor Girl
\
Annals.
I
I
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :—
Miss D. N. Barker, 3 Green Walks, Prestwick.
:
Manchester, for :
E
Annie Leave The Room
Annex.
:
:
L. G. Charrett, 40 Strathmore Road, Horfidd,
Bristol 7. itx :

Anne Shirley enacts a scene from the future.
The sixteen-year-old
Pictures'
has
started
a Green GablesRadio
Boardtng
Clubstar
Fund,
to which she intends to add each toeek. The
chib will be for deserving child film players.
Bulldog Drummond
Knock-out.

Strikes Back

Picturegoer Reader, 51 Rokeby Terrace,
Heaton-on-Tyne, for :

The Biography of a Bachelor Girl
Ego.
Mrs. S. Ellison, 26 Bransford Road, Higher
Openshaw, Manchester, for :
Are You a Mason?
Lodging.

MALCOLM

D. PHILLIPS.
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Maureen
o'sullivan
An informal study of
the talented young Irish
colleen who acquits herself with credit in the
brilliantly acted "David
loose
woven wool Brown,
creates
Copperfield."
the smartly tailored
shirt waist dress
Maureen is wearing. A
brown beret and bag
and brown and white
shoes complete the
ensemble.
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S.^, Cousins
valleys are infinitely variable? The machine
H OP on an aerobus with " Picturegoers " British studio corresmust need more keys than those thirty or so ? "
"Ah, there's rather a curming device to cope
pondent and take a look at the British Hollywood of twentywith
that,"
our guide
explains.the"The
Jive years hence.
keyboard
is designed
to regulate
paper second
strip,
which can thus be moved to left or right, onethirty-second of its width at a time, so it does
" Notice those people ' doing their stuff' in front make the keyboard practicaUy infinite — anyway,
"ERE'S an opportunity no one should
over a thousand variations — and there
miss — a double trip, to Elstree and of the camera? "'our guide asks. " Recognise any providing
certain combinations of keys which produce
to the {uture.
of 'em ? No — for the simple reason that they are are
certain words in certain voices, and certain tones.
Who's coming to see the British all new to the screen. It's against modem practice
Hollywood in 1960? Everybody? to employ the same player more than once — ^it
destroys the illusion. Besides, we don't caU them " Tt's highly speciaUsed work; this young lady is
Right ! We'll need a whole fleet of aerobuses, ' players ' any more. They're ' types.'
A only a beginner
she'sothers
had about
two years'in
Some of— the
are speciaUsts
butWethere's
plenty
parking-space
there. at
"You see, in 1943 film actors' salaries went up experience.
embark,
of of
course,
on the Thames
to such an outrageous figure that the film producers dialogue, and in certain instruments, and our
of the world took a united stand against them. Sound Research Department is always evolving
Charing
Pier;. in
we'rea There
was a strike of actors, which resulted in new and simplified combinations of sounds.
clear
of Cross
the water
. . thirty
and inseconds
seven and
half minutes we are circling above the the experiment of using 'types' instead. This
"You see the advantages of this method, of
5,000-acre estate which the National- was followed by such £in enormous increase in course. For one thing, production on the set can
Conservative - Liberal - Socialist - Communist film-going that the practice has been continued be speeded-up very considerably when there is no
microphone to trouble about, and for another
ever idea
since.
we don't
Government set aside for film-making fifteen The
is to Notice
put human
beings use
on thegrease-paint
screen, not ; thing, exactly the right type can be chosen for
years ago — in 1945.
each part, on appearance alone, without having
to bother about his or her voice. For instance,
As we descend, take a bird's-eye glance at
" And what happened to the actors? " we ask.
this town that has sprung up and developed
for the part of an opera-singer they can cast a
and matured in the last fifteen years. The
superbly
beautiful woman, even if she can't sing
"/'^h,
they
all
returned
to
the
stage.
There
puppets."
enormous concrete block of buildings in the
-was such a boom in the theatre following
" There aren't such things as star's dressingcentre comprises, of course, the studios the introduction of cheap television in 1939 that
themselves. Not far away, are the labora- there's room for all of them. Come along and rooms now, of course ? " we ask him.
"No, but the 'types' all have very comfortable
tories and workshops ; and round about are TU show you something that didn't exist in your
quarters
the blocks of residential flats, the streets of days
note." while they're here; of course, no one
a
We— the
accompany
him into a long, Ught, airy thinks
Sonnarium."
of writing 'fan-letters' to them, any more
shops, the swimming-baths, the football and room, where men and women are watching strips than you would write to a model from whom a
cricket grounds, and the kinemas which serve of silent film passing slowly through movieolas, magazine-illustration is drawn. Nowadays, it's
this self-contained community of film-makers. and as they watch they make careful notes on the directors who receive the fan-mail. . .
We are landing now — vertically, of course. You writing-pads.
"And what's that empty building?" we ask.
" Oh, that's the old Affirmary — not used now, of
"They are noting the speech and incidental
didn't realise the engines were shut off ; The
modem aero-engine is so silent that you wouldn't sound required," our guide explains. "Watch course. It's going to be fitted up as a visitors^
notice it. forAnyway,
it wouldn't
rest-room
shortly."
their notes."
"/wfirmary?
" we venture to suggest.
otherwise,
the aerodrome
is rightdo in tothehave
centreit what
Onehappens
of the towomen
"sound-trackers" slips her
of the factory-area, and a film-factory is no note into a cUp on an endless band, and it is carried
"No, no — ^/4/firmary— where the yes-men lived,
different from any other in its insistence on to a girl who sits in front of a machine like a huge you know. A couple of years ago the general
absolute silence. Fifty dulcibels is the greatest typewriter, through which passes a long strip of ' yessing ' became so acute that it had to be organised, but within six months the directors, producers,
volume of sound permitted here. This, of course, white pap>er.
She clips up the note where she can see it easily and executives were so sick of being followed about
is to protect the nerves of the workers and eliminate strain and fatigue.
and begins to play a solo on her weird instrument,
by a the
squadcorps
of men
'Yes, Mr. Schlitz' in
but when she strikes a key, instead of a letter or a that
was saying
disbanded.
You
find
it
uncannily
quiet
;
you'll
soon
grow
accustomed to that. In our rubber-soled shoes, figure appearing on her paper a curious zigzag
"
The
building
next
door
is
the
Puritarium, where
we cross the enclosure to the reception-office, and mark appears, making a continuous but irregular films intended for children and young people are
are met by the greeter on duty, who takes us down zigzag line along the paper, similar to the sound- passed for pubUc exhibition; a special audience of
a long corridor to the studio.
children sees each picture, and attached to each
track on a talking-film.
Come right in; there is no red light to enjoin
"Each one of those peaks and valleys represents child are instruments recording blood -pressure,
silence, for the simple reason that microphone and a sound," our guide explains, "some music, some pulse, and so on. If the average exceeds a certain
human voice, and so on. These will be greatly
camera do not work together any more. We'll the
classified
'Not aerobus.
fit for children.'
in size, and transferred to celluloid, to be figure,
"Herethewefilmare,is back
at your
I hope
see why presently. Meanwhile, you'll notice that reduced
though this building is, of course, air-conditioned, combined with the pictures to make a talking film. you've enjoyed your visit. Of course, you must
realise
that
films
are
in
their
infancy.
Come
back
it is not sound-proofed ; in fact, we've gone right 'Background noises,' such as cheering crowds,
back
to
the
"silent"
days,
as
far
as
the
actual
railway
trains,
and
so
on,
are
taken
from
stock."
here in a few years, and we'll be able to show you
shooting is concerned.
"But surely," we object, "these peaks and
something interesting !"
9
ju
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'T^HE Hollywood film director, Ernest
^ B. Schoedsack, describes in the following article how he visited the historic
IQiyher Pass and secured, at great risk,
pictures of the wild tribes and their secret
rifle factories, for inclusion in " The Lives
of a Bengal Lancer."
i;iU
fm
El
H

ILMING in and around Peshawar and
the historic Khyber Pass has its risks.
Only a few months before our visit,
ten thousand wild Afridis came down
from the hills around the Pass, and for
some time practically besieged the town.
Their snipers lay concealed in the highstanding crops and fired into the cantonments.
True, their shots were mostly at random;
but occasionally such shots got home and
someone was wounded or killed. The most
maddening part of such warfare was the
difficulty of seeing the enemy, and it was over
four months before the Afridis were finally
driven back into their hills.
The Afridi had no speciad grievance: he is a
hillman whose only business, sport, or relaxation
seems to be fighting. He is wonderfully impartial
as to whom he fights, but he feels the need of
some shooting or stabbing as a sort of tonic.
Peshawar is divided into two parts — the
cantonment, where all the Europieans five, surrounded by barbed wire and walls, with gates at
intervals and the city itself, a picturesque huddle
of mud-brick buildings, where the narrow streets
are Uned with tiny open-fronted shops, and all
sorts of people jostle their way through traffic
jams of bullocks and donkeys, goats and bicycles,
and tongas.
All sorts of p>eople is not accurate. You wiU
scarcely see a white man, and as for a white woman
— anjrthing outside the barbed-wire enclosure of
cantonments is strictly out of bounds for them.
The British authorities are taking no chance on
the occurrence of an incident involving a white
woman. The poUce are Sikhs, very smart in
khaki shorts and dark blue turbans with splashes
of bright red. No white man enters the city
without an escort, and after six in the afternoon
no white man enters the city at all.

Ancient transportation — two camel drivers from
Afghanistan laden with goods, photographed in
the jobber Pass.

ance, once from a fez shop and once from a secondstory window. We also worked inside and out at
Bala Hissar, the ancient fort of the Moguls that
commands the city, from the walls of which a
British Tommy vigilantly watches with a telescope
for signs of suspicious activity in the crowded
streets.
This does not sound very promising for picturemaking, but we were able to do whatever we
The first day we were in Peshawar, we did not
wanted, with no more trouble than is involved in realise the stringent precautions that have been
dragging a bodyguard wherever we went outside the found, by sad experience, to be necessary. We
cantonments. We wanted to get scenes in some went forth in a state of bland ignorance to drive
of the busy, colourful streets of the city, so we through the city in an open car. It happened to
arranged to rent, for one morning, a shop in the be the day for a big meeting of Red Shirts, the
bazaar. It was the size of most of the shop>s, about revolutionary body that is helping to trouble this
five feet by six, and the commodity in which the
place. In the course of our sightowner dealt was flour. At seven we arrived, already troubled
seeing, we drove placidly straight through the
hastily shoved our cameras inside, and closed the meeting no less than three times, gazing with mild
shutters. After a while the excitement of our curiosity
at the swarm of red-shirted agitators and
advent died down, and everyone grew tired of their symj)athisers. Drums were beating, flags
staring at a blank shopfront, all except the usual were waxang, speeches were being shouted, of
cluster of small boys, who waited hopefully for which we understood not a word.
something startling to happen. In the meantime,
we covered the inside of the shutters with black Each time as we slowly rolled through the mob.
Red Shirts who seemed to be in special
cloth and set up, all by flashlight, as the closed
shop wais nearly pitch dark. About eleven, even authority elaborately cleared the way for us and
the small boys gave it up, and then cautiously we there were no hostile demonstrations, but when
levered up a shutter till there was an aperture just the j)olice heard of our idea of a pleasant afternoon
high enough for the lens. With a hole just the drive, they mopped their brows. Since then, we
size of the lens cut in the black cloth, there was have carefully complied with regulations.
nothing to attract the attention of a casued
From an ordinary map you would think that
India and Afghanistan are countries directly
passer-by.
As the shops are raised a foot or two from the bordering on each other. Between them, however,
ground, the camera had to be set very low. and there are a number of odd-shaped areas known as
we lay flat on the floor, which was deep in dirt and Tribal Territories, where dwell the fierce and
flour. The tightly closed room was running a warlike border tribes — the Afridis, Mahsuds, and
temperature, and so were we. More than any- Wziris. They have their own code of honour,
thing else, we must have resembled a machine-gun and nothing pleases them so much as a good long
gang about to put someone on the sp)ot. However, war, whether it is about anything or not. There
we got what we wanted — natural street scenes, are always fueds between individuals, families, or
with no self-conscious gapers. But when at noon villages, while besides they are naturally against
we staggered out, covered with dirt and sweat and any sort of government, esfjecially one which
flour, we caused a real sensation !
interferes with their right to shoot or be shot at.
Everyone has heard of the Pass-made rifles.
Since then we have twice repeated the performXO

Gary Cooper and Pranchot Tone
in a scene from " The Lives of a
A tribesman
toork on a boring
Bangal atLancer."
machine — he is boring steel rods,
mhich vaill became rifle barrels,
by turning the rods against the
cutting tool held in clamps.
the
almost military
perfect arms
dupUcates
of . ^
the British
which the
jLj^^
tribesmen make by hand, or with ,
the
crudest mountain
machinery,
in their " — ^
mud-walled
strongholds,
but few have had the opportunity
of seeing these factories. By a stroke of luck, a
fortunate f>oUtical situation, and the kindness of
the British Pohtical Agent at Kohat, we visited and
photographed one of these establishments.
Between Peshawar and Kohat, a long narrow
peninsula of Afridi territory extends into the
British-controlled North-west Frontier Province.
The railway between the two towns passes around
this in a stretch of over a hundred miles, while by
road, across the independent Tribal Territory, it
is only forty miles. For the privilege of maintaining this road through Kohat Pass, the British
Government pays the tribes 10,000 rupees (about
£750) annually. This subsidy works for good in
several ways. First, to keep the Pass open by
force of arms would be an exp>ensive affair, both
in terms of lives and money; second, the barren
tribal ground is not productive enough to support
the population of the Pass and the tribesmen would
be forced to raid outside, were it not for the subsidy; and, third, the fear of losing the subsidy is
a good argument for keeping peace with the
British.
However, there is nothing in this arrangement
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The author cmd cameraman Rex Wimpy are
snapped as they take a
scene from the top of
the huge fort at Peshatoar, on the northwestern frontier of
India for use in the film.
Filming Fort Maudi,
oru of thehousessmall
blockwhich extend
throughout the length of
the famoxis Khyber Pass.
This is one of the many
interesting spots visited
by the expedition for
authenticshots.
atmospheric

The Political Agent at Peshawar communicated
with the Political Agent at Kohat, and both these
gentlemen communicated with certain headmen
of the tribes. We were accompanied from Peshawar by two heavily armed Afridis from the bodyguard of the Political Agent there. Here is
another odd situation; the only armed Afridis
allowed in Peshawar are a number who constitute
this bodyguard, and they are chosen from among
the very people who caused all the trouble last
year and who are still at outs with the Government about it. Perhaps on the principal of setting
one thief to catch another, these men live on the
premises of the Political Agent to keep him from
being murdered by their friends or relations.
About twenty miles from Peshawar is the last
fort, and a gate leading into Tribal Territory.
There by appointment we met the native representative of the Pohtical Agent at Kohat; this
man's
duty
to deal
tribesmento
in the Pass.is He
had directly
explainedwith
our the
intentions
the people of one of the walled villages, and they
helped us to get all the pictures we wanted in the
rifle factories.
First,
invited
cakeshowever,
and teaweandwerefruit
with tothemid-morning
chief. He
looked as villainous and hard-bitten an old bandit
as ever sniped
but oflikehost
all' he
goodwasfighting
metans, in the ;role
courtesyMahoand
kindness personified. We later heard a story
about him. Some time ago the Chief Qjmmissioner of the North-west Frontier Province made
an official visit to Kohat Pass. He was met at
the tribal line by a crowd of tribal dignitaries, all
decorated with wreaths of flowers. They welcomed the Commissioner, hung wreaths all over him,
and preceded his motor on foot as he drove slowly
along the road. Suddenly a rifle cracked in the
rocks above, and one of the chiefs fell dead. A
count of noses showed that our present host was
the only man of the region missing, and he was
known to have been the sworn and bitter enemy
of the doad man. When he was rounded up, he
immediately confessed to the shooting. So far as

which interferes with
the tribes' wars among
themselves. It is only specified that they shall
not interfere with nor fire upon vehicles on the
road between 6 a.m. and 5 p.m., after which the
barricades at each end of the Pass are closed ; that
they shall not fire across the read at each other;
and that they shall not destroy the telegraph wire
which funs through the Pass. Aside from these
provisions, they are absolutely independent, and
if you step one foot off the road, you are under no
law but that of the tribes.
It is in this Pass that most of the native rifles
are made. Nearly every village makes a few of
the parts, and some make complete rifles. The
remarkable thing is that though everything is
done by hand, or with the crudest machinery, a
man may still buy a barrel in one village, a breech
mechanism in another, and the balance of the gun
in a third, and that though there are evidently no
standard gauges mir fine measurements used, they
can all be assembled into a very accurate and
serviceable rifle.
Arrangements for our visit were quite elaborate.

British jurisdiction went, his only crime lay in
violating the treaty which forbids shooting on the
Pass Road, and he was accordingly fined 20.000
ru{)ees (about £1,500). Putting his hand in his
pocket, he drew out 20,000 rupees in cash, and
smilingly aimounced that he had been saving the
profits of his rifle factory for five years, and as
he had no other opj)ortunity in jill that time to
kill his enemy, he considered this to be money well
A good sjjecimen of rifle costs about 100 rupees,
spent.
or £6. We were somewhat taken aback to have
our interpreter gravely explain that "before the
depression" a rifle brought three times this sum,
and we decided that the weU-knowrn "world-wide
slump" had really been extensive. However, the
factory we saw employed about 300 men, aU busily
working, and turning out about thirty rifles a
week.
•
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Naturally, the British authorities are not too
pleased with all these doings, but they can do
nothing about it except to try to prevent substitutions ofnative-made rifles for genuine ones
among the frontier pwlice, and to guard carefully
all ammunition and spare parts againsst theft.
Each village is a small fort in itself, surrounded
by high mud-and-stone walls, surmounted by a
watch-tower with rifle slots. Several families
may Uve inside, but each family's courtyard can
be entered only through one very low hole in the
wall, so that anyone going in does so in a very
disadvantageous position. It is hard to imagine
the lives of these people, for untold generations
they have existed in a state of unceasing warfare,
feud, and suspicion, not only with outsiders, but
among themselves. Not one of them knows at
what moment a rifle may be taking deadly aim at
him from watch tower or rocky hillside, and a man
has been known to lie in ambush for days, weeks,
even months, his food brought secretly to him by
an ally, all for the chance of potting a neighbour
with whom he has quarrelled.
When we wanted to visit another village a few
hundred yards away from the first one, one of our
guards, evidently a neutral or privileged character,
had to go a long way ahead, explaining in a loud
voice to the watchman in the tower who and why
we were. Here at noon we lunched with the headman on vast quantities of chicken, thick coarse
Airidi bread, and fruit. This feast lasted till
two o'clock, and at three, just as we were leaving
for Peshawar, a message was relayed to us from
still a third village that we were exjjected there
for tea. We had been up since the first streak of
dawn, and were tired of the heat, dust, and glare,
but the interpreter seriously said that jealousy
between villages was at such a pitch that we might
very likely be the cause of hostilities if we accepted
one invitation and refused another. As there
seemed to be already quite enough doing along
hostile hnes, we went to tea. Far be it from us to
cause a war.
To our horror, tea was an attempt to outdo the
quantity of food we had had at lunch, and when,
for the second time in less than three hours, a
whole chicken was placed before each of us, we
could scarcely disguise our feelings. The interpreter silenced our cries of dismay by a hurried
whisper that it would be a mortal insult to refuse
to eat, so there was nothing for us to do but choke
down more food with the consoling thought that
we were doing our bit to preserve peace. The
climax of the meal was a box containing
fresh grapes from Kabul, carefully
^
A packed in cotton, in the best hothouse
■^sl style.
As started
soon as
decently
could,that
we
for we
Peshawar,
dreading
another meal would be insisted upon by
another village. To visit tribal territory
and have to fight your way out would
not be unheard of, but we had never
anticipated having to eat our way out.
The only untoward incident of the
day was while we were taking a scene,
, and Rex Wimpy started to enter an
I adjoining courtyard to set a reflector in
\ the sun. This yard happened to be the
3 mosque, the only place, aside from the
women's quarters, where we must not go.
However, all that happened was that a
dozen men yelled and rushed forward to
bar the way, but no offence was taken
at our ignorance.
Of course, we found cdl this amusing
and interesting; we were there for a little
while, and had no stake in the conduct of
affairs. But for the men who spend the best part
of their Uves in trying to control and administer
this turbulent country, life is a long grind of
anxiety, and often something more serious.
We experienced the effect of one small but
illustrative incident. Arrangements had been
made to turn out the whole regiment of Lancers
at seven in the morning to do scenes for us. A\
midnight came an orderly with a hastily scribbled
message from the adjutant. A man had been
kidnapp)ed, taken off the road by tribesmen, and
no trace of him, dead or alive, could be found by
native agents put on the case. So at midnight
the Lancers went out to demonstrate that kidment.
nap ing is an unpopular and unhealthy amuseWhen the Bengal Lancers rode off into the
II it
night to rescue the sub-overseer, we accepted
as jnst another one of those tough breaks one
experiences in film work.
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'QEAUTY and good health go
hand in hand. It is impossible tohave the one without the
other. For on good health depends clearness of skin and eyes,
lustre of hair, and grace
carriage.
i;jH
VERY girl needs a few daily exercises
rilf to keep her body lithe and supple.
ri||
She should also pay great attention to
rill
correct posture.
Ask a friend to judge your posture. It is
correct, if when standing erect, a vertical line
would pass in front of ear, shoulder and hip,
and continue dawn just behind the knee-cap
and the ball of the foot.
It may be tested by tying a weight to a
piece of cord and suspending it just above the
head to a point within an inch or so of the
floor.
A graceful walk is the next step towards
beauty of figure. It is good practice to walk in
heel-less slipjjers along a chalked line, placing
the weight of the body on the ball of the
pointed foot, and gradually lowering the heel
to the ground, while still keeping the weight
forward, before changing over to the other foot.
Each movement should be deliberate and
exaggerated.
This will discover defects
balance.
Film stars must needs walk well. They use
the time-honoured exercise of walking round the
room with a book balanced on the head and
a stick pjissed behind the back and in front of
the crook of the elbows.
It is as important to sit well as to walk
well. Correct sitting — which means that the
base of the spine touches the back of the chair
— ensures the bracing of the waist and the
muscles on either side of the diapliragm.
Lolling in a chair places strain on the internal
organs and restricts breathing.
Modern armchairs encourage ease, but without
lounging. They are scientifically designed to give
the base of the spine the support it needs. Do not
sit forward on the edge. Get right into the chair
is the designer intended and you will not spoil
your figure.
And so with beds. On a cold night there is a
terrible
curl up Perfect
and tuckrestinmeans
one's
toes. Buttemptation
it should beto resisted.
CQmplete relaxation, and you cannot relax in a
huddled ptosition. Limbs should be loose and the
position easy.
A modern mattress with its numberless pocketed
springs is an excellent beauty investment. It
never sags and it induces relaxation and a straight
spine.
12

June Clyde is justly proud of her well-shaped legs.
She gives you some exercises in this article which
are an aid to beautifying the figure.
The average woman needs eight hours sleep.
Fewer hours than that spell tired eyes, sallow
skin, and a complete lack of buoyancy. Keep your
windows of>en and let the bed clothes be light and
warm. A nightcap in the form of a tonic beverage
will ensure sleep for those who rest badly and
still better sleep for the perfectly healthy.
Those who smoke will find a good cigarette
rounds off the day with pleasure. Smoking, like
other pleasure, should be taken in moderation.
Too many cigarettes spoil the complexion.
Internal health should be watched carefully.
Faulty elimination can nearly always be corrected
with wise dieting and the use of a reliable aperient.
Strong purgatives should be avoided in favour
of something that is gentle in action and may be

taken in decreasing doses till good habits have
been established.
After toa get
good
should
be
difficult
up night's
a quarterrest,
of anithour
earliernoteach
morning to do some exercises. Open the window
wide and wear a woollen bathing suit. It gi\'es
freedom of movement without chill.
While still on the bed it is good to
do a stretching exercise. Extend each
leg in turn, first with foot in line with
the leg and then with foot vertical.
Next the arms should be stretched
and the hands rotated from the wrists.
Then the arms should be relaxed and
the hands flapped from the wrists.
Now get up. Place your back to
the wall, with the backs of the hands
against the wall too, and the shoulder
blades. You will feel the abdominal
muscles retract and the shoulders
straighten.
Practice this position till it becomes
your normal posture.
Here is another exercise to strengthen abdominal muscles and reduce
the hips : Lie prone on floor with
bent knees, and feet flat on floor.
Raise the right foot level with left
knee. Do a circling movement with
right knee. Repeat five times and
change to left knee. Raise both
knees
together and rotate five times
each way.
See that you breathe correctly.
Keep the mouth closed and breathe
through nose. You cannot perform
even ordinary physical jerks if you
are not adequately using your lungs.
An excellent aid to physical jerks
is the stirrup exerciser. This consists
of a pair of stirrups into which the
feet are placed, and a long length
of flexible rubber fitted with a handle.
It not only gives support when
exercising but ensures that all parts
of the body are evenly exercised and
without undue strain.
The price is very modest and it
is supplied complete with exercises.
fter the exercises, the order of
the bath. A daily bath is necessary
to keep the jMjres working well. The
body gets rid of a lot of impurities
through the skin.
If your water supply is hard,
soften it with a bath cube. It
refreshes the bather as well as
makes the water pleasant.
Let your bath soap be of the finest
quality, use a friction sponge or a
loofah, and good talcum powder to
finish. A depilatory and a perspiracorrective
though
use
them ontionthe
same — day—
ensuredon't
personal
daintiness.
The question of corsets is purely a
personal one. The athletic girl with
her well-trained muscles will need but
the lightest of suspender belts.
The girl who leads a more sedentary life will require something at
once more supporting and confining.
The woman who is heavier than
she cares to admit can get a lot of
help from a modern reducing corset.
"These are so designed that with
every movement of the body they
exert a kind of massage effect, and
so rub away some of the superfluous
Every girl needs a brassiere — even
though
she may
be a is32-inch
bust.
pounds.
The heavier
figure
also improved
and given
support. The brassiere should bie cut on the cupshaped uplift pattern. The old straight brassiere
is not only out of date, but harmful.
women
— particulau'ly
those veins
who
do Quite
a lot young
of standing
— suffer
from varicose
and swollen ankles. These are very painful and
completely spoil the line of the legs.
They should not be tolerated, for corrective
hosiery can do much to mitigate the condition.
Modem corrective stockings arc invisible when
worn beneath silk ones.
Of course, your undies will be beyond reproach.
There is no possible excuse for dowdy lingerie,
when such delightful garments are sold at such
marvellously modest prices.
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him in Paris.

"Yes, Frank."
" Then you must come here at once. We had
nothing of each other in Berlin. Here it would
be so wonderful. Will you come ? "
(Extract from " Men Never Know.")

Beginning

American

into her life . . . they fall madly,

romantically

" Frank?"
" Evelyn ? "
" Yes."
"Are you alone?"
" No — that is, yes."
" Listen, darling, you must
come to me. I'm utterly bereft,
and I'm thinking of you all the time
—Silence
I simplyon can't
bear it."
the telephone.
"Silence.
Do you love me, Evelyn ? "
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Cfl T is the era of "great discoveries" in
EtH Hollywood.
t«]
New stars, new tricks of technique,
rB new methods of mechanics are being
brought to light every few days.
But of all the "discoveries," none is more
significant than the discovery of the works of
Charles Dickens as potential motion-picture
material.
Over six thousand miles of land and sea,
after a lapse of almost a hundred years, the
England of Charles Dickens' day has been
reconstructed in the studios of Hollywood, and
the Dickensian characters that have become
immortals in the century have been brought to
life as flesh-and-blood personalities, depicted
by the famous stars of the films.
David Copperfield is generally considered the
greatest of Dickens' stories. It is the one
which Dickens, in his lectures, frequently
referred to as "my favourite child." By
many authorities it is considered to be largely
the story of the author's own life. Certainly,
the adventures of David Copperfield as a
child closely parallel the childhood of the
novelist himself.
The story of the filming of David Copperfield
is a true saga of the films. It is a tribute to the
persistence
determination
the offilm-makers,
and a laurelandwreath
for the of
brow
David O.
Selznick, who produced it. Selznick, incidentally,
is the man who started the vogue for "worthwhile" films from old books by producing Little
Women two years ago. He has since produced
Viva Villa among other spectacular hits.
The idea for filming David Copperfield originated
with Selznick in the latter part of 1933. He had
been seeking a well-known and well-loved story
as a successor to Little Women. He had considered
hundreds. Finally, he decided to make David
Copperfield.
That afternoon he sent a telegram to the legal
department of the M.-G.-M. company, asking the
lawyers to look into the availability of the screen
rights. That telegram set into motion a great
international machine that has turned a vast
amount of human effort into a dozen reels of
celluloid in the many months that have elapsed.
There were those well-meaning friends in
Hollywood who tried to persuade Selznick
that it was folly to film a book as old as David
Copperfield, but to all of these the producer gave
the same answer.
So the preparatory work for the filming of
David Copperfield went steadily forward. The
producer gathered round him George Cukor, whohad
directed Little Women, and Howard Estabrook, the
scenarist of Bill of Divorcement, Cimarron, and
many other successful photo-plays. They began
to write the scenario. The entire scenario was
written and re-written seven different times
before it was considered finally satisfactoy, and
in this work the famous British novelist, Hugh
Walf>ole, collaborated.
One of the most active departments of the studio
organisation during this long period was the
research department, headed by Mrs. Nathalie
Bucknall. Under her direction, experts on styles
and customs of the period were summoned.
. Although the great libraries of America were
combed for any and all statistical data on the
period, it was found insufficient.
So one day a

cameraman went to England by aeroplane and should be made to England, a pilgrimage to
fast boat. ,
Dickens's shrines. It was during this tour that
Walpole was induced to leave his home in
He visited every hundred-year-old house and Cumberland
and go to Hollywood.
public building he could find, and photographed
everything of interest. He made pictures of
door-knobs and wallpaf)er, of the carving on old But when the party returned to Hollywood
from their British excursion, the work went
furniture and the patterns of old silverware, of
forward with added concentration. Gradually,
stairways, window-sUls, lamps and lanterns, fire- the
scenario began to take definite form.
places—anything and everything that might have
the sUghtest bearing on the film version of the
story.
Then
began ain problem
of "casting"
without paraJlel
motion-picture
history. that is
From the hundreds of EngUsh players in
For months this cameraman wandered up and
down Great Britain on his mission. What could Hollywood, a few were selected for some of the
not be photographed or reproduced successfully, "key" roles. But for Mrs. Micawber an urgent
call was sent to London, and by fast boat and
he purchased and shipped to the studio.
Bales and packing cases by the dozens began 'plane it brought to Hollywood Miss Jean Cadell,
to reach Hollywood. In the end, some 700 a brilliant comedienne from the British stage.
The long arm of the film reached Basil Rathbone
antiques had been purchased outright, some
at a farmhouse in New England, where he was
73,000 photographs had been classified and filed, cosily
settled for the autumn. He was assigned
and several hundred old books had been gathered.
Among the books, incidentally, were original copies of
all the works mentioned in
David
Copperfield, the
books which David read in
his lonely childhood.
In Hollywood, work went
steadily forward on the
scenario; but at length it
was decided that a trip
Micawber, his family,
and his lodger. David
Selznick sent to London
for Jean Cadell to play
Mrs. Micawber.
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Frank Latoton was
taken from a Broadtoay
stage show to portray the
grown-up
seen withDavid.
Edna He
Mayis
Oliver as Atmt Betsey
and Madge Evans,
Agnes.

the role of Mr. Murdstone in the picture.
From a current Broadway stage show came
Frank Lawton, brilliant young EngUsh actor, to
play the adult David. By slow degrees and after
hundreds of screen tests, twenty-six stars and
featured players were assembled for the most
important parts, and some fifty other film favourites had been tentatively chosen for the supporting
roles.
But where was the boy David ?
In Hollywood, seventy-eight "sets" had been
built, some in the studio and others at "locations"
within a two-hundred-mile area. In England, a
camera crew was already filming background
scenes. In Hollywood, twenty-six stars and
features players had completed their wardrobe
and make-up tests, and were sitting by, waiting
for "David." organisation
The whole machinery
of a at
greata
international
was virtually
standstill while the search for a boy continued.
The end was as dramatic as the search. Looking up one day at a timid knock at his office door.
Producer Selznick saw a manly little chap with a
mop of curly hair.
*' Who are you ? " asked Selznick.
"I'm David Copperfield," said the boy, and so
it was.
He was Uttle Freddie Bartholomew, an English
boy who, with his aunt, had crossed the ocean and
the American continent in the firm, child-like faith
that he should be the boy to play
the r6le. Tests quickly established
his ability. Filming began.

Above : David Selznick, the producer, who made the film
against the advice of the wiseacres. Right : Freddie Bartholomew, the English boy who dramatically won the coveted rdle
of the young Davtd.
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The perfect wave looks as thoufh only Nature assisted at its
birth; the perfect process preserves thk illusion, submitting
one to no discomfort, without the rather frightening experience of being held ^t in the grip of a soulless machine.
Supermasettes,achieves
this.leaveTheonewonderful
littleandSuperma
Casonce adjusted,
free to read
move about
at will with the comforting knowledge that nothing can go
wrong — that the most perfect of natunJ waves is being gently
steamed
one's sunhair;nor tight
curls seaandwater
long,canluxurious
waves thatintoneither
wind little
nor even
impair.
Supermm it the only system of permanent waving in
which no machine or electrical apparatus wliatever
is ueed.
The coiffun in the illustration above was set on a four
months' ofd Superma permanent wove.

Your owndresser canhairgive
you
a Supernta
Permanent
wave.
Send for your
book
copy of derful
ournew won-

"A dog has the hest tinie of it, I tUnk. Hi
am I, as fit a« a fiMle — enjoTnog vwtrj feed I '
get. And is my nose shiny !" That's the point
of these Spratt's Bonio — they keep a dog
healthy under all conditiaiis. They are shaped
like a bone and tempt even a biscoit-shy dog. ^
Their meaty taste con^letes the good work
and makes your dog a rare good chap for his
food. Boy in sealed 6d., ]/• and 2/- cartons —

SPRATTS

M.C.3.

The tmcxty bone -shaped biscuit
EVERYBODY'S
DOG. The greatest
dog book
everwords,
compiled
dog owning,
rearing and maragement.
Containing
80,000
126 onpages
in rich
gravure and 250 illustrations. 1/- from newsagents or at the same price free
of postage (for one month) from Spratt's Patent Ltd.. 58, Mark Lane, E.CJ.

SUPERinA
M ACH I NELESS— WIRELESS
SUPERMA

LTD. 93-97 RECENT

STREET. LONDON

BONIO

Wl

^cfjtcslics
aiu(

Wouldn't you like beauty of a
more exciting kind — the beauty
that makes instant appeal to men ?
You can be completely captivating
if you only let fragrant, non-greasy
Snowfire Cream make your skin
gardenia-white, petal-smooth and
delicately clear. Romance will
come your way as never before.
Chic new cases 9d. Tubes 6d. Opai J«rs I /3.
[Except in I.F.S.)

Adrienne Anus and John
Stuart inlheB.l.r.
histor teal film "Abdul the Datnned.'-

Snowfire

Cream

(yuiulifics
Your bath is made both
a tcnic and beauty
treatment, supercharged with beautifyand fragrant
as ing
a oxygen
flower
garden,
simply
by
crumbling
Reudei Bath Cube intoa
the water. Try these
refreshing beauty baths
and discover the full
beauty and velvety
softness of your skin.
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KAY

Sends

it Hot

From

by these pteople who add so much to his labours at
the post office.
A New Army

Hollywood

Francis

Throws

a

Party

— arvi goes to hospital — Garbo becomes fluffy — Post Office problems
— Hollywood's soldiers.
AY FRANCIS, shortly before she
planned to leave for New York,
gave a party for 300 guests at the
Vendome Cafe, a favourite rendezvous of film celebrities.
The star spent money with great prodigality, hiring the restaurant for the evening,
and transforming the front so it looked like a
great ocean liner. On the hull was the
inscription, s.s. Francis. The guests, as a
rule, wore sailor costumes. Miss Francis was
dressed as an admiral.
Among the guests were Fredric March,
James Cagney, Maurice Chevalier, Richard
Barthelmess, Joan Blondell, Fred Astaire,
and Joan Bennett.
Sad to say. Miss Francis contracted a
serious attack of
influenza the day after
the party, and so,
instead of departing
for New York, she was
taken to a hospital,
where she is now convalescing.
Poor Mae
t is the
Maestar Wes
who probably
receives more begging
letters than any other
player in Hollywood.
The
blonde
chcirmer was
recently jxjndering over a missive
from a married man in the Middle
West, who claimed that he wished
to divorce his wife so he could
marry another lady, but his wife
refused to consent unless she received $5,000. The husband
asked Mae if she would donate
the necessary money.
Mae paid no attention to the
letter. She learned that similar
appeals had been sent by the
same person to other stars.
Changing Her Type
Greta
is wearing
very change
flufly go'wns
in
AnnaGarbo
Karenina,
a distinct
from the
severe dress heretofore affected by her.
The studio officials appear to have decided to
destroy the "aloofness" of the Swedish star.
Personally, I would not be a bit surprised if
Garbo made an early app>earance in a musical
comedy; providing, of course, she can sing !
A True Soothsayer
You may not believe in fortune-tellers, but
Frances Dee rather thinks she may in the
future. Visiting one the other day, she was told,
among other things: "I see a man in uniform.
He is near your automobile. Something will
happen that will cost you money."
Frances left, thinking perhaps her chauffeur
was going to be in a wreck. Fancy her surprise
to discover a police officer leaning against her car,
waiting to give her a ticket for parking too
long !
A Mail Clerk's Woes
"Oherlock Holmes" has nothing on Thomas A.
O Shipman, a mail clerk at the Hollywood
Post Office, whose duties include deciphering freak
addresses.
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Mr. Shipman conns over envelopes which
contain pictures of an exploding revolver, a cross,
and a bumble bee. He sighs wearily and sends it
to Bing Crosby ! Mae West's mail is often
addressed to "Etelle of the Nineties, Hollywood"
or One
"Comeproblem
on Up which
and See
was MeverySometime."
hard to solve was
an envelope showing a picture of a shivering
polar bear. Shipman finally wrote "Claudette
Colbert" on the envelope — and he was right !
This tall young Texan considers these problems
as all in the day's work, and is not at all annoyed

The American government is not likely to have
a shortage
"military"
in a ofbigcavalry,
way. for Hollywood has gone
For quite a while, mounted cavalry units
included Victor McLaglen's California I-ight
Horse, I^wisMounted
Stone's Patrol.
California lancers, and the
South-west
Gary Coof)er is one of the active members of
the recently organised Hollywood Hussars, which
is headed by Colonel Arthur Guy Emjjey, formerly
a captain in the California Light Horse.
If Douglas Fairbanks, sen., were in Hollywood,
he probably would organise a regiment of his own.
Of course, in the next few months more militarymovie outfits will blossom out, for Stone and
McLaglen set the vogue.
A Clever Idea
William Powell recently received a prop>osition
to head a private detective agency. The
ambitious
promoter
Powell's
screen
sleuthfigured
would that
put the
concernreputaover
with tionaas abang.
However, the agency would have to make plenty
of money to equal the princely salary that Bill
receives in the movies, also the clients would
expect the actor ' to solve the most baffling
Needless to say, the star is not considering the
mysteries.
offer.

She Likes Hollywood
Margaret
Sullavein,
one of theto most
temi)estuous
actresses
ever brought
Hollywood
from
the New York stage, has done an about-face in
her attitude toward the film capital, and after
declaring for two years that she "hated Hollywood," now announces that she likes it !
She gives as the reason for her change of heart
her recent marriage to William Wyler, her director,
with
whom
The Good
Fairy.she elojjed during the filming of
Ann Dvorak —
Previously she has driven about in a cheap
tohotoonfameasa
dramatic actress, roadster, which she rented by the month so that
she would have no incumbrances in case she decidthereby overed to run out on Hollywood, which she did on
shadowing her
several occasions.
triumphs
on
the
Netv York stage
But now Margaret announces that she and her
as a dancer — toUl, husband will build a home there.
nevertheless, be
seen at such for Taking No Chances
the
timewith
on Claudette Colbert has ordered all brickwork in
the first
screen,
her new home to be of a new earthquakesome sparkling
proof type, that is said to be strong enough to
tap-dance routines withstand
the most violent tremors.
in*' Sweet Music."
Each brick contains a vertical groove through
which passes a steel rod. A layer of horizontal
rods at each fourth course of bricks is clamped
to the vertical rods, tieing the entire mass into
a solid unit.
Anna Sten's Menagerie
Anna Sten, for quite a while, has had chickens,
a goat, a cat, and five dogs at her modernistic
Santa Monica home; but she recently acquired a
transient homing pigeon. The pigeon flew into
her garage at night and roosted in the rafters.
The cat, an Angora, was acquired through a
sad accident. Near her home is a steep hill, and
one morning she found the cat, badly battered,
whining outside her window. It had lived through
a terrific auto crash, in which its mistress was
killed. The dead woman's family asked the star
to keep the cat, which has remained with her ever
since.
Hollywood Says That
— Nancy Carroll planned to become a school
teacher,
but decided acting was more profitable
and interesting.
♦
♦
♦
— Lionel Barrymore made his first stage
appearance when ♦
less than
♦ a year
« old.
— Marion Marsh was born in Trinidad, British
West Indies.
♦
«
♦
— Leo Carillo was a cartoonist on a San
Francisco newspaper.
— Jean Harlow's bathing suit is made o£
cellophane.
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Something

Has

Turned

\Jp

rm IKE Mr. Micawber, I was confidently
fffl
expecting
"something
up"
rU
when
M.-G.-M.
decided toto turn
picturise
rW
David Copperfield, and induced Hugh
Walpole to adapt it for screen
purposes, and I am not disappointed.
Looking at the film is like turning over the
pagescreations
of the ofnovelist's
and seeingcome
all
the
his fertilebook
imagination
to life, so faithfully has the director, George
Cukor, dealt with his subject.
Hugh Walpole has had a difficult task in
the matter of selection and rejection, and 10
my mind he has succeeded admirably in
presenting the whole atmosphere and the
spirit
of Dickens'
favourite
novel. and equally
Naturally,
it runs
to length
naturally it is episodic in construction; there
has been no attempt to make it a kinematic
interpretation.
But, nevertheless, the picture it presents of
the period is marked by the utmost sincerity
and fidelity in detail and the production is
one which cannot fail to interest you deeply,
whether you are an admirer of Dickens or not.
In fact, I consider it high praise to emphasise
how much I enjoyed it myself since I cannot
profess to any particular love for the Victorian novelist's works.
I have said it has of necessity run to length' —
you cannot put a quart into a pint pot — and some
of you may find that there is a tendency for it to
drag during the second half, which concerns
David's
Personally,
found was
the
types so adolescence.
vividly portrayed
that my Iinterest
uE^flagging to the end.
The casting is nigh p>erfect and it is a somewhat
delicate task to differentiate between the performances given by the highly talented artistes
who were chosen with the utmost care.
Perhap.s the most interesting — and, indeed, the
most perfect — characterisation is given by Roland
Young as Uriah Heep.
It was a daring experiment in casting, but it is
more than justified by the brilliant performance
given by the actor whom we mostly know as a
blase and usually inebriated man about town.
Next, in order of my own preferences, there is
W. C. Fields as Micawber. The part fits him like
a glove; it might have been written for the
pomp>ous yet pathetically ineffectual figure of fun
which the erstwhile music-hall artiste has made .so
widely {)opular and so vastly diverting.
Edna May Oliver is brilliant as David's stern,
unbending — yet, at heart, sentimental — aunt,
Betsey Trotwood.
These three between them seem to me to share
the acting honours in a piece which is notable
for its display of histrionic ability.
Freddie Bartholomew was undoubtedly a very
good choice for David as a boy. The young
English actor has moments of real brilliance, even
if there are times when there seem to be traces of
conscious acting.
He enlists your .sympathy and makes the task
very difficult for Frank I^awton, who has to
follow up the characterisation in adolescence.
He acquits himself excellently, however, and
makes the part sincere and vital.
I particularly liked, too, Jessie Ralph's interpretation ofDavid's faithful nurse, Peggotty, but
Floriue McKinney's Little Em'ly — the artiste
wears a blonde wig — was not so satisfactory.
Her faithless lover, the handsome Steerforth,
David's idol with feet of clay, is made thoroughly
convincing by Hugh Williams.
18
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As David's first wife, Dora, Maureen O'Sullivan
expresses ably the child-like qualities which made
it impossible for her to be a grown-up wife, and
she
scene.puts a wealth of pathos' into her death-bed
Madge Evans' portrayal of David's second wife
— Agnes, the daughter of Mr. W'icklield, who is
tricked by Uriah Heep and saved by .Micawber —
struck me as being the best performance of her
career. It is not a large part, but she makes
every moment of it tell.
At the risk of making this criticism look like a
catalogue of artistes, I must, in justice, mention
the rest of the cast ; they deserve it thoroughly.
There is Lionel Barrymore as the seaman
Peggotty;
Elizabeth
David's through
mother who
dies, starved
of love Allan
and asaffection,
the
cruelty of her second husband, Mr. Murdstone, a
role admirably characterised by Basil Rathbone.
Jean Cadell strikes just the right
note as Mrs. Micawber, with her
numerous family and optimistic
outlook; while, in contrast, there is
Violet Kemble-Coof>er as Jane,
Murdstone's
sister. actor,
That fine forbidding
old character
Lenno.x Pawle, ambles amiably and
vacuousH- through the picture as
Mr. Dick, Miss Trotwood's half
witted charge; while Herbert Muii
din, with his almost one-line part a-Barkis — -"Tell her that Barkis is
willin'" — manages to create a littli
cameo that remains in your memor\
WTxile George Cukor has attempt
ed no flights of pictorial imagination,
his direction is polished and his
scenes are presented with a flowing
continuity which helps to disguise
the generally episodic nature of the
adaptation.
He has let himself go, pictorially
— perhaps rather unneces.sarily —
with a storm at sea, in which the
of Little
isbetrayer
drowned.
For, inEm'ly,
spite ofSteerforth,
its being
well done, it is of considerably less
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importance than some of the more simple situations which it is inclined to overweigh.
The Dickensian atmosphere is notable and
I found something wholly charming in the shots
of the Ixjndon and Yarmouth of the period and
also in the presentation of a ballet, the Peggotty
home built out of an old hulk, and indeed the
settings and camerawork generally ; they often
had the quality of an old print in their simple
effectiveness. — L. C.

Weekly

As the Baron's wife. Merle Oberon is good —
but it is not a part to which .she is particularly well
suited, and she did not seem altogether happy in it.
Ann Sothern throws "temperaments" all over
the place as Charlier's stage partner, and throws
them very effectively.
The picture is worth seeing if only for the
spontaneous gaiety of the star. — L. C.

Before
Walter itHackett's
playhadwas quite
adapted
for
the screen
presumably
a good
Maurice Chevalier may be the man from the murder plot and sound characterisation.
What has been evolved from it is a wholly
Folies Bergere, but he is the only Parisian
unsatisfactory mixture of the
touch that remains in this not wholly satisfactory
i\uauriuu:>c
mixture of comedy and spectacle. I found the
^ (-loak of complete artificiality.
most j)leasing thing in the
wrapped
obvious
It is almost
pathetic
to seein
Rnnrlhnij<:P
The Man
picture the fact that Maurice
was allowed to sing, right at Violet Lorraine struggling with the role of a
rom the
the beginning, one of his first barmaid who graduates to music-hall fame, marries
a baronet who is killed in the war, and is eventually
Folies
succe.ssful
which
is, songs,
to my"Valentine."
mind, the instrumental in saving her daughter — brought up
the belief that her mother was dead — from a
Bergere
type of thing which suits him in
admirably and of which he murder charge.
)as been most lamentably starved.
In the first place, Violet Lorraine — she will
For the purposes of the comedy oart of this pardon me for saying it — is not young enough to
roduction, Chevalier has to play a dual role — suggest a glamorous passion; and, secondly, she is
iiat of a well-known financier, the Baron Cassini, given very little scope, most of her time being taken
iiid a famous music-hall performer, Eugene up with putting over songs with the verve that
Charlier, one of whose turns consists of an imita- made her a popular stage idol.
tion of the Baron.
They have even given her the famous ' ' Let the
It is obvious that some time or other he will Great
Big World Keep Turning " number to do,
impersonate the other in real life and surely and with amazing unoriginality have made her
enough he does, and it is on this impersonation sing during an air-raid to calm a panic-stricken
crowd and also come on the stage immediately
that the whole humour of the picture rests.
You see, the Baron has a wife, and when after the report of the death of her husband in the
Charlier is called in to pretend to be that old "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" tradition.
gentleman for a day the complications
Gordon Marker is again "typed" as a Cockney
that arise are, to say the least of it, public-house proprietor who is used by crooks as
delicate.
aintoblind
to their burglaries
— they
a roadhouse
and get the
ownersturnof his
the "pub"
houses
they
intend
to
rob
to
go
there.
let Lorraine, and
It is time Marker was given a part really worthy
Gordon Marker in of his ability.
the screen adaptation
As the
barmaid's
Marson
most
attractive,
and daughter,
Anne GreyAileen
is good
as oneis
of Walter Hackett's
of the gang of crooks.
play, " Roadhouse."
The unfortunate Emlyn Williams is again cast
as a villain — a murderer this time — and in his
case,
too,ability.
the opportunities are not commensurate
with his
The whole thing is lavistily set, but no amount of
spectacle at a music-hall or bathing-pool can make
up for the poorness of the plot nor conceal the
weakness of development and characterisation. —
There is a good deal of ingenuity in this murder
story, based on a novel by ^^ictor McClure;
but, as in most cases of plots relying on the perfect
double, it lacks full conviction and has some
rather naive sequences.

Above : Margo, the HechtMac Arthur find, appears
with George Raft in her
second picture, " Rumha."
Left : Ramon Novarro,
Charles Butterworth, Una
Merkel, and Evelyn Laye in
a scene from the Viennese
romance, " The Night is
Young," whichnext
will he week.
fully
reviewed

And to render complications more complicated,
the Baron returns in the middle of the masquerade
and we have the situation of the wife not knowing
for certain who has been making love to her.
Surrounding all this and overpowering what
could have been made into a very piquant farce
in the hands of a Lubitsch are spectacular dances
and songs for Chevalier.
Actually, the spectacles are supp)osed to take
place at the Folies Bergere, but it would have to
have been an elastic stage if they had.
But Ln spite of all these criticisms, there is
something about Chevalier — for me at any rate —
that is irresistible, and while the picture is far
from being his best, it has its moments of sheer
enjoyment and entertainment.
Roy Del Ruth has directed it on a lavish scale,
which is one reason perhaps for the artificiality
of the atmosphere — it should have been more
intimate.
Chevalier puts over his songs with all his usual
verve and infectious gaiety as Charlier, but he
could not convince me that, he was anyone else
when he was adopting the more restrained f)oise
of the Baron.

Caley
with studio
the
by
and
, oet
^on
Morden,
aplayers
filmdeals
director,
hated
, ^hethestory
Death
staff, who plans to murder his
double, a gangster, Charhe Marsh, and take his
place. He arranges an alibi by persuading one of
Marsh's
say he inspent
the night
with her,
and then molls
shootsto Marsh
his office,
so arranging
it that suspicion falls on his principal actress.
Lady Blanche, whom he has been attempting to
blackmail. Inspector Burford, who has been
warned
by the
American
police
aboutprove
Morden's
past, takes
up the
trail, but
cannot
what
he beUeves — that the dead man is Marsh and not
Morden.
Secure in his alibi, Morden laughs at the police,
but he changes his tune when he discovers that his
woman witness has been strangled. Actually,
Marsh had accidentally killed her when she had
threatened to expose him. Morden is, therefore,
faced with the edtemative of being accused of
killing Marsh — or if he insisted on his other
identity — of having killed the girf
Henry Kendall is very good in the dual role of
Morden and Marsh, and differentiates well betw een
the two characters. Garry Marsh is convincing
as the Inspector, while a very good comedycharacterisation comes from Wally Patch as a
Cockney sergeant, it is never overdrawn.
Jeanne Stuart is quite effective as Lady Blanche,
but Eve Grey is weak as another of the
studio
playersas who
is suspected of the crime, as is
Lewis Shaw
her fiance.
Direction is sound, but there is at times rather
a lack of polish and subtlety, which arises from
poor characterisation of minor roles and some
indifferent dialogue which strikes a distinctly
bathetic note. — L. C.

Abdul (Fritz Kortner)
Therese, the Austrian
fvhom he has inveigled
\
the only person

contemplates the beauty
actress (Adrienne
into his harem and tufCo is',
he has ever loved.

brilliant stC
Sultan AbduH
and his downfall, \\{
Grune.
Not only
by
the famous
Gem
an historical subjec
and
fidelity,story
but ha
romantic
characterisations.
Abdul and Nils Ast
of Police score indiv
with their memorable
Abdul orders a
round-up of all
the Young Turks
who he fetls art
undermining his
royal authority.
They defy
his
soldiery
by singing revolutionary
sone^

Talak Pasha {John Stuart), who is
banished the country and becomes a leader
■>f thetoYoung
Turks'
his
roth
Therese.
It isrevolt,
to tryplights
and save
Mm that the actress gives herself to Abdul.

\A striking study of Adrierme Ames as
Therese, the Austrian operatic star, who
is destined to play so large a part in the
Sultan's life.
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based on the film "Anne of
Gables
" byLtd.,permission
of
Pictures.
1-4 Dean
Street. London. W.I.
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hoped ! True, the setting was all
that could be wished. The evening
was fine, and the arrival of the men
of the party with lanterns and the
big cart piled high with warm, sweet
hay, as means of transport, was in
all conscience thrilling.
Anne, wearing the puff-sleeved
dress, waited until Gilbert Blythe,
who was at the bottom of the
step-ladder helping the girls climb
on to the cartload, was free to speak
to her. He had been very polite
and pressing to the other girls, Diana
among them. Giving him the full
benefit of her smile, Anne prepared
to ascend the bottom rung. "Good
evening,
No answer.
"I'm readyMr.toBlythe
forgive !"you,"
she said
pointedly, but, even then, Gilbert
continued to stare through her until,
on .\lice Wainwright's coming up
with her basket of provisions, he
warmed into animation. "Good for
you, .\lice. I thought you were never
going to get here. Hurry up, and
I'll sit beside you."

The boundary between the Cuthbert
and the Blythe properties became an

WHAT HAS HAPPENED—
y^NNE SHIRLEY, an orphan.
adopted by Matthew Cuthbert
and his sister Marilla. of the house
on Prince Edward Island, called
"Green Gables." has a vivid
imagination. But even she is nonplussed when, two days before a
much anticipated treat, the annual
hay-ride, she is obliged to admit
to having been the last person to
handle cannot
Marilla'sbe amethyst
which
found. brooch,
TANDING by the sink,
the bread-knife, which
she had taken up on
hearing
tory call,Marilla's
dropped perempweakly
back beside the loaf, Anne failed
entirely to imagine away the
wrath of her accuser. Marilla's
eyes were twin points of steel.
Even her comfortable size seemed
to threaten. On the kitchen
draining-board still remained the
cardboard bo.v Matthew had
brought from Bright River. Half
in and half out still stayed the
wonderful gift frock of dainty
pink check and the coveted puff
sleeves which a moment before
had transported Anne into quite
heavenly joy.
Before her mental vision that
frock lay ruined at her feet, as for
the second time in her life, she felt
completely tongue-tied.
"Anne
Shirley!" Marilla demanded. Did
" you take my brooch
and lose it ? "
"No, I didn't."
"That's a falsehood. Go to your
room.
there
till youof
confess, You'll
even if stay
it takes
a month
Sundays."
Nemesis had fallen, but .\nne was
not
able. going suppose even fate immov-

Gone
for and
.\nnethe the
sweetne.ss
of
the hay
romantic
light of
the lanterns. With pricking eyelids
evening.
she scrambled on to the cart, ready
io make the worst of a spoiled
It was small consolation to have
Gilbert waylaying her in the lane the
following day with an attempt at
conversation, " to which she replied
with becoming dignity. "Come off
it, .\nne,"
he night
entreated.
only
took
.Mice last
because "II knew
I couldn't have been with you,
anyway.
Let's cry
" If I tolerate
you, quits."
it'll be because
you're a character," she conceded.
"Mr. Phillips is a character,
Matthew's a character, and so are

" Please, plea.se, Marilla, let me
out
for the
hay-ride.
in myjustroom
cheerfully
for I'll
as stay
long
as you like, but I've just got to go
to the hay -ride."
Itthe
w'aslavender-scented
no use. In the bedroom
.seclusion sheof
so proudly termed her own, she
found two satisfactions. One was
in sending Marilla away with a tray
of untouched food, a feat Anne could
hardly hope to accomplish more
than twice at most; the other was
an unofficial visit from that most
faithful of bosom friends — Diana.
"How much longer d'you think
you'll
there?"
Diana inquired,
having beclosed
the window
through
which she had climbed.
" For ever. Don't you see I can't
let Marilla think I took the brooch ? "
" But you won't go to the hay-ride,
will you? It's too bad, but I
wouldn't worry too much. I hear
Gilbert
Wainwright. Blythe's
You weretaking
a bit.\lice
too horrid
to him, you know, never forgiving
him when he apologised for calling
you
you did
smash'carrots.'
your slateAfter
over all,
his head
for
saying it."
"I'm glad I did. Gilbert's too
stuck up for words. I wish I could
go to the hay-ride, if only to show
tliat I can make him eat right out of
hand." a very tardy thinker.
myNever
22

Anne, not long after Diana had gone,
was on the stairhead calling to
Marilla, who was in the hall.
"Marilla, I'm ready to confess."
" I expected you would be. Come
downstairs and let's hear it."
Following her guardian into the
living-room, where Matthew, in the
armchair, was going through seed
catalogues, .\nne, pulling herself up
to look as tall as possible, began :
"I took the amethyst brooch.
I didn't mean to, but, it was so
beautiful, I was overcome with an
irresistible temptation. I was
imagining I was Lady Cordelia
Fitzgerald. It was much easier
to do that when I had the brooch on.
So I strolled down Lovers' Lane,
and when I got to the bridge I took
the brooch ofl to have a look at it.
I leaned over to see my reflection in
the shining waters . . . the brooch
slipped through my fingers and went
down,
out of sight
..."that
So absorbed
had forever.
she become
Anne was unaware of herself, small
and skinny, with plaits of the
despised red hair, or tlie look in the
green eyes that transformed her
child-like face with a beauty that
drew Matthew from his catalogue.

In the second's pause that followed
the declamation, Anne became herself again. "Oh! Please, please,
now I've confessed, I may go to the
"Certainly not ! How dared you
steal
things?
very dishay-ridemy? "pleased.
Mrs. BarryI'mwarned
me
against taking strange girls into my
house.
I knowyouwhy."
" But, Now
Marilla,
promised I
should
if I owned Anne.
up." Matthew,
Dismaygo overcame
who had been staring fixedly in
front of him for some seconds,
touched
sleeve. " Caught
Marilla, by
look!its"
Marillaherobeyed.
marquetrie setting, on the fringe of
her handsome shawl, was the
amethyst brooch.
" A nne ! What d'you mean by
■iM. telling me you took it ? "
"Well, you said I should stay in
my room till I confessed; and
I thought I'd better make it as
interesting
as I could."
With which
dual confession
the subject
being
dismissed, Anne was free to enjoy
herself. .'Mas, as so often happens,
the much-wished-for event did not
turn out as happily as she had

"You read too much," he grumbled; but, somehow, after that the
sunshiny lane was a little brighter
for both. Little did Gilbert know,
however, how soon his claims of
being a beau were to be superseded.
.\fternoon school provided excitement in the shajje of a bespectacled
junior college student, introduced as
Herbert Root. Mr. Phillips, without
his usual pedantry, announced,
simply and with satisfaction, that
the first prize for a recent essay
contest had been won by his former
pupil. you."
Herbert Root, rising to
acknowletlge plaudits, expressed his
willingness to tell the class of his
choice of angle on the selected subject
for the prize es.say — namely, Tennyson's poem, "The Lady of Slialott."
Mr. Root's slicked-back hair and
gold-rimmed
glassesherwereopportunity,
too much
for .\nne. Seizing
she pa.ssed Ciilbert a note indicating
that she and the college student
were courting. She pursued the
subject with some zest during recess.
When the class reassembled to listen
to Mr. Root's dissertation on how
he won the prize, it was common
knowledge that Anne and he corresRather alarmed at the enthusia.sni
she had stirred up, Anne rested her
ponded.
head on her arms and paid profound
attention to Herbert Root's speech
"I cho.se for ray problem," he said,
" that presenteid in the {X)em of
unre<iuited love. No doubt but that
the Lady of Shalott lovetl Lancelot,
although it is doubtful whether
Lancelot even knew her. I concentrated, therefore, on the lines where
Tennyson's
immortal
down to die in
the boat,heroine
leading lay
up
to
Lancelot's
memorable
line
:
'Shie
has a lovely face . . . the lady of
The student ended by reading
some e.xcerpts
from onthepage
poem.
{Conlintwd
24) Anno
Shalott.' "
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IT.'S SO EASY TO CARE FOR
SOAP
YOUR SKIN. LUX TOILET
WILL KEEP IT SOFT AND SMOOTH
N SPITE OF HARD WATER
AND A DIFFICULT CLIMATE
USE
TOILET SOAP REGULARLY
AND I ADVISE YOU TO DO THE SAME
- YOU'LL BE AMAZED HOW SOFT.
SMOOTH AND EXQUISITELY
CLEAR IT KEEPS YOUR SKIN

**'MMEIV are invariably £aiscinated by
lovely skin," says Adrienne Ames,
" and Lux Toilet Soap is the easiest way to
keep your skin smooth and clear." Here
are the reasons why :
THE DIFFERE^XE
SIX WEEKS
MAKE
Your surface skin is always changing. Imperceptibly tiny cells flake off and reveal
new skin formed beneath. In six weeks' time
your present surface skin will have disappeared. How lovely your new skin will
then be depends on the care you give it now.
Lux Toilet
Soap's
special
action
cleanses
all dirt
and quick-lathering
stale cosmetics
from pores, keeps skin-glands free to supply

the
skin needs
— so
whenoilsit your
comesgrowing
to the surface
it will
be that
soft
and smooth.
Take Adrienne Ames' advice — try Lux
Toilet Soap. 846 of the 857 leading stars
use it. Keep that new skin of yours smooth
and lovely as it comes to the surface, and
see how enchanting you can be. Lux Toilet
Soap is obtainable everywhere. 3d. a tablet.

' A TABLET
A LEVER PRODUcrr

XL 668-391
This price applies
to Great Britain and
Northern Ireland only.
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sat entranced. She was far from
glad when Mr. Phillips, dismissing
the class, announced a few minutes'
respite for personal contact with the
prize-winner.
"Aren't you going to say 'How
d'you do, Anne ' ?" Diana inquired
with a nudge. Gilbert's mocking
"Or maybe you'd just like to
correspond with him," set the match
to the tinder of Anne's indecision.
Marching up to the dais where a
half-dozen embryo co-eds clustered
round the hero of the hour, she said
boldly:do?"
"Hello!"
-er — ^how
d'you
Mr. Root "Oh—
returned,
not
unnaturally vague. The salutation,
wanting nothing in f)oliteness, was
yet not good enough. To make
matters worse, the spokesman
abruptly turned away from Anne.
Under cover of audible giggles and
Gilbert's positive hoot of mirth,
Anne, snatching her hat from the
cloakroom p>eg, started to run home.
She was pulled up at seeing Matthew
poling himself in a punt up the river
to the jetty. She watched him tie
up the boat in silence. " Anything
wrong,beside
Anne?"
down
her. he asked, sitting
"I've come to the conclusion that
a good imagination is a bad thing — ■
and there's no romance in the world
"Come, you mustn't think that
— none."
way. Romance is true enough."
"Well, if it comes my way I'll
She didn't look at the man of
three
give itscore
up." years who had waited in
vain for the girl with whom Gilbert
Blythe's
father unusually
had elop)ed,gentle,
but his
voice
sounded
as
though he were speaking to himself.
"No, Anne, don't give up romance.
A little is a good thing — an excellent
thing. Waiting for Diana, aren't
you?
Then I'llhimbe go,
getting
She watched
glad, along."
for the
first time, not to have his company.
Overcome by a marvellous thought,
she stepp>ed into the punt and,
loosening the painter, allowed herself
to drift in midstream. Her mind was
full of Tennyson's p>oem and of
herself, the magnificent actor-interpreter of it. She said aloud the
rhythmical lines :
" Down she came and found a boat
Beneath a willow left afloat
Andwrote
round about the prow -she
The Lady of Shalott."
She was drifting gorgeously now.
Little ripples shivered beneath her
as she lay in the punt at full length.
The wonderful sensation of being
borne, just as the poem said, on the
broad stream, filled her with exaltation.
"Andtideere she reached upon the
The first house by the waterside.
Singing in her song she died.
Wl
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The Ladyherof limp
Shalott."
Suddenly
hand touched
water. She sprang up. The punt
was leaking — leaking horribly. This
was real — not imaginary— ^eath .
With thumping heart, more
frightened than she had ever been
in her short life, she started to bale
out with both hands. There was no
scoop and the leak was winning the
race when the punt made for a
half-submerged tree stump. She felt
the shivering impact and baled
feverishly as the punt swayed this
way and that. The stem went
under. Scrambling to the bow, she
realised the limb of an outgrowing
tree extended above, just out of
reach. With a desperate jump her
hands touched wood. Could she
grip ? She achieved it, but the
result was almost as frightening as
if she had failed. Ready at any

ANNE

OF

GREEN

second to drop into swirling brown
waters, she heard a voice.
"Hang on. Don't drop. Work
your way along. Try to get your
footScrambling,
over the struggling,
tnmk. I'mshecoming."
thought
she must give up when a hand seized
her. Half pulled, half by her own
effort, she attained the trunk and
relaxedone's arms.
with closed eyes in some" Oh, it's you I " Funny how, the
second one was out of danger, one
could have room for disappointment !
"Yes, ma'am, it's me, Gilbert
Blythe. Now you can call me a hero.
you know."
life,guard
"Then your
I saved
you'll
my secret to
dying
moment
your
neverto
breathe a word aboutandthis
"On my honour."
"Good.
Then I can thank you
and be terribly grateful. No, I
can't.
hurt my
" forgot. You'veYou
anyone I?excruciatingly.
feelings
made
"That's because I couldn't keep
fun
of myoffhair."
my eyes
it. I tried to tell you,
only
I didn't
it right,
I guess."
"You
reallysaymean
that?
Thea
I shall relent. You saved my life.
YouTheshall
haveembarrassment
your reward." he felt
boyish
at the touch of her lips on his cheek
rapidly wore off as the boundary
between the Cuthbert and the
Blythe properties became an
acknowledged rendezvous.
Three
yearspigtails
went by,
duringat which
Anne's
arrived
being
coiled
round hertowards
ears andmore
Gilbert's
taste veered
than
socks and ties. A locket of his choice
hung
only
when round
MarillaAnne's
was neck,
out ofvisible
the way.
Anne, for her part, knitted gloves
which Gilbert treasured as the best
type of birthday present. In short,
the ayoung
werebein the
love chief
and
in
fair people
way to
protagonists in a modern drama of
Romeo and Juliet.
Marilla, looking very unlike a
fifteenth-century dame, unconr
sciously undertook the part of
Capulet when Green Gables and the
surrounding countryside were hiddea
under a thick mantle of snow.
Anne, in the hall, taking off her
overshoes, springtime in her face
after a happy meeting at the
boundary, looked up as Marilla
sounded
a scolding. the note that preluded
"Anne Shirley, I'd never have
dreamed this of you. You know
what I'm talking about. I saw you
and Gilbert Blythe at the bottom
of the field. I don't want to hurt
you by referring to what I consider '
your indebtedness
to promise
us. All that,
ths '»
same,
I want you to
you'll never see Gilbert Blytha
In a month's time Anne would be
at Normal School and Gilbert at
college, where he was to train for
a doctor. Marilla, wise in her
generation, knew this before she
determined to speak out. Unknown
to Anne, she further clinched the
matter
by the
speaking
to heGilbert
again."
herself,
with
result that
gav*
a miss to their almost nightly
rendezvous. Too proud to show
what she felt, Anne concentrated oa
preparations
astic career. for her changed scholThe night before it was due tar
Matthew to drive her to Bright
River, the start of a day's journey.
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one of the BIythe farm-hands
Gilbert's
a note.
broughtenther
ting quickened
handwri
intellig
her heart-beats. His words — brief,
forced, and decidedly puzzling— cut
the quick. "We cared for
her
each toother, but, of course, you have
a right to your own mind. But
I wish you hadn't let Manila tell me.
?"
so yourself
have saidglance
Couldn't
With ayouhurried
up the
deserted garden, Anne turned to the
bringer of the note. "Tell Mr.
Gilbert's something's wrong. There's
been a misunderstanding. I'll come
the first minute I can steal away."
"It wouldn't be any use. Miss
Anne. He was all packed up and
ready to go when he gave me this,
no address."
and he atleftheart,
Anne re-sought her
Sick
packing. With the resilience of
on new
youth about to embark
adventure, she managed not to spend
the night crying. She was up early
to complete an arrangement by
which she thought to lessen the
trials of leaving.
Even so, it was bad enough to
come upon Marilla and Matthew,
looking suspiciously red-eyed, topchocolateping a lunch basket with the
straps
and fastening
cake
layer
of a new suitcase.
Matthew brought round the buggy
and Anne put her hands on the
lapels of his coat as he got down to
help her in. "You're not to come
to the station, dear. I've been
drive me.
Grant.
Eddie
seeingsee,
You
I was
afraidHe'll
I might
cry
or something."
" Getting emotional over nothing,"
Marilla commented tartly. "There,
I s'pose you might as well kiss
Matthew as well as me."
had been two years at
Anne
Normal School and was about to
take her final exam., when a letter
from Prince Edward Island, announcing that Diana was to be married,
was followed by a visit from the
writer herself.
"Why, Anne, you've grown
was Diana's warm compretty!"
ment in admiration of the combination of grey-green eyes, creamy
skin, and bobbed hair, subdued by
constant gfrooming into natural
waves that had darkened to a
definite auburn.
" I might return the compliment,"
■Anne laughed. "Are you really
and truly happy, Di ? "
" Tnily and really. Did you know,
by the way, that Gilbert Blythe's
his finals and Dr. Tatum's
passed him
taken
on as assistant?"
A shadow crossed Anne's face.
"I didn't know. Fancy, Gilbert,
the ambitious, being content to stay
in the Island; but don't let's talk
of him. As fs.r as I'm concerned,
he's a closed book. Did you see
Matthew and Marilla before you left
home? "
"Only for a few minutes.
Matthew's too ill to have visitors.
There — I oughtn't to have told —
they didn't want you worried before
exam."
your
"Oh, Di, and I never realised why
Matthew
! How to beastly
of me. Ididn't
must write
get back
Green
Gables. I'd never forgive myself if
anything happened. Never mind
the exam — I must go. I owe them
so much."
Shadowed
life's first
real
anxiety,
Annebythought
the long
journey would never end. The
shabbiness and general depreciation
about the well-loved house struck

her as she entered the ever-of>en hall
door. Marilla, in the kitchen, did
not hear her, but she plainly heard
the family practitioner. Dr. Tatum,
and another man talking on the
landing. She caught the words :
"Everything mortgaged to the hilt,
I'm afraid; but if you think a
opinion
The two
men necessary
were on the "stairs.
second
Dr. Tatum saw her. " Why, Anne —
Anne
"HowShirley
is he,! " doctor?"
"Matthew's not out of the wood
yet.
I must talk
Marilla.
There's
a specialist
in toNova
Scotia,
Dr.
Frederick W. Terry. He understands the type of case from A to Z,
but things are so bad here finan"Oh, Dr. Tatum, I never knew !
But I cancial y " guess why. Matthew
and Marilla have been denying
themselves, starving themselves, to
keep me at school. The money
must be found somehow. It must.
Dr. Terry, did you say?"
" T7inest doctor in Canada, Anne.
r Are you just going out? Can
we "No,
drop you
anywhere
"
thanks.
I'm ?going
quite
Pride was subdued in a vast
longing
as Anne hurried down the
close." She
road.
could hardly believe her
luck when the BIythe maid told her
that Mr. Gilbert was in and would
see her. Next minute and his hands
held both hers while his eyes dwelt
on her fondly.
"Anne — it's good to see you.
I know what you've come about —
Dr." How
Terry." did you know ? Oh !
Gilbert, Matthew's so ill and he's so
poor because of me, and I know he'd
hate it if he knew I was here."
"Never mind. We've grown up
since those days. Come to the
window, Anne. I thought so. That
is Dr. Terry coming down the road.
You see, I know him slightly, and
I thought he would be wanted, so
I sent
for him."
"Gilbert
— darling !"
Two da;, s later Matthew, raising
himself on the pillows for the first
time since the crisis had been
successfully turned, allowed his eyes
to wander from Anne, at his side, to
his sister, who was abruptly making
for the door. " Where are you going,
"Marilla's answer, delivered with
Marilla?" certitude in a far from
triumphant
bedside matmer, nevertheless proved
entirely satisfactory to the
occupants of the sick room.
"To fetch Gilbert BIythe and
bring him in here right now."
— -NEXT
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conditions ofvoting
for thetheaward
of
Picturegoer'
s " gold who
medals
t/ie" actor
and actress
in ourto
readers'
opinion have
given theof
most noteworthy
performance
the past year— that is, in films
released during 1934.
A special article deals with the
outstanding films and players,
and will recall to your minds many
of those who have a definite claim
on your votes.
Place your order early for this
issue and vote accordingly to the
published rules, and so help to
honour the artistes who have given
you most pleasure.
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"'T'm sixteen today!' I remember chanting in my
A bedroom. ' Now what to do to celebrate and show my
independence ? ' Cosmetics were forbidden at school but,
after all, I was nearly grown-up and everybody knew
Pond's Creams were pure and good for the skin . . . That
very afternoon I bought some of the Cold and Vanishing
Cream. Going to bed that night, I cold-creamed my face
carefully according to the instructions. And in the morning, feeling very guilty, I rubbed a little Vanishing Cream
on my nose.
At the end of a week all my friends told me how much
better my skin was looking. It felt beautifully soft, too,
instead of all rough and flaky.
Ever since that birthday, I've used Pond's Creams
regularly and I've never had any trouble with my skin."
Here is Lady Warwick's daily beauty care, so simple, it
takes only a few minutes of her time ; so inexpensive that
every wonum can follow it.
" Every night, before going to bed, I spread on plenty
of Pond's Cold Cream, leaving it on a few moments so
that it softens the skin and sinks deep into the pores. Then
I wipe off the soiled cream with Pond's Cleansing Tissues."
There is no purer cream than Pond's, and none that
floats out pore-deep dirt so eflSciently. That's why skins
kept clean with Pond's need never fear blackheads, en- 25
larged pores and blemishes. " Before I powder, and
particularly when I am motoring or spending a day in the
open, I always use Pond's Vanishing Cream. I find it's easy
then to keep my skin soft and fine even in a biting east
wind. And, of course, as a powder base, it's unequalled ! "
■* * * " POWDER OFFER : Write your name and address on the margin
FP
F ■ attach a id. STAAiP to one comer and post in ild. sealed envelope
of thisE page,
to Dept. 1790, Pond's Extract Compete Ltd., Perivale, Middlesex, and we will send
you
samples
of all
ihreRachel
shades2. of Pond's Face Powder : Natural, Peach, Dark
Bnmette,
Rachel
i and
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On

the

Screens

by Lionel
The

Now

Collier

PICTUREGOER'S
quick reference
index to films just released

•••OF HUMAN BONDAGE •NOW AND FOREVER
•••EVELYN PRENTICE
•MONEY MEANS NOTHING
••CARAVAN
•THAT'S GRATITUDE
••THE KEY
LEAVE IT TO BLANCHE
•WAKE UP AND DREAM OUANGA
What the asterisks mean —
An outstanding feature. ••• Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
JecM Parker makes an attractive
SyPV gifl «« " Caravan."

St
'gh
ti
RDri
claim to a HpoOsiW
Aon
e forefront of the
in I
thE
1ESL
reen's leading men is
■ scrt
fu hecre strengthened by
his performan
in Of Human
Bondage, a study of a man who
is bound by a love which ruins
his happiness.
He is perhaps the most sensitive
artiste in films to-day, as witness
his fine characterisation in
Berkeley Square, but that he is
equally versatile is proved by
his acting in The Scarlet Pimpernel.
Of Human Bondage also gives
Bette Davis a chance to show that
she can act a character role as
well as be just glamorous.
The Cockney accent demanded
by her part in the picture may
not always be wholly convincing,
but generally she manages to
suggest the coarse, London waitress she is supposed to be with
conviction.
•••OF HUMAN BONDAGE
Radio. American.
Psychological Drama
Runs "A."
78 minults.
Leslie Davis
Howard
PhilipMildred
Carey
BcTTE
Francis Dei
Sally
Kay Johnson
Nora
RiciNALD Denny
Griffiths
Alan Hale
Miller
Reginald Owbn
Athelny
Reginald Sheftield DunsHeld
Desmond Roberts
Dr. Jacobs
Directed by John Cromwell from Somerset
Maugham's novel. Previewed December 1, 1934
There is no actor who could have
been more happily chosen for
the part of the artist of Somerset
Maugham's
novel who
who isis incapable
chained by
love
to a woman
of
requiting it, than Leslie Howard. He
brings out the sensitivity of the
man — he has a club foot which
heightens his super-sensitiveness —
and also invests him with a most
appealing sympathy.
As the coarse, coquettish Cockney
waitress on whom he lavishes his
love and who leaves him only to
reappear from time to time to spoil
his happines.s, Bette Davis proves
that she is not ju.st a "glamour"
actress. Hers is a finely characterised performance which is
thoroughly convincing and finely
detailed.
The story is smoothly constructed,
although somewhat slowly developed
and the main theme of the picture,
the helplessness of the man in
bondage to a worthless love, is
most poignantly brought out.
As the woman of his own rank who
eventually brings him happiness
26

with the love and sympathy he has
always craved, Frances Dee presents
a straight, competent ingenue role,
while minor parts are well etched in
by
Reginald
as the artist's
eccentric
but Owen,
good-hearted
friend,
Reginald Denny and Alan Hale.
Particularly noteworthy is the
way in which the director has subtly
suggested the gradual transformation
of the artist's love into a loathing for
its object and a contempt of himself.
It {is a most effective piece of sex
psychology.
•••EVELYN PRENTICE
M.-G.-M. American.
"A." Marital drama.
Runs 78 minutes.
William Powell
John Prentice
Mvrna Loy
Evelyn Prentice
Una Merkel
Amy Drexel
Rosalind Russell Mrs. Harrison
Harvey Stephens Lawrence Kennard
Isabel Jewell
Judith Wilson
Edward Bropry
Delaney
Henry Wadsworth Chester Wylie
Cora Sue Collins Dorothy Prentice
Jessie Ralph
Mrs. Blake
Directed by Wiliiam K. Howard from the novel
by W. £. Woodward.1935.
Previewed February 23,
It is purely on the brilliant acting
of Myma Loy and William Powell
that I have included this picture in
the three-star class. I feel that you
cannot help but be thoroughly well
entertained by them in spite of the
hackneyed and obvious nature of
the novelettish story in which they
appear; they manage by their
exceediikgly well-drawn characterisa-

cloak the familiar plot's
intrinsictions toartificiality.
Myma Loy makes Evelyn, the
neglected wife of John Prentice, a
lawyer, who thinks she has killed a
man who is attempting to blackmail
her, vital and sympathetic.
As her husband, who defends a
woman for the murder of which his
wife believes herself guilty and who
eventually — Evelyn having made t.
confession in court — turns prosecutor and proves that the defendant
is the real murderess, William Powell
is at his best.
He even manages to make the
theatrically conceived court scenes
convincing and makes the marital
love interest sincere and natural.
The direction generally is very
good, and William K. Howard has
made the most of his conventional
material.
Light relief is provided effectively
by Una Merkel
as while
Evelyn's
cracking friend,
a wisechild
interest— dragged in by the heels for
the sake of sentiment — is adequately
supplied by••CARAVAN
Cora Sue Collins.
Fox. American.
" U."minutes.
Musical romance.
Rum 102
Charles Boyer
Laai
Lobitta Vounc
Countess Wilma
Jean Parker
Tinka
Philups Holmes Lieutenant von Tokay
Louise Faunda
Miss Optix
Eugene Pallettb Gipsy Chief

Bette Davis gives a finely characterised performance as the Cockney
toaitress in "Of Human Bondage."
C. Aubrey Smith Baron von Tokay
Charles Grapewin
Notary
Noah Beery
Innkeeper
Dudley Digges
Administrator
Richard
Carle Station
Major-domo
Lionel Belmore
Master
BiLLV Be VAN
Police Sergeant
Armand
Kaliz
Captain
of
Hussars
Harry C. Bradley
Priest
Directed by Erik Charell from a story by
Melchior
by Samson
Raphael
son. Lengyel,
Previewedadapted
Novetnber
17, 1934.
Conventional
storya of
an heiress
who will inherit
fortune
if she
marries before she is twenty-one.
The picture opens on the eve of her
birthday, her uncle having kept the
clause of the will secret because he
has a son who will benefit.
The heiress, to spite her uncle,
marries a gypsy \'iolinist out of hand
and then proceeds to fall in love with
a handsome plicationsyoung
lieutenant.
and a happy
ending. ComAll this is dressed in a lavish
manner, but it smacks strongly of
the stage
is intrinsically
theatrical. Erikand
Charell
has {latently
not
yet acquired screen technique nor
forgotten his theatre. Musical
numbers, while tuneful, are overworked and he indulges in definitely
Loretta Young as the heiress has
little
to do but look attractive, a
stage "curtains."
thing she finds no difficulty in doing.
Charles Boyer, who gave such a
memorable performance in The
Battle, does well as the gypsy, but he
is handicapped severely by the
script.
Phillips Holmes is sound as the
dashing young lieutenant, and a
strong cast is entrusted with the
minor roles, but they have little
chance to shine in such overpoweringly lavish surroundings.
In spite of its shortcomings, there
is much to please the eye in the
settings, and the music by Werner
••THE is KEY
Richard
Heyman
distinctly tuneful and appealing.
Warner. .4merican.
Runs 83 "U."
minutes.Romantic drams.
Edna Best
Norah
WilliamClive
Powbix Captain
Colin
.AndrewTennant
Kerr
MakineDoyli
Pauline
Donald Crisp
Conlaa
J.Philip
M. Kerk'Can
O'DuS}
Regan
Kirbjr
Henry 0'Ne:ll
Dn
Gertrude Short
Bamuid
Hrr««T Cavanauoh
Homer
ARrmi-t Tri acher Lieutenant Merriam
Ha<j.iwell Hobbes
The General
Directed by Michael Curtis. Previewti
Sovembtr 24. 1934.
Sound
triangle
melodram.t
which
is played
against
of the
Irish troubles
ofa background
1920. It is
not too convincing, but is rendered
entertaining by good acting, bright
dialogue(Continued
and a popular
thrill
on page
28) or two.
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\GLYIVfllEL

fHViacie

JtUXf

The marvellous relief,
as cooling, soothing Glymiel
Jelly sinks down into your skin
roughened
by the cold winds, sleet and
roughi
icy rains ! Immediately your hands are comforted. Cracks close up. Irritations disappear.
With Glynuel Jelly's soothing care even sensitive hands that used to redden and ci ack at
the least cold wind now stay smooth and lovely.
But remember it must be Glymiel Jelly.
No other preparation can do what Gly>
miel Jelly does. It contains special soften*
ing and beautifying ingredients and is
made by a process that cannot be copied.
NO MORE CH APPED or CR.4CKED HANDS
Start using
Tubes 3d, 6d, 1/Glymiel Jelly
H^-^J^ In Decorative
tO'day
f ^ES^Glass Jars 2/6

GLYMIEL
^

JELLY

TUBES. ..3?. .61.. I/Just as Glymiel Jelly gives your hands charm and
beauty, so GLYMIEL FACE CREAM gives
charm and beauty to your complexion. 6d. a tube.

The new " Liberty " Foundation
Garments, in two-way stretch
" Lastex " Yarn, are fashioned to
fit like a glove. They are at
once freedom-giving and firm in
their control.

AMAMI night XC^
.-and it feels
so refreshing ^
too!'

W

^
Is your hair lifeless, falling, greasy or
dry? Learn how Beauty Queens keep
their hair lovely. Their secret is this
. . they make Friday night AMAMI
night ! Amami's 47 special ingredients
will cleanse and nourish your hair — ^restore
gleaming lustre and lasting loveliness.

*w^/
1

Just hole at tAose two
Joan.' Jim seems to have
iaker\ a great fancy to 6cfty I
^^^yjj,^^ * Yes I'm glad \ gave b«-| AMAMI
SHAMPOOS
Send for FREE Catalogue to "Liberty "
Products, 4 Harborough.
"Libertyland," Market

No.
No.
No.
And

I for Brunettes
3d. and
s fo'' Blondes
3<f. eoid
12 (soapless) for your Perm
Special Hernia for dull hair

6d.
6d.
3d.
6d.
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SCREENS

Edna Best makes her longdeferred Hollywood debut as the
wife of a British intelligence oflScer
stationed in Ireland who falls in
love with a rebel leader, but discovers in the end that it is her
husband for whom she really cares.
She is inclined to be a little stagey
but she invests the character with
sympathy and vitality.
Colin Clive is fair as the husband,
but the real weight of tlie acting is
carried by William Powell as the
rebel leader, who plays it in his own
inimitably polished style, and succeeds in making the character
pleasing in spite of its somewhat
unethical behaviour.
An excellent supporting study
comes from J. M. Kerrigan as an
Irish intermediary.
The picture is good, technically,
and the balance between comedy and
drama well maintained.
♦WAKE UP AND DREAM
Universai.
comedy drama American.
vith music. "A."
Runs 72 Romantic
minules.
Rvss Colombo
Paul Scott
Roger Pryor
Charley Sullivan
June Knioht
Toby Brown
Catherine
Doucet Madame
Rose
Henry .^rmetta
Cellini
Andy Devine
Egghead
Spencer Charters
Earl Craft
WiM Shaw
May La Rue
Gavin Gordon
Seabrook
Richard Carie
Babcock
Paul Porcasi
Polopolis
THrecUd by Hurt Neumann. Previewed
November 3, 1934.
who like crooning will find
Those
entertainment in the late Russ
Colombo's interpretation of three
song hits, "Too Beautiful for
Words," "Let's Pretend," and
"WTien You're in Love," which are
excellent of their kind.
Otherwise the picture is a very
disjointed affair dealing with the
adventures of a vaudeville trio
who, after various adventures, reach
Hollywood.
The whole thing is played in
broad comedy vein, a romantic
element being introduced by the
love of the two male members of the
trio for their pretty partner.
June Knight is fair as the charmer
but somewhat colourless.
On the other hand, Roger Pryor
gives a very good i>erformance as
the "brains" of th-, trio, whose wild
schemes for securing engagements
lead to all sorts of trouble.
Henry Armetta gives a broad
comedy characterisation of an Italian
— a musical friend of the trio. Some

NOW— Continued
of the situations are well devised,
but the production fails to keep
one interested because of its extremely weak continuity.
•NOW AND FOREVER
Paramount. American.
drama. "A." Reformation
Gary Cooper
Jerry Day
Carole Lombard
Toai Day
Shirley Temple
Penelope Day
Sir Guy Standing Felix Evans
Charlotte Granville.... Mr. Crane
Gilbert Emery
Jame Higginson
Henry Kolkbr
Mr. Clark
Tetsu Komai
Mr. Ling
DirecUd fcv Henry Hathaway from a story by
Jack Kirktand and Melville Baker, adapted by
VincentPreviewed
Uawrence October
and Sylvia
20, 1934Tkalberg.

r of little Shirley
The patte
's footst
epsrd in and
Temple
the Gary
hail
s Carole
redeem
Lomba
Cooper from a life of crime.
Shirley, who always seems to fall
among thieves, is at least the most
infantof
the screen's
engaging asof Penelope,
prodigies
daughter
The
crook.
polished
a
Day,
Jerry
latter brings her to the somewhat
strange minage presided over by his
partner in crime, Toni.
It is never quite clear whether
Toni is wife or mistress. At any rate,
as a result of the child's influence
both decide to "go straight."
The father's incurable extravagance, however, leads to a lapse
from grace. Penelope forces him to
see the error of his ways and
although punishment is waiting
round the comer, the film ends on a
note of nobility and sacrifice when
Jerry allows the little girl to be
adopted by a wealthy woman who
can bring
up in a less unconventionalher
environment.
Now and Forever is mainly for the
Shirley Temple fans. If you are
still under the spell of the Infant It
Girl you will enjoy it immensely.
Otherwise, there is very little in it,
apart from a delightful performance
by Sir Guy Standing as a jewel
thief with ingratiating manners.
as Jerry, and Carole
Gary ,Cooper,
as Toni, are for the most
Lombard
Shirley.
part made to be "stooges" for
•MONEY
MEANS NOTHING
Patke. American.
"U." 62 mimtts.
Romantic conudydrama. Runs
Wallace Ford
Kenneth
Gloria Shea
Jul'«
Edgar Kennedy
Green
Maidel Turner
Mrs. Green
Betty Blytiie
Mrs. Ferris
Edward Tamblyn
Robby
Vivian Oakland
Helen

Frank Craven, Sheila Mannors, John Btukler, and Arthttr Byron in
a scene from " That's Gratitude."
28
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Myma Loy and William Powell are together again in " Evelyn
Prentice" — here they are vnth Jessie Ralph and Edward Bro^ty
in a tense moment tn this murder story.
Richard T-jcker
George
Tenen Holtz
„
Silvennan
Olaf Hytten
Butler
Directed by Christie Cabarme from William
ArUhony McGuire's ptay, "Cost of Living."
Familiar
a judicious
mixture story
of heartwith
interest,
thrills
and humour in a pleasing domestic
and homely atmosphere. The story
deals with Julie, heiress to the
Whitney millions, who falls in love
with Kenneiii, a clerk in a motor
accessory establishment.
He marries her, but soon after
loses his job, having been accused
of being in league with hi-jackers.
Poverty makes them lead a hard
life, which is rendered harder by the
fact that Julie is an expectant
mother.
When everything is at its worst,
however, Kenneth finds a job. He
is
employed
the hi-jackers
with
whom
he wasby suspected
of being
connected and sjjectacularly brings
about their surest.
The simple and none too probable
plot is quite well handled, especially
in the matter of domestic detail.
Gloria Shea is natural as Julie
and Wallace Ford displays a good
sense of character as Kenneth.
Two amusing sketches are given
by
Edgar Kennedy and Maidel
Turner.

provides the best part of the point
of the story and the comedy.
Sheila Mannors is sound, too, as
the nowdy daughter who is transformed into a prima doima.
The situations are well planned,
but the picture remains in effect a
photographed stage play.
LEAVE IT TO BLANCHE
FJV. British.Runs "U."
Domestic comedy.
51 mittutes.
Henry Kendall
David
Olive Blakenev
Blanche
MiKi Hood
Doris
Griffiths Jones
Philip Amesbory
Hamilton Keene
Brewster
Rex Harrison
Ronnie
Julian Royce
Patteridge
Elizabeth Jenns
Blossom
Molly Clifford Mrs. Mumsey
Phy^us Stanley
Blues Singer
Harold Warrendkr
Guardee
Directed by Harold M. Young from an original
story by Roland Brown. Previewed September
15, 1934.
David and Doris Manners are
happily married until a busybody, Blanche, suggests to the latter
that she should pretend to be having
an affair with a film actor to cure
her husband of his fondness for the

•THAT'S GRATITUDE
Coluimbia. American.
Runs V7 "U."
minutes.Domestic comedy.
Frank Craven
Bob Grant
Mary Carlisle
Dora Maxwell
Arthur Byron
Thomas Maxwell
John Buckler
Clayton I^rimer
Sheila Mannors
Delia Maxwell
Charles Sabin
William North
Helen Ware
Ut%. Maxwell
Blythe Daley
Nora
Franklyn Pangborh Photographer
Johnny Sheehan Publicity Man
Directed by Frank Craven from the story and
screen play by himself.
Pleasant entertainment with a
domestic and show-business
atmosphere which has a somewhat
original theme.
The story concerns an improvident
theatrical producer who sponges on
a family and falls in love with the
elder daughter. He gives her a part
in a show of his and proudly displays
what he had made of her to her
family, who had turned him out on
the grounds of ingratitude. He
also tells them that he is going to
marry
her.forestalled, however, and
He is
receives a telegram to the effect that
his protegee had eloped with her
leading man.
Frank Craven is good as the
producer, as is Ai^hur Byron aa the
man on whom he sponges. It is the
bickering between these two that

Itinggoes
scene. off well and his vnfe is
duly terrified until she discovers
blank cartridges in the revolver
and exchanges them for real ones;
then it is hubby's turn to be
frightened.
Finally, the matter is cleared up
and Blanche ostracised for the
future.
There is little sparkle in the
comedy situations and generally the
affair is flimsy and pedestrian in
effect.
Henry Kendall does his best with
the indifferent role of the husband
and the supporting cast is fair.

David and,
sees throughherhisa lesson,
wife's
pretence
golf
club. with totheteach
arranges
film actor whose
name she has used to stage a shoot-

OUANGA
Paramount. British. "A." Melodrama of
West Indian "Voodooism." Runs 88 minuttt.
Fredi Washington Clelie Gordoo
Philip Brandon Adam Maynard
Marie Paxton
Eve Langley
Sheldon Leonard
Le Strange
Winifred Harris
Aunt Sarah
Sid Easton
Jackson
Babe
Susie
Georoe Joyce
Spink
Johnson
Directed by George Terwilliger.

oism,"y a built
hyp-'
form ofarotind
"Voodoclumsil
Drama
notic suggestion practised by the
natives of the British West Indies.
It is extremely crudely produced
and badly acted, and although the
settings are authentic, they are not
exploited at all effectively.
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MUST..

1- be mrl^mllHrmlln made with atrlrtig
M.tTT components to umaraniee that
your complexion shall have the rrlreiy
bloom of yoHlh.
2. leave no palrhrm, no visible make-mp.

to

relieve

Constipation

easily

.1. lani for hours, through sports and dancing,
although itself an tnvlmlblt- film, just
lightly dusted on the skin.
4. suit both dry and greasy skins, act as a
TOSH' and not clog the pores.
5. have that faint elusive fragrance which
attraas and yet makes your own personality
«o dlniinetire.
6. have ninf shades, to suit all types of beauty
on all occasions. . . ON LY
Poudre MATT
EVER
The original and erer-matt tlnlmh powder
combines all these qualities and has
No Equal and No Sabulilatp.

9 Shades

1'^''^'^
-D.%Y-rRi:.\.>f
torTT
a per EVER
tCre
c c t .f#am
.t YY MA
foundation
MUIIT- CRK.t.M — in p
L.T.
PI
VE
R
indi:>pcnsablc
aid to
PARIS
^
MATT beauty.
ALSO
MATTEVER
PERFUME. SHAMPOO.
LIPSTICK, LOTION, TALCUM, ETC.
5A.MPLKS
FROM
ALL
CHEMISTS
AND
HAIRDRESSERS
OR FROM:

PARSCENT

A cliciving laxative has distinct advantages ;it is delicious in flavour, easy to
take and, because yoii chctc it, the laxative
mixes with the gastric juices and works
more thoroughly. Because FEEN-AMINT has this natural action it does a
thorough job, without griping or nausea.
That is why millions of people all over
the world have chosen FEEN-A-MINT
as their laxative.
And you can be sure that it is nonhabit-forming. If you are one of the
millions of constipation sufferers, take
the doctors' advice, chew FEEN-AMINT for three minutes — that's long
enough.
FREE SAMPLE. Send your name and
address and i\d. in stamps (to cover postage) to :
While's Laboratories Ltd. (Dept. E.2),
143 Thames House, Westminster, S.W.i.
IT'S FEEN-AMINT FOR ME...
I LIKE THE TASTE
AND THE CHEWING CERTAINLY
MAKES THE
LAXATIVE
WORK MORE
THOROUGHLY

Feenamint

77w onL/ GimuUj LAXATIVE

LTD.. Dukes Read. Western Avenue. Lo^

TfUcAU
GREY

HAIRS

for f/)e OPEN-AIR
GIRL
The Open Air Girl demands a lot from her lipstick.
ADD YEARS TO YOUR APPEARANCE. — that is why she chooses Michel. It protects
her lips against the elements. It
imparts the natural transparent
Maybe your hair is faded — out of
colour of healthy youth.
condition — possibly a few stray grey
Last but not least, it is
hairs mar the beauty of its youth. Call
Permanent
and Waterin the aid of EVAN WILLIAMS'
proof, able to keep her lips
TUNISIAN HENNA, it will overcome
soft, smooth and glowing
this handicap effectively and safely «
in any kind of weather.
Light, Medijm and Dark Shades.
# SEND A CLIPPING
Popular size 1/4, De Luxe 4/«.
OF YOUR
Of Hjirdressers,etc.Store:. Chemisti.
GREY HAIR
Oiborne, Garrett & Co., Ltd.,
London, W.I.
and we will show you how perfectly
the
natural shade can be restored
tne natural
snaae can oe rescorea.
-^tt-**^Vyi •0/1
CO. LTD.
EYANmiUMS
Dept. P.W., 14. UNION STREET. LONDON. W.I.
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Sonnie Hale
and Winifred
Shatter in a
happy scene
from the
British Lion
corned
" Marry the
y
Girl."
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be, but maybe because the only picture I saw him :
(Murder in Monte Carlo) left me a little saddened ,
and disillusioned. He probably had great potentialities— in a less nit-witted part.
.Anyway, he took a sea-voyage; and what then? '
Enter Patric
Now the Warner Brothers (with a dash of
First National stirred in to complicate matare up Knowles.
on the roof
again, telling''
about ters)
Patric
Six-foot-two
I Heftyus!
Good-looking I An actor! A swell dresser!
Chjurm ! Intelligence ! All the doings ! An
all-round athlete, excelling in boxing, swimming, rowing, running ! A fine horseman !
He is to play his first part under his /Teddington contract in Crime Unlimited (how the
Thames Valley does breed criminals !) and
? let us have Mr. ' Knowles
what Hollywood,
thenPlease,
a few weeks longer ! Amen.
Then there is Richard Ritchie, but he reversed
the usual method by hitting Hollywood first.
Actually he was pitched into it out of the saddle of
a mustang — so called, of course, because you
mustang on if you want to go the whole di.stance.
Our Richard didn't. He fell off, and broke some
bones (which is not unusual in a Texas cowboy)
and
ate. went to Hollywood, of all places, to recuperMaybe he wanted to see some cowboys. They
squat in rows on the edge of the pavement on
Hollj'wood Boulevard, hoping the occupants
of the rubber-wagons will take them for Gary:
Cooper.
Fox Got Him

1

That

Hero
our

he-men ?— No

Shortage

Where

are

English Montgomerys^

Watch

Patric — Cabaret in the farmyard —

The

" Iron

n."have struck America. Keason 6, American
Womato
OSH, mustn't those old Alm-makers
of twenty, or even ten, years ago screen-heroes are not necessarily drawn from the
have found Hfe easy and pleasant ! glove-wearing classes ; v.e have plenty of hefty
All they had to find was ten handsome youngsters in our steel-mills and
but weour don't
like theirfrom
voices.
thousand pounds, a story, a mar- machine-shops,
Keason c, we recruit
screen-actors
the
vellous girl, a good-looking boy, and — stage, and although stage-training is mighty
"Come on, we'll shoot it !"
good for a girl, it doesn't seem to bring out all the
points in a man.
They'd be practically dead sure of getting bestApart
from comedians like Jack Hulbert,
a handsome return on their capital, and
there was the whole range of history and Clifford Mollison, and Sonnie Hale, whom have
literature from which to select stories, and we? Henry Kendall, John Stuart, Sebastian
Shaw, John I^er . . . yes, but at least three of
the girl needn't be able to say lines, and the these are not getting noticeably younger every
boy could have a voice like a buzz-saw for year. WTio are the youngsters coming on ?
all it mattered.
Well, there's young Mickey Brantford getting
Now, that Paradise for Producers has had
bigger
and
better since
parts henowadays,
he'sWatts
been
in
business
toddled. but
Billy
to be labelled "Paradise Lost" and dumped the the
same. What about new blood ?
into the bin marked "Limbo.". They have to
dig up forty-thousand jimmy-o-goblins now
for quite a little modest production, and all
the best stories have been used (so they say) Off To Hollywood
will out, and new blood comes to the
and the Marvellous Girl also has to be a Blood
surface now and again — and what happens
Marvellous Actress (so they imagine) and the to it?
It gets itself mopj)ed up by Hollywood
boy is the worst problem of the whole lot after one or two pictures. Harry Wilcoxon went,
Robert Donat went, Brian .Aherne went . . .
(so they tell me).
A little while ago the Brothers Warner (or
rather their Plenipotentiaries down at Tedding^on)
Where Are They ?
stood on the roof and shouted to the world about
Frankly, when it comes to handsome young a young man they'd found. Six-foot -two I Hefty I
heroes of the type that seems to abound Good-looking! An actor! A swell dresser ! Charm!
in America (the Bob Montgomery, Franchot Intelligence ! All the doings !
Tone, Gary Cooper type) where are we? Simply
That was Errol Flyn. First-class passage to
sunk.
Hollywood for Errol Flyn — and single ticket at
Why? Three reasons. Reason a, the wave of that. Personally I wasn't quite so on-the-roof
effeminacy that has swept England doesn't seem about young Flyn as the Warner Bros, appeared to
30
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Anyway,
instead,
bung(
him intosomeone
Murder saw
in him
Trinidad
and andHollywooi
on Parade.
Then he came to England and played in
Ernie Lotinga
Smith's
British.
shallpicture
be hearing
more Wives
of Mr. for
Ric! Fo:
Ritchie, We
I fancy.
.\nd now Twickenham are offering a Mr. Coli
Lesslie. Six-foot-one I Hefty ! Good-looking
.\a actor I . . . and so on, up to "doings."
Personally,
at the
afraid onI rather
have
to ask you
to moment,
take ColinI'mI^esslie
trust,
I haven't seen him yet, either on the screen or
in the flesh; in fact, I have no absolute proof
that he exists; but the Twickenham people evi-;
dently believe he does, or they would hardly
have
Woman.given him an important pwirt in The In
Watch for Colin Lesslie. Watch for Richai
Ritchie. Watch for Patric Knowles. They ma'
be part of the solution to the Great I*roblem whi(
is keeping
producers
awakeabout
o' nights'
and
causing British
their wives
to worry
them.
(What's that, Johnny Jones? You thought producers' wives
bring that
up?)only worried about blondes? Why
Dairy Produce
The current Teddington opus is The Butter an I
Egg Man. This is one of the currently popular
type
of filmHulbert,
about film-making.
Claude
who is on contract to Messrs.
Warner Bros. First National Productions Ltd.,
plays the title-role — a somewhat simple-nunded
young man who is p>ersuaded to put his money
into film-production, without knowing anything
about it.
Of course, anyone who does such a thing just
forfeits all my .sympathy right from the start ;
but does Hulbert Minor need our sympathy?
No, relieved
sir ! .\U(and
comesastonishetl)
right for hin>
in the. .end,
be
to learn
. you'll
But not before there has been a cabaret burlesque
in a farmyard. These producers think of more
things! burlestjue
Well, well,
thought of a .
cabaret
in a who'd
farmyardhave
!
Bah ! I'm an old grouch. Don't pay any atten^
tion to me. I'm ju.st so heartily, thoroughly,whole-heartetlly, doggone sick anti tired of Mn-en
cabaret
shows
that you could har<ll>- hire lue to ^
go and see
one.
{Coniimued on page 32)
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Generous
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Payments
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•EDNA"
Lovely Cape Coat in all Wool Tweed
Mixture. Detachable cape fastens at
the shoulders. Lined Celanese. Colours :Beige, GreylBlack, Brown and
all neicest shades. Sites : 5.5.1V.,
S.W. and W.
lO/OR 3i Cum.
Monthly. Cash.
Two-Piece"CONSTANCE"
Ensemble, fancy wool cloth.
Lined Celanese. Colours : Saxe Blue,
Light
Beige,
Marina Green,
and
mil newest shades.
Sizes :Navy
S.S.W.,
S.W., W. and W.X.
1 0/OR 4Ceuh.
Gn*.
Monthly.
M/RITE to Dtpt M.S01. for Lmdiud
^ Cmtalogae of Latatt Spring Fathions.

U°
SMARTWEAR
265-271 RECENT STREET
OXFORD CJLRCUi. LONpmwU . .
BKIGHTON : 4(M2. Wm St BIRMINGHAM: 76. Bull St.
INnrnSGHAM : 20. Milton St. BELFAST: 10. Doncull PI. I
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charming

Cutex Liquid Nail
Polish flows on
smoothly,
ordinary but
polish goes
on in streaks.
Cutex Liquid Nail
Polish keeps its
colour and lustre to
the end.ishes
Other
polsoon grow
faded and dull.
Cutex
Polish Liquid
stays Nail
on

Cut ex Shades

Cutex is not only the best Liquid Polish, but
it comes in nine separate shades selected by
the World's Manicure Authority. There are
flattering light tones — which go with every
dress — Natural, Colourless, Rose,
Pink Pearl, White Pearl, Peach and
Coral — and the clever deep tones
— Cardinal and Ruby. How these
lovely Cutex nail tints add to your
smartness and charm ! Cutex preparations — everything for lovely
nails — are made in great Britain.

longer, never peels.
Ordinary polishes
crack and come off.

In addition, Cutex Liquid Polish
stays liquid in the bottle. It never
dries up as ordinary nail polishes do.

CUTEX
LIQUID

POLISH

and Everything for Lovely Nails

I en*

nev>
the

the hi"

JAMESSE
(Spirit)
SETTING
LOTION

-

friars Ka

will enhance and retain your " perm "
indefinitely. 2/6 a bottle. In a variety
of perfumes, including Chypre, Lesquels
fleurs and Lavender. Send P.O. 2/6
mentioning Products,
The " Picturegoer,"
Jamesse
Hamptonto
Laboratories, Arthur Street, S.E. IS.
FOR GREY HAIR
SHADE
I NE
Is Mfe, «are and simple to OM ; oae lk|idd:
nothing Injariolu; permanent »ad w&f>hjtb)e; 40
years'colour.
repatatlon
; notd inCertificate
all naturalenclosed.
tintA ; state
S«« Medical
AT ALL CHEMISTS.
1/4 liix, post I/el 3/6, post or Budd— Co., Dtpi. A., W, WistkouM Onm,
a/»: 3/», POH4/3.
iMioa,

AVA

Soopless
SHAMPOO

Beauty woman
ahead" for
every
!
Write to Df:pl. A.C. AVA Ltd.. 1 Park Hill. London. S.W.4, for the
Booklet •• NEW LIGHT O.N THE SHAMPOO QUESTION."
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But all the same, I shall see The Butter and Egg
Man because the situations are genuinely amusing
and should furnish some excellent material for
Claude
aforesaid,
Nancy Gregory
O'Neil, Ratoff,
Olive
Blakeney,Hulbert
Morris Harvey,
JaneCarr,
Ernest Sefton, Robert Nainby, and Cyril Smith.
And Monty Banks, directing it, may be trusted
to extract the maximum amount of fun from it all.

by

FILM

THE

ob

e

BERGNER
Introduced to the
screen in the most
human and powerful achievement of

m Wit
In the cabaret sequences there is a coloured
singer named Jolmny Nit. And do you hope,
dear Mrs. Higgin wallow, that this gentleman will
not be .relied upon for the wit of the film? Yes,
I also hope that, dear Mrs. Higginwallow.
So much for butter and eggs. The other new
film in that neighbourhood is two-three miles
away, at Twickenham, calling itself The Iron
Woman.
I warned you before, I think, that it makes no
attempt to furnish a mate for The Iron Duke, in
the manner in which a mate is being furnished
in Holly-wood for the Frankenstein monster.
Recapitulating
briefly,woman
let me who
mention
it's
about
a strong-minded
is so that
darned
strong-minded that she becomes a permanent
pain in the neck to her children. They stick
it as long as they can, and then combine to teach
her what's what.
Cast, sir ? Certainly, sir ! Coming, sir, coming !
Betty Astell, Hope Davy (these two were together in Josser on the Farm, but let bygones be
bygones), Michael Shepley, Mark Daly, Wally
Patch, Richard Cooper, Margaret Yarde, and that
Colin Lesslie I mentioned a piece back.
The Gang's All Here
He onwasn't
at theWoman
studiosset,thebutafternoon
I arrived
the Iron
Betty and
Hope
were, and Michael Shepley, and Wal Patch, and
Dickie Cooper, so all was well with me.
How Betty Astell has come on in the last few
months! Since she shed her glittering golden
locks and her curves and became a slim brunette
as I first knew her, she's a hundred and three
perNo.
cent,A more
attractive.
hundred
and four.
Hope Davy first appeared at Twickenham in
River Wolves. Remember it? Me either. But
George
it, and he's directing
this
Iron Pearson
Woman directed
one.
These people are night-birds — not from choice,
but because there isn't room to stand up in the
studios by day, since the floors are full of Vintage
Wine (the Seymour Hicks comedy) and Johnson's
Stores.

her career ....

"ESCAPE

ME

N
Coming
EVto
ELondon
R"
Shortly

A

British &

Dominions

Production
Distributed by

N.B. — A closing date for the "Nell Gwyn"
competition will be announced shortly. Hurry
with your fifty-word postcard opinion of the
picture for a prize of Five Guineas. Address
to :— '■ Globe, " " British and Dominions
Studio," Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.

Johnson's
Stores
Before the new
large studio was built, they had to
have one production going at night because there
was only room for one by day. Now that there is
room for two in the daytime, they still have an
overflow at night. And in years to come, when
they have a huge multiple-floored studio on the
lot, I can still see them with one more production
on hand than they've room for.
Well, it's all good for business.
A Twickenham Twist

S E T S-Contmued /rom page 30
eternal Summer, with a bunch of luscious girls
(they're twickers at Pick-pwickers — Excuse me
a moment. They're . . . pickers . . . at . . . Twickenham. Got it !) loblollying about in the sparkling
green waters of a private swimming jk)o1, under
a blazing sun — in fact, a whole battery of blazing
suns, each controlled by a blazing hot electrician.
Whoops, Dearie !
Loblolly?
Why, uses
surelyit to you
knowthe loblolly?
Vachel Lindsay
describe
whales
of California, which
Rally and roam in the loblolly foam
And whoop thai their souls are free.
These damsels weren't whooping, because (a)
the mike doesn't like it, jind (6) it isn't the whooping-cough has
season. It's
influenza
Robert Donat
been thebowled
over season.
with it.Poor
Of
course, he's playing the lead in Thirty-nine Steps,
so they
get a player.
substitute, as they might in
the
case can't
of a minor
This quite often does happen. In fact, if anyone
asked me the two most valuable factors for push,
ing one into a film career, I might be inclined to
say Influence and Influenza. Only, the Influe nza
must be someone else's . . . and, for the matter of
that, so must the Influence.
Bit tough on Donat. He's urgently required in
Hollywood to play the lead in Captain Blood.
And, come to think of it, two factors in this case
really are rather exasperating.
All Wet
Onescrambling
is that, although
he caught
"flu" while
through peat
and heather
and
splashing in and out of a Highland bum (with
Madeleine Carroll handcufied to his wrist), the peat
and the heather and the bum and the Carroll
were
in thebattalions
studio at ofShepherd's
and coSee
there
were all
whole
dry socks Bush,
and hot
and brandy available within a few yards if anyone
had thought of them.
And the other thing is that, if he had been
working at Gaumont's Islington studios instead of
at Shepherd's Bush, he would probably never
have caught " flu " at all, for the Chief Electrician
has installed an apparatus which injects an antiseptic fluid, by means of a drip-feed, into the giant
airplant. The fluid, bless its busy little heart,
drips at the rate of two drops a second into the
filter chamber of the plant. Powerful fans thcD
blow it into the studios, and air ducts all round tht
sound stages distribute it equally and evenly.
Someone should have told poor Robert I>onat
about that 1

\
!
f
•

^

Enter The "Toastmaster"
My Ladies
Lord Chairman,
Your —Grace,
My Loi
and Gentlemen
pray silence

With these words, Ernest Poynter, one of the
Mr. Maximus ! "
most famous of London's toastmasters, made his
initial apf>earance in British films for the Gainsborough film. The Clairvoyant.
Resplendent
in superbly
cutandtoastmaster's
"uniform," he stands
soldierly
erect, his)
bearing reminiscent of his long and distinguished ]
war-service. On the lapel of his magnificent
scarlet
coat, Cross.
three miniature medals — one being' ,
the Military
Mr. Poynter, whose profession, of coaraa^^
demands correctness at all times, is amazed at thelen- ^j
Johnson's
Stores, Shaw,
with Garry
Marsh, to
Eve a Grey,
and Sebastian
was drawing
close accuracy and detail of film-studio production.
He has met, in the course of his duties, almost ;
when I turned up, and Leslie Hiscott, directing it,
was getting his muscle up for Inside the Room, every member of British nobility, and has fre^
which was to follow immediately.
quently stood behind the chairs of the Prince
The Twickenham Trumpeters describe it as Wales, the Duke of York, and other members oi
the
Royal Family.
"one of the cleverest mystery stories ever written,
His clear, vibrant voice is familiar to millions
containing an ingenious twist to the solution which
radio-listeners whose sets have been tuned t*4
should intrigue and delight kinema audiences." of
1
I hope it will; but if there isn't a murder in it broadcasts of big social functions.
I won't
pay inmythe one-and-three.
Promptly at five o'clock he has to leave th*^
on
a murder
Thames Valley. I always insist studio,
to prepare for the evening's engagementiL,
Except, of course, in an all-in comedy like He has been working as toastmaster continuoi
Vintage Wine. Very often I do regard British ever since the war.
Even during the summer, he is busy at coasi
comedies as sheer murder (I think I've mentioned resorts
and in the provinces; and, this year. ; tl»«
it
once
or
twice,
haven't
I
?)
but
not
this
one.
Here we have one of the masters of comedy, Silver Jubilee will keep him more than full|'
Seymour Hicks, doing the stufi he does better occupied.
than anyone else.
Poynter's is a noble and dignified profession,
And his settings are right. In one of the coldest andMr.carries
with it a very fine tradition which
days of this so-called Spring I went shivering out
remains
uncopied and essentially British throu^^||
the
world.
into the studios, straight into what seemed
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Surely
She
used that's
to have not DIANA?

SAFETY

Weekly

FIRST/

PERFECT
**By
now com!**
Yon seeJove!
what a she*s
world of Lovely
charm a perfect
plexion
can
give
a
girl
!
Diana
hasn't
altered
—
-BUT
REMEMBER
except in her complexion, and yet everyone
envies her now ! Oatine Cream has cleared and
cleansed her complexion already ! The sallow,
blotchy skin has already gained that rose-petal
SHARPS
theWORD
bloom that is the very secret of loveliness. You
can prove the wonderful eflFect of Oatine Cream
for yourself. Use it daily and within a week
you'll
see the and
difference.
Cream you
restores
the natural
lovable Oatine
complexion
had
SHARP'StheTOFFEE
when you were a baby — and keeps it safe from
We like best of all.
the wind and rain of Spring and the dust and grime
of Town. To remove surplus cream use the new
sillr\' Oatine Cleansing Tissues.
SODA
BICARB
IS BAD
FOR
THE
STOMACH
OATINE
CREikM
lu M. tubes. l/« ajul 3/- jars.
OstiBe Clf aim Tissoes in new handy conUiner at 1/6
Though a dose of bicarbonate of soda will often
faom Boots, Taylors, Timothy Whites and other chemists. bring
temporary relief to stomach pains, doctors say
is a bad thing to take by itself. In the end it only
Omtbte Powder
Face ofPo¥nUr
3d. H itaggravates
'special
offer Batm,
— SampUt
Oaltne and
Cream,"^
the trouble and in time may actually
Somftm Shmmtfe wOt be sen* to all tending I injure the delicate
stomach walls.
4d.
la
stamp*
to
The
OATINE
CO..
i2»
Oatine
I
What doctors recommend is the Powder which has
1^
|[_
BttOdlnti. Umdon. S.E.I.
[ revolutionised the treatment for all sorts of stomach
trouble, Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. All over
the country' hospitals are using this formula for curing
even things like gastric and duodenal ulcers, and it is
just as efiective for the simplest case of indigestion.
It is positively astonishing how quickly a dose of
BEAUTIFUL
EYES
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder will bring rehef to an
attack of indigestion. Wind, fullness after eating,
acidity, heartburn, any type of indigestion is relieved
at once and permanently cured after quite a short
course of this healing powder.
Only watch one thing, be careful to get the genuine
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. Ek) not risk an
WIN
LOVE!
inferior substitute for the sake of a few pence. So
ask your chemist for Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
and
be sure and
to seecarton
the signature
" ALEX
on bottle
before you
buy. C.MACLEAN"
It is not sold
loose, but only in bottles in cartons of Powder or
Tablets, at 1/3, 2'- and 5/- jjer bottle.

Jean Mtiir and- Wancn William in
Warner Bros. producriou"Doctor Monica"
Don't let other girls win all the favours.
You, too, can have alluring eyes that
coax and thrill the man you want — eyes
that arc framed in rich, long, lustrous
lashes. It's so quick, so easy to do. With
a touch of Delica-Brow, Hollywood's
long-kept secret, beautiful eyes can now
be yours. Delica-Brow is water-proof
— in cake or liquid form -in black, brown
or blue, 6d.
Made and Guaranteed by Kissproof Ltd.
Delica^'Broii'

dips—iuttH.te^^^e,
dip in hot
WOHPtl^'
•• The
MARVELLOUS
RESULTS IN 30 MINUTES
"
ROLLERS
"PURMWAVE"
CURL
Unbreakable and
4ror«d.
"PURMWAVE" SHAMPOO
S«4licient for two shampoos for
No. I
for Blonde, Ho. 2 for Dark Hair.
frem Chemists, Stores, Beets, Timothf Whrtes
an4 Ta/lors. Stlfridtes, etc, or 2/- the Set,
post free.
IK i.MTinTUMiei..in.i,niii«M,Mtui
1/-

A

LOVELY
IN

A

FEW

NEW

SKIN

DAYS/

You can end your skin troubles in a few days with
ZINCELYPT two-in-one (Internal and External)
Treatment, devised by Dr. Horn. Send only 2/9
for trial supply of ZINCELYPT PiHs and Ointment for self treatment at home, with interesting
brochure on Skin Ailments.
THE DR. HORN LABORATORIES
P^.) 401. WimbMne R»a4, B«urn«mouth

WAVES,
AT

THE

,

,

,

END

OF
Whan tho
c Io s jn (
THE DANCE
chorj* of
the last dance have died away, the girl whoso hair
is sot with Anzora is as imntaculate as when she
•acerly awaited the opening number from the
band. A dressing with Anzora ensures that the
waves are held in place, and through hours of
work and play the charm of a lovely face is doubled
by
fraifie.tM,ANZORA BRILLIANTINE
is its
M ptioet
aeoaemical,

with it "
ANZORA
WAVE
SETTING
To add a lovely lustre to your hair,
apply
a few dropsbefore
of ANZORA
BRILLIANTINE
the wave
set.
Only
I/a
Should you find any bottle.
difficulty in
iMth ntay be 1

How

to

get

LOTION

rid

of

BLACKHEADS

— and

have

Skin
Clear White
No woman now need have blackheads,
enlarged pores and ugly skin blemishes.
This new discovery will give you a fresh,
clear complexion which will be the admiration and envy of all your friends.
Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood now contains pure olive oil and predigested dairy
cream. These sink down into the pores
and remove deeply embedded dirt which
soap and water can never reach. Blackheads quickly disappear. The tonic and
astringent ingredients contract ugly enlarged pores. The darkest, roughest skin
becomes soft, smooth and white. Successful results are guaranteed with
Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood or money
refunded.
a
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What

r^c CHARM
NATURAL

Do You

LIPSf

Give your lips alluring natural
colour . . without a trace of paint
To keep your lips most alluring, you must use
lipstick as other women do. So the thing to do is to
use the lipstick especially made to colour lips
beautifully . . . without causing a painted look in
the slightest ! There is a lipstick that does this; it's
called Tangee.
Unlike ordinary lipsticks, Tangee isn't paint.
Instead, it contains a colour-change prindple that
enables it to intensify your natural colouring and
become a very part of your lips !
LOOKS ORANGE. ACTS ROSE
In the stick Tange > looks orange. On your lips it
changes to rose 1 Not a pale rose. Not a jarring
red. But the one shade ot blush-rose most becoming
to your type ! Thus Tangee keeps your lips youthful-looking with natural colour instead of ageing
your appearance with that painted look that men
detest.
Tangee lasts all day, too . . . without smearing
or rubbing away. And its special cream base is
soothing to dry lips. Get Tangee to-day ... 2/6
and 4/6 sizes. Also in Tlieatrical, a deeper shad:
for evening use.
From all hairdressers, chemists and stores.

PAINTED— Don't risk that
painted look. It's coarsening and
men don't like it.
TANGEE — Intensifies natural
colour, restores youthful appeal,
ends that painted look.

Letters from our Readers

HOLLYWOOD'S
Why

UNTOUCHED—Lips left untouched are apt to have a faded
look . . make the face seem older.

Think?

OF

does

America

"BRITISH"
Do

These

PICTURES

Things

Better?

of its cheap title. You never have this trouble in
Hollyw
how the theatre. Even the most nondescript play is
us ood
to show
have
consta
should
e that
strang
g ntly
is passin
^'T
by its title.
to make films with purely British dignified
The film industry resents the sneers and jibes
. themes, films which by birthright we periodically
thrown at them by the iuteliigentsia,
should be making.
but they do everything in their power to alienate
How truly British, in everything but the the support of thinking people.
manufacture, was Cavalcade. Now they give
The latest film to be handicapped in this way is
us a perfect production in The Lives of a LiUan Harvey's Let's Live To-night. Why could
not Columbia have left this as Once a Gentlemam,
Bengal Lancer.
Hollywood certainly seems to have the which is an interesting title and definitely has some
knack of making
relation to the plot ;— R. Deere (Miss), 234 Munster
Road, Fulham, S.W.&.
better British pictures than we can,
The Rubdiydt of Pictures
and I've no doubt
for talkies almost overnight
Clive of India will be
W ake,
Did cast a stone that put the stars to flight
another example.
But lo, the microphone at least has caught
David Copperfield,
The voice of Arliss, much to onr delight.
by all reports, is
The Extra
perfect in Dickensian
Victorian atmosWhat without asking hither hurried whence ;
And without asking, whither hurried hence ;
phere, and it will be
Ah, never mind. This one-f>ound-one of mine
interesting to comWill drown the memory of that insolence.
pare this Hollywood
offering with the
Short Cut
British-produced
Up from a show-girl through the studio gate
Dickens story. The
Gary Cooper.
I rose, and on the throne of stardom sate
Old Curiosity Shop,
Though many may have travelled a long road
which, to my mind, is exaggerated in its
Not me, for beauty fades, and it grows late.
characterisations and blatantly theatrical. — The Cutting Room
H.
Berne, who
cjo isFrank
Heath,
" Draper."
Marv's,
'Tis all a chequer-board of shots from plays
Bedford,
awarded
the second
prize St.
of 10/6.
Where destiny the lives of film stars sways
Hither and thither helps, destroys, betrays,
In Defence of Shirley
Then one by one down on the carpet lays.
In your corresp>ondence columns, a certain
Wm. Taylor, of Edinburgh, suggests that child
stars should be banned.
Why if a girl can fling her clothes aside
And naked on a motion picture glide
WTiy should he seek to deprive milliohs of Opinion
kinema-goers all over the world of the pleasure of
She should win fame — is 't not a shame for her
seeing such a delightful little personality as
Too long in any suburb to abide !
Shirley Temple ?
He rashly uses words such as "precocious," The " Quickie " Maker
"brat," and "doped" and virtuously snivels over
Come, light 'cm up, what boots it to rep)eat
TheFinished
schctlule's
passing underneath
our feet
"an attempt to play on the public's heart-strings
to-morrow,
started yesterday.
at Presumably
the expense ofthis
youngprecious
and valuable
lives." rates
WiUiam
Why fret about them if the dough be sweet.
himself above th>^ finest acting, producing, and
artistic brains of the entire Hollywood industry. Location
Recently, I received a cable saying that the
Here with my melting make-up 'neath the bough
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (at
An Storming
empty flask,
script
— and thou
besidea book
me inofthe
wilderness
their annual banquet, during whxh tbev make
Ixx:ation
is
a
hell
on
earth
enow.
awards for the greatest contributions to the screen)
have made a special award to little Shirley Temple. Old Age
Listen to the reason. "Because she has brought
The deadly critic wTites, and having writ, moves
happiness to more children and adults than any
child of her age in the history of the world."
Nor all thy talent nor thy grit
Irving Cobb, the toastmaster, said : "When
Will lure him back to cancel half a line
on
Santabrought
Claus brought
you down
Creation's
chimney,
he
the loveliest
Christmas
present
ever
Nor all thy years wash out a word of it.

This tois the
the world."
first time any child has been awarded The Screen's Beloved Dead
given
And those we loved, the loveliest and best
an honour by the Academy.
The great director of their vintage prest
And now listen to Mr. Cobb again. "There is
one g^eat towering figure in the kinema game.
They've
from theplayed
floor their parts, and vanished
One artiste among artistes, one g^ant among
Cheeks
mustn't
look
painted
either. So use Tangee Rouge.
And
one
by
one
crept silently to rest. — fune .
Temple
I"
Changes to natural colour- troupers
when — IShirley
was in
Hollywood,
I met Shirley Arliss, 29 North Villas. Camden Square, N.W.\,
ing ! Prnnanent too ! Temple.
who
is
awarded
the
first
prite of £1 is.
me assure the agitated William that
Colour
long I stays natural all day she is not Let
precocious or pampered or sfKtiled, or
Trial sites
TangeeRouge
Lip- in the slightest danger of being any of these things.
slick
and ofTangee
obtainable
everywhere
at She is the sweetest little girl you could possibly
M. each.
imagine — sunny-tempered. smiling, innocent,
What you think alx)u( the stars and films?
natural, and utterly charming.
LUFT- TANGEE LTD.
May I suggest to the perturbed William that he
Let
us R
have your
briefly.ted"
WS wan
VIEopinion,
YOU
88, Regent Street, W.I spends a few bawbees on seeing Bright Eyes when
Works: Pimllco.
Johnson's
Place,
£1
IS.
and
los.
M.
will
be
S.W.I
this picture is shown in his town ?
He will change his mind about Shirlev then. —
paid foring,theandtwo5s.mostforinterestevery
Rov Simmonds, Publicity Director, Fox Film Co.,
ltd.
other letter published each
ficA
week. Leitcis should be
Mos/ famous l/ps
writtei; on one side ot the
Tl MvA/i
Stupid Titles
paper only and should noi
When will the practice end of giving stupid
exceed 1 50 words. Address to
and irrelevant 1 ■ les to worthwhile films ;
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
There are a number of people who refrained from
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
Weekly," Long Acre, \V.C.2
seeing that fine musical One Night of Love, because
34
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Skin

Pimples, spots,
coarse blotched
skin now easy
to avoid —
say specialists.

Soft, white

skin IS Charm
How do busy Society women
keep their skin beautifully
white and soft? The answer
is on their dressing table —
Hinds Honey & Almond Cream
preserves the youth of skin.
When Hinds is smoothed into
the skin , it feeds the underlying
tissues, preserving its smoothness and restoring its youthful
freshness. Start using Hinds
to-day and see the immediate
improvement in your face
and hands and skin generally.

HI

N

D

Thousands of women
are now relying upon
Cuticura alone as their
external aid to skin
health and beauty. Pimples,
blackheads, enlarged pores, irritations; 'muddy,' coarse rough
skin all yield to this scientific
treatment which every woman
can carry out daily at little
cost.
Place the care of your skin
in Cuticura Soap used with
Cuticura Ointment. In just a
few days you will see your skin
improve — ^note with delight its
softness, smoothness and clearness. All trace of pimples, blackheads, coarseness disappear, the

complexion becomes lovelier,
clear and radiant.
The treatrftent is simple. Wash
the skin with Cuticura Soap
twice a day. Its luxuriant lather
cleanses and purifies, washesaway pore-deep dust and grime
and softens the skin. And for
pimples, skin outbreaks, rashes
or irritations apply Cuticura
Ointment to the affected part
before washing with the Soap.
Its antiseptic action kills germs,
soothes and heals and quickly
clears the skin.

S

ALMOND

riiticura

HINDS VANISHING
CREAM
To make your Powder suy on
longer, use this soft, satin teztarrd Cream. It is noa-i;reasy
and leaves a perfect matt surface.
Use Hinds CeU Cream to
cleanse the skin. In extra large
tubes and pots, 6d. and 1 3.

DUART
RINJSE
THEfiist and best of all
Hair Rinses, restores
as nothing else will, the
natural colour of your hair,
enhancing its lustre and
beauty. Use with rinsing
water after a shampoo.
Made in 12 shades to match
any colour hair. Not a dye,
but a harmless colourative.
RINSES FOR
8
For best results use also
GLORIA Soapless
Shampoo
PRICE 44. Powders
EACH.
From Hairdressers,
Stores. Chemists and
SPECIAL r »
SAMPLE IcShampoo
(State Colour
of Hair)
direct"'from'~
offer''"
ROSENWAIO BAOS (Oef>t. P.C.),
27 Noble Street, London, E.C.2

\^

3or

Clear

Soap menttoto soothe
cleanseandandhealpurify.
Oint-to
. . . And
complete the beauty treatment
Cuticura Talcum the ideal powder.
Delightfully refreshing and fragrant.

^ARE
TLU
High temperature. Bad enough if it should
be a cold. Worse still if Influenza. So
much of it about novr. TaJce precautions.
Take a ZOX POWDER— AT ONCE
Time is important, you know. Zox is
invaluable for reducing the high temperature, relieving bad Headaches, Neuralgia,
and Nerve Pains. Being in powder form
it is more effective. Over 30 years'
reputation.
ZOX
FREE
Zox Powders, 2d. each or 1/6 and 3/- j>er
box of Chemists and Stores. Send 1 %d.
stamp (cost of f>ostage)for 2 free f>owders now
The Zox Mfg. Co. (Dept. 6),
11 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.
HEAD WON'T ACHE IF ZOX YOU TAKE
TicklingThroats
Quickly and
pleasantly
relieved with
DELIGHTFUL

TO THE TASTE

Hed^lthy

Skin

Sample of Soap, Ointment and Talcum
sent on receipt of i i< I. stamp for postage. Address : Cuticura (Dept. 4I>.Z ),
Newberyand Phillips Ltd. ,31, Banner
Street, London. E.C.L

DON'T

BE

AN/EM

IC

PALE, BREATHLESS GIRLS.
Nothinc is more characteristic of the amemic
girl than her pallor and breathlessness; the least
exertion distresses her; she is always languid and
depressed; she has no appetite, and headaches and
backaches often trouble her.
Remember this, you pale, anaemic girls, mere
stimulants are no use for anaemia, only one thing
can banish it— new, rich blood. The one medicine
that «an be relied upon to provide this is Dr.
Williams Pink Pills. These pills really do create
new Mood — the rich, healthy blood that imparts
strength, cleanses the system, and restores womanly
charm, with the bright eyes and red lips that tell
of perfect heaHh.
Bead the statement of Miss G. Spurr, of
10 Midland Avenue, Hunslet Carr, Leeds :
" When 19 years of aige I began to suffer acutely
from anaemia. I grew weak and depressed,
oould not eat, and was very pale and languid.
I took aU kinds of medicines in vain, until at
last I tried Dr. Williams pink pills. The
second box brought relief; and before long all
traces of anaemia had disappeared, and I was
enjojdng
thanandevervigour
I hadthatdone."
You, too, better
can feelhealth
the joy
new
blood will infuse into your system by taking Dr.
WHIiams brand Pink Pills. Of all chemists. Is. 3d.
a box (triple size, 3s.). If these pills fail to benefit
you, the proprietors will refund your money.
35
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"George" and "Amu" are your
enquiry departments. The former
vnll be happy to answer any query
regarding films, the latter anything connected with household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both cjo When
The aPicturegoer
Weekly.
reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.

RESISTING

MAKES
IHESE

i|

UNDIES

T LONGER

Gone are the days when long wear meant dowdy wear. Now
you can buy durable daintiness. For CONLOWE,

which looks

lovely, does last. No ladders I No rotting threads or danger
from hot irons for CONLOWE
yarn.

Yet CONLOWE
cant

is made from heat-resisting viscose

costs the same as ordinary underwear.

ira^

the

uxioK

cut

o{

'*'<" '<" rtowins
Coniowt 'asivit
•FDFF
•^'-^ Broihtirc
Underwtar lashhnl S for n^mt ritirenLTD,l>tBt£KONGUT0N.
"Con/ow«" ktuitv lo CONtCktih,,
OWf
UNPERWEAR
Make

FAIR

Your

HULBERTand Admirer.
— (1) Write c/o
to G.B.
Jacn
Hulbert
Cicely Courtneidge,
Studios. (2) Centre Spread of Jacks the
Boy^August
1932. Dept.
Copy 8,can
obtained
from 20,
Publishing
Endellbe
Street, W.C.2, for 3d. each, post free.
S. R. (Surrey). — Addresses : Gracie Fields,
c/o Associated Talking Pictures; Lilian
Harvey, c/o B.I.P.; Madeleine Carroll, c/o
G.B.; Evelyn Laye, c/o M.-G.-M.
NUPLEM (Blackpool). — Addresses : Leslie
Howard, c/o Warner Bros.; Merle Oberon,
c/o
and M.-G.-M.;
Dominions. Antu Neagle, c/o British
Eagbl — Scenario writers are employed by
the studios and very few stories accepted
from outside members of the public. You
can send a neatly typed synopsis to the
nnajor
British
studios,
addressed
envelope
for enclosing
a reply. a stamped
A Du Maurier Fan. — Sir Gerald du
Maurier b. Hampstead, March 26, 1873;
died 1934; 6 ft., brown hair; grey eyes; hobbies, golf, motoring. Film : Escape, Lard
Camber's
Ladies,Mystery,
J Was Catheriru
A Spy, Evergreen,
Scotland Yard
the Great,
Jeto Suss.
Ben Weldon's
filmA Regular
was GayReader.
Love.— Write
to him,latest
c/o
British Lion Studios.
A Gable Fan, (N.W.2.).— Write to CUrk
Gable, c/o M.-G.-M. Studios. Latest film.
After Office Hours, with Coruiie Bennett.
DOREEN (Leiston) — -Photographs of
Johnnie Weismuller from Picture Postcard
Salon, 85 Long Acre (2) Write to Esmond
Knight, r/o B LP. Studios.
A.G.C. (Kent).—
Write to Nova Pilbeam,
c/o
ThirdG.B.
FloorStudios,
Back. making Passing of the
A Mae West Fan. — Write to Maurice
Chevalier, Jeanette Macdonald, c/o M.-G.-M.
Studios. Mae West, c/o Paramount Studios.
Advise you to enclose an addressed envelope
and International Money Order for the
return apostage
ensure
reply. when writing to a star, to

HAIR
Be a Star

FAIRER

George

Philomela (Harrogate). — Jan Kiepura,
b. 1902, SosDowiec, Poland; grey eyes and
brown
Studios. hair. Contract widi Paramount
Wondering and LmuE FkiEND. — Nova
Pilbeam, b. November 15, 1919, Wimbledon,
blonde hair and blue eyes; 4 ft. 10 in. (at
present). Making The Passing of the Third
Floor Back. Address, c/o G. B. Studios.
EvELYNLAYEFAN(GUm.). — Evelyn Laye
sang in Evensong herself, b. July 10, 1900,
London, 5 ft. 7 in. ; fair hair and blue eyes;
married Frank Lawton. On return to
America s<^eduled to make Love While You
May with Ramon Novarro.
A Ginger Rogers Fan. — Ginger Rogers,
b.
16, brown
1911, hair
Independence,
S ft.July
4 in.;
and eyes, U.S.A.:
married
Lew Ayres,
Radio
Studios.November, 1934. Address, c/o
S. F. M. (L.).— Una Merkd, b. December
10, 1903, 5 ft. 5 in.; fair hair and blue eyes
Address, c/o M.-G.-M. (2) See Wondering,
above.
Sybil (Clifton). — Conrad Veidt, b.
January
22, and
1893,blue
Berlin;
brown hair
eyes German
; 6 ft. 2 in.lutionality:
; married
Lili Praeger (second wife), daughter Vera
Viola. Films include : TVi* Cabinet of Mr.
Caligan, Three Waxtoorks, Lady HamiiUm,
Lucrtzia Borgia, Brothers ShiUenburg, Prince
Cuckoo, Henry IV, The Student of Prague,
The Beloved Rogue, The Man Who Laughs,
A Man's Past, Erich the Great, The Last
Company, The Lottery Bride, Rasputin, Rome
Express. F.P.I. I Was a Spy, The Wandering
Jem, Jea Suss, Bella Dorma, King of the
Damned, The Tutmel, Redemption. Address
c/o G. B. Studios.
E. M. T. (Birmingham). — Write to Jessie
Matthews, c/o G. B. Studios. So far as I
know, Jessie Matthews has not recorded the
songs from Evergreen.
J. B.of(Essex).
Dorothy
theB. part
PhyUis — in(1)Sing
As WeHyson
Go. totA
(2)
Cast : Girls Please — Trampleasure — Sydney
Howard; Renee van HoiTenheim — Jane
Baxter; Ann Arundel — Meriel Forbes; Jim
Arundel — Edward Underdown ; Jane — Neva
Carr-Glyn;
— Peter Gawthome; MissvanProotHofTenheim
— Lena Halliday;
Miss
Kinter-— Cecily Oates ; Matron — Sybil
Arundale;
Edna
—
Edna
Earle;
Oldest
Inhabitant — G. Moore Marriott. Mr. T.
Jan Kiepura, b. 1902, engaged to Martfae
Eggerth.
Own

Picture

i

Glamorous Free Photograph Offer to every Reader

!

How would you like to see yourself in a glowing, glamorous
"close-up" film star portrait I A photograph that brings out all
the high lights of your features, that mirrors your peisonality
as the ace cameramen of the studio would mirror it.
Next week Picturkgoer will make this dream come true for every
one of its readers I It is one of the biggest and brightest surprises ever
prepared for film fans.
You will be offered FREE a glorious full-size head-and-shoulder
{x>rtrait in rich tones, mounted in a handsome folio, the last word in
photographic
All you willart.have to do will be to send in a photograph of yourself,

Great Double FREE Gift
Every lady with fair hair is to-day invited to
send the coupon below for an entirely Free
Sample
HARLENE Bottle
Camomileof
Golden Hair Wash and a
Free Sachet of HARLENE
Camomile Shampoo. _
HARLENE CAmOMILE
eOLDEIi HAIR WASH
is a dainty preparation
which doubles and trebles
the beauty of fair hair and
gives it that glorious lightgold sunshine touch.
Unbelievably fascinating
and beautiful. Just the
thing for hair that has
become dull and lost its
. tone. All fair-haired ladies
should try it at once and
enjoy its marvellous effect.
All chemists, 1/3, 3/- and
5/- per bottle.
HARLENE CAMOMILE SHAMPOO
Is the perfect shampoo for maintaining and preserving the beauty of fair hair. It is a tremendous boon to fair-haired ladies which will enable
them, one and all, to possess more glorious hair
beauty than evir. Not only is the shampoo
super-cleansing
its power,
but which
it preserves
that NATURAL inSheen
and Shine
is the
essence of Fair- Haired Beauty. 1/6 per box of
7 shampoos (Single Sachets, 3d. each).

in Your

Let

// your dull
haxT and
has
become
lost its tone, make
it like a halo of
sunshine.
Send the coupon
below at once for
youn FreeGi/ts.
2 FREE GIFTS
COUPON
Send this
coupon with 3d.
stamps
and FREE
your name
and
address for
SAMPLES
of "Harlene" Camomile Golden
Hair Wash
and to"Harlene"
Camomile
Shampoo
Edwards
Harlene, Ltd.
(G.S.021),
20/26 Lamb's London,
Conduit W.Cl.
St.,
(5tein^ your
envelope
with
a
1 y,d. stump.)
Thla offer ilocs not apply to
Irteta Free State.

from which your film star "close-up" will be made.
If you can send a postcard-size photog^ph of your head and
shoulders, all the better, of course, but any snapshot, provided that
it is crisp and sharp, will suffice if no other is available. Our star
cameramen will do the rest.
You may, if you prefer, send the pbot<^rapb of wife, husband,
sweetheart, brother or sister, or the picture of some child you love.
The same glamorous "close-up" will be made of any of them — or if
you would like to have the same glamorous "close-up" made from a
postcard photograph of your own favourite film star instead of yonr
personal portrait — so it shall be, just as you prefer.
Just imagine I YOU can see yours^ in a beautiful portrait just
as YOU would appear if YOU were Myma Loy or William Powell
or any great movie personality.
You must have a specially good photograph of yourself, a relative,
aportrait.
friend, orLook
a filmfor star
wouldnowcome
out you
very will
well beas able
a "close-up"
that that
picture
so that
to accept
The Picturegoer's unique offer without a moment's delay.
It wiU cost you nothing — and will be a joy to behold. An ideal
present, or a charming, intimate possession of your very own.
you mustwillmake
certain
of nextbowweek's
Picturegoer,
full But
particulars
appear
showing
you can
secure one inof which
these
beautiful
"close-up"
portraits
Free.
The demand will be enormous, so order your copy of Thk PictuuGOBR at once.
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John Mills Fan (Winchmore
Hill).— (1) Cast: The Scoo^—
" Scoop ' ' Moreton — Tom
Helmore; Mrs. Banyon — Anne
Grey; Inspector Stephenson —
Arthur Hambling; Marion Melville — Peggy Blythe; Harry
Humphries — Wally Patch; Night
Editor — Gordon Bailey; Barney
Somers — Roland Culver; Daniels
— Reginald Bach; Girl Reporter
— Marjorie Shotter; Mr. Banyon
—b.Cameron
John Mills,
1909; Carr.
films:(2) The
Ghost
Camera, A Political Party, River
Wolves, Those Were the Days,
The Lash, For Ever England,
Blind Justice, Doctors Orders.
Address, c/o B.I.P. Studios. (3)
Sonnie Hale, b. May 1. 1902.
(4) Release Dates : The Gay
Divorce— April 15, 1935, Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch —
Feb. 4,13,1935;
My WifeMay
1935; Behold
The World
Moves
On—
Feb.
11,
1935;
The
Barman and The ScarletMighty
Pimpernel not fixed at the time of
going to press. Thank you for
your good wishes.
Film Lover (Liverpool. — (1)
iMve Time— Mar. 18, 1935;
Limehouse Blues — April 8, 1935;
The Cat's
Death
on thePaw—Un.
Diamond —28,Dec.1935;
17,
1934; Tansatlantic Merry-GoRound—\pTi\ 29, 1935; CoUege
Rhythm — Mar. 4, 1935; Here is
My Heart— May 20, 1935;
Brewster's
Millions,
Lover, Mississippi
not fixed Lottery
at the
time of going to press. (2) Arline
Judge films : Girl Crazy, Are
These Our Children, Flying Circus,
Sensation Hunters. Looking for Trouble, The
Party's Over,
Thank theYour
Stars, When
Strangers
Meet, Name
Woman.
K. G. (Gloucester). — Barry Mackay, age
20; Scottish; real name Barry Reay-Mackay;
6 ft. tall; dark hair and eyes; hobby, gold.
Address, c/o G. B. Studios; married Natalie
Hall; newcomer; first films : Evergreen,
Passing Shadows, The Thousemd and Second
Night, Private Life of Don Juan, Forbidden
Territory.
B. S.January
(Sussex).6,—1913;
(1) Tom
New
York,
5 ft.Brown,
10 in. b.brown
hair and blue eyes; weighs 155 lb. Films
include : A Lady Lies, Queen High, The
Famous Ferguson Case, Fast Companions,
Brown of Culver, Liberty Road, Laughter in
Hell, Three Cornered Moon, This Side of
Heaven, Tun Alone, Witching Hour, Judge
Priest, Bachelor of Hearts. Address, c/o
RKO Radio. (2) Richard Cromwell, b.
January 8, 1910, Los Angeles; real name
Roy Radabaugh; 5 ft. 10 in.; weighs 140 lb.;
brown hair and grey eyes; hobbies, painting,
swimming, riding, tennis. Films include :
Fifty Fathoms Deep, Shanghaied Love, Maker
of Men, Emma, Strange Love of Molly
Louvain, Are These Our Children f Tom
BrownAge,
of Culver,
Boy, This
and
Winged That's
Devils,MyHoopla,
HouseDayof
Connelly, Most Precious Thing in Life, When
Strangers Meet, Among the Missing, Name
the Woman, Lives of a Bengal Lancer.
Address, c/o Columbia Studios. (3) William
Henry is nineteen years old.
T^*o Dunn Fans. — (1) James Dunn, b.
November 2, 1905, New York City; 6 ft.;
weighs 154 lb.; dark brown hair, blue eyes;
hobbies, golf, swimming, tennis. Films
include : Bad Girl, The Blonde Reporter,
Over the Hill, Dance Team, Society Girl,
Walking Down Broadway, StaU Fair,
' Handle With Care, Arizona to Broadway,
\Jimmy
The Girlandin 419,
Take Stand
a ChanceSally,Sailor's
Hold Luck,
That Girl,
Up
and Cheer, Change of Heart, Baby Take a
Bote, Have a Heart, Angel Face, 365 Ntjhts
in Hollywood. Address, c/o Fox. (2) Paul
Kelly, b. 1902, 6 ft. 1 in.; dark hair, grey
eyes; Irish; Married Dorothy Maduye.
include
Thro'Lovea Keyhole,
AFibns
Woman
in Her: Broadway
Thirties, The
Captive,
Her Sacrifice, School for Girls. Address,
c/o 20tfa Century Studios.
Ada (Edinburgh). — (1) Address: Tullio
Camunati, c/o Columbia Studios; Antbony
i Busbell, c/o London Films ; Leslie Howard
|«/o Warner Bros. (2) Jan Kiepura. b. 1902,
Poland. (3) Tullio Carminati, b. Sept. 2,
1S94, Zara, Dafanatia, 5 ft. 9 in. dark hair,
eye*. Films : GaikoU Lady, Moulin
, One Night of Loot, Once a GetitUman,
P.M.O. {Bogmtr Ayit).- Addivss, Connd
rVcidt, c/o Gaumont-Britidi Studios. He
I made Jeta Suss at the G.B. studios at ShcpIherd's Bush.
Anxious Admirer (Liverpool). — Conisd
Vcidt latest films Redemption, The Tutmel,
Kmg of the Dmmned.

Did

you

your

MACLEAN

teeth

to-day?

Eric Linden, bom 191 1 in U.S.A.
Began career with Nem York
Theatre Guild and went to Hollywood after playing leading roles
in New York and Paris. Pictures include : " Are These Our
Children, " " The Crowd
Roars," " Young Bride,"
" Venus," " Roadhouse Murder,"
"Big City Blues," "Afraid to
Talk," " The Silver Cord,"
" Flying Circus," " I Give My
Love," " The Past of Mary
Holmes," "No Other Woman,"
" Sweepings."Studios.
Address, cjo Radio
J.H.— Clyde Beatty, b. June 10, 1905;
5 ft. 7 in.; 145 lb.; blue-green eyes, medium
brown hair; married Harriet Evans.
Admirer (Bolton). — Ida Lupino, b. 1917;
next film,
Ttooon
a Tower; address, c/o Paramount Publix
Studios.
School Girl Fan (Surrey). — Address:
Clive Brook, c/o Gaumont-British Studios;
Gracie Fields, c/o Associated Picture Studios;
Robert Montgomery-, c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios; Ronald Colman, c/o Twentieth Century Studios; Tom Mix and Betty
Jane Graham, c/o Universal Studios; Harold
Lloyd, c/o Fox Studios.
Lal (Rotherham). — (1) Cast, Son of Kong
— Carl Denham — Robert Armstrong; Hilda
— Helen Mack; Englehom — Frank Reicher;
Helstrom — John Marston; Chinese Cook —
Victor Wong; Mickey — Lee Kohlmar;
Peterson— Clarence Wilson; Mrs. Hudson —
Katharine Ward; Son of Kong — Himself.
City.
(2) Jean Harlow, b. Mar. 3, 1911, Kansas
A.L.C.S.
Dangerouslyin
Yours
made (Covent
by Fox. Garden).
Pictures— appeared
June 5, 1933 and write-up in May 13, 1933
issues, obtainable from Publishing Dept.,
Odhams Press, Ltd., Picturegoer, 8 Endsll
Street, W.C.2, price 3d. each post free.
A. N. (Glasgow). — George Arliss, b.
April 10, 1868, Bloomsbury, London. First
picttire, Disraeli. Latest fihns : Hu Last
Gentleman,
The Iron Duke, Cardinal
RuMieu,
M. P. (Bedford). — Emlyn Williams, b
Nov. 26, 1905, Wales. Actor and dramatic
author. Latest film : TTu Dictator. Address
c/o A.T.P. Studios. Jack Oakie. h. Nov. 12,
1903, Sedalia. 5 ft. 10 in., brown hair, bhie
eyes. Real name Lewis Offieid. Latest
fibns : College Rhythm. Laimy Ross latest
film. College Rhythm, Magda Schn^der.
b. May 16, Auzsburg.

Ah!

I see

you

did

HACLEANS
PEROXIDE
TOOTH

PASTE

Obtainable everywhere 6" and 1 /If you use a solid dentifrice, try the new
Hacleans Solid Peroxide Dentifrice— 6d. per tin.
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<or Briiain s BEST

DRESSED

GIRLS !
Taste and skill-NOT
MONEY

- will

count

Who arc Britain's Best Dressed
Girls? The "News Chronicle"
is conducting a nation-wide search
to find them. Some may be in
Lancashire Mills . . some in offices . .
some may be rich men's daughters.
It is taste and skill that will count :
the flair for knowing what colours
and styles suit you best. You may
well be one of Britain's Best Dressed
Girls. It costs you nothing to join
this fascinating competition.
GET
ENTRY

NEWS

FREE

FORM

TO-DAY

CHRONICLE

FULL DETAILS AND FREE ENTRY FORM

TWO

YOUR

WONDERFUL

IN TO-DAY'S ISSUE

BARGAINS

AMBRONNU-STYLE
CORSELETTE
BARGAIN
Perfect ofincomfort
fit, atyle
and nude
Uniwh, a
luxury
In we&r,
line stripe Ptnk CoatUle
wUb exUnd-tn
1ns
th»t **and
rivesref" umii
to every
■way b»ck
or bend
with
glidin« amoothnca^. BraJisi^ front
of soft web net supports bunt and
an underbeUt side fastening, ensures
**control.
uphold **Pour
and stronc
correct elastic
diaphragm
>aa<
penders.
t
(Por ic4d.e.). 8/U.
W
PullII- Prdeposit.
/—
'f Monthly
IJ
of 2/*.fauUlWITHroents
OKDEE.
HOW TO ORDER.
Jnrt fin tn the Conpon for
the B«rgain you want and
enclose with Full Num (Mrs.
or Miiw) M< Adtfrttt and postal
order for amount of drpoait
and postage.
OventM and Irith Fru State
full auh <ml]/. Plea.se ctom
P.O. thos / / in Ink. Write
very
delay.ftaMf and post without
BARGAIN

COUPON

Please •end mc on approval. Garment as requested
at present Bargain price stated above. I encloee
I/- deposit
togethereither
with inpostage
and orwill
balance
of price
one sum
by pay
21moothly instalments. If I return the article
uaworn at once you will refund my deposit.
Garmttt
_
Bust t/or CofMlttte). _
WaUt
Hip*
„
Ambrose Wilson, Ltd., 273, Ambron House,
60, Vauxhail Bridge Road. London. S.W.I.
Pictnrtgoer. No. 273

THE ROLLON
BARGAIN CORSET
Slip
Into Udi aHUM
UU1« praui
ftad mxprntUan
mATTvllovs
MnM at
w«l|.bdiv. Skllfullr farnMd IaImm
** Mlnbcla " Tarn, wltk iwo-wm7
•tnt<-b,
canUy oatorc.
moulda UmThiiftfv*
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oeTcr dtjitortj
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of Ttrrihartlkymoatappmninra.
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wfll
taaildlow. Ho
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allgMaattar
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and laeaaaa
Uianfan
all oeeutoaaw M aapadaUj lor
lUiMiiii or aforia wmr. I>*p4h,
Ulo., waababia,
and fvaruiUod
lool
BUea nwmnr.
to 30 InIn. T«o
walai. Koa* oaly.
(JVa Mp mmtmmm mtr M ta.)
W
(Tat MJ.
MooUOr
/j^ manu If-al Mfom.
«/-.Inat^U.
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1W
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IT

to

ANNE

QEIZE your pen without further delay y pass that
puzzling point on to me.
I shall be delighted to
help you, but enclose a stamped addressed envelope if
you wish for a reply by post.
OST of us are figure
conscious in these
days.
We Slim
are
forced to be.
cut dresses, sun suits,
and bathing suits reveal quite
a lot of curves that shouldn't
be there. There is nothing like
a bulge about the diaphragm for
giving a girl an inferiority complex. There is no disguising it,
however carefully you try.
It must go. But how?
Well there is a choice of slimming baths, reducing lotions,
reducing soaps, massage and
exercise. All these are useful
when applied to local fat.
To get the best out of exercise
there is nothing like joining a
local physical ciilture class. Here
your exercises will be accurately
graded, probably performed to
music, and taken in company.
That kind of exercise is far more
effective than those performed
alone. Exercise at home is
better than none at all, but
if there is a local class, take my
advice and join.
Addbath.
someThere
slimming
salts kinds
to your
are several
on
the market. Those containing sea
wrack are supposed to be very effective. This is due to the presence
of iodine salts which act through
the pores. After the bath the tummy
may be massaged with a rotary
movement. It can be given with
a friction glove, and toilet eau-deCologne, or a reducing cream.
The rotary massage should be
perfectly even and steady in pressure. This will not only help to
roll away the superfluous fat but
have a tonic effect on the internal
working arrangements. Sufferers
from faulty elimination will benefit.
Then try some rolling exercises.
Lie on the floor and keeping the feet
steady, roll the body about as much
as you can. Roll it from siae to side,
and then try rolling from one side
of the room to the other. I know this
sounds an undignified j>erformance,
but if it is done regularly, it is
amazing how it will improve the
figure and dispose of those surplus
inches.
Go allslowly
at first.
is true the
of
exercise.
Give This
up when
first signs of fatigue are apparent. But
with persistent practice, strength
and staying power are gpreatly imWhenever you are performing
an exercise which necessitates bendproved.
ing forward, keep the tummy
well tucked in, consciously retracting the abdominal muscles. The
well known exercise of touching the
floor with the fingers cannot be
improved upon. To begin feet should
be about a foot apart, hands at
sides and chin tucked in.
Inhale steadily through the nostrils
as the arms are brought forwards
and upwards, with the palms turned

in, the width of the shoulders apart.
Now begin the forward bend. Move
from the hips, keep the knees
straight and breathing out while
endeavouring to touch the ground
in front of the toes. Return to
the first position before repieating
the exercise.
One of the best demonstrations
of this exercise can be given by a
child of two or three years. A
baby of this age is marveUonsly
supple, and you will notice that it
can place its hands flat on the floor
and walk on all fours in this manner.
If a grown-up can do this she may
be pretty sure of a supple spine and
well-developed muscles. It will
come with practice.
.\nother touch-the-toes exercise
is p>erfonned sitting on the floor.
Begin extended
by lyingbeyond
flat on
arms
the the
head floor,
and
the backs of the hands touching
the floor. Raise the arms steadily
and with them the upj>er part of
the body, and bend forward till
you can touch the toes with the
finger-tips. Reverse the movement
and lower the body to the first
Repeat this exercise with a slight
difference.
Bring the hands to
position.
rest so that the right hand is slightly
to the left of the left foot. Return,
and repeat Mrith the hands to the
other side.
If a long suffering relative will
assist by holding down the ankles, it
will be found easier to p)erform this
exercise. After a time, this help
may be dispensed with.
Ansxuers to Correspondents
Joan Hutt (Isleworth). — It is unusual
for a woman
have a prominent
apple.
That isto generally
reserved forAdam's
men.
It is, of course, part of the larynx. Perhaps
it would be as well to let your doctor see it.
CoEUELicoT
Make-up
shouldwithbepeachas
follows.
Day : —Powder
: Naturelle
tint. Rouge : Blonde. Rose. Pale Green.
Evening : Powder : Peach. Rouge : Tangerine.
Lipstick : Tangerine. Eyeshadow : Dark
Green.
(Bedford).
— Sorry
you have
hadDandy
so much
trouble.
Haveto hear
you tried
the
Gaiety nail polish? This can be obtained at
all chemists and hairdressers, price 6d.
— Yourfor daughter
is Mas.
a littleRiGciN
on the(Bradford).
plump side
her age.
But
don't
worry,
she
will
probably
down
in a year or two. Reduce sweets to a slim
minimum,
and do not give too many starchy dishes, but
otherwise
no dieting.
well-cut
cupshaped
brassiere would
do no Aharm
and add
to her
comfort. If she does not get physical training
at school, let her join the local branch of
the Women's League of Health and Beauty.
BiTSY (Harrow). — The best thing to use in
your case is a good powder -cream. I would
recommend
and Moore's.
You can
get
in four Potter
diSerent
either perfumed
withit lavender
or Eau shades,
de Cologne,
price Is.
each.
KiTTV. — Plastic surgery is a very expensivs
luxury. If you really desire treatment,
ask
your doctorPlease
to put
in touchaddressed
with a
practiUoner.
senayoustamped
envelope for the other information.
Blue Eves. — I. Use a green cream and
powder. 2 Treat nightly with castor oil
and vaseline, one part oil tn two parts vas»
line. Apply with a camel hair brush.
Fat Face
round lace
attractive
in a (Ipswich).—
young girl. AA middle
partingis
will make it appear less round. Keep tbs
hair straight and do it in a knot at the nape
of the neck.
E. Read nSasUelgh).— Use a depilatocr
fairly often. Every day mb the legs over
with
piecetreatment
of well-soaped
pumioe
stone. a This
will keep toilet
them smootk
and free from hair.
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what
she
used

Even

!

her Brother

paid her compliments!
(From a letter to Dixor, Ltd.)
"Thank you very much for the
samples of Velouty you sent me. I
have never found anything so marvellous for my skin. Last night I put
a little of your wonderful preparation
on my face at six o'clock, and at
twelve-fifteen it still looked as fresh
as ever. . . . Other make-up has
always hidden my natural colour,
but Velouty seems to make it clearer.
. . . Even my brother, who is very
slow with compliments, says he is glad
to see my face look natural without
paint and powder. Velouty maintains that perfect dull finish all evening, and never shows a trace of shine."
Send the coupon below to-day I
At all Chemists, Hairdressers and Stores.
Tubes : 4id., 6d., I/-, 2/-, 3/-. Pots: unbreakable, for the handbag l/3,(o$ illustrated)
de luxe 4/6, glass 2/9.

elouty
de

DiXOR

THE

ORIGINAL

•MBINED

CREAM

REE

SAMPLES

Sore throats, ills, chills, colds, 'flu and rheumatism are about. Just how much you will be |
involved depends on your own action to protect yourself. ' ASPRO ' banishes sore
throats and prevents the development of
serious complaints, as it also smashes the
most severe cold or 'flu attack in one night
and dispels rheumatic pain, it will be a
wise action on your part to KEEP 'ASPRO 'I
HANDY. Whether for protective purposes
or for banishing quickly the complaint
itself, you will find 'ASPRO' the quickest
acting, most efficient remedy it is possible to have. As ' ASPRO ' harms neither the
heart nor the stomach, it can be taken by all, at any time, anywhere. Its price is within
the reach of all. Its great variety of uses is due to the fact that ' ASPRO ' after ingestion In the system, is an anti- pyretic and anti- periodic, a solvent of uric acid, a germicide, an internal antiseptic and a fever reducer.
So when illness ^
afflicts you
V
TAKE
AT

nitST SICNS
& NIP IT IN THE
Read this convincing testimony

KEEPS
PROM

FREE

SAVED

RHEUMATISM

FROM

INFLUENZA

AND
COLDS
Mrs. :VVhitplipad,
Midcllcion
writes
Last winter ofI :i.S,
was KayneverSlruct,
without
a cold
which at last turned into rheumatism and I was
in bed for weeks. When I started getting up I
thought
would try and
' ASPKO," hadas always
1 had taken
them ished
for 1them.
headaches
banIt was not longtheybefore
I was feeling
myself again and this year I am glad to say I
have never
one and
cold.they
I take
ASPRO"
tablets
everyhadnight,
keeptwome 'free
from
rheumatism and colds. Twelve months ago I
thought I would never walk again, and now I am
better than ever.
'ASPRO'

& POWDER

AS A GARGLE
•ASPKO' Tablet-;
ill four tablespoonriils
iif water make an
excellent xariile
fur sore throat,

Send 3 trial tubes of Velouty — white,
ivory, natural, ochre, and soleil dore
(sungold) (strike out 2 not required).
3d. stamps enclosed.

Name
Address

ASPRO

RKJIIAMMAU

BUD
■ASPKO' consists ofthe purest
Acetysalicylic
Acid that has
ever Medical
been known
to
Science and its
claims
are based
on Us superiority

Sir,
Chichester,
BY
I should like''l,ASPRO
toSouthgate,
tell you that
until a Sussex.
month
ago
I
had
never
taken
'
ASPRO'
but they have
saved me from influenza. I am recommending
them to all my friends. They are wonderful. I GOLLIN
have bought i|uite a stock of them.
Co.Agents
Ply. : Ltd.
Should not have written but felt so much & CAspro'
Dept.)
better since I have had them. Faithfully yours,
SLOUGH,
BUCKS
DOROTHY SALTER.
Telephone :
COLD
NoSUOUCHiXe,.
proprietary
inrightthe ismethod
claimedof
IN ONE
NIGHT
manufacture
or
Dear Sir, Hill-Side Stores, Lawford. Esse.v.
theMade
formula.
by
I feel that I must write and tell you that your
' ASPRO ' banished my cold the other week. I
took two • ASPRO' tablets and hot lemon ASPRO Ltd..
before retiring at night and got up in the morning a new man. — Yours Gratefully,
C. .m.Xythorn.
Fnghnd.
TRY
'ASPRO'
FOR
INFLUENZA
COLDS
HEADACHES
LUMBAGO
SLEEPLESSNESS IRRITABILITY
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS
SCIATICA
HAY FCVER
OUT
NERVE SHOCK
RHEU MAT ISM
PAI NS PECUL IAR
ALCOHOLIC
TO WOMEN
AFTER-EFFECTS MALARIA
TOOTHACHE
ASTHMA
AU Leading Chemists & Stores Stock & Display 'Aspro'
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Frid

The

Passing

SPRING

&

DOUBLE

Show's

BIRTHDAY

NUMBER

" The Passing Show " — out Friday, March 22 — a marvellous B-I-G Spring and
Birthday Double Number to celebrate " The Passing Show's " 20th Birthday.
N-I-N-E-T-Y - S-I-X sparkling pages — printed in rich photogravure and
COLOURS, too. NEARLY 100 MARVELLOUS PHOTOGRAPHS AND
DRAWINGS !— A SPLENDID LAUGHTER SECTION BY FAMOUS
HUMORISTS !— a new mystery thriller " ROOM NUMBER FOUR " by Will
Scott. OTHER ENTHRALLING STORIES by Warwick Deeping, Joan Conquest, Luigi Pirandello, to mention only a few. POWERFUL ARTICLES by
the Right Hon. George Lansbury, Berta Ruck, and other men and women
in the public eye. Mr. Hore Belisha and Mr. George Bernard Shaw discuss
" Safety First." REAL LIFE STORIES, etc.
This Number of " The Passing Show " is shilling value but costs only
THREEPENCE. It's out to-morrow, Friday, March 22. H-U-R-R-Y, go
to your newsagent to-day and ask him to supply your copy.
ORDER

YOUR

COPY

Great

96
PAGES

FOR
D

TO-DAY!

Printed in Great Britain and Published Weekly by the Proprietors, Odhams Press, Ltd., Long Acre, London, W.C.2. Regiatereditthe G.P.O. as ■ Newspaper. Post
Free all over the world : 13s. pfr annum, 6b. 6d. for six months. 35. 3d, for three months. Reg stered for trarumission by Canadian Magazine Post. Agencies
fot Australia and New Zealand : Gordon It Clotch, Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co.. Ltd., alto
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association,
on sale atandW.Mrssagerici
H. Smith Oawson,
4t Soiu, Ltd.'t
at 248 Rue de RiToli, Pans, and 75 Boulevard
AdolpheLtd.Max.AlsoHruxelles.
13 Rue bookshops
Albouy, Paris.
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HOW TO QUALIFY
It is important thftt the Boles below cbould
be read
by bothwho'* The
Plctiiregoer " reader
and
the Mend
is introduced.
The object oi thin Bcheme is to obtain
bona-fide new readers for ** The Picturegoer."tion,IIthai itanyshould
found, uponasverificapersonbe introduced
a new
reader is already a reader, both applicants
will
be
disqualified.
A
new
reader
shsll
held to be a person who has NjOT purchasedbe
'*loontbs.
The Plcturegoer '* for the paist three
mentA **willclose-op
NOT "W Film
awardedPortrait
unless Rnlargeapplied
for on an Official Voucher. Vouchers are sent
to approved applicants (one for you and one
lor your
the Reservatlon
Formsfriend)
and upon
Ijil>el receipt
on the ofopposite
page,
accompanied hy s good clear photograph —
preferably postcard size — one sent for yoor
own enUrgement Each
and onephotograph
sent for friend's
enlargement.
must
have
the name and address
of the owner
written
on
the
back,
very
clearly
and
la block letters. The label, bearing intheinkname
and
full
po8t^
addresfi
of
"
The
Plcturegoer
reader must have a halfpenny stamp"
affixed.
Each applicant must complete his or her
own Vouchersecutively
by numbered
afllxing
to Itcutsix from
contokens
■occessive current weekly ismies of " The
Plcturegwr." they
Tokensappear
eligibleever)are the
plain
Aeries,
the LKFTandHAND
bottom comer
nf week
the backIn
cover of »* The Plcturegrer." Applicants
may
start Nowithtokens
Token No.to" *•127127 " " from
this
issue.
no other
series of tokens prior
will be accepted.and
When
the
two
Vouchers
nre completed
that is, APTKR the six weeks
and NOT—
before — they molt be !«ent in Ixith together
to " The Olft
PlcturcKoer
" by " cannot
The Picturegoer
reader.
Kniarxcinents
l>e awarded"
in respect of VoucherM »ent in separately.
BacA c<»mpleted Voucher— your
your
must6d.be(Sixpence),
accompaniedto cover
by a
Postalfriend's—
(>rder for
the costgraphofcarton,carriatte,
packing
Inonwpecial
photoinsur&nce,
etc.,
the
Enlargement* and the Ori^inalK, wlilch nre disaddresses. patched separately to ynvn- re«pective
Tlwn it nothing more to pay- Tias offer
Is limited
20.(K>0forapplicfintit.
No Enlargement
personto themayflrntqualify
more than one
Olft
and
be awarded to more thanno oneKnlargement
memlwr of will
the
nameEachfamily
llvlnc wlio
at thei» qusUfyinK
«anie «ddreHN.
applicant
for
a
gift
under tlds scheme must xee tliat his. or her,
newsagent holds a written order for the
regular and uninterrupted deliverj" ** The
Picturegoer."
"Theordinary
Plcturegoer"
mustofferl>e
paidropies
for Inof the
way. This
applies
only
to
persons
residing
In OrMt
Britain,
Free
State.Northern Ireland and the lri"h
Free duly
State that
a-tU
Iw Applicants
required tofrompaytheanyIrishentry
uiay lie t-hargeahfe.
2

Would
Close-up

you

like

Portrait

a

Superb

of

Yourself?

You can obtain a beautiful close-up Film Portrait
Enlargement from your own photograph and one for
your friend from his or her own photograph. Full
details of "The Picturegoer's " wonderful Gift Offer
are on the
opposite
page.
ACT
AT
ONCE !
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CLAMOROUS

^

CLOSE

IIP

FIIM
r

m

One

Big Studio

OF
OWN

Weekly

Enlargement

PORTRAITS
FOR
YOUR
FRIEND

YOUR

^

PHOTOGRAPH

/ ' V "3 HIS week " The Pictviregocr " announces a wonderful new Gift
V*/
for every one of its readers that will arouse tremendous enthusiasm.
Vly
WOULD YOU UKE a big glamoroua " CLOSE-UP " FILM
PORTRAIT of YOURSELF— FREE ? A wonderful enlargement
from one of your own photograph*, specially enlarged by " The Picturegoer'a " experts and enclosed in a beautiful ART FOLIO ?
For years you've admired the big lovely portraits of the stars, of the type that
"oneTheof Picturcgoer
" publishes
and now
have
yourself, endowed
with a every
charm week,
and glamour
only you
to becan
obtained
by specialists in this style of portraiture.
And here's another surprise ! An opportunity for you to do a friend a good
turn. " The Picturegoer " not only offers YOU a big " Close-up " Film
Portrait enlargement from your ovm photograph, but is extending this great
Gift to YOUR FRIEND as well.
All you and your friend send is 6d. each to cover cost of special photograph
packing, insurance, etc., and postage to your home. YOU AND YOUR
FRIEND SEND NO MONEY NOW. You simply look up all the photographs you have of yourself, and choose the very best one of your head and
shoulders or head only. Get your friend to do the same. Send one
photograph each, only. You then both write your name and
address on the back of your respective photographs and YOU
post them to us in the same envelope, together with the Forms below
properly filled in by YOU AND YOUR FRIEND.
On receipt
theseboth
Formsyou" The
Pictiiregoer
send YOUAt Two
Gift
Vouchers
on of
which
and your
friend "maywillqualify.
the same

U

One

OF

OWN

Big Studio

YOUR

Enlargement

FRIEND

S

PHOTOGRAPH

and your friend send in to be enlarged, IT MUST IN EACH CASE BE A
GOOD HEAD-AND-SHOULDER, OR HEAD ONLY, portrait, not a fulllength picture. If possible, it should be of the ordinary studio type, but failing this
an ordinary snapshot will do provided it is really sharp and clear and not too small.
ALL
YOU
HAVE
TO DO
To qualify for this unique Gift, all you are asked to do is to introduce one
friend only who is NOT already a reader of " The Picturegoer," and who will
promise
" Thecertain
Picturegoer
fair trial
six weeks. is a genuine new
Be sureto togivemake
that the" afriend
youforintroduce
reader,
i.e., one who has NOT purchased " The Picturegoer " for the last
three months.
The best Each
quality
photographic
usedbyfor6%these
"Qose-up"
Portraits.
Picture
measures paper
9 in. isdeep
in. wide,
and isFilm
enclosed in a beautiful Art Folio of attractive Brown mottle-finish board, with
an embossed Portrait design on the front cover. The Art Folio measures
9% in. deep by 7% in. wide.

OFFER
LIMITED— BE FIRST
First read the simple " How to qualify " conditions on the opposite page.
Next, get the Reservation Forms below filled in, together with the Label, which
should have a halfpeimy stamp firmly affixed, and which MUST bear YOUR
OWN NAME AND FULL POSTAL ADDRESS very clearly written.
Then YOU post the Forms and Label, together with your own and your
time your
respective
" Close-up " Film Portraits will be handed to our friend's photograph, to " The Picturegoer " at once.
experts
for special
enlargement.
HURRY — dl applications from this announcement MUST be received
In this great Gift offer, you and your friend are not obliged to send in by NOT LATER than Monday, April 8. Find your friend and then get the
portraits of yourselves ; you may, if you wish, send in a photograph of sweet- Forms below filled in and posted immediately.
heart, brother or sister, some child you love, wife, husband, or even a photoPOST FORMS BELOW, TOGETHER WITH YOUR
graph of a favourite film star.
But here is a very important thing to remember; whatever photograph both you
OWN AND YOUR FRIEND'S PHOTO, AT ONCE
IMPORTANT ! D« Mt tt^rate th* rorm* Maw — past in an umtaM (imlopt b«ariae a halfpaany stamp. Yaa MUST affix a haltpenay stamp to tbt lakal. Writ* ciMriy ia BLOCK LETTERS
COT ALONG DOTTED
Halfpenny
atamp
NfUST
firmly be
•IBxed here
by yoa

NAME.
FULL
POSTAL
ADDRESS.

YOU

FILL IN
THIS FORM

Applications
annoimcement from
most this
be
received by NOT LATER
than MONDAY, APRILS.

YOUR
FRIEND
FILLS IN THIS FORM

RESERVATION FORM "A."
To be filled
by re&der of " The Picturegoer " who is intro- Be «are to send a good, clear ThisRESERVATION
B " HUR be filledFORM
in and si^ed"B."
PEE80Iducing MEWin BEADER.
reader. byForm
ALLT
the NEW BEADEB— NOT by "The Picturegoer
The
**
Pictnregeer
"
Bcftder
MUST
convlete
photognph,
preferably
of
po9t-c3rd
size,
and
write
yotir
latel on left. Affix halfpenny vtaay flmlj lo name
and addre.«fi in ink and Yourgoer "reader
specialwhoGifthasofferOiledwasin introduced
Picture■pace
tend and
in Label
the Form **byA."" The
I certify
that
BtoefcPack
Lettenphotograph
clearly oncarethe I am HOT a readw
— giTe pnrrided
TOUB —name
foil with
poitaltiian
addn«fomiin inback.
bkiek
letten.
oijonmal
" The tat
Pictnrafoer."
and that
I haveI
VOT
porchawd
tha
the
past
three
months.
fully
before
sending
in.
Tour
To The Plctore^oer, Dept. G.E.
to give ** The Picturegoer " a trial lor six conoriginal will be returned to undertake
secutire weeks.
3 Arne St., London.
together
with year Por- i In accordance with your special offer, please make and
EnlMgemcni.
In accordaace with your specixl offer, please make and you trait
Ireserve
me a "Close-up"
Film Portrait
Enlargement
reserve
me a **photo^nph
Close-ap " inFilmreturnPortrait
from theforphotograph
I have handed
to my filend.
Also,
from thelorenclosed
lor myEnlu^ment
introducing a faiend as
please
send
me read
(through
my friend)
anby Official
Voucher
on this
whichoffer.to
atake9
new toreader.
My
friend
has
penonally
signed
Form
"B
"
and
underqualify.
I
have
and
agree
to
atride
the
rales
goremlng
give
"
The
Picturepoer
"
a
trial
for
six
consecutive
ireeka.
1 have read and agree lo abide by the nilei poveming this offer.
IPlease
c«rttfr aend
that memy tricnd
is HOTVoacher
at presenton awhich
reader at " The Ketmitcocr.**
New PLEASE
Reader's WRITE
Signature
an Official
CLEARLY BELOW UT BLOCK LFTTERS.
Enlargement
together
with a similar
Voucher lor tomeqnalify
to hand(oronmyto Gift
my
friend.
Header's
Signatore
PLKASK
WRITE CLEARLY BELOW IS BLOCS LETnOU

Otre Mow Same aad AAdnv ol Kewsacnt koUtv po v orJar kriwalat
daliTery <A **Tbc Pktuifow.*'
L'HKC'KKS
LUTK
BLAH
DUtrict
Sufwrrinor.

Qm Mow Same and Address of Hewsagent lo whom yoa have giraa or
win 0n aa order lor the xagalar deliTeiy ol **Tke Pktnregotr."
Newwgeat's Saiu
l^TBBLABK
; ('HKCKBU
I>i!«trict
iiuprrTisor
•The l^ictiirrc'-er," 3e'.1,'$6.
r»^»^i^rtnrmrmnrtrTnrii
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Modern

Qirl

w
TV/rODERN in ideas and ways ^
she smokes quite a lot
and never questions whether
anything
her teeth
or not. will
But stain
she does
not
neglect them — Night and
morning she uses Eucryl.
EUCRYL Tooth Powder
being a potoder unhampered
by any " pastey
clogging
substance,
cleans" orthoroughly,
removes all stains, and rnakes
teeth white and sparkling.
Eucryl is so very fine and soft
that it cannot possibly scratch.
The Lancet says, " . . o properly
compounded
powder agent
it prefer'
able at a cleattting
to a

paste."
Sold hy all chemists, in tins 7f'€l

UNIQUE

ADVERTISING
the

e^caHL

If you live in a crowded

OFFERS

CHEMISTS

town and work in a

stuify office, you'll have to do something to
avoid the unattractive, drab complexion that
comes from " tired skin." And the best
and safest thing to do is always to use
Knight's Castile. Its generous, soothing lather
feeds the vital beauty glands
and stimulates them just
as country breezes do.
Knight's Castile — at only
fourpence a tablet — is the
cheapest and surest beauty
treatment possible.

Knighfe
TOILET

Castile
SOAP

JOHN KNIGHT LIMITED— SOAP MAKERS SINCE 1817
Kc iso-4ea
4

In celebration of Rexall's 32nd Birthday, dozens of popular tines are
being offered on the above basis.
You get two 1/- packages for the
extra penny — as an advertisement.

FROM

SexoiC

1£
Write for full list to Unifsd Drug
Co. Ltd., Nottingham.

ALL

CHEMISTS
ICFJLI
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Queens of comedy : Billie Burke, Edna
May Oliver, Alice Brady, and Alison
Skiptoorth.

he Screen Neujs Magazine de Luxe

Humanising

Hollywood's

HEROINES

Janet Gaynor as a " Menace " — to Small Children — Lunching
with "Henry the Eighth" — Constance Collier and Dressier roles
— Hepburn as a Fashion Queen — Mae
West drops her
Famous Line.
-rOT the least pleasing tendency of moving towards a more intelhgent kinema.
the current screen is that Holly^I^V
wood is humanising its heroines.
JL \9U
We saw the Great Garbo, screen- The Mystery of Henry King
of One More Spring, incidentally, gives
dom's most sacred idol, among the Mention
me an opportunity to pay a long overdue
kitchen pots and pans in The Painted Veil.
We are to see, we are promised, a more tribute to Henry King.
King has been turning in first-rate pictures for
down-to-earth Dietrich in her new picture, more
years than I care to remember, but for some
which after being alternatively Carnival in reason or other he has never achieved the ranks of
Spain and Caprice Espagnole, has now become, the "fashionable" directors as represented by
by some title-changing miracle. The Devil is Frank Capra, Lubitsch, and, more recently, W. S.
a Woman.
Van Dyke.
Once in a circus, he started picture work as an
The celebrated Crawford chassis is deposited
in the mud and in the mire of a pigsty in actor with the old Lubin company.
As far back as sixteen years ago he made one of
Forsaking All Others.
the
most successful pictures of all times, Tol'able
And now in One More Spring Janet Gaynor
has gone even further than Joan. Not only David, and set Richard Barthelmess' feet on the
roaddirected
to fame.wereAmong
the other
"winners"
does she fall in the mud, but she steals sweete he
The White
Sister,silent
(which
did for
from small children (yes, Jjmet Gaynor, the Ronald Colman what Tol'able David did for
one who made her name in Seventh Heaven) Barthelmess), Stella Dallas and The Winning of
Worth.
and steps out — and to his inexpert eye, Barbara
His
record
in talkies is equally impressive.
very effectively — in her step-ins.
There will be those who will sigh for the
days when the goddesses of glamour were Lunch unth Laughton
goddesses of glamour, when Pola Negri played Iwish I could tell you all the stories Chcirles
at tragedy queens on and off the set and
Laughton told me at lunch the other day.
Mary Pickford exuded sweetness and Ught
But
he prefaced his best with "off the record,"
twenty-four hours a day, but we are which meant they were not for pubUcation. Some
'vm

day I'm going to persuade him to write the story
of himself and Hollywood — not forgetting Elstree.
It wiU be great fun.
I can tell you, however, that he is tremendously
fond of his work in HoU5rwood and of the people
with whom he works.
"They're fine folk," he said. "Otherwise they
would
not stay athisthework
top."in Ruggles of Red Gap
He considers
as his best to date. " I enjoyed every moment of
it. CharUe Ruggles and I had a great time. He's
Talking
of British pictures in U.S. A., he laughed
a real
at
the trouper."
idea of there being any prejudice against
our product. In fact, he became very angry about
some
the silly
"America
wants ofevery
goodstories
film, innocirculation.
matter where
it is
We agree. Picturegoer has said that for a
long, long time. The world is the market for any
top-line film.
Dressier Roles for Constance Collier
made."
When
months that
agoConstance
Picturegoer
announced
CoUier exclusively
was to be
"built up" eis a picture name by the studio that
had just lost Marie Dressier, the report was denied.
I said at the time that while there would never
be a second Marie, Miss CoUier, one of the most
distinguished stage artistes of her day, was an
ideal choice to carry on the great Dressier tradition.
Now Constance has scored a success in her first
Hollywood picture. Shadow of Doubt, and it is
reported that M.-G.-M. is dusting off the scripts
it had in stock for Marie at the time of her death.
The first of these may be Tish.
(Continued on page 6)
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Shock for Film Beauties
Only three women in motion pictures to-day,
Anna Sten, Greta Gar bo and Marlene
Dietrich, really deserve the title of "exotic."
according to Count W. J. D. Sobieski, the wellknown fKjrtrait painter, who has some shocks in
store for screenland's beauties.
The nobleman-artist, arriving in Hollywood
recently to paint the three women he has chosen,
declared that the overworked word "exotic"
belongs to Miss Sten, Miss Garbo, and Miss Dietrich
for definite reasons.
"Anna Sten has one of the most expressive
faces in the world," says the Count. " She has not
only great beauty but a face that shows character
and a knowledge of life. I place her in my list of
exotic women because she has an aura of mystery,
of extreme beauty, of character — and, in my
opinion, as an artist who has been trained to look
beneath the surface, she has more chance of
donning the mantle of B«-nhardt or Duse than
any other woman of the stage and screen.
" Garbo has one of the most symmetrical faces
in the world. She seems restrained, yet capable of
great emotion. And a face that is just made to be
painted, being modelled beautifnlly in flesh into
definite {danes."
Dietrich versus Garbo
Marlene Dietrich, too, the Count believes, has
that intangible aura of mystery, but I
wonder how many will agree with him in saying
that the German blonde is more beautiful than
Garbo and more intriguing.
"Of the
the most
three,"
he adds,Miss
"I Dietrich
would call
Miss
Sten
beautiful.
a close
second, and Garbo the third, in actual beauty.
"I find, in studjring Hollywood's faces from a
portrait
painter's
standpoint,
that while features,
most of
them have
the beauty
of sjrmmetrical
few of them have character reflected in the face."
It is proposed to exhibit the Sobieski motion
picture star portraits in Europe next year, if present
plans materialise.
Hepburn Steps Out
In the meanwhile Katharine Hepburn is preparing ashock for screenland's "best dressed
women." among
Katie, her
who repertoire
has included
the wearing
overalls
of amiable
eccen-of
tricities, isout for the title.
The inspiration behind the move is Bernard
Newman, Radio's stylist.
"Katharine
"has the
good ;
breeding
to feel Hepburn,"
comfortablehe insays,
the proper
clothes

OVER

£50

in

PRIZES
Select

an

Anne

Shirley

Slogan

star,a
newest for
itslookingto describ
sloganRadio
Studioe is
THE
Anne Shirley, who, in Anne of Green
Gables, gives the most charming child characterisation since the days of Mary Pickford'
The sixteen-year-old Anne is not beautiful
according to accepted standards, but she has
personality and she can act.
Over Fifty Pounds in prizes are offered
in tliis competition.
Write your Aime Shirley slogan on a
postcard and address it to: "Anne Shirley
Competition," Picturegoer Weekly, 93
Long Acre, W.C.2. Here are examples
"The New Worid's Sweetheart." "The Ugly
Duckling With It." "The Girl With The
Winning Ways."
Picturegoer offers a first prize of
£25.
A second prize of £10.
A third prize of £5.
Twenty prizes of lOs.
Fifty copies of the book,
"Anne of Green Gables."

"The reason for Hepburn's apparent disregard
for clothes," he explains, "is that her interest in
her work is so great that it has dominated her to
the exclusion of all other interests. She brushed
clothes aside ais of no importance when judged
beside her art."
Oldest Player in Films
Whoof isactual
the oldest
playerof inservice
picturesbefore
— in terms
length
the
cameras?
The claim to the title is, I see, being advanced
on behalf of Milla Davenport, who plays Anna
Sten's grandmother
The Wedding
and
recently celebrated in
her twenty-fifth Night,
year as a
motion picture actress.
She saw them all start — Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Mabel Normand, Chaplin, Dressier.
She was
a star,Charlie
with five
years' arrived
film experience
when
in 1914
Chaplin
on the
Sennett lot.
She watched his first day's picture work.
" My boy, you're doing everything wrong ! " she
told
him. "You won't last a week that way.
You're
breaking
the rules her—
! " and went on as
Chaplin
politelyall thanked
though she had not spoken.
Milla shook her head again. " Such a nice boy,
too," she murmured sadly. "Hell be out of
pictures in a week, sure ! "
37 Dollars a Week
Legs Id-timers may remember her as the meanO faced matron in Mary Pickford's Daddy Long
MiUa has been kept busy for the full quarter of
a century, and she has probably earned more
money in the long run than most stars whose
names have become household words.
"It was hard to get an actor when I first
started," she says. "My first picture was a
Spanish one-reeler directed by Wilfred Lucas in a
bam in 1909.

"I got thirty-five dollars a week, big money,
work in the
one day's
experienc
because
BaltimoreI had
Knickerb
ockere —Film
Company
when I
played there in vaudeville."

she has the poise to carry her clothes and she has
the type of figure that a designer loves to dress.
Menjou's Salary
"1 predict that when Katharine Hepburn ■' remarks last week about Adolphe Menjou
appears on the screen in modem clothes she My being
the highest-paid free-lance actor in
wiU immediately be acclaimed as the best dressed films appears to have aroused some interest.
woman in pictures.
Menjou must be one of the wealthiest players
"Miss Hepburn has the figure for clothes. She in pictures to-day. As a "femme rave" he had a
has height and enough breadth of shoulder to set long
innings in the very big money and his
off her costumes. She has a sprightliness that earnings
are still considerable.
Adolphe, moreover,
gives life to garments.
has the reputation,
like Chaplin, of being
a careful spender. I
do not know about
that.
I do know that
when he was making
Two White Arms over
here he invited me to
interview him at the
studio. .\s he was
busy on the set, he
suggested
lunch
He duly led
the time.
way
into the canteen,
ordered his own lunch
and proceeded to enjoy
it while he regaled me
for the next hour or
so with the interesting
but limited topic concerning why Chaplin
considered him one of
the
greatest actors of
all time.

Leslie Banks, Paul Robeson,
and Nina Mae McKimtey in
"Sanders of the River,"
which toill have a gala premiere at the Leicester Square
Theatre, in aid of the Newspaper Press Fund, on April 2.
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for which you have been looking . . . ideas too
:,''>od to be missed.
It is an issue packed to overflowing with fine
features that must make an instant appeal to
every picturegoer.
Life moving
Story begins
is one of
theJanet
most Gaynor's
tender and
human! Itdocuments
that has ever been presenteid in the history of
Hcreen journalism.
.And -what a thrill ! -there is a whole page
devoted to Ginger Roger's trousseau. And Pauline
Stack tells you how to "turn your glad rags into
Dorothy Dickson lets you into many intimate
little secrets about her daughter, the beautiful
plaid rugs."
Dorothy
Dyson, and there is a magnificent art
plate of Constance Bennett.
The demand for next week's Picturegoer is
going
be colossal.
the newsagents's
" Sold toout."
Order yourDon't
copyrisk
to-day.

"Jo" Goes on Holiday
Josef von Sternberg, having completed Marlene
Dietrich's latest film, is going on holiday. He
needs one, for during the making of The Devil is a
Woman, he :
Helped to paint the scenery;
Composed some incidental music for the film ;
Wrote several lines of additional dialogue;
Took a part in a crowd scene;
Did most of the photography himself, and
Conducted a 60-piece symphony orchestra.
Here
he
is
seen
with
Betty
Astell
in
Leslie Fuller is one of the most popular of Britain's comedy kings.
He directed the picture, too, of course. On his
"Strictly Illegal."
vacation he is to " relax " by painting. He has
bought about £20 worth of paints.
As, in my position as a visitor to the studio. I imitation pearls would have been used, but
was unable to make use of the canteen myself, ami Mamoulian demanded the real thing, his reason Kinema Codes
being that imitation pearls photograph with a
the
food for was
thought
provided
by Mr. Menjou's
conversation
somewhat
inadequate,
it was a pronounced yellow tinge in colour film.
Here are the final awards in the kinema codes
rather hungry newspaperman who started the
Shirley Temple, by the way, seems likely to beat
contest :
long trek back to town.
Miriam Hopkins to it as the first feminine star to
First
of 10s. 6d. goes to D. Lynott, 31,
I hope Mr. Menjou will come and have lunch be seen in all the glory of modem colour. The Belmont prize
Road, Wallington, Surrey, for :
with me when next he is in London.
Little Colonel, which has cc4our sequences, may be
The CaU of the Wild
here before Becky.
Waitress !
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :
Mae " Requests the Pleasure . .
Mae West has dropped the line that made her
Mona Menzies, 44 Croham Park Avenue, Sonth
famous.
The Stars' Spring Fashions
A thing of beauty, a blaze of loveliness, Croydon; F. G. Sutton, 8 Seymour Road, Luton,
up and
see new
me sometime"
revelation to every girl and woman with Beds.; Miss Joan Byrne, 20 Wakefield Road,
be "Come
heard once
in her
picture. HowwillAmnotI an aeye
for charm and colour . . . that New Southgate. N. 1 1 ; G. H. Mathews, 1 5 Braeside,
Doin'}
next week's
glorious 48-page Spring Fashions Beckenham, Kent.
Instead, as a wealthy society woman she sends is
Number
of Picturegoer.
out engraved invitations reading : "Mrs. Fletcher
There are pages and pages of pictures in glowing
Colton requests the pleasure of your company at
photogravure showing you what the stars of the Tail Piece
a garden party . .
The Paramount star has just received a com- screen will be wearing in the sunshine days of W on't Joan Crawford be jealous when she sees
the mouth on the new Epstein sculpture?
mission as Honorary Colonel of Company 1956 of April, May and June.
Many of the designs are just the very thing
the Califomian Civilian Conservation Corps, and
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS
at the request of the commander, she sent the
other colonels an autographed portrait.
Miss West is already one of those famous Louise Fazenda has
Kentucky colonels. "Pretty soon," she says, " I'll been making film audiences laugh since the
be able to have a colonel's convention all by
early
Semtett days
myself."
Incidentally, have you noticed how the Mae the comediettne
with—
West smoking-room stories have fallen off lately. Leo Carillo and Ted
One seldom hears one now. I wonder if it is
Healy in " The Winning
significant.
Last
thethe" SHents
" House, Newcastle,
Now ofthat
Sun Picture
has closed its doors for the last time there
remains only one silent kinema in the British
Isles. It is Manchester.
This fact was revealed in an official report
recently issued by the Western Electric Company.
The report shows that in October last year there
were six picture houses running silent films out
of a total of 4,897 kinemas in Britain.

Ticket."

Colour Complications
The coming of colour is already providing complications for the studios.
In Becky Sharp, for instance, the script called
for a scene in which strawberries are eaten.
Strawberries are out of season in California so a
rush order was sent to Louisiana for some, and
they
the next morning by 'plane, at a
cost ofarrived
5.80 dollars.
Mamoulian insisted on real berries because the
tri-colour process, imder which the picture is
being made, detects all artificiality in colouring.
In the same picture the script called for pearis
to be worn by Miriam Hopkins, the star.
Anyone might be forgiven if they thought
7
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cast of
greatest
THE
comedians of all times
assembles here to entertain
you.
"
V N with the motley ! The people
i'M
\ P^y yo'^
want their laugh,
all
serions,
It's very
know." business
) this funny
\m
of the
screen,
not to speak of being hard work.
You'd be surprised if you knew all the
efiort, all the ingenuity, all the subtlety, all
the brilliant thinking that comprises the
gentle art of making you lie back in your
" one-and-three " or "two-and-four" limp with
laughter.
Many incidents that make the audience
roar in the kinema merely give the artistes in
the studio a pain in the neck. Pieces of
fooling that are a flop from the box-office point
of view, on the other hand, make the cast
themselves scream with mirth.
One thing, however, is very certain. Almost
without exception, the comedy stars of the silver
screen are delightful personalities off as well as on
the set. And they are every inch as clever — very
often more so — than their colleagues of the drama.
All the " grooming " in the world will not make a
successful comedy star Lf the genius for fun is not
there. Only Walt Disney can do that with his
paper puppets.
There is, for instance, only one Ralph
Lynn. There can never be another. His art is
unique and the only pity is that, being human
Uke the rest of us, he cannot go on for ever.
Behind the screen Redph is a thoughtful,
courteous, happy type of chap, with a spsirkle of
mischief in eyes that, oflP duty, are minus a
monocle.
He confessed to the Picturegoer that he finds
it more difficult being funny on the screen than
on
stage, particularly
whenof scenes
"shot"
out the
of sequence
and the end
a joke are
is reached
before the joke has begun !
Ralph Lynn sees his own pictures only once —
"to
pick stars
out the
His ownandfavourite
comedy
are faults"!
Stanley Lupino
Cicely
Courtneidge, and he would very much like to
co-star with Jessie Matthews. What a team they'd
make, you people ! The suggestion passed on,
with compliments — and hope !
best audience
Tomhumour,
Walls," andhe says.
" He
has" My
a marvellous
senseis of
sometimes
he will laugh so merrily at something I say or do
that he actually holds up production ! "

Laurel and Hardy
with Mr . Sam
Eckman, jun
M.-G.-M.'s London
chief. They are reported to have
parted, but our tip
is to wait and see.
demonstrate what he wanted done.
And was he funny ? He was !
The trend of film comedy in the future, according to Gracie, will be towards the subtle. There
will not be so much slapstick stuff as now. More
epigrams will be hurled about than custard pies.
One of the greatest comedians of the day, Eddie
Ralph never hesitates to improvise humour on
the spot. "Ben Travers lets me do it," he Cantor, is also one of the greatest 'thinkers in thesays naively. Ben, of course, is the author of many industry. He was actually called into conference
of his greatest successes.
by the President of the United States to assist with
For low comedy Hollywood, he thinks, has the the National Recovery code as it affected the talkie
business.
British studios well beaten. "But the Americans
Pop-eyes Eddie was bom in the East Side
simply
funny inRalph,
eveningwhendress."
Whichit
is a damcannot
funnybe remark,
you work
Ghetto thirty-eight years ago. At twelve he was
out !
selling newspapers in the streets. At seventeen
The funniest thing that ever happened to he was a singing waiter in a beer garden. By
1927 he was a star.
"Silly
No.rehearse
1" was onwhen
he wasandwatching
Eddie lost a fortune in a Wall Street crash, but
group ofAssgirls
the stage
remarkeda
to a man at his side that all were doing well made more money than he lost by writing a book
about it all !
except "that dark-haired, long-necked girl on the
left."
struggleandtocreeds
survive,
his associations
"That," said his companion, " is my daughter ! " Thewithearly
of people
hats given
Crestfallen, Ralph replied, "No, not that one — Eddie anall classes
intimate understanding of human
the one two away from her."
nature that is reflected in all his films.
"My wife,
was the reply, and
thereupon
thereyoufell mean?"
a great silence.
"Comedy," says Eddie, "always has been and
Yes, a jolly fellow, Ralph Lynn, and the perfect always will be. We need it. It's the one thing we
artiste at his job.
can't get along without.
Gracie Fields goes in disguise to see her own
"The only trouble is that a lot of people have
pictures. She laughs quite a lot at them — but the mistaken notion that jokes are bad. Jokes
usually cynically ! They bring back memories of aren't bad. Bad jokes are bad. Comedians should
jokes and difficulties met with in the course of leam to develop a situation that's funny and
their production.
let the central idea naturally create the jokes.
" It doesn't matter so much if the jokes are old.
W. C. Fields is " Our Grade's " favourite comedy
star — and that's not because they are related Dress 'em up and they're hke an old girl in a new
because
they aren't.
The funniest
thing that has happened to Gracie hat and lipstick — they'll get by.
A dearth
of goodcomedians.
comedians ?There
Certainly
there's
while on location was the episode of the revolving a "dearth
of good
always
has
barrel, at Blackpool during the making of Sing been. But somehow there always managed to be
as IV e Go.
Gracie suggested that her director, Mr. Basil some good ones and they'll keep coming up in
the same old way."
Dean, should himself get into the barrel and justGeorge
Robey's life and interests have been
8

" Comedy is
the only thing
we can't get
out," says
along withEddie Cantor.
bound up with the stage for so long that, when
acting for the films he misses the audience very
much indeed.
But he is always happy on the set— and always
puUing
someone
else's leg,
little jokes
and surprises
of hisalways
own. thinking out
An infectious laugh, unforgettable features, and
a jovial personality that were once the life and
soul of Westminster and Caius College,
Cambridge, these are big factors in the success of
Jack
He Hulbert.
has done more, perhaps, than anyone else
to put British film comedy on the world map.
The Ghost Train, Sunshine Susie, Love on H'/ieels,
Jack's the Boy. Happy Ever After, Falling for You,
Jack
The Camelsthataremake
Coming
humour,Ahoy
life and
and mo\'ement
them ha^•e
the
ideal tonic for depression.
Walter Forde, who has directed Jack so often,
finds no difficulty in getting the star into his stride.
It is as easy for Jack to be funny as it is for Garbo
to "tank she go home" !
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The Royal Family ofFun — Cicely
Courtneidge
arid
Jack Hulbert.
Art must weep when Zasu Pitts plays a comedy
role.
" She should not be in comedy, for she is the
greatest
of all the gave
tragediennes."
She certainly
amazingly accomplished
performances in dramas of such power as Greed
and The Weeding March.
But Holljrwood decreed that she should be
linked with comedy — and comedy it is now and
probably for the rest of her career.
Did you know that Zasu played the role of Lew
Ayres' mother in the film version of All Quiet?
She gave a tender, moving performance, but at
the pre-view the audience tittered and the panicstricken producers re-took aU the scenes in which
she apjjeared, using Beryl Mercer in her stead.
On with the molJey . . . ! There can be, you see,
a really sad side to this comedy business.

As a fighting soldier during the war, as a
touring comedian, as a concert party artiste, as a
big comedy star, Sydney Howard has always been
the same natural, likeable good feUow.

Max Miller has struck a new note of comedy in
British films. After his brilliant performance
in The Good Companions he was quickly in demand.
Max
can pack a wealth of high-speed humour into
two minutes.
Max is clever. He can ■write his own cameos.
He can think up a wisecrack in a flash. He knows
how to put them over. His fooling is perfectly
timed. He is the British Edward Everett Horton.
Once a scene in which Max appeared in was
shot eight times. And, believe it or not, but each
Grade's favourite funster is
time his monologue was spontaneous and different !
Fields — not Gracie Fields, hut
Bobby Howes has a boyish charm that wins all
W. C. Fields.
hearts — and he gets the laugh every time.
Much of his success as a comedy star is due to
name of Charles Chaplin is stUl magic. So
One isof that
the he
secrets
Jack's success
a laugh- Theamazing
is the personality of this prince of the happiness of his private life. His two bonny
raiser
keepsof himself
young inas interests.
He has a wonderful model railway at the beautiful comedy stars that, if he never made another children, Sally Ann and Peter, are the "apples of
in his life, he would never be forgotten. his eye." No one in films is more happily married.
Mayfair home he shares with his wife. Cicely picture
He would still be news.
You should see him with the family at the seaside !
Courtneidge.
Charlie is a genius. He is not merely an actor.
Stanley Lupino, behind the screen, is almost the
And he is a geologist ! Many and strange are
the stories told of his activities in this direction He expresses every emotion in the comedy of life. reverse of his film self. His hobbies are \vriting
and
painting.
when on location. With a small hammer and a
Sometimes phe
"he is temeramental. Heishasunhappy.
had many Always
disappointments,
As a boy he sold papers, toured public houses
specimen box he will vanish when his presence is
in great demand and, when frantic assistant but he will achieve immortality as the screen's giving imitations, minded costers' barrows, worked
as a proof reader and even tried his hand in the
directors scour the district to find him, he is, as greatest clown.
Sydney Howard, another great comedian, once Ring at Hoxton. Stanley ought to know what the
often as not. found clasping a cliff and hacking
lumps of rock off the face.
said of him: Chaplin's humour is basic, funda- public wants ! And he does.
mental. His is the art of the pantomime — the art of
You may have heard, of course, of that strange
" Keep fit." That is Sonnie Hale's belief.
coincidence whereby chunks of the Pyramids being understood without words. For the talking "You
liver
! can't work up tremendous laughter with a
disapp>eared just when Jack was on location pictures, although it was considered a form of
nearby !
progress, was a definite setback to the universal
"I have no patience," he says, "with those
Zasu Pitts is a comedy actress of tremendous humour.
people who imagine that a popular actor spends
most
of his time in garish night clubs, lands home
"With the introduction of dialogue the elaborate
force
and popularity.
her time
has and
" stolen
a hundred
pictures fromIn the
great she
stars,
she is" gesture faded from the screen — but we shall get it with the milk every morning, and in some remarkable manner straightens himself out in time for
now herself among the greatest.
Sydney
Zasu is quite unique. Von Stroheim went so back;
see." • by the way, is an artiste in
you'llHoward,
sheer
contrast
to
Charlie.
He
takes
life
more
or
hisSonnie
next performance."
himself is happiest when he spends a
far as to say that she was the most wonderful
actre.ss of the day.
less as it comes. He is happy, easy-going and in leisure day out driving, playing tennis, walking
the dog or doing a little gardening.
"The average person thinks she is funny no way complex.
Cicely Courtneidge, by the way, collects old
"Sleep does
it,"
he
has
confessed.
"I
can
sleep
looking,"
he oncethan
said.the"Ifamous
think she
is beautiful,
more beautiful
beauties
of the anywhere
at any time. And I do. I like to get my furniture.
She can be as charmingly serious as she
can
be funny.
screen, for I have seen in her eyes all the vital coat off and my boots, too, and put the old feet
forces of the Universe and I have seen in her
Space forbids the mention of all the great stars
to resthethem.
hard workthebeing
funny."
was inIt'sHollywood
early-morning
sensitive mouth all the suppressions of human kind. up When
of comedy on the silver screen, but they are a
battalion
of nice people.
I've seen her lifted to the heights of great acting. start was a change for our Sydney.
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are not sure of your own judgment, it is best to
place yourself in the hands of the expert attached
to one of the large sports outfitters. .\11 the best
known firms have exjjerts who act in an advisory
capacity. Beginners should have special coaching,
Picking up the game from a friend is never a
satisfactory method of learning to play and will
never endear you to your fellow club members.
Girls who envy a well-developed chest and a
graceful rounded bust have a simple means of
achieving their ambitions. It is to learn swimming. There is nothing Uke the breast stroke
for bringing about this result.
In the last year or so, riding has become
increasingly popular among women. It used to
be considered the pastime of the leisured and the
moneyed, but that is no longer true. The prices
now charged by riding schools for lessons and
hacks are very reasonable, and I know many
business girls who get up early and have a canter
before going to their offices. The girl who rides
never suffers from a sluggish liver and as a consequence her cheeks glow and her eyes spcirkle in
a way that no cosmetic could induce. Providing
you are fairly modest in your demands, a riding
outfit is not an unduly expensive affair. A few
pounds will cover the outlay, and the kit lasts a
long time.
But supjxjsing none of these things are to your
taste or inchnation, what exercise remains ? There
is always dancing. Too many late hours and stuffy
halls are by no means health-giving, but dancing
in itself is splendid exercise. Perhaps there should
be a qualification and it should be graceful dancing.

J-IEALTH, loveliness, and exercise are almost interchangeable
terms, declares the beautiful American star, now making
" Charir^ Cross Road," in this week's instalment of this
exclusive " Picturegoer " series.
"UDGED by the standards of to-day,
the languishing hly is no beauty. The
girl who is beautiful and popular is the
one with the lithe limbs of the sportswoman and the tan of health and
outdoor Ufe on her cheeks.
Parlour tricks count very little in these days.
It is considered far more important to be able
to ride, swim, play tennis, and look fresh and
smiling after a ten-mile walk. This is all to
the good, for radiant health and outdoor
exercise are almost interchangeable terms.
I suppose -that walking is the best of allround exercise any woman can have. It
brings all the important muscles into play, it
encourages deep breathing, it takes its devotees
away from the streets and the crowds, and it
costs next to nothing.
When you walk, let your outfit be sensible;
but please let it be becoming, too. Any large
railway station on Sunday mornings will furnish
examples of the unbecoming in walking kit.
Shoes, of course, must be broad of heel and thick
of sole, and stockings of substantial quality.
But the rest of the costume should show some
regard for smartness. Few women look well in
walking shorts, and the bare knees are not practical. They get scratched with thorns, and red
and chapjjed in the spring winds. Most gfirls will
find that a well-cut sports skirt, with a kick pleat,
or a wrap-over, will give all the freedom desirable
10

and still remain smart at the end of the day.
A well-cut woolly and a mackintosh that will fold
up to smaU compass give warmth and protection
when needed.
Your professional hiker seems to take a perverse
joy in a heavily laden rucksack, which to my way
of thinking is to make a burden of pleasure. Walk
as hghtly as you can ; if it is a walking holiday,
send a change of clothes and whatever else may be
needful to the Post Ofl&ce " To be called for." Slip
a local bus time-table in your fK>cket, too. Never
be too proud to ride the last few miles if the walk
looks Uke being more than you bargained for.
Tennis is, of course, the most ptopular p>astime
of the summer. Clubs abound in every town and
village, with subscriptions to suit all purses; so
no one need be deprived of this healthfiil exercise.
While it should be the aim to play well, I am
all for remembering that tennis is a game.
Girls who play it only in the do-or-die spirit are
apt to put Unes on their faces and get that set
tennis expression.
Spend as much as you can possibly afford on
your tennis kit. If you have nice legs, tennis
shorts are extremely becoming ; but if they are not
your good f>oint, be discreet and stick to a well-cut
dress. Whichever you choose, let it be of good
quality. It has to stand up to strenuous wear and
rep>eated laundering. And, wherever you play,
your tennis kit is going to be in the pubUc eye.
There are always f>eople to watch the match.
A good racket is always worth its price. If you

It is for this reason that it is best for every
beginner to take dancing lessons. The beginning of all dancing lessons is the walk. You must
walk gracefully before you can dance gracefully.
Walking gracefully implies correct posture.
Correct posture induces good health and a graceful
figure.
Lastly, there is the question of daily physical
exercise. Every woman is better for it— of that
I am convinced. But many find the daily dozen a
bore. Performed alone, perhaps they are. And
if the exercises are done unwillingly and with bad
grace, they are not likely to prove of much
benefit.
Exercise in good company and to music is in all
ways preferable. This is not difficult to obtain.
There are
Women'sall League
of
Health
andbranches
Beauty of
in the
practically
the large
centres throughout this country. Subscriptions are
very means
modest toand
the classes
a cheap and
easy
beauty
of form provide
and carriage.
Now that the turn of the year is here, we shall
soon be looking forward to sun-bathing again,
Some girls benefit more readily than others from
the sun. The olive-skinned brunette takes far
more kindly to it than her red-haired cousin.
Great discretion is needed in sun-bathing. If you
feel serene and buoyant after exposure, all is well.
But if you feel tired and nervy, with skin that is
reddened and sore, either you have taken too big a
dose or you are not the type for sun-bathing at all.
There is another p>oint to remember. The girl who
spends fifty weeks of her life in a city, with a
curtain of smoke bet«'een her and the sun, cannot
sun-bathe with the same abandon as a girl who
Uves in the country or at the sea all the year
round. Always wear a shady hat to protect eyes
and back of neck, and take the sun in grsiduated
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The outdoor girl needs special cosmetics to '
appear her best. There is an exception. Supposing
you are going away far from the madding crowd,
taking a holiday where there is no one to bother
whether your nose shines or not. Seize the opportunity and give your face a rest from all make-up.
Otherwise, remember special outdoor t)eauty
aids will he required. Certain face f)owders are
made to provide protection when out of doors.
They prevent freckles, scorching, and are specially
valuable when the skin is subjected to extreme
heat.
At the other end of the scale are the weather
creams that give protection against wind, dust, and
cold. Those who play tennis or any other active
sport, suffer from damp and shiny skin, will need
certain complexion lotions to counteract this
effect. A vigorous rub with one of these lotions
keeps the pores quite free from shine and suspicion
of greasiness.
After the games are over, the skin mostly needs
soothing and refreshing. \n emulsion that is
nutritive and cooUng will leave the sports girt
looking cool and soignie, and ready for the more
sophisticated pleasures of the evening.

Una

Merkel

The comedy queen ivho tins once o Sunday school teacher, Una
has saved nearly as many films as Zasu Pitts. She is seen, in inset ivitk
Charles Biitteruorth, one of the busiest of Hollywood's funny men.
Butteruorth carries on the "dead
pan" comedy traditions of Buster
Keaton.

Pctul Muni proved his versatility
by playing a straight comedy role
in " Hi ! NeUie."
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OR the third year in succession we
ask our readers to help us award
the PiCTUREGOER Gold Medal for the
best acting performance of the year.
This award which is given on merit
alone has become internationally famous
and the previous recipients have expressed
their thanks and the honour they feel has
been done them in no unmeasured terms.
Unhke other tributes paid to screen artistes
both here and in U.S.A., this one is not limited
by nationality. Artistes of all nations are
eligible and we ask for your votes solely
on the grounds of merit, irrespective of
nationaUty or fame.
Last year over 30,000 readers helped to
judge the outstanding portrayals of 1933, and
this year we hope the response will be still
greater.
The same conditions of voting that prevailed
last year will be observed in adjudicating this
award. They are as follows :—
One gold medal will be presented for the finest
individual performance by an actress in 1934
and for the finest individual performance by any
actor.
The most Important stipulation to
remember is that only pictures that were
generally released in 1934 are to be considered.
Write on a post card the name of the two
artistes of your choice and the names of the
pictures in which they gave the performance
you consider establishes their claim, and
12

address it to " Award of Merit, ' '
" Picturegoer," Long Acre, W.C.2.
Many readers last year made the mistake of
sending in the names of their favourite stars with
a list of all the pictures in which they had
ever appeared.
The Award of Merit is not a popularity contest.
Its aim is the acknowledgment and honouring
of acting performances that gave us pleasure
and contributed to screen art in 1934.
It might be interesting and helpful to recall
the "first ten" in each section in the 1933 ballot.
Here they are with the actors given first, and in
order of votes :—
Clive Brook
Cavalcade.
Ronald Colman ...
1.
Farewell
3. Gary Co jp>er
IA was
a Spy.to Arms.
Cynara.
2. Conrad Veidt
I'm
a
Fugitive.
Paul Muni
4. Leslie Howard
Smilin'
Through.
5.
7.
Gabriel over the White
6. Walter Huston ...
House.
The Working Man.
George Arliss
Bill of Divorcement.
John Barry more
10.8. Edmund
Gwenn ... The Good Companions.
9.
And the Actresses :—
1. Norma Shearer . . . Smilin' Through.
2. Diana Wynyard . . . Cavalcade
.
3. Madeleine Carrol!... I was a Spy.
4. Greta Garbo
Grand Hotel.
Marlene Dietrich ... Blonde Venus.
6. Anna Neagle
Bitter Sweet.
5. Katharine Hepburn Christopher Strong.
One Way Passage.
Kay Francis
7. Cicely
Courtneidge Soldiers of the King.
10.8. Sylvia Sidney
Madame Butterfly.
I do not want to influence you in any way in
9. choice, but it may prove helpful to you if
your
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IN order to refresh the memories
of our readers, all of whom, we
hope, will record their votes and
assist us in awarding the most

highly-prized honour this country
can offer, Lionel Collier recalls, in
the following article, the prominent
releases of the past year.
we recall some of the more notable performances
in the releases of last year.
Let us look at some of the work contributed
by Clive
the stars
chosen
Brook
hasby a last
fineyear's
piecevoting.
of acting in
Gallant Lady to his credit. In this picture too,
Ann Harding contributes a character study
which is worthy of consideration.
Gary Cooper has a strong call on your votes
for his acting in what was pverhaps the most
important picture of the year, Design for Living
and also in One Sunday A fternoon, in which Frances
Fuller also scored a personal success.
Then just to show his versatility, Paul Muni
gave us an outstandin,^ comedy characterisation
in Hi ! Nellie and a powerful dramatic study in
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Take, for instance, Clark Gable and Claudette
Colbert in // Happened One Night, Wallace
Beery's robust characterisations in Viva Villa,
The
Bowery
and Dinner
Eight,
Jean Harlow's
equally
brilliant
role in atthat
starandspangled
picture.
Amongst the British claimants is Jessie
Matthews in Evergreen, Ivor Novello in / Lived
with You, Matheson Lang in The Great Defender,
Winifred Shotter in Lilies of the Field, Victoria
Hopper and Brian Aherne in The Constant Nymph.
In talking of Claudette Colbert's notable
contributions to the
acting
I overlooked
Threeyear's
Cornered
Moon,
although
that picture's honours should by
rights
go tocharacter
Mary Boland.
Another
actress who
has a notable record is May
Robson. Consider Lady for a Day.
What a strong appeal William
Powell and Myma Loy made in
The Thin Man. These are performances which merit careful
comparison
other claimants
to the medal with
award.

another
too, inhasCrooks
Mymato Loy
string
her bow
in
Clover, in which she broke from
nal
her
traditio
oriental
vamp
roles.
Child aspirants to the awjird
must naturally include Shirley
Temple for her work in Girl in
Pawn and Baby take a Bow, and
Nova Pilbeam for Little Friend.
A while back I mentioned
Design for Living and Gary
Cooper's acting in that picture.
Miriam Hopkins and Fredric
March also contributed to that
feature's greatness. Recall, too,
Elisabeth Bergner's tour de force
in Catherine the Great, in which
picttu-e
Douglas
will also
have Fairbanks,
a numberJun.
of

Margaret Sullavan made her
screen debut with John Boles
in the successful film, " Only
Yesterday."
Some people claim that
Katharine
Hepburn's
best performance
toas in
" Morning Glory."
The World Changes, the acting honours of which he
shared with Aline MacMahou.
What more delicate chsiracterisation can you find than
Leslie
in Berkeley
Square, Howard's
one of tLe
greatest
pictures of last year ; nor can
Heather
in
that Angel's
film be contribution
overlooked
either.
George Arliss has The
House of Rothschild to his
credit, and John Barrymore,
Twentieth Century and Counsellor at Law. As a matter
of fact, brother Lionel, who
was not in the first ten last
year, has a wonderful record
of outstanding roles to offer
for consideration, Stranger's
Return, Service, Christopher
Bean, One Man's Journey,
The House of Connelly, and
also his cl^racterisation in
100 Per Cent. Pure, which is
also notable for the performances of Franchot Tone and
more especially Jean Harlow.
The latter's other
notable
contribution
was Blonde
Bombshell.
Neither
of these
two artistes
was
placed in the first ten by last year's voting.
Norma Shearer's chief claims to your support
are Rip Tide and The Barretts of Wimpole Street.
In the latter, artistes who were unplaced last year
also merit consideration, Fredric March, Charles
Laughton
Maureen has
O'Sullivan.
The firstandmentioned
other claims in The
Affairs of Cellini, that notable satirical comedy,
and Charles Laughton's memorable Private Life
of Henry VIII will doubtless have wide support.
But, referring back to The Affairs of Cellini,
there will be equally strong admiration, I expect,
for Frank Morgan's clever study of the Duke of
Florence and a good deal for Constance Bennett's
artistry in the same picture.
Remember too, Frank Morgan's performance
in the back stage vaudeville story Ring up the
Curtain.

Merle Oberon's acting in The
supporters.
Battle calls for your attention, as
does that of Charles Boyer. In
so " isglamorous
quite there
name
" class
Spencer
the not
characterisation
Tracy's brilliant
in Power and Glory and The
E. Stone'sof
in Enemies
performance
also George
Show Off,
; Berton ChurchUl in Half
Society
a Sinner ; Paul Graetz in The
and Paul Robeson
Wagon Jones.
Red
in Emperor
The newer Margaret Sullavan
makes a strong bid in Only YesterLoretta
be fornot Young's
Man's Castle
while must
gotten. day,The ever popular Janet
'
nce was
best inperforma
Gaynor'sedly
The House of
undoubt
Connelly, which I have already
Barrymore's
Lionel
risation
in it.
characte
noted for
For sheer charm too, it is hard
find anything better than
Dorothea Wieck'sto characterisation of a nun in
Evelyn Venables as the adopted
Cradle
child ofSong
the orconvent.
iJtF^
fWf £

Left : Nova Pilbeam made a
strong
" Littleof
Friend" impression
tmd above, in
the start
a team that has been tremendously
popular — William Powell and
Myma Lay in " The Thin Man."
Alice Brady — also not placed previously —
should be remembered for her work in tiiat
picture and also in Should Ladies Behave.
Marlene Dietrich's claim to the honour rests
on
her performance
in vonExpress
Sternberg's
technical
masterpiece
The Scarlet
and The
Song
of Katharine
Songs.
Hepburn also has two pictures in
which her acting reaches a very high standard
indeed; Morning Glory and, of course. Little
Women.
The last mentioned production gives you further
pause for considered judgment when you remember
the excellent work of Jean Parker and Paul
Lukas.
Sylvia is Sidney's
dual torole
in The
Princess
also not likely
escape
your Thirty
memory.Day
There were many big names not placed in the
1933 ballot which look like finding favour in this
present instance.

No, I'm not forgetting Mae West in I'm No
Angel, it certainly provides a vivid contrast !
I'm afraid this brief recapitulation is somewhat
in the nature of a catalogue, but it cannot be
otherwise. It is only meant to refresh your
memory and is not in any way indicative of my
own preferences.
Please, when you are casting your vote, dismiM
" filmtofavourites"
names"yourand vote
of " big Give
all
fromquestion
your nund.
what you
year's best perto be the importance
honestly consider
of the
irrespective of the
picture or formance,
the player.
Do not listen to what your neighbour says,
stick to your own opinion and help keep the
PiCTUREGOER Gold Medal an award for real
merit.
Write the names of your candidates for the
on a postPiCTUREGOER Gold Medal for 1934
card with the names of the films concerned and
address it to "Award of Merit," Ficturegoer,
Long Acre, W.C.2. It is important to remember
sidered.
that only pictures released in 1934 are to be con-
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of the Latest Films

Let Our
Critics who

Janet
Hat

Does

the

Really See
the Films

Trick

3.

Guide You

'^ITHOUT committing this depart/y Iment to anything in the nature of
I 1/ / slavish adherence to the policy
^^X^ of permanent star-director partnerships, itoccurs to me to suggest that the maharajahs of Movietone City
make a New Year resolution to assign Henry
King to direct at least a definite quota of
Janet
Mr. Gaynor's
King, whopictures.
made State Fair and The
House
of Connelly,
Janet's
filmsthesince
the arrival
of talkies,
has two
nowbestdone
hat
trick.
One More Spring is a bright and at times
whimsical (in the best sense of that dreadfully misused word) talkie that sticks closely
enough to the Gaynor formula to please the
most fervent Gaynor fans and gets sufficiently
far away from it in the direction of more
general entertainment to please the majority
of filmgoers.
The story, it is true, shows distinct evidences both of Hollywood's present preoccupation with the depression and the apparently
immovable Fox conviction that, kinematically,
Janet is destined to be a homeless orphan.
Nevertheless the piece's more obvious sentimentalities are so skilfully cloaked in comedy
and directorial subtlety as to be, except on
occasion, unnoticeable.
It serves also, incidentally, to restore Miss
Gaynor to the bosom of Warner Baxter, who
apart from Charles Farrell has been the most
permanent and most successful of the screen
Cinderella's Prince Charmings. Baxter is
seen as Otka, an easy-going antique dealer
whose business has failed. All he has left
after the bankruptcy sale is a bed that once
belonged to Napoleon ; nobody wants to buy it.
He joins forces with Rosenburg, an out-of-work
musical "genius" whom nobody wants to hear,
and they set up the imperatorial bed in the park.
Through the offices of a park-keef>er who wants
tovioUn,
learn they
to play
Macushla,"
things,
the
are "able
to make ofa all
home
in a on
stable.
Later they are joined by Elisabeth, an actress
nobody wants to see.
Here they battle through the winter, sharing
both a common home and a common overcoat
and even feasting occasionally as when the
resourceful Otka manages to steal some meat
from the park zoo lions. It will be all right when
spring comes . . .
In cunning contrast we are introduced to the
opulence of Sheridan, the millionaire banker.
Sheridan, in fact, is facing ruin. In desperation
he tries to commit suicide by throwing himself
into the river, but changes his mind when he finds
how cold the water is ! Otka rescues him and takes
him off to his stable. They jsersuade him to face
and fight the situation and he discovers that
things were not so bad as he had thought.
The happy ending, that was always in sight,
arrives somewhat precipitately, but it is by no
means unreasonable. Rosenburg, denied the
applause of the world, goes back to his country
town orchestra, Elisabeth and Otka aTe assured
of a future bright enough to enable them to get
married and, not least, Sweeney the park-keeper
learns to play " Macushla."
The plot is patently thin and the film relies for
its entertainment mainly on its cunning intimate
touches and its polished, unforced comedy, of
which there is plenty. In these it has moments
of sheer delight.
And although it is for the most part frothy
and improbable, it achieves a certain amount of
depth, particularly in its lesson of optimism in
the 1face
4 of disaster.

Robertson Hare, Leslie
Henson, Frances Day and
Alfred Drc^ton in an adaptation of the stage farce " Oh
artistic genius always provide a ready-made acting
part, but Walter, working
with admirable
Daddy." restraint,
gets the most out of it.
Warnerveals himself
Baxter
reas aagain
polished
and ingratiating actor in
the rok of Otka, and that dependable
performer. Grant Mitchell, is excellent
as Sheridan. Roger Imhof maintains
the high acting standa^rd of the film as
Sweeney. — M. D. P.
It heard
was with
trepidation
that some
Charles
LaughtonthathadI
been cast for the role so briUiantly
played by Edward the
Everett
silent Horton
version in
of

Charles Laughton in the title role of " Ruggles of
Red Gap" temporarily departs from the" araight
and narrow."
Miss Gaynor is at her charming best as Elisabeth,
a role in which she combines her undoubted gift
for comedy with the more popular Gaynor
methods.
And she
in herinjects
"mothering"
of the
strange
stable manage
an unusual
suggestion
of strength of character into her portrayal.
secret ofin King's
Janet
Ues,TheI think,
the factsuccessful
that he direction
believes inof giving
the star strong support — not by surrounding her
with "big name" players, but by giving the
players in her pictures a fair share of the opportunities: the production inevitably benefits. He
did so both in Stale Fair and The House of Connelly
and he does so again here.
Most filmgoers, indeed, will have no hesitation
in handing the acting honours to Walter King,
who, as the unsuccessful but temperamental
Rosenburg, helps himself to most of the laughs.
The bombast and conceits of unrecognised

of "^T^
Kea
Lrap
l couW not visuRueeles
alise him as a
son s story.
jj J ^
" gentleman's gentleman " transplanted
into the "wilds" of American small
town life where he finds his independence and
blossoms forth as a restauranteur.
It is certainly a tribute to his versatiUty that
he gives such a remarkably good humorous
characterisation — not lacking in the human touch
either — as the immaculate valet, Ruggles.
In its way it is as great a performance as his
Henry VIII, and one can be duly thankful that
there are no signs of Charles Laughton being
But this is one of those pictures where honours
are easy — the entire cast is excellent in every
typed.
respect — and the director, Leo McCarey has
brought out to full advantage the rich humour
inherent in both characters and situations.
It is not fair to say that any one of the discast "steals"
the thepicture;
they ofwork
as a team tinguished
which
is one of
essentials
the
really satisfactory production.
Ruggles'
Earito ofanBumstead,
whoAs loses
him employer,
at poker intheParis
American
tourist, Egbert Floud of Red Gap, Koland Young
is admirable. The only regret one has is that his
part is not bigger than it is.
Charlie Ruggles's Egbert is a masterly comedy

I
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manner the loose ends of the plot, but otherwise
there is not a dull moment. — L. C.

— Death at the
Mike. Donald
Wolftt as the victim
in " Death at
Broadcasti ng
House."
characterisation. He
vividly presents a wealthy,
vulgar, good-hearted Middle
Westerner in complete contrast
to his usual delineations of mildly alcoholic menabout-town.
His wile, too, who is determined to make the
social circle of Red Gap sit up by introducing the
valet of the Earl of Bumstead as her butler, is
brilliantly rendered by Mary Boland. I know no
one who is better able to portray the nouveau
riche than this accomplished artiste.
Mrs. Floud's mother, a tough specimen, a real
old-timer who disapproves and laughs at her
daughter's
social activities,
a veryhands
humanof
and sympathetic
character isin made
the skilful
Maude Ebrune.
Zasu Pitts' role is a small one, but since everything this artiste does is worth whUe it is noticeably
good.
She plays a Mrs. Judson with whom Ruggles
falls in love and through whom he begins to feel
the urge to exert his independence and manhood
to the discomfiture of Mrs. Floud's brother, who
had thought fit to exercise a tyrannical attitude
towards the new butler. This latter role is excellently presented by Lucien Littlefield.
Finally, there is Leila Hyams looking wholly
delightful and charming as the local dance hall
proprietress who captures the heart of the Earl
of Bumstead
valuable valet. when he comes to regain his inThe humour is derived from the clatsh of human
interests as well as from the more farcical situations such as when Egbert and a friend make
Ruggles deplorably drunk in Paris.
'The gradual
obsequious
Ruggles
to the transformation
man who is ableof totheeject
his late

Constance
screen
of particular
interest Collier's
since it has
now,debut
it is isreported,
been
decided to give her the roles which had been
planned for the late Marie Dressier.
She plays here the role of
danum
_
,
•'a *°recluse,
who takes
a hand
grande
eccentric
of
Shadow
Doubt
a murder
mystery in which
both her nephew and his
actress fiancee, whom she had viewed with distaste,
are involved.
It is a dignified performance in which the great
dramatic actress, adopting a lighter vein, shows
to excellent advantage, although she has not,
rather naturally, divorced herself entirely from
stage mannerisms; it is particularly noticeable in
her exits and entrances and in certain mannerisms
which are designed to prove effective when played
before an audience in a theatre.
Constance CoUier, however, seems to be well in
the way of making a second reputation on the
screen as great in its way as that she achieved on
the stage. The story au;tuaUy is not very credible,
but it is an ingenious and entertaining "spot
the murderer" affair treated in a light manner.
Its novelty arises from the fact that an old,
dominant woman, who has not left her home for
twenty
years, inturns
detective
and succeeds
trapping
the
real crimin2il whose identity
is skilfully hidden till well
towards the end.
George B. Seitz has given
it good pictorial treatment
which induces a good sense of
action and has not neglected
to give full value to the
interplay of characters.
The nephew, who is suspected ofthe
murder
of a man
who has
tried
to steal
his
fiancee, is excellently and
naturally played by Ricardo
Cortez; his polished manner
is highly effective especially
in the sequences where he is
alone with his aunt and also
where he is cross-examined
by the police chief, a role
played with
the utmostBrophy.
effectiveness by Edward
As Cortez's actress fianc^,
against whom circumstantial evidence is very
strong, Virginia Bruce is fair, and Isabel Jewell is
excellent as a dancer, a small part of not much
importance
noteworthy. but which she renders distinctly
Joan Simpson gives a very good study of an
old retainer while Paul Hurst presents a humorous
impression of a blustering police officer.
Betty Fumess, too, is quite effective as the
fiancee of the murdered man, another suspect.
Altogether this is a very good example of its
type and very well worth seeing. — L. C.

A book by Val Gielgud and Holt Marvel! has
been made into a highly ingenioi's and
extremely well developed murder mystery by
Basil Mason, and it has been both imaginatively
and intelligently directed by Reginald Denham.
sav
muchand tomost
*®
XI*
Ueain
^ ^jj^t it
is the best
7~> ^tli at
novel murder film made in this
BTOCldc<lStin£
IJ Se country.
nOU
novelty not only consists
in the ingenuity of the detection of the crime,
but also in the brilliant way in which the atmosphere of Broadcasting House has been brought to
the screen. There is camera resourcefulness in
every foot of the film.
Basically it is a "guess who" story with the
mystery extremely well concealed and more or
less logically — and certainly surprisingly — elucidated. The murder takes place while a drama is
being radiated, the victim being one Parsons
who is plajring the role of a man being strangled.
As he reads his part hands appear behind him and
employer's
brother
from
the
newly
opened
restaurant is not only humorous but human.
he is strangled in real earnest.
How he is accidently mistaken for a Colotiel of
The main suspect is Leopold Dryden, a popular
actor of a temperamental order, a part well
the
British
Army
and
lionised
by
Red
Gap's
social
circles is farce at its best. Mrs. Floud, incidentally, characterised by Austin Trevor. As his wife,
is unable to give the masquerade away for fear who is also an actress, and whom it transpires is
of becoming a public laughing stock.
being blackmailed by Parsons, Mary Newland is
It is really great fun this. It drags, maybe, also very good. Parsons is effectively played
a little towards the end, where most of the footage by Donald Wolfit.
is spent in tidying up in a somewhat obvious
As the detective in charge of the case who
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refuses to believe that Dryden is guilty and who
stages a reconstruction of the crime to find his
man, Ian Hunter is well in character.
Henry Kendall is good as a playwright whose
work is being performed at the time of the murder,
and sound comedy relief comes from Peter Haddon
as a guest of a B.B.C. Variety Show and Betty
Da vies as one of the staff.
Val Gielgud is an extremely good producer of
wireless plays, and it is equally patent that he can
write a very good story, but his acting — he
appears approjjriately enough as the producer of
the
during which the murder takes place —
is notplayremarkable.
Where the film scores most heavily — and it is
in every
a director'sbusiness
picture —of isthetheB.C.C.
manneris
in
which way
the everyday
introduced as an ever-changing background.
Thus we are introduced naturally and without
any undue slowing up of the story to such jjeople
as Hannen Swaffer, Vernon Bartlett, Eric Dunston,
Gillie Potter. Elisabeth Welch, Eve Becke, The
Gershom Parkington Quintette, Percival Mackey
and his band and Ord Hamilton.
There is a good thrilling climax where the
murderer, whose identity I do not intend to give
away, is chased and dashes into a high f>ower
electric control-room with the inevitable result.
— The
L. C. effect on the listening public is a few
minutes' delay in the transmission "owing to
technical difficulties." But thus it unconsciously
hears both the beginning .^nd end of the tragedy.

and
slow moving
set, butal Viennese
ly convention
Charming
romance in
entirely
which Ramon Novarro and Evelyn Laye make a
that
one feels,
glamorous pair of lovers;
have been
couldhowever,
iHKi^i^iu moreThe use
story deals with the
made oftheir vocal possibilities.
The fJiaht
IS Young
young Archduke Franz Otto
who is given six months by the
Emperor in which to have a fling before marrying
to order. The Emperor apparently has no objections to ballet g^ls, but takes exception to the
Countess
Rafay, a designing woman in whom
Franz is interested.
To allay
the a Emperor's
arranges for Lisl,
ballet girl, suspicions
to share his Franz
quarters.
She at first objects to being torn from Toni,
her composer suitor, but it is not long before the
inevitable happens and she and Franz find themselves madly in love. Franz goes to the Emperor
and tells him that he has decided to renounce
his right to accession to the throne for love, but
the Emperor points out the error of his ways
with kindly understanding and finally persuades
him to put his duty first.
The comedy element is in the capable hands of
Edward Everett Horton, Charles Butterworth
and Una Merkel.
The picture as a whole is decorative rather than
distinctive and one cannot say that the material
is worthy of the stars' ability. —
K.
SHINE LIKE A STAR!
A Glamorous Film Close-up Portrait for you — free.
PicTCREGOER is One of the happiest
3 of this issue of The
pages
ON oppor
tunit2iesandof your life, the opportunity of seeing yourself as a star in your
own picture !
To every
reader
andbeautifully
to every reader's
friend
are offered
large,
finished
film close-up photographs — free.
You simply send in your own picture — and
the star photographer does the rest inabigway.
You ^vi\l he astounded at the beauty of
the glorious full-size head-and-shoulder portrait, in rich glowing tones, mounted in a
handsome folio, that will reach you in return.
You may, if you so choose, send the photograph of your wife, husband, sweetheart,
brother or sister, or the picture of a favourite
child. Or you may prefer the postcard of
your
favourite film star to be made into a
"close-up."

size head-andpossible,buta post-card
Send, ifpicture,
provided
any snapshot,
shoulder
that it is crisp and sharp, will do.
Pick your picture now ! Somewhere in
your possession is just the very one that will
"
"close-up.
ideal away
make
Turntheright
to pages
2 and 3 and
grasp this opportunity before it is too late.
See yourself the film star " close-up" way !
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Hollywood
garet was almost knocked u nconscious and
was taken to the studio hospital, where it
was discovered that her wrist was
wrenched, her shoulder was injured, and
she had various black and blue marks on
her body to remind her of the encounter !
Miss Lindsay is fully recovered; but, if
anyone has to throw her around, she
bars the Irishman.

Victor

'S

MCLAGLEN

Another Denial
Jean Harlow, who hats been married three times,
declares that she will never go to the altar
again, despite reports that she and William Powell
mayAs decide
becomebefore,
one. the more stars deny
I haveto said
romances, the more Ukely they are to happen.
Journalists are a bit weary of these disclaimers,
and cast wary eyes toward Yuma, Arizona, where
the weddings usually occur.

Army

News from Home
A clever method of reminding a star of home
ties was discovered by Franchot Tone, who
received, two reels of film from his parents.
Franchot, who appears to be Joan Crawford's
"big moment," borrowed Joan's theatre (located,
as we know, in Joan's home) and ran off the film
in the presence of a few friends.
The actor was highly gratified as he saw his
father, mother, and other members of the family
in the picture.
It was rather a clever way of " keeping the home

Tleplies to Rival Corps —
■fv fCay Francis and a Gatecrasher — Many Studio
Accidents — A British Cave
Man.

-ICTOR McLAGLEN answered the challenge of the newlj'
organised Hollywood Hussars,
by a statement which shows
that he is determined to be
the dominant militarist of the film
colony.
Arthur Guy Empey, an American
who served in the British Army during
the World War, was a captain in McLaglen's California Light Horse, but he
resigned to become colonel of the
Hollywood Hussars.
McLaglen is opening a nine-acre
sports centre near the Breakfast Club
on Riverside Drive, where his organisation has hitherto held its drills and
meetings.
The new location will serve as a drill ground for
McLaglen's
California
which,
said, will soon
number Light
1,000 Horse,
horsemen,
and itwillis
also include a swimming pool, a soccer field, and
tennis court, as well as club rooms for the members.
McLaglen's eighty-four-piece drum and bugle
corps wLU enter the national championship contest
at St. Louis in October.
Incidentally, McLaglen — who, as we all know,
served in the British Army during the World War
— has been made a member of San Gabriel Post,
No. 442 of the American Legion, and presented
with a gold plate, because of his services in promoting good citizenship through his Light Horse
organisation.

fires Star
burning."
A
Connoisseur
Edward
G.
Robinsonwhich
has added
paintings
to his collection,
is now two
hailed
as the
greatest in Hollywood.
The actor recently acquired Grant Wood's
"The Daughters of the Revolution," most talked
of painting of the present day ; at least, so far as
the States are concerned. It has been exhibited
at the New York Museum of Modem Art, and at
the Chicago Art Institute, and will be exhibited
again at the Institute this year, after which it will
be shipped to Robinson in Hollywood.
The second canvas is "Place de la
Trinitie,"
by Renoir,
notedandof who
the
modem French
school ofmost
painters,
died in the early part of the present century.
He won world fame with his "American
Gothic," which was hailed as a masterpiece.
The above simply shows that stars like
Robinson,
characters on the who
screen,playare "hard-boiled"
often more intelligent
than those who do not essay such roles.
Up
his old
W. C.to Fields
usedtricks
to be
a juggler.stratesHere
he
demonthat his hand {or
rather his foot) has not
lost its ancient cunning.

to make her new picture. On Wings of Song.
The cubicle, which has served as a dressingroom for such stars as John Barrymore, Carole
Lombard, Edward G. Robinson, Claudette Colbert,
and other screen notables, will be completely
It's Hard To Believe
"re-done" before Miss Moore's picture starts.
Ihave had the pleasure of meeting Kay Francis
a number of times, and have always found her A Narrow Escape
a most charming lady, far superior to many of
stars have
Hollywo
our feminine stars, some of whom lack the breeding Durin
pasttlyyear,
g the
. od
been
constan
in jeopardy
which distinguishes this charming brunette.
nt
e
Gertrud
Michael,
a
young
Paramou
player,
So it is difficult to believe that Kay had a
had
presence
of
mind
to
leap
from
a
chair
in
which
gate-crashing reporter, who represented a powerful
was sitting barely in time to avoid a 400-pound
chain of American newspapers, ejected from the she
camera,
which
fell
from
its
tripod
and
smashed
Vendome CafS, where she was giving a party for the chair.
nuinerous film celebrities. The actress leased the
Possibly the astrologists can explain the number
place for the evening, and had the front trans- of accidents and near accidents within the psist
formed into a repUca of a steamship.
Several newspaper men told me that Kay twelve months, but I cannot.
appeared to resent the presence of scribes.
I sincerely trust that these stories are not true, A Real Cave-man
but I have heard them from several sources.
young Irish actor, who was
Flynn,
Enroll
brought
from England by Warner Brothers, is
The press is all-powerful, and newspaper men
have long memories !
as
strong asof "fact,
Tarzan"
everhardly
thoughtconscious
of being.
As
a matter
he is
of his
strength.
A Famous Dressir^-room
So when the director told Erroll to throw MarDressing-room No. 1 at Columbia Studios is
garet Lindsay across the set, the Irish actor obeyed
being redecorated, preparatory
to the
tenancy of Grace Moore, when she returns shortly orders. Nothing much happened except that Mar-

Back to the Wilds
• mce Cabot, handsome leading man of the
screen, who is married to the beautiful
Adrienne Ames, has purchased a half-interest in a
cattle ranch near Carlsbad, New Mexico, where his
parents live, and where he Sf)ent most of his life.
He intends to build a big ranch house, where he
and Adrienne will spend their hoUdays from the
films^ and, when the movies do not want them, he
and his wife will settle down and enjoy life.
Bruce and Adrienne will have plenty of cattle
to look after, for the actor and his partner are
starting operations with 1,500 head of animals.
Such is life on the range.
Taking No Chances
Before he left with his father for a trip around
the world. Bud Eichelberger locked a beautiful gold bracelet on Rochelle Hudson's wrist, and
put the key in his pocket.
As he will be away from Hollywood four months
or more, Rochelle will not be able to remove it
unless she employs the services of a locksmith or
of some person with a saw.
admitthe itwedding
is a "slave"
butShewhenrefuses
asked towhen
bells arebracelet,
to ring,
smiled and asked : "Who can tell?"
Hollywood
That —she is superstitious,
— Mae West,Says
who admits
will not permit race horses to be named for her,
declaring that she ♦ fears she
♦ would
♦ be a "jinx I"
— Nancy Caroll originally decided to become a
school teacher.
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^HARLES LAUGHTON is seen— and to goo<l
advantage — as a comedian in this bright
talkie adaptation of the famous Harry Leon Wilson
story of a " gentleman's gentleman." who, won
from his titled
master at poker by an American
parvenu, goes to the wide open spaces and
lesl
becomes a disciple of Lincoln, liberty and practical
cal.
democracy. He is ably supported by Charles
Ruggles, Mary Boland. Roland Young and Zasu
Pitts.

me Wil
comes to PWri
Egbert Ruggles)
Floud
{Charles
unexpectedly meets a
home town buddy in
the Gay City to
the astonishment of
the Parisians
(opposite).

Mr. and Mrs. Floud (Mary Boland) arrive to gtve
Ruggles' restaurant a send-off, and duly impress

7
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Jeff and Shep
go to see Mary
and try to
persuade her
to go out with
them, but a
telephone call
from Dill
spoils their
plan.
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THE

STORY

OF

THE

FILM

by MARJORY

She
was all hated
in white
after hours
of secretly
preparation,
and,
if it must be admitted, a trifle shaky,
when Jeff with a smart knock on the
door,
deft
touches interrupted
to the set of thePaula's
Maltese veil.
Mary, veering from the mirror,
was instantly aware of tragedy, but
even she had not thought to hear
drawnblank
lips: statement that left Jeff's
the

Freely based on the film " Forsaking All Others " by permission
of Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer Pictures
Ltd., 19-21, Tower Street, Upper
St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2.
ME?"and no one
OVE"You,
else. Never has been.
Never
"Hushwill ! be."
What about
the girl you met in Paris last
year — Connie — Connie Barnes ? "
"Experience, Mary mine. To
every man his Connie or his Susie.
Makes him appreciate the real

thing."
"Meaning me." Mary Clay
put up a face to be kissed, just
as though she weren't a twentiethcentury heiress of Park Avenue,
New York. For all she was a
thorough child of the age, Mary
was in love with Dill Todd. She
was going to marry him tomorrow. What did the details
of the wedding matter?
Whether the bridesmaids wore
pink or puce, whether there was
champagne and caviare at the
reception, wedding cake, or no
wedding cake at aU — such things
could safely be left to Paula, wife
of three husbands before she was
forty and who had mothered Mary
since a child.
Meanwhile, Mary, unashamedly
holding her bridegroom's hand,
could parade the house insp>ecting
presents and admire the products
of the
the gala
florist's
windowready
banked
up
in
chamber
for the
morrow's ceremony.
"Cornflowers, hundreds of them.
. . . Oh, Dill, how dear of you I
Fancy
remembering
The dozen
or
so pots
making !a" brave
show
among the frilled orchids and other
exotics, matched the depth of colour
in Mary's eyes as she flung her arms
round
Dill's neck.
He received
the embrace as he did
most
of
life's
good Connie
things, with
complaisance, and
was
forgotten.
"Four o'clock. Bella's due. See
20

WILLIAMS
" Really truly."
Sustained by that high note, she
saw Jeff, Dill and the somewhat
lugubrious-looking Shep, playing the
fool as usual, off to the stag party,
and ''ent ejirly to bed.

Otweks
you later,"
said.
for
worlds
could Mary
she have
goneNot
to the
sdtar with a waist a sixteenth of an
inch larger than it had been three
months ago. She was relaxing under
the sheet after the percussion of
Bella's palms had run the gamut of
the spine, when the 'phone rang.
Lazily, Mary lifted the receiver.
Her voice became crisp, vital.
"Jeff . . . Jeff Williams? Is it
really you ? I thought you were in
the wilds of Spain. How marvellous
of you to come home at the very right
minute.Where
I've got
news.
over.
are great
you now
? AtCome
the
docks.

Then it won't be long."

Only a half-minute conversation
but the crowning touch of tomorrow's ceremony for all that !
Dear Jeff, whom she had known
since wearing a school blazer, and
his inseparable pal Shep, could turn
any function into a party. Hurrying
to dress, Mary never gave a thought
to the fact that Jeff also had
intimated over the wire that he had
news. If she had, she would have
supposed the information concerned
the
job on
he
was civil
keen engineer's
as mustard.
Jeffwhich
was the
type of man to be interested in
things rather than people.
Fifteen minutes later, Maiy delightfully lissom in black and silver,
saw the wisp of nothing that was
Paula disappear into the arms, by
which she was raised near to ceiling
height, of an athletic figure with
dark hair and moustache. Now it
was Mary's turn to be gathered into

those same arms while Dill looked
on tolerantly in the background.
"Jeff, you priceless old thing!
You're just in time," Mary gasped,
Uterally scant
of becoming
breath. "Congratulate me on
Mrs.
Back on her feet, her candid eyes
Dillon Todd
searched
the "blue ones enquiring of
hers, searched them with the unseeing glance of pure happiness, or
surely she must have noticed the
swift obliteration of joy in Jeff's face.
"Jolly fine seeing you, old man.
I suggest you support Mary and me
to-morrow by losing the ring at the
critical
Dill Jeff.
put in.Mary
He
shook moment,"
hands with
thought how much the younger of the
two Dill looked, though his air of
good-humoured nonchalance had
something
sophisticated about it at
times.
"Oh!— er— I'd be glad to." Jeff
agreed. The bridesmaids, mostly
childhood friends, turned up claiming his attention, but Mary was
determined to have him to herself
for five minutes. "I'm taking Jeff
to the library," she announced.
"If he's to be my best man, he'll
be going with Dill to the stag party
to-night, and I've just two thousand
But after ask
all,him."
when they were
questions
alone withto only
a desk and photo
of herself wearing a middy blouse
on a bicycle between them, it was
Jeff who put the real question.
" Happy, Mary? "
"" IIn guess
love ?so."
"

" Mary,
on tight,
dear. Connie
Dill's
just
wiredholdme.
He and
Barnes were married last night."
Something in Jeff's strong personality saved Mary on that occasion,
the first in her life, on which the
spoken word could terrify her into
near fainting. Thanks indeed to
Jeff's rapped
it, Mary,'
that's
enough,"outshe"Stop
did not
stave
off collapse by going in for hysterics.
Once those first few dreadful
moments were over, Mary, as usucd.
concentrated on essentials, leaving
Paula to deal with the tremendous
task of the indefinitely postponed
wedding. Had Connie turned up at
Dill's rooms last night? Mary
wanted to know.
Jeff supjxjsed that must have
happened while DiU was dressing
for the stag party which broke up
at a normal hour. Neither Jeff nor
Mary
been present
at thatweapon
scene
where had
Connie,
using every
in her feminine armoury, had
suggested drinking with Dill to the
past and ended in toasting the
future.
.\ consuming desire to meet
Connie grew strong in Mary as she
Adirondack
lodge, days
chopping
wood,
spent
the ensuing
in Paula's
cooking, diving in the lake, anything
to combat mental torture with
In that,exertion.
at least, she succeeded.
physical
When, under a fortnight from the
date of the tragedy, Jeff turned up at
the lodge with letters and parcels
from Park Avenue, Mary, wearing
short-sleeved gingham, her fine hair
curling exuberantly, appealed to
him and Shep as the epitome of
health.
After supper chiefly cooked by
ail
Jeff, who showed a surprising
ler
handiness in culinary matters, therePaula'sMary,
tenthsorting
fingernail
fromby saving
breaking,
her
d
mail, gave a chuckle.
" Listen, Jeff. ' We're giving n
party on Tuesday the eighth,
nine o'clock, and should much lil
to have you with us. Connie a
Dill Todd.' Pretty -good, isn't it ne.
" Pretty rotten, if you ask me.
The woman only wants to humiliate
"Then she shall have her chance,
but she won't succeed. You and 1
are going to that party, Jeff
WiUiams. and have the time of our
Uves. We'll put one over on Connie
all right — drink, dance, throw flower
suppose you were to
pots"Mary
over .the. .terrace."
"I've thought of that. Watch
me look at him as if he were last
meet Dillhat."
? " Not that she meant
year's
what she said. Mary, like all candid
people, was incapable of telhng
a truth as yet in her own mind
unborn. To see Dill, to be aware
of his round you."
boyish face and slightly
(Continued on page 22)
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I DONT WAWr TO 6UY
EXPENSIVE LIPSTICKS'
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Becomes

Favourite

YOU DON'T HAVE TO. YOUR
LIPS wia BtwrrcH Aa the
BOYS IF YOU USE KISSPflOOf
Let itmeonly costs a trifle.
and

AT THE PARTY A FEW DAYS LATER
[•L0TT»£ has got
LATELY A FELLOW
I^Js. so POPULAR
^

MARVEUOUS
rnHANKS
TO THAT
Famous screen stars and girls in West End musical successes attribute the alluring beauty of their
lips to the make-up they use — Kissproof Indelible
Lipstick.
lipstick make-up
discover)' experts
is so amazing
that it is This
no wonder
place
Kissproof in Hollywood dressing rooms. Though
the stars dare use only the best lip make-up, they
ijet
them Ki.ssproof
more lip costing
appeal. but a few pence — it gives
Vour lips can be petal smooth, magnetic, to-night.
Kissproof Lipstick is obtainable in all shades at
all Chemists, Hairdressers or Department Stores,
also a generous baton at 6d.

Tiissproof
58.8d
REAL

.%Ml/e

LIPSTICK

HAND-COLOURED
POSTCARDS
FOR
CHARM!
You think you know Shirley Temple when you see her oa the screen, but <io you? Why not know her
as she really looks in real life — with rosy cheeks, ruby lips, bewitching brown eyes, hair like spun gold, POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
and a frock "like a May morning." All these characteristics are shown in her real hand-coloured photograph,
TO " PICTTJBEOOER " SALON.
one
of the best in the Picturegoer " Cdourgraph " series. These cards are exquisitely coloured by hand —
delay.
85 Long Acre, London. W.C.S.
they are real photographs, glossy finish. " Colourgraphs " make every star a picture. Get some without
Please enrol me as a member of The Picture*
Not only are Picturegoer Postcards in a class by themselves, but they are actually cheaper provided
gocT
"
Postcard
Club,
and ofsenddiscoonta.
me Membership
you are a member of the Picturegoer Postcard Club. To join, all you need do is to send an order for not
Card and full particulars
etc., on
future orders. I enclose order for not less than
less than oue dozen Colourgraphs or other Postcards, at the regular price of 2/6 dozen. Liberal discounts
on all subsequent orders.
one
dozen
Colourgraph
"
Postcards,
glossy
finish, real hand coloured, price 2«. 6d. dozen.
Please include with my order your new 5s. Free
MAGNIFICENT
5/ALBUM
FREE
Postcard
Album.and Ipacking
enclose on*ls.my extra
cost
of postage
gift. to cover
On joining you are presented free with a magnificent 5/- Album to hold 300
cards.
The
cover
resembles
snakeskin
and
the
oval
panel
gives
it
"class."
The
Name
handsome pages are a perfect background for your choicest treasures.
Chooseglotty
your ftnUh,
" Colourgraph
" pottcards
from 2/«this
lUt — Available
real photo-to
Address
grapht.
hand coloured.
3d. each.
doxeru
members and non-members. Complete list of these and other postcards
on Hefcther
request.
Angel
Lilian Harvey
Gary
Anita Page0'8nIUvan
Lew
Ayres
GladysCooper
Cooper
KatharineHyw>n
Hepburn Maureen
John
Barrymore
Joan
Crawford
Dorothy
P.O. No
Amount
Ellzabetli Bergner
Mariene
Dietrich
Ellssa
Evelyn Landl
lAye
Ginger Bogers
JohD Boles
*Over«eas readers should enclose 2s. extra to
SaUy
EUers
Carl
Eamond
Margaret
Bollavan
Myma
Loy
Norma
Shearer
cover packing and postage.
Mary Brian
Carl
Jeanette
MacDonald Sylvia Sidney
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and make pavable to
Madge Flelda
ETans
Grade
CliTe BrisMMi
Brook
Tim
JessieMcCoy
Matthews
Shirley
Temple
Nancy
Carroll
-THE
PICreRKGOKB."
Kay Fraocie
Bobert Neagle
MootgcMnery
Maorice
ChcTaller
y.B.—AppUemnU
Irish Frm 'A«t
StmU mm21k
Clark
Anna
Greta Oal.le
Garbo
Rath Chatterton
i-etutrwd
to p*tfrom '"'rr
Mae West
Shirley Temple
Janet Gaynor
cAmvmM^.
Pic. S4>/S/Sfi.
Bonald Colman
Fay Wray
Bamon Novarro
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her
oas smile,
supercili
anything
than what
more was
wanted
heart
A hairdresser's
in the world. forthwith
booked
appointment was
sman's
backwood
and Mary,
transformed back to
was the
daughter,
New York's young society leader.
Very lovely she looked with a bright
bandeau on her dark hair, bracelets
on her bare arms ahd a pleated silk
a Park Avenue
gown that
er only have achieved to
dressmak
worn with a matching
smart, could
look
pochette.
Little she cared for Jeff's suppressed admiration as she sailed into
the Dillon Todds' hall on the night
of invitation, without a flicker of
embarrassment. Connie; a
worthy rival-in-love who knew
how to use her claws ! " How d'you
do.
Miss Clay?"
calm
observation.
" DillwashasConnie's
often spoken
"And of you, too, Mrs. Todd.
Dill married you in Paris last year,
of you."
"N-no,
met himseemed
in Paris."
" Indeed.I only
Everyone
to be
surely? " you were married then.
assuming
Must
have been
a silly rumour."
Wicked,
of course,
but Mary
couldn't
resist
the
sally.
With
Jeff's
barely concealed grin as her reward,
she led him away from Connie, who
seemed disinclined for talk, to a
group of cocktail drinkers.
Presently a hand was laid on hers.
Dill, immaculate, boyish, dear as
ever, calmly led her out of earshot.
"Look here, Mary, I've got to talk
to you. First and foremost, asking
you here to-night was Connie's
doing.
Yousuchknow
I wouldn't
be
caf>able of
a thing.
All I can
say is I'm sorry — sorry if I hurt you
that day, too. . . . I've been
wretched
ever since."
"Don't about
tell meit you're
not happy,

His lights
eyes weaned
her River,
away from
on Hudson
and the
she
knew that he had been the plaything
of that
serpent-woman in her
DiU. '
guttering
His lips were
peeking
thelame'.
old
Connie stood
back allegiance
of them onwhen
the
narrow balcony, speaking in a voice
that two
cut .Uke
whip lash.
you
. . arehearsing
for a"Well,
play,
I see. Rubbish ! Let me tell you,

Wl
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CIGARETTES
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22
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Mary Clay, the woman doesn't hve
whoIt was
can get
me."rescue
Jeff the
who better
came toof the
of what looked Uke an ugly scene,
smothering
maUce time
withshea
cloud of smallConnie's
talk. Every
opened her mouth to be vicious, he
had something
pregnant
andhistory
overwhelming tosay about
the life
of his grandfather, of the coloured
slave trade. Finally, pleading that
his feet hurt, he requested Mary to
take him home.
In the car, she took his hand.
"Thanks a lot, Jeff. You were
marveUous. It was going to be
nastier than I thought. Anyhow,
the
doneoutme ofonemy good
I canparty's
cut DiU
life turn.
as if
he were a bit of rotten apple. . . .
1 know I don't love him any
Quite suddenly she burst into
tears, an uncontroUable attack,
through which she was conscious of
Jeff's arm across her shoulders, of
his patient voice in her ear.
" You're lying, Mary. You know
more."
Jeff was right. A week later Mary
was obUged to come into the open.
Having played escort for the past
seven are."
days, Jeff and the inimitable
you turned up in Park Avenue just
Shep
as she was dressing to go out.
For some time she parried their

FORSAKING

ALL

intention of taking her to the
"dogs," then the 'phone rang. Tired
of argument, she caught up the
receiver. "That you. Dill? No,
I won't
be late.
" You're
not." I'm starting now."
She whirled from the mirror, the
matching hat to her Unen ensemble
half on. "Who's to stop me?"
Jeff went white.
"Mary, you're insane. How can
you crawl round this man? He's
not just DUl; he's married. You're
fUnging your self-respect in the
"Let me teU you I'U keep my
self-respect
please.
I don't
care if I get where
a gold Istar
for behaviour
ash-can."
this or any other week. Take that. "
face, atfaded
beforeslapped
the physical
Shame
having
sensation
of being
whipped up Jeff's
and
laid across his knee. Shep, on
request,
produced
an enamel-backed
brush from
the dressing
table. It
was a gay affair, part of Paula's
present
Mary's for"twenty-first,"
and neveronintended
the trouncing
at which it assisted. Tingling
mentaUy aoid bodily, the sufferer
seized her gauntlets and left the
house. Beside Dill at the wheel of
his roadster, leaving the city of
skyscrapers, she grew calmer. As
a hoUday comp>anion when things
went right, DiU was nearly p)erfect.
For a long, golden day they
exploited the glories of Westchester,
ragged the owner of a wayside
sandwich bar, chartered a couple of
bicycles and generaUy behaved Uke
achUdren.
couple Evening
of imaginative
schoolshadows brought
the inevitable sequence. For hours
Mary
been staving
DiU's kiss.
When had
it came,
he grew offreckless
and
the car, which he had rashly chosen
as witness of a happiness that both
feared and susi)ected went deeper
than the surface, aU but overturned.
For one frantic moment Mary,
who kept her seat and her head,
thought DiU was hurt. In realising
that his skin was whole, she failed
to realise how badly his temper had
been frayed. It was nothing to her
to discover the engine was incapable
of restarting. A fortnight in the
Adirondacks had been as good as
a course of Swedish exercises to her
youthful muscles.
"Buck up, DiU, there's a garage, "
she encouraged after three mUes of
hiking, during which Dill, having
hardly
spoken,
had hisbroken
his
shoe-lace,
stubbed
big toe
against a dead tree branch and lain
at fuU length in a puddle. The
discovery that the derelict car could
neither be fetched nor repaired until
next day, was not exactly cheering.
Mary, studying the garage map,
"DiU.
grew
brisk.This is Phoenicia. Paula's
week-end cottage can't be much
more than a stone's throw. We can
and
yourat man
to bring
out
agent's
the estate
up theforkey
pick wait
a car. 'Phone him right away.
She pushed DiU, who appeared
more
there ! " for his big toe than
Over concerned
for their pUght, into the caU box.
Who was it said that men at heart
were babies? During the next hour
DiU certainly acquitted himself more
like a sulky child than a human
being. Mary took charge at the
agent's, explaining who she was and
extracting
Paula's Onkey
the
woman in charge.
the from
short way
with
rainstorm
a
house,
to the
unexpected petulance, descended
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upon them, drenching them in ten
seconds.
Soaking chilled, famished. Mary
turned the front door key to
fienetrate into what felt like a death
chamber.
" No light vainly
on. Howclicking
jolly ! " wall
she
murmured,
switches. Growing dusk showed the
deserted lounge furniture swathed
in dust sheets. The dogs in the
open hearth were rusty. For the
first
time toMary
attempt
kiss felt
her. irritated at Dill's
" Getbe upstairs,"
ordered. if" We
shall
down withshepneumonia
we
don't change. Paula's got clothes
here, I know." Emerging from
amore
bedroom
in a f)air
of her friend's
practical
pyjamas,
Mary
shouted at Dill humped gloomily
on the lounge sofa without having
attempted to light the fire.
"Here j'ou are ... a neghgee,
it's theYoubest
I can
do. That
Try
abutmatch.
never
know.
fireWhen
might she
bum."
came back from ransacking the larder, sight of Dill in
a chiffon negligee ending in dust
sheets swathed round his nether
limbs, almost excused the hazardous
curl of smoke in the grate.
"Dear Dill, but you do look so
funny,"
"I'm awfully
sorry, butshemybubbled.
bag is limited
to one
tin of sardines. Could you open
?"
them
She caught sight of the fire which
suddenly began to look businesslike.
' Dill, whatever — why, it's the spinning wheel! . . . Paula's 'artiest'
antique. She tramped over Greenwich village getting it. What
possessed you to ? "
the thing
fire going.
How" Well,
was you
I tosaid
knowget the
was
valuable? " Dill demanded. In
getting
he burntouta Paula's
couple treasured
of fingers,wheel,
then
proceeded to cut a third, opening
the sardine tin, which sUpped away
from the scene of slaughter to the
floor. Before Mary could administer
cold water, a cat, appearing from
the unknown, dart«l across the
kitchen and madea meal of the supper.
WeU. that's that. Better make
the most of the fire, don't you
think?"
Mary counselled.
was a suspicious
check in her There
voice
which
evidently
moved
Dill.
I'm
awfully sorry I got you into " this
mess," till
he shesaid
waited
had jjenitently,
relaxed on and
the
sofa to put an arm about her.
"Don't, Dill. I'm not going to
kiss you. Besides, oughtn't your
man to be turning up with the car ? "
. . . Lord,
I told
him" Johnson.
not to turn
up tillno.morning.
You know what the rain'd be like,
besides, I love you, Mary. . . .
I love
you. could
That's all
thereunmasked
is to it."
Nothing
have
Dill's
more completely
than hisselfishness
rank confession,
but, being
in love, Mary was still fighting not
to notice the egotism writ large on
his injured, innocent face. Suddenly
that face was contorted into a violent
" Atishoo ! "
Thenceforward the question of
compromise might not be settled,
in fact, had only begun, but the
question of love-making was. Leaving
Dill to stave off an oncoming cold
by what was left of the fire, Mary
retired to Paula's room where she
slept the sleep of the genuinely
wcm out.
She woke, physically restored if
somewhat stiff, to hear voices in the

living-room. Dill, speaking entirely
with blockaded nose, could be heard
expostulating with none other than
Jeff. Hardly knowing whether she
was pleased or sorry, Mary dressed
at lightning
stairs into thespeed,
arms running
of Paula,downwho
smothered her like an anxious,
motherly chicken.
"TPXeared ?child.
Whatever's
The woman
at thehappenestate
office
but hold
I couldn't
get out'phoned
here tillme,I got
of Jeff
to Jeff,
drive appearing
me."
from the lounge,
cut short Paula's lament with a brisk
" Hallo, Mary ! Hadn't we better
be getting along? Dill seems to
have a brutal
chill." the
Astonishingly
cheerful,
he hustled
party off,
putting Dill, cold or no cold, next
the driver and himself between Paula
and Mary on the back seat.
The car had barely started when
they passed a stranded limousine.
Mary caught a gUmpse of an
unforgettable figure seen by her but
once and then in evening dress.
Connie, the very tilt of her hat
shouting defiance, glared at them
through the door which Jeff had
jxjUtely oj)ened.
"A nice family party, I must
say," she commented. " It took me
most
of the
to make
Dill's
message
to night
his man,
so Ioutthought
I'd better come along and see for
myself.
From
whatyourI gather,
I've
material to
spread
name. Miss
Clay, over the front pages of every
New York scandal sheet."
"Just what I wanted to discuss
with
you,"my Jeff
"Jump
in. Take
placeamended.
between the
two
ladies. I'll sit facing you. Now the
question is, are you willing to
divorce Mt. Todd ? "
Connie narrowed her eyes. "That
"Of course it does ... on the
depends."arrangement," Jeff agreed,
financial
and proceeded to consult Dill by
means of the speaking tube.
Yet even when terms were finally
settled and Connie, accepting a
suitable proportion
of Dill's
considerable fortune, ceased
to become
Mrs. Dillon Todd, Mary was not
altogether happy.
Jeff's decision to make tracks for
Spain on the s.s. Dakota, leaving
New Yorkdidthenotnight
wedding,
pleasebefore
her, Mary's
either.
Vainly she tried to look him in the
whites of the eyes when he called
to say "good-bye." "Dill's a
darling,"
parried, Remember
" so thoughtful
in little she
things.
the
cornflowers he sent me . . . the
last time? ... he knows I adore
Jeff nodded. Ten minutes after
he had gone, Shep appeared. For
them."he seemed deadly serious.
once
"You've never let him go like that,
Mary.
Jeff'sMeant
been toin propose
love withto you
for years.
you
the very day he came home. I know.
He sentsome
you to-morrow,
cornflowers.
sending
and He's
by
George, I think he deserves better
treatment
thanatyou've
givenman
him."as
She stared
the little
though seeing something for the first
time. "Shep— Shej) — tell me again.
. ."You
. Jeff bet
sent hecornflowers?
" took
did. If Dill
credit
he's athe
Uar."
She for
was those
on board
s.s. Dakota
in the double suite, allotted to Jeff
and Shep, but shortly to be reserved
for Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey WiUiams,
when Jeff knocked. The door
opened, reveaUng a famiUar object
thrust up to meet his astonished
gaze. It was an enamel-backed
hairbrush.

AND LOVELIER
YOUNGER
OK
FLATTERY IN 3WWAYS.
atLtheOmoment
N
OMEMayfair
is intrigued with a new and wonderfiil face powder.
Society leaders who have tried it arc giving up their
former brands. " This is the powder for which I've
waited all my life," said one well-known Duchess.
What smart women find irresistible about this
powder is its beautifying effect on the skin. It makes
everyone look younger and lovelier.
There are three fascinating reasons for the success
of this new Pond's Face Powder. Its texture is
gossamer fine — the silk through which it is sifted
has 15,000 holes in every square inch. Its shades
actually contain the true tints found in beautifiil
skin. Its perfume has that exquisite, rare fragrance
found only in very costly powders.
Amazingly enough, this powder (of the same
make as Pond's famous creams) costs next to
nothing. Boxes are 6d. and i/- ; jars 2/6.
FREE! POWDER OFFER : Write your name and address here, atuch a id. STAMP to one comer and post in i Jd.
sealed
to Depi.
:i:J7vill. Pond't
Extract
Company
Ptrivaltyenvelope
Middlesex,
and we
send you
samples
of allLtd.,
five
shades of Pond's Face Powder : Natural, Peach, Dark Brunette,
Rachel i and Rachel z.
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by Lionel

Barbara Stanwyck gives a brilliant performance as " Marian "
in "Courageous."
••••FORSAKING ALL
OTHERS
M.-G.-M.
American.
Triangle comedy. Runs"A"85 certi/icaU.
minutes.
Joan Crawford
Mary
CiAKK
Jeff
Robert Gable
Montgomery
Dill
Charles
Butterworth
Shep
BiLLiE Burke
Paula
Rosalind Russell
Eleanor
Frances Drake
Connie
Tom Ricketts
WiSens
Arthur
Treacher
Johnson
Greta Meyer
Bella
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke, from a scenario
by Mankiewiect.
Previewed February 9, 1935. [For story freely
based on Ike film by Marjory Williams see
page 20.)
WS.
Van Dyke has given us
• a new slant on the old
triangle theme, and in doing so has
produced one of the best hghthearted comedies of the year.
The notable cast does all that one
could have exjjected from it.
Joan Crawford is, to my mind,
infinitely preferable in comedy mood,
and I found her performance here — •
she has several slapstick situations
at that — the most satisfying she has
ever given.
Naturally, Robert Montgomery is
in his element as an irrespKjnsible,
would-be bridegroom who elopes on
his wedding eve and Clark Gable is
excellent as the more soUd suitor for
Joan'snothand.
These three,
however,
do
completely
outshine
the
clever characterisations given by
Charles Butterworth with a full
quota of wisecracks to his credit,
BiUie
Burke Drake
as Joan's
fussy friend,
or
Frances
as Connie.
In spite of the fact that dialogue
plays
partjustin a the
picture's
success,a itbig
is not
conversation
piece nor is it bound by stage
conventions.
It has excellent pictorial detail and
innumerable clever touches, which
owe much to the imaginative use of
camera and the scope of the screen.
•••OVER THE RIVER
Universal.
American. Runs 89"A"minutes.
certificate.
Marital drama.
Diana Wynyard
Clare
Frank Lawton
Tony
Mrs. Patrick Campbell .Lady Mont
Jane Wyatt
Dinny
Colin
Cltve
Sir Gerald Corven
Reginald Denny
David Dornford
C. Aubrey Smith
Gen. Charwell
Henry Stephenson Sir Lawrence Mont
Lionel Atwill
Brough
Alan Mowbray
Forsyte
Kathleen Howard
LadyCharwell
Gilbert Emery
Judge
E.Robert
E. Clive
Chayne
Greic
Blore
GuNNis Davis
Benjy
Temple Pigcott
Mrs. Purdy
Directed by James Whale. Adapted from
John Galsworthy's
book by 29,R. 1934.
C. Sherriff.
Previewed September
There
no great novelty value in
24this isstory
of a woman who, ill-

Now

Collier

The
PICTUREGOER'S
quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦♦FORSAKING ALL
•MENACE
♦THE
GREEN PACK
OTHERS
♦♦♦OVER THE RIVER
♦JOSSER ON THE FARM
♦♦BACHELOR BAIT
c^THE AIR PATROL
*THE SILENCE OF
c^^THE OLD CURIOSITY
DEAN MAITLAND
SHOP
♦♦COURAGEOUS
WISHES
ADVENTURE LIMITED
♦MY HEART IS CALLING
What the asterisks mean — ***• An outstanding feature. *•* Very good
•• Good.
• Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
treated by her husband in Ceylon,
comes home and finds happiness
with another man after the said
husband has brought a successful
action for divorce, but it is excellently acted and finely characterised.
Actually, it is another example of
the conversation piece and relies
more on its disdogue than its
pictorial development, although the
technical quaUties of the production
are extremely good and a perfect
English atmosphere is obtained.
Diana Wynyard is in splendid
form as Clare, the unfortunate
woman who is harried by her
husband and is involved in a scandal
which upsets her aristocratic father.
Frank Lawton is very good, too,
as her lover, whose only fault is to
be indiscreet and so g[ive her
husband a suspicion on which to
bring an action for divorce.
Colin Clive strikes a very melodramatic and artificial note as the
husband. C. Aubrey Smith and
Kathleen and
Howard
good Campbell
as Clare's
parents,
Mrs. are
Patrick
and Henry Stephenson are also
excellent cis her understanding uncle
and aunt. Jane Wyatt gives a good
performance
as Clare's
The highlight
of thesister.
picture is
the divorce-court sequence, which
is briUiantly handled, with Alan
Mowbray and Lionel Atwill at their
best as opposing counsel.
The whole point of the theme —
the unfairness of the divorce laws —
is brought forcibly and dramatically
to the front in this forensic duel.
••BACHELOR BAIT
Radio. American.
" certificate. Comedy.
Runs 72"A minutes.
Stuart Erwin
Wilbur Fess
Rochelle Hudson
Linda
Pert Kelton
Allie Summers
Skeets Gallagher Van Dusen
Berton Churchill Big Barney
Grady Sutton
Don Belden
Clarence Wilson District Attorney
Directed by George Stevens.
Smart
work dialogue
combineandto excellent
make thisteam
an
enjoyable
with based
well-handled
humorous comedy,
situations
on a
somewhat novel theme — the matrimonial-agency racket.
Stuart Erwin is exceedingly good
as a simple, conscientious youth,
Wilbur, who goes into partnership
with an unemployed lawyer in
a matrimonial agency. They are
successful and straight, and Wilbur
refuses to turn the business into
a racket on the advice of Big
Barney, a political boss.
However, things get very involved
with a millionaire, his ex-wife,
awho
gold-digger,
and Wilbur's
secretary,
it is proposed
shall marry
the
millionaire. Actually, the said
millionaire is a detective in disguise.

and he lays the facts of the matter
before the district attorney.
Meanwhile, Wilbur, tired of the
whole thing, sells out to Barney,
who, on taking pK>ssession, finds the
district attorney has wrecked the
Wilbur finds happiness with Linda,
who has loved him all along.
RocheUe Hudson shows to advanplace.
tage as Linda, while Pert Kelton
scores with a number of bright
wisecracks as the gold-digger. Skeets
Gallagher is good, too, as the
miUionaire.
c«»THE OLD CURIOSITY
SHOP
Wardour. drama.
British.Runs"U"105 certificate.
minutes. Social
Ben Webster
The Grandfather
Elaine Benson
Nell
Hay Petrie
Quilp
Beatrix Thompson
His Wife
Gibb McLaughlin Sampson Brass
Lily Long
Sally Brass
Reginald Purdell Dick Swiveller
Polly Ward
The Marchioness
James Harcourt The Single Gentleman
J.
DickFisher-White
TubbThe Schoolmaster
Codlin
Roddy Hughes
Short
Amy Veness
Mrs. Jarley
Peter Penrose
Kit
Vic Filmer
Tom Scott
Directed by Thomas Bentley. Adapted from
Dickens's novel by Margaret Kennedy and
Ralph Neale.
Straightforward
andfamous
sincerenovd,
picturisation of the
rather overloaded with detail, but
certainly giving a literal translation
of the book in picture form.
The settings are picturesque and
good in atmosphere; they hdp to
preserve
spirithave
of thedone
author's
work. Itthecould
with
rather more imaginative treatment,
and further rejection in the matter
of characters and scenes, in order to
speed up the action a little, but it
nevertheless, provides a picture of
particular
admirers. interest to Dickens'
Ben Webster is Grandfather Trent,
the owner of the Old Curiosity Shop,
and Ellaine Benson makes a piathetic
figure of Little Nell.
As Quilp, Hay Petrie gives a
very good [lerformance, although he
strikes me as being a Uttle too
grotesque
The restinofmake-up.
the cast all turn in
good workmanlike
characterisations.
••COURAGEOUS
Warner. American.
drama. Runs" A"61 certificate.
miruUes. Marital
Barbara Stanwyck
Marian
Frank Morgan
Daniel Forrester
Ricardo Cortrz
Ellinger
Lyle Talbot
Neil
Phillip Reed
Ned Montgomery
HoBART Cavahaugh
Robert
Rapacla Ottiano
Rosa
Henry Kolker
John Ormsby
Willie Fung
Cook
Walter Walker
Judge Hardy
Samuel Hinds
Jim Sloane
Edward McWadb
Simpson
Jamieson Thomas Lord Verrington

Diana Wynyard is splendid as
the the
heroine
of " version
Over the ofRiver
in
screen
John"
Galsworthy's book.
Directed by Alfred E. Green. Adapted from
Villa Caller's novel
"A 17,
Lost1934.
Lady." Previewed November
In spiteing ofwitha acommonplace
dealwoman who, story
believing
romance is dead, marries an elderly
man and then meets the grand
passion of her life, only to be disap ointed in it and return to her
husband, there is quite a good deal
of interest in this picture.
Its entertainment is provided by
the brilliant performance of Barbara
Stanwyck in what is basically a very
conventional role.
She runs the gamut of emotions
with a naturalness which further
urges her claim to be classed
amongst
screen's who
greatesthasartistes.
Frank theMorgan,
lately
been steahng all the limehght, is
also excellent as her elderly husband,
but Ricardo Cortez is given such
a vague, shadowy part as the lover
that he does not register at all well.
These three hold the stage most
of the time and, while their interplay
is somewhat trite and slowly developed, the dialogue is good, and,
above all, there is a very helpful
atmosphere of sincerity.
•MY HEART IS CALLING
Gaumont-British
Distributors.
British. " U"
certificate. Romantic
minutes.musical. Runs 90
Jan
Mario Delmonte
MartaKiEPURA
Ecgerth
Carla
SoNNiE Hale
.Mphonse Rosee
Hugh Wakefield
Director Arvelle, of the Monte Carlo Opera
Ernest Thesicer
Fevrier
Marie Lohr Manageress of Dress Salon
Jeanne
Stuart
John Singer
PageMargot
Boy
Members or the Alphonsx Rosee Opera
Company, Parry Jones, Anthony Hankey,
Mickey Brantfobd, Frederick Peislev,
HiLDE Von Stolz, Anton Imkamp.
Directed bv Carmine Gallone. Previewed
February 2, 1935.
Jan Kiepura is given plenty of
opportunity
to exploit
voice
in this
sUght romantic
story,hisdealing
with the vicissitudes of a touring
opera
company
Carlo and
the lovestranded
affair of in
the Monte
opera
singer and a fair stowaway who had
come with the company from South
America.
It is all rather drawn-out and
artificial, but there are some bright
moments, and one particularly
effective scene where Jan Kiepura,
singing
draws theoutside
audiencethe
from opera-house,
the theatre
to hear his version of Tosca,
which is also being played inside.
Crowds are well handled and the
settings are good, and these, added
to
Kiepura's
Tosca,or
Turandol,
and rendering
a popular ofsong
two, provides the entertainment.
Marta Eggerth has nothing to do.
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but looks attractive as the heroine,
while Sonnie Hale gives a broad
comedy characterisation as the
company's manager.
•THE GREEN PACK
British Lion.
British. Runs"A "72 certificate.
melodrama.
minutes. Crook
John Stuart
Larry Dean
AiLEiiN Marson
Joan Thurston
Hugh Miller
Martin Crcct
Garry Marsh
Tubby Stornian
J.Michael
H. Roberts
Shepley Dr.
MarkThurston
Elliott
Anthony Holles Inspector .Agiiilar
Percy Walsh
Monty Carr
Directed by T. Hayes Hunter from the play by
Edgar Wallace.
d, robust, meloStraightforwar
drama, rather unimaginatively
produced, but with plenty of action
and competent acting. It is, in
brief, a photographed version of
stage play.
Edgar
John Wallace'
Stuart, s Michael
Shepley, and
Garry Marsh are quite good as
three prospectors who are tricked by
a millionaire and cut cards to see
who is to shoot him.
As the millionaire who makes one
of
the prospector's
fiancee
his
mistress.
Hugh Miller is
excellent,
while Aileen Marson is adequate as
the girl, as is J. H. Roberts as
her father, who takes a hand in the
game and saves the prospectors from
becoming murderers.
♦MENACE
Paramount.
American.
certificate.
Murder mystery drama. Runs"A"85 minutes.
Gertrude Michael Helen Chalmers
Paul Cavanach
Colonel Crecy
Henrietta Crosman Mrs. Thornton
John
Lodge
Ronald
Raymond Milland FreddieCavendish
Bastion
Berton Churchill Norman Bellamy
Halliwell Hobbes
Skinner
Robert Arlen
Andrew Forsythe
Forrester Harvey
Wilcox
Montagu Love
Police Inspector
Arletta Duncan
Gloria Chalmers
Gwenllian Gill
Alison Bastion
Directed by Ralph Murphy. Adapted by
Chandler Sprague from a story by Philip
MacDonald. Previewed December 8, 1934.
Conventional story of the findthe-murderer type, which has
certain novel features, but is lacking
in conviction and is inadequately
supplied with comedy reUef.
The story starts with a man being
killed in an aeroplane crash in Esist
Africa (Hollywood version) and
with his brother, a madman, threatening to kill all who were with him
before he started on his fatal flight.
Whereupon all these characters
are assembled in a house in California, where the vengeance starts
to take concrete form. The interest
consists in trying to spot the killer.
Acting generally is of a high
standard.
*JOSSER ON THE FARM
Fox. British.
"A " certificate.
Broad comedy
extravagama.
Runs 63 minutes.
Ernie Lotinga
Josser
Betty Astell
Betty
Hope Davy
June
Muriel Aked
Mrs. Savage
John Gattrell
Dennis
Garry
Marsh
Granby
Hyde White
Brookes
Edwin
Ellis
Spud
H. F. Maltby
Luke
James Craig
Clerk of Court
Franklyn Kelsey Police Inspector
Johnnie Scholfield Tanner
Directed by T. Hayes Hunter. Adapted from
the stage show by Con West and Herbert Sargent.
Ernie Lotinga puts over his musichall character and provides
a one-man show with somewhat
crude, if robust, humour of the
slapstick order.
Adequately produced, it will
appeal to admirers of the popular
stage comedian more particularly.
c*THE AIR PATROL
Path/. Melodrama.
American. "U"
Runscertificate.
60 minutes.Rotruiniic
Ray Walker
Nick Terris
Jacqueline Wells
Janet
William Farnuu
Colonel
Noah Beery
Captain Terris
Hyrau Hoover
Pete Taylor

PICTUREGOER
Morgan Conway
Harland
Warner Richmond
Powell
Donald Reed
Paul
Billy Erwin
Horace
Ri th Romaine
Directed by R. .V. Bradbury. Stella'
Naive melodrama, dealing with
two young officers of the
Border Patrol, which is put over in
a spirited, actionful manner with
a spectacular aerial setting.
"The acting of all the principals is
quite
and such
Williamgood,
Farnum
and old-timers
Noah Beeryas
give strong support.
•THE SILENCE OF DEAN
MAITLAND
Radio. Australian.
melodrama. "A"
Runscertificate.
88 minutes.Emotional
John
Loncden
Maitland
Charlotte FrancisDean Alma
Lee
John Warwick Dr. (Hal) Everard
JocELYN Howarth
Alma Gray
Patricia Minshin Marian Everard
Les Wharton
Ben Lee
Claude Turton
Charlie Gray
Leal Douglas
Mrs. Lee
W. Lane-Bayliff Rev. Maitland, sen.
John
Everard
AudreyPickard
Nicholson Thomas
Lillian Maitland
George Lloyd
William Grove
Fred MacDonald "Gran' Fer"
Little Billy Kerr
Maitland's Son
Directed by Ken G. Hall. Adapted from the
novel by Maxwell Grey
The main point of appeal about
this very ingenuous melodrama,
of a clergyman who allows his best
friend to go to gaol, wrongly
convicted of murder, and then
suffers conscience pangs for the
remainder of his life, is the interscenery.esting glimpses of Australian life and
The story itself is very heavy
emotional going, with John Longden
as the unhappy cleric and other
characters adequately characterised.
WISHES
Pathe. extravagama.
British. "U"Runscertificate.
35 minutes. Comedy
Wally and Barry Lupino. Hal Gordon
AND Gus McNaughton.
Directed by W. P. Kellino.
Wally and Barry Lupino appear
as two tramps who discover
a scarab which is reputed to grant
the wishes of its possessor in this
obvious piece of slapstick fooling,
which is very destitute of real
humour.
The stars work hard, but neither
the material nor the way it has
help.
been produced give them much
ADVENTURE LIMITED
Paramount.
British. "A Runs
" certificate.
Adventure comedy-drama.
69 minutes.
Hakry Milton
Kim Berkeley
Sebastian Shaw
Bruce Blanford
Sam Wilkinson
Reginald Purdie
Hugh E. Wright /Don Lorenzo
Clifford HEATHERLEY.,.Sir\^Montague
Matthew Phelps
MuUer
Lawrence Hanray Simon Ledbury
Cecil Humphreys
General Baroda
Pearl Argyle
Anita Lorenzo
Dorothy Buller
Peggy Maxwell
Directed by George King. Based on the play
by Cyril Campion.
Musical-comedy type of adventure plot, a mixture of burlesque and the serious, which is very
indifferently acted and produced.
A good performance comes, however, from that sterling player,
Hugh E. Wright, in the dual r61e
of a South American president who
is deposed and sent to prison, and
a character actor who comes to his
rescue.
Four Star Films for Past Twelve Weeks
One
ThreeNightStarof Love
Films forCrime
PastWithout
Five Passion
Weeks
The
Count
of
Monte
Crista
Badger's
Forgotten Men
A WickedGreen
Woman
The Painted Veil Of Human Bondage
Evelyn for
Prentice
Two Star Pictures
Past Two Weeks
The Iron Duke
Ready For Love.
The Human Side Wagon Wheels
Lady by Choice Caravan
The House of Doom The Key
The Moonstone Wake Up and Dream
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Ralph
Tom
Wcdls Lytm
team and
together
again
Stock " —inhere" Fighting
they are
in an amusing scene
from
the film
with
Margaret
Davidge.

LET'S

Talk

About

A

Girls

ND why not ?— Two Youngsters Make Good — Lead for exCochran Young Lady — Will Hollywood get Rene Ray —
Directors in the News — Grete Natzler's New Film.

"ELL, boys and girls, last week it
was boys; this week I'm giving
myself a little holiday from hemen, and talking about girls ; and
you needn't I pretend
aren't
interested. Personally,
find the you
subject
an
engrossing one.
We were discussing, I think, when Sunday
interrupted us, the new young British heroes
who are cropping up here and there in our
midst, only to be cropped short and shipped
as a whole crop to Hollywood.
Now for the heroines, bless their little
hearts.
My old idol, Rudyard Kipling, once wrote
a poem (not one of his happiest efforts) which
included the line "It is good to walk a little
in the files." No, Daphne, he didn't mean
nail-files ; he was referring to newspapers — and
I now propose we should take a stroll into
the PicTUREGOER file for 1933, and stop at
September 9.

being in the crowd at all. She is capable of
better things,to but
crowd ait'spromising
next to
impossible
get once
out,in asthe many
youngster can testify to her cost.
"If ever this girl does wriggle free, I'D tell you
her name. Meanwhile, it wouldn't be fair."
it's taken
a long
time, now,
but she's
freeWell,
at last,
and how
I And
being wriggled
a bloke
as always keeps his promises when quite convenient, I'l tell you her name.
Olive MelviUe.
For eighteen months and more I've been keeping my eye on her, watching her getting better
and better "bits" to do, watching cameramen
and directors taking more and more interest in
her and more and more trouble with her, and now
she's
in a "juvenile
lead" in the current
Leslie arrived,
Fuller picture.
The Stoker.
Watch for her, boys and girls. I think she's
going to be important.

Jean, Too
And so, I think, is little Jean Gillie, who was
a Mr. Gjchran's Young Lady not so long ago.
I first saw Jean in a film they made down at
Bogged
Wembley, in the Fox British studio — His Majesty
Co. — in which she played a smallish part as
Got it? Right I Turn to page 28 and in "On and
a friend of the heroine. She stood out in that.
the British Sets" you will find your devoted
Then, down at Kaling one day. Bray Wyndham
t remarking
comelyof showed
Studio
me some rushes of his new film //
the mistake
— made" Another
vivacious brunette
— a Corresponden
lass
26

Happened in Paris, and there was Jean in a
cheery
little part
as anstillartist's
model.the premiere
And more
recently
I attended
of Brewster's Millions, and there, in what to me
was a somewhat dreary wilderness of opening
and closing doors, Corsicans dancing the Ketchupa
or something, and pretty g^rls doing physical
jerks on a yacht, I found Jean Gillie as a silly,
charming, featherbrained little chit of an
Efficiency Expert.
She was very good — as you'll agree if and when
youAndsee now
that Jean
film. has a lead ... in a quota film,
'certainly, but, nevertheless, a lead, which should
result and
in her
once
for being
all. yanked out of the "bit" class
It's in Paramount's School for Stars, which may
be a lucky augury for her.
Peggy Novak is in this, too, and that sound
actor, Ian Fleming.
A Successful Function
By a coincidence, I encounterei two more of
the up-and-coming youngsters at once the
other night — and far removed from the studios.
It was at the Seventh Birthday Dance of the
Henry Edwards Film Club, and the two girls
were Rene Ray and Joyce Kirby, both of whom
areThe
giving
the was
stage a a great
flutter success,
"betweenby films."
dance
the way,
despite
absence of at
"Tedwards"
himself,
who
has beentheconvalescing
Brighton after
a sharp
attack of 'flu. The fact of the matter is that
Tedwards is tired. He has been working much too
hard, and easily succumbed to the first germ that
came along.
Stanley Lupino was there, and Gene Gerrard,
Henry Kendall, Gibb McLaughlin, Ben Weldon.
Judy
Kelly,
many! supporters;
other well-known
and
hundreds
of you
their
in fact, players,
yourselves
I'm telling
The energetic committee is already going ahead
with arrangements for the Club's Jubilee Dance
on May 25. See you there !
Going
GoingBut to— return
to Rene and Joyce. The forma
has been gaining golden opinions for her
work in the stage play The Dominant Sex, and
when she returns to the screen it will be with
added importance. In fact, between you and
(Continued on page i8)
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FACE
POWDER
French chemists, after yccirs of research,
have discovered a new face-powder formula
which completely ends shiny nose and
greasy-looking skin. It gives a perfect
'matt finish' which lasts for 8 hours.
Neither rain nor perspiration can spoil it.

fast- color
-for her

MAKE THIS
i SIMPLE
TEST

yam

Sprinq

and
Summer
knitting

i

and

1

crochet
She says

The secret is a new ingredient called
' Double Mousse' now contained in the New
Poudre Tokalon. This makes the powder
moisture-proof. Prove it for yourself by
this simple test. Cover one finger with the
New Poudre Tokalon, then dip your finger
in a glass of water. Take it out, and notice
your finger is not shiny and wet but perfectlystandsdry and
'matt'. because
The powder
withthe moisture
it contains
'Double Mousse'.
The same thing happens on your face.
Your skin cannot become shiny when using
New Poudre Tokalon. You can dance for
hours in a hot room and have a complexion
as fresh and lovely as when you began.
Try a box of New Poudre Tokalon to-day
and see how amazingly different it is from
all other powders because it is the only one
with the 'matt finish' secret. The fascinating, girlish beauty it gives you will be the
admiration and envy of all your friends.
6d. and 1/- a box.
BEAUTIFUL
HANDS
WILL BE YOURS NOW AND ALWAYS
BY REGULARLY USING

'It used to be so maddening
when clothes that really suited
fade ! my
That'sknitted
why
Imeambegan
now tomaking
and crocheted things for the
Spring andSummer in ANCHOR
TRICOTON.
beautifully
soft
and ever soIt'scool
in warm
weather. And it'ssuchareliefto
shrink
It looks sostylish,
know orfade.
that TRICOTON
won't
too — I love it ! "
An intriguing fashion film, featuring Miss Dorothy Hyson, is coming to
your cinema ! Look out for it.
Mme. Schiaparelli, too, endorses Anchor Tricoton
"/ am success
using your
knitting
and crochet cotton, 'Anchor' Tricoton, with
great
in mynewLondon
collection.
"For
Summer
wear
it
has
distinct
while the colors are lovely, and advantages,
fast. It being practically unshrinkable,
has the added advantage of working
^ n /i
easily. The results are very pleasing.
^ U/
/
j). .
It may interest you to know that I am
/ [/fQ ^U/l U^/J-WW^t^
making excellent use of it."
C__X_!---- — — i
IN

TA3

50

GRAM

Miss Hyson is wearing the smart
new
"Rainbow's
workedjumper
in Anchor
Tricoton.End In-"
struction leaflets for this and two
other charming design s —
" Dusk " and "Laughing Lady"
— cost 2d. each at your needlework shop— or use the coupon.

BALLS

AND

HANKS

Use also Milward's crochet hooks and knitting pins
I POM ^°
M"srs.
& Co. Ltd..
Dept. R.E.I9
Paisley. Scotland.
^y^yJ'^t^
Please
send Clark
me leaflet(s)
"Rainbow's
End," "Dusk."
"Laughing
Lady"
(strike
out
those
not
required)
for
which
I
enclose
2Jd
each
in
stamps
(or 7d the three, post free).
Name
Address
Issued by }. & P. Coats Ltd

IMMEDIATE RESULTS— GUARANTEED TO RESTORE
RED OR ROUGH HANDS TO SILKY TEXTURE
Send now for
SEVEN DAYS FREE SUPPLY
FREE

with

To LANT'S RESEARCH LABORATORIES,
(D«pt.P), 36 St Andrew* Hill. LONDOfI, iXA.

SAt-iPLE \ frMaie

stamps ti>&n>e'iMiuv!aiid f'

\
a Credit
with LSS WEL
DREAcroimt
WOpen TO
HO
Sraartwear.
No references
required even
te to
A
from non-householders. Call or write
to
ogue, A
Dept. M. 244 for Ladies' Spring catalogue
alto Gentlemen's catalogue.
SMARTWEAR, LTD.,
263-271 Recent Street, LoDdon. W 1 /tiT

^OR

tle
botb/^
per dau
\neo
P*'
niu S»ze
Farrrfcf

SAUCE
Anethsr

delicacM

ovJVVi
SETTING v
^
from Hairdressers
and ChemistsEveri/where

MASON'S

MUSTARD

SAUCE

LUSTR
SET
THIRTY-THREE SETTINGS IN EVERY/ZJ^TUBE + * TWO KINDS: LUSTRSET V CREASY HAIR * LUSTRSET HIGH CLOSS>DRY HAIR
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The difference between a strawberry
flavour by Rowntrees and * strawberryflavour ' is like the difference between
the real fresh strawberries you put
with cream and the " strawberry " in
landlady's strawberry blancmange.
In short

ROWNTREES

l^ou can
the

fruit

taste
in

CLEAR
GUMS
( Hard)
JUICY-FRUITS
iSo/t)
FRUIT

PASTILLES

SOLD LOOSE, 6d. A QUARTER, AND IN PACKETS
TO SUIT ALL POCKETS
6d. ASSORTED PACKET, (i-lb.) Rowntrees now
offer 6d. as well as 3d. Assorted Packets to introduce
all three consistencies in a wide range of real-fruit
flavours. Buy one to-day.

THE

BRITISH

SETS

—

Continued

from

page
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she is to play in 'Eidelberg first. But
me, I'm afraid we'll be losing that girl for a as Now
I (at least partially) Lost my Heart to Grete
while.
Natzler, that just about balances things up.
As my auld frien' Gavin Muckletoorie, the
all about a young student (of course !) and
electrician, remarked to me the other day, " She's theIt'sdaughter
a local
hardly
a braw bit lassie, yon, an' we'll be lossin' her yet, believe it, but ofthey
fall prince,
in love.andIn you'll
The Student
or Which
Hollywood's
no
as
fly
as
I
jalouse
it
is
!
"
Prince,
I
think,
the
positions
were
somewhat
seems to put the matter precisely.
— Ramon Novarro was a student as well
Joyce, as you know, was one of the Gaumont reversed
as a prince, and Norma Shearer was the daughter
Junior Stars, or whatever they decided to call of
a publican. Sort of King Cophetua and the
them — the baker's dozen of maidens who have Beggar
Maid . . . but only sort of.
spent three years or so in being groomed for
And speaking of Norma, the rumours of her
nothing in particular.
approaching visit to these shores to star in an
Before that she "tripped the light fantastic on M.-G.-M. British film are growing in intensity and
the boards"
say at the
CUch6her Club's
sociables,
her aslastthey
appearance
before
total credibility. And Dick Barthelmess is practically
immersion in the waters of Shepherds Bush being on the way. Why, in a year or two when Garbo
and Chaplin decide to co-star in a quickie over
in Bow Bells at the London Hippodrome.
Now she has gone into the new show at the here it will hardly cause a flutter.
Windmill Theatre with a chance to sing and
dance and do her stuff generally; and good luck Polishing 'Em Off
to her.
They have been busy finishing up one or two
productions and tucking in the ends here and
If you
remember
what she
looks
like,
take can't
a dekko
at Are off-hand
You a Mason?,
in which
there. Vintage Wine, for instance, has ended in
she played the part of Lulu.
a blaze of glory, with Seymour Hicks, as the
60-year-old Monsieur Popinot, falling off a " f>ermyA Fine Record
farthing" bicycle into a ditch.
Even if I in
werethis,notI should
so keen betointrigued
see Mr. by
Hick's
performance
the
A few directors are in the news.
For instance, Lothar Mendes has gone
description
of
Claire
Luce's
beach
outfit
—
which,
over to the Korda Kamp, and will in future unfortunately, I missed seeing in the studio. It
make films for London Film Productions.
amounts to a brassiere and shorts in spotted
waterproof silk, with the sauciest of brief skirts
Jew
Siiss
may
not
have
been
everybody's
meat,
but Mendes has a fine record, including tied bandanna-fashion over the shorts.
—The Four Feathers, Dangerous Curves,
and Payment Deferred (this Isist easily the Some Bodies
best Charles Laughton film I have seen). He was
director at UFA in the days before Hitler started Now, at Twickenham, Inside the Room has
to hittle.
place. .\nd tiadition
you'll gather
in theitsTwickenham
when that
I tellit
And, while we are on the subject of directors is welltaken
you
that
it
opens
cheerily
vath
a
couple
of
deaths.
from Hollywood, I have gleaned a little informaA visitor from some country where films are
tion about Leslie Pearce, who is directing LesUe
unknown might be excused for thinking that all
Fuller and Georgie Harris in The Stoker.
He has directed seventeen Christie-Paramount our films are made in a mortuary rather than in
shorts and also The Carnation Kid for Paramount, a studio.
Unless a film is the
lightest of comedy producThe Delightful Rogue and Bulldog Drummond for carelessly.
tions, bodies seem ^^^^
to be strewn about most
United Artists, Fall Guy for Radio, Meet the Wife
for Columbia, and nine two-reel specials for
Mack Sennett, and why bring them up?
Anyway, you can't say I'm selfish with my
information.
Camera

to Meg

Next gentleman, please ! Ah, Mr. Kantnrek !
Step this way, Mr. Kanturek.
Mr. Kanturek (Otto to his associates) is the
brilliant Czech cameraman who was responsible
for the photography of Blossom Time and Abdul
the Damned. Now he is to direct a film for the
same company, B.I. P. There are well-established
precedents for a cameraman becoming a director,
but not many. It will be an interesting experiment on B.I.P.'s part.
The most consistent suit in filmland's lostprop>erty office is Hearts. They are always being
lost, but not entirely indiscriminately. That is
to say, there are certain rules as to where they
may be lost. Dixie is one place; Monterey and
thereabouts is another; and a very favourite
place is Old Heidelberg, because it g^ives an excuse
for the wearing of uniforms, a drinking song or
two, and a spot of duelling.
I predict that the new B.I. P. vehicle for Crete
Natzler will conform to this prescription fairly
faithfully.
And itsanyone
sponsorsin can't
be accused
trying
to deceive
the title,
which ofis
/ Lost my Heart in Old Heidelberg.
Gosh, what a title ! Can you imagine it in
use in the studio? "Can you direct me to the
/ Lost my Heart in Old Heidelberg set. Sergeant ? "
"Certainly, sir — down the corridor and turn to
theI left
for / that
Lost before
my Heart
in Old Heidelberg."
bet you
production
even starts it
will
be
known
throughout
Elstree
as 'Eidelberg.
Otto directs.
Filling in Time
This Grete Natzler (Gretel to her friends) is
the lass who has been carefully preserved in
— no, not in oil, but in London — to play the
Du Barry in the film of that name which B.I. P.
have been threatening to make for months and
months.

Has he forgotten something? This haircut
Seymour Hicks gives Martita Hunt is one of
many amusing incidents in "Mr. What's His Name."
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Make
discolour

your complexion
beautiful with
COLGATE'S

\unique

aid

Men like to be seen
with girls who look
attractive. Make the
most of your beauty by
the daily use of Icilma
Vanishing Cream. This dainty
cream, with its natural spring water
from Algeria, is a wonderful tonic to
the complexion, making the skin firm
and youthful and protecting it from
wind and rain. Icilma Vanishing
Cream as a base for powder makes it
"spread" evenly and stay on longer.
In Jars 1/3, gd., Tubes 6d.
Dovit

ALL

SEVEN

COLGATES
"CREAw
T.
RIBBON
dentaC

Many people blame fate for dull and dingy — unattractive
teeth. What a mistake ! Fate does not dull your teeth —
but food, drink and tobacco do. Everything that passes
your lips leaves its mark on your teeth.
Surprising as it seems, your daily diet leaves seven different
kinds of stains on the teeth. Most toothpastes, because
they have only one cleansing action, fail to remove all these
stains, for all stains simply will not yield to any one action.
Colgate'sit cleans
completely
— gets First,
off every
stain —
because
has TWOteethcleansing
actions.
an emulsive.
action, that loosens and washes away many of the stains.
Second, a safe, gentle |>olishing action that promptly rubs
away whatever stains are left. What a difference those
two cleansing actions can make. See this difference
reflected in your own mirror.
THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH
1. Meats and other proteins. 4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.
iiiiii
NIGHTS

let your hair
AWFUL

getsoft 'DOWDY'
Keep your hair
and lustrous by giving
it an Icilma Sham|x>o every week. Icilma
shampoos thoroughly cleanse the hciir
and give it a sheen
that adds definitely
to your charm. 3d.
eadi. Box of seven,
1/6.
I
SEND 2d. FOR
SPECIAL TRIAL BOX
Send for the Icilma Trial Box, only 2d.,
for Rachel Face Powder and three Beauty
Creams. Enclose 2d. in stamps and address
your envelope to Icilma (Dept. O 7), 39
King's Road, London, N.W.i. Your envelope should be sealed and bear a i^d. stamp.

REMOVES

teeth

OF

STOMACH

PAIN

What a relief to be able to eat and sleep normally
after years of stomach trouble which caused nights of
unbearable pain.
No wonder Mr. T. Cairns, of 50 Leitrim Street,
Belfast, says he was fortunate when he tried Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder.
" Being a sufferer from stomach trouble for years,
I have tried ever>' other remedy I could hear about,
without success, until I had the good fortune of trying
your Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. Now I can
eat anything without suffering ill effects. I have lain
in bed at nights in a cold sweat through pain almost
unbe.nrable, but since using your Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder, I can sleep in peace and comfort.
I am recommending Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
even,' opportunity I get, and will continue to do so, as
I pity
Get ailyone
a bottlesuffering
to-day, asbutI did."
do not accept an inferior
substitute in order to save a few pence; ask your
chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder with the signature " ALEX C. MACLEAN."
It is not sold loose, but only in 1/3, 2/- and 5/bottles in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.

STYLES THE SIARS WEilR
Single samples senl on FREE APPROVAL
NEW! DIFFERENT!! FASCINATING HI
jr*. Wear the type ot shoe
faronred
few are
137». that
Hollywood's
wearing.
Styles
Dew, ori^tnal
intrigoing
to give and
yoa
that air of sochicmach
and
smartness
BUckKldT
desired by the smart woman. Tbe
Hollywood Shoe Co. offer yoa a wide and
Backle, heel
Americu
Court.
Be-jewelled4 Inch
wonderful range to choose from, and
Roand Kld/Blxck/BrovnSaede.
Toe.
; also special
Ixe in tbe newest round American
Brown
c
k
/
toes,
High F&nTongne, chubby
height.
Send with
no heels
money3— toJost4 inches
a P.C^in
Amerlc&D
Round
Toe,
4 la. heel; stating size,
style,
c(4onr,
and
height
InBlne/BUrk/
heel desired, and we post to yoor hotae ofa
Brown Kid. irom
range laof your
singleleisure
samplestime.for you to chooM
r raede.
ow n
Instep
Tie,4 Inch
American
Round Toe.
b««l :
Brown
Saede/Brown
Kid Trimmed:
Black
Suede/
Black Kid
1152.
Trimmed.
Stwte No.
HOLLYWOOD
SHOE CO.
110 NORTH ST,LEEDS
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EVERY

Do You

Letters from our Readers

WOMAN
Quart

MODERN

Think?

Spectacles

Pint

Stages

VENUS

For centuries upon centuries Venus has been
acknowledged the perfect standard of Feminine
Attractiveness and Charm. To-day, every woman
who is burdened by too much fat may, through
the aid of the wonderful modem boon — '* SILF "
— become Slim, Graceful, and Healthy ... a
veritable modern Venus casting off the fetters of
Fatness . . . regaining figure perfection in a
natural and h^thy way! "SILF" Brand
Obesity Tablets have already made thousands Slim and Healthy. YOU may take them
with absolute confidence, for they contain a
wonderful, purely vegetable
substance, which renews
the General Health whilst
removing the Surplus Fat I
Are you envious as you
look upon the Figure Beauty
of this wonderful statue of
Venus ? Do you wish YOU
could possess the slim, trim
figure lines, the attractiveness and allurement which
has made Venus — Goddess
of Love and Beauty — the
very embodiment of grace . . .
the acknowledged standard of
feminine charm ?

Nature's Way to
WEIGHT

Or

is Berkeley

Talking

"rjr
FU
Kb
fcfll

HAVE just seen Dames, one of those mighty
spectacular films where a stage as big as
Hollywood would be necessary to accommodate the spectacle that we are expected
to believe takes place on a theatre stage.
We see streets, trains, motor-cars by the dozen,
thousands of people, moonUght and rain — all
in one scene, and when it is all over we see a small
"theatre
audience applauding.
It is sdl too absurd.
Incidentally,
why
spoil a good story by
cutting ofi our interest
at intervals by giving
us these crazy spectacles that may last
from ten to fifteen
minutes. If Holljrwood
must give us these
photf^raphic wonders
then let them be separate films so that
those who like them
can stay while the
others can walk out.
I don't see why they
should be mixed in
with a story any more
than the news gazette
or
women'sD. fashion
Oma.—R.
White,
Huby Keeier
62 Hillfields Avenue, HiUfUlds Park, Bristol, who
is awarded the first prize of £1 is.

REDUCTION
and
WEIGHT
CONTROL
No matter how fat
YOU are, start taking
"SILF" to-day ! Without
Drastic Dieting, Dangerous Drugging, Weakening Purging or Bcxlystraining Exercises, it brings about an amazing
transformation in the figure. SAFELY and with
ACTUAL BENEFIT to HEALTH those excessive pounds or STONES disappear.
Once "SILF" has restored the Youthful,
Slender proportions consistent with your size,
it exerts thereafter only a controlling action,
keeping in check that tendency to put on weight
and continuing to maintain your new-found
health!
B^n AT ONCE to take these wonderful
"SILF" Brand Obesity Tablets and GAIN and
KEEP the beautiful, alluring, slim proportions
which everyone by natural right should possess.
Days'
Yon are7invited
to purchase Trial
a 1/3 box of " Silf "
Brand Obesity Tablets, and if after taking them
for seven days, as directed, you are not satisfied
that a reasonable course of this remedy will prove
beneficial, you may return the empty box to the
SiM Company, Ltd., 30, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
W.I, and we will retiun the 1/3 you have spent.
1/3
Ymi
msnty
savt
and
chasinf
tht
bylarK«r
pwrPER
5/.
CBtSITY TABLtTS
BOX
Sim.
From all Chemists, or post free by sending the
price to :—
THE SILF Co. Ltd. (Dept. 63S)
39. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON, W.I
No proprietary rights are claimed in the
preparation of this remedy.
0

on

Grade's Salary
This reader chanced to read quite recently
of the plans to star Grade Fields in three
films this year and was amazed at the huge figure
that she will receive for these films.
I do not dislike Gracie but prefer to see her on
the stage, which is her proper sphere, as her
personahty
so to
welloneon class
the
screen. Also does
she not
really"get
onlyover"
appeals
of people.
Instead of squandering money like this why
don't producers use their intelligence and set up
"schools" for coaching our up and coming youngsters, instead of giving them one or two mean
little roles and then letting them sink into obUvion. — Miss E. Munro, 5 Medwin Street, Femdaie
Road. S.WA.

Through

His

Bushy

?

Grace Moore, directed by Ernst Lubitsch. —
Patricia Roberts. 86 Nightingale Lane, WansUad.
£.11.

Doing Right by Our Tea
Will the MoAde folk, both here and abroad,
please be careful how they treat England's
petI com
I mean several
our tea. fairly recent instances
have ; noticed
where it has been badly treated.
Diana Wjmyard caused a derisive laugh from
the audience that quite drowned her words when
pouring out what must have been water, from a
tea-pot.
cup.Even our own Jack Hulbert in The Camels
Are Coming, was obviously handed an empty
You could see into it. After all, the next best
thing to having a cup of tea yourself, is seeing
someone else enjoy one. So an emprty cup is
sheer farce.
To try to deceive an English p>erson about tea
is like trying to teach a professional footballer
how to kick. It can't be done. — Miss M. Pag*,
35 Hogarth Road, Earls Court, S.W.5.
Cut the Thunder?
Ifeel sure that there are many pictiiregoeis
who, like myself, would appreciate the originaUty of a murder or mystery drama which did not
largely depend upon rain, gale, thunder and
lightning in order to produce an effect of eeriness.
The violence of screen storms leave me cold and
unmoved, though such a stupid repetition of
them in mystery films stirs me to criticism. I
wait hopefully for the time when some master
brain wUl conceive a drama which will be equally
as thrilling when enacted under the cloudless
skies of a csdm summer day. — Cecil F. S. Hill,
163 Malefont Street. Cathays. Cardiff.

"SezHel"
WhyLancasuian
does mybomkinema
manager
typical
and bred
in the— alocality
—
use an idiom, in urriting a synopsis of his forthcoming attractions, whi^ suggests that he spent
his childhood on New York's East Side ?
"College Belles," he informs me, "starts with
a bunch of co-eds trying to break in on the love
racket. A phony aviator out of gasoline lands
Making Boobies of Our Bobbies
the campus; Helen Highball falls for him, at
Being off work as the result of an accident, on
Jack Ralston, who is crazy about Helen,
I go to the kinema about four times a week, which
lands the airman one on the schnozzle.
and have seen the majority of the better films
"The scene changes to the Ralston home, where
screened during the last twelve months. The
only grouse I have is against British pictures old man Ralston is doing chores himself, because
depicting the police in the murder cases as rude, the hired help has got fresh with the ice-man."
So my manager rambles on. Of course the
uncouth and practically illiterate persons.
The producer seems to take a special delight person to blame is the Wardour Street man who
thinks because we like the Yankee pictures we
in the
making
"man isinallblue"
a laughing-stock
of
world.theComedy
very well
in its proper also enjoy the Yankee vernacular. — (Mr.) W.
Pickett, 44 Parkfield Avenue, NetherUm.
place, but why pick on a "Bobby" to supply it ? Liverpool.
With his manly physique and smart uniform he
should be a credit to a picture, not the comedy
element as shown. — Enid Graves, cjo 59 Northumberland Avenue, Fountain Road, Hull, who is
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
awarded the second prize of 10/6.
New Teams for Old
If I were a film king and had the picking of the
new film teams this would be my choice :
First, Clark Gable opposite Kay Francis in a
strong jungle drama, directed by Frank Capra.
What a sensational film that would make.
Second, Garbo with that great German actor
Conrad Viedt — two dominant figures — under the
direction of Richard Boleslawski.
Third — and to my mind, one that would meet
with the biggest success — Jan Kiepura opposite

What you think about the stars and films ?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
IS. and lot. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interestand s*foi' every
other ing,
letter
published
each
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
paper only
and should
exceed
1 50 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturcgoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.a.i
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Lovelier

new

Nails -

lacquer

LASTS LONGER — COSTS LESS

In Bottles
6<1. & 1/3.

AMAMI
AFTER
SLEEPING

After your Amami Shampoo
— do this. Damp the hair with
Amami Wave-Set, press in the
waves, pin the little curls and
slip a cap over the hair. For
5 minutes' care you will have
a setting to be proud of —
entrancing waves, crisp little
curls that last for days . . . each
setting costs just one penny.

'Wave-Set

/
zz/ifi(/ Ns,
aclianl

Begl n the day
with a clean .
fresh mouth, by
brushing your
teeth thoroughly
with Euthymol, the
tooth paste with a
guaranteed germ-killing
power. Its brisk tang
is invigorating, and it
leaves a pleasant refreshing
flavour in the mouth. Use
Euthymol every night too as a protection
against dental decay germs. Per TUBE Is. 3d.

KILLS DENTAL DECAY GERMS IN 30 SECONDS
I?-^'!**'r^ iDeTT +»/*2.)
I foil PON
|W.V/Wrvni
so Beak Stract. London, W.I
I PtcsM tend me a week's free (ample tube of Euthymol
I
Tooth PaKc, which I have net )rct tried.
I NAME. „
I ADDRESS.. „
„
I
jiiuMrxTiririr

I
j
I
I
I
I
I

is the

Behold thcwell groomed
beauty of your hands
after you have used
Glazo. This new loveliness of your nails is due to the new lacquer in
Glazo, giving a sheen i,nd lustre never previously achieved with such perfection.
And yet — in spite of the fact that Glazo lasts
jo% longer
sized
bottle. — it costs only 1/5 for a standard
You have six fashionable shades from which to
choose. The Colour Chart Packet shows them
— each exactly as it looks on your nails, and
there is a new-type soft camel-hair brush which
makes application far easier and prevents streaking . . . neither brush nor hair can come loose.
And mark this: Gla^o Mps to prevent ruilbrittleness owing to special oil in the new Glazo
Polish Remover, which prevents drying of
cuticle and nails, leaving the cuticle rims soft
and pliant. Glazo Polish Remover contains no
Acetone. It comes to you in an extra size bottle,
ample to last as long as your polish.

complexion
refreshed by
GLAZO
DAGGETT^«</

RAMSDELL'S

perfect skin tonic
The morning application of D & R Skin
Tonic is the first step in the famous Daggett &
Ramsdell Beauty Treatment ; used in conjunction
with D & R Perfect Vanishing Cream as a
foundation for nuke-up, and D & R Perfect
Cold Cream for nightly massage, it forms the
ideal way to the desired complexion.
If you arc contented with the creams and lotions
you already use, don't change. But if you want
that final touch of loveliness, change to D & R
— and you won't change again.
D & R Perfect Beauty Creams, in rubes, 6d.
and i/-, and in jars, 1/5 and 2/6. Skin Tonic
i/- and 2/6.

NATURAL - SHELL - GERANIUM f
CRIMSON - MANDARIN RED
I f O
COLOURLESS
J ^
Poliih, Polish Remnver. Cuticle Remover. Cuticle
Massage Cream, l.3ea(h. Glazo Polish does nol
thicken — special hermetically sealed stopper
prevents it.
GLAZO LIMITED, Dept. G2.
217 Bedford Avenue, Slough,
EnglandM>
^ Bucks, March
I enclose 6d. for sample Vat containing Glazo Liquid
Polish, Polish Remover, and Liquid Cuticle Remover.
(Indicate the shade of Polish preferred)^
I INatural | |SheU | jFlame [
Name
- - —
Address

-

—

—

| Geranium
-

-

— .
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"Good

Bread
wont

fatten

anyone

lovely

Evelyn

Laye
The famous British
film and stage star
"Bread and butter, toast,
rolls — I enjoy them all.
No starvation diets for
me. I value my health and
vitality too much. Good
bread won't fatten anyone
who leads a normally
active life.

Take

Evelyn

Laye*s sound
advice and eat
plenty of Bread.
Above all others
it is those people
who work hard
and strenuously
who need Bread
to

renew

lost

their

energy.

I eat bread, not only
because 1 like it, but
because 1 really need it
to put back the energy 1
use up in my work. Nobody leading the strenuous
life of an actress can afford
to go in for slimming
crazes.
Sensible, balanced meals
at regular times — that's my
slimming secret — and believe me, the baker calls
every day at my house ! "

ICF.HJll

"George" and "Amu" are your
enquiry departments. The former
mil be happy to answer any query
regarding films, the latter anything connected with household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both
cjo When
The aPicturegoer
Weekly.
reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must he enclosed.
Two PiCTUREGOERS (Devon). — Casts. The
King of the Jungle- — Kasna — Blister Crabbe;
Ann Rogers — Frances Dee; Neil Forbes —
Sidney Toler; Sue — Nydia Westman; Joe
Nolan — Robert Barrat ; Corey — Irving Pichel ;
Ed Peters — Douglas Dumbrille; Gwana —
Sam Baker; Kitty — Patricia Farley; Kaspa
— Ronnie
—(aged
Bull three)
Stanley^
— Victor Crosby.
McLaglen;ThreeLee Rogues
Carlton—
Fay
Wray;
Ace
Beaudrey
— Lew Cody;
Bronco Dawson — Eddie Gribbon;
Layne
Hunter — Robert Warwidt; Bruce — David
Worth; Marshall Dvmn — James Farley;
Bull's Girl — Carol Wines; Ace's Girl — Joyce
Compton;ton. Bronco's
Girl—Louise
The Urfinished
Symphony Hunting— Count
Esterhazy — Ronald Squire; Caroline — Marta
Eggerth;
Mary
—
Beryl
Laverick;
Esterhazy's
Secretary — Brember Wills; Princess Kinsky,
— Hermine Sterler Salieri, Court Conductor
— Cecil Humphreys; Folloit, Lieutenant —
Paul Wagner; Joseph Passenter, Pawnbroker
— Elliot Makeham; Emmie, his daughter- —
Helen Chandler; Franz Schubert — Hans
Jaray; Huettenbrenner, his friend — Esme
Percy;
— FriedaOrchestra,
Richard;
and TheSchubert's
Vienna landlady
Philharmonic
ITie Wiener Saengerknaben, TTie Chorus of
the State Opera, Vienna, and The Gypsy
Band Gyula Howarth. Lett We Forget —
Captain Rayner- — Stewart Rome; .Sylvia
Rayner — Anne Yates; Pat Doyle, jun. —
Esmond
"Taffy" Knight;
— Roddy "Jock"
Hughes;— George
Butler — Carney;
Wilson
Coleman: Pat Doyle — Tony Quiim; Maid —
Elizabeth Inglis. The Beloved Rogue —
Francois Villori — ^John Barrymore; Louis XI
— Conrad Veidt: Charlotte de Vauxcelles —
Marceline Day; Duke of Burgundy — Lawson
Butt; Thibault d'Aussigny — Henry Victor
Jdian — Slim Summerville; Nicholas — Mack
Swain; Beppo, the dwarf — Angelo Rossitto;
Astrologer
— NigelBeaumont
de Brulier;
mother — Lucy
; OlivierVillon's
— Otto
Matiesen; The .\bbess — Jane Winton; Margot — Rose Dione ; Duke of Orleans — Bertram
Grassby; land.
Tristan
I'Hermite
— Dick
SutherThe Spider
— Chatrand
— Edmund
Lowe;ander— Beverley
Lane
—
Lois
Moran;
Howard Phillips; Carrington — AlexEarle
Foxe; Estelle — Manya Roberti; Tommy —
John
Arledge;
Dr. Blackstone—
George
E.
Stone;
Inspector
RileyGoldberg
— Pumell
Pratt;de
Butch— William
Pawley;
— Jesse
Vorska; Ole — El Brendel; The Kid— Kendall
McComas; Schmidt — Warren Hymer; Mrs.
Wimbledon— Ruth Donnelly. The Volga
Boatman — Feodor, a Volga boatman — Bill
Boyd; Vera,
a princess
— Elinor
Fair; Prince
Nikita,
— Robert
Edeson;
Princea
Dimitri her
Orkjfffadier
— Victor
Varconi;
Mariusha,
gipsy
—
Julia
Faye;
Theodore
Kosloff
—
Stefan, a blacksmith; Arthur Rankin — Vashi,
a boatman.
Edwin Drood (Bristol, 3). — Release
dates: The Painted K«7— Mar. 11. 1935;
Behold My Wife— Mty 6, 1935 ; Forsaking All
Others— kpn\ 1, 1935; B<*e» in Toyland—
April IS, 1935; Caravan — Mar. 25, 1935;
Dragon Murder Ca»e— Jan. 21, 1935; The
Scarlet Pimpernel — Stpt. 23, 1935; Kid
MiUions — Oct. 21, 1935 ; Anne of Green
Gables, Reha, and Great Expectations not
fixed at the time of going to press; White
Parade, April 15, 1935 ; The Lives of a Bengal
Lancer— June, 10 1935; Enter Madame — May
27, 1935; Here Is My Heart— M»y 20, 1935;
Strictly Confidential— April 29, 1935.
In Love taith Spencer. — Birthday dates and
marriages
Spencer TracyTullio
— b. April
5, 1900;b.
m. Louise : Treadwell.
Carminati,
Sept. 21, 1894. Clark Gable, b. Feb. 1, 1901 ;
m. Rita Lang ham. Fredric March, b. Aug.
31, 1898; m. Florence Eldridge. Joan
Crawford, b. Mar. 23, 1906; m. Douglas
dis.).Moore,
Franchot
Tone,5,
b.FairlMnks,
Dec. 27 jun.
1906.(mar.Grace
b. Dec.
1901 ; m. Valentin Patera.
J. (Docking).Film
— TheStudios.
Lad was made at
theM.'Twickenham
A. G. (London, E.l). — Joe E. Brown plays
a dual role in The Circus Clown. Cast — Happy
Howard — ^Joe E. Brown; Howard Jr. —
Joe
Brown ; Burgess
Alice —; lack
Patricia
Ellis:
Bebc E.
— Dorothy
— Donald
Dilloway;
Frank—
Gordon
Westcott;
Sheldon— Charles Wilson; Ajax — Harry Woods;
Dickie — Ronnie Cosby; Moxley — John Sheehan; mKingsley
— SpencerHappy
Charters;
aster— Earl Hodgins;
Howard, Ringas a
boy— Bobby CaldweU.
A. E. (London, W.C.).— (1) Joan Barry has
not appeared in films recently. (2) Write to
Ediu Best c/o Gaumont-British Studios.
Her
last picture was The Man Who Krtete
Too Much.
Kay HAivtMOND Admirer (St. Albans). —
Kay Hammond, dau(^ter of Sir Guy and
Lady Standing; married Mr. Ronald Leon,
City StockbrxAer; has son bom last August;
has not appeared in films for some time.

LetGEORGE
Picturegoer. — (1) Raquel Torres is
married to Stephen Ames. Pictures include :
WhiU Shadoua of the South Seas, The Bridge
of San Luis Rey, The Desert Rider, The Sea
Bat,
The Under
Woman a ITexas
Stole,Moon,
Red That's
Wagon,Africa,
Duck
Soup.
Add.
c/o
Paramount.
(2)
M.-G.-M.
are
thinking
of
producing
another
Tarzan
film. Title not decided at the time of going
to press. (3) Claudette Colbert has not
appeared as Harold Lloyd's leading lady.
Anna Sten Fan (London). — Anna Sten is
23 years old and married to Eugene Frenke.
Add. c/o United Artists Studios.
Chuck. — Write to Max Baer for a signed
photograph c/o Paramount-Publix Studios.
SCHOOLGm.
— George
Grossmith
celebratesFanhis Betty.birthday
on May
II.
Norma Shearer, b. Aug. 10, 1904; add. c/o
Metto-Goldwyn-Mayer. Joel McCrea. b.
Nov. 5, 1905; add. c/o RKO-Radio Studios.
Joan and Clark Crazy. — (1) Joan Crawford's next film is No More Ladies, with
Robertrecent
Montgomery.
(2) Clark
most
picture is After
Office Gable's
Hours,
with Constance Beimett. (3) Release dates :
Forsaking All Others — April 1, 1935 ; Note and
Forever— Mai. 25, 1935.
Music Lover (Nottingham). — See Two
PiCTUREGOERS (Devon) for cast of Unfinished Symphony. (2) You can obtain a
photograph
of Jan Kiepura
Picture
Post
Card Salon,
85 Long from
Acre,the London,
W.C.2, price 3d. each.
D. G. — (1) See Two Picturegoers (Devon).
(2) Addresses : Clive Brook, »Thehna Todd,
c/o RKO-Radio Studios; Diana Wynyard,
Stage Door, Wyndham Theatre, Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.2; Gk>ria Stuart,
c/o Universal Studios; Laura La Plant, c/o
Teddington Studios; Sydney Howard, c/o
United Artists Corp., Ltd., Film House,
Wardour Street, London, W.l. (3) Greu
Garbo in left-hand comer at foot of cover,
Jan.
(4) Films
GloriaTheStuart—
TA* Old
Dark 6.House,
Air :Mail,
All-American,
Laughter
Hell, TheTheGirlInvisible
Great to beinAlive.
in 419, Man,
SecretsIt'sof
the Blue Room, Kiss Before the Mirror,
Beloved. Roman Scandals, I Like It That
Way, Comes
I'll Tellthe the
World,
Love Captive,
Here
Navy,
GoldTheDiggers
of 1935,
Gift
o'
the
Gab,
Maybe
It's
Love.
Laura
La
Plante — Home James, Beware of Widotcs,
Studio Addresses
British Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Park,
Middlesex.Picture Studios, Ealing |
Associated
Green, London, W.5.
!
British and Dominion Imperial Studios.
Boreham Wood, Elstrec, Herts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood,
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
BritishElstree,
Instructional
Garden City, Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
Bucks.
Fox Film
Wembley
Park.Studio, Rodean Gardens,
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington,
Gaumont London,
British N.Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
London,Hurst
W.l 2. Grove,
NettlefoldBush,
Studios,
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street,
S.W.I. Linleton Park,
SoundLondon,
City Studio,
Shepperton, Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's,
Twickenham,
American Studios
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios, Santa Monica
Boulevard,
Hollywood,
California.Burbank,
First National Studios,
California.
Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City,
California.
Paramount-Publix
Studioa, Hollywood,
California.
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City,
California.
Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City,
North Hollywood, California.
Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank,
California.
United Artistes Studios, 1041, North
Formosa
Avenue,
Hollywood,
California.
I'niversal
Studios,
Univeraal
City,
California.
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Butterflies in the Rain, The Cat and the
Canary, Love Thrill, Silk Stockings, Finders
Keepers, Thanks for the Buggy Ride, Show
Boat, Scandal, The Last Warning. Hold Your
Man, The Love Trap, Captain of the Guard,
King of Jazz, Too Many Women, Lonely
Wives, Arizona, Men Are Like That, Sea
Ghost, Her Imaginary Lover, The Girl in
Possession, The Church Mouse, Rainy Day
Sue, WidowsFateMight.
Fascination,
Gave MeThelma
TwentyTodd—
Cents,
The Popular Sin, Corsair, The Big Timer,
Speak Call
Easily,
Horse Deception,
Feathers, Air
Cauliflower
Alley,
her Savage,
Hostess,
Monkey Business, This is the Night, The
Doctor's
Sacrifice,
Fra
Diavolo,
You
Me Love You, Counsellor at Law, Son Made
of a
Sailor, Sitting Pretty, Mary Stevens, M.D.,
The Poor Up,
Rich,Cockeyed
Palooka, Cavaliers,
Hips, Hips, Take
Hooray,
Bottoms
the
Stand,
The Great Radio Mystery, Lightning
Srikes Twice.
Young Enchanted. — (1) Judy Gunn, b.
February 10, 1915; married Ar>thony
Huewilliams last year. Films, The Roof,
Lilies of the Field. The Love Test. Address,
c/o Fox Studios (British). (2) Dorothy
Hyson,
b. Chicago,
eyes,
blonde hair.
Address,1915,
c/o blue-grey
G.B. Studios.
Photograph of Dorothy Hyson from the
Picture Postcard Salon, 85 Long Acre,
W.C.2.
Interested in Shirley. — Shirley Temple,
b. April 23, 1929, fair hair, blue eyes, two
brothers George and Jack. Latest film The
Little Colonel. Address, c/o Fox Studios.
J. H. (Paisley) and J. L. F.— (1) Jan
Kiepura, b. May 16, 1902, Poland, fair hair,
grey eyes. Write to him, c/o Paramount
Studios, where he has a new contract. (2)
My Heart is Calling, released April 1, 1935.
(3) The Tenor Aria from Act 3 of //
Travatore is sung in My Song For You.
(4)
plate of Jan Kiepura in October 6,
1934Artissue.
Admirer
of Jew 22,Suss1893,
(Oxford).
Conrad
Veidt,
b. January
Berlin,— nurried
Lili Praeger. Films : The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligan, Three Waxworks, Lady Hamilton,
Lucrezia Borgia, Brothers Shillenburg, Prince
Cuckoo, Henry IV, The Student of Prague,
The Beloved Rogue, The Man Who Laughs,
ACompany,
Man's The
Past,Lottery
Erik Bride,
the Great,
The Rome
Last
Rasputin,
Express, F.P.\, I Was A Spy, The Wandering
Jew, Jew SOss, Bella Donna, King of the
Damned, The Tumel, Redemption. Address,
c/o G.B. Studios.
Interested (Arbroath). — You Will Remember Vienna was played in Viennese Nights
and Just Once for All Time and Live Laugh
and Lave, in Congress Dances.
(S.W.lS).^l)
Hanley,
b. Redhead
1919, hobbies,
riding andJimmy
aviation.
(2)
Nova Pilbeam, b. November, 15, 1919,
Wimbledon, England, fair hair, blue eye*.
Address both c/o G.B. Studios.
, J. M. (Mitcham). — (1) Address Kitty
Carlisle and Bing Crosby c/o Paramount
btudios.and(2)Mississippi.
Bing's latest(3)films.
is My
Heart
KittyHereCarlisle,
b. New Orleans, 5 ft. 6 in., brown hair and
eyes. Went on stage 1934. Films : Murder
at the Vanities, She Loves Me Not, Here it
My Heart, and Waikiki Wedding (making).
Mary and Laly.- — Ramon Novarro, b.
February 6, 1899, Durango, Mexico, real
name Ramon Gil Sameniegos, black hair,
brown eyes, 5 ft. 8 in., unmarried, hobby —
music. Address, c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, latest film The Night is Young, (to
make) Love While You May.
Crazy for Bing. — Bing Crosby, b. May 2,
1904, Tacoma, Washington, Blue eyes and
light brown hair, S ft. 9 in., 165 lb., married
Dixie Lee, 3 sons. Gary Evan, b. June 27,
1933; twinsb.— July
Phillip13,Lang
Michael,
1934.andTo Dennis
make
Anything
Goes.
Address,
c/o Paramount
Studios.
H. M. Toby
(N.W.3.).—
b. 1917.
Neither,
Wing Ida
nor Lupino,
Ida Lupino
are
. engaged to be married.
A. W.
(Cupar).
— Carl Briason,
Write
to him,
c/o Paramount
Studios.married.
Curious. — Jessie Matthews, b. March 11,
1907.Mountains.
She did not play lead in Maid of
Ike
Picturegoer
(Suffolk).
— ^AddressPictures.
Lilian
Harvey
c/o British
International
Evelyn
Laye,
c/o
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Always advisable to enclose International
Reply Coupons when writing to American
■tars to ensure a reply.
October
24,Anxious
Ocean Fan.
City,— Preston
S ft. Foster,
11 in.,b. married.
Address,
c/o
Metro
Goldwyn
Studios. Scheduled to make The- Mayer
Blind
.Road.
S.R. — Nova Pilbeam making Paamg of
the
Floor c/o
BackGaumont
and to make
Lady
Nogs.Third
Address,
British TheStudios.
K. R. —Studios.
Address Conrad Veidt c/o Gaumont
British
A Gable
Fan.—6 ft.
(1)1 CUrk
February
1, 1901,
in., 190 Gable,
lb., latestbfilms : Fortaking AU Others, After Office

Joan Blondell, born Aug. 30, 1909, New York
City. 5 ft. 4 in. tall; blonde hair;grey eyes;
120 lb.; hobbies, swimming and tennis; married
George Barnes; one baby son. Address Warner
Brothers Studios. Pictures include : " Sinners'
Holiday," "Illicit," "The Office Wife,"
"Night Nurse," "Enemies of the Public,"
"My Past," "Blonde Crazy," "Larceny
Lane," "Gentleman for a Day," "The
Famous
Ferguson
The Them,"
Crowd Roars,
" The Greeks
Had Case,
a Word"" for
" Make' '
Me a Star," "Miss Pinkerton," "The
Lawyer Man," " Three on a Match," " Big
City Bluet," "Central Park," " Blondie
Johnson," "Her Reputation," "Goodbye
Again," " Footlight Parade," "Convention
city," "I've Got Your Number," "Gold
Diggers of 1933," "Havana Widams," "He
Was Her Man,"" Hit Me Again,'"' Dames,"
" Kansat City Priruess," " Travelling Salet
Hours, The Call of the
Wild (nuking), China
Seas (scheduled). —Lady."
(2) Gary Grant, b.
January 18, 1904, 6 ft. 1 in., 172 lb. Latest
films : Wings in the Dark, One Woman and
Crimson Ice (to be made). (3) Randolph
Scott, b. January 23, 1903, 6 ft. 2 in., 185 lb.
Latest film Roberta. (4) Joel McCrea, b.
November 5, 1905, 6 ft. 2 in. Latest film :
Private Worlds. (5) Joan Crawford, b.
March 23, 1906 , 5 ft. 4 in., 110 lb.
Latest films : Forsaking All Othert and
Indo Chine (scheduled). (6) Myma Loy,
b. August 2, 1905, 5 ft. 6 in., 100 lb.
Latest films : Evelyn Prentice, Wings in the
Dark, Wife Versus Secretary (scheduled).
(7) Jean Harlow, b. March 3, 191 1, 5 ft. 2^ in.
Latest films : Reckless (making), Ckitut Seas,
and Wife Versus Secretary (scheduled).
C. G.Latest
— Mary film
Carlisle,
b. February
13,
1912.
: Grand
Old Girl.
Address, c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.
PhotographSalon.
obtainable from the Picture
Postcard
A Garbo Fan {W. 4).— (1) Address Greta
Garbo,
Studios;
she
is 5c/oft. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
6 in. tall; Fredric March,
c/o
20th Century Studios. (2) Obtain an
International Money Order from your local
Post Office for return postage from America.
Tarzan Fan. — M.-G.-M. are considering
another Tarzan film with Johimie WeissmuUer
ahd
Maureen
O 'Sullivan,
title2,notChicago,
fixed.
Johnnie
Weissmuller,
b. June
dark hair and eyes, 6 ft. 3 in., weighs 190 lb.
W. McG. — Constance Cummings, b.
May 15, 1910, Seattle, Washington, 5 ft. 4 in.
blue eyes, brown hair, real name Halverstadt.
Meta (Dublin).
— ^Write
Baer, Fan
c/o
Paramount
Studios.
See to aMaxGarbo
(above).
GableJoanFan.Crawford,
— After Forsaking
All Othert
with
Gable made
After
Office Hours, with Constance Bennett. Now
making Call of the Wild, with Loretta Young.
Scheduled
Harlow. to make China Seat with Jean
Wondering Fan (London). — ^JohnGielgud
b. April 14, 1904, London, 5 ft. 9 in., brown
hair and grey-blue eyes; son of Frank
Gielgud and Kate Terry-Lewis; Educated
Westminster
Dramatic Art.School and Royal Academy of

FASCINATINC
BEAUTY
Miss Mer/e Obtron, tlm famous star of London Film
Productions, Ltd., says: —
" I am delighted with Potter &
Moore's novel combination of Powder and Cream in one. It reduces
time spent on make-up to a few
seconds, and gives such a lovely
Obtainable
in fourf
shades and everywhere
two perfumes,
finish that you can face the world
Mitcham
Lavender and Eau ^| fm
<fe Cologne.
confident you are looking your best."
Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream brings out your
hidden beaut/. Its gentle, soothing medication
Potter
BLUSHtt Moore's
CREAM
Will impart a peKectly
penetrates deep into the pores and cleanses them
natural bloom
to the comimpurities. Invisible particles of
plexion. Itis absolutely
pure of germ-breeding
skin are freed and all defects such as blackheads
and semi-permanenc. Sold aged
and
large
pores
are
made to disappear. Complexion
in (lass containers, M.
is then beautifull)^ clear, velvet/ and soft.

Moore's
MITCHAM
& LAVENDER
Potter

PCHPEK

Your
ITS

Hair

CFEAPI

Restored

NATURAL

FREE

to

COLOUR

It is easy to regain the locks of
youth by the use of Evan Williams
Tunisian Henna. Let us prove
it to you. Send a clipping of your
grey hair to Evan Williams' Co.,
Ltd.. Dept. P.W., 14. Union
Street, London, W.I.

You will find FEEN-A-MINT, the natural chewing laxative, safe and
pleasant to take. Send your name and address and l^d. in stamps
(to cover postage) for a free sample. White's Laboratories,
Ltd., (Dept. E.2.). 143, Thames House, Westminster, S.W.I.
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mate
. . . one simply has a Superma Permanent Wave. No tedious
waiting in the grip of a soulless electric machine. No hot irons,
no discomfort. On« just reads, or moves about at will. And
in an incredibly short time those wonderful little Superma
Cassettes
generating
nothingwaves
but and
puretight
steamcurls
— have
the most —perfect
of natural
... produced
a really
permanent wave that will definitely last longer than any other,
and that neither sun, wind nor even sea-water can impair.
And
more . . .. one's
lustre,acts
greater
new strength
. . for hair
the acquires
Superma newprocess
as aelasticity,
tonic, a
beauty treatment and a permanent wave in one.
Superma is the only system of permanent waving in which
no machine or electrical apparatus whatever is used.

Leave
YoUT owndresser canhairgive
you
a Superma
Permanent
Wave. Send Jor
your copy nf
thenew wondeijitl
hook-

to

IT

ANNE

furthe
delay,penpass
that!
tdrlioii
E ryour
SEIZ
puzzlin
point edon totohelp
me.you,I
shall beg delight
but enclose envelope
a stamped addressed
if you zi ish
for a reply by pou.

suPERmn
MACH

I NELESS— WIRELESS

SUPERMA

LTD. 93-97 RECENT

liawe

STREET. LONDON

Wl

yoa
written
for the

Gorot spring fashion guide?
this magnificent portfolio contains
about 80 illustrations of new
spring models in frocks, coats,
suits, ensembles, etc., which may be
paid for by monthly instalments.
post the coupon below to-day for
your copy, or call in at the corot
showrooms and see the new spring
range personally.
"don't be late"
right up to the minute, and ready for any
smart in affair
that'syouthecansortwearof time
coat and
skirt
frieze— that
and
time again, note the effectiveness of stitching,
coat lined throughout, new season's | '1 If^
shades.
lO/O
cash 4i ftna.
moattaly

coro
(dept p.g.55l)
33
old
bond
london, w.l
• poet this coupon to corot
please send the coroc fashion
free models
and full particulars
name
address
.■
I
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sider the girl with the
sensitive skm. Fair and
lovely when we
it is in per
contto fec
HISit cawenekbe the are
s of
en
er,
ck
goodI
ord
di
a nuisance when winds are cold and
water is hard.
Most girls who have dry, sensitive
skins are at great disadvantage when
they live in towns. So often the
water is hard. Washing in hard
water ages any skin, but it plays
havoc with fine skins. What are the
alternatives ? Some people will tell
you to give up washing the face
altogether.
Don't aUsten
them.of
The skin collects
great todeal
grime and soot during the day and
it needs to be washed with good
soap and water at least once in
twenty-four hours.
youfrom
can soot,
collect your
rain-water
is Iffree
problemthatis
easy. But clean rain water is
unlikely in a city. The next best
thing is a water softener. For toilet
purposes only, one of the tiny models
that fixes on the tap will give a
sufficient supply for all the women in
the house. These small models are
not very expensive.
Unscented toilet oatmeal comes
next on the Ust. You should put
the meal in a musUn bag and tie it
up,
squeeze
bag incloudy.
the water
till the
latter the
becomes
The

bag may be used several times.
Borax, too, will soften water, but
some skins find it irritating. Glycerine added in the proportion of a
teaspoonful to a pint of water will
also take away hardness.

Daily Care
skin ashould
with the delicate
Theuselasslukewarm
street,
water and
mild
soap. Take your choice from one of
the many advertised brands. Never be
to-day ■regent 0234.
tempted to buy cheap lines in soap.
guide of new spring
Having washed the hands, make a
of instalment plan.
lather of soap in the palms and cleanse
the face. Be gentle and be quick,
; thoroughly rinsing ofi every trace with
tepid water. Dry with a soft face
j towel.
The skin is now ready for its nightly
P g- 561 1 application
of cold cream, skinfood,

A wu tells you
in this article
how to have a
like
Wing.Toby
complexion
almond oil, or whatever may be the
individual choice. It should be spread
over the face, gently massaged in with
upward movements, and left on for
5 to lo minutes. Then the surplus
cream should be wiped off, a httle cold
water splashed over the face, and so to
bed.
The cold water is all the astringent
that a sensitive skin needs. Anything
stronger is likely to prove too drying
and will result in roughness and
wrinkles. The dry-skinned are sometimes tempted to overload the complexion with cream in the belief that
it will do good. There is a limit to the
amotmt of grease even a dry skin can ,
absorb, and too much will tend to make
the complexion relaxed and dull.
Next morning the face should be
rinsed with tepid or cold water and the
make-up
applieda over
a trace ofcream
cold
cream or
foimdation
specially constituted for dry skins.
Special Pack
Face
packs taboo
of ordinary
type skin.
arc
absolutely
for the dry
While they work wonders on a normal
or a greasy skin, they will leave the
sensitive skin feeling dry and cracked.
A well-known firm of beauty specialists, realising this, has recently
introduced a special cream pack.
UnUke all others, this pack does not
dry hard on the skin, and does not
abstract the natural oils. It has the
added advantage of being simple to tise.
The face is first cleansed with complexion milkcream
and thenpackdriedis then
with cotton
wool. The
gently
smoothed over the face and neck, and
allowed to remain for lo minutes. It is
removed with skin tonic — or even with
water, and the result is a fair skin with
a perfect matt finish. The facial muscles
are braced, and the circulation is toned
up.I tried out this pack the other day
before a dance, and found it excellent.
A complexion that is suffering from that
slightly sallow mid-winter look, revives
remarkably under this treatment. The
pack costs 4s. 6d. a jar, and a jar will
last a long time. Readers who
are interested may have the name
of this preparation on receipt of a
stamped addressed envelope.
Answers to Correspondents
Red NoM (WiacbMtcr).— Why not ask
your
doctorsuc(»sful
to give yoii
innoculations.
are often
in helpin|;
sufferers They
from
constant colds. On special occasions you can
diminish the watery discharfe from your noaa
by A.P.
snifbiig
bismuth carbonateordinary
powder.purpoaM
(tJTerpool)^For
the temperature of a wann Iiath ihouM ba
approximately
It i»
unwise to exceed100106denaa*
denees.Fahrenheit.
Frequent very
hot baths are debiUUUiig. Cool sponciaf
bafore getting out will coanteract the
T.S. (ialrtfthtoo>. — Yonr hair is too thick lor
fine pins. Have yoo tried Kirbigripa ? They
arc
madr Needles
by the same
as KirbikvU,
Scientihc
and firm
Coounenda
Safety
Pins.
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Daughter's

of "KOTALKO"
StoryHair-Growing

quickly
safely

and

ends

discomfort
danger
cold

the
and

of
in

a

the

head
•
First thing every morning
put a drop of 'Vapex' on your
handkerchief and breathe
the

germicidal
•

vapour

Of Chemists 2/- & 3/*
V lis THOMAS KERFOOT ft CO . LTD.

« * ^HELongley'a
had fivemother
bald patches,"
writer Miat
from Conitborough,
near Rotherham. " She hat now a aplendid
head of hair. I was troubled with dandruff
and my hair wat turning grey, but my head
it now clear of dandruff, and my hair it ttt
natural colour again."
Are YOU Losing Hair?
Thousands of men and women have regrown fine new
beads of hair by using Kotalko. It re-grows the hair because
it frees the scalp from hair-stifling scurf and poisonous and
malodorous
grease,circulation,
softening the
scalp,andandvigorous
restoring its healthful
and hardening
reviving new
life and growth in the sleeping hair-roots.
KOTALKO
[true hair grower I
If you have dandruff, or are losing hair, or if
you are nearly or entirely bald, use or copy
the Coupon below.
To JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Ltd.,
9 Percy Street (104.AR), London, W.I.
Please send me, post paid, Testing Package of KOT.\LKO,
and Kotalko
Soap,
pence in stamps. with directions, for which I enclose threeNAME
ADDRESS
KoUUko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites. Taylors and all
Chemists and Stores; ■ perlidbox,
per 5/tablet.a>i<f 12/6. Kotalko Snap,

DRINK
TO

HOT
KEEP

WATER
SLIM

Some time ago. Miss Gracie Fields announced thatofshehealth
had and
signeda atrim,
pledge
"in
the interest
slender
fig\ire" to drink hot water every morning.
This is an example which everyone who wants
to keep shm should follow. A great deal
of unsightly fatness is the result of waste
material and toxins being retained in the
system. If you want a slim figure you must
keep nature's filtering and eliminating organs
functioning properly. To make sure of this
add to your 'morning drink of hot water a little
'Limestone' Phosphate, which any chemist
can supply at two shillings a jar. This will
flush the liver and kidneys, and keep these
important organs so healthy and active that
indigestible waste material will be completely
eliminated, thus overcoming one of the
commonest causes of surplus fat.
lahvai/s

NAIL CHIC FOR
Sold everywhere : Liquid
Polish (6 shades), Cuticle
Remover, Polish Remover.
British Manufacture.

6"ivl

use

KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
\Ofjll Chemists
\ril't:n ^-YOU'LL know

FREE
^

why!
NEW
NAILS
NEXT
WEEK !
Free booklet tent under plain
sealed covers explains how you can aasily,
secretly and permanently cure yourself
of this objectionable, bealth-endanceringr
habit. No aloes, no auto-suggestion. New
discovery.
postage
FaTEX LTD. Send
(Dept. I'd.
P.), stamp
Jl, TheforBroadway
Croncb End, London, N.8.

SAMPLE

OFFER!

Have you found a preparation which
Imparts a really perfect and lasting matt
finish to your skin ? Here is an opportunity to try Velouty de Dixor, the
wonderful combined cream and powder.
Send this coupon with 3d. stamps to
Dixor, Ltd. (Dept. F.3), St. Leonards
Works, Mortlake, S.W.I4, and three trial
tubes of Velouty will be forwarded
to you. Be sure you select three shades
only.

Send 3 trial tubes of Velouty — white,
ivory, natural, ochre, and soleil dor^
(sungold) (strike out 2 not required).
3d. stamps enclosed.
Name
Address
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30

Plam-

De

oval
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decorated

tin for 1/-. In taste, quality and
packing
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but
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not

quite
In lins

so

large — big
ever, to last a
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full 10

how30
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FOR
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Dick Powell and Ruby Kteler
in First National's
"Flirtation
Walk."

i

I

you "...
words of
I adore
romance
. . . whispered
often to the girl who so happily

Did

you

your

lovelyyouskin.
re possesses
Cream cana help
to gainSnowthis
harm. Fascinatingly perfumed, it
brings smooth, soft loveliness to
your skin . . . gives you an appeal
that men can't resist.
Chic new Cases, 3d. Tubes, 6d.
Opal Jars, 1/3. (Except in I.FS.)

MACLEAN

teeth

to-day?
SnowFire

CREAM

tOR

WAVES

SUN

NOR

THAT

WIND

NEITHER

NOR

EVEN

SEAWATER
CAN
AFFECT
No other permanent wave lasts quite so long as Suptrma,
or Is so indifferent to the effects of rain and wind and hot
baths. And no other brings out so splendidly the textural
beauty of the hair.
No heated metal clamps: no machines; no harsh electric
heat to make the hair brittle and dry. Instead the famous
Superma Cassettes generate a pure steam which penetrates
to the delicate inner membrane of each hair — strengthening, revitalising and coaxing your hair into the most
delightful arrangement of waves and curls.
Superma is the only system of permanent waving
which is absolutely machineless, wireless and nonelectrical throughout. Send for free booklet of this
wonderful new Superma method.

"Right—

so

did

I"

MACLEANS

PEROXIDE
TOOTH

*

PASTE

* Obtainable everywhere 6" and if'
If you use a solid dentifrice, try the new
Macleans Solid Peroxide Dentifrice— 6d. per tin.
2

SUPERMA LTD.

93-9? RECENT STREET,

LONDON Wl
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Announcement

of
NEW

a

PRICE

A

last

POLICY

minute

change

To satisfy the demand for lower prices, with no reduction
in quality, corot suddenly decided, in the middle of
compiling the new spring catalogue, to reduce the price
of every model to be shown this spring by quite considerable amounts.
New developments in our workrooms have enabled us
to introduce this new price policy, which will show
Reductions

in all departments

from a half-guinea to three guineas on the already modest
prices for which the house of corot has become famous.
Visit the corot showrooms now and see the new collection,
or post the coupon below for the latest fashion guide
containing 80 illustrations of the newest designs in two
and three piece ensembles, costumes, coats, afternoon and
evening gowns.
Extended

credit

as

before

The well-known corot system of deferred payment is still
available if desired, and any model may be paid for in
seven equal monthly instalments.

core
(Dept. P.G.152)
33
London,

This model is one example
A dashing costume in double-breasted style, with cape
sleeves and a semi-fitting back. The skirt has two inverted
pleats in the front; jacket is lined. Made to measure in
smart checked woollens.
Old policy price 6 guineas
New
policy price 4*2 guineas
or 7 monthly instalments of 13/6

Old

Bond

W.l

Street,
Regent

0234

^^^g%^^ Please send, ivithout obligation, the corot fashion guide
AK^^Sl^
and full details.
Name .
Address.
P.G.152
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PLAYERS

NAVy CUT CIGARETTES

PLAIN OR CORK TIPPED bsued by The tmi>eral Tobjcco Company (ol Orcw tir<t^.- . .d IrcUndt. Ltd

25 CARD

BOX \'5'(As/uusrMrfD.

FOR

I^ungfer

fMery
Try

Thi

s

Morning!

The 1935 Cayday Shoes are up to the minute id
style and smartness, and are designed to please the
most discriminating Miss Modem.
For just the right 6nal note to your new Spring
outfit select your shoes from the Cayday range of
Fashion Footwear — their prices also strike jost the
right note.

Rec

ipe

Tonimarvellous
Thanks to this
ght
discovery, wrinkles can be
made to disapp>ear and the
skin regain its youthful
beauty.
Science has long known that
it is the loss of certain vital
elements from the skin which
causes wrinkles and faded skin.
These precious substances can
now be restored by the amazing,
recently found method of Dr.
Stejskal of the University of
Vienna.
Extracted from the skin of carefully selected young animals by
Prof. Dr. Stejskal, '■Biocel" the
active principle of living cells is
contained in Tokalon Rose Skinfood. By its use an aged, faded
skin can qaickly be nourished and rejuvenated — sallow complexion made
clear and fresh. Try Tokalon Biocel
Skinfood to-night. Even by to-morrow

Malt KJd Bow Court,
Med. Span Heel.
Model No. 137. Tan Glace Bow Court.
Med. Span Heel.
Model No. 138. Blue Bow Court
Mrd. Span Heel.
Model No. 136

morning
you clearness
will see anandamazing
differ-of
ence in the
freshness
your
skin.at Ic.ist
After ten
one years
month's
use, you
will look
younger.

FOOTWEAR

OF

FASHION

Get a copy of oar illustrated styles
brochures from your shoe-shop, or direct
from G.WDAY, Shoemakem, Norwich.
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W/HAT is the best way of all to
" preserve the natural fresh bloom
of a youthful skin? 20,000 beauty
specialists give the unanimous answer
* simply by natural cleansing with soap
and water — so long as you use the right
soap." And the right soap, they say,
is a pure Olive Oil soap.
There is no purer vegetable oil soap
than Palmolive, which is made only from
the natural beautifying oils of the olive
and the palm. These oils alone lend it its
characteristic green colour — no artificial
colouring whatever is used.
That's why you can give your skin
no better treatment than the regular
daily use of Palmolive with its rich,
soft and abundant lather.

you

Weekly

say

you

fifty — with

that

you
lov
rs?
r of
'
"A ely
woman'shai
as young
as her
hair,
dear.
I keep mine young with AVA . . . and
never have any sticky soap film to rinse
away ! It's the safest shamjjoo in the
world — as good for baby as it is for an
ancient
thing Aunt
like me
! " With that sheen
"Ancient,
Phyl?
on your hair . . . ? How utterly ridiculous ! "
Every packet of AVA — the soapless shampoo— is a complete hair-beauty treatment
in itself. No need for si>ecial " rinses." Get
lustre
! to-day and bring out that hidden
a packet
SHAM
^\#^

POO

Soapless

In U.K. only.
Beauty woman
ahead' for
every
I
When next you go to the hairdresser for your shampoo,
ask him to use AVA.
If youhe post
this coupon
will make
that
has usa supply
reservedto-night,
for yourwe special
use. sure
TO AVA LTD. (Dept. A.G.),
9, Park Hill, Loadoo, S.W.4.
Hairdresser's Name and Address.

My Name and Address ■

TERRIBLE
PAINS AFTER
EATING
To have terrible pain after every meal; to dread
eating for fear of the inevitable indigestion ; to be, in
fact,
a confirmed stomach sufferer — such was the
Prict dots not apply in I.F.S.
unhappy lot of Mrs. A. E. Broady, of Monks Ro.ad,
Coventry, until she began taking Ma..'lean Brand
Stomach Powder.
Read her own unaltered letter ;—
" I am wTiting to thank you for the happiness
New,
Beautiful, Healthy
Hair Maclean Brand Stomach Powder has brought to me.
I was a great sufferer from stomach pains after the
simplest of meals. I never dared to eat any ordinary
Free from Dandrujpf
meals without terrible indigestion pains. For years
this has been the case, but thanks to your wonderful
powder I am now able to take my food without the
Mis* D. Bell's hair warn falling out very rapidly and was becoming
terribly thin. She had tried several different tonics, but the excessive fear of those terrible pains — my only regret is not
falling of the hair continued. Then the heard about Kotalho — the knowing of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder before.
True Hair Grower. She started using it, and her hair soon stopped Again thanking you for the joy you have brought to
falling and coming atvay on the comb, and a New, Beautiful, Healthy
You can obtain just as great rehef as Mrs. Broady,
Growth developed, free from Dandruff, also her hair, which was
but be sure vou get the original Maclean Brand Stomach
going grey, resumed its natural colour. There are many other wonderful
Powder. Do not risk an inferior substitute for the sake
camea on record.
of a few pence. So be sure to ask your chemist for the
genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder and to see
KoUlko is for men's, women's, and chikbten's scalp and hair,
dandruff, wealc or falling hair, dry scalp and hair, and BALDNESS. For the signature "ALEX. C. MACLE.\N." It is not sold
Faad Hur Roots daily witk Kotalko. Price
loose,
but only
in 1/3, a/-, and 5/- bottles in cartons,
^^-.^ «^ w
.w,^..,
of Powder
or Tablets.
5/. per bos ; triple size, H/S.
,
TEST-BO X COU PON
< umd Soften Scalp ami Hair FelEclct
To JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Ltd.,
Oace Weekly with Kotaike Scalp Soap At
9 Percy Street (ie4AS). Loadoo, W.l.
Tonic Sliainpne. TaUct. 1/C ; Bos of 3
A SUM
FORM
Tablets, 4 C.
Please send me, post paid. Testing Package of KOTALKO and
KOTALKO SOAP, with diiections, for which I enclose 3d. in stamps.
NAME
oaocea
?
Tou
cao
reduce
3
to 5unftttr&ctive
iacbca and 'cxtru'
hare ft
Do
you
wtab
to
fm
youraell
KOTALKO
me."lov-elr allm flgore ia a few ofwe«ka.
SimplytUdocins
nib in
ADDRESS
^LmCRBAM.
the
recnukAbU
VecelAbic
Cream. Ouarante«<! harmle**. Wonderful tefUmobiftla.
[TRUE HAIR GROWER 11
Mouib'B
ffupplr,
3/9.— WriteDeH.
for '.O^
Pre* 2tBooklet,
sent
privately.
SUMCBKAM,
Dmb
Supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors, and all Chemists and Stores.
Road, LOHDOa* M.VJt.
PER
TABLET
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CREAM ROUG(
•EN BEAUTE"
' a genuine4/3innovotton in
the art of moke-op "

FACE POWDER
QUELOUES FLEURS
1/6
2/6 4/6

ancL crjf^Acr mcuu^

rnaintcurL

eStcdrUshecL

crtkehy

unaltehjejcL

tlieih. WifiLcL-MnjcLe.

^teptctcitUyrv,

DRY ROUGE
EN BEAUTE
2/3

INDEIIBIE LIPSTICK
"EN BEAUTi"
3/- ond 4/6
VANISHING CREAM "EN BEAUTfQUELOUES FLEURS
Tubci : I/- ana 3/All
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Editorial Offices:

The Laurel and Hardy split
— Marlene says good-bye to
Von Sterr^erg — New
;{;iOO,000 contract — 1935
will be dancing year — Fred
Astaire starts a boom —

Advertisement
93
Long Acre, Offices:
W.C.2
57 Long
Acre, W.C J
Telephone:
Temple
Bar 2468
Telegrams:
Picturegoer,
wood, Rand, SouthernLondon
ON SALE
EVERY THURSDAY
2d.

" Hank " as producer —
Joan Crawford in famous
silent revival

place her future in the hands of the company she
knows than try her luck at a new studio.
Perhaps the fact that Paramount gave her a
brand new two-year contract helped her to make
up her mind. The salary involved is over
£100,000.

•—

— HIS year of grace 1935
has made an excellent
start towards becoming
the year of broken film
friendships. I am even
beginning to fear for that beautiful affinity that marks the
relationship between Mr. George
Arliss and his screen characters.
I do not, however, take the
reported separation between
Laurel and Hardy too seriously.
Stan and Ollie have been out of
the big headlines of late.
The casualties, it is true, have
always been heavy among the
comedy teams. Professional
funny men, who are notoriously
lackiiag in sense of humour, are
the most temperamental inmates
of the studios.
Quite the most embattled
picture of recent years was not
one of the celebrated all-star
scrimmages featured so handsomely by Metro-Goldwyu-Mayer
— but a Pai amount comedy.
Six of a Kind.
Members
of the cast were
continually rushing to the front
office. Executives
became so
tired of it that they gave most of the pic
to George Bums and Gracie Allen, who
not complained at all.
Wheeler and Woolsey Precedent
Laurel and Hardy, who are now singing that
Gonna
Wash managed
My Hands
of You" their
duet
theme"I'msong,
hitherto
to preserve
off-screen friendship better than most teams. I
am sure that both Stan, who, in contrast to his
status in their comedies, is reaUy the senior
member of the firm, and OUver are far too astute
business men not to realise that, divided, their
future is, to say the least of it, problematical.
Wheeler and Woolsey, who work in a strained
atmosphere of professional jealousy and eternal
vigilance,
couldn'tnotstand
any
longer
and decided
dissolved they
partnership
so veryit long
ago.
When, eventually, they woke up to a realisation
of the consequences, they got such a fright that
they hurried off to the lawyers and formed
themselves legally into a company so vhat they
cannot part professionally again even if they want
to.

Studio and New Picture
ny speculation in regard to the future of
Josef Von Sternberg on the same lot
has apparently
been settled by a pre-view of
his latest opus.
The Devil is a Woman was to be the

Claudette Colbert mean this charming hostess
goton of blue velvet with a silxjer thread rurming
through the fabric. It was designed by Travis
Bartton, Paramount' s famous stylist.
We not
maythink
yet see
" Laurel
Hardy,
Inc.,"of but
I do
there
is verycindmuch
danger
our
losing
the
screen's
most
popular
comedy
combination.
Dietrich Parts with Von Sternberg
Thispartnership
month's other
major
of movie
is likely
to bedissolution
more permanent.
With the completion of The Devil is a Woman,
the firm of Dietrich and Von Sternberg is no more.
There have been rumours in film circles that
Marlene would move her make-up box over to
Metro, which is known to have been bidding for
her services. And, indeed, it would have been
very interesting to have had Dietrich and Garbo
working on the same lot.
The star, however, has decided to stay where she
is, believing, it is stated, that it will be better to

picture
end the criticism
that Joe's
artistic toaspirations
were handicapping
Marlene's
but thethestudio
executives, who career,
are not always
best judges,
are not exactly ecstatically pleased with
it.
Personally, I should not be surprised if
"Von" comes to Britain to "meg"
for Alexander Korda.
In the meanwhile, Marlene's first
picture under the new contract wiH
probably be fosephine. Those of us
who have for long cherished the
ambition to see her directed by
Lubitsch had our hop>es raised
by
wouldstrong
be rumours
in chargethat ofErnst
the
"The old maestro
megaphone.
announces, however,
that he will not
direct in future.
It will be something approaching
the
crimincil
if
Lubitsch's
appointment
directorgeneral of Paramount production is toas rob
us of
our most polished director of sophisticated comedy.
Boom in Screen Dancers
The boom in screen dancers, inevitable after the
phenomenal success of Fred Astaire, has
arrived.
AU the variety "hoofers" are dusting off their
pumps and rushing to the test studios.
Hitherto, dancers have been a drug in the mo\'ie
market, with their opportunities limited to an
odd are
production
number on ortheir
"doubling"
who
not too dainty
tootles. for stars
Now they are having parts built up for them.
Fox already has
Bill Robinson,
one Movietone
of Broadway's
best-known
jjerformers,
on the
lot.
M.-G.-M. has signed up Eleanor Powell (which
will, incidentally, make three prominent PoweUs
in
pictures and two at the same studio) and Ray
Bolger.
Paramount may bring back SaUy Rand, if they
can afford her salary demands.
Sally, since we
{Continued on page 8)
7
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heard from her last, heis invented a balloon dance
to replace the famous fan number, and is drawing
in the cash customers faster than ever.
Warners are busy trying to find bigger and better
starring roles for their Ruby Keeler, while Ginger
Rogers and Astaire, who started it all, are challeng-at
ing the supremacy even of Katharine Hepburn
Radio.
Brassiereless Belles of Bali
Beautiful, brassiereless Bah, the last of the island
paradises, continues to hold a fatal fascination
for the film producer, largely, one suspects, because
of the quaint convention that the unadornedn
female form divine is a legitimate screen attractio
provided the epidermis on view is black, brown,
or yellow.
The bare bosoms of Bali have been bcdlyhooed
from one end of America to the other in these
torso talkies in the last few years.
The latest of the series, Legong, which recently
came to town, has a special interest for film fans.
It marks the debut as an indej)endent producer of
the Marquis de la Falaise de la Coudraye. (Yes,
Constance Beimett's and Gloria Swanson's famous
Marquis.)
" Hank," who despite the coincidence of marrysuccessively
the screen's
stars,
is a ing
good
fellow who
likes to two
turn highest-paid
an honest penny,
has done a good job of the film, which is fully
reviewed by Lionel Collier in the pre-view department.
The Marquis' English
Constance, it is understood, financed the exi>edition. At any rate, it apptears under the
label of Bennett Film Productions, in which case
we have also to welcome the blonde star into the
ranks of the movie moguls.
Legong, according to the "credits," is "told by
the Marquisare deboth
la Falaise."
It israther
possible.
sub-titles
numerous and
naive.The
And the Marquis, despite the advantages of
having
MissforBennett's
over the listened
breakfasttotable
a number conversation
of years, is
still not completely at home with English.
I recall one classic occasion during their last
visit to England. A journalistic colleague was
interviewing the Marquise while her husband
browsed through the pages of Picturegoer.
His eyes came to an abrupt halt at a headline,
which I, incidentally, had written : " Is Constance
Bennett a female Shylock?"

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
SUPPLEMENT FREE
A FILM which has taken some four years
to produce is the subject of the scintillating6-page
1
Souvenir Supplement presented
Free in next week's Picturegoer.
Sequoia, an epic of animal friendship,
contains some of the finest photography that
has ever been shown on the screen and some
of the silhouettes in the forest will be classed
amongst the most beautiful of 1935 kinematography.
The star of the picture is Jean Parker.
You will be enthralled at the amazing patience
required to obtain some of the scenes.
Scenes that, because of their touching
intimacy, cannot fail to move the hearts of Jill
who love animals.
This magnificent inset also contains the
story of the film and reproduces many of the
most beautiful pictures from the film.
demand
next week's Make
Picturegoer
is The
certain
to befortremendous.
sure of
your copy by ordering it to-day.
"What," he demanded, bursting precipitately
and
the interview,
they
mean indignantly
by calling youintoa female
Shylock ? "do
Do they
mean
a woman
Connie,
at greatShylock
length Holmes?"
and with great patience,
explained the difference between Conan Doylean
and Shakespyearian heroes.
Robert's Robin Hood
So Robert Donat is to star in a talkie version of
Robin Hood. It was one of Douglas Fairbanks'
biggest
After triumphs.
The Count of Monte Crista, Donat returns
to Holly\7ood like a conquering hero. When he
left, after completing his work on the picture,
hardly anyone in the film city had heard of him.
Hollywood is still apparently determined to
revive the silent successes.
One of the most interesting is a remake of
The Garden of Allah as a starring vehicle for Joan
It will, it is announced, follow Joan's
Crawford.
current
picture. No More Ladies.
" The Miracle " Again
There is also news this week of another tough
old favourite. With Max Reinhardt on the
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lot, the Warners are taking The Miracle script
down from the shelves again.
Josephine Hutchinson is being mentioned as the
probable star.
The Miracle
one ofthefilmland's
perennials. It has isbeen
subject hardiest
of production
announcements for several seasons, being originally
intended for Loretta Young, when she was the
favourite white-haired girl at the Burbank lot.
It was even noised about that Loretta's contract
provided that she should not marry again for three
years, a chjiste and noble abstinence calculated to
increase her value for the role of the nun in the
eyes of the pubUc.
Jean Muir has also been considered for the role,
and, if anybody cares, happens to be my personal
selection.
Spare a Tear for the Extra
You want to be an extra? Of the 4,000 crowd
players in Hollywood, only twelve earned a
hving wage last year.
The figures are those of the Central Casting
Bureau, which should know.
A living wage in Hollywood, where costs are
high, is defined as £500 a year. Of the twelve
people who achieved it, only one was a woman.
Under the new N.R.A. "code," extras receive
seven and a half dollars a day — only slightly more
than the British rate.
The Chorus Girl of 1935
In the meanwhile, Larry Ceballos, the Fox dance
director, steps out and tells you what you must
have to be a chorus girl in 1935.
The 1935
says, the
will average
be slim girl.
and
graceful
and "chorine,"
shghtly tallerhe than
The physical proportions of the screen chorus girl
are substantially the same to-day as they were
seven years ago, when musical pictures were
inaugurated, he h«is found.
" .\veraging the heights and weights of the
hundreds of g^rls appearing in current musicals,
you will find that approximately five feet four,
for height, and eight stone for weight is the proper
yardstick," Ceballos says. "This may vary, of
course, and they will range in height from five
feet two to five feet six, and in weight by some ten
"This does not mean, however, that any girl
who fits these requirements and can sing and dance
pounds.
is eligible for pictures. She must have beauty, a
personality, and real ability," he emphasises. "In
this respect, the quahfications have changed."
Zasu's Secret

Spring Time, has
work in that
now andat confessed
Pitts,down
Zasubroken
the fluttering
hand gesture that has become her trade mark is a
She copied it from a schoolteacher she once had.
plagiarism.
"She
was whenever
highly nervous
says
Zasu, " and
anythingandout excitable,"
of the ordinary
about
happened, her hands would sUrt fluttering
tutilely. They fascinated me, and when I became
an actress I copied her gestures."
Film Unit Changes Hands

pictures from Hollywood of " Cardinal Richelieu," the new Arhss picture. Where s
One of the first
George ? No prizes are offered for identificiaion. With him in the cast are Maureen Cf Sulhvan, Violet
Kemble-Cooper, Douglas Dumbrille, Kathryn Alexander, and Edward Arnold.
8

al Pictures and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Univers
have agreed to what must be something like
the most remarkable arrangement ever effected
between two moving- picture companies. By this
arrangement, the entire production staff, story,
l
personnel of The Great Ziegfeld, which Universa
has had in production for the last year, will be
ed to the M.-G.-M. studios.
bodily
transfer arose through two causes. One
This transferr
ty of getting a starting time
impossibili
was the
for William Powell, who was to play the role of
Ziegfeld. He is under contract to Metro and cast
for three pictures. Metro can allot his time when
couldn't.
Universal
was the disagreement between the
The other
and William Anthony McGuire
Universal officials
.
cost
.
on the production plans and the huge estimated
Carl Laemmle gave McGuire the privilege of
selling the production and all of the preliminary
Univerwork on it to another studio, reimbursing unit
has
ure. The McGuire
its expendit
to Culver City.
movedsal forintact
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
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ting another matrimonial venture,
is plotis said,
fulGAYthat
e she
so it tim
will
hope
NOR, this
T
JAXE
be able to erase her name from the
list of Hollywood actresses who have
sacrificed their heatrts on the altar of fame.
Dr. I. S. Veblen, youthful, good-looking
New York dentist. wUl tread the church aisle
^vith her before next summer, and Janet's
mother trothalhas
announced
daughter's beto friends
or so it her
is rumoured.
And thereby hangs this tale — the story
of a beautiful girl who in the past has put her
career ahead of all else, including love.
WTien the childlike Lolly Gainer — she of the
reddish-gold hair, the big brown eyes and the
wistful smile — ^first planted her tiny feet on
the bottom rung of the ladder to movie fame,
she kept her gaze fixed on that goal, and
convinced herself that there lay contentment.
But now, at twenty-eight, after half a decade
of full stardom and its accompanying wealth,
Lolly — Janet to you — ^has awakened to a
realisation that S-u-c-c-e-s-s, even though
the S is capitalized, doesn't necessarily spell

Happiness !
Enthroned in a golden chair, her gorgeous
tresses encircled by renown's gUttering
halo, Janet Gajmor to-day surve)rs her
empire, and sighs for what might have been.
Beheve it or not, Janet, in all her glory,
is a lonely and disconsolate young lady !
Several times since
she b^an her upward
climb,
Janetlovehas agaiinst
weighed man's
* fame, only to choose
the latter when it
Top: A homely picture
of
the
little
star
toho played for
success and toon.
A happy snap of Janet toith her
mother, Mrs. Gainer.
The last picture in toldch Janet
appeared toith her first screen
lover, Charles FarraU, "Change
of Heart."
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came
down
to
the
final analysis.
On two occasions that I know of, the
demure Gaynor traversed the path leading
to the marriage licence bureau, but halted
at the courthouse steps, providing unforgettable nightmares for two really fine fellows,
either of whom might have converted hers
into a life of connubial bliss.
Then came Janet's third trek over that same
route, with a third fianc6 — a journey on which she
went the whole distance, vowing before a parson
that
would "was
cherish
until destined
death do tous end
part."in
That,shethough,
a jaunt
disillusionment and the divorce court.
Some months ago, Janet set out from Hollywood for a vacation in Europe. She departed
sans the usual fanfare of the studio publicity
department. Her leave-taking was so sudden,
in fact, that even her few intimates did not know
of her intentions.
No doubt it was merely a coincidence, but
Janet reached her decision to sail the very morning
that the Los Angeles newspapers carried announcement of Dr.social
Don debutante.
Montgomery's union with a
Califomian
Montgomery is a brilliant young dentist,
whose acquaintance she made before theatregoers had ever heard of her
even before
she had been introduced to Charles Farrell,
partner in her meteoric flight to the top-ranks
of her profession and co-conspirator in an off-stage
elopement that went awry.
But enough of the elected ones for the moment !
It is a Gaynor who has vainly sought an elusive
enchantment in the realm of make-believe,
while millions of real-life heroes worshipped at her
pedestal
a Gaynor who could have waved
her wand and pointed, saying "Til take you
or you ....
or you has
! "cast asideyeteverything
a Gaynor
who through
the years
for another goal that supplies the basis for our
story.
So let us unfold the facts in chronological
order,
out all the
never-before-told
details bringing
of the numerous
romances
that have
flashed across Janet's past.
Janet Gaynet is — and always has been — a
most unusual personage. Hers is an exceptional
brain. She is a bom thespian. She is a determined
go-getter !
■WTiiledaysherwere
feminine
grade romances,
and high
school
thrillingchums
to theirof puppy
Janet's thoughts were occupied by far more serious
matters,
principally the problem of getting somewhere.
Admiring members of the opposite sex have
dogged her heels ever since her mother enrolled
her in a kindergarten in Germantown, a Phila-
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Laura a adored
and beneficial
the "Jonesy"
who over
wielded
such
broad and
influence
her
1-JERE,

for the first time,

Wilson D'Arne tells you
the true facts about the career
and romances of Hollywood^s
Cinderella of real life.
delphia suburb, where the stork delivered her as
Laura Gainer, on October 6, 1906. Yet Janet,
right up to the hour her Hollywood future was
assured, went her own studious way, seemingly
too engrossed in her battle to push forward to
note their nearness.
Janet's dominant characteristics — initiative,
courage, and patience — are heritages passed on
to her by her dead father.
Gainer pere went to an early grave through
his over-eagerness to surge ahead financially,
to build a nest egg that would eventually lift
his wife and their^ two offspring, Laura and
Hilary, safely out of reach of the howUng wolves
birthday.
of necessity. His demise marked Laura's fourth
That he accomplished his aim, partially, at
least, is borne out by the fact that Laura never
felt the pangs of dire want. Neither, however,
did she taste the affluence until she won it by her
own driving efforts I
When Janet was eight, the widowed mother
took her and Hilary to Chicago to reside. There
Mrs. Gainer wed Harry Jones— the " Jonesy "

It was "Jonesy," more than anyone eLse, who
girlhood.
instilled
in I^ura the urge to develop her inbred
histrionic talents — the keen sense of the dramatic,
the ability to mimic, the flair for enunciation and
diction, which she had been demonstrating
almost from infancy.
l^ura was five when she made her debut as an
actress by appearing in a playlet in the First
Methodist Church of Germantown. At six, she
had memorised long passages from the Bible, had
mastered their meaning and was able to give
gripping dramatic expression to them.
Spurred on by "Jonesy," Janet was heading
for a goal — the movies — even while attending
Graeme Stewart school in Chicago.
Forced by illness to spend a year with relatives
in Florida, Janet returned to the Illinois metropolis and showed her mettle by covering twentyfour months of learning in twelve.
Whenever there was an entertainment at
Graeme
Stewart, the other children would cry
out
:
"Let Lolly recite ! We want to hear Foo/jsA
That was the piece her mates liked best. That
is until Memorial Day, 1917. On this occasion,
what
with! " America already plunged into the
Questions
World
War, the school had arranged a very
elaborate patriotic programme.
As the exercises got under way, the pupils
began yelling for Foolish Questions, but Lolly
had another
Kaiser
Bill. idea. She asked permission to do
Lolly's recital, dramatised to the utmost,
brought down the house, and tossed Lolly into the
limelight. Work of her portrayal reached the
officers at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station
at North Chicago, where Lolly was summoned
to repeat her hit, not once, but on many occasions,
before the thousands of future gobs being ^kde
ready
fleet.
None forwasduty
moreaboard
elatedAmerica's
over the battle
wild applause
showered on Laura than was her step-father,
" Jonesy."
"Tt's Hollywood for us just as soon as you have
JL finished school," Harry Jones used to tell her.
"You'll be a sensation — a great star — -out
The Westward move — -not direct to Filmtown,
yet not far from the dreamed of destination —
came sooner than either Janet or "Jonesy" had
!"
there
expected.
"Jonesy" returned from his office one evening,
gathered his flock about him and broke the
news.
"The company is making a change in the
San Francisco branch," he said, "and we can go
out there, if we decide it's the right thing to do.
'Frisco is closer to Hollywood, where we hope
to land some day, and that's the advantage of
seizing the opportunity. The disadvantage is
Lolly's
"I-et'sschooling!"
go to San Francisco!" cried Laura,
already well advanced in High School. That
settled it !
Jones, his
wife and
wereHarry
in California
a month
later.his step-daughters
It was in 1922 that Laura entered San Francisco's
Polytechnic High, immature, of course, and with a
parade of little freckles across the bridge of her
nose. She was quiet and reserved, then, as now,
but she possessed a fund of real humour and a
capacity for keen enjoyment.
Lolly's closest fnend in that era was Hazel
Addicott, daughter of the school principal — a
friendship that has endured through time.
Laura graduated from 'Frisco Polly in June,
1923. and Hollywood lay ahead. That was what
"Jonesy" had promised, not once, but many,
many times.
Jonesy's"
he " could
make situation,
the move though,
then. wasn't such that
NEXT

Janet with Charles Farrell in the picture
that made both their names — " Severtth
The fruits (ff success. Janet
G<^nor's magnificent home in Heaven"
Hollytoood.

WEEK

LJoiwarid
Janet
her debut
first " in
hoyWesterns
friend"
^
mademet her
followed by the leading role in " The
Johnstown Flood ' makes one of the
most romantic stories of the screen.
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-ra~NOBERT
CLIVE'S
romance and
Ffl J domestic affairs play the major part
ra V
in this adaptation of W. J. Lipscomb
ra \ and W. R. J. Minney's successful
stage play Clive of India which represents more particularly a personal triumph
for Ronald Colman; it is the most pohshed
and well characterised role that he has ever
played, and for that reason alone the picture
is worth seeing.
He makes Clive a vital and sincere character
and gives a finely sensitive suggestion of the
conflicting emotions which made the career
of the young five-pound-a-year bank clerk one
of the most notable in English history.
Quite by the way it is extraordinary how
much — without his moustache — he resembles
Lewis Stone ; he even seems to have acquired
that actor's poise and natural bearing.
Colman's
apart from
But mance,
which is in
perfor
the nature of a tour de
force, the production as
a whole is not entirely
satisfactory.
It tends to have
dull periods, induced
probably, by the
fact that generally
speaking, it resolves
itself into a series of
duologues,
a large
number of which take
place between Robert
Clive and
his wife
Margaret Maiskelyne.
The historical background therefore is vague
and shadowy and the
Indian atmosphere unimpressive and this, in spite of
the fact that the costumes
were designed by a man who
rejoices in the sound Oriental
name of Omar Kiam.
Almost inevitably a comparison
springs to the mind between the
atmosphere achieved in The Lives of
Bengal Lancer and that of the picture
under review much to the detriment of
the latter.
As is always the case in a picture coveris a weaklife there here
period of aItman's
ing ness
a long
of continuity.
is aggravated
by a
superfluity of sub-titles which explain major
incidents in the hfe of Robert CUve.
These one feels could have been in many cases
avoided by pictorial bridging.
There is no attempt to overload the romance
on which the plot concentrates with spectacle,
indeed, a little more would not have been
amiss.
There is one brilliant sequence of Clive and his
troops crossing a river swollen by the monsoon,
followed by a battle scene in which elephants play
an active part. This latter seems to lack sense
of jpaciousness but it has nevertheless been
cleverly and imaginatively presented by the
director, Richard Boleslawski.
Actually the technical qualities of the production are very good and mention must be made
of a scene in the House of Commons in the closing
phase where Clive faces those who have accused
him of bribery and corruption and delivers a
speech in his own defence.
^
Ronald Colman enacts this scene with real
brilliance and makes it a memorable one.
The bare outline of this story shows how the
young clerk in the employ of the East India
Company falls in love with a sister of a colleague whose face he has seen in a miniature.
She agrees, fascinated by his boldness, to come
out East but, by the time she arrives the clerk
who had convinced himself that he had a destiny
to fulfil, had saved the British colony from the
French and become a great civilian soldier.
He marries Margaret, returns home, but is
called out to quell another uprising. Margaret
accompanies him although her son is dying.
He restores order but only after he has forged
the name of the ranking naval officer to a treaty
which the latter refused to sign.
He also accepts presents from Mir Jaffar whom
he had put on the throne of the rajah responsible
12
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Pre-Views
of the latest
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See The Films
Guide You

The bulk of the acting rests with her and
Colman. There is a very long cast, all of which
acquits itself well although limited ins scope.
Most notable are the performance given by
Lister as Margaret's brother and
Francis
Wl
Love as Governor Pigot. — L. C.
Montagu

monusomewh
hen Hugh
a seventyto at
is boiled's down
mental novelWalpole
rather
a
but
remains
little
picture
four minute
remarknot
is
commonplace love stor>' ablewhich
either for dialogue or
for the intensity of its
Vanessa
dramatic situations.
As it now stands, the film
bald though picpicturisation is a somewhat
torially beautiful and technically excellent
scion of an old
youngest
the
story of Vanessa,
the Herries, who falls in
Cumberland family, scarum
cousin, Benjie.
love with her harum
burnt
On the eve of her wedding her home isaccuses
down and Vanessa, rescued by Benjie,
in the flames.
him of leaving her father todiedperish
previously of heart
he had
fact
of
matter
a
As
Fame,"
to
Passport
"
in
Robinson
Edward
failure.
which J.will be fully reviewed next week.
bar
and mames
drunk, repents,
Benjieso goes
their a way
whengetsVanessa
that off,
wench
" incident.
of Calcutta
Hole are
" Blackwhich
for Ittheis terrible
happiness is barred. The unfortunate girl then
these facts
used later by the to
marries another member of the Herries family,
his
blacken
to
Ellis,
who is regrettably insane.
incompetents he clears out of India
fame and honour.
Benjie had gone out to Egypt as a
Meanwhile
Chve then returns home to the peace of the soldier and lost his arm. On his return he perto suppress a rebelsuades Vanessa to leave Ellis whose conduct has
country but is again recalled Margaret
from him; been unbearable. Finally EUis turns her out of
hon, a fact which estranges
she had hoped for a peaceful life in the future.
his house and she and Benjie go to Cumberland
Again successful he returns to face his accusers.a where they find the villagers' sense of morahty so
In his agony Margaret returns to him and after
strict that they decide to leave the country.
terrible ordeal his honour is vindicated.
On the eve of their departure — last-mmute
an
of
study
Loretta Young gives an attractive
they .get
ngs are a feature of this picture—Vanessa
happeni
wife. Her
CUve's English
American girl
ic perand news that Ellis is dying and asking for
one, sympathet
formance is a assensitive
ionable
He Ukes an unconscdoes
She goes to him. unlike
not
appealing, but the fact remains that she cannot
Charles II,
but,
convince you that she is an Englishwoman of the time a-dying
close
a
to
picture
the
g
bringin
finally
se,
apologi
by passing out on Christmas day. thus makmg it a
periodIN "SEQUOIA"
FREE NEXT WEEK— A MAGNIFICIENT 16-PAGE ART SOUVENIR OF JEAN PARKER
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Crowning

Triumph

Genevieve Tobin, Barbara Stimoyck
and Gene Rayrnond in an essay in
American " snobocrcuy" " The Womati

The dance
of the virgins
" Legong" ina
native
romance
of Baliin presented
techmcolour.
happy one for Vanessa and Benjie.
Robert Montgomery is not too happy in
his serious role in spite of the fact that he i
given leave to be a scapegoat ; he does not
one minute suggest an English ancestry.
Helen Hayes gives a very good, convincing"
which isintonation,
'marred only
by
aperformance
slight American
butoccasionally
somehow she
does not enlist the heartfelt sjrmpathy which the
role should create.
Otto Kruger is excellent as Ellis and May
Robson gives a fine character study of a centenarian, the head of the Herries family. She
makes the most of every line of dialogue and brings
a wide range of expressions to her exceptionally
well detailed portrayal.
Lewis
Stone as Vanessa's
father
is once
againof
most
unfortunately
killed off in
the early
stages
the story. The rest of the cast is efficient without
being particularly noteworthy.
The settings of Victorian England and London
with glimpses of the Queen's Jubilee are exceUent,
and the camera work and atmosphere — except
for one dreadfully jarring note when Vanessa and
Benjie apjjear under the shadow of Skiddaw and
sing
rate. —a L.verse
C. of "D'ye ken John Peel" — is first

Weekly

Ronald Colman gives the best performance of
his career in " with
Clive Loretta
of India."
He is seen here
Young.

The traditions, dances and general life of the
natives have been introduced in a simple little
story which tells of the love of a Bali maid for
a man who prefers her half-sister.
According to tradition the wrath of the gods
will fall on a woman who, having chosen a husband, finds that he does not love her.
So when Poutou realises she hzis been jilted she
takes her own Ufe and is cremated by her father
on a magnificent funeral pyre.
As Poutou, Poetoe Aloes is wholly natural and
It is problematical how long the beautiful island attractive and she enlists full sympathy. Mjorman
of Bali in the Dutch East Indies with its finely Saplak is also good as her half-sister while Nyong
profHjrtioned and intelligent type of native will is entirely free of camera consciousness as the
remain unspoiled now that America, following in hero.
Several native dances are finely performed and
Charlie Chaplin's footsteps, has fascinating
in their grace and rhythm while the
it.
scenic background holds a charm that makes one
l^eg
r parma
OT^ "discovered"
But
here,
at
any
rate,
in
most
effective technicolour the want to visit this earthly paradise.
Just a footnote I would like to know the
Marquis Henri de la Falaise — Mr. Bennett
to you — and Gaston Glass have captured its workings of the censorial mind which concedes
beauty and atmosphere in a film of unusual that it is perfectly right and proper to show the
breasts of women if they be brown, but which
pictorial charm and artistic composition.

fills with pious horror at the thought of
such exposure if they be white. — L. C.
in Red."
Leslieadvantage
Henson than
appears
I have toyetbetter
seen
him on the screen in this adaptation,
an Aldwych
farce.
Unfortunately, the
material is conventional
threadbare stufi
theatrical in construction, and
wn uaaay .
-j^^ g^ory wiU teU you all
Oh D/i/^Wv / bristling
you wantwithto stage
know artifice.
about the
picture, which is only worth seeing because of
Henson's
Here it individual
is in outline.performance.
Dullhampton would have been all right as a
village but for its brcincb of the Purity League.
Its formation was due to the efforts of Lord Pye,
who was under the dominaixe of his Uncle Samson,
a pious old humbug.
Pye and his friend, Rupert Boddy, secretary of
the League, leave for Birmingham to attend the
annual convention. They miss their connection
in London and decide to put up at a fashionable
hotel,
cabaret.where the great attraction is a first-rate
Pye is attracted by Benita de Lys, the star, and
satisfying his conscience that his intentions are
honourable, procures an intioduction. Benita happens to be his step-daughter whom he has never
seen. She and Lady Pye, who had taken the opporto visita her
daughter in town, set to work
to teachtunityhim
lesson.
They succeed and cJso infuse him with sufficient
courage to disband the League when he returns
to Dullhampton and to rid himself of the unhealthy
influence of Uncle Samson.
Frances Day wears a very daring costume as
Benita de Lys, J. Robertson Hare wears an air of
perpetually injured innocence and the plot wears
exceedingly thin. — L. C.
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FASHION

WEEK
What a week of thrills is coming ! And what
a lot the Daily Mitror will do for you !
Experts on clothes of all sorts will be combing
the fashion centres of the world for all tothat is t^
<*4 will be
latest and loveliest . . . while others
searching the London shops . . • finding you the
newest things at sensible prices ... so that you to
can be as up-to-date as to-morrow, as well dressed
u
as the most beautiful Society yowomen.
What a
week it will be, and many of the biggest thrills
will involve the smallest of bills . . . this
wonderful week will be as kind to your pocket
^1.
as it is to your wardrobe.
A, ^0
"Use A

Set
Would you like Peter Russell — one of the foremost dress designers of to-day
— to design you a dress and cape to go with it ? Well, that's what he Aas
done I And you will be able to get a FREE pattern for it through the
Dai/y Mirror during fashion week. Another day, you will be able to get a
free pattern for a summer washing frock — easy to make, yet with the
unmistakable lines of expert cutting. Another day, there will be a free
pattern for a holiday outfit consisting of an intriguing Sports Shirt with combined "pantie," and skirt. Another day — but you mustn't know all the secrets
yet — Remember Dai/y Mirror Fashion Week starts on April 8th . . and don't
miss this splendid opportunity of getting Free Patterns for your summer outfit.
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^■^ <on reveals the
T^OROTHY Dicklou'donn on " \Ihs
Hysonrvie
" in
frank
w this
inte
with F.
Leslie Withers.

"Well, she wasn't.
Oh dear, no. She
was, if I may say so,
a decidedly spankable Utile nuisance.
"In fact, she invented a new game
for me — keeping her
out of the theatre.
I'm afraid I wasn't
very"Ohgoodyes,
at that.
I acted
true to the stage
tradirion 'No stage
career for Miss
HysonI never
1' I allowed
vowed.
And
her inside my dressing-room or even
backstage in case a
whiff of grease-paint
or the
' OPSof
34'
on sight
the of
back
some scenery might
start her off tiiinking.
"All went well.
Veryonewell.
Thereof
was
occasion,
course, when I wished
her good-night, saw
her safely tucked in
bed and dashed away
to "After
the theatre.
the show
some f)eople said to
me, ' Oh Miss Dickson, we've just seen
isn't
your daughter
give
her ! lovely,
she
lovely
'— I'll
thought I, wondering
what had happ>ened.
"The next morning I said, oh ever
gently, ' Where
so
i^^^
V
W
'ji^^^k
were you last night,
by the way?' Rather
^^^H
f
nonchalant touch.
I^^^B
'by . the'Atway,'
^^^^B
Ithat
thought
the
theatre,' says Miss
^^^H
'^^^H
Hyson,
saucily
Oh,
^^M
.^^^H
yon
! And
I iiriiMMtf'aOllfc-M.-.
I ask,were
that
is,.if 'may
you
don't mind, what
y Dickson
Doroth
wear ? ' ' Your new evening frock,'
of mit to
face see
s not
be the ideal did you
CN doethe
quothed it just
Miss lovely
Hyson,! 'isn't it lovely?' Yes
wasn't
person to approach to find out just
what Dorotiiy Hyson is like.
"Well, killing two birds with one stone — that
is, completing her education and keeping my
But that's where you're wrong — frocks out of harm's way — off went Dorothy to
that is, if you thought that in the first place,
Paris. But it wasn't very long before she came
of course. As a matter of fact, she is the back,
begging, beseeching, commanding me to
ideal person.
send her to the Academy of Dramatic Art.
Relations are pretty biased as a rule, it is
I must have been expecting that,
true, and Dorothy Dickson is rather a close but"Inotsuppose
admitting it, for a long time. Of course,
relation of the other Dorothy, but still, it I refused, definitely and finally.
"Well, after she had been at the Academy
makes
no difference at all — you'll still learn
the truth.
about — oh, some time, anyway, there came a
remarkable
demand in British studios for pretty,
"What exactly do you want to know about
girls of about 17. That seemed to apply
Miss Hyson?" (note that 'Miss Hyson') asked charming
Miss Dickson. "Oh — er — things," I countered, to Miss Hyson and off she started in Soldiers oj
vaguely.
an eyebrowglance
pencilin the King." Lucky girl !
and
shot "H'm,"
a strange,shebutgrabbed
not unfriendly
"So you see, there's no romantic tale about
my direction, "you want to know whether she baby Dorothy trying to eat Up-stick while
still in her cradle and running about at
was an angel chee-ild when she was young?"
"Yes please," I brightened up.
the age of four clutching stage managers'

Weekly

coat-taUs
(that is, if they had any).
" No, here I had drummed into her what a grand
place the stage was for those at the top and how
miserable for those at the bottom, and I certainly
wouldn't like to see anyoue start at the top and
she wasn't going to start anyway, and there I
suddenly found her adorning a milUon kinema
screens.
"After
I gave of
up.coercion
I realised
urge wasit.
there
and that
no amount
couldtheremove
"And who woakl want to, anyway, when a
youngster has proved herself possessed of
enough grit and determination to reach a goal —
or shall I use a baseball expression and say ' first
"But here's a little secret. The world thinks
that Soldiers of the King was her first film but
base' ? only half right. When she was four I was
they're
making
a film for Paramount called Paying the
Piper, and the script called for a brief shot showing
me as a chUd playing with some other children.
The director said 'Why not let me use little
Dorothy
(we h^^Ye
looked extraordinarily
alike) and? ' after
muchalways
consultation
and insistence
that no publicity should be made of it, I consented.
"This younger me was supposed to cry for
a close-up. Oh what a time we had — and I mean
me because I hsid the job of trying to persuade
the joyous bttle Miss Hyson to weep. I believe
the cameraman almost fell asleep during the
experiments we made. Eventually the director,
George Fitemaurice got the bright idea of teUing
her she was terrible and couldn't do anything.
They would, he added, have to get another little
girl. Then the tear appeared, they started the
camera and caught the tragic look of failure.
Tears were, in fact, pouring down her cheeks —
which was just what they wanted."
I pointed
out that
smile (Miss
Hyson
this time)
had Dorothy's
since captured
a thousand
hearts all over the country, so she had well made
up for her damp d6but that never saw the
screen.
"Ah, and that's another thing," exclaimed
Miss
Dickson
"thatalmost.
smile ofShe
hersseems
— it's likely
be her
undoing,
to haveto
smiled so well in her films that she has been in
danger of being typed as a pretty feminine lead.
And that's not what Miss Hyson wants at all.
" I may as well tell you that her heart is in the
theatre — she's not at all thrilled with screen work.
But I believe she would definitely dislike it if
she were not given the chance to act.
"She has been gaining experience and now
wants to get a part with something in which to
get"And,
her teeth.
looking
at itit. as dispassionately as I can,
I think
she
can do
"One thing I can guarantee — she won't be
Hollywood
many being
offerssatisfied
during
the
last fewbound.
months She's
but, had
besides
with the film and stage parts she is securing over
here, she shares my dislike for the long contract
that so often means being pushed into eminently
undesirable and ill-fitting roles merely because you
happen to be under that contract and, therefore,
not to be wasted — or so they think.
"As yon know. Miss Hyson recently finished
her
Dean's
version
SingTouch
As WeWood,
Go,
and role
has inhadBasil
on the
London
stageof in
a part that does j)erhaps for the first time, test
her dramatic qualities.
Anyhow,
whatever
becomes
of her,
vouch for
this — she
has never
beenI can
the
spoiled, adored one of a stage star, all doors
opened for her.
" She has definitely learned, on her own, that the
top of the tree, achieved by what some call 'the
Divine Spark,' is reaUy arrived at by maybe 30
per cent, talent and 70 j)er cent, hard work.
"Dorothy — I mean Miss Hyson — has her
"
but who cotild remember them once she
turns
on
that
" I finished.
"
t smile?
bu
ts
faul
NEXT

WEEK

"Sequoia" strikes a new note in animal
films and is a remarkable example of screencraft. Next toeek we present a vivid
account of how the picture taas produced
together toith a full story in a sixteen page
fully photogravure Famous Films Supplement. Free of course.
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TELL

LADY SMILEY — mho before her marriage was one of the beautiful
Beaton sistert — has fair toavy hair and the loveliest complexion. She is
happiest in her garden near Pangboitrru,}ust playingtoilhherbaby son,cutting
flowers for the house, and generally leading a care-free, fresh-air existence.
In Town you may meet her in the Park, with her favourite dachshund.

ME

SAYS

I REMEMBER how thrilled I was one
Christmas to receive an invitation to a
very exciting party. I wasn't ' out * then (I
was only sixteen) and as all the
other girls were of debutante age,
I iust had to look my smartest.
At school it wasn't ' done ' to
use beauty aids. But for all that I
knew what was good for the skin !
For days before the party I
anointed my face every night
with Pond's Cold Cream to make
it beautifully soft for the great
day. And what a marvellous time
I had !
Today I still use Pond's
Creams. I'm sure that's why
I 've kept my skin free from dry-^
ness and little worry lines.''
i6

People tell me my skin still looks as young
as it did at sixteei\! This is my daily
beauty care, which I follow at home and
abroad, however late I go to bed !
LastCream
thing
Cold
working it in
relaxed. Then
— and with
make-up.

at over
night,my I face
spread
all
and Pond's
neck,
until my skin feels soft and
I gently wipe off the cream
it all dust and dirt and

LADY

SMILiY

smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream. It
keeps my skin fine and supple and prevent?
it from coarsening through wind and sun.
Pond's Vanishing Cream is a perfect
powder-base, too. Why, I can dance all the
evening without needing to repowder."
Trial
only
6d. jars or tubes of Pond's Creams are

Always before I powder — and especially ifI'm spending my day out-of-doors, I
FREE*
Wrilr vour na mr aiHi addrrw here. Allarh a IH. STAMi', and pfMt in 1|<I. aoiled enrelope
Drpt,
D'toS
N
O
P
1797,
/'onr/'j
Kxtrarl
(Mmpany
Limiird,
Prrivatt,
MitUUr^rx,
for
iuini|>le«
of
all
five
ahadea
of
Pond'*
Face
Powder:
Naliirai. IVach. DarV Brunrlle, Kachrl I and Rarhel i.
Name,
A (Id re!

Phil

A

Loncr.izan

Sends

It

Hot

from

Everything that
appears
about
the child inwillprint
be placed
in the book, together with
photographs of the boy at
various ages, and autographs of famous people,
including, if pos-sible, one of
the Prince of Wales. Autowill also graphs
be of filmdom's
filed in the greats
book.
In a year or so the Barnes
family probably will have not
of one
them.scrap-book, but a shelf full

New

Garbo

Perils of Acting

Mystery

ilm favourites have to take chances in
the movies, as we all know. Spencer
was appearing in a scene at the Fox studio
with Wendy Barrie, young English actress.
Wendy was required playfully to toss plates to
Spencer Tracy.
During the making of the scene, Tracy failed to
catch one of the heavy pieces of restaurant crockery, and it hit him on the forehead, laying him low.
It required four stitches to close the wound, and
Tracy was ofi the set for three days waiting for it
to heal.

"I Y/^i-i- she go home ?— DemoW cratic Dietrich — Spencer
Tracy knocked out by Wendy
Barrie — Hoot Gibson s Romance

All for Charity
Lavish Hollywood parties may be all right,
but so long as there is a depression and j)eople
are going hungry, Evelyn Brent, recently returned
to pictures, will spend her entertainment money
helping "strapped" actors.
Miss lavish
Brent, entertainers,
once known will
as one
most
giveof noHollywood's
more big

about the yarns now
doubedts that
my ulat
E circ
fHAV
Greta Garbo is
being
about to depart from Hollywood.
The old refrain, "Ay tank ay go
home," is generally discredited,h but the
latest story is that the Swedis star will
depart from Cabfomia after she finishes
Anna Karenina to reside in her castle in
Sweden.

Almost
Twins
parties.
Frances Dee and her sister Margaret are working
together in Becky Sharp, and the studio
employees have great difficulty teUing them apart,
although they are not twins.
Joel McCrea, the husband of Frances, has been
fooled more than once, for his wife made up her
sister so cleverly that the resemblance between the
two girls was very striking.

Personally, I think it is the usual "hooey,"
as Americans express it.
Taking No Chances
Mrs. Richard Dix is awaiting the arrival of her
baby, but Dick has already made preparations for the "blessed event" !
The bath for the baby rises from the floor at
the touch of a button, and later an automatic
crane lowers a canvas cradle into the tub. Of
course, all these accessories cost money, but Mr.
Dix, as we all know, is a very wealthy man.

A Cowboy's Romance
Hoot Gibson, former husband of Sally Filers,
appears likely to marry June Gale, pretty
little stage actress.
June is playing opposite Hoot in Westerns, as
did his first wife, Helen Gibson, and Sally Eilers.
The star appears to have the habit of falling in
love with his leading women !
The couple have been very devoted ever since
Hoot was injured in an aeroplane accident.
Poor Sally

A Budding Romance ?
Hollywood is wondering whether Mary Pickford
and Buddy Rogers will take a trip to the
cdtar.
Gossip for months has had it that Mary and
Buddy were quite devoted to one another, and it
would be scarcely surprising if we heard that Mary
decided that she would Uke a third husband.
Owen Moore was the first, and Douglas Fairbanks
the second.
No Wedding Bells
Jean Harlow denies that she has any intention of
marrying William Powell, but the film colony
is speculating as to whether a romantic secret is
being concealed.
The and
platinum
charmer
has beenbliss.
married three
times
evidently
likes wedded
I would not be at all surprised if Jean and BiU
hied their way to Yuma, Arizona, and had the
knot tied there.
Kay Francis also says very emphatically that
she has no intention of marrying Maurice Chevalier.
So that's that !

Hollywood

Jean Harlow in a beautiful white crepe evening
govm mith large deep red and white flowers as
the only ornament.

Speaking
of Sally Eilers, she received a distinct
shock recently.
Called to the 'phone, she heard a stern voice
say : "standThis
the having
HumaneyourSociety.
We underthat youis are
child photographed
in Sally
the nude,
it isbecause,
against while
the law."
was and
irate,
photographers
were making pictures of the baby, it was garbed in
a sun-suit.
Chancing to gaze upward at a nearby apartment
window, she ghmpsed E. H. Griffith, noted director
in paroxysms of laughter. Under pressure, he
revealed that he wcis the "humane society !"

Boxter's Luck
Warner Baxter dates his stardom to the start
of the talkie era.
Discouraged, disillusioned, and rated a failure
in the silents, he had accepted an offer to become
an automobile salesman, when, because of an Hollywood Says That —
Del Rio never diets, and her weight
accident to Raoul Walsh, who was directing and has— notDolores
varied a p>ound in years.
starring in In Old Arizona, he was given the
♦
♦
♦
"'Cisco Kid" role. He became a star overnight,
—
Mae
Clarke
was
once
a
champion longand has been riding high ever since as one of the
Shunnir^ the Stars
distance swimmer.
biggest
box-office
attractions
in
the
business.
♦
♦
♦
Setting an example for studio democracy,
Marlene Dietrich recently ate lunch at the Devoted Parents
—
Charles
Laughton
is
an
enthusiastic
amateur
horseshoe counter in the Paramount studio
restaurant monopolised by labourers and extras.
Joan Blondell and her husband, George Barnes, photographer.
♦
♦
♦
Avoiding the section of tables where most of
noted cameraman, are planning a scrap-book
— Cora Sue CoUins has a kitten and canary that
the stars eat, the blonde actress sat down between which wiU interest their baby son when he is old play
together.
The bird usually pwrches on the
cat's
head.
an electrician in overalls aid a French gendarme. enough to read.
A Treat for Film and An
imal Lovers NEXT WEEK— 16-page SOUVENIR of "SEQUOIA" FREE
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ASUIONS

HE ingenuity and
resources of every
fashion-minded girl
are strained to the
uttermost in these
weeks between Christmas
and Easter with winter clothes
suddenly taking on the sad,
neglected appearance of poor
relations, and new spring
outfits progressing little beyond the fitting stage.
Indeed, it is by strategy
alone that the majority of us
manage to face the sun and
our next-door neighbours with
any measure of success.
That ace of jokers, old King
Sol, heralds the transition
when at his first pale, smiling
salutation, we scuttle from the
snug comfort of our winter furs
to gaze with critical and disparaging eye upon the sorry
array
of
lastwondered,
season'sthen,
wardrobe.
Is it to be
that accessories
assume ahnost magical significance ? Moreover,
in these days of grace, accessories are as much a
part of your costume or gown as the line and
material. A buckle, a clip and a belt have as much
significance to-day as had brush binding, a wasp
waist and a blush in grandmother's day.
There are gaily coloured scarves to encourage
last season's frock to serve yet another term of
ofl5ce. An unusual belt with matching buttons
was surely invented to cheer up a treasured suit
that simply won't wear out, though goodness
knows you've tried hard enough. And as for
evening wear. No longer need you stuff pride
along with a hanky in your pochette and brave
your best enemy in a frock you know full weU
she'll
justtheas dance
soon as
you put the tip
of yourrecogni.se
slipper on
floor.

quarter sleeves and form a cUp for the waist belt.
Another idea for trimming a frock or suit
comes from Janet Gaynor, who is wearing a cunning round coUar of leopard skin on a soft brown
woollen frock. Similar fur is used for one of those
small, round muffs Dame Fashion has borrowed
from the past. Like the well-groomed little person she is, Janet has completed her outfit with a
hat, gloves and shoes of a darker brown.

ine of the most enchanting accessories for
evening wear is donned by the lovely Karen
Morley. It is a cowled bib of sUver sequins,
fastened high at the neckline and worn over an
evening gown of pxsttery blue velvet. There is a
graciousness about this gown that is calculated
to please those of you who appreciate the true
meaning of elegance.
But if this isn't disguise enough for you, Karen,
The solution lies in trimmings — trimmings of who appears to have a host of ideas, has yet
every conceivable variety and colour. A little another suggestion to offer. This takes the form
thought, very little outlay and inspiration of fascinating sleeves created from little ruffles of
gathered from your favourite film star or fashion black horse-hair mounted on flesh-coloured chiffon. A similar effect could be obtained with
shop
and loTodd,
! milady's
Thelma
whosetransformation
smartness isis acomplete.
byword tucked black tulle. The only ornaments are two
in the city of fashion and films, has a novel re- jewelled shoulder clips.
juvenation idea to offer that is as modem as it
Pat Paterson uses jewelled clips to accentuate
is simple and effective. On a shimmering black the modernity of her evening gown of black ring
satin afternoon gown she has fastened a cup velvet. Slim shoulder straps of jet are fastened
coUar and elbow cuffs of shell pink taffeta. Both to the deep d^coUetage with jewelled cHps. A
collar and cuffs are finished with a narrow ruching matching waist buckle, bracelet and hair ornament
of tucked taffeta in the same shade of pink. The complete a sf>arkUng ensemble.
Hollywood has adopted the accessories craze as
upstanding collar lends a flattering note to a
as it does most new things. And
gown that is as modem as to-morrow's front page wholeheartedly
story.
not only for renovation purposes (although in
If you have that dauntless stand-by, a suit that spite of an enviable pay envelope, film stars are
will not be consigned to the past, why not try probably much more practical and economical
than many of their poorer sisters), but as an
Judith
renovation
scheme.
of
dark Allen's
green wool
is trimmed
with Judith's
a collar suit
and expression of individuality. They will " makedeep cuffs of antelope. The collar is shaped into
as theytheir
put own
it, aparticular
perfectly personality
plain, well-cut
and
a mammoth tie, kept in place by two large fancy gown toover,"suit
wooden buttons in a matching green. Similar thereby accentuate it.
buttons fasten the cuffs, continue up the threeHelen Vinson obviously had her essential

Above : Thelma
Todd, " whose
smartness
is a city
byword in the
of fashion
Karen
Morley
films."
Rightand:
has original ideas
on dress. Their
wardrobeation rejuvensecrets are
disclosed here.

femininity in mind when she chose frilled mousseline
de soie for the sleeves and ravishing little muff
to characterise her peach coloured lace evening
And Dolores del Rio, who appreciates the value
of simplicity as a foil for her perfect southern
beauty, affects a large black hat, black kid gloves,
gown. pumps and handbag to complete her black,
black
white and red street dress.
Among their many accessory fads, Hollywood
has taken to its heart the idea of lacing as a
fastening. Anne Shirley, for instance, has just
bought herself a pair of the newest low-heeled
sports shoes with an unusually wide strap.
Instead of the customary buckle, a leather cord
laces this strap to the shoe. Another lacing
supporter is Irene Dunne, probably one of the
most immaculate of off-set dressers, who has
invested in a spring suit the coat of which boasts
the new laced effect instead of the usual button
or buckle fastening.
And now, my friends, I consign )-ou to the
tender mercies of your ingenious mind and nimble
fingers. Get to work and help yourself to a new
wardrobe. It's yours for the faking. — P.S.
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MAKING

THE

MOST

YOURSELF

NANCY

O'NEIL

'~pHE charming young star who scores
hit in " Brewster's Millions " gives
some invaluable advice to the woman
who wishes to be well groomed.

OST women use make-up. In fact,
when we meet a girl whose face is
entirely innocent of rouge and
lipstick we get the impression
that she is somewhat unfinished.
All the same, make-up should bear some
I elation to Nature, and also be in harmony
with the particular clothes that are being
worn.
If you have ever seen a girl with cherry
lipstick, tangerine rouge, and a pink dress,
you know exactly the sort of jolt it gives.
There is no need to go astray on the question
of make-up. If one's own instinct is not to
be trusted on the subject, most of the wellknown cosmetic manufacturers publish makeup charts. These give reliable guidance.
Broadly speaking, here are the first principles :
they need a little adaptation to individual
needs
and and
to the
of one's
Blondes,
thosecolour
with clear
light clothes.
skins, should

This delightful day gown by Marshall and
Snelgrove is an original Mainbocher model. It
is in navy and white floral print, gathered at the
shoulders, and has an attached cape with sunray
pleating giving a flared effect.
Righting acharming
: Here Nancy
seen again,
dress O'Neil
made ofisheavy
oyster wearsatin,
and over it a dyed squirrel cape, elbow length.

20

choose the pale shades of rouge, a flesh-tinted
pink, palest tangerine, or a faint orange. See that
the pink has no trace of mauve in it. If the rouge
is faint orange, then for the daytime the lipstick
must be tangerine. At night time, when electric
lights detract from the brightness of colour, a
geranium lipstick would be the better choice.
If the rouge is blush pink, lipstick should be
rose for day and cherry for evening. The pale
cream and ivory tinted skins always look well
with a tangerine or a coral rouge by day, and the
brighter geranium shade by night. Brown hair
and brown eyes are best suited by coral rouge and
lipstick for the day and the brighter orange shades
in artificial light. Capucine is a good evening
shade for the brown-haired who normally use a
Rachel powder. The very dark should look best
in a deep rose shade with raspberry rouge and
lipstick
or
poppy.for the evening. The dark and glowing
type can generally take, successfully, Spanish red
The red-haired
generally
a consideration to herself, beauty
for most isbeauty
sjiecialists
make
"special red-head" preparations. They are
generally coral with a hint of tan.
So much (or matching your type. What of
adapting it to the colour of your spring suit?
If your suit is a delicate grey or one of
those pastel blues or greens that are to be so much
worn, see that lipstick and rouge have a yellowish
foundation colour rather than a bluish base. By
the blue shades I mean anythinp; that approximates to carmine, which always has blue in it.
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Sancv O'Scil has gene ugain to
Marihall & Snelgrovc for the evetiim,'
coji'n sho:.'jt at the extreme right of this
page. It is made from mauz e ey chime n
shot taffeta tvith a eyclanien sash. The
almost I'iitoriait line to the shoulders
is umistially graceful
The vchite pariama har n w> u
becoming. It has a navy veil and
navy ribbon and hot:-.

P

Belo'.v, Miss CTXeil is seen
ZL'eariiii^ the same froek us is
depicted on the right, but in this
picture she has donned the
smart little cape designed to g.'
zi-ith it. .\'ote the butterfly-bozr
effect at the neck.

Then you will need a wurm tinted powder to
counteract the somewhat cold shade that blue
clothes always cast over the fcice.
If your colours are vivid, see that the rouge and
lipstick match, but on the other hand, the powder
should be somewhat pale by way of contrast.
Powder should be a matter of most careful
choice, for the wrong one can be terribly ageing.
Most skins, except the fairest blondes of sweet
seventeen, have a trace of yellow in the skin.
For this reason all face powders need just a touch
of yellow to supplement it. Fair skins therefore
are likely to find the pale peach shades most
becoming. A sUghtly brighter version of the same
tint is best for artificial light.
Pale,
skinscream
will findandthe sallow
right
tint among the many shades
of Rachel. There is ivory
tinted for the cream skinned,
a peach shade for the sallow,
and Rachel Fonc^ and
peach for the really dark
complexioned.
The red-head will look
best with a powder that

is pinky tan and both the very pale and the woman
with too high a colour should never be without
a box of pale lettuce powder. This is for use in
the evening. It gives pjile complexions an ethereal
transparency and tones down red faces. When on
the skin, it does not give the slightest hint of
If your skin is delicate, choose the finest
powder available. If it is slightly coarse and
inclined
to be greasy, experiment till you
green.
find the finest powder that will look well on it.
Remember
heavy a powder always makes
the
skin looktoodead.
Needless to say, however well the face is made
up, it will be effort wasted if due attention is not
given to the hair. In this connection it is most
important that a thoroughly reliable shampoo be
regularly used, and I think there is a lot to be said
for
now being sold with
littletheor excellent
no soap inshampoos
them.
Not that I consider soap harmful to the skin;
in fact, to wash the face and hands with a really
making up and manicur-do
good toilet soap prior ato sound
practice. But
ing, I always find
see
that it is a good soap and not too highly
scented.

fingercolour
you bemanicure,
When
befit ofthetheoccasion.
as to
varied so the
nails should
Bright colours are suitable for the evening, but
shades.
for sports and day wear I favour the more sober
21
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Hollywood, the sponsor of innumerable feminine fashions, is now gay
with m^ny hued tartans. Pauline
Stack here tells you how to get
into the fashion
T last they have discovered, those
moguls of fashionland who dictate
the destinies of our wardrobes, that
whisky and Harry Lauder are not
the only products of virtue to come
from the land of the thistle.
In short, my friends, the tartan has arrived !
It is invading every fashionable wardrobe in
the form of dresses, coats, costumes, evening
gowns, and accessories. Of all materials, it
is the most adaptable and, above all, it is
inexpensive.
Consider' for a moment the possibilities of
colour
your spring
Don't toyou
find
yourselfin smiling
a littlewardrobe.
and beginning
wonder
whetlier
not ?suddenly
become a "just
new anda person"
sparkling might
personality
There are lovely shades of green to reveal
unexpected glints of gold or auburn in erstwhile lifeless locks; every shade of red to change
duU-complexioned brunettes into gleaming-eyed
imps of mischief, and soft golden browns to highlight deUcate brown colouring.
Imagine the joy such fabrics can bring to those
of us who, in oft-recurring fits
of depression, fall back on the
convenience of a black outfit
because it is economical and does
not entail the problem of accessories.

This afternoon frock of
black crepe and printed
sheen is toorn Joan
Marsh in " We're Rich
Again."
Theblouse
colouris
scheme
in the
cherry-red and black.

Claire Trevor wears this short mannish coat of
red and grey plaid wool over a simple grey jjoo!
dress. Note tlie hat to match.
But these new plaids, with their harmony ot
tones,
bring
the wearing
— even
accessories
— within
the reach ofof colours
the most
limitedin
A golden brown and beige plaid calls for brown
accessories, but these may also be worn with a
brown or green frock, or even a blue. And
doesn't
plaid make some of you
purse. a red ? andYougreen
adventurous
must have dark green accessories— yes, even shoes. Well, why not? They
will combine beautifully with brown, green, or
grey, and even — if you are careful — ^with blue,
too. Just try it !
Hollywood, the sponsor of innumerable feminine
fashions, is already gay with many-hued tartans.
They can be seen any day swinging down the
boulevard, chasing the gloom from a comer of
the studios, and flashing gaily amongst the diners
at the fashionable restaurants.
Miriam Hopkins is one of the many stars who
has fallen right into the plaid habit. Her latest
suit hais a dress m<ide of wine and black plaid
wool over which she wears a three-quarter-length
coat of black matching wool with the full jabot
of the dress worn outside the coat. With this
suit Miriam wears a large black wool beret, black
kid gloves, and shoes.
Claire Trevor and Steffi Duna
both use their plaid effects the
other way round. Over a simple
grey
dress,coat
Claire
wearsanda
short, wool
mannish
of red
grey plaid wool.
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Attractive colours in soft
brotons and tans are used
in this smart ensemble
tuom by Steffi Duna in
" Red Morning." Left,
black, white, and scarlet
Scotch plaid trims this
black toool crepe street
frock tvom by Mary
Jordan.

PICTUREGOER Weekly
Mary Jordan otters an eMcctive rejuvenation
idea with her black, white, and scarlet plaid
trimmings on a plain black wool frock. Tartan
silk fashions the collar and also lines the outsize
in bows which cascades into a jabot effect down
the front of the bodice. The same tartan efiect is
carried out on the sleeves, with frills fixed and
falling from just below the elbows.
This could quite easily be adapted to any plain
frock provided the plaid colours harmonise with
the shade of the dress.
Peggy Fears goes a little more Scottish, for she
has adopted a tartan of two shades of green and
black to decorate a plain green costume. Her
plaid trimmings extend to a collar fastened
with a green and black clip, elbow-length
gauntlet gloves, handbag, and jaunty hat.
And ofJoan
is a giftcanto
those
youMarsh's
whose inspiration
nimble fingers
evolve a creation of to-morrow out of
yesterday's discarded black frock. The
colour scheme is cherry-red and black
over a black crepe skirt. A tiny black
tailored bow finishes the high neck line.
There is,about
don't ityou
a note of? chic
modernity
thatthink,
is irresistible
So now, my fa.shion followers, take these
V\
suggestions
and goforshopping.
or other, tailored
you or lyingSomewhere
uncut in
'
the roll, is your colour — your fabric — your
style.
And nicest of all, you will find it is
within the limits of your purse.

(Above right) Broton
henna and beige in
one cff the newest
plaids from this smart
ensemble worn by
Mary Carlisle in
" Portrait of Laura
Bayles."

and grey plaid is featured in the hat, with shoe?
and gloves of grey.
And how do Steffi Duna's colours of soft browns
and tans appeal to you? Her jacket and tailored
waistcoat are of Scotch plaid flannel and the skirt
a brown tweed mixture. The swagger hat is of
brown
brown. felt and the shoes and handbag of matching
Katharine Hepburn adopts yet another mode in
this newest of fabrics for she app>eared on Hollywood Boulevard recently wearing a skirt-lengtli
coat of dark green wool, the lining being the
.smartest of green and brown plciids. The coat
was worn over a matching plaid dress.
The use of tartan in a more modified form is
equally fashionable and calculated to meet the
demands of those conservative girls who prefer
good things in small doses.
Here is a grand opportunity to cheer up a tired
frock — to make last year's costume look hke next
season's creation.

Arme Shirley- displays
this gay red, white cuid
black plaid frock belted
at the material tcaistline
and fitiished with a
large t>slvet bow.

er lapping rows
narrow white
e, closely rufflline the inner
e of the wide
re at the neck,
i the gores in
skirt of this
im worn by
fane Baxter.

This foamy white frock,
as young as sprite, is
worn by Jane Baxter.
The gown is made of
cliecked Mousseline with
garlands
of brightedging
blue
and red flowers
the fluted collar, and
the cuffs of the sleeves i
-^

1

Ann Dvorak wears a blue tunic dinner
gown with a lame' thread making an
attractive pattern on the material. This
gown is simplicity itself with a brooch at
the gathered neck line and a darker blue
fielftft f/i/7icf at thf nntv aAnrnmfntf

This stunning evening gown of
orchid moir^ is worn by Betty
Grable. The full sleeves are
gathered
tuide band
of self
mat f rial into
whichtheAnishes
the bodice.

i

t
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"pHE
best dressedgive
women
of Hollywood
you
an interesting glimpse of
the 1935 Spring Fashions
in evening dresses, negligee and sports v/ear.^

4 complete knit ensem<U including hat, bag
ind coat, as worn here
ly Madge Evans. The
nitfit is in white with
lavy blue for contrast.
Heavy black crepe in a
novelty weave is used to
create this smart street
frock worn by Betty
Grable. The smart tie
is velvet. Tiny rhinestone clips ornament the
black felt hat.

Kitty Carlisle wears a
simple
cardigan
suit in
lovely shades
of browns,
oranges andyellows with
a dainty primrose jumper und brown cap.
A most
wornbyattracoverAnna
{Lefttive)jumper
velvet
skirt
Dvorak.

These exquisite camiknicks worn by Constance Godridge, were
especially designed to go
under a high-in-thefront-low back evening
frock. They are of
peach salin with wonderfully appliqued ecru
lace.

Charmingly briefMuriel
Evans.
this nightgovm,
worn The
by'
gown is fashioned of
powder blue georgette
crepe with ecru lace
insets. The lace peplim
adds an interesting touch
to the waistline.
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Those who
have6. no1935time
or inclination for sewing a
fine seam are well served
withthe" ready-mades."
Thinkof
nf
amazing difference
the ready-made undies of
to day and those of our
grandmothers' time. Judging
by
the pathetic
trousseaux,
of those relics
days, noof
one
had
an
idea
beyond
Swiss
embroidery.
Having chosen well and
spent
wisely,care
thereofis clothes.
art too
in taking
One of the wisest investments is a fitted wardrobe.
Of course, you can pay a
small fortune for a super
wardrobe, but a modest one
will do just as well, provided
its interior is divided up into
spaces, drawers and hanging
cupboard. It is remarkable
how keeping things to themselves prolongs their life and

UOWt

^~^LOTHES well chosen and vuell cared
^ for, not a long purse, make the welldressed woman, declares the famons
American star who is now working in
Britain
HE well dressed woman is not necessarily the one with the long purse.
Often it works the other way.
Limitation of means ensures that the
clothes bought are well chosen and
well cared for.
There is a great deal in dressing to suit
one's pocket. The girl who works for her
Uving should know exactly how much she is
prepared to spend on clothes, and then if she
is wise, she will apportion that amount according to her tastes and recreations.
For instance, if she works in an office, it is
foolish to buy elaborate afternoon frocks. The
occasions on which these may be worn will be so
few. If she is keen on tennis and goes to dances
only once in a way, a fairly serviceable evening
dress of not too pronounced a style, and extra
good tennis dresses are the best choice. The
evening dress will not date or look tired, and the
tennis dresses because of their quality will stand
repeated visits to the laundry.
Do not run away with the idea that it
makes Ufe dull to plan the wardrobe in this
way. It doesn't.
fact, you
may down
have ona
thoroughly
pleasant Inevening
putting
paper exactly what you mean to have for the
coming season.
Dress to your own type. That is sound advice.
If you are built on tailored lines, invest in a really
well-cut
But don'ttypepineof to
a tailored
you
have suit.
the piquant
facebe that
asks forif
curls and frills.
"When forarranging
the budget,
allow hope
a goodly
margin
the etceteras.
You cannot
to be
considered weU dressed if handbags, shoes, stockings, and other items are out of hsumony with the
rest of your costume.
withfor;a leather
whenwitha
silk"Making
one is do"
called
wearing handbag
kid shoes
tweed suit; and thin stockings when sports hose
should be the rule. These things not only look
bad, but feel bad, too, the moment you meet a
girl who is harmoniously dressed.

In a striking lame evening goum worn with a silver
fox cape, June lakes a last look into the mirror before
going out to dine.
8.20 a.m. to town, but it will be a beastly bore
after a few days.
Be candid with yourself about your face and
your figure and have settled ideas about suiting
them. Turn deaf ears to the girl in the shop,
who assures you that the horizontal stripes on
the jump>er suit you perfectly, when you know
that you are decidedly too plump to look well in
any such thing. If your complexion has a hint
of
andgreens
don't that
be persuaded
to sallowness,
Marina bluesadmit
and it,
clear
need the
complexion of a Dresden shepherdess. Have the
courage of your convictions and stick to them.
Only in that way can you get the best out of

I3uy some of those transappearance.
parent shoulder covers for
your dresses. They are very
cheap, and not only keep
dust from the tops of the
frocks, but prevent clothes
from creasing by being jostled
one against the other.
Always
your shoes
on
trees.
This put
attention
together
with alternate days of wear,
treble the life of footwear.
That is no exaggeration. Shoes
that are worn day in and
day out and just kick about
at night time, quickly lose
shap>e and smartness.
The regular valeting of
clothes is a great asset to their looks. In
America the dry cleaning and valeting of clothes
is as much a regular routine as teeth cleaning
in this country. England offers the service —
perhaps not quite so cheaply — but EngUsh
people are slow to take advantage of it. And
that is a pity. As soon as the greater jwrt
of the population takes to sending its clothes
regularly to be cleaned and pressed, just so soon
will prices be even lower than they are.
Never leave it till the dress is really dirty.
Little and often should be the golden rule. If
your dresses and coats have white or Ught coloured
collars and cuffs, do take care that these are
always of pristine freshness. There is nothing
quite so dowdy and depressing as a slightly soiled
collar and bedraggled cuffs.
And Uttle sp>ots or soils should be dealt with as
they appear. It is so much easier if they are
dealt with immediately. Keep a bottle of carbon
tetrachloride in the wardrobe. It may be bought
from all chemists, is quite safe and non-inflammable.
It is a little dear to buy, but is economical in use.
It is one of the best of all grease solvents. To
use, spread the stained part of the material over
ring^.
a piece of clean blotting paper, and apply the
solvent with a pad of clean fluffless linen. Rub
with a circular movement. This will not make

Of recent years, dyeing has been brought to a
pitch of perfection. This enables us to give a
new lease of life to clothes of which we have
grown tired. Heavy garments and very fancy
ones are best sent away to be professionally
treated, but simple summer dresses and faded
Ungerie can always be renewed at home with a
dye. Provided the instructions are careThere is even more in this than just presenting packet fully
followed, some wonderful effects may be
yourself.
yourself well dressed to the world. If your achieved with a few packets of different hues.
clothes are happily chosen, they become part of Even stockings that are past their first youth
yourself. You are at ease because you can forget take on a new tint with a stocking dye.
them secure in the knowledge that you are at
To be dressed like a star is quite a laudable
Freakish styles and modes that are ultra smart
ambition. For, of course, stars do have the most
your
best.
are rarely in good taste. They may attract
wonderful dresses designed not only to figures,
attention, but for that very reason their life is Undies need just as careful choice as outer but to personahties as well.
strictly hmited. Unless, of course, you can bear
Several fashion houses in London and the
wear. I sup|x>se some girls still make beautiful
to hear p>eople saying, here comes that girl again. lingerie. They have every opportunity for provinces are now making special displays of
You may read in liie daily papers that some famous materials were never so lovely, and so varied as dresses as worn by the stars in favourite films.
dress designer has introduced jjoke bonnets, and they are now. Artificial silk has made luxury These clothes are built line for line on the original
you may see pictures of bright young society clothes possible for nearly all, and well-cut paper models, and every dress or coat bears a ticket
women in these bonnets. You may even like patterns ensure that the labour sp>ent on malong guaranteeing it as the authentic design worn by
Miss So and So in such and such a film.
creating a sensation in your bonnet on the will be well rewarded.
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Make

your

dress

allowance
twice

Weekly

go

as far!

You want clothes that
are youthful, dashing,
and charming. Maybe
you want many clothes
—well, here's how to
get them and not exceed
the dress allowance.

(>U>ove)
The "STEWARD " Suit in
crease-resisting Linen.
Don't youvalue
think
this is
wonderful
? Colours

The " JUAN " is a smart Washing Dress
for Colonial and Cruising wear, in Piquetex.
Colours : Ivory, Blue, Pink, Green, Sand,
Lemon, Etrusian Red. Hip sizes : 38, 40,
42 inches.

and fabric guaranteed. This
Suit can be made in plain
colours. Colours : Natural/
Navy print, Natural/
Green print, Natural/
Red print, Natural/Lido
Print. Hip sizes : 38, 40,
42 inches.
50^

50^

The Frock pictured on the
right
is thein Cotele
"WALMER."
It
is made
Riche.
A charming day frock.
Colours : B I a c k/W h i t e,
Navy/White, Brown/White,
Red/White, Saxe/White. Hip
sizes : 38, 40, 42 inches.

"HORTENSE" on wght
Who would not be charmed with this
smart Linen Suit, which is made in creaseresisting guaranteed fabric ! The colours
are : Natural, Pink, Green, Blue, Lemon.
Hip sizes : 38, 40, 42 inches. (^QJL
C OME to the Debutantes'
Department at
this section is
Marshall's. Everything in
a triumph ; here you can achieve smartness
at surprisingly modest prices. Do make a

50^
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point of coming if only '* just to see."
Vkn^hall
^
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'
ROGERS
Gin^ec
TIDUSSE
t
recent
mos's
lywood
Holand
of
E
QNmost
glamorous brides shows
you
her
lovely new
wardrobe.

V

And hoa do you
Ginger's stunning]
" butcher boy " outfit I
figured
and |
black silver
velvet lame
? The
smock jacket is belted |
only at the centre front i
and the diagonal\
pockets and full sleeves [
reflect the santFrench
influence. pea-

Above : A crepe dinner gown in stratosphere blue.
The horizontal bandit^ is in matching sequins.
One of the features of the Ginger
Rogers' trousseau were the initial
gloves designed by the star. They
carry gunmetal initials and are

Youthful simplicit,
marked the actual toed
ding gown worn b
Ginger
she becam
the
bridewhen
of Lew
Ayrei
Fashioned in a fascinax
ing
aquamarin
Chantshade
illy oflace,
the gom
is designed toith a tigh
fitting bodice, high in th
neck,
sleeved
cm
with alongshort
peplum
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£80
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OJZZn

^i.
TO
BE

won!
WINIFRED

What

£500

1st prize

SHOTTER:

would

£l50

2nd prizs

£50

3rd prize

200 prizes of lOL
Cheques will be posted to prizewinners on May 1 7tli
If Ralph Lynn had said to you " Pass me that NestU's Chocolate ! " — how
would you have replied ? You see what Winifred Shotter said — now, what
would you have said ? That's all you have to do in this month's Nestle's
Milk Chocolate Competition. We all admire ready wit. Here's an
opportunity to show yours — and of winning jCsoo month's Nestld's
Chocolate Competition ! One piece of Nestle's Milk Chocolate tastes so
good that it simply calls for another. . . . and another . . . until
there's only the wrapper left ! And you'll need that to enter for the Competition. This month's Competition closes on April y>th.

LE'S
NEST
chocolate

NOTICE:
latest date for exchanging NestWs Free Gift Coupons is
yath June next. All applications for Free Gifts should be sent
in before that date, whin the Free Gift Scheme terminates.

*

HOW

TO
WIN
★
9
All
entiies
will
He
Individually
I pri/e
XestWsof win
flrrt
^ roosidered by a panel of expert
£500 awaitl
to t hea coml>ptitor who Bul>m!ts the most
judpeft. So correspondence can be
HuttuMe ivply <o{ ii'it more than
entered
into beandaccepted
the expert
twelve words* to Ralph Lynn>
awards must
as flnaiJudges*
and
remark. To the competitor who
le^lly
bindtnur.
No
employees
of
Htibniits the uext mutt siiiUible
Netitle's, or any a».»ociated compan3 .
repi
y,
a
sef-ond
prize
of
g
1
dO
will
nwy toenter.
reserve the
be awarded, and to the third, a
right
use anyNestle**
phrase submitted.
prize of £50. 10- each will he
After filUn'i in the reply space
awardei toraii'je'HHt next
eomp^-titon
whoiie
cMi out the trkole airertUemeitl,
a*t4^-Dtpts
in tiui lability.
and poMt with wrapper in a sealed
envelope to Number 1 Competition.
^ ofYcKi entries
may send
any monthly
nunil>er
f4>r inearh
Road.30th.
Battersea.
K.Nestlti's.
\V.8. notSUverthoroe
later than April
Write
L-i>nipetition. ea*'h entry to \*e
rlearty
in
pencil,
illefible
entries
will
atviiiipanini by tin* front itt wrapiH-r
be
disqualitled.
Chetjues
will
be
pot>tea
ironi either :—
to prizewinners on May 17th, The
(-Ih. l-|b.
bl<H'k blocks
names of the winners of the First.
orOne: Two
HeiHtfid and Third Prizes will be Pubor: Four 'i-oz. l»hK:lis
lixhed in the Presh on Stay 18Cb 19tb.
of Nestle's Milk Choi-oUte.
Don't cut this coupon. Post complete advertisement.
15
4.4.35to abide hy rulos of competition. Please write in BLOCK Utters.
In;;ret'
Name
Address .
Confectioner

Freely based on the film "There's j
Always
To-morrow,"
of Universal
Pictures,by permission
Ltd., Film |!
House, Wardour Street, London,
W.I. See " On the Screens Now " |
feature, page 34, for the full cas : !
and Lionel Collier's
criticism of thj 1•
film.
URNED out of his own
house on a winter evening
•— in plain Enghsh the
situation amounted to
that. Nine times out o:
ten when it occurred, as it did
fairly often, Joseph White, least
carping of American middle-aged
successful business men, would
have refused to put it that way.
Being the father of a healthy
family of five, he would have said
the children must have their fun.
If, after a heavy day at the
office, he had to take a tram
because his family had commandeered the car, or suffered
erratic mealtimes to fit in with
the young
plans,all he
would
say suchpeople's
things were
in
the day's march.
To-night, however, was different.
To-night was his twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. He had carried
two bunches of forced daffodils,
savouring their dehcate scent, the
faint papery rustling of their trumpets, while standing on an uncomfortably crowded tram, in safety to
his street door. Certain signs of
unwonted activity greeted him in
the hall. Furniture was out of place.
Someone had dumped a tray of
cookies on a chair. Taking the
stairs in easy stride, he came upon
Sophie, gowned as for an occasion,
ready with a request, as soon as she
saw him, that he would see to the
house furnace. He filled her halfunwilling hands with flowers.
" Darling, know what to-night is ?
I've two tickets for a musical show,
and a fellow on the tram put me up
to a restaurant where we can eat
like dukes at taximan's prices. Get
your hat on."
" Joseph, you haven't forgotten
the childreii's party to-night ! I
talked aboi'.t it at breakfast."
"Did you? 'Fraid I didn't give
it a thought. Can't they manage
without
for once?
old
enough. you
I want
you They're
to myself
to-night."
As if in answer, pandemonium
suddenly let loose in the bedroom where the fourteen-year-old
twins, Fred and Dick, emerged in
an argument about collars. Before
Sophie had settled it without bloodshed. Marjory, aged seven, exercising
her vocal chords on the latest jazz
hit, demanded the tying of her sash.
Simultaneously, shouts from his
eldest son, Arthur, about the deplorable state of a dinner jacket, and
daughter Janet as to a promised new
pair of silk stockings, seemed to
settle theabouts formatter
of Sophie's wherethe evening.
"Don't look so blue, Joseph. It
was your fault for forgetting," she
chided. " You might look at the
furnace right away. The house is
like an icicle, and, oh — the diningroom's laid with refreshments —
dinner for you in the kitchen."
It wasn't
so much
solitary
meal,
which Ella,
devotedthehousehold
prop, served him hot before getting
into her best bib and tucker,
that addeti the last straw to the
burden of disapj)ontiment of a man
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Joseph came upon Sophie govmed
as for an occasion, ready with a
request as soon as she saw him,
that he would see to the house
furnace. He filled her half unwilling hands with flowers.
fur coaf . the scarf with matching
pin worn at the throat, the poise of
a well-shaped head under a plain
felt hat, relieved by a single ornament, enhancing — not detracting
from — the vivacity of dark eyes—
aU made Joseph wish that the interview might not cease.
" What work are you doing now ? "
he asked, glad to be adding, at her
mention of a well-known accountant's firm, "that's good. I knew
you'd do well. Then it was ambition
Didleave
I leave
that"Partly.
made you
us." everything
behind
going properly
'■ Likeme clockwork.
Too ?"much so,
in "D'you
fact. We know,
missed I've
you very
oftenmuch."
wondered what your home was like ?
And to think I stumbled on it by
chance
It looks
charming."
" You I ought
to come
in and meet
my wife. I understand, though, if
you'd rather not to-night. You can
see most of my family in there if
He sensed her eagerness to hsten
you care
look." them out. It was
while
he topointed
a shock to himself to be standing on
the quiet veranda, realising how each
of his offspring, in their own way,
ledge.
had grown up without his know-

trying his utmost to make a good
job out of matrimony. Knowledge
deep down that his children, however much they might demand the
services of their mother, never
wanted his on festive occasions made
life's
annoyances
Notminor
a room
in whichunbearable.
he could
read his paper after eight-thirty,
when the " party," consisting of boys
and girls of all ages, trooped in. He
did
his best
be f)olite.
children
had tonever
seen himJoseph's
rude.
Even when they put on the gramophone at full blast, invaded his easy
chair, and appropriated his dressingroom for coats, he still had a kind
word for Helen, who, to employ
the young people's phrase, was
"paradising" with Arthur — bridegroom very much in prospect.
Leaving them together in his
special sanctum, Joseph, with folded
paper, went in search of the one
thing
he couldn't
indoors. On
the veranda,
though find'
accompanied
by
a sense of chill, he at last found a
quiet seat. Noise of syncopated
music and dancing lively couples,
seen through uncurtained windows
became almost bearable. Realising
that cold shortly would drive him
from his sheltered corner, Joseph
prepared to enjoy the moment.
He was halfway through the evening news summary when a car
stopped at the front gate. Instead
of ringing, the last arrival, seeing
someone on the veranda, stopped
short. She came towards Joseph,

who reaUsed the newcomer was no
bright young thing in party attire,
but a woman of obvious, though
charming, middle age, dressed for the
street.
" I'm so sorry to disturb you," she
began. Her voice was at once
famiUar for
andsomeone
strange ofto the
him.name"I'mof
looking
Fairchild — J. S. Fairchild. D'you
happ)en to ki.ow if he lives round
" I'm afraid not; but wouldn't the
telephone book be the best help?
I'll"Please
get "it." don't bother."
here
He ?was
attempting to pass her
when he realised who she was.
"Why, if it isn't my best remembered secretary
AUceyoung
Vaile folk
I Won't
you come
in? — My
are
having a party, but I'm sure "
"■KJo, no. I really won't come in.
i-N I didn't mean to interrupt.
I was bothered over a wrong address
someone
must then.
have given
me." be a
"Sit here,
I shan't
Taking a cushion beside her on the
veranda steps, he hunted through
the
list them.
of Fairchilds.
Not her
a " apparJ. S."
minute."
among
Considering
ent eagerness for dLscovery, Alice
Vaile did not seem ujiset. Her
nearness to him under the light,
streaming from the living-room
window, made him realise her
exceeding attraction. A girl's figure,
trim and taut under a knee-length

Was that born,
reallyundeniably
Arthur, the
his firstbest
looking dancer in the vivid room 1
His arm
rested
Helen's
with
the ease
of a across
man who
knowsback
his
partner. The two fresh young faces
were close together, a look of
serenity on both. What did Arthur
know of love, its heartaches, its
consuming passions and, saddest of
all, its disillusionment? Joseph felt
in a flash that he knew less about
his son than the origin of a Chinese
portrait.
Helen,
tCK> — happy
was she
the
girl
. to make
Arthur
? She
was pretty as the proverbial picture
in her new dress with fashionable
up-standing sleeves, but had she the
wifely qualities so necessary when
love's first dream is over ?
Joseph reflected with a pang that
he had never asked himself these
questions.
it would
much
use if he Not
had,that
seeing
thatbe young
people nowadays went no way but
their own.
"There's Janet, my eldest girl,"
he found himself saying. " Looks as
if she
werea having
a goodAndtime."
"She's
lovely girl.
what a
beautiful skin ? No wonder the boys
won't leave her alone on the piano
stool, " Alice said warmly.
The robust twins, letting themselves go with balloons and r»aper
streamers, were next to be found
and mentioned. They had quite latgotten vided
thetheircollar
profatherepisode
with aandsudden
sense of pleasure in their tempes" Whe'tuouse's
Marjory ? There she is,
"ragging."
in
company
with having
the cookies,"
Joseph
announced,
moved
with his companion to the farther
window. Marjory, his youngest, was
not in her most admirable phase.
Inclined to be precocious and greedy,
she was humoured too much by
Sophie.
Nevertheless, sheJoseph
behavedthought.
quite nicely
when
she came on to the veranda a moment
later with a message.
" Mum(Contin%ud
says will onyoupagefix 32)
the fui^
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BOTTLE
OF

THE NEWEST, SMARTEST
MOST ALLURING PERFUME

RED
A FREE
AWAY

ROSES

INTRIGUING
ALLURING AND.'
DELIGHTFUL !
Made br SAVILLE
Creators o( "JUNE

The " McCallum Dyed " label
on knitted garments is a

I/- BOTTLE GIVEN
WITH EVERY 6d.

BOX OF
POWDER

" RED

SAFETY

ROSES "

in

# UNTIL APRIL 20th ONLY !
"Red Roses"
is the ofchic,
alluring,
modern
interpretation
the beautiful
old-fashioned Rose perfume. The powder is similarly perfumed and adheres
-marvellously. The extra large 6d. Box
is a dainty package and contains record
value. Get your 6d. Box of Powder
TO-DAY and receive the FREE I /- Bottle
of Perfume.
YOU'LL

Can

guarantee of the newest shades
and of colours which are fast
to sun, wash and wear. Only
the best manufacturers send

LIKE IT — SO

YOU

buying

their yarns to McCallum's for
dyeing, so the label automatically becomes an assurance
of the highest quality and the
smartest styles. It is your
clue to knitwear that cannot
possibly disappoint you : the
colours are SAFE, the style

knitwea

r

WILL

right and the yarn excellent.
Look always for the
" McCallum Dyedjl label !

Play
This?
ALLEOItO CON B
AJO.
r
■ if

ann.O
I CAN RAPIDLY TEACH YOU TO DO SO
IF YOU ARE a Beginner or an Elementary Player, certainly you cannot. If a
Moderate or Advanced Player you will wish to master such music as this with more
satisfying results. I can rapidly teach you to do so, according to your present
knowledge, and the full limit of your ability, in a third the time, with a quarter the
work, at a tenth the expense of the ordinary methods of dull, mechanical, wearisome
practice. You need not know a note to start.
I tiATe enndled nearly 2,000 adah papili thcM lut ft montfaf, h&re tasfbt
over
40,000jnoeical
dorinsnotation,
tbfl pttt no90 freakish
reart, andmethods,
I CAH TEACH
ordinary
enabliDg TOU.
yon tousing
read only
and
play at si^t any (Standard mu^lral cumpoeitioD. I 6RADE the lessons
individually
to the pupil's
the
fnidAnce ot myaccording
wide experience
avoid theknowledge.
[atfalls and Beginners
weari?on)e under
drudgery
of ordinary methods, and player* upeedily learn to perfect their technique
and right-readiag, and tc dispel laolts retarding the realiration of their
def>ires.
sot merely
ibeory, Wttotimcmr
npportedb flnB
ky tbonsudt
entluiatBtieThbpiftis popflf
wfaoM ToliutAry
ia my kook,of
I vonld etnpbariae that daring tuition you are pcrvonally in touch with me, aod
question! arising out of your stadies are encouraged, to nuuiy caaes I write my
ao^er
theyoursameindirldual
sheet ofneeds,
paper adding
as the special
questionsupplementary
Is asked. I lesfons
grade myas
lessons
touponsuitarises.
requirement
I am very pleased wiUi my progressraoopthanks to the marrelloasly clear way in
vhichprogress
every isstepwonderful
has beenandexplained.
F. B. pleased.
6/3/30. IT hare
40241.astonished
Age 19. friends
My
I
am
more
already. E. C. 26;2/35. T 40140. Age than
30.
II amam 9tlll
gettingimproving
on wonderfully well.
T. Q. 22;'2;3C. Y 40493. Age 22.
Courae.
K. L. 23/2/3fi.and Tthank
4032«.you Ag«for U.the pleasure I have derived from yoor
IAgemuit48. congratulate you on your wonderful STstem. J. D. 5/3/35. Y 40437.
Send tfaii ConpoB witti yrnr oame and addriM
for a free copy of my book, " Hind, Muscle and
Keyboard," BeKlnncr,
and fmn forElementary,
free advice. Moderate,
Say if
or Advanced player.
I
69,
H.
BECKER
(Dept. 71)
Mr.
Fleet Street, London
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ARE

YOU

"COLOUR
CONSCIOUS"?
Do vou know how to express yourself in
colour ? ^ rite for FREE copy of COLOUR
SECRETS for the Fashionable Woman,"
which not only gives a careful gradation of
" colours-to-type
and illustrates the newest" but
and describes
most fashionable
shades. Fill in and post the coupon TO-DA^ I
Or ask your retailor for a copy.
J. &J. McCallum Ltd., Paisley, Scotlantl.
(Id. stamp)
Please send me a FREE copy of
FREE
"CO L Ol'R a E C R E I S fa r the
Name
Address

...

Fashionable Wontan.''

nace right away? She believes she
He you
hurried
to remedy the omisasked
before."
sion, leaving Marjory to entertain
Alice, whom he found, on return, to
be a queer mixture of the sad and the
amused.
" I hoi>e Marjory hasn't bored you
with"Not
her achatter,
AUce ?" a splendid
bit. You've
"How about yours? Don't tell
me
really Alice VaUe."
family."
" you're
I am, though."
"You must have spent the years
saying
'No'nice
to jjeople."
""That's
of you, but I had a
better reason for being a bachelor
working woman. The man I cared
for was married and had children.
It He
was wondered
a case of why
running
away."
he expterienced
a stab of pain. How human it was to
refer anycus ion tooneself,
matter and
underyetgeneral
dissomething
in Alice's introspective gaze seemed
to be saying plainer than words :
"You are the married man."
" Your ^vife is very devoted to the
children?" she questioned, making
him think
conversa-to
tion had that
not Marjory's
been confined
trivialities. Heaven knew why
he answered.
verywedding
! As a anniversary.
matter of fact,I
it "Oh,
was our
wanted
Sophieshow.
to come
to a musical
I had out
the to-night
tickets.
J'm afraid I got ratty because she
wouldn't
"W-werecome."
you going to the Folies,

OPULAR
TARS
%

1

o 0

on. Fewer
still repasse
was and
partypassed
Thecouples
d the
lighted windows, but the gramophone brayed unceasingly.
In parting, Alice shook hands,
though there was that in the handshake causing Joseph's heart to
beat"You
Uke ^vill
a boy's
said :and see
let asme hecome
you,town?
since you're
only theThursday
other end
of
How about
—

/r

CO**'

LLS'«
Wl
Star

CORK

TIPPED

CIGARETTES

Also

"The very show."
chance ? "
by" any
you wouldn't
I supjK)se
should love
it. Wheretakeareme?the"
tickets ? I threw them away. There
they are — under the seat. Splendid.
We'd better be going."
He took her hand. Like two children, they hurried down the steps.
The irritations, the worries of twenty
years
a film were
over sloughed
Joseph's
innate forming
youthfulness,
off. When Alice drove him back to
his door after the show he felt a
changed being.

O
of 30
boxes
sold in l

4for \l-S.780

my lodge night — would that suit
"Do Come. Thirty-five Maple
Avenue.
Good-night,
and round
thanks."the
He watched
her car
bend, experiencing the rare, almost
forgotten, joy of having a date
to which to look forward.
Thursday night was the start of a
succession of lodge nights on which
he visited
you ? " Maple Avenue. Looking
back, Joseph re2ilised on which
p>articular Thursday his family acted
suddenly, dramatically, interfering
with his dreams of the future, but not
with previous intention. Fate and
the family decided matters for him
on the Thursday night of the four
elder
children's departure
with clearly
Helen
for a masquerade
ball. Joseph
remembered coming home to early
dinner in the middle of a snowstorm,
determined, for once, to be firm and
have the car to himself. At dinner a
chorus from Janet, gowned as Nell
Gwyn, the twins as two halves of
an elephant, and Arthur looking a
very knightly Sir Galahad, drowned
the father's modest statement about
transport, with :
" No, Dad ; you can't have the car

THERFS

ALWAYS

to-nighi. Lodge isn't nearly so far as
"I'mgoing."
afraid the girls will get wet.
we're
They're picking up Helen in Juliet
costume,
Sophie
volunteered
from
the too,"
head of
the table.
That
was enough. Joseph knew his fate
was sealed, but he didn't care. How
easy
to pass
pin-pricks flat
whenin
he knew
that over
in a charming
Maple Avenue there would be a cosy
fire, whitebait-and-cheese sandwiches, his special weakness, and the
intelligent conversation, with long
restful pauses, of Ahce Vaile to
rejuvenate and brace him for the
coming week.
To a man of Joseph's temperacompanionship
ing.ment,
His da^vning
love was
for all-satisfyAlice, too,
was at the stage when the lesser
passions are unawakened, when the
sight of a face, the sound of a voice,
give contentment and pea.ce.
Because
he hadJoseph
no conscience
pangs
to stifle,
could lightly
excuse himself for leaving dinner
before the sweet so as not to be late.
Having made himself spruce, he got
into his overcoat, for the thermometer was twenty below, and
hailed the first street car going in
the desired direction. As he left the
car at Maple Avenue he was too
bent on crossing the shppery road to
notice the car containing his family,
fur-coated over their various costumes, coming slowly after him,
remain at a standstill till after he
had rung the bell and Alice, lovely
and slender in a black evening gown,
had let him in.
Nor, when, with Alice on his
arm, he walked down the Avenue
towards the street car approach,
some twenty minues before lodge
nights habitually closed, did he
notice the family car was still there.
Letting himself in with his latchkey in good time, he was at once
hailed by Sophie sjjeaking from her
bedroom door.
"That you, Joseph? You might
stoke up before you come to bed."
" Right. Are the children in ? "
"Not yet. Janet 'phoned. The
car engine
start up
in the
cold
and
they'vewouldn't
been held
waiting
for a garage man to go out. They
won't be long."
In due course the quartet of masqueraders turned up, having left
Helen, as Arthur explained, on the
way.
the printed,
entire reverse
of the Something
festive spirit
on all
four faces, made Joseph inquire,
genuinely anxious to Imow,
"Enjoyed yourselves?"
"Very
Dad," thanks."
"Helen much,
all right?
"Yes,
thanks."
So that
couldn'tin
account the brooding
expression
"Sir Galahad's" dark eyes or the
steady frown between his brows.
Suddenly the twins startled Joseph
by
uncalled
for remark
" Were
you thegoing
to tickle
up the :furnace.
DadHe? let
I^t them
us do try,
it." and was more
pleased than annoyed when the
twins, discovering their mutual
incom{>etence to deal satisfactorily
with a recalcitrant fire, banded hini
the shovel. The incident was only a
stjirt. During the ensuing <veek,
numerous small signs demonstrated
to Joseph the fact that he was
becoming a person in his own household. Not Sophie, but the children
appeared
anxioushand,
to consider
him. On tothebe other
about
Arthurandhung
an atmosphere Once
of distciste
dissatisfaction.
or
twice, when alone with his father, hi
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seemed to be on the verge of long
prepared speech.
Tactfully, Joseph ignored these
muted attempts at revelation, trusting to the developed
boy's sense
unusually
for of
his rectitude,
age, that
he had got into no serious scrape.
As for Sophie, she pursued her
placid, accustomed way with house
and children to the exclusion of most
other interests.
Perhapswithhis awife's
coupled
keen self-assurance,
mental vision
of .\lice wearing black, made Joseph
remark during the first course at
dinner ' on the following Thursday:
"Not getting thinner, dear, are you?
You'll have to try dieting."
"I'm afraid I can't be bothered,"
Sophie tranquilly returned. "Marjory, don't make such a noise with
soup."
your
There
was an unwonted pause in
the family conversation which usually
worked at high pressure during
meals. Ella, remarking that she was
removing as many full as empty
plates, served chicken. "Anything
the nnatter, Arthur?" Joseph
observed, watching his son's
plate.
"N-no, thanks. I'm not very
hungry."
After one or two attempts to
revive family chatter, Joseph kept
his wonderment at the twins and
Janet's obvious pretence at eating
to himself.
" Well,putting
I must be
going,"
he
remarked,
aside
his
napkin.
"Before the sweet again, dear —
and it's posed,
cherry
tart ! "Marjory,
Sophie interwho, with
was
making no pretence at dining.
"Someone must slim 2 you
won't,"
excused himself,
for the he bathroom,
where andhe made
was
washing his hands, when Dick
appeared. "Oh — er — hullo. Dad !
Undone your shoe-lace ? "
"So I have."
"Let me tie it." The boy was on
his knees performing the unheard-of
action when he went on : "I say.
Dad, must you go to lodge to-night ?
We're us?
all Mum
home. andWon't
you want
staj' to
in
with
Marjory
go to the pictures, but Janet, saxd
Fred and I— Arthur, too — would
rather be with you. Don't go out."
"Sorry, Dick. I wish I could. If
I'd known earlier I'd have fixed it.
I'd like us to get together more
than we've done lately. I seem
always catching up with things when
it's too late. Ask me to-morrow and
I'm game to do anything yoo
like."
Even then Joseph found he was
not cdlow^ to go. On the stairs
Dick literally blocked free passage
to the hall with his twin. " Dad, try
our new puzzle. Don't go till you've
solved
lowks
so simple,
taken usit.half
an hour
to do.butSeeit'sif
youThe
can thing
beat us."
was thrust into his
hand, one of those elusive
catches to tease adults, a simple
matter of rings, apparently inextricably^ interlocked, that have co be
freed. Joseph subsided on to the
bottom step, resigned himself to
catching a later tram, and gave his
mind to unravelment. He had succeeded in his task and was making
hurriedly for the front door when
Arthur appteared.
"Dad — don't — don't go out
to-night ! There's — something I wwant to say; h-have been meaning
to say all tlie week."
The front door, pealing at the
instant, cut short the son's embar-

Weekly

rassment, which was immediately
transferred to the father as Dick let
in the right
visitor.
you I
Come
in. "Alice
Let me— it's
introduce
you
properly,"
recoA'ering
himself. Joseph invited,
"There's no need." Alice, wearthe "swagger"
fur coat
felt inghat
he loved, was
the and
only little
one
of the party, which by now included
Janet, who seemed perfectly at
home. " You see, I've met your
young people. Their car got snowed
up outside my house last Thursday.
I asked them in. We had coffee and
sandwiches and a long talk. There
was another lovely girl with them —
your
boy'smust
fianc^."
"That
be her now," Arthur
put \n as the doorbell rang again.
"Very glad to see you, Helen It's
a long time since you came round,"
Joseph welcomed, quick to notice
thesheclouding
as
held outof herArtliur's
hand toexpresson
Alice.
"Why, Miss Vaile — how nice to
see you ! You were an angel the
night we got stuck outside 3'our
What I really came for was to
return Janet's purse, >vhich she
leftflat."
behind," Ahce pursued, handing
a pochette which Helen took -,vith
the cry:
have
had"Why,
one ofthat's
your mine.
cards I inmustit,
"Now that's settled," Alice
smiled, "I must be getting along.
I'm
off to Paris to-morrow, and I've
Janet."
no end of packing to do."
Relief on Arthur's /ace was so
patent that a glimmering of all
that had been going on in the mind
of his family and of Alice in the past
week pierced the awful desolation of
losing her. Before he had recovered
from the shock of that calm
announcement, "I'm going away,"
Sophie put in an appearjince. A
few gracious words between wife,
and not mistress — thank Heaven
Alice was not that — and he was
seeing her to her car.
" Alice, why this going ? "
"I must, dear. It would never
had done to have come between you
and
They're
dears,those
for splendid
all their children.
faiUngs. Forgive
me for having talked to them like a
Dutch uncle. I began only with
pleading that they should consider
you mcH-e than they do, by telling
them of my own love story, of how I
fell in love with a married man and
tried to make him happy once a
week by fostering his self-importance. But I knew, when they
realised it was you of whom I was
talking, that they must never have
cause
to judge
withjudgment.
youth's
hard, but
perhapsyou
right,
They asked me if the married man
was in love with me, and I said ' No.'
That made it easier."
" But it wasn't true, Alice."
" The only he I told them. I had
to come to say ' good-bye' just as I
meant to see you that night I pretended I was looking for J. S.
Fairchild. So I confided in Helen,
and she gave me her pochette. You
know the rest. This time it is
'Good-bye,
Joseph.'"
He would have
kissed the steady,
tear-brimmed eyes, but she refused.
Only the pressure of their hands
became a memory before the car
slipped round the bend. The house
door opened. Sophie and Marjory
came out ready to visit the pictures. Would he go with them? A
sweet relief, a sudden yearning
towards the old ties of ciffection
gripf»ed
took was
his wife's
arm. TheJoseph
woundas ofhe love
deep,
the scar would be long in healing,
but for the man himself there was
still to-morrow.
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even if their
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Permanent
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ColoRinse
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from all HairChemists and
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per pocket of
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treatments.
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Nestle wave
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— 30 years ago — still no
permanent wave
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naturally lovely.
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The new Nestle ColoRlnse
enhances the beauty of your hair still
further, giving a wonderful lustre and
colour sheen.
if Insist on a Nestle
Wave, write .us the name and
address of your Hairdresser, send a
cutting of your hair, and we
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On

the

Screens

Now

Collier

by Lionel

The PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
Index to films just released
♦♦♦♦THE GAY DIVORCE
♦OPEN ALL NIGHT
***BIG HEARTED HERBERT
♦LORNA DOONE
**THERE'S ALWAYS
TO-MORROW
c^RANDY RIDES ALONE
<**TH£ BAND PLAYS ON
♦FUGITIVE ROAD
♦LIMEHOUSE BLUES
*365 NIGHTS IN
A GLIMPSE OF
PARADISE
HOLLYWOOD
Victoria Hopper interprets the
heroine of R. D. Blackmore's
novel, " Loma Doone."
Lin HAD hoped to see Ginger
E«] Rogers and Fred Astaire
fci|| teamed again and Radio
Km has more than gratified
that wish in one of the best
musicals of the screen. The Gay
Divorce. I hope that this, too,
will be followed by another happy
association of the two excellently
matched stars.
It is good to see Guy Kibbee
getting a break. He is always
a sound stand-by in any picture
in which he appears, but here at
last in Big Hearted Herbert he has
a role which provides him with
a well-earned personal triumph.
There is a lot to be said for
giving famous character actors
a chance now and then to star
in their own right.
•♦♦♦THE GAY DIVORCE
Radio. American.
"A" 104certificate.
comedy. Runs
minutes. Musical
Fred Astaire
Guy Holden
GiNCER Rogers
Mimi
Alice Brady
Aunt Hortense
Edward Everett Horton
Egbert
Erik Rhodes
Tonetti
Eric Blore
The Waiter
Lillian Miles, Art Jarrett, Charles
Coleman, WilliahGrable
Austin, and Betty
Directed by Mark Sandrick. Screen play by
George Marion, jun., and Dorothy Yost. Musical
adaptation by Kenneth Webb and Samuel
Hoffenstein. Pre-mewed December 22, 1934.
Piquant farce, tastefully served
with song and dance, in which
the same team — Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers — which made Flying
Devon to Rio a success, once again
prove what a wonderfully effective
pair they are.
The plot, which is smoothly told
and well seasoned with humoor,
deals with Guy Holden, a young
dancer, who helps Mimi, an attractive girl, when she finds herself in
an embarrassing difficulty, but he
cannot get her name.
Tired of trying to trace her, he
accompanies his friend, Egbert, a
bungling lawyer, when he goes to
Brighton to arrange a divorce for
the niece of Aunt Hortense, an old
flame of his.
The niece turns out to be Mimi.
and Guy is mistaken by her for
Tonetti, the professional co-respondent engaged by Egbert.
This forms the pivot of the romance,
which is aided and abetted by
deUghtfully tuneful music and brilliant dancing.
Fred Astaire, who plajrs the role
of Guy, which he made so successful
on the stage, is excellent. He is as
good a comedian as he is a dancer,
which is as high praise as one could
give him.
34

What the asterishs mean — •••• An outstanding feature. ♦♦♦ Very good.
♦♦ Good.
♦ Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
Ginger Rogers rivals Astaire in
his dancing ability, and also gives
a most attractive characterisation
as Mimi.
Edward Everett Horton is
extremely well cast as Egbert and
Alice Brady is immense as Aunt
Hortense.
Two more of the original Palace
Theatre cast also add to the general
atmosphere
gaiety
— Ericas Blore
a waiter and ofErik
Rhodes
Tonetti.as
The dialogue is bright and the
director has avoided stage restrictions; he puts over the big dance
finale, "The Continental," with
brilliant screen showmanship.
While the settings of London,
Southampton, Paris, and Brighton
are not conspicuous for their conviction, they are, nevertheless, excellently devised for the sparkling, gay
humour and light-hearted romance.
•••BIG HEARTED

HERBERT

Firsi Domestic
Natiortal.comedy.
Amtrican.
"U"minutes.
certificate.
Runs 59
Guy Kibbee
Herbert
Aline MacMahon
Elizabeth
Patricia Ellis
Alice
Phillip Reed
.Andre
Helen Lowell
Martha
Trent Durkin
Junior
Jay Ward
Robert
Marjorie Gateson Amy Lawrence
Henry
Senior
Robert O'Neill
Barrat Goodrich,
Jim Lawrence
Directed by William KeigUey, from a play by
Sophie Kerr. Pre-viemal Novembfr 3, 1934.
Penetrating but kindly satire at
the expense of the American
suburban family is the basis of this
cleverly written and exceedingly
well acted comedy, which has been

directed with an excellent eye to
character and detail.
As Herbert, a self-made married
man, who is never tired of telling
his family about his own achievements, but who conveniently scoffs
at show when it comes to spending
money on the home, Guy Kibbee
excels himself.
Time and time again he has g[iven
notable characterisations in bit
parts, but here he has a chance to
spread himself, and he makes the
utmost of it.
While caricaturing the role, he
never renders it artificial by excessive exaggeration.
His daughter, Alice, is well presented by Patricia Ellis. It is when
Herbert insults his guests at a party
given to celebrate her engagement
to Andrew, a young lawyer, that
trouble starts.
His wife — briUiantly played by
Aline MacMahon — plots with other
members of the family to turn the
house upside down when he asks an
important cUent and his wife to
dinner.
They pose as very plain people
and Herbert sees himself for the
first time as others see him. The
pictare displeases him so much that
he mends his ways.
The action is commendably rapid
and the witticisms keep the entertainment going with zest from
beginning to end.
♦•THERE'S ALWAYS
TO-MORROW
I'niversal.
certificate
Domestic American.
drama. Rtms "A"
88 minutes.

i
Betty Fwness supplies the love
interest in the new collegiate
picture, " The Band Plays On."
BiNNiE Barnes
Alice Vaile
Frank Morgan
Joseph White
Lois Wilson
Sophie White
Louise Latimer
Janet
Elizabeth Young
Helen
Robert Taylor
Maurice
Murphy Fred> Arthur
Twmc
Dick Winslow Dick/
Helen Paskish
Maijode
Margaret Hamilton
Ella
Dean Benton
Aim Darling »
Directed by Edward SlomarL. Pre-viewed 7
January 19, 1935. For story fredy based on
the film by Marjory Williams see page 30.
A triangle
It is not drama
so muchthatin isthedifferent.
presentation of the love interest as in
that of the normal, middle-class
American family and the way they
take the head of the household for
granted that the entertainment Ues.
There are one or two sermonising
sequences,
strike anprolonged,
artificial
note and which
are unduly
and the attitude of the children
to
theirwho
father's
"affair"
woman
had loved
him with
beforea
he married is frankly forced and
artificial, but the domestic detail
is excellent.
Frank Morgan — I seem to be
writing nothing but eulc^es about
him lately — is very good as the
father who allows hunself to be
treated as a sort of universal provider until another woman tries to give
him those little attentions and comforts he has missed.
As his wife, whose love for her
husband is temporarily echpsed by
her solicitude for her children,
Lois Wilson is also well in character,
while Binnie Barnes is sincere and
effective — except for one or two
scenes which are frankly artificial
in their conception.
The picttu^ just misses being
really excellent by failing to be
whoUy convincing, but has its fair
share of mental
humour and
poignant senti- Jta
situations.
c^^THE BAND PLAYS ON
M.-G.-M. American. "U" certificate. Collegiate eomedy-dramM.
Runt 85 unimtfs.
Robert
Young
Tooy
Stvart Erwim
Stulff
Leo Carrillo
An^do
Betty Furmess
Kitty
Ted Healy
,
Joe
Preston Foster
Howdy
Rvssell Hardib
HilN
William Tanneh
Rosy
Robert I.ivi:<gston
Bob Stone
Norman Phillips, Jun Stuffy as a Child
David Durand
Tony as a Child
Sidney Miller
Kcsy as a Child
Braudine Anderson.
Mike as a Child
Betty Jane Graham
Kitty as a Child
Directed by Russell Mack.
Story
of four
youths
and American
how theycollege
were
taught
to
play
the
game both on
and off the football field.
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Jean Parker, George Raft, and Anna May Wong are the leads in
house Blues."
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SKIN

FOOD

And learn the secret of /Pv
the little sealed envelope! ^[^"^/
Two surprises for every woman who takes advantage of our special offer! Being so certain of your
delight after using the new nell gwynn skin foch>,
we will send you — on receipt of 3d. in stamps —
a large trial jar. Test its really beautifying and
youthening effect on your skin! You will find
Surprise No. 1 very gratifying.
Surprise No. 2 will come when, after comparing its
quality with other Skin Foods — you open the
accompanying sealed envelope and learn the price
of this wonder worker I
The Secret of
Skin Beauty
NELL GWYNN SKIN FOOD is the skin's natural
beautifier. It follows Nature's own example by
feeding
underlying
in order
bring outtheitsskin's
surface
bloom. tissues,
By replacing
thoseto
natural oils of the skin which have gradually been
used up (leaving it dry, and half starved) this
Beauty Aid nourishes the skin, which gradually
becomes revitalized, firm and clear— glowing with
a new unsuspected beauty.
SELL GWYNN CLEANSING C/?£.4M completes
the good under-surface work by thorough porecleansing. It clears away all the deep-seated impurities which, if left, result in sallow complexions
and
other
NellGywnnQeansing Cream "clogged-pore"
is the ideal skinevils.
cleanser.
OTHER NELL GWYNN PRODUCTS
Nell Gwynn Skin Tonic
Nell Gwynn Vanishing Cream
Poudre Nell Gwynn
Face Packs Bath Olivettes
Talcum Powder
Beauty Soap
Obtainable at toots, Timothy Whites,
Taylors and all first-class chemists

you think of Lingerie this Spring, think of it first

in 'Celanese' de Luxe. You have never before seen Locknit that approaches this new de Luxe quality for Beauty — for
heavy superfine Texture (both dull and bright) — for rich
Quality — for long and tireless Wear. It has taken years to
approach such measure of perfection, and this Spring
' Celanese ' de Luxe is generally released for your delight.
After ' Celanesa ' de Luxe comes ' Celanese ' Standaid quality, ratther lighter —
and ' Celanese ' Lightweight. Tell them by their Tabs.

POST THIS COUPON FOR FREE TRIAL JAR
To |. C.& J. Field Lcd.,Dept.22A Lambeth.London.S.E.1
Please send me a free trial jar of Nell Gtpytm SUn
Food in accordarue tuiih your special offer. I enclose
jd. in stamps to cover postage and packing.
NameAddress

9 When

—

Look /or the tab ihai says
^ ^^^U

H
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Celanese
DE

LUXE

Sole Manufacturers of ' Celanese ' Yam & Fabrics and Proprietors of the Trade Mark ' Celanese ' :
BRITISH
CELANESE
LTD..
HANOVER
SQUARE.
LONDON. W.I
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collegiate picture, but one which
uses a sporting background to depict
the cares and troubles of adolescence. Nor is it lacking in humour.
Robert Young is very good as the
somewhat weak Tony, who is tempted to turn professional, and Stuart
Erwin acts delightfully as another
of the quartet, which is completed
by Russell Hardie and William
Tannen.
As the college coach who gives the
youngsters a chance to work their
college — he had disway through
covered their prowess at football
when they were urchins — Preston
Foster is effective.
Good support comes from Leo
Carrillo, Ted Healy, and Betty
Fumess.
The many threads of the plot are
skilfully interwoven and the production as a whole provides good,
healthy entertainment.
♦LIMEHOUSE BLUES
Paramouni.
American. Runs"A"65 minuUs.
certificate.
Romantic melodrama.
George Raft
Harry Young
Jean
Toni
Anna Parker
May Wong
Tu Tuan
Kent Taylor
Eric Benton
Montagu Love
Pug Talbot
Billy Bevan
Herb
Robert Loraine Inspector Sheridan
John
Rogers
Smokey
E. Alyx
Warren
Ching
Lee
WVNUHAM Standing Commissioner Kenyon
louis Vincenot
Rhama
Tempe Pigott
Maggie
Oirected by AUxartder Hall, from a story by
4 rtkur Phillips. Pre-viewed January 12, 1935.
use
Limeho
idea toof the
ood's
Hollyw
convicnot add
does
tion of this familiar story of rcicicd
prejudices, with George Raft as a
tialf-caste Chinese gangster falling
in love with Toni, an English girl.
He "bumps
off"tries
her bullying
step-of
father and then
to get rid
her Canadian lover, but is shot
when running into the trap prepared
for him by the police at his jealous
mistress's
suggestion.
Of course,
he has his one good
deed and manages to save the young
Canadian and ensure his happiness
with Toni.
George Raft suits the part, and
gives a suitably sinister and polished
performance, but Jean Parker never
for a moment suggests the English
girl she is meant to be. Anna
May Wong, however, is excellent
as Treatment
the gangster's
is mistress.
efficient and the
swiftness of the action helj>s to take
one's attention from the fact that
basically the material is just melodramatic hokum.
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Continued

•365 NIGHTS IN HOLLYWOOD
Fox. .imerican.
cotnedy. "A"
Runs certificate.
76 minutes. Romantic
Jahes
Dunn
JimmyPerkins
Dale
.\LrCE Fa YE
Alice
Frank Mitchell
Percy
Jack Durant
Clarence
John
Adrian Almont
Grant Bradford
Mitchell F. Walter
Delraar
Frank Melton
Frank Young
John Qualen Professor Ellenbogen
Directed by George Marshall. Based on a
series of short stories by James Starr. Screen
play by William A nselman and Henry Johnson .

• showamusing schools,
Starting
up of with
bogus andramatic
this picture tails off into a conventional musical comedy. It is good
in parts, but, as a whole, it lacks
co-ordination and wanders about in
too aimless a fashion to be wholly
successful.
James Dunn gives quite a sound
performance as a producer who,
ruined by too much success, becomes
a tutor in a dramatic school run by
a crook, a role capably handled by
Grant Mitchell. As an attractive
pupU who eventually wins the
producer's
love, comedy
Alice Faye
and the broad
reliefis isfair,
in
the hands of Frank Mitchell and
Jack Durant, who tumble about
effectively.
The plot concerns itself with the
producer's
eventual
rehabilitationto
when he seizes
the opportunity
make a real picture as distinct from
the fake ones made byJiis employer.
Hollywood detail is excellent and
the dance ensembles and studio
interiors are well presented.
*OPEN ALL NIGHT
Radio. nightBritish.
life deamm."A" Runscertificate.
61 minutes.London
Frank Vosper
Anton
Gillian Lind
Maysie
Margaret Vines
Ei$ic Warren
Lewis Shaw
Bill Warren
Leslie Perkins
Ranger
Colin
Keith-Johnsoh
Geraldine
Fitzgerald **^"^7
Jill
Michael Directed
Shipley
.~ Hilary
by George Pearson.

lines
on the deals
rather which
built Hotel,
storyGrand
A of
with the altruism of the night
manager at an hotel, a former
Russian Grand Duke, who, on the
night he is dismissed because of his
advancing years, straightens out a
love affair and accepts the blame
for a murder committed by a youth
in the clutches of a crook.
Frank Vosper plays the role with
a good deal of sincerity and dignity,
and the entertainment rests largely
on his characterisation, although

In " Big Hearted Herbert" Gwy Kibbee gives one of the best characterisations ohis
f career.
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Alice Faye and Frank Mitchell in an expose of bogus dramatic schools :
" 365 Nights in Hollywood."
good support comes from a strong
cast.
The atmosphere of the hotel is
well maintained, and, though the
development is on the slow side in
the op>ening, it keeps the interest
well held and is smooth in continuity.
•LORNA DOONE
A.B.F.D. drama.
British. Kuns
'• U" 89certificaU.
minutes. Romantic
Victoria Hopper
Loma Doone
John
Jan Ridd
Ridd
Mary Loder
Clare
Mistress
Margaret Lockwood Annie Ridd
Peggy Blythe
Eliza Ridd
Peter Penrose Young John Ridd
Edward Rigby Reuben Huckaback
Thes Holme
Ruth Huckaback
Roger Livesev
Tom Faggus
Lawrence Hanray
Parson Bowden
.Amy Veness
Betty Muxworthy
Eliot Makeham
John Fry
George Curzon
King James II
Toska Von Bissinc
The Queen (Mary
of Modena)
Wyndham Goldii
Judge
Jeffries
Frank Cellieh Jeremy Stickles
Arthur Hambling Seiyeant Bloxham
Roy Emerton
Carver Doone
Hirbmt Lomas
Sir Ensor Doone
D. A. Clarke-Smith Counsellor Doone
Auxis France
Gwenny
June Holden
The Child Loma
Directed by Basil Dean. Adapted from R. D.
Blachmore't mml.
of this
feature
main theatrica
Thedistinctly
l and rather
e's
tion ofphotogra
Blackmorphed
tedious
the finely
novel ispicturisa
authentic Exmoor scenery. As a
matter of fact, its technical qualities
far outweigh its dramatic merit.
On the other hand, the types are
as the novelist conceived them and
great attention has been paid to
accuracy in detail. It would piobably
have been better if more care had
been paid to the basic plot and
suspense values.
Victoria Hopper is weak as Loma
Doone and John Loder is not nearly
vigorous enough as her lover, Jan
Ridd.
As Carver, the leader of the outlawed Doones, and Ridd's rival, Roy
Emerton is guilty of over-acting.
The best performance comes from
the fine cast of supporting players,
which numbers many well-known
stage artistes.
c»RANDY RIDES ALONE
Patke. American.
" V " 40certificate
drama. Runs
minutes. . Western
John
Wayne
.\lberta Vaughn Randy
Sally Bowers
Rogers
George Haves
.Matt Black
Yakima Canutt
Spike
liARL DwiRE
Sheriff
Tex Phelps
Deputy
.\RTHi'R Ortega
Henchman
Directed by Harry Fraser.

Hyde theme
is a Jekyll
There
onal
e conventi
otherwisand
to this
Western, which has a modest amount
e and the usualship.
of spectacl
and horseman concomitant offights
John Wayne puts a lot of enthu-

siasm into the leading role and
Alberta Vaughn is cin attractive
heroine.
•FUGITIVE ROAD
G.B.D. American.
" A" 63certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Romanii
Eric Von Stroheim Captain Von Transee
Wera Encels
Sonya Valinofi
Leslie Fenton
Frank Riker
George Humbert Papa Vinocchio
Hank
Orderiy
Harry Mann
Holman Captain's
Burgomaster
Ferdinand Schukann-Hkink Doctor
Michael Visaropf Police Captain
William Von B>icini7 Lieutenant Berne
Harry Allen
Herbert Smythe
Anna de Metric Mama Vinocchio
Leonid Kinskky
Interne
Directed by Frank R. Strayer.
Thethismost
interesting
thing to
about
picture
is the return
the
screen of Eric Von Stroheim, who
gives a very good performance as a
ruthless philanderer, the officer in
charge of a military post on the
frontier, who tries to possess a
pretty Russian girl, but who eventually, impressed by her courage
and that of her pirotector, an American gangster wanted by the police,
helps her to happiness.
"The setting is somewhat novel,
but the theme is wholly conventional.
Wera Engeb is attractive as the
heroine and LesUe Fenton puts
over a good performance as the
A GLIMPSE OF PARADISE
gangster.
First National.
Britisk.Runs"U" 56 certificate.
Parental
comedy-drama.
mtnutes.
George Carney
Jim Bigsworth
Eve Lister
Marion Fielding
Robert Cochran
Norman Ware
Winifred Oughtom
.Mrs. Latte
Roddy Hughes
Walter Fielding
Katie
Johnson
Mrs.
Margaret Yaroe
Mrs.Fielding
Kida
Wally Patch
Harry
D.
Bert War*
Kidd
FredJ. Williams
Groves
Joshua
Reg. Marcus
Constable
Sydney Moncktoh
Docto
Claude Horton
Reporter
Fletcher Lightfoot Registra
Eve Llfwllyn
Landlady
Phyllis Barker
Nurse
Quentin McPrerson
Postman
Directed by Ralph Inet.

up quite a
George Carney puts
nce who
ex
as ancomes
performa
good
vagrant,
turned
convict
to the aid of his daughter, who is
being blackmailed, but otherwise
there is very little to recommend
in this indifferently acted and
machine-made production.
Four 8t«r PUma for Past Twelrs Weclo
One
Forsaking
All Others
Thr«cNightStarof LovPUnis for
Paat Piw
Wachs
Forgotten .Men A Wtcked Woman
Tke PainUd Veil
Of Human Bondage
Badger's Green Evelyn Prentice
Over Ike River
Two Star Pictmrea lor Paat Two Waaks
Caravan Backelor Bait
Tke Key
Tke Old Curiosily Skop
Wake Up and Drtam Courageous
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Do not be persuaded to accept
wbst/tutes or your complexion
Mill suffer, /nsisi on Potter &
Moore's Powder-Cream aixl get
lie bejt.— and
It is Filmlortd's
they know. choice

RADIUM
Who'd
she

me
IS

ftLWftYS

FftSCINftTINC

.... id/vuLd you like Iv sltaAe

POTTER
MOORE'S
BLUSH * CREAM
b the new ideal cream rou(e
for uic in combination with
Potter
PowderCream. & YouMoore's
really must
try
them both. Apply the cream
roufe first and you will be
amazed at the perfect results.
The Blush Cream is sold in
dainty {lass conuiners for
sixpence everywhere.

GREY

HAIR

Dream
50

?

50— and not a grey hair
to be seen. Wonderful I
Yet an absolute fact.
Let * CARADIUM ' do
for you what it has
done for thousands of
our clients in all parts
of the world.
•CARADIUM • will
quickly
restore, right
from the hair roots, the
natural colour, health and
beauty to your hair, making
you look 10 to 20 years younger.

net

BEftUTY

was

V.

ltd ntakt-up Stc/ui ?
Adrienne Ames, who is now making her British Film
debut in B.I.P.'s 'Abdul the Damned ' writes :—
"An essential part of a star's stock-intrade is a perfect complexion. In my
search for a preparation which will guard
the skin against the ravages of studio
lights I have discovered Potter & Moore's
Powder-Cream. I cannot speak too
highly of this delightful preparation. It
stimulates the complexion and gives that
freshness and lasting velvety finish
which is so much desired." _
Every jar is fitted with dainty mirror. Obtainable
everywhere in four shades and two perfumes,
Mitcham Lavender and Eau de Cologne. 1

Weekly

IVriU
Hair Book.
for Free

'Caradium'
is NOT
A
DYE
CONTAINING RADIO-ACnVE WATER
Re^olar application of ' Caradlum ' will revivify the Mioar jUnnds of the hair
and caose the
naturalof pigment
afresh. greyness
' Caradiamor 'greyneas
Restorer caused
U Jost by
aa
efBcadous
in cases
prematureto How
or inherited
Illness, worry, or overwork. It is absolutely sitre. So natural is the course of
restoratloo, tliat the use of ' Caradlum ' is absolutely undetectable.
Grey Hur wiU nerer afpear if CARADIUM IS USED ONCE WEEKLY AS A TONIC
Cartudium Shampoo Powder t (for dry or greamy hair) are the fineet in the
world for producing Soft and Gloeey hair, 8d. each . Packet » of twelve, 5j-.
WARNING.— Ask for Caradlum Regd. and see that you get it :
imitations are useless.
REGD.
Q
of all grey.
good
available for those only' sll^tly
A* Caradlum
4/- sbe is' now
Larfe Size
Hair Restorer Is obtainable
Chemists, Harrods, Whiteleys, Barkers, Self ridge's,
Timothy
Whites,
Boots,POST
Tavlor's
Stores, etc.,
direct in plain
wrapper,
FREE Drug
U.K. (overseas
postageor 7^6
extra)Smith
tiotaStreet,
:—
' CARADIUM ' RBGO., 38 3/6Great
Westmln^tn-. XjooOaa.

^Ui cant
4/-

tke

ivmh

weWi

out

Moore's
&
Potter
MITCHAM
LAVENDER

PCHDEI^

VAREEN

CI^EAN

The Satisfaction
Liquid
Nail Polish

A Pleasure to use.
Durable
in colour
and finish.
Gives an exquisite finishing
tone to My Lady's Toilet.
FAVOURITE COLOURS
Natural, Rose, PaU Coral, Coral, Deep Rose, Pearl,
Blush Pearl, Rose Pearl, White, Lake Red, Orange,
Carrtation, Dark Red, etc.
Uqnld NaO-PoUsh - . . l/., 1/6 and 3/6
Remorer
l;. and 1/6
Caticle Cream (softena and removes excess
cuticle)
1/- and 1/6
Nail White Pencil, which is also an effective
cuticle remover
........
tjObtainable from : Messrs. Harrods, Barkers, Marshall
&■ Snelgrove, Selfridges, Whiteleys, all stores and
chemists, including Boots'
Branches, Hairdressers, and
Manicurists.
VAREEN

LTD.,

LONDON,

W. I I .

%. '

J

^ »o wear
'lAR

,,,,ges o\ the
(act that every
ladders,
^^ever^t
det.es
/.crose labric thatos
P^e
e
resisting v.sc

and hot iron - and
FREE
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Cousins
Seymour Hicks
Gum in a hectic
" Vintage Wine"
be decanted in the

and Judy
scene from
shortly to
West End.

bang in London, as the Shepherd's Bush plant is, is the imijoswhere
sets cananybe ' built.
sibihtyexterior
of having
' lot "
Of course, they have the flat
roof of the studio there, as they
have at Islington; in fact, during
production of this very picture
"Hitch" kept his West Highland
cattle on the roof — great hefty,
shaggy beasts
wth a
four-foot
horn-span.
returning home
MUdmenShepherd's
Bush-in
the gloaming
were deep
dismayed by hearing
lowing from 100 ft. above
the street — and ducked
precipitately
local to have into
a hair the
of
the dog that bit them.
Yes, Johnny Jones, there is a hft to the roof.

Sleepy
"USH ! Tread softly, please. Don't
wake the British Film Industry —
it's just going off into its spring
slumber.
Other creatures, such as bats,
toads, newts, snakes, et hoc genus omne
(excuse any imperfections in my Portuguese)
hibernate in the winter; the film industry
would be different, just to be different.
Actually, of course, what happens is that
along about February studio executives
begin to wake up in the morning thinking,
"Now what unpleasant thing is looming
ahead?" And then they remember it's the
Annual Audit, and go about all day long like
a bear with a sore head, wondering, like Mr.
Pepys, what is to become of it all.
And they hastily finish up any productions
that are nearly completed, and if they have
any just coming along they keep them off
the floor until the nasty business is over.
Some of them call this their "Annual Overhaul of Technical Apparatus." Others give
out that they are in a frenzy of preparation
of new subjects to take the floor at any
moment.
Others just tell the hoary old tale about
spring cleaning. My name for it is the doldrums; but we all mean the same thing.

Time

in

Studioland

Spring doldrums — a fake Forth
Bridge — and the funniest Derby
— Calthrop returns — Film fights
— Grade's new picture.
First to tuck in the ends of the productions that
are now being strewn recklessly about the cuttingroom floors, taking sufficient shape to enable high
executives to view them from the depths of their
armchairs, the while they murmur from force
of habit, through their well-chewed cigars,
"Lousy, boy, lousy."
That's
high moment
executives
of
films
untilwhat
the very
whenalways
they think
begin to
tell you about them.

Bridge-Building
But Welwyn Garden is not the only place where
huge set-ccmstruction has been carried out
for this Steps film. Passengers on the railway
between Watton and Hertford North have been
mildly
surprised to find themselves crossing the
Forth Bridge.
Yes, I knew that would surprise you, too.
Cameramen travelled to South Queensferry to
take "atmospheric" shots of the famous bridge
itself, but it would have been a colossal undertaking to drag Donat and crew up there, so the
Gaumont-British art-department, undaunted,
built an enormous section of same at Stapleford —
on the railway line. Here, night after night, camera
men clung to girders and cantilever spans in the
teeth of a howUng and bitter wind which could
hardly have been bettered (or worse) above the
Firth of Forth itself.
And the worst of it was that half the time the
wind blew the wrong way to please "Hitch." and
he insisted on reversing it with the aid of "windmachines," which didn't make it any warmer.
Indeed, one of the men controlling these things
was heard to remark "The perishing locationdepartment 'as gorn and mixed Twenty-nine
Steps
it looks
!"
He with
wasn'tthefarRussian
wrong;Steppes,
the steam
was like
freezing
as it came from the railway-engine on to which
Donat had to climb to escai)e from the pwjlice.

" Paperrrs !"
They
certainly ofspared
no right.
troubleForto instance,
get the
background
this film
I was amazed Waverley
to hear, on Station,
the set atEdinburgh,
"the Bush"a
representing
familiar voice howling " Pap-errs ! CeegarrrOut On The Lot
ettes !" and found that they had actually brought
fourteen-year-old James Cairns from his pitch
First (because emptiest) Shepherd's Bush. in the real station to give local colour !
They've been taking steps there lately to
It'll be a bitter blow for James if the cutter
provide you with thrills in plenty; Thirty-nine decides
the film is long enough without him, as
Steps, in fact.
not infrequently happens.
Something Stirred
My ponderous friend Alfred Hitchcock has been
By the way, rather an interesting coincidence
In other words (the words of the crowd-agent), directing this one; if you saw The Man Who
Knew Too Much you will realise that {a) thrillers occurred during the shooting of this film. One of
there's
"nothing
doing"
for
a
week
or
two
—
or at least precious Uttle.
are his meat and (b) he is ponderous physically the places they reconstructed so cunningly and
lavishly was the London Palladium, and in a scene
But Usten, boys and girls ! Here's at least an only — not mentally.
indication of the way that British films are going
Thirty-nine Steps, which is to introduce Robert on
as the leap
"villyun,"
manGodfrey
dead onTearle.
the stage,
from ahadbox,to
ahead these days. Even during the doldrums, Donat and Madeleine Carroll to your august shootthisa set
and
try
to
escape
the
fury
of
the
mob.
when a number of studios are as empty as an notice as a team, finished very strongly with the
Almost exactly seventy years ago, l^esident
ice-cream-parlour in Reykjavik, there is still reconstruction of a Scottish village "on the lot" Lincoln
was shot dead in his box at a theatre by a
sufficient activity to keep your studio corresp>on- at the B.I. P. studios at Welwyn Garden City —
dent panting restlessly up and down the remote on the very space once occupied by the town of disgruntled actor named John Wilkes Booth.
suburbs and rural retreats where films are Roulers in a previous Madeleine Carroll film made
And Booth was an ancestor of Godfrey Tearle,
made.
which rounds the matter off very nicely, I think.
by Gaumont-British : viz., / jVas a Spy.
One of the disadvantages of having a studio
{Continued on page 40)
And that's plenty.
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SPRING
IS HERE
so buy your
NEW

CLOTHES

NOW

Rifht:
in thewhich
new
check Suit
woollen
owes its distinction to
the detachable cape. The
coat is modelled on the
smartest tunic lines. The
double slit pleat at front
and back is the feature
of the skirt. In all the newest shades. Price 10/6
73/i.
MONTHLY

Large Box

0.19. |d

Exquisitely groomed and gowned,
the crowning triumph for her
beauty is the Yardley Orchis
Powder.
It gives her complexion that softlyblooming, compelling loveliness
for which the radiance of jewels
and silk, ot lights and flowers
furnish a perfect setting.
You who value your own loveliness
can find no better powder than this.
Discover for yourself the clinging
fineness of it— its glamorous Orchis
perfume. Choose from its seven
tints your own ; a fashionable
shade is English Peach — warm,
youthful and becoming to most
complexions.
YARDLEY ■ 33 OLD BOND ST. • LONDON

FOR SHORT
" I My
enclose
1/- for
another
of yoursince
wonderful
West
Electric HAIR.
Curlers.
hair has
become
reallycard
beautiful
I used
them and much thicker." — A letter from HollyweU.
FOR LONG HAIR. " I have had your wavers for a long time — ^a good many
years.
They last for ever and such a good result tiitmays." — A letter from
West Grinstead.
FASTEST!
SAFEST!
SIMPLEST!
10 mlniitea to set, curl or Cannot Cat, break, bum or Easy and quick to use —
wave
by Blectiio-Uagnetic ber
discolour
the hair. No rub- light
Pressure.
to perish.
wear. and comfortable to
Gmtramt»€d to Uut a lifetime — Guaranteed to atttimfy or money fcocfc.

Left:
Suitfleck
in thetweed,
new
striped
featuring military patch
pockets.
The attractive
buttons strike
a novel
note while the straight
skirt achieves originality
with its slit sides. In all
thePricenewest
«f/* shades.
MONTHLY

10/-

EASY
ODERN
N butMtwo
These Oare
of a wide variety
TERMS
MENTon view
of Spring
models
at our
PAY
showrooms. Call along and see the
full range, or send the coupon for
your FREE copy of Our Advance
Catalogue-

6, 7 & 8, OLD BOND ST., LONDON, W.I,
& at 322 High Holborn, London. W.CI.
Portsmouth, Plymouth and Newcastle

WE
Pteose forward FREE copf of Aihanct Catalogue.
Name
4 for 1
2 for 6d.
Made in England — Used the World over
You are cordially invited to visit our Stand at the Ideal Home Exhibition, No. 161
Ground Floor, Empire Hall, where as usual our skilled Assistants will be pleased to show
TOU the Garden,
latest hairdressing
styles. West Electric HairCiu-ler Co. (Dept. 242) 8 Kirby St.,
Hatton
London, E.C.4.

Address
Maif in }d. unseofed envelope to Holboume (Fashiota),P.G.I7
Ltd.,
39
«. 7, & 8 Old Bond Street. London, W.I.
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in which I was very careful not to participate;
but three firemen and a trimmer spent the rest
So much for Thirty-nine Steps. Now for The of the voyage in the sick-bay.
Clairvoyant, which, also, has just been comOne hefty personality in this scene is Gunner
pleted, but at Islington.
Moir; I hope he remembered he was only acting.
I wish you'd been in the studio when they were
But this fight can hardly have been more lifefilming the Derby. It was the most economical
like than the one I saw a week or two ago, in
the
same
studio, for the same picture, between
(and
comical)
race
I've
ever
seen
—
and
I've
seen
two Aberdonians racing for a saxpence.
Leslie
Bradley,
Fuller, and Georgie Harris
The way they did it was this. They engaged on one side and Leslie
a swarm of synthetic Arabs on
Mr. Carleton Hobbes, the weU-known broadcaster, the other.
to give a running commentary of the race. In
took place in a Moorish caf6, and the cause
order that he and his assistant announcer (played wasThisdivers
languishing glances which Georgie
by Billy Watts, taking a holiday from being a and the two Leslies had been bestowing on tiie
reporter) should keep their eyes fixed in the local beauties.
same general direction, a prof)erty man holding
Unfortunately the fight became so realistic
a sheet of paper galloped round the studio in the
the cameraman, Charlie van Enger, had
same direction in which the race goes, turning at that
top of one finger nearly taken off by the
Tattenham Comer and galloping gallantly back. the
knife of one of the Arabs.
At the end of the race I could hardly decide
Heavens, if it was as risky as that for the camerawhich of the two was the more breathless, but I
man, the players were lucky to emerge alive !
think the prop-man had it by a short pair of pants.
Grade Gets Going
Calthrop Is Back
Carroll Gibbons hcis written a sp>ecial song for
Phyllis Clare, entitled "My Lips and Your
CalDonald
see
to
indeed
pleased
I was very
throp back in British films after much too long Lips." But why not simply "Our Lips?" Songtitles
are one of the minor mysteries of life to
an absence. He's a grand actor.
Of course, as usual he's wearing a shabby coat. me.
Now as to something that's just starting.
The
onlya film,
time ashe'sfarplayed
a respectably-dressed
role in
as I can
remember, was as Down at Ealing Green we have the first of three
new
productions of which J. B. Priestley has
the old doctor in Sorrell & Son— an outstanding
written the stories especially for Gracie Fields.
performance in a consistently good picture.
In her last film but one. Things Are Looking
Oh, and then there was his "editor" in Friday
the Thirteenth ; and I dare say if I sat down with a Up, Cicely Courtneidge seemed to be venturing
wet towel round my head I could think of a few on ground which I had imagined to be the sjjecial
more, and save you the trouble of writing to the
Editor to draw his attention to the fact that the preserve
Gracie of
evidently
thinks so too, because her new
" ower Graacie."
film is called Look Up and Laugh. What a saving
studio correspondent had gone crackers.
if they had combined these two under the title
But I'm not going to, see?
Things Are Looking Up and Laughing !
Donald's
been
playing
in
Rome,
in
a
film
called
Casta Diva. I hope he had a casta irona parta.
In connection with that production, I hear that
the Fascisti's methods have not changed very
much since they first came into power.
A young actor in the Italian version discovered
that his opjrosite number in the British cast was
getting
lire (Musso
than
he was, more
and promptly
offeredforto "dough")
strike for equal
terms.
He was led away, protesting, by a couple of
burly blackshirts, and led back a Uttle later, unprotesting, rather white and wobbly, and willing
to play for hardly any lire at all.

A Phantom

by

THE
Race

Suicide
BERGNER
tn
ESCAPE

ME

NEVER
The film which puts her
on a pinnacle of screen
greatness.
A

British &

T)or(\ix\\oy\s

Distributed by

N.B. — " Nell Gwyn " competition closes Saturday April 6th. No fifty -word postcard criticisms received
by "Boreham
Globe," British
and
Dotninions
Studios,
Wood, Herts,
after Saturday will be eligible. Post now.
Winner of Five Guineas will be announced
in " Piciuregoer " issue dated April 20th.
40

Can it be that he had been playing at Casta
Oila? Anyway, I know quite a few young
English actors whom I should like to see led away
protesting.
But I don't want them led back on any terms.
Poor Donald Calthrop looked a little white and
wobbly, too, {xwr chap, but for a different reason. Last week E. G.
He was recovering from the distressing malady
you to
known as "Rome fever" — so he had even less Cousinsducedintrothan his usual difficulty in looking the part of discovery,
the
down-and-out
who isdejected
about to and
throw despondent
himself into the
river when "Picturego€r's"
Olive Melville.
he is prevented by the mind-reading powers of This week he
has done better
theThis
greatsounds
"Maximus."
like a cast-iron part for Claud still — here is her
Rains, who gave such an arresting performance
in Crime Without Passion. Opposite him is Fay
picture.
Wray, who gave ample proof of her versatility
in King Kong and The Affairs of Cellini.
Now let's see what else has just finished. . . .
Ah, yes, Tfte Stoker, in the Rock Studios at Elstree.
This would appear to be very typical Leslie Fuller
stuff — in fact. Fuller at his most fullish.
Well, if he and Georgie Harris can bring off
as good an hour's fun as they turned out in
Strictly Illegal, it'll do nicely.
Red Meat
It finished with a terrific battle staged in a
stokehold between some stokers. If it's anyexciting.thing Uke a real stokers' scrap it'll be pretty
In my youth, for my sins, I was once working
my passage in a stokehold, and a fight developed
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How

:0

she

do

did

it?''

What
a change

So

Slender?

OHE'S happy, healthy, deliciously sHm.
>^ The very picture of health, she enjoys
every minute of her life. And she neither
diets nor exercises to maintain her figure.
SleHderness is hers because she has
learned the golden rule of a nightly dose of
Bile Beans. These fine vegetable pills break
up surplus fat residue and eliminate daily
all waste from the system. Thev promote
sound digestion and keep the blood-stream
pure.
So, why not 'slim while you sleep' and
keep gloriously fit and well by taking Bile
Beans regularly at bedtime ?

BILE
BEANS
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Girls

a

liace

• LIBERTY " SLIP ON
CORSELETTE
Snug
■ fitting
giving.
Perfectyet forfreedomsports
and everyday wear. Washes
splendidly. In thr exclu
sive "Liberty" Bodice
fabric,
also inWhite.
Locknit.Small,
Tea
Rose and
medium Sc large sizes 3/i

OATINE
CREj^
In *d. tubes, 1/6 and 3/- jars.
Oatine Cleansing Tissues in new handy container at 1/6
from Hoots, Taylors, Timothy Whites and other chemists.

Oatine Powder Base, Face Powder and 3d, ||
to all sending
will be sent
Soapless Shampoo
"T|I\\
Cream,
Oatine
OFFER—
[SPEC
Buildings
Oatine _J|
3921.
CO.,
OATINEofS.E.
to The.Samples
stamps
4d. in IAL
London,

FOR FREEDOM-LOVINC MODERNS
Ifland.
Any Market
dlScaltyHajboroogh,
to obtaintog,forc«tAlogue
write * liberty
' Frodnct8,
and name
of nearest48 Libertystockiat

!..Ive

New

"LIBERTY" SLEEKIES
for Teem to Twenties
Model Pull-on (Pat.) Style
Spe.
iaily designed
for freedoiu-loving
girls. Flexible,
without fasteniogs,
they
mould gently
without
constraint .. ensure figure
beauty in later years.
Girdles 3/11. Brassieres
1/1 U. Corselcttes 5/11.

in
Bab^s
complexion! '
Everyone's noticed the improvement — Babs
always had nice features and pretty hair — but her
sallow, blotchy complexion spoiled her fun.
Yet
in the last
weeks
her has
skin's
wonderfully;
somefewkind
friend
put improved
her wise
to Oatine Cream ! In a few days it cleared and
cleansed
her skin
gave her girls
that are
"rose-petal"
beauty for
whichand English
famous.
Oatine cleanses all the grime and dust of the day
from the pores of the skin, nourishes, and restores
the lovely complexion with which you were bom.
To remove surplus Cream, use the new silky
Oatine Cleansing Tissues.

found

Kind

of

Powder!,^

Yes, a really new kind
of powder — one that not
only keeps ugly shine off my
nose, but actually stays on
for at least eight hours at a
time. It is called the new " Matt
Finish " Poudre Tokalon , and the
^
manufacturers say that the reason v'flfel
is because it is blended with double
Mousse of Cream.
Anyway, I do
know that it makes my complexion
softer and lovelier than ever before. Men
admire me more. Some of them even rave ^
about my peach-bloom complexion, which
everyone beUeves is perfectly natural. This
new Poudre Tokalon is so clinging that it will
not come off even when I am out in wind or rain or
if I perspire. I simply apply it in the morning and
never powder again all day long no matter where I go or
what I do. 6d. and 1/- a box.

Four fascinating shades — Colourless
Natural,
and Coral.
A 6<1.
bottle willRose
last months
!
Amami Varnish Remover
and Amami Cuticle Remover
complete
the perfect
manicure
. . . each td.
per bottle.
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What

Do You

Think?

Letters from our Readers

WHY
SHATTERING
Are

this

chewing

LAXATIVE

READ

THIS

REMARKABLE

TRIBUTE FROM A PROMINENT LONDON PHYSICIAN
London, Feb. 1935.
Dear Sirs,
At a physician I do not often five a
testimonial to makers of proprietary medicines, but I feel that I must express my very
(reat appreciation of Feen-a-mint.
In a lenfthy experience of aperients and
laxatives of all kinds varying from oldfashioned drugs to the many belauded various
" laxes." I have never used one which has
given such consistently good results as
Feen-a-mint. I prescribe it freely and
frequently because I know that its bland
action and certain result are excellent when
I need to bring about an all-important " clean
inside." other laxatives, i find Feen-a-mint
Unlike
suitable for almost every type of patient—
especially for those who cannot otherwise
get well until they have lost their chronic
constipation.
I am quite willing for you to use this tribut*
to the excellence of your product, but must
■sk you not to divulge my identity.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed)
H.D., B.Sc
Take this doctor's advice ! Get a Is. 3d. packet
of Feen-a-mint from your chemist In-ilay, or,
for a FREE SAMPLE, send your name and
address and I '.d. in stamps (to cover postage)
to White's Laboratories Ltd. (Dept. E.4.),
143 Thames House, Westminster, S.W.I.

Feenamint

Ort/y Gveywluj LAXATIVE

Leslie Howard

FICTION'S
and

ble
forpuzzles
choosing
of pictures
based
responsi
the people
why cast
me the
^"T
on popular books do not make an attempt
-to secure stars who resemble the characters they are expected to represent.
Two cases of mis-casting to illustrate my
point, are Leslie Howard as "The Scarlet
Pimpernel," and Ronald Colman as "Bulldog
Drummo
Sir nd."
Percy Blakeney was a robust
man, and, although a
dandy,tion his
in thedescripbooks
suggests
could takethat
care he
of
himself in a roughand-tumble. Howard is slender and
not formidable.
As regards Colman,
I think he represents
Drummond as much
as Wallace Beery
would represent HamLeslie Howard
let, or as Charlie Chaplin would represent
Othello.
In one of the books Drummond picks up a
fourteen-stone policeman as though he were a
babe. Could Colman do it ?
No disrespect is intended, as I think Howard
and Colman fine actors, j>articularly the former.
In the picture Nell Gwyn Samuel Pepys is
shown making entries in his diary in long-hand.
Most students of English literature know that
Pepys used a form of shorthand or cipher, the
key to which was not discovered until 1825 when
Lord Braybrooke edited the first printed edition.
— (Mrs.) Margery Sleight, 42 HaUyshaw Lane,
Whitkirk, Leeds,
who is awarded the first prize
Vain Hopes ?
I'd like to see upon the screen.
Some things I've never, never seen.
That's Jackie Cooper, sobbing not
And Anna Sten in good, sound plot.
La Moore in stories titled fine.
And
Mae West
a different
Our Greta
with insome
hats to "Une."
suit

Ronald

Colman

IDOLS
Miscast

?

By following up her success in Flying Down to Rio
with the smashing "hit" which she scored in
The Gay Divorce Ginger Rogers has endeared herself to the vast majority of filmgoers.
No doubt she can act "straight" parts as well
as many other stars, but how many stars can
dance cis well as she? There is a glut in Hollywood's market of actresses; there is a serious
shortage of beautiful and at the same time talented
dancers.
For her own sake Miss Rogers should stick to
the type of part that has brought her success.
Thousands of people will go to see her dance;
how many will go merely to see her act ?—
R. N. Salvesen, 19 Chesterton Road, Cambridge,
who is awarded the second prize of 10/6In Defence of Critics
Your correspondent, Mr. R. Cleore, raises the
question — should we go by the judgment of
the critics.
Surely it is unreasonable on the part of your
correspondent to conclude that the judgment of
the critics is at fault, because he fails to appreciate
the genius of Hecht and MacArthur or tiie brilhance of Van Dyke's The Thin Man.
Before jumping to hasty conclusions as to the
value of a critic's judgment in any particular
case, one should remember that the critics cater
for filmgoers collectively and not individually and,
whilst it is only natural that tastes in films should
differ, I think it will be found that the critics
give a fair representation of the entertainment
value of any one film to the film public as a whole.
It should be interesting to know your correspondent's15opinion
of // Street,
Happened
One Night.
—
Geo. O. Davis,
Barden
PlumsUad,
S.E.18.
And

. . .

Yes,letter."
R. Cleore,
quite agree
your "not
Thinker
The I critics,
in mywithopinion
only
put "Fans" on the wrong track but also describe
the stars
could
not asbe "good,
better !but not brilliant," when they
They are most unfair to both the pubUc and the
stars. "Should we go by the judgment of the
critics?" Decidedly not! — Miss /. C. Robinson,
72 Ampthill Road, Aigburth, Liverpool 17.

The Humour of Hulhert
I notice that Alias Bulldog Drummond has been
changed to Bulldog Jack for the further glorifiof Hulbert,
" tois quote
The Picturegoer.
Is it truecation that
the cast
overshadowed
completely,
Not those which so invite "the Fruit."
But then, I s'pose one never sees
60 by the man-sized Hulbert chin ?
ImpKJssibilities like these. — /. Pellerin,
It s Jack Hulbert we go to see not the cast.
Pinner Park Avenue, Harrow, Middlesex.
Why not cast Jack in a film similar to Sunshine
Susie, where his inimitable humour fitted in
Hail Hephum
jjerfectly with a splendid supporting cast.
If a comedy is really rib-tickhng surely there
My admiration for Hepburn increases with cannot
be very much wrong with the technique.
every picture she makes. She has improved
miles since the raw, strident Sydney of A Bill of If up to the present Jack has been able to carry
a picture all by himself this surely stamps him
Divorcement first flashed upon the screen.
In The Little Minister she reveals her greatness. as a star?
I watched her spellbound.
I think Jack's own particular "horseplay"
Every movement of her body was poetry. humour and his facial contortions are universal in
their
appeal. Is not this universaUty the keynote
She uses not only her wonderful face, but every
flicker of her long hands to give Ufe and meaning of the evergreen Mickey's popularity? — A. S.
to what she says.
Richardson, 23 Station Road, Faringdon, Berks.
What is her secret ? What is it about this young
player that can reach out from a shadow drama
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
i
and
pluck
strangely
at
one's
heart-strings?
There
are many stars who are more beautiful than
What you think about the stars and films? |
Hepburn, but there is no one who can put more
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
breathless beauty into a performance. — Sydruy
MilUr (Miss). 99 Pembroke Road. Clifton, Bristol 8.
£i IS. and los. 6d. will be
paid foring,theand two5S. mostforinterestevery
Dance, Ginger, Dance
other letter published each
on
dancing
up
week. Letters should be
So Ginger Rogers wants to give
written on one side of the
instead
parts to
play if"straight"
and that
do so,!
she is allowed
realise
Doestheshescreen
paper only and should not M
she will probably lose all the popularity she has
exceed 150 words.
Address to |
I
"Thinker,"
The "Piciuregoer
so rightfully gained as a dancer?
Li
.\fter seeing her in Flying Down to Rio filmgoers
? THINKf R
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2
began to take notice of this talented young player.
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Let the Postman

NEW

Bring

You

HAIR

BEAUTY
^
Choose
your
3
Free
"
Harlene"
^F
Preparations and send the Coupon.
RE
E
Marvellous

By return the Postman will brint
them toyourdoor wherever you live.

Enjoy the delight of a Cremex
Shampoo — cleanses, refreshes.

Results of

HARLENE-HAIR-DRILL
Choose
Your THREE
And Get Them
FREE
If YOUR hair is Thin, Lifeless, Lustreless,
if YOU are going Bald or notice loose hairs
clinging to your brush or comb, you are
invited to send the coupon for special
FREE test supplies of ANY THREE of
the world-famous Harlene Hair Improving
Preparations described below.
"HARLENE 'fHAIR GROWER
AND TONIC
HARLENE is the true liquid FOOD for the
hair. Its nourishing, stimulating, and revitalising influence extends to every tiny hair root and
shaft. In an amazingly short tune
— Falling hair stops falling.
^Lank hair takes on a new lustre.
— Bald patches disappear and the head is
crowned with a thick, abundant, lustrous
glory of healthy hair.
"HARLENE-HAIR-DRILL" is the most
scientific and effectiva method of restoring
growth, lustre, and luxuriance to impoverished
hair.
Take care strengthens,
of your Children's
hair ! " Harlene"
preserves,
and invigorates
it. All
"hemists. i/ij, 2/9, and 4/9 per bottle.
•CREMEX'
SHAM POO
"des a wealth of super-cleansing, super''•■camy lather, restoring the silken
■■ so much desired. Complete with
g Rinse. AW chemists, i /6 per
OS (single Sachets, 3d. each).
^ILLiANTINE
who wish to add that
"■ps the hair in posi'n
Liquid
Solidijottle
or 1/3or per
tin.

"George" and "Anru" are your
enquiry departments. The former
vjill be happy to answer any query
regarding
anything films-,
connected the
withlatter
household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both
cjo When
The aPictoregoer
Weekly.
reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.
J. G. — (1) A letter to America costs l}d.
(2) Write to George Arliss, c/o 20th Century
Studios, Eddie Cantor, c/o United .'Artists,
Jack Holt, c/o Columbia. (3) Jan Kiepura
pronounced Yan Ke-pura.
Autograph Hunter. — (1) Fay Wrav, b.
September 15, 1907. latest film Alias
Bulldog
Drummond.
Address,
c 'o Gaumont
British Studios.
(2) Mary
Carlisle,
February
13, 1912. latest film Grand Old Girl;
Address,
c/o
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Marian Marsh, b. October 17, 1913. Studios.
Latest
film : Devils Cargo. Address, c/o Columbia.
Ida Lupino. b. 1917. Latest film : Two an
a Tower. Address c/o Paramount Studios.
Dorothy Hyson,
Gaumont
British. b. 1915. .\ddrws, co
An Inquisitive
Pictukegoer.
Tom
Brown,
b. New York,
January— <1)
6, 1913.
First film : The Wrong Doers. Address, c'o
Radio. (2) Address Joan Crawford and
Clark Gable c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios. (3) Clark Gable starred first in
Possessed with Joan Crawford. Films since
1933 : HoU Your Man, Night Flight,
Dancing Lady, The WhiU Sister, It Happened
One Night, Men in White, Manhattan
Melodrama, Chained, Forsaking .411 Others,
After Office Hours, The Call of the Wild
(making).
Betty Blossom.— Richard Tauber, b.
Linz,
Maymade
16, 1893.
Was orchestra
leader Austria,
at 18 and
stage debut
thirteen
years ago. No film since Blossom Time
scheduled.
Fhyixis.since
— (1)1910,
Thisalthough
magazineat
hasMahy
been ANn
published
first it was called " Pictures." (2) Release
dates: S<^t<»— April 22. 1935; Wicked
Woman — March 18. 1935; Phantom Light —
August 9, 1935; Behold My IVi/*— May 6,
1935; Abdul the Damned {Abdul Hamid)—
September 2, 1935; Gentlemen Are Bom —
June
10,
1935; Oru
There's Alvtays
To-morrowMay—
April
8, 1935;
Adventure
13,1935;
Miracle Exciting
of Life {Our
Daily —Bread)
—June 8. 1935; Clive of India— Sept. 9,
1935; Bright Eyes— Aug. .S, 1935; Night Life
of the Gods— Aug. 12. 1935; Good Fairy—
July
1935; Agent—
Wings in
— ^June 24,
1935; 22.British
Aug.the 19,Dark1935.
Tone anh CRAWFOHn Fan (Peterborough).
—uses(1)realFranchot
February 27.
name forTone,
screenb. purposes.
(2) 1906,
Leon
Waycoff
played
role
of
"Al
Williams"
in
That's My Boy. (3) Gertrude Michael took
rd,
part
of "Rita
Murder: at
the
Vanities.
Other Ross"
picturesin include
Cradle
Song, Ann Vickers, Hold That Girl, Bolero,
Search for Beauty, I Believed in You, George
Whiu's
Scandals. Witching
I'm No Angel,
the
Blackboard.
Hour, Murder
Cleopatra,on
■"- Sophie
. ''uif
on
the
Cuff.
The Nrtorious
Lang,
Father
BrotvnIt
' -*. (4) \ddrcss;
Richard

LetGEORGE

of a Night, A Night with Madame, Stolen
Necklace, My Old Dutch, Strictly Illegal.
E.H.L. (Hyde).— (1) Casts : The Secret 0/
the Loch : The Piofessor — Seymour Hicks;
Angela
— Nancy
AngusPeisley;
— GibsonA
Gowland;
Jimmy O'Neil;
— Frederick
Diver- — Eric Hales ; A Reporter — Rob Wilton ;
The Pier Master — Ben Field; Professor
FothergillHalliard;
— HubertMaggie
Harben;
MacDonald
—
Stafford
— Rosamund
Jones;
McDougall — John Jamieson; A Typist —
Elma Reid. The Bat Whispers : Police
Lieutenant — Chance Ward; Mr. Bell —
Richard Tucker; The Butler — Wilson Benge;
Police Captain — De Witt Jenni.igs; Police
Sergeant — Sidney D'AIbrook; Man in Black
Mask — S. E. Jennings; Cornelia Van Gorder
— Grayce Hampton; Lizzie Allen — Maude
Ebume; The Caretaker — Spencer Chartres;
Dale Van Gorder — Una Merkel; Brook —
William Bakewell; Detective Anderson- Chester Morris; Richard Fleming — H'lgh
Huntley; Detective Jones — Charles Dow
Clark; The Unknown — -Ben Bard. Passing
Shadows :Iia\-i<iL,awTence — Edmund Gwenn;
Jim Lawrence — Barry Mackay; Mary Willett
■— .\ileen Marson; The Stranger — D. A,
Clarke Smith; Mrs. Willett — -Viola Lyel;
Mrs. Lawrence — Barbara Everest; The
Sergeant — Wally Patch; Inspector Goodall
— John Tumbull; Detective Setgeant Moore
—Barry
Willett—
Hewland. O'Neill;
(2) WilliamMr.Collier
jun., Philip
most
recent fihns : The Story of Temple Drake,
Girl from Georgia, Private Affairs, The Blind
Road.
Music Lover. — Merry Widow music as
follows. " Vilia," ' To-night Will Teach
Me
Forget,"Are "Melod/
of by
Laughter,"
and "toWidows
Gay," sung
Jeanette
MacDonald.
"
I'm
Going
to
Maxim's,"
and " Girls, Girls, Girls," by Maurice
Chevalier.
"The Merry
Widow together.
Waltz,"
sung
and deMaurice
" We'llbyGo Jeanette
to the Cafe
Paris," by male
chorus.
Jeanette Fan. — (1) Cast : The Love
Parade : Count Alfred Renard — Maurice
Chevalier; Queen Louise — Jeanette Mac
Donald ;Roth;
Jacques
Lupino —L.ane
; Lulu
Lillian
War— Minister
Eugene
Pallet—
Master of Ceremonies — Edgar Norton;
Sylvanian .\mbassador — E. H. Calvert;
Prime Minister — Lionel Belmore. (2) Release
dates : Love Parade— October 6 ; Scarlet
Pimpernel — September 23, 1935; Painted
Studio Addresses
BRnrisH STinjios
.\ssociaied Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Park,
Middlesex.
Associated Picture Studios, Ealing
Green,
W.S. Imperial Studios,
BritishLondon,
and Dominion
Boreham Wood, Elstiec. Herts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood, Elstree, Herts.
British Instructional Studios, Wetwyn
Garden
BritishCity,
LionHerts.
Film Corporation Ltd.,
British Lion Studios, Bcaconsfield,
Bucks.
,
Fox Film Studio, nodean Gardens,
Wembley Park.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington, London, N.
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
Bush.
London,
W.12. Grove,
■Vfttlefold
Studios,
Hurst
'•" Thames,
Middlesex.
"•'m S.W.I.
Co., 22, Grosvenor
'<dio, Littleton Park,
*^t. Margaret's,

-nia.
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Alice Faye is ttoenty-three
Wriu to her, c/o Fox
Scandals," " When Nea
" Nymph Errant," " 365

years old this year. Unmamed. Blonde hmr.
Studios. Pictures include : " George Whiu's
York Sleeps," " She Learned About Sailors,"
Nights in Hollywood," " Redheads on Parade."

Kct/— March 11, 1935; Baba in ToyUmi—
April IS, 1935; Iron />ii*<— March 18, 1935;
The Dictator— September 23, 1935; The
PrhtUe Life of Don Juan — March 5, 1935 ;
BreusUrs Millions — September 2, 1935; The
Rithett Girl in the World— April 15, 1935.
R- D. (Luton) AND P. (Leeds). — (1) Music
in Straight is the Way : " I Wait for You,"
" The Mother Heart," " Tender Memories,"
composed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer musicians. "A Hundred Years from To-day"
and
"Hot Dog
Sarsperella"
and
Hunter.
(2) Irene
Rich —andFrancis
Will Day
Rogers
co-starred in They Had to See Paris and So
This is London. (3) Cast : // / Had a
Million : Steven Gallagher — Gary Cooper;
Eddie Jackson — George Raft; Violet Smith
— ^Wyime Gibson; Phineas Lambert —
Charles Laughton; Mulligan- — Jack Oakie;
Mary Wallace — Frances Dee; Henry Peabody
— Charles Ruggles; Emily La Rue — Alison
Skipworth; Rollo— W. C. Fields; Mrs.
Peabody — Mary Boland; O'Brien — Roscoe
Kams; Mrs. Walker — May Robson; John
Wallace — Gene Raymond ; Zeb — Lucien
Littlefield; John Glidden — Richard Bennett.
H. A. (Oldham). — (1) Casts : Going Gay
— ^Jack — ^Arthur Riscoe ; Jim— Naunton
Wayne; Grete — Madga Schneider; Her
Mother — Ruth Maitland; Father — Victor
Fairley; Brother — Richard Wydler; Sister —
Brenda Senton; Director of Music —
Wilfred Noy; Daughter — Grete Natzier;
Impresario — ^Joe Hayman; Bertha Belmore
— Masculine Lady. Tell Me To-night —
Ferraro — Jan Kiepura; Koretsky— Sonnie
Hale; Mathilde — Magda Schneider; Pat^g
— Edmund Gwenn; Wife — Athene Seyler; .
Ferraro's
Manager—
Betty(2) Chester;
Bal- '
thasar
— ^Aubrey
Mather.
Magda Schneider's other film LiebeUi.
Crellib. — (l)Cast: The Battle — Marquis
Yorisaka — Charles Boyer; Fergan^ — ^John
Loder; Marquise Yori^Jut — Merle Oberon;
Betty Hockley — Betty Stockfeld; Hirata —
V. Inkijinoff; Felze— Miles Mander; The
Admiral
Released
— August
27, 1934.— Henri
(2) JessieFabert.
Matthews,
b. March
11,
1907, London,
British
Studios. Address, c/o GaumontMadd.on (Dover).
Dorothy
Dell bom
was
killed
June 8,— (1)
1934.
She was
January 30, 1915, Hattiesburg, Miss, blonde
hair and grey eyes, 5 ft. Sj in., 125 lb.
(2) Release dates : Beit of Enemies—
November 25.
13, 1933;
1933; Deception,
I'U Stick June
to You,
December
19,
1933;
h's
Great
to
be
Alive,
October
16,
1933; Marooned, Fd>ruary 12, 1934;
The Warren, July 30, 1934.
George Raft Admirer. — (1) Cast : One
Exciting Adventure — Walter Stone — Neil
Hamilton; Lavassor — PaulCavanagh; Fussli
— Grant Mitchell; Kleinsilber — Eugene
Pallette; Mitzi— Edna Searle; The Jeweller
— Ferdinand Gottschaik; The Page — Dick
Winskrar. (2) Carole Lombard and Margo
are with George Raft in RhmAa. (3)
Sdeaae dates : The Old Curiosity Shop,
April 1, 1935: Forsaking All Others, April 1,
1935; Limefuuse Blues, April 8. 1935;
Anne of Green Gables Julj 1, 1935.

Worried (W.l 1). — Casts : Arme of Green
Gables — Aime Shirley — Anne Shirley; Gilbert Blythe — ^Tom Brown; Manila Cuthbert
—Helen Westley; Matthew Cuthbert —
O. P. Heggie; Miss Barry — Sara Haden;
Mr. Phillips^ — Murray Kinnell; Dr. Tatum
— Charley Grapewin; Diana — Gertrude
Messinger; Mrs. Blewett — Hilda Vaughn;
Mrs.
Blewettof 's
Daughter
— ^June
Preston.
The Lives
a Bengal
Lancer
— Lieutenant
McGregor — <Jary Cooper; Lieutenant
Forsythe — Franchot Tone ; Lieutenant
Stone — Richard Cromwell; Col. Stone —
Sir Guy Standing; Major Hamilton —
C. .\ubrey Smith; Tania Volkanskaya —
Katheleen ; Mohammed Khan — Douglas
Dumbrille; Lieut Barrett— Colin Tapley;
Hamzulla Khan — Monte Blue; Grand
Vizier — J. Carrol Naish; Major-General
Woodley — Lumsden Hare; Ram Singh —
Noble Johnson ; Hendrickson — ^Jameson
Thomas. Little Women~}o. — Katharine
Hepburn; Amy — Joan Bennett; Meg —
Frances Dee; Beth — Jean Parker; Aunt
March — -Edna May Oliver; Fritz Bhaer —
Paul Lukas; Ldiurie — Douglass Montgomery; Brooke — ^John Davis Lodge; Mr.
Laurence — Henry Stephenson; Marmee—
Spring Byington. (2) Ages : Clark Gable,
b. February 1. 1901; Clive Brook— June 1,
1891; Conrad Veidt— January 22, 1893.
B. (Algate).
— (1) Dell,
Lew Cody
May
31,M. 1934;
Dorothy
June died
8, 1934.
(2) Address Claudette Colbert, c/o Paramount
Studios. Nova Pilbeam, c/o GaumontBritish Studios. (3) Margaret Lindsay,
b. September 19, 1910. (4) Imitation of
Life, released June 10, 1935.
V. B. W. — Ronny Gendarder of Jade
Payne's
years parents,
ago, Rawal
(Northernband,
India)b. of29 Irish
and Pindi
Billy
Scott-Coomber, same band, is Scottish,
b. Qydebank, March 25, 1910.
Fan Chib Notices
Fans interested in Mr. TMot should terite
to LeonardGreen,
G. Berry,
24 particulars
Alleyn Park,of
Noneood
Mddx. for
his Lyle Talbot Fan Club.
Henry Edwards' Film Cujb. — A very
SUy Dance was held on March 2, at Bush
ouse,
Aldwych,
the Henry
British Film
Club, by
to celd>rate
theirEdwards'
Seventh
Birthday. Amongst the celebrities present,
were Stanley Lupino, Henry Kendall,
Gibb McLaughlin, Gene Gerrard, Lance
Fairfax, Ben Welden, Billy Mason, Arty
.\she, Rene Ray, Joyce Kirby, Judy Kelly,
Ben Foord, the Heavy-weight Champion of
South Africa, Eddy Maguire, the Middleweight Champion of SouA Africa, Willi
Forst the great German Star and Director,
G. Posford, the Composer of " Goodnight
Vienna, ' ' and " Invitation to the Waltz ' '
(Lilian
Harvey's
new film
at B.I.P.),
etc.,
and
several
well-known
members
of Society.
.\ large Birthday Cake was cut amid great
merriment. Every lady was presented with
a gift of powder by Messrs. Innoxa of Old
Bond Street, and Messrs. Ponds. Several
lovely prizes were contributed by Messrs.
Carreras, Iimoxa, Ponds, and Roger & Gallet.
Another big Carnival Dance, will be held
on May 25, at Bush House, in celebration
of the Jubilee.
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Here — among balloons and streamers — Gaiety reigns
supreme. Whatever your dress, there is a nail
polish to suit it in the Gaiet)r De Luxe range. Gaiet/
Nail Polish never cracks or peels, but imparts a
brilliance to ]rour finger nails v^hich is the hall-mark
of smartness. Gaiet]r De Luxe Nail Polish is supplied
in five seductive shades: Natural, Transparent, Rose,
Coral, and Paris Red. What is more, you can obtain
it at the amazing price of sixpence!
Other 6d. Gaiety Preparations include Nail Polish
Remover, Cuticle Remover, Nail White Pencils, Eye
Cosmetiques, and Lipstick — all in the latest shades.
Obtainable from Woolworths, Boots, Chemists, Hairdressers, and Stores. If any difficulty in obtaining,
send 6d. per item to :—
GAIETY (Dept. 8.X.). Astor House, Aldwych.
London, W.C.2.

Galetti
NAIL

JUST

POLISH

ARRIVED/

Magnificent New Series
of Film Star Portraits
Without doubt the finest collection of
postcards
that everstarsdelighted
heart
! Favourite
snapped a infilm
new fan's
and
winsome attitudes ! Photographs that at
last do fun justice to Marlene Dietrich,
Ginger Rogers, Margaret SuUavan and other
reigning ficent
queens
! Putin some
these without
magninewcomers
your ofalbum
delay. They will be voted "head and
shoulders"
above any others in your collection !
Not
only
are " Picturegoer"
a class by themselves,
but they postcards
are actuallyin
cheaper provided you are a member of the
"Picturegoer" Postcard Club. To join, all
you need do is to send an order for not less
than one dozen sepia glossy postcards, new
series, at the regular rate of 2/6 dozen.
Liberal discounts on 'all subsequent orders.
your postcards
the list
realChoose
photographs,
all newfromcards,
sepia—
flossy ablefinish.
3d.
each,
2:6
dozen.
Availto members and non-members.
Complete list of sepia glossy and other
postcards on request.
All cards in thisOu-IUstEamood
are ENTIRELY
Tim McCoyNEW
Jean Arthur
W.AliceC. Faye
Fields
Ken Maynard
Fred
Aataire
Jimmy Butler Joan Gardner Gface
Bany Xoore
McKay
Warner
Olaad
KittrCarUale
Tolllo
Oaraatnati WilUam a»72an
Jane
Clyde
Bobby
Howes
Leslie Hnvard Nova
June Cur
Roger PUbeam
Prior
Nancy
O'NeU
Claade
Holbert Mickey
Leo Canfllo
Roooey
Nelson Keys
Donald Cook
Jan
Klepurm
Flora
Robson
U]l
DamiU
Otto
Kniger
DorothyDunn
M. Dell Anna Lee
LannyRoss
Ginger
Rogers
Jaaaea
Stanley Lap4no Gene
Raynkond
Madeoe
MatgaietSoUann
Pmtrirfa Dietrich
KIlia Jean Moir
Thelma
Todd
Clillord HolUson
JUl Eamond
5^ ALBUM

-M

FREE
On loining;, you are
prascnted
tre*Album
with toa
mwynlfWrit
hold
300 cardn.
The
coverandrcMubles
skJa
the oval snakepanel
Kivea
H a flAlsblngpage*touch.
The handsotne
are
a perfect background for
your choicest treanires.

MmwUne Dietrirk
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
TO ** FICTU&BQOER *' tfALON,
Si Looff Acre. Londoo, W.C^.
Please
enrol meClab,
aj a aad
member
ofme" The
PictiHe«oer
"
Postcard
Membership
Card
fall partlcolan
ofmnddiscoant«,
fntore andorders.
I enclose order
for not leMctc^thanoo
one dosen Postcards, sepia glowy fisirti,
price Sa. 6d. doien. Fiease huaode with my
order your new Ss. Free Povtcard AUmm. t
enclose *l8.
packing
on myextragift.to cover cost of postage and
Name

P.O. Ko
Amottnt
'Over seas readera should enclose 2a. extra
corer
pactdng
and
postage.
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and make payable
**THE FKTtrREOOEK."
S.B.—ApfHemttU
frmm mtrf
Irish Fne tkmt
Sims mmg
«HS
rattUred to pm^ wir
Pic.

ta
to
hekm
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Once

she

was

just

'the

it to

girl
Anne

sister'
pretty
the
with
JILL VAUGHAN ? OH YES.
THE GIRL WITH THE
DEAR. RWHY AREN'T I
JOAN
AS POPULA
PRETTY SISTER
AS YOU AREIT'S? YOUR
COMPLEXION

furtheryour
deU^,penpass
that
SEIZE
toithout
puzzling
point
on
to
me.
shall be delighted to help you,I
but enclose a stamped addressed envelope if you toish
for a reply by post.

DEAR—
TOWNYOUAIR'S
GIVEN

WELL, HOW HAVE YOU
AVOIDED IT ?
BY ALWAYS USING
KNIGHT'S CASTILE
-IT'S SPECIALLY
MADE FOR
THE FACE

THEY TOLD ME JILL WAS
THE GIRL WITH THE
PRETTY SISTER - BUT
I THINK JOAN IS

'ANY i>eople would be
prepared
to argue
that
the
standard
of beauty
to-day is a very high
one. That, whereas in
Edwardian days, there were some
women so exquisitely lovely that
people stood on chairs to see them
pass in the park, and the rest were
just dull — nowadays the dull ones
are in the minority.
This is true only in part. Freedom,
sport, ojjen-air pursuits, and beauty
aids have played their parts in
raising the average of feminine
looks. But, I am convinced that
modem dress deserves more than
half the credit.
The girl of to-day is extraordinarily
fortunate in the opportunities that are
afforded her of dressing well. She need
not have a long purse. At quite modest
prices, clothes are available that are at
once beautifully designed, well cut, and
smart.
is anIt absolute
emb.-rrassment of There
choice.
is the woman
who
knows how to choose who can never be
dubbed dowdy or duU.
Let lies
us suppose
that lines,
your chief
beauty
in long slim
particularly
from the waist downwards. For you are
the clinging crepey materials ; you may
wear bright surfaced materials with joy,
for never will a high hght reveal a little
bulgelaugh
thatandshouldn't
be inthere.
You
can
be carefree
all dresses
cut on the bias.
But there is the other girl who is just
a bit lumpy about the waistline, whose
hips are not so slim as she could wish.
Should she buy a clinging evening gown,
cut on the cross, and perhaps a velvet
sash tied at half-back, and hope for the
best ? Most decidedly not. The period
type dress is never wholly out of fashion,
and just now it is particularly in vogue.
This line is wonderfully kind to
imperfect figures.

Your skin becomes " tired " if
the healthy stimulant of sweet,
clean breezes never reaches it
— and then good-bye to a really
attractive complexion unless
you use Knight's Castile.
Knight's Castile is specially made for the
face : its generous foaming lather revives
and feeds the vital beauty glands on
which your loveliness depends. Give your
complexion this wonderful help from to-day ; a
tablet of Knight's Castile costs only fourpence
— and what wonders it will work for your skin !

Knights
TOILET

Castile
SOAP

JQHK KKIGHT LIMITEI>— SOAP MAKERS SINCE 1817
Kc iet-4ea

4b

Daystraight,
frockstoo.should
cut tailored
on the
Their be
slightly
lines will hide much more than they
reveal.
Dressing consideration.
to one's purse should
an
important
If yoube are
very businesshke, and allow yourself
a stated sum for dressing, you can
budget exactly. But I suppose few are
as businesslike as that. On the other
hand, it is foolish to buy hapharardly
here a dress and there a hat, for no
other reason than that you happen to
like them. That way of buying results
in plenty of clothes and nothing to
wear — for the simple reason that
nothing
related.it is a very good plan
In the isspring,
to decide on a dress schente for that
season and the sununer to follow. Of
the available fashionable colours, choose
your favourite, and then buy everything
to within a tone or two of it, and in
harmonious contrast. You can ring
quite a lot of pleasant changes on the
scheme, and its great advantage is that
accessories such as handbags, gloves,
shoes, stockings, hats, serve for several
suits and dresses, instead of one. Never,
then, can you be in the disheartening
position of wearing a really lovely dress,
but with your whole appearance ruined
because the colour of your hat shrieks
at it, and you cannot afford to buy
another.
Good dressing may really be summed
up in two words-— suitably dressed.

Marshall's have superfine silk evening
stockings toith gold thread embroidery
at the ankle, to give a bracelet effect.
It looks as though
the wearer has an
ankle bracelet.
Suitable that is, to the occasion, and to
the wearer.
The girl who works in an oflSce
probably
at timesspend
that the
it is greater
rather
hard that feels
she should
part of her day in a dress of fairly
subdued colour and cut, and without
the slight fussiness of line that has
lately been the mode in more festive
clothes. But she will still look smart
months after the other girl has torn
her frills in the typewriter, rubbed the
pile of! her velvet, and lost the stones
out of her paste buckles.
Dbcretion in choosing evening wear
is certainly an asset to good dressing.
Consider how much there is to spend,
the type of entertainment to which you
go
there.most frequently, and how you get
Firstcoat.
of all, An
do try
to affordwinter
an evening
ordinary
coat
over a long skirted evening dress is
hopelesslyis dowdy.
modeheels.
of theIt
moment
for a coatTheto the
is not only becoming but it is sensible.
It protects the frock, and if you have
to find your way to the dance in a taxi
or other public vehicle, protection for
your dress is essential.
If you have to wear it a whole season
without change, choose a material and
a style that will not easily crush. Tulle
and organdie are delightful when they
are fresh, but one dance will rob them
of their freshness. Lace or something
equally
good-tempered
is going
to give
much better
service, and
in the
end
more self-satisfaction.
No dress that has to last for a season
should be bizarre in colour or design.
It makes a marked figure of the wearer
and
just calls
the third
time forof unkind
wearing.comment after
There is a final point. The really
smart woman owes quite a lot to the
care she bestows on her clothes.
She never throws her dress over the
back of a chair ; hangs her coat straight
on the peg instead of on a hanger;
forgets to tree her shoes at night-time;
nor
yet wears
the same pair of shoes
two days
running.
Her stockings are immaculate and
they lastthem
a remarkable
she
washes
out at the time
end ofbecause
each day.
Any
lingeriereproach
touches because
about they,
her dress
are without
too,
are laundered before there is a suspicion
of grime about them.
A mild winter often holds more menace for
hands than one noted for firquent and
severe frosts. For the mild winter lulls the
average woman into a false sense of seciinf y
as regards cold, and then the sudden nip
which inevitably comes finds hands unprenar-|
ed and perhaps unguarded. As a revolt a"
hands
regularoccur.
epidemic of chapped and ro««ghfii«'
Start using Glymiel Jelly at once — to-day.
You can get tabes for as little as M. or (/•.
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TIRXD
TONE
As you shampoo zoith Macdonald,
the magic of glistening loveliness
steals over your hair giving it a
thrilling gleam, life and beauty.
Tired tone {loss of texture) that
dulls every glint and high-light, is
chased away by the wonderful new
constituents in Macdonald Shampoo. It brings back the hair to
its natural vitality and because it
increases the curling power of the
hair it will make your next ' perm '
last so much longer, look so much
lovelier.
Get a packet from your Hairdresser
or Chemist 6d.

iovELY women who are admired for their
^ charm and elegance keep their nails
immaculate and gleaming with Cutex preparations. And everyone can have fascinating
nails — at small expense — for Cutex manicure aids are quite inexpensive. A simple

This 5-minute care keeps their nails always lovely.
First, with Cutex Cuticle Remover & Nail Cleanser, remove dead cuticle,
and cleanse nail tips. Then remove old polish with Cutex OiTy Polish
Remover. ButAcetone-type
are harmfully
drying
nails and
and
cuticle.
Cutex Oily removers
Polish Remover
helps keep
nails tohealthy
cuticles smooth. Now brtish on Cutex Liquid Polish in your favourite
shade, Rose, Pink Pearl, Peach, Coral, Cardinal, Ruby, White Pearl,
Natural or Colourless. A little Nail VChite gives a snowy touch to nail
tips. Finish with Cutex Cuticle Oil or Cream to soften the cuticle.

CUTEX
LIQUID POLISH
MACDONALD

DRESS WELL
\HOW
£^Open TO
a Credit Account with
Smartwear. No references required even
from non-householders. Call or write to
Dept. M. 244 for Ladies' Spring catalogue,
also Gentlemen's catalogue.
SMARTWEAR, LTD.,
263-271 Recent Street. London. W.l
Mu

Dentist

Said

NEW
NAILS
NEXT
WEEK I
Fr«« boolclft sent mulcr plain
sealed covers explains how you can easily,
secretly and permanently cure yourself
of (his objectionable, health-endangerinc
habit. No aloes, no autO'Su^estion. New
iiscoTery. S«d lid. stamp for postage.
FILTEX LTD. (Dept. P.). 31, The Broadway,
Croudi End, London. N.S.
\

five-minute Cutex Manicure will give you
nails that command admiration wherever
you go. Isn't it worth it ? Begin tonight.
Cutex preparations are available at chemists,
stores and hairdressers, and are made in
Great Britain.

and Everything for Lovely Nails
BETTER THAN SGAP AND WATER
Don't wuh babjr't hair, rub Nestol gently into the scalp
ever/ day. In a few weeks bab/'s Curls will surpan
your expectatloni. The only method which has stood
the test of time.
30 da/t' treatment Vi. Get it from Boots, Lewlt't,
Timothy White's or any other
{ood chemist or hairdresser.

SEND FOR THIS. / enclose 6d. for the
new Cutex Manicure Set, which includes Liquid
Polish
in the tint I have underlined, also Oily
Polish Remover.
Natural — Rose — Coral — Cardinal
Dept. GB6, Northam Warren Ltd., 2ii Blac>!friars Rd., London, S.E.i.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR
"PERM"
LAST LONGER

WHEN
permanent
than ityour
should,
it is a wave
sure falls
sign out
thatsoonei
youi
hair is not pterfectly healthy. Too-frequen'
waving impoverishes the hair still further, render
ing it tinrespoasive and lustreless, and in spite
of your hairdresser's best efforts, the wave is not
only disappointing in appearance, but far from
NESTol
To ensure a wave that is tantalisingly beautiful
permjinent.
? CURLS 0 CLEANSES
and really lasting, attend to the health of your
hair. Eliminate the infection of dandruff, and
A/so use Nesto/ medicated toilet powder, (/3d. large tin
nourish the hair-roots, by brushing into the scalp
uAara
The
bMt [nacUntlBc
Nom every day a sprinkling of Lavona Hair Tonic.
nUOCO.
UacblnM
Um world.
This remarkable preparation imparts abundant
Rsmady slssp.
ugly noMc
kinds.forWorn
daitnc
Stampedot all
enrslop*
full vigour to the hair, which becomes under its
healthy, lustrous and tractable, fully able
particoUfS.
nCU nVvCO. traatmaat sbso. influence
to take and keep a really beautiful permanent wave.
»ppf»T«d
PEfl llflQCfi 4/4, MedlcaJly
latalycnrasradnosM,
post
free.
Forvlpi.
I'l artra.
If you want the thrill of a wave that is permanent
UULI CnnO. remedy oatctaad- as well as lovely, get from your chemist to-day a
Inc
cars.
7/6,
port
in*.
Fonlfn,
1/t
extnu
2/3 bottle of Lavona Hair Tonic. Use it as
P.
LEE* ?IOC«J>ILLT
RAT, tpeeialist.
47
BDILDDIO.
CDtOUI.CSITBUOa
LOnMM, suggested, and give your hairdresser a healthy
S.W.I.
and supremely " dressable ' ' head of hair to work on.
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Don't
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TROUBLES
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YOU

CRIPPLE

\
Wonderful

NEW
BLOOD
REMEDY
Will Save You
POUNDS!

Elasto

Will

Lighten

Your
Get

Step!
on

How the Leg-Weary Are Being
Made Nimble and Active by this
Wonderful
New
Blood Remedy
LEG pains soon cease when Elasto is
taken. Varicose veins are forgotten and
soon become normal, old wounds become
clean and healthy and commence to heal,
rheumatism is quickly relieved and the whole
system is braced and strengthened. This is
not magic, although the relief does seem magical;
it is the natural result of revitalised blood
and
Elasto.improved circulation brought about by
What other users of ELASTO say:
" No sign of varicose veina now."
" Elasto put new life into me."
" Elasto has saved me pounds."
" I was suffering from mitral disease and dare
not exert myself in any way, but now,
thanks to Elasto, my heart is quite sound
" My again,"
Doctor highly praises Elasto."
" Now walk long distances with ease."
" Elasto has cured my bad legs."
" Cured my rheumatism and neuritis."
" Now free from piles."
" I feel 10 years younger."
" It put me on my feet."
I had suffered for years from a weak heart,
but Elasto cured me."
" All signs of phlebitis gone."
" Completely cured my varicose ulcers."
I am now free from pain."
"My skin is as soft as velvet."
Elasto tones up the system and cures
Depression."
" As soon as I started taking Elasto I could
go about my work in comfort, no pain
whatever."
" Varicose veins quickly cured after 12 years
of useless bandaging."
" Cared my swollen legs, although I had been
suffering for years."
"Had rheumatism so bad I could hardly
walk, bat Elasto cured me." Etc

Not a Drug, But a
Vital CelUFood

curative science; it is based on
someth
isdge
ELAS
circu-to
thatingbad new
knowle
theTO
lation, muscular weakness, varicose
of a course of
veins, rheumatism, and leg troubles
in general, with their numerous
developments and widely varied
symptoms, are deficiency diseases;
^ELASTO^
that in all such conditions there is
a lack of certain vital constituents of
the blood.
Owing to this lack, the body is
unable to build up the elastic tissue
needed to maintain the vein and
artery walls and the various membranes in a healthy condition, and
a state of flabbiness results.
Elasto restores to the blood the
vital elements which combine with
albumin to form elcistic tissue and
thus enables Nature to restore contractility tothe
relaxed arteries,
and devitalised fabrics
of veins,
and
heart and so to re-esrablish normal
circulation; the real basis of sound
health.
Every sufferer should know of
this wonderful new biological
remedy which quickly brings easy
and comfort and creates within the
system a new health force; overcoming relaxed conditions, incveasing vitality and bringing into full
activity Nature's own laws of
healing. Elasto is prepared in tiny
tablets, which dissolve instantly on
the tongue, and are absorbed
directly into the blood stream,
thereby actually restoring the
natural
blood. power of healing to the
For the outlay of a few shillings
you can now enjoy the tremendous
advantages of this Modern Scientific Remedy which has cost thou" I can now Walk for Miles "
sands of fMDunds to i)erfect.
"... after using your remedy I am happy to say I am
Elasto cures bad circulation,
completely cured and can now walk for miles. I cannot
varicose veins, ulcers, eczema,
praise Elasto enough, as J thought I would never walk again.
psoriasis, phlebitis, thrombosis,
Your remedy is truly wonderful." — Mrs. L
S
.
muscular weakness heart
troubles, swollen legs, inflamed
wounds, gout, rheumatism,
neuritis, and all those troubles
For all ** Picturegoer" Readers
generally known as bad legs.
Elasto also cures piles, prolapsus, variocele, hardened
arteries (arterio-sclerosis),
arthritis, sciatica, lumbago, and
all relaxed conditions, no matter
FREE
where they occur.
RIGHT

"Oh I My Poor Legs."
"For years it was misery for
to walk,
legs/
and insteps would swell and themepain
was my
awful
Finally an ulcer broke out on my ankle and I could
not walk or stand except for a few minutes at a
time. Then my son advised me to try Elasto
and ..."

the

A

generous

Great

New

sample
Blood

of

SIDE

this

Remedy.

Simply fill in the Coupon for a Free Sample and a Special
Free Booklet fully explaining Elasto, the new Biologrical
Remedy. These, together with copies of recent testimonials,
we will gladly send privately, post free. Don't lose another
moment ! Write for these to-day — NOW, while you think
of it ! and see for yourself what a wonderful difference
Eiasto nukes. This offer is too good to be missed t
ELASTO
WILL
SAVE
YOU
POUNDS !
THE NEW ERA TREATMENT CO., LTD.
(Dept. 191), Cecil House, Holbom Viaduct, London, E.C.

P-- "COUPON--

--^

I THEforNEW
Trial
of Elasto
ERA Sample
TREATMENT
CO., Ltd.
(Dept
Cecil Home,
Holbom191),VisAict,
Loadoa, E.C.
PlcAse tend me Free Sample and
Special Free Booklet fully explaining
how EJasto cures through the blood.
Name
(Please Print in Capital Lettenl
Address
Hclmni<m a/4/311

Printed in Great Britain and Published Weekly bv the Proprieton, Odhams Priss, Ltd., Long Acre. London, W.C.2. Registered at the G. P.O. at s Newspaper. Post
Free all over the world : 13s. per annum. 6s. 6d. for six months, 3s. 3d. for three months. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Agencies
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co.. Ltd., also
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association,
on sale atandW Meaaagcrics
H. Smith Dawson,
& Sons, Ltd.'s
at 248 Rue de Rivoli. Paris, and 75 Doulevard
AdolpheLtd.Max,AlsoBnixellea,
13 Rue bookshops
Albouy, Paris.

Regliured at the O.P.O. at a Ntwtpoper
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Craven

••/4

In
the 'EASY-ACCESS'
Inner Foil Pack
and Sealed Fresh
in Weatherproof
' Cellophane.'

ARE

THE

MADE

CORK-TIPPED

Pipe Smokers

CRAVENA

SPECIALLY

VIRGINIA

CIGARETTE

TO

PREVENT

OF HIGHEST

will derive a new pleasure from Craven

"A"

SORE

THROATS

QUALITY

♦ MADE

Mixture

in 2 oz. flat Pocket Tins

BY CARRERAS

LTL

2/3rj

VANISHING

CREAM

Are you satistied that your Vanishing Ocam gives
you a really smooth complexion? If si>, don't
change. But it" you're not, change to D. & R. —
and you'll never change again !

iscolour

teeth

COLGATE'S
REMOVES
ALL SEVEN
Never resign yourself to dull, lustreless teeth as a matter of
fate. What's that you say 1 You've always brushed them
faithfully . . . still they just won't gleam and sparkle — Ah
yes, but here's what's wrong.
Your toothpaste had only one cleansing action. And no one
action can remove all the seven kinds of stains that food and
drink leave on your teeth . . . stains that form so gradually
you are hardly aware of them.
It takes ttvo cleansing actions to remove all stains. And you get
thembothin Colgate's Dental Cream. One, anemwlsive action,
penetrates and washes away many of the stains. The other, a
polishing action, polishes away all the stains that remain.
Why, almost before you know it, Colgate's will restoretoyour
teeth their natural whiteness and lustre. Don't take our word
for it. Simply get a tube and see the results in your own mirror.

COLGATES
DENTAL
f:il:1:ffl!l
CREAM

THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH.
1. Meats and other proteins.
4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.

Daggett and Ramsdell's Perfect Vanishing Cream
assures you of a flawless complexion. Your skin
is left unbelievably smooth— an idea! foundatiotl
for your powder and make-up.
D. ci" R. Perfect Beauty Creams, in tubes, GH. and i /-,
and in jars, 1/3 and 2/6. SkJu Tonic i,'- and 2/6.
SAMPLE OFFEt
Send in stamps with your name and address
in sealed envelope for sample tubes of D. & R.
Beauty Creams, to Stemco Ltd., Dept. 24-,
128, Albert Street, Camden Town, N.W.i.
What

Radio Stars Say.

No. 2
" No woman

who values her
appearance can
afford to do without

KIRBIGRIPS"

Nothing spoils your looks so much as untidy
hair and this will never occur if you use
DRY
BOND
YOUR,
STIl«T
BCAUTY LASUfS
WIT4-I
SPIOAld
SAYS LONGLASW
the genuine, medically approved lash
cream.
(4 shades).
4d.
See theI/- nome
IMSEK Special
on thebrush
container— it guards you against cheap and
inferior substitutes. Use all my Laleek
Beauty Preparations — there is one for
every type of skin. Sold everywhere
and Boots, or if any difficulty direct
ADELAIDE GREY. 27 Old Bond St., W.I.

•WTO DRESS
with
m•aOpen a Credit Account WELL
Smartwear. No references required even
trom non-householders. C all or write to
Dept. M. 244 tor Ladies' Spring catalogue,
also Gentlemen's catalogue.
SMARTWEAR. LTD.,
262 271 Regent Street, London, W.l.

HARSH

an' best soo/hrt/ u 'if//

nburys
flUe
PASTILLES

FROM

ALL

• 8° 6- 13°
THE WONDERFUL
PURMWAVE HOME WAVER
No setting lotion or clips — just dip in hot water.
Mar\'ellous results in 30 minutes, 1/-.
"I'urmwave". Curl Rollers, unbreakable and
permanent,
4 for
(id. "Purmwave"
sufficient
shampoos
for 4d. No. 1 Shampoo
for Blonde,—
No. 2 for for
Darktwo Hair.
From theinists. Stores, Boots, Timothy Whites
andTHE
Taylors,
Selfridges, etc.,
or 2,- theCO.,
Set, LTD..
post free.
H. BUTLER
TRADING
5 Pipe Lane
Bristol, 1

KIRBIGRIPS
Supplied plain or waved, silk or shell covered
and paste set for evening wear. Also in larger
size (3 ins.) particularly suitable for present
day hairdressing. In black and bronze, olain
only, on these smart
cards from your Stores,
Hairdresser, etc.

CHEMISTS

Alade in England
by the Patentees :
KIRBY BEARD & CO.. LTD., BIRMINGHAM. LONDON
Ic REDDITCH. Also makers of the "Kirbikurl" End Curler.
3
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Ambrose
POST
AT

Wilson's

Great

Jubilee
EASY

ORDER
O

COST

Offers

TERMS
NO

MORE

C200.

AMBRON EA8IFIT CORSET
Try the »nu( gncaful flttint
o<r*r th* Mpt, th« comfort
ibt« fupport du* CO IMCW
ART SILK MA^
crost-over
tna tli«by
fuhlofltbU icrap«,
lines ftven
CAIN FROCK
(ixCMn Flexo unbrealoMe,
Wh/
not
send
co-da/
for
tn^^
Btcnctive Frock and be inB ruitlaii
features iupport»-^nlq««
of this EM)-fk
Cenet — before you buy.
che neck
forefront
fashion
The
has aoffancy
cowl^ Mmire
the fine m*ter<*ts,
effect, finished with dull xllt ^inty ftnlih
end complet*ctip, and the shoulders have
I of every detail,
including
capes
edfed
with
pleating
tM^tiM.
*d|uit*ble
illk ttnwhich are most beconting. p^MCT. You'll mtrvel
The skirt Is shaped and the^WM offered. In Teaat
finished at waist with prettily
shaped
on to Rose:
If neAktraly tuluble on
fronttiedwithbelt,
twocaught
gilt buttons
examin^^^
send
and
at back
with
bow.
It back anKbim youyourcandeposit
COLOURS: Marina
refunded.^M
accept this
Gr«en, Marfar«t Rose 1'
Barcsin
Offtr
«o-4ay.
- DEPOSff.
Pink. Jubilee Blue. Nigi«r
Brown,
SIZES: Navy,
S.W.Black.
44.
Full
tlW.
-rjM-W ii
W. 4«. 48. 50; W.X. 49 31-36
BalancePrice
monthltf,
In.1/-ll/«
inchei. W.X. 2/- extra.
^
DEPOSIT
1/4
with
order,
2/4
m^ilt|ly.
Frock
Fancy
Full Price 9/11 (post 6d.). (Post 6d.)
This
Is a newin season
mods),ATftlftino
designed for
Balance 2/- monthly.
^
everyday wear, and Is at once useful.
fashionable
and
hard
wearing.
It
(s
cut
from
fancy
HOW TO ORDER
Afgalaine. and has biique ki front CO (Ive fashionable check-weave
coat cftcct.
The graceful collar It of OmAdle. MUed on edge, and fW«
Just fill in coupon for the
pretty
glass
buttons
down
VMC
ftve
correct
finleK.
A most
bargain
you
want
and
enclose
useful bargain truly. Send anj gs^
WITH FULL NAME (Mrs. or
SIZES:
S.W.
44.
44;
W.
44,
4IlW;
W.X.
41
(W.X.
I/*
ntss)
and
ADDRESS
and
COLOURS: Tomato. Saxe, Nm4m Crm, Light ftjrtra).
Nttvy,
Postal Order for amount of
Cedar Brown. Black.
deposit
and
postage.
Overteas and Irish Free State
DEPOSIT.
full cash only. Please
CMnthly.
Full Price 9/11 (Post 6d.).
cross P.O. thus / / in ink.

Special
Bargain

l^ill Prka H^l (Post M.). Balance 1/4 monthly.

Please send me, on approvaT,
approval, Garment as requested at
present Bargain Price stated above.
I enclose the necessary deposit together with postage
and will pay balance of price either in one sum or by
the stated monthly instalments. If I return the articles
unworn at once you will refund my deposit.

Coupon

AMBROSE
4

Tcomfort
mfort in wm^^
this Ambron Belted Conjjp
ion's
(avtMM^V
Ictcc it fashion
It is offafwVi
everywhere
_ _
fine
stripe
Coutllle.
TeaK^se
or white, with elastic Imets
on hips and spJnl
continuous down back.
UnderbeJt
7-lnrhadjust
self
busk, shoulderhu ^fUK^t
bust line. aiM^pBrc are sIk
suspendera.
J0^> try
30-46on in.—
bust.
Sm fCCnd
iust
I/4mpm*t.,
then
instalTHE
LATEST
MATRON'S
IMO
OEL
l7^Tr<Pt4d>
D.R.I(a.-4s carefully cut In Check £i 'l'^^ ''''
monthly.
tUk
Mo
«r*ltttln«,
very ^ in^ Ivory
• Suede Art
small
with andaContn^^vesc
Joy*,
Silk Marocain,
Art. spot
adapoMe
for loin
all atfull
flfures.
Crepe, wHh finely pleatod laboL Adjustable tiebelt across
Hir SIZKi 44. 4<, 4*. M. n.# *nd S« in.
LtNGTHSi 44, U, 4t, M in. 1^
COLOURS!
Marina Oraaa, WiTina,
Niggercustomer,
Brown, there
Nmvy, will
Black.be
As each
for each
delay
of a garment
Tew days IsInspadaJtyJinsde
dalNtff.

UUILSON

L"

STYLISH
EED COAT
note atCollars
the
entpularis Velveteen
Tweed Coau. and the
Coat
here
shown
^rries
out this trend of
vein.
fuhion in its most persuasive
on slimming
it isInmodelled
Herringl
oflines good
qua
Herringbone
Tweed
good
quality.
lined
throughout
with
an
Art.
Sill> mixture, S B., fastening
with 2 buttons, tailored
revers, and half-belt
semi-fitting
back. across
Inset
SIZES : S.W. 44, 44, 4*
in.; W. 44, 4t, SO ins.
pockets.
W.X.
4» In., V-Light
extra.Navy
COLOURS:
or Cedar Brown,
Full Price IS/I I (Post 9d.)
Balance 1/4 monthly.
HOW TO ORDER
Just fill in coupon for the
bargain
you want
encloseor
WITH FULL
NAMEand (Mrs.
DEPOSIT
Miss)
and
ADDKESS
^f.
Postal Order for amount andof
depositandandIrish
postage.
aaaa
Froa OverState
full
cross caah
P.O. only.
thus / Please
/ In
Ink.

Garmant
Colour
Frock SIza
(Please give Hips and Length for D.R.lOX)
Lanfth
Coreac (Walet)
(Hlpa)
Coraalette (Buat)
(Corselette sizes range from 30 In. to 44 In. bust.)
Coraalette (Hlpa)
Coat Sis*
Length
Pidurtfofr 13/4/35 No. 273

6o^puxhqubr7dgIId

LOnDORsiui

Frances

Drake

and
Gene

Raymond

.A new screen teajji that makes its
bow in Universal' s "Transient
Lady." Gene's real name is Raymond Ginon. He entered pictures
in 1031 and since then has been one
Frances
Drake s isbusiest
an American
who
"juveniles."
of Hollywood'
was "discovered" in Li'ndon.
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TO
♦ ROW
MCCTTED

THE

BRIDE

HallMarked22Ct
Hall Mork«d22Ct Solid
Solid 6Gold
i2'2'0
Gold
Platinum
£3
Pure Pbtinum £3'i^.

It is packed Full oF good sound
information on Wedding arrangements
It tells you how to prepare for the
Wedding Day, describes the Ceremony
and contains all details regarding
ttie reception. A full selection of

FINE FACETTED

\^^ding Rings and Gifb are also shou/n
22 Carat Solid Gold i 2
22a.SolidGold £.Plafcinuiti

FORCET-ME-MOT
Solid Co'd£2'2^

0
£2I3
p^,e
IO'0
num £5'
Plab

Ho»inor<L«j 22 Coral

PLAIN SQUARE

Hall
??cL£5Solid
Gold RKirU
& Plabnum
Pui« PlabwM £4

COURT SHAft
Crowned with a wreath of orange blossom and pearls,
JOYCE KIRBY, the Gaumont Rritish junior star ntal<.es an
entrancing bride in this pearl sewn gown of palest blushpink satin radiant.
HEAVY COURT

Hall Marked 22 Curat
Hali
Marked ??aSolid
5olidGoldi:i'5'Gold&PlalinuinX2
PurePtobrtumjfS

GOLD

Solid Gold 12 2 0
HallMarked22CtSolia
ure
Platinum i 4
okl&Plab'numi[3

l:^
FOR FREE BOOK

(cacKC QUI nun not ntguwtoi
^crf*f0
/^c/c/rerr
p. 13.4.5

hondsone suiinIess;teel5rea(^
Miireoridoi
Silver Plabeci

^

22CanilSolidGo)d£2
Hollinorked 22Ct.
22Girat Solid Gold£.PIab'nunw£5.3.0 TKe Modern Eternity Ring
Solid Gold i 2
Pure Platinum £4'I0'0
Hall
mork«d
220
Solid
Beautiful SQuare cut
Cold & Plotinyin 1^.9.0
'iomonds in a mountof
e Platinum.

COUPON

9Mb) every
WedcfingKinga
purchaser of a

feaspoons-

Mmar\<ai22a.
io(<dGoldjC2-2-0
Hall Riorkd 22 Ct Solid
(joide.PlotinumjfJ-o -o
Kii«Platinum^5-|§.0
THE ETON

fir

SILVER.
JEWELLERfOR
MAKE UBERAL
ALLOWANCES
IN EXCHANGE

Hall Marked22Ct.

HoliMorked?2Carat ^
SolidGold^ I-I7-0
Gold
6. Plabnum
2 'lO 'O
Hall Mflrl>«J
22a i iolid
PurePlatinumi 3* 10*0

GoM6Platinumi4'JPure Plotinumi 5
WE GIVE
BEST
PRICES
FOB. OLD

Hollmari«cd2?a.SoU
Gold Plobnumi
t. Plotinumi 3-|5-0
2 • 15 • O
fACETTC

22 carat Solid ColdiP.2.0.
22 Carat Solid Coldi.Platinunii3
Hall Marked 22 Ct. Pure Platinumj£4'
SolWGoldiaiO'HallMarked22CtSoli(l

OoU
&Plabu><«£2-K)
Nan««rM
22cl Solid
(W PlotiMfTv£3

LAUREL

Solid
Gold ??a.
i 2
Hon marked

Solid Gold£|.|5.0
Holl morked 22 Coral

£20
V^hitedic , ^.
or wonderful lustre
Artistic mount of

re Plabnum j£Q
A if Round of Fine
te Diamonds in
t
Pyre Piotinurrv^iQ
hne
Diamonds
Of grcot
charm

pure Platinum

BKAVINGTONS
CHIEF
STORE KINGS CROSS
7. ^^S^^^it'^J^h:^^^*^
JUST
UNDEMHE RAILWAY ARCH
7I.LUDGATEHILL'£

•

IDOK FOR CLOCK OH SOUTH SIDE
BROMPfoN
RD.-^

6,GR
AND
BLDG
STRAND.
W.C.3 &
FACING TRAFALSAR. SQUARE

«

22,ORCHARD
ST.
OXFORD STREET W,1
mcomPo^riNt POILE &- SMITH LTU
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Editorial Offices: 93
Long Acre, W.C.2.
Advt. Offices: 57 Long
Acre, W.C.2.
Telephone:
Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams : Picturegoer,
Southernwood Rand,
London.
ON SALE EVER Y
THURSDAY, 2d.
American players, our own talent is being neglected.
The agents themselves, as a matter of fact, are
about the only people on this side who are benefiting as a result of the current invasion.
The

No

Men

of

England

Where Are They ?— Has-beens' Home from Home — Mae West on Her New
Film — Modern Curves- — " Dirty Linen " Divorces Again — Film to Glorify
Films — Kay Francis Picks the most Fascinating Hollywoodians.

KTirOLLYWOOD, as everybody knows,
;j| is infested by "yes men." They
;|| feed the vanity of the executives
JL and make lucky little ex-chorus
girls from Kanscis think they are
.
ardts
Bernh
The British industry has its " yes men," too,
but has bred a different, and perhaps more
dangerous, type. The difference is that many
of them sit at large executive desks.
And they cannot say "no" to the hungry
hordes of Hollywood has-beens, mediocrities,
and
never-have-beens who are again invading
our studios.
The present invasion, moreover, is not
confined, as were previous invasions, to players
whose claims to stardom were, to put it
politely, exaggerated. Out-of-work directors,
"wa.shed-up" executives, and third-rate technicians are now flocking to the promised land.
Somebody will have to say a loud and firm
"no" tois these
gentlemen if the British film
revival
to be maintained.
" Out and Out Tripe "
It has become so blatant that even Hollywood
is sitting up and taking notice. England has
become so well known as a benevolent home-from-

home for the stellar unemployed that the really
important stars are dubious about accepting offers.
The Hollywood Reporter devotes a scathing
leading article to the subject.
"London," that paper says, "is infested with
promoters, racketeers, has-beens and out and out
picture tripe, all from Hollywood.
' ' The promoter and racketeer figures it a soft
touch, the has-been believes it is a heaven that
will bring him back to prominence, and all the
rest of the tripe are draping themselves on the
British industry in the hope of gathering in a few
shekels to pay the rent and the grocery bills.
" And London is taking them all in. And that's
one of the grievous errors of British production."
Our Neglected Talent
TheLondon
paper rids
goesitself
on oftotheaddAmerican
that ' ' the
sooner
promoters,
racketeers, and has-beens and general production
tripe the better it will be for London and the whole
picture business.
"Their activities will embarrass America and
sinkThere
England.
They should
exposed."to which
is, of course,
anotherbe aspect,
Picturegoer has frequently drawn attention.
The importation of Hollywood's alleged
"names" is not a real cure for Britain's shortage
of
WTiile
our movie
mogulsin
are film
busy"personalities.
listening to " the
agents
interested

Couldn't Cramp Mae's Style
Mae West, whose new film How Am I Doin
will shortly be inviting an expectant London
public to come up and see it sometime, emerges
fromstar
the— silence
that clothes don't make
the
or wordsto remark
to that effect.
Mae,in the
of course,
"goesandmodern"
for theshould
first
time
new picture
her wardrobe
be interesting at least. The star has the role of a
Middle West
"honky
tonk" into
entertainer,
inherits
a million
and moves
society. who
Her
clothes are made to match the character. "The
most striking and original creations imaginable,"
as
she queen
herselfor describes
them — "thewould
kind dare
only toa
cattle
an oil millionairess
The modem dress has not cramped her style a
particle, Hollywood observers report, however.
What's the Difference ?
As satins
one of are
themreplaced
records by: "The
rustlepurr
of silks
and
the silent
of crSp>e
andwear."
organdie. But when the newly gowned figure
moves underneath..
across the stage there's no mistaking the
West
"Smiling,
swivel-hipped,
she's the
same
old Mae,wisecracking,
no matter what
the outer architecMaeture herself
happens to has
be." no doubts about the issue.
"Sure I'm modern, but what's the difference?"
she asks. " I don't think it was the clothes I wore
in She Done Him Wrong that made people come
and want to see the picture. It weis because I held
a few lines — and curves — -they liked. I gotta few
in this picture, too."
Modern Men Harder to Get !
TTowdeparture
Am I in
Doin'
important
Mae marks
Western another
technique.
Unlike her former film stories, in which she had
no difficulty getting her man, she runs up against
things in the latest talkie.
In the past, Mae's men have succumbed without
a murmur.
This time it's the other way about. Paul
Gavanagh, her [Contimieu
"tall, dark on'n' page
handsome"
admirer,
8)
7
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Robert Young
has a new
hobby —ingmakmodel
aeroplanes .
Here he is
putting
finishingthe
touches to a
model while
waiting for
the director's
call.
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divorces in recent years have
The authority for this is Dr. W. J. Alexander,
become almost poetically emeritus professor of English at the University of
beautiful idylls. Mr. Film Toronto.
Star love.s Mrs. Film Star,
An American newspapier quoting this opinion,
and Mrs. Film Star loves
Mr. Film Star, and they both heads it " Blimey ! "
lo\ e their art and everybody
loves everybody else, but Will Janet Retire ?
Mr. P'ilm Star just could not
future.is The
is making
no secret
of the
againstarbusy
with Janet
Gaynor's
remember to put out the cat Rumour
at
night or read in bed . . . fact that she intends to retire from the screen in
or something.
about two years' time, when her present contract
Virginia scorned so obvi- expires.
"Retirement plans" are often announced by
ously fri\-olous an attitude
towards
but are seldom carried out.
marriage. the institution of stars,
Miss Gaynor, however, announces that she is
Gary, she alleged boldly in willing to wager two thousand dollars to one
/<er divorce suit, drank to thousand dollars that when 1937 rolls around she
excess, "choked her, beat her, will turn in her make-up kit and call it a day.
and threatened her life."
Any takers?

Kay Francis, in between ejecting reporters from
le Listreports of a romance
her ot
parties" and
i-Htdenying
^^V'^G
in U.S.
on chief
of Gau-LVJL
Balc
Mr. duction
Maurice Chevalier, has been making out a list
pro with
Balcon,
^lichael
A/T'''
mont-British, supplies, if he of the "eight most fascinating people in Hollyis quoted correctly by the
New York press, an interestHere they are
Greta:— Garbo.
ing contribution to the recent
PiCTUREGOER controversy reJoan Blondell.
garding the filming of British
James
Cagney.
Fred
Astaire.
themes in Hollywood.
He was asked to admit that
W. S. Van Dyke.
Frances Goldwyn.
wood."
in Cavalcade, Lives of a Bengal
Lancer, and in a different
Perc
Anna Westmore.
May Wong.
category, David Copperfield,
America had turned out the
What, no Chevalier ?
best films to date glorifying
the British Empire.
Got Their Own Back ?
" I will not deny," he is
stated to have confessed,
Woody
■ that when we English pro- "Thatwhoirrepressible
calls Garbo humorist.
" honey" and
gets \'an
away Dyke,
with
ducers see pictures like that M it, took twenty of his Naughty Marietta chorus girls
we return to our offices, bow out on a real binge the other night— with dinner,
our heads upon our desks
and five,
the whole
works.
'The revelry
lastedto
and then summon our staffs dancing,
until about
and as
he waved
good-bye
them in the cold, grey dawn, he shouted cheerfully,
for flagellation.
{Continued from page 7)
"We ask why we did not think of that, and why
you all but
at nine
on thethey
set had
! " to stagger some
Stunned,
helpless,
we did not do it first, and why we cannot do better. " See
isn't the easy mark for Mae her former screen
way
to
the
studio
—
which
they
did, only to be
" But, at the same time, one cannot harbour any
heroes have been. She reminds you :—
resentment. When pictures are so perfectly made, sent home immediately by Woody, who reprimanded them severely for showing up in such a
" This
is to-day.
Those they become universal things, like works of art.
boys
of the
Nineties It's
were a amodem
cinch. picture.
It takes much,
tired condition. They got their own back a few
much more to get a man to-day than it did then. One can but admire."
nights later when they invited Mr. Van Dyke to a
They don't fall so easUy."
party at the Clover Club. ■ They had asked the
Glorifying Hollywood
Well, it's an interesting theory.
waiter not to provide a chair for him, as he was
only gentleman invited, and would be busy
In the meanwhile, Hollywood, having "glorified" the
Requests for Loans
dancing all evening.
everything else, is now going to "glorify"
itself.
Incidentally, Mae has replaced Chaplin, Lloyd,
and all the other movie millionaires as a target
Sol Lesser has been assigned to make a "classi- English Players to Return
for begging letters.
fied andbeserious"
film history of the screen capital.
It
will
titled Celluloid.
In one day recently she had to reject requests
Hollywood
of theto English
big party
to return
England players
for thein JubUee.
for £20,000 in loans.
The pioneer producers of the industry will be A are
For her own amusement, Mae kept a record of portrayed, and composite characters will be
Sir Guy Standing — -the magnificent Colonel
the amounts of all requests for loans that she created to review the colourful life of the early Stone of Paramount's The Lives of a Bengal Lancer
kinema.
received last year.
An attempt is being made to
She added them up the other day, and thev
totalled $3,000,000 !
sign Walter Hu.ston as the leading character. The choice of
Mae gets a salary of £2,000 a week, when she is
working.
Lesser as producer has caused
some amusement and perhaps a
city.
New Hair Fashions
little apprehension in the screen
Talking of fashions, the hairdressing trade has,
It was Sol Lesser who said of
I see, decreed that Greta Garbo's long bob. Once in a Lifetime that the play
Katharine Hepburn's fringe, and Norma Shearer's failed to exaggerate the conditions in the industry sufficiently.
coronet
coiffure. will set the style for the 1935 women's
The announcement reveals that Garbo, who has
probably had more influence on the feminine world
than any other star in a decade, is still a force to Agreed
be reckoned with.
tlingsomtoewhread
at
Itstaris
Miss Hepburn is a newcomer to the ranks of the that
Marlene Dietstellar fashion dictators, but don't say that we
rich speak:; l-^nglish
didn't
warn wasyou.
We recorded
some weeks ago better than King
that Katie
stepping
out.
ge
ce
I cannot say that I am at all sorry (with a polite Geor or the Prin
bow in the direction of Jean Harlow, of course) of Wales, " neither of
that platinum blondes, according to the decree, whom speaks King's
are "through."
Dirty Linen Divorces
" Mrs.
Mr.
and
English.
I wonder if the Virginia Cherrill-Cary Grant Herbert Mundin
affaircases
will inresult
in acolony
return? to "dirty linen" attending a predivorce
the film
miere at GrauThere was a time when stellar laundry was man's famous
regularly on view in the Los .Angeles courts, but Chinese Theatre
in Hollywood.
under the influence of Will Hays Hollywood
8
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— has already announced his intention of sailing
very soon, while Charles Laughton may possibly
make the journey later.
Mary Ellis, the Anglo-American singing star,
who takes a leading part in Paris in Spring, with
Tullio Carminati and Ida Lupino, will arrive in
England at the end of this week.

Weekly

Ida Goes Into Retirement !

Ida Lupino, by the way. has gone into virtual
retirement. At least, they call it retirement in
Hollywood.
The girl who once entertained lavishly in a
sixteen-room hou.se, is installed in a modest flat
with her mother. " It's only four rooms," she
writes,
"butreferring
at least toI have
a place tooccasions
sleep." on
Ida was
the numerous
which she returned to the elaborate mansion and
found such large parties in progress that there
wasn't a room for her to retire to.
He " Discovered " Stars
There is an Englishman in Hollywood who
distinctionTalmadge.
of having " He
discovered
Normaclaims
and theConstarce
directed"
Norma, he declares, in her first featured film after
he found her playing small roles for a little New
York film company.
The Englishman is Bruce Mitchell and he is
playing
a small
role Richard
in Paramount's
Four Hours
Kill,
which
features
Barthelmess.
He hasto
been in Hollywood for so long that he has forgotten
what England looks likes.
He also directed the Al Wilson stunt pictures
before the famous flier crashed to his death.
Short Shots
It is significant — or is it? — that Edna May
Oliver has been given a long-term contract by
Metro — Jean Harlow will be seen next in The
Gorgeous Hussy — Mae West's stand-in is Lilian
Killigallan — D. W. Griffiths may stage a come-back
— Glenda Farrell and Joan Blondell have been
elected a permanent co-starring team — Irvin Cobb
has bought the house formerly occupied by Greta
Garbo — Wallace Beery is to do Professional Soldier
for Twentieth Century — Claude Rains, not Henry
HuU, is to have the title role in The Hunchback of
Notre Dame — Darryl Zannuck is to make Patrol
of the Nile as a sort of air version of The Lives of a
a Bengal Lancer — Gaumont-British, according to
Variety, decided to change its name in America;
it will be known as "G.B. Pictures."
Talkies Cure Stuttering
The University of Minnesota speech clinic,
under Dr. Bryng Brj'ngelson, is now using
sound motion pictures as an aid in the cure of
stuttering students.
"When stutterers come into the clinic," says
Dr. Bryngelson,
"they areA unwilling
to face
the
fact
of their stuttering.
film is taken
of the
patient in order that he may see and hear himself
as others do. Once they see and hear them.selves,
the first step towards the cure is removed."
Donat Heads the Poll in U.S.A.
Robert Donat, the famous British actor and
film star, although having been seen in only
two pictures in U.S.A., The Count of Monte Cristo,
in which, of course, he had the title role, and
The Private Life of Henry the Eighth, in which he
had a comparatively small part, came top of the
poll in Buffalo — a city which corresponds to
Birmingham or Manchester in this country.
He beat Clark Gable by 121 votes. The popularity contest was organised by an American
newspaper, and the wnners — Donat, Colbert,
Gable, and Sbearer^ — will receive Acting Award
Emblems
of Artists. created specially by the Buffalo Society
Donat, incidentally, received a birthday card
last week addressed : "Mr. Robert Donat, Film
Aktor, Withington. England.'' The postal authorities of his birthplace sent it to the wTong studio
in London and from there it went the rounds until
it ended up at Donat's Hampstead home. The
envelope showed that it was originally posted in
Hampstead !
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NUMBER
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"PICTUREGOER" NEXT WEEK
NEXT
" Picturegoer,"
aglowpacked
with
colour,week's
pulsating
with movement,
with romance, news and views in prose and
picture,
Number. will be an extra-special Easter Holiday
But it will be on sale as usual on Thursday,
and the price will be the same — -twopence
everywhere.
In its pages you will find all that is best
and brightest in modern screen journalism.
There is not a dull moment in the hours of
entertaining reading it pro%'ides for you.
All the films — and there are some fine ones,
too — that will be showing everywhere throughout the holidays are reviewed by " Picturegoer"
critics
who have
really
them. to "Stills"
from many
of them
are seen
presented
you in
sparkling photogravure.
There is tantalising gossip "hot from Hollywood" and from the studios in Great Britain
— happy, intimate details of what the stars
are doing and thinking.
You will share the screen secrets of the hour.
Women will revel in the fine beauty feature.
Men will find news of just those pictures they
like the best.
At home or away this Easter — "Picturegoer" will be an easy winner.

The Little Dog Laughed
The toopost
office does
have been
successful
with not
filmseem
starsto lately.
Norman Long, who will be seen in the forthcoming B.I. P. Jubilee film. Royal Cavalcade, has a
dog that is having the last laugh . . .
He's been to Australia and back without Norman
knowing a thing about it ! But he went in a
photograph and not in the flesh. And this is how
it happ>ened.
Some months ago, Norman lent to a friend a
picture of himself complete with pet, requesting
that it should be duly returned to his home at
Sydenham.
Time jiassed without any sign of it, however,
and when Norman made discreet inquiries he was
informed that it had been posted to him weeks
before.
Where, then, had that dam picture got to?
The mystery had indeed thickened. The friend
had posted it, Norman had not received it, and the
Post OflSce knew nothing at aU about it.
It was, as it happened, at that moment on its
way
home
Australia,
o£&cials
under"
havingfrom
decided
that it the
had got
11,000"down
miles
off
its course.
Owing
fact that
secretary
had
been
shortto ofthesight,
time, theor friend's
shorthand,
the letter
had been addre^ed to Sydney instead of Sydenham.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
9
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A.LEJEVNFAakesyouto
lunch with Britain's most
actor and France's
famous
most famous director^ who are
to work

together in "Sir Tristram Goes West.''

HARLES LAUGHTOX, Rene Clair
and I sat round the luncheon table
in Laughton's flat, and talked about
turning Charles into a ghost.
We had climbed endless stairs to
his flat — at least thej' seemed endless — a kind
of "Seventh Heaven" pilgrimage. Up and
up, round and round, and then a door, and
we were there, at the top of that old Bloomsbury house, in one of the lovehest flats in
London.
Big rooms, the whole width of the house,
looking back and front on sky and plane
trees. Walls panelled in the lightest cedar,
low tables, built-in bookcases, everywhere
light and clean colours, great bowls of anemones and fruit blossom.
It's all new, made to order. The Laughtons,
Charles and his wife, Elsa Lanchester, are just in
process of settling in and Charles
is as exci ted about it as a schoolboy. His favourite toy is the
sliding doors between the two
big living rooms. You press a
knob, and they come shpping
across, furtively and discreetly,
like a well-trained man servant.
Painted on one side are jolly
little things like horses — or they
may have been deer — I can t
remember. On the other side
are fruit and flowers and .things.
And if you don't want either
flora or fauna, you press another knob, and out comes a
Japanese screen of Shantung
silk, semi-transparent, highly
intriguing.
But 1 was going to tell you
about the ghost. Vou remember that Laughton and Clair
and Korda are going to make a
ghost picture in Tendon this
summer called Sir Tristram Goes
IVest. The idea is that an ancient
Scottish castle is bought up by
an American millionaire, and
transported to Amenca, lock,
stock and barrel, and with it the
family ghost, who wakes up one
day to find himself tossing about
in the hold of the Aquatania.
The original story appeared in
"Punch"
couple
years ago,
and pictures
1-aughtonto
has rushed a over
to of
England
between
try out his make-up and discuss the script with
director Rene Clair and producer .\lex Korda.
"The trouble with a ghost," said Clair, in his
still uncertain English, "is to make him solid and
at the same time — what do you call it ?— dis-real."
"There should be something mask-like about
the face," Laughton agreed, "something like wax,
andHe I went
think across
we've to
got the
it here."
bookshelves, pulled out
an old volume, opened it at the frontispiece. The
face that looked out was a pale Cavalier, with the
dark wig and beard of the period and large,
melancholy eyes. " Look, Clair, isn't that a lovely
mask for a ghost ? Gentle — kindly — sad — and you
can put any expression you like behind that
face."
"He looks a very friendly ghost," I said.
"He was," said Laughton. "A charming
fellow. The only trouble was that he was a
coward, and didn't want to fight "
"How did he die?" I asked. 'Was he murdered "?
"Oh no, he died at the Battle of Naseby "
"Quite a straightforward kill?"
" Yes, quite a straightforward kill. Except, as
I say, that he didn't want to fight. He'd rather
lO

Domestic interlude — a happy shot
of Charles Laughton at home with
Elsa Lanchester.

"I thought again what an elegant film . star th e handsome
Rene CI cur would have made."
sit behind a bush and read Boccaccio. That'sthe
whyearth
he was
ned to haunt
untilcondemhe had
redeemed himself with some brave
"And what was his brave deed?"
"Well," said laughton, putting Sir Tristram
back into the shelves, "he got to heaven in the
end
by throwing all the books in the castle
deed."
library at a bunch of American gangsters. At
least, that's the present ending of the film. In
the end — you know what film scripts are — it
probably won't be the end at all."

?"
domesti
was your
WhatI asked.
" c life
he married?
"Was ghost's
attachno
had
"he
sadly,
Laughton
saidHe was
"No," ments.
a scholar and an artist and a
dreamer when he had a body, and neglected his
opportunities of enjoyment shamefully. Now
that he is a ghost he has a perfectly awful time,
with all the appetites of the flesh and no means
of satisfying them. He can't eat, he can't drink,
he can't marry. . . ."
"Oh, there is a love interest then?" I said.
" Oh yes."
"Connected with the ghost?"
"
Yes, he hasyoua hard
poorblesses
fellow.
isn't
reciprocated,
see. time,
But he
the Ityoung
lovers in the end — gives them his fatherly protection— amd I suppose he gets some sort of

satisfaction out of that — the censors would tell
you so, anyway.
There was an interruption as the make-up man
of London Films dashed in. Lis taxi still clicking
up threepences out in the street, to arrange for a
wig test with Laughton on Monday. Clair and I
talked about France and his last films, beginning
in the middle, as befits old friends, and agreeing
profoundly that everything he has made since
lousy.
A Nous la Liberie is — well, the word, I think, was
"I have got into a cul-de-sac that leads nowhere," said Clair, "and I must get out quick.
That is why I am coming to work iu England with
Korda. I want a fresh style of film, a new beHe smiled, that charming, perplexed smile that
is really wasted on a film director, and I thought
again, as I have thought a hundred times since
I first met gin ." him, what an elegant film star he would
have made. Looking from him to laughton, as
he talked to the make-up man, I would have
sworn that anyone seemg them for the first time
would have taken Clair for the star, Charles for
the director. The Frenchman is a slim, dark,
handsome
young I man,
a month
in
all the years
have who
knownhasn't
him.agedSometimes,
quite unconsciously, he managed a Charles Boyer
look. He is by taste and training an intellectual,
but hui api>earance is incurably romantic While
the"Mr.
Enghshman
Laughton," I said severely, when the
affair of the wig was settled, "you've grown very
thin since you went to Hollywood. What ha\'e
you" Fifty,"
lost? Thirty-five
pounds'" "Its a great
he said cheerfully.
improvement,
don't
you
" He pulled
his belt a little tighter, think
and ?showed
the newia
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"Oh, how dare you — how dare
Thena
you —? say
thing like that? No<Ajn^ prejudices you
not human."
simply with
you're
apologies.
I withdrew
"One thing certainly prejudices me," I agreed,
"and that's personality. If I meet a star and
dishke him very much indeed, I always try to say
the best I can about his pictures, just in case I'm
tempted
be unfair."
" Yes. toI can
understand that," said Laughton.
"And
who
do
I told him. you dislike?"
He nodded.
Yes, he's pretty nasty, I agree. I hope you
don't feel that way about Clark Gable ? "
I gasped.
Clark Gable is one of my secret
weaknesses. That made me cautious.
"I Uke him," I said mildly, "but I don't admire
," said Laughton enthusiastically.
him"Nonsense
as an actor."
"He's a grand actor, probably the best leading
man in Hollywood. Just think of him in It
Happened One Night. I went five times to see
how he did it, and even then I didn't know."
"But wasn't that Frank Capra's direction?"
"No, it wasn't Capra, or he would have pulled
off the same trick with Warner Baxter in Strictly
Confidentia
and Claudette
he didn't.
He didn't
manage itl,with
Colbert
either. quite
She
was good, but you could see the wheels go round.
But not with Gable. I tell you he's a great actor
— he's saved more pictures from flopping than
any star in Hollywood. I'm quite excited to
think that I'm going back to work with him now."
"In Mutiny on the Bounty!" I asked.
Yes,
with
Robert
I'm
looking
forward
to itMontgomery
tremendously.too.
I really
ought to be back there now. I go on to M.-G.-M.'s
pay roU on March 15th, but I told Thalberg that I
could usefully put in a week or two in England
talking over the plans of Sir Tristram with Clair,
and he let me come, as Montgomery is still off
somewhere in the South Seas."
"A thing I can't understand," put in Clair
curiously, "is how you can reaUy
working
in Hollywood. It was different in enjoy
the early
days
of Chaplin — he was an artist, and he could work
independently and be answerable to no one. But
to-day it is different. Nobody is independent,
least of all in HoUyTvood. The kinema is just one
great industry — it is not like the theatre
— there is no longer room in it for an
"I think you're wrong there,
Clair," said Laughton eagerly.
"In fact, I'm certain you're
wrong. There's more real genius and
intelligence in Hollywood to-day than
is in the whole modern theatre
there
artist."
put togethe
t gog,back
unlessto
for anythin
acting r.nowI wouldn'
stage
it was a question of earning my bread
and butter. I like to work in Hollywood— I Uke the people, the conditions, the studios — everything about
it. I told you I wcis sentimental
Clair America
and I, took
I ? " leave and
didn't our
about
went out into the London

Laughton waist-line with pride. I looked at him
curiously. An odd sort of man for a world-famo
us
film star, pale, shy, strangely inconspicuous.
There's
the— he
ghost
about Clair
Charlesso
Laughtonsomething
in privateof life
is what
nicely calls "dis-real." I believe he could go
through a crowd and not be recognised — younger,
fairer, more hesitant than his screen self. I like
him
— a thing that I've not always
done immensely
on the screen.

New York— I can't help it. For that matter,
they do when I leave En.eland too.
1 suppose
I'm sentimental about people and places."
"I thought Ruggles was a comedy?" I said.
"How have you managed to put sentiment into
it ? "
•
"It's a kind of Chaplin comedy, " Laughton
"V^ou know," he said, as if he guessed my
-1- thoughts, "I've just made a really good answered. "Pathos as well as humour. But I
mustn't talk about the film, or I'd prejudice you.
film."
"Ruggles of Red Gap}" I asked. This was a It's awfully difficult to discuss one's own films
couple of days
before the first London show.
with you people who write the criticisms — I never
"Yes. I wouldn't be so infemaUy conceited as know how much harm I may do."
to recommend it to you, only I really beheve it's a
"It's all right," I said quickly, to reassure him.
good job. I tried to put into it my whole feeling for "You won't prejudice me. Nothing
prejudices
America — and you know, I love America. Tears
He turned on me in a flash.
actuaUy come into my eyes every time I sail from

" A curious man, this Laughton," he
square.
said slowly, as we faced the weather
together. "I cannot understand his
argument about Hollywood. But I
think it is true what Korda said to me
last night, that an actor can work anywhere, because he has only to deal
with the director, but a director can
only work in a country that is congenial to him, because he has to deal
with"Ineverybody."
return said
for tothat,"
I answered,
tell you
what Korda
me yesterday
about"I'llLaughton.
He said, ' Charles wiU give me eight good reasons
why he should play a scene in a certain way.
Every one of the reasons will be wrong. But the
scene
wUl beAlex,"
right.'Sciid
" Clair, nodding — and
"A itself
wise man,
then, as a blast of wind caught us around the
Square gardens, he muffled his overcoat more
tightly round him and shivered.
" Br-r-r ! I don't think I care to make pictures
in your England after all," he said, with his disarming smile. "Not if your summer is anything
II
raced for the nearest taxi rank.
UkeAndyourwe spring."
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TEMPLE
yne of the
few child
actresses, to
become astar,
MadgeEvans
can give little
Shirley Temple some
sound advice
on how to
keep her publie

TRANGEST of all strange phenomena
developed in the picture business is
the child star. To the clinking tune
of gold at the box offices, many a
baby smile and mannerism have
zoomed briefly across the film horizon, as if
coming fromThen
nowhere,
flashed with da'zzling
brilliance.
abruptly,
in most cases, it
disappears, never to be seen again.
Such is the case of the average child star,
whom time relentlessly brings to the point
where he has outgrown his mantle of childish
stardom as completely as he has outgrown the
childish clothes he used to wear.
Exceptions to this grim rule have been
pitifully few. Occasionally a familiar name
will reappear on the silver sheets to reclaim
forgotten popularity. And the public, still
remembering, flocks to see the change that the
years have wrought in "little Miss So-and-so."
But, nine cases out of ten, " little Miss So-andso" couldn't make the grade. She was "just
too cunning" as a child, but the grown-up
version is sadly disappointing.
There is one exception, however, that towers
above all of the past failures and mediocre
come-backs — that exception is Madge Evans, one
of the grandest baby stars of them all. whose
accomplishment led O. O. Mclntyre, a well-known
American columnist, to remark :
"Madge livans is the exception to a general
rule that stage
children drop out at maturity
and are seen no more She began as
a wonder
kiddie of the screen and footlights, with a ' prop '
smile.
" The girl grew older, the bud blossomed into
maturity, and she has flowered into a very good
kinema actress. Endowed with natural beauty,
she has acquired animation along with a becoming
restraint. .\nd what is more, she gives the
impression of being a lady of culture."
At the moment there is another wonder child
blazing across the kinema sky, like a bright and
dazzling comet, over a trail left vacant by Baby
Peggy Montgomery. Jackie Coogan, tien Alexander, Mickey Daniels, and others, whose inevitable
fate was to grow up. This new wonder child is
the tremendously t«ilented Shirley Temple.
What is to be her fate ? Is she also going to fall
12

Madge and Shirley appeared together in tht musical
film "Stand Up and Cheer."
under the precocious child jinx — dropping into
oblivion when that gawky age catches up with her ?
A public who loves her, desperately, hop)es this
is not to be, and has asked Madge Evans, who
adds her fervent hopes with the rest, to give
Shirley advice on how to avoid this pitfall.
"When I played with little Shirley Temple,
she was not as well known as she is to-day,"
declared Madge, upon being approached with the
subject. vellously
"Butunspoiled.
she Her
was mother
a lovelywaschild
mara fineandwoman

April 13. 1935
"Shirley should be protected from
a tendency to over-sict. .\11 children
love to act, and a child actress usually
passes her time draping herself in
clothes and acting before the mirror
instead of going out and playing. I
know 1 did. "When the first sig^s of
the gawky stage appear and the child
has lost most of her babyish atrtractiveness, her parents should not force her
through the year or so left of her
career for the sake of a few extra
dollars. Butawaythey
take her
completely
fromshould
the pictures
for
four or five years, so that she can
make children.
school friends and play with
other
"In short, she should become a
normal Uttle girl. She should be
made to forget completely that she
is a child wonder. Others will soon
enough.
absence
from
the screen, After
the besta year's
and most
prominent
names are soon forgotten.
" Then, if the young girl decides that
she wants to become an actress, she
should still forget all about her brilliant
child's career — -put it completely behind
her. She should be willing to start all
over again, as if she were just beginning, instead of regarding her return
to acting in the handicapping light of
'a come-back.'
"When I was fifteen, after having
lived for five years the normal Ufe of
any little child, I decided that 1
wanted to be an actress. I had
stopf>ed working on the stage and in
pictures when I was ten years old.
" I hunted for work in every
theatrical company in New York. It
took me a solid year until I finally got
a small part in a stage production of
IV hat Every Woman Knows, as a maid.
In stock I played any number of
small bits,
could
have unim{K)rtant
been playedparts
by that
any

ingenue. I finally worked up to ingenue
"On Broadway
leads — but it took a long time. To be exact, I
si>ent five years looking for work, playing bits,
and leads in ' shorts,' until 1 got my first big
part. Ben Piazza, the caisting director of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, saw me in this part, and brought
me to Hollywood under contract.

" T do want to emphasise the fact that I was
X not brought up with the thought of my previous success as a child actress. I wanted to
forget it. For I learned that what was cute as a
—and
not
one
of
those
'stage
mothers'
that
one looks ujx)n with fear and dread. She was a
didn't help any when one was older.
charmingly intelligent woman — an ideal mother child
"If 1 happened to go for a test, at the time
to whom Shirley would run for advice if she were when
they were testing every one in New York
in doubt about what to do.
for talking pictures, and there was someone there
who
remembered
me as a child prodigy, I generally
"As long as Shirley gives her the same love
and respect that she did when I knew her — half lost out, for the remark of ' she was a child actress,
of her battle is already won.
and ofyou
know they never make good ' carried
lot
weight,
One of the greatest dangers that Shirley will
"Little Shirley, when she reaches the gawk"
have to look out for is taking seriously the overgrown
period, will have a harder time livin
inevitable praise and adulation that grown-ups a normal life than I did. In New \'ork, pictur
will give her because of her babyish charm. It is were just a fraction of the activity back there,
pitiful if a young child actress begins to depend and it wasn't hard for me. to forget all about them
upon it. For when she gets to the gangling-, But in Hollywood, films are the chief topic o
gawky stage, this love and praise ceases as conversation — all that matters.
suddenly as it began.
"However, Shirley's father is not in the pictu
"Then the child fights to retain the petting and business, and .she has a .sensible mother, and t
spoiling that she has learned to thrive upon. older brothers with whom she can' play. I
When the child feels that she is losing it, she therefore shouldn't be .so difficult for her to grov
tries to get her treasure back by being 'smarty' up normally, then, oven if she does remain i"
and straining
be 'cute.'
So atjjeople
this Hollywood .
early
age Shirleyherself
shouldto realise
that what
" As for the present, if Shirley 'remains tha
tell her should not be taken too seriously.
little girl
1 knew,
she didn'
understand
the that
things
they who,
told when
her, would
ask
"Then, there is her relation to other children," same
continued Madge. "Generally precocious chil- her mother's advice, even though surrounded by
dren, if they don't have an intelligent person people who told her the marvellous things she
watching and gu|,ding them, get the idea that they could do. she will make the grade.
should receive the same attention from other
" 1 can children
truly saythat
that1 Shirley
is one
talented
have ever
seen.of the
She mos"
h
children that they get from grown-ups.
"Other children are naturally a little awed the most utter naturalness — her lack of self
marvellous to watch. My hop
and stiff when playing with a famous child, and consciousness
wonder what it is the other fellow has that they is that she never loses this, no matter how famou
have not. This only tends to make the famous child she becomes.
more conscious of her own importance. She
"The hardest thing I think that Shirley is
starts to lord it over the others, and if she doesn't going to have to learn is that what is cunning
in
a child counts absolutely nothing when one is
get
the attention
she off
won'ttheplayvaluable
— thus
harming
herself she
by wants,
cutting
grown up, and that there are many other things in
experience of playing with other children.
the world just as important as pictures."
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Anna

Sten
Gary

and
Cooper

The glamour queens clamour for
the tall ex-cowhoy star. Even
Garbo has expressed a wish to have
Gary as - her leading man. Anna
Sten is the lucky lady this time. They
are co-starred in " The Wedding
Night." The film, incidentally,
marks Cooper's return to the Sam
Goldwyn fold. Sam paid him £5(^
a week at the time he left. Now he
has to pay ;^2,000.
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£500
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£150
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£50
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200
prizes off lOL
Cheques will be posted to prizewinners on May 17th

If Ralph Lynn had said to you " Pass me that Ncstle's Chocolate ! " — how
would you have replied ? You see what Winifred Shottcr said — now, what
would you have said ? That's all you have to do in this month's Nestle's
Milk Chocolate Competition. We all admire ready wit. Here's an
opportunity to show yours — and of winning £500 in this month's Nestle's
Chocolate Competition ! One piece of Nestle's Milk Chocolate tastes so
good that it simply calls for another. . . . and another . . . until
there's only the wrapper left ! And you'll need that to enter for the Competition. This month's Competition closes on April ^oth.

LE'S
NEST
chocolate

Coupons
date forAllexchanging
latest next.
NOTICE:yoth June
applicationsNestle's
for FreeFree
GiftsGift
should
be sentis
in before that date, when the Free Gift Scheme terminates.

* HOW
TO
WIN
★
I NeHI^'s will awnrd a f\nt
J eoDsldered
All eotiies bywilla panel
be loilividually
of expert
prizepetitor(ifwho £500
the comsuhmjtsto the
most
Judges.
No
correspondence
can be
suiiAble reply (of not more ihtux
entered
Into beandaccepted
the expert
twf|\ e words t to Ralph Lynn>
awards must
as floaiJudges'
and
rem^^rk. To the competitor who
legally binding. No employees of
siibmitji the iie\t ntont BuitAble
Nestle**, or any av«ociated compan> ,
reply,
a sei^ondaiiflprize
of £1jO
may
reserve the
be avjinJed,
to the
thinl.willa
right toent«r.
use anyNestle's
phrase submitted.
A After f}llin<; in the rrply ipace
prize
of
CK).
10
each
will
be
awarrlei to 200 competitor* whniie
CMl out the t»h6tt mirtr1i$«m*mt,
a*teDiptA niu^e next in oiiliability.
and post with wrapper in a sealed
envelope to Number 1 Competition,
^ ofYou entries
may s-enj
any monthly
number
for Ineach
Nectle's. Silverthome Road. Battersea.
H.\V.8. not later than April .10th. WrlU
competition.
eai-h
eutry
to
l*e
nf-'impanied by Ihc froot of wrapper
cleariy in pencil. Illegible entries will
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(iET a great deal of interest and
amusement out of reading in the newspapers what I am reported to have said,
or to be doing, or to be going to do. 1
find it as stimulating as a cold bath,
because it is just as much of a shock.
Reporters are my friends, thank goodness —
I would sign a document this minute accepting
full responsibility for all they've said about
me in the last ten years !— but it is good to
have an opportunity like this to correct some
of the more recent mistakes.
I have been credited with offering ;^20,000
for the best idea submitted for a new film for
Kddie Cantor. That was a mis-representation
which may have been unfair to me but was
doubly unfair on the public. When I arrived
in London I found a mountainous mail waiting
for me — letters from hundreds and hundreds of
people who were anxious to win that ;{20,000.
What 1 had actually said was that the right
story for Eddie would be worth ^^20,000 or even
^50,000 to me. It would. The story is the most
important part of any picture, and if I am
spending ;^200,000 on a Cantor film I will wiUingly
pay a quarter of it for a story that is a certain
winner. I know I will get the money back three-fold.
Cantor, you see, is, apart from Charlie Chaplin,
the biggest money-maker in England. You may
doubt me, but it can be proved with figures.
So you will realise why I am anxious to have a
tip- top story for his next film.
Then I am reported as having come to England
on a lightning search for new stars. That is only
true in .so far as 1 am always looking out for newstar material. You may remember that I found
Vilma Banky years ago when 1 was on a holiday
in Hungary;
a photograph in a shop window
and
traced theI saw
owner.
Three years ago I saw Anna Sten's picture in a
New York Sunday paper; within a few days my
agent was in Berlin getting Anna's signature on a
contract.
I have been saying for years that England is
full of undiscovered talent. Americans who never
cross the Atlantic have no idea how beautiful
your English girls are. Believe me, they were
amazed when they saw the crowd of lovely girls
with whom Korda had surrounded Charles
Laughton in Henry VIII.
It is only in the last year or two that British
producers seem to have become conscious of the
talent that is waiting on their doorsteps. I watch
your waitresses and shop assistants, and I knowthat if I had the time to make a thorough search
I could probably find half a dozen film stars
among them.
But I am a one-man firm, the only producer
in Hollywood without a partner, and at the
moment my hands are fairly full with Eddie
Cantor, Anna Sten, Miriam Hopkins, and, now.
Merle Oberon.
Merle is going to make one film a year for me,
beginning in May with The Dark Angel. To my
mind she is one of the most fascinating girls in
films, and I plan to present her just as I see her
walking in the street, for then I think she is at
her loveliest.
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am quite confident that at least one in six will
go much further in films.
You will probably find a big change in star
names in the next two or three years. By that
time either colour films or stereoscopic films or
both will definitely have arrived, and that they
will bring changes is certain.
Colour will be the first test, for colour films are
well on the way now. I have seen (and I wished
I owned
!) Jock Sharp,
Whitney's
Technicolour
production of Reeky
for which
1 loaned
him
Miriam Hopkins. I think it will be a .sensation,
for it contains the most marvellous colour I
have ever seen.
And if the colour is sensational, so, I prophesy,
will be Miss Hopkins. She looks wonderful. She
has a beautiful pale gold colouring which comes
out perfectly on the .screen.
But every present-day star will not look so
wonderful in colour. Many will, I do not doubt,
but there are bound to be .some changes, for the
colour photography wUl make new demands.
Hair colouring will have a new imp>oitance.
Chemists will be busy.
Although I think it is quite probable, it is by
no means certain that future films will be 100
p>er cent, colour. The decision rests with the
public, and the reception of Becky Sharp, apart
from the obvious novelty attraction, will do
much to determine whether or not other producers
follow suit.

I do not think there can be any such doubts
about the future of stereoscopic films. The filmgoer
or may
like colour
restfulmayblack
and notwhite
screen, onbutthe hehitherto
must
prefer to see the images living instead of flat.
I have been conducting expmrimeuts in threedimensional photography for two years, and I
have every hope that in another year or so they
will have develop)ed sufficiently for me to use
commercially. For all I know, other producers'
experiments (and of course they are experimenting) may be further advanced than my
own.
1 am pinning my faith to a new system which
aims at "natural vision" photography. It does
not follow the old theory of recording two objects
on the film, like the stereoscopic still photographs
which were very jwpular a few years ago.
By the use of two pictures, one gets the illusion
of a greater depth in the third dimension than
actually
"natural
system
aims to exists.
show theThe
human
being vision"
the landscajje
with the same amount of depth as is seen by the
naked eye.
This is achieved by means of a small attachment
GOL
DWYN
which fits on the lens of the present motion picture
camera. It contains a tiny motor and a prismatic arrangement of revolving mirror.;, turning
colourmost
D'S
YWOO
HOLL ful executive throws a keen
at the rate of about 2,200 revolutions a minute.
The silent motor is synchronised with the shutter
glance at the film world in this
of the camera.
r
iew
ive
with Thorne
interv
exclus
When the camera "shoots," the motor sets the
mirrors revolving, and each image of the picture
Carewe.
is reflected in three different angles into the
various mirrors and recorded on the celluloid.
We
thus get the three dimensions.
Gary Coop>er is another good example. Nine
We shot some of The Wedding Night with this
years ago a raw-lx)ned cowpuncher walked into three-dimensional camera, and when we projected
my office along with a hundred others in answer it in a private theatre it seemed as if the screen
Her looks need no "grooming, " in the accepted to
a call for young men. Gary was probably
sense of the word, for I don't think she could
suddenly vanished and that we were really
ever be more appealing than she was in The the dumbest of the lot, but I singled him out at had
into a solid, live mass of flesh and blood.
Private Life of Henry VIII.
once because I could see he had personality. I looking
Considering the stage of our experiments, the
Please let me make quite clear the fact that paid him £8 a week to play a small part in The results
were highly satisfactory.
I do not think she is a great actress yet. She is Winning of Barbara Worth.
Three dimensional photography will kill painted
not, but she can become one. Merle Oberon has
After, that film. Paramount offered him better backgrounds
and half built houses ; it will demand
in full measure what the screen needs more than terms, so Gary appealed to me to release him
new systems of Ughting and of make-up; it will
from his contract. I consented, and out of bring
great acting — personality.
back the days of location trips to capture
The wonderful thing about films is that if you
the natural beauties of scenery and landscape;
" When
have an interesting personality there is no limit gratitude
finished, ifCoojjer
I can besaid,
of any
use tothis
you,contract
you shallis and it will also end a number of Hollywood
to what you may become. I have never known
call on lasted
my services."
Thatfirstcontract
eight whole years, but careers.
an already great actress come to Hollywood and have
Stars whose unshapely noses, or ugly ears, or
develop into a great personahty, but I have the day it expired Gary came to my office and weak chins have been concealed by clever lighting
known a dozen cases where people have come modestly reminded me of his promise. I accepted in the past, will now have to stand up and be
with little but personality and have developed at once, and I paid him ^2,000 a week to make seen by their fans as they rejdly are. It will be a
into really great artistes.
The Wedding Night with Anna Sten.
job for some of them, just as it will be a
Norma Shearer is one. Joan Crawford is
Personality alone won Cooi>er his first lift bitter
benefit to others.
another. Ronald Colman is another.
from the extra ranks, but in the nine years since
There will not be the need for so many close-ups
Ronnie had found it difficult to get work in then he has become a fine actor. He proved that
England, but his personality stood out a mile in The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, and I beUeve you as are used in to-day's movies. Now we have to
bring the camera near to the face of an actor to
the first time I saw him. He was no great shakes will find further proof in The Wedding Night.
show important emotions, but with stereoscopy
Personality gets hundreds of girls a first start the
as an actor, I admit. But in the ten years he
will stand out clearly and roundly and
worked for me he improved with every picture, in Hollywood, and after that it's up to them. each actor
emotion will be clearly recorded even at a
and now, in Clive of India, he has given a truly When I was starting production of Kid Millions distance.
great performance. Unfortunately he's not I personally interviewed no less than 3,000 girls.
But despite the importance of ears and noses,
working
I was scarcely interested in their acting ability. I believe
that personality will still be the prime
benefit ! for me now, so the other fellow gets the T gave
jobs to a hundred and fifty of them, and I
requirement of a film star.
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Hollywood
slide very much, for suits and gowns
were torn, and various scratches
sustained.
V;
Legion
Honours McLaglen
' ictormember
McLaglenof has
made
the been
American
Legion and also has been presented
ship.
with a gold plate for his services in
promoting principles of good citizenMcLaglen served in the British
Army during the World War, and
under ordinary rules was not eligible
for membership in the American
Legion. Through special dispensation, he has been taken into the
San Gabriel Post.
The gold plate was presented in
recognition of his organisation of
his Light Horse Cavalry troop.

Should

British

Stars

Become

Movie Hazards

Americans?

KingCooper's
Vidor, the director, saved
from
Gary
being
bitten by aalertness
deadly black
widow spider.
Vidor was directing a group scene
of forty extras in The WeMing Night
at the Samuel Goldwyn Studios
"when
Don't Coop)er's
move. Kingvoice
! " broke in :
Vidor stood rigid I The extras
watched excitedly and Cooper
walked up to the director and
slapjjed him sharply across the face.
Cooper killed a fatal black widow
spider and thereupon saved the
director's life.
It was just another instance of
the dangers of a movie career.

Dangers in the StudiosTracy Turns Farmer — So Does Ralph Bellamy
— Trouble on the Telephone — Hepburn
Launches Out.

An Actor Landlord
estateBellamy
in three
the four
Ralph
nowof owns
real
comers of the United States. He
has a house in Beverly Hills, a home
in Florida and recently added a farm
in Connecticut to his holdings. The
farm is in Salem County covers 150
acres, through which rambles a
brook filled with trout. The land is
wooded with pine, spruce, maple,
ehn and oak, and the deer are so
plentiful that high fences are built
around the gardens to keep the
deer from eating the vegetables.
The fact that the farm is only
about 3,000 miles away from the
Hollywood studios does not bother
Ralph a bit. Wben he has a few
days holiday he simply hops into
an less
airplane
crosses the continent
in
than and
a day.

HOULD British stars
who achieve fame in
Hollywood become
naturalised Americans ?
The question is again
being raised in the film city.
There is little doubt, I think,
that recent reports that Ida
Lupino was to take out her papers
were inspired through the present
reaction against non-American
stars.
the word
at Whisper
the moment
and "Dickstein"
you send a
shiver through Hollywood's
foreign colony. Mr. Dickstein is ■
the Congressman who wants to
introduce a law limiting the»admission
of "foreign"
artistes.
He announces
that he intends
to

Wrong 'Phone Number
Preferred
to give studios
wrong telephone
Thecareful
Hollywood
are very
Iris Adrian poses for this perfect picture of a pierrette.
numbers in their stories.
Strange, but true, the studios do this for the
that films be produced with casts of former film
favourites, but it is questionable whether the idea reason that innocent persons may be involved and
is feasible.
damage
will result.
Also, suits
addresses
of warehouses and stores are
Janet's First Home
used
for
residences,
so that no one will sue
Contrary to general belief, Janet Gaynor never
them.
owned a home before she recently purchased Tracy Truly Rural
The reason is that if Mr. and Mrs. John Johnes
the Gary Cooper ranch
has leased Valley,
Spencer
the beach house of the late George Hill, director.
the Tracy
San Fernando
and moved his
discover that their phone number or
She proposes to live there six months each year. 102 inchickens,
twelve polo ponies, a Shetland pony suddenly
street address is used in the movies as the habitat
and her colt, and his family there. It is to be his of gangsters, they decide to file suit against the
permanent residence.
chances. So the movie companies are taking no
The estate has a swimming pool and a small studio.
Stars of the Past
push the bill through this year.
Victor McLaglen, among others,
has already legally become an
American.

It is amazing how former film stars cling to the
studios, and gladly accept very minor roles, or
even extra parts.
"headUners"
now actress
working
theAmong
studios former
are LiUian
Rich, Engbsh
; Alicein
Lake, Helen Gibson, Harry Myers, Rosemary
Theby, Stuart Holmes, Fritzi Brunette, King
Baggott, WiUiani Famum, Gaston Glass, and
many other, too numerous to mention.
At various times the suggestion has been made

polo field.
After the Party
of dollars asredeKay Francis coratingspent
the frontthousands
of the Vendome
an
imitation ship, and constructing a slide on which
the guests coasted into the ballroom, so as to have
an impressive party before departing for New
York.
However, some of the guests did not like the

Is She Ritzy ?
Katharine
Hepburn,studio
who inused
up to
the RKO-Radio
a car toof drive
inexpensive
make, now utilises a 16-cylinder automobile
which cost plenty of money.
Katharine like Marlene Dietrich, evidently
realises that the day of slacks and simple attire
is over.
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46
There's
can

one
99
resist

charm

'WHEN A GIRL COMES TO ME
DISAPPOINTED BECAUSE ROMANCE
IS PASSING HER By, MORE OFTEN
THAN NOT I FIND SHE IS CARELESS
ABOUT HER SKIN"

no

man

* BELIEVE ME, THERE'S ONE THING
NO MAN CAN RESIST— A SMOOTH,
LOVELY SKIN. THAT IS WHY I AM
SO ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT LUX
TOILET SOAP"
I KNOW
FROM
MY OWN
EXPERIENCE THAT IT KEEPS SKIN
EXQUISITELY LOVELY. USE IT
NIGHT AND MORNING AS I DO—,
EE HOW IRRESISTIBLE YOU'LL BE'

••THK O.^K: TBIiS'U that makes a girl
irresistible is a soft, smooth skin," says Fay
Wray, one of Hollywood's loveliest stars.
" And with Lux Toilet Soap any girl can
keep her skin lovely." This is why :
'Svw
Your
Tiny
your

Nkin for you within B weeks
skin is always changing, specialists say.
cells flake off so that within six weeks
present surface skin will have disappeared and a new skin, now forming beneath,
will be revealed. If you give this growing skin
the right care now it can be smooth and lovely

when it appears. The special lather of Lux
Toilet Soap cleanses away all dirt and stale
cosmetics from pores and skin-glands, keeps
new skin smooth and lovely as it comes to
the surface.
846 of the 857 leading stars use Lux Toilet
Soap. Keep your growing skin soft, smooth
and clear, and see how \ovely you can be. Lux
Toilet Soap is obtainable everywhere.
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COLLIfP

+OLLYW00D

Will she be a second Marie Dressier ?
This article will help you to assess
her chances.
role of Pallas Athene in Ulysses, and she became
such a favourite with London audiences that she
remained at His Majesty's Theatre for many
seasons. During this time she appeared in Ben
Hur, The Eternal City, Trilby, Julius Caesar, Oliver
Twist, Anthony and Cleopatra and many others.
At the height of her fame. Miss Collier decided
to go to America and signed with Charles Frohman
to
appear as leading lady with William Gillette
in Samson.
She added to her laurels, remaining in New
"^'ork for a number of years, making annual
pilgrimages to England for the Shakespeare
Festival. One of her greatest hits in that period
was Peter Ibbetson, which still remains one of her
favourite:'..
Durinr, the war she made her first venture into
motion pictures, appearing with Sir Herbert Tree
in Macbeth and three or four other films. But
she remained faithful to the theatre, and when
she returned to New York, again presented Peter
Ibbetson, with John Barrymore as Peter and Lionel
Barrymore as the villainous colonel. This was the
play that turned John Barrymore from a light
comedian, to the foremost romantic actor of the
Broadway stage of that time.
In England and America, other plays followed,
always with Miss CoUier as star. Our Betters, The
Rat, The Firebrand, Doumhill were among them,
and then she received another tremendous
ovation for her performance as Carlotta Vance in
Dinner at Eight. Turning to direction, she presented The Lady of the Camelias, Rebound with
Ina Claire, and Cherries are Ripe with Vilma
Banky and Rod La Rocque.
Her wide acquaintance with Shakesf)earean
roles and her distinct place on the stage led
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford to ask her
to go to Hollywood agjun in 1929, and she gave
special advice to them in connection with the
filming of Taming of the Shrew, in which they
appeared
Later shetogether.
returned to England and resumed her
reigning position on the British stage.
Her acquisition by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is
considered a distinct achievement for the company, but to Miss Collier it means the beginning
of a new career.

A recent studio
portrait of the
famous stage
artiste with her
f avou rite
Pekinese.

"riirF a moral were to be drawn from the
M life story of Constance Collier, the disEjl tinguished British and American stage
I'ly star, who has just arrived in Hollywood
to begin what she calls a "new life" in
talking pictures, it would be this :—
"Concentration is the secret of success ! "
For from the beginning of her thinking life.
Miss Collier has concentrated heart and soul
on her job. She was virtually bom and bred in
the theatre. Her mother, an actress, was on
tour when Constance arrived, and the baby
was christened after the character in Shakespeare's King John.
Now, after conquering the theatrical world
for more than three decades. Miss Collier is begin ing along-term contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. She showed to brilliant advantage
in her first talking picture — Shadow of Doubt.
"1 can't truthfully say that I ever have
thought of anything except my work," Miss
Colher confessed recently. " Even as a
httle child my thoughts were not of school,
nor of plajonates; they were of things connected with the theatre." She made her first
appearance on the stage when she was little
more than a baby. »
Beginning as one of the world-famous
Gaiety Girls, the Ziegfeld beauties of their
day. Miss Collier rapidly outgrew the musical
stage and became a dramatic actress. Her
ability was first recognised in The Sign of the
Cross, and a httle later she scored her first big
hit in One Summer's Day. After that came
The School for Scandal, The Conquerors, Sweet
Nell of Old Drury and others.
Sir Herbert Tree, not then knighted, demonstrated his faith in her ability by giving her the

Constance Collier as the eccentric
and wealthy lady in " Shadow of
Doubt" astonishes her servants
by deciding to go out for the first
time in twenty years.

Another scene from " Shadow
of Doubt " which marks the df,
beginning of new triumphs for the &i<C' '
famous dramatic artiste.
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JANET

" ^■ou're set for the high road, Lolly," " Jonesy"
assured her when she told him of her good fortune,"
"and nothing can stop you now ! "
st
Janet's portrayal
operawith
so delighted
I Universal
executivesin that
that hoss
they,
Herbert
Moulten's
urging,
signed
her
as
a
member
of the
S
studio stock company. They paid her fifty dollars
T'
a
week.
It
was
her
first
film
contract.
E
AN
When her
theybosses
couldn't
keep into
her minor
busy parts
in two-in
reelers.
sent her
feature
productions.
Bou
Friend
In the interim, young Moulten had become
^
a
welcome
visitor "in Janet's abode. These two
1
T IFE was not ver-y had much in common aside from Herb's interest
exciting for the in Janet's career. Herbie was only two or three
years Janet's
Theyinterested
came fromin the
the same
Utile star even when social
strata. senior.
They were
same
thing — vhe films — Janet as an actress, Moulten as
she had thefirstpay- a critic.
merit in her pocket hadAnd,sensed
above that
all, they
LOVE ! " Jonesy"
fromwere
the in• beginning,
and he
fir

for her work as an

The Fox Film Corporation was preparing to
do
The Johnstown Flood. Ir\ ing Cummings, the
approved.
atmosphere'
play- director, was testing dozens of young actresses for
er hut soon the 'critics
the role of Ann Berger, the character who notified
the countryside of the onrushing waters.
found her. Then
Along, came Moulten to visit the publicity
love played its first department one morning.
" How are they getting along with the Flood
part in her career. picture ; " he inquired, just as a matter of routine.
" .\t a standstill !" replied one of the group.
" What's wrong ; " Moulten wanted to know.
the next day as a
member
of the
" mob."
" Can't find the right girl for the lead," answered
There was i sleep
for Janet
Gaynor
that
the other. " Cummings wants a wistful, tragic
night
thing to play opposite George O'Brien, but
Her ! first picture pay cheque in her purse, young
he The
hasn't
been able
find . . ."for Moulten had
sentence
went tounfinished,
Janet declined to permit the moss to grow
dashed out the door. Had someone touched off
beneath her soles.
Between visits to other studios, seeking work, a bomb under him, he couldn't have disapi>eared
Janet dropped in at the Hollywood Secretarial more quickly. In less time than it takes to tell
School, paid a month's tuition costs in advance, it, he was across the lot and in Cumming's office.
and set in to perfect her stenographic knowledge —
" Why not give a friend of mine a test for that
just
. . !well, just in case Hollywood didn't Flood picture; " he asked the megaphonist.
want . her
"She's got everything you're looking for ! "
Meanwhile, she made some friends— Marian
" I'll take your word for it. Herb," shot back the
Nixon, another extra girl striving for better director. " How soon can she get here "
That same afternoon, Moulten returned to
things,
Marian's
Laura, newspaper,
Jimmy Fidler,
a beginner
on a sister,
Los .\ngeles
and Cummings' headquarters, dragging along a highly
Lloyd Bromfield, a cwfc on a Hollywood daily. excited Janet.
The director glanced at Janet, then slapped
Sometimes, in the evening, when Janet didn't Moulten on the back.
have to study, they'd all get together on some" Vou win. Herb !" he shouted.
bo<ly's front porch and vision the future. Maybe,
Then, when he had calmed down, Cummings
one of the boys would suggest a soda at the
turned to Janet.
neighbourhood drug store.
"Miss Gaynor, I am convinced that you're just
Life wasn't very exciting for Janet in that
A recent snap of the star keeping fit with the
the
person for the part without testing you," he
period !
help of the medicine ball.
said, "but let's shoot the test just to convmce the
Janet's
winsome personality,
her capabiUty
for expression,
even as an plus
atmosphere
player,
Before twenty-four hours had elapsed, Janet
attracted
the
attention
of
assistant
directors,
and, Gaynor
front office."
had a Fox contract. Three days later,
T Polly High Lolly had taken a
la Gaynor and her mother were bolind for Santa
after
a
while,
she
was
kept
employed
with
conbusiness course, including shortregularity — so much so that she gave up Cruz for the location scenes for Tlie Johnstown Flood.
hand and typewriting, and when her studiessiderable
Soon after the train pulled out of Los .\hgeles,
at the business college.
she discovered there was an
She had been in Hollywood less than three a tall, broad-shouldered fellow strolled into the
over-supply of stenographers, she months, when two bright young scribes in the Pullman in which Janet and her mother were
accepted the first berth she could find — a Los Angeles Times' dramatic department picked passengers. He introduced himself as George
her as one of the newcomers offering real artistic O'Brien, and there began a friendship that both
cashier's post in a restaurant. Come SeptemJanet and Mrs. Jones have always valued.
ber, however, and she was working with note- possibilities.
Genial Whitney WilUams, making the rounds of
book and typewriter in a lawyer's office.
the studios for his paper, met Janet first. He The troupe had been working just outside of
December brought another shake-up in the returned to his desk and went into a rave over her.
Santa Cruz for ten days, when Herbert Moulten
organisation that employed "Jonesy" . . . His interest brought about an introduction to the joined them. His editor, probably knowing of
brought an answer to the fervent prayers of youthful and clever Herbert Moulten. one of Herbert's interest in Janet, had assigned him to
himself and Laura. His firm was transferring Whit's fellow workers.
write a story on the filming of the flood scenes.
It was exactly a year later that Moulten won
him to Los Angeles.
Janet was throwing every ounce of her meagre
The family arrived in town December 23. for Janet a passport through the gates that lead strength into the task before her, but she gave
to
stellar
honours.
freely of her leisure to Moulten.
On the 24th they moved into an apartment.
While a shimmering California moon played on
Incidentally, this same Herbert Moulten was
On the 25th, they celebrated Christmas —
them,
Janet and Herb sat on a bluff overlooking
to
become
Janet's
first
real
boy
friend,
and what a Chri.stmas. On the 26th, Laura destined
and later her fianc^.
the shoreline of the Vacific Ocean and pledged
Gainer, renamed Janet Gaynor — a cognomen
It was Moulten's persistent efforts on Janet's their troth.
picked by herself with the full approval of behalf
that paved the course for her initial bit —
Herb didn't have to tell Janet that he adored
in a FBO comedy starring Alberta Vaughn. her.
He already had covered that point. The
her guardian and mentor, " Jonesy "—began a part
When
she
had
finished
the
role,
the
director
the rounds of the film .studios. "Jonesy" called her aside, and informed her that he had question to be settled in that romantic setting
accompanied her on her quest for an assignwas only, "When shall we be married.'" Janet
ment as an extra.
two-reeler.
been watching her throughout the shooting' oi the approved of high noon the following day.
So it was agreed that when Director Cummings
Before darkness settled down over Holly"You've got a certain something that is sounded the luncheon signal, they would cOniwood, Janet had negotiated the opening
one of the company cars and dash into
hurdle in the mad scramble that is a start in necessary in screen personalities," he said, "and mandeer
you're
going to Western
travel far for
I " Santa Cruz, obtain a licence and be wed by
American pictures. The casting director at unless
NextI miss
camemya guess,
lead in
a two-reel
a judge.
the Hal Roach studio had told her to report Universal.
Everything went off as scheduled in the Gaynor20
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Moiilten elopement — everything except the wedding itself.
Janet changed her mind when she and Herb
reachedjthe Santa Cruz county building !
She tried to soften the blow — and blow it was
to Moulten — but despite his pleas, Janet was
adamant.
She was afraid marriage might check, if not end,
the career on which she had finally gained a start !
That Janet loved this writer who had secured
for her the big opportunity there was no doubt,
for, with the nuptials cast aside, she returned to
the sets and put into her work a type of emotion
that amazed even the most cynical of the players.
Critics, viewing the finished production, hailed
Janet's as a notable performance.
Fox signed her to a long-term agreement at
S75 a week.
Under the new contract, her initial role was in
The Shamrock Handicap, with Leslie Fenton
opposite. Then she did an ingenue in The
Midnight Kiss. Next came The Return of Peter
Grimm, a vehicle that caused studio chieftains to
take new heed of her ability. That was followed
by another lead with O'Brien in The Blue Eagle.
Moulten's heartbreak was such that it might
have soured the average man — con\-erted him
into a woman-hater. But Moulten was different.
He
thought
understood
Janet's
reasons
for
calling
off the heceremony
at Santa
Cruz.
He still
loved her. He would wait until she was ready for
wedlock I

Maybe Janet, weighted down by all the ballyhoo
surrounding her rapid strides toward stardom, had changed her attitude. Perhaps it was the
rush of work, for she now was going from picture
to picture w ith only brief rests in between, that
caused Janet to see less and less of Herb !
Moulten's buddy, Whitney Williams, used to
grip the Moulten shoulder, and whisp>er into the
Moulten ear :
"Cheer up, kid, and take an old-timer's advice,"
Whit, who is Moulten's age, was wont to say,
" Never fall in love \vith an actress. I've told you
that before. Perhaps you'll pay attention next
!"
time
Winfield Sheehan, supreme commander when
it comes to Fox production affairs, decided to send
Seventh Heaven, a stage play for which his concern
had paid out heavy money, before the cameras.
Because of the excessive price doled out for the
rights to the piece, Sheehan was planning on
making it a super-production.
While Sheehan had already signed Frank
Borzage as the director, there would be a couple
of months of preparation before start of actual
work, for there was much to be done to the story,
construction of the sets would require out-of-theordinary care, and the selection of the cast — weU,
that was something else again.
Sheehan, however, had no doubt as to who
would play Diane. He had been watching
Gaynor ever since she had come on to the lot. He
had studied her in The Johnstown Flood — studied
her through antagonistic eyes — and her portrayal
had captivated him. He had seen her in the other
roles she had played for his studio, and had
reached the conclusion that his initial guess had
been wrong. And when he viewed The Return
of Peter Grimm — alas, he was captivated by the
ability of this youngster !
There was just one p>oint about la Gaynor that
Boss Sheehan didn't like. That was her teeth !
They did need straightening, especially when she
ciine into the camera for close-ups !
It would require two months for the scenario,
the art and the casting departments to complete
their preliminary labours on Seventh Heaven, so
Sheehan ordered Janet to a dentist. He personally
selected the most expert, highest-priced specialist
to be found in Los Angeles.
Janet had become an asset to the Fox Film
Corporation, and the Fox Film Corporation would
pay the bill !
When Janet took her place in the chair for an
examination of her molars, she saw not one, but
two white-coated men bending over her. The
first, his hair streaked with silver, was the
specialist to whom she had been sent. The goodlooking, smiling young fellow was the assistant —
Dr. Don Montgomery.
Montgomery, a South Dakota youth just
graduated from the University of Southern

Yes, Janet can be conquettish
if she wishes, but her long
suit is unsophisticated simplicity.
An informal shot of Janet
taken in the grounds of her
Hollywood home and, inset,
the star gets some hints on
production from James Caretv
as he directs " Lady who
California's dental college,
Lied."
was
a year's
ship serving
under the
otherinternebefore
setting himself up in a practice of his own.
Janet and Don became fast
friends — and Janet forgot
Herbert Moulten !
Romance bloomed again
for Gaynor !
Janet was much in Montcompany previous
to her start gomery's
in Seventh
Heaven.
When Winfield Sheehan
selected Charles Farrell from
among his up and coming
actors for Chico, Charlie was
somewhere in the mountains,
fishing.
of Sheehan's
decision, Notified
he hurried
back.
En route to call on Director Borzage to receive
his instructions, Farrell stopped in at the Fox
publicity ofi&ce. He was talking to Frances through this vehicle that her step-father, " Jonesy,"
Deaner, who had watched his rise from the extra succumbed. "Jonesy" was summoned to his
Maker while Janet's mother was recuperating
ranks, when George O'Brien hailed him.
' ' Miss Gaynor is in her dressing-room" aimounced from
strings.an illness that had almost snapped her heart
Gebrge,
"and
as
long
as
you
are
going
to
work
with her in Seventh Heaven, she wants to meet
Charlie Farrell was toUing in Fazil at the time.
When he learned of the tragedy stalking Janet's
you.And Come
up
and
be
introduced!"
began the Gaynor-Farrell entente home, he begged off from the stage, and hastened
cordiale thus
!
to the Jones-Gaynor residence.
Throughout the filming of this smash-hit, Janet
and Charlie made love — screen love — to each Janet once told me she would never be able to
other. When Seventh Heaven was given its
wipe from her memory the colourful figure, who,
premiere at the Chinese Theatre in Hollywood, unannounced, dashed into the living-room.
Charlie squired Janet through the milling throngs
"Farrell" (that's her favourite name for her
lining Hollywood Boulevard and, as the film screen mate) "burst through the front door in
unfolded itself on the silver sheet, heard Janet Fazil's most ornate costume — the white and red
and himself cheered as the greatest of all screen and gold of an .Arabian prince," Janet explained.
teams.
"He had come to offer his condolence and the
Janet continued to see Dr. Montgomery after hospitality of his beach cottage at Playa del
that, but more and more her interest was centreing
in Charlie. Theatre patrons visioned a Gaynor ReyHisto sudden
mother apj>earance
and me." picked Mrs. Jones and
and a Farrell with hearts beating in unison off, Janet up mentally as nothing else might have
as well as on the screen. When public appearances done. And it did more. It welded the camarawere necessary, the studio insisted that Janet and
derie existing between Janet and Charlie.
Charlie arrive arm-in-arm.
MTien, at the end of two months, the cameras
Because she has played so many emotional began grinding on Street Atigel, with Gaynor and
roles, one after another since her start in The Farrell again co-starred, the off-stage palship of
Johnstown Flood, Chief Sheehan instructed that these
two changed to real-life ardour.
Janet be given a respite via a comedy role, and
she was sent into Two Girls Wanted.
Next week's instalment reveals the truth
It was while little Gaynor was laughing her way about the Gaynor-Farrell romance.
21
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ABLE has acquired editorial status.
.In li Happened One Night he was
just a reporter, but in After Office
Hours he rises to the dignity of an
editor's chair; and I must say that,
if the 'dignity" side of his office is not
conspicuous, he does invest the role with
plenty of pep and a self-assurance that would
make the Fleet Street nabobs green with envy.
Actually there is nothing very remarkable
about the story, nor, if one approaches it
critically, is it particularly convincing, but
Robert Z. Leonard, the director, has put the
thin plot over with a wealth of humorous
detail and an incessant firework display of
wisecracks which keep one well entertained.
Clark Gable is in his element as Jim Branch,
the editor of a newspaper, the proprietor of.
which forbids him to print any scandal concerning acertain Tommy Bannister whom he
(the editor) believes to be carrying on an
intrigue with a Mrs. Patterson, the wife of a
confirmed drunkard.
Jim, however, has other ideas, and when
Mrs. Patterson is found murdered in her
bedroom and her husband suspected, he
proceeds to verify his own suspicions concerning the aforesaid Bannister.
How he contrives to extort a confession from
the real murderer is told in a comedy vein and in
a way which is really subsidiary to the lighthearted love affair Jim engages in with Sharon
Norwood, a society girl who has ambitions in the
newspaper world and who scouts his suspicions
concerning Bannister.
Although, basically, the picture is a conversation
piece, the director has invested it with a sense of
action which keeps the plot moving at a merry
of "theatre."
any senseforms
without Bennett
pace
Constance
an effective foil for
Gable's self-assured, hundred-f)er-cent. he-man
performance. She exhibits that sense of humour
which was so successfully exploited in The A ffairs
of Cellini and which makes her straight comedy
performances far more effective to my mind than
her dramatic characterisations. This may be an
entirely heretical statement to some people, but
I am entirely unrepentant.
As Sharon's mother, an easily flattered and
hopelessly ineffectual society woman, Billie Burke
is excellent, while Stuart Erwin turns in one of
those somewhat cut-to-pattem, but nevertheless
amusing, portrayals as a photographer attached
to For
Jim the
Branch's
pajjer. Stephens is well in character
rest. Harvey
as Bannister and Katharine Alexander showd*to
advantage
in the small part of Mrs. Patterson. —
L.C.
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CONNIE
film
interesting
enough. George is seen as a
but Mrs. Roberts, the draper, holds out in spite of species of gigolo in a somewhat sordid romance
her
against
bear
to
all arguments that are brought
with Carole Lombard as a rich and thrill-seeking
refusal.
society girl.
blessing,
a
be
to
FinaUy, her obstinacy proves
The delightful Margo is not very vital as third
were
than
tenps
better
for they are offered far
angle
of the triangle and is given very few opportunities.
projected, and Mrs. Roberts capitulates.
originally
To add a little love interest, there is a minor
Raft, owing to being mixed up with gangsters,
romance between the son of the managing director
goes to Havana, where he dances in a caii. He
niece.
takes the risk of returning to New York in order
Mrs. Roberts'
and stated,
the multiple
of But.
it is the individual
already
as I have store
effect a reunion with Carole. He receives a
characterisations which form the main source of to
letter threatening him with death during his
interest.
on his opening night. This gives the
Minnie Rayner is very good as Mrs. Roberts performance
producers
an
opportunity to introduce a touch of
niece.
her
as
effective
quite
and Mary Newland
good old-fashioned hokum. Margo faints from
Two of the best performances come from Mark fright
and
Carole
comes down from her box to
Daly as a Scottish accountant and Walter Amner carry through the performance as his partner.
as a fishmonger's assistant ; the fishmonger himself
is very well characterised by Edgar Driver.
As David, the ironmonger, a Welshman, Roddy
Hughes is excellent, while George Carney is in
great form as a Cockney barber.
Minnie Rayner and Ernest
Ernest Butcher plays the role of a more staid Butcher present two clever
chemist and puts over a folk song extremely well,
studies
in "of The
while Charles Mortimer looks the part of the direc- character
Small Man,"
a story
the
tor of the store and Ian Colin is sound as his son.
trials
of
the
small
tradesmen.
The humour is induced naturally ancj is unforced,
and
the human
touch pleasing.
all through ' makes the
atmosphere
particularly
It is a pity that the ending to such a simple tale
should have been over-prolonged and rendered
pretentious by the introduction of a series of
" turns."
Instead of coming to a snappy close after the
success
of theto small
tradesjseople's
we
are treated
a concert
in the townnegotiations,
hall, in which
appear the Gresham Singers. Thor]>e Bates, and
Foden's Band. They are good in themselves, but
strike an incongruous note.
There is. too. a violin solo by Albert Sandler in
a restaurant scene which, while obviously excellently played, helps to hold up the action
unnecessarily.
Altogether, however, it is a well-worthwhile effort, thoroughly British in tone, and
well worth seeing. — L. C.
again starved
is once
Stanwyck
Barbara
society
artificial
in this
of material
drama which aims at expressing the snobcy."
bery of American "aristocra
She is, as usual, sinas aa
natural
"^^^
in
woman
marries
V^Oman
horseA i\.€(i
young
clever who
-J J

polo
" bysham-ateur
and finds herself ostracised
the family"
until, finally, she gets mixed up in a
murder case and, defying the family's wrath,
appears
in court
to be a
witness for
the defence,
although it puts her in a
very compromising ix)sition.
Actually, however,
the family rallies round
and husband and wife
are reconciled.
The picture efio;Novelty of idea and excellent characterisations
go far to disguise the fact there is a rather tively deals with the
narrow
line dividing tlse
unsatisfactory vagueness about the conclusions
drawn from the theme in this picture, which sets amateur and the professional, and it is excelout to present the trials and
lently staged. Otherof the small tradestribulations
^rr\n]]ii
T'hp
1 fic offut
threatened
with extincwise it is tional
purely
dramaconvenrather
rAcitl
tion by big chain stores.
As far as I could gather, drawn out and lacking
the conclusion drawu was that it was a good thing in dramatic grip.
for multiple shops to buy up the small man so long
As a "catty" socias they paid a price which would keep him in
Genevieve
Tobinety iswoman.
excellent
and
comfort for the rest of his life.
Nevertheless, it is distinctly entertaining as a Gene Raymond is fair
whole, and John Baxter has used both ingenuity
the— L.polo
and imagination in his presentation of a very as
ateur."
C. "shamvaried collection of characters, who are given good
lines to speak and are both convincing and human
rge
Geoome
excited about bec
in their interplay.
If you screcan
enic invenBriefly, the plot — which is not nearly so impor- Raft's
tion of the rumba in this
tant as the by-play — introduces us to a group of
tradesmen in a country town who are gradually Rumb
a
fgsl
being squeezed out by the advent of chain stores.
There comes an offer from a big concern to buy
year of
the site occupied by the small sho^s. All except
one of the interested parties are ready to agree. will probably find this
22
you
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l-rank
as rJohn
He appears
, publishe
Mitchell
and editor
of The Daily Dispatch, obsessed
Co-Starred
with the familiar
print-thenews-no-matter-whom it-hurts
journalistic code. .\s a result
The threat, it is consequently revealed, is merely a of one of his scoops a repentant embezzler, Dan
Oliver, is brought to book before he has had time
stunt by the hero's manager.
publicity
returning the money.
The dancing, particularly that of Raft and to carry out his intention ofally,
very free in the
Margo, which occupies about a quarter of the Mr. Oliver, who is, incident
use of firearms, shoots his
footage, is excellent, although whatever else it is,
it is not the real rumba, and to me Carole Lombard White
way out of court and escapes.
is no Pavlova. The dependable Lynn Overman
The wanted
man's penniless
fiancee
is befriended
by Joan
Lies
provides
M. D. P. the comedy relief as the manager. —
Mitchell, the newspaper magnate's daughter. The latter, with a man friend, is
an apartment for her when Oliver
Just another Hollywood newspaper picture, arranging
arrives
on the scene and shoots the man.
which follows the accepted formula of hoisting
the ruthless sensation hound on his own petard.
Joan is charged with the crime and things are
Even the fine acting of poor Walter Connolly not going too well for her despite the fact that
as the sensation hound in question fails to rescue papa breaks down on the witness stand and confesses that all the trouble was due to his wicked
the story or make the part convincing.
headlines.
Terry Condon, a policeman, who is interested in
Joan and whose career has been furthered by
Mitchell's influence, comes to the rescue, however.
The film lacks even the virtue of its kind — good
wisecracks. The dialogue is, in fact, dull and
is de\eloped on convenuninspired.
tional lines,The
and story
we have the policeman hero
introduced in the ancient situation of refusing to
money.
be
bribed by the new spaper proprietor s power or
The latter role is efficiently played by Victor
Jory. Connolly makes the best of a hopeless role
and Fay Wray little better served with material
as Joan Mitchell. Leslie Fenton is inclined to
overact as Oliver. — M. D. P.

or two tuneful
Slight romantic comedy with one
song numbers and ingenuous humour. The
plot is quite skilfully directed by .\nthony
flimsy
Kimmins and is rendered fairly amusing in its
by-play
and numbers
detail. are well
His Majesty
The song
introduced and the production
and Co.
generally has a certain amount
of technical polish.
The story tells how John, whose wealthy uncle
has decided he must find work, visits Poldavia and
meets Princess Sandra, with
whom he falls in love. She is
betrothed, however, to Prince
Michael, and he returns home
heartbroken. Later, when he
is trying to make a living by
selling silk stockings, he meets
Sandra again, a mannequin in
a costumier's and an exile.
^ has n a "brigh+
-'blecoc
John
Finally,
*=1ea.
The
ex-quee

Weekly

ThereDiana,
are further
when brother,
Rivers'
niece,
daughtercomplications
of his ex-convict
arrives on the scene chased by a blackmailer, and
the two families, first fighting and then aiding
each other, soon get into a hoix-less tangle, in
which Duck, Rowley's timid secretary, plays an
important part.
However, everything comes right in the end, the
hghting Rowleys triumph. The romantic note is
struck
to as
Eileen.
Tom by
WallsSydney's
is a littleengagement
crude at times
Sir Donald,
but apart from this he puts up a characteristic
and amusing performa/ice. He is, however, easily
Robertson Hare. It
Lynn and
eclipsed
is these by
two Ralph
comedians,
inimitable in their own
way, who bring su.stained brightness to the cheery
absurdities.
The feminine roles are adequately handled by
Marie I ohr, Lesley Wareing, and Veronica Rose.
Ben Travers has wisely relied on that formula
which has proved so successful in the past for the
foundation of this farce, and then covers up its
conventionalities
decorating
it with
ance of news and by
hilarious
slapstick
gags.an abundHe keeps the comedy team fed with bright
.sicuations and lines, and they in turn do their jobs
by seeing that every lively crack registers. The
of its type.
film ismentquite
good fun and capital light entertainThe rural settings are picturesque, the interiors
are decorative and appropriate,' while the knockabout situations, lightly spiced with sex, are
neatly timed. — K- W.

story, unrelieved by much light
a grim
Rather
comedy
or sentiment, of the struggle of
rival engineers to drive a tunnel under water
between New Vork and Brooklyn. Technically
sound, well directed and acted.
"he-man
stuff."which is good
picture,
Under jumbo
Pressure
and Shocker.
leaders of a gang working
under dangerous atmospheric high pressure, are
driving a tunnel under East River in rivalry
against Nipper Moran. who is operating from the
opposite
his
men atbank.
work Jumbo's
after fire recklessness
has broken in
outkeeping
in the
by Shocker,
K.O. in isorder
to clear
the gang. who gives Jii!J= ^
checked
tunnel

hesit^*^
does not
later,
rescue
to
a^ a ^r>S>^
his menfrom
bluffsShocker
butJumbo,
in order personally
Satisfied \vith
affection
Moran at the r>' '

eekly
April 13. 1935
Elisabeth Bergner
returns to the screen
in the film version of the
play in which she
created the greatest
West End theatre furore
of recent years. Her
husband, Dr. Paul Czinner, directed and Miss
Bergner is supported by
Hugh Sinclair, Griffith
Jones, Penelope Dudley
Ward, and Irene Vanbrugh.

Hugh
Sinclairwhoat
tian Sanger,
Gemma, and Pi
Dudley Ward,
society
beauty as PeneUa,'
the heiress.
Sebastian and his Both
brother
are
in love with her.

.Gregory

' '--nprately to
moment's
bewildered hesitation,

then went back to the stage. For over twenty
years the tremendous dramatic force of that
incident has lingered in the back of my mind.
Always, 1 ha\e had an idea of writing a story
round it, and now I have done it.
On that situation, in fact, is based Eighteen
Minutes, the new \'ogue Production we have just
completed.
We have changed the stage background to the
more spectacular setting of a circus, and added a
strong dramatic climax, but the theme is es.scntially the same. The jealous actor has become a
jealous lion tamer. I, incidentally, play the role.
■

is Katherine Sergava, and the other
- lohn Loder. Also in the cast is
-ticularly
association
ds. happy
1 appeared,
you
♦^er, Constance, in

I
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Fascinating

1000

pairs

of

AMAMI

pure

" Friday Night's Amami Night," is a phrase that is famous all
over the world. But it is more than a phrase, it is a story that has
brought happiness to tens of thousands of girls. This tale of
happiness that Amami brings is simply told in the three pictures
below. You, if you are an Amami girl, can easily imagine
the real life conversation that would take place in these pictures.
HOW

Weekly

Competition

silk Stockings
FREE
All you have to do to enter the competition is to complete the
story by filling in the titles. It is an easy competition and there is
no entrance fee. If you have not yet had an Amami Shampoo,
try one to-night ; you will then understand why Amami is
the favourite Shampoo of thousands of girls. A FREE GIFT
of the Amami Dream Book will be sent to every entrant.
TO

WIN

YOUR

STOCKINGS

AMAMI
Shampoos
Each Amami Shampoo contains 47 special ingredients.
21 are valuable tonic agents to stimulate the roots
into glorious health. 26 are there to improve
the natural beauty and colour of your hair, to burnish
it into a soft, silken loveliness. Amtmi No. i for
Brunettes, No. 5 for Blondes. In Sachets at .^d. and 6(1.
AMAMI
Wave-Set
It is but the work of a few moments to set your hair
into deep waves and firm curls with Amami WaveSet. Just damp the hair with this fragrant lotion,
press in the waves, pin your curls and cover with a
tight cap. In bottles at 6d. and 1 3.
AMAMI
Nail Varnish
Amami Nail Varnish is obtainable in all the fashionable shades — Colourless, Natural, Coral or Rose.
Nail tips, when varnished with Amami, give a long
slender appearance to the fingers. Amami Nail
Varnish is sold in bottles at 6d.

FRIDAY

What are the girls in the small pictures saying ?
Decide in your own mind and then write your
suggestions
:—
No.
1 on a postcardNo.thus
2
No. 3
, together with your
name and address. State also size of stockings
you wear and colour required. A prize of one
pair of pure silk stockings will be given to each

NIGHT'S

AMAMI

of the best 1,000 entries. Use postcards only
(id. stamp, please) and send your entry to
Amami Competition No. 4. , Prichard 27&
Constance (Mfg.) Ltd., 11, Broad Street,
W.C.2, to reach us not later than April 20th.
(There
no and
entrance
fee.) The judges'
decision is
is final
no correspondence
can be
entered into regarding this competition.

NIGHT

PICTUREGOER

Weekly

Clark

Gable

He-man Gable has deserted the drawing-room for the wide open spaces
in " Call of the Wild," Hollywood's screen version of the Jack London
story. He is seen here with " Buck," who also has a big part in the film.
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NEW

FACE

I

POWDER

e
EVERY

WOMAN

MADE

Weekly

MORE

14

I

ERE

LOVELY

'T'ALK in Mayfair at the moment is all of a new face powder which
^ threatens to displace many famous brands formerly favoured by
Society. Numbers of smart women are changing to it ! " Here is a face
powder that really does make me look younger," said a Society Leader.
THREE BIG ADVANTAGES

NEW

.an

moulding

uplift

brassiere

• In three ways this new face powder, made by Pond's, has advantages
over other kinds. Its texture is so much finer — Pond's sift it through
silk so fine there are 15,000 holes to the square inch. Its shades are more
flattering — they actually contain the true tints found in beautiful young
skin. Its exquisite perfume is equal to that found only in powders of
extravagant price — subtle but distinctive.
• Though Pond's Face Powder is the choice of the richest, every
woman can afford it. Boxes are only 6d. and i/-. Crystal jars for the
dressing table, 2/6.

LADY
MARY LYGON :
"liciofu.
lu fragtoKCt
itT simplyit ttv*
Pimd's PotmUr."
F R E E !
*«■<.tnvelop*
o'l'ch td.
STAMP3 3 8.to
<mt corner and pen in o****"
i id. staled
to Dept.
Pomd 1 Extract Company Ud.. PerivaU. Middlesex, for tampUs ofattfio*
shades
and RacholPond's
i. Face Poader : Natural, Peach, Dark Brunette, Rachtl i

CUT on the true-bias so that every inch
of the material has a two-way stretch,
the Athlos moulds beautifully and fits
perfectly. The straps have a firm uplift
pull, but because they pass through a ring
at the back, cannot chafe or rub. And
the brassiere edge is stitchless, being folded
on the bias to give a close fit without
cutting the flesh. Ask to see the
Athlos ; you'll discover lots more advantages for yourself.
OBTAINABLE

FROM

DRAPERS

EVERYWHERE

ATHLOS, 365 Euston Road, London, N.W.I.

[Wholesale only)
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Larry O'Roark was insanely
jealous of Jo's
employer Mark
Lambert.

JEAIOUSY
THE

STORY

of the FILM

by Marjory WILLIAMS

rpreely based on the film "Jealousy "|
iby permission of Universal Films, Ltd.,
-iFlIm House, Wardour Street, London>
jW. I. See " On the Screens Now "
• feature for Lionel Collier's criticism
t
and the full cast of this film.
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surely the most unfortunate, if unrecognised, was the green-eyed goddess.
To a heavy-weight boxer,
jealousy is apt to be more than
ever a dangerous companion,
urging him to use his fists outside
the ring and not at the right
moment inside.
For one so keen on winning the
heavy-weight championship from
Lee Ramage, graduate of the
Bowery to Madison Square
Gardens, jealousy — and nothing
else — could have induced Larry
to absent himself at the moment
when he should have climbed
over the ropes under the arc
lamps and faced his opponent on
the night of contest.
Disregarding the frenzy, only too
easily imagined, of Mike, hardbitten manager — but, for all that,
a very decent fellow — I^rry turned
his back on the building, crammed
to capacity with a sporting crowd
out to see him give or receive punishment. Taking a taxi with the vague
idea of being somehow on time, he
dashed through the lobby of a block
of offices down town, up to an unlighted room on the second floor.
The tapping of a typewriter on the
other side of a party wall quickened
his heart-beats. Without ceremony
he plunged through the half-dark,
found and opened a communicating
door.
She was there all right — Jo
Douglas, his girl, pretty as paint,
even in her work-a-day clothes.
Sight of her at the familiar machine
was good enough; but what about
the blighter standing at her elbow.
30

dictating, hands in pockets ? Though
it was plain to anyone that the pair
were
genuinely
at furnished
work, Larry's
overwrought
mind
him
with suggestions that brought a
ras]>-like edge to his voice.
"That you, Jo? Why aren't you
coming
fight ? " did you come
' ' Larryto !theWhatever
here for? You'll be late."
"Never mind. Excuse us, Mr.
Lambert. Can I have a word with

type as he was the heavier boxer,
was already in his comer. Abstractedly, Larry shook hands, glad,
when the preliminaries were over,
to attack, hoping against hope that
he would by some miracle be allowed
to get into his stride.
A fierce effort to concentrate, uninspired bythe fighting spirit, barely
kept Larry on his feet during the
first round. Ramage, not sure what
he was up against, played cautious;
thus Larry was undeservedly fresh
"Certainly."
when he returned to his comer —
good ?for
" her to turn on lights fresh enough while he was being
Jo,No please
towelled to keep glancing over the
and you
expostulate
" But,
Larry,
told
I should: be
working
late.I ropes, imbued with the insane idea
that Jo might have changed her
We've
a whole ofinventory
to finish."
mind.
Mere thought
that smug
young
"Eyes front! Keep your mind
jeweller,ployer,
Mark
boxed upLambert,
with herJo'sfor eman off the dame, can't you ? " hissed
evening, was enough to make Larry Mike, offering the funnel.
see all colours of the rainbow.
Round two was worse. Lunacy,
no less, caused Larry, when he be"Well, you're not working late —
lieved Ramage was tiring, to adlow
see ! " he warned. " Right now
one eye to wander from his man to
you're
coming
with
me."
" Larry, I can't. It's my job, the vacant seat that Jo should have
tenanted. In that instant glance
isn't it? I tell you I'm not coming."
Larry saw something that provided
"All right, then, you're not
coming ; and I can get along without
him with a second adversary. One
you. Put that in your pif>e and
split second indeed sufficed for him
to register the vision of Jo following
the
attendant down the gangway
smoke it."
to the ringside, and behind her —
Without troubling to say goodbye, he banged the door and
immaculate, composed, at ease as
dashed downstairs. Curiosity being though, among a host of angels, he
more or less satisfied, it began todawn
were not the devil incarnate — ^Mark
on him what a fool he would look Lambert.
if Mike got tired of waiting and
A vague idea of hitting Mark
urged the Gardens manager to put instead of his adversary surged
on a couple of amateur fighters who
through
Larry's
thenhisa punch
on
the chin
sentbrain;
him to
knees,
hung about on these occasions,
hoping for a chance to get their and to the floor. Face downwards,
feet in. Mike had a slow temper,
incapable of movement, he heard the
but, once roused, it might prove
timekeeper's count. " One, two,
formidable. Such thoughts were
three."
Blackness immensities
engulfed him.of
Out
of incredible
not the best preparation for winning
any championship. By the time
time and space he heard a doctor's
Larry arrived at the Square, cut voice.
"That's all right. He's coming
short his manager's sarcasms with
"Well, I am here, ain't I?" and got, to." Larry forced his eyelids open.
into his dressing-gown, he wa.s
He was in his dressing-room.
Familiar faces came and went above
conscioushadthat
year's
training
not agiven
him strenuous
adequate
him — Mike's, the Garden manager's;
Tony's, Hook's, Line's, his sparring
preparation
for
the
evening's
work.
The crowd, on edge, cheered halfheartedly as he climbed into the
Jo came and took his hand. He
ring where Lee Ramage, rougher in partners.
looked into her eyes and felt better,

though he knew he had received the
knock-out of his career. " Larry,
darling ! " she said, ending on a little
cry. From the door, pushing his
way through the group of hangerson to the masseur's table, came Mark
Lambert. " AU right, is he?" the
jeweller said. With a supreme effort
Larry sat up. "Right as rain, and
don't
youin forget
it ! " deaUng
He wasMark
off
the table
an instant,
a left hook to the jaw which sert
him flying across the dressing-room.
Jo might
say what
she in
liked,
that
was bitter
enough;
spiteandof
LeehadRamage,
he
had his Larry
day. O'Roark felt
But when the jealous fiend had
been
by a night's
sleep
and theexorcised
sobering reflection
of having
lost a five-figure dollar purse, and
his fighting reputation as well,
Larry found quarrel with Jo impossible. He quit his rooms and
spent some time arguing with her
mother, Mrs. Douglas, who shared
a house with a sister and brotherside.
in-law,
Phil Redburn, on the East

"I tion't think Jo will see you
to-day,
tell her you're
here,"t
was all but
Mrs.I'UDouglas,
a somewha
austere housewife, would admit. She
called her brother-in-law to cheer
Larry up and departed. Phil Redbum, a rising lawyer who had been
in the process twenty years without
becoming much more than halfbaked, bored Larry with irrelevant
chatter. He wanted to see Jo, but
after an intervsil long enough for
her to have changed into the new
frock with fashionable collar, which
impressed him hardly at all, she was
the reverse of friendly.
twice
the tearsshein told
her eyes
It's
no while
use, Larry,"
him
reminded him of dew-drenched
violets. " Once jealous, you'll always
be. I've told you time and again
there's nothing between Mark and
me, and in the end you never
His temper rose at that. Five
minutes later he stormed down the
brownstone
believe it." house steps, no longer
an engaged man and with a diamond
ring in his f)ocket. To get in the
roadster and drive seemed the only
thing to do. Disregarding traffic
lightshowand
blocks,
he drove, ofsomeachieving
the exchange
city
streets with vistas of tree-bordered
avenues. On, on, with the speedometer needle veering at seventy.
Tv/ice he skidded corners. Now he
W.I'- in a more populated r;;gion.
Large traffic he always, though by
hair's-breadths, safely avoided, but
when in the very middle of a deserted suburban road he spotted a
cat with humped back and waving
tail, he was obliged to pull up. In
his own words he missed the darned
thing, but the elderly lady who
owned the cat and came up panting
as
the car
evidently
think
so. stopped,
For five
minutesdidn't
she
fulminated about bad driving and
worse drivers before she retired to
her gate,
by which
time,32)a figure
[Continued
on page
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The flavour that you find in gooseberries at their ripest moment in
July ... the delicious flavour of the
fattest furry "goosegog" on the
bush — that is what Rowntrees mean
when they say real-fruit flavour.

llfow con
the

fruit

There's usually a pleasant little shop'
ping expedition, then lunch at one of
the smartest restaurants in town, with

taste

BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

perhaps a matinee to follow . . .

in

A time to be at one's brightest and
best, well turned out and with the right perfume —
ROWNTREES

nothing showy or assertive — just the simple, charming
fragrance of Yardley Lavender is the ideal.

CLEAR
GUMS
( Hard)
JUICY-FRUITS
( Soft )
FRUIT

PASTILLES
( Medium )

107

Sprinkler Bottles 2/6 to, 10/6. Larger Sizes up to 2 guineas.
Lavender Soap — ' The Luxury Soap of the World ' — 2/6 a box of
three tablets, Lavender Face Powder 1/9, Compact 2/6, Lipstick 3/-,
Bath Salts 2/6 to 10/6, Talc 1/2 and 2/6, Lavendomeal (the new
Bath Luxury) 3/-, etc.

Pnea 4c mat apply *■ Ot Inik F't SUU.

SOLD LOOSE, 6d. A QUARTER, AND IN PACKETS
TO SUIT ALL POCKETS
6d. ASSORTED PACKET. (J-lb.) Rowntrees now
offer 6cl. as well as 3d. Assorted Packets to introduce
all three consistencies in a wide range of real-fruit
flavours. Buy one to-day.
{Contents \-lb. net.)

YARDLEY

LAVENDER
"MYSTERY
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YOU WEAR NO GRIPS'
WEARING
INVISIBLE
FAIRV

on underarms, forearms
and lees, she can play
tennis, bathe and
enjoy
sunshine
becausethe she
uses
CREME
LA-NE-TA
the hair removing
cream which has been
used by discerning
women for years.
Pleasant,omical easy
to use. and econCrcme

TO ME

BLACK
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IKTISIBLE
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spriac. Ideal for holding Roll CorU is pllce.
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6 Shsdes.
Only STORES,
obtainableincluding
from BOOTS.
HAISDRESSER8
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Lau^tUm'.
Ltd..
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BROWN BLONDE GOLDEN GREV SIL\/ER
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doesn^t

someone

tell

her?''

^^^Utiderarm neglect
this girl's chances

spoilt

«_-/^jf^en may be crude, yes. But this unpleasant business
of perspiring is something you must face. Someone— a boy friend
or boss — may be saying it about you now.
How can you tell if you're offending? You can't. The only thing
to do is to take the same simple, civilised safeguard that every selfrespecting girl nowadays sees to herself. Use Odo-ro-no regularly.
ODO-RO-NO IS SAFE — and effective. Odo-ro-no was invented by
a doctor to keep his hands from perspiring while he was operating. Now
millions of women use it — under theif
arms, on their feet — to prevent completely that troublesome perspiring which
i;-:^ '
^^^^^

i
m

so soon becomes unpleasant. (Even
healthy normal perspiration goes stale and

^B^^^

fj begins to smell in a few hours.) Only
k I Odo-ro-no will both prevent perspiration and take away all smell. Odo-ro-no,
too, is the certain way to save your dresses
from that underarm discolouration which
Look at yoitr clothes. Sliyhily dis' so soon makes them unwearable.
ioioured wider the arms? Odo-ro'Uo
tvill tuve them — and you
2 KINDS OF ODO - RO - NO
1 INSTANT (or 'clear') Odo-ro-no IS J liquid which will give proleciion for two to three days. Easy to apply and quick in action
■ 2 REGULAR (or 'red') Odo-ro-no is a stronger liquid. One application atbedtime keeps you free from perspiration for a week.
Try both kinds of Odo - ro - no ! Send 4d. in
stamps for trial bottk'S of both Instant (clear"
and Regular (red) Odo-ro-no (with a sample ol
Deodorant Crime Odo-ro-no also). Use coupon
Northam Warren Ltd. (Dept. D8).
21 ; Blackfriars Road, London. S.E.i
Name . .

■ '> I .15..

ODO-RO-NO
prevents underarm perspiration

getting out of a second car came
running up. " Larry — Larry — tell
me
you're
been
so
worried.
Soonsafe.
a.s you I've
got out
of the
house this afternoon I was windy
that
dreadful.
Mike you'd
and dothesomething
others evidently
thought so too because they had
followed you to Mother's. They
brought
alongJoin who
their was
car saying
now."
It was mereally
all this, Jo without a beret to control
her dark curls, still wearing the new
frock and no coat. Mike, Tony and
Hook, after some parley, resdising
that all was weU, conveniently went
back to town, leaving Larry and Jo
to follow in the roadster.
" Promise me you'll not be jealous
for a little while and go hitting out
at people except they're in the
ring," home
Jo sighed.
Throughout
the
drive
Larry remained
a proper
"yes-man, " but on the brownstone
housesteps he took her hands.
"Listen, sweetheart. My turn now
to do the asking. Two things.
When will you quit your job? I
don't like your working. You
haven't any need to now I'm here."
" But, Larry — what about your
"That's
I'm not done 'cos
next
fight ? easy.
"
I lost the championship. Say you'll
quit
" Allworking,
right. honey."
What was the other
" When will you marry me ? Quit
working to-morrow at nine and
thing ? "
marry me at ten, eh ? "
Not course
quite theto dual
schedule
but accomin due
feat was
plished. Mrs. Douglas rose nobly
to the occasion. At the brownstone
house were flowers enough to deck a
church, smiles for the clergyman
and punch for the guests. Jo, no
longer an office worker but most
charmingly natural of brides in a
bewitching hat, kissed her groom
unashamed at the end of the
ceremony. For Larry ointment of
that golden day contained only two
flies. The nervous dread of being
short of money on his honeymoon
had keyed him up to asking Mike
to lend him five hundred dollars.
Mike had refused, but before Jo
slipped off to change, she came to
Larry radiant with a cheque for the
amount.
" I'd rather give it to her. She'U
take care plained.
of Theitsecond
for you,"
exfly, Mike
however,
was not so easily extirpated. While
Phil Hedburn was being hustled
away from the punch bowl by a
solicitousfor spouse,
a florist's box
arrived
Jo.
" Red roses — -oh ! I^rry, were
there ever such beauties ? " she cried,
her face vying with the rich petals
as her fingers sought and turned the
card engraved with the name Mark
Lambert.
" If 1 thought I could have found
anything lovelier to express my
wishes for your happiness, I would
Howsentthe
words penned in the
have
easy
hand it."of. to put it bluntly, a
gentleman,
in lorry's
throat,
effort
thoughstuck
he made
at swallowing
them. On the honeymoon it was
easier to forget the writer of the
message. A fortnight of holidaymaking at the Atlantic City Hotel
with no reasonable luxury denied,
was pure bliss, nor did Jo seem to
find any diminution of happiness in
quitting the ex{>ensive life for modest
housekeeping in an apartment on
I'^orty- Fourth Street.
True the furniture and fittings
being
the "pay
out of income"
system onlacked
distinctiveness
which
Jo, brought up among the more

SYLOU
JEA
solid
mahogany
of the
brownstone
house, recognised.
" It's all lovely and in time we'll
potter about and pick up things with
more character to them, won't
we
? " she enthused
appropriating
businesslike
apron whUe
Larry gota
to work with a tin-opener and the
contents
the store cupboard.
"A
piano, for ofinstance.
We really need
" I don't know so much. Cost a
few"Maybe.
hundred dollars,
I was wouldn't
thinkingit?"we
might take the money out of Mike's
piano." present— why, what d'you
a"Mike's
s'pose we've been living on this last
" Larry ! Are we really short of
present".
fortnight
She had? " stumbled on the truth.
He had meant to tell her how hard
up • he was owing to his having
money
staked ? " everything on winning the
championship. " Never mind, I'll
soon be in another fight," he evaded.
"Tell me just how much we have
got," she riposted, and he was
obliged to swallow the pill of admitting that a few hundred dollars
was all that stood between them
and starvation.
For a month he insisted that
things should go on as usual,
fighting to stave off the imminence
of Jo's decision to get a job. The
blow fell one evening when he
arrived home eager, on the strength
of Mike's suggestion that he should
go into training, for an evening in
town. At seven she walked in in
her street clothes, ready apparently
for anything, even Larry's tem"Now don't look so cross, Larry
dear. I'm sick of doing nothing.
Behold the working woman with ;i
date
for Monday
"
"You've
no needmorning.
for that.
I've
told
you "Mike
a hundred
stormed.
knows times."
I'm out he
to
take anything I can get. He'll
per. he won't. That's just what 1
" No
don't want. Spoiling your career
just for the sake of keeping me in
looking pretty. Have a cigarette
while I change. I'll be ready inside
five minutes."
■
through
the bathroom
call
made himdoor.
ugly thought
Anfix
" lx>ok here, you're not going back
to the old job; you can take it
"Who said it was the old job?
Don't be mingy — come and help me
from into
me." this jumper — it's not a
get
stenographer's
job at shop
all. down
I'm
managing a jewellery
"Jewellery! Then Mark Lamwon't
liave bert
it.got you
You the
can goods.
tell him II won't
.\ red rag dangled before his eyes
while his fingers fumbled with loops
and buttons. Wresting herself free,
Jo town."
faced him with blazing eyes.
have
"Theit."job's nothing to do with
Mark I ^mbert-nothing,"
she
shouted.
For I^rry
the ensuing
days were lost in a blurr of angry
jealousy. Con\'iction that his wife
had protested too much was no
proof of
His unconscious selfherwasdeceit.
ever seeking
such
A search one evening about a
fortnight after Jo had started work,
through an empty apartment, reproof. sulted in Larry's finding a note on
the bureau. Omitting the "sonys"
and "Larry darlings," the unvar-
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nished fact stood out in all its
nakedness.
" Workingof late."
The consumption
a meal out
of tins put Larry in the right frame
of mind to engage the telephone.
" Is that the Orient Jewel Box ? Can
I speak to Mrs. O'Roark? What I
She's gone out? To Mr. Mark
Lambert's hotel. Which one?
Thanks. Good-bye."
Murder was in his heart as Larry
swayed to and fro on the
seat of a taxi, leapt forth
before the driver had time
to open the door, entered the
vestibule of a private hotel on
Main Street and caught the up-going
lift just as a seedy-looking elderly
man with a suitcase stepjDed out of it.
Once before Larry had invaded
Mark Lambert's private sanctum
without knocking. Having dodged
the porter below, he achieved such
an entrance a second time. He was
too angry to notice that Jo, with
hat and coat on, seemed on the
pKjint of leaving, while the atmosphere of the comfortably furnished
room had no appearance whatever
of intrigue. Larry only saw that
Mark was there and moreover that
Mark was holding a Colt's revolver.
With dilated eyes, Jo, guessing
Larry's intention, flung herself uf>on
him.
' ' Larry — Larry — please — there's
nothing.
swear
isn't asked
anything Iwrong.
Mr. there
Lambert
me to come over to give my advice
on some jewellery he was going to
buy — from a Mr. Smith — an old
man — he's just left. You must have
run into him. It was only a moment
"
two ago
or Larry
never would have thought
it possible
to tear
arms them
from
round
his neck,
but Jo's
he flung
off as though they had been a
couple of match sticks.
"Don't talk to me. WTiat's the
feDow got with a revolver, anyway ?" Mark sp>oke.
"Look here, Mr. O'Roark. You're
on the %vrong tack. I wanted Mrs.
O'Roark to have this at the shop.
It's lonely at night when she's
working late and there's only a
woman assistant." He looked Larry
straight in the eyes. The man's
poise, undeniable breeding and
obvious clear conscience were as
sparks
to the
tinderHe ofhitLarry's
accumulated
anger.
out a
straight left that sent Mark to the
floor, but failed to make him take
the count. In a second Mark was
up and gixang punch for punch. An
uppercut to the jaw and Larry's
blood thrummed in his ears. "Get
out of here ! " Mark ordered with
levelled revolver. Larry was on
him like a flash, forcing him to the
floor. Desperately he sought for
the weapon, laid hands on it, and fired .
Bending
over Mark's
crumpled
body,
Jo raised
a ghastly
face.
" He's dead ! " The words echoed
in Larry's brain. "He's dead; I'm
dead. This is the end."
He had no remembrance of Jo
taking him by the shoulders and
pushing him through the open door
and closing it behind him. He had
no memory of walking ghost-like
through the streets, of getting on an
underground train and sitting there
till told by the inspector that they
had reached the terminus. Suffering from complete loss of memory,
he woke, after what seemed an
ageless limit ot time, in a city
hospital.
A nurse brought him a breakfast
tray. He cisked what time it was

and whether he had been ill. She
told him very, and would he like
to see the morning paper? When
she had gone, he poured tea from
the Rockingham pot into the thick
cup. He turned listlessly to the
paper, seeking for something that
should pierce the fog of oblivion.
The front page contained the headline :"O'Roark Murder Trial. Jury
Retires
He readfor a Decision."
few lines. Gradually he
assimilated paragraphs. Memory
returned. He, Larry O'Roark, had
committed
Jo had
O'Roark,
his
wife, his murder.
adored wife,
been
con\'icted of his crime. From what
he could see of the evidence, the
jury might be expected to give an
unfavourable decision. Phfl Redbum was defending Jo, whose story
of a bandit who had broken into
Mark's room and killed him, wiped
the fingerprints from the gun and
got away, all of which hapijened in
her presence and before she could
interfere, seemed sadly in need of
bolstering.
From the reported speeches Phil
had evidently taken the line that
Jo's relations with Mark were
entirely innocent, therefore she had
no motive for killing him.
So far so good, yet Larry thought
he could imagine only too well how
Phil's would
boring, fail
ineffectual
oratorical
style
to impress
the
Flinging tray and paper aside,
jurors.
Larry sprang to the wall-cupboard,
dressed, and within two hours was
in the court-room. The judge was
about to pronounce sentence. Disregarding onlookers, officials and
those at the lawyer's table, Larry
strode
the himself
judge's up
stand.
After
he
had togiven
for justice,
he had the impression of being told
by the foreman that the verdict on
Jo was to have been " Not Guilty."
A nightmare of nights and days followed. OnlytoJo'sthesweetness,
her
constant visits
condemned
cell, kept Larry from going mad.
He was tried, convicted and sentenced to the chair. The hour of
electrocution approached. He was
in his cell talking to the chaplain.
" Please, sir, there's one thing you
can do for me. You know my
profession. I'd like to die thinking
I'm still a prize-fighter. Will you —
can
out when
I'm as
in
the you
chair— ?count
If Imethought
of you
the referee it would help. One, two,
three, four, five, six, seven, eight,
nine what was that ? "
A towel
Larry'sin
eyes.
He wasflicked
in thebefore
ring, back
his corner. Mike's voice was in his
ear. "Steady, Larry. The bell
saved j'ou, lad. You're right as a
trivet. Jo's here too. Now keep
your
eye he?
on Ramage,
'"
Could
In thosecan't
ten you
seconds
of the sub-conscious mind taking
charge
laidchange
out under
Lee's
punch, awhile
mental
had taken
place. Jealousy had been ousted.
Let the green-eyed goddess quit for
ever if murder and punishment for
murder were her ultimate gifts.
Inspired with unspeakable relief at
the unreality of dire happenings
existing only in the mind, Larry at
the sound of the bell, sprang to the
attack. One round and he had left
Lee on the floor and was being
chaired as victor. Back in the
dressing-room, conscious of Mike's
approving
Jo'sLambert
tearful
laughter, hebeam
saw and
Mark
pushing through a host of wellwi.shers. Larry shot forth so welcoming afist that Mark reeled before
his fingers closed in friendly grip.
" Hope I haven't hurt you, old man,"
Larry grinned.
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teeth Spratts give me
" NO dentists for me. My teeth are up to anything. I'm not conceited,
but did you ever see whiter teeth or more firm and healthy gums ? "
The
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of thismorsels
healthy give
fellowteeth,
has gums
given him
Spratt the
's Ovals.
croncby
munchy
and jaws
exercise These
they
need. And since Spratt 's Ovals are the Ideal doggy diet, they make
your pal the fittest fellow that ever wagged a tail. Spratt 's Ovals are
marked with an X — the guarantee of goodness. Buy in sealed packets
and cartons from Sd. upwards, also In bags from lid. upwards.
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FREE—
Spratt's
"Guide
Dog Management,"
containing of100allpages of
valuable information
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he deserves. Write to Spratt 's Patent, Ltd., 58, Mark Lane, London, E.C.3.
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.Magical ! Bewitching ! New undreamed-of Iwauty given
to vou by NELL GWYNN SKIN FOOD. You simply
MUST send for the FKF.E T1<I.\L }\K and the little
sealed envelope which contains such a big surprise.
POST COUPON NOW.
POST THIS COUPON FOR FREE TRIAL JAR
To J. C.& J. FieldLtd.,Dept.22 A. Lambeth, London,S.E.1
FREE
Jar of
Pitast send me a free trial jar of Nell Ouiynn Skin
Food in accordance tviih your special offer. I enclnst
3d. in stamps to cover postage and packing.
Beauty Cream
and
of

the secret
NameAddress-

the

GROW

NEW

STRONG

HAIR

Remarkable trial offer for " Picturegoer** Readers
Why run the risk of baldness or suffer the discomforts caused
by weak or f£illing hair? Men, women and children have
grown thick,
with the aid of Kotalko. Manjwonderful
cureshealthy
are on hair
record.
^ " Picturegoer " readers should take advantage of the
remarkable
Kotalko Soap.trial offer — a Test Box of Kotalko and
FOR A
# SEND
TEST
BOX
NOW

TEST-BOX COUPON
To JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Ltd.,
9 Percy Street (104AS), London, W.l.
Please send me, post paid. Testing Package of KOTALKO and
KOTALKO SOAP, with directions, for which I enclose 3d. in stamps.
NAME
ADDRESS
33
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On

Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦JEALOUSY
♦♦THE RICHEST GIRL IN
THE WORLD ♦ROMANCE IN THE RAIN
♦♦THE WHITE PARADE
♦YOU BELONG TO ME
♦ROADHOUSE
♦♦I SELL ANYTHING
♦REDHEAD
♦♦HAPPINESS AHEAD

Grace Bradley appears in two pictures
this week, "Redhead" and "She Made
Her Bed."
*»THE RICHEST GIRL IN THE
WORLD
Radio. comedy
American.
romance."A"Runscertificate.
74 minutes.Straight
Miriam Hopkins Dorothy Hunter
Joel McCrea
Anthony Travis
Fay Wray
Sylvia Vernon
Henry Stephenson Jonathan Connors
Reginald Denny
Philip Vernon
Beryl Mercer
Maid
George Meeker
Donald
Wade Boteler
Frank Orsatti
Herbert Bunston
Cavendish
Burr McIntosh
David Preston
Edgar Norton
Butler
Directed by William A. Seiler. Previewed
November 10, 1934.
I have always placed Miriam
Hopkins in my own mind amongst
the first dozen best artistes on the
screen and here she gives a performance that fully justifies such
selection.
As a rich girl who goes to sacrificial lengths to make sure that the
man she loves is not just after her
money she gives a performance that
is absolutely sincere and most
human in conception.
It is her work that provides the
main source of entertainment for as
a whole the picture is very slowly
developed and is overburdened with
dialogue.
However, the technical side of the
production is very good and there
are many very amusing and well
handled situations.
As the hero who finally indulges
in caveman methods to win his wife,
Joel McCrea is well cast and gives a
good natural performance while Fay
Wray is sound as the rich girl's
secretary.
.Vs her perturbed husband, Reginald Denny is sound and Henry
Stephenson is excellent as the
heroine's guardian.
**THE WHITE PARADE
Fox. American.
" A " H3certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Romantic
Loretta Young
June Arden
John Boles
Ronald Hall
Dorothy Wilson
Zita Schoficld
Muriel Kirkland
Glenda Farlev
AsTRiD Allwyn
Gertrude Mack
Frank Conroy
Doctor Thome
Jane Darwell
Matron
Frank Melton
Doctor Barnes
Walter Johnson
Doctor Moore
Sara
Harrington
Joyce Haden
Compton Miss Una
Mellon
June Gittelson Pudgy Stcbbins
Directed by Irving Cummings from the novel by
Brian James and screen play by Sonya Levien
and Ernest Pascal. 1B34.
Previewed December l.'>,
Loretta Young shows to distinct
advantage in this somewhat
novel romance which sets out to
glorify the nursing profession. As a
probationary nurse who had to
choose between love and a career
and decides on the latter, she gives
a thoroughly convincing perform34

♦DOCTOR'S ORDERS
THE THIRD CLUE
♦HOUSEWIFE •
SHE MADE HER BED
c^BABES IN TOYLAND
What the asterisks mean —
An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment. c .-ilso suitable for children.
ance full of sympathy and extremely
well characterised.
.\s her ardent lover, a young millionaire, John Boles is quite effective
and a really brilliant character study
comes from Jane Darwell as a
matron.
In essentials the plot is distinctly
noveletic and there is a tendency
for an over-elaboration of the strict
routine and duties of the nurses,
but its detail work is often strongly
dramatic and is well balanced with
comedy.
The director has made his characters very human.
Technically the picture is excellent, most of the action taking place
in hospital interiors; it does not,
however, lack a sense of action.

posing as a society woman who
knows the big side of the racket
better than he did.
The main fault is a tendency to
overdo the back chat both in the
opening and closing auction
sequences, and generally there is a
wealth of wise cracks and the tricks
of the trade are presented in an
illuminating and ingenious manner.
Claire Dodd is very good as the
pseudo-society swindler, but Ann
Dvorak has little to do as a girl
whom the hero had rescued from
starvation
win through.and who helps him to
.\s Pat O'Brien's confederates
whom he Roscoe
"plants"Kams,
amongst
his
audiences,
Hobart
Cavanaugh and Russell Hopton are
excellent.

**I SELL ANYTHING
Warner. American.
certificate. Comedy.
Runs 71" A"mimHes.
Pat
O'Brien
Cutler
Ann DvorakSpot CashBarbara
Claire Dodp
Millicent Clark
RoscoE Karns
Monk
HoBART Cavanauch
..Stooge
Russell Hopton Smiley Thompson
Robert Barrat
McPherson
Harry Tyler
Second Stooge
Gus
Shy
Stooge
Ferdinand
Gottschalk ThirdBarouche
Leonard Carey
Pertwee
Clay Clcment
Peter Van Gnien
Directed by Robert Florey. Previewed November
17, 1934.
Pat swiftly
O' Brienmoving
is in great
in this
and form
somewhat
novel comedy which shows up in an
amusing manner the tricks of the
cheap auction racket.
He is cast as a four-flushing
auctioneer who gets in the big
money and is nearly ruined by a girl

••HAPPINESS AHEAD
Comedy."V" certificate.
First National.Romantic
American.
Dick Powell
Bob Lane
Josephine
Hutchinson- Henry
Joan Bradford
Bradford
John Halliday
Frank McHuch
Tom Bradley
Allen
Jenkins
Chuck
Ruth Donnelly
Anna
Dorothy Dare
Josie
Marjorie Gateson Mrs. Bradford
Gavin Gordon
Jeliffe Travis
Russell Hicks
Meehan
Mary Forbes
Mrs. Travis
J.Mary
M. Kerrigan
The
Treen
The Boss
Girl
Mary Russell
Girl
Jane Darwell
Landlady
IMrected by Mervyn Lt Roy. Previewed March 2>
I93.S.
A personal
triumphstar,
for the
popular Broadway
Josephine
Hutchinson who makes her first
appearance in this conventional
romantic musical which is rendered

Helen Mack has a "mother" role in
"You Belong to Me."
pleasing by good direction, polished
staging and kindly humour.
She appears as the daughter of a
wealthy man who falls in love with
aidentity.
window cleaner, and helps him
to make good without revealing her
She is dainty and natural and on
this showing should go far.
As the hero Dick Powell is very
good and puts over his song numbers
excellently, while Frank McHugh
scores laughs in an amusing comedy
character role.
•DOCTOR'S ORDERS
Wardour. British. " U " certificate. Broad farceLeslie Fuller
Bill
Mary Jerrold
.Mary
John
Mills
Ronnie
Margerite
Allan
Gwen
Felix .\ylmer
Sir Dan
William
Kendall
Jackson
Ronald Shiner
Miggs
George Harris
Duffin
Directed by Norman Lee. Story and scenario by
Clifford Grey, Syd Courtenay and Lola Harvey.
type of
humourof the
purveyed
Avery largood
example
popuby Leslie Fuller. It has no pretensions to subtlety but is put over
briskly with quite good domestic
sentiment to furnish a contrast to
the star's broader fooling.
Leslie Fuller puts in a little character acting as well as clowning in
his role of a travelling medicine
man whose son becomes a doctor
without knowing about his father's
employment.
A plot to humiliate the son
through attacking the father is frustrated by the latter's generosity.
Mary Jerrold is appealing as the
medicine man's wife, and John
Mills is good as the son.
Margerite Allan is only fair as the
heroine.
•HOUSEWIFE
First Marital
National.drama.
American.
certificate.
Runs M)".4"
minutes.
Bette Davis
Patricia Berkeley
George Brent
William Reynolds
.Ann Dvorak
.Nan Reynolds
John
Halliday
Paul
Ri TH Donnelly
Dora Dupray
Wilson
Hobart Cavanauch George Wilson
Robert Bakrat
Sam Blake
Leila Bennett
Jenny
Ronnie Cosby
Buddy
WiLLiARD Robertson Court Judge
Phil Regan
Radio Singer
Joseph
CawthorneMr. Siminonds
Krcuger
Harry Tyler
Charles Coleman
Bjlton
Directed by Alfred F.. Green, from the screen
play b\ Robert Lord and Lillte Howard.

John Boles and Loretta Young
in "profession.
White Parade," a giortjication of the
nursing

Goodthe average
dealing with
somewhatdrama
conventional
situation of the wife who helps her
husband to success and then finds
she has acquired a rival in the shape
of one {ofContinued
his old flames.
on page 36 )
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and yet only a month
'ago my skin looked so
pimply and blotchy
I WAS ashamed/

The

Worry

Unwanted

>ch

<^

Weekly

of
Hair
!

Ended

Clear

SrfHeaJthy

hoWle
Trial

Skin

Size
is not a question
Don't envy the girl whose
clear skin and complexion make
her so attractive. You too can
have a beautiful clear, smooth
skin and radiant complexion, no
matter how blemished, coarse
or rough your skin may be.
Try this method for two
weeks : — (1) Cleanse the skin
twice a day with Cuticura
Soap ; (2) Use Cuticura Ointment in conjunction with the
soap. The luxuriant mildly
antiseptic lather of Cuticura
Soap cleanses the skin to the

C

of Luck

very depths of the pores,
washes away deeply embedded
dust and grime, smooths and
softens the skin. And to clear
the skin of pimples, enlarged
pores, ugly red coarse patches,
irritating spots, apply Cuticura
Ointment direct on the affected
skin a few moments before
washing with the soap.
These gentle soothing emollients are all you require to
make your skin clear and
healthy, your complexion
smooth, lovely and attractive.

uticura.

\^dor
Cled.rHed.lthy Skin
At all Chemists and Stores.
Ask for Cuticura Soap and
MOTHERS. To keep your baby happy and conCuticura Ointment. And for II TO
tented use Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Talcum
powder use Cuticura Talcum
i chafing,
regularly.soreness,
Safest rashes
for baby's
tender skin — prevents
and irritations.
— exceptional ly fine and pure,
exquisitely perfumed.

SHE

MAYBE

40
BUT SHE GETS
HER

MAN

/

Girls half her age envy her the
YOUTHFUL RADIANCE that
draws all eyes her way. She makes
no secret of her age — proudly
admits to 40 — realises that to
LOOK YOUNG is what countsknows just how that LOOK of
YOUTH is nchievcd.
In .'iO minutes Boncilla Clasmic
Pack ( Bcautitier) is guaranteed to
smooih out tired lines, banish
hiackhcadsand blemishes, youthify
facial contour, brace muscles, stimulate natural colour and lovelinesc.
Bot\cilla
cla$mic pi\ek
BEAU-riFlER
Endorstd by Bttuty Patloun, Hairdreaers and Wnttrs on
Beauty. Laboralcnes.
In tubti 1,'t, Ltd..
and art
3': atBlicklriars
all Toi/etHead.
Counters
Boncilla
Dl-nS.

;
J
|'

6

3/

A

Liquid Depilabry
Now the Summer Sports
for Hie
season is starting, the
Arms
use of EAU DIXOR beand
comes an absolute necesLe^s
sity. Itis simplicity Itself,
makes no mess and removes the hair in one or
two minutes.
Use the Form
below or order
If a depilatory Is required
from your
for
the face always use
Chemist, Hair-dres er or
Dixorase.
Stores.
"ace

STOMACH
SUFFERER
SINCE CHILDHOOD
Now Perfectly Fit
To be perfectly fit and able to eat anything
after over 20 years of acute stomach trouble is
more than most people would dare hope for — yet
this has actually happened to Mr. A. C. Downing,
of Cavendish Road, Carlton.
These are his own words :—
"I
mustBrand
tell you
how thankful
regarding
Maclean
Stomach
Powder.I amSince
childhood I have constantly suffered from stomach
pains, indigestion, heartburn, and was informed
by doctors that it might be ulcers. I was told
by my doctor to try Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder and before I had finished the first 1/3
bottle I was much better. Until that time I had
been obliged to diet myself and was often afraid
to eat anything at all. Since the first bottle of
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder I can face a good
meal with confidence — no more sickness, heartburn, etc. The secret of it is simply Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder which keeps me perfecth*
fit and free from any discomfort."
And you can obtain just as great and speedy
relief. But be sure to get the original Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder. Do not risk an inferior
substitute for the sake of a few pence, but ask
your chemist for Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
and seeand
the carton
signature
"ALEX.
C. MACLEAN"
on
bottle
before
you buy.
It is not sold
\loose, but only in bottles in cartons, of Powder
or Tablets, at 1/3, 2/-, and 5/-.

A

Cream

D

pr Hie
es
Tub

FREE SAMPLE of
Dixorase only may
be obtained by sending \id.
stamp
2/to6
/6
1
address
below.
To DIXOR LTD. (Dept. F.O.),
St. Leonard's Works, Mortlake, S.W. 14
Please send a trial bottle of Eau Dixor and free
sample of Dixorase. P.O. I/- enclosed.
M
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SCREENS

George Hrent does well as the
weak husband while Ann Dvorak
gives an appealing and well balanced
performance as the wife.
liette Davis is true to type as the
mercenary and seductive charmer
who nearly ruins her happiness.
Detail work is good and the construction workmanlike.
c*BABES IN TOYLAND
M.-(i.-.\f. Amcriran.tomime, kutts••(••
certificate. Pan77 minutes.
•Stan
I.ai
rei
Stanley
Olivkr Hardy
Oliver Diim
Dee
Charlotte
Henry
Uo-Peep
Fn.i.v K.NiCHT
Tom-Totn
HvNRY Klkinbach
Bamaby
I'LORF.NCt
Peep
l't'ki>ENAKi>Roberts
Mi'NiER Widow
Santa Claus
Wii.i.iAM Bi RREss
Toymaker
Virginia Kahns
Mother Goose
IMrecteil bv Gus Meins and Charles RogersBased on the operetta by ytctor Herbert ami the
book bv (Hen .XlacDonottgh. Previewed Januarv
12, I!)35.
A disappointing excursion into the
realms of screen pantomime
which will probably please the
younger children but which has not
taken advantage of the scope of the
screen for the presentation of what
is basically a fairy tale.
There is one particularly good
.spectacular incident of toy soldiers
attacking bogeymen but otherwise
it is not remarkable in scenic effect.
Laurel and Hardy rely on very
obvious slapstick fooling and are
virtually starved of material.
•JEALOUSY
Columbia. American.
angle drama. Runs"A"R6 certificate.
minutes. TriNancy Carroll
Jo Douglas
George
Larry
O'Roark
Donald .Murphy
Cook
Mark Lambert
Raymond WiU.B(;RN
Phil
Arthur Hohl
Mike
Inez Covrtney
Penny
Robert Allen
Jim
Clara Blandick
Mis. Douglas
Arthur Hoyt
Smith
Josephine Whittell
Laura
Arthi^r
Vinton
Tony
Ray Mayer
Hook
Ray Cooke
Line
HuEY White
Sinker
Directed by Roy William Neill.
Triangle melodrama put over with
f)opular punch which relies
more on the way it is told rather
than on its material which is not too
convincing.
It is told in the form of a dream.
A boxer, knocked out in the ring,
imagines, while unconscious, that he
has
shot hishismemory
wife's employer,
that
he loses
and only gains
it in time to save his wife, who has
been accused of the crime, from the
chair.
Nancy Carroll is sound as the wife

NOW—

Continued

and George Murphy puts in a virile
performance as the husband.
Boxing sequences are well handled
and there is a sufficiency of humorous
relief to balance the somewhat fantastic theme.
♦ROMANCE IN THE RAIN
I'niversal.
Romantic
comedyAmerican.
with music. "(/"
Runs 77certificate.
minutes.
Roger Pbyor
Charlie
Heather Anoel
Cynthia
Victor
Moore
J.
Franklyn
Blank
Esther Ralston
Gwen
Ruth Donnelly
Sparks
Paul Kave
Rex
Christian Kub
Slotnick
GuiNN Williams
Panya
David Worth
Hedgwick
Yellow Horse...... The Eskimo
Directed ty Stuart Wuiittr from a story by Sig
Heriiz and Jay Gorne)':
Trivers. adafrted bv Barry
Music, .singing and dancing in the
story of a publicity agent who
conceives the idea of staging a
"Cinderella" contest for his magazine which is won by Cynthia, a poor
girl, who is in love with him. She
suggests the idea of running a
"Prince
Charming"
contest
with
the
idea that
the winner
of it shall
marry "Cinderella" in public.
Love, of course, finds a way and
there is quite a good deal of amusement in the presentation of circulation "ballyhoo" as practised by
-American magazines.
Heather Angel is attractively
wistful as Cynthia and Roger Pryor
is agreeably aggressive as the publicity expert.
*YOU BELONG TO ME
Paramount. American.
" U 67" certificate.
stage drama. Runs
minutes. BackLee Tracy
Bud Hannigan
Helen Mack
Floreete Faxon
Helen Morgan
Bonnie Kay
David Holt
Jimmy Faxon
Arthur Pierson
Hap Stanley
Lynne Overman
Mr. Brown
Edwin Stanley School Principal
Irene Ware
Lita Lacey
Directed by Alfred Werker from a story by
Elizabeth Alexander, adapted by Graver Jones
and WUliam Slavens McNeill. Previewed
November 3, 1934.
Very conventional back stage
plot chiefly devised to exploit
a new juvenile, David Holt, who
shows promise but whose voice production at the moment is very poor.
He is cast as the son of a vaudeville artiste whose husband is killed
in a trapeze act and whose mother
remarries unhappily and is also
killed while doing a trapeze performance.
The chief character is the comic
played by Lee Tracy who helps
both mother and son.
He is

Heather Angel gives an attractive performance in " Romance in the Rain."
36

A typically English scene from Vi Lorraine's new picture " Roadhouse.'
taining manner with Grace Bradley
good but starved
of material.
Helen Mack is fair as the mother
contributing a convincing characterisation as the heroine, a woman
and Arthur Pierson is excellent as hcity.
who
is
dogged
by unpleasant pubthe boy's conceited and self-satisfied step-father.
As
the
man
she reforms Bruce
The best acting, however, comes
Cabot is well in character too and
from
Ljmne
Overman
as
a
stage
manager.
good support
comesToomey.
from Berton
Churchill
and Regis
•ROADHOUSE
The picture is rather drawn out in
G.B.D. British.
drama. "A"
Runs 75certificate.
minims. Romantic the opening but moves pleasantly
Violet Lorraine
Belle enough once it gets into its stride.
Gordon Harker
Sam
THE 3RD CLUE
Emlvn Williams
Chester
Aileen Marson
Kitty Fox. British.
A " certificate.
thriller. " Runs
72 minutes. Mystery
Hartley
Power
d'Arcy
Anne Grey
Lady Chettwinde
Stanley Holloway
Donovan
Molly Sidn
Lamont
Clayton
Marie Lohr
Lady Hamble
dt
\rReiiihar
James Conway
ey Rosemary
Basil
Edwin Styles
Archie
Robert Cochran
Peter Kerrigan
Gabriel Wells
Romilly Lunge
Romilly C. M. Hallard
Sanoster Rupert Clayton
And Horace Kenny, Wylie Watson, Frank Alfred
Raymond Lovell
Robinson
Atkinson, Geraldo and his Band.
Mavis
Sita
Directed by Maurice Elvey, from the stage play Adela
Atkinson
Lefty
by Walter Hackett, adapud by Leslie Arliss Frank
Ernest
Sefton
Newman
and Austin Melford. Previewed March 23, Ian Fleming
Mark Clayton
1935.
Quinton McPhersoh
Reuben
Eric Fawcett
Jack TuUy
What
might
have
reasonably
Bruce
Lister
Derek
Clayton
been expected to be a very
Terry-Lewcs Mrs. Fuller
good murder story has evolved into Mabel
Noel Daintor
Charapajahi
a disjointed and badly balanced
Rani Waller
Emily
mixture of very obvious comedy,
Directed by Albert Parker from the story by
banal drama and music hall inter- Neil Gordon, adapted by Michael Barringer,
Lance Sieveking and Frank Atkinson.
ludes.
The story deals with a barmaid
A complicated
frankly improbable
and with
very
who becomes a famous music-hall
story dealing
the murders attending the search for
star and marries above her station,
loses her husband and her voice some jewels instigated by a young
during the war and later is instru- girl who, with the help of the
mental, with the help of a publican inevitable reporter, is ultimately
who has always adored her, in successful.
The continuity is very jerky and
saving her daughter — brought up
the suspense values indi^9^erent.
in
ignorance
of
her
mother
—
from
a
murder charge.
SHE MADE HER BED
The whole thing is very disjointed
and though it is lavishly set it fails Paramount.
American. Runs "70A minuies" certificateMarital drama.
to VigripLorraine
one at all
effectively.
Richard
Arlen
Bill Smith
is not well cast as the Sally Eilers
Lura Gordon
Robert Armstrono Duke Gordon
romantic barmaid in the early part,
Grace Bradley
McGillicuddy
although she later puts over several
Roscoe Atxs
Sante Fe
Charley
Grapewin
Joe Olsen
music-hall songs with her accusRichard
Arlen,
juh
The
Baby
tomed aplomb.
Gordon Harker continues in his Charles Sellon Mr. McGillcuddy
Directed by Ralph Murphy from a story bV
"typed" role of Cockney public James
M- Cain, adapted by Richard E. Silayerr.
house proprietor while Emlyn
Williams is once again a crook.
and sordid story
told
in a sensationally
clap-trap
As the daughter, Aileen Marson is Unpleasant
attractive and Ann Grey sound as a manner with marital infidelity as the
main theme backed up with wild
feminine variety of crook.
♦REDHEAD
animal stunts.
The action takes place in a tourPath/'. comedy
American.
" 1/ Runs
" certificate.
Romantic
ing circus minating
in thrill
California
and theof culdrama.
77
minutes.
is the saving
the
Bruce Cabot
Ted Brown
Grace Bradley
Dale Carter baby's life in a fire — it is put in the
Regis Toomky
Scoop ice-box.
Bfrton Churchill Mr. Brown
Le Roy Mason
Baby Faoe
George Humbert
Pasqiiale Four Star Filma for Past TwelTa Weak*
RitaCampacna
Forsaking All Others
Ed
Brady Mrs. Pasquale
Joe Crime Without Passion
The GayforDivorce
Past Five Wc«ka
Bess Stafford
Landlady Three Star Films
Addison Pace
Ra((«r« The Painted Veil Of Human Bondage
Directed
by
Melville
Brown
from
tht
novel
by
Badger's
Green
Evelyn
A Wiehed Woman
Over thePrentue
River
Vera Brou n. Previewed December 8, 1934.
Big Heartedtor Herbert
Two
Star
PIctares
Past
The old familiar theme of the bad
Bachelor Bait CourageousTwo Wacks
T he Old
Shop There's
The
BandCurvsity
Plays On
morrow Always To"ne'er-doreforming
well"girlis put
over in the
a fairly
enter-
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LACQUER
— makes

NEW

nails slill lovelier

y

.'

MATT-FINISH

!.!L.

••>. i

THE

SENSATION
OF
THE SEASON

Those who use Glazo
can be sure of per'
fection. Its new rich
lacquers impart a supreme loveliness to the
*beauty points' of the hands . . . and more
enduring loveliness, too, for tests have
proved that the life of Glazo is half again as
long as any other nail-polish.
La»ts longer yet coatt less
And that's but
a standard size
Six colours to
colour chart to
the nails.

half of Glaze's economy — for
bottle costs only 1/5.
choose from, and as a guide, a
show their finished effect upon

GLAZO
NATURAL - SHELL - GERANItHH
~B /
CRIMSON - MANDARIN
RED
■ 'Q
FLAME - COLOURLESS B O
r o/isA, Polish Remoi'cr, Cuticle Remover, Cuticle
Massage Cream, 1 / j each. Glaao Polish does not
thicken — special hermetically sealed stopper
preienis it.
•
GLAZO LIMITED, Dept.
217 Bedford Avenue,
I enclose 6d. for sample kit
Polish, Polish Remover, and
(Indicate the shade of Polish
Natural □

Magnetic, Alluring
EYES
^Vfc

The polish application is so much easier, too.
Strcakiness is prevented by Glazo's new-type soft
camel-hair brush, whose hairs refuse to drop
out and mar the smooth beauty of the polish.
And mark this : Glazo helps to prevent nailbrittlencss because the wonderful new Glazo
Polish Remover has special oils that leave the
cuticle rims soft and pliant. It contains no
acetone. It comes in an extra size bottle, ample
to last as long as your polish.

□

The smartest French women today allplexhave
"matt lovely
finish" comcomions— a fresh,
plexion which stays free from
shine all day long in all circumstances.
The secret is a new process by
which the finest triple-silk sifted
powder is blended with Double
Mousse of Cream. This latest
face p>owder process — the result

Shell □

Name...Address
13 4 35

G.2.
Slough, Bucks, England.
containing Glazo Liquid
Liquid Cuticle Remover
preferred).
Flame □ Geranium
_
_
_

ot years of research by French
Chemists — has now ' been
patented by Tokalon. It makes
Poudre Tokalon cUng five times
as long as all other powders. No
trace of shine on nose or face
even after hours of dancing in
a hot room or when out in wind
or rain.
See for yourself what a marvellous
discovery is "Double Mousse of
Cream." How entirely different
is Poudre Tokalon from all other
powders, becau.se it is the only one
with the "Matt Finish" secret.
If you would have a marvellous
and
complexion
get fascinating
a box of" matt
Poudre
Tokalon"
to-day. 6d. and 1/-.

my
three-quarter*
of on«r«Usiies
inch : Fa#growgivennearly
haudreda
of womer.
Umg, dark,
thick, harmlera,
liisanou5 unlike
eyelaabe*
Rapid,
guaranteed
other pre paratioofl. Brings alluring, upcurling lashes in a lutHith. Completeall
oatflt'
Includes byKUKI-:,
my famous
Kye-*lrill
>^>ld
3/8, adopted
surs. Keauty
Write — Mrs.
LionelMoventent>
atebbiag
Dept. atP.G.,
Dean Road.famous
London.filmN.W.2.
WHEN
AND

MAKE

41

FACE

CREAMS

POWDERS

BLOND
HAIR
—even

FAIL

Face powders and face creams cannot hide a
sallow, pimply skin, as many girls have found to
their cost. Try as they will, they never seem
able to get that beautiful clear complexion which
adds so much to feminine charm.
needed
"inside
Bad
skinVNTiat
comesis really
from bad
blood,is and
you help."
cannot have
a pure blood stream unless the body's intestinal
waste is regularly expelled from the system. To
ensure this, drink every morning before breakfast
a glass of hot water to which has been added a
teasf>oonful
of 'Limestone'
This
makes a delicious
health drink Phosphate.
which by cleansing
the blood stream, eliminates poisons — the real
cause of skin trouble. "Skin blemishes, pimples,
blackheads and sallowness are banished, and with
them go headaches, biliousness and constipation.
Start this simple health and beauty treatment
to-day; a jar of 'Limestone' Phosphate costs
only two shillings. Remember, a glass a day
keeps skin blemishes awav.
A NEW BOOK YOU WILL WANT TO GET
MILLINERY
By Violet Brand and Beatrice Mussared.
This new book shows how to make fashionable hats
eronomioilly.trations clear
suggestions:all the
" how-to-do-it
" illus: Useful
S '-instructions
net. Post free; for
S/4 help you want.
PITMAN. PARKER ST., KINGSWAY, W.C.I

In
DARK
shades—
GLEAM
with GOLD
IN ONE SHAMPOO
WITHOUT BLEACHING
GIRLS,
whenshade
yourit blond
hairwhole
darkens
to an indefinite
brownish
dulls your
personality.
But you
can now bring back the fascinating glints that are hidden in
your hair and that give you personality, radiance — beauty
Sta-blond
bringsbeauty
back toof the
dullest and
blond
hair
the golden
childhood,
and most
keeps faded
light blond
hair from darkening. Brownish shades of hair become alluring without bleaching or dyeing, camomile or henna rinsing.
Try this wonderful shampoo treatment today and sec how
different it is from an>'thing you have ever tried before. It is
the largest
the world. If you are dissatisfied just ask selling
for yourshampoo
money inback.
ST A- BLOND
THE
BLOND HAIR SHAMPOO
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Road"
{)athise not only with me, but
also with Grethe Mosheim.
Dreams Come True
in Carinofher
Dreams,
Grethe,
new isrolea
thirty-bob-a-week worker in a
musical-instrument factory
whobad.takes the fever, and takes
it

GERMANY'S

Never having had a car,
she is not
particular
kind
of very
a thing
she what
gets,
provided it has six wheels (a
spjire for the road, and one to
steer with) and will go.
And then, suddenly, she has
given to her the very car of
dreams, the car which every
motorist has longed for and
only one in several hundreds
of thousands ever attains.
(Actually Coupe,
it's a but
Rollswhat
25 h.p.
Sedanca
has
either Mr. RoUs or Mr.
Sedanca ever done for me
that I should gi\-e them a free
puff? Consider it unsaid.)
Well, Grethe, of course, is
too well-brought-up a girl to
accept so much as a Woolworth bangle (tut-tut, another
free puff) from a stranger; but
the
that itshe
doesn't
knowsnag
whois sent
— you
cire
bearing in mind that this is
only a film PThat's right !— and
a girl can't very well go round
to all her friends saying " Excuse me, but did you
send she?
me a Rolls
25 h.p.
as before)?"
— now
can
I mean,
people(puff
would
Think Things,
and you copldn't blame them.

Latest

Not Too Real
Gift

Car-Fever — The
Sound

to

Ring

City — Making

of

Hay

CCORDING to a film which we are
to see in a few months' time, the
good people of Whitby, on thea
coast of Yorkshire. . . . Wait a
moment, I mustn't be wrong again
. . . yes, Yorkshire, suffer from three kinds of
fever in the course of the year — cod fever,
lobster fever, and salmon fever. Not, kindly
'era.
note, through eating 'em, but through catching
These three harvests are the three great
events of the year to the local fisherfolk, and
the film (called Three Fevers) is to be an epic
of fishery.
Now, being a landlubber by conviction, that
kind of fever never seems to affect me —
though I did once have a nasty bout after
trying conclusions with a pot of bloater paste.
Nevertheless, I am afHicted by a kind of
fever, especially at this time of year, which is
shared by hundreds of thousands of other
people.
Hay-fever? No. Malaria? No. Scarl —
.come, come, be serious.

Elstree

Honour — Truly

Rural

at

at hi arkover— Camouflaging

Right, Johnny Jones ! Car-fever. I see
you're a fellow sufferer.
Hankering
As say
suresurer
as spring
comeseven
round
(andex-climate),
you can't
than that,
in our
I begin to get a hankering for a new car — or,
anyway, a difierent car.
Needn't be absolutely new and shining.
Needn't have all the latest gadgets, from microadjustable spark-plugs to bathroom slip{)ers,
which take most of the fun out of motoring anyway.
Needn't be so streamlined that you can't tell
whether it's coming or going. But it must be
just a little bit better, and bigger, and more
exciting than the last one.
Some springs the fever has to run its course,
and 1 have to seek solace in the motoring journals
and in pressing my nose to the windows of caremporiums or emporia (but 1 should prefer to
leave the choice to you). Other years — and this
is one of them — Fortune smiles, and I take the
right now.)
specific to cure the fever. (It's in my garage
right
But the point is that I have, as I say, hundreds
of thousands of fellow-sufferers, who will sym-

So all
she sorts
just has
to keep the— and
car, which
of adventures
in realleads
hfe toit
wculd lead to all sorts of bills to say nothing of
taxes, if I know anything about real life. However,
this is a musical film, and so it's no \ise exf>ecting
things to happ>en any way except fantastically.
Of course, it's the wealthy young son of the
factory-proprietor who has given it to her. .\nd
does he expect any return for his money that a
perfectly nice girl would not be prepared to give ?
Tcha, Mrs. Higgin wallow, the thought is an
unworthy one. Let me tell you the wealthy
young man is John Mills. Now just you apologise !
From all the above you may gather that this
film comes in the Forget Your Worries category
— not to be taken too seriously. I'm rather
looking forward to it — and so will all my fellowsufferers from car-fever.
take a running
at the No,
cast.Maggie
F"irst
andNowforemost,
Grethe squint
Mosheim.
McKirkintilloch, ofI'myours.
afraidShe
she is,isn't
fellow-of
countrywoman
in apoint
country.
fact, German, and this is her first film in this
The Young Idea
Her father was a Berlin doctor, and when,
just for the sake of having an audience and
not at all for the possible pfennigs his little daughter took a portable harmonium into the streets of
Berlin and started to play it, the wise Herr
Doktor bowed to the inevitable and arranged for
his little Grethe to have theatrical training under
the great Max Reinhardt, the teacher of, among
other great artistes, Conrad Veidt, Paul Greatz,
and Fritz Kortner.
She has played in "straight" parts, light opera,
musical comedy, and even farce, and also in many
successful films on the Continent.
.\lso, let me tell you. she was the first stage{Conltnued on f>age 40)
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NEW

" Picturegoer
POSTCARDS

"

take film lovers by storm
The new series of I'ictureooer Sepia
(ilossy! Postcards
has portraits
taken ftlm-lovers
storm
The latest
of Marleiieby
Dietrich, Ginger Rogers, Margaret Snllavaii,
and other favourites are haileci as "the best
ever." Put some in your albmn without delay
and make the pages sparkle !
Not only are Picturegoer postcards in a
class by themselves, but they are actually
cheaper
provided
you areClub.
a memlier
of the
Picturegoer
Postcard
To join,
all
you need do is to send an order for not less
than one dozen sepia glossy postcards, new
series, at the regular rate of 2/0 dozen Liberal
discounts on all subsequent orders.

Beauty

a

Treatment

To bathe in soft, fragrant ' Reudel '
water, supercharged with beautifying
oxygen, is to ensure "all-over loveliness"
and petal-soft, flawless skin. ' Reudel '
Cubes — the oxygen cubes — make every
bath a beauty treatment for 2d. only.

Reudel

THE

YOUTHFUL

Bafh

Cubes

S/. ALBUM
FREE
On joining, you
are
presented free
with
Albuma magnificent
to hold 300
cards. The cover
resembles
skin
and thesnakeoval
panel
gives
it
finishing touch.a
The handsome
pages aretreasures.
a perfect background for your
choicest
Choose your postcards from the list
^elow — real photographs, all new cards,
sepia
glossy
finish, 3d,andeach,
216 dozen.
Available
to members
non-members.
Complete list of sepia glossyTimand
McCoyother
postcards on request.
Jean
Arthor
Carl
Esmond
Ken
Maynard
Fred Afltalre
Fields
Grace Moore
Barry
McKay
Jimmy Butler W.AliceC. Faye
Kitty Carlisle
Joan
Oardner
Warner Oland
Tallio
Oarminati
William
Oargan
June Clyde
Bobby
Howes Roger
Nancy Prior
O'Neil
Leslie Howard
Nova
Leo
Carrillo
MickeyPilbeam
Rooney
ClRude
Hulbert
Donald
Cook
Nelson
Keys
Flora
Rob
son
Jane
CanLUi
DaniiU
Jan
Kiepura
Linny
Ross
Dorothy Dell Otto Kniger
Ginger
Rogers
James Dunn
Gene
Raymond
Anna LeeLupine
Marie ne Dietrich Stanley
Margaret Sullavan
PatricU Ellis Jean Hair
Jill Esmond
Cliflord Mollison Thelma Tndd

CHARM

Margaret SuUavan
OST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
TO " PICTUREGOER " SALON,
89 Long Acre, London, W.C.9.
Please enrol me as a member of The Pictorefoer
"
Postcard
Club,
and ofsenddiscoant«,
me Membership
Card and full particulars
etc., on
fotore orders. I enclose order for not lesa than
one dozen Postcards, sepia glossy flnish,
price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please include witii my
order your*Is.newextra5s.to Free
Postcard Album. I
enclose
packing on my gift. cover cost of postage and
Name
Amoont.
No.. readers should enclose 2s. extra to
*P.O.
Overseas
cover packing and postage.
CYoss P.O. /and Co./ and make pavable to
"THE from
PICTUREGOER."
X.B.
— Applicantt
Jrith ttutp
Free Ikat
State may
wQl
requirtd
to pap any
enirtt
charffeahle.
Pic. l3/4/3£.

^mr

SMOOTHER

will

2
»

SOFTER

hair

heperfedli/ set

EFFECTS

use
if mu
JAMESSE
(Spirit)
SETTING

TURN
TO WATCH
Everyto looking
girl can after
be attractive
if she'll only
give five
a day
her skin. Thousands
of women
haveminutes
found
that features
matter, a since
Girloil.scientists discovered how todon't
incorporate
base ofOutdoor
pure olive
For Outdoor Girl Face Power alone among all others brings
you the secret base of olive oil to nourish your skin, to tone it
and feed it, to give it once again the satin te.xture of youth.
Try Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Face Powder to-day. You will
bemakes
amazed
at what
a differenceandthischarm.
fluffy-dry, caressing powder
to your
attractiveness
Try Outdoor Girl Rouge and Lipstick, too, for the perfect
harmony
make-up.
Outdoorof Girl
Beauty Products are amazingly inexpensive.
A few years ago only the wealthy could afford them, but now
the identical quality is obtainable in handbag sizes as low as.
6d., other sizes up to 3/6. Buy a small size and be convinced.
Unless you agree it is the best you have ever used, send it back
and we will refund its cost, plus postage.
FREE SAMPLE sent Post Free.
Send
a
card
a generous
samplein the
(one fashionable
week's supply)
of Outdoor Girl forOlive
Oil Face free
Powder
new
F.verglades shade which blends with every complexion, to
Crystal
Products
Co.,
Ltd.
(Dept.
220),
32,
City
Road,
London,
E.C.I.
OUTDCDR
GIRL
BEAUTY
PRODUCTS

FOUNDATION
CREAM
Pricelessf
-but o
nly

STOCKED BY THE
BETTER STORES,
CHEMISTS_£HAIRDRESSERS
SEND 3"? POSTAGE
FOR
GENEROUS FREE SAMPLE
""-/^
oM
Ik.
Eaqle

House, Jermun
London. S.W.I.

St.,

1
j
;
\

LOTION
Not only a Setting
Lotion, but a tonic
({iviiig the hair that
gloriously
bright and
clean attractiveness.
JAMIiSSK sets perfectly, powdery
leaving deposit.
no unsightly
nitely.enhance
Will
and retain
your " perm " indefiI sed also as a perfume,
will
obviate
the con-in
flirtiny
of aromas
the completed toilette,
in a variety of choice
perfumes, including
(;h)T>re,
lAvender Lesquels
and Lilac.fieurs,
The
crystal glass bottle
makes a charming additabic. tion t« any dressln<!
Obtainable from Boots,
Chemists,
and Stons Hairdressers
at 2/6 per
bottle. If any difficulty
inJAMESSE
obtaining, PRODUCTS,
write —
Hampton
Laboratoriet,
Arthur StrMt, 8.E.15.
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actress
in Berlin.
No, you'reIt
wrong, tothatwin isthenotEhretiring
the German
for coconut.
means Ring of Honour, and is awarded each
year to six leaders in the world of Art. Grethe
scored her ring in 1933. And among the judges
was Richard Tauber.
.\ Continental critic has described her feet as
lilting and her legs as mercurial; and that is
about aU, at this writing, that I know about
Grethe
but Iitmean.
isn't bad for a start,
nicht wahrMosheim;
or whatever

■

fit's

a

GOLD

FLAKE

is

cool

and

mellow

PLAIN

OR

CORK

TIPPED

Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Company
(of Great Britain and Ireland), Limited.

—

Continued

from

pa^e

Right ! Now the story comes to the
And is it, do you .suppose, to be placed
hands of someone who knows English
schools,nessestheir
humoursandandabsurdity?
strength and
and traditions

38

screenin the
public
weak-

Again, Nah ! William Beaudine will direct — is,
in American.
fact, even now directing. And Mr. Beaudine
is

Certainly
I have
met Eton,
Americans
didn't
lump
Oxford,
Harrow,
and who
Cambridge
together as "colleges," and who didn't think a
"public" school over here meant the same as a
"public" school in America; but not many, my
Stepping Out
brethren and sistren, not many.
They are going to have a whole heap of fun
If, as I fondly hope. Comrade Beaudine is one
with location-work in this Car of Dreams
these few exceptions, all will be well, as we
picture. For one thing, they photographed of
shall have in the film the subtle irony that has
practically the whole of the Llandudno to East- made the name of "Narkover" almost a national
bourne Motor Rally last month for inclusion in institution. If not, we are likely to get a slapstick farce, and serve us right.
the picture, and they're going to do shots in a
large musical-instrument factory at Edgware, and
also in a w^ell-known ice-rink.
In fact, the location season may be said to A Priceless Subject
have set in with its customary severity. Lately,
for instance, Arthur Wood and his happy band A few weeks ago I suffered a smart thump on
the torso from the publicity department of
of pilgrims from Elstree swoojjed down upon
Plymouth one Sunday morning to shoot the Messrs. Toeplitz Productions for suggesting that
as well to have a director who
famous game of bowls on or near the identical it was sometimes
the subject thoroughly.
spot where it may or may not have taken place, understood
I
still
think
so.
adjoining F1)rmouth Hoe.
He had his shots "in the can" and had moved
Ah, tagewell,
// the
fullest subject,
advanis takenawayof dull
this care.
perfectly
priceless
out, bag and baggage, by early afternoon, almost we shall
have
a
film
to
chortle
at
helplessly.
before the saUor-boys and their girl-friends had
example, the role of Mr. Shoggs, the history
realised they were there. That's Drake, that was. For
master who is so expert at bringing up young
I must confess I'm not nearly clever enough to criminals in the ways of crime, is played by
imagine what they could shoot round about
Plymouth Hoe that would look in the least like Gordon Harker. An inspired spot of casting.
The Headmaster is rather an interesting choice.
what it was when Gloriana reigned. Iron railings,
hotels, penny-steamers, cigarette-machines. . , . You may or may not be famihar with Will Hay's
1 shall look very critically at the picture to make music-hall sketch "The Schoolmaster." I hesitate
assume that you are all patrons of the music-hall.
sure they haven't left any of these in, and so I toPersonally
I would Jilmost as soon spend an
warn young Mr. Woods.
evening
at a Bach Oratorio.
He left all kinds of things in Radio Parade of
1935 that I think ought to have been left out.
.\nyway. I gather that Will Hay is combining
Still, people seemed to like them. . . .
thisWe'U
vaudeville character with that of " Dr. SmartAllick" see.
in Narkover. Broad farce mixed \rith
burlesque . . . well, it may work.
Going Rural
What's
? Iofdidn't
finish Paul
givingGraetz,
you theJ.
cast that
of Car
Dreams?
Robertson Hare, Jack Hobbs, Norah Howard, Margaret is Coming
Glennis Lorimer (but where is Mickey Brantford ?),
down
of production
courseFirst
Nowheres,
Young
National studio
Warner inBros.
at the
Hay Plumb.
at Teddington, is all about a romance between a
"Thank
me
very
much
?
Not
at
all
!
Pleasure.
Now, as I was saying, Drake.
liftboy and a housemaid in a block of flats.
1 hear that this very promising film is going The boy is played by Esmond Knight, the girl
down to Sound City, in the course of its travels,
Lockwood.
Margaret
are two
links with Beaudine, who is
for a spot of location work on the lagoon down by Here
there. This is becoming a favourite centre for directing Narkover. One is that Beaudine directed
producers who want a spwt of woodland, or the last picture produced down here. So You
garden,
or pasturage, or river where they won't Won't Talk, and the other is that Esmond Knight
be disturbed.
Beaudine's
Meanwhile, Fox British are getting all rural, too, played
a leading
British film.
Dandy part
Dick, inmade
at Elstree.previous
but they are doing it in the studio. The film is
Margaret Lockwood certainly deserves a place
called Old Roses, and what do you suppose the among the up-and-coming film girls I mentioned
old
roses are?
fadedsymbols
spinster's
a fortnight ago. Look out forto her,
memories
The Some
treasured
of glowing
a dead going
one
about She's
thinkboys.
give you something
of theseto days.
romance
?
Nah
!
It's
a
gardener.
An old man, in fact, who hves in a Devonshire
Included in this cast are Henry Mollison, Ivor
village, existing for his rose-trees, and so absorbed Barnard (as the manager of the block of flats who
bullies the lift-boy), Raymond Lovell (as a
in them that the villagers christen him "Old bombastic
tenant who does ditto), Sunday
Horace Hodges (a fine old actor, that !) is it. Wilshin, Ernest Jay, and Keg. Marcus.
Michael Powell is directing this one.
Then there is Villain One, played by Charles
Mortimer, ami Villain Two, played by George
Roses." .\nd two youngsters, played by Nancy
Hayes.
Bume and Bruce Lister. And, of course, for the \^hy Not Bradford
|>art of Ixnd Sandebury they have to have Felix
has her regular stuff
.\ylmer, who looks far more like a peer than most Certainly
to do in Gracie
Look Up Fields
and Laugh. She constitutes
peers do; and there are Wilfred Walter. Esme herself unofficial leader of the stall-holders in the
Church, and Moore Marriott, just to make it all Market at " Plumborough, ' just as she did of the
mill-hands in Sing As We Go.
regular.
And it all comes right in the end.
The cast? Tommy Fields. Douglas Wakefield,
Billy Nelson. Harry Tate, .Mfred Drayton. Morris
Harvey. Huntley Wright, Robb Wilton.
Schovl for Scandal
Plumborough. eh ? Well, but why not Bradford ?
Here's Ina curious
thing.
When
have a filmor about
London Why
we don't
a daily f>aper for years there have call it we
Westborough
Paulminster.
not
been references to a fictitious English public
own
up,
handsomely,
that
there
are
other
school named Narkover. It has its origin in the in Britain besides the capital? And why cities
not
attacks made from time to time, in the Press boost them a hit ?
and in novels by very young novelists, on the
In Sing As We Go, Blackpool was Blackpool,
public irony.
school system; and its interest lies in its
subtle
andPlumborough
it did the town
a mort o'
be blowed
I good, I'm told.
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SOAP
or water
needed
PLAYS
How difficult it is,
sometimes, to get a
wash ! At dances,
parties, games, or when travelling,
for instance. But now you can be
independent of soap and water, thanks
to One-da Wafers. A gentle rub with
one of these wonderful little soft felt
discs, and your skin is perfectly cleansed,
cooled, and fresh as a lily again.
Self-drying, non-greasy, soothing
to wind-roughened skins, and
all self-contained in a neat box
no larger than a compact
GET A BOX TO-DAY
and carry " a wash
in your pocket or
handbag"— everywhere

A

HAVOC

DELICATE

WITH
SKIN

Spring with its sudden changes
can be fraught with anxiety.
Delicate skins need protecting
against the ravages of cold rain
following a burst of sunshine.
Hinds Cold Cream applied overnight cleanses the pores and makes
the skin supple and silky by the
morning, ready to receive the day
cream.
This, of course, is Hinds Vanishing Cream which, though nongreasy, spreads in a smooth, even
film and forms a lasting base for

" Of

powder.
As a fragrant skin food for the
hands and arms, Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream is as popular as ever.

CREAMS
Tubes 6d. Pots 13
Bottles 6d., 1/- & 3/AT ALL CHEMISTS

it? '•
^\^Lm
JfaA^#AA

the bit between

ol

Euthymi

hygiene
and

have

always used

Have you
tried . . .

50UTHALLi

sanitary

YOUR

at your chemist's.

personal

towels

every
!
i„c.k.o.,u:
Beauty woman
"ahead" for
When
next
you
go
to
the
hairdresser
for
your shampoo,
ask him to use AVA.
post a ussupply
this coupon
will make
thatIf you
he has
reservedto-night
for yourwe special
use. sure

My Name
Address

Harmful abrasives injure tooth enamel
and start dental decay. Dentists recommend Euthymol, the
safe, 3ritless tooth
paste that not only
beautifies the teeth,
but, as laboratory
tests show, kills dental decay serms in
30 seconds. A large
tube costs only 1/3
my

Soapless
SHAMPOO

To AVA, LTD. (Dept. A.G.)
9, Park Hill, London, S.W.4.
Hairdresser's Name
Address

V(>ur teeth!

about

noticed

could
!"
"Success?work
My dear, such
be almost wonders
wrote a poem about
it ! Honestly, though, it has made a difference, hasn 't
you trouble
It would, it didn't
" rinsing. No sticlty
"" Told
And the
saves II ? No
soap to wash out ! I'll never use any shampoo but AVA
Every packet of AVA, the Soapiest Shampoo, is a
complete lialr-beauty treatment in itself. No need for
special
"rinses."
the hidden
lustre ! Get a packet to-day and bring out
again ! "

HINDS

Take

he^s

the difference! You'd never
believe that a single shampoo

ProUctfd
bv PalrnI

NE-DA
o
CLEANSING WAFERS
Handbag
PER
l'ri>m Hairdfessers,
) Q Chemists,
Stores,
BOX 1/3 Size:
Garages, etc.
SEND
TO-DAY
special Handbag size and
name of M.
nearest
dealer,
toforOsborne,
London
. VV. 1 . Garrett & Co., Ltd.

coursCf

KILLS DENTAL DECAY 0ERM8 IN 50 SECONDS
tou hawonty to try tuthymol anct. ft
/eaves the mouth fragrant and refre%M
as well as clean, and gives such sweet
breath, and such pearly teeth that you
will know you have chosen wisely.
COUPON. Send me a trial tube of
Euthymol Tooth Poite.
Name
Addrtts..
To Euthymol, (DeJ>t.44/
50 Beole
Sitwet, London, W.l.
...Be Wist— Euthymolitt J

DAUGHTETS

TRIALS

How You Can Help Her
When your daughter tells you that she feels
listless, languid and miserable, do not treat her
complaints lightly, for these are probably the
first signs that all is not well with her.
your notice
daughter's
Vou
willWatch
no doubt
that health
she eatsclosely.
very little.
For the first two or three hours in the morning
she feels absolutely lifeless; she often has a headache, and is inclined to sit about and mope
These are all symptoms of aiiiemia. and
an«emia is a malady that must be regarded
seriously, for if neglected, it usually leads to
decline. The best help you can give your daughter,
particularly
the trying pink
yearspills.
of the.Anaemia
'teens,
is a course ofduring
Dr. Williams
is due to poor blood, and as these pills actually
create ofnew,
rich blood,
they
remo\'e
the real
cause
the trouble.
In this
simple
and perfectly
natural way Dr. Williams pink pills have brought
new life to thousands of weak, anaemic girls,
giving them brightness, charm, and the sense of
well-being that denotes perfect health.
Give your daughter a fair chance in life: make
her strong and robust by giving her Dr. Williams
brand pink pills. Ail chemists sell them. Is. 3d.
(triple size 3s.). If thesepillsdo not prove beneficial,
the proprietors will refund your mouey.
FREE. — .\11 mothers of growing girls should
read
free
to all the
who booklet
write to"Nature's
M.E. Dept.,Warnings,"
36 Fitzroy sent
Square,
London, W.l.
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WARREN

You Think?

NATURAL
TEST

Charm
LIPS
SHOWS

The

possessing
she
would
have"It"
secured
a wider measure of

HERE'S WHAT WARREN WILLIAM SAW

PAINTED

TANGEE

Popular star
picks Tangee
lips in interesting test.
0 That pat
rician manner of
Warren William
0 Warren William pla/ing
in "Concealment" a Warner
would set almost
Brothers picture, makes this
interesting lipstick test.
any heart aflutter.
And when he, too, prefers natural lips to the
painted kind, isn't it enough to make you
want to use Tangee ?
For Tangee will never, never make you
look painted. It can't. For the simple reason
that it isn't paint. Based on the magic colourchange principle exclusive to Tangee, this
orange lipstick changes, on your lips, to the
one shade most becoming to you. You may
be blonde, brunette, or platinum, and
Tangee will match your natural colour.
Buy Tangee for 2/6 and 4/6.
Trial sizes of Tangee Lipstick and Tangee
Rouge obtainable ever^'where at 6d. each.
For those who prefer a more vivid colour
there is Tangee Theatrical, specially suitable
for evening use.
brom all hairdressers, chemists, and stores.

LUFT-TANGEE
LTD.
88. Regent Street, W.i
Works: Johnson's Place, Pimlico, S.W.I
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Versus
Strange

Case

AYBE modernity has dealt lightly
with my mental outlook ; certainly
I find it incomprehensible why
personal charm should be a
characteristic antagonistic to the
progress of a film star.
Take Mary Brian, for instance. She typifies
charm rather than those blatantly "alluring"
qualities we define as "It."
Perhaps ensured
if she indulged in suggestive wisecracks,
that the camera
popped
"barfnight," -in
andoncast
her
delectable " undies "
gracefully around a
curtained cubicle,
and generally gave
all the conventional
manifestations of
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Do

Sex

Appeal

of Mary Brian
was conscious of the terrible struggle of the
American cirtistes to disguise their accent.
W. C. Fields looked the part but had the voice
of Humpty Dumpty in Alice in IVonderland.
Edna May Ohver over-acted.
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer is a first-class film
more by luck than careful forethought, as no one
knew l)eforehand how perfectly the chosen cast
would fit the characters. — Miss K. Ackland, Letter
Bureau, Selfridges.
Title Tangles
It seems to me that we need more variety in
film titles. Several times people have told
me that they have seen Lady in Danger when all
the time they mean Girl in Danger.
One Night of Love, It Happened One Night, and
The Night is Young are three titles of many which
are similar.
So are My Song Goes Round the World, My
Song
You, are
and films
Street hke
Song.The Man Who knew
Thenfor there
Too Much, The Man Who reclaimed His Head,
The Man With Two Faces, The Man with the
Electric Voice.
There appears to be no Umit to titles beginning
with Murder : Murder on a Runaway Train,
Murder on the Blackboard, Murder in the Clouds,
Murder at Monte Carlo, being some of them.
Surely it is unnecessary for producers to confuse
filmgoers by caUing pictures by such similar
N.W.Q.
titles? — Mrs. Rook, 19 Dyne Road, Brondesbury,

popularity.
As it is, she remains
essentially human, in- Mary Brian
culcates a charming
personality into every role she takes and continues
to remain delightfully feminine.
Yes, the exponents of sex-api)eal, personality
and pep are certainly having their day, but it is
inevitable that charm will ultimately eclipse them Charles Dickens — Scenarist
all and return to its projjer position in the quaUfications of a film-star. — D. Vale, 47 Preston Road, Seen on a sales-ticket in a bookshop window :
Winson Green, Birmingham, ivho is awarded the
Copperfieldof— this
the are
bookcorrect,
of theit film."
If"David
the implications
follows
first prize of £\ 1 0.
that although the p>en may be mightier than the
sword, the film has become mightier than the
British and American Humour
pen, and the name of Charles Dickens may be
allowed to fade into a decent oblivion.
Re the article "British Humour and U.S."
Or, is it, in the words of Dr. Johnson, just
Malcolm
Phillips'critic
notes,toit point
is very out
thoughtfulinof the
American
how " Ignorance, .Madam, sheer ignorance " ?— H.
antiquated we are in our ideas of comedy. The Robinson,
ed the second1 Abbot's
prize ofHayes,
10/6. Chester, who is awardfact that our comedies amuse us very much
doesn't count, of course.
Seriously, though, why compare our humour
with that of U.S. We are jx)les apart in that Bouquet for Crawford
to hand
a bouquetI to
M.-G.-.M.
kind of thing. One has only to look at an American I'duslikeJoan
Crawford.
believe
she forhcisgiving
just
comic pajjer to appreciate this.
completed
her
tenth
year
with
the
unit.
She
.\s for seeing any humour in Mae West or Jean an actress who seldom receives credit for heris
Harlow, well, well, Mr. American Critic, I am not characterisations. Or should 1 have said, actress ?
quite in my second childhood. — Margaret Myatt The critics apparently refuse to believe she has
{Miss), 745 High Road, Ley ton. £.10.
♦
♦
♦
anyHerpretentions
to the
art. a worthwhile review,
films never
receive
That New York critic seems to have his knife yet visit any theatre where one is being exhibited
into Jack Hulbert. Why? The Americans
andNotyou'll
jam male
at theplayers
box office.
have nothing to brag about.
a fewfindof a the
received a finer
Their films are on the downward grade. When polish and gained greater popularity through
I saw Here Comes the Naty I thought it a very api>earing with her, e.g. Clark Gable, Robert
poor and badly construed copy of our Jack Ahoy.
Montgomery, and Franchot Tone. I am looking
At the same time I saw Murder on the Blackboard. forward
to seeing Forsaking All Others, not
I could not make head or tail of it. — ■/. Cleves because
the critics have graciously rated it sound
(Afiss), Ivy Dene, Pently Road, Canton, Cardiff.
entertainment, but because the Crawford-Gable
team is the most successful on the screen to-day.
.My thanks to Picturegoer for the supplement. —
Hollywood's "Er)glish" Films
{Miss) .4gHes Hopkirk, 34 Tannihill Road,
I disagree entirely with your correspondent who Craigielea,
Paisley, Scotland.
thinks that " Hollywood constantly has to
show
us how wa.sto made
make inpurely
Briti.sh
films."
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
Cavalcade
.America,
for two
reasons,
I should imagine; one that they offered a far
What you think about the siar* and films ?
liiglier price for the film rigiits than we did, and
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
also the "red tap)e" rule which prevents children
under 14 taking part in a film. Without children,
£i
IS. and IDS. 6d. will be
Cavalcade could not have been made.
paid for the two most interesi1 disagree also in the comparison between
ing, and 5s. for every
The Old Curiosity Shop and David Copperfield.
other letter published each
1 found the former amazingly good; just living
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
the story
of speak
Dickens'withbook.
No member
of the
cast
had to
an effort
so as not
to
paper only and should not
l)etray an .American accent.
exceed 1 50 words. Address to
The acting of .\ileen lienson as the little child
"
Thinker," The "Picturegoer
was mo.st touching and natural. No one over acted.
Weekly," Long Acre, W.c:.2 ,
In David Copperfield, on the other hand, one
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AN

EMBARRASSING

MOMENT

LEADS

GREASY

TO

SKIN

CURED
1

1

AMAZING
NEW
FACE
POWDER
No need to sxiffer any longer from shiny
nose or excess skin grease. This new amazing
Face Powder, Staymat, will end greasy
skin trouble forever.

AT MABY S - NEKT DAY
YOU USE
VASELINE
JELLY
OH YES. THATS MY \
BEAuTV DISCOVERY FOC )
hands: K.EE PS them /.
SOFT AS SATIN. 1 JUST/
SMOOTH IT ON EVERY (
NIGHT ONLY 4Vi AJAR -

It is the result of Helen Marion's years
of study to discover why flowers, though
fixll of oil, never show shme. Through that
work a marvellous flower extract has been
impregnated with Peroxide and worked
into Staymat Face Powder.
STAYHAT FACE POWDER WORKS IN A NEW WAY
Staymat limits the discharge of skin grease as a
Rose controls its supply of perfume oil. Staymat
makes non-shiny any grease which does reach
the surface just as a flower combines its oil with
petal bloom and stays matt. Staymat also contains
Magnesia (at last in toilet form) to counteract
the acidity which causes a skin to be too greasy.

STftYmfiT
POIUDER FOR. CREASY SKINS
->And doctors say, too, that burns
and abrasions are kept safe from
infection by "Vaseline" Jelly,
the perfect protection. Apply
after cleansing the injury.
Chesebrough Manufacturing Co.
Cons'd., Victoria Rd., Willesden,
N.W.IO.

6* 1^5 LCVS2^-13

LIQUID
NAIL

POLISH

Sold everywhere

CILOREAL
permanent tint for fascinating
eye-brows and lashes.
Two minutes to apply. Withstands sun, rain, and seabathing. Complete with full instructions and 4./_
eye-palette
*/ ~
Boots
Obtainable
"Boots"
and all other hi^h-class
chemists and from
hairdressers
Descriptive brochure on request :
C. NesUe & Co. Ltd., 48 South Melton Street, W.l.

Vaseline
Pelroleum Jelly
4/j°
6° 9

★
LIQUID POLISH
(6 shades)
CUTICLE

REMOVER

POLISH

REMOVER
★
British

Manufacture
too

tnacuj

cooks

spoil

the

btx>th|

Jh2t^ forget the
slumberwear
for years.andIt
/—/^KJIIn a C\^J\/^
artificial
silk lasts
underwear
varietyandof isstyles
— beautifully
embroidered
oris made
lace-trimmed,
so inexpensive.
Write for Conlowe Style Brochure showing latent
underwear fashions and for name of nearest
Conlowe retailer to CONLOWE. Ltd.. Dept. C.22,
Congleton, Cheshire.

6* u^r bottle
Fomily Sr*« O*,

Ancthar

f

~-S..^Jl^.-hj..^
^

%

delicacM

MASON'S

I THE

MUSTARD

BEAUTY

OF

SAUCE

YOUR

LOVELY

WAVES

AND

CURLS

6/
ii^nrr>ci7Tr
• 'J''"'" //"'r^rfiiers and Chfinisls irerifuhere •
J j
^ J^^^
J
^
THIRTY-THREE SETTINGS IN EVERY/y3^TUBE + + TWO KINDS: LUSTRSET^r CREASY HAIR + lUSTRSET HIGH CLOSS> DRY HAIR
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"George" and "Anne" are your
enquiry departments. The former
will be happy to answer any query
regarding
anything films,
cormected the
withlatter
household
or beauty hints. Write- to them
both cjo The Picturegoer
Weekly. When a reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.

Superma
justtonic
a permanent wave.is more
It acts than
as a hair
and a
beauty treatment as well. No waiting
in the grip of a machine — the Superma
process leaves you quite free to move
about at will — whilst the famous
Cassettes gently coax your hair into
the most natural arrangement of
curls and waves. Really permanent
wnves — that neither sun. wind nor
sea water can impair.
Superma it the only method of
permanent wavinf which is
absolutely machineless, wireless
and non-electrical throughout.
Your own hairdresser can give
you a Superma wave. Write for a
free book
explaining this marvellous system.

suPERmn
MACHINELESS
— WIRELESS
SUPERMA LTD
93-97 RECENT STREET.
LONDON Wl

SPRING
WEAR
for 1935
Suit in the new checl<
This is but one of a wide variety of
woollen which owes its
Spring models on view at our showdistinction to the
rooms. Call along and see the
detachable cape. The
coat Is modelled on the full range, or send the coupon for
smartest tunic lines. The your FREE copy of Our Advance
double silt pleat at front
Cataldgue.
and back Is the feature
of the skirt. In all the HOLBOURNE (Fashions). LTD.
newest shades. Price 73/* «. 7 & 8, CLD BOND STREET, W.I
Please forward FREE copy of Advance Cotalogue.
Nome
Mdnss

MONTHLY

YOU

Mail in Jd6, unsealed
to Holboume
(Fosfti'ons), ltd.,
7, & 8 Oldenvelope
Bond Street,
London, W.{.
«
P.G.I7

CAN

if you

take this
FREE

PLAY

ADVICE

^'ou may not know a note of
a third
expenseyetof inordinary
of the time and at a tenth the music,
methods you can learn to play the piano by these
Becker Method. Cut out the coupon below and post
it for free advice.
POST
THIS
Send this Coupon with year Dame ind tddrw
for a free copy nf n\y hot\k, ** Mind, Uii:«rle nnd
Keylxiftnl.*' Bririiinf^,
niui fori* fi>rKlrmentAiy,
free ii»lvl'.>e.Modemt^,
««y II
or A<lvj»iifTd plityer.

NOW

Pic. 71
I
H. BECKER (Dept. 71) 69 Fleet Street
London, E.C.4

D. B. (North). — (1) Leading players—
The .Affairs of Ko/«a«>«— Voltaire — George
Arliss; Mme Pompadour — Doris Kenyon;
Nanette — Margaret Lindsay; Francois —
Theodore Newton; Count de Sarnac —
Alan Mowbray; Louis XV — Reginald
Owen. Berkeley Square — Peter Standish —
Leslie Howard; Helen Pettigrew— Heather
.\ngel; Kate Pettigrew — Valerie Taylor;
Lady Ann— Colin
Pettigre'''
— Irene Brown;
Tom
Pettigrew
Keith-Johnston
: Major
Clinton^ — Alan Mowbray. The School for
Scandall—RiT Peter — Basil Gill; Joseph
Surface — Ian Fleming; Lady Teazle —
Madeleine Carrol; Maria — Dodo Watts;
Moses — Hector Abba ; Sir Oliver- — Edgar K.
Bruce; Charles Surface — Henry Hewitt.
The Difine Lady — Emma Lady Hamilton —
Corinne Griffith; Nelson- — Victor Varconi;
Sir William Hamilton — H. B. Warner;
Charles Greville — Ian Keith. (2) Centre
Spread of Catherine the Great, December 16,
1933. Back numbers can be obtained from
Publishing Dept., 8 Endell .Street, W.C.2.
for 3d. each post free. (3) Release date :
The Scarlet Pimpernell ?
Perplexed Schoolgirl Fa.v. — Jan Kiepura
Pronounced
" Vorsjack." Yan Ke-pura. Ann Dvorak —
A. E. — Grtr Her a Rirtg was made at the
British International Studios, at Elstree.
Film Crazy (Liverpool). — (1) Release
dates : Strictly Confidential, April 29, 1935;
Evelyn Prentice, March 25. 1935; Cockeyed
Cataliers. Februarv- 11, 1935; Datnes.
February 18, 1935; The Cav Divorce,
Aoril 15, 1935; Lne on Skis, April 9, 1934;
Kid Millions, October 21, 1935; Mttsic in
the Air, films
August; Gay
26, 1935.
(2) Ginger
Rogers'of
latest
Divorce,
Romance
Manhattan, Roberta and Top Hat (making).
Toby Wing's latest One Hour Later.
.\njREY (N.ll). — Players in Sydney
K>te'sband : Piano — BertWhittam; Drums
— Bariy Wicks; Violin — Norman Cole and
Sydney Kyte; Trumpet — Jimmy Redmond;
Guitar, Accordion — Nat Allen; Saxophone —
Norman Phillips; George Oliver and Bill
Apps.
BiNu Crosby Fan & B. E. (Devon). — (I)
Bing Crosby, b. May 2, 1904, Tacoma
Washington, real name Harry L., 5 ft. 9 in.,
weighs 165 lb., blue eyes and light brown
hair; married Dixie Lee, three sons. (2)
Kitty Carlisle plays opposite him in Here is
My Heart and Joan Bennet in Mississippi.
(3) Paul (Bing Crosby) ends up with Midge
(Kitty Carlisle) in his arms in She Loves
.Me Not.
J. B. M. (I^ndon).— (I) Cast : Girls.
Please — Trampleisure — Sydney Howard ;
Rennee van Hoffrnheim — Jane Baxter;
.■\nn Arundel — Meriel Forbes; Jim .\iundel
— Edward Vnderdown; Jane — Neva CariGl)^; van Hoffenheim — Peter ClawThorne;
Miss Prout — Lena Hallidiy; Miss Kinter —
Cecily Oates; Matron- — Sybil Arundale;
Edna Moore
— Edna Marriott.
Earle; Oldest
Inhabitant-—
G.
(2) Double
Event,
released, October 22, 1934. (3) Jane Baxter,
b. September, 1910. E^ngland, brown hiir,
blue-grey
ft. 5 :in.,Enchanted
widow of April,
Clive
Dunfee; eyes,
latest5 films
Dance Band, We Live Again and Drake of
Englcmd. .Xddress, c/o I'nitcd Artists Ltd.,
(London).
Regi'Lar Reader (Lincoln), and L. M.
(Bromley).—
Cast:Claude
Bulldof
Jfack—jtck
Hulbert, Fay(1)Wray,
ifulbert,
Gibb
McLaughlin, Athot Fleming, Cyril Smith.
Ralph Richardson. Paul Graetz; released
September 16, 1935. (2) Photographs of
Elizabeth
Bergner
and Robert
from
Picture
Postcard
Salon. Montgomery(3) Maurice
Chevalier, b. September 12. 1894; married
Yvonne Vallee. mar. dis., latest film The
Man From Folirs Bergere. (4) Music in
Kid Millions. An Farful of Music by Eddie
Cantor and Ethel Merman. When my Ship
Come in, by Eddie Canter. Your Head on
My Shoulder,
Ann andSothem
Murphy;
O.K. byToots
Mandy,andbyGeorge
Eddie
Cantor. (5) She iMves Me Not. Put a Little
Rhythm in Everything You Do. Lore in
Bloom,
from the
Hummin* Straight
, I'm Whistlin'
, I'mShould^,
Sirtgin' . I'm
CJ. named
(Surrey).after
— The
Waltzand incomposed
Blossom
TimeV. was
the film
by Cj. H. Clutsam.
TiMOT. — Billy Bakewell took the part of
Gerry Aherne in Speed Wings. Known as
William Bakewell. b. May 2, 19(18, Hollywo d, 5 ft. 11 in., weighs 145 lb., light
brown hair and grey eyes. Hobbies: Tennis

Let

George

and
volley ball. Address, c/o Paramount
Studios.
Film Fan and Clwous (E.).— (1) Cast
The Return— ofRalph
Bulldog
Drunnnond —Phyllis
Hugh
Drummond
Richardson;
Drummond — Ann Todd; Irma — Joyce
Kennedy; ZabolefT — Francis L. Sullivan;
Algy— Claude AUister; Count Zadowa —
H. Saxon-Snell; Police Commissioner —
Spencer Trevor; Mclver — Charles Mortimer; Latter — Wallace GeofTrev. (2) Ann
Todd,brown
b. Hartford,
hair,
eyes. Cheshire, 1911; btende
D. (Chesterfield).—
(1) Gloria
b. G.Sanu
Monica, California,
July 4,Stuart,
1911,
5 ft. 4 in., blonde hair, blue eyes, married (1)
Blair Gordon Newell, (2) Arthur Sheekman,
December, 1934; blonde hair, blue *yes,
5 ft. 4 in., weighs 118 lb.; hobbies: polo
and swimming. Films include : The Old
Dark Hmise, Air Mail, The All-American,
Laughter
Hell, The
Invisible
Man,Secrets
It's
Great to bein Alive,
The Girl
in 419,
of the Blue Room, Kiss Before the Mirror,
Beloved, Roman Scandals, I Like it That
Way, I II Tell the World, The Love Captive,
Here Comes the Navy, Gold Diggers of 1935,
Gift
the Gab,
A/oj' be it's
(2) Cast
The ofGreat
Game—Jim
BUkeLove.
— Jack
Cock, :
Dicky
Bro^s•n
—
John
Batten;
Pegg>-^
—
Renee
Clama; Mr. Henderson— Randall Ayrton;
Mr. Jackson — Neil Kenyon.
G. M." — (1) Release dates : Evelyn
Prentice, March 25, 1935; Live of a Bengal
Lancer, June 10, 1935; Kid Millions,
October 21, 1935 ; Lady in Danger, March 4,
1935. Donna,
(2) Conrad
recent filmsThe :
Bella
King Veidt's
of the Damned,
Tunnel,
Redemption.
Wallace
Beery'sLcmded.
: The
Mighty Barnum, The Marines Have
Mutiny on the Bountv and West Point of
the Air.— Victor
(3) Casts:'
The LostSanders
Patrol ——
Sergeant
McLaglen;
Boris Karloff; Morelli — Wallace Ford;
Brown — Reginald Denny; Quincaiuion —
J. M. Kerrimn; Hale — Billy Bevan; CookAlan Hale; Bell — Brandon Hurst ; Pearson —
Douglas Walton; Abelson — Sammy Stein;
Aviator — Howard Wilson; Mackay — Paul
Hanson. The Wandering Jetc. Phase I . —
Matathias — Conrad Veiat; Judith — Marie
Ney; Rachel- — Cicely Oates; Pontius
Pilate—
Gill.Veidt;
Phase II.Joeanne
— I'nknownde
Knight^ —Basil
Conrad
Beaudicourt
—
Anne
Grey;
BoemundBertram Wallis; Issachar — Hector
.\bbas;—
Studio Addresses
British Studios
.'Xssociated
Sound Film Ind., WembleY |I
Park,
Middlesex.
Asiiociated Picture Studios, Ealing |
Green. London, W.5.
British and Dominion Imnerial Studios,
Boreham Wood, Elstree. Hetts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood. Elstree, Herts.
British Instructional Studios, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
British
Bucks. Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
Fox Film
Wembley
Park.Studio, Rode;in Gardens,
Ciainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington, London, N.
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove,
.Shepherd's
London,Hurst
W.12. Grove,
NettlefoldBush,
Studios,
Walton-on-Thames. Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street, London. S.W.I.
Sound Cit>' Studio, Littleton Park,
Shenperton. Middlesex.
Twickenham
Studios. St. Margaret's,
Twickenham, Middlesex.
American Snraios
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios, Santa Monica
Houlevaid,
Holl>-wood,Studios,
California.Burhank,
First National
California.
Fox Studios. Movietone City, Westwood, California.
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
Monica Boulevard, Holb-M-ood, California.
Metio-Goldw>-n-Mayer Studios, Culver
i City. California.
Paramount-Publix
Studios. Holl)-wood.
California.
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street.
Holl>-wood, California,
Hal Roach Studios, Culver Cit>',
California.
Mack -Sennctt Studios, Studio City,
North Hollwood, California.
Warner Brothers Studio, llurbank,
California.
I'nited .Xitistes Studios, 1041, North
Formosa .\venue, Hollywood, California.
I'niversal Studios, I'niversal City,
California.
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Do not be persuaded to accept
substitutes or your complexion
will suffer. Insist on Poller &
Moore's Powder-Cream and get
the best.— and
It is Filmland's
they know. choice

It!

De Heaudicourt — Dennis Hoey; CJodfrey.
Ouke l.ivesey;
of \t>.'"mandyJack
Phiious — Takase. Phase III.
■— Mattco Hattadio —
Conrad V'eidi; Giandla
•— Joan Maude; Pietro
Morelli^ — John Stuart;
Andrea Michclottt —
Arnold Lucy. Phase
IV.- — Matteos Hattadios
— Conrad Veidt; Ollalla
Quintana
— Peggy
Ashcrcfi. Juan
de Texeda
— Francis 1,. Su'.li\an;
Forora l-ilix Ayhner;
Castto — Ivor bainard;
/apportas — A b r a h a m
Sofaer; Juan^
— StaflFor<i
Milliard;
First
Monk
—Robert Gilbert;
Second Monk- — Conwav
Dixon.
L. H. (Eastbourne). — Cast : Chatlie Chan
in London. Inspector Charlie Chan — Warner
Oland; Pamela Gray — Drue Leyton; Neil
Howard — Raymond Milland; L^dy Mary
Bristol — Mona Barrie; Geoffrey Richmond
—Alan Mowbray; Mrs. Fottergill — Madge
Bellamy; Jerry Garton^ — Walter Johnson;
Home Secretary — David Torrence; Hepplewhite — Murray Kinnell; Hugh Gray —
Douglas Walton; Detective Sergeant Thacker
— E. E. Olive; Major Jardine — George
Barraud ; Lake — John Rogers ; Hunny Fothergill^ — Paul England; Alice Rooney — Elsa
Buchanan; Kemp — Perry Ivins.

nei

ftLWRYS

FRSCINftTINC

G. M.
— Anna
Neagle's
latestof
films:
The (Natal).
Girl from
Bohemia
and Peg
Old
Drury
(making).
Address
c/o
British
and Dominions.

.... xt vuld ucru like Iv sliiv'ie
Suui /
t inake

Maurice Evans Fan (Chingford). — Cast •
By-pass to Happiness. Tamara — Tamara
Desni; Robin — Maurice Evans; Wallop —
Mark Daily; Jane — Nellie Bowman; Dinah
—Mr.KayMiller
Hammond;
Stephen — ^John
Teed;
— Eliot Makcham;
Mrs. Miller
— Dorin Mountford; Jim Miller — Billy
Holland; Benson — James Prior. Released —
July 30, 1934. (2) Maurice Evans has also
appeared
Glory. in The Only Girl and The Path to

Adrienne Ames, who is now making her British Film
debut in B.I.P.'s 'Abdul the Damned ' writes :—
"An essential part of a star's stock-intrade is a perfect complexion. In my
search for a preparation which will guard
the skin against the ravages of studio

BiNNlE's
We onhavea gramophone
no information of the F.v\.
music— (1)
played
record by Loretta S'oung in Born to be Bad.
(2)
Write to Clifford
British
International
Pictures.MoUison,
You can c'o
obtain
his
photograph fiom the Picture Postcard Salon.
(3) Binnie Barnes has dark hair and eyes.
W'. D. — ofWrite
theC. re-issue
King toofUniversal
Jazz. Film Co. re
Lavene. — (1) Danny Boy reviewed in this
magazine in October 27, 1934 issue. (2)
Pearl White b. Mar. 4, 1889. George
Walsh b. Mar. 16, 1892.
Dawn.— (1) Casts : Hell Belou.. Lieut.
Thomas Knowlton — Robert Montgomery;
Lieut.-Comdr. T. B. Toler — Walter Huston ;
Joan — Madge Evans. Ptoitiaine — Schnozzle
Durante; MacDougal — Eugene Pallette;
Lieut. Brick Walters — Robert Young;
Flight-Commander Herbert Standish —
Etiwin Styles ; Lieut Speed Nelson — John
Lee Mahin; Lieut. Radford- — David Newell;
Seaman Jeriks^ — Sterling Holloway; Buch
Teeth Sergeant — Charles Irwin. Tlu Intruder. Leading players, 9. Buster Keaton,
Lupita Tovar, Cifford Heatherley. (2)
Betty
of Linda
in Let's
Fall in Furness
Love. (3)took
Ann part
Shirley
has no relations
on the screen,
Carl b.Esmond
Admirer.
(1) Willy
Carl
Esmond,
Vietma, June
14, real— ruime
Eichberger, 6 ft., brown hair and grey eyes,
unmarried, distantly related to Johann
Strauss. Address c;o British International
Studios. (2) Write to the All Sur Fan Club
of England and America, 29 Heaton Road,
Newcastle-on-Tyne
6, re the stars you
mention.
W. A. B. (Birmingham).— (1) Cast :
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch. Mrs.
Wiggs^ — Pauline Lord; Mr. Stubbins — W. C.
Fields; Miss Baczy — Zasu Pitts; Lucy Olcott
— Evelyn Venable; Bob Redding- — Kent
Taylor;
Mr. Wiggs
— Donald
Wiggs — Jirrmy
Butler;
JimmyMeek:
WiggsBilly
—
George Breaks one; Europeana Wiggs —
Virginia Weidler; Asia Wiggs^ — Carmencita
Johnson; Australia Wiggs^ — ^Edith Fellows;
Mr. Bagby — Charles Middleton. Here Comes
the Groom. Mike Scanlon — Jack Haley ; Aunt
Annabelle — Mary Bolan ; Jin Hatfield — Neil
Hamilton; Patricia Randolph — Patricia Ellis;
Angy — Isabel Jewell; Marvin Hale — Lawrence
Gray; Detective Weaver- — Sidney Toler;
Mr.
H. Calvert.
Jane
BaxterRandolph—
b. Sept. E.
9, 1910,
England;(3)Monte
Blue — July 11, 1890, Indianapolis; Edward
Brophy, Feb. 27, 1895, New York; Clara
Blandick, Hong Kong; Fanny Brice, Oct. 29,
1891, New York.

Lilian Harx ey as you will see her in the new
British film,
" Jrtfitation
the 1907,
XValtz."at
Lilian
was born
on Jan.to 19,
Muswell Hill, London; 5 ft. 3 in.; blue
eyes; fair hair; unmarried. Films include
"A Knight in London," "The TemWidow," "Her
"Hocus porary
Pocus,"
" The Dark
Model Spot,"
from
Montparnasse," " The Love Wtdtz,"
" Le Chemin du Paradis, " " Her Highness
Commands," " Calais-Douvres," "La
Fille et le Garcon," " Congress Dances."
" Hccppy Ever After," "My Lips
Betray,"
My Suzanne,"
Weakness,"and" The
Onlya
Girl," " /" Am
" Once
Gentleman
'
'
(title
not
definitely
fixed).
Address cjo British International Studios,
at Elstree.
Miss J. M. G. — Regular Reader. — Thank
you for your helpful letter. The Editor has
dealt with the matter satisfactorily.
Fan Clijb Notice. — You can obtain full
particulars of the Binnie Barnes (Social
Service) Club from the honorary secretary.
Miss
M. Hart,
" Kingswell." I^ondon
Road, Mollie
Kettering,
Northants.
Marjorie (Oxenholme). — (1) Cast : Sunshine Susie : Susie — Renate Muller; "Herr
Hasel — Jack Hulbert ; Klapper— Morris
Harvey; Herr Arvay- — Owen Nanes. (2)
Address
Jessie Matthews, c/o Gaumont
British Studios.
Etty (Beverley). — (1) Cast : The Broken
Melody : Paul Verlaine — John Garrick;
Germaine Brisard — Merle Oberon; Simone
St. Cloud — Margot Grahame; Pierre Falais
— Austin Trevor; Colonel Dubonnet —
Charles Carson: His Friend — Conway
Dixon; Henri — -Harry Terry; Brissard —
Andres Melandrinos; Vera- — Toni Edgar
Bruce; Lisette— Stella Rho; Colonel Fitzroy
— F. Kynaston Reeves. (2) Photograph of
John Garrick can be obtained from the
Picture Postcard Salon, for 3d. each.
Jan's Admirer.
Kiepura
is going to
America
to appear— ^Jan
in films
for Paramount.
Aileen Marson played opposite him in My
Song For You.
J. inF.- —Fra"OnDiavola
Yonder
Reclining"
sung
was Rock
from the
original
opera. Enquire of Gramophone Companies
re records.

POTTER
MOORE'S
BLUSH & CREAM
is the new ideal cream rou(e
for use in combination with
Potter & YouMoore's
PowderCream.
really must
try
them both. Apply the cream
rouge first and you will be
amazed at the perfect results.
The Blush Cream is sold in
dainty glass containers for
sixpence everywhere.

lights I have discovered
Potter speak
& Moore's
Powder-Cream.
I cannot
too
highly of this delightful preparation. It
stimulates the complexion and gives that
freshness and lasting velvety finish
J

whichjar isis fitted
so much
desired."
Every
with dainty
mirror. Obtainabie
everywhere in four shades and two perfumes,
Mitcham Lavender and Eau de Cologne. 1

Moore's
MITCHAM
& LAVENDER
Potter

PCHDEI^

CI^EAM

Secrets

Smartness

FREE

of

Lovely ladies who know the secrets of smart
dress are possessed of doubled charm. Fill in
the coupon below for your FREE COPY
of a wonderful illustrated book, "COLOUR
SECRETS
the Fashionable
Woman,"
which
containsforimportant
fashion information.

J. &J. McCallum LuL, Paisley, Scotland.
(irf. stamp}
ti^ IV
M.^ Please send me a FREE copy of
1^ fxILIL
''COLOUR
SECRETS
Fashionable
Woman. for the
Name
Address
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Leave

it to

GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!
FREE
A generous sample of this
Great New Blood Remedy.
Simply till in the Coupon for a Free Sample
and a Special Free Booklet fully explaining
Elasto, the new Biological Remedy. These,
together with copies of recent testimonials,
wc will gladly send privately,post free. Don't
lose another moment ! Write for these to-day
— NOW, while you think of it— and see for
yourself what a wonderful difference Elasto
makes. This offer is too good to be missed !
ELASTO WILL SAVE YOU POUNDS !
THE NEW ERA TREATMENT Co., Ltd.,
Dept. 191) Cecil House, Holborn Viaduct,
London, E.C.

Anne
SEIZE
penpass
without
furtheryour
delay,
that
puzzling point on to me. I
shall be delighted to help you,
but enclose a stamped addressed envelope if you wish
for a reply by post.

O many of my letters during
the past week have dealt
with the same subject, I feel
that it must be of interest to
many more readers who have
not written. The general complaint is
this : "I have always had a fairly
good complexion, but during the
last few weeks I have developed
rough red patches on my face.
These blotches are worse after sitting
in The
a warm
room."
reason
for this trouble is not
r-- "COUPON----^
far to seek. It invariably apf)ears
I for Trial Sample of Elaato m towards the end of the winter. For
\ THENEWERATREAiMENTCO.,Ltd. ■ months, now, we have lived on
I (D«pt 191), Cedl Hoiue, I " winter " food. Winter milk, butter,
I H«lberB Viaduct. LoDdon, E.C. | meat, vegetables, etc., contain less
I Please send me Free Sample and I of the essential vitamin D than
Booklet fully explaining ' summer supplies. In the winter
Freecures
Special
■how
Elasto
through the blood. I cows are stall-fed, and though the
■ milk may actually be richer in
aem
■ N(Pleas
in Capital Letters] I cream, it is j)oorer in vitamins.
Printe
When the sun shines again with
■ Address
■ greater regularity and the cattle
I
I are turned out to enjoy the spring
grass, then our food grows richer in
vitamins A and D. We get more
direct sunlight and less smoke and
fog, are able to make better use of
the vitamins, for sunlight helps us
to do that.
This slight deficiency coupled
with high winds and cold snaps
LARGE
make the skin dry and scaly. It is a
yearly skin trouble that will disapf>ear in due course. But in the
PORTRAITS
meantime we should take steps to
hasten the cure.
of Film Favourites
is nothdigest it,
cana course
If youing like
Real Photographs, Black and
ted
concentra
of there
liver
cod
of
form
the
in
D
vitamin
White, Glossy Finish.
oil or halibut liver oil. It is the most
wonderful vitaliser and beautifier of
the skin. At this p)oint I know many
readers shudder. But they need
not.
Cod liver oil is put up in
capsules, so that it is not tasted at
all. Halibut liver oil is so highly
concentrated that only a few drops
Get photographs of your film favourites
are required to give the fujl daily
large enough to bring out full details of expresdose. Inserted into the quarter of
sion and other charming qualities ! The
portraits of the Picti'Regoer Postcard Gallery
an orange, it cannot be discerned.
are famous
their "speaking"
Or there is another proprietary
They
possess fora wonderful
wealth oflikenesses.
intimate
preparation of the oil put up with
detail. Size U} in. by ?{ in. on heavy card,
orange juice that is quite pleasant
price
1/- each;
12 photos,
8/6. 3 photos, 2/6; 6 photos, 4/6;
to take. I can send the name of the
latter to anyone who is interested.
Choose from this list —
There are, of course, girls who
Here are a few favourites. Choose from
cannot tolerate the oil in any form,
these, or send for complete list.
and for them I would suggest a
Heather Angel, George Arliss, John Barrycourse of a well-known herbal
more, Constance Bennett, Carl Brisson, Ruth
remedy. This is very good as a
Chatterton, Maurice Chevalier, Claudette
Colbert, Ronald Colman, Joan Crawford,
spring beautifier. Some of the herbs
Marlenc Dietrich, Clark Gable, Greta Garbo,
act on the skin and others purify
Janet Gaynor, Ann Harding, Lilian Harvey,
the
blood, so that the circulation is
Katharine Hepburn, Leatrice Joy, Elissa
Landi, Carole Lombard, Ida Lupino, Jcanette
improved, the pwres are stimulated,
MacDonald, Robert Montgomery, Colleen
and impurities cast out. Particulars
Moore, Ramoa Novarro, Ginger Rogers,
Norma Shearer, Margaret Sullavan, Norma
of this tonic may also be had on
Talmadge, Mae West, Diana Wynyard.
receipt of a stamped addressed
envelope.
Send lut with P.O. for Number
required to
External Treatment
HavinK
matters
the
'PICTUREGOER' SALON
creamsetand
balmsright
usedwithin,
to soften
and whiten the skm have the best
85 LONG ACRE. LONDON, W.C.2
possible chance to effect their purpose.
At night time use your cold cream or

46

skin food, or whatever may be your
own particular choice. But do not be
tempted to overdo it and leave the
cream on all night. You cannot hasten
the cure that way.
Soft water will help considerably and
so will the temporary use of a baby
soapThewhen
skin is bespecially
irritable.
watertheshould
just warm,
only
the verv lightest lather of soap applied,
and this should be rinsed off thoroughly
almost immediately.
Wash with the hands rather than a
flesh glove. Dab dry, apply the cream,
ajid massage it in very gently with the
finger tips.
Use upward strokes and continue for a
few minutes. Wipe off the surplus with
a tissue, dash a little coW water over
the face and go to bed.
.Next morning make up over a
foundation of a thick emulsive type,
for the time being, using vanishing
cream for the nose only.
Rub the milky balm gently into the
cheeks, forehead and chin, taking care
to keep it away from the base of the
nose.
Then apply a cream rouge. Rub this
in with the finger tips so that hard
edges are avoided.
Then apply the lightest and best
possible powder. Or, if you like, use
a powder that is a weather protection.
I have in mind a special powder that
is made for extra dry and sensitive
skins.

that thed
he underst
shouldt outlined
Ittreatmen
hereoodis suggeste
to deal with a skm thai is out of condition.
Of course, as soon as it returns to
normal, which it should do in a week or
so, return to the customary cosmetics
of your own choice.
For hands that are dry and chapped
there is scarcely any excuse when
there
are soto many
from which
choose. excellent creams
1 always advise two — a greasy one for
night use and a hand lotion or cream
for day use, of the tvpe that rubs right
into the skin without leaving any trace
of stickiness.
Keep the lips in gcwd condition,
either by using a hpstick made on a
cream base, or sinearmg a trace of cold
cream on the lips before applying an
indelible lipstick.

Answers to Correspondents
Eighteen (llford). — You certainly need a
foundation for your powder. The style ol
hairdressing you have adopted should be
most becoming and make your face appear
less full. Keep your rouge fairly close into
the nose. Make-up should be as follows :
Powder, pearl or peach; rouge, mandarin;
lipstick, mandarin.
BiAUTV LovKR. — I would not ad\-ise slimming your face. It is bound to result in
sagged muscles and wrinkles. I could advise
address.
you at greater length if you let me have your
— At fifteen,
areOlga.
a common
trouble.pimples
When andyoublackheads
press out
blackheads dab the scars with a httle pure
alcohol.
E. M.one(Bristol).
Mix two parts
with
part —vaseline.
Apply castor
nightly.oil
Hind's almond and honey cream will whiten
yourV. hands.
B. bleaches
(Southport).
Calamine
lotion.
Drastic
of —theTrykind
you mention
are
harmful.
T. A. (Enheld). Cut down starchy foods.
Try a course of foam baths. Choose from
navy blue, varying shades of brown, and dark
grey.
(Walthamstow).
Make-up should
be E.asReed
follows
: Powder, —naturelle;
rouge,
coral or orange ; lipstick, coral or orange.
Esther (Maidstone). — Bathe the spots with
hot water, then appl^ the following lotion :
Spirit of wine, 1 part; Calamine lotion, 10
^. W. B. (Leeds). A very strong astringent for greasy skins is made from 2 oz. of
toilet
vinegar be
m'xedusedwithat 4 night,
oz. of rosewater.
This should
but light
parts.
massage
with becoming
cream should
foUow to {-revent
the
skin from
over-dry.
L. Walsh (Cork).— 1 am scrry, I cannot
give preparations
and prices
in thisrepeating
column.
Send
a stamped addressed
envelope,
your query, and I shall be glad to advise you.
Worried Betty.— 1 am afraid you will
have to be content with the "-hape of your
nose. Use a powder a shade darker than your
skin. This will diminish the apparent -^ixe of
the feature.
The manufacturt rs ofler a free sample of
Free offer ofOdo-Ro-So
Odo-ro-no
lo all readers of this paper who
fill in the Coupon contained in tneir Press
advertisement
on page perspiration,
32.
Odo-ro-no checks
and prevents the discoloration of dresses. All our
women readers who take a pride in thetns< lve^
should complete the coupon.
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SOAPLESS
SHAMPOO
is a non alkaline preparation
that really thoroughly
cleanses the hair.
can he used with cither haiti or soft
water and, as it leaves no sticky deposit
behind. It requires less rinsini; than
shampoos thai contain soap.
it removes inimcdi<.ti.iv e\er\ particle of
dust, ffreasc or danJrurt and lca\ es the hair
brilliantlv clean, soft and silky and in per
feet condition for waviiii;, settingor tintinp.
From linn!.. Hml, Chsi i,,>,,-,. ^,1 i. aCH
For perfect COLOUR results
2 <or 8d.
I USE QUART HAIR RINSE
not a (h'c hut a lianiiless colonrative
III
SPECIAL
GLORIA SOAPLESS SHAMPOO
SAMPLE
& 2 RINSES.
Post Free for 6d.
OFFER
(S'/n/.- Cotnur of Hair)
ROSENWALD BROS. Deot. P.G.. 27. Noble St. E.C.4.
OATINE

CREi^

restores the narural beauty to your
complexion and keeps it safe from
all weathers.
Test its wonderful
effect yourself !
SPECIAL OFFER—Samples of Outlne
Cream, Outlne Powder Base, Face Pow
der and 3d. Soapless Shampoo will be
tent to all sending 4d. in stamps to The
OATINE CO., 392 Oatine Buildings,
London. S.E.I.
In 6d. tubes, 1 '6 and 3/- jars
NEW
NAILS
NEXT
WEEK !
Free booklet sent under plain
sealed covers explains how you can easily,
secretly and permanently cure yourself
of this objtctionablc, bealth-endan^ering
babit. No aloes, no auto-suggestion. New
discovery.
postage.
FILTEX
LTD. Send
(Dept. I'd.
P.), stamp
31, TheforBroadway.
Crouch End. London, N.8

KEEP
so easily
wYou^U
find if
love
Children's Hair Lovely!
OTHERS are now working the same miracles
for their children's hair that they have found are
so easily performed for their own — with
' Danderine.'
Natural oils removed by soap and water are
promptly restored to the hair by ' Danderine.'
Natural curl is accentuated. A child's hair is
easily
trained
is kept
orderly,
sparkling.
A few " drops
of this
fragrant
liquidclean,
on the
brush

Danderine
■ FOR THE HAIR — — — ^«

Just as the peace and calm
of an olden garden brings a
feeling of content when your
world is awry — so does the
soft protection of Mene give
a sense of serenity and comfort at woman's most difHcult time.

iPintiples/
icpolsive.
They borttbeee
yoa hideous
in biJVi- I
nevare andembarraseing,
Why be suffer
blemishes
whensocialtheylife.
can cow
removed«itheasily,
quickly.
Simply apply medicated HEMASEPTIC CREAM and 1
leave
ovemiKht.
After a fewblemishes
apx^ioations,
pimple^^, |
blackheads,
will disappear,
leaving
your i^nd
skin other
demr, facial
imooth, and fiauiesi.
Send 2/6 j
for a complete treatment )ar. Absolutely g:Tiaranteed or |
your
money refunded.
For men
women. St..Foreign
.1/-.
HAHXLTOH
LABS.. Dtpl
P18. and
6 Oovdiiit
Londoa.PostW.l.
use

mene

T.it1uUr YOU'LL KNOW WHY!
CLEVER GIPLS CAN PC JUST AS
ATTRACTIVE AS EILM STARS...

■^ID tVERYWWfftf

have

a

complexion!
You
cant be
unattractive to
men if you have
a good plexion.
com-Keep
your skin lovely
with
by caring Icilma
for it
Vanishing
Cream. This

dainty cream, the only one
containing the wonderful natural water from the Spring of
Beauty in Algeria, penetrates
deep into the pores, clearing
away impurities and keeping
the complexion always young.
Icilma Vanishing Cream protects the skin from the weather,
and is a perfect base for

SHADE
IN E
Is safe, snre ami simj^Ie to nw : one liquid;
aothinc injurious; jiermanent and wa5l-»)ile ; 40
rears'Colour,
re[>utAtioii
; inCertificate
all ualnraleuclusea.
tints; state
dee Medical
S,
tl0<l.: CHEMIST
d.,po!
oltle8post
8m»llb
1/4
or Shulciiie
58, Weslbcurne GrOTe,
. Co., Bepl.
3/3; post
3,'9, 1/6:3/6.
post 4/3
London,A., W.S.

KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE
OfallChemisti

lovely

each time
needed
! the hair is arranged. That is all that's
Waves " set " with ' Danderine ' last longer.
And they look nicer. Thicker, longer, more
abundant hair is sure to follow for every member
when ' Danderine ' becomes a regular habit with
your family. It helps stop falling hair. Dissolves
dandruff. Changes dull, brittle, lifeless hair into
hair that fairly sparkles with new life and lustre .'
g Of Chemists and Stores, 1/3, 2/6 and 4/6.

FOR GREY HAIR

All the Fa milu

you

She

SUpeXi&i Mi^c^ie4i£
Prices 1 1- 6f 1/2 in dot. packets
Larger .Sizes J/6, 21- and 2i3
Also In id packtttf In the 1/-, 1/2 and f/« ilz*i
> •••• FREE SAMPLE COUPON
•
To Miss Haynes, 168 Old Street, London, E.Ci •
Please sena me samples of Mene Towels. i
NAME
IN BLOCK CAPITALS
(
S)
ADDIiHSS
*i<y. stamp sufficieiu if envelope unsealed'

In jars 1/3, gd., tubes 6d.
powder.

FACE

POWDER

for Q "peach-bloom" complexion
Icilma Face Powder
gives the final touch of
perfection to your
app)earance. Very fine
and delicately jjerfumed, it clings all
Prices
day and from
neverSixpence.
'shines.'
Send for the Icilina Trial Box, only 2d., for
samples of Face Powder and three Beauty
Creams. Enclose 2d. in stamps and address
your envelop>e to Icilma (Dept. O.S ),
39 King'sshould
Road, bestamp.
London,
N.W.i.
envelof)€
sealed and
bear a Your
i|d.
4-7
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"^OT long ago I was introduced to
my first bar of Mars Chocolate —
and I found a new delight in life. Mars is
so delicious that I wouldn't be without
a bar each day ; and it*s so nutritious
that it often takes the place of a meal
on a strenuous day!"
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WONDERFUL

STORY

OF

LOVE

EGOE

The

High

Spot

of

Jubilee

''HIDIVIGHT

WITH

the:
Dominion

1935

Theatre,

Wednesday,
TO
CINEMATOGRAPH
Patron

S
AID

London

3€ay^

1935

THE

TRADE
H.R.H.

Week

The

BENEVOLENT
Prince

FUND

of Wales

Pi-ice^
to £5.5.0
Tickets from C.T.B.F. Office, 52 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.l
and Ticket Agencies

IN

CONJUNCTION

The
"THE

WITH

THE

Gramophone

Record

VOICE
OF
THE
JUBILEE
EDITION
PRICE

ABOVE

STARS"

1^6

On
Sale at your
Local
Cinema
OVER TWENTY FAMOUS STARS ON ONE RECORD
IN
EXCERPTS
FROM
CURRENT
SUCCESSES
BE

An

Unique

SURE

IT

IS A

Opportunity

BLUE

LABEL

to obtain

an

RECORD

Unique

Record
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Treasured

mm

more

^

than

anything

ROSENWALO

.

A

FREE

Book

about

the Wedding
Day—
All you want to know about what to do
BEFORE THE DAY
THE CEREMONY
THE RECEPTION
This most useful FREE BOOK is packed with Information of importance to the Bride-to-be. It
contains full details for her guidance before and
on the happ)r day. A full selection of Wedding
Rings and Gifts also shown.

Cream

SEND

THE

COUPON

NOW

COUPON

FOR FREE BOOK RING
BOOK
WAICH
ClIXK BOOK
BOOK BOOK
(COSXS OUT IICHS NOI UOuUt£D>

SOAPLESS
SHAMPOO
is a non-alkalinc preparation which leaves the hair brillianti)' clean,
soft and silky. For perfect colour results use DUART HMK RINSE.
Not o dyt but 0 harmless colourative.
SPECIAL SAMPLE OFFER. Gloria Soapless Shanopoo and 2 Rinses.
Post free for 6d. (State colour of hair)
BROS., Dept. P.G., 27 NOBLE
STREET, E.C.4

FASTEST
CURLERS

-

SAFEST
OR

-

SIMPLEST—

WAVERS

West Electric Curlers for short hair or
Wavers for long hair, take only 10
minutes to curl, set, or wave by ElectricMagnetic Pressure. They carmot harm
the hair and are most easy to use.
GUARANTEED

TO

SATISFY,

OR

yaf*f&
A/a
Q
PER CARD
SEND
YOURS
MONEY

P.l 3.'4.5

FOR
NOW
BACK

Made in KwglMnJ, 4 for 1/- or 2 for 6d. Send P.O. or stamps
for yonr Set NOW to West Electric Hair Curler Co. (Dept. 242),
8 Kirby Street, Halton Garden, London, E.C.4.

We

_ p^££
_ _ _
3#Kr^r LC
_
sent post free

SendOutdoor
a card Girl
{or aOlive
generous
free sample
week's
supply)
of
Oil Face
Powder, (one
in the
fashionable
"^^^ Everglades shade which blends with every complexion,
to Crystal Products Co., Ltd. (Dept. 220), 32, City Poad,
London, B.C.1.

a//

/ove

*' SEND

FOR

BOTTLES

OF SAFE AND

SURE
OUTDOOR
GIRL
Beauty Products
Start to-day to acquire the loveliness of a soft, smooth skin, by using
Outdoor Girl beauty aids. Made with a pure olive oil base, they
bring out the natural beauty of your complexion. Send for a free sample
of Outdoor Girl OUve Oil Face Powder and watch your skin improve.

.

— the
platinum things
rings
of gold—— the
RINGS
latest fashion
mostoftreasured
in life. Symbols even more precious to a
woman than the metal from which they are
wrought. Such valued things should be
most carefully selected for their worth and
beauty — two points which Bravington
craftsmen always keep in mind.

How certain of happiness
and love is the woman with
a skin of seductive softness
... a complexion of glorious clearness ! Learn the
secret of this beauty by
the useof Snowfire Cream.
When this fragrant, nongreasy Cream makes your
skin soft as a flower, and
radiantly clear, irresistible
charm will be yours. So
also will admiration and
romance.
Chic new cases Sd.
Tubes 6d. OpaUars 1/3.
iSmpt in l.F.S.)
Jm Bazltr it Carl gtmond in Ike
B I P. Produelivn " Btoitoin Time."

Snowfire

.

SAMPLE

ODO-RO-NO
Use coupon below.

N'ortham Warren Lid. (Dept. DSi.
21 s Blackfriars Road, London. S.H. 1

'■> t ;5_ ...

Spring —
but
Warm weather is so welcome —
but it is surprising how some
women fail to realize that it has
drawbacks — Underairo neglect is
fatal if one would retain charm.
Try INSTANT ODO-RO-NO which givM
pretKtMn
ie*tral itteys
mat REand6U kMM
LA R
ODO-RO-NOlor which
stronger
you troo from perspiration lor a weak.
Send \d. in stamps far a trial bnHle of each.
ODO-RO-NO
prevents luiderarm perspiratioD
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If offered a Player's Cork Tipped Cigarette you
appreciate the compliment ... if you offer one
you can be sure its smooth smoking qualities
added to its pure cork tip make it doubly
acceptable.
PLAYER'S

^MEDIUM'

NAVY

CUT

CIGARETTES

CORK

TIPPED

• 20 for 11>/-50 for 26
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Where shall
go this! year?
"Holiday
Haunts"it
answers
the we
question
In word
and picture
gives you a host of delightful suggestions that
wiD help you decide upon your ideal holiday:
• OVER 1,000 PAGES
• 300 PHOTOGRAPHS
• 8.000 HOLIDAY ADDRESSES
• DESCRIPTIONS OF 700 RESORTS
• 16-PAGE G.W.R. CENTENARY SUPPLEMENT
IN 2-COLOUR PHOTOGRAVURE
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No. 205 (Neto Series) Vol. 4. April 20, 1935
Editorial Offices: 93 Long Acre, W.C.2
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Telegrams: Picturegoer, Southern Wood, Rand,
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PECULATION continues at the
moment of writing concerning the
future of Laurel and Hardy — as well
as the reasons behind the breaking
up of the screen's most successful
comedy team.
It is held in some circles that the real
quarrel is with Hal Roach and that the
comedians wiD come together again when
Hardy's contract expires in November. It is
significant, however, that the studio itself
announces that it Avill replace the Laurel and
Hardy films with a new series to be known as
"The Hardy s," which will feature Oliver
Hardy, Ruby Kelly and Spanky MacFarland,
the
team.six-year-old juvenile from the "our gang"
Laurel to Emulate Chaplin ?
Friends of Laurel tell mc that Stan has long had
an ambition to emulate Charles Chaplin and
Harold Lloyd by producing and starring in his
own comedies.
He feels, they say, that he has outgrown the old
combination and is ready to challenge fame on
his own. It is known at any rate that one of his
differences with Roach concerned his disapproval
of appealing in two-reelers.

Some support is given to this theory by the
ref)ort that Stan prof)Osed to Metro-Gold wynMayer that he be permitted to produce and direct
his own feature-length films with another partner
in Hardy's place.
THE

PRIVATE
OF

THE

LIVES

STARS

HowSilver
— where
the great
the
Screendo five?
Whatstarsareoftheir
homes like, and what are their hobbies?
Next week's enthralling "Homes of the
Stars" Number of Picturegoer tells you all.
It is packed with charming, intimate
revelations about the houses and flats and
gardens of the film-famed. You will meet
many of their friends and iamihes. In
briUiant prose and picture this sp>ecial
number will be one of the most human
features in the history of modem screen
journalism.
The demand for next week's Picturegoer
will be tremendous. Order your copy well
in advance and don't risk the newsagent's
" Sorry, sold out ! "

M.-G.-M., it is understood, is considering the
proposition.
sensational possibility is tiiat
least may
^ Not the
George
Bancroft
become the new Hardy!
Laurel wants
has ah-eady
approached
the actor,
but the
latter
to see the
stories before
deciding.
When

Maurice Marched

Temperament has been rearing its ugly head
(or whatever temperament does) more than
usual in the studios of late.
Now the smoke and dust o^ Maurice Chevalier's
martial exit from Culver City have cleared, it is
revealed that there is rather more behind the
"mutual cancellation" of the French star's contract than was suggested by his subsequent recital
of his artistic aspirations.
It was, toas co-star
I mentioned
intention
Mauricehere,
withIrving
Grace Thalberg's
Moore.
Chevjilier promptly objected, adding emphatically that he preferred, if he was to be co-starred
with anyone, to be teamed with Jeanette
Mac Donald.
Although the studio was unaware of it, Maurice
had been told that Miss MacDonald had declared
that she would not appear with him again.
Words followed, the contract was torn up and
Maurice went out to give that interview about
Century.
his art. ChevaUer is hkely to go to Twentieth
was case.
an amusing
sequel to an
"incident"
in There
another
\ well-knownfeminine
star
rejected, with unnecessary emphasis and publicity,
a certain leading man for her latest picture. The
actor was, not unnaturally, rather sore about it.
However he got a role in an independently produced
picture, released{Continued
by the same
company.
on page
6)
5
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addition to the current great composer series.
Eddy has a rich baritone voice and, I am assured
by feminine acquaintances, definite sex appeal.
He also shares with John Boles the unusual
looking.
qualification for a singer of being very good
Metro is going in for music in a big way, and
plans are now being discussed at Culver City for
screen grand opera, no less.
They have started by signing up Marion Tolley,
the American prima donna, and are reported to
be willing to pay two million dollars for the film
rights to several operas.
Making Garho Talk
Possibly because of the threat of restrictions
employment
of " feels
foreign"
and against
possibly the
because
the studio
the artistes,
need to
boost the star's stock in America, Metro has
embarked on a new campaign to p>ersuade Greta
Garbo to talk to interviewers.
The coverCulver
brains
trust is
disamethod,City
in fact,
to soften
theti-ying
entire toGarbo
attitude towards publicity.
The most likely at the moment is the system
used by the late President Wilson at press conferences. Under it reporters would be able to
write their questions and submit them to Greta
for a reply. Garbo is reported to be willing.
The method is, of course, by no means new. It
has been used for years by slow-thinking stars.
Man
" Ber^al
"
Amid who
all theMade
acclamation
that hasLancer
accompanied
the West End run of The Lives of a Bengal
Lancer, very little has been said about its director,
Henry Hathaway.
His aissignment to the picture was one of those
crazy accidents that in filmland frequently results
in an epic. Hathaway was chosen because he had
a reputation on the Paramount lot for producing
Westerns in quick time and with a minimum of
production costs !
They decided that he could handle the riding
scenes and at the same time produce th6 film
inexp>ensively. Economy was necessary, you may
recall, because the film had been in various stages
of production for over four years, with the mountment.ing costs causing headaches in the audit departThe studio did not even know that he had once
spent two years in India.

What
We Owe
the " Quickies
"
The
case
of what
Hathaway,
is a
reminder
of
we owe incidentally,
to the Westerns,
now £ilas fallen on evil days, and the Poverty Row
studios.
Many of the screen's most successful directors
learned
theirmain
jobsdirectorial
in the hardqualification
"quickie" is
school
where the
the
ability
to
"shoot
'em
fast,
shoot
'em
cheap
and
that
he
had
been
rushed
to
hospital
by
practical
(Continued from page 5)
Both films were completed about the same joker friends while he was under the influence of shoot
Probably
the most successful of them all is
'em good."
time. The actor unexpectedly scored a big hit, alcohol. And Mr. ("Bad Boy") Tracy, whose W. S. Van Dyke, who only a few years ago was
and tothebe tempestuous
lady's "vehicle" has turned chief misfortune seems to be his inabiUty to prac- Westerns
directing "horse
broke with
away White
from
when heopera."
scored He
a success
out
a flop.
tise
well commandment,
known and faithful
ance of Hollywood's
the eleventh
is in observtrouble Shadows of the South Seas.
again, with a drunkenness conviction to add to the
It will be interesting to see if Richard Thorpe,
Belisha Influence in Hollywood
unfortunate Mexican escapade.
who is closely following the Van Dyke tradition,
The Hore Belisha influence ha^ spread to
The film public loyally rallied round Lee after will also emulate his success. Thorpe, a Western
Hollywood. My film colony gossip tells me the Viva Villa affair, but his luck has not been and "quickie" producer, has been nominated by
that the Cahfornian authorities, who must have too good since he left the Metro studio, particularly M.-G.-M. to go on a location trip to the South
been reading about the doughty feats of our Minis- in the matter of pictures.
Seas
film Typee, which will bring Mala back
to thetoscreen.
ter of Transport, have launched a stringent camThe
Next
Screen
Sensation
p>aign against road accidents, which, it must be
admitted, are particularly heavy in the neigh- 1 wonder if Nelson Eddy will be the next screen Two-reelers to Box-ofice Throne
bourho d of Hollywood.
sensation.
The stars, all of whom are motorists, are having
218 featurehas directed
Thorpe(Think
Elddy
has been drawing good money on a Holly- In a few years
pictures.
of that you Von
to watch their step. One of the first victims was
wood contract every Friday night for two years, Sternlength
bergs,
Chaplins
and
Von
Stroheims
!) They
Lyle Talbot. Lyle pleaded guilty to the some- but they were unable to find anything much for ranged from Western melos to society drama.
what serious charge of being intoxicated in charge him to do, largely, I suspect, because at the outGregory la Cava got his movie education in
of an automobile. He was fined the equivalent of
set of his film career he proved to be a very much
£30, ordered to abstain from drinking for ninety better singer than an actor. During the last Poverty Row, where pictures are made in six days
and
every minute and every penny counts. So
days and prohibited from driving his car except twenty-four months or so production bulletins
to and from work.
did
William
K. Howard, one of Hollywood's best
have, periodically announced big plans for him,
Hollywood, incidentally, regards it as a very but practically all that materialised wais a song directors Harry Joe Brown is among the other
severe sentence.
big shots who first learned to shoot 'em fast, cheap
number
in the studio's worst picture for years. and
Student Tour.
good in the smaller studios.
And Frank Capra, winner of the Academy
Then he was given his first important role award
for his direction of It Happened One Night,
Lee Tracy Again
opposite Jeanette MacDonald in Naughty Marietta.
Leading men, as a class, will be becoming
and Hollywood's present box-office king, formerly
made two-reelers.
un(x>pular with Mr. Hajrs, whose chief Screen Grand Opera Next
mission
fair
name.in life is the preservation of Hollywood's Studio officials were so pleased witfa the result Curiouser and Curiouser
that they have just handed him a brand new
Cary Grant was involved in that somewhat
's unexpecte
contract.
Hathawayevery
day. Thed
in Hollywood
happen than
success things
Stranger
strange incident a few weel-s ago, when after it long-term
His next film will be Johan Strauss, the latest best
was thought be had taken poison it was explained
story of the week (and it is such a good one
6
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that one wonders how it has escaped print so
long) concerns Vina Delmar, the novelist.
Miss Delmar, as a best-seller authoress, had
been in a pKJsition to refuse a number of offers from
Hollywood.
Finally one day came an offer from M.-G.-M.
that no one in her right mind could refuse, so
Miss Delmar, being very much in her right mind,
accepted the offer, which was for her to come to
Hollywood immediately and write an original for
Joan Crawford.
Miss Delmar hopped on a train, and on the way
outlined the Crawford story. Miss Delmar
reported to M.-G.-M. A few days later an executive called her in and asked if she had the Crawford story, they needed it in a hurry.
Miss Delmar said the outline was done and she
was working on the script.
.\ few days after that she was called in again
and found that the powers that be had decided
against an original and had decided that Miss
Delmar should adapt a property they had. Miss
Delmar agreed, finished the job and left M.-G.-M.
Miss Delmar then found herself with a perfectly
good original story that no one had read, that
belonged to her.
She made it into a novel and sold it to an
American magazine for 20,000 dollars. M.-G.-M.
bought the story for another 20,000 dollars. The
picture they made from it was Sadie McKee,
starring Joan Crawford !
A Fall in Fan Mail
A survey of the studios reveals the rather
amazing fact that fan mail has dropped off
by approximately 75 per cent.
Just why the letters dropped off is a problem
that is puzzling both stars and studio officials.
Henry Hull has an idea about it. Hull thinks
it
is because
the "talkies"
bringcis the
closer
to the players,
inasmucli
the audience
voice is
heard.
In the silent days, he says, there was a sort of
mystery surrounding the players, who passed like
shadows before the eyes of the audience.
That mystery, he declares, made men and
women want pictures and signatures of the stars.
It is gone now.
The Martin Johnsons Return
If Mr. Louis B. Mayer is looking for a successor
to the late, lamented Leo the Lion, he should
apply to Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson.
In their new African jungle epic, Baboona, they
have got some close-ups of quite the most magnificent lion I have seen, a huge fellow, majestically
maned and every inch a king of the wild.
The Martin Johnsons have
progre.ssed a long way since the
days when we were first invited
to watch a charging rhino
(through the telephoto lens),
while the intrepid and inevitable "O.sa"
prettily
with a rifle.
Theyp>osed
have brought
back a really interesting "bag"
in Baboona, their best effort yet,
and have, incidentally, blazed a
new trail by using aeroplanes for
their expedition.
The commentary, however, is still in the bad,

^
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Marlene Dietrich as toe toill see her centre
in " Theis Edward
Devil is Everett
a Woman."
Horton.The gentleman behind the beard in the
old Martin Johnson vein of heroics, and is further
marred by blatant "plugging" of the make of
their 'planes.
Many of the backgrounds for the more intimate
animal shots, moreover, give rise to a suspicion
that prepared corrals have been used.
Another Studio Problem Solved
King Vidor has now solved a problem that has
plagued producers for years past— how to
create artificially the condensed breath that
emanates
outdoors. from a person's mouth on a cold day
In the past, directors have tried putting Uttle
pads
on mouth
a player's
the
result ofhas"dry-ice"
been a sore
and tongue,
garbled but
sjjeech.
Others have tried inhaling the smoke of a
cigarette and slowly exhaling during a speech —
but it looked just like what it was, smoke.
To create a wintry atmosphere
on
a sound-stage
for a blizzard
scene
in The Wedding
Night,
director Vidor had ten tons of
ice placed on the stage for
ii^^HT. three
before the
sequence
was todays
be filmed.
So cold
was
it when the company assembled
Joel
walked McCrea
right out
of the arms of
Dietrich into
into those of
Joan Bennett
(Jar screen purposes of course).
They appear
together in "Private Worlds."

for the winter scene, despite a temp>erature of
more than 80 degrees in the tropical Hollywood
sun outside, that cameramen and other workers
had to wear mittens and overcoats !
And the vapour that you will see coming from
the mouths of Gary Coop)er, Anna Sten, Ralph
Bellamy and the other players in this scene is
real enough because at the time they were
actually freezingly cold.
Award of Merit
I am having trouble with my jwstman again. It
seems that in announcing the ballot for the
PiCTUREGOER Gold Medals for the best acting
performances of 1934 we omitted to mention the
candidature for the award of Greta Gar bo, of all
Struggling nobly through the floods of epistocatory protest, I hasten to put the matter right.
people.
Queen Christina was, of course, released last year,
and is available for consideration.
Have you sent in your vote yet, by the way ?
Write on a post card the name of the two
artistes of your choice and the names of the
pictures in which they gave the performance you
consider establishes their claim, and address it to
"Award of Merit," Pictxiregoer, Long Acre,
W.C.2.
Studio's First Extra
Thethe first
man whostudios
ever received
a salary
from
Paramount
is back at
work there
after more than twenty years.
Jack Chfford got a job as an extra on the first
day that Cecil B. DeMille started filming his first
picture. The Squaw Man. (A lot of water has
flowed through the bath tubs since then.)
The scene in which he appeared included
Dustin Famum and DeMille, himself, as an extra.
At the end of the day Clifford was first in hne
at the cashier's office, receiving the first dollar —
the rate for small players in those days — that the
company which later became Paramount ever
Forout.eighteen years he was a vaudeville star,
paid
and is now broadcasting. He met DeMille, for
the first since since The Squaw Man, a few months
ago and the famous director gave him a part in
his new sjjectacle. The Crusades, in support of
Henry Wilcoxon, Ian Keith, and Loretta Young.
But CUfford's wages will be more than a dollar !
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
7
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Carol, Wally, and
Mrs. Beery — a
charming domeittc
study taken soon
after
Carol' s
adoptioti.

AROL,

unusual huma
documost
isn amoth
y er
THIS ment.Stor
er
A fost
tion
g
ellin of her affec
for
n adopted child, and
of the foundation of past
memories upon which that
affe
buil
Mrs.
n,
ingt.perso
y isn a isretir
Beerctio

,AROL ANN has filled the only gap
that was in our lives, Wally's and
mine. Her coming into our household has meant far more to me than
I am able to express. From the
moment she was entrusted to my care I loved
her, and was hardly able to believe my good
fortune.
As I watched her fuss around as she was
getting ready to go to lunch with Wally one
day, it struck me how much her excitement
compared with similar scenes in my own
childhood.
She tried on several dresses before she
decided which one was just right. She is very
particular, tiny tot that she is. All her
colours must match — especially if she's going
anywhere with her Daddy.
Wally is more than a hero to Carol Ann. He
is a demi-god whom she worships. What a
pair they make as they walk along — he so huge and
bulky, she tiny, tagging along. And he is so
proud
of her
than she
is. I I Actually,
call the he's
pair a ofbigger
them youngster
my two
children.
Her most vivid recollection of Wally when
she is older will doubtlessly be of him at the
controls of his aeroplane flying her somewhere.
the aeroplane
to-day which
nolds all
glamour
andForromance
for children
the thetrain
held
for youngsters a generation or so back.
I can remember how my father was just as
much a hero to me as Wally is to Carol Ann.
He was a crack engineer on the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad.
There were three children, and how we would
8

prepare to meet him at lunch ! The house
was the scene of no end of excitement as our
mother would stand before the stove and fry
chicken.
When it was done she would pack it in a big
pail
with proudly
other delicacies,
down
to thealong
station
carrying and
the we'd
pail go
between
We

would be scrubbed and then dressed in our
very best and be waiting there as the train
pulled in. Then when Dad received his orders
from the station-master, he'd swing off the train,
and we'd open up the lunch and help him eat it.
If
station-master
didn't
happen
be around.
Dadthewould
take us for
a ride
on histo engine.
We were wonderful friends, my father and I—
and still are to this day. He never comes to
see me without bringing some little token of
love,
a sackexists
of fruit.
Thisif it's
sameonlybond
between Wally and
Carol Ann.
And when Wally wanted to take her for a ride
in his aeroplane I was delighted.
I recalled how thrilled I was when my Dad
took me for rides in his train engine
And 1 wanted to see Carol Ann have that
same wonderful understanding with her Daddy
as I had with mine. There is no greater thing in
the world
Carol Ann is drawn to me by the tenderest
of bonds. She is a priceless legacy left by my
mother's half-sister, and life-long playmate,
As Juanita, a young woman in her early
Juanita.
thirties, lay on her death-bed, she whispered
that she wanted to leave something to me — it
was her dearest possession, her baby Carol Ann,
then nine months old.

seldom seen in the limelight which so surrounds
her famous husband. This
fact lend
even engr
more
r^
ossiintereststo this
personal recital.
Carol Ann had two brothers — George now
twelve years old, and Billy six, who live with
their grandmother, but who often come to play
with their Uttle sister.

The her
dayhusband.
after Juanita's
funeral
had raising
a talk
with
I pointed
out I that
a little girl alone w£is a great resfKjnsibiUty.
Without even saying a word to W«dly I told him
that 1 would bring up Carol Ann, and showed
him a letter wherein her mother requested I
do so.
He agreed that i>erhaps it was best that
I should "raise," educate, and give her a real
mother's care.
Wally and 1 were in the midst of remodelling
our home at the time, but I knew I could dep>end
upon him. That night I went home to him
and simply said, " Honey, how would you Uke
to have a little girl'"
" T Tow would I Uke to have a child ? " he exXl claimed. "Why I'd g^ve anything in the world
to have her ! " And from that time on, he talked
of nothing else.
The first night Carol Ann arrived, we bought
her a bed
The httle angel just sat in it and quietly
watched us. She seemed to be fascinated by the
sight of Wally.
Gradually Carol Ann began to do things to
attract his attention. Th«n one day she struck
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her foot out and tried to trip him. Wally turned
around and started to chase her. From that day
on With
they've
the been
passingrealof friends.
time, Wally and Carol Ann
have become inseparable. They go everywhere
together, and Wally even likes to buy her clothes.
Not long ago when she outgrew her little underthings, Wally took her shopping in Hollywood.
When they came back, I found that they had
bought some of those unfinished baby things
that have to be sewn together.
Nothing daunted, the pair of them, big Wally
and that little baby sat down with needles and
thread and tried to sew seams in a pair of them !
I wish I could describe the picture they made.
In bringing up Carol Ann, 1 want to instil
in her the principles of love, sincerity, and fair
play. Also I want her to have a knowledge of
God and a definite goal in life.
She can choose any profession which appeals
to hsr — doctor, lawyer, artist, writer, or actress —
whatever interests her most. But it should be
something.
I will never stand in her way as long as there is
nothing actually harmful to her. That is why
I've
to her
flying with by
Wally.
I wantno herobjections
to be brave
and unhampered
the
" fraid cat" influence of an anxious mother.
I have always felt this way toward Wally,
too. To me he is the rock of Gibralter. And
I realize
a woman's
apron strings around
his
neck having
would be
unbearable.
Therefore,
objected
to his
flying,
or anythingI'vehe never
has wanted
to do.
To tell
the
truth, I enjoy flying as much as he does. I .went with him on his first solo flight.
After taking lessons for nearly a year,
Wally came home one day and said, "Rita,
I'm taking my first flight alone to-day and I
want
to beintomy hispassenger."
We you
climbed
aeroplane and flew
for quite a while. Wally showed me how
to do a dead stick landing at 5,000 feet
and many tricks. It was loads of fun
My greatest thrill was crossing
the Mojave desert with Wally. We
ran into a terrific windstorm which
swept down between the Sierras
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London fans mobbed the star
and Carol on their last visit.
They are returning soon.
realized the moment she came to us.
My career
is now
raising
her —is
making
her and
Wally
happy
the only glory I want. Without
any ego
my part,
I will WaUy
mention thaton before
I married
I had a screen career which apjjeared very promising. Before
giving it up, I gave the matter
a lot of thought. But once I
made up my mind I have never
regretted
lasting. it. I have something
far more precious — a career more
Soon we are going to get a new
'plane. I am now fully recovered
from a recent illness. Wally has
been busy on West Point of the A ir,
and he has several other pictures
schedviled for him at MetroGoldw^n-Mayer, but as soon as
they are completed we are going
to take a vacation in Europe.
We plan to fly over all the countries
we missed on our last trif> — Carol,
WaUy and I.

Another happy shot of
Wallace Beery and his
adopted daughter.
Beery,
Hollywood's
keen-in
est aviator,
is revelling
his new picture, " West
Point of the Air."

and Death VaUey. I was scared to death, but
determined not to say a word.
Our little dog, Gipsy, was with us and the
jolting made her very sick. When I saw WaUy
reach out and strap on his safety belt I could
stand it no longer and suggested we land.
He brought the ship down by a farm-house
about forty miles from Bishop, Arizona. Then
he sent word to a neighbouring town and got
a taxi to drive me to a hotel in Bishop.
All this time the storm was raging worse than
ever. Wally said he didn't want to leave the
'plane alone and that he'd wait until another
car came, then he'd follow me.
It took several hours for me to get to Bishop
and as I stepped out of the car in front of the
hotel,
was look
W'aUy onstanding
on He
the waited
corner
with athere
sheepish
his face.
until my car got out of sight, climbed right back
Beery.the 'plane and flew to Bishop. That's WaUy
into
Since Carol Ann has come into our family,
WaUy and I have found complete happiness.
She has suppUed a missing something in our
lives which we hardly suspected was there, but

Picturegoer
Gold
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Award
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'\AAKE a point of recording j
your votes for the actor and \
actress who, in your opinion, have \
given
the best performance in
1934.
All you have to do is to
send us a postcard addressed to
93 Long Acre, with the names
of the actor and actress and the
films
in which they appeared.
Take a pen and do it now and
so help to honour those who have
entertained you.
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Listen to her explaining why her drawing room,
on this particular day, is furnished with large
parcels and boxes, as well as a grand piano :
"All these boxes and parcels are presents.
They are for my god-children (Yvonne must
hold the record for god-children. She has eight !)
I have been packing all this evening. You must
forgive me to receive you like this.
"Look!" and she Ufts her skirt to reveal a
laddered silk stocking. "But it is not good to
kneel on the floor to pack parcels — already to-day
I have cracked three pairs of stockings !
" So I say I will keep this pair on until the parcels
byareI finished.
I refuse
to crack
any more
shall never
ladder
another
cup stockings
and saucer! "
without thinking of Yvonne Amaud.

HER

^

Vivien

North
Right out of the
artistes
is the"
rut of " typed
piquant
little
French actress
Yvonne Arnaud,
who sprar^ into
fame in "The
Girl has
in thebeen
Taxi,"
and
registering on the
meter of success
ever since. Below
you will meet this
intriguing and
outspoken star.

Yvonne Amaud is a great animal lover. Here she
is with Jove, a chow which shares her affection with
a white Pekingese who appeared with her in " The
Cuckco in the Nest."
HERE is one woman on the screen
days of "typed"
even in isthese
who,
film artistes,
unique.
She is known to the butcher, the
baker, and the postmen working round
Eaton Square, where she lives, as Mrs. Hugh
McLellan. But to you and me she is Yvonne
Arnaud, and there is no one quite like her.
Normally, I deprecate the use of that overworked word "inimitable," but it's the only
word that epitomises Miss Amaud, both as
an artiste and as a person. Her various films,
including Cuckoo in the Nest, Princess
Charming, Lady in Danger and, latest of all.
Widows Might, tell you about her work.
But it would take a whole lot more than
anything they or I could do to tell you all
about her personality — about her amazing
versatility; her clearness of outlook; her gitt
for seizing on the amusing and the important
things in Ufe, and for relegating to their
proper place all the miseries and trivialities
to which most people give a seat in the stalls.
Yvonne Amaud evinces no coy denial if you
tell her she has rather a special brand of personality.
"But if I have," she'll say, with a shrug, "it
is not me who is to be congratulated. Oh no !
gods."in Bordeaux. As a
gift fromwasthe bom
is just a Amaud
It Yvonne
prize for piano playing
important
won^n
child she
10

at the Paris Conservatoire and, later, was taken
on a tour of Europe and America as a youthful
prodigy.
Then the day came when she decided she wanted
to go on the stage. She had no training. But
she had her charm and her personality. So she
took herself off to see Michael Faraday, who was
at that time producing The Girl in the Taxi and
had not yet found a leading lady.
" I am told
the Mr.
girl Faraday
you want— and,
for your
! " Miss
Amaud
whileshow
he was
stiU
suffering from shock, she got down to it and
showed
singing. him what she could do in the way of
Mr. Faraday gave her the job, and since then
she has starred in dozens of successful plays and
more than a dozen films.

Now she is forty and all she asks for is a film
part where she is allowed to be her age.
"Then," she says, "I could be a young Marie
Dressier. I could do lots of things, if they would
let me — but" (with an emphatic gesture) "I
"
Bebby !When
anybody'shasBlonde
cannot
Yvonnebe Amaud
no conceit.
she
says things Uke this she never waits for any
on, with the accompanicontradiction,
ment of that but
mostgoes
attractive accent, from one
cascade of conversahuman herself
— a mnning
to another
subject
tion ! Listen
to her
down :
" I know I am not a thing of beauty, but when
I see myself on the screen sometimes I say :
I am like this
is not apossible
God, itfollows
'My there
and
libellous! ' caricature
produced"
by the simple means of crossing her eyes and
blowing out her cheeks, until she is exhausted and
has to join in your laughter.

Miss Amaud is a great animal lover. She hats
two dogs, David — the milk-white Pekingese
you saw with her in Cuckoo in the Nest — and Jove,
who is a beige-coloured Chow and about four
times the height of David.
" Jove I have had since he is three weeks,"
Miss Amaud says. " Now he is eight years, but
he Her
is still
Theycreatures
are bothincludes
just boys
! " and
lovea boy.
of living
birds
beasts and fishes. She cannot bear to see any
of them hurt. So once, when her husband (of
whom she says: "My husband is a fisherman
before God ! ") asked her to go fishing, she took a
croquet maUet along with her — and "with this,"
she
me, fish,
laughing
"I didhowbang
the
headtold
of the
as I a€didherself,
not know
to kill
Yvonne Amaud has one very rare gift. She
the abrute
has
laugh! " worth a milUon dollars. It has been
said that someone ought to write a Laughie for her.
I wish someone would ! Illustrating the
possibihties of this, there is a lovely Uttle story
told of the first time Miss Amaud was made up
for the screen.
She was fitted with a pair of artificial eyelashes,
a proceeding that takes place every day in a
film studio and never brings with it anjrthing but
sorrow and bittemess.
"Oh!" cried Miss Amaud, giving vent to a
Uttle French scream, "they tickle!" and she
began to laugh. When the make-up man heard
her laugh he began to laugh too.
Whereupon the entire maike-up room staff,
hairdressers, barbers, wig-makers, and the
make-up men themselves, forgot their troubles and
laughed uproariously. Work was badly disorganised for the remainder of the day !
Miss Amaud wants, more than anything, to
play her famous stage part, Mrs. Pepys, in And
So to Bed, on the screen. Costume films, in her
opinion, still have a long run ahead.
But I do not beUeve this has anything at all
to do with her real reason for wanting costume
films to have a long mn.
I beheve the simple truth is that Yvonne
Amaud Ukes "dressing up." That she loves
stmtting about in hoops and crinolines. That
she gets a lot of fun out of it all.
But whether it is in costume films, fight comedies
or any other type of picture, Yvonne Arnaud is in
a class by herself.
NEXT
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enthusiastic film fan who enjoys
" peep behind the screen " can
to miss next tweefe's enthralling
of the Stars Number of" PictureIt is an inimitable piece of movie

How much
would you give to visit your
.
journalism
favourite screen players at their own
homes — to meet their friends and families,
to learn about their hobbies, to note their
taste in decorations and furniture, to see
what pets they own, just what their
gardens look like ? You would give
a lot !
Next week's " Picturegoer " makes
your dreams come true. In brilliant prose
and glowing pictures it tells you all you
need to know about the private lives of
It is
greatest
of the and
amany
revelation
a joy.stars of all.
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S Easter approaches, the rahhits get
busy in their secret factory on their
labour of love, manufacturing Easter
eggs and chocolate bunnies for the breakfast
A

tables of the world's children — or so Walt
Disney says — and very charmingly, too —
in this, one of the most brilliant of the
famous " Symphonies."
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EN
riANETGAYNORand
J Charles Farrell as
bride and groom — but
only for a film, " The
First Year." Their own
romance stopped short
of the
church door.

V

With his companions in the car, he was speeding
through Beverly Hills, when he conceived an idea.
Virginia's house was only three blocks off his
course, and he would pause there for a moment
to tell her that he wouldn't be seeing her any more.
That was Janet's wish, and he had made Janet
a promise !
to a halt at Virginia's curb,
he Bringing
espied herhisin motor
the backyard.
"We're going down to the boat," he called out.
"Come along, for there's something I want to
talkVirginia
with you
went.about ! "
When the journey was resumed, tttough, one
of Charlie's pals decided he needed cigarettes, and
would Charlie please halt at the next drugstore?
From the pocket of the car, Charlie produced
several packages.
"Take these," he urged.
But ! they didn't happ>en to be the other's
brand

So Charlie made the stop. The friend was gone
longer than it ordinarily takes to get waited on
in one of these outlying shops !
Aboard the yacht, Charlie and the other fellows
grabbed the halyards, and, with Virginia, accomplished sailor that she is, at the tiller, they hoisted
canvas and put to sea.
As the craft leaned into the breeze, Charbe
ordered one of the men into the pilot's seat, and
motioned Virginia to foUow him down the companionway and into the cabin. There he informed
her that Janet and he were going to slip away
and be married . . . that he was seeing her
(Virginia) for the last time !
Virginia congratulated Charlie. She was glad
Gene Raymond was one of the men whose
name has been associated with that of Janet.
that
was ahead
more, happiness
she was sincere
about for
it ! him. And what's
Virginia and Charlie returned to the cockpit,
— 'HUS it was that Farrell again phoned
gay of manner, just as though nothing had tranVirginia VaUi. Now he was Farrell, the
star, rather than the extra boy.
Charlie took over the rudder, and pointed the
There was a calmness about Virginia
spired. nose for the anchorage. Trivial chatter
craft's
that was lacking in La Gaynor, Charlie
filled the atmosphere as Charlie and his mates,
decided. He gradually began to wipe Janet from
with Virginia lending an experienced hand, furled
the sails, stretched the tarpaulins, made the Unes
his thoughts. And eventually, while he hadn't
placed a diamond solitaire on the proper finger
shipshape, boarded the dinghy and set out for
the beach.
of
Virginia's
left
hand,
there
was
an
unspoken
something that bound them.
CharUe was first to disembark. Leaping on to
I met Mrs. Farrell about that time, and I
the sand, the painter in his hand, his only thought
convinced myself that it was not just her ordinary,
was to assist Virginia to dry land before a breaker
could Welsh over the tiny boat.
everyday smile that was illuminating her friendly
countenance. You see, she, too, knew about
But as he reached for the Valli arm, he heard a
Virginia and Charlie !
familiar
was
; voice behind him utter a single word. It
Fox paired Janet and Charlie for a third time
— in Lucky Star.
" WeU !"
Perhaps it was the title, but something
Glancing around, Charlie saw Janet standing
happened !
there. But she was visible only for a second. As
For weeks the separate trails of Janet and
Charlie bUnked his eyes, Janet wheeled and made
for her car.
Charlie had not crossed. Through the first
morning together on the set, neither had thrown
It was long afterwards that the real story came
as much as a glance in the direction of the other.
to the surface.
Then came a romantic sequence, and
Charlie's cigarette-buymg chum, hira^lf suffering
The Gaynor-Farrell affair was on again !
from a Gaynor weakness, had used the lack of
During the weeks that ensued, Janet and
Janet was scheduled for some shots for Lucky
an her
excuse
to reachhada 'phone
Charlie were together on the stages daytimes . . . Star that did not require Farrell's presence. The smokes
enlightenmerely
Janet asthat
betrothed
failed toto
director
informed
him
that
he
could
have
the
keep
his
word
.
.
.
that
he
was
not
only
seeing
together
on Janet's porch or in Charlie's car in
the
evenings.
afternoon off. It had been a long while since Virginia again, but was taking her on a cruise.
Seventy-two hours of that found them re- Charlie had hoisted the mainsail and jib of his
" And, if you don't believe me, be at the landing
engaged !Lydell Peck returned to San Francisco schooner, riding at anchor on the Pacific off the around
6 o'clock ! " he had added.
and his law practice ! Virginia VaUi, gentle lady Monica.
mouth of Topango Canyon, just below Santa
Racing to Hollywood, Janet Gaynor long-distanced
Lydell Peck at his home in Oakland, across
that .she is, probably confided to herself, "That's
He broached the subject to Janet.
Hollywood ! " Charlie hadn't told her, but news
the bay from San Francisco.
spreads rapidly in Celluloidia.
ahead,
dear, and I'll see you to-night,"
Gaynor and Farrell went through the remainagreed,
enthusiastically.
Between scenes, Janet and Charlie quietly she"Go
ing setiuences of Lucky Star without further conManipulating the rigging of the Farrell craft is versation.
planned an elopement — just as Janet and Herb
Moulten had planned one years before !
a
three-man
job,
so
Charlie
picked
up
a
pair
of
With
the concluding scene in the box, Janet
But the Fates continued to scowl !
so-called friends.
hurried to Oakland, where she became Mrs.
12
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Concluding ]anet Gaynor^s Life Story
LydeU Peck beneath the same roof under which definite, and final, parting, and purchased a ticket
Lydell has been born.
for Honolulu. She went there, she admitted,
to decide whether or
The collapse of the Gaynor-Farrell betrothal to think things over
did not become public until the aiternoon that not there might be a chance of finding happiness
Janet and Peck appeared before the Oakland should she and Lydell try it again !
Her decision was bared in her action for divorce I
marriage licence clerk to obtain their permit. The
Los Angeles press imparted that information in
" When I came home from the studio, Mr.
eight-column banner lines.
Peck
ask why I was so late," Janet told the
I set out in search of Charlie. I dropped in court, would
I would tell him I had been working
stay. "and that
the director had requested me to
at
the
studio,
but
he
wasn't
there.
Neither
was
he at his Toluca Lake home. Nor at his beach
cottage. Continuing on down the shore, I found
' ' He then said that I was ' very foolish to stay
his schooner riding the waves, deserted.
.... that I was stupid.'
So I telephoned
Virginia
"He annoyed me by reading criticcd fan mail
answered,
and called
Charlie.Vedli's house. Virginia
aloud, and he was exceedingly jealous,"
" I'm leaving within an hour to catch the train," she continued from the witness stand. "He
he told me. "I've suddenly decided to go to was rude and discourteous to me, and often
upset me so much that I could not sleep at night
New York, and then on to Europe."
would be unable to work the next day ! "
told"But
him. I want to see you before you go." I andLydell
was making good in his new field as an
author-scenarist,
but when the decree had been
"That's all right, but if it's about Janet's
marriage, you might just as well save your time, granted his wife, he packed up and went back to
San Francisco, there to take up the threads of
forSoI'mas not
going
discuss
Janet
and toher
groomthatwerenow."
leaving San his legal practice where he had dropped them.
Francisco Bay, bound for Honolulu on their
He has since become active in state pobtics.
honeymoon, Charlie was parking his luggage on a
For a year after her visit to the divorce court,
train, with the Old World as his destination.
Janet remained more or less in seclusion.
When Charlie reached New York, the first
acquaintance he bumped into was Dr. Don Because she was usually among the guests at
Montgomery, there on a vacation. They clasp
dinners pven by Winfield Sheehan, the studio
hands.
head, the gossippers set in motion reports that she
"Well, I see Lolly's married," said the dentist. would wed her employer as soon as the decree
"Yes, Lolly's married," answered Charlie, became final.
sadly.
She used to see Dr. Don Montgomery occasionally after parting with Peck, but their reAnother name had been posted on Janet's
unions were infrequent, for Montgomery was
roster
Farrell of
! forgotten men — ^the name of Charlie busy with his professional work — and his social
The talkies had zoomed down in Hollywood, duties.
and the film colony was in a turmoil. Fox cabled
Gene Raymond
Janet's
Janet in Honolulu and Charlie in London to showering
her withflsished
daily across
bouquets
of horizon,
orchids,
hurry back for voice tests.
escorting
her
here
and
there
amid
Holly-wood's
Both heeded the summonses. Janet, with bright Ughts.
Lydell Peck at her side, went before the microWhen Gene set out on a quest for an apartphones, and passed the trials with colours flying.
ment, word spread that Janet and he were headed
When Charlie arrived in Hollywood, though, for the parson's. Arrival of Gene's mother
he was a completely saddened lad. Strange lands put an end to that, though, for the aptartment
and strange faces had not healed the hurt suffered was for Mrs. Raymond's use.
when Janet tossed him aside for Peck. And while
In the company of Gene, Janet seemed to be
his train was racing over desert sands as it neared blotting from her memories all trace of her
the California line, he had been handed a telegram. tragedy-filled past. It was a new and different
His mother was ill in the Toluca Lake house Janet we saw in the night clubs, a more vivacious,
he had built as the honeymoon sp)ot — his honey- fun-evoking Janet !
moon with Janet !
She might have gone on that way had she not
A single ray of sunshine pierced the gloom opened her newspaper to the society page, and
hovering about his head as he alighted at the read of Dr. Don Montgomery's marriage !
Pasadena station.
It was then that she dashed off for Europe I
Of course, as I have explained, there may have
Peering out of the window of his drawing-room,
as the trans-continental locomotive shrieked been no connection between the dentist's move
to a stop, he sighted Virginia Valli.
into the ranks of the benedicts and Janet's deNow there was a girl !
parture.
London was Janet's first stopover after she
Charlie climbed into Virginia's limousine, and crossed the Atlantic.
Charlie
Farrell and Virginia Valli were over
together they sped to Mrs. Farrell's bedside.
When his mother finally passed on, Virginia there, the former making a picture for a British
was
his solace. They were married shortly after concern.
the funeral.
It was only natural that Janet and Charlie
But Charlie never again crossed the threshold should meet, and that Charlie would
of that luxurious place he built for Janet !
say to Janet :
When Virginia and Charlie returned from their
" Well, I see Don's married ! "
nuptial tour, Janet and Lydell paid them a call,
"Yes, Don's married !" answered
and what had once been a twosome now became Janet, wistfully.
That from the girl who had put
a foursome, for Virginia and Charlie, Janet and
a career ahead of marriage !
Lydell were seen everywhere together.
It was on her return from
Fox linked Janet and Charlie as the stellar
Europe, that Janet met Dr. Veblen
figures
in
High
Society
Blues
—
their
debut
in
the
talkies.
in New York, where she enjoyed
They did their best — their utmost as screen two gay weeks with Veblen as her
escort. For him, it had been a case
partners
vehicle. and as friends — ^with a powdered-sugar of love at first sight.
When she got back to HoUywood,
It was only a short while, however, before there
Veblen began calling her over the
were
rumours
of
rifts
in
the
Gaynor-Peck
domestic
situation.
long distance 'phones nightly,
Lydell had forsaken his legal clients up in San always with the plea that she
become
his wife.
Francisco, to try his hand as a studio author.
Came Thanksgiving, and Veblen
As long as he remained with his law work, Janet came
west to visit her.
and he didn't have much in common he reasoned.
Mrs. Gaynor IS said to have placed
But newspaper columnists, sensing trouble,
stamp of approval on the new
camped in the Gaynor-Peck doorstep. They her
reported the goings and comings of the pair. swain.
That
was all that was needed
Janet had taken a separate apartment . . . Janet
had moved back to the Peck abode . . . Peck
to make Janet say "Yes!"
had departed for bachelor quarters !
All this was too much for the already frayed
nerves of both Janet and Lydell !
Janet
Gaynor's
most recent
Janet then made formal announcement of their
studio portrait.
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The woman of real charm is always
at her best in her home. She chooses
Michel for her lips, and is sure that
they will be delightfully soft and
glowing from morn till night. Michel
is permanent and waterproof and
imparts parent
a wonderfully
natural transcolour to the lips.
Lighi. Medium and Dark Shades.
Popular size 1/6. De Luxe 4/6.
Of Hairdressers, Stores, Chemists, etc.
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# ' Celanese ' de Luxe is Locknil such as you have never seen
before — Locknit of rich Qualily in heavy superfine Texture,
both suede and bright finishes. You may know when you buy
it that it will wash and wear, wear and wash, to your
complete satisfaction. But be very sure you see the Tab that
says ' Celanese ' Locknit de Luxe.
After 'Celanese' de Luxe comes 'Celanese' Standard quality,
' Celanese ' LightweightTell them by their Tabs.
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Town is Wor-

ried— Star

" Servir^

Devil of Lust."
More Broken Romances. Miriam Hopkins
in studio fire — narrow
escape.

Sends

It Hot

From

Weekly

Hollywood
ckythes
are moreto flimsy
andWomen's
hence more
susceptible
flames. than men's
Miriam Hopkins, the star of Becky Sharp,
stepped too close to a blazing candle, and the lace
dress she was wearing caught fire. Serious danger
to the star was averted when a property man
tore ofi the blazing gown. Miriam was lucky to
escape with a singed arm.
Poor Mae
Mae theWest
is to reformers
be pntied, for
eyesher,
of
zealous
are the
fixedeagle
upon
and even the titles of her films come under their
keen scrutiny.
The now
bkmdein pxroduction,
star's latest
film,
was originally called Now
I'm a Lady. It was considered to*) "hot," so
How
Doin'Again
was
chosen Am
as tht-I title.
disapproval
encount-so
ered from filmwasofficials,
atTwpresent
writing
the yam
enty
is called Goin' io Town I
Years

Films

tn

twentieth anniversary
I recently attended the
Of the founding of Universal City. Not only were
the writers invited, biit
the present employees, as
weU as those who had
been on the pay-roll many
years
Starsago.
of yesteryear were
there by the scores. Even
the great Irving Thalberg,
once general manager of
Universal City, was jpresent, as well as Cari
Laemmle, sen., Carl, junr.,
and other family.
members of the
Laemmle

.LARK GABLE is
a favourite son of
his home town,
€ Hopedale, Ohio,
but devout churchgoers
are worrying about him.
So members of the
There was an undercurrent of sadness, for many
Hopedale Church, which
beheve that Universal
he attended as a lad, are
will be absorbed by
Babygif'sLeRoy
taking anyThechances
on the and
Easter
missing
*fe
from isn't
all corners.
white rabbit
the Bunny
baby chicks
werehim,
sent soto hehimis byacceptsome
praying for his soul, claimWarners,
which has
of his film fans.
already taken over First
ing that he has "been
serving a devil of lust."
I sincerely hope they Mrill be happier in future National and Vitagraph, although Mr. Laemmle
The actor is very well liked in Hollywood,
matrimonial adventures, if they decide to take vigorously denies the possibihty.
and is not one of the playboys, but he has to the
chance.
The fewer studios, the less work.
suffer because he has starred in many exotic
A fine theatrical entertainment was staged.
pictures.
Hollywood is crossing its fingers and hoping
The Reason Why
beloved
Carl" Laemmle conMarlene Dietrich and her director, Josef von that the
tinues at the
helm of"Uncle
Universal.
A Joke on Mother
Sternberg, have parted, and hereaiter other
Having personally locked her garage the night directors wiU preside over Marlene's destinies.
Miss Dietrich refuses to beUeve that they will
previous,
Dolores
Del Rio's
mother
was never
make another picture together, but Von Gratitude
surprised
the other
morning
to find
the lock
broken. Without bothering to investigate, she Sternberg, less sentimental, insists that it is a A certain Htrflywood "yes man," who was
befriended by a prominent actor, recently
went to her daughter and excitedly asked that fact. His reason for the parting is Quixotic —
something one rarely expects from a prominent sued him for remarks sissertedly made by the star.
the p>oUce be called.
The case was settled out of court, Mritbont newsAfter pretending to do so, Dolores urged her movie personality.
mother to join her and look over the scene of the
He explains that her fidelity to his artistic ideals j>aper publicity, so I suppose everyone is happy.
supposed crime. When the garage door was has hurt her earnings, and that freed from him
opened, she saw that her car was gone and another she could make two and possibly three pictures a
in its place — a new coupe, the gift of her famous year, instead of the limit of one he prescribes for Practical Jokers
himself.
daughter.
Frances Dee recently received a hurry call to go
I understand that neither is at all happy over
from her Westwood apartment to Sherwood
the parting.
Forest, forty miles away, where Joel McCrea was
Is She Versatile ?
working with a company on location. She arrived
Elissa Landi, screen .star, successful author of One at a Time
to find the company gone an hour before.
four pubUshed novels, trained as an opera
Then Bradley Page was awakened practically
Dietrich, strange to say, has never had
singer, once destined for fame as a member of the Marlene
the same leading man in two pictures. This at dawn and told to hurry to Univer^ studios,
Russian ballet, a daring horsewoman who knows constitutes
a record for an actress who has been a where he was to work that afternoon. Dashing
thence without breakfast, he discovered that no
years.
no This
fear, strange
also one paradox
of Holljrwood's
best cooks.
of interests
epitomises starTheforhstmany
includes, Gary Cooper, Emil Janningfs, one knew anything about it. Nice people, these
Miss Landi whom Hollywood calls the "versatile Clive Brook, Herbert Marshall, Brian Aheme, impractical practical i<^ers !
John Lodge, Victor McLaglen and Cesar Romero,
cosmopolite."
a
comparative unknown, but with a creditable
Broken Romances
New York theatrical career.
Country Girls Preferred
believes, she told me, that it hurts a
Every day we hear of rapid-fire weddings in the starMarlene
seems director
rather surprising
that Le Roy studios,
Prinz,
at the Paramount
film colony, but also news comes of equally name.to become too. closely associated with another It dance
sudden divorces.
prefers country girls to their city sisters.
Here are a few of the recent cases :
Mr. Prinz claims that the girls from the farms
Jean Harlow from Hal Rosson, GwiU Andre A Narrow Escape
villages are tractable, know Uttle about
from Stanislaw MotokswJci, Elinor Fair from For some recison or another, studios appear to and
dancing and hence have httle to unlearn, whereas
be helpless to avert fire hazards to their the city damsels have danced so much they beThomas W. Daniels, Alice White from Sy
Bartlett.
actresses, from stars to extra girls.
lieve they know it all.
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Bergner
Gemma sees all this clearly and fights for her
man but she is nearly driven insane when her
child dies and Sebastian is too immersed in the
rehearsals of a ballet he has composed to understand quite what is happening.
She wanders about for a day or two lost in
misery and then turns up at the attic they rent
close to the railway.
Her entrance interrupts a fight between
Sebastian and Caryl, the latter furious at the
former's treatment of Gemma and his intrigue
with
Fenella.is finally disillusioned and departs
Fenella
with Caryl while Gemma starts to comfort
Sebastian, for, loathsome as his conduct has been
to Perhaps
her, he isthe
still greatest
her man. scene in the picture
is this last sequence where Gemma walks unconcernedly in, borrows a shilling from Caryl
to put in the gas meter and sits down by the fire
to dry her soaWng shoes. It gains here in dramatic
eflfect more than stark
anywhere
its
senseelseof because
tragic of
hopelessness.
The scenes where Gemma,
having taken her baby to the
hospital, goes to demand its
return, refusing to realise it
is dead, are made intensely
poignant by
finely
varied
emotions
of the
which
Elisabeth

Bergner is a mistress.
In this picture she runs
through the whole gamut of
feelings, impishness
changing from
Ughthearted
to tragic
despair with an effortless ease
which marks the true artiste.
Edna May Oliver, George Meeker, Lola Lane, and James
While Bergner dominates the
Gleason in the delightful murder mystery comedy, " Murder on
entire picture, an exceedingly
a Honeymoon," which will be fully reviewed next week.
good performance is given by Hugh Sinclair as
Sebastian; he manages to bring out the sense of
charm underlying the otherwise despicable nature
yHEN I first had the privilege to Fenella, the daughter of Sir Ivor McClean of
the man which holds Gemma to him in spite
of seeing Elisabeth Bergner in who has rented the Palazzo Neroni.
her knowing him for what he is.
Der Traiimende Mund I came
Gemma, indulging in her usual daily hunt of Griffith
Jones is good as the rather ineffectual
for
food,
bursts
in
on
the
astonished
McClean
away with the feeling that here
Caryl and Penelope Dudley Ward fair as Fenella.
was one of the greatest screen family — the state rooms of the palace are open With a Uttle more experience she should show
to visitors on certain days — and when being
artistes of the day.
questioned trots out the information that she is to good advantage.
Irene Vanburgh turns in a polished character
I cannot say that that impression was so living with Sanger.
vivid when I saw her again in Catherine
Fenella's ifmother,
whileas Leon
QuaterThe family jumps to the conclusion that study
maine isas effective,
a little stiff,
her father.
the Great, a picture in which she was obviously Fenella
"Sanger"to is
Caryl
and take the heart-broken
the
Dolomites.
Lyn
Harding
makes
the
thin
part
of
a
German
miscast, but in Escape Me Never she gives a
Meanwhile, Caryl and Sebastian meet and conductor stand out in bold relief.
performance that must rank amongst the most
Fenella's coldness to the former is made clear.
notable of this or any other year. And this Taking
Gemma on with
in spite of the fact that the story material the McCleans
foot. them they set out to follow
is distinctly thin and artificial.
These sequences are notable for the beauty
That, by the way, is probably the reason of the scenic qualities as indeed are the opening
shots
in Venice. The Palazzo Neroni interiors
why Elisabeth Bergner appeals strongly
to the intellect, she is not able to touch the are finely conceived.
The brothers and Gemma earn their keep on
heart strings with that sureness of touch which
the
waycerts,by
giving being
conwould undoubtedly have been there if the
the music
character had been less theatrical in con- written by Sebaistian, who
hais the makings of a
ception.
However, it is a great performance, rendered genius cealand
does that
not conthe fact
he
all
the
more
enjoyable
by
Dr.
Paul
Czinner's
knows
it.
brilliant direction and the exceptionally good
At a luxury hotel in
settings and technical work genersilly.
British and Dominions have cause to con- the Dolomites where they
to give a concert,
gratulate themselves on the high standard of this are
Sebastian meets Fenella
production.
is fascinated by her.
The picture is a faithful adaptation of Margaret and
However, Gemma takes
Kennedy's play and it is, I think, one of those
and threatening to
instances in which the screen has the advantage a hand Sebastian,
takes a
over the stage in that it has made more of the colour- leave
ful atmosphere and added pictorial effectiveness train to London followed
by her protector.
to bolster up the inherent weakness of the plot.
In London they are
In its bare outline the story introduces one
married
and Caryl conto Sebastian and Caryl, brothers, two of the
tinues aclandestine courtSanger family which Miss Kennedy featured
ship of Fenella, but the
in The Constant Nymph.
latter is secretly infatuated
Sebastian had adopted a whimsical little with Sebastian.
waif Gemma, who has had a child by a lorry driver
who had given her a lift on the road to Venice. Elisabeth Bergner gives a
She is cosmopolitan, wayward, and impish.
grand performance as
Incidentally, EUsabeth Bergner brings all "Gemma " and Hugh Sinclair
these qualities out with a charm and naturalis very good as " Sebastian,"
ness which is wholly fascinating.
Also in Venice is Caryl who is making love in the film version of " Escape
i6

Me Never."
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revenge on Bosambo who was instrumental
in his former humiliation, kidnaps his wife and
so gets his enemy to come to his village where
Brilliant
he proceeds to start putting the pair of them to
death.
Sanders arrives just in time and settles matters
Great care has been taken to achieve a con- with a machine gun, some well chosen words
vincing
the varied
in- and an indomitable courage. Thereafter he makes
cidental to theatmosphere
action.in Whether
it besettings
in Venice
Bosambo paramount chief and once more departs
or London, in the wealthy home of the McCleans on his delayed leave.
The main trouble with the picture is that
or
Sangers'
at Drury
Lane isTheatre
or atthea coffee
stall attic,
in a mean
street, there
always the story action is continually being held up for the
a sense of fitness about the settings.
introduction of dances and interest shots. Drastic
Camera work too is exceptionally good, and cutting and editing would make a tremendous
Czinner has avoided all resemblance of a phot- improvement, for there has been very little
attempt at getting the suspense values which
graphed stage play. — L. C.
are simply asking to be utilised.
The atmosphere is excellent. Few travelogues
A great beating of publicity tom-toms ushered
in this adaptation of what is definitely one have contained better shots of Africa than Zoltan
of
Wallace's
best stories.
Theexcessive
picture Korda obtained on his expedition to the Congo.
itselfEdgar
is equally
accompanied
by an
But, in spite of this, one is not always convinced,
beating of tom-toms and more the reason being, I think, that all the chiefs speak
of attention has been paid to good English; it would have been far more effecSdndeTS
rr^, r, .
tribal dances and Central
tive if they had talked in their native tongue
i he KlVer
African scenery than to the and had their speech interpreted.
construction and effectivePaul Robeson makes a splendid figure of a man
ness of the story proper.
as Bosambo, and his performance is strongly
While admitting the excellence of the native dramatic. He is given some songs, which I am
sequences, the vivid manner in which war dances, informed are based on native rhythms — his
peace dances, wedding dances and so forth, voice shows to excellent advantage — but I must
are presented, I still feel that they do not com- confess that one of them, an incitement to war,
pensate for the missed opportunities in dramatic reminded me irresistibly of the famous marching
construction.
song from The Vagabond King.
The story sets out to show how Sanders, comAs his wife, Nina Mae McKinney gives one the
mis ioner of a large territory in Central Africa, impression that she has strayed from Haarlem
brings peace to the district with the aid of Bosambo, on to the veldt. She too is given a song, a
a native with a police record, in whom, however, lullaby, which would also have been more approhe believes and makes a chief.
priate ifsung in a Haarlem ca.fi.
His main trouble lay in suppressing the warlike
As Sanders, Leslie Banks is very good indeed
intentions of King Mofoluba and when he stzirts and admirably suggests the cool, far seeing civil
servant who gets a reputation for magic by his
on
leavehaving
trouble
promptly
againa year's
the word
passed
round breaks
that heoutis subtle administration.
dead and that there is no longer any law on the
Good support comes from Robert T. Cochran
River.
as a young Ueutenant, and Richard Gry as a
The trouble is fermented by two white traders senior officer, Hamilton.
trafficking in forbidden gin and rifles.
While I must confess to disappointment
so far as the dramatic appeal is concerned, I
Sanders'
deputy
is
mudered
by
King
Mofoluba
and Sanders himself is hastily recalled. The feel the picture is well worth seeing — especially
news of his return immediately quietens things if it is cut — for its native interest and fine camera
down, but Mofoluba, determined to have his work. — L. C.

Above : Sanders introduces Ferguson to the chiefs, a scene from " Sanders of the
River," in which Leslie Banks as " Saruiers," is at his best.
Right : Simone
Simon is lovable as the elfin character " Puck " in " Lac Aux Dames."
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Little
is left in
of Vicki
St. Martin's
Summer
this Baum's
French novel
.screem
version.
It relies entirely for entertainment on the beautiful
settings in the Tyrolean Alps, its technical
p>olish and the lovable and
Simone Simon as acting
a little
sympathetic
wholly
LdC AliX
UdTfieS
elfin character
appropriatelyof
named Puck. Make a note
of her name as she is scheduled to appear in a
British film.
Puck is actually the daughter of a wealthy
baron and falls childishly and yet hopelessly
in love with a swimming instructor at a popular
resort, Fraunensee, while he is equally infatuated
with Daniele, the daughter of a rich manufacturer
who refuses his suit.
Actually the swimming instructor, who is
very good-looking and very poor — he only earns
money when he gives lessons and it happens to
be a wet season, a fact which is not sufficiently
emphasised
in thebut picture
is chased
all the
women he meets
he still— holds
true toby Daniele.
His affair with Puck nearly ends in tragedy —
he fears she will commit suicide when she knows
he only likes her as a companion — but eventually
everything comes right for the lovers.
As a swimming instructor, Jean Pierre Aumont
gives a sensitive and well balanced i>erformance
and Rosine Derean is very good as Daniele.
Minor characters are well played and cast
with that perfection which is a perquisite of most
French pictures. — L. C.

NEXT

WEEK.

■pull criticisms of Univetsal's whimsical
^ comedy
Good Fairy,"
which
Frank romance
Morgan "The
and Margaret
Sullavanin
give outstanding performances, in a picture
that is "different," also of B.I.P.'s ambitious
Jubilee
film,
Cavalcade"
and
"Roberta,"
the "Royal
new Astaire
and Ginger
Rogers and Irene Dunne musical.

SPECTACULAR musical show following the tradition of its predecessors, complete with Busby Berkeley
ensembles and the strong and wellknown team of First National comedians,
Glenda Farrell, Hugh Herbert, and
Frank McHugh. Song numbers are in
the capable hands of Dick Powell, while
Gloria Stuart supplies the romantic
nterest.

Frank McHugh has the rule of a
millionaire's scapegrace son who has a
genius for becoming involved vnth women.

Even the modesty-provoking
costumes of a bygone era cannot hide the beauty of the
Berkeley bathing belles.
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Tony cheerfully accepted Dorothy'sto
imritation
a game of
billiards

(GI-RL

V
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WORLD
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STORY

of the FILM

^3; Marjory WILLIAMS

" I'd love it."
of sport? Canoeing, for instance."
"Then we must sneak off some"Why?"

Freely basied on the film " The
Richest Girl
the Pictures
World."Ltd.,
by i
permission of inRadio
2-4 Dean Street, London, W.I.
See " On the Screens Now
ELL, Johnnie,
what do the trustees
of the Hunter estate
think of m}' marryEven the richest girl in two
continents is ing?"
justified in betraying a certain self-consciousness in
debating such a question with
her guardian.
With careless deliberation,
Dorothy Hunter put away her
fountain pen and engaged the
billiard table.
Watching her take a cue, John
Connors thought it a pity that
anyone so attractive should be
saddled with so great a drawback
as a bank balance to romantic
happiness. Very small and slight
with a nimbus of curls and large
limpid grey eyes, she looked more
like the original of a portrait by
Fragonard than a modern heiress.
"The trustees wished you luck,"
he
her.the"Sylvia
tookNotthe a chair
and told
signed
minutes.
man
jack suspected her of being anything
but Miss Dorothy Hunter. Has
Don"No."
'phoned, by the way?"
"Bit late, isn't he? Hasn't seen
you time.
in seven
weeks,
then about
isn't
on
Better
talk and
to him
it. As the fiance's bent, so the
husband
grow." The entrance
Dorothywillshrugged.
of Sylvia, fresh from the board
meeting, and her husband Philip
added to the niggling little ache at
her heart. Sylvia, who impersonated
her when and wherever news reporters or an inquisitive public were
likely to be tiresome, was in love
with her handsome mate. Both
were plainly anxious for Dorothy to
marry so that they could leave her
and go back to Europe. Sylvia
20

didn't
let her
employer
friend want
down, to but
as Philip
put and
it,
"How is Sylvia to be at your wedding when you're so indefinite about
theShedate,
was Dorothy
chalking? " her cue when
Donald turned up. He kissed her
and she knew in a minute that he'd
been drinking. Disturbing thought !
No amount of good looks and
naturaUy marcelled hair could quite
get over an aroma of brandy before
meals.
"You know," Dorothy remarked
when John Gsnnors, Sylvia and
Philip had tactfully disappeared.
"I've a hunch, Don, that you came
here to teU me that you wanted to
call our engagement off and haven't
had"Well,
the courage,
isn't were
that itin? "love,
we never
were we? You see, Dorothy, I'm
afraid it's something you'll have to
miss as you're
the richest
girl in you
the
world.
Everyone
bows before
— you travel like the Prime Minister .
You'reone marries,
like royalty,
whenI bet
somesay, a and
queen,
he
don't know whether he loves her or
her"No.
crown."
. . . I understand. We call
it off then. Don't say anything.
We'll
billiardsshotandI
while have
I makea game
a six ofcushion
take the opportunity of hoping you'll
be very happy — with another girl."
Thanks,
rather have Hea
drink,"butDonI'dcountered.
help>ed himself from the bar in the
room
cornerto and
spirits
descended
zero.Dorothy's
There was
no
kick in breaking ofi an engagement
with a boy like Don ; no thrill either
in seeing him go as if the day were
like any other, and finding Sylvia
and Philip dancing together on the
terrace.
John Connors, watching Dorothy,
narrowly received her news about
Don without comment, merely capping her statement of "We might
go to the Adirondacks for a week,"
with "Good idea. Then we put ofi
to-morrow's party."
"No, I don't think it's good to
look as if one's running away.
Johnnie. We'll leave in a day or
two. Only remember to-morrow
Sylvia must be me."

She didn't see the half-quizzical,
half-tender look Connors gave her
as her eyes strayed in the direction
of Sylvia and Phihp absorbed in
their dance and in each other.
Perhaps it was just as well. Even
the
richestpity.
heiress had no
wish world's
to purchase
The of morrow's
event in
celebration
Miss Hunter's
return
to her
Long Island home was a sporting
party. Guests came dressed for
games, lunched under the trees when
they felt incUned, and generally did
as they pleased. To impart the idea
that she was Miss Hunter's secretary, Dorothy, on these occasions,
took round drinks, while Sylvia,
tall, dark and svelte, admirably
suggested
of hostess. mental
Added tothean role
unaccustomed
depression. Dorothy was feehng a
physical chill. More than once while
talking over her tray of cocktails to
the trustees
her dead
parents'
estate,
among ofwhom
John Connors
was a palpable chief, she sneezed.
This was quite enough for Dorothy
Hunter's guardian. Dr. Harvey
was called in and was soon ordering
Miss Hunter's secretary to say
"ninety nine" and put out her
tongue.
Dorothy, thankfully submitting
to being told there was nothing
much wrong and promising to drink
whisky before an early bed, escaped
into the billiard room. Herself no
mean player, she wanted to find out
who was resf>onsible for the highly
professional click of balls sounding
from the far side of the closed door.
She went in. A young man with
somewhat untidy hair and prominent nose was just about to make
a shot when she sneezed. He looked
up, making her glad by the sudden
expression of his alert eyes that she
had chosen to wear a white crfijje
dress severely plain in cut, with a
geranium-coloured sash. The effect
evidently pleased for, having started
and said "That's all right, " he cheerfully accepted her invitation to a
"Say, you must do this for a
living," he remarked when she had
game.
beaten our
himtrying
handssome
down.
about
other "How
form

"Miss Hunter, you know. I
understood this was to be a very
correct party. No wild times; no
doing
anything
unless
starts it.
Therefore
we our
sneak.hostess
. . .
I say. you're not by any chance
Misshow."
Hunter's secretary?"
"Right first time. What's your
"Anthony Travis. Tony for
short."
"ComeHunter.
along, I'm
not afraidThen:
of Miss
We
leave for canoeing in the limelight.
?"
name
She hurried
him off unaccountably
braced.
It
wasn't
every day that
way."candid young
This met
she
men with
the smell
and
hair
unkempt
slightly
of
Harris tweed. It was annoying
lawn near the refreshthat, onment the
tent, she should run into
an
Sylvia. Decency
introduction.
It wasdemanded
chiUing for
Dorothy, in naming Miss Dorothy
Hunter, to find Tony Travis looking
at Sylvia with more than ordinary
politeness; so chilUng that she
sneezed.

reSylvia
" cold,"
be out
you must
You've got provead. If
r."
Common
sense
warned
Dorothy
of doors do have a sweate
to obey. Prompted by an inward
feeling that fate must do its worst
with Sylvia and Tony, she went
herself to fetch it, a blue one.
" Let's hope the canoe's blue," she
reflected and sped across the lawn
to the lakeside landing stage. .\las I
it soon transpired that Dorothy had
no need to worry about colour
schemes. Sight of Philip very
English-looking and thoughtful, the
solitary occupant of the slipway,
was but the prelude to another
caused
picture that
unshed
withDorothy's
to prick
eyeballs
tears.
" Mean to say he asked you to go
with him first?" Philip inquired,
watching Tony paddling Sylvia
"Tooandbad."
the bend.
round
Leaning
forward
shouting
through her cupped hands, Dorothy
esUblished contact with the boatlaunch.man polishing brasses in the private
"Come on Walter, we're pulling
"What's
Philip
asked.the big idea, Dorothy?"
" Hop in and I'll tell you. Don't
mind.can't
Walter—
engine's
he
hear. theWell,
very running,
soon we
(Continued on page 22)
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Here's a treat ! Four ounces of thick, luscious
toffee for twopence ! The most scrumptious,
tempting toffee you've ever had !
Keep on enjoying it—" Palm " does you good.
Made from rich 'creemy' milk, "Palm" butter and
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energy-producing Glucose. More than a sweet,
it's a jolly good food— and record value, too !
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helps keep your cuticle soft and
your nails healthy. And, unlike other
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run the canoe down. Yon sa:ve
"But she swims like a fish; won
no "Never
end of mind.
medals."
Tony won't know
that and he must be prevented from
Sylvia."
saving
hero stuff."
"But Sylvia.
I'll getNowet,"
Philip protested.
Philip, however, waiving tilie
consideration, acted nobly to
schedule. Soon as the launch under
Dorothy's orders ran across the
canoe'ssudden
bows, causing
its frantic
tilt
and
immersion
of the
occupants, he dived in.
Dorothy,
side,
put outleaning
a handoverto thegrablaunch's
Tony
whose head more tousled than ever,
came hopefully to the surface.
"Where's Miss Hunter?" he
"Get in; never mind, she's being
panted.
taken
Dorothy that
answered,
secure care
in theof,"
knowledge
Philip
and Sylvia had reached the landing
stage. She helped Tony to a seat,
hustled him home and handed him
over to a valet. Ten minutes later
she ojjened the living-room door of
the first and foremost guest suite.
Tony in dressing gown and scarf left
the sofa.
"Oh ! Hullo, Tony; you all

GARDENIA

^Jvr

smart

occasions
The ever-popular fragrance
of Gardenia achieves its
highest distinction in this
new presentation by Coty.
Extracted from choice
floM 'ers specially grown on
the Riviera, it possesses
that true quality which has
made all the other Coty
Parf urns-Creations so
popular with smart women.
PRESENTATION BOTTLE

ALSO
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"Thcinks. The valet says I can
have my things in a couple of hours.
How's Miss Hunter? Not fed up
with
me isa shefuss? " you make about
"What
right."
Miss
Hunter.
You wouldn't
worryto
like that over every
girl you ask
"I say, I'm awfully sorry, I
remember now I asked you first.
go canoeing."
Seems as if I'm a first-class cad."
"You're not or you wouldn't be
still here. You were right about
Miss Hunter's being particular. By
now your
her trail
trusteeandwillknows
have everything
had a 'tec
on
"He needn't have bothered. My
about
father'syou."
a civil engineer — mother and
aunt's
pure insurance
Bostonian broker.
bred — selfI
a modest
daresay that's good enough to start
with. After aU, I'm not offering to
get"No,
engaged
to Miss
Hunter."
but you
like her."
"Very much. It's not her fault
she's
the richestTony
girl insneezed
the world."
Whereup>on
and
Dorothy suggested drinks, which
suggestion
beinghisacted
decided
to share
sofa. upon she
"You know," she began confia goodroom,
impressiondentially,
on me "youinmade
the bilUard
a very good impression. I liked the
way you didn't fawn on Miss
Hunter, or seem afraid of her."

I said,
? As her.
out to Imarry
I'm I'm
not
Why not should
the romantic kind. I don't believe in
falUng in love. All the same, if
I likedme Miss
wouldn'hert
make
not Hunter
want to itmarry

Qlso availah
TALC POWDER
C.f.H.
22
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justSadly,
becauseDorothy
she hapfwns
to be that
rich."it
perceived
was useless to pursue the point.
must admit
to havethough
"fallen quite
for"
aSheyoung
man who,
willing to put his arm round her
after a stiff Scotch or two, in no
wise reciprocated her gesture. While
she lazed, glass in hand, her mind
was at work.
The first thing was to make up
a party for the club the following
night and engage Tony's company
would
be there.
was Hunter"
to take
"Miss
him Next
by assuring
her wardrobe in hand. Circumstances required that she should look
her best for Tony started the evening
by dancing with Sylvia, whose

THE

RICHEST

GIRL

classical style and fignre obviously
impressed her partner.
Dorothy, contenting herself with
PhiUp, gave him the sig^nal to dance
over to his wife, which be was only
too ready to do, catting in, in fact,
with such aplomb that almost before
she knew it, Dorothy had yielded to
Tony's carelessly -expert guiding.
" Did I hear you and Miss Hunter
comparing notes on terriers just
"Yes.
now,
Tony We? " agreed we liked wire" You're getting along fine."
" I don't
know so much. A romance
haired
best."
with a girl hke that would cost a
fortune. Twelve dollars for a steak
here, and I've only eighteen hundred
dollars
to myI'vename."
"Tony,
an idea. Let's sit
They found a quiet comer in the
neighbourhood of the bar, and
Dorothy opened fixe.
"John Connors is in the know at
the stock
He'llandgive
no
end
of tipsmarket.
if I ask,
we mecould
go into partnership ■ and make a
" You might get fired."
"Dorothy wouldn't mind; then
you can start your campaign. It
seems a shame for you to miss the
chanceout."
of having a g^l hke that
when I know she Ukes you."
packet."
! His eyesof kindled
Alasfrankfor features
the animation
Tony's .
"She actually admitted that to
you"She
— her said
confidential
secretary."
you were
grand. I
""Then I'd...
really looks as
thought
told it
you."
though something might come of
"Perhaps . . . and then again it
mightn't.
Let me
to Connors."
She tackled
her talk
guardian
in the
Ubrary
next child,"
day'sConnors
lunch.
"But after
my dear
expostulated,
"we
don't
speculate
stocks.
it all." We own the companies.in
Besides, a though
mind
making
present Iof wouldn't
a few hundred
dollars to Tony, don't you think
you're losing everything by throwing
ready tohead?"
take the chance.
him" I'm
at Sylvia's
You see, though he likes being with
me, I want him to have the chance
odds Sylvia."
are against the boy,
of "The
preferring
considering who Sylvia is supposed
to be. You shouldn't have such a
charming
secretary,
my jealous.
dear." It's
"Oh I I'm
not really
just because Sylvia is so attractive
that I have to be careful and the
fact tnat I'm in too deep. I wish
I hadn't started this, but as I
have
. . . tell
me knowing
what stock,
It was
cruel,
that John."
Tony
and
Sylvia roadster,
were outto inhang
"Dorothy
Hunter's"
about
till their return.
On the staircase Dorothy got in
her word to Tony, while Sylvia
disap{>eared to change.
"Getting along better and better,
"
Youyousaw
aren't
? " me kiss her I What
about the stocks if you're still
"I can't
inclined
to beennmerate
a sport?" details, but
you shall have half sixteen hundred
"Goodby forto-night."
you."
dollars
"Has Dorothy told you were
going to the Adirondack Lodge for
"Not yet."
the"Well,
week-end
? " If you come along
we are.
you might get in a proposal."
The puuled look in 'Tony's hazel
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satisfied with being his second choice.
ButTheI'mopinion
not. I'm
was not."
strengthened by

Tony's
After removed
greeting
Connors,appearance.
who tactfully
eyes was some slight compensation
for the recent bad half hour.
himself, he began: "Say, Sylvia,
"I'm not sure that I want to I'm awfully sorry about last night."
propose," he echoed, and said
" Forget it; it just didn't happen."
"Awfully decent of you, Sylvia.
"Good-night" in a tone which left
Dorothy feeling like an unsnuffed
I
begin to think you're the best
candle trying to decide if it were worth friend
a man ever had."
putting up a fight to stay alight.
"Thanks, Tony. Let's keep it up
The week-end fulfilled the promise
even when you're married to a
of a sultry ten days. Saturday
of mine."
morning, though fine, exhibited all friend
"Seriously, you don't think Miss
the omens of a coming storm. No
Hunter'd have me, do you ? She's
loophole must be left for Tony's so shy and reserved."
last-minute refusal to join the lodge
"Why
don't you words
ask her."
Fatal inevitable
! Dorothy
party. Dorothy discussed the matter
held
hardly
uttered
them when
with Gsnnors, who arranged for
Sylvia, looking chic and fresh,
Mark Franey, lawyer and co-trustee,
to pick up Mr. Travis by ccir at appeared. Leaving her and Tony
to toast marshmallows in the wide
four p.m.
grate, Dorothy challenged her guardWith forTony's
arrival
at thehadlodge
ian to pinochle in the next room.
timed
dinner,
Dorothy
no
intention of being behindhand. The But the cards danced before her
original plan was for her to join eyes, and she took to consohng
Philip and Sylvia with Connors in Philip a highly-interested diviner of
the six-seater. By mid-afternoon the what might or might not be going
on a hundred feet away.
storm had broken in good earnest.
Suddenly the communicating door
Connors, urging delay on account of
the roads, drove Dorothy to dis- was flung wide. Tony's radiant face
cover an aching tooth and demand
illustrated his speech. "What d' you
the use of the coup6 and the young- think? I've proposed and been
est of the chauffeurs. Thus, roundBent on getting out of the room
about eight, she emerged into accepted."
drenching rain to make a dash into without
breaking down, she left the
others
to deal with the situation and
the lodge porch.
The butler met her in the hall. sought bed as the wisest consoler.
Failing to sleep, she got up early and
"Yes, m'am, Mr. Travis is here," was
not sorry to find Connors, Sylvia
he informed. "He's had dinner."
"And the rum-punch. Did you and Philip at breakfast.
"I'd give Tony a day or so if I
see to that, Jones?"
"Yes, ma'm. Mr. Travis has were you," Sylvia advised. "He's
in love with me, Dorothy. He
sampled it several times. He's in not
never once said so. He was so taken
the dining room."
withtalkbeing
accepted,
that'ssoonall."it
veered
as to how
One tug at her oilskins and cap, up The
revealing her hair close-curled would be advisable to return to
from the damp, and she was meeting town when Tony made a whirlwind
Tony, who got out of his chair, entrance, astonishing Dorothy by
obviously startled at her entrance.
his furious expression.
He had poured rum-punch into two
"Good-morning, everyone," he
cups, she noticed, but if he had began. "I hate to seem rude, but
been expecting to to2ist Dorothy I'd like to know when I may have
Hunter
seem annoyed at a car back to town. It seems I've
meeting he
her didn't
secretary.
blundered pretty heavily. Miss
Hunter, I apologise for seeming
"Hullo, Sylvia. I thought you
unchivalrous, but the engagement
hjis just
weren't
and
were delayed
say you Connors
phoned tocoming.
into which I entered last night with
wouldn't be turning up till the youSylvia,
is off —thedefinitely."
first to recover from this
morning."
speech,
murmured something about
"Oh ! Well ..." Dorothy named
an explanation, Tony looking pointedthe dentist's appwintment somewhat
ly at Philip, obliged by saying :
self-consciously.
She felt suddenly
at
sea.
"Only this, I don't care for establishments where guests walk in their
"Now you're here have some of
this," Tony suggested.
sleep
into
engaged
rooms.joinI
She took the proffered cup and distinctly saw
this girls'
gentleman
met his eyes.
youThelastexpression
night. Miss
withHunter."
which Tony
Sylvia,"
he saidboth
solemnly.
For"Toa time
they talked,
aware
accompanied this salvo seemed to
of the goal ahead. Yet when Tony cause enormous pleasure to Phihp,
took her in his arms, a host of who winked at his wife and demandsensations devastatingly sweet and
ed an outsize portion of ham and
strange kept Dorothy's eyes closed, eggs to be served to him forthwith.
even while her hps sought to protest
against the kisser. Affection had
Prepared as she was for almost
any emergency at this juncture,
come
Dorothy's
way
ninety
per
cent,
less than to the veriest guttersnipe Dorothy was not prepared for
of the East Side. Her parents had Tony's seizing her in his arms and
died in the disaster to the Titanic bearing
her kicking and struggling
from the breakfast table. His
when she was barely two. No wonmuttered threats about "an imthat Tony's
practised
moral household and must take her
yet dermore
sincereembrace,
than he
knew,
stirred unaccountable depths in the away for a honeymoon to Paris"
heart of a girl of nineteen who had sounded in her ears while he locked
her in the car which Jones had
never
ness. even known parental tender- brought round.
On board the s.s. Cutania, to
Morning brought certain consolation in the arrival of the delayed which after frantic efforts on the
six-seater. At least Dorothy could part of Connors and lawyer Franey,
confide last night's episode to John four special chefs, a doctor and a
Connors, whom she considerably supply of Evien water had been
surprised by voicing her angle on transferred, Tony looked into his
the situation.
wife's eyes.
"Wear the tight satin dress, the
"Don't you see, John, Tony must
have the chance to propose to one that buttons up the back, so that
Sylvia. If I loved him less I'd be I can help you into it," he pleaded.
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AT BROADCAST♦**DEATH
ING HOUSE
♦♦RADIO PARADE OF 1935

***IT'S A GIFT
Paramount.
American.Runs 67"U"minutes.
certificaU.
Domestic farce.
W. C. Fields Up."
Harold Bissonette
Kathleen Howard Ameba Bissonette
Jean Roi veral Mildred Bissonette
Julian Madison
John Durston
Tom Bupp
Norman Bissonette
Baby Le Roy
Elwood Dunk
Tammany Young
Everett Ricks
Morgan Wallace James Fitchmueller
Charles Sellon
Mr. Muckle
Josephine Whittell
Mrs. Dunk
T. Roy Barnes Insurance Salesman
Diana Lewis
Nettie Dunk
GvY Usher
Harry Payne Bosterly
Del Henderson Clarence Abemathy
Directed
I\'ormanandMcCleod
from the story
by
Charlesbyvieired,
Boyle
P. 1935.
McEvoy.
PreJanuaryJ. 12,
One of the best pieces of farcical
fooling we have had for a long
time, with W. C. Fields disporting
himself uproariously through a
series of human and humourous
domestic upsets.
It is the detail work rather than
the plot as a whole which is so
excellent. While Fields' characterisation is exaggerated, it is also
true to life in its broad essentials
and that is what makes the humour
so rich and acceptable.
He is cast as Harold Bissonette,
a henpecked husband with a pretty
daughter, a talkative wife, and an
incorrigible young son. He runs —
very indifferently — a grocery store,
but has dreams of growing oranges
in California.
In spitehim,
of allhe hisbuys
wife's
effortsandto
prevent
a farm
the whole family proceeds there by
car, only to find that the farm is a
piece of derelict waste ground.
Just as Harold is giving way to
black despair, he learns privately
that the ground is wanted for a
race course and he manages to
drive a hard bargain with the
prospective buyer.
From beginning to end, the picture
is packed with well-handled mirthprovoking situations.
The by-play in the grocery shop
— Baby Le Roy is introduced as
make-weight — is slapstick at its
best and so is the journey by car to
the farm.
But while it is slapstick in form
there is real wit and idea behind it
all. The humour arises from the
exaggeration of perfectly normal
incidents.
This is extremely well exemplified
in a sequence where Herbert, driven
to distraction by his wife's tongue,
seeks rest and quiet on the veranda where the neighbours, the
milkman, and passers-by innocently
conspire to disturb his attempts at
repose.
While W. C. Fields holds the
screen
24 most of the time, he is extremely
well supported by Kathleen

Collier
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***IT'S A GIIT

Judy Kelly returns to school for
her role in the Cicely Courtneidge
comedy, " Things are Looking

Now

**THINGS ARE LOOKING

UP

*NAME

THE WOMAN
*ELINOR NORTON
♦HAWAIIAN NIGHTS
THE SCOOP

What the asterisks mean — «••• An outstanding feature.
•♦• Very good.
Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
Howard as his wife, Tom Bupp
as his irrepressible and mischievous
son, and Jean Rouveral as his
attractive daughter.
•♦♦SEQUOIA
M.-G.-M.animalAmerican.
" I'" 68certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Wild
Jean
Parker
Toni
Russell Hardie
Bob Martin
Alden
Samuel S. Hinds
Matthew Martin
Paul Hurst
Bergman
Ben Hall
Joe
WiLUE Fung
Sang Soo
Harry Lowe, jcn
Feng Soo
Directed by Chester M. Franklin from the story
" Malibu " by Vance Joseph Hoyt. Previewed, March 16, 1935. Special supplement,
April 13.
This film merits attention not so
much for its story values,
which are not strong, but from the
brilliant camera work and painstaking care that has gone to make
a unique nature study.
Personally, I found the human
element far from satisfactory when
compared with the main theme,
which sets out to show in a most
convincing and reaUstic manner
the enduring friendship which sprang
up between a puma and a deer
rescued from the perils of the wild
by a girl when their respective
mothers had been killed.
One could really have done with
more of the intimate shots of wild
Ufe which are wholly fascinating.
In addition to a slender love
interest between the girl and a
ranger, there is the inevitable
villain whom one feels quite con-

vinced wiU be slaughtered by one
of the animals at the end. As a
matter of fact, they both take a
hand in it.
This involves a somewhat stereotyped chase, but one can forgive it
because it is so excellently shot.
Incidentally, there is a trace of
propaganda for the protection of
wild animals from the guns of weekend sportsmen.
Jean Parker looks very attractive
and plays her role of animal protector with easy g^race, while Russell
Hardie is adequate as the ranger.
A very good performance of the
"deepMlyed
villain"
from Paul Hurst
as a order
trappercomes
and
There is one important pxjint
about this picture — it is true in
guide.
that it presents something which
could not have been possible in
any other medium. Producers are
apt these days to neglect the scop)e
of the screen and camera and this
affords a timely reminder of what
it is capable.
♦••DEATH AT
BROADCASTING HOUSE
A.B.F.D. mystery.
British. Rutu
- A" 71certificate.
minutes. Murder
Ian Hunter Detective Inspector Gregory
Austin Trevor
Leopold Dryden
Mary Newland
Joan Dryden
Henry Kendall Rodney Fleming
Val Gielcud
Julian Caird
Peter H addon
Guy Bannister
Betty Davies
Poppy Leviue
Jack Hawkins
Herbert Evans

Polly Moron " tells one " to Dot Farley, tohile Charles Coleman " listens in
— a scene from " Hawaiian Nights."

Claire Trevor plcys the name role
in " Elinortriangle
Norton story.
" — an eternal
Donald Wolfit
Sidney Parsons
Robert Rendel
Gordon
McLeoo Sir Herbert Farquharson
Chief Commissioner
Police
Ivor Barnard
Joseph ofHiggins
Bruce Lister
Peter Ridgewell
Howard Douglas
Weisskopf
Vincent Holman A Detective Sergeant
Arthur Hamblinc
Desk Clerk
George
de Warfa2
Foreigner
Percy Rhodes
The Wife's Lover (in Broadcast Play)
And Hannen Swapper, Vernon Bartlett,
Eric Dunstan, Gillie Potter, Elizabeth
Welch, Eve Becke, Gershom Parkington
Quintette, Percival Mackey and His
Band, Ord Hamilton.
Directed by Reginald Denham from the novel
by Val Gielgud March
and Holt30, Marvell.
1935. Pre-viewed,

drama,in
buty novel
in theme,
myster
goodr mtirder
Veryfamiha
its apphcation and in its settings
and atmosphere. Broadcasting
House has been brought most
convincingly to the screen, and the
atmosphere throughout is soundly
reahstic.
The story shows how Sidney
Parsons, an actor, is murdered
whilst taking part in a broadcast
play. Detective Inspector Gregory
of Scotland Yard is called in to
investigate and is quick to discover
that the victim had many enemies,
amongst his fellow players.
A prominent artiste is suspected
of the murder, but the detective
does not believe he is guilty and
arranges a reconstruction of the
crime
killer. in the hope of discovering the
How his scheme works out suppUes both a surprise element and
thrills.
Technical work and detail is so
good — the life at Broadcasting
House goes on in its accustomed
commothe basically
manner
tion— thatthroughout
one forgetsaUthat
it The
is justdirector
a "guess deserves
who" story.
most of
the congratulations for a very good
kinematic production, but he has
been ably backed up by his artistes.
.\ustin Trevor is very good as the
is susactor who
temperamental
pected of the murder,
and Mary
Newland is also effective as his wife,
an actre^ who was being blackmailed by the murdered man.
The victim is well enacted by
Donald Wolfit, while Ian Hunter
is natural and well in character as
the detective.
Henry Kendall gives a good
performance as a playvmght, whose
drama is being performed when
the murder is committed, while
sound light relief comes from Peter
Haddon as a guest who has been
invitedhistoway.
a B.B.C. variety show and
loses

April 20. 1935
♦•RADIO PARADE OF 1935
Wariour.musical.
British. Runs
" U "96ctrtificaU.
mintites. Spectacular
Will Hay
Dirfctor-General
Helen Chandler
Joan
Clifford
Mollison
Jimmy Clare
Daw Burnauy
Major- Nainbv
General Sir Ffererick Ffotheringhay
Robert
Colonel
Egtert Featherstone Haugh-Haugh
JiuMV Godden
Lieut-Comm. Vere de V. de Vere
Basil Foster... Captain Esme St. J. Entwistle
Ivor MacLaren
Flight-Lieut.TheEricCommissionaire
Lyttle-Lyttle
BiLLV Bennett
Hugh E. Wright
..The Inventor
I.ILY Morris
Two Charladies
Nellie Wallace
The Western Brothers... Two Announcers
The Three Sailors
Assistants to Complaints Manager
Hav-er and Lee
Two Eflects Men
The Carlvle Cousins ...Three Telephonists
Georgie Harris
Chief Page Boy
Gerry Fit2gerald..TI.j. window Cleaners
winao
w cleaner
Young
Arthur Dahpier
Claude
A Piano
Tuners
Alfred Drayton
Carl Graham
Denier Warren His Personal Assistant
Ci.APiiAM AND DwYER
Two Reporters
Teddy Joyce and His Band
IN TOWN TO-NIGHT
Eve Becke, Fay Carroll, Peggy Cochrane,
Yvette
Darnac,
Ronald Frankau,
Alberta Hunter, Ted Ray, Joyce
Richardson, The
Buddy
Beryl Orde.Bradley Girls,
Directed bv Arthur Wood from a scenario by
Reginald Purdell and John WaU.
Spectacular comedy musical, which
introduces numbers of famous
radio artistes and links their turns
together in a bright and sometimes
satirical manner.
It avoids what would have been
so easy to effect, a procession of
turns, and is good humouredly witty
at the expense of B.B.C. bureaucracy.
The story tells how Jimmy Clare,
the complaints manager of the
N.B.G. (National Broadcasting
Group), mistakes the DirectorGeneral for a fellow-worker and
tells him what he thinks of the
programmes.
This functionary is impressed and
gives Jimmy the job of remodelling
the programmes. Just as he has
announced a big variety biU, a
theatrical producer steps in and
refuses to allow the stars under his
contract to broadcast.
Jimmy, however, is saved from
dismissal by his secretary, Joan,
the between
Director- General's
daughter,
and
the two they
find
enough talent among the staff to
present the promised show.
A lucky meeting with an inventor
enables the programmes to be
televised in colour, and its success
and Jimmy's is tremendous.
••THINGS ARE LOOKING UP
G.B.D. British.Runs "U"
certificate. Comedy.
78 minutes.
Cicely CouRTKEiDOE. {^L^Z
>Lkx Miller
Joey
William
Gargan
Van Gaard
Mary
Lawson
Mary
Fytte
Mark Lester... Chairman : School Governors
Henrietta Watson Miss MacTavish
Cicely Gates
Miss Crabbe
Judy Kelly
Opal
Dick Henderson
Mr. Money
Dick
Henderson,
Jun.
...Mr.
Money's
Son
Charles Mortimer
Harry
Hay Plumb
Tennis Umpire
Denny Green
Suzanne Lenclen.Big Black Fox
Directed by Albert de Courville from a story
by Albert de CourvilU and Daisy Fisher.
Admirers of Cicely Courtneidge,
at any rate, wiU have nothing
to complain about so far as this
spirited comedy burlesque is concerned. Indeed, it seems to have
been specially designed to give full
scope to the versatility of the star,
and it is on her individual brilliance
that the picture must stand.
Miss CoTirtneidge gives what is
practically a "one woman" show as
Cicely Fytte, equestrienne owner
of a circus, who receives a severe
shock when she learns that Bertha,
her twin-sister, a straightlaced
schoolteacher, has eloped with a
wrestler.

PICTUREGOER
Mary, her younger sister, persuades hercan
to take
Bertha's back,
place
until she
be brought
and she gamely struggles through
the school curriculum. Aided by
Van Gaard, the music master, she
achieves such success that Bertha
finds on her return that she has
been promoted to headmistress.
Cicely abandons her scholastic
career, sells her circus, and is thus
free to marry Van Gaard. The story
is patently thin, but it provides an
outlet for
Courtneidge's
particularCicely
brand of comedy,
and those
who appreciate her genius for burlesque will find her fooling as a
tennis star — a match with Suzanne
Lenglen is one of the comedy highUghts — trapeze artiste and circus
rider immensely entertaining.
As a romantic heroine, however,
she is not so happy, and she is not
helped in this resjject by the fact
that AViUiam Gargan, making, I
think, iiis debut in British pictures,
is not too well cast as Van Gaard.
Mary Lawson and Max Miller
make the most of what chances
come their way.
The circus scenes and the school
atmosphere are sufficiently authentic
to lend point to the comedy.
•NAME THE WOMAN
Columbia. American.
" A " Glcertificate.
paper drama. Runs
minutes. NewsRichard Cromwell
Clem Rogers
Arline Judge
Betty Adams
Rita La Roy
Marie
Charles Wilson
Joel Walker
Thomas
Jackson
Frank
Martin
Bradley Page
Dave Evans
Henry Kolkek
Judge Adams
Purnell Pratt
Forbes
Stanley Fields
Dawson
Crane Wilbur
Blake
Eddie Chandler
Chuck
Wallace Clark
Jeffries
George Humbert
Louie
Al Hill
Maxie
Directed by Albert Rogell from an original story
by Fred Niblo, jun., and Herbert Asbury.
Ihave never quite been able to
believe in those American newspapermen, but if you crave action
in your entertainment this should
fill the bill.
That ingratiating young performer
Richard Cromwell appears as Clem
Rogers, an ambitious but very
inexperienced reporter. He is sent
in an emergency to cover the murder
of District Attorney Forbes. In his
excitement he loses his press pass,
and while trying to enter the house
surreptitiously sees a girl leap from
a window. By even greater journalistic good fortune, he is able to
identify her as Betty Adams,
daughter of a candidate for the
mayoralty.
Betty subsequently persuades him
that her visit to the crime scene was
f)erfectly innocent, she having gone
there to secure from the District
Attorney some papers incriminating
Blake,
father'sto poUtical
They hermanage
get the rival.
pajiers
and through them discover that
Blake's girl friend, Marie, held
prisoner in a lonely country house,
can estabhsh Dave Evans, one of
Blake's henchmen, as the "D.A.'s"
murderer. They rescue Marie, capture Evans, and Clem gets the girl
and the "scoop" of the year.
It is good newspaper-cum-politics
melodrama, well acted and well
put over. The pace is fast, but the
suspense is maintained right to the
end of a really exciting last reel.
Richard Cromwell's character drawing as Clem is always accurate,
ArUne Judge is attractive as Betty,
ai d excellent portrayals are contributed by Rita La Roy, Crane Wilbur
and Bradley Page.
The thick-ear melodramatics are
well balanced by simple comedy
and a pleasant love interest.
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Helen Chandler and Clifford Mollison supply the love interest in the
spectacular comedy musical, " Radio Parade of 1935."
•ELINOR NORTON
Fox. American.
" A " certificate.
Psychological
triangle drama.
Runs 72 minutes.
Claire Trevor
Elinor Norton
Hugh Williams
Tony Norton
Gilbert Roland
Rene Alba
Henrietta Crosma.s Christine Somers
Norman Foster
Bill Carroll
Directed by Hamilton MacFadden.
This
tediously
and
artificial
version developed
of the eternal
triangle theme, with its somewhat irritating characters, has
some interest as a psychological
essay, but it is woefully lacking in
action, story values, and clarity of
The story concerns Tony Norton,
apurpose.
neurotic youth, who makes his
own life and that of his wife, Elinor,
unbearable because of his insane
and unwcirranted jealousy.
While he is away at the war,
EUnor falls in love with Rene Alba,
a Brazihan lumberman, but when
Tony returns she postpones teUing
him the truth on account of his
health. Coincidence, however, leads
to his enlightenment, and after the
husband makes a futile attempt to
kill Elinor and himself he sees
reason and accepts the inevitable.
The monotonous manner in which
the plot is developed robs the
characters, rather excisi>eratingly
drawn in the first place, of sympathy
long before the obvious ending is in
And the characters, if the truth
sight.
must be told, do not do as much as
they might to help themselves.
Claire Trevor, for some reason,
adopts an irritatingly languid drooping lily pose,
while isGilbert
Roland's
portrayal
as Rene
too suggestive
of the gigolo to be completely
successful. Hugh Williams
struggles manfully and, in the main,
successfully vsrith the difficult role
of the husband.
•HAWAIIAN NIGHTS
Radio. extravaganza.
American. "A"
Runscertificate.
04 minutes.Musical
Mary Boland
Queen of Malakamokalu
Polly Moran
Nella Fitzgerald
Ned
Dan Stratton
Roberts
SidneySparks
Fox CaptainLinda
Sidney Blackmer
Michael Forbes
Sterling Holloway Freddy Finn
Marjorie
Gateson Mrs. Mrs.
Colt-Stratton
Irene Franklin
Gilhooley
Charles Coleman
Sir Guy
Ramsey Hill
Mr. Colt-Stratton
Tom Kennedy
Joe Schultz
Gigi Parrish
Patricia Gilhooley
Hazel Forbes
Corinne Palmer
Phil Dunham
Mr. Weeras
Betty Farrington Mrs. Weem5
Martin Cichy
Mr. Kussnagle
Dot Farley
Mrs. Kilpatrick
Helen Collins
Miss Erskine
Maurice Black
Spilotti
Harry Seuels
Zalinsky
Directed by Paul Sloane. Pre-viewed, November, 1934.

idea and a good
casta being
AdisappKjinting
case of
good
wasted through inadequate production values. There are considerable
possibilities for satire and novelty
in its story of a yacht trip in which
the new poor act as stewards and
the new rich as passengers.
The skipper, who plans to rob the
passengers, runs them aground on a
South Sea island, where they are
stripp>ed of their belongings by the
Queen, a record.
predatory European with a
criminal
Sho falls in love with Forbes, one
of the passengers, and offers to let
them go if he will marry her. He
agrees, but is saved when his friend
Freddy's
playing wins
the
fickle
heartsaxophone
of the monarch.
Forbes,
learning that the Queen is planning
to blow up the yacht, manages to
get it clear of the island before it
blows up. When he returns, he
finds that all the crew and passengers have gone native and resigned
themselves to hfe, love, and laughter
on the island.
The picture obviously had possibilities, but little has been done
with them. The continuity is ragged
and crudely nonsensical. There is
a well-staged native dance number,
and some good music. Mary Boland
is excellent as the Queen, despite
the shadowy nature of the chciracter,
while Ned Sparks, Sterling Holloway
and PoUy Moran get the most of
their limited comedy opportunities.
THE SCOOP
Paramount. British. " A" certificate. Murder
mystery. Runs 68 minutes.
To.m Helmore
Anne
Grey "Scoop"
Mrs. Moreton
Banyon
Arthur Hambling Inspector Stephenson
Peggy Blythe
Marion Melville
Wally Patch
Harry Humphries
Gordon Bailey
Mr. Mason
Roland Culver
Barney Somers
Reginald Bach
Daniels
Marjorie Carr
Shotter
.Douglas
..Girl Reporter
Cameron
Banyon
Directed by Maclean Rogers. Based on the play
by Jack Heming,
It murder
is interesting
to its
compare
this
story with
newspaj)er
background with an American variation of the same theme such as
Name the Woman. One represents
the best in Hollywood technique;
the other the weakest in British.
In other words, what could have
been a holding drama just fails to
register
at aU. whose scoops on a
As a reporter
murder case are so accurate that
they cause suspicion concerning his
own implication in the affair, Tom
Helmore is weak.
WaUy Patch is amusing as a
Cockney doorkeeper, and Arthur
Hambhng sound as a pohce inspector.

ON

THE
BRITISH
SETS

by E. G. Cousins
It was Dirty Work, and
she
playedHowever,
the female
dirty
worker.
I happ>en
to know her stage work,
and it's first-rate. Margaretta is definitely one to
watch for.
Here's the story of the
film, as near as I can make
it
and if you're
of out
the — 333,786
readers oneof
PiCTUREGOER WEEKLY who
object to knowing anything
of the story before seeing
the film, just look the other way for
a moment, please. Having put my
hand
the until
plough,
goingif
to maketo hay
the I'm
sun not
shines,
you see what I mean.

I don't.

A Drop of Irish
layer and a were
washerwoman.
Her
Peg's parents
an Irish bricklover, Michael, left Dublin for London,
and Peg decided to follow him thither
and marry him.
The dirty young dog (Jack Hawkins
plays
the the
dirtysecret
youngthatdog)shedidn't
let
her into
was not
his one and only love, but she found
it out, and left him. However, meanwhile she had met the great David
Garrick, and to sooth her stricken heart
he asked her to play a small part —
that of a girl who had been jilted. Tactful
hound !
Anyway, she put such pep into her rendering
of it that Garrick whistled and remarked in effect
"What ho!" and from that day onward Peg
wats pegging away up the ladder of fame at the
rate of knots.
She became the foremost actress of her day,
just as "Pretty witty Nell" had been in the
previous
Mistressas Woffington nevercentury;
achievedandthealthough
distinction,
Mistress
Gwyn
had
done,
of
becoming
a
king's
mistress,
that was just as well for her chances of her film
Pewrity
getting into the United States.

Cameramen filming
the Thames from the
top of the ShellMex building for
scenes in " Escape
Me, Never,"
starring
Elisabeth
Bergner

ELSTREE'S

Big'

Hearted

Wilcox

at work — Anna

HERBERT

Neagle's new picture — And

"Nell

Gwyn"

You heard, of course, that since Mae West
reached her destiny as arbitress of morals in
those
gone witty
so darned
pewer United
that theyStates,
simplythey've
threw all
pretty
Nelly
out on her ear when Herbert WiJcox tried to get
ELL, it may be Etoldrums Month, we regard this as an example of "casting for her in ? And serve her right, the minx ; but it was
type" — the best British actor of one generation a bit hard on Herbert.
but there's plenty going on in impersonating
the best British actor of another?
the studios to keep me running
So Herbert thought, anyway, and proceeded to
A colourful story, this. Admittedly Peg
round the countryside.
chaffer with the Hays Office, with the result that
Woffington
is
not
nearly
such
a
well-known
At Elstree, for instance, British character as Nell Gwyn, but she bad her moments. Nelly might be aJlowed in provided scenes were
and Dominions are right in the middle of
For instance, once she posed as her own portrait added showing her dying in the gutter; the
Peg of Old Drury.
by simply p>oking her pretty head through the audience would then cast its mind back to all the
pretty beddy-byes scenes earlier on, and realise
Wasn't it fortunate, when Nell Gwyn was canvas, while Garrick kept the guests at sufficient how
Essentially Wrong they were. Get the idea ?
such a pronounced success, that someone distance to disguise the deception.
Only the Hays Office could have thought of
Unfortunately her rival, Kitty Clive, declared
should remember that there had been another
that.
famous Drury Lane actress, who also had the portrait was too flattering. And did the
Anyway, Herbert Wilcox had no option but to
come to life with a jerk? I'll say !
risen from the gutter or perilously near it, "portrait"
You'll see this incident in the film (unless, of comply, as he was losing pretty heavily on his
and who had red hair, and whose adventures, course,
it gets left on the cutting-room floor, film being kept out of them-thar States. So he
real and legendary, were quite exciting enough as so many of the best incidents are apt to do), got busy down at Elstree, and they knocked off
to make a film about?
and also the occasion upon which Peg actually right in the middle of Peg of Old Drury to do a spot
of
Nell Gwyn for American consumption only.
Puzzling
As Charles II, in epite of his "unconscion- went for Kitty tooth-and-nail on the stage.
able long time a-dying," is well and truly The Rivals
dead, and no sequel was possible, Herbert
Wilcox (alias Big-Hearted Herbert), the
Head Man of B. & D., sent out for another I can't pretend to be one of the fight-fans who It must have been a bit puzzling at times for
poor Anna to remember which film she was
really enjoy seeing a physical battle between
red wig for Anna Neagle, and got busy on two women; the one in Private Life of Don Juan, supposed to be playing in. You see, in each she
building a Pog Woffington story about for instance, merely made me feel sUghtly sick.
Now a battle of wits, such as the one in Nell wears a red wig and panniers, in each she's
Anna's glamorous personality.
Cedric Hardwicke. in each she's
opposite
playing
Gwyn — that's a different proposition altogether.
famous
Drury Lane actress, in each she's
"This time Anna's rival is played by Margaretta agutter-bred,
in each she has a rival for the affecActor Plays Actor
Scott, who has only just been converted to
Pubhc, in each she's a bit of a hell-cat
And it was also rather fortunate that Peg celluloid. In fact, I've only seen her so far in ... tion ofIthewon't
swear that there are any other
should be mixed up with a character so one picture, and as that was a Ralph Lynn-Gordon points of resemblance, but those are quite enough
suitable for Sir Cedric Hardwicke to play as Harker farce it didn't give very much indication to get a girl guessing.
(Continued on page 28)
David Garrick. Incidentally, Johnny Jones, may of her acting potentialities.
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This

wohder

perfume
Her

first

V/eekly

captivated

paris

the

friend

got

attention

WHAT A BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION
YOUR
DEVONSHIRE
FRIEND HAS

all

until

. . .

HOW DO YOU KEEP YOUR
LOVELY COMPLEXION?
THAT'S EASY,
I ALWAYS USE
KNIGHTS aSTlLE

NEW BEAUTY
PREPARATIONS
Sl.n F^J.™, - 2/6
Ajlnngnit Lotion ■ 2/6
M.ll- 2/6
MOW
WHOLE

• • • •

WORLD

CHOOSES

EVENING

PARIS
POWDER

AND

PERFUME

Tkis is tlte j>erfiime tliat so
niprcsseJ tke gay sopliisticated city on its Jebut — all
Pans sougiit its exciting
fragrance. Xo-tlay 'Evening
in Pans is used l>y tlie
smart women of five Continents .. . Jisturl>ing in its
sweet allure, surprising in
its modest cost. — Perfume
from 1/3 to 21/-, Powder 1/9.
Follow Paris and \x RIGHT.

The girl with " tired skin " will always be outshone, for
her complexion is bound to be unattractive and drab.
And " tired skin " you will surely get if you live in smoky,
crowded towns and work in stuffy offices — unless you
use Knight's Castile. For the generous, fragrant lather
of Knight's Castile is just like pure country air ; it feeds
and stimulates the viul beauty
glands on which your complexion depends. Start this
cheapyest and surest of beauty
treatments to-day — use
Knight's Castile. It costs only
fourpence a tablet.

{Prices for U.K. only)

Knighfs
TOILET

Cistile
SOAP

JOHN KNIGHT LIMITED- SOAP MAKERS SINCE 1*17
KC 162-466
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FILM

TOPICS
Glo

be

WINNER
"NELL

OF

GWYN"

POSTCARD

COMPETITION

This Competition attracted a
very large number of entries, and
the standard of all was so high
that judging became exceedingly
difficult. It was finally decided to
give the first prize of five guineas
to :
ALAN

R.

THOMAS

161, INVERNESS
ROATH

PARK,

PLACE,
CARDIFF.

His postcard represents a very
interesting point of view. It runs
as follows :

"A film that brings honesty
hack to the cinema. No cheap
satire, no glittering artificiality,
hut the natural charm of robust
vulgarity. Anna Neagle is the
brazen hut lovable Nell to the
life, and Sir Cedric Harduncke's King Charles has magnificent pose and finesse. A
Restoration classic worthy of
Congreve."
Twenty- five signed portraits of
Anna Neagle as Nell have been
distributed to the runners-up.
N.B. — Your film experience is not
complete until you have seen
Elisabeth Bergner in "Escape Me
Never."
A British & Dominions
Production
Distributed by
NITEbv
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ON
THE
BRITISH
SETS
Continued from page 26
1800.)
One interesting scene I watched in Peg of Old and intervene? (Though stop me if I ever knew
there were organized txjlice in England before
Drury
Peg Woffington's
installation
first
woman ispresident
of the famous
Beefsteakas Club,
wliich held its meetings in the equally famous
Cheshire Cheese in Wine Ofl&ce Court, off Fleet
Street.
Peg Pegs Out
do Garrick
the Woffington
thereafter
In the Cheshire Cheese to-day they make a Anddiscover
their and
mutual
regard, to give
it no
very nice thing out of letting American visitors stronger name?
And does a doctor tell Peg her
sit in the famous chair where the famous Dr.
is so overstrained that she is likely to peg out
Samuel Johnson sat on many famous occasions. heart
at any moment? And does she in fact die in
Here's another thing that has often puzzled Garrick's arms after playing Rosalind for the
me;
how whois could
it thathardly
Dr. allow
Johnson's
and greatest time? — though certainly, Fifi,
BosweU,
his herobiographer,
to sneeze last
the history books tell us that she had retired from
without recording the incident in full detail, the
stage for three years before her death.
omitted to mention the famous Cheshire Cheese
But a fig for history ! How much more dramatic
as a favourite and famous resort of the famous
to have her popping off on the stage, the scene of
Dr. Johnson ?
her greatest glories, in the arms of the great
actor she loves !
Ceremonial Pudding
Sorry to be harping so much on Peg of Old Drury,
Anyway, Samuel the Great goes there in the but Nell Gwyn was so far the best effort of Anna
film, so it must be right. At the installation Neagle to date that I feel this Woffington one
'"•eremony he is represented by the fine Shakes- wiU be important, too.
pearean actor, Robert Atkins (whose " Bottom " in A New Team
A Midsummer
Night'sseen)Dream
most(whom,
satisfactory Ihave ever
; LesUeis the
French
for the
of the B.news& D.in film,
a nutshell.
curiously
"Puck"andinTom
the Now The
otherrestcurrent
the Sydney
same play)enough,
is Pope Ithelast
poetsawandassatirist,
Heslewood is WUliam Pitt.
Howard comedy, Where's George ? is held up for
suitable location weather — though what kind of
Yes, Fifi,
quite
this must
William
Pitt you're
the Elder,
whoright,
afterwards
becamebe weather they must want, short of a monsoon,
first Earl of Chatham. But must you insist on a beats me. We seem to have had a bit of eveiA'thing
history lesson every week, you detestable little else during the last month or so.
brat?
In this distinguished company, then, Anna Enter the Humans
Peg Neagle Wofi&ngton, First Woman President
MankindHall? iswhere
now reaching
the point
of the Beefsteak Club, j>erformed her first official TT7' hither
at Worton
human actors
are
act and incidentally opened the session by
being
employed
—
about
half
the
film
having
plunging the carving-knife into a steaming steak already been completed with the aid of models.
pudding.
Loud cheers from the members ! Beef was I've seen "stills" of some of these, and they're
uncannily clever.
beef in those days, my hearties . . . and gout certainly
There are enormous new fighting machines,
was gout, too, but only incidentally.
undreamed of in our time (except by Ix>ndon Films
At the Play
when they've been eating lobster for supper), and
factories where the new gas is concocted that will
Wither
Mankind.
Other members of an important cast are
The first members of the cast to break into all
Christopher Steele as Oliver Goldsmith,
Maire O'Neill and Arthur Sinclair as Peg's p>arents, this model-work (Leslie Banks, Raymond Massey,
and Hay Petrie as the manager of Drury Lane and Ralph Richardson) must have felt a little
Theatre.
strange at intruding into the unseen future.
You remember Maire as the fortune-teller in
Robert Donat was to have played the part of
Sing As We Go — a delightful jjerformance. Hay the Scientist (by a coincidence it was in a chemical
Petrie's best performance on the screen to date is lab. that I first saw him, in Men of To-morrow),
said
havein been
his " IQuilp
in The from
Old Curiosity
he's been ill in a nursing-home, and missed
Shop,to but
this case
only " sp>eak
hearsay, but
the 'bus; and now he has to return to Hollywood
and hearsay, we are told, is no evidence.
to play in Captain Blood.
Anyway,
consistently
brilliant
Of
course, he's
they a have
built Drury
Lane actor.
Theatre
in the studio. One can hardly conceive a fulllength film nowadays without some sort of a
theatre
in it, ifanit's
only
a cabaretor ; place
and inofa entertainment
film centring round
actress
it's almost inevitable to find a theatre.
The theatre sequences in Nell Gwyn were, I
remember, the ones that entertained me most in
an entertaining film; I only hope these are half as
good. The extras certainly approved; they got
several days'
hundred
of them.work at a guinea a day — four
Diverting the Rush
In the theatre scenes we shall see Ganick and
the Woffing^on doing excerpts from Hamlet,
King Lear, The Merchant of Venice, A s You Like It,
and
Ben Jonson's
was
a favourite
of the play,
time. TheIn Alchemist,
those days which
the stage
was fenced off with iron spikes, in case the
audience decided to rush the stage. Nowadays
when the play is bad the audience rushes into the
bar — a much better idea in my humble opinion.
Peg will also be seen in her famous role of
"Sir Harry Wildair," in which she apjjeared in
male attire. (Oh, fie, fie !) This costume, in fact,
is part of the Plot.
.\fter Garrick has caught Michael embracing
her in her dressing-room (turn your head away,
Mr. Hays), he flings off in high dudgeon (eighteenth
century
"temfjer")
to a party
at Vauxhall
Gardens, for
whither
Peg, breeched,
follows.
And does she meet Michael there ? And does
he failmust
to recognise
his light
o' love
(Gad, the!)
man
have known
her by
her ?petticoats
And is she embroiled in a duel with him ? And
does Garrick hastily borrow a policeman's uniform

A delightful pencil dratoing of Fay Wray by
Peter Eton.
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Beauty

recipe

GREASY

SKINS

NEED

SPECIALTREATMENT

When you see the face of a lovely film
star flash upon the screen, you may be
sure that her alluring skin and complexion
are not just an accident. Her secret can
be yours. Your skin can possess the same
gorgeous loveliness as hers. This, within
only three days. Certain precious ingredients, including predigested dadry
cream and olive oil, are now contained in
the new Creme Tokalon, White Colour (nongreasy) . One or two applications each day
stir the skin with fresh life. It is tonic,
whitening and astringent. Quickly does
away with enlarged pores, blackheads,
coarseness, and other complexion defects,
as nothing else can. Protects against
destructive dirt and dust — keeps the complexion alwa5rs fresh and clear and forms
an ideal bcise for j>owder. Try this simple
beauty recipe to-day and you will not
hesitate to compare your new skin with
that of the screen stars. Creme Tokalon
is guaranteed to give successful results or
money refunded.

Feel your skin round the base of the nose, wouldn't
you like your skin to feel matt like the touch of
a damask rose? — no more grease — ^no more shine.
Staymat Face Powder can ensure that satisfaction
and delight.
Blended into every box of Staymat is a wonderful
flower extract impregnated with Peroxide. Just
as the rose controls the flow of perfume oil to
each petal, so Staymat flower extract and
Peroxide control grease to the skin — break up
the grease so finely that it cannot shine. The
Peroxide also has a splendid tonic effect on the
skin, thus helping to close disfiguring enlarged
pores ; whilst Magnesia, the world's finest anti-add
now in Staymat Face Powder, neutralises the
irritant add always found in greasy skin.

STfim/tT
POtUDER FOR GREASY SKINS

6' 1^5 LCVS2^IS

Alsocuts,
apply
Jelly
to
bums"Vaseline"
and abrasioas.
^jth after first cleansing the injury.
Doctors say it is a perfect protection. It shuts out infection.
Chesebrough Manufacturing Co.
Cons'd.. Victoria Road,
Willesden. N.W. 10.
LIFE BEGINS
30
Vaseline
Pefroteum Jelly
6^
DANDRUFF
HAIR

U)e cUmt
—

WE

DO

BUT

KNOW

THAT

SHARP^theWORD

sharpCtoffee
We

like best

of all

9^

KILLS

ROOTS

DANDRUFF not only ruins the appearance
of your hair : it kills the roots themselves
by choking them to death. No matter how
often you wash your hair, dandrufi always
returns to rob it of life, colour and lustre,
clogging the hair with flaky scurf and causing
it to fall out.
It is a germ — an infection : that is why it
is so persistent and mischievous. But Lavona
Hair Tonic is the sure remedy. Massage the
scalp with it every night; it will clear away
dandruff, grease and scurf, nourish and
strengthen the starved roots, restore life and
beauty to the hair and promote a new growth
to replace hair that has already fallen out.
All chemists sell Lavona Hair Tonic at
2/3 a bottle — each bottle carrying a moneyback guarantee. Get a bottle from your
chemist to-day — at once — and restore health,
beauty, Ufe and vigour to your hair.

AT

CLEVER WOMEN SAY
The gay thirties — the lively forties ! To
the women of to-day life is then at its
best. They know exactly how to keep
the RADIANCE and CHARM of
YOUIH
— in one very simple and very
certain way.
In 30 minutes Boodlla Qasmic Pack (Beaudfief)
is guaranteed to smooth oat tired lines, banish
blackheads and blemishes, youthify facial contour, brace muscles, stimulate natural colour
and lovelioess.
Borvcilla
cla^mic pack
Endorstd by Betaty Ptrloun, Hairdretstrs and Wnttrt on
ttauty 'a lubti lit, and lan 3I-, at all Toiitt Countert.
Boncilla Laboratonu. Ltd , 211-215, Blacklriars Road. S.i 1
The different dentifrice
KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE

r.tllT.(>r YOU'LL KNOW

why!
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What

Do You

Should

Think?

Stars

'^Certainly

TTTTT

EVAN

I

WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO
is the acme

t

of perfection,

its regular use ensures hair health
— luxuriant growth . . . silky texture ... a glorious sheen that
reflects every light . . . better and
more lasting waves — hair beauty
in its most alluring form.
" ORDINARY " for Dark Hair in Blue Packet M.
" MMOIIIIIE" for Fair Hair in Green Packet M.
% After shampooing ... set your hair JBBMI
with Evan Williams Wave Set. This ▼▼TtT
recently Introduced preparation fixes,
waves and curls without robbing the
hair of its soft texture and sheen.
6d. per bottle.
{'fV hat's
done
self?

Mary
to her-

She's perfectly lovely nowV*
Everyone's beginning to talk about Mary's k)vely skin
— and yet a few weeks ago she was embarrassed by a
blotchy, sallow complexion ! What's her secret?
It's the same as that of thousands of lovely women
the world over — simply Oatine Cream. In a few days
Oatine Cream will clear and cleanse even the poorest
complexion — banishing all sp)ots, redness, roughness
and blemishes. If you suffer from a poor complexion —
bring back the " Rose-petals " with Oatine Cream.
If you are blessed with a perfect skin — protect it
with Oatine Cream from wind and weather, and the
grime and dust of town.
To remove surplus Cream, use the new silky Oatine
Cleansing Tissues.
OATINE
CRE\M
In 6d. tubes, 1/6 and 3/- jan.
Omtlne Cleansing Tissues in new handy container at 1/6
from Boots, Taylors, Timothy Whites and other chemists.
SPECIAL OFFERSamplti of Oatltu Cream,
Oatine Powder Bate, Face Powder and 3d. Soapiest Shampoo will be tent to all tettding 4d. in
tiampt to The OATtSE CO., 403, Oatine Buildtngi,
London, S.E.1.
q
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Letters from our Readers

Not/'

Be

declares

FIND myself in disagreement with
Malcolm D. Phillips when he welcomes
the "humanising," as he calls it, of
HoUy-svood's film stars. I, too, saw
Gar bo "among the pots and pans," in
The Painted Veil and I was pained, to say the
least.
I contend that Garbo has climbed to her
high pinnacle because of her glamour and the
mystery that surrounds her.
Mr. Phillips may say that glamour queens
do not stand for intelligence, but, dash it all,
some of us worship these sacred glamorous
goddesses of the screen, and should they lose
their dignity they become nothing.
Garbo domesticated isnot " Garbo. ' '
Joan Crawford
among the pigs is not
the glamorous Crawford we have grown
to worship.
I hope I am not
of very low intelligence, but films like
M ata H art and
Blonde Ventts ^^'ill
always
to me.
—Ernestappeal
WratUn.
20
Centre Street, Cambridge Heath, London,
Joan Crawford
E.I , who wins the second prize of los. 6d.

" Human

" ?

this Reader

Best
Eyes Face Emlyn Williams
Sweetest
Frank Lawton
Best all-rounder
Barry McKay
— (Miss) Zena Bleak, 44 Park
ham, N.n.

Merle Oberon
Aileen Marson
Frances Day
View Road, Totten-

In Defence of Grade
I was sorry to read the letter criticising the salary
of the most lovable of all artistes — Miss Grade
Fields.
The writer surely caimot be aware of her warmheartedness and generosity to others, or she
would not begrudge Gracie her salary.
that isshewrong,
does as
notis"get
over"
so The
well statement
on the screen
proved
by
the success of her last film, which, I believe, broke
all records, except that of Cavalcade.
Your correspondent also says that she only
appeals to one class of jjeople. This again is quite
incorrect. She is the favourite of thousands of
all classes, who admire her because she is natural
and unafiected, and remains unspoiled by success.
Finally, if Miss Munro herself had the necessary
talents and were offered a similar sjilary, would
she refuse it and tell producers to " use their
inteUigence
" ? I Crouch
think not
(Miss) D. Harding,
17 Edison Road,
End,!— N.8.
Candid Criticism

I usedto tocongratulate
think that critics
would be
I critics.
should Uke
Picturegoer's
biased — apt to ignore the faults and only mention
theWhen
good points
of a picture.
I became
a Picturegoer reader I
received
a
pleasant
surprise. Your critics teU us
Epstein and Crawford
whether a picture is worth seeing or not, and they
readily show the weaknesses.
At "Won't
first glance,
Malcolm
D.
Phillips'
remark,
Joan Crawford be jealous when she
Now I rely on your feature "On the Screens
sees the mouth on the new Epstein sculpture ? " Now,"
consequently
always
see criticisms.
first-class
apjjears highly insulting. But actually it starts features.andThank
you for Iyour
candid
an interesting train of thought.
— H. Waite, 15 Garnet Mount, Dewsbury Road,
thinkEpstein
that mouth
all Ithat
wishes of
to Joan's
express.is symbolical
Which is, theof Leeds, 1 1 .
Modem Outlook. One may dislike intensely the
art of the famotis sculptor, just as one may be Is Laughton Overpraised ?
repulsed
by the
star's wide,
full-lip|>ed
mouth. I wonder if any of your readers will agree with
But there
is film
hardness,
courage,
morbidness,
my opinion that many of the famous screen
nerviness . . . anything you like to think of stars of to-day are over-rated by the critics.
which is modern, in the much discussed mouth of 1 quote Charles Laughton as an example.
the actress.
Mr. Laugbton's
are certainly
After all, do we not become thoroughly bored entertaining,
but the p)erformances
evidence of genius
detected
by the critics is invisible tu me. Even in The
with fair, insipid, rosebud-mouthed heroines?
There is character in the features of Joan, if Barretts of Wimpole Street, for which film he was
it t5 the tumultuous, proud and fighting spirit accorded tremendous praise, he was, I consider,
which is "To-Day." And everyone knows the just Charles Laughton, not "Mr. Barrett" whom
struggle and bravery of the moulding years of the author portrayed.
" Dancing h^dy."— Edith Chilman, Dibrugarh
A comparison
Mr. Laughton's
Lodge, South Benfleet, Essex, who is awarded the "Barrett"
and that between
of an "unknown"
actor in
the stage version at the Empire Theatre, Southfirst prize of £j is. od.
ampton, a year or so ago, strengthens my opinion,
Our Best
that many of the screen stars of to-day are
Many film books are fond of boosting Holly- pampered by exaggerated reviews, and so encouraged in moulding the character to fit them"bests." our actors and actresses
How aboutwood'sgiving
selves,
of "playing" the character aa
a break ? Here are my personal nominations, and defined by instead
the author. — David E. Williams,
I'd like to know what other Picturegoer readers 2 8c A Kingston Road, Freemantle, Southampton.
think :—
Male
Female
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
Best-looking person
John Loder Anna Lee
What you think about the stars and films?
Best dresser Jack Buchanan
Frances Day
Best comedian (enne)
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
Leslie Fuller
Cicely Courtneidge
£i IS. and ICS. 6d. will be
Best actor (actress)
paid foring,theandtwo5s.mostforinterestEdmund Gwenn Madeleine Carroll
every
Best dancer Jack Hulbert
Jessie Matthews
other letter published each
Nicest Smiler
week. Letters should be
Esmond Knight Dorothy Hyson
written on one side of the
Best Singing Voice
paper only and should not
Jan Kiepura
Frances Day
exceed 1 50 words. Address to
Best Figure Robert Donat
Dorothy Hyson
"Thinker,"
The "Picturegoer
Prettiest Teeth
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2 /
Jan Kiepura
Jessie Matthews
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FINISH
IFACE

POWDER

THE
SENSATIONAL

MOST
DISCOVERY

SINCE FACE POWDER
WAS
INVENTED

RAL
NATU
soap
and cleans
water ing
canwith
do
all that is done by an expensive
beauty
treatment — provided the
soap used is an Olive Oil soap. This
is the unanimous opinion of 20,000
beauty specialists who, one and all,
recommend Palmolive Soap for the preservation of the skin's youthfiJ bloom.
Palmolive is made only from the purest
palm and olive oils. The olive oil alone
gives it that characteristic green colour.
Your skin will be refreshed by
Palmolive's rich, abundant lather, and at
negligible cost will receive the benefit of a
daily beauty treatment.

ONE APPLICATION
ENSURES A
FASCINATING
COMPLEXION
for Q hours
Now woman's age old problem of ' skinshine' solved by Science. By a new
process — the result of years of research
by French Chemists — the finest seven
times silk-sifted powder is blended
with Double Mousse of Cream. This
process has been acquired by Tokalon.
The New Poudre Tokalon is the one
powder that you can apply in the morning and be free from shiny nose all day
long, whatever you are doing. The
one powder that gives a ' Matt-Finish '
complexion of fresh girlish loveliness
which neither wind, rain nor perspiration can spoil. Try a box to-day and
see what a fascinating beauty it can
give you. See how entirely different is
the New Poudre Tokalon from all other
powders, because it is the only one
with the Matt-Finish secret. 6d. and
1/-.
THE NEW MATT FINISH
POWDER IS
WATERPROOF
Make This Amazing Test
Yourself
\
Cover one finger with the
New Poudre Tokalon; then
dip
finger in a glass of
water.yourTakeitoutandnotice
your finger is not wet aod
shiny, but perfectly dry and
'matt.' The
New moisture
Poudre
Tokalon
resists
because it oootains 'Doable
Uousse of Cream.'

PER
TABLET

Price does not apply in l.P.S.

YEARS

OF

BURNING
PARISIAN PLAQUE
? fhe ma^ic hair remover
from Boots Woolworths Taylors etc etc
NEW
NAILS
NEXT
Free booklet not imderWEEK
plainI
scaled covert f»plain« how you can eanly,
secretly and permanently cure yoorself
of this objectionable, health-endanserinx
faaUt. No aloes,
New
discovery.
Send noUd.auto-nmcstien.
stamp lor postate.
FILTEX LTD. (Dept.?.). 31, The Broadway,
Crouch End, London, N.8.
NEW
YOUR

HAIR STYLES

ENRICH

PERSONALITY
WAVERS f

H1MDE§
(/•
Fashionable Curls, waves, fringes, are all possible with these magical wavers. Sold everywhere.

AGONY

WITH

INDIGESTION

If you had been in agony for years with wind
and burning indigestion and then found a remedy
which gave you complete and immediate relief,
would you not call it a miracle? This is exactly
what Mr. L. St. John, of Farmfield Road, Bromley,
says about Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. It
will do just the same for you.
Read Mr. St. John's own words ;—
"I have suffered the agonies of Hell for years
with wind and burning indigestion. Three
months ago I was told of Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder and the relief I have obtained is a miracle.
May I thank you most heartily for three whole
months
comfortfromandany
j>eace."
If youof suffer
form of indigestion, get
a bottle of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
to-day, but do not risk an inferior substitute to
save a few pence. Be sure to ask your chemist
for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
with
MACLEAN."
is not the
sold signature
loose, but "ALEX.
only in 1 /3,C. 2/-,
and 5/- bottlesIt
in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.
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TALL and slim and graceful, with fair hair and grey eyes. Lady
Barbara Gore is a real English beauty. She is as lovely in sporting
tweeds as in a regal Court gown. Her skin has the freshness that comes
from a love of the out-of-doors — yet it is always marvellously smooth
and delicate.
" Motoring's one of my chief joys," said Lady Barbara — " and
I like an open car for preference. I love to feel the wind rushing by
my face. Friends are sometimes horrified at the weather I drive
through and tell me I'll ruin my
complexion. But I have far too
much faith in Pond's Creams to
worry about that."
Certainly no one could wish
for a loveUer skin than Lady Barbara Gore's. Not a trace of roughness
or linle lines round the eyes betray her outdoor life and those
hours spent at the wheel.
" I find Pond's Creams better than any for keeping my skin nice,"
said Lady Barbara Gore. " I use the Cold Cream for cleansing at any
time, but especially after motoring. How soft and refreshed one's face
feels after this treatment !
" The Vanishing Cream is a great joy to out-of-door people like
me ! I know my skin would very soon get harsh and lined if I didn't
let this cream protect me from the weather. It's a marvellous powder
base, too. Nothing else seems to make powder cling so long."
Why don't you try this skin-care that has made Lady Barbara's
skin so much admired ? It's amazingly
inexpensive — the trial sizes of Pond's
Creams cost only 6d.
ND'S
Oaddress
Pand
FREE!
POWDER OFFER: Write your name
here, attach aid.
STAMP to one comer and post in i)d. sealed envelope to Drpr.JT'.w Pond's Extract
Company Ltd., Ptrivalt, Middlesex, and we will send you samples of all five shades
of Pond's Face Powder : Natural, Peach, Dark Brunette, Rachel i and Rachel 3

2

"George" and "Anne" are your
enquiry departments. The former
will be happy to answer any query
regarding
anything films,
connected the
withlatter
household
or beauty hints. Write to them
both cjo The Picturegoer
Weekly. When a reply by post
is desired a stamped, addressed
envelope must be enclosed.

Six Film Fans. — (1) Cast : The Footlight
Parade : Chester Kent — James Cagney;
Nan — Joan Blondell; Bea — Ruby Keeler;
Scotty— Dick Powell; Gould— Guy Kibbee;
Mrs. Gould — Dorothy Tennant; Vivian —
Claire Dodd; Bowers — Hugh Herbert;
Francis— Frank McHugh ; Frazer — Arthur
Hohl; Thompson — Gordon Westcott;
Cynthia — Rennee Whitney; Joe Grant —
Philip Fralick
Faversham;
— Juliet
Ware;
— HermanMiss
Bing.Smythe
(2) Addresses:
Toby Wing, c/o Paramount; Anna Lee,
Ralph Lynn, Gaumont British; Jean Harlow,
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; Elolores Del
Rio, c/o Warrer Bros.
Cowboy Fan (Walworth). — Casts : T}:e
Painted Desert: Bill Holbrook— Bill Boyd;
Mary Ellen — Helen Twelvetrees; Cash —
William Famuni ; Jeff — J. Farrell MacDonald ;
Brett — Clark Gable; Tonopah — Charles
Sellon; Kirby— Will Walling; Tex— Guy
Edward Hearn; Carson — Wade Boteler;
Denver — William LeMaire; Charlie— Cy
Clegg;
Steve — James
Richard Cramer;
SullivanDonton;
— George Frosty
Burton;—
Randall — James Mason ; Doyle — Brady Kline ;
Dynamite — Jerry Drew. Sunset Pass : Ash
Preston — Randolph Scott; Jack Rock — Tom
Keene; Jane Preston — Kathleen Burke;
John Hesbitt — Harry Carey; Marshall Blake—
Xoan Heery; Hetty — Leila Bennett; Clink
Peebles — Kent Taylor; Willie— Fuzzy
Knight; The Judge — George Barbier; Windy
— Vince Bamett; Grace — Patricia Farley;
Williams — Charles Middleton. (2) Buck
Jones, b. December 4, 1889. Address, c/o
Universal; Monte Blue, July 11, 1890;
address, c/o M.-G.-M.; Randolph Scott,
January 23, 1903; address, c/o Paramount.
Ken Maynard, July 21, 1895; address c/o
Mascot.
NllSA. — Nils Asther is scheduled to make
The Lifeyet.of Lord Byron, but nothing is
definite
Two Readers. — (1) Una Merkel, b.
December 10, 1903, Covington, U.S.A.,
5 ft. 5 in., fair hair and blue eyes, married
Ronald Burta; hobbies, reading and swimming. Address, c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Stuc lios, latest film : The Night is Young.
(2) Dorothy Lee, b. May 23, 1911, Los
Angeles, real name Marjorie Millsap;
married James Fidler (mar. dis.), 5 ft., brown
hair and eyes. Latest film : Cockeyed
Cavaliers. Address, c/o Radio. (3) Joan
Marsh, b. July 10, 1914, PortoviUe.Califomia.
5 ft. 2 in., blonde hair, light blue eyes.
Latest film : We're Rich Again.
Bellamy Fan (Reading). — Ralph Bellamy
b. Chicago, June 17, 1904; 6 ft. \\ in., brown
hair, blue eyes, married Catharine Williard.
Latest films : Woman in the Dark and
Helldorado. Address: c/o Columbia Studios.
Not related to Madge Bellamy.
G. W. A. (Cheltenham).— Address Ginger
Rogers, c/o RKO-Radio Studios.
"Schoolgirl Fan" (London, E.3). —
Kenneth Howell has appeared in I Give My
Love. Write to him for particulars c/o
Universal Studios.
A Film Fan (Hexham). — Casts : (1)
Blood and Sand, Juan Gallardo — Rudolph
Valentino; Carmen — Lila Lee; Donna
Sol— Niu Naldi; El Nacional— George
Field; Plumitas — Walter Long; Senora
Augustas — Rose Rosanova ; Antonio — Leo
White; Don Joselito — Charles Belcher;
Potaje — Jack Winn; El Pontelliro— Harry
Lamont; Marquise
GueveraDe— George
Periolat;
Dr. Ruis —deSidney
Gray;
Don Jose — Fred Becker; Senora Nacioruil— Dorcas Mathews; Fuentes — William E.
Lawrence. (2) Cobra — Elise Van Zile —
Nita Naldi; Count Rodrigo Torriani —
Rudolph Valentino; Jack Doming — Casson
Ferguson;
Drake
— Gertrude
Olmstea; VictorMary
Minardi
— Hector
V. Sarno;
Rosa Minardi- — Claire De Lorez; Sophie
Binner — Eileen Percy; Maria — Roae Rosanov; Mrs. Palmer — Lillian Langdon;
Henry Madison — Henry Barrows. (3)
The Eagle — Vladimir Dubrovsky — Rudolf
Valentino; Mascha Troekouroff — Vilma
Banky: The Czarina — Louise Dresser;
Kuschka — Albert Conti; Kyrilla Troekourof — James Marcus; Judge — George
Nichols; Aunt Aurelia — Carrie Clark
Ward.
Conrad
Veidt of Fan
■ Rise).and—
I have
hundreds
letters(Kensal
each week
only a limited space for replies in the paper.
Each letter must be dealt with in strict
rotation, so if you desire a quick answer
to
your query
it is advisable
stamped
addressed
envelope toforsend
replya
by post. (I) Write to Miss Marjorie M.

Z^t

George

Morris, 2. Warltersville Road, Crouch
Hill, London, N.19, for particulars of
The Conrad Veidt Fellowship. Enclose
a stamped addressed envelope for reply.
The Fellowship is not an admiration society,
but has good work to perform which will
bring
publicity
to same
Mr. Veidt
and dodignified
others good
at the
time.
(2) John Barrymore
Maxof Steiner's
Unfinished
Sonata in played
The Bill
Divorcement.
"Interested" (Sheffield). — (l) Birthdays— Winifred Shorter, Nov. 5, 1904;
Jeanette MacDonald, June 18, 1907;
Ralph
Bellamy,
17, 1904;
DickJuly
Powell,
Nov. 24,
1903;June
Ginger
Rogers,
16,
1911. (2) Address Houston Sisters, c/o
Biitish-Intemationil Studios.
Inquisitive (Bruton). — (1) Release dates
—April
Forsaking
All Others
Over theCaravan,
River —
!, 1935.
EvelynandPrentice,
and The Key— Mar. 25, 1935. Lives of a
Bengal Lancer — June 10, 1935. The Gay
Divorce— Apii\ 8, 1935. Strictly Confidential and Pursuit of Happiness — April
29, 1935. The Scarlet Pimpernel and The
Dictator — Sept. 23, 1935. Brevisters
Millions— Sept. 2, 1935. Kid Millions—
Oct. 21, 1935. The Mighty Barnum—
Sept. 16, 1935. Dirty Wor*— Feb. 18,
1935. Lady in Danger— Mar. 4, 1935.
The Little Alinisur-Aug. 12, 1935. Anne of
Green Gables— ]\ily 1, 1935. David Copperfield—
Sept.Reckless—
23, 1935.Oct.Clive
India—Ruggles
Sept.
9, 1935.
14, of1935.
ofthe Red
Gap—
July
22,
1935.
The
Man
from
Folies Bergere— Sept. 30, 1935. Sanders
of the River, Escape Me Never, Me and
Marlborough, The Devil is a Woman
(Carnival in Spain), Thirty-Nine Steps,
Casino Murder Case, not fixed at the time
of
going toto Hollywood
press. (2)recently.
Charles Laughton
returned
Observant (Grays).— I should think
it most unlikely that Helen Hayes would
appear
mistaken.as an extra. You must have been
L.W. (Coventry). — Carlotta King was the
singer in the film version of The Desert
Song, not Jeanette MacDonald as you suggest. Herewith the full cast — The Red
Shadow — John Boles ; Margot — Carlotta
King; Susan — Louise Fazenda; Bennie
Kidd — Johnny Arthur; General Birabeau —
Edward Martindel; Pasha — Jack Pratt*.

Studio Addresses
British Stitoios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Park,
Middlesex.Picture Studios, Ealing
Associated
Green,
W.5. Imperial Studios,
BritishLondon,
and Dominion
Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood,
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
BritishElstree,
Instructional
Garden City, Herts.
British Lion Film Corporation Ltd.,
British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield,
Bucks.
Fox Film Studio, Rodean Gardens,
Wembley Park.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington,
Gaumontl>ondon,
British N.Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
Bush,
London,Hurst
W.12. GroTi,
Nettlefold Studios,
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street,
S.W.I. Littleton Park,
SoundLondon,
City Studio,
Shepperton. Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's.
Twickenham,
American Studios
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street
Hollywood,
EducationalCalifornia.
Studios, Santa Monica
Boulevard,
Hollywood,Studios,
California.Burbank,
First National
California.
Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood,
California.
Samuel
Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City,
California.
Paramount-Publix
Studios, Hollywood,
California.
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City,
California.
Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City,
North
Hollywood,
California.
Warner
Brothers
Studio, Burbank,
California.
United Artistes Studios, 1041, North
Fomtosa
Avenue,
Hollywood,
California.
Universal
Studios,
Universal
City,
California.
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Great Double FREE Gift
livrv lady witli fair liair is to-day invited to
sonii
tlio coupont t below
Sample
1 r of for an rntircly I'rei;
HARLKNF, B oCamomile
(jolden Hair Wash and a
1-ree Sachet of HAKLK.N F,
Camomile Shampoo.
HARLENE CAMOMILE
GOLDEN HAIR WASH
is a daint\ preparation
which doubles and trebles
the beauty of fair hair ami
gives it that glorious lightgold
sunshinefascinating
touch.
Unbelievably
and beautiful. Just the
thing for hair that has
become dull and lost its
tone. All fair-haired ladies
should try it at once and
enjoy its marvellous effect.
.Ml chemists, 1/3, 3/- and
5 '- per bottle.
HARLENE

CAMOMILE

2 FREE GIFTS
COUPON
Send this coupon with 3d.
stamps
and FREE
your name
and
address for
SAMPLES
of "Harlene" Camomile Golden
Hair Wash
and to"Harlene"
Camomile
Edwards
Harlene
Ltd.Shampoo
(G.S.936).
20/26 Lamb's London,
Conduit W.C.I.
St.,
(Stamp your
envelope
tritk
a
This offer1 Yid.
doesstamp.)
not apply to
Irish Free State.

SHAMPOO

is the perfect shampoo tor maintaining and pre'
serving
of fairladies
hair.which
It is awilliremend'
ous
boontheto beauty
fair-haired
enable
them, one and all, to possess more glorious hair
beauty than ever. Not only is the shampoo
super-cleansing
its power,
but which
it preserves
that KATUR.'M. m Sheen
and Shine
is the
essence of Fair-Haired Beautv. 1/6 per box of
7 shampoos (Single Sachets, 3d each).
Gloria Stuart arid John Beal studying the book of "Laddie" — they are co-starring
in the film version. Gloria Stuart was bom in 1910, at California, 5ft. 4i>w.,
blonde, blue eyes. Married (1) Blair Gordon Newell {mar. dis.), (2) Arthur
Sleekman. John Beal, b. 1910, Joplin, Missouri; real name James Alexander
Bleidung. Write to both of them at Radio Pictures, 780 Gotoer Street,
Hollywood, California.
Hassi — Otto Hoffman; Sid el Kar- —
Robert E. Guzman; Clementina — Marie
Wells; Captain Fontaine — John Miljan;
Rebel — Del Elliott; Azuri — Myrna Loy.
Doubtful (Birmingham). — (1) Cast:
The Blue Angel — Professor Immanuel
Rath — Emil Jannings; Lola Frolich —
Marlene Dietrich; Kiepert — Kurt Gerron;
Guste — Rosa Valetti; Mazeppa — Hans
Albers; Director of the School — Eduard
V. Winterstein; The Clown— Reinhold
Bemt; The Beadle— Hans Roth; The
Publican — Carl Huszar-PuflFy ; The Captain
— Wilhelm Diegelmann. (2) Music in
Blossom Time— Hark I Hark ! The Lark,
Impatience,
Red Roses,
There is a Duchess,
Ballad.Faith in Spring,
Anxious Wynne (Birmingham, 16). —
(1) Archie Pitt was bom in 188S. (2)
There is absolutely no truth in the rumour.
Allen Fan. — Studios.
Write to Les Allen,
c/oLes
Gaumont-British
Not a Bing Crosby Fan (Portsmouth).
■;—
Jan Kiepura
appeared
in <1)
the AnOct.art6,plate
1934,of issue
of this magazine.
(2)
FraiJi
Lawton
is
married
to
Evelyn
Laye.
He has not been married before.
J. B. J. (Worksop).— Cast. Jack Ahoy—
Jack Ponsonby — Jack Hulbert; Patricia —
Nancy O'Neil; Admiral Eraser — Alfred
Drayton; Conchita — Tamara Desni; Larios
—son.Henry Peterson; Dodger — Sam WilkinP- P- — (1) Heights : Louis Hayward,
5 ft. 7 la.; Mickey Brantford, 5 ft. lOt in.;
Frank Lawton, 5 ft. 9 in. (2) Cast. ServanW
Entrance — Hedda Nilsson — Janet Gaynor;
Eric Landstrom — Lew Ay res; Hjalmar
Gnu — Ned Sparks; Viktor Nilsson—
Walter Connolly; Mrs. Hanson — Louise
Dresser; Karl Berghoflf— G. P. Huntley,
jun.;
Sigrid Hanson — Astrid Allwyn;
Hans Hanson— Siegfried Rumann; The
Detective — John Qualen; Anastesia Gnu —
Catherine Doucet; Anna — Greta Meyer.
Raft Fan Always (Anon.).— (1) George
Raft has appeared in the following films —
guick Millions, Night World, Hush Money,
car/ace. Dancers in the Dark, Night After
Night. The Sporting Widotv, Madame

liacketeer. Hot Saturday, If I Had a
Million, The Midnight Club, The Bowery,
All of Me, Bolero, Trumpet Blows, Limehouse Blues. Rumba. Stolen Harmony.
The Glass Key. (2) Release dates— BeAoW
My tions—Wife—
6. 1935.
Great ExpectaMay M»y
13, 1935.
Transatlantic
Merry
Go-Round— Apii\ 29, 1935. Big Hearted
Herbert— April 8, 1935. Here is My HeartMay 20, 1935. She Loves Me Not— Jan.
28, 1935. Dames— Feb. 18, 1935. O.
Human Bondage — Mar. 25, 1935. The
Scarlet Pimpernel — Sept. 23, 1935. In
Toton To-night— Sept. 27, 1935. (3)
George Raft was bom on Sept. 27, 1903,
in New York, of German and Italian
parentage. He has been married and
separated. (4) Marguerite Churchill,
Earle Foxe, Claude Hulbert all have birthdays on Dec. 25. (5) Cast. Rumba — Joe
Martin — George Raft; Diana Harrison —
Carole Lombard; Flash — Lynne Overman;
Carmelita— Margo; Patsy— Gail Patrick;
Goldie Allen — Iris Adrian; Hobart Fletcher
— Monroe Owsley; Solanger — Jameson
Thomas; Maria — Soledad Jiminez; Carlos
— Paul Porcasi; Henry B. Harrison —
Samuel S. Hinds; Mrs. Harrison —
Virginia Hammond.
James Dunn Fan (Bridgend). — Cast.
Resurrection — Katusha Maslova — LupeVelez,
Prince Dmitri Nekhludof — John Boles,
Princess
— NanceKeighley,
O'Neil,Princess
Major
Scheonbock Marya
— William
Sophya Ivano^a — Rose Tapley, Simon
Kartinkin, Inn-Keeper — Michael Mark,
Euphemia Botchkova, his wife — Sylvia
Nadina, First Judge — George Irving, Merchant— Edward Cecil, Beautiful Exile —
Mary
Forman, Olga — Grace Cunard. (2)
Add.
Studios. Evelyn Venable, c/o Paramount
Jackie Cooper Admirer (Portsmouth). —
Jackie Cooper was born at Los Angeles on
Sept. 15, 1923. Pictures include : Our Gang
Comedies, Fox Movietone Follies. Sunny Side
Up, Skippy,
Sooky,
When Donovan's
a Fellow Kid,
NeedsThea Champ,
Frierui,
Divorce in the Family, Ring Up the Curtain,
The Bowery,
Loru Add.
Cowboy,
Peck's Bad Boy.
Treasure
Island.
c o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios.

Thanks to One-da Wafers, you can be independent of soap and water now !
These little soft felt discs cleanse the skin perfectly and are so handv when
travelling, or at parties and dances. If you send 6d. immediately and say that
you are a reader of the " Picturegoer," a box of wafers specially made for your
handbag will be forwaided to you. Do not delay '
OSBORNE,
GARRETT ft CO., LTD., LONDON. W 1
Protected
CLEANSING

o

I'LL

TELL

ABOUT

by Patent
WAFERS

YOU

A

SECRET

SHOES

Have you ever said "I'll go and buy myself some
shoes " ; and then been disappointed with their lack
of style and smartness ? It need never happen again
if you insist on ' Grayday ' Shoes, which for style
and price are sure to please discriminating Miss
1935. If you will write immediately to the address
given below saying that you are a reader of the
" Picturegoer," you will be sent, post free, an
illustrated styles brochure.
GAYDAY,

SHOEMAKERS,

NORWICH

SUPERMA
MACHINELESS
PERMANENT
WAVING

SUPERmfl
MlOHINEll SS
rERMANENI WAVINC

coaxes the hair gently and simply into the most natural
permanent waves and curls, without complicated
apparatus. Write, saying that you are a reader of ^
the " Picturegoer," when a free book, explaining this
wonderful system, will be forwarded to you at once.
SUPERMA
93-97, REGENT

LTD.,

STREET,

LONDON,

W.i
33
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New
" Picturegoer " Postcards
win all hearts
"The Picturegoer" has made
another big capture ! It presents an
entirely new series of p>ostcards to its
readers — forty-five film stars taken
from an entirely new and fascinating
angle. Never before have your
favourites api>eared in such a charming light. You will vote these sepia
glossy masterpieces the finest you
ever saw ! Order some to-day from
the list below.
Not cardsonly
are "Picturegoer"
in a class
by themselves, postbut
they are actually cheaper provided
you are a member of the "Picturegoer" toPostcard
To anjoin,
all
you need
do isClub.
to send
order
for not less than one dozen sepia
glossy postcards, new series, at the
regular rate of 2/6 dozen. Liberal
discounts on all subsequent orders.
5^ ALBUM
FREE
On joining, you are presented free with a
magnificent Album to hold 300 cards. The
cover resembles snakeskin and the dainty
coloured oval panel on the cover, embossed
in
gold "touch.
My FilmThe Favourites,"
gives areit aa
finishing
handsome pages
perfect background for your choicest treasures.

Choose your postcards from the list
below — real photographs, all new cards,
sepia glossy finish. 3d. each, 2 6 dozen.
Available to members and non-members.
Complete list of sepia glossy and other
postcards on request.
ALL
Jeui
A-thur
Fred A«Uirr
Jlmniy Butler
Kitty Cartif
le
Tullio
CarmiDAti
Jone
June Clyde
Carr
LeoCMTiUo
Donald
Caok
Ull DanriU
Dorothy
Dell
JameB
MarleneDvnn
Diet/icb
Patricia
eiUii
Jill
EraooDd
Carl Kuoond

NEW CARDS
W.AltecC. Faye
Fields
Grace Moore
Barry McKay
Joan Oardner
Warner
OUnd
WiUiaiD Oargan
Bobby
Bowes
Nancy O'Neil
Leslie Howard
Roffcr nibeam
Prior
Nova
Claode
Nelaon Hulbert
Keys
Mickey Rooney
Jan
Klepora
Flora
Kobson
Otto
Ijumy Ross
Anna Kni«er
Lee
Rogers
Stanley
(}ene Raymond
Jean MuirLupino Glnncr
ClUlord
Molliaon Margaret Soil* van
Tim McCoy
Ken Bfaynard
Thelma Todd

POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
' P1CTURBOOF.& " SALON.
TO '
Hi Long Acre. London, W.C.?.
PlcMc enrol me an a member of " The Flctair*goer "andPostcard
<lub. and ofscuddiNcoants,
me Membership
Card
full paxiiculars
futore orders.
I enclose cwder
for not le«setc..thanon
one dozen Postcards, sepia glosey flolith,
price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please Include with my
order your new i: Free Postcard Albom. I
enclose
piiAHng *ls.
on myextragift.to cover cost of postage and
Name
F.O. No
Amoant
*OTcneas cover
readerspacking
shfMildandenclose
2s. extra
postage.
Oroas P.O. /aod (>>./ and make payable
"THE PICTURBOOKR."
JT.B.—AppUem^
rgfMi^ tm patf fmm
mmff Iri$k
ehmr$e$Frm lAef8tmU
wmp
34
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ANNE

QEIZE your pen withoul further delay, pass that
^ puzzling point on to me.
I shall be delighted to
help you, but enclose a stamped addressed envelope if
you wish for a reply by post.

s on
that bare alegsho
ago
e nis
timten
rt the
ITcouisrtsbutraised
a good deal of
controversy. Now nine
girls out of ten play that
way; and the nine, if they are
wise, are getting their legs into
condition for the forthcoming
season.
For, if the legs are to be seen,
we owe it to ourselves and to the
onlookers to make sure that these
same legs are attractive. Many
of us at this time of year are
looking rather ruefully at the
scorch marks caused by hugging
the fire too closely on cold nights.
I think I have uttered warnings on this subject before. Legs
shouldn't be burned in this way,
for the marks can result in quite
unpleasant skin trouble. But I,
like the rest of you, will probably
go on doing it each winter just
the same. However, to get rid
of the marks before the open air
season begins.
zinc
ent with
treatmptus
ly eucaly
Nightand
ointment
will fade out the scars.
Cut some squares of clean old
linen, spread with the ointment
— which you can buy from all
chemists, by the way — place over
the reddened skin, and lightly
bandage.
Or, keep in place with a pair of
old light coloured stockings.
Allow to remain on overnight.
Next morning touch up the marks
with some calomine lotion, which,
when dry, will leave a protective
and bleaching powder all over
the skin.
When quite dry. the lotion will
be quite harmless to your stockings. Continue the treatment
till the scorch marks have feded.
Red and Rough
Gooseflesh and rough red pimples
are quite common blemishes.
They are so easy to cure that they
must not be tolerated. Ten dajrs
or a fortnight of the following
routine will make the legs smooth
and white.
Stand a bottle of olive oil in a
basin of hot water and have ready
a footbath with warm water and
soap that lathers freely. Anoint
the legs with the warm oil, place
your foot on the edge of the bath
and take two hands to the massage.
With the pads of the fingers and the
palms of the hands work the oil
well into the skin. Keep this up
for five minutes, and repeat the
process on the other leg.
Return to the first leg, rinse it
with warm water, and then apply
a good thick lather of soap. Work
this into the skin with a rubber
massage
brush.
If you
haven't
one
a cheap
rubber
bristled
nail
brush wUl do just as well. Continue
to rub in the lather for two or three
BUBuies. Then rinse off to get rid

of all trace of oiliness, and dry on a
soft towel. Finish with talcum
powder
or cream.or, better still, a hand lotion
Do this faithfully for two weeks
and I will guarantee that you will
be proud of your legs next time you
are in a bathing suit.
There is another matter that
requires wanted
attention,
and that is unhair.
This must be disposed of, for it is
so unfeminine
and lacking
dainti-is
ness. In the first
removal inthere
nothing so effective as a reliable
depilatory.
This will remove all trace of the
surface hair, and it should be used
again at intervals.
But in the meantime to discourage
the growth a bleaching paste should
occasionally be pasted on at night.
Mix three tablesjxKjnfuls of peroxide of hydrogen (10 vols), 6 drops of
ordinary household ammonia, and
mix to a workable jjaste with
powdered pumice stone.
Spread over the legs, and cover
with tecta thepair
of old stockings to prosheets.
Next morning go over the legs
with a piece of toilet pumice stone.
Regular applications of the two
treatments will keep the legs perfectly smooth and attractive.
Knots and Muscles
Knotted muscles in the calves
are rather ugly. These can be
improved if the trouble is not of too
long standing.
Warm two table-spoonfuls of olive
oil, and beginning at the knees
massage downwards to the ankles,
working the oil in as rapidly as
p>ossible. Continue the massage for
five minutes.
After wiping off the superfluous
oil, step immediately into a fairly
hot bath, or if that is not convenient
apply warmth, by wrapping the
legs in hot towels.
Housework often produces knobbly knees, and to prevent them, a
kneeling.
soft
mat should always be used when
A rubber one is best as it gives
most protection. Massage with
colourless tincture of iodine may
reduce the size of the joint a little,
but prevention is the best cure.
Once knees have lost their lines,
it is not easy to reshape them.
Answers to Correspondents
Cyclist
answer
your(Uford).
query. — This week's artirle will
PhUomel.
— TheIt pemxide
hydroKen
will
bleach
the hair.
will not ofdestroy
it. The
only cure is electrolysis. Vou are not too
young oftoa use
can thesendred you
uan>e
lotionskinthat(ood.
will Ihelp
veins.the
Worried.
— Send
haps 1can help
you. ine your address and per— I can let foryougn»sy
have
theBlonde
name of(Shorelu.fn).
a special foundation
skins.
Vlvlane. — Massage with olive oil would
help. Vou cannot expect rapid results.
Nora. — Let me have a stamped envelope
and I can give you the information you
desire.

Joan Gardner wears this Jaeger
suit in beige tweed with a brown
and beige striped silk jamptr.
Pansy (Southall). — Sorry, you must send
an envelope
exercises. Too long for insertion in thisforcolumn.
" Scvcntcan," — Let me have your address.
Worried Reader (Brighton) When
washmg your face, make a soapy lather in
your
palms,the add
well into
skin.a httle fine oatmeal and rub
-Massage with warm
L. L. (Mancbester).
— Dandruff
contagious
and it is quite
possible isthathighly
you
have caught it from your husband. Brushes,
combs, towels, etc, should all be kept itrictly
separate.
Mrs.stickJ.J.
P. (Birmingham).
—Your.\U lipmust tone
with your rouge.
the
wcU-known manufacturers of cosmetics make
lipstick and rouge to match. Make your
choice from the perfumery department of
any of the large stores.
Avis (Hants). — A simple astringent may
be made by adding 5 drops of spirits of
camphor to a traspoonful of witch haul
and a tablespoonlul
rose water. Make the
mixture
fresh for eachof occasion.
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Are MATTEVER
THE ORIGINAL & ONLY
EVER MATT-FINISH
FACE POWDER
which guarantees
INVISIBLE MAKE-UP
and the matt bloom of a
BEAUTIFUL
PEACH
Can now be obtained in a
LARGER
BOX
with a

I

WHY

DOCTORS
ORDER

this

chewing

" IVA **
specially made
WASHABLE
FUR PUFF
2/6 per box.
POUDRE

LAXATIVE

MAHEVER

usual box .... 1/3
9 shadesi

often. uUn^

Also : Perlumes, Creams, Lipstick, Rouge, Shampoo &c.
Samples of Free Powder on demand.
CKtATIO BV
Pi VER
PARIS
PARSCENT LIO.DJ^iRd Wto^ArUnJ^KSl
b««t aclMitUic NoM
NOSES. ' The
the world.
R«m«d7 agly noMMachiiM*
of inkioda.
Worn
dortnf slMp. SUhiQpod «aT«lop« for fall
puticiiUr*.
RED MOSES.—4,'6, po.tf(«e. Fonicn.
lat4lTctirMr«dnoMa,
V% extn.
Op.
Bibber Kv
UULI
remedy
oautandEADC
linV EHno.
lAr
PO*^ '"e.
Porelfn,CRITERIOR
1/C extn.
P. IXBt7/C>BAT,
SpMsaUtt,
BUILPaO. FICOASnXT CIBCUg, I/OHDOH,
b.W.l.

SKIN
And

Stop
Hair
Falling
Grow It Like This
Rmi4 tliit l«tt«r. Se« how yon, too,
can stop your hair falling and grow
it again, thicker and stronger than
ever.
" My kair WM lalline rapMly tMt
kwomine ttrribly thin," writet Mitt
D.
" /eieeetire
had used
toniet,Bell.
but the
fallingdifferent
of the
hair continued. Thtn I iritd Ketallco.
My hair (toppad comine away on
tM eamb, and a Niw, Baautitul,
Thick Growth developed, frM from
Dandruff. Alto my hair, which wot
growina
colour. grey, returned itt natural
KOTALKO
[TRUE HAIR GROWER |
qaicfciy ttoa*
and .troncly.
fl«n ridhairof faliine
icurf —andrt(row$
quickontH thickly
slow erowth.
Pott ThiiLTD.,
Coupon To-da*.
To JOHN Fin
HARTin and
BRITTAIN,
• Poicy ttroot (104.AT), London, W.l.
Please send me, poet paid. Testing Package of KOTALKO
and KOTALKO SOAP, with directions, for which I enclose
3d. in stamps.
NAME ...
i ADDRESS
Kotaiko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors,
and all Chemists and Stores,
Soap per1/6.box 5/- and 12/<, Kntalko
/. a

FOOD

the secret of /PV

the little sealed envelope!

L.T.

Pimples/
Touinhideous
buFl* I
newanembAirmflving.
and Boci&l lile. repalrive.
Why sufferTheywithhartthese
blemishes when they can now be removed eaMly, quickly. [
Simply
apply medicaUd
CKEAMpimples.
and I
leave ovemlfht.
Aft«r aHRHASEPTlC
few applications,
blackheads, and other facial blerainhes will d|.<«ppear. I
leaTlog
your
skin
dev.
tituxUk.
and
flatH^tf.
8<nd
lor a complete treatment Jar. Absolutely cuarant-ed 2/6or |I
your
money refunded.
Formen
women. St.,ForeiKn
3, -.
HAMXLTOH
LABS.. X>«pt.
P18. and
6 Ooadnh
London.PjrtW.l.

ham

wm

READ

THIS

REMARKABLE

TRIBUTE FROM A PROMINENT LONDON PHYSICIAN
London, Feb. 1935.
Dear Sirs,
At a physician I do not often (ive a
testimonial to makers of proprietary medicines, but I feel that I must express my very
great appreciation of Feen-a-mint.
In a lenfthy experience of aperients and
laxatives of all kinds varying from oldfashioned drugs to the many belauded various
" laxes," i have never used one which has
given such consistently good results as
Feen-a-mint. I prescribe it freely and
frequently because I know that its bland
action and certain result are excellent when
I need to bring about an all-important " clean
Unlike other laxatives. 1 find Feen-a-mint
inside." for almost every type of patient—
suitable
especially for those who cannot otherwise
get well until they have lost their chronic
constipation.
I am quite willing for you to use this tribut*
to the excellence of your product, but must
ask you not to divulge Yours
my identity.
faithfully,
(Signed)

M.D., B.Sc

Take this doctor's advice ! Get a Is. 3d. packet
of Fecn-a-mint from your chemist to-day, or,
for a FREE SAMPLE, send your name and
address and l!d. in stamps (to cover postage)
to White's Laboratories Ltd. (Dept. E.4.),
143 Thames House, Westminster, S.W.I.

Feen-arfflint

'~[fui onhf CkeMjuuj laxative

/

Two surprises for every woman who takes advantage of our special offer! Being so certain of your
delight after using the new nell gwynn skin food,
we will send you — on receipt of 3d. in stamps —
a large trial jar. Test its really beautifying and
youthening effect on your skin ! You will find
Surprise No. 1 very gratifying.
Surprise No. 2 will come when, after comparing its
quality with other Skin Foods — you open the
accompanying sealed etnelope and learn the price
of this wonder worker !
The Secret of
Skin Beauty
NELL GWYNN SKIN FOOD is the skin's natural
beautifier. It follows Nature's own example by
feeding
underlying
in order
bring outtheitsskin's
surface
bloom. tissues,
By replacing
thoseto
natural oils of the skin which have gradually been
used up (leaving it dry, and half starved) this
Beauty Aid nourishes the skin, which gradually
revitalized, beauty.
firm and clear— glowing with
abecomes
new unsuspected
NELL G W YNN CLE A NSING CREA M completes
the good under-surface work by thorough porecleansing. It clears away all the deep-seated impurities which, if left, result in sallow complexions
and other "clogged-pore" evils. Nell Gwynn Cleansing Cream is the ideal skin cleanser.
OTHER NELL GWYNN PRODUCTS
Nell GxAgrnn Skin Tonic
Nell Gwynn
Vanithing
Poudre Nell
GwynnCream
Face Packs Bach Ollvcites
Talcum Powder
Beauty Soap
Obtainabit at Boots, Timothy Whites,
Taylors and all first-class chemists
POST THIS COUPON FOR FREE TRIAL JAR
To], Clij. Field Ltd.,Oept.22B.Umbeth.London.$.E.1
Piease send me a free trial jar of Nell Gu/ynn Skin
Food in accordance wiih your special offer. I enclose
3d. in statics to cover postage and packing.
NameAddress.
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improve
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the cigarette — and how

the taste of
much

better

it feels!
A filter tip, to do its cleansing and
cooling work

thoroughly, should be

made

of the purest, fleeciest wool.

Now

for the first time you can have

a De Reszke filter tip of this material,
cased in pure cork, on cigarettes of
De Reszke quality.
Try a packet of the new De
Reszke with the improved filter tip,
and

you

smoking

will find that cigarette
holds a new

joy for you.

Blissfully cool, delightfully smooth,
with nothing to irritate the most
sensitive throat — to smoke these
cigarettes is to realise even
fully the fine character
Reszke

Ask

for

DE

RESZKE

'CORK*with
Issued by Godfrey Phillips Ltd.

the

more

of the De
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Filter
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—
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for
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THAT

EXPENSIVE
WAVE
Is it worth a penny to save it ?

ii,

' DANDERINE

' insures your hair for a
penny a day.

When you pay good money for a wave,
'sticky
Danderine
' willandhelp
to retain
it. Unliketo
dressings
oilyyou
tonics,
it is delightful
use. Its delicate fragrance is appealing and it
creates a marvellous effect of freshness and
cleanliness !
When you've had your hair shampooed, a little
' Danderine ' will keep it from getting out of place.
Use ' Danderine * every time you comb your
hair — ^to be sure of your hair all day long ! To
have the satisfaction of knowing that it is not only
clean but that it really looks clean. To know it
will stay as you arranged it. And to know no
dandruff will appear.
Withto all
your so
hair,
it's
a pity
omitthethiscarelastyou
touchgivethatto means
much.
It's no trouble ! Yet you can hardly believe
anything
so such
mild aand
pleasant
' Danderine
could bring
change
in theas condition
and '
appearance of your hair and scalp. Just try it.
You can buy ' Danderine ' at all Chemists and
Stores, 1/3, 2/6 and 4/6.

FOR THE HAIR
'Da■n
deri

ne

in buslnesAmreembarrusiDg,
&Dd bovial life.rcpulxive.
Why sufferTheywithhurtthewyou hideoui
blemifiLws when they cad now bereniov«fl mxily, quirkly.
Simply overnight.
apply medicated
( RKAMptmplep.
And
leave
After aHKMASKITIC
few appHratioiiR.
blivrkbeadfi. and other facia) lileini>'he? will diKnpi>ear,
leaviDR yuur skin Hrar, tmooth, and ftatH^m, Bend 2 'I
for a complete treatment Jar. Absolutely euamnt^ed or
your
money refunded.
Pur men
women. St..FnrelKn
HAMILTON
LABS.. Dept.
P18. and
6 Coodait
London,1' W
"MYSTERY TO ME
IS HOW YOUR HAIR
STAYS 'PUT' ALTHOUGH
YOU WEAR"BUNO
T IGRIPS*
AM
WEARING
INVISIBLE

BLACK

CRiPS - ..
THEY'RE
\ MARVELLOUS )
Ttacae amuioe little Rripi bold mor« bur tbto
oriluurTCuQOt
dX biircripi,
USE.
ftO ODt. relWillm DOtINTISIBLE
lote ibtpe IKor
uriu. Idol lor boldioK Roll Coili in plin.
Id
6 Sbtdei.
Onlj STORES.
oblaio*bl«iaoladinK
from BOOTS.
HAIBDRES8EBS
and OOOD
Jnrrrti, Rainffr,rtl * raufklmi . Ijd.. P rml:iikai:
BROWN BLONDE &OU)EN CReV SILN/ER

ft
i^^.>>«^ FAIRY CRIP
THE
'EIGHT
POINT' GRIP

iscolour

teetl
COLGATES

COLGATE'S

REMOVES

ALL

SEVEN

DENTAL

There's a lot more to cleaning teeth than most people
realize. Do you know that everything you eat and drink
and smoke leaves a stain on your teeth I Unless all these
stains are removed daily, they gradually build up, spoiling
the appearance of even the loveliest teeth — making them
dull and dingy — unattractive.
No toothpaste with a single cleansing action can remove
all stains. Some stains yield to polishing action — others
only to emulsit'e action. Both actions are needed to
give teeth spotless lustre. And Colgate's has both actions.
First, Colgate's emulsive foam loosens many of the stains,
dissolves them, washes them away. Then, Colgate's
polishing action gently rubs away the more stubborn
stains. Thus your teeth are left thoroughly clean — far
whiter, more brilliant.

CREAr a
RIBBO •

THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH.
1. Meats and other proteins. 4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Beverages.
6. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.
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FOR GREY HAIR
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/>»^.
S», W«»lb»«lM
tH^.;
Sm.nb
3/S,^.u.~
poat 9/6.4/3.
Lontea.A., «J.

MUSTARD

E
SAUC

Perfect Slim Figure
Have
youthfulunequalled
fascinatinKslimming
curves,
M. Edwards
cream 2/6 (month's supply), will
give
YOU an Guaranteed
admirable figure
this summer.
pure,
British.
Private.
to:
M. EDWARDS, Write
(Dept.now G.I.).
35, Hoghton St. Southport.
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Sample

BY

FOR

EFFECT

OF

A

LAXATIVE

DOCTORS

ORDER

FEEN-A-MINT, the only chewing laxative that
is so gentle, so sure in its action, that doctors

POWDER

OTHER FASCINATING ADVANTAGES
Mayfair is delighted with a new £ace powder. Many
of the Smart Set have changed over to it. " I never
realised any powder could add sudi glamour to the
skin," said a Countess.
It's marvellous the way this powder makes every
woman's skin look more youthful. But acttially there
are three good reasons for this beautifying effea.
The shades in this new powder, created by Pond's,
make women's complexions look radiantly fresh :
its subtle colours contain the natural tints of lovely
skin. Its texture is so fine, it gives the complexion a
^iscinating bloom. Its perfume is ettchantu^.
It is not surprising that, though costing only from
6d. a box,^ Pond's Face Powder is rapidly becoming
the favourite among leaders of Society. Boxes are
6d and i /-; Crystal Jars, 2/6.
SPECIAL OFFER : Write your name and address here
— attach a id. STAMP to one comer, and post in i id. sealed
envelope to : Dept. iyt. Pond's Exmtct Company Ltd., PerivaU, Green/ord, Middlesex, and we will send you «annpl>» of all
5 shades
Face Powdei : Natural, Peach, RacJiel I
and
II, andof Pond's
Dade Bmnettc.
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Send

prescribe it even for the most 'difficult' patients.
A FREE SAMPLE will be forwarded to you
if you will send to the address below :
Write, enclosing
1 ^d. s tainp
a);e, E.4),
to —
I,abora((>ries
Ltd.,for post
(Dept.
for itNowHf^
3. Thames House, Westminster, S.W.I.

Choose your"" Picturegoer
" postcards
Sensational
Scdojpi
GRETA GAR&O and Portrait
JroTii the "Partners"
list below, real
photographs, sepia glossy and coloured
HERBERT MARSHALL
glossy, 3d. each, 2s. 6d. dozen. Available
to members and non-members. Complete list ofon 140
•' Partners " atul other
postcards,
request.
Greta
Garbo
and
Herbert
Marshall.
Eric Linden and Helen Twelvetrees.
Warren
Williams
and
Marian
Marsh.
Richard Arlen and Pegsry Shannon.
Douglas
Fairbanks.
Jnr.,
and
Phillips Holmes and Anita Page.Ann Dvorak.
Clark Gable
and and
Manon
Charles
Morton
AnitaDavies.
Page.
John
Barrymore
and
Greta Shannon.
Garbo.
Charles Rogers and Peggy
Warren Williams and Lill Damita.
John Boles and Irene Dunn.
Charles Farrell
Elissa Landl.
Leslie Howard and Manon Davies.
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper.
Herbert Marshall and Edna Best.
Stuart Erwin and Joan Blondell.
Eric Linden andandSidney
Fox.
Neil
Crawford.
VictorHamilton
Varcont and Joan
Fay Wray.
Gene
Gerrard
and
Molly
Douglas Fairbanks. Jnr.. Lament.
and Frances Dee.
Garry Cooper
Helen Hayes.
Ralph
Lynn andandWinifred
Shotter.
Melvyn Douglas
Menjou and
and Greta
BarbairaGarbo.
Stanwyck
The ''Pictnregoer " Salon has made a Adolphe
Gary GrantArlenand andSylvia
capture
which ofis Greta
bound toGarbo
prove and
sensational
Fay Sidney.
Wray.
A Portrait
Herbert ! Richard
Leslie
Howard
and
Mary
Pickfonl.
Marshall, who made such an adorable pair William Powell and Kay Francis.
in Tlu Painted Veil, has just been added
to the " Picturegoer
" series
"Partners"
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
photographs.
It shows
theseofthefamous
in a dramatic love
scene from
film. stars
Add
delay.
TO •'PICTUKEOOEK • »ALON.
this masterpiece to your coUection without
H» LoBC Acre. Lowiop, W.CJ,
PI«Me
enn4 mt1 lab,
as » umI
uauber
<amc** The
Ftctw
Not byonlythemselves,
are "Picturegoer"
in a
^oer
**
Po9t<:ard
Membenhlp
class
but theypostcards
are actually
Card
andorders.
fall particularK
ofsenddi^utmts,
etc^thsDoa
cheaper provided you are a member of the
future
I
enclose
urder
for
aot
Its*
"Picturepoer" Postcard Club. To ioin, all
one
dozen
'*
Partners
"
rostcardf,
xpii
glotrj
or
yon need do is to send an order for not less
coloured
gXof^sy (stale
«-hich>
price yanr
2i». 6d.newdozen.
Please
Include
with
mj
order
than one
dozen
"Partners"
or
other
postFree
Album.andI enclose
cards at the regular rate of 2s. 6d. dozen.
corcr Fostcacd
cost of postage
packing on tajextragift.to
Liberal discounts on all subsequent orders.
Name
ALBUM
FREE
Address
On joining,
you a are
presented free with
magnifit album
to hold
300
P.O. No
Amoont
•ards. The cover resembles snakeskin and the
'OTerseas cover
reader?packing
dioaldandendose
2s, extra to
]>ostage.
oval panel gives it a
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and make fMiTable to
finishing touch. The
"THE fnm
PKTUREGOER."
handsome pages are a
Jf.B. — Apptiemmis
JrUk dutg
Frf timi
Staidimmg
ttiO
reiMind
to pm^ say
enl/y
perfect background
cAcfveaMe.
Pic. 27/4/38.*«
fortreasures.
your choicest

TWO

FREE

GIFTS

for

every

BLONDE
Yoo are proud of your fair hair.
Wouldn't you like it to look even
more lovely? Send at once for a
FREE Sample Bottle of Hartene
CAMOMILE GOLDEN HAIR WASH,
which puts that glorious gleam of
sunshine into your hair, and also for a
FREE Sample Sachet of HARLENE
CAMOMILE SHAMPOO, the perfect
shampoo for preserving the beauty of
fair hair.

SEND
COUPON

THIS
NOW

2 FREE GIFTS
COUPON
Send this coupon with 3d.
stamps
and FREE
your naxne
and
address for
SAMPLES
ot "Hariene" Camomile Golden
Hair
and to"Hariene"
Camomile
Edwards
Hariene Wash
Ltd.Shampoo
(G.S.936),
20/26 Lamb's London,
Conduit W.CJ.
St.,
(StampoRcryour
witk tma
lYtd.
stamp.)
This
doesenvelope
mot apply
Irish Free State.
3
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HOUBIGANT

FACE POWDER
OUEIQUES FIEURS
1/6
2/6 4/6
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CREAM ROUGE
EN BEAUTE
' o genuine innovation in
the ort o! moke-up "
4/3
All

HOUBIGANT

manufactured

)NDEUBLE IIPSTICK
" EN
BEAUTY "
Sliding Tube
3/-

preparations

exclusively

In Ihe model

laboratories

sur-SEINE,

near

direct

and
of

the

in PHANCE
at NKUILLY-

PARIS,

personal

are

under

the

supervision

creators.

INDELIBLE LIPSTICK
"EN BEAUTi"
New Model Refill
Propelling
2/- Cote 4/6
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Talent

Balcon' s " Bag " — the first
" Colour Star " — Unknown wins
" Ramona " role — Chaplin's
attack of film fever — Garbo to
dance in new film.
"HE current talkie talent shortage is
causing alarm and the burning of
midnight oil in the executive offices
of Elstree and Hollywood. The
position is becoming serious. The
dearth of suitable newcomers is, moreover,
international, this time.
The absence of new f)ersonalities to carry
on the British film renaissance is reflected in
the' ' raid ' 'on Hollywood by Mr Michael Balcon,
production chief of Gaumont British, our most
powerful film organisation.
Mr. Balcon has so far secured an interesting,
if not sensational, "bag," comprising Richard
Dix, Karen Morley, Madge Evans, Noah
Beery and C. Aubrey Smith.
Well, it is easier to buy ready-made stars
and near-stars than it is to make them.
I have a great personal admiration for the
work of all the players mentioned, but,
quite apart from the fact that only one of
them, Richard Dix, has official star ranking
in America, it seems to be necessary to point
out once again that the importation to English
studios of Hollywood names is merely a
feeble palliative, not a cure. Anna Neagle,
and to a lesser extent perhaps. Merle Oberon,
are still the only two important feminine stars
developed by the British film industry alone
.since talkies arrived.
The leading man department does not even
bear inspection.
Hollywood Worried
Hollywood itself is in the throes of its biggest
talent hunt for years.
Apart from its interest in our younger players,
like Mollie Lament, and its big bids for the
services of our larger luminaries, including Miss
Neagle and Jessie Matthews, it has conducted more
tests during the last six months than ever before.
M.-G.-M. averaged ten tests a week for more than
two months, while all the other major studios
made six or more weekly for the same period.
At the same time the legitimate stage, variety

Otto Kruger's " den."

Theinpopular
poses for
the " Picturegoer " cameraman
the studyM.-G.-M.
of his newactor
Westwood
home.

hails, and even the radio studios were scoured
more intensively than usual.
Practically every method of developing talent
has been discussed. The subject has in fact
dominated studio conferences for weeks past.
There is a growing body of opinion in the film
capital that the stage is no longer the ideal
training ground, although it is useful for supplying
established names.
Subsidised Stock Company Scheme
Most of the studios have their own dramatic
schools, but these have not been entirely
satisfactory either.
The only really big box-office name produced
by this method so far — and it is a long time ago —
was Buddy Rogers. The training takes too long
and
is not conducive to producing positive personalities.
The most popular plan at the moment is the
idea of subsidising stock companies — and it is
one that could probably be put into operation
even more easily here.
The scheme, sponsored by Mr. Ben Piazza, of
Paramount, is, briefly, for the six major companies
to unite in the estabhshment of a stock company
in .some town far enough away from Hollywood
to eliminate studio interference. There junior
players from the studios would receive their
training. The cost to each firm, he estimates,
would not be very much more than £100 a week.

and colouring through the medium of poster
advertising for a well-known cigarette.
Robert Edmund Jones, the technicolour expert,
personally chose this girl with the beautiful
colouring for Becky Sharp — the picture which Sir
Cedric Hardwicke tells me he considers will swing
the film trade over in favour of colour films.
As the choice of this young girl was dictated by
her admittedly beautiful colouring it may be that
colour pictures will see an ecUpse of accepted
favourites of the black and white film just as the
talking picture sounded the death knell of many
beautiful but dumb stars of the silent days.
Screen's New " Ramona "
Talking of discoveries, on the theory that
Hollywood values more highly what it
discovers than what is forced upon it, Rita Cansino,
Fox's new white-haired girl, showed unusual
shrewdness.
Miss Cansino wanted to get into pictures, but
saw no open road.
Taking a convenient detour, she obtained an
engagement as a dancer at Agua Cahente, knowing
that
would sooner
see her. or later every one in Holl)rwood
She was there for several months before a

personality similar to hers was needed in Dante's
Inferno.
.\s a result of a brief bit in that, she was engaged
by Fox for Charlie Chan in Egypt, and now the
studio hias indicated that she wiU have the coveted
Will Colour Crash Stellar Thrones ? title role in Ramona.
In the meanwhile the news that Radio Pictures
gave a part in Becky Sharp to a yo..ing girl, Merle Oberon's Plans
Joan Arnold, lends support to our recent hint
seems,
stay in the Hollyof an upheaval about to take place among the Merle Oberon,
wood studiosit for
some will
time.
ranks of Hollywood stars.
Samuel Goldwyn's
For Joan Arnold has a face which has charmed
Metrosigning
to alterof itsMerle
plans for
for The
her
miUions of Americans by its beautiful features Dark A ngel caused
{Continued on page 6)
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And Bing
here's Crosby,
a new Bums
:
who and
has Allen
now story
completed
Mississippi, wanted an autographed picture of
the pair to add to the famous collection on the
wall of his office. '
Bing wanted to ask George Bums for it, but
could not locate him, so he was forced to make the
request direct to Gracie Allen.
The photograph arrived the next day. It read :
"To George Bums and Gracie Allen, Love from
Bing Crosby."
No
Opera for Bing
Bing, who, cis I have mentioned before is
marvellously modest, now announces that
no matter how many operatic films Paramount
may decide to produce, the studio will have to
film them wthout Bing Crosby.
It was reported some time ago that he would
"sing
oi>era." he announced the other day, "that
"I know,"
I'm probably not being considered for anything
in the operatic way, but just in case, I'm telling
everybody in advance — no operas !
"I'm a freak singer," he admitted, "not an
operatic baritone. Personally, I'd like to sing an
operatic
role, sound
but I foolish
can't, and
I'm not ingoing
make myself
by getting
with toa
lot of f)eople who can really sing. I'll stick to the
popular
and for
get amyBing
fun Crosby
listeningautographed
to oi>eras."
We'll tunes,
be asking
picture ourselves next.

Bing Crosby is a family man and toe don't mean maybe. Here is the famous crooner at home
toith Gary Evan, aged nineteen months, and Phillip Lang and Dennis Michael, the famous tioins.
(Continued from page 5)
inclusion in the Ann Harding starring vehicle
The Flame Within.
Although the English player was committed to
M.-G.-M., the studio made no difficulties about
releasing her to the Goldwyn organisation, where
she will make three pictures.
Maureen O'Sullivan has been substituted in
Miss Oberon's role in The Flame Within.
Chaplin's New Enthusiasm
Whatever uncertainty there may be about the
progress of "Production Number Five,"
there is little doubt that Charles Spencer Chaplin
has, after all these years of masterly inactivity,
been fired with a new enthusiasm for film-making.
On completion of the new comedy he will, as I
have previously noted here, produce a picture
starring his friend, prot6g6 and, according to
rumour, wife, Paulette Goddard.
At the monent, I hear, he is also negotiating
with Peter Lorre, who is in Hollywood working for
Columbia, in regard to making The Good Soldier,
Schweyk for the United Artists programme.
It is an Hungarian war stoiy, with a comedy
twist, and Lorre owns the screen rights. He will
star in it if the deal is completed.
Garho Dances the " Mazurka "
Those who remember Greta Garbo's exotic
cavorting^ as the dancer-spy in Maia Hari
will be interested to hear that the Great One is to
dance again in Anna Karenina.
Greta is to dance the colourful "Mazurka"
and DirectOT Clarence Brown has selected Maxgarete Wahnan, the famoms Viennese choreographer, to arrange and direct the spectacular
dance sequence.
Brown genius
procbdms
Mme.dance.
Wahnann
as to-day's
greatest
of the
Although
she is
vnder contract to the Vienna Stage Opera, he nriged
her to come to Hollywood to introduce her new
6

and sensational ballet development in pictures.
The "Mazurka" sequence in the Tolstoi drama
is planned as one of the most important episodes
in the picture.
During its progression, important dramatic
events take place between the leading characters
without any cessation in the music or dance steps
of the participants.
It will be Mme. Walmann's first assignment for
the films in Hollywood, where she was accompanied
by her husband. Prof. Hugo Burghauser, president
of the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, who conducts
the music for her sp>ectacles.
NEXT WEEK
GLORIOUS 48-PAGE
SILVER
JUBILEE NUMBER
NEXT
be onein
of theweek's
biggestPicturkgoer
and brightestwillthrills
the history of modem screen journalism. It
will be a glorious 48-page Silver Jubilee
Number as gay and colourful as anything
connected with this historic celebration.
Page after page of glowing photogpravure
will present to you pictures and features, news
and views, stories and gossip second to none.
—AND A FREE ART SOUVENIR ! —
AND — here is a real surprise !— inside
every copy there will be a glamorous 16-page
Art Souvenir of The Night is Young, the great
new movie starring Evelyn Laye and Ramon
Novarro. All the charm and beauty of this
wonderful "single" of Old Vienna is brought
to yon in irresistible stories and pictures.
Be wise before the event I Order your
copy
of next week's
Silver
of
The Picturegoer
now.
The Jubilee
demand issue
will be
tremendous, and you would never forgive
yourself if you heaxA ytrar newsagent say,
"Too late — I'm sold oat again."

How Dietrich Started
Marlene
Dietrich, in an unusual burst of
loquacity revealed the other day how she
really started her career.
"I was working with about 40 other 'extras'
in a society scene for a German film," she says,
"when an assistant director by chance thrust a
lorgnette into my hands cmd commanded me to
act Uke a young duchess.
"I had had some experience with elderly duchesses, but never the younger ones, so I caricatured
the 'bit' to the best of my abUity. The lorgnette
attracted the director and he focussed the camera
on it — and, of course on my face, as well. The
next day this director called me in to his office and,
with bewildering suddenness, ?;ave me a contract.
"That lorgnette." she adds, now occupies the
place of honour on my dressing-room wall I"
Midnight with the Stars
Gracie Fields, Anna Neagle, Florence Desmond,
Jessie Matthews, and Sonnie Hale. Cedric
Hardwirke. Sydney Howard, Jack Buchanan
and Flannagan and Allen among others, tell me
that they are to apf>ear on the bill at the 1935
"Midnight With the Stars Matin6e." which is
being held this year at the £>ominion Theatre
on May 8.
Richard Tauber is also very anxious to sing on
the great occasion, and if his continental engagements permit, he will most certainly appear.
One of the biggest surprise films of the year, now
in the last stages of production is also to be shown,
while stars will be represented in the audience,
with star-ticketholders who include Tom Walls,
Yvonne Amaud, Heather Thatcher, Seymour
Hicks, Binnie Hale, Bobby Howes, Conrad Veidt,
Gertrude I^wrence and Evelyn Laye.
One of the interesting features in connection with
the programme will be a sale of film souvenirs
conducted from Selfridges. Gifts sent from every
leading star in Hollywood and in British studios
will be offered for sale in aid of the Cinematograph
Trade Benevolent Fund.
Among some of these souvenirs will be :
A turban wore by Greta Garbo in Tlte Painted
Veil.
A nightdress worn by Myrmi Loy in The
Thinman.
A blunderbuss used by Wallace Beery in
Treasure Island.
A workbasket used by Elizabeth Allan in David
CoPperfield.
TennisAre Shoes
Things
Lookingworn
Up. by Suzanne Lenj^en in
TennisAreRacquet
Things
Looking used
Up. by Cicely Courtneidgc in
Katharine Hepburn. Shirley Temple and Heather
Thatcher have also sent interesting novelties.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
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appeal to our readers to
assist us in honourir^ the outstanding performances of 1934
with an award of international
significance.
AN

YOUIL

VOTt

on

the

in mind that only 1934 releases are under
considerarion — and post it to Award of Merit,
93 Long Acre, W.C.2.
It does not entail a lot of labour and it does
in no small measure show an appreciation of
those who are striving hard for your entertainment.
GOLD

MEDAL

'

— 'HE response to our appeal to "Picturegoer" readers to assist us in awarding
gold medals to the actor and actress
who give the best performances in
pictures released in 1934 has been
gratifyingly large. But great as it is there
must be many of you who have not voted yet
and since we do want to make this ballot
as comprehensive as possible we appeal once
more to everyone to help us maintain the
"Picturegoer"
Medal as the pre-eminent
British
Award Gold
of Merit.
You are all enthusiastic picturegoers and must
feel that you would like to repay in some measure
the pleasure the screen has given you in the past
year.
You cannot do this better than by marking your
appreciation of the artistes who have entertained
you by giving them your vote.
For the benefit of those who have not seen the
conditions under which we make the award I
will repeat them here.
The "Picturegoer" Cold Medal Award is now in
its third year and has already become internationally famous. It is recognized by everyone
both here and in America as one of the most significant honours in the kinema world.
It is not 3. popularity contest. It is an endeavour
to
of fine for
acting
by show
askingouryoureaders'
to vote,appreciation
on merit alone,
the
actor and actress you consider has given the
best individual performances in last year's
releases.
It does not matter whether the picture in which
the artistes apjjeared was not great in itself if,
in your considered opinion, he or she contributed
a fine piece of acting.
There have been many quite moderate productions in which some actor has carried you
away by the sheer merit of his performance.
These are the occasions you should remember
when deliberating on your choice.
The award is not limited to any particular
nationaUty; representatives of all countries are
eligible for your vote.
All you have to do is to write on a postcard
the names of the actor and actress and the pictures in which they appeared — always bearing

" "picturegoer"
largestandcirculation
of any
L film magazinehasin the
Europe
consequently
the
opinion of its hundreds and thousands of readers
is of great value and importance since they represent one of the greatest sections of the film-going
public in the world.
But it is only with your co-operation that we
can express in full measure the honour we are
wideavoviring to pay.
The public makes the stars and you as the
public have a chance of putting the seal of approval
on your choice.
At this stage of the proceedings it is difficult

Left, Greta Garbo, first feminine choice so far
for " Queen Christina " and Right, her runner
up. Norma Shearer in " The Barretts cf
Wimpole Street.
to gauge
the
list. which stars are the most likely to bead
At the moment, however, Clark Gable has a
definite
lead for his performance in It Happened
One
Night.
It is interesting to remember that only a few
years ago Gable was far from being one of the
most popular male leads in this country. His true
worth — and he has doubtless unproved out of all
recognition — is now being realised and his acting
in the picture mentioned above has brought him
fius actor by the way was not in the first ten
support.
last
year.
Greta Garbo is heading the list of actresses for
her performance in Queen Christina and is
closely followed by Norma Shearer for The Barretts
of Norma
Wimpole Shearer
Street. won the award last year and
Greta Garbo was fourth.
An interesting fact is the number of votes being
recorded for a young British artiste Nova Pilbeam
has had good support from her admirers for her
work in Littk Friend.
Now write and support the candidates you
consider deserving of the highest honour this
country can offer by recording your vote. Do it
now !— L. C.
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Julie
Noel Haydon
Coward and
in
Ben Hecht and
MacArthur's new
picture "Miracle
in 49th Street."

WORK£D

HAT is a holiday in New York
without dashing over to the
Long Island studios of the Messrs.
Hecht and MacArthur to see
what those two non-committal
writers, Ben and Charlie, who hauled up
their stakes in Holljrwood a year ago to
produce films in the east, are doing toward
the advancement of the entertainment world ?
So far they have given us Critne Without
Passion and Once in a Blue Moon.
You always can count upon excitement in
Astoria, where stars become extras in mob
scenes and extras become stars under the
excellent guidance of that irrepressible trio
of super-genii, Hecht, MacArthur, and Lee
Garmes, Hollywood's ace cameraman, who
returned with them to co-direct.
While Helen Hayes, Lillian Gish, and a
host of established stars sauntered about
unnoticed in crowds during the filming of
Crime Without Passion, they were building a
little dancing girl from the Waldorf-Astoria
to stardom.
The world will see more of Margo. From the
variety stage and night clubs they discovered a
potential Charlie Ci.aplin in that little Italian
comedian, Jimmy Savo.
A yet
morerecognised
startling byname,
knownonly'round
globe,of
film fans
as the the
author
Cavalcade and Private Lives, was supplying the
excitement of current activities when I made the
pilgrimage. It is, of course, Noel Coward, who
makes his initial bow before the cameras as an
actor in Miracle in 49th Street.
It is Noel's first appearance as a film actor.
Since a discouraging screen test he once maxle
with Gertrude Lawrence, he has repeatedly said
"No" both to Britain and Hollywood. The
foremost miracle in Astoria was Noel's condescension to make a picture.
"What really induced me to try films," he
explains, "was that I wanted the experience.
I waswent
interested
in doingcomfortably
Miracle in in
49tha Street,"
he
on, relaxing
brown
8

NOEL

COWARD
"pICTUREGOER'S''
A correspondent went tospecial
Long
Island to watch Noel Coward work
in his first film. What happened
was that Noel Coward watched
our special correspondent work in
the film instead. Between scenes,
however, the famous dramatist
and Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur made up for it with
this revealing story.
turtle-neck sweater and a loosely-woven tweed
suit, " because Hecht and MacArthur, whom I
admire enormously, are producing and directing
it, and because it's being made in New York.
I liked the script, the part, and, as I've already
said,
The it's
parta new
is thatexperience."
of a suave, sophisticated book
publisher who falls in love with all of his feminine
novelists. Hope Williams, also making her first
bow before the cameras after several years of
phenomenal success on the Broadway stage, and
Martha Sleejaer, whose light has been hidden
under several Hollywood bushels because of her
very close resemblance to Joan Crawford and
Tallulah Bankhead, play two of the women he
loves and leaves.
But then Julie Haydon, another girl who fared
obscurely in Hollywood, comes along — and it is a
different story from then on.
After a brief conference (he is consulted before
each scene is rehearsed, although he insists upon
holding his position of actor only in the film and
consistently declines to add one line of dicdogue
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to the script) Coward told me why he is only now
making his first bow to the film cameras. " I am
afraid of those long-term contracts," he said.
"This way I expect to be able to learn a great
deal during a single picture and I am working
with men who are experienced in the craft and
And ability
from those
men whose ability he admires
whose
I admire."
we learn that Coward in five brief weeks has
learned almost as much about films as years of
experience have taught them.
So much, in fact, and so alert was their new
star that the picture was completed a fortnight
ahead of the original schedule.
From Hecht and MacArthur we also learn that
they were taking no chances in signing Coward.
He fell into an easy stride his second day before
the cameras — and is far surpassing any of his
legitimate performances.
He was soon labelled "the pride of the Russians,"
becauseday.
he was
anxious his
to fair
see the
"rushes"
each
Julie soHaydon,
leading
lady,
is responsible for that one.
What difference in his already brilliant career
this film will make remains to be seen, because
the new experience will not alter his immediate
plans. With the film completed, Noel continued
his delayed course to China to finish writing his
autobiography. It is about half -completed.
After
— he, himself,
doesn't it
knowmaythebeanswer.
If hethatreturns
to the screen,
either
as an actor or a writer. Asked which he prefers,
the Coward brow knit for a moment.
"I love acting," he pondered, "writing is
something quite different. But I suppK>se if a
magician were to come up to me and say ' Choose,'
I'd say writing, but I'd hate to give up acting."
As, word
for ofNoel's
acting,andyou'll
have just
to take
the
his cohorts
producers,
as I did.
I had gone over with the keen anticipation of
watching him work. Of course I have seen him
many times behind footlights.
I had ductedjust
studiohour
and was
beencalled.
conto the reached
set whenthelunch
I found only a door and a terrific puddle of water.
Somebody explained that they had been shooting
a rain scene and that Coward, drenched to the
skin, had gone to change.
As the afternoon progressed, I was led to another
stage representing a theatre lobby. Lights and
cameras were being arranged and focused upon
a group comprising Martha Sleeper, Hope WiUiams,
Alexander Woolcott, Manliattan's town crier,
also making his first screen appearance, O. Z.
Whitehead and Frank Conlon. None of them
use stand-ins, not even Coward.
An assistant director explained the action.
When
act,"It they
were toa call-boy
turn andannounced
enter the"second
theatre.
was
rehearsed and rehearsed. The sound machines
were tested and approved.
Suddenly somebody decided that there should
be more people in the lobby. Everybody on hand
was pushed headlong on the set.
Everybody included such vi,sitors as Alfred Lunt,
Lynn Fontanne, Edna Ferber, George Jean
Nathan — and your correspondent !
During the ensuing two hours the call-boy
announced
"second
act." through the swing[ing
We all turned
and strolled
doors at the back. Woolcott muttered something to Hope Williams — and the group of
principals followed. I began to understand why
film
people,
particularly extras and bit players,
earn their money.
firstinmiracle
is NoelTheCoward's
filmThed^but
Miracle ininAstoria
49th Street.
second
miracle is my first appearance in any film.
I had gone over to watch Noel work. Instead,
he watched me work in the celebrated company
without
pay ! actors, writers and journalists —
of
distinguished

Anne Shirley Contest
Owing to the tremendous public response,
judging in the Anne Shirley £50 Slogan
Contest has taken longer than was
anticipated.
However, the adjudicators have now nearly
completed their task, and an announcement
of the names of the winners will be made
in " Picturegoer " shortly.

Noel
Coward
The world's most famous
actor-dramatist, who has
now added screen acting to
his accomplishments .
Coward makes his film
how in Hecht and MacArthur's "Miracle in FortyNinth Street," It will he
awaited unth interest.
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Jean
Harlow's
overlooking
the white
rolling house
hills
of Westwood is one of
Hollywood's rare mansions.
Hollywood stars no
longer live in mortgaged
palaces. The best-known
players aoflesson
to-day
learned
from have
the
vicissitudes of fortune
which have beset their
predecessors in public
acclaim.
They oreither
rent them.
their
homes
they
And when
they buy
buy, they
buy with
outright,
for cash
and
no mortgage
attached.
There was a time in the
film colony when a star,
real or potential, might
sink every available
penny he had in the
down
a housea
whichpayment
would on make
"flash" for his pubUc. A
great
manyon such
houses
went back
the market
after a few years, under
foreclosure proceedings.
When the big income
faltered or failed the
payments could not be
met.There is very httle such
buying " on a shoe-string "
among the stars of today, however. The homes
they own are theirs, a
piermanent investment,
as secure from the sheriff
as
it is
for real
estate
to possible
be.

comparativel-j rare in talkieland. Come
mansions
/act,
JNand
have
a look are
at the homes of the film famous and see

for yourselves.
contains a barbecue pit and a badminton court.
to some impressions, It is one of the most popular patios in the film
RA
CONTman
ns are reaUy scarce in Holly- colony.
sioRY
wood.
Elizabeth Allan's six-room home reflects the
The great majority of film stars personality
of its occupant. It is English, feminine,
regard very large homes as just practical, and intimately small in size.
The
Robert
Youngs are included among the
ch
y don'ht
ther
ponsibility with whi
ano
which putstheso muc
care to beresburdened ; one
picture Beverly
folk who Hills
don't home
go in for
mansions.
care on their shoulders as to interfere with Their
has elaborate
eight rooms,
with
their creative work.
special emphasis given to the nursery !
Comedian Charles Butterworth has a small
There's Carole Lombard, for instance. She
lives in a small home in Hollywood. It is bungalow of six rooms.
Jeanette MacDonald lives in a moderate-sized
American Colonial, with quaint green shut- home.
Throughout, the furnishings are Louis XIV.
ters, and has recently been redecorated by
Robert Montgomery lives in a Spanish house
William Haines.
which is situated inconspicuously under a large
Although Clark Gable ranks uppermost as a
tree. Its one imjKJsing feature is the star's fine
screen favourite at the box office, he doesn't library with rare globes and unusual books.
require a mansion. His home is a two-storey
Jean Harlow's home, perched on its own hill, is
Monterey type bungalow, no larger than any American Colonial in design. Its swimming pool
at the back gives testimony to the care with which
normal home for four p>eople.
this star guards the lovely figure that is world
Virginia Bruce lives in a medium-sized, famous.
early American home, with eight rooms.
Then there is Franchot Tone. His bachelor
establishment is small, designed for comfort. Joan Crawford's home is unpretentious. In fact,
One of the most unusual of Hollywood homes is
at themore
rear. imposing is the " little theatre "
that of May Robson. Shaped like a horseshoe, it builtmuch
has seven rooms on one floor. In the centre of the
Leo Carrillo has one of the most interesting
house is a patio, beautified with rare plants, birds, homes. It duplicates the ranch house of his
and unusual Mexican garden ware.
grandfather, whose sheep grazed over acres which
It is the smallest house on the street, which is now make up half of Hollywood. A brook runs
through the grounds, and any number of quaint
tenanted
largely
ful business
men. by lawyers, doctors, and success- and historic pieces are to be found in the garden
well as in the house.
Una Merkel's unpretentious Spanish house also as The
new order of economy and dignity governhas a charming patio. In planning her house.
ing the life of the film colony in recent years is,
Miss Merkel has given much thought to the
outdoor entertainment of her guests. Her patio in fact, reflected in the stars' homes.
lO

afiairs thishas state
become
Since
common
in Hollywood,of
motion-picture celebrities
have become the best and
most valued customers a
real estate agency can
have.
Twenty minutes
after Paul Muni walked
through the front door of the house near Van
Nuys, in the San Fernando valley, which is now
his home, he gave the agent a cheque for it
"Like a great many others," Muni explained,
" we saved a little money before the crash and
lost most of it then. This house is our first permanent investment, a kind of nest-egg. It is all
ours. We may not always live in it, but we will
always
it toandcomeGeorge
back Barnes
to." made doubly
Joan have
Blondell
sure that they Uked their house on top of the
Hollywood Mountains before they bought it by
living there as tenants for a full year. Then,
when they were convinced that the house suited
them in every way, they bought it, ptaying cash,
and figuratively, if not actually, bum«l any
mortgage that may ever have been held against it.
Kay Francis and Bette Davis are two stars who
so far have refused to make any investment in
homes in Hollywood. They rent houses, small
houses at that.
" I never want to buy anything except animals
and automobiles that can't be packed into a
trunk." declares Bette. "These auctions where
they sell the houses and furniture and even the
clothes of people who were once well known in
pictures are just too awful. That will never
happen to me if I can help it. .\nd to prevent it
happening, I'm not buying anything to leave
behind
whenagoI'mMiss
through."
Severalme —years
Francis m')ved from a
large house and disposed of most of its contents.
Since then she has Uved, simply and modestly,
in a Hollywood bungalow which is, she says,
"quite big enough."
James Cagney waited until he could comfortably part with the cash before he bought his
house in Beverly Hills. He has some $30,000
invested in it now, house, swimming {xx>l, and
furniture, and it is all clear and unencumbered.
When William Powell bought Hobart Bos-worth's house in Beverly Hills during the filming
of The Key he explained his purchase on the
ground that it was to be an " invesUneat.'.' He
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She said "come up and
Our
see me sometime."
cameraman
did. Mae
West in the dining room of
her Hollywood home.

The bedroom at the Clark Gable's. The walls
are in oyster white and the floor is carpeted in a
deep rose colour.
has since rebuilt the house entirely, making it one
of
the went
film along.
colony's show places, but he has paid
as he
can't find a safer place to put my money,"
he "Iexplained.
Most Hollywood bachelors are content to live in
rented properties. Perhaps they know that if and
when they marry their wives will have
ideas of their own about the kind of house they
want.
George Brent, Lyle Talbot, Phillip Reed, and
Gordon Westcott are a few such bachelors. They
rent houses, not apartments or flats. But Dick
Powell is different. He has just built — and paid
for — a new house.
Dick's house is in the exclusive Toluca Lake
district, and, though it started out to be a $7,500
investment, it finally grew to a size where it
probably cost three times that much to build and
furnish. However, Dick has saved his money
conscientiously for a long time. Every bill for
the house was paict in cash- — ^his o^vn cash.
For two years Mrs. Warren WUliam turned a
deaf
to herfromhusband's
suggestions
thatmodest
they
shouldearmove
their rented
house of
proportions to more commodious quarters. She
was content to wait, and she made him wait,
until the home they finally bought near Encino,
ten miles from Hollywood, could be paid for in
cash and until the family fortunes were such that
they could reasonably expect to keep that home
running even though the actor should suddenly
decide never to work again.

If Norma Shearer invited you to dinner you would
probably find the table set like this. Yellow and
white are the prevailing colours of this lovely
dinner service, with the lace coverings honeycoloured to match the wood of the table.
It is on the veranda, facing the sea. Here, clad in
slacks and stretched on a comfortable day-lounge,
she passes many hours, reading.
Jeanette
is a
suite
of roomsMacDonald's
on the seventhCalifornia
floor of a home
fashionable
hotel. The windows look to the westward and the sunset horizon. In the sunniest corner
Stars are no different to Mr. and Mrs. Average
Citizen in one particular. They — at least most flanking these windows, is her piano. Four hours
each day, when she is not engaged in a picture.
of them — enjoy quiet evening hours at home.
The home complex is chiefly evident when the Jeanette can be found at the piano, engulfed in
star is working in a picture during its production her vocal lessons — either with her English or
at the studio. Long hours — early morning rising, French teacher. Her two pet dogs. Captain
and scenes that keep them busy on the sound the Sheep dog and Stormy Weather the Skye
always doze beneath the piano at
stages well into the night — usually keep them at terrier,
home untU the picture is finished. And not her feet.
until the burden of production is lightened at the
Otto— walls
Kruger's
pet corner
resembles
business
end of the production are Hollywood stars seen office
of panelled
wood,
a small a fireplace,
in public.
and a mahogany business desk. Up)on the desk are
Jean
home is a the
big surrounding
white house, country
crown- a photograph of his wife and daughter, his tobacco
ing a hillHarlow's
and overlooking
humidar, a telephone, a few books and a rack for
and the sea. It is almost exclusively furnished in the choicest of his forty-odd pipes.
white — white walls, white furniture, white carpets
— but the star's favourite comer is in the least Lupe Velez's favourite comer is in a room where
pretentious part of the house.
she transports her thoughts back to her native
It is on the plainly furnished white sun porch land — Mexico. The floor is covered with Indian
with white Venetian blinds. Its only furnishings rugs of Mexican design. Great and costly scrapes
are a low white table, with a white pottery drape the walls.
lamp up>on it, two deep and comfortable chairs
A comfortable divan is placed near a deep-set
window. In the window is a graceful jxitted cactus
upholstered
in
white,
and
a
squat
straight-backed
chair.
— and here on the end of the davenport nearest
Jean chooses the squat straight-backed chair, the window, Lupe always settles to do her dayand passes a good deal of her time, her feet curled
dreaming.* comer is in his den — walls
under her, a magazine in one hand, a pear or an
Clark Gable's choice
apple in the other, while soft music emerges from laden with trophies and firearms — where he
a white wireless cabinet.
spends much time in oiling and reptairing his rifles
Norma Shearer's home is at Santa Monica and shotguns.
beach, on the fringe of the blue Pacific. It posMontgomery's
spot and
is in
his
ses es a maze of sumptuous rooms, but there is den,Robert
too, but
it is furnishedfavourite
with a desk
bookcases. He huddles over the desk hours at a time.
one comer in the house that is her special choice.

Gary Cooper and his wife, Sandra
Shaw, like the open-air life.
writing plays and stories which he hopes, some
day, will be published.
Madge Evans prefers to curl up on a pile of
pillows on the floor in front of a wireless set, IIand
Alice Brady chooses a comer by the huge fireplace
— at one end of a long davenport designed by
Adrian, and which has Mving flowers growing at
each end. With her four dogs huddled beside her,
she chats with her friends for hours before the
glowing fire.
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Leslie Henson, and, lefty the star in
the garden of his home.
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EYES

mm

YouGirlsmight
call it artthat forthereheart's
are discovering
is as sake
much !
charm in an elegant look as in a beautiful complexion or a ravishing head of hair.
"Drink
with thine eyes" is a fine
hint as welltoas mean only
excellent song.
Many and many
an eye could do with a drink ! They're as dry as
dust.
Look your eye straight in the eye. Is it bright,
lustrous, vivacious? Or is it tired, strained, and
only
half bealive?
Don't
a "dead-eye." Give your eyes as
much thought and consideration as you bestow
on your hands and hair and clothes.
A real genuine, happy smile comes more from
the eyes than from the lips. And what sort of a
smile can you muster when your eyes are a pair
of cripples that could do with two match-sticks
as Ifcrutches !
your face is your fortune, my pretty maid,
your eyes are the pass-book which shows your
credit. They give everything away if you don't
keep
Eyesthem
are well.
power as well as glory. The weak,
the petty, the cunning plotter, the mischiefmaker, the gossip and mud-thrower cannot face a
battery of straight looks. Their eyes go to the
ceUing; their heart to their boots !
You remember that captivating cliche — the
eyes are the windows of the soul ? A cliche which
Shakespeare transformed into the deathless hne :
"Windows, white and azure-laced with blue of
heaven's own tinct."
Keep
thosetoowindows
clean, "Miss
Picturegoer."
They're
good to take
chances
with — too
wonderful
to waste.
Clear,anyfrank,
open, level,
steady eyes — that's what I wish all of you.
I don't care a jot what the colour is. I don't
care even if they're crossed a bit, for I happen to
know that one of the most adorable stars of the

No

girl is plain who

comedian,

who,

has beautiful eyes, says the famous

in this characteristically bright article,

tells you how

to achieve them.

screen has an adorable little "squint." I don't
care
your eyes or
are the
small
or out-size;
if they're
hazel,if heliotrope,
colour
of a taxi-cab.
They can still be beautiful. But the secret
does not he altogether in make-up, lotions and
eye-baths.
There is a lot more to it thap that.
First of all you must think beauty. Be yourself !Don't be just a "copy-cat. " What you may
imagine is a coy, Janet-Gaynor glance probably
appeals to others as the last lingering look of the
sea-sick at the sea ! That soulful Garbo glance
may make men gurgle instead of gasp.
Don't be self-conscious. Don't pose. Be
happy,
best in pleasant,
others. a good "mixer." Look for the
And another thing ! For the love of mascara
getSometimes
plenty of Isleep.
see girls whose eyes have as much
sparkle as a bottle of flat lemonade.
Ten night,
to one,
I think,
they've
night
after
being
trundled
roundbeen
the out
ballroom
floor, sometimes more dead than alive, but
anxious not to "miss anything."
Actually, of course, they're missing quite a lot,
apart
They're
losing
unless from
they sleep.
are very
careful,
theyeye-b€?auty,
will lose itand,
for

Those were the days when young gentlemen
were a blaze of glory in lavender socks and
yellow gloves. They carried canes and sported
long cigarette-holders. Check caps were pulled
down over the eye that didn't wink. Their
brilliantine-sleaked hair reaked to high heaven.
god I
were, if I remember rightly, called "mashers."
They haunt and harass you from dawn to They
The young ladies— bless the buns at the backs
dusk. They look you up and down in trains of their heads — had now joined the silk-stockingsand
peer all
at directions
you over Uke
office
desks, for-all movement. They read Omar, hid " Five
flash 'buses,
at you from
a million,
Nights" on top of the wardrobe, took occasional
penetrating little searchUghts.
sickening puffs at "My Dcirling" cigarettes, and
There are beautiful eyes, and eyes that were called "flappers."
serve no other purpose than as peep-holes. On the pier, or some such place, these colourful
young couples, trying, oh, ever so hard, to be
There's the falling, furtive eye; the challengI'm not a kill-joy. "Dance, little lady" is what
ing, cheeky eye ; the frosty eye that frightens ; what they called "hot stuff," would exchange I say
every time. But why dance youth away?
When
those little lines begin to appear before
the super-feminine eye that looks for ever the "glad eye."
sleep.
This
was
a
wonderful
institution
best
described,
ready for a faint.
their
time,
you're going off the rails ! Cut down
good. parties and the dances. Get some more
"Eyes," as wise old Emerson said, "as bold perhaps, as a synchronisation of glances indicating the
as lions, roving, running, here and there, far and more than just passing interest. A sort of " I^t's
near.
Rest — you can take it from me — is the ideal
getHaving
together"
look.
eye-doctor. Those of us who have to put in long
"They
speak
all
languages;
they
wait
for
no
"got
together"
—
by
process
of
a
dropped
introduction . . . ask no leave of age or rank; handkerchief or some such daft but dazzling hours on stage and screen set know that full well.
Tom Walls, for instance, one of the busiest
they resf)ect neither poverty nor riches, neither subterfuge — they would exchange a couple of
learning nor power, nor virtue nor sex, but dozen idle platitudes about the weather or stars of all, is a case in pwint. On the journey
intrude, and come again and go through you in a "what's on at the Pavilion," walk round and both to and from the studio early in the morning
round the pier in an ecstasy of misery, and the and in the late evening he regularly settles down
moment of time."
whole wretched business would cost the young
The eyes, apparently, have it I
You may or may not remember those funny, gentleman one-and-six for tea and chocolate to And
I needn't
a little
"nap." remind you, I know, of the
fantastic days when even a wink was wicked. iclairs at the pier tea-shop.
sparkle
there
is innot
Tom necessarily
Walls' eyes.always mean
Eye-rest does
But — oh, boy !— -was that romance ! Was that
The
intentions
a young
who "ogled"
a young
lady ofwere
takengentleman
to be anything
but the sweet wine of youth spilt all over the pier I sleep. To sit in the gloaming by the fireside, to
listen to the radio with your eyes closed, to lie
honourable. Only louts winked !
I'd say it was.
But, brushing aside his beard and his memories down for a few moments in a darkened room —
And if a young lady winked ! Why — goodness,
gracious me !— she was a fallen angel right away. of other days, the author must return to you these are wonderful aids to happy, healthy eyes.
The Mae West of the moment. When they saw girls of to-day and your eyes.
So now, girls, give me a straight look and
her, all the maiden ladies lifted their eyes, and
The "glad eye" is still with us, but now it has promise that you won't rest content until a pair
a finesse, a subtlety, a depth not known before. of sparkling eyes is yours.
the boys their hats and hopes.
T2
EVELYN LAYE— RAMON NOVARRO SOUVENIR in next week's JUBILEE ISSUE
llffi
kl||
lul
■'ill

YES have been bothering me for
years. They're all over the place,
There's no escape from them, from
the big saucer eyes of Joan Crawford
to the green eye of the little yellow
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Robert
Young's Beverly
home in
the fashionable
Hills. He was resting in,
the comfortable living
room after a hard day at
the studio, when our
cameraman called.

Intimate
Top left : A charmingly
intimate study of Mr.
and Mrs. Conrad Veidt
at home.

Moments]

~W

L

Karen Morlcy is a wife
and mother as well as a
film star. She donned
made " uslabela cake.
herand
famous
apron"

star:

It was also cook's
at Una
Merkel's.
Una day
wasout enjoying
herself in the kitchen, too.

Sylviaat Sidney's
home
Malibu artistic
Beach
is a perfect
setting
her beauty. for

Ramon Novarro does
not devote all his spare
time to music. His
beach house near Laguna
has a fine swimming
pool, and Ramon makes
good use of it.
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GINGER

Zy

J'm
TULLy
That truth is stranger than
fiction has never been more
strikingly illustrated than in
this amazing story of the career
of one of Hollywood's best
knoum stars — written by one

Ginger embroiders bettoeen calls
in one of her neto pictures.
Inset : Mrs. Letti Rogers.
Ebony.
She took it in and named it

ORE than any
woman in Hollywood, the mother of
Ginger Rogers has
proven that truth is stranger than fiction.
After constant disagreement with her husband, she determined that her unborn child
would be brought up in a happier environment.
A country girl of eighteen, from Iowa, she
separated from her husband.
With but Uttle money, and no plan for the
future, she took an inter-urban car from her
home to Independence, Missouri. It was as
far as the car went.
She walked about the charming Missouri
town in the warm June weather until she
came to a small furnished cottage with a
"For Rent" sign in the yard, which told
anyone interested to inquire at the next house.
The lady next door told her that the rent
was twenty dollars per month. She deposited
her suitcase, bought provisions and settled
down to begin life over again.
A thunder and rain storm came that night.
WhUe the brave young woman lay in bed, feeling
the new life stir within her, she heard a noise at
the door and opened it. A large black cat,
14
drenched
with rain, sought shelter for the night

Contented, it purred against
the bewildered girl while the
Ughtning seared the heavens.
The cat remained — but that,
as Kipling
invented, is far
ahead
of the story.
She bought a local newspaper
next morning, and read it
carefully. A decision came to
her. She went to see the editor.
She had done some writing in her home town.
Would he allow her to report local happenings,
to sohcit advertising, and be otherwise useful
about the place ?
He had never thought of it before. Something
in
the girl's
him decide
her
favour.
She eager
went manner
to work made
and soon
becamein well
acquainted and resp>ected in the town.
Several weeks later she went to report a gathering in Kansas City. While waiting for a tramcar
to take her to Independence, she saw her fother
standing nearby.
At first she debated whether or not to let him
know of her presence. Finally, she went up to
him. He pleaded with her to come home. She
told her father that she wished to face the future
alone.
yourShemother,"
said. And
her"But
down.
admittedhe having
hopedthatthatbroke
her
mother could be with her when the baby was bom.
The mother came — and trouble followed. She
pleaded with her daughter to have a reconciliation.
the prl's
contacts she knew
of Through
consequence
in Independence.
She everyone
secured
work for her husband as an electrical engineer.

of Hollywood's best known
personalities.
Ginger was bom in three months, and, though
the parents were unhappy, they remained toyears secured
for Ginger's
When gethertheseveralfather
work sake.
in Texas, Mrs.
Rogers and her baby accompanied him there.
a Virginia
who
feltGinger's
that hefather
had was
married
beneatharistocrat
his station.
Being the breadwinner, this made the young
mother's position doubly hard to bear.
They mother
parted cigain
this time
ever. of the
The
was —given
the for
custody
three-year-old Ginger.
"Why didn't you return to Independence?" I
asked.
"I didn't have the money," was the answer.
With the same courage and initiative she had
shown in Missouri, Mrs. Rogers made a bargain
with the owner of the hotel in which she lived.
She did the stenography and bookkeeping for the
small hotel for the room and board for herself and
Ginger. Local merchants sent her a typewriter
and desk on credit.
She placed these in the lobby of the hotel
beneath a sign which read, " PubUc Stenographer."
Ginger played in the lobby while her mother
work^. Many months passed, and the young
woman was again successful.
Everything was serene before the catastrophe.
Ginger was kidnapped from the hotel lobby. The
mother remained calm.
A man had been seen near the hotel who
resembled her husband.
She bought a revolver and went to "Old Ed
Purcell," the owner of a pubUc garage, for whom
she had done stenog^raphic work. She told him
her errand. He would not only furnish her with
an automobile — he would drive it himself.
After driving all night, they reached the town
where her husband lived, at dawn.
Purcell
father
leavewatched
for work.the house and saw Ginger's
She then left the automobile and went to the
house. She could hear Ginger crying as she
knocked on the door.
A silence followed. Then she heard the slow
shuffling of feet. A giant Negress opened the
door. Her eyes fwpped big and wide as saucers
as she gazed into the barrel of the revolver.
" Let me in," the young mother commanded.
"Let you in — why Ah'll let you babe de whole
house — if you jes' doan point dat gun dataway
She went to the bedroom and opened the door
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The child ceased crying and
ran towards its mother.
As she started to leave the
house with Ginger, the mother
of
the child's
father jumped
suddenly
upon her.
Though she fought Uke a
fury, Mrs. Rogers finally
succeeded in conquering her.
Levelling the revolver at the
dishevelled and infuriated
grandmother, she said, "I don't
want to kill you, but I will — or
anyone else who comes between
me and and,
my baby.
Now^ me,
I'm
leaving,
if you follow
I'll shoot."
She took Ginger in one arm,
held the revolver in her right
hand, and left the house.
Purcell saw her coming, and
drove the car to meet her.
As they
speeded
the automobile around
a comer
three
blocks away, they saw the giant Negress.
She was still travelling fast.
They stopped at a secluded place by the river
a hundred miles away, and across the state line
into Texas. She bathed and soothed the child
while Purcell watched for possible pursuers.
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in
the Rogers
early
Ginger
days
her
screen of
career.
Om of the
wood stills of
first Hollythe future
star.

Ginger with Ned Sparksy
Bebe Daniels and Guy
Kibbee in "42nd
Street,"success.
her first big

None came. She reached the Texas city without
further mishap.
For fear that Ginger might again be kidnapjjed,
she decided, with deep regret, to leave the city
and hide somewhere with her baby.
She had said no word to the newspapers, as
that
mightan have
hindered
child's
recovery.of
However,
evening
f>aper the
carried
a picture
Ginger and her mother. Not wishing to have the
child's father arrested, the mother did not tell
the complete story.
I^te that night, with the help of Ed. Purcell,
she went secretly to Kansas City, where she
remained for five years.
Ginger's
father was
andUp)on
that hearing
all dangerthat
of future
kidnapping
was dead,
over,
Ginger's
mother that
conMrs. Rogers returned to Dallas.
sented on condition
It is all like a chapter in a book of fiction.
Daddy Wilson be allowed
The hotel proprietor and Ed. Purcell — all her to api>ear on the stage
old friends still remained in the hospitable Texas with Ginger, and be given
city.
mention as her teacher —
She again took up her work at the hotel, where and twenty-five dollars
she remained for about a year. By this time the weekly for his trouble.
young mother had sold several articles to a
The deal was made.
The act was a sensation
national magazine. She moved to a small cottage,
but continued her work at the hotel.
in Dadlas for several weeks.
Her magazine work had attracted the attention
Ginger, by her nimble
of a local editor. He called on the young woman feet,
became a local
celebrity.
at the hotel lobby. There was a jxjsition open
on his newspaper. Would she take it?
Old Daddy Wilson was
She remained on the newspaper as feature never so happy as at the
writer and dramatic editor until Ginger was end of the road with his
thirteen years old. Ginger often accompanied glorj'. One would have
her mother to the theatres of the city.
thought that he had
It was during a holiday season that the girl invented dancing. When
saw the "Charleston" danced for the first time. Ginger would accuse him
" I'd like
to practise that dance. Mother," of not caring for "the new fangled dances" —
confided
Ginger.
using his own words, he would say, " You're
"Gotheahead,"
hardly
world
progress."
that
dance said
was the
latermother,
to make
her dreaming
daughter wrong.
WithinGinger,
a few the
weeks
aftermqst
Ginger
had appeared
famous.
at
the
theatre,
Eddie
Foy's
children
came to
An had
ancient
"tapcottage
dancer,"
fromacres
the Dallas. Ginger appeared with them at every
road,
a small
and long
bam away
on a few
of ground not far from where Ginger and her performance.
After the Foys had gone, another fine trouper
mother lived at the edge of Dallas.
came to town. He was Bert Wheeler, who, along
The old man had a raised platform at one end with Jack Benny, the present radio star, was one
of his bara upon which the neighbours' children the
of the
greateststage.
"audience ladders" ever seen on
danced.
American
Bert
began
to
coach Ginger the first day he
"You don't mind. Mother, if I go to Daddy
arrived in DaUas. Before the curtain went up it
Wilson's, do you ? "
was announced that the second act of the show
"Certainly
Ginger,"
In the futurenot.Ginger
spentwasall the
the answer.
time p>ossible had fciiled to appear.
at
Daddy
Wilson's
bara.and The
would
Ginger Rogers was substituted.
watch
her by
the hour,
tell old
her man
of different
intricate steps.
So Bert was held over for another week, and during
all this time the young girl helped him to
It must have been a picture for the gods. The
dashing young girl was starting on the road amuse the different audiences.
Shortly after Bert had gone, another trouper
which the old man had left, and absorbing his
hard-eamed knowledge like a spwnge, as he gazed came to town. He had a different idea — and out
of
it a famous star was bom.
at her with rheumy eyes.
His name was Henry Santry, and he would
When Ginger was past fourteen the manager
of the leading theatre had an idea. As there was stage a Charleston contest in which all the youth
no better person than the dramatic editor of the of Texas could participate.
Upon hearing the news Daddy Wilson smiled
newspaper,
he she
wentallowto her
Ginger's
mother,
and
suggested that
daughter
to app>ear
with
He was
Ginger'shadhouse
Beforejoy.
he left
Mrs.atRogers
giventhathimnight.
her
at his theatre, and pretend to be taking a "Charles- word
ton lesson" from a well-known dancer then contest.that Ginger would be allowed to enter the
appearing in Dallas.

Over three hundred entered.
It was a heartbreaking contest. For, at that
time, even the traffic policeman could do the
Charleston.
It lasted three weeks before all contestants
were eliminated but three red-headed children —
Ginger, and another red-headed boy and girl.
Daddy Wilson remained always in the wings of
theAfter
theatre
overby"his
hoursto ofwatch
dancing
the pupil."
three, a final vote
was taken by the judges. Ginger won the contest.
Her reward was a five weeks' engagement at the
theatre at a salary of a hundred dollars a week.
-NEXT
DANCING

WEEK
TO FAME

In the next instalment Jim Tully
tells how Girder got her dancing
feet on the first rung of the ladder
of fame, only to come to earth
again precipitately, and how she
eventually got her first chance in
the film studios.
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£80
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BE

WON!
WINIFRED

SHOTTER:

TTl

What

would

YOU
£500

1st prize

£l50

2nd prize

say!
£50

3rd prize

200 prizes off iOL
Cheques will be posted to prizewinners on May 17th
If Ralph Lynn had said to you " Pass me that Ncstlfs Chocolate ! " — howwould you have replied ? You see what Winifred Shotter said — now, what
would you have said ? That's all you have to do in this month's Nestle's
Milk Chocolate Competition. We all admire ready wit. Here's an
opportunity to show yours — and of winning >C500 in this month's Nestle's
Chocolate Competition ! One piece of Nestle's Milk Chocolate tastes so
good that it simply calls for another. and another . until
there's only the wrapper left ! And you'll need that to enter for the Competition. This month's Competition closes on April ^oth.
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WIN
*
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Mae
Phil Lonergan
Sends

Meets
Hot

from

It

Hollywood

a

.

He-Man

Weekly

Mrs. 1 a«-KM»ai» recMAly drove up to a "Five
and Ten Cent" store on Hollywood Boulevard
in her handsome car, entered and made several
purchases. She certainly caused a sensation,
and traffic was almost blocked while her expensive
automobile with liveried chauffeur waited for her.
Clever Girl

to work in British
who inused
Evelyn Brent,
Hollywood and hard at
is back
in the studios.
work pictures,
This popular actress has rented a home, but
all her servants have never heretofore been
employed by anyone connected with the studios.
Evelyn says that she does not care to have her
servants talking about her studio friends, so
prefers employees who are entirely ignorant of
filmdom.
A Wonder ChUd

But prefers the City — Clark Gable
Mobbed — Monkey Business at

Freddie Bartholomew, the English boy who
was brought from Britain to play the title
role in David Copperfield, is being hailed as
most marvellous youngster.
The boy recently made a radio appearance,
and Hollywood is still raving
over the clever remarks he
f.
made over the air. The Board
of Education of Los Angeles
had made it even more emphatic
for its officials subjected him
to "intelligence tests" and
reported that he is in the
"border genius" division. His
mark was 135 points, whfle
140 to 150 is in the "genius

Jeanette MacDonald' s — Bartholomew impresses the Mental Giants
— The Lew Ayres' Private Maine
IpAE WEST recently had the pleasure of meeting Martin Itjen, a
big moustached he-man from
"the wide open spaces," who
operates the only street car in
Skagwr.y, Alaska. As the town is small,
Mr. Itjen is also the sole undertaker !
No, a romance is not in the offing ! Mae
says she is a city girl, and probably always
will be.

Their Own Movie
division."
Ayre
LewGing
ers and
rs, wife.
Rogehis
reed a one-red
complet
cently
re called How Virtue
pictuded
Rewar
Chris. Scenes were
taken at Big Bear Lake, and
interiors
the ned
Ayresby' Lew,
backyard
with
sets indesig
who
directed and handled the photoy.
graph
Friends
of Lew and Gmger
played leading and supporting roles. Ginger
played a character part.
The film was made to be shown merely to
intimate friends of the yo«mg couple.

Gable Mobbed
Clark Gable had his troubles when he boarded
a plane at Dallas, Texas, en route for
Hollywood, for a mob of his admirers, mostly
women, burst through the police lines and surrounded fhe machine. Finally the pilot was
able to get sufficient space to take off.
The women certainly were frantic to see
Gable.
Monkey Business
Astray monkey, evidently an admirer of
Jeanette MacDonald, was recently discovered swinging from a tree on the grounds of
her home.
Jeanette telephoned the jwlice to remove the
animal, but they were unable to capture him.
Firemen arrived with ladders^ hut were foiled
in their attempts to secure the monkey. Finally
the simian departed.
The actress should have called in the aid of
Johnny WeissmuUer
Devotion
Johnny WeissmuIIer and his wife, the fiery
Lupe Velez, are, by the way, reconcOed
once again.
Lupe recently had to depart for the East to
make a number of personal appearances, and
Johnny, of course, accompanied her to the train.
Embrace after embrace followed in rapid
succession, until the call "All aboard" was heard.
Lupe went to the observation car platform to
get a last look at Johnny, who surprised everyone
by overhauling tiie train and swing^g up on
the observation car platform where he again
embraced his wife. Then Johnny jumped off
the rapidly moving train, and landed flat on the
trick. much to Lupe's £darm.
Fortunately, Johnny was uninjured.

Fair Printer

Heirlooms in Hollywood homes. One of Loretta
Young's most prized possessions is a reliquary
containing relics of the Saints. There is said
to be a piece of the origirud Cross of Calvary in
one, the section that teas carved fry Italian craftsmen in the fifteenth century. Loretta has
refused faimlous offers for it.
Dcdores admits frankly that she did not know
of the proposed trip, and everyone is wondering
whether she and J (dm are approaching a parting
of the ways.
A Brave Actress
AnnandDvorak
to who
protect
her it.chickens
she doesintends
not care
knows
The pretty actress looked out of a window of
her home in Van Nujrs and saw a coyote (a
predatory creature of the wcdf family) engaged
in the pleasant occupation of killing her chickens.
A hired man tried to drive the coyote off, and
was badly bitten in the hand. The intrepid Ann
seized a club, rushed at the animal and clubbed
him to death. He had killed twelve valuable
chickens.

Elissa Landi has installed a hand printing press
in the basement of her home, where she
plans tofriend.
do considerate work, assisted by a
woman
As we know, Ehssa is an authoress, so she feels
the need of a printing press.
Popular Gloria
Since the news was broadcast that Gloria
Stuart is awaiting a visit from the stork,
the actress has been deluged with letters from
offspring.
mothers telling her how to care for her expected
These "blessed events" come so rapidly in the
film
all ofcolony
them. that it is really impossible to chronicle
And yet, a few years ago, an actress who. had
a baby was quite a rarity.
Squelching a Srwh

gave a very "superior"
CariHo
bad minutes.
a fewrecentiy
Leolady
The actor was at a party at one of Pasadena's
woman
"ritzy"that
veryknowing
when ,a not
exclusive
Leo
his nationahty
asked him homes,
is a member of one of the oldest Spanish families
in the United States. He said he was an American.
She sniffed and asked, "How long?" Leo smiled
and rephed, "Longer than you, madam!" The
lady said, "Why, my ancestors came over in the

Will They Separate ?
John Barrymore announces that he will shortly
leave for a cruise on his yacht, accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Tweed. Mrs. Tweed
is Michael Strange, the writer, and the former A Thrifty Celebrity
wife of the actor.
wife best-dressed
is Chinese, women
and onein
Leo replied,
"The4, ori^nal
Carillo
of theLachman's
clever^ and
Diana, 14-year-<dd daughter of BarrynMMre and Harry
America
(Hi March
1519. He
was landed
a captainin
Mrs. Tweed, wiU also be in the party, but Dolores Hollywood. T jrhman will be remembered as
Costello, the present Mrs. Barrymore, will not one of England's leading directors, before he wis with
conqueror
! " argument.
" the
Mayflower.
The Cortez,
actor's
retort
ended the
lured to Hollywood.
accompany them.
And was the lady's face red !
Don't
MISS Next Week's
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Comedy

OR sheer light-hearted entertainment,
The Good Fairy takes a lot of beating,
Basically a romance between a little
orphan and a penurious lawyer, it is
packed full of whimsicalities, absurdities if you will, sparkling dialogue and intensely human characterisation.
The role of the httle orphan, Luisa
Ginglebusher. is played by Margaret Sullavan,
who gives a performance redolent with charm
and unsophisticated fascination. It marks
another step upwards in the career of this
clever artiste who in so short a space of time
has come right to the forefront.
On the picture's opening she is shown as a
favourite at the orphanage telling fairy stories
to the little inmates when a grandiose gentleman arrives — the proprietor of a kinema in
Budapest. The action, by the way, takes
place in Himgary, but it is not necessary for
the enjo^Tnent of the story that you should
be comnnced in the atmosphere. After all,
it is a modem fairy story.
She is chosen as an usherette and leaves the
only home she knows with all sorts of advice
cis to how she should behave towards men
delivered by the principal, a kindly woman.
Dr. Schultz.
It was not long before her charm made men
look her way and to save herself from being
molested in the street by a particularly
persistent admirer, she seizes on a man she
had met once at the kinema and tells the
pest that he is her husband.
The man hapjjened to be a waiter, one Detlaff,
a role excellently played by Reginald Owen, who
is theof paramount
the the"silly
type
role on the exponent
screen. Heof has
knackass"of
making such characters convincing and of
exaggerating them sufficiently to render them
amusing without being wholly ridiculous.
Detbi^E, filled with an honest regard for Luisa,
gets her a seat at the expensive restaurant where
he works, so that she may have a glimpse of the
haute monde at food and at play.

Romances
There a wealthy magnate, Konrad, is attracted
by her and proceeds to make advances which are
qxrite incomprehensible to httle Luisa and finally
succeeds,
of the
to
prevent it,in inspite
getting
herwaiter's
to dineendeavours
in a private
room.
The role of Konrad is in the hands of Frank
Morgan, who
is getting
a hon's shareturning
of workin
recently
and has
been consistently
outstanding characterisations.
This is one of his best. His portrajral of the
amorous business man who wants to be a Don
Juan but has neither the temjjerament nor the
experience to be anything but a rather tenderwork. hearted blunderer, is a perfect piece of character
These scenes in the private room are some of
the most amusing in a picture which is non-stop
in its sequence of comedy situations.
His advances are met with a bafQing unsophistication on the part of the girl and in her innooence
she is quite ready to accept sables from him.
She chose the fur herself when asked what she
would like and he imagines this selection to be
cuteness on her part.
Meanwhile, the waiter is using every device for
running down the food to adopting a threatening
attitude to get his httle lamb from the clutches
of what he imagines to be a very big black wolf.
Resorting to her former trick, Luisa informs
her companion that she is married and he suggests
that he should help him momentarily — a device
that he had evidently culled from some book of
amorous adventures.
Determined to be a good fairy, Luisa, to supply
her husband's name chooses one. Dr. Max Sporum,
from the telephone book and hopes that he is a
poor, deserving lawyer.
From then on the complications thicken. Dr.
Sf>orum turns out to be poor and the jjossessor
of a magnificent beard and he accepts the offer
of riches made to him by Konrad without knowing
that he has been unwittingly saddled with a wife.
Luisa comes to take a look at her prot^g^ and
is horrified by the beard. She introduces herself
as a cUent and finally is able to make herself
companionable to him and get him to remove the
hirsute ornament, when he turns out to be not
so bad looking after all.
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Herbert Marshall gives a good performance as
Max, but he still shows that he is in danger of
typing his mannerisms excessively.with Max and
The picture ends, naturally,
Luisa falling in love and a general all-round
to
attempts,
n following
explanatio
wife;
her hisfirst
to make
and thenKonrad's
seduce Luisa
the
by
with
interfered
all
are
which
manoeuvres
waiter.

The picture is adapted from a play by Ference
Molnar and shows its stage origin by a rather
excessive wordiness, but since it is written in a
sparkling vein, this fault can be overlooked.
Thereof
is excellent.
a good sense
work and
of detaildirection
a wealth Wyler's
is William
action introduced by skOful use of the camera.
Altogether a most enjoyable film and one that is
right out of the ordinary. — L. C.

thi.*^
intedoutwith
disapposets
being
must confess
I docume
to give
, which
picture
ntary to
the
during
events
main
the
of
sion
an impres
V and
of King George
twenty-five years reign
also show the changing fashion.

of the
recreationsis someand actually
customs title
^**^e
thing of a misnomer; it is not
the King's
cavalcade — indeed,play
so much a royalfamily's
a comactivities
and the Royal
as a
production—
in the during
parativelyGreat
small partBritain
the period
Cavalcade of
under review.
Admittedly, the task entrusted to Val Gielgud
and Eric Maschwitz was a particularly difficult
one. but knowing how brilliantly they put over
impressions of periods on the air I had expected
panorama.
a much more compact and haswell-knit
been given to the
Much too much footage
as it
war period, which, staggeringly important
is. has been dealt with exhaustively in picture
after picture. Certainly His Majesty is shown at
the front, but surely some more of his personal
that period could have been
activities
suggested.
or during
shown
is a lack of continuity, a lack
too, Asthere
a matter of fact, the picture ends
" form."
of Then,
The reconstruction in " Roycd at what should have been the beginning, where
of
Cavalcade"
of Scott's had
dis- we are shown a somewhat sketchy senes and
covery that Amundsen
Kings
great
the
rating
commemo
tableaux
reached the South Pole before Queens of Elngland.
But whUe one feeds that something much finer
could
befits the occasiondoubt
and much grander ,as there
a
is without
have been achieved
the
in
interest
of
amount
able
very consider
topicals that have been collated and there are
many human touches and flashes of inspiration
and imagination in the reconstructed
Cavalcade
Roycd

Chief amongst these is the tragic
suicide of Oates on the ill-iated but
South
s Scott expedition to the
gkiriooPole.
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and
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tione of
corona
theThe
atedcoming
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some ideamentaryof
by
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showing us a newly minted penny
which crops up from time to time
during the passage of events as it
passes from hand to hand.
as a keepFor instance, it is given off
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sake to a young officer clasped
in
found
front and is later
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mud
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hand
his dead
J Flanders and so on It does not
be very effective, however.
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Thereto are very good topicals of
such varied subjects as the suffraJ
gettes' struggle for recognition, the
the Coal lock-
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■out, the Great Strike intermingled with minor
events which are interesting in their depiction of
changing fashions and modes of life.
A cast of two hundred, which contains many
famous names has been assembled although many
of them appear only for a brief moment.
Lady
example, re-enacts
herwoman
entry
into
the Astor,
House for
of Commons
as the first
M.P.
On the whole, while one regrets that the
picture does not quite fulfil its conception, there
is no doubt that the majority of people will want
to see it and be sufficiently entertained by it.-^.C.
The combination of Radio Pictures, Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire — this time aided
considerably by the presence and singing of Irene
Dunne — has done it again.
Roberta, the latest contribution to the series, is
a first class musical production,
with all the essentials, pace,
P fi f "
" ixODeTlCL
humour, good song numbers
and a serviceable enough story.
And though well dressed and sf)ectacular
■on occasion, it marks a return to sanity
in the matter of straightforward staging.
For the purposes of the piece, Mr.
Astaire is a band conductor who has
taken his American orchestra to Paris.
The band is accompanied by Randolph
Scott, a muscular and genial but not
over intellectual football hero, who soon
after their arrival inherits " Roberta,"
a fashionable gown shop, from an aunt.
He falls in love with Irene Dunne, the
manageress. In the meanwhile, Astaire
renews acquaintance with an old friend
Lizzie Gatz (Ginger Rogers), who tor
stage purposes is masquerading in Paris
as the GDuntess Scharwenta.
The rest of the story, not that it
matters over much, is mainly concerned
with the compUcations arising in the
love affair of Mr. Scott and Miss Dunne
and the eventual happy outcome.
Astaire puts over his dance numbers
with his usual skill and reveals not only
a personality that registers pleasantly,
but a definite flair for light comedy.
Ginger Rogers, probably the most
improved artiste on the screen to-day,
does very well to hold her own with her
tinguished dancing partner. The role also
her an tion.opportunity
a " foreignbut " itimpersonaIt may only betoa give
coincidence,
seemed
be
perfect
off" of Lyda
had a the
part in"take
the Broadway
stageRoberti,
version. who
Irene Dunne scores a personal triumph. She
has not only been photographed more sympathetically than usual (off the screen Miss Dunne
Luisa (Margaret Sullavan) makes the acquaintance of the poor latoyer {Herbert Marshall)
whom she tries to help in " The Good Fairy."

Weekly^
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Victor McLaglen
and Edmund Lowe
are in great form in
their new co-starring
picture, "The Great
Hotel Murder."

We Lowe-McLaglen
are not usuallyfilmamused
feud, at
buttheit non-stop
must be
admitted that of late that martial team has been
provided with much improved material for its
activities, while some of the
and tiresome
traihe mura
Greater more
ditionalvulgar
elements
of the Flagg
noiei
^^^^ ^^^^
droppe
d
entirely.
entertainQ"'"^ ^"^^^^
Hntpl MnrdpY
They
app>ear
here,
for
constructed murder mysteryinstance,
story ofinthea wellnew,
comedy-combined-with-thrills type — Lowe as an
author-criminologist and McLaglen, of course, as
a hotel detective, dumb even for that screen
A guest is murdered under circumstances that
species.
at first point to suicide, and the rest of the picture
is devoted
rival efforts of the two detectives to findtothethekUler.
Comedy of an excellent standard, a fair quota
of thrills, and well-sustained mystery interest keep
it flowing along smoothly and entertainingly
enough to an exciting denouement.
The portrayals of the principals are in the usual
vein, but, for a merciful change, there are no girls
for
—M.themD. toP. fight over. A love interest is suggested
adequately by Mary Carlisle and Wilham Janney.
Put over in the best traditions of transpontine
melodrama the famous story of " The Murder
in the Red Bam" shoula repeat on the screen the
success it has enjoyed for years on the stage. It
follows its original closely, and
been
has
attemptit,
noburlesque
while tothoroughly
made
it should
prove
amusing
to
the sophisticated, and chill
the marrow of the unsophisticated.
You probably remember how William Corder,
the squire of the village, gets a village maiden,
is onevoice
of Hollywood's
mostbetter
beautiful
but Maria, into trouble, murders her in a lonely
her
has registered
than women),
previously.
bam, and buries her body there, only to be
Among her song numbers in the film, incidentally, overtaken by retribution in the end.
is Randolph
the popular Scott,
" Smokemaking
Gets In
Your bold
Eyes."bid to
Tod Slaughter plays the squire with aU the
another
get away from the ranch house and corral, is theatricality
and emphasis
which
hallmarks of thick-ear
melodrama.
It isarean the
excellent
excellently
cast
as
the
"straight"
hero
and
should
performance
of
its
kind.
now be able to discard the sombrero and chaps
for good.
Sophie Stewart makes an extremely good Maria.
The gown-shop setting has been used to intro- Direction is good, and the dialogue rich and
"fruity."
duce an elaborate and striking fashion show that
should please the feminine fans immensely.
Technically the picture is sound, and the plot
The big song and dance numbers are put over
effectively smd with good pictorial value, without unfolded with plenty of action.
recourse to the extravagant ensemble ideas that
Settings are good, though rather stagey, but
have threatened to become a tradition of movie the camera work at times give the production
musicals. — M. D. P.
real kinematic value.— X.C.
^AddTicL
,
Mdrten

Prank Morgan gives a
characteristic performance.
A governor with a roving

> v j-/
( iM-

M G.M.'s ambitious concributio
* • boom. It introduces Nel
first big role in a manner that suj,
be one of the big vocal stars of IS
remarkabi/ fine and he has advant
personalityMacDonald.
and presence.
Jeanette
withTheElsac
support. The film also marks a
the phenomenal progress of \^
surely the screen's most versatii
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Free!/ based on the film "The
Biography
a Bachelor
Girl," by
permissionof of
Metro-GoldwynMayer Pictures Ltd., 19-21, Tower
Street,
Martin's
London. Upper
W.C.2.St. See
"On Lane.
the
Screens Now " feature, page 26,
for the full cast and Lionel
Collier's criticism of the film
He amused himself by
noting
the battled
lady's
sense of how
injustice
with her curiosity. Finally, asking Minnie to put
up a screen, she disappeared, remarking
"Are
you trying
to
sell
me something,
young
" On the contrary. I've
come you
to buy.
I'm
offering
thousand
dollars in two
advance
for
your reminiscences.
You
don't
have to write them.
1'U knock the material
into shape. All I want is
"
yourmanlife ? story
incorporating sidelights on the
notabilities
—
ahem
— have who
sat —to eryou
for their
t thisportraits."
moment, the
•
lawyer-hke
individual
who had apparently
got
past Mr. Feydak, who
was wearing out the
boudoir carpiet, and
Minnie, got a rise out of
Kurt by announcing
himself as "Mr. Slingsby "
A brief conversation
of
the "Times."
between
mistress and
maid behind the screen
"I'm notineight
y, Mr.
resulted
Marion's
remark.

Kurt VMS not at all pleased when Nolan visited
his cabin in a last bid to stop publication of
Marion's biography.
"TjrN
Robert spider
Bruce
rfl andemulating
the historic
torn while
endeavouring to
!*■ secure an interview with
Miss
Marion Forsythe,
Richard Kurt, editor of Everyweek, had more than one occasion
to doubt whether the game was
worth the candle. Not that he
allowed the fact to manifest
itself when boarding the Cunarder
on which the lady had just docked
in New York Harbour.
Indeed, aided by a pair of
horn-rims plus the dictatorial
manner of the newspaper man,
he trusted to overcome the
defects of a countenance singularly youthful and good-tempered. After all, he had only
himself to thank if he had put
his money on the wrong horse
in hoping to do business with an
American artist of positively
mediocre talent and vaguely
scandalous reputation.
She was not to be found in the
cabin she had booked. Difficulty
number one. It having transpired
that, after dining with the ship's
captain. Miss Forsythe had removed to a suite, Kurt knocked at
the door of B.9, elbowing out a
lawyer-like individual in black who
evinced a touching readiness to be
elbowed.
"Miss Marion Forsythe. I have
an appointment with her by radioKurt announced,
he had gram,"
nothing
to fear aware
from that
the
comfortable-looking woman of
Teutonic aspect who, having admitted him, olumfted up the cushions
22
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The Story of the Film
of a seat near the grand piano. But
he was barely ensconced when the
luxury boudoir seemed overpowered
by the presence of an obvious
foreigner wearing suede shoes and
freckled tweeds, who shook the
Teutonic woman by the hand,
called her Minnie, and rattled ofi a
conversation in German. Whereupon Minnie, in answer to a call
from the far side of the communicating door, informed : "Mr. Feydak's
here. Mr. Feydak."
" 'C'eydie darling I How marvelM/ lous ! I'm coming." The immediate appearance from the bedroom of Miss Forsythe satisfied
Kurt no less than finding her
better-looking than he had expected.
Classical features, fine, fair,
almost straight hair, severely
brushed and knotted at the
nape, shell-pink neglig^ of equal
simplicity with a fringed collar — the
combination of these things produced an efiect on Kurt which
counteracted the irritating babble
with which she favoured Mr. Feydak.
When reminded of the radiogram
appointment, she observed with
annoying sweetness :
"Would it be an awful tronUe
for you to come back later, Mr.
" If it's business, I can wait," Mr.
Feydak offered.
Kurt?"

by Marjory

Williams

"No, Feydie; certainly not. I'm
sure Mr. Kurt understands. It's
not
business
man.as though
Not inhe'sthea regular
least Uke
your
message, are you, Mr. Kurt ? I
pictured you jowly and convex, but
you're presently
neither. If. .you"
couldsee,
comeI
back
. you
haven't seen Feydie since we were
"Vienna. I know. Always the
way with Bohemians, Miss Forsythe.
Surprising they ever meet anywhere
else. I'll come back in a few
The said" minutes numbered thirty,
in which Kurt smoked and
during
minutes."
talked
to the black-coated gentleman
of legal aspect who still hung about.
A busy editor surely might be
pardoned for irrascibility. Indeed
Kurt was in the mood to match his
name, when finding that Miss
Forsythe was receiving news reporters en masse, he followed up the
exit of these gentlemen by a determined entry into the bedroom.
"Your state of deshabille means
absolutely nothing to me. Miss
Forsythe," he declared, having
rejected Minnie's offer of a highball.
I've waited long enough."
"But I can't get off the boat like
this," Marion protested. "You
"Go allow
ahead.
not stopping
might
me toI'm
dress."

Kurt, that you should
want my biography. . . .
My coat, Minni . . .
things are bettere than
they were in the art
Another minute and she emerged,
proving to Kurt, in spite of himself,
how her distinguished elegance, set
off by pltiin felt hat, carelessly
knotted scarf and three-quarter
coat, must have graced any street.
"Mr. Slingsby,"
opportunity
worldtaking
."
by the fetlock, delivered her a
document at the sight of which
Kurt pricked up his ears.
" Lawsuit by Jaekel and Compwmy.
Fifteen hundred dollars for an
ermine bedcover. ... I don't understand."Minnie
Marionthrew
appeared
bewildered.
up her
hands. The process server alias
Mr. Slingsby bowed. Kurt moved
towards the door.
" Let me know if the revival in the
art world collapses," he said gravely.
"My offer, Miss Forsythe, is still
open. You are staying in New
York ? " " At my flat."
Fate, or was it the inevitable
expression of Marion Forsythe' s
temperament^
Kurt's
second
meetingdemanded
with her that
should
be
as redolent of interruptions as the
first. From the moment indeed of
his being shown into her studio by
Minnie, and having to stand aside
to assist the egress of a couple of
workmen carrying an Empire
wardrobe,
the interview as a tfite-at£te was doomed.
As on the previous occasion by
the time Kurt arrived Marion bad a
second visitor. This time the
gentleman
in question
(CotUinued
on page 24)was no
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foreigner, nor could he. under any
pie
lex I whatsoever be called a
Bohemian.
From glossy topnhat to pin-stripe
trousers, from stiff turn-down collar
to braided morning coat he appeared
even in the lobby to be the apotheosis of stilted resp»ectabihty. "My
name's Nolan," he volunteered
pwmpously
to Kurt.
Nolan. You're
a friend " Leander
of Miss
Forsythe, I presume; she seems to
least her furniture is. The
be "At
moving."
sheriff's
possession."
informed.taking
The other
threw upKurt
his
hands in a gesture of undisguised
horror.
reaUy. Marion
. . this! isI
terrible. "Not
Poor little
haven't seen her for years. She was
as pretty as a spotted pup when I
met her in KnoxviUe. That was

Pretty. . . 6ut spoi/f by underarm

neglect

^Ihat finishes it. You. don't realise— how can you?— how
many women men have to dismiss like that. It's a loathly
thought, but someone maybe is saying it about you —
now. You can't tell.
It's normal to perspire. And underarm perspiration has
a disagreeable odour. How, then, do many girls keep
that exquisite freshness, even at dances that last far into
the morning? Their secret is — they use Odo-ro-no
regularly. You should, too.

KEEPS YOU FRESH — sa/e/j. A doctor invented
Odo-ro-no to keep his hands from perspiring during operations. Before he let
_
..^
daughter use it under her arms, he
/Hli^i^
^^R^
''
ft jnatje quite certain that it was suitable
for the feminine skin. When he was
certain — Odo-ro-no was taken up by
practically every civilised woman in the
land. Odo-ro-no liquid {and only a liquid
will do this) both checks perspiration and
prevents its unpleasant odour.
Odo-ro-no is the only certain way of

ODO-RO-NO

Odo-ro-no sorts your dresses from
getting discoloured under the arms.

saving your clothes from getting discoloured and spoilt binder the arms.

2 KINDS OF ODO-RO-NO
proo-ro-no is a liqui J which will ingiveaction.
1 1NSTANT (or 'clearOOddays.
Easy to apply anJ quick
tection for two to three
ap2 REGULAR (or 'red') Odo-ro-no is a slronRer liquid. One
plication at bedtime keeps you free from perspi ration for a » eek
Try both kinds of Odo-ro-no! Send 4d. in
stamps for trial bottles of both Instant (clear)
and ReKular (red) Odo-ro-no (with a sample of
Deodorant Crime Odo-ro-no also). Use coupon
Northam Warren Ltd. (Dept. P.2-),
21 J Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.I
Nam*
Addrta .
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ODO*RO*NO
prevents underarm perspiration

the"Not
beginning
her career."
as an ofartist,
I presume."
"What do you mean? A gentleman doesn't bandy a lady's name
about criticised.
in her own parlour," Mr.
Nolan
"Pooh, don't talk like a senator,
sir." Kurt, supremely conscious of
Marion's entry in a bewitching
artist's smock.
"Shall I throw this ruffian out
for you ? " enquired Mr. Nolan.
Kurt felt in some measure comp>ensated for his alleged waste of
time by the genuine expression of
blankness on Marion's face. It was
plain that she neither recognised
Mr. Nolan nor connected him with
any sentimental past. Vainly did
the pompous one try to jog her
memory. It took a wholesale string
of reminiscences, including mention
of a dinner in Rome, to bring Marion
to the point of exclaiming : "Why,
you're not Bunny Nolan — you can't
be." I You
be his brother."
have must
no brother.
Oh ! Marion
darling.
Can't limpid
I see you
?"
She turned
eyes alone
on Kurt.
" If you could wait a few minutes
... I have a little study where — "
By sacrifice."
all means.He Let
me make
the
let her
shut him
ihad
na room
from which
the sheriff's
removed
everything
exceptmena
table and chair, with complaisance.
From the way things were going it
looked as though he already held
the
first i.hapterin of
Forsytiie"s
reminiscences
theMiss
hollow
of his
hand. When, with an assumption of
impatience, he re-entered the studio.
Marion's smock was in close contact
with Mr. Nolan's black coat.
"Looks as if that big childhood
romance was beginning to sizzle
again."
remarked.
"In myKurt
day,"
Mr. Nolan rejoined
bitterly, "a young man would have
beenHe solemnly
horsewhipped
for this."
shook hands
with
Mai ion and departed. "Poor
Bunny, I'm afraid you didn't make
aMarion's
good impression
him,"
was
comment ason she
stooped
to light the
fire.quite
" I*itylikely
— he'sgoing
an
impwrtant
person,
to be the senator from Tennessee."
" He looks like it now."
"You think so. I've been commissioned to paint his portrait.
How about tea? There's still a
couch
and two
cups."
"No left
thanks.
Never
take tea."
" \ slice of cake then."
Kurt, eating and mumbling about
having had no lunch, only remembered his position after a second
slice. "Glad you've decided to sell
thosebegan.
precious
of yours,"
he
"Howmemories
about taking
the
cheque
here and now ?
"Oh ! wen, I don't know that I
can promise. I should be scared to
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af

a

death. Richard.
By the way,
name?
Then what's
I shall your
call
Positively sickening the way she
dallied, refusing to write a Une
unlessDickie."
he would agree to come round
you edit for her the following afterand
noon. He got away at last under
a strong sense of disadvantage
which was increased by leaving his
hat and having to retrieve it from
the studio peg where it hung cheek
whichjowl
she with
was notMarion's
slow to felt.
point— out.
by
fact
Was there ever a woman so maddeningly determined to make a
ship?
cocktail out of business and friendA week went by, however, in
which business and friendship were
at least proportionately mingled.
Kurt, installed every afternoon in
Marion's study, finished the first
biographical instalment and stsirted
a second. Marion, meanwhile busy
on
Nolan's Feydak
portrait the
at the
sameLeander
time allowing
use
of
the
advance
was by
at hand

grand
Kurt's
had putpiano
back which
tn the studio,
this arrangement at least
fm reference.

Kurt was in fact complaining that
according to her notes she ap>pjeared to have spent the same
Christmas in two places, when Nolan
app)eared late for his sitting. It was
obvious that the senator-to-be was
considerably put about. Kurt was
hardly surprised, when having retired to the study, he was interrupted
by
the gentleman.
"Hard
at work,
I see,"
observed Mr.
Nolan
with
forced cheerfulness. "Listen — er —
Mr. Kurt — the fact is I've been
reading the first instalment of Miss
Forsythe's
biography
its
most
important
that and
you feel
should
understand the friendship existing
between her and myself is harmless
— entirely harmless. The fact is —
well, it would suit me much better
if publication of — er — this important
work ... is delayed till after the
election.
"Mr. Nolan is engaged to be
married,"
amended,
"to ofa
Miss Slade Marion
Kinnicott,
daughter
the well-known publisher. Any
mention of his being my first flame
" Marion,"
I^eander
seems
to upset observed
him."
Nolan
with
great
feeling,
"not
so
much on my account but for yotir
own reputation I beg you to have
nothing to do with Mr. Kurt's
sensation -mongering rag."
"Hardly that, Bunny. Be fair.
On the other hand, 1 daresay Dickie
wouldn't
mind holding
"
"I should
mind — over
definitely,"
Kurt thrust in. "Marion's nothing
to do of
withher it.
She's sold me
rights
reminiscences,
and the
by
gosh, what a chance for my circulation manager
"Don't
worryin your
about home
him state
because! "
you won't be here," Kurt insisted,
when Nolan
gone.Lake,
" I've Maine.
got a
cabin
up athadMoose
You bring Minnie along and we can
finish your biography up there.
Nolan
thatareprosp)ective
father-of
in-law and
of his
the ideal typw
addle-brains
run mood
things there
to-day."
With Kurt who
in this
was
no
dithering
on
Marion's
p>art.
With
feminine adaptability she ordered
and packed the right clothes and by
her compliance to keep hard at work
soothed the raw, hurt edges of her
host's somewhat harksawn temprrament. Vainly Kurt tried to be
angry with her, reviling her as a
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second-rate artist who had acquired
a reputation by vamping celebrated
nit-wits to sit for their portraits.
She merely instructed Minnie in the
art of making coffee strong enough
to please him, twitted him for want
of chivalry and for being afraid to
make love to her.
In this impasse there was no
knowing what might have happened
had next morning's post failed to
bring a letter. Meirion, communicated the contents to Kurt.
"What's this?" he frowned.
"Same old story. Messrs. Nolan and
Kinnicott don't want your biography published. Well, we do.
What difference does their calling
here to see about it make ? "
"A big difference, Dickie. L-ast
night you nearly said you loved me."
"Marion . . . you're beautiful. I
do say it. We are in love. Isn't that
"
so?
"I'm sure of it, Dickie."
"But it doesn't alter other facts.
I shan't even listen for instance to
what these mugs have to say."
"TTTell, I shall. I've an idea that
V dragging
friends'
in
to Vmemoirs
is in my
rotten
taste.names
Worse,
it would be hurting you too, Dickie
—blurring
lowering
paper's increasing
prestige,
youryour
judgment,
your unreasoning dislike of people —
very rude of you to try and get
away when I'm talking. Where
are you going ? "
"To throw these people out. Then
I'll come back and listen to everything you have
to say."
Ignoring
her protests,
he tickled
up the
Ford,
arriving at the little mountain
station to find he had missed the
train from Boston by half an hour.
A positive babel greeted him on
return to the cabin. The timbered
living-room with its wheelback
chairs and severely masculine fittings, contained besides the pompous Leander Nolan and a greyhaired individual whom Kurt judged
to be the publisher, Kinnicott, a
young woman.
Leander took up Kurt's greeting
with the pained reminder. " Neither
Mr. Kinnicott nor myself have
come to see you, Mr. Kurt. However, now you're here I may as
well — ."
"Allow me to handle this," interrupted the prospective father-inlaw. "You realise, Mr. Kurt, or
perhaps I you
that among
other
things
am don't,
a newspai>er
proprietor.
May I point out, young man, that
Mr. Nolan and Miss Forsythe, if she
chooses, are in the position to sue
you for libel.
"Go ahead. Sue anyone you
want to. I'm sure Mr. Nolan's
constituents wdll be charmed."
The young woman whom Kurt
had forgotten startled him by
saying :
"Pop, who is this young man?
Won't anyone introduce him to
me ? " Then, proceeding to do the
work herself, she added : " I'm Slade
Kinnicott." The arrival of Marion
at this juncture prrevented Kurt
from dwelling on the hastily conceived idea that Slade Kinnicott was
far too nice a girl to be wasted on
Leander Nolan.
"So glad to know you. Miss
Kinnicott," Marion tranquilly observed. "Why, hello. Bunny darling ! What are you doing here ?
Oh, have I said something? I am
sorry. Dickie, you're host here.
Can't you fix a drink for someone ? "
"These folk haven't come here

Weekly

for a social call," Kurt mumbled.
"Then suppose 1 .see Mr. Kinnicott alone ? " Marion suggested.
In spite
of Kurt's
objections
her
being
alone
for five
minutes towith
any man, she carried the point.
Kurt left with two people in whom
he hadn't the slightest interest,
pondered on what was going on in
the next room. He was no wiser
when the consultants emerged except
that Marion's mo.st innocent expression coupled wiii. the fact of
her calling no
Mr. diminution
Kinnicott "Orrin"
suggested
of her
vamping prowess.
"Can I have a word with you,
Miss
Slade
wanted
know, Forsythe
and Kurt? " was
forced
to rageto
while the two women went into
conference which lasted until the
party got off in their car.
Too annoyed to join in the fareroom. wells, Kurt retired to the jKjrch
He was roused from reflection at
hearing Nolan's voice in the next
room — Nolan's of all people. Beyond
interrupting in a game which every
minute threatened to slip further
from his grasp, he sat in moody
silence till Marion joined him.
"Sorry I lost my temper," he
apologised.
Kinnicott
made me see"That
red — fellow
and Nolan
. . .
what did he mean by coming back ?
to tellwent
me hesmash.
didn't care
if "Only
his career
He
wanted to marry me, Dickie.
Rather
pathetic, wasn't
"Double-crossing
swine it! ? "What
did"'That
you tellI him
? " you. Besides,
loved
Slade's a good sort. She told me
frankly she only came up here to
see what 1 was like. Leander will
be "Not
happy when
all right."
I've finished. Not
when
I've
told
Everyweek how her the
fine world
fiancein doublecrossed her and made love to you.
You've no need to take the respKjnsibility of writing it. I wall."
"Very well, then. Be as smug
and vicious and intolerant as you
like. I haven't made any promise
to
I onlythesaid
I'd
do Orrin
what Kinnicott.
I could. Take
rotten
stuff and do what you like with it.
I'm going."
Stung in the face by the wad of
papers she flung at him, he made no
attempt to stop her.

he was in the
Ten days later
office haranguing a Russian exImperialist for murdering an article
when Marion was shown in.
"Dickie, I've been talking to your
clerk. Why did you stop publishing
my
and refuse
to take
back biography
the two thousand
dollars?
' ' I thought the stuff was dull
"Theall."clerk didn't seem to think
after
so.
He thought it a pity to have
stopped it. By the way, this is
'Goodbye,' Dickie. I'm going to
Hollywood.
there.
He's
getting me Feydie's
commissions
to paint
film"Sounds
stars." like a break. Marion,
I may have been rude at times but
I've always been straight with you.
Maybe
I didn't
your stuff
was dull.
Maybethink
I thought
you
were right; that I was being smug
and intolerant and inconsiderate."
Encouraged by the mist in her
eyes and regardless of her having
reached the outer ofl&ce, Kurt
pursued her as if, as was indeed the
truth, he was permanently waylaying the one woman in the world.
"
I
may
be a bhthering
idiot,
but
I meant what
I said when
I told
you I loved yon. Now try and
leave town without me," he shouted.
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Index to films just released
•♦^BIOGRAPHY OF A
♦THE GIRL OF THE
LIMBERLOST
BACHELOR GIRL
♦♦♦STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
♦SECRET OF THE CHATEAU
♦ONCE TO EVERY
♦♦THE FOUNTAIN
♦♦TRANSATLANTIC
BACHELOR
♦THE FIREBIRD
MERRY-GO-ROUND
♦♦THE PURSUIT OF
♦YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL
♦BORROW A MILLION
HAPPINESS
Judith Allen succeeds in being very
winsome in " Young and Beautiful."
OT since The Woman in
His House has Ann
Harding had a part
which shows her to
such advantage as the
one she plays in Biography of a
Bachelor Girl. It is an interesting
role which gives this finely
sensitive artiste a chance to
exercise her subtlety of expression
and indefinable charm.
She also gives, this week,
another well-balanced, sincere
performance in The Fountain.

♦••BIOGRAPHY OF A
BACHELOR GIRL
M.-G.-M.
. "U"
certificate.
Romantic American
comedy. Runs
82 minutes.
Ann Harding
Marion
Robert Montgomery
Kurt
Edward Everett Horton...
Nolan
Edward
Arnold
Frydak
Una Merkel
Slade
Charles Richman
Kinnicott
Greta Meyer
Minnie
Millard Robertson Process Server
Directed by Edward H. Griffith, from the play
"Biography,"
S. N.storyBehrman.
Pre-viewed
March 0, 1935.by For
freely bused
on Iht
film by Marjory Williams, see page 22.
Ann Harding and Robert Montgomery made an exceptionally
well-contrasted team in this bright,
witty, if excessively wordy play
which strikes a new note in comedy
romance.
Although somewhat artificial in
conception, it is always interesting
both in situation and characterisation and its discussion of the ethics
of life is sprinkled with a very
liberal helping of wisecracks and is
not without a subtle touch of irony
indulged in at the expanse of
politicians and publishers.
Ann Harding gives a finely
balanced and wholly sincere portrayal of the woman with a past
who falls in love with a dynamic
young editor, not so much in a
glamorous, romantic manner but in
a way that brings out the full force
of her maternal instincts.
As the editor who suffers from
inhibitions which are in danger of
destroying his happiness and who
fights against the growing passion
he feels for the woman because she
offends against all his accepted
canons, Robert Montgomery is excellent.
As usual, Edward Everett Horton
turns in a noteworthy piece of
acting. As an early lover of the
heroine who fears that the affair
may sp>oil his chances at the senatorial elections he draws a very
natural and amusing portrait.
Una Merkel is not well cast as his
fiancee and is starved of opportunity.
The pncture is produced in a
straightforward manner without
26

What th* asterisks mean — •••• An outstanding feature. ••• Very good.
•• Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
attempting
conceal
material's
stage origintobut
it is the
polished
and
efficient technically.
«**STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Columbia.
American. Runs"V"
certificate.
Romantic drama.
101 minutes.
Warner Baxter
Dan Brooks
Myrna Lov
Alice
Walter Connolly J. L. Higgins
Helen Vinson
Margaret
Douglas Duubrillk Eddie Morgan
Raymond Walburn Colonel Pettigrew
Lynne Overman Happy McGuire
Clarence Muse
Whitey
Margaret Hamilton
Edna
Frankie Darro
Ted Williams
Charles C. Wilsow
Collins
Harry Todd
Pop Jones
George Cooper
Joe
George
isoN::::::} «°«-'^Henry Early
S.rLE!rvMeeker
Jason Robards Arthur Winslow
Helen Flint
.>lrs. Early
Helene Millard
Mrs. Winslow
Ed Tucker
Jimmy Baker
Edmund Breesi
Presiding Judge
Bob Tansill
Jockey
Clara
Blandick Whitehall's
B4rs. Peterson
Ine2 Courtney
Mae
Claude Gillingwatkr Chase
Paul Harvey
James Whitehall
James
Blakely
Alan Hale
Orchestra Interne
Leader
Directed by Frank Capra, from the story by
Mark Hettinger, adapted by Robert Risking
An excellent example of the
racing drama made wholly
entertaining by clever human
touches and an orig^ality of theme
— the conflict for supremacy belove for a woman and
his lovetwe n aman's
for a horse.

Actually the plot is slight and
deals with a restless young man,
tired of being one of his wealthy
father-in-law's puppets, who takes
to racing and is aided and abetted
by How,
his sister-in-law.
in spite of all difficulties
and the death of a horse on whom
he had set his hopes and centred
his affections, he succeeds in making
good and, his wife having divorced
him, marrying his sister-in-law, is
rendered wholly intriguing by clever
touches both of hnmour and drama.
Warner Baxter and Myrna Lx)y
make a very good team, and the love
interest in their hands becomes both
natural and attractive.
Walter G>nnolly gives a very good
performance
as the father-in-law
and
wife. Helen Vinson is sidequate as the
Two artful racecourse crooks are
extremely well characterised by
Lynne Overman and Raymond
Walburn.
•♦THE FOUNTAIN
Radio. American.
"A " 82certificate.
drama. Runs
mtnutes. TriangU
Ann Harding
Julie
Paul Lukas
Rupert
Brian Aherne.
Lewis Alison
Jean
Baroo Van Ballater
Leyden
Ralph Hersholt
Forbes
Violet Kehble-Coopkr Baroness Van Leyden
Sara Haden
Sophie
Richard Abbott AUard Van Leyden

Marian Nixon is appealing as the
heroine in *^Once to Every
Rudolph Amendt Goof Van Leyden
Barbara Barondess Goofs Wife
Bachelor." .Allard's Wife
Betty
Aloen
Ian Wolfe
Van Arkel
Douglas Wood
.De Greeve
Frank Reicher
Doctor
Ferike Boros
Nurse
William Stack „. Commandant
Christian Rub
,
Kerstholt
J. M. Kerrigan
Shordley
Charles McNaughton Lampman
Desmond Roberts
WiUett
Directed by John Cromwell.
Thedesire
clashprovides
between theloyalty
drama andin
this inteUigently directed triangle
story which while rather sordid and
sUght in texture has sound emotional
appeal and good characterisations.
The development is on the slow
side but it is artistically set and the
treatment of the theme is sensitive.
Ann Harding gives a restrained,
emotional performance as Juhe, an
EngUsh girl married to a German
officer, Rupert, who falls in love
with an English officer, Lewis,
interned in Holland. They act
honourably, however, and when
Rupert returns terribly wounded
from the front, the two men become
friends.
Love, however, proves stronger
than loyalty and Lewis and JuUe
enter into an immoral relationship
which, however, Rupert stoically
accepts and forgives on his deathbed.
Paul Lukas acts with distinction
and poUsh as Rupert and Brian
Aheme is good as Lewis.
The supporting cast is sound.
••TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY- GO-ROUND
UnitedDramatic
Artists. Musieaie.
American.Rtmi "A"
certificate
89 mnnutes.
Gene Raymond
Jimmy Brett
Nancy Carroll
Sally Marsh
iACK
Bbhmy
„
Irni Green Chad Denby
MiUi
Sid Silvers
Shortie
Sidney Blacrmer
Lee Lothar
Ralph Morgan
Herbert Rosson
Shirley Grey
Anya Rosson
Sam Hardy
Jack Summers
William Boyd
Joe Saunders
Robert Elliott Inspector McKinnev
Frank
Parker
Fimnk
Carlylb Moore
lean
Jimmy Gribr and his Orchestba.
Directed by Benjamin Stoloff from a story by
Leon Gordon.

are happily
sp>ectac
musical
r and
e, lehumou
, romanc
Crime
blended in this not very original
but weU-presented pot-pourri.
It is an efficiently produced variation of the "Grand Hotel" theme.
The action takes place on a Uner
where we are introduced to Sally
Marsh, a cabaret star, just free of an
affair with Lee Lothar, an unscrupulous gambler, Lothar himself;
Jack Summers, his pwirtner; Jimmy
Brent, an engaging jewel thief, and
his accomplice. Shorty; Any*
[Conlinued on page 28)
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be

think

taught

every
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"I^^OTIII^'Cp
h«>lpM
a woman
mo mueh
1^ nN a lovoly
Nkin."
says Diana
Napier,
one of Britain's most talented and beautiful young
stars. " And any girl can have this charm if she
uses Lux Toilet Soap." These facts explafn why.
Your skin is always changing. Specialists say tiny
cells are flaking off all the time. Within six weeks
your present surface skin will have disappeared
entirely and a new skin, now forming beneath, will
have taken its place. The beauty of this new skin
depends on the care you give it now, while it is grow-

^

girl

Weekly

should

^

ing. Lux Toilet Soap has a special quick-lathering
action which cleanses away all dirt and stale cosmetics
from pores and skin-glands, keeps new skin smooth,
soft and clear as it comes to the surface.
846 of the 857 leading stars use Lux Toilet Soap
regularly. Try it yourself. Keep your own growing
skin smooth, soft and clear as it comes to the surface
and sec how much more attractive you can be. Lux
Toilet Soap is obtainable ever, where.

A TABLET

A LEVER PBODUCT
This price applies to Great Britain
and Northern Ireland ooir
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'Modern

He

found

her

Qirl

Beautiful

. . . and marvelled at the never-failing charm
of her alluring loveliness. Being a man he
knew nothing of the debt her beauty owed
to careful make-up. But you who realise its
vital importance will welcome the wonderful
range of Elfrida Beauty Aids . . . a complete
beauty treatment in itself . . . costing pence
where others cost you pounds. Write to-day
for a free copy of "The Elfrida Aids to Beauty"
a book of invaluable advice composed by a
famous Beauty Specialist — which tells you
how your* make-up" can truly express your
personality and give you loveliness, charm
and allure.

y ou ca n
obtain
Elfrida
Aids from
chemist
hairdresser
or from
your '
arty
of
the
Woo/ worth
Branches

IVylODERN
in ideasquite
and aways
she smokes
lot
and never questions whether
anything
or
not. will
But stain
she her
does teeth
not
neglect
them
—
Night
and
morning she uses Eucryl.
EUCRYL Tooth Powder
being a poioder unhampered
by any " pastey
clogging
substance,
cleans" orthoroughly,
removes all stains, and make*
teeth white and sparkling.
Eucryl is so very fine and soft
that it cannot possibly scratch.
The Lancet says, " . . a properly
compounded
powder agent
is preferable as a cleansing
to a

paste. ' '
Elfrida Perfumery Compan/ (Dept. P. ) Rawdon Leeds

Sold hy all chemists, in tins 1i°tV-
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Rosson, a married woman, Lothcir's
latest flame; her jealous husband,
Herbert;
brother. and Ned Marsh, Sally's
During the voyage the lives of
many of them intertwine and double
murder is one of the outcomes of the
mixing of this queer galaxy of
characters; both Lothar and Anya
are shot.
Suspicion falls on the others, but
Herbert confesses to the crime and
out of the tragedy emerges a romance for Jimmy and Sally who
learn to regret the folhes of
their past.
The picture's success relies on its
team work, good dialogue, spectacular sequences and poUshed
technical quaUties.
The liner settings are realistically
staged on an ambitious scale and the
whole thing has been designed with
an eye to popular showmanship.
*«THE PURSUIT OF
HAPPINESS
Paramount.
American. Runs '*A"
certificate.
Comedy romance.
66 minutes.
Francis Lederer Max Christmann
Joan Bennett Prudence Kirkland
Charlie Ruggles Aaron Kirkland
Mary Boland
Comfort Kirkland
Walter Kingsford Squire Banks
Minor Watson
Col. Sherwood
Adrian Morris
Shad Jennings
Barbara Barondess Meg Mallory
Directed by Alexander Hall, from the play by
Lawrence Langer and Armina Marshall,
adapted to the screen by J. P. McEvoy and
Virginia Van Upp. 1934.
Pre-viewed December 29,
An excellent performance, full of
light abandon and provocative
charm, is given by Francis Lederer
in this picturesque comedy romance
which is set in the period of the
American War of Independence and
which tilts at Puritan convention —
and incidentally at the busybodies
and killjoys who are to-day holding
up their hands in pious horror at the
immorality of screen entertainment.
Lederer is cast as Max, a Hessian
soldier, brought to America to fight
for George III. He deserts and is
held pri-soner at a farm owned by
Aaron Kirkland. Whilst awaiting his
fate he falls in love with Prudence,
theShefarmer's
returnsdaughter.
his love much to the
chagrin of Shad Jennings, commander ofthe local militia. Eventually, Max and Prudence are caught
"bundling" by the puritanical
Squire Banks and he attempts to
create a scandal.

NOW -Continued
"Bundling" needs a word of
explanation. It was an old Connecticut custom induced by the
shortage of firewood. Courting
couples used to keep warm by
climbing into bed, fully clothed.
There was, be it understood, a
board down the centre to satisfy the
proprieties.
At this juncture a colonel arrives
and cells Aaron that he has been
elected recruiting officer and he
silences Banks by putting him in
uniform. The colonel also announces
that Washington has made Max
official interpreter and his status
permits him to ask for Prudence's
hand.
Joan Bennett is coy and intriguing as F*rudence and Charlie
Ruggles back to a bibulous
character role is splendid as Aaron,
while Mary Boland makes an excellent foil for his humour as Mrs.
Kirkland.
The charm of the old world
atmosphere has been admirably
caught and the whole thing is
piquant
tious and
manner. witty in an unpreten*THE GIRL OF THE
LIMBERLOST
Pathi. American.
mental drama. "U"
Runs certificate.
86 minutes. SentiLouise Dresser Katherine Comstock
Ralph Morgan
Welsey Sinton
Marian Marsh
Elnora Comstock
H. B. Walthall
Dr. Ammon
Edward Nugent
Phillip Ammon
GiGi Parrish
Edith Carr
Helen
Jerome Eddy Margaret Sinton
Betty Blythe
Mrs. Parker (The Bird Woman)
Barbara Bedford Elvira Carney
Robert Ellis
Frank Comstock
Tommy Buff
Billy
Directed by Christy Cabantu, from Gene
StrattoH Porter's Comandini.
novel, adapted by Adele
Good rural atmosphere and picturesque settings help to discount the very leisurely development of this simple, sentimental
story which strikes a rather artificial,
old-fashioned note.
Louise Dresser acquits herself
well in the difi&cult role of Katherine
Comstock, who is embittered because the child she bore happened
to be a girl instead of the son she
had hoped for and because her
husband died on the night she was
bom. As the daughter, who is
helped by childless neighbours and
eventually
wins isherdebghtfuUy
mother's love,
Marian Marsh
un-

Joem Bennett and Charles Ruggles catch Francis Lederer a deserter from the
enemy forces in "The Pursuit of Happiness," a tale of the American War
of Independence."
28

sophisticated and two wellcharacterised f)erformances come
from Helen Jerome Eddy and Ralph
Morgan as the childless couple.
Humorous touches are well introduced and help to carry the story
through on its gently sentimental
journey.
•SECRET OF THE CHATEAU
Universal.drama.
American.
certificate. Crook
Runs "A"
64 minutes.
Claire Dodd
Julie
Clark Williams
Paul
Amce White
Didi
Osgood Perkins
Martin
Jack
La
Rue
Lucien
Williau Faversbam
Fos
George E. Stone
Annand
Ferdinand Gottschalk Marotte
Dewitt
Jennings
Bardou
Helen Ware
Madame
Frank Reicher
Auctioneer
Alphonse Eithier Commissioner
Paul Nicholson
Domme
Olaf Hytek
La Farge
Cecil Elliott
Cook
Tony Merlo
Arthur
Frank Thornton
George
Directed ly Richard Thorpe.
An murder
incredibleat story
of robbery
and
a French
chateau
which includes two murders and a
fair proportion of comedy; the
comedy being the more entertaining
ingredient.
Neither the characters nor the
environment has any pretension of
being French and the plot follows
the old formula of proving the guilt
in the least suspicious of the
susp>ects.
Claire Dodd is quite attractive
as the heroine while Clark Williams
is sympathetic as the hero.
Most of the amusement is supplied
by Alice White as a wise-cracking
gold digger
Gottschalk turnswhile
in aFerdinand
good character
study as a chief of p>ohce.
♦ONCE TO EVERY
BACHELOR
Wardouf. American. "A" certificate. Romantic comedy-drama. Runs 71 minutes.
Marian Nixon
Natalie
Neil Hamilton
Lyle Stuart
William Austin
Matthews
Raymond Hatton
Uncle John
Aileen Princle Mrs. Judy Bryant
Kathleen Howard... Aunt Henrietta
Ralfe Haroide
Mr. Schuyler
Bradley Irving
Page
Jerome
George
George Landers
Bryant
Don Alvarado
Rocco
Directed by William Nigh, from the screen story
by Adele Buffington. Pre-viewed December 8,
1934.
Somewhat
ingeniousof but
very
subtle version
the not
familiar
story of two f)eople who maxry as
a business proposition and then
proceed
fall in quite
love. comjjetently
It ha.sto been
presented, but in the anxiety to
include something of everything,
nothing much has been achieved.
Neil Hamilton is inclined to over
emphasise his facial expressions as
the husband who marries to prevent
himself
beingthecited
a co-resf>ondent. As
wifeas who
marries
because she has been involved with
gangsters and wants to escape the
police, Marian Nixon is appealing.
The best performance, however,
comes from Aileen Pringle, as J'ldy
the married woman with whom the
hero has an affair.
*THE FIREBIRD
Warner. American.
drama. Runs"A"74 crtiificate.
minutes. Murder
Veree Teasdale .Carola Pointer
Ricardo Cortez
Herman Brandt
Lionel Atwill
John Pointer
Anita Louise
Mariette
C. Aubrey Smith
Police Inspector
Dorothy Tree
Jolan
Helen Trenholmb Mile. Mousquet
HoBART Cavanauoh
F.mile
Robert Barrat
Halasz
Hal K. Dawson Asst. Stage Manager
KussELL Hicks
Stage Manager
Spencfr Charters
Max
Etienne Giradot Prof. Peterson
Florenc* Faur
Thelnia
Nan Gray
Alice Von Attern
Directed by March
William 2, Dieterle.
Pre-viewed
1935.
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Dullthestory
which
point
moral that aseeks
child tobrought
up under too strict surveillance will
eventually break out.
In this case the daughter in
question shows her independence by
murdering a matinee idol who has
tried to assault both her and her
mother.
The mother tries to take the
blame for the crime and poses as
the murdered man's mistress.
It is all very artificial, but is
redeemed to some extent by the
acting. Veree Teasdale being very
good as the mother and Anita
Louise suitably girlish and unsophisticated as the daughter.
Lionel Atwill has few chances as
the father and Ricardo Cortez as the
matinee
"bumped
too
early to idol
carryis many
of theoff"acting
honours, although what he does is
polished and effective.
C. Aubrey Smith makes a dignified
chief of jjolice.
The drama is set in a very synthetic
Vienna.
•YOUNG

AND BEAUTIFUL

A.B.F.D.
American.
Musical
Romantic
Comedy. "A"Runscertificate.
67 minutes.
William Haines
Bob Preston
Judith Allen
June Dale
Joseph Cawthorn Herman Cline
John
Shaw Miljan
and Lee
TheGordon
Piano Douglass
Movers
James
Bush
Dick
Vincent Barnett
Sammy
Warren Hymer
The Champion
Franklin PANGBORN...The Radio Announcer
James
Burtis
Farrell
Syd Saylor
Hansen
Greta Myers
Mrs. Cline
Fred Kelsey
Hennessy
Andre Besancer
Henry Briand
Ray Mayer
The Song Writer
Roy Russell
Don Raymond
Edward Hearn
The Director
Ed
Lester's
Hollywood
Singers.
Ted Fie-Rita and Orchestra.
The Hudson-Mehtzer Girls and the
Wampas Baby Stars.
Directed
by Joseph
Santley.
the story
by Earl
SruU and
JosephFrom
Santley.

relies
Convent
d
moreionad
on itsstory
goodwhich
humoure
expos6 of Hollywood publicity
methods than on its plot value. It
d but
is
scrappUy
William
Haines
works presente
with a will
to make
the
part of a high -pressure publicity
agent tell and Judith Allen succeeds
in being very winsome as a young
star with whom he is in love.
The picture introduces the Wampas baby
stars and
andchorus
has effective
musical
scoring
work.
•BORROW A MILLION
Fox. British. " (,' " certificate. Comedy
Romance. Runs 49 minutes.
Charles Culm.'M
Michael Trent
Reginald Gardiner Alastair Cartwrighl
Vera Bogetti
Adele Cart»Tii<ht
Meriel Forbes
Eileen Dacres
Wally Patch
Bodijers
Roland Culver Charles NuKord
Wilson Coleman
Blake
Robert Rendel
Struthers
Gordon McLeod
Bowers
Dania Barrigo
Dania
Directed by Reginald Denham.

of ya
humou
with
roman
ous r comed
tenti
le ceunpre
Simp
popular order dealing with the
ss
n tea ybusine
of a one-ma
young
by a wealth
backed
who isetor
propri
man to the tune of a million.
He floats a chain of shops but is
hindered by leakages from the
office. However, his secretary Eileen
and his bluff transport manager
take the matter in hand and outwit
the informer. Charles Cullum is
sound as Michael, the tea shop
and Meriel Forbes is
proprietor and
unaffected
capable as Eileen.
Wally Patch turns in a good
character study as the transport
manager as does Vera Bogetti as the
lady responsible for the leakage of
information.
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Skin

Bathing in soft, fragrant 'Reudel' water,
supercharged with beautifying oxygen,
gives you lovely skin and subtle charm.
Newly-liberated oxygen cleanses deep
into the pores and tones up the tired
tissues.
Only Reudel Cubes do this.
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ROSE

Cub
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Evelyn Laye, the world-famous film-star, says :
" It's really amazing, everybody seems to
be using Potter and Moore's PowderCream nowadays. At first I thought I
would defy fashion and try something
different, but I could never get that
lovely refined matt powder finish that
Every jar is fitted with a dainty my friends were getting until I used
mirror. In popular
where. shades every- Potter and Moore's Powder-Cream. Incidental y, itmay be of some interest to
you to know that there is hardly an
POWDER
AIL
actress of my acquaintance who does
CREAM
IN not use your wonderful beauty
MIRROR
ONE
»

Sectet

preparation."
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USED AND
APPROVED BY
ROYALTY
Obtainable in 40 Fashionable
I
Colours.
Blanche
Naturelle
• Margaret Rose, Margaret Rose Pearl, Jubilee Blue, and
Rosee
Pearl are most delightful shades, and are the
Double Rosee
craze Jubilee
of the Slue
moment.
Quadruple Rosee
The Kraska Co., Ltd., are fortunate in being able to provide their
clients with these tints, and every woman of fashion will insist on
Deep Quadruple
Rosee
applying one of them to her nails. These special colours may be
Coral
selected when filling in the coupon below.
Deep Coral
•Pearl
Chinese
Lake
KRASKA OILY
Kraska Cuticle
Orange
POLISH REMOVER I/Remover I/- and 1/9.
Deep Chinese Lake'
Patenttor with
Cuticle
keeps nails supple
each Extracbottle.
soft. and cuticles
'Marina Green Pearl
*Gold
Margaret Rose
Sold by all Chemists, Hairdressers and Stores
*Rose
Pearl Rose Pearl
•Margaret
•Silver
•Copper
Ruby
NAIL
Black
POLISH
Kraska
Jubilee Blue
•Jubilee Blue Pearl
Tanfo-Coral
Cut out and post this to-day.
Deep
Mauve Tango-Corai
To KRASKA CO., LTD., «5 Portobello Road,
Mahogany
(Tan)
London, W.I I.
Ivory, etc
I enclose postal order/stamps
I/in
payment
of
1/6
bottle
of
Kraska Nail Polish.
1/6 end
Colour required.
PG. 27/4/35.
*I/In I/6&2/(
Sizes 2/6
only
Special Try-out offer
Name
toreaders.•• PICTUREGOER
1/6 size in any"
Address ....
n'.. colour. Post Free for l/-
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& LAVENDER
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2^^
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FREE
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ly
will be sent if you write saying you are a
reader of the " Picturegoer," and enclose 3d.
stamps for postage, to :— •
ROBEL,
Ltd.
EAGLE HOUSE, JERMYN STREET, LONDON,
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hy E. G. Cousins

Berthold Viertel thinks a great deal of her; but
this is as I should have expected, for above all else
in his players Viertel demands sensitivity.
He is an extremely sensitive man himself.
Would it be insulting your memory to repeat that
he is the brilliant director who was responsible for
Little Friend ?
Excitement
Passing in general,
BeforeI propos
passinge onwe tolinger
The awhile with Renee.
We might do much worse.
She is, of course, and very properly, wildly
excited at receiving such a chance while she is still
young enough to begin a great career. One word
to producers. It seems about time Seventh
Heaven was remade. What about Renee?
I am confident that she will become a very
important asset to British films — and ultimately,
I am afraid, to Hollywood. By the way, her
selection for this role of "Stasia" is a striking
example of the topsiturviness of Filmland.
Some years ago, Renee realised that one of her
chief handicaps was her voice. It had a Cockney
timbre, and was pitched too high; so Renee very
sensibly set about altering it. Now it is innocent
of all trace of Cockneyism, and is pleasingly lowpitched. One of my complaints against most of
our up-and-coming film girls is that they simply
won't take the trouble. Renee will.
Now here is the topsiturviness. For her very
first really impwrtant part; Renee has to assume
a Cockney accent !

Renee

Ray

A Distinguished Name
The one thing that makes me a little uneasy is
that there is talk of changing her name. I
think when a girl's name is very obviously illchosen and artificial, like Dawn O'Day, she is very
wise to change it to Anne Shirley. But "Renee
Ray" conies, as Shakesfjeare put it, "trippingly
on
is easy toandremember.
the the
Raystongafi,"
are .in and
honourable
illustrious Besides,
family,
mcluding, since the Seventeenth Century, John
the naturalist, fed the golfer, Phil the comedian,
and X the Nosey Parker.
' Stasia " is the maid -of -all- work in the boarding
house where the action mainly takes place; and it
really is a peach of a part — probably the most
beloved "Slavey" since the immortal
" Marchioness."
Of course the most important role is that of the
Stranger, and after reducing the number of
possible players of this part to a mere 120 (a
Veidt.
handful), Gaumont-British decided upon Conrad

Arrives

Actress makes good — Leading Lady to Conrad Veidt — Ups
and Doxms of Studio Life — The " Scrooge " Film —
Seymour Hicks's Ancient Suit
Lucky, Street Song, Rolling in Money. . . .
"tOW and then something happens to Bom
restore a spark of hope even to such Certainly in each she was a little better than we
had seen her before, but .somehow success just
an old curmudgeon as I. Only eluded
her.
now and then.
It has happened now. A girl A Stage Farther
who has tried and tried and tried to make good Then she did a bold but wise thing as it turned
in films is now, in fact, making good in films;
out. She forsook films for the stage, and
which just proves that there is a sun in the scored such a success in Tlie Dominant Sex that
sky, and that all is for the best in this best of she simply had to be given a real part in films.
And now, as I adumbrated in my ojjening par,
all possible worlds.
she's got it.
Especially when the girl is Renee Ray.
She is playing opp)osite Conrad Veidt in the role
Some of us (I am proud to be one) have been
saying for years, in and out of season, that of " Stasia " in The Passing of the Third Floor Back
for Gaumont-British
Shepherd's
Bush — awould
part
Renee had what it takes. That is to say, she that
a great number ofat our
young actresses
has youth, vivacity, charm, intelligence,
have given their eyes for. I'm glad Renee didn't
energy, application, and more than her share have
to give hers; they're more like headlights
than eyes.
of good looks.
Time after time she has been just on the very
Now, whether she stands up or lies down in this
verge of success, and each time something just extremely important part (and from her work on
failed to connect. Here are some of the films we the set I should say she is making an excellent
thought she would get her real start in : Young job of it), she will have played opjxjsite the great
Conrad Veidt. Nothing can take that away from
Woodley, Two White Arms, Keepers of Youth, her.
While London Sleeps, Tiger Bay, King's Cup,
LAYE
inset in NEXT WEEK
V>
SPARKLING 16-PAGE EVELYN

A Sound Choice

Well, I think they could not have done better;
he is one of the world's best film actors
(many people say the best), and I think he will
the
of the
' otherworldl
admirably
convey
room on
the backiness"
guest whothetakes
mysterious
third floor and, lightly touching the lives of the
selfish, weak, vicious occupants of the house,
passes on, leaving them all transmuted — all, that
IS, excepting Stasia, who needed no alteration.
Stror^ Cast
So much of this film depends upon successful
characterisation that 1 am particularly reheved
to find such a fine cast. Besides "Connie" Veidt
and Renee Ray, there are Mary Clare as "Mrs.
Sharpe,"
the landlady,
CelHertheas embittered
"Wright"
(the Villyun),
Beatrix Frank
Lehman
"Miss Kite, " John TurnbuU and Cathleen Nesbit
as a husband and wife and Anna Lee as their
daughter, liarbara Kverest as the cook, and Sara
.\llgood as the faded lady with aristocratic connections.
Barbara Everest has lately made a great success
in the stage play Viceroy Sarah. Sara .Allgood is
a famous member of the Irish Players, who
apfiears far too infretjuently on the screen.
Mark another
instance onof page
the topsiturviness
of
{Continued
32)
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COMPLEXIONS

STEADILY GROW
PERFECT
In the past, women with greasy skins have
attempted to conceal the shine by heavy applications ofpowder which actually increase the excessive
flow of grease by enlarging the pores.
Now comes " Staymat " Face Powder, specially
made to check excessive skin grease as well as
making it non-shiny. Even the greasiest skin
rapidly improves if you powder regularly with
" Staymat " and you will always have the smooth,
'matt complexion which is so smart and attractive.
." Staymat " contains no starch, zinc, or orris,
as all these customary ingredients create enlarged
pores, irritation, blackheads, etc. " Staymat " does
contain both Peroxide and Magnesia to reduce
enlarged pores, tone up the skin, and check acidity.
" Staymat " is more than a smart powder — ^it is a
complete Beauty Treatment and it ' goes ' on perfectly— even over old make-up.

STRYmBT
POtUDEn FOR GREASY SKINS 6' /3 £ 2^
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DEJECTED

GIRLS

Lives Made Miserable by Anaemia
Anaemia is responsible for more sufiering
amongst girls than is generally known. Just at
an age when she should be at her best many a
girl's
life is rendered miserable by this insidious
ailment.
Instead of the bright, bonny girl she once was
she becomes pale and begins to droop; languor
and lassitude seize her; she has no energy, every
little effort leaves her breathless ; her head aches ;
she shuns her friends, and is dejected and miserable.
There is only one way to brighter, better
health for the anaemic girl; that way is to reinvigorate the feeble body with new blood —
the rich, healthy blood that imparts strength,
cleansss the system from all impurities, and restores womanly charm, with the bright eyes and
red lips that tell of perfect health. Thousands of
girls and women know that Dr. Williams pink
pills create this rich blood of health, and that
these pills restore strength more surely than any
other medicine yet discovered.
Free yourself now from the blight of anaemia
by taking Dr. Williams pink pills; you will soon
understand why they have gained such a wonderful reputation. All chemists sell Dr. Williams
brand pink pills. Is. 3d. a box (triple size 3s.)
If you do not derive benefit the proprietors will
refund your money.
FREE. — No girls should miss reading the
booklet "Nature's Warnings," sent free to all who
write to M.F. Dept.. 36 Fitzrov Square, London.
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beauty

A woman MUST have a good
complexion if she is to be
popular with men. Icilma
Vanishing Cream, with its marvellous natural water from the
Spring of Hammam Selama in
Algeria, is the surest and
quickest way to a beautiful
complexion. For Icilma Vanishing Cream tones up the
vohoie skin, and keeps the complexion gloriously fresh and
youthful.
Begin your Icilma beauty treatment to-day and notice the
improvement in your complexion aweek from now.
In jars 1/3, gd., and tubes 6d.
GREAT
JUBILEE

SILVER

OPPORTUNITY

For only 6d. you can obtain two fullsize Icilma Shampoos and five
generous samples of Beauty Creams
and Face Powder in a chic Silver Box.
Ask your chemist or hairdresser
quickly for
'
Beauty
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the film world. In Rolling in Money Anna Lee glory, and technicians who were mis^ng when they
was playing the lead and Renee Ray a small part were wanted could always be found trying their
Now th«se pcisrfUoas are reversed.
luck in the slot-machines or a " 'RfM, Bowl, or
One of the seventy extras had a bitter complaint
Unforgettable
1 confess I am looking ftM^ard eagerly to seeing to make, though. He declared that "good o)'
what this famous stage-play becomes in the Sarfend wasn't good old Sarfend wiv'art the
hands of a genius like Viertel. Its j)opulcirity may smell
of its at
mudTeddington
!"
Sunshine
. . . but snow a mile
be gauged by the fact that, first produced in 1908, away
at Twickenham. Not only snow, but snow
Pitch."
it has been revived four times (in 1913. 1917 piled
high on window-sills, lying in drifts against
iy28, and 1929).
doors, faUing in feathery flakes in the silent street.
Perhaps the fact that it was one of the first
The night before Christmas !— and everyone
serious plays to leave Mayfair and seek out Blooms- busy about the final prep>arations for the festival
bury as its milieu may have had something to do . . . except the senior partner in the firm of
with its initial success, but certainly with Sir Scrooge and Marley.
Johnstone Forbes-Robertson as the Stranger it
"Marley was dead, and Scrooge knew it— as
was an unforgettable experience.
de<ui as a doornail, though I should have thought
He also allowed himself to be persuaded to a cofi&n-nail would be the deadest piece of furnimake a silent film of it, but it was the most
ture in existence "... and please will all you
flagrantly "photographed stage-play" I ever Dickens maniacs kindly note that I quote from
saw, I think — except perhaps some of the earlier memory, and if I put a dash in instead of a comma
WaUs-Lynn farces. It was done with commend- don't write to demand my resignation. I've told
able sincerity, but my chief recollection is of the you, I'm not resigning until I've made my pile.
players wearing thick masks of make-up that
robbed them of every trace of humanity.
He Knows It
Yes, I think we have prog[ressed a httle.
Anyway,
whatwayI'mwith
driving
at isofthat
they are
Not the Type
well under
the film
A Christmas
Carol (the most Christmassy tale ever written)
So much for The Passing of the Third Floor under the title of Scrooge.
Seymour Hicks is Scrooge himself, the grasping
Back. Under the same wide roof they are
making Car of Dreams, a musical Ught comedy of old sinner. He played the part on the stage
the type producers go in for in the hope of in 1901, 1910, 1912 (at a special Dickens Fund
producing another Sunshine Susie from the hat. performance at the Cohseum, which realised
By the way, has it ever occurred to you to ;^2,500). 1917, and 1924 (in Australia). Thirtywonder what typists on the screen are typing so four years' famiharity with the i>art !— which
industriously? Or are you always so completely by the way, is about as different from his own
as may well be.
preoccupied
the it?
plot that you don't have character
time
to thinkwithabout
His make-up alone is a masterpiece. I had
There are a dozen typists in one scene in Car the utmost diflSculty in recognising him — I
of
a "take"
I was typing.
privilegedIt never happened to see his stage performance.
to Dreams,
read whatandoneafter
of them
had been
For one thing, he is wearing the same clothes
was "oh eric darling I love yousxljkl&f — m;-*4f that were found for him — extremely second-hand
theresmamemopl3-2i4 — put thy hand in mine — in Eastcheap in 1901 ; even the shirt, which
was once white, is still hanging together in
andGreta
lead Mosheim
me lp9frsne,
."
has ryht
one .of. those
slightly nit- grimy shreds. Come to think of it, thirty-four
witted parts— that of a rubber-stamp girl in a
a bad
and it wasn't
music instrument factory whose favourite lunch- years
by anyisn't
means
new age
whenfor hea shirt
first —introduced
it to
time occupation is going into expensive shops the public.
I have a kind of idea it wiU be a close call for
andbuying.
pricing everything, without any possibility
of
acting honours between Mr. Hicks and Donald
In real life that kind of person is a public pest;
in a Ught musical film it becomes merely funny Calthrop, who plays Bob Cratchitt. Not that
they
try are
to "steal
the too
picture"
either for
of
and rather charming.
them.willThey
both far
good —actors
that.
A New Team
The supf)orting cast matches up pretty well
to these two. There is Mary Glynne, Robert
Talking of springtime, though, one of those
the-v.orld Cochran (the young actor who played " Lieut.
springtime
films engaging
has just been
completedtwo-againstdown atTeddington Tibbetts" in Sanders of the River, and who is
where Michael Powell has been directing Young under contract to London Film Productions),
Maurice Evans, Mary Lawson, and Eve Gray.
Nowheres for Warner Bros. First National.
At least, that's what it was being called when
I was tiondown
this week;
but that's
no indicaof whatthere
it will
be a week
or two
hence.
I should have thought Young Nobodies was a
more
appropriate
it's all about (Margaret
a lift-boy
(Esmond
Knight) title,
and aforchambermaid
Lockwood) in a block of flats.
The studio, by the way, is all excited about
these two as a "team" ; but nothing very startling
is likely to come of the association for quite a
while, for although Knight is on contract to
Warner Bros., and will probably have a trip to
Hollywood before long, Margaret is on loan from
Beaconsfield, where she is on contract to British
Lion.
Those of you who saw Lorna Doone will remember the la.ss who gets off with the highwayman.
That was Margaret Lockwood, in her very first
film. A promising start ? I'll say !
Smell Wanted
They've
had all the funduring
of the fair
,
at Teddington,
the
filming of Young Nowheres. South- ^'
end pier came to the studios in all its

Few stars get so much pleasure out
of their home life as Jessie Matthews
and Sonnie Hale.

